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Recession Continues: Outlook Improves J SnraAtrS^^
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PREPARED BY LEWIS H. HANEY

Director, New Tork University Bureau of Business Research i

It is important to make the distinc-

tion between conditions as they are and

the outlook for the future. Industry and

business are declining, and a condition

of depression exists. However, the first

signs of a possible future turn have

appeared. The position here taken,

therefore, is that the bottom of the exist-

ing severe recession in business will be

reached late in the summer and that

conditions will be ready to improve some

time in the fall, although possibly not

until October.

This forecast is highly tentative, as

it must be admitted that an unusual de-

gree of uncertainty attends the present

situation. It is possible that the recov-

ery here anticipated will be very short-

lived, and that data for another month

may reverse the outlook for the future.

Recent Developments

1. Downturn in retail trade (Fig. 8).

2. Abnormally unfavorable weather af-

fecting business and crops.

1 Assisted by Horace J. Barney and

K. H. Leding of the Bureau 's staff.

3. Money rates down to depression

levels (Fig. 9).

4. Automobile and building activities

decline (Fig. 6).

5. Emplo^^nent of labor declines (Fig.

6. Production in basic industries de-

clines (Fig. 2).

7. Marked gain in business failures

(Fig. 10).

8. Increasing evidence of wages being

out of line.

9. Grain prices turn sharply upward.

Though not numerous, the favorable

factors affecting the industrial forecast

gained in weight.

Favorable Factors

1. Continued rapid checking of over-

production.

2. Greater stabilization in prices (Fig.

9).

.3. F/Y line ceases to decline (Fig. 1).

4. Increase in stocks of commodities

checked (Table 1).

•5. Exports hold up well.

Ukpavorable Factors

1. Building activity declines (Fig. 6).

2. Automobile output declines.

3. Sharp decline in unfilled steel orders

(Fig. 3).

4. Decreased employment and earnings

(Fig. 12).

5. Decreased bank debits (Fig. 7).

6. Increased business failures (Fig. 10).

7. Declining prices (Fig. 9).

Future Dangers

At the present writing the future dan-

gers affecting the industrial outlook are

as follows

:

1. Reduced purchasing power.

2. Strained credit due to sales "on

time".

3. Increasing competition from Europe.

4. Wages too high.

5. Strikes and labor difficulties.

6. Possibility of third party develop-

ments leading to uneconomic class

legislation, unbalanced budgets,

etc.

7. Withdrawal of P^uropean capital.

8. Inflation.

The reader should carefully weigh the

following analysis. To begin with, the

main forecasting line, the PA'' line in
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Ddtit (III the compilation of this curve can be obtained upon request to the editors.

Fig. 1 The Barometer of Ixnr^TRV axt) Trade
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Fig. 1, has definitely turned upward

although the upturn is slight. The close

eonforniation of this line to actual de-

velopments of which it gave advance in-

dications, creates a strong presumption

that within five months business will

have begun to move up. It means that

the end of the general decline in prices

is approaching, that the decline in pro-

duction will begin to taper off, and that

within a few montlis the outlook for

profits in business will improve. But

for political uncertainties, the turn

should come about October.

Setback Just Being Felt

The extent of the existing setback in

business is only beginning to be realized

by many. Business in most lines is

decidedly bad and a real and unusually

sharp downwai-d swing in the cycle is

going on. Practically all reliable in-

dexes point downward. Overproduc-

tion in many important industries exists,

and heavy stocks of basic commodities

burden the markets. Prices in general

are declining.

The lateness of the spring and the

abnormal weather conditions which have

existed are a major factor in the situa-

tion. Not only have important crops

been injured, or made subject to injury

through delayed planting, but the mar-

ket for seasonal goods has been severely

curtailed. Hardware, clothing, gasoline,

and sugar, are only a few of the im-

portant products, the consumption of

which has been restricted by bad

weather. A careful appraisal of this

factor indicates that it has no small im-

portance in determining the industrial

situation for 1924.

Partly on account of overproduction

and partly on account of weather con-

ditions, the automobile and building in-

dustries have been on the decline for

a month or two and this has resulted in

a reduction of the demand for metals,

textiles, and building materials in gen-

eral.

As forecast in these pages, retail sales

have now turned downward. The de-

cline as yet is small, but seems likely

to go further. Mail order sales of the

two great Chicago houses in May fell

off 4.7 per cent, after eliminating the

usual seasonal change, and chain store

sales also registered a small decrease in

comparison with normal seasonal vari.i-

tion.

There has been much loose talk con-

cerning the smallness of "inventories".

As has been pointed out here, however,

the stocks of basic commodities in first

hands have been unduhf large. Cer-

tainly stocks of iron and steel, copper,

oil, leather, paper, and automobiles, do

not indicate the existence of small in-

ventories.

The trend of employment is also not

encouraging, since it not only indicates

recession in production, but tends to re-

duce earnings on the part of lahoreis

of all kinds, which in turn means dimin-

ished purchasing power. New York fac-

tory employment decreased 3.5 per cent

in May after allowing for seasonal

change.

The more intangible factors, such as

domestic polities and European condi-

tions, do not seem to give any ground for

optimism. The third party threat still

exists. Developments in German and

French politics are hardly encouraging,

since increased willingness on the part of

France to make concessions seems only

to increase the probability of German
resistance.

In listing the unfavorable conditions,

the fact that labor has not deflated along

with business, is to be noted. This un-

doubtedly has an important beai-ing on

foreign trade as well as on the out-

look for manufacturing profits in gen-

eral. With wages at peak levels, while

prices have been much reduced and for-

eign competition has been increased, a

serious problem exists.

In this connection evidence of increas-

ing competition from abroad may be

noted. Reports have it that even sueh

heavy products as building materials

are being imported into the country to

an increasing extent.

Signs of Improvement

But not infrequently it is just when
everything looks the darkest that the

bottom is near. (It will be remembered

that about January most signs looked

favorable, but that the downturn cane

almost immediately)- The fundamental

fact about the situation is that there has

l)een a remarkably speedy curtailment

in production and that great progress

has been nuule in bringing the rate of

l<i'oduction down to a level where stocks

will cease to pile up and consumption

will take care of out]>ut at firm prices.

The most valuable current index of in-

dustrial movement is that furnished by

railway tonnage. This index has now
declined sharply for two months. In

.May it fell off about 4.8 per cent after

eliminating seasonal variation, and was
only 17 per cent greater than the aver-

iige for 1021. When it is remembered

that 1921 was a year of great depres-

sion, and further that some allowance

nnist be made for normal growth, it

seems fair to say that the tontiage of

commodities is already somewhat less

than normal.

Signs of increased purchasing of pig

iron, together with some irregular up-

turns in the price of scrap steel, appear

to indicate that the bottom in that basic

industrv is not distant.

Although (luring May there was a de-

cline in wholesale prices of over 2 per

cent, it is probable that during June

the price decline will be greatly mod-

erated if it is not entirely checked. In

the middle of June the downward trend

of the six-commodity group appeared to

have ceased. Textiles, cottonseed oU,

and pig iron were, on the average, iirm,

^^hile grains had shown sharp advances.

On the whole, the gain in grain prices

is a favorable sign. While the indicated

smaller crop is to be considered^ as an

offset, yet so considerable a rise in price

as has occurred in wheat is beneficial.

The agricultural situation is still bad,

and is only a little worse than it was

a month ago.

The better outlook reflected in the

stock market should be noted. The

stock market is always to be regarded

as a valuable barometer and the fact that

the bulls have been able to bring about

as sharp an upturn as occurred in the

early part of June, is an indication that

unfavorable factors have lost their pre-

dominance.

Probably the chief element in the stock

market advance has been low money

rates, and the same factor is important

in business, although its effect here is

slower. With call money at 2 per cent

and best commercial paper at 3% per

cent, funds are so "easy" that business

will readily respond to any improvement

ii! demand. The great question is. What
will happen to the demand for com-

modities? The farm situation is not

strong, and employment and earnings

of labor are declining. It is these things

I'hich cast doubt on the probability of

the autumn recovery, which would other-

wise be almost certain.

Indications favor a further decline in

business and industry, but one which

will go on at a diminishing rate. Specu-

lative markets will, as usual, discoimt

the favorable indications. While the

stock market will i)robably react from

the high point reached about the middle

of June, it appears that the worst has

been discounted.

Year May Not Be Good

All this is not to say that 1924 will

prove to be a good year. Undoubtedly

earnings in that year in most indus-

tries will prove to be considerably lower

than in 1023, but an upturn shotdd occur

toward the end of the year. We repeat

from the last issue of Management and

Aii.MiNi.sTRATiox : "With overcapacity

and with increasing stocks of most basic

commodities; with decreasing wholesale

prices and employment of labor; the

most that can be hoped for at present is

a gradual stabilization of industry on a

considerably lower level than obtained

throughout most of 1023".
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Production and Stocks of Commodities
Production Slows Up But Stocks are Still Large

As shown in Table 1, the stocks of

many basic commodities are relatively

hi^h anil the revised index of stocks of

45 commodities of the Department of

Commerce is still at the hijjhest level

reached since October 1921.

Stocks of cattle, leather, zinc, news-

print paper, automobile tires, cottonseed

oil, and merchant pig iron, all show in-

creases; while gasoline and raw sugar

stocks decreased, allowing for seasonal

variation. E\Hdently the paper, rubber.

overcapacity are the chief drawbacks to

the situation, and will tend to delay the

readjustment.

Iron and Steel Production

Production. The average daily pro-

duction in pig iron in May showed a de-

crease of nearly 22 per cent from the

April level. Forty-six additional fur-

naces went out of blast, and the index

for May (see Fig. 3) stands at 181.8;

JASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJrMAMJ
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Sources. Federal Reserre Board: S. Y. V. Bureau of Business Research. Railiray tonnage

and production in basic industries corrected for seasonal variation, and the latter also for

normal growth.

Fig. 2 Eailw.w Toxx.\ge and Production in Industry

and merchant pig iron industries are still

in a weak position. In this connection

the recent cut of -$2 in newsprint paper

may be noted. The gasoline situation

seems stronger.

Production and Railway Tonnage

Railway Tonnage. As shown in Fig.

2 the adjusted index of railway tonnage

declined rather sharply in May. In that

month Class 1 railways hauled approx-

imately 103 million tons against about

101 million tons in April. This increase,

however, is much less than usual for the

month, with the result that the index

declined from 122.7 to 116.8.

Production. In April production in

basic industries continued to move down-

ward, dropping from 144.3 in March to

141.8 (the average for 1921 being 100).

Production in manufactures also declined

for the first time this year, the index

dropping from 131.6 to 125.4.

Conclu!^ion. Thei'e has been a very

prompt checking of the overproduction

which developed early in the year. This

decline began in April and is now in

full swing. It is likely to go further.

It promises, however, an early readjust-

ment between demand and supply and is

the only means of remed>-ing the situa-

tion that is eflfective. Heavy stocks and

only slightly above the point for Octo-

l;er 1922.

Steel production showed a decline of

24 per cent in average daily rate, and

the index for May was 157, the lowest

since August 1922.

Unfilled orders. Unfilled orders of

the United States Steel Corporation fell

ofif 22 per cent during May, the June 1

figure being 3,268,000 tons, the lowest

since November 1923. The most recent

reports indicate that steel consumption

continues to decline.

Unfilled orders for merchant pig iron

furnaces showed a further decline of

25 per cent during April as predicted.

Prices. The Iron Age composite price

for finished steel on June 17 was 2.603

cents per lb., a drop of 1.2 per cent

from the price (2.639 cents) a month
earlier. The composite pig iron price

was $20.13 per gross ton as against

$21.79 a month earlier, a diop of 7.5

per cent.

Conclusion. Although indications are

that the severest decline in iron and steel

production is past, price levels are still

weak, and with the outlook what it is

in the industries which are the chief

sources of demand, there seems to be no

hurry in buying. Some better inquiries

have been reported in the case of pig

iron, and it seems not unlikely that pig

iron prices are near the bottom.

Production in Important Industries

As indicated in Fig. 4, the production

in certain basic industries shows a mixed

trend with sharp curtailment in textiles

and increases in copper and paper.

Copper. Efforts to curtail the copper

production have thus far failed and the

increase in May production does not hold

out hope of any early strength in copper

prices.

Paper. Paper production in April

increased for the second successive

month and was greater than in any

month since May 1923. This, com-

bined with the increase in newsprint

stocks, has made weaker prices.

Wool. The index of wool consump-

tion declined sharply in April. After

eliminating seasonal variation, the index

T.\BLE 1. STOCKS OF IMPOrtTAXT COMMODITIES ON THE FIRST OF THE MONTH
Average for 1921 =100. Gasoline, raw sugar, (cottonseed oil and Dept. of Commerce index adjusted for

seasonal variation.

Month
.4XD
Year
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Trend of Trad

Prices Still Drop : Tra

11

le and Finance

ide Activity Lessening

Exports and Imports

In May the ailju.steJ index of imports

fell from 150 to 148. And the adjusted

exports index rose from 96.6 to 101.

The excess of merchandise expoi-ts ov( r

imports was about 31 million dollars.

Bank Debits and Postal Receipts '

Bank Debits. The adjusted index of

cheeks drawn on banks during May fell

iy2 per cent. (See Fig. 7).

Postal Receipts. Receipts of the post

3/0(7 Order Sales. After adjusting

for seasonal variation the index declined

from 159.9 to 152.4—or 4.7 per cent.

Chain Store Sales. Sales of four

leading chain store systems fell from

29.7 million dollars in April to 29.2 mil-

lion dollars in May.

Department Store Sales. The index

of department store sales in April stood

at 119.7 against 105.9 in March. (The

average for 1921 equals 100).

Co7ichision. It seems that a furthe'

decline is likelv in June and if such a

cent, all groups of commodities being

lower. That index is now nearly 12 per

cent below the peak reached in 1923 and

9 per cent over the average foi 1921.

The sensitive six-commodity index

showed a further sharp decline in May,

all six of the commodities being lower.

The index now stands at 105.2 against

110.2 a month ago.

Interest Rate. In May the New Yoik

rate on best commercial paper was 4^4

per cent. The index shown in Fig. 9

eliminates seasonal variation and is

64.6. (Average of 1921 is 100).

Conclusion. No general improvement

in prices or firming of money rates is

yet in sight. The decline in prices will

probably go further.

2 BO-
V

liZO-
r

SIIO
-o
_c

100
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Wage and Employment Situation

Sharp Declines in Earnings and Employment

Earnings and Cost of Living seasonally adjusted index decreased

from 117.4 to 112.3 in May. The
The eour.se of averat;e weekly earn- g^. eatest decreases were in the East

ings and the cost of living is shown in Noith Central Geographical Division

F'K- 11- and in the Middle Atlantic Division. In

ern state, is also different in that it

includes other than factory workers.

Conclusion. All reports show de-

creases in employment. The indexes

considered, however, are all well above

the average for 1921. The New York
index is 7.2 per cent above the average

for that year, the United States index,

12.3 per cent above, and the WLseonsin
index, 29.7 per cent above.

ijllO-

"1

s ?
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Powers Accounting Machine Corp.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Please send me "Evidence" booklet without
charge. Saving $4,8C0 a year sounds good to me.

Powers equipment in

use in Tabulating De-
partment of the McCord
Mfg. Co. saves S4,80()

yearly and three clerks

on payrol 1 work and
sales reports alone.

Powers Equipment—the Business Executive's Compass

Replacing a large, cumbersome office stafF and

expensive manual methods, Powers systems

record, classify and tabulate all manner of m-

formation. They organize it so busy executives

can secure with a minmium of delay accurate

records of business activities.

With a Powers system, all information on one

subiect IS found in one place—on tiie unit item

card, the basis of the Powers method. 1 his

applies to every kind of work, whether it be on

payrolls, material records, general accounting,

sales analyses and reports, or statistics.

Industrial concerns, distributors, insurance

companies, railroad and transportation companies,

public utilities, cooperative organizations and all

branches of government now are successfully using

Powers Accounting Machines. Send the coupon for

evidence of their speed, accuracy and economy.

H^ithout cost or obligation to the interested concern, the Powers Accounting Machine Corpora-

tion is prepared to offer the services of its staff of Specialists who will make a comprehensive survey

of present methods and render a report explaining in detail wherein marked savings can be effected

by use of Powers equipment.

Powers Accounting Machine Corporation
Technical representatives in all principal cities

115 Broadway New York, N. Y.
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A No, 2 BTOwnhoist 8-wheel crane, powered by gasoline engine. Such a crane is ideal for industrial plants, railroads or wherever there is iniermilteni service.

It is as easily started or stopped as an automobile and refluires on/> one operator.

Material Handling-
iVhat Does It Cost You Per Year?

Hundreds of industrial companies have found it pos-

sible to show a marked saving in their cost of

material handling with a Brownhoist crane.

In addition to a direct dollars and cents saving, these

companies also find that they have cut the time re-

quired for handling operations. And in no case is the

cost of Brownhoist equipment out of proportion to

the actual savings which result.

Business executives who appreciate the importance
of economical handling will find much to interest

them in BrownhoistGatalogue"K". This booklet pic-

tures various types of Brownhoist locomotive cranes
handling a wide range of materials in almost every
industry. A copy will be sent you for the asking.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Branches: New ^ ork. Chicago. Piltsburch. San hrancisco. New Orleans. Londoa, Eng.

BROWNHOIST

Brou'rihuist BMcVcti. \iai\e from '4 yard

Ri;.>trnhoisr hudJ- .dl 'nn LuA lypes of belt

MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT
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c4nnouncin^ f
a new INDUStRIAL;

HE INDUSTRIAL WORKS offers to modern industry

another engineering achievement—a sturdy 10-ton crawl-

ing tractor locomotive crane. Like all INDUSTRIAL
cranes, this new t>"pe D excels in its class by outstanding

superiority in design, construction, power, speed, endurance and
general utility. The requirements of all classes of industry and
the universal demand for a better-built crane of moderate
capacity are now fulfilled.

The type D is built for either steam, electric, or gasoline

power and is mounted on crawling tractor belts, wide gauge
traction wheels or standard railway trucks of four or eight wheels.

It may be used interchangeably with clamshell bucket, electro-

magnet, hook and block, dipper-arm shovel, dragline, or pile

driver leaders.

It is designed and executed from tread to boom tip in one
plant by America's pioneer crane builders. Fifty years of highly

specialized engineering experience and business integrity con-

stitute the guarantee back of this newest INDUSTRIAL
achievement.

A 16 -page booklet fully describing and
illustrating the type D crawling tractor
cranewill be sent immediately upon request

Ask for Book No. M-120

INDUSTRIAL WORKS

Industrials
Excel

11 ULTRA-MODERN DESIGN
Full revolving

machine, all

steel c u «

tooth gears.

automatic
\double drums

•\ accessible

, .

-
-;- slewing

-, ^-^ " "'j^ shafts

Operator a; '$i::2>-.IiZl;s^
t^-^"^

right front-
'^^""^ ^ *'

Operator -Can propel, slew and hoisr

boom at same time. Each motion hxs

t-cparate controlling friction clutches.

12 INDEPENDENT STEERING
Shoes oi large
area shaped to

protect surface oi

roads and pavements.

Closefit shoes,

no obstruction

can get in to

bind belts.

BAY CITY MICHIGAN
Locomotive Cranes. 5 to 200 Tons -- Transfer, Pillar & Gantry Crarves
Railway Pile Drivers -- Combination Crane Pile Drivers -- Transfer Tables
Portable Rail Saws -- Grab Buckets — Magnets — Steam Pile Hamnrvers

INDUSTRIAL
CRAW^LING TRACTOR CRANES
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G'E Planer Controllers provide positive under-
voltage and overload protection. Types for floor
mounting (above)—and wall mounting (below

'

G-E Type RF Direct-current Reversing Motor
drive —the most highly developed drive Jor large
planers. Over 2000 are in this service.

When the complete electric
equipment is built by one
manufacturer—^you get service
that satisfies.

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

Dynamic Braking
with Reversing Motor equipment has

these advantages

—Positive slow speed and definite stop for setting

up work, without extra equipment.

—Requires less control apparatus, which lowers
maintenance cost.

—Simple to operate. To bring planer to rest,

throw master-switch to off-position and platen

stops within definite over-travel.

•—Accurate stopping, for operating current is

independent of line current.

—Dynamic Braking prevents platen running off

bed should line contactor remain closed from
any cause.

Ask the nearest G-E Sales officefor complete
information on this equipment. It has many
advantages over the plugging method.

<3B-85!

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Unity in Management Policy
By WILLARD E. HOTCHKISS

Executive Director, Xational Industrial Federation of Clothing Manufacturers

DURING the past 15 years it has been my lot,

either as participant or as spectator, to observe

the working out of policy in a number of con-

cerns drawn from several industries. It is impossible

to come away from such an experience without being

impressed with the frequent absence of consistent policy

and with the failure of many
concerns to keep practice and
procedure in line with policy

nominally in force.

Thoughtful executives all

know that unity of policy, har-

mony of procedure, consistency

of practice, are ear-marks of

good management. Why is it,

then, that so frequently they fail

to achieve these ends? Possibly

the first answer that occurs to a

person who has studied indi-

vidual concerns in practical oper-

ation is conflict of interests and

purposes within management
itself. In the extreme case, as

wlien there is a main corpora-

tion with subsidiaries, or distinct

major and minor interests, or

interlocking representation in

the management of two or more
concerns, a person whose major
business interests are elsewhere

may hold an executive position

with a company and be able to

use it to advance outside ends.

But these cases of economic
vassalage are not the only ones in

which persons on the inside of

management are moved by special interests. :Modern
business can function only through organization. While
it is still po.ssible in almost any type of business for

major decisions to be made by one man, or by a small
group, that can act in harmony, in any highly organized
concern the councils upon which decisions rest, as well

Index Number
658.1 Executive control

as the action involved in

carrying them out, must
ordinarily take in people

who stand in varying
relationships to the business as a whole. Such persons
are likely to approach questions from a viewpoint

which is quite different from
that of the central management,
and many of them, irrespective

of outside connection, have in-

terests at stake that diverge

widely from the general interests

of the business. So it comes
about that management is all the

time receiving the impact of

forces that strike it at a tangent.

The resultant of these forces

affects both the course which
management will lay out and its

success in holding to that course

in actual operation.

It frequently happens that the

jiersons who are most aggressive

in advancing their special in-

terests are most firmly convinced
that these interests are also the

interests of the business. In
many instances a person him.self

may not know when he is being

actuated bj' some special in-

terest. The manner in which he

gathers and interprets data, the

way in which he gives or executes

an order, the kind of co-opera-

tion lie obtains from those who
work with him. the elements, in

short, that go to make up his part in an enterpri.se,

may all be colored, consciously or unconsciously, by
the individual, professional, local, or departmental
slant from which he goes at his task.

A striking case in point recently came to my notice

in a coal company that operated several mines. An

i;
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exeeptioually forceful mine superintentlent was in the

habit of being consulted about general production and

labor policy, and it was, of course, his duty to enforce

at the mine the policies adopted by the central man-
agement. His own observations about policy and pro-

cedure and the record of operation for his mine showed

conclusively that the language he used in giving advice

or in supporting general policy, as well as the inter-

pretation he placed on instructions, always meant to

him the continuance of his existing practice at the

mine ; language to convey any other meaning simply

did not exist for him. In the absence of a strong

central control he continued to put his own meaning
in language and continued to do as he pleased. Sim-

ilarly disruptive of general policy are orders from
the top that emanate from an imperfect grasp of local

conditions. When this happens it cannot but foster a

mental attitude like that of the mine superintendent.

Lack of unity that results from faulty co-ordina-

tion within management personnel appears on the sur-

face to be less a matter of policy than of administra-

tive control. But pJoor control and unstable policy

are likely to go together; laxity of control will ulti-

mately undermine any jiolicy, while with weak or

vacillating policy control becomes practically impossible.

Instability of policy may be a matter of incom-

petence or thoughtless drifting, or it may arise out

of the failure of management to find a working ad-

justment between short-time and long-time objectives.

Management always has the task of maintaining some
sort of stable balance between the trader instinct, intent

on maximum present advantage, and the producer-in-

vestor in.stinet. solicitous to safeguard long-time wel-

fare and stability.

Since 1914 an important factor in the success of

many concerns has been the wisdom shown in buying
materials. There occurs to me in this connection the

experience of two companies in the same trade. The
first companj' at the outbreak of the war plunged to

the limit of its capital in the purchase of materials at

pre-war prices. This proved to be a brilliant stroke

and the company has since utilized its strong position

to maintain a high degree of stability in production
and merchantlising policy. The second company, one

that occupied a much more important position in the

industry, found itself stocked with high cost materials

when the market declined at the time of the armi-

stice, and then depleted its stores and had to re-stoeic

after the subsequent ri.se. Two wrong guesses by the

management of this company contributed mightily to

a crisis, a year or two later, that came very near to

bringing about a licpiidation of the business. These
two eases reflect ('(|ually an exi^essive domination of the

trader instinct. They are examples not of business

policy but of speculation.

The extent to which trading, more or less specu-

lative, enters into the normal processes of a business.

depends, of course, upon the jiature of the business,

but there is always danger that management will be

ca-rried away by the trading impulse and when tliis

happens stability of policy is sure to be undermiTied.

The danger from the trader's short-time view of

policy shows itself in a subtle and peculiarly perilous

form in tlic cnninicrcMal intcixieation associated with

busine.ss booms. During the past few weeks I have

had occasion to co-operate with the management of an

old and highly respected concern in an effort to reduce

the unit cost of manufacture. Since the business slump
of 1920 this company has been struggling with in-

creasingly adverse conditions and has lost an appre-

ciable part of its capital. Much of its trouble is trace-

able to its having been beguiled by inflated demand
into making an addition to plant which was completed

practically at the end of the 1919 boom. Besides the

l)urden of carrying the investment, excess capacity has

had an adverse influence on piece rates, on the balancing

of shops, on supervision, in short, on nearly every

phase of manufacturing cost, not to mention its re-

action on the pricing of lines and other phases of

merchandising and sales. The difficulties of this con-

cern have been enhanced by certain burdens that are

beyond the scope of its own policy and it is not yet

clear how its situation will be met. Except, however,

for the unhappy expansion at the crest of the wave,

it is altogether probable that the other burdens would

have been successfully carried.

The resistance of customers to sales effort in dull

times subjects policy to strain of a different sort. Pro-

ducers of many kinds of competitive merchandise have

found it impos.sible for a good part of the time since

1920 to sell goods to their regular customers in normal
amounts and at customary prices. The decline in con-

sumers' incomes has stimulated comjietition on a price

basis and made it fall hard on quality merchandise in

the higher price ranges. Unable to escape from the

dilemma of loss through small volume and consequent

high unit overhead, or loss through volume sold at an

inadequate margin, management is under pressure to

oft'er goods of poorer quality.

Unless such deviation from established policy is

carefully safeguarded it involves at least two serious

dangers: first, there is pressure to mark the cheaper

merchandise too close, in which case a firm may find

itself competing less with its competitors than with its

own more wisely priced lines. A second and more se-

rious hazard is injury to reputation. In an effort to

forestall a temporary loss a company may easily under-

mine the value of large investments in advertising and
sales effort made to establish a demand for quality mer-
chandise. This is a kind of hazard that wise manage-
ment, financially strong enough to carry a temporary
loss, should be extremely reluctant to assiune.

Relations with employees constitute a phase of man-
agement in which many otherwise well-managed con-

cerns have shown great fluctuations of policy. Discus-

sion of the different approaches from which efl'orts

to stabilize industrial relations are being nuule would
carry too far afield. l)ut i( is significant that the

more thorough and far-reaching the effort of manage-
ment to incorjiorate industrial relations within the scope

of unified and consistent jiolicy, the more obvious has

become the loss from lack of unity in the other phases
111' management. Witli stable production and sales

[)()li(\v an industrial relations problem ma.v be com-
paratively simple, iind yet become unsolvable when these

other jihases of management are surround(>d liy uncer-

tainty. There is no jioint at which stability of jiolicy

counts for more than it does in dealing with emnlovees.



Changes in Equipment and Product Preceding
Installation of Production Control

Buildinu" Tractors Under Scientific Management^—II

By GEORGE 1). BABCOCK
Manufacturing Executive, Holt Manufacturing Company

A S related in the preceding article of this series/ at

/-\ the beginning of 1919 a supply of army tractors

-^ -^ was taken over from the government out of the

orders that were in process at the time of the armistice.

This was for the purpose of making available at once

a supph' that might possibly be used for industrial

purposes, while a tractor that was especially adapted

to industry was being developed. It was not known
whether or not the military tractor could be converted

into a commercial article, and the first study to be

made was what changes, if any, were necessary in

design in order to make it fit the new requirements.

Development of the Industrial Tractor

The tractors were put in service under all conceivable

conditions, devised to test their ability to do their

work. Some were sent to the logging camps in the

North ; others to logging in the swamps of the South.

They were tested on roads and in fields, in snow, in

mud, and in water ; over rocks and in sand. The tests

clearly demonstrated that the military design required

considerable overhauling before it would serve as a

commercial machine.

This situation added immeasurably to the difficulties

of bringing the manufacturing under absolute control.

Many engineering changes were indicated as neces-

sary in the design of the tractor in the year 1919. All

of these required some modification in the shop work.

Some of them necessitated entirely new patterns and
drawings. A change in one item frequently would
necessitate changes in several others. Then, too. there

was no assurance that any change would be final.

It can readily be appreciated that this constant

change in design enormoush- increased the work of the

shop. The getting control of production demanded
absolute knowledge of the time required for the pro-

curement of material, and of the time required for

macliine work and for assembly of each and every part

entering into the finished tractor. This meant that a

detailed analysis of the .shop operations had to be

made, and also a study of the material market, for

every single part. Even had the military tractor

proved entirely suitable for commercial purposes, these

analyses would have been a large order. When it is con-

sidered that many parts were subject to change on each
lot of tractors that were put through the shop, it can
be realized that absolute control would be indefinitely

postponed until the engineering design was more thor-

oughly standardized.

1 See M.\x.\CEMEXT .-iXD Admixistr.4tiox, June 1024. p. (".47
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parts of tractors that "^-^ Production control

had been under contract by other manufacturers at the

time of the armistice, and which had been taken over

liy the Holt Companj'. These, it will be recalled, were

in every stage of completion, and had been made in

ilirt'erent shops by different methods. Furthermore,

but one set of tools was available, so that the tools had

either to be made or adapted for about half of these

parts. The available tools, too, had not been made for

the Holt shop equipment, and they had to be adapted to

the Holt machines. To attempt a detailed analysis of the

work necessary to complete these unfinished parts was
an almost hopeless task. It promised also to be an

unprofitable one, for the reason that the changes in

design, that were by this time beginning to be made,

would render these parts obsolete for future tractors,

and hence make obsolete the methods of making them.

It seemed best, therefore, not to spend too much
time in the form of permanent studies and records,

Init to make rough estimates of the time and labor

required for each lot of tractors to be built from these

parts. From these estimates tentative schedules of

production were built up. which were adhered to as

closely as possible. By keeping a close watch on

the group a.ssemblies. noting those parts that were

short or were lagging behind in the machine shop, and
l)y making up shortage lists of these parts, upon which
attention was concentrated, production was kept rea-

sonably close to the schedule. These shortage lists

were made up at rather frequent intervals, in order

that no group of parts would fall very far beliind and
thus delay completion of the lot of tractors which were
alreadv under construction.

Comparative Advantages of the Two Methods

This method of manufacture is effective. It is. how-
ever, expensive in time and labor, and uses up more
nervous energy than it is worth, for the same results

can be obtained much more easily and with greater

precision by the methods of scientific management. It

is also disconcerting to the shop, since urgent shortages

that must be made up promptly, frequently necessitate

the breaking down of machine set-ups in order to make
one or two ]iarts. This results in a delay and possible

sliortago on the next lot in process, and thereby ag-

gravates the situation. It may be noted here that the

methods described above are not at all uncommon in

manufacturing. In fact, they are the ones usually

19
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employed in plants tkat are not operating under scien-

tific management. . . „„„+^„i
Another factor that delayed the gammg of control

was the question of what were known as "government

spares". At the time of the armistice, the government

had on order a considerable voliune

of spare parts for repair of military

tractors. These orders were not can-

celed, and both the government and

the Holt Company were anxious to

have these parts made and out of the

way as soon as possible. The volume

of work for these spares was large

enough to warrant treating it as a

separate manufacturing problem, and

to set aside a definite part of the per-

sonnel for this purpose. It was also

determined that a daily schedule of

production should be drawn up, and

every effort made to adhere to this

schedule.

A remarkable feature of this sched-

ule, and one that made the successful

meeting of it especially noteworthy,

was that it was laid out on the basis

of a definite value in dollars of work

to be completed daily. It is unneces-

sary here to enter the reasons for

making a schedule on this basis, but

the advantages of so doing were so

much greater than the disadvantages

from the shop standpoint, that it was

the logical course to follow. A stand-

ard of minimum and maximum values

of parts to be delivered daily was

fixed. The degree of control that was

established over this part of the pro-

duction program is well illustrated

by the curves of Fig. 9.

The method followed in meeting the

schedule was to pick out, from the

parts on order, a sufficient variety and

volume for each day to fall within

the limits of value previously adopted.

The progress of these lots through the

shop was carefully observed, and by

means of shortage lists, parts which

were falling behind were expedited.

If it became apparent that certain

parts were impossible of completion

by the date set for their delivery.

other parts were substituted from lots

due on a later date, in sufficient

volume to make up the required value.

The parts that were behind were then

assigned to a later date, and a balance

was thus maintained between the

limits set.
.

\11 of the work that has been described above, may

be considered as a clearing of the decks. ^leanwhile

the engineering work on the commercial tractors had

been steadily progressing, and their final form was

beginning to take shape. As this became apparent,

and an analvsis of the product was made, the outlines

of the permanent routine for efficient manufacturing

began to appear, and plans were laid to establish this

routine Several distinct problems presented them-

selves as requiring solution. Among the most important

ones from the production standpoint were

:

Fig. 7 Fin-\l Assembly Floor at Close of the AVar

Fig. 8 Final Tractor Assembly in Which Exact Production Has Been

Maintained for 611 Days

1 The establishment of an adequate material control.

2. The rearrangement of the shop to insure a straight-

line flow of material.

3 The standardization of machine operations.

4 The standardization of machine equipment to enable

work to he routed to a group rather than to an
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individual machine to facilitate progress of work.

5. The establishment of definite routing for every

part manufactured.

6. The building of schedules to insure that every part

would be started in the shop in ample time to be

delivered for assembly at the time it would be

needed.

7. The design and manufacture of special tools and

fixtures to make possible the most economical

methods of machine work.

8. The devising of dispatching and timekeeping

methods that, would insure a steady flow of work

in accordance with the schedules.

9. The development of the inspection function

to a point where the percentage of imperfect work

would be reduced to a minimum by detecting

errors in workmanship before an entire lot of

parts had been spoiled.

10. The development of the toolroom and toolroom sys-

tem that would insure each workman a complete

and adequate set of tools for each job as soon

as he needed them.

ished parts were erected, racks for steel and other bar

material were constructed, and the storerooms them-

selves were made accessible only to those employees who

actually were a part of the storeroom force.

A system of control ledgers was established to show

at all times the amount of each item of material on

hand in the storeroom, and the requirement was laid

down that no material should be received in any store-

room unless accompanied by the proper documents to

.show its origin and for what purpose it was to be used.

On the other hand, the requirement was also laid down

that no material should issue from the storeroom except

upon presentation of requisitions or stores issue slips

authorized by a material control division which was

established at an early date. The purpose of these

regulations was to insure that nothing could enter or

leave the storeroom without the appropriate notation

being made in the balance ledgers.

This sounds like a simple problem, and one that

should be comparatively easy to solve. On the con-

trary it proved to be an extremely difficult one, and

one which for a time seemed almost impossible of solu-
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FiG. 9 Control Chart Showing Value of Product Shipped Daily

Another problem that presented itself was the de-

velopment of proper relations in the personnel of the

plant. This problem, however, was of a different

character than those outlined above, and its solution

depended largely upon the success with which the me-

chanical problems were solved.

Establishment of Material Control

In the establishment of an adequate material control,

several features were recognized as requiring imme-

diate attention. The first of these was the establish-

ment of storerooms, both for rough stores and for

worked materials, including finished purchased parts.

These storerooms, it was recognized, should be under

direct control, and the individual in charge of them

should be held responsible for the material delivered

to them. At the time of the armistice such storerooms

as existed were accessible to any one in the plant. This

condition alone made it impossible to keep accurate

records and obtain control over the material. The first

step, then, was the selection of a location and the in-

closing of the storerooms. Bins for castings and fin-

tion. The personnel available seemed unable to grasp

the fundamentals of storekeeping. Several individuals

were tried on the job, but periodic checks invariably

showed the ledgers out of balance with the actual quan-

tity of material in the bins. It was not until J. E.

Murphy, who had been with the material control de-

partment at the Franklin plant, was put in charge of

this work, that anything like control of the material

was obtained. This took place early in 1920. Prom
that time on. the situation rapidly improved until today

the control may be said to be absolute.

This trouble in obtaining control of the materials

illustrates one of the difficulties in applying scientific

management to any organization where there has been

no previous idea of these principles. Although scien-

tific management is largely a combination of plain

common sense and the application of scientific prin-

ciples, it seems almost impossible to find, where scien-

tific management has never been used, habits of thought

that will co-ordinate these two items. It seems neces-

sary at the start, at least, to put in charge of each of

the major functions, someone who has had previous

experience in these functions.
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Once the ledgers had been brought into agreement

with the actual materials on hand, it became a com-

paratively easy matter to hold them in this condition.

This was a long step in advance in the establishment

of the desired control. The ledgers showed not only

the material that was actually in the shop, but also

material that was on order, and material which had

been apportioned or i-eserved to particular lots actually

in process or about to go into work in the shop. If

items were found missing at assemblies, it was no longer

a question of whether or not material was available to

make the missing part, but a question of where in the

shop, between the storeroom and the assembly, the

missing parts would be found. In other words, bring-

ing the material under control had removed one possible

source of failure. Since scientific management is. in

effect, a running down and correcting of all the causes

which prevent perfection, the permanent removal of any

one cause makes the balance of the problem just that

much easier. Therefore, when each milestone on the

path of progress is reached, every effort should be

made to prevent any slipping back. The material con-

trol was one such milestone.

Routing and Machine Standardization

Referring again to the program of problems requiring

solution, items 2, 3, 4, and 5 were of necessity consid-

ered together. The establishment of definite routing

depended somewhat upon the arrangement of machines

in the shop. It also depended upon standardized ma-

chine operations. Machine operations were impossible

of standardization until the equipment itself was stand-

ardized. Here again difficulty was encountered with

the personnel available to solve this group of problems.

Again it was a case not of unwillingness or lack of

intelligence, but a lack of the background of the

application of scientific management, and lack of train-

ing in the operation of its functions. The individuals

who failed to solve the problem in 1919, could in all

probability solve it easily in 1924, in a similar situa-

tion, providing they had remained at the plant and
grown up with the system under the instructions of a

man familiar with it. At this juncture, recourse again

was had to a man who had been trained at Franklin.

E. J. Terry had there worked his way up through

the shop, and made time studies. The time-study work
had led to devising of better methods in the shop, in-

cluding the tooling of machines. Then he had posted

the control boards, which directed the flow of work
through the shop. This was just the sort of experi-

ence that the situation at Peoria called for, and Terry
accordingly became a member of the Holt organization.

The job was a complex one. The best way of ma-
chining the several thousand parts entering into the

construction of tractors had to be studied, and tools

and fixtures for doing the work had to be designed in

many cases. Then in order to fix the time in which
these jobs should be done, it was necessary to specify

the best combination of speeds and feeds for each oper-

ation. Before this could be done, it was necessary to

learn whether or not tlie combinations that were best

were available in all the machines to wliich the work
might be routed. A survev of all the iniii'liiiies in tin-

shop was the only way in which this information could

be obtained. Fig. 10 is typical of the data sheets that

were prepared as a result of this survey.

When these data were gathered, machines of the

same type and class were compared to ascertain whether

or not the desired combinations of speed and feed could

he obtained on all of them. If necessary, changes

were made in some machines to bring them into line

with the others. The importance of this point cannot

be too strongly emphasized. If the machines of any
one class have different speeds and feeds, it becomes

necessary to route work to a particular machine. This

may result in a congestion of work at one or two

machines, while others in the same group were standing

idle. If the latter are utilized, they will necessarily

have to work at a lower rate of output than the job

analysis calls for, with a consequent failure to meet

the schedule. On the other hand, when all machines

of a class are of the same capacity, the work may be

routed to the group, and put in the first one of the group

that fini.shes the job it is working on. This immeas-

urably siinplifies the routing, and makes the dispatch-

ing of work in the shop much more rapid.

Finally, Avhen the routing was decided, the arrange-

ment of the shop was taken up. The ideal arrangement
is one where raw material enters at one end and

progresses in a straight line to the point of assembly.

This ideal can be attained onlj- in a circular shop,

with material moving radially from the outer circum-

ference to the center, which is the assembly point. A
close approach can be made to the ideal if the material

enters at one end of a shop, moves in a straight line

to the first operation, and thence straight through the

various machines to the final operation. Thence another

straight-line movement takes it to finished stores or

assembly. In any event there must be no retrograde

movement for any machine operation. This was the

condition it was sought to realize so far as possible

in the rearrangement of the Holt shop. Fig. 11 is a

plan of the machine shop showing the present arrange-

ment of machines. It will be observed that the various

types of tools are arranged in several groups in various

locations, and that similar groups will recur at several

places in the same line. Thus in rows 5 and 6 in the

upper half of the drawing, bays K to B contain first,

some horizontal and vertical milling machines, then

some radial drills, next some horizontal boring ma-
chines, followed by another group of radial drills and
then by some more boring machines. These same types

of tools appear in different sequences in other parts of

the shop. This arrangement was dictated by the se-

quence of operations on the parts that are machined

in these bays. Should a new model of tractor be

developed, requiring a different sequence of opera-

tions, the machines would be rearranged for this se-

quence. It is too frequently assumed in most shops

that moving machinery is too formidable a job to be

attempted, and the work is routed to fit the shop, rather

than the shop ada])ted to fit the work. That this is

a fallacy will be realized when it is considered that

for a standard line of product, the machine movement
occurs hut once, while the unneces.sary movement of

material is a constant and continuous expense. The
Inss due to this unnecessary movement will usuallv
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than the cost of rearranging thebe far greater

machinery.

It is, of course, impossible in most shops fully to

realize the ideal of straight-line movement of mate-

rial. Only where the product is in such tremendous

volume that the whole time of a man will be spent

on a single operation on a single part, will the expense

of the equipment necessary be justified. Hence while

as large a proportion of the work as possible was

for the individual parts is not a matter of great

difficulty when accurate knowledge is available con-

cerning the time required for each operation. It simply

becomes a matter of totaling the operation time and

allowing a sufficient interval between operations to

permit of inspection, if this is necessary, and to move

the material to the next operation. The grand total

then indicates the number of days prior to the delivery

date for the parts that work should be started in the

°"- C3-2G-I3
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were fairly well formulated, and control began, and

the degree of control that was obtained became notice-

able. From May 28 to September 16, 1920, a period

of 90 working days, a daily task was exactly met. Pro-

duction was stopped on the latter date in order to

introduce a number of engineering changes. On Jan-

uary 24, 1921. control was again established and a

daily task was set and maintained exactly until May
6. 1921, a period of 82 working days. Then production

was stopped by the business depression. On January

IS. 1922, a new tractor schedule was set calling for

the first delivery of tractors on ilarch IS. 1922. This

schedule has been followed by others calling for varj--

ing numbers of tractors per day, and these several

schedules have been exactly met without interruption

up to June 2. the date of this writing, or a period of

exactly 620 working days.

The three problems on the list of those to be solved

before absolute control could be obtained, that have

not been discussed, were minor, although important,

phases of the control.

Prompt Dispatching Necessary in Efficient Shop
Operation

Prompt and accurate dispatching was a prerequisite

of efficient shop operation. Before this was obtained

it was necessary to educate both the men in the dis-

patch cages and the shop force as a whole. Again

it was a question of personnel, and many men were tried

before a dispatch crew, that would work in entire

harmony with the shop and with the routing depart-

ment, was obtained. Some of the difficulties that were

encountered and which could be recognized, were faults

in personnel rather than faults of the system used.

They wei-e as follows

:

Job cards would be taken home or locked in tool

boxes by the workmen instead of being returned to

the crib. Information as to what had been finished and

what had been rejected in a given lot would be marked

on the ticket. Identification tags would be lost or

placed on the wrong part. Move tickets would be lost,

with the result that the movement of material would

not be recorded on route sheets, thus indicating that the

work was ready for the next operation. Jobs would

be issued to be run on one machine, but the work-

men would set it up on another which happened to

be standing idle. This led to confu.sion. as the machine

might have been assigned to other work which woiild

come along after the first job had been started. Little

co-operation existed at first between the workmen and

the dispatch cages, and less existed between the fore-

men and the cages. The foremen seemed to feel that the

cages were responsible for lowering their prestige and

derogating their authority. A long campaign of educa-

tion was necessary before the above troubles and many
others were eliminated.

The details of the system of dispatching finally

adopted will be discussed in a later article. Our pur-

pose here is only to show the work that was necessary

before what might really be termed a fairly close

approach to scientific manageinent was attained.

Routing, dispatch, and material control, including

purchasing, were materially simplified by a reduction

in the variety of raw materials that were purchased.

At the beginning of the work, many types and classes

of steel and other metals were requisitioned and bought.

Some of these were well suited for their purpose, and

others not so well suited. A metallurgical laboratory

was established, the purpose of which among other

things, was to work in conjunction with the engineer-

ing department to reduce the varieties of steel and

other materials entering into the construction of the

tractor. Steels had been specified for different pur-

poses which varied but little in chemical composition

and physical properties. Investigations were made and

showed that many varieties of steel could be replaced

with one steel whose properties were such that the

substitute often was better adapted to its purpose than

the original. Reducing the number of steels, reduced

the number of speeds and feeds which had to be figured

for difi'erent parts, since feeds and speeds depended in

a measure upon the material. Instead of 12 steels

which were purchased for tractor construction in 1919,

the number of varieties was brought down to four in

1922. Another instance is that gages of copper tubing

in 1919 were reduced to three gages in 1922. Similarly,

attention was concentrated on purchased finished parts,

with the result that the number of varieties of cap

screws, cotter pins, and standard hardware, was greatly

reduced. This not only simplified the stores and rout-

ing, but affected a considerable reduction in the amount

of material carried on inventory.

Inspection

The inspection of material in process and of finished

parts was a function that was operating efficiently at

the time of the armistice. It. however, was necessary

to tie this function in with the others, and to estab-

lish a routine which would insure the detection of

errors in shop work before that had gone far enough

to cause a serious loss. It was arranged that inspectors

should inspect the first piece in each lot at the be-

ginning of each operation on the piece. If errors in

tool-setting or workmanship were such as to render

the piece inacceptable, the necessary corrections were

indicated by the inspector, and inspection was con-

tinued until the workman had turned out a perfect job.

The second inspection took place upon completed lots

of parts, and was done in an inspection department

equipped with the necessary gages, templets, and meas-

uring instruments. To insure the first piece being in-

spected, provision was made on the job tickets for the

inspector's signature and the burden was placed upon

the workman of finding the inspector and having him

pass upon his work before he proceeded. To get in-

spection operating in conjunction with the rest of the

routine, was principally a matter of education since

the shop already was accustomed to the necessity of

inspection.

The situation that existed at the beginning of 1919

in regard to the issue of tools, was much the same as

existed in regard to stores. The tool cribs were ac-

cessible to any one in the shop, and realh* served only

as a source of primary supply for the men. Many tools

were issued from the cribs, but few were returned.

The first step that was taken was to enclose and lock
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the tool crib.s, admitting to them only those concerned

with their operation. The next was to collect all the

tools that had accumulated in the shop during the

war, and return them to the cribs. Tools were found

under benches, in bench drawers, in workmen's tool

boxes, under machines, and in many extraordinary

places. When they were all gathered and returned

to the tool crib, it is hardly an exaggeration to say

that several wagon loads of small tools had been recov-

ered. Once these tools had been returned to the crib,

they were soi-ted, a tool classification adopted, and tools

stored in accordance with it. A grinding-room was
established in conjunction with the tool crib, as shown
in Fig. 10 and arrangements made to grind all tools

in this grindin^-room for the shop. A system of in-

spection was established whereby all tools used were

inspected as soon as they were returned from the shop,

and those in need of it were sent to the grinding-

room for sharpening. It is now a matter of pride that

a visitor to the plant is unable to find a dull tool

in any of the storage racks of the toolroom.

The foregoing is a brief outline of the things that

had to be done in conjunction with the physical con-

ditions of plant and product before anj- attempt could

be made to establish absolute control of the work and

before the shop could be said to be operating under

scientific management. About the middle of 1920, the

preliminary work had progressed to a point where

definite control began to be established. From that

point on, the work largely consisted in developing the

methods to obtain more perfect control, and to shorten-

ing the time of operation and making the personnel

more efficient.

THE next two articles will describe the develop-

ment of the personnel, and the routine that was

established to carry out the principles of scientific

management. —The Editors.

Applying Conveyors to Laundry Service

THE marking room of the Metropolitan Laundry
is one of the largest and mechanically most perfect

marking rooms in the world. The plant has two up-

coming conveyors to carry the bundles of soiled laun-

dry to the operators.

After the bundles are marked, which is done by the

man in the foreground, they are laid on the conveyor,

controlled by a push button. When the first bundle

travels to the end of the conveyor it touches a screen,

which automatically stops the conveyor.

There is a high shelf running the entire length

of the fourteen booths. On this shelf the operators

lay all pieces which are to have a label or a patch

sewed on. Garments such as table cloths, and all col-

ored pieces, contain slips of paper with the laundry

marks on them. One girl sews on the patches and
marks them with the correct label on the marking
machine.

There are two tlivow-off' convevors in the svstem. One

is for starch or finish Index Number

work and the other for 658.9: Laundry. Management

family-work.

Labor-saving devices

used by the laundry include equipment for correct

counting, listing, marking and washroom classifying

of bundle, flat, rough-dry, and finished work. No. 8

National power marking machines, No. 3 National Lang
counting and list-printing machines, and No. 1 Rose

label tape and patch sewing machines are used. Speed

and accuracy are essential for the turning out of satis-

factory work on time.

Each of the fourteen booths is really a private office.

The workers are separated, thus preventing confusion

and the annoyance of talking and "visiting" among
employees. When the operator is in the booth she can

handle the work with the fewest number of movements,

with but one handling of each piece, and with no

crossover of hands slowing up the work in process.

Fig. 1 SoRTiKG .\N"D M.\rkin'G Room hf .\ L.wn'DRT K.MiM.oviNt, .Mki hash ai. Equipment



Selling the Automobile Overseas
How General Motors' Export Business Is Handled

By J. D. MOONEY
Vice-President, General Motors Corporation, in Charge of Export

"In the fii-st three months of this year the cars and

trucks manufactured or sold overseas by General Motors

numbered over 17,000, valued at approximately

$13,500,000." 1

THE work of the Export Organization of the

General Motors Corporation is to sell all the

products of the various factories -which form the

corporation to all the countries of the world outside

of the United States and Canada.- The product to be

sold comes from six ma.jor car divisions, and 23 ac-

cessory and parts factories. The car divisions consist

of the Cadillac, Buick, Chevrolet, Oakland, Oldsmobile,

and GMC Truck. The 23 factories in the parts group

manufacture such -well-known products as Delco and

Remy ignition systems. Hyatt and Ne-w Departure

bearings. Klaxon horns, Jaxon rims, etc.

Fig. 1. A Cadillac Enters the Winter Palace in Pekix

The selling of all the products of so many different

factories includes not only the usual problems incidental

to a selling organization, but also problems of crating,

shipping, assembling, and financing -which vary con-

siderably from such problems as they enter into sales

for the domestic market.

The products from all these factories are sold through

the export division to approximately 126 different coun-

tries. Figs. 1. 2. 3. 5, 6. 7 show cars in service in foreign

lands. To sell the product of 30 different manufac-

turing plants to over 126 different countries is a com-

plicated problem calling for far more research and

1 Quotation from The New York Herald-Tribune.
~ This is the sixth of a series of articles on '

' Tuning-iip Gen-

eral Motors". Preceding articles have appeared in Manage-
ment and Administration for January 1924, p. 21 ; Februarr
1924, p. 195; March 1924, p. 283; Apriri924, p. 417: May 1924.

p. 523; June 1924, p. 677.

Study than a business in Index Number

this country approxi-658.9:629.113 Automobile industry,

mating an equal volume Management

of sales. Before going 382 Exporting

further into the organization and the methods used in

dealing with this market, we may mention some of the

conditions which simplify the problem of serving the

domestic trade and, in their absence, make the problem

of serving the foreign trade so ditScult. Fig. 4 shows

an Export Functional Chart.

For instance, in the domestic trade we have to deal

with one nationality of people, speaking one language

and having in general the same ideas, prejudices, and

customs, and practically the same laws. In the domestic

trade there is but one monetary system to deal with,

one language, and one system of railways on which to

ship our products. We have magazines and newspapers

which cover the entire country, and it is possible to

get our product before the public through these, in a

way that cannot be approached in the overseas field.

Also the home market has increased considerably be-

cause of the fact that in all parts of this country we

have, or are building, good, hard roads designed es-

liceially for automobile traffic.

We have no laws in this country which interfere

with the shipping of cars from one state to another,

and no such thing as import duties between states to

cause variation in price in the neighboring com-

munities, and we have service stations throughout the

country -svhere any make of car can be repaired within

a short time. All this seems only natural to us and

nothing out of the ordinary. The conditions are largely

the outgrowth of the widespread use to which the

automobile is put in this country.

Some Special Difficulties of the Foreign Field

In Russia privately owned automobiles are pro-

hibited, and in Bermuda all motor vehicles are for-

bidden. There is said, however, to be one automobile

on the island. To comply with the law the engine has

been removed and it is now drawn by a team of horses.

In a great many countries there are regulations

sjiecifying the number and locations of lights and type

of drive. I\Iany of these regulations compel a change

from the standard American model.

Different import duties cause variation in the price,

and sometimes there are regulations which prohibit

or discourage the importation of some certain part of

the car into that country, so that it is necessary to

ship some parts of the car and build the remaining

parts in the country before we can sell our products

there. As an illustration of this last point, the import

27
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duty on automobile bodies into Australia is prac-

tically prohibitive, and few automobile bodies are

shipped into Australia.

There are a great many other factors entering into

foreign sales which must be considered. These various

countries are peopled by many different races. They
vary in civilization from the head luinters in the South

Sea to the highest civilization of Eui'ope. In all these

countries they have their own laws, prejudices, customs,

methods of doing business and habits, all of which

Fig. 2 An Oakland Cab Passes a Camel C.\rav.4^n in a
Desolate Part of Asia Minor

must be taken into consideration by those who wish

to ship cars overseas.

Perhaps the variation between domestic and foreign

sales and the necessity for an elastic viewpoint can

be understood a little better if we use some one export

function as an illustration. Consider the advertising

activities and all the complications arising when you
extend your sales to foreign fields.

In the domestic field the advertising director makes
his appeal to people who u.se the same language and
have the same customs and ideals. To such people

he can plan a broad advertising campaign that will

be suitable for all. His reading matter and display

ads, will be generally understood, and his photographs
will have the same appeal everyAvhere, because as a

people we have the same viewpoint, traditions, and
habits.

In addition to all these above reports, wliich are

received regularly, reports are also received from the

various offices in the field showing local conditions

and any items of interest which affect export sales.

These reports require considerable time for thorough
analysis. Some part of these reports are conclusively

informative as they stand, while other parts are of

value only when compared to like data from other
sources, or the same data for previous periods of time.

After the vice-president has studied these they are

turned over to his executive staff for analysis and
also for the purpose of making such comparisons.

Control Chart Comparisons

In analyzing these reports graphic control charts are
used very extensively, being brought up to date each

month. These chg,rts are then studied very carefully

to get a picture of the actual conditions existing and

the trend of the business at the time the reports were

made.
The first set of deductions shown is the relationships

existing between the total production of all the auto-

mobile factories of the United States and Canada ; the

production of all the General Motors plants ; the exports

of all the United States factories and the exports of

the General Motors units. These relationships are

studied to determine our standing with reference to the

business as a whole. If the General Motors units make
a greater per cent of the total cars produced than they

did in a previous period of time it is only reasonable

to expect that our percentage of the export volume

should also show an upward trend. Or, if the total

automobile exports show an increase and our share of

the total shows a decrease, then the logical conclusion

is that the cause is local to our organization. Other

sets of curves show the conditions existing within each

of the corporations of the export group.

The total volume of sales each month is shown com-

pared to the preceding months and also how these

sales were divided among the various car lines. If one

of our car lines happens to be exceptionally popular

in any particular zone, there is always the tendencj'

of the salesmen in that field to follow the line of least

resistance and push this line to the exclusion of the

others. Since our lines of cars are non-competitive as

to price class, it is evident that if such a condition were
allowed to continue the result would not be as favor-

able as if all the lines received their share of at-

tention.

The standard measure by which it is decided whether
each car line is receiving its share of export sales is

the percentage which that car production bears to the

I'lli. o A CHtVUULtT iitllAS IN A.N (JLliW u.a.i. bKiilXG
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total production of the corporation. This is an ar-

bitrarily assumed standard which has been taken for

want of anything better to begin with. As time goes

on and our experience covers a more extended period

of time, other factors enter which cause us gradually to

modify our standards with which we started. An
example of such a factor is the establishment of Chev-

rolet assembly plants in London and Copenhagen. These

plants enable us to ship the cars as parts at a reduc-

tion in shipping costs and import duties.

Other sets of charts show the turnover and the per-

centages of profit and i-eturn on investment for the

different corporations, as well as the relations between

sales and the number of people on the pay-rolls. The

analysis of these items is very little different from the

customary methods applied to corporations here at

home, although, of course, local conditions affect these

to some extent. What these percentages should nor-

mally be has been determined very largely by experi-

ence and are not so apt to be relative to some other

factor as is the case with some of the other controls.

All these control curves and charts are watched care-

fully for a sudden break in the wrong direction. When
the break in any of the curves is sharp and is con-

sidered of sufficient importance, one of the executive

staff may be assigned to make a complete study and

to determine means of remedying the weakness. Some-

times the cause may be found by an examination of

some of the other curves which show the trend of thi'

many individual factors. In other cases the problem

may be much more difficult and may even call for a

trip to some distant market to make a critical analysis

of conditions there. In such a ea.se that portion of the

work regularly performed by him, as defined on the

functional chart, is turned over to some other member
of the staff and he goes as far as necessary to locate

and remedy the trouble.

History of the Export Business

The youth of the automobile business, as a whole,

and the export section in particular necessarily limits

the background by which many decisions are made and

cau.ses a more or less shifting set of standards by which

the progress of the work is measured. In 1909 the

total export trade of all the automobile factories of

the United States only amounted to about 7 million

dollars, and at the end of 19] 3 had only risen to some-

thing like 2") million. Then the total rose rapidly, due

largely to the World War. to 120 million in 1916 and
to nearly .300 million in 1920. 'I'hen the depression felt

here in 1921 was i)revalent tln-oughout the world and
was reflected in the total automobile export of the year,

which was only about 82 millions for all the automobile

factories of the United States and Canada. In 1922.

this rose a little to .slightly less than 100 million, and
during the past year mounted to over 220 million.

This seems to indicate tliat our export experience,

which only extends over a period of 15 years, is of less

value as a background for use in judging the future

llian would ordinarily l>e the ease. The first five years

show us little, as the volume of sales during Ihis |)criod

was too small in comparison to present sales. The next

ciarht years are of less \aliic liccansc they were influi-iiced

by the World War and are not indicative of conditions

as they exist today. Onh- the curves of the last few

years seem to show a return to normal conditions, and

although they have not remained steady over a long

enough period to be sure, the indications at present

seem to point very definitely to a period of increasing

prosperity throughout the world.

The sales and service of the accessories manufactured

by subsidiaries of the General Motors Corporation are

sold abroad through the Overseas Motor Service Cor-

poration.

Outside the United States, Canada, and the British

Isles (except the sale of Chevrolets in Scandinavia and

Northern Europe), all over.seas sales of General Motors

Pig. 5 A GMC Truck Starting Up El Bordo Ro.\d—Oxk op
THE Oldest Mining Highw.\ts in Mexico

Cars and Trucks are made through a Corporation

known as the Genei-al Motors Export Company. The
work of this Corporation is divided into six sales divi-

sions : The European, African, Australasian, Far East-

ern, South American, and Caribbean. It maintains

offices in 16 different cities and has distributors in 126

different countries. These offices and the zones which
they take care of are as follows

:

EUROPEAN SALES DIVISION
Paris Office

Holland, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Sardinia. Corsica,

Malta, and Italy.

Madrid Office

Spain, Canarj- Islands, Portugal, .\zores, Madeira, Balearic

Island.s, Tunis, .\lgeria, Spanish Morocco, French Morocco,
Gibraltar, and Tripoli.

Constantinople Office

Jugo-Sla\'ia, Bulgaria, lloumania. Greece, Syria, Turkey in

Asia, Turkey in Europe, South European Russia, Palestine,

Egypt, ,\nglo Egyptian Sudan, .\rabia, Crete, and Cyprus.
Copenhagen Office

Iceland, Norway. Sweden, Denmark, Northern European
Russia, Finland, Poland, Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Ger-

many, Au.stria, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia.

AFRICAN SALES DIV/SIOX
Jnhanncshnrg Offiice

T'liion of South .\frica, Rhodesia, Bechuanaland, Bechuana-
land Protectorate, Nya.saland, Portugue.se East Africa,

Angola, Southwest Africa, Belgian Congo, Tanganyika Ter-

ritory, Kenya Colony, Uganda Protectorate, Madaga.scar,

Mauritius. Reunion, Zanzibar .and adjacent islands in Indian

Ocean off East Coa.st of .Mrica, Rio de Oro, Mauritania (Fr.

\V. .Africa), Senegal, Portuguese Guinea,- French Guinea,
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Liberia, Ivory Coast, Dahomey. Cameroons. Spanish Guinea,

Gabon (Fr. Equat. .^fricai, Gabinda. French West .Airica,

Upper Sudan, Cape Verde Islands, and other islands off west

coast of Africa in South Atlantic Ocean.

AUSTRALASIAX SALES DIVISIOX
Syrlmy Office

New South Wales, Queensland, Northern Territory-. British

New Guinea, Solomon Islands, New Hebrides, Loyalty

Islands, New Caledonia, Guam.
Melbourne Office

Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia, Tasmania.

Wellington Office

New Zealand. Fiji, Samoa. Friendly Islands, Society Islands,

Tahiti. Cook Islands, Santa Cruz Islands.

FAR EASTERN SALES DIVL?IOX
Shanghai Office

Japan, China, Korea. Formosa, Manchuria, Siberia.

Manila Office

Philippine Islands, Hongkong, French Indo-China.

Soerabaia Office

Borneo, Dutch East Indies, Federated Malay States, Siam,

Straits Settlements, Celebes, Dutch New Guinea.

CaUuita Office

United Provmces Inc. Delhi, Bihar, Orissa, Bengal, Assam,

Biu-ma, Mysore, Travancore, Madras. Central India East of

Jhansi.

Bombay Office

Aden, Mesopotamia, Persia. Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Pun-

jab 'exclusive of Delhi), Bombay, Central Pro\nnceS, Hy-

derabad. Rajputana. Kashmir, Ceylon. Central India West

Fig. (i This Bimck Makes Eegular Trips Between Kalgan and
OF About 628 Miles Each Wat Over the Gobi Desert, with

3300 LB.

of Jhansi, N. W. Frontier Provinces, British Somaliland.

Italian Somaliland, French Somaliland. Eritrea, Abyssinia.

SOUTH AMERICAX SALES DIVISIOX
Bxtenos Aires Office

Argentina. Chile, Paragua.v, Uruguay, Falkland Islands, Peru,

Boli^-ia, and Ecuador.

Sao Paulo Office

Brazil.

CARIBBEAX SALES DIVISIOX
Bermuda. British Guiana. Virgin Islands, Colombia, Costa

Rica, Newfoundland, Nicaragua, St. Ivitts. St. Vincent, Hon-

duras, British Honduras, Bahama Islands, Barbados, Granada,

Guatemala, Dominica B. W. I., Haiti, French Guiana. Dutch

Guiana, Antigua, Cuba, French West Indies (Guadeloupe)

'Martinique), Dominican Repubhc, Panama, Trinidad,

Curacao, Leeward Islands, St. Lucia, Jamaica, Salvador,

Venezuela, Porto Rico.

Honolulu Office

Hawaiian Islands,

Mexico City Office

Mexico.

The administrative control of all the export activities

is made especially difficult due to the fact that there are

so many varying factors due to changing conditions

throughout the world at large. An idea as to how these

functions are handled within the office will be obtained

from a study of the accompanying chart showing the

line of contact on the various matters within the ex-

port organization. The vice-president in charge of

export has a personal staff of assistants as shown on

the chart, who handle the varying functions, some of

which are permanent and others of which, such as

studies of the progress of various lines or conditions,

are only temporary. By means of this chart it is

possible to turn the work over to another when occa-

sion calls the one who has been doing this M'ork to

another part of the world to make an investigation or

special study. It also enables people coming from

one of the organizations to locate with comparative ease

the person liaving authority over functions with which

they may come into contact.

The actual control is by means of

a number of reports which are sent to

the vice-president from the variotis

corporations under his direction.

Each of these corporations sends a

complete monthly report showing

assets, liabilities, reserves, income,

sales inventories, etc., as well as a

detailed sheet showing analysis of

profits, turnover, and return on in-

^rf^^^ vestment.

^I^^^^k From other sources within the cor-

^^^^^^B jioration are received other reports

fl|H^|^ showing total production for the

gH month of the different car lines and
the percentage which goes to the

various export organizations. Then,

from the Department of Commerce at

Washington are received monthly

statements of the total automobile

exports divided into commercial and
pa.ssenger cars, and divided also into

the various countries to which these

automobiles are sent.

As soon, however, as he begins to

plan an advertising campaign for the

foreign markets his troubles are upon him. The read-

ing matter has to be translated into every modern
language and then it is not suitable for use in many
of the countries in which the appeal is to be made.

Ideas of propriety vary a great deal, and a wording,

which may be exactly suited to domestic trade, when
translated, may be considered not only "common" but

actually offensive. There are many subjects, which are

topics of ordinary conversation in some countries,

which are not mentioned in polite society here at home.

Vice versa we have some mannerisms and methods of

approach which, if they did not actually offend, would

Urga, a Distance
A Load of About
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make our efforts ineffective in many countries where the

people are, in some respects, far more sensitive than

we are.

Then consider the difficulties the advertising director

encounters in making up a display "ad" suitable for

universal use. In this country where the newspapers

are of a fairly uniform size and printed in a common

language the preparation of such a display is simple

compared to making one for the entire world. In

many countries the daily paper is a little affair re-

sembling the fiction supplement in one of our Sunday

papers, and it does not readily lend itself to the average

American display "ad," even if reduced in size.

In some countries there is no equivalent for the

American daily paper, and in others the form is so

different that it is almost impossible to translate the

American "ad" so that it can be. used. A display

might be the masterpiece of a genius, exceptionally

effective in the American papers, and yet be of very

little value if reproduced upside-down and back-side-

to on the rice roll of an Oriental Tribune.

An interesting side-light on this is found in China,

where the medium of advertising is limited to the daily

or weekly press, as there are no maga-

zines such as we have in The Satur-

day Evening Post or The Literary

Digest. In that country they have

a peculiar reverence for the "chop"
which is somewhat similar to, although

not always exactly the same as, our

"trademark." The Chinese man who
has learned to trust a certain "chop"
calls for his merchandise by that

"chop" name, whether is be automo-

biles or piece goods, and all the argu-

ments of a silver-tongued salesman go

for nothing when he attempts to sub-

stitute goods of the unknown "chop".

The moral of this from a publicity

point of view is that the only part

of the advertising that is really vital

is the "chop" mark.

Then, there is another method of

approach which is being used more

every day in advertising, and which is

very effective. That is the use of the

photograph. At first thoiight the

jihotngraph would seem to be the uni-

versal medium of advertising, but

there are reasons why the picture

must be varied to make the desired appeal in the

different countries and among different races.

foreign fields. It would not have much of an appeal

in those parts of the world where you cannot .sell trucks

because wives are cheaper and just as efficient.

And even in civilized countries the picture would some-

times fail to have the desired effect because of the varia-

tion of ideas as to what constitutes beauty. In those

parts of the world whei-e Fairbanks far outranks Zieg-

feld as a connoisseur of feminine beauty, the picture

of the slender American gii-1 in a large roomy car

would not be as effective as a picture of a woman who
filled the back seat and bulged over the sides. And that

is the kind of a picture you have to use, especially when
your most highl3' respected competitor has a car which

seems to have inherent in it the ability to emphasize

that bulging effect.

Organization of the Export Division

All of the activities connected with the sale of cars

overseas are under the direction of the vice-president

in charge of export. He operates through four dis-

tinct corporations, each of which is under general

managers who report directly to him. The export

Pictures for American Advertising

Here in America the favorite picture in automobile

advertising is the one that api)cals to the love of the

beautiful, a beautiful car with a beautiful background
and a beautiful woman in it. It may be a cheap car,

but you never get that impression from the picture.

You retain a composite impression of beauty from the

combination of background, car, and woman. But that

picture which might be extremely effective with the

American public, might backfire if used in some of the

Fio. 7 An OiiDSMOBniE Befoke the Great Ptr.\mid in Egypt

operations in England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales

are handled by the corporation known as the General

Motors. Ltd., which operates a Chevrolet assembly plant

in London and sells all the (ieneral Motors cars in the

British Isles. It has a subsidiary company, a corpora-

tion called the General Motors of Ireland, Ltd., which

handles the sales in Ireland.

There is also a Chevrolet assembly plant in Copen-

hagen run by the General Motors International A/S,

which handles the .sales and assembly of all Chevrolet

cars for the Scandinavian countries, and Northern

Europe. The other General Jlotors cars outside of the

Chevrolet in this territory are, however, handled by

the General ^Motors Export Company.



Securing Funds for Business Expansion
By ARTHUR M. LEINBACH

Manager, Statistical Department, Colurnbia Mortgage Company

FINANCING is regarded by many business men

as a mysterious method of turning fixed assets

into cash, the intricacies of the practice being

known to only a privileged group of bankers and

bond houses. Frequently this belief is in itself one

of the chief reasons for the failure of an issue of

$1,000,000 or less of securities. If the executive will

first and foremost put aside the erroneous notion that

there is anything mysterious or intricate about his

errand of securing funds for the expansion of his cor-

poration, then he will have met an important require-

ment of successful corporation financing.

Corporate financing today is a merchandising prop-

osition. A corporate loan—be it in the form of either

notes or bonds—is marketed like a commodity and is

bought, sold, and traded in among the various owners

of the loan from time to time. If the issue is of bonds,

the bond firm is the wholesaler of the loan that the

business man has for sale, and the procedure and the

principles to follow are the ordinary principles which

would be followed in arranging the distribution of any

commodity through a wholesaler.

Approach the matter from the merchandising angle.

The financial statements and other certified facts con-

cerning the proposed bond issue are, in effect, the

sample case which is shown to the bond firm. No com-

petent business executive would allow his salesmen to

go to valued customers with a soiled and damaged

line of samples. Yet it is quite possible that, unap-

preciative of the fact that he is selling a loan, this same

business man would present financial statements to

the bond firm that are unsatisfactory in the form in

which they are drawn up. The statements may not

necessarily be faulty in that they show too small an

amount of assets or earnings, but—as is frequently the

case—becau.se they are drawn up in incomplete form,

and the absence of essential detail prejudices the buyer

of the bond firm against the issue. Have a sample

of your goods made up in the accepted fashion and then

look for your most likely market.

Finding the Market

Finding the market is again a merchandising propo-

sition. When a merchant or manufacturer has a supply

of goods for sale he naturally confines his offerings

to those buyers who are most likely to be in the market

for his product. Should the salesman of a lumber

concern confine his selling efforts to wholesale grocers,

he would, in the absence of unusual conditions, be

looking for work somewhere else in short order. Nev-

ertheless, bankers and brokers will bear testimony from

their own experience that some business men who have

loans for sale do not use any greater discrimination

in marketing their offerings.

As the average busi- Index Number

ness man usually has a 658.14 Financial control

loan for sale only at in- 332.6 Bonds and securities

frequent intervals, he is

not familiar with the various types of buyers. Conse-

quently he is likely to become discouraged by successive

failures in what he terms "arranging for the loan," un-

less he is fortunate enough to come upon an interested

buyer early in the proceedings. A survey of the market

would disclose the fact that there are three main types

©f buyers of corporate loans. They are the commercial

banker, the note broker, and the bond underwriter.

While, in the present article, we are considering the

latter type primarily, let us note, in a general way,

what the other buyers of loans require.

Bank Loans

The banker and the note broker, if the quality of

the article offered for sale meets their requirements,

are beyond doubt the best customers for corporate loans.

Their requirements are more rigid than the bond firm,

but the prices they will pay are higher—that is, they

offer the accommodation at the lower cost. Business

men are more familiar with the requirements of the

commercial banker, or paper broker, than with the

requirements of the investment firm. The commercial

banker expects to be called upon for accommodations

that are essentially of a temporary nature. He prefers

to keep his assets, that is, his loans, as liquid as pos-

sible, and expects any necessary expenditure for fixed

property of a corporation to be financed by long-term

loans and not, through him, in the form of a bank

loan. It is considered good banking practice to require

that the amount of borrowing be reduced as steadily

and quickly as the borrower is able to do so. The

loan is made on the "faith and credit" of the bor-

rower rather than on the value of the borrower's fixed

assets. The commercial banker is emphatic in his in-

quiries as to the moral integrity and standing of his

client in the eyes of his business associates. He wants to

Imow for what purpose the money is desired and how and

when the borrower intends to liquidate the obligation.

Bank loans are given without the security of physical

assets more frequently than not. The banker is lending

out money which has been placed in his custody and

for which he is personally liable in the event of lo.ss.

A much quoted statement of an internationally known

American banker to the effect that he "would rather

accommodate a good borrower on poor security than

a questionable borrower on good .security" typifies

the requirements of the commercial banker as a buyer

of loans. These requirements, as is also the case

with the requirements of the commercial paper broker

and the investment banker, will be found to vary with

33
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the supply of available credit and the demand for

accommodation at any given time.

The Note Broker

The commercial paper broker, as a buyer of loans,

has a more highly specialized set of requirements than

either the banker or the bond firm. With him. cor-

porate finance is more of a merchandising proposition

than with the banker, because he is both the buyer and
the seller. His purchases are made not for his own
account, but with the intention of reselling the com-

mercial paper to banks and individuals on a margin
of profit. He is prepared to handle a larger accommo-
dation than the banker because he distributes the entire

amount of paper which he has purchased among a

number of bankers who are his customers. His offer-

ing of the commercial paper to the banker implies that

he has carefully investigated the borrower and con-

siders him worth the line of credit which has been

extended. This implied recommendation involves a re-

sponsibility and causes his requirements to be excep-

tionally rigid.

Commercial paper houses have in their many years

of experience a lower record of losses than any other

class of financiers. The commercial paper broker is.

therefore, welcomed by the buyer of commercial paper
at the bank becau.se he is known to investigate minutely
the merchandise in transit or other physical security

as well as the financial responsibility of the borrower
whose loan he is buyiug and reselling. Commercial
paper brokers usually accommodate clients who are

able to stand their extremely rigid requirements at a

lower co.st than any other source of credit. As a class

of buyers of loans, they pay the highest prices for the
loans which a business man has for sale, but like

every buyer who pays the top price, they expect and
require an article of the highest quality.

The Bond House

Should the seller of a loan find that his article of

sale does not meet the requirements of these two
classes of buyers, he still has a large group of poten-
tial buyers represented in the bond underwriting firms.

In the natural order of things, bond houses get, and
expect to get, only those types of loans which are not
suitable for banks or note brokers. Any offering of

a loan that is typically a bank loan will immediately
raise the question—"Why is not this loan gotten
from the local bankers?" In addition to the fact that
offerings of unsuitable articles of sale contradict the
accepted principles of salesmanship, it is more costly

to finance a concern through the sale of an issue of
bonds than to secure a bank loan. The corporate loan
which is most suitable for underwriting might be de-
scribed in a general way as a loan issued to finance per-
manent improvements, or the acquisition of new
property, or a loan for other corporate purposes which
could not be paid off promptly within a few years
at most without impairing the cash position of the
corporation.

Bond houses do not buy loans—which in this case
are represented by bonds—for their own account, there-

fore tiiey will restrict their purchases to loans which

they believe are salable to the investor. The larger

bond houses have a special department to do the buy-

ing. This department—or an individual in the case

of a smaller firm—by frequent consultation with the

sales department keeps himself intimately familiar with

the likes and dislikes of the firm's customers. The
buying motives of the customers are carefully studied

and preference will be given by the buying depart-

ment to loans which most completely appeal to these

motives. When the seller of a loan feels prompted to

protest that some of the provisions insisted upon are

bothersome, he should take into account that these pro-

visions are insisted upon to make the loan salable. The
seller of a loan may perhaps feel that more considera-

tion should be given to the excellent reputation for

ability and honesty enjoyed by the officers of his con-

cern—the borrowing corporation—in the trade or in the

district where the corporation operates. If so he should

take into account that although the buyer of the bond
firm may himself be very much impressed with the

personal qualifications of these officers, he knows from
past experience that the ultimate purchaser—that is,

the investor—is likely to be unaware of the high local

repute of the management of the borrowing corpora-

tion. Of course, if the corporation should be fortunate

enough to include among its directorate men who are

known throughout the country for their business ability

and moral integrity, the investor, and consequently the

bond firm, will be favorably influenced toward the bond
because of this fact.

After weighing in his own judgment whether or not

the proposed loan will appeal to the investor, the buyer
for the bond firm will then satisfy himself of the in-

trinsic merits of the loan from the facts submitted by
the seller and from his independent investigation.

Everv investment hou.se appreciates that in the very act

of offering an issue of securities for sale it puts an
implied recommendation and stamp of approval on the

loan. The next facts that the buyer will consider

—

(juite probabl.v in the order mentioned—are: first, the

line of business in which the corporation is engaged

;

second, the size of the issue ; third, the security of the

issue ; and fourth, whether the issue can be sold ouickly

or whether it is a "slow-moving piece of business". As
these facts, in the main, will influence the buyer, it is

suggested that the seller of a loan compare his issue in

these respects and eliminate all firms which would not

be likely buyers because they do not handle securities

that compare with the proposed loan in one or all of

these four aspects.

Specialization Among Bond Houses

]\Iost bond houses specialize in the underwriting of

securities of concerns engaged in a certain line of

business. The clients of the bond house frequently

have been responsible for this specialization. The so-

called railroad bond firm will, however, occasionally

underwrite industrials or public utilities, and the same
variation in practice is followed by public utility bond
firms and industrial bond firms.

These different houses have drawn to themselves the

class of buyers who prefer the type of bond in which
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they specialize, or they have 'educated'' their cus-

tomers to the fine points of the kind of securities which

they handle. Consequently their sales department en-

counters less sales resistance in this type of issue and

the issue is marketed more quickly and hence more

profitably.

Specialization has become marked among bond houses

and particularly in the field of industrial securities;

certain bond firms handle issues of one line of in-

dustry, such as the tobacco industry, the oil industry,

or the textile industry, in preference to the securities

of any other type of industry. The buying department

of such a bond firm keeps itself well informed about

business conditions in the line of industry in which

the firm specializes, and the buying department mem-
bers familiarize themselves with the important trade

facts that tend to influence the value of the securities

of this line of business. The buyer, therefore, will be

apt to be more appreciative of the intrinsic merits of

a proposed loan of the industry in which he specializes

than another buyer would be who is not so familiar

with the peculiarities of the business.

Size of Bond Issue

The size of the corporate loan also determines the

bond house to which it should be offered. Each bond

firm has a definite capacity of distribution with which

the buyer of the bond firm is familiar. A considerable

portion of the merchandising expenses, sticli as adver-

tising, investigation, circularization, deliveries, and

sometimes salesmen's commissions run no higher for a

$1,000,000 issue than for a $500,000 issue. The pref-

erence of the buyer, as to size, will therefore be a loan

which is as near to the fixed distribution of the firm

as possible. The selling expenses of the smaller loan

would be higher per thousand-dollar bond, and the

price paid to the corporation which is raising the money
would be fixed accordingly. Everything else consid-

ered, the borrower will get the best price by selecting

a house with the amount of distribution required

for his loan.

The secitrity of the issue also influences the buyer

of the bond house. He wants to know immediately

whetlier it is a secured bond, debenture, preferred or

common stock. Mo.st bond firms limit their dealings

entirely to bonds, although a number of firms include

among their bonds a few high-grade investment pre-

ferred or common stocks. In point of fact, many stocks

offer a more conservative investment than many bonds,

and it is the element of risk involved in the security

rather than the name, that fixes the type of issue which
the house will buy. However, the most favorable terms

can ordinarily be obtained for a bond issue from a

firm which specializes in bonds, and for a stock, espe-

cially a common stock, from a firm which specializes in

stocks.

The rate of return to the investor is a point to con-

sider in marketing a loan. The rate of return to the

investor is a requirement that is not as rigid, within

limits, as the other requirements mentioned above. That
is to say. any given house will probably underwrite
securities which yield from 5^0 to 7 per cent to the

investor under present conditions of the market. Tlie

more conservative issues—and it follows that the larger

degree of safety will sell at the lower yield—have a

broader market in that they are suitable investments

for banks, insurance companies, and wealthy investors

who buy in large blocks. The medium grade issues,

or the class of securities known as a good "business

man's risk" are usuaUj^ sold in smaller blocks to in-

dividuals and are not suitable for institutions. Conse-

quently the first type of issue will move more quickly

and can be underwritten with a smaller ma^-gin of

profit to the bond house, whereas the high yield securi-

ties are ordinarily considered as slow-moving issues and

require a large margin of profit to the underwriter.

A house which is accustomed to dealing in the slow-

moving, high yield issues will have a different char-

acter of sales methods, equipment, and personnel from

the house which deals in quick-moving, readily market-

able issues. The former firm would not be likely to

pay as high a price for a quick-moving issue as the

latter firm would, and the latter would not be likely to

consider the purchase of a slow-moving issue at any

price.

Frequently a borrower will come into the market

with an inaccurate conception of the salability of his

propo.sed loan and will not readily concede that the

proffered price is equitable to both parties concerned.

It is the business of the buyer of the bond firm to

judge the salability of the proposed loan, and it is

the exception rather than the rule when his judgment

is at fault. Conditions in the bond business change

from one period to the next and the experience of a

borrower several years ago is no criterion of conditions

at any other stated period. Incidentally, during the

past 5 years or more and including the present, it is

generally recognized that the bond market is a "buyers'

market" and the costs involved in the sale of an issue

are considerably higher than the cost 10 years ago.

Finding the Right Bond House

The financing officer of tlie corporation seeking a

loan may spare himself exhaustive research for a suit-

able bond house by making use of one of these several

aids. Newspapers and financial magazines publish

daily the offerings that are made by bond houses and

summarize the various offerings made throughout the

week. Investors' services and the publishers of the

several security manuals include in their service a brief

description of all the offerings made over a period of

three months or for the year. Wliile these compilations

are intended primarily for the investor, they will,

equally well, serve the corporation which intends to

sell an issue of securities by showing which types of

securities are being handled by each bond house.

Any bond house will mail, tipon request, their cur-

rent list of offerings. This list should, however, be

used by the seller of the proposed loan only as a guide

and not as a conclusive summary of the buying re-

quirements of the house in question. This is so. because

many of the issues included on the offering sheet for

investors are not actiially tmderwritten by the bond

firm, but perhaps represent a small block of securities

purchased at a discount from another firm that actually

underwrote the issue.
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The fact that it is so difficult for a busy executive

to become familiar with the requirements of the market

for loans has led to the establishment of firms and in-

dividuals in Wall Street and in the money centers of

our other larger cities whose business it is to place

issues of securities with the proper selling concern.

Their knowledge of the market and the peculiar wants

of each individual firm enable them to sell the loan

at a higher price and in less time than the seller him-

self is usually able to do. They are well versed in the

practical side of underwriting and put the issue in the

most salable shape possible, eliminating all of the un-

desirable features as far as the buyer of the bond

firm is concerned, and arranging for the inclusion of

technical provisions in the indenture of the issue which

would tend to strengthen the weak points. Some of the

smaller distributing houses, not having the necessary

facilities for buying new loans, depend almost en-

tirely upon these so-called "wholesale dealers" for the

securities they sell. With their practical experience in

the bond business, it follows that these wholesale dealers

have ready access to the private office of the officer of

the bond house who has charge of the buying of loans.

The commission or "overwriting" of these dealers is

usually warranted by the services they render a business

man inexperienced in placing his issue.

Adapting the Loan to Meet Requirements

Fortunately a loan is quite an elastic article of sale,

so that within obvious limits, it can be modified to

suit the wants of the buyer. When one or several bond
firms are selected, as possible buyers of the issue, it

is expedient for the bond seller to outline tentatively

the form in which the issue will be sold. That is to say,

the buyer of the loan will want to have enough par-

ticulars in the first interview to decide, subject to his

own investigation, whether or not he might be interested

in i)iirchasing the proposed issue. He cannot decide,

of course, when the seller of the loan has no more
definite conception of the loan than that he "wants
$7.50,000 for the expansion of his business;" that the

fixed assets of the concern are worth substantially in

excess of the proposed financing; that the interest is

earned on a comfortable margin and that he is

"open to any reasonable proposition". Unless the

buyer is extremely anxious to secure a piece of business

for the sales department to work on immediately, he is

likely to give a negative answer to such an ofl'ering.

Presentation Requirements

The seller of the loan sliould offer the l)ond buyer
he wants to interest a comprehensive and detailed state-

ment of earnings, covering five previous years or more,

and a detailed balance sheet. More consideration will

be given to a statement that is prepared and certified to

by an independent accountant who is known to financial

houses to be accurate and conservative. The buyer
wants to know in the first interview how the issue is

secured—if it is a secured loan—what coupon rate the

security will bear, what sinking fund provisions are

intended, a statement of how the proposed financing

will affect the affairs of the corporation, and a tenta-

tive idea of the price at which it can be purchased by

the underwriter. Each individual issue, of course, will

call up other points, and, in all probability, such in-

quiries will be made early in the negotiations, if the

buyer is at all interested.

At this point of the negotiations, the usual merchan-

dising principles involved in the sale of commodities

cannot be used without modification. For instance, it

appears to be an open question with business men ar-

ranging a loan, whether or not the weak points of the

loan should be emphasized or even mentioned. To those

with a great deal of practical experience in arranging

loans, there is no doubt on this point. If the loan is

obviously not a bona fide proposition, the investment

banker is the wrong man to attempt to place it with,

and if the loan is a bona fide proposition, it is always

to the advantage of the borrower to discuss any weak
points quite freely with the man who is intending to

underwrite it. Nine times out of ten, any unmentioned

weak points will come out with later investigation, and

it hurts the deal to have such points disclosed at that

stage of the game. In the one time out of ten that

such facts are not disclosed by the investigation of the

bond house, the weak point will become evident when
the loan is offered in a definite form to the investing

public. If such points should be of a nature seriously

to impair the intrinsic merits of the issue, they will be

reflected in the market price after the security is sold.

The facts made known when the security was originally

offered for public investment being sponsored by the

highest executive officer of the borrowing corporation,

this situation reflects upon him personally. The net

result is that the corporation of issue goes on jiublic

record as having impaired credit.

Caveat Emptor

These points are brought up here not because it is

common practice for borrowing corporations to mis-

represent the status of the proposed financing, but be-

cause frequently the weak points of any particular

piece of financing, which are perhaps known only to

the executive arranging the loan, are not emphasized in

the negotiations with the underwriting firm. The adage

"let the buyer beware" has no place in the practice

of corporate finance, because financing is built primarily

on confidence. Ordinarily, the underwriter, through

purely technical provisions in the indenture is able to

safeguard his clients against any existing points of

weakness in the loan, and to do so without making the

loan more costly on the part of the borrowing corpora-

tion. A great many instances could be quoted of securi-

ties now outstanding among public investors where the

borrowing corporation is grateful for the inclusion of

these technical provisions because they have upheld the

market level of their outstanding securities. Examples
might also be quoted of loans that never reached the

underwriting stage because some of the unfavorable

points were not disclosed in the earl.v part of the nego-

tiations, although these points might have been strength-

ened adequately in the final draft of the indenture of

the loan, so as to make the issue readily marketable.

The cost of financing may be reduced to a minimum
by offering every possible provision for the safeguard
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of the investor in the indenture of the loan. Shoes

are bought for either style, comfort, or serviceability,

or perhaps all of these qualities. A high price will be

paid for the particular brand of shoe which is certain

to give these qualities. Bonds are bought for income,

present and prospective. A high price will be paid

for any particular bond which is certain to give this

income. The element of uncertainty is called the
'

' fac-

tor of risk" in the case of the investment, and actually

represents the factor of risk in the purchase of a pair

of shoes.

When an investor paj's $100 for a $6 annual income

he is paying a considerably higher price than would be

represented in the purchase of an 8 per cent security

at $100. In order to get the same return—$8 per year

—on the former type of issue, he would have to invest

over $133 at 6 per cent to get the $8 per year income

available from the latter. The amount of yearly in-

come for each hundred dollars invested determines the

cost price of the loan to the buyer and not the fixed

rate of return, nor the quoted price of any fixed de-

nomination. A low yield represents a high price and

a high price will give a low yield on any security with

a fixed rate of interest.

The above explanation of price is given because bor-

rowers are apt to deceive themselves into believing that

they have arranged "cheap accommodation" because

they secure a price close to the par value of the se-

curities sold. The underwriter, on the other hand,

may be able to sell the issue at retail at a premium
over the par value because a high coupon rate still

allows for a fair price to the investor on the yield

basis. I\Ioreover, the borrowing corporation is apt to

be unappreciative of the higher comparative price of

the loan that results from the decision of the under-

writer to sell at BYo per cent coupon bond instead of a

7 per cent coupon rate, which was the rate originally

intended by the borrower.

The Machinery of Selling

Another caution which might be touched upon is the

tendency of some borrowing corporations to refuse to

modify their tentative plans for financing and to bar-

gain with the buyer concerning the underwriting price.

Were corporation loans advertised for sale to the high-

est bidder, as municipal loans are sold, then such

rigidity of purpose might be more in keeping with

things. Sellers of loans who attempt to drive hard
bargains are frequently inclined toward the theory that

"If Smith and Company won't buy the loan, some
other company will".

This theory is more likely to be true in selling a com-
modity than in selling a loan. The system of dis-

tribution of bonds is more flexible and intricate than

the system of distributing commodities. ]\Iany of the

underwriting houses sell only a small portion of the

loan to their own clients and organize a syndicate or

selling group for the distribution of the larger portion.

Even on an issue of securities involving less than

$1,000,000. a thousand dealers in the same city and
other cities may be invited to join the underwriting
house in distributing the loan. Wliile the buying is

being negotiated, tentative deals may be in progress

with other firms and an inquiry will be passed along

to these houses concerning the issue under considera-

tion, although the name of the corporation of issue

will not be mentioned until negotiations with the bor-

rowing corporation are fully consummated. In this

way it becomes known that a certain type of issue is

being negotiated in some quarter of the financial dis-

trict. When a loan is thought to be "shopped around"

by the seller, its chaiices of being underwritten decrease

greatly. For this reason it is not expedient to nego-

tiate with several underwriters at the same time with

the aim of selling to the buyer who offers the highest

price.

Securities are frequently said to be "sold before

they are bought," that is to say, allotments are ar-

ranged with other dealers as soon as the underwriting

firm has a "firm offering" or an option on the pro-

posed loan. All sales of new securities are made "when,

as, and if issued," and the definite certificates for the

securities are prepared after an interval of several

months. In view of the complex system of distributing

securities, as outlined above, it is evident that pro-

miscuously giving options on the loan to any one who
appears to be a possible buj'er is not good financing

practice to be followed in any instance.

Planning the Loan

In preparing a tentative form for a proposed financ-

ing, the borrower should acqviaint himself with the

general principles of corporate finance. Actual prac-

tice may tend to vary with the accepted theories because

conditions are changing constantly, both in business

practice and financing requirements. As mentioned

previously, the peculiarities of the investing public,

taken as a whole, fix the requirements for successful

underwriting, and during the past several years the

mood of the investing public has been subject to notice-

able changes. Consequentl.v there has been a tendency

to drift awa.v from the principles of corporate finance

as understood in the past.

As an indication of this it may be noted that an
increasingly large amount of dividend paj'ing stock is

held by small investors not interested in the afi'airs

of the corporation beyond dividends on the stock. Stocks

have come up to an investment plane, wherever the

likelihood of a continuance of dividends is indicated.

Therefore, sometimes a stock issue is as attractive to

the investing public as a bond i.ssue and the corpora-

tion seeking a loan may find it to advantage to raise

the funds required by means of a stock issue.

The business world, as is generally recognized, is

susceptible to wide swings from prosperity into de-

pression and back from depression into prosperity.

These swings affect the earning power of practically

all corporations, in the sense that they have a theo-

retical maximum earning power under favorable con-

ditions and a minimum earning power under unfavor-

able conditions. As the value of the corporate assets is

based on their earning power more frequently than

their sale value, the value of the assets varies with

the change in earning power.

In theory, the fixed liability, i. e., the funded debt,

of a corporation should correspond to the minimum
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earning and asset value while the difference between

the minimum and maximum should be taken up by the

common stock which has no fixed interest charge. The
junior securities, therefore, depend upon the good or

bad fortune of the corporation for the rate of income

which they pay. During the past several years, how-

ever, a number of so-called semi-speculative bond issues

have been sold to the public, and paid a higher rate

of interest than is ordinarily paid on bonds, because

they did not represent capitalization of the lowest pos-

sible value of assets or the least amount of earning

power under adverse conditions. This, and the presence

of common stocks, which correspond closely to the

lowest value, tend to disturb the former division between
stocks and bonds.

The issuance of fixed obligations, the interest on
which coidd hardly be earned in a future period of

advei-sity and the principal of which would exceed

the value of the corporate assets under the same con-

ditions, is a tendency which is viewed with alarm by
old-line financiers. They claim that such bonds do not

represent the best far-sighted policy for the corpora-

tion of issue, nor do they serve the best interests of

the investor. A corporation which issues bonds on the

basis of present prosperity and not on the basis of

minimum asset value or earning power is distinctly

capitalized for pi-osperity. Such corporations are cap-

italizing the equity created through the increased

dollar value of their physical assets at a time when
the value of the dollar is low and the asset value in

dollars is correspondingly high. The presumption is

that business will always be good and that the dollar

will always have its present value—a presumption which
is not borne out by economic experience.

A Wheel Puller for Automotive Equipment

THE universal wheel puller shown in Fig. 1 will

be of interest to all men concerned with the opera-

tion or repair of trucks in a manufacturing plant. The
puller is made for ordinary use, but especially to remove
wheels from motor-car axles when they have become
wedged or ru.sted fast and usual means would result

in injury.

By providing a secure grip on the hub and a stout

Fig. 1 8[r)E .wd Bottom Views oi' the Univkr.s.\l

Wheei, Puller

screw through which to ajjply the power, the device

enables the most stubborn wheel to be pulled off with-

out damage. The puller is applicable to all ordinary

sizes and styles of wheel. It works equally well on

those of wood. wire, or disc construction, and can be

used on pas.songer cars as well as on trucks for indus-

trial purposes. Since the pull is exerted around the

hub no strain is brought to bear on the spokes or riiu.

The body of the device is a single casting. In tliis

are mounted the six screws which clamp on the hub

of the wheel. Each screw, or dog. has a pivot end on

which is swiveled a gripper. The latter engages with

the threads on the hub Index Number

of the wheel, but not in 658.583 Wheel puller

a manner to cut or jam
them. Injury is pre-

vented by making the ratio of threads on the gripper

suited to fit any number of threads on the wheel hub.

Any size of hub up to and including 41/2 in. in diameter

can be spanned by the device.

In the center of the casting, and at right angles to

the grippers, is located the screw which applies the

l)ull. It can be operated by any type of wrench. A
socket wrench on a crank handle is the most convenient

form to use where much repair work is done.

Pig. 2 shows the method of attaching the puller to

the wheel, which is done by an ordinary wrench. The
grippers cover a large portion of the hub circumfer-

ence. When they are firmly clamped in place the power
screw is run up against the axle. Further pulling up
on this screw exerts a powerful pull on the wheel
around the entire hub and the wheel is forced off

against the resistance of a tight fit or rust.

The universal wheel puller was developed by
S. Kimmerle as a time and labor savins: device.

1^



Organization of Maintenance Division
Planning- Its Duties for Economy of Operation

By FREDERICK A. WALDROX
Consulting Engineer

IET US assume that a uew factory with a uew prod-

uct, new tools, machinery, and other equipment

-^ is started and that we have installed in full

operation the engineering, production, inspection, and

accounting divisions.^

For a certain length of time everything will move

along smoothly, but troubles develop slowly that

are outside the province of any of the other divisions,

such as : The necessity for heat as the weather becomes

colder, and artificial light as the days become darker

and shorter: accumulation of scrap and rubbish; fail-

ure of motors or other machinery to operate ;
tightening

of belts; repairs to steam-piping, plumbing, electric

light wires, and buildings; and various other matters

incidental to maintaining proper conditions under

wliich the divisions before enumerated can constantly

and efficiently function.'

The development of the above needs requires a new

branch or division of the factory organization, which

reaches a most important stage when the materials

making up the plant begin to wear out. In original

conception, these needs were taken care of by the master

mechanic or "millwright" to whom all troubles relating

to plant and equipment were promptly referred. With

the development of large manufacturing units and the

introduction of expensive machinery and large invest-

ments, it has been found necessary to establish a main-

tenance division which has control in a general way of

items enumerated in Fig. 1.

Index Number

658.58 Shop Maintenance

1 See M.\N"AGEMEXT .VXD Administr.vtiox. Januarv 1924, p. 39;

February 1924, p. 173; March 1924, p. 295; and April 1924,

p. 427; "for articles by Mr. Waldron on the organization and
work of these divisions.

Different organiza-

tions have given this

division different names,

but practically the same
functions. A few of these names commonly used to

identify it are as follows

:

1. Plant division.

2. Power and plant division.

3. Engineer of works division.

4. Superintendent of buildings division.

5. Master mechanic's division.

6. Motive-power and fixtures division.

7. ^Maintenance division, etc.

The term maintenance division adequately covers all

of the above items and therefore we have adopted the

term in this type of organization for its breadth of

meaning, also its brevity.

In small productive units the maintenance division

can be consolidated with the inspection, production, or

engineering divisions. It should be specifically under-

stood, however, that the functions of these divisions

should not be sacrificed or neglected where the necessity

develops for such consolidation. Where large amounts

of capital are invested in plant and machinery the

maintenance division should be a separate division with

a chief who is responsible directly to the manager of the

works, and of equal rank with chiefs of other divisions.

This man should be an engineer of broad experience

in factory management, equipment, and construction,

with executive ability, and must possess more than the

average good judgment, as there is no place where
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good judgment will produce greater economies than in

the handling of the maintenance division. One or more

capable understudies or assistants should be selected

so that at all times the operating functions of the plant

are presided over by one who can step in and take full

control of emergency problems.

Policy

The limitations of work to be performed by this

division should be decided by the president or board

of directors of the company. The economy of the main-

tenance dei)artments going into the design and con-

struction of buildings, or the installations of power

plants is debatable. Many concerns provide for this

work in their maintenance departments. The majority,

however, are inclined to have new buildings designed

by engineers making a specialty of this class of work.

The power plant comes under the same category.

After an experience with both methods, it is the judg-

ment of the writer that it is more economical to have

an outside firm of engineers design and supervise the

construction of buildings and the installation of power

plant equipment.

General Organization of Division

This division should in a measure be organized on

the five piers, namely : engineering
;
production ; in-

spection ; accounting ; and its own maintenance. It is

considered good practice to do this in view of the fact

that the character of work and the most economical

method of performing this work differ to such an extent

from specialized production that the details of organi-

zation should be arranged to suit the necessities that

are thus developed.

The engineering section of the maintenance division

should have its chief draftsman, special designers, and
general utility engineers and draftsman for such work
as may be required by plant enlargement, machinery
changes, equipment changes, power plant design and
changes, and the various other elements which may
from time to time be required.

The prodnciion section of this division includes all

groups that are utilized in doing the work prepared by
the engineering section. These are generally classified

as follows

:

1. Millwright's section.

2. Plumbing section.

3. Electrician's section.

4. Motive-power section.

5. Piping section.

6. General service section.

7. Fire protection section.

8. Contractors.

The inspection section should constitute a force of
sufficient size properly to look after the work of the
producing section as well as routine and current inspec-
tion of plant equipment. This includes periodical in-

spection of the line .shafting, belting, motors, fire pro-
tection, piping, boilers, power generators, general order
and neatness, condition of buildings, lighting, sanitary

fixtures, safety appliances, etc., and other similar items.

The clerical section cares for the details of timekeep-

ing, follow-ups, costs, appropriations, progress charts,

etc.

The maintenance section of this division should see

that all the apparatus, or other facilities required to do

the work of the entire division, are kept in proper order.

The above description does not mean that a small

factory requires all of the sections presided over by dif-

ferent individuals. A separate individual should be

placed in charge of these sections only at such times

as the volume of work makes it economical to do so.

If the functions of these sections can be carried in

the heads of the individuals who are responsible, with-

out impairing the efficiency of the plant as a whole, this

method is undoubtedly the most economical solution of

the problem. It is common practice in many places

at the present time. In some places, it has proved most

economical, and in other places it is most extravagant.

The loss of output in the latter case is more than enough
to warrant the expense of additional help to maintain

TagNo^ MACHINE EQUIPMENT ,„„„„, ^
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divisions are limited, these engineering functions can be

handled quite efMeiently by one man.

Fire Protection

It is unnecessary to take up space in this article

describing or outlining the details incident to the oper-

ation and organization of the fire protection section of

the maintenance division when complete literature is

available in the form of small booklets covering build-

ing construction, fire protection equipment, electrical

equipment, sprinklers, pumps, special hazards, main-

Nn Mrh Svmbol
r.n„r,tf.r H^lti Width Thickftess

1 fvigth nf Oppn Bfits Slow Fast
i ^, ^
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of a repair crew even though they are not kept fully

employed on work of this kind.

Construction Section

The construction section should be headed bj- a con-

struction engineer of experience and should cover all

questions involving structural safety and operation, as

well as all engineering calculations as to safety and

economy of new work and contemplated changes of

existing conditions. All drawings for the entire plant

as well as records of location of every important feature

should be kept by this section. A few of these are

:

1. Property maps.

2. Underground piping maps.

3. All factors' piping, including steam for heat and

power, water (hot and cold), fire equipment

(sprinklers, hydrants, and i)lay pipes), and the

location of fire extinguishers.

4. Design and construction of new buildings.

5. Design and construction of power plant.

6. Layout of transportation facilities and related de-

tails.

The maintenance division in its organization can

include more diversified factors than any of the other

four piers of an industry.' It is therefore very essen-

tial that the utmost care and judgment should be u.sed

3 The five piers are: eugiueering; produetiou; inspection;

maintenance; and accounting.

ill determining the scope of its activities, bearing in

mind that every item added to the "work list" of the

maintenance division involves a direct expense and

an increase in overhead.

This expense may be divided into three classifica-

tions as follows

:

1. All expen.se necessary for upkeep and repairs.

2. Expense of insurance against accident, breakdowns,

and conflagrations.

3. Any direct expense which would furnish desirable

but not absolutely necessarj' items.

Another important factor is : How far it is policy

to work out the details incident to new work, or enlarge-

ments, in this division? If the building operations and
plant additions are of a magnitude to keep the working

force of engineers and draftsmen constantly employed,

economic results necessarily follow. If, on the other

hand, these operations take place spasmodically, it is

far cheaper to pay the usual engineering fees for this

work to some outside concern. The per diem cost is

higher, but the total cost will probably be much lower,

and the routine of the regular organization is not in-

terfered with in any way.

The organization which has been outlined is intended

to cover every phase of work done by the maintenance
division. Modifications, by expanding or contracting

these duties, are possible and will oftentimes be found

necessary. However, the outline gives a basis on which
the woi'ks manager can establish this division and
develop its functions.

Electric Trucks Prove Economical in Operation

THE Pacific Bone, Coal and Fertilizing Company
has large quantities of bone, in bulk and sacked,

and raw and finished fertilizer products to handle.

Tlie bulk bone is received frequenth- in ship loads,

which necessitates .storage. It is generally in a par-

tially broken or crushed condition and can be handled

by a fork or shovel.

Due to the constant increase of business, and desire

to lower costs, the company has dispensed with the

old way of handling this material, which was in small,

two-wheel dump trucks, carrying from 300 to 350 lb.,

and wheeled by one man from the place of storage to

grinders. In place of the hand method an electric

industrial truck with a 36 cu. ft. dump body, as shown

in Fig. 1, is now used. This truck can be operated at

about four times the speed of a man using a two-

wheel dump truck, and will hold 1250 lb. of crushed

bone. As a result one man with an electric truclc

will handle as much as 6 to 8 men by hand. A Chinese

laborer drives the truck.

The company ships and distributes practically all

of its product in sacks, and a large volume of sacked

material is moved from point to point in process. For
this purpose an elevating platform truck of 4000 lb.

capacity is used. This truck, with a dozen or more plat-

forms, holding from 20 to 25 sacks at a time, is able

to liandle from four to Index Number

six times as much sacked 658.281 Industrial trucks

material during the day
as could be moved under

the old hand trucking method. The advantage is

especially evident when material must be moved 200

or 300 ft. or farther from storage to shipping point.

Fig. 1 Electric Truck with Chinese Operator



Maintenance of Plant Equipment
By W. L. II ITT

General Foreman, Maintenance Department, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Conqiany

IN
a general sense, plant equipment includes build-

ings with their s]n-inkler, service water, and sewer-

age lines; gas, oil, high-pressure steam, and air

lines; heating lines, both hot-air and steam; machine

tools with their drives ; cranes, traveling and jib ;
broad

and narrow gage transportation lines with their rights

of way ; and power and light lines with their numerous

branches.

At the East Pittsburgh plant of the Westinghouse

Electric and ^Manufacturing Coiniiany, the maintenance

of plant equipment has three distinct divisions : the

machine repair department, supervising repairs to

machine tools, cranes, broad gage locomotives, and loco-

motive cranes; the power-house, with supervision over

high- and low-pressure steam lines, heating system, gas

and high-pressure air lines, and the drinkiug water

system; and the maintenance department, responsible

for other work and co-operating with the power-house

and machine repair departments in repair work which

becomes necessary throughout the plant.

Organization of Maintenance Department

A study of the organization of the maintenance de-

partment will give a better understanding of the meth-

ods employed in attacking the problems arising in this

particular work.

The superintendent is responsible to the works man-

ager for all repairs. Reporting to him is a general

foreman of maintenance, who in turn has foremen and

their assistants of sections under his direct supervision.

These sections comprise most of the building trades and

also a general foreman of wiring and lamp repair, who
has his foremen and assistants. In addition to repair

work, this department takes care of all new work except

that let out by contract. The organization

chart, Fig. 1, shows, graphically, the complete

organization reporting to the superintendent.

In the maintenance of buildings, the repair

of roofs and skylights comes under one group.

WORKS
MANAGER

SUPT
MAINTENANCE

and that of floors, doors. Index Number

and windows under an- gjg 2 pia^t maintenance
other, both of which are

controlled by the carpen-

ter foreman and a group of assistants and workmen.

There are approximately 2,570,000 sq. ft. of roof on

the plant, of which an area of 419,000 sq. ft. is taken

up by skylights. From 10 to 15 men work continually

on the roofs, cleaning and repairing gutters, replacing

broken slate, sealing cracks in skylights, and attending

to such other work as may be necessary. Experience

has shown that slates with an exposure of less than

6 X 10 in. develop leaks as they age, so that the slate

roofs are gradually being replaced with gravel roofing,

which has proved very satisfactory. During the last

7 years, 341,632 sq. ft. of roof of wood purlins and

114 in. sheeting construction has been replaced with

steel purlins and concrete slabs covered with gravel

roofing, making an ideal fire-proof roof which is not

affected by weather conditions.

The men in the group working on the roofs of the

plant report to the office for instructions during rains

and are dispatched immediately to any place where a

leak occurs. The basis of the success 'of this system is

the co-operation of the various foremen of the works'

departments in reporting conditions needing repair.

The Westinghouse plant contains 4,078,000 sq. ft. of

floor space. The major portion of the ground floor

is paved with asphalt paving blocks, 3 x 5 x 12 in., but

in some places concrete, vitrified paving brick, and

wood paving block have been used. The wood block

has been found most satisfactory, for it stands up well

under practically all conditions and requires no repairs.

The asphalt blocks make a good floor but have a ten-

dency to crumble when subjected to oil, and in several

instances have been replaced with vitrified

brick. When a floor must be repaired, the

foreman of the works department places a

request with the general foreman who, in ease

of extensive repairs, refers the matter to the

GEN. FOREMAN
WIRING AND
LAMP REPAIR

I-ESTIMATOR
3 -SUPERVISORS
OF EXPENSE ORDtK

GEN. FOREMAN
OF

MAINTENANCE

WIRING
I- Foreman

14-Group Leaders

119 -Men

LAMP REPAIR

1 - Foreman

9-Men

4- Women

LABORERS AND
CONCRETE WORKERS

|-Foreman
II -Group Leaders

64- Laborers
12-Concre+eWorlfVs

lO-Track Men

JANITORS
I- Foreman
2-Ass't •

9 Group Leaders

91- Women
120-Men

BROAD- 5A&E BY
1- Yardmaster
l-Asst
S- Conductors
Al- Men

FIRE INSPECTOR
I- Foreman
2-6roup Leaders

9-Men

CARPENTERS

I- Foreman

l-Ass't. -

9-6roup Leaders

87- Men

PIPE FITTERS

I
- Foreman

l-Ass't. "

7- Group Leaders

81 -Men

RIGGERS

I- Foreman

2-Group Leaders

15-Men

INDUSTRIAL
TRANSPORTATION

l-Foreman
1-Asst. "

9- Group Leaders

121- Men

BRICKLAYERS

I- Foreman

1- Group Leader

10-Men

12-Helpers

Fig. 1 Oro.vnization Chart of Maintenance Department
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superintendent for decision. After an investigation,

the worlv to be done is handled by the bricklayer

foreman.

Practically all floors except the ground floor are of

laminated, long leaf, yellow pine, 2 x 8 x 10 in., covered

with five quarter tongue and groove maple flooring.

There are spans of 14, 16, and 20 ft., 16 ft. predom-
inating. The maintenance of these floors is under the

supervision of the carpenter foreman. Periodic in-

spections are made to detect the existence of dry rot,

but in very few cases has it been necessary to replace

the joists, even after 20 years of service. The flooring

in the aisles is laid diagonally with respect to the

direction of the traffic and is independent of the main
flooring. These two factors are conducive to longer

life and ease of replacement. Depending on the severity

of the traffic, the aisles are replaced every 8 to 12 years.

Doors and Windows

When doors or windows in the plant must be repaired,

reports come in from various sources, either from the

foreman concerned or from the inspectors for the power-

house, who are most vitall.y concerned with proper

heating and ventilating conditions. These reports are

given prompt attention and the repairs made by the

department of maintenance. The cost of repairs to

doors has been considerably lessened by the replace-

ment of double-acting doors with light sliding batten

doors on barn door hinges. The greatest maintenance
expense incurred is in connection with the fire doors,

for these are necessarily heavy and with their auto-

matic closing devices prove to be a source of trouble.

It requires the attention of one man continually to

keep the fire doors in good operating condition.

The cleaning of windows and skylights comes under
the direction of the janitor foreman who supervises a

group leader and 8 window-washei's. It is his respon-

sibility to see that the windows are kept clean and
that skylights are cleaned once a year. The incentive

system of wage-payment has proved very satisfactorj-

for this type of work. In most ca.ses 608 lights of

glass, 10 x 14 in. comprise a day's work, but this varies

with the accessibility of the windows.

The skylights are cleaned during the summer months
by four men working in pairs. A solution of oxalic

acid, 25 lb. to 100 gal. of water, is used for this work.

It is smeared over the glass with worn brooms, allowed

to stand a short time and washed off with running water
from the hose.

The maintenance of lavatory facilities is divided be-

tween the janitors and the plumbers. There are 125

lavatories of the major class, 92 for men and 33 for

women. These are cared for by a force of 45 men
and 29 women, each of whom is a.ssigned one or more
lavatories and is held responsible for their .sanitary

condition. It is their duty to report to their foreman
any defect in plumbing; these reports are referred to

the plumbers for immediate action. There is a plumber
and helper assigned to each of the four areas into

which the shop is divided.

All of the systems of steam and hot-air heat, high-

pressure air, gas, oil, and drinking water are cared

for by the power-house force. For this purpose the

plant is divided into four areas, each of which is

patrolled continually by a man whose duty it is to

detect leaks in any of the systems.

The drinking water system is inspected daily by
one man, who, in addition to cleaning out the basins,

regulates the valves for proper flow of water. The
oil system is inspected by one man during the day
time only. Considerable trouble has been experienced

by rusted out oil and benzine lines when they are laid

under the surface in ash-filled ground. These lines,

as they are replaced, are laid in terra cotta split conduit.

Whenever leaks occur in any of the systems the

inspectors make a written report to their foreman, who
enters a requisition for the necessary repairs by the

pipefitters.

The maintenance of electric motors is under the super-

vision of the general foreman of wiring. In the East

Pittsburgh plant there are approximatelj' 5,500 motors,

ranging in capacity from Yo to 200 hp. The organiza-

tion for the care of these motors consists of 10 oilers

and 7 trouble men, each of whom has a certain number
of motors assigned to him. The oilers patrol their areas

continually to insure proper lubrication of the motors

and, in case of necessity, notify the trouble men who
immediately make any required repairs. Each trouble

man is required to telephone his office every hour for

reports of motor trouble that may have occurred in his

area. In case of emergency, the first man to telephone

the office is dispatched to the source of the trouble

whether it is in his area or not.

An average of 18 eases of serious motor trouble

—

requiring replacement of a stator or rotor—occur each

month. Seventy-five per cent of these are direct cur-

rent motors of less than 3 hp. that have burned out

due to overloading. If the records show repeated

breakdown of a motor, it is assumed that the motor is

too small to drive its machine and, if the machine is

found to be mechanically perfect, a request is sent to

the works department for a motor of higher rating.

For this purpose a stock of approximately 250 spare

motors is kept on hand.

Cleaning Electric-Light Globes and Reflectors

One of the necessary problems of the maintenance

department is that of cleaning the 28,000 electric-light

globes and reflectors throughout the works. Two men
are assigned to this work in the general offices and four

in the shop. These men have a hand-truck equipped

with removable holders for carrying about 100 clean

reflectors. This truck is taken to a convenient place,

tli(> dirty shades are removed, replaced with clean ones,

and the globes dusted off. When the supply of clean

shades is exhausted the dirty ones are taken back and
washed. Shades are changed in the general offices

every two or three months, and in the executive offices

every three or four weeks. As a result of their in-

accessibility during the working hours, the lights in the

shop are not cleaned more than once every six or eight

nionth.s, depending on the dust content of the atmos-

jihere. The men engaged in this work also make all

necessary globe replacements, of which there are about

8,000 per month.

It is the duty of the maintenance department to
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detect and remedy all leakage of water from either the

service or fire lines. At regular intervals, when the

plant is practically shut down, meter readings are

taken to determine the approximate leakage and

whether or not repairs are necessary. When the meters

show an appreciable amount of leakage, a more thorough

search is made with a detectorphone to find the exact

location of the leak. All fire hydrants, and sprinkler

and hose riser drains are inspected daily by the fire

inspectors, and leaks are repaired.

Upkeep of Fire Equipment

One of the most important responsibilities of the

maintenance department is prevention of fire and up-

keep of fire equipment. For carrying on this work the

foreman of fire inspectors, who reports to the super-

intendent, has a force of 11 men, 8 on day turn and 3 on

night turn. Each of these men is assigned a certain

area which he patrols continually, inspecting all valves,

sprinklers, and hose risers for proper setting, checking

fire hose and fire buckets for location and condition,

refilling any fire extinguishers that are empty, in-

specting for fire hazards such as greasy rags and waste,

and seeing that all safety boxes are in the proper con-

dition. In addition to these duties, the fire inspectors

must see that all fire doors ai-e working properly and

that hose reels, valves, hydrants, and fire exits are

unobstructed. All fire hazards are immediately re-

ported for removal or for equipment with the proper

protection.

The plant is protected with the Gamewell Fire Alarm
System. The shop and outlying buildings are divided

into five zones and have in all 139 signal boxes, which

are marked with a conspicuous red light.

All cans of benzine and otlier combustibles must
conform to the specifications of the Fire Underwriters,

but an additional safeguard is provided when these

combustibles are kept inside the building. They are

placed in an iron box with a lid held up by a weight

and rope. In case of fii-e, the heat at 155 deg. fahr.

fuses a link and allows the lid to fall, smothering the

flames. All open oil tanks and varnish vats which
cannot be protected when in use have sawdust piles

nearby for smothering fires. When not in use they are

covered with tight-fitting covers. Gum pots and spray-

ing hoods are ventilated with fans which discharge

into the open. A combustible deposit builds up, how-

ever, within the air-ducts and occasionally gets on fire.

An open steam-jet in the air-duct extinguishes these

flames quickly.

There are two organizations in the plant for fight-

ing fire, the first of which, called the First Aid Fire

Organization, is composed of 12 groups of 8 men each.

Fire practice is held for these groups once a week,

and in case of fire they answer calls in the area in

which they work. The second fire organization is a

regularly organized fire department of two captains

and 30 men, all of whom are employees of the company.
A dormitory is maintained for these men in a central

location and a certain number are available at all times.

Fire drills are held regularly and each man is care-

fully instructed in his specific duties.

The painting of buildings, either inside or outside.

is under the supervision of the superintendent of the

power division, but all painting is done upon the request

of the maintenance department. Outside steel work

in the plant is painted once every two to four years

with a high-grade oil paint. For the inside walls or

ceilings, the painting is usually done by sprayers. One

gallon of paint will cover approximately 300 sq. ft.

of surface when it is sprayed on, whereas it will cover

about 400 sq. ft. when put on with a brush, but the

saving in labor of the first method more than offsets

the cost of the additional paint used.

The construction of line- and counter-shafts, the

maintenance of which is part of the work of this de-

partment, consists of two 6 in. I-beams paralleled on

1834 in. centers clamped to the lower member of the

roof trusses or to the bottom flange of the floor beams,

or, where neither is practicable, to brackets riveted to

the column on 16 ft. centers. The shaft hangers are

hung either above or below these beams with cast iron

clamps. By this construction the whole unit becomes

an integral part of the building itself and cannot be

pulled out of line unless the building moves. All

hangers are of the oil ring type with reservoirs holding

about one quart of oil.

Although within the last 7 years many thousand feet

of line shafting have been discarded and replaced by

individual motor drive, there are 11,200 ft. of shafting

still in operation, with about 1,800 countershafts.

Eleven oilers and one group leader in the main-

tenance department care for this shafting. Each man is

assigned a certain area containing about 180 counter-

shafts, and it is his duty to care for all counter- and

line-shafting within his area, filling line-shaft bearings

once every three months, oiling counter-shafts once

every day. and keeping both line- and counter-shafting

free from rust. All line-shafting is overhauled once

ever}- two years for the purpose of tightening loose

bolts and renewing the oil.

Care of Belting

In addition to its many other duties the maintenance

department is responsible for the care of all belting.

There are 9 belt stations throughout the shop, each

serving a certain area. One man is assigned to a belt

station to take care of emergency cases and to report

to a group leader any other cases that may need

attention. Any work that cannot be handled at the

belt station is taken to the belt department where it is

given immediate attention. Old belts are salvaged by

being split up into smaller sizes.

Most of the belting in use is oak-tanned leather

from 1 in. single- to 92 in. double-ply in the shop, and

up to 40 in. three-ply for test floors. Special chrome-

tanned belting is used for hea\y duty. All new belting

is dressed in a heated mixture of sperm oil and tallow

as soon as it is received.

The average life of overhead straight-pull belting is

from four to six years, but in some instances belts have

been operating continuously for 12 years. The greatest

replacements are on the mule drive, spindle drill

presses. The average life of these IV2 in- belts is about

30 days, and the consumption in the plant is approx-

imatelj' 2,000 ft. per month.
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Useful Products Made from Waste Materials

B^ DR. HARRISON E. HOWE
THE study of -waste in industry is one that invites

careful attention because of the economies \vhich

it brings about. Many products of great commercial

importance and value have been developed from mate-

rials formerly thrown away as useless. In some indus-

tries, in fact, by-products from this source return more
profit than the original articles produced. In others,

whole branches of manufacturing have grown up
around the utilization of wastes.

To give an idea of what has been accomplished in

a few major industries to realize profits from wastes,

Table 1 has been prepared. The items mentioned cover

a wide range of manufacturing and have been applied

in a very large number of plants. The list may seem
small in variety, but it represents millions of dollars

of useful products annually.

In the list of waste Index Number

materials reclaimed. 660,048 Products from Waste.

those from the chemical

industry lead and num-
ber 10, which is natural because chemical treatment

figures largely in reclamation processes. Wastes from
food product industries total 9, and those from metal

reduction 7. Natural products of field and forest fur-

nish 6, the slaughtering industry, paper manufacture,
and the gas and oil industry furnish 3 each. Wood-
working and rubber supply 2 apiece. Others included

in the table are from fabric, cement, metal and soap

manufacturing and refuse collection sources.

Research activities have developed not only new
materials from wastes, but also many additional uses

for these materials, thus opening up profitable markets.

TABLE 1. WASTE M.\TERIALS AND RESULTING MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS

Waste

Fabric

Paper

Blast furnace slag.

Cement mill dust.

.

Cement mill fumes.

Smelter fumes

Bagasse

Bagasse . .

Molasses.

Molasses fermenta-
tion, waste

Stoflcns' waste from
l>eet sugar manu-
facture

Beet pulp

.

Sawdust. .

.

Calcination.

Evaporation and calci-

nation
Drying
Chemical and fermen-

tation

Waste wood

.

Cull citrus fruits..

Fluorine
Fish scrap

Hoofs and horns.

,

Flaxseed
Flax etraw

Sulfite process
waste liquor

.

Sulfiteprocesswaste
liquor

Used tires

.

Bones.

Blood
Tin cans
Cheap metal punch-

inga
Corncobs 1

Oat hulls
J

Waste garbage . . .

.

Mechanical and chem'
ical

Mechanical and nhem-1
ical J

Mechanical and chem-
ical

Electrical precipitation
Electrical precipitation

Electrical precipitation

Mechanical and chem-
ical

Mechanical and chem-
ical

Fermentation

Mechanicalandretort-l
ing /

Chemical

.

Chemical. .

.

Mechanical.

Chemical
Mechanical
Mechanical and chem-

ical

Mechanical

.

Mechanical.

Mechanical and chem-
ical

Mechanical

.

Mechanical
Electrochemical

.

Mcchanicaland refining

Chemical

Chemical and mechan-
ical

Product

Felt
(Cardboard
\ Low-grade paper

Cements

Potash salts

.

Arsenic

Paper.

Pnppr. . .

Alcohol

.

Potash

.

Potash so,its.

Stock feeds . .

Alcohol.

Charcoal.
Acetates .

.

Methanol. .

.

Wood flour.

Poctin
Citric acid
Lemon and or^

ange oils

.'luorides
Fertilizer Ingredi-

ent
Glue
Floor-co\'erinKs . .

Paper pulp.

Soda

Fuel

Alcohol.

Recovered rubber

f Buttons

I

Fertilizer

[ Ornaments. ...

Fertilizers

Tin tetrachloride

Various metals.

Furfural

f Glycerin
i Greases and oils

I Fertilizer. . .

,

Uaa

Prepared roofing
Wrapping paper
Car tons, boxes,etc.

Ifydrauliccements
Return to process
Fertilizers

Glass and soap
Insecticides
Fungicides

Field covering to
cysntrol weeds

Insulating board
Industrial and sci-

entific uses

Agriculture

Agriculture
Stock-raising

Industrial and sci-

entific purposes
Industrial purposes
Manvifactare of

acetic acid

Dynamite and lin-

oleum
.Felly-making
Soft drinks

Food flavors
Metal enamels

Agricvilture
Adhesives

Paper Manufacture

Returned to sul-
fate process

Combustion

Induatri.ll and sci-

entific purposes

In mechanical rub-
ber prtxlucta

Clothing manufac-
ture

-Agriculture
Decoration
Agriculture
Silk-weighting

Re-use

Synthetic resins

Indu!;trial purposes
Industrial purposes
Agriculture

Waste

Gasoline in natural
gas

Helium in natural

Photographic fixing

solutions- ....

Gases from beehive
coke ovens. .

.

Heat
Calcium chloride.

Cuttings from rub-
ber industry . . . .

Cottonseed

.

Sulfurdioxidefumes
from metals.

.

Chlorine. .

.

Hydrogen

.

Ferric oxide from
aniline oil manu-
facture

Press cake from lin-

seed oil

Low-grade smoke-
less powder. .

.

Lye liquors from
soap manufacture

Pyroligneous acid
from charcoal
production

Waste paper.

Copper refinery
sludge

Acid waste from tin

plate

Iodine from nitric

acid tnunufflcture
Sulfate pulp mill

waste
Chlorine from caus-

tic soda industry

Selenium from cop-
per refining. , .

Process

Chemical and mechan-
ical

Mechanical and chem^
ical

Chemical

.

Mechanical and chem-
ical

Waste heat boilers. . . .

Drj-ing and crystalliza-

tion

Mechanical and chem-
ical

Mechanical and chem-
ical

Chemical.

Chemical

.

Chemical.

Chemical and mechan-
ical

Chemical.

Chemical.

Chemical

.

Chemical and mechan-
ical

Chemical

.

Chemical.

Chemical.

Chemical

.

Product

Casinghead gaso-
line

Helium.

Silver.

.

Coal-tar by-prod-
ucts

Steam.

Sulfuric acid. .

.

Bleaching powder

Pyraline.

Glycerin.

Acetic acid. . .

.

Methanol
Wood tar
Papier mache..
Wall board....

Silver

.

Gold..

Copperas

.

Iodine

Turpentine

.

Chloroform car-
bon disulfide. . .

Chemical Selenium.

Use

Motor fuel

In dirigibles

Photographic and
chemical solutions

In synthetic or-

ganic chemicals
Heat and power

On highways

Buildings
Industrial uses
Stock raising
Paper and nitro-

cellulose products

Chemical and in-

dustrial purposes
Finishing plants
Hydrogen at ing

oils or nitrogen
fixation

Red paint for iron

Cattle feed

Handles
Ornaments, etc.

Industrial uses

Chemical and
Industrial pur-
poses

Ornaments
Buildings

Jewelry
manufacture

Red paint
Ink

In medicines

Industrial purpose

In anesthesia,
manufacture of
carbon tetra-
chloride

Glass manufacture
Electrolytic cells



The Construction and Costs of Southern
Cotton Mills and Equipment

The Piedmont Section of the Carohnas

By RALPH G. MACY
Consulting Mechanical and Electrical Mngineer

THE manufacture of textiles is the largest and
most imjiortant industry of the Piedmont Sec-

tion/ and of the states of North and South Caro-

lina in which this section is located. There are some
11.000.000 spindles in these states and approximately

692 mills. One-half of the people in the territory are

connected in some way with this industry, which has

had a remarkably rapid growth witliin the last decade,

and averaging 11,000

spindles per mill. A
brief description of the

construction of the old

Index Number
38(75) Industries in the South

658.2:677 Textile mills.

Construction

Fig. 1 JIap SHOiriNG Loc.'iTiON' OP Spindles in North and
South Cakolina

and has been responsible for much of the wealth in

this section.

In Table 1 are some figures which show the growth
of this industry in Xortli and South Carolina ; and of

the total spindles in these states SO per cent are in the

Piedmont section.

Fig. 1 shows the location of spindles in North and
South Carolina and also shows the concentration of this

industry in the Piedmont sections. In South Carolina

there are some 183 mills with 5,175.100 spindles. These
mills in some cases are huge in size, containing as high

as 116.000 spindles in one building. The average num-
ber of spindles per mill, however, is roughly 28.000. and
allowing 5 sq. ft. per spindle, this would require a floor

area of 140.000 sq. ft. per mill.

In North Carolina there are some 509 mills contain-

ing 5.G05.000 spindles, these mills being smaller in size

1 Preceding articles have appeared in Management and Ad-
ministration for May 1924, p. 517; June 1924, p. 663.

mills and the new, will show the advancement that has

taken place within the last 20 years ; and a description

of the electric drive will also show the modernization

of the textile industry in the Piedmont section.

The older mills are built of brick

and are of slow-burning wall con-

struction 3 stories high, with wooden

beams and floors and with wooden or

cast iron columns. The roofs are of

tar and gravel, and the stairs and
window frames are of wood. The win-

dow area is, in most cases, not over 50

per cent of the wall area, and the in-

terior lighting consists of 50-watt

lamps, without reflectors—the .spacing

being some 16 ft. on centers. The
machines occupy approximately 75

per cent of the floor space, and the

aisles 25 per cent—the older mills

being laid out on a basis of 4i4 sq. ft.

per spindle. In Fig. 2 the brick

building at the left was built in 1912

and was considered modern in every

respect at that time. The reinforced

concrete building at the right was

erected in 1923, and shows the change

in the type of con.struction that has

taken place in 11 years. The

fire protection equipment of the old mills has been

modernized, due to the insurance requirements—the

usual equipment consisting of a 1000-gallon fire-pump,

steam-driven, and connected to a 100-hp.. ISOO r. p. m.

motor so connected that if power is shut off from the

building the pump can be operated direct from the

outside power-supply lines.

In a number of these old mills the power is supplied

by rope drive from a steam-engine or watei--wheel.

This rope drive runs in a big drive well to the main

pulley, which drives the entire line shafting of the mill.

IloAvever. many of the mills are now being electrified

and are using small group drive.

When these older mills were built the method of

expansion was to add on a section at one end. and thi.s

accounts, in some instances, for the large number of

spindles under one roof in these mills. ]Many were

constructed about the year 1900. when the cost was

some $20 per spindle. The cost. now. of $55 per spindle,

47
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would require an enormous outlay of capital to build a

mill containing the spindlage of some of the older mills.

Moreover, it has not been found advisable to construct

these large mills for several reasons.

Leaving out of consideration the tremendous invest-

ment required to build a mill of 100,000 spindles, it has

not been found economical from a manufacturing

standpoint. In the .small mills production is better

and more economical due to the increased facilities

afforded for careful supervision by the superintendent,

and the low cost of internal transpor-

tation of the material. The opinion

in general with regard to the econom-

ical size of a textile mill manufac-

turing yarns of various sizes is shown
in Table 2.

The modern mills are, in many
respects, constructed differently from
the old mills. They are usually built

a certain length, depending on the

floor space required, and a number of

sections wide, usually two, the stand-

ard section being 26 ft. The height

between floors is some 14 ft. and this

increa.ses a foot for each section

added to the first two, the maximum being 6 sections,

which would make a maximum height between floors

of 18 ft. These mills are generally constructed 3 stories

in height although this varies considerably depend-

ing on the nature of the product that is being manu-
factured.

The material used is reinforced concrete or brick

with steel sash, and in some cases there are concrete

pilasters with brick walls and steel sash. The floor

system is mu.shroom type, flat slab construction, ap-

proximately 9 in. thick. On this is laid the mixture

of tar and sand, and then 2 in. planking, to which
the maple flooring is attached. Fig. 3 shows this gen-

eral type of construction. The roof is constructed of

concrete approximately 7I/2 in- thick, and is usually de-

signed for a load of 60 lb. per sq. ft., which is considered

to be sufficient to take care of a shafting load. In many
cases there is considerable humidity due to process

work, in the room below the roof, in which case a special

cork insulation is used.

TABLE 1. GIVES FIGURES .SHOWING GROWTH OF TEXTILE
INDUSTRY IN NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA

There is an increase in window area to wall space

in the modern mills and the general practice in the

new mills is to have 70 per cent window area to 30 per

cent wall area. The interior lighting of these buildings

has received careful study, and excellent results have

been obtained. The fixtui-es are spaced on 16 ft. centers,

200-watt lamps being in general use, and with this

spacing 0.7 watts per sq. ft. is obtained. On a work-

ing plane 3 ft. from the floor this gives 6 to 8 candle-ft.,

which is all that is required for the usual manufae-

Courtesy oj J. E. Sirrine <t Co.

FiQ. 2 Change in Type of Mill Construction Showing Old Type at Left and
New at Eight

turing operations in a texile mill. In many cases

R. L. M. reflectors, bowl-enameled, are used, and they

have been found extremely effective. Fig. 4 shows a

good illustration of this type of lighting. The aisle

space has also been increased, and the practice in the

new mills at this time is to have 34 per cent of the

Location
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The water-pumping system for fire protection is of tlie

same general type as was mentioned in the description

of the older mills.

The heating is usually a low-pressure return system

with thermostatic control, and 70 deg. fahr. has been

found to be a desirable temperature to maintain in the

mills. The temperature of the spinning-room is usually

higher than is desirable, due to the large number of

machines in constant operation ; and the weaving-room,

in summer, is usually cooler than the outside tempera-

ture, due to the large amount of evaporation which

takes place.

There are two systems in general use for the humidi-

fication of the textile mill in this section, a central

and an individual system. The central system is mainly

used where there is a demand for clean air, and costs

by the machinery is large in proportion to that re-

quired by the operator. Hence, the cubic feet of air

per person is ample, and special ventilation is not a

question requiring consideration.

TABLE 3. SHOWS PER CENT OF HUMIDITY IN PRODUCT WHILE
UNDERGOING THE VARIOUS PROCESSES IN A^TERAGE

COTTON YARN MILL

Raw stock
.\iter opentng
After carding
.\fter ro\nng
.\fter spinning
.\fter spooling and warping
After weaving
Finishing

Courte!:y of J. E. Hirri-iie <t ' ".

Fig. 4 Modern SpiNNiNG-Rooii Showing Are.vngement of

Lighting Fixtures and Individual Humidifiers

from 20 to 25 per cent more than the individual system,

as ducts must be constructed throughout the miU and

a- certain amount of additional space is used in excess

of that required by the individual system. The indi-

vidual system consists of humidifiers in different parts

of the room, the humidity being controlled by hygrom-

eters. Fig. -4 shows the individual humidifiers with

motors attached. This system is used in the majority

of cases, and it is considered to give a more even dis-

tribution of humidity than the central system. Table

3 shows the per cent of humidity in the product while

undergoing the various processes in the average cotton

yarn mill.

With regard to material handling equipment, the

general opinion is, that if a mill is well laid out, very

little is necessary. In the main, small hand-trucks are

in general use and very few of the new mills have

expended money for elaborate conveying equipment.

The mill-owners seem to feel that not only is the space

of value that this equipment would occupy, but that

the actual cost, if invested in production machinery,

would produce a higher return. In the older mills,

however, certain conditions, due to expansion, have, in

many cases, made an investment in this type of ma-

chinery necessary. These instances are rare.

In the manufacture of textiles, the space occupied

Percentage of
HuMIDITr

10
4^
5H
6
7
8H

11
9

G.VIN

1

1

IH
2H

Loss

5H

2M

In the construction of new mills, expansion is some-

times provided for by building a false end on the mill

so that this may be readily removed when it is neces-

sary to erect an additional section. When the older

mills now desire to expand they usually construct a

separate weave shed and remove their looms to this

building, thus allowing them to in.stall other machinery

in the place occupied by this equipment. These weave

sheds are single-story buildings, and are constructed

with concrete or brick pilasters, with steel sash be-

tween, which allows a wide glass area, thus admitting

the large amount of light which is required for this

work. The roofs are constructed of hollow tile and

saw-tooths, which are constructed of steel sash and

are supported by reinforced concrete beams, in some

cases resting on cast iron columns. The under-side

of these roofs is given a coat of white plaster, and

the hollow tile, acting as an insulator, does not require

the cork that is necessary on roofs constructed of other

types of material. Wliere the roof is of reinforced

T.A.BLE 4. ESTIMATE OF COST' OF TYPICAL COTTON MILL ANT)

MILL VILL.\GE, 1923. 20,160 SPINDLE MILL

Production 24,000 lb. per week—39 in. Goods—Yarn Nos. 30 to 40

Total Cost—$1,262,000

Mill building SI6S.0OO

Warehouses 13.000

Boiler- and pump-houses
o'''nnn

Fire protection '2Rn
Boilers and heating system '

J nSi
Humidifier system 'S'nSn
Lighting and elevators „ 'SiS
Textile machinery 46( .000

Motors and wiring 91 .000

Shafting and belting and supplies. 40.000

Bungalow tvpe houses (350 rooms) 149.000

Machine shop
i-jVoooPower plant !;> ' •'/>)>

Village water and plumbing 23,000

Village lighting „5'52x
Engineering and general expenses . . 98,000

Percentage of Total Cost

13.32
1.04
0.24
2.63
0.88
1.19
0.64
37.00
7.18
3-17

II.SO
.55

10.38
1.82
0.40
7.76

'Cost per spindle, esclusive of operators' village. $53.81.

concrete, one inch of cork insulation is generally used,

and gutters are installed to care for the condensation.

In these weave sheds the lighting is of greater intensity

than in the other parts of the textile mills. The spacing

is the usual 16 ft. for the fixtures which are of R. L. M.

type, bowl-enameled, but 300-watt lamps are installed,

which give 1.2 watts per sq. ft. for machine spaces. A
modern weave shed of saw-tooth construction is shown

in Fig. 6.
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The cost of a textile mill of modern construction is

roughly $55 per spindle. This cost takes into con-

sideration the construction of a mill village for the

operators with lighting and plumbing. The houses in

these modern villages are of the bungalow type and

are composed of from 3 to 5 rooms. They are either

built of shingle or clapboard and are constructed on

brick or concrete piers. Electric-lighting fixtures are

installed and current is supplied by the mill. These

houses are equipped with water and sewer connections

and in many villages the streets are paved and lighted

by the mill. Schools are built and maintained by the

mill-owners for the children of the operators, and in

these villages there is constructed a welfare house, which

is the center of the social activity of the mill village.

The beneficial elfect of these modern villages upon the

labor situation in the Piedmont section will be dis-

cu.ssed in detail in a later article. The cost of these

villages is about 15 per cent of the total cost of the

mill. Table 4 shows the average cost of a print cloth

mill and mill village containing

20,160 spindles, working on 30 to 40

yarns and producing 39-in. goods, at

the rate of 24,000 lb. per week. This

estimate is for a mill constructed of

reinforced concrete with modern ma-
chinerj' and individual electric drive,

and with a modern mill village.

electrical energy would be required for every 35 spin-

dles or roughly 600 kw. The sum of $131,000 in-

cluded for a power plant in the estimate given above

was for a plant of this capacity. This amount would
probably be necessary for the construction of a

power plant if the mill were located on a water-power

site, or the owners desired to generate their own
electrical enei'gy by steam. However, in the majority

of cases the mills in the Piedmont section purchase

their energy from the public utility companies,

and, there-

fore, this

amount
should fee re-

d u c e d the

difference be-

t w e e n the

cost of a

power plant

and the cost

Cost of Plant

Location

Opener Room
Pfcker Room
Picker Room
Picker Room
Picker Room
Card Room

Card Room
Card Room
Spinning Room
Spinning Room
Spinning Room
Slasher Room

Cloth Room
ygrh "" Shop

Openers

Condenser and Fan

Finishers

Cards

Cards

Drawing Frs

Roving Frs

Roving Frs

Spinning Frs

Spoolers

Warpers

Looms
Machinery

Machinery

Fig,

An analysis of Table 4 shows that

the textile machinery is the largest

individual item, being 37 per cent of

the cost of the mill. The next largest

is the cost of the mill building, which
is over 13 per cent. The amount re-

quired to construct the operators' houses is an im-

portant part of the total cost, being 11.8 per cent, and
if tlie lighting and water-supply is added, the cost

of the conijjk'ted mill village is more than the cost of

the mill building. The amount of power required by
a textile mill of a certain spindlage is shown by the

curve in Fig. 9. For a mill of 20,000 spindles

working on 30 to 40 yarn, approximately 1 kw. of

Slashers and Fans

45

282

Powei

10

RPM

1200

1200

IBOO

1800

1200

1200
720

720

1800

1200

1200

1200

1200

1200

Control Devices

l*?St

$,:§ = ;

SCO S, |5|«f

Typical Motor List for a 10,000 Spindle Print Cloth iliLL

of an individual transformer station, which would be

roughly $121,000.

A steady and economical source of power is of prime
importance to the textile industry, and this has been

available to the mills in the Piedmont section. The
huge power demand of this industry has been met, in

the main, by the Southern Power Company, which sup-

plies this section, and which has an installed generating

FiQ. 6 Modern Weave Shed of Saw-Tooth Construction
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Courtesy of J. E. Sirrine eft Co.

Fig. 7 Aisle in Spinning-Room Show-
ing Belt Drive

FiQ. 8 Same Aisle After Installation
of Individual Motor Drive

capacity of 468,150 kva.- The current to operate these

mills is 3-phrase, 60 cycle, and is transmitted through-

out this territory at -14,000 and 100,000 volts, the dis-

tribution voltagre to the mills beino; usually 13,000.

The method of drive on the various machines is of

special interest to the mill-owners in the Piedmont see-

and controls were developed to meet

the requirements of the individual

textile machine until individual drive

was developed. Space is not avail-

able in this article to discuss the sub-

ject of individual and group drive in

detail, but there are several main

points in favor of individual drive

that are of particular interest. In

group drive the use of large motors

driving shafting through the medium
of belts means a considerable loss from

belt slippage. This loss is still fur-

ther increased ;is the lint and oil ac-

cumulating on the belts increase

normal slippage to a considerable

extent. Textile machinery is built to

run at practically constant speed, and

the lowering of this speed, due to belt

slippage, means an appreciable loss

in production. With group drive

throughout a mill any trouble that

may cause the shut-down of a motor,

affects a number of machines that

woidd not be affected were individual

drive in.stalled, thus causing a further

loss in production. Where individual drive is used,

smaller motors are installed, which can be handled more

easily, and with proper standardization spare parts

can be kept on hand, thus allowing immediate rectifi-

cation of ti-ouble of this kind.

In Fig. 7 is shown the aisle of a spinning-room as

it was when the machines were driven by belts. It

was not the safest place for the operator to walk. In

Fig. 8 is the same aisle after the installation of in-

dividual motor drive.

The motors used for textile mills are mainly of the

induction and .synchronous type, and the voltage used

in the mills of this section is usually 500. with the

exception of the small motors tised on the looms, which

generally operate at 250 volts. In a modern mill the

method of drive, shown in Table 5. is considered the

best practice.

T.\BLE 5. SHOWS METHOD OF DRIVE IX A MODERN TE.XTILE MILL

10 20 7050 40 50 60

Average Yarn Numbers

Courtesy of J. E. Sirrine <t Co.

Fi(i. n Average Power Required to Drive Cotto.v We.wini;

Mills

tion. In the older mills there is still a considerable

amount of shafting, but in the more modern mills in-

dividual and group drives are used, the individual drive

being adopted in the great majority of cases by those

mills now under construction. At the present time

approximately 70 per cent of the mills are electrified,

55 per cent being group drive, and 15 per cent having

individual motor installations wherever this is advisable.

Wlien the method of driving a mill by one large

pulley and shafting gave way to the installation of

motors, the first step was the driving of large groups

of machines by a motor and shafting. The size of

these groups became smaller as various types of motors

= See M-\nagement and .'Vdiuntstration for May 102 1,

p. 520,

{Individual motors connected to machines by short belts.

This method is necessary as it is not always possible to

obtain motors runnins at the same speed as the machines.

It gives satisfactory service with little power loss.

Cotton cards Moderate-size motors driving small groups

("'ombing Individual motor drive

Drawing Individual motor drive

Ro\nng Four-frame, small group drive

Spinning . .Individual motor drive

Spooling . .Small group drive, or individual motor drive

Warping..., Small group drive.

Slashing ... Group drive

Weaving. ... Individual motor drive

Humidifiers Individual motor drive

In the manufacture of textiles many of the opera-

tions require a high percentage of hiunidity in the

room where these operations take place. It is neces-

sary, therefore, that certain of the motors be moisture-

proof. In other operations they are totally enclosed

as in the weave-room. Waste-packed bearings are used

in the motors with the exception of those operating in

the opening-room and those driving the cards, the

roving machines, and the slashers! these motors being

equipped with oil ring bearings. The motor controls
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that have been developed have played a considerable

part in the development of individual drive and are

an important part of the electrical installation. In

Fig. 5 there is given a typical motor list for a 10,000

spindle print cloth mill, which shows the various types

of motors and controls used. Prom an inspection of

this table it can readily be seen that the textile mills of

the Piedmont section are as well equipped electrically

as any in the United States.

The foregoing brief description of the mills in the

Piedmont section has not touched on the finishing

plants. These occupy a place in the industrv- important

enough to warrant special discussion, and will be taken

up later.

The author wishes to express his appreciation to J. E.

Sirrine and his organization for assisting him in the

accumulation of the data contained in this article. His

large engineering organization has undoubtedly played

an important part in the development of modern tex-

tile mill construction in this section. In the vicinity

of Greenville, Gastonia, Greenboro, Charlotte, and

Winston-Salem, there are being built a number of new

textile mills, that are eq.uipped in conformity with the

best modern practice.

THE next article, which will be in the August issue,

will take up textile finishing plants, and the furni-

ture and tobacco industries. —The Editors.

Vacations for Factory Workers

FOR a number of years office employees in the large

majority of manufacturing plants throughout the

country have been granted an annual vacation, usually

with pay, and following the policy adopted by business

and mercantile establishments for the rank and file of

their employees.

The cost of these vacations has been figured in, per-

haps unconsciously, with the calculation of rate of pay.

Like the fewer hours of work, which until recently char-

acterized clerical work as distinct from factory employ-

ment, it ultimately entered into the salary question.

Recently the vacation privilege has been extended

to factory workers in a great many plants. This ten-

dency is especially marked among the larger manu-

facturing enterprises. It involves two major considera-

tions—determination of policy regarding the reward

features and essential wage increases which it signifies,

and adjustment of work to prevent disorganization and

interruption of production.

A two weeks' vacation with pay, and not accompanied

by a wage reduction, amounts to an increase of 4 per

cent in pay. It is unlikely that lost production will be

made up directly, especially if the daily output per

person has approached a reasonable maximum, on the

average. At any rate, this is probably the best assump-

tion for the manufacturer to make. Actually, he will

profit well in the end because of the increased physical

and mental vigor, and the reduced absence from illness

or "laying-off, " on the part of his employees.

The disorganization and interruption of production

is a more immediate problem and it places a definite

responsibility on the management.

Many concerns now make vacations for factory em-

ployees as much of an individual matter as those for

ofSce help. Among these is The Paraffine Companies,

Inc., which has been working for some time on a plan

to extend the benefits of a yearly vacation to factory as

well as to office employees. The company has put into

force the following plan, effective at its Emeryville

plant for the year 1924

:

Vacations with pay will be granted to all employees of

The Paraffine Companies, Inc., on the following basis

:

Over three years' but less than four years'

continuous service on January 2, 1924 . . 1 week

Index Number

658.3816 Vacations

Over four years'

but less than
five years' service

10 days

Over five years' service 2 weeks

1. Choice of vacation time will depend on

(a) Approval of Department Head and General Su-

perintendent.

{b) Seniority of emplo>Tnent with the company.

2. A list will be posted showing the vacation each employee

is entitled to and the order of his seniority.

3. Employees will be requested to put in first, second, and

third preferences of vacation time. They will be

notified later as to when they are to take their vacation.

4. The management resei-ves the right to change the schedule

if conditions of work make it necessary.

5. Employees will be paid up to the date on which they start

on their vacation, and payment for the vacation will

be made on the regular pay day following their return.

Before going on their vacations employees must call

at the Personnel Department for wages, to date, and

on i-eturning must report there for duty.

G. Continuous service will mean continuous employment in

any plant or department, except that a period not to

exceed 30 days' lay-off on account of slack work will

not be considered as a break in the continuity of serv-

ices. When an employee is granted a leave of absence

for a period of more than 30 days, such leave of

absence will, of course, be deducted from the amount

of accumulated service. Men going on leave should

get a certificate to that effect. (Note: Sei-\-ice inter-

rupted by men going to war will count as continuous

service ) . •

7. The rate of pay during the vacation period will be based

upon an employee's regular normal rate. By this is

meant that if a man is getting a higher rate, owing

to temporarily taking the place of some other em-

ployee, he will not continue at this rate during his

vacation, but at his normal rate of pay. If the plant

is closed on account of a holiday during an employee's

vacation, these days will count as working days for

vacation or pay purposes.

8. It is hoped that the vacation plan, as announced above,

will be appreciated and not abused, as it is the desire

of the company to make the plan a permanent one. Its

success depends on the action of the men affected and

each man should realize that on the character of his

work and the regularity of his attendance depend not

only his own vacation but the vacations of all of those

working with him.



Recording Job Costs to Show Profits

Profitable Methods for the Small Factory—Vr
By GEOFFREY C. BROWN

Chief Engineer, Jacques Kalin, Inc.

THE present status of cost accounting in our small

factories is similar to the status of cost account-

ing throughout indiistry as a whole 30 years ago

—

that is, it is conspicuous chiefly by its absence. Most

small plants are in possession of a general accounting

system, although there are doubtless occasional estab-

lishments where even this primal element is missing.

Assuming, however, as we may safely do, that the

majority of them keep general books and employ an

accountant or a bookkeeper, let us briefly examine the

character and value of the information thus afforded.

The individual entries which, in combination, com-

prise the ledger accounts, are drawn from definite

sources such as pay-rolls, purchase orders, invoices,

and sales bills. These entries are posted as the items

occur; for instance, labor expenditures are entered

weekly or monthly, depending on the character of the

pay-roll. Expenditures for material or supplies are

entered subject to the dates appearing on purchase

orders or invoices. Sales amounts are usually posted

in Sales accounts, although these amounts frequently

will be found buried in a ilerchandise account, along

with materials purchased. By carrying all regular

expenditures to one side of a Trading account, and the

total sales value to the other side, and then subtracting

the former from the latter, a gross profit for the year

is determined. This gross profit is then carried to a

Profit and Loss account, on the other side of which

appears all extraordinary expenditures incurred

throughout the year. The net profit is simply arrived

at by subtracting this extraordinary expense from the

gross profit.

The general books might thus be said to show total

income and disbursements, without reference to cus-

tomer's orders, lines of product, manufacturing depart-

ments, manufacturing operations, or months of the

year. The initial cost of material going into each

customer's order is usually evident, and the cost of

shipping out the completed order may be, and usually

is, quite clear; but the intervening cost of manufac-

ture in its relation to the important aspects just men-

tioned is, in a vast majority of our small plants, an

unexplored hinterland, or economic morass, into which

material regularly disappears, and from which it

emerges sometime, somehow, as a manufactured product.

If, at the end of the year, the book-closing shows a profit,

it can only signify that the fates throughout the year

have been propitious ; and if a loss appears it must, for

lack of a better explanation, be similarly regarded as a

visitation from the unseen.

1 Preceding articles have appeared in Management and Ad-

ministration for Februarv 1924, p. 161 ; March 1924, p. 305

;

April 1924, p. 431 ; May 1924, p. 567; June 1924, p. 683.

All manner of unfa- Index Number

vorable events, the sig- 658.5:657 Shop accounting

nificanee of which the 657.452 Cost accounting

general books in their

nature would not reveal, may have transpired during

the year. The cost of certain materials may have so

advanced as to render their use unprofitable. The sell-

ing price on certain lines or articles of product may
have fallen to a point where these lines could not be pro-

duced other than at a loss. Imminent falling prices

may have rendered imperative a reduction in inven-

tories by the sparing purchase of materials. Any one

of these possibilities demands that cost features, and

profit or loss amounts, be recorded in terms of cus-

tomers' orders, lines of product, manufacturing depart-

ments, manufacturing processes, and months of the

year. It was precisely this information that our small

industries lacked before and during the recent depres-

sion, and which the great majority of them may be

said still to lack today.

Recording Daily Costs on Customers' Orders

In the preceding article,- the subject of overhead

expense, its nature, the manner of its predetermination,

and the various methods for its proper allocation to

shop orders, was discussed in detail. This article wiU

therefore assume that overhead has been predetermined

and distributed by one of the methods then described,

and win consider only the actual recording of monthly

costs as they occur in the small factorj-. Such a con-

sideration will resolve itself into a number of consecu-

tive stages, corresponding to similar stages in the func-

tioning of a cost sj-stem. These stages are as follows

:

1. The daily recording of costs on customer's orders as

they pass through manufacture.

2. The assembly or summarizing of these recorded costs,

into totals for each shop order.

3. The preparation from these summaries of whatever

representations, in the form of analyses, state-

ments or graphs, are necessary in order to convey

to management a clear and authentic picture of the

month's activities.

The first of these three stages, that of recording the

daily costs, in labor, material, and overhead incurred

by each customer's order, may be regarded as the basic

one, and it is represented by a Monthly Cost Sheet

(Fig. 18), which is the basic record in any cost

department.

2 Management and Administeation for June 1924, p. 683,
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In the .small factory, this first stage is peculiarly the

function of the cost clerk, who maintains a file of cost

sheets—one for each order entering the factory—keeps

these sheets properly posted, and is responsible for the

correctness of the entries. In factories with personnels

of less than 100, a single cost clerk can usually, without

undue pressure, keep all the cost sheets properly jiosted.

In larger establishments, where the accumulation of cost

sheets is necessarily greater, the cost clerk may perhaps

require one or more assistants as circumstances demand.

This feature is also controlled to some extent by the

character of manufacture. For instance, in plants

where relatively small quantities of many different

articles or lines of product are turned out, there will

naturally be a greater accumulation of cost sheets than

there would be if the individual orders were fewer and
manufactured in greater quantitj".

The writer has found that a satisfactory distribution

of cost department routine may be usually attained in

a small organization by spreading the work, in some
fashion, over the planning office; different members of

the planning staff in this way taking care of different

cost details, in addition to their regular functions, which

may not nominally be connected with cost-finding.

Thus, at the Jacques Kahn plant, the factory clerk is

responsible for the ^ workman's production or job

cards only from the standpoint of time. When he has

ascertained the length of time that the workmen spent

on each manufacturing order or assigned task, through-

out the day, and has made the proper entries in the

3 M.^XAOEMENT .\ND Ad.ministr.\tion for March 1924, p. 30.5.

"Elapsed Time" column of each workman's card, his

I'esponsibility is ended. The cards, at this point, pass

to the sclieduling clerk, who, in addition to his regular

function of scheduling orders through manufacture, is

responsible for converting this elapsed time into dollars

of direct labor and overhead expense. This he accom-

plishes quite simply by multiplying the time spent on

each shop order, first, by the workman's wage rate, and
then by the corresponding machine hourly expense

rate. Then he enters the labor and expense amounts
thus obtained in the proper "Wages" and "Expense"
columns. The production cards are now pas.sed to the

cost clerk, who transfers the labor and expense amounts
to the proper cost sheets. By distributing the work in

this manner, an economical division of cost finding

routine, appropriate to the reduced demands of a small

organization, is readily obtained. An additional advan-

tage is found in the fact that all members of the plan-

ning staff, in a comparatively short time, become
familiar with the cost system—a development which is

obviously desirable.

The Cost Sheet reproduced in Fig. 18 is thoroughly

typical, and while modifications in form may be neces-

sary to adapt it to the problems of individual small

organizations, it illustrates in a satisfactory manner
the daily routine of cost accounting. It will be observed

that this form has vertical subdivisions, one for each

manufacturing department; and that each subdivision

is fiirther divided into four vertical columns under the

captions— "Production," "Hours," "Wages." and
"Expense". The operations shown above the depart-

CUSTOMER Smith & Jones
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mental subdivisions in the figure are, by the way, those

that occur in the fabrication of a mirror. The major

duty of the cost clerk, as mentioned earlier, consists of

maintaining a file of these sheets, one for each order,

and throughout the daj' posting from the -norkman's

daily production or job cards for the previous day, the

labor and overhead cost that each order has incurred.

The second stage in cost accounting, that of sum-

marizing the daily cost amounts into totals for each

3. Stockkeeping cost 10 per cent of raw material

cost.

i. Freight Actual.

5. Commission A definite percentage of sales

value.

The sum of the above elements gives the total cost of

the order, which is entered beside "Total Cost," as

shown in Fig. 18. The sales value is next entered beside

DEPT.
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ducing units have varying intervals of inactivity, during

which their proportions of overhead expense are accumu-

lating, while nothing is being produced.

The proper treatment of this feature of expense has,

in the past, been a source of much controversy. H. L.

Gantt, in 1917 read a paper before the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers on "Expenses and Cost,"

during the course of which he ventured, humorously,

that managers and accountants "had not before realized

that it cost something to be idle". His contention, in

substance, was that the expense incurred through idle-

ness was not a legitimate part of manufacturing over-

head, and should not be allocated to customers' orders

as such. It should rather be recorded and classified by

causes, its aggregate being finally treated on the books

as an element of extraordinary expense to be deducted

from the month's profit, along with other extraordinary

expense.

Mr. Gantt 's claim was logical, and has borne fruit in

a growing recognition that much industrial idleness is

due to some inadequacy in sales or factory management,

and is avoidable ; and that, in any event, the customer

should not be made to bear this expense by having it

included in the cost of the product. The proper atti-

tude to assume toward idleness expense is to regard it

as an unfortunate source of financial loss, and by care-

fully recording it, and scrutinizing its cau.ses, to con-

centrate on reducing it to a minimum.
In order to maintain a separate record of depart-

mental idleness expense, it is necessary systematically

to enter this expense on a daily idleness report. The
Daily Idle Machine Report, reproduced in Fig. 19, is

well suited for this purpose. It will be obsei'ved that

this form has vertical columns for "Machine Number,"
and for the time during which machines were held up
each day owing to "No Work," "No Material," "No
Tools,

"
'" No Help, " and " Repairs '

'. The subdivision

at the right of the form provides a summary in which

the daily expense corresponding to each classified cause

may be entered, this expense being determined by the

simple operation of multiplying the elapsed idle time

for each machine by the proper machine hourly expense

rate. One of these reports for each manufacturing de-

partment may thus be filled in every day by the factory

clerk, and then sent on to the planning office, where it

will be scrutinized and then placed in a suspense file.

At the end of the month all the daily idleness reports

for the month may be withdrawn from this file, figured

into monthly departmental idleness expense totals, and
finally utilized in the preparation of a Gantt Monthly
Idleness Chart (Fig. 22) for each manufacturing
department.

We now come to the third stage, which consists, as

stated earlier, of preparing from the month's accumu-
lation of cost sheets, whatever analyses, statements, or

graphs are necessary to convey to the management
and directorate an authentic picture of the month's
activity .' In a previous article this was described as:

.... the focal stage upon which the daily dotails of cost

department routine oonverge, and during which a cost system
might be said to justify its existence by revealing the com-

5 See Management and Administration for November 1923,
'

' Interpreting Operations to the Directors, '
' p. 593.

parative profit or loss from individual orders and in a general

way by visualizing the month's acti^'ity so as to indicate a

wise manufacturing or selling policy for the future.

In small organizations this third stage may be

regarded as an active part of the production super-

COST ANALYSIS—March. 1922
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and the aggregate profit or loss for the month must
also be determined. The operation of closing the month
consists, then, of first arranging by lines of product all

cost sheets representing completed and partially com-

pleted orders, and totaling their cost and sales amounts.

The total cost amount thus obtained, subtracted from

the total sales amount, will give the gross cost sheet

profit. When the month's total idleness expense has

been subtracted from this gross profit, the difl'erence is

the net or actual profit (or loss) for the month, as

represented by the cost sheets.

The Cost Analysis reproduced in Fig. 20 shows in a

simple way the manner in which the month's produc-

tion of completed orders may be tabulated and analyzed

by lines of product. It will be observed that these

orders are first classified as "Profitable Orders," "Un-
profitable Orders," and "Total Orders". Then, under
the captions. "Line," "Sales," "Cost," "Profit or

Loss," and "Profit or Loss Per Cent of Sales," appears

a detailed analysis of the comparative values of each

line of product in these three classes.

.MONTHLY STATEMENT OF PROFIT Ay!T> LOSS—ASSEMBLED FROM MONTHLY
COST SHEETS
March. 1924
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troUer.' One of these, and an important one, consists

of preparing for the directors' meeting, whatever state-

ments and charts are necessary to show clearly what
has been accomplished in the interval, usually a month,
since the previous meeting. This part of the month-
closing has, in earlier articles.' been treated in detail,

so the writer will not at this time do more than
enumerate the various media then produced and ex-

plained. It might be mentioned, however, that in the

majority of small organizations, it will be wise to include

this as part of the production supervisor's function,

as by training and experience he should be the person
most fitted to perform it. A summary of typical state-

This completes our discussion of the three funda-

mental stages in a sysstem of cost recording suitably

concentrated to meet the requirements of a small or-

ganization. These three stages, as we have seen, eon-

si.st of: (1) Recording daily costs on customers' orders

as they pass through manufacture; (2) summarizing
these daily costs into totals for each customer's order

when the latter has passed through manufacture; and
(3) at the end of the month, preparing from the sum-
marized cost sheets whatever statements or graphs are

necessary adequately to visualize each month's per-

formance. There still remains a fourth stage which,

while it possibly may not be included as a fundamental

IDLENESS EXPENSE May mi



Packing and Shipping Oil and Lubricants

Methods in Use at the Tide Water Oil Company

Bv J. B. EDWARDS
General Manager, Bayonne Uefinery, Tide TTater Oil Company

HANDLING of materials is a highly important

phase of oil refinery operation because it, above

all other branches of the work, marks the line

between profit and loss. Between the cost of pro-

ducing oil from the wells and selling the finished

product under competitive prices lies the cost of manu-

facturing, which determines the margin of profit, and

in which mechan-

ical methods are

imperative for
economy.

The products

of the Tide Water
Oil Company are

over 350 in num-
ber and include

crude oil, kero-

s e n e
,

gasoline,

and intermediate

grades ; lubricat-

ing oils of many
different compo-

sitions for a wide

variety of pur-

poses: and all the

ordinary and spe-

cial greases re-

quired to meet the

entire extent of

industrial needs.

Virgin oil is

obtained from
three main
sources. ^I u c h

of it comes from Illinois through trunk pipe lines. A
finer grade is obtained from Penn.sylvania where the

company owns or leases over 17,000 wells. About

3.000 miles of pipe lines have been laid to tap this

latter source and convey the oil to Bayonne. and 950

miles of telegraph and telephone lines are required

to direct its handling. Twenty pumping stations main-

tain uniform flow on the Illinois and Pennsylvania lines,

and from 13.000 to 15,000 barrels of crude oil are

delivered every day through the two systems.

A third source of supply is the California field, from

which the oil is shipped in tank steamers, as the cost

of a transcontinental pipe line would be prohibitive.

These steamers dock at the Bayonne refinery and the

oil is pumped, at the rate of 5,000 barrels per hr..

into one or more of the 600 steel tanks, aggregating a

capacity of 3,500,000 barrels of raw and finished

products. Some of these tanks are shown in Fig. 1.

The yard railroad to handle incoming materials

and outgoing products, except those entering and

Index Number

658.788:665 Shipping oil

658.78844 Containers

Courtesy of Fairchild Aerial Camem < ,1 ; - . .jfif>n

Fig. 1 AiRPL.iNE View of Tide W.\ter Oil Refinery at Bayonne, N. J.

lea%'ing the plant by

water routes, consists of

10 miles of standard-

gage track. Five switch

engines are used in handling cars, and three loco-

motive cranes are employed to unload and load

various items of freight coming in by railroad.

In the refining

process 52 stills

are required for

the first distilla-

tion, and 60 other

stills are used in

making the fin-

ished products.

Handling of the

oil between tanks

and stills is essen-

tially a combina-

tion of pumping
and gravity dis-

charge through

pipe lines con-

trolled by valves

according to the

special needs at

the point in ques-

tion. Labor in-

volved is confined

merely to control

of flow, and the

attention and
operation which

are incident to

the careful conducting of refining processes.

Oils and greases are packed and shipped in barrels,

and in cans of various shapes and sizes. Bulk ship-

ments are also made in tank cars and in tank steamers.

The materials handling features in the making and

filling of the containers will be taken up in order.

Oak Barrels

Barrel heading is received paired, and in the round,

all ready for assembling with the staves. It is un-

loaded from the box cars on a siding by the storage

buildings, and is carried by roller conveyors to the

racks, where it is stored on edge for economy of room.

Sections are added to the conveyor, as needed, to deliver

the heading to remote points. From storage it is

conveyed to the adjacent barrel department for use.

Staves are purchased in a semi-finished state. 57,000

being used each day. Those which have been kiln-

dried and jointed are removed under cover from box

59
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cars onto semi-trailers, which are drawn by electric

lift-trucks to the storage-rooms, and unloaded. Here
they are kept 'until wanted for assembly, when they

are trucked by the same method to the assembly floor.

It is estimated that the use of each electric truck

eliminates 3 laborers formerly engaged in this work.

View ok LIauivEL-IIakixg 1)ei'aktment

Green staves are unloaded outdoors onto long steel

railroad trucks specially constructed to hold the mate-

rial during the drying process, and the staves are

packed to allow for air circulation. On each truck is

noted the order number, shipper's name, number of

the railroad car delivering the material, and other data,

so that the staves can be identified when necessary. A
card is made out for each truck and filed in the office

of the barrel factory. When the staves are used a

notification is given the office and the corresponding

cards are withdrawn and recorded on the books. This

system provides a perpetual inventory, and at the

same time makes possible the ready adjustment of

difference on matters of quality that may arise with

the maker of the staves.

The large storage yard for green staves is served

by a series of 4 parallel standard-gage transfer tracks

leading off from the main yard railroad. Between these

transfer tracks, and at right angles to them, are elevated

rails on which to run the stave trucks for storage while

the lumber is being aid-dried. Transfer cars are pro-

vided to carry the loaded stave trucks from box cars

to storage, and from storage to the drying ovens for

final treatment. Movable rail bridges are used to span
the gap between the cars and the storage tracks when
trucks are to be run on or off of the storage .spaces.

The steamheated drj'ing ovens are equijiped with

tracks, and the stave trucks are run off of transfer

cars directly into the ovens. When the drying process

is completed the trucks are run out at the opposite

end of the ovens on tracks leading directly into the

barrel factory. Here they are unloaded at machines
for the first manufacturing process.

One side of each stave as received is curved to form
the bilge or wide diameter of the barrel. The opposite

side is cut to a corresponding shape on machines in

the first step of barrel-making. Knives set in the side

of a large revolving disc make the cut in one opera-

tion, and the trimmed staves are stacked directly on

trucks as completed by the operator. They are then

moved a short distance to the assembly floor where

they are unloaded on end.

A man places a heavy wrought iron assembly hoop,

of the size of the chime or barrel end, and a frame,

on the floor and fits staves into them alternating wide

and narrow staves until the complete circle is formed.

One end of the barrel is left free. The "raiser" then

inverts the unit, and removes the frame for use again.

A second man throws on a bilge assembly hoop to retain

the staves about quarter-way up and puts the barrel

on a chain-conveyor which slowly carries it through

a steaming oven. A mixture of live and exhaust steam,

a larger percentage of the latter when the lumber is

particularly dry, makes the staves pliable.

As the barrels come out of the oven at the far

end, they are inverted again to bring the loose ends

up, and set on a bed plate. A wire cable is thrown
around the staves, drawing them up tightly so that an
assembly hoop will fit over the chime. The bilge hoop

Fig. 3 Mechanical Conveyor and Barrel Painter

falls off in the process and is kicked into a conveyor
which takes it back to the first assembly point for re-use.

The barrels, with two chime hoops on each, are set

on a gravity conveyor and carried to the next room
where each is baked over a gas oven. When sufficiently

dry they are tightened by pressing the chime hoops
on further, and two bilge assembly hoops are fitted.

The barrels are then rolled over to an automatic truss-

ing machine, then under a drill which bores a bung
hole, and then through a croze machine, in which the

chimes, with recesses for the heads, are cut at both

ends in one operatioTi. Previously this was done in

two steps, involving handling. Combination of work
and elimination of labor has raised the output to 250

per cent of the former rate for each machine.

As the barrels leave the croze machine the chime
hoops are antomaticall.v removed. These hoops fall

into chain-conve.yors on each side of the machine. One
conveyor leads to the first assembly point where the

original phime hoop is put on. and the other conveyor
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takes hoops to the far end of the steammg ovens

where the second chime hoop is fitted. After erozing,

each barrel is thoroughly brushed inside by a re-

volving wire brush operating vertically in and out of

the barrel. The dust and other foreign substance is

carried out by an exhaust system which serves the

entire barrel plant.

The bai-rels are now ready to receive their heads.

This is a hand operation and is done by driving a small

spike into each head to pick it up, and then forcing

the head in place with a hammer. A band iron hoop

is then put on the chime. At an adjacent machine the

opposite chime band-hoop is pressed on. The bilge

assembly hoops are forced oft' in the next operation.

and delivered by chain-conveyor back to the fir^t

machine operation. After this the bilge band-iron

hoops are driven by machine on the barrel. Finally,

quarter-hoops are driven on over each end by a sim-

ilar process. Fig. 2 is a view of the barrel depart-

ment with assembled barrels in the foreground.

Hoops for barrels are made of band-iron which comes
in bundles cut to width and approximate length. These

bundles are stenciled for identification, and card records

are kept of them in the oflQce, in the same manner
as followed for staves. A total of 17,000 lb. of hoop

iron is used each day.

Bands are fed to a machine which cuts them to length

and punches two rivet holes on each end. The machine

then curls the hoop to shape and ejects it onto a

frame. Bundles of these hoops collect on the frames

and are then delivered to an adjoining riveting machine
where hopper-fed rivets are put in. The hoops are

next automatically conveyed through forming machines
which stretch one side to make the hoops fit the shape

of the barrels. Chain-conveyors lift the hoops and

Fig. 4 Assembling 5-Gallon C-\ns by Machini

Conveyor system in background.

discharge them dii-ectly on uprights mounted on trucks.

The trucks are moved to the barrel assembly floor with-

out any rehandling of hoops, and are unloaded as

needed for use on the barrels.

In order to seal the joints completely after the barrels

are assembled, they are rolled to an elevated gluing

and testing machine. Here 2 to 3 gallons of hot glue

are run in from a filling machine and temporary iron

bungs are fitted. The barrels then roll down to the

floor on skids which are set to toss them from side to

side to throw the glue into all pores and crevices. A
man at the foot of the skids up-ends the barrels in

order to coat the heads with the glue. He takes out the
,

bungs from the barrels and throws these bungs into a

conveyor which takes them back to the glue-tilling

station.

The barrels are carried on a slow-moving chain-

conveyor, bung hole down for drainage, back past

the gluing machine to the end of the drainage skids

where thej- are inspected. Those which show a defect

are repaired. Finally, they are carried up in a barrel

elevator to a high, enclosed, overhead, gravity conveyor.

Through this they travel about 850 ft. to the storage

building where they are allowed to season. The out-

put of barrels is 3,000 per day, and, in addition, 1,000

kegs are produced by similar processes.

When required for use and after the hoops are
redriven by hand where necessary, the barrels are

elevated to a second overhead gravity conveyor, and
travel 2200 ft. thi-ough the yard to a room in the filling

building to be tightened and painted. Here hoops are

redriven and barrels are reglued and dried on a con-

\eyor.

At the end of the conveyor a man shifts the barrels

to a second conveyor system, parallel to the gluing

outfit, and they travel down the room
again into a painting machine. As
each one comes along the operator
throws a lever which presses a brush
against the entire length of the barrel.

The machine rotates it while the brush
applies the paint. (See Fig. 3).

When coated, the barrel is ejected and
is conveyed past a man who paints one
head. At the end of the chain-con-

veyor barrels are discharged on a

cross-conveyor, which, in turn, deliv-

ers them to another system paralleling

the painting conveyor. While travel-

ing back up the room the barrels are

painted on the second head by the

same man who painted the first head.

During the travel the paint dries so

that the barrels can be handled. The
barrels are then stacked and the glue

is allowed to set 48 hr. before they are

ready for filling. After this they are

weighed empty on a platform scale

and rolled by gravity to the fillers.

They are filled—with regular oils, ten

at a time—bunged, weighed, stenciled

with gross weight and shipping mark-
ings, and then they roll down a long
inclined skid to the side of the steam-
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Fig. 5 Filling and Sealing 5 Gallon i'ans uf Oil

Cans delivered by conveyor and removed by special trucks shown in background

ship or onto a liii:htef. Practically all handling is me-

chanical.

Barrels for lubricating oils and greases are filled

by gravity from stillsjand handled the same w;iy.

Some oil is shipped in steel drums of 15, 30, and

55 gal. capacity. These are bought outside and arrive

usually by railroad. They are rolled into the filling

rooms, which are adjacent to the

docks, and are filled, weighed, sten-

ciled, and shipped the same as barrels.

Loading on steamers is done by men
in the employ of the steamship com-

pany and is accomplished iiy slings

and hoists on the vessels.

Making of Cans and Pails

Cans are made of tinned sheet

metal either iilain or litliograplu'd.

Kerosene and gasoline are shipped

usually in plain 5-gallon cans. Lubri-

cating oils are put in 1- and 5-gallon

oblong cans. Greases are packed in

round cans holding 1, 5, 10, and 25

lb. respectively.

:\retal for cans, of which 80,000 lb.

are u.sed daily, is received in box carrs.

packed in small crates. It is unloaded

in a storage-room adjoining the can

factory. Three floors of the can build-

ing are used for making 5-gallon ob-

long cans, of which :?'2.0()1) arc pro-

duced daily. In another building the

caps, handles, spouts, small oblong

cans, and round grease cans are made.

The first operation in making stand-

ard 5-gallon cans is to square or cut

and trim the sides of the flat sheet.

This is done on shearing presses. Two
pieces are used in forming the sides

of each can.

The second operation consists of

forming the seams on what are to be

the longitudinal joints of the cans.

The third machine indents the sides

for strength and forms the sheet into

the shape of half a can.

Tops for the cans are cut to size on

a press and the filling and discharge

hole is punched. This operation also

turns the edges for seaming and

stamps the company's name, in raised

letters. The next machine is rigged

to solder on the handles. One oper-

ator places stamped handles in the

jiroper position as the conveyor car-

ries the covers by. Clamps on the

machines hold them in place, and the

can tops pass over gas flames while a

S(>cond operator applies solder. The
clamjis lift as the covers reach the far

end. Another operator removes the

tops and they are trucked over to the

assembly machines.

Bottoms are jiunched and turned up on the edges

in the same manner as can tops. They are then trucked

to the assembly floor.

In assembling cans, first the two longitudinal seams

are fastened, or horned. Then the cans are put on i

second machine where tops and bottoms are attached

by automatic methods. Finally, an operator removes

Fio. 6 Wauters' Automatic Box-Makino Machine

Assembled boxes are taken by conveyor to the packing department.
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the assembled cans and puts them on a chain-conveyor

which carries them to the third floor. The can-making

machine is served by 6 unskilled workmen, and is

shown in Fig. 4.

On the second and third floors the conveyors carry

the cans through the soldering processes. First the

2 longitudinal seams are sealed and then, in turn, the

4 top and 4 bottom edges. In each case the joint

passes, first, through an acid trough for cleaning and
fluxing, then through the hot trough of molten solder,

next through water to neutralize any remaining acid.

Fic. 7 Soldering Lithographed C.\xs for Lubkicaxts

and finally past revolving brushes which remove excess

solder. During the entire process the conveyor does

all the handling, turning, and inverting of cans by
means of guides, to bring each edge into contact with

the soldering outfit.

At the end of the conveyor system completed cans

are inspected for any flaws in formation or sealing,

and then are stacked in storage, or else sent directly

down chutes and placed in the filling stations on the

first floor. The filling .stations are composed of 16 small

overhead tanks each holding 5 gallons and mounted
in a row on a scale balance. The operator opens the

control valve and allows enough oil to run into the

tanks to float the balance arm. lie then shuts off

the inlet valve and opens the discharge valves which
let the oil into the cans. (See Fig. 5).

The cans are on one side of a large four-sided frame.

As each lot of cans is filled the frame is revolved

through 90 deg., bringing the cans around to 3 men who
put on the sealing caps and solder them in place. At
the next quarter turn the cans are removed by 2 special

hand-operated lift-trucks, each of which picks up 8

cans at once and is then run by the operator across

the room, where, by elevating the handles of the truck.

the cans are deposited on the floor. After they have
been inspected for leaks, they are put into the .shipping

eases traveling on a conveyor and taken to the lid

nailing machine. The iise of conveyors for this pur-

pose eliminates four truckers.

The cases are delivered by conveyor from the bos
department, and the handling operations involved in

making them will be described later. Tops are nailed

by machine in one operation on the boxes, and to

detect leaks they are placed upside down on a chain-

convej'or which carries them overhead, down the build-

ing along the dock. If the tops of any cans leak, oil

stains show on the ca.ses. Any leaking cans are re-

paired when thej" reach the dock. The cases then pro-

ceed on the conveyor to a chute delivering them to

a platform from which they are stacked on hand-trucks

and wheeled a short distance to the steamship. Load-
ing on the vessel is done by sling and hoist, and is in

charge of the transportation company.
Boxes for the 5-gallou cans are turned out at the

rate of 16,000 per day. This output requires 96.000

bd. ft. of lumber, or a total of 30,000,000 bd. ft. a year.

Box .shooks, cut to size, are received in railroad ears

and are piled in storage. As needed, they are trans-

ported on large narrow-gage trucks to the factory.

The first operation is that of printing the boxes with

the name, trade-mark, and quantity of oil to be packed
in the cases. A cylinder press does this work, turning

out the printed lumber at the rate of about 4,000

pieces an hr. The boxes are next assembled.

Formerly 6 single nailing machines attended by 6

skilled workmen and 6 helpers were used in assembling

the boxes. The Wauters aiitomatic box-making ma-
chine. Fig. 6. designed and built by the superintendent

of the dejjartment, now performs all operations and
turns out boxes, complete except for lids, at the rate

of 1.000 per hr. Five unskilled workmen, supervised

liy a foreman, feed in the ends and sides at the proper

points and supply nails to the hoppers. As the boxes

come along the conveyor from the machine, an in-

spector removes any which show faulty nailing due to

knots in the lumber. The rest are carried up an

Fig. 8 Soldering Handles ox Cans

elevating conveyor and overhead through the yard to

the filling building, where the filled cans are put in,

covers are nailed on, and they go to the steamer for

shipment.

One- and 5-gallon lithographed cans for lubricating

oils, and all of the grease pails, which are also litho-

graphed, are manufactured on the third floor of the

Veedol Oil and Grease Compound building. The ma-
terial is carried from the storage-room on trucks to

the frejght elevator and up to the fabricating machines.

For rectangular cans the sides are first trimmed, cut.
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and seamed on what are to be the longitudinal joints.

Covers and bottoms have meanwhile been cut and
flanged on adjacent machines. When the sides of the

cans have been jointed and horned the bottoms and

tops are put on in a machine in two separate opera-

tions. Soldering of joints is done by hand with ii-ons

heated in gas furnaces. (See Fig. 7). Automatic

soldering methods used for the 5-gal. plain cans are

FlO. 9 P.4CKING C.\NS IN C.YSES WHICH ARRIVE ON CONVEYORS

not applicable because of the discoloration which would

result to the lithographing. Finally, handles are sol-

dered on (See Fig. 8), and the cans are delivered to a

testing machine, where compressed air is applied under

water and leaks are detected by the flow of bubbles from

any open joints. Handling is mostly by conveyor.

Manufacture of pails for grease is very similar to

that of cans, except that the pails are round. Trimmed
sheets are seamed and rolled to shape on one machine

and are carried by conveyor to the horning opera-

tion which fastens the longitudinal joint. Bottoms

and rings forming the top cover, into which later a

large cap is fitted, are assembled on the next machine.

Top and bottom joints are soldered by rolling through

molten metal, while longitudinal joints are soldered

by hand operation.

The pails next pass to workmen who lay a semicir-

cular, copper-coated, steel wire handle on each, the

sides of the pail retaining the handle in place. Over
the two bent ends of each handle a metal strip, shaped

to form an eye for the wire, is placed. Hand-soldering

fastens these handle clips in place. Conveyors have

carried them from operation to operation after the

forming of the sides lias been done. F'inished pails are

tied in bundles and conveyed to the grease department
on the first floor for filling. The empty container

storage is located on the second floor and all filling is

done on the first floor.

On account of the varying size reiiuircnirnts of cases

for lubricating oil, and the impracticability of con-

structing a universal automatic box-making machine,
the manufacture of boxes in this department is done
by means of individual adjustable nailing machines,
run in scries by 3 operators. The finished boxes are

placed on conveyors and carried into a storage depart-

ment on the second floor.

As they are needed, boxes and cans are sent down
chutes to the filling floor below. The cans are deliv-

ered to the filling machines, which are connected by

pipes with the storage tanks where the lubricating oils

are prepared. When filled the cans are carried by

conveyors past men who place the assembled screw caps

on and solder them in place. The cans then are con-

veyed to the chute down which boxes arrive. (See

Fig. 9). Cans are placed in the cases, strips of wood
are inserted, the cover is nailed on by machine, and
tlie cans are put, upside down, on one of the lines

of gravity conveyors leading to the shipping floor.

The function of the wooden strips is to protect the

handles and spouts on the cans when cases are inverted.

Cases are turned over so that any leaks in the top of

the cans will show up at once and can be repaired.

On the conveyors cases are wirebound at the middle

with a single wire. They are then stenciled for ship-

ment.

If lighters ai-e at the dock, sections of gravity con-

veyor are run out and the eases travel directly into

the lighters as shown in Fig. 10. If no vessels are

Fig. 10 Loading Lighter by Means of Gravity Conveyor

at the dock the cases are lifted from the conveyor

and stacked nearby, to be put back on the conveyor

and sent to the boat when one arrives.

The handling equipment employed throughout the

manufacture, filling, and shipping of package products

includes hand and electric trucks, storage and transfer

cars, racks, roller-conveyors, chain-conveyors of many
kinds, chutes, skids, inverting mechanisms, barrel eleva-

tors, freight elevators, and many special devices on

automatic machines, such as those used in barrel paint-

ing, box- and can-making, and soldering of 5-gallon

cans.

Little in tlie way of hand methods remains. Most
of the lianilling of materials is done by mechanical

methods, and hand-trucking is limited mainly to store-

rooms. The use of equipment has brought about

savings in the cost of production running up to many
thousands annually, and it would be imjiossible to

operate successfully under present-day conditions

without the economy in labor and expense which such

mechanical devices assure.



Practical Methods for Minimizing Waste
Prevention and Salvage of Waste at Westinghouse

By C. B. AUEL
Manager, Employee's Service Department, Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.

CONSIDERABLE waste may be eliminated by
simply doing things in a little better time than

has been the custom in the past. Disregard-

ing improvements leading to a lessening of the time

required in manufacturing operations and discussing

materials only, if these can be more closely checked

as to the amounts on hand and required, and if stocks

can be replenished in shorter time than previously was
taken, savings in material investment may be effected.

Even an occasional rechecking of the travel of mate-

rials through a plant, and a rerouting of them in con-

sequence, may in itself be the means of shortening

the time required to turn out a completed product,

thus reducing the amount of material necessary to keep

on hand.

It is therefore worth while to outline some of the

things which may be done toward this desirable end.

Stores Stocks

The control of stock, raw and finished, is at no time

easy, and the more diversified the line of finished

product, the more difficult to control. Most schemes

of control are based more or less upon past perform-

ance, and, if the demand for a product has been con-

sistentl}' steady over a sufficiently long period, a fair

control, of finished stock can be effected. Owing, how-
ever, to the lack of standardization in this country, of

which mention has already been made,^ it is quite the

exception to find a product that has been standard

for anj- reasonable length of time, so that with the

ever-varying cycles in volume of trade to which this

country is subject, to attempt to judge the future by
the past and to arrange stocks accordingly on this basis

is exceedingly venturesome.

A line of finished products sometimes may be dis-

sected into its elements and a comparison then made
of these elements, to determine if a sufficient repetition

of the same items occurs to warrant the stocking of

common parts. Where this eminently desirable condi-

tion is found to exist, stock parts can be built up within

moderation during a period of business depression,

and drawn upon during a peak of good business. Such
a situation may be said to approach the ideal as costs,

especially those of material, will be lower than at other

times, labor is afforded more nearly uniform employ-
ment, and a plant can be run at maximum capacity.

In general, a survey of raw and semi-finished stores

materials of any manufacturing concern will usually
warrant their division into two classes—standard, and
provisional or special.

1 A preceding article appeared in M.\n.\gement and Admin-
istration for June 1924, p. 669.

Items belonging to the Index Number

former class can, to some 658.78 Material control,

extent, especially if fall- Storing

ing within the category

of commercial or manufacturers' standards, have fairly

permanent maximum and minimum quantities or limits

set on stocks to keep on hand. For example, if these

limits were 100 and 20 respectively, then when the quan-

tity on hand of any item was reduced to the lower

limit, it would be proper to enter an order on the pur-

chasing department or on the factory itself to bring

it up to the higher limit. The availables are only de-

termined after a careful study of the factors involved.

Items classed as provisional or special, require even

more study in reordering than do standard items, and
routine methods are not permissible. In fact too much
care cannot be given to such items, and their reorder-

ing should be the result of the best judgment of all

departments combined. The engineering department

should go on record as to whether or not changes in

design are contemplated in the immediate future ; the

sales department should furnish estimates as to their

expected sales for a given period ; the purchasing de-

partment should advise on the trend in market condi-

tions, both as to prices and deliveries ; and the

manufacturing department should advise its require-

ments for orders already on hand.

If changes in design are contemplated for any reason,

then an inventory of all stocks involved, on hand as

well as purchased but not delivered, should be taken

to determine just when the changes can be intro-

duced to the best advantage and with minimum waste.

A study of this kind, if thoroughly made, should also

take into account not only new tools, equipment, and
floor space, but the disposition of existing tools and
equipment. Must they still continue to be held for

supply parts; can they be used on other work; or

should they be written off wholly or in part; and, if

this last mentioned, what salvage values are likely to

be obtained? All of these features should first be

weighed against the advantages of the changes pro-

posed before the time for the change is determined.

Record of Stocks

Various methods are in use for the actual keeping

of records of stocks from the simple one of listing

in a card, Fig. 1, attached to the storage bin, which
shows the item, the kind of stock, the amount over

and above requirements for orders on hand, etc., to

the more elaborate loose-leaf ledger sheets. Fig. 2.

A complete physical inventory of all stocks should

be taken at intervals as a check. After the actual

65
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and the recorded quantities have been brought into

reconcilement, each item should be scrutinized by the

stockman from the standpoint of its inactivity or ob-

solescence. Exjjerience has shown that a step of this

kind will invariably pay for itself, notwithstanding

every endeavor may have been made to carry out the

several plans outlined before ^ to prevent the accumu-
lation of inactive and obsolete materials. All items

that are obsolete as well as those tending toward
obsolescence (slow-moving, inactive, or excessive)

should be referred to some individual or department

created, if necessary, for the sole purpose of making
suitable disposition of, or otherwise salvaging such

materials. A department of this kind may be appro-

priately called the salvaging department.

In the meantime all such items should be depreciated

automatically, in accordance with some prearranged
plan, say 10, 30 and 40 per cent, depending upon the

length of time they have been on hand or the degree

of obsolescence. For example, if a review of stocks

was being made for the first time and an item was seen

to have been totally inactive, Fig. 3, or very slow-

moving for the preceding twelve months, with an
excess quantity on hand, it would be depreciated 10

per cent; if, on the second review, it still continued
to be on hand, a further depreciation of 30 per cent
would be made, while if it continued inactive for a

third twelve-month period, it would be depreciated
a further 40 per cent and transferred to the obsolete

class. If no disposition was effected by the salvaging
department within a final six months, the item would
be not only completely written off, le.ss salvage value,

but scrapped.

Work-in-Progress

Materials may become inactive from any of several

causes. The orders on which they were being used
may have had "stops" placed on them, or they may
have been reduced or canceled, or else modifications
in design may have been made. Any materials thus
involved and regularly carried in stock, and which
have not had work done upon them, can usually be
credited back to the storeroom from which originally
drawn. However, when such materials are not regu-
larly carried in stock, or when they are special or have
become obsolete, or when they have been worked upon
and changed from their original or raw condition,
then their economical disposition becomes an exceed-
ingly difficult problem. If an oi-der has progressed
sufficiently far toward a finished state, it may some-
times be the part of wisdom to complete it, provided
the prospect of a sale to some customer, other than
the original one, appears at all favorable to the sales
department. If, on 1hc otlior hand, the work has not
advanced very far or is quite special, some other means
of disposition must be effected. This usually consists
in resolving the parts back into their elements, and
considering each element by itself, as to whether i1

can then be applied on, or held for some other order;
whether it .should be scrapped outright, or whether
it .should be made over into something else even though

a certain waste may be encountered. In any event, it

is a function of the salvaging department to see that

Work-in-Progress is cleared of all surplus or held

materials, and Westinghouse has worked out a very

efficient plan for so doing.

Quarterly "Cleanup"

Every three months throughout the year, except in

the quarter during which the annual inventory occurs,

a quarterly "cleanup" takes place involving all manu-
facturing departments. The actual work of inven-

tory is not arduous and. by putting on sufficient clerical

help, it can usually be readily accomplished in the

course of a Saturday afternoon. Inventor}' tags, Fig.

4, are used, the stub being first attached to each item

on which disposition is desired, the main part of the

ORDER NO.
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Fig. 4 Inventory Tag

it is good practice to raise them a few inches to avoid

deterioration. The hooks of crane sling chains should

not be driven into a box at all if it can be avoided

;

but, if this cannot be avoided, care should be taken

to see that the hooks are made secure in the part of

the box best suited to take the strain of the lift. Four
arms to a sling chain are to be preferred to two arms.

In moving burlap-wrapped rolls, or other unboxed
though wrapped material, it is better not to use baling

hooks as otherwise the contents will not infrequently

be damaged. Paper and fiber are both subject to in-

roads from rats and mice, so that a few cats about

the storerooms will prove an excellent investment in

order to avoid material loss.

Too little care is given many times to the storage

of oily or greasy materials such as oiled duck, oily

(not dirty) waste or mops, etc. The first mentioned
should never be piled in layers over one inch thick,

but should have separators spaced at frequent intervals

to allow a free circulation of air, thus reducing the

likelihood of spontaneous combustion. Oily waste and
oily mops, if necessary to be kept at all, should always
be stored in metal containers.

Irregular shaped pieces are expected to fit into

shelving, etc.. with the same facility as boxed material,

whereas a little ingenuity in the construction of special

shelving will be amply repaid, as Fig. 5. Bar stock

of light and medium weight materials can often be
stored in vertical instead of the customary horizontal
racks, not only more conveniently but with consider-

able .saving in floor space. Painting bar stock either

by a full length stripe or across the ends, furnishes
a ready means of distinguishing different kinds. This
same idea has been carried out with sheet steel by
having certain grades, which otherwise could not be
told from one another, painted with criss-cross lines at

the mill before shipment. If the brief description of
the contents of a box or crate which is usually sten-

ciled on it in ink, be given a stroke of shellac, there
will be little danger of the description becoming
rubbed oflF.

Castings are sometimes stored in the yards unpainted
when a coat of the cheapest kind will save either sub-
sequent total loss or extra machining or labor, in order
to remove the scale. When it is known castings will

be stored in the open, arrangements may be made with

the supplying foundry to set up a

tank and drip board, so that dipping

or painting may be done even before

.shipment.

Sawdust, shavings, and excelsior

are all too frequently used before

being thoroughly dried out, with more
or less damage to the contents of the

box. For the handling of small part

orders, misprint salt bags, used burlap

bags and the like will be found of

great convenience. By cutting burlap

bags into strips, they may also be used

for wrapping coils of wire, bars, etc.

Containers satisfactory for one

class of material are sometimes used

for another class, with bad effect,

when a few test packages sent out

by freight, express, or parcels post would perhaps have
demonstrated their unsuitability. ^laterial or apparatus

is sometimes completely boxed when crating or even

Charged to

Order No.

Length of time material

has been on floor

Counted by

Fig. 5 Special Shelving for Irregui-.u; .Su.u'kd Pieces

skids would have been quite sufficient. There are con-

cerns that specialize in the design of shipping boxes,

and it may be well worth while to call such engineers

into consultation, especially when a standard line of

apparatus is being put on the market.

In this country, closed freight cars are almost in-

variably used for the shipment of material or apparatus

at all subject to weather conditions whereas in Euro-

pean countries open freight ears are much more largely

in evidence, tarpaulins covering the entire ear. The
hauls are. however, much shorter. Notwithstanding

this important difference, it would seem as though open

cars should be more largely used over here, especially

when a saving can be effected in loading and unloading

by their use. One concern makes large shipments

of sheet steel in this way and has found the change
over its previous method of closed car .shipments to

he of advantatre in every way, even the banding of the

sheets into bundles having been eliminated.

Allowances on Office and Factory Supplies, Etc.

Carrying out the idea of limits on stores stocks,

wastes may likewise be prevented in small supplies,
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tools, etc., for the office and factory, by the setting of

allowances for the individual employees.

Among these items may be included pencils and

pencil-holders, pen and pen-holders, pads, typewriting

ribbons, writing and carbon papers, erasers, inks and

ink-wells, blotters, towels, both paper and cloth, soap,

etc. A similar procedure may likewise be followed in

the factory with respect to other items, such as waste,

wiping cloths and electric-light bulbs. In the case of

small, hand and machine tools, like mallets, hammers,

tiles, saws, chisels, drills, cutters, etc.- a simple system

of checking may be readily instituted. The Westing-

house sj'stem consists in giving to every employee who
requires tools a number of brass checks, all bearing the

same number and assigning a hook to him with this

number, on a properh- arranged board. For each

tool that he gets from the storeroom he hands in one

of these checks. This check is at once placed in the

bin or receptacle from which the tool is taken ; and,

at the same time, a similar check but bearing the desig-

nation of the tool is removed from the bin or receptacle

and hung upon the emploj^ee's hook on the board. At
any time it is an easy matter, by referring to the hook

assigned to the employee, to determine just what tools

he is charged with; and in case it is desired to close

his account, it only becomes necessary to remove such

cheeks as may be hanging on his hook, compare them

with the returned tools and then place them with the

returned tools back in their respective bins or recep-

tacles, taking out at the same time the emploj'ee's checks

and hanging them upon his hook. Of course it is not
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customary to charge a workman for the ordinary wear

and tear on tools, but rather to hold him responsible

for loss due to carelessness. The mere knowledge of

this has in itself an effect in reducing wastes of this

nature.

Some concerns have instituted the same kind of an

inspection of desks, closets, files, etc., throughout the

oiBces, as outlined for the factory under the paragraph

entitled "Inspection of Tools and Equipment". It

wiU be proved to be about as necessary a step to take

for the offices as it is for the factory, for an accumula-

tion of supplies of all kinds will be found.

Standardization of Cutting Tools and Fixtures

The standardization of small tools, including hand
tools, such as hammers, mallets, sledges, tongs, files, and

saws, cutting tools for lathes, planers, shapers, and
milling machines, as well as the standardization of die

and jig parts is something which should not be over-

looked in a study of waste prevention. Fig. 6. Aside

from savings in increased and uniform production,

there are further distinct savings, direct and indirect,

to be effected both in making and using standardized

tools and parts. In the first place, there is a money-

saving effected in the actual purchase of the tools and
parts themselves, owing to their being, in any quantity

ordered, fewer kinds and sizes; in the second place,

there is less storage space required and fewer records to

be maintained ; in the third place, there is less likelihood

of tools and parts becoming inactive and more of an

opportunity for working them over into other sizes,

as with a standardized plan some of the tools and mate-

rials from which they are made can be pui-chased with

this point in mind. For example, wheels for grinding

machines can be purchased for the larger sizes and
used until they are worn down to certain smaller diam-

eters, when they are then available for the .smaller sizes.

Solid high speed steel lathe tools, etc., of the larger

sizes can be used until worn and ground down to the

limit, when they can then be forged out to full length

tools of the smaller sizes ; and this forging can be re-

peated and tools provided of smaller and smaller sizes

until finally the absolute minimum limit is reached.

Even after this, such tool steel could be forged into

very small tools suitable for use as teeth in milling

cutters and for use with tool-holders, though it would

be more economical perhaps to buy tools of this type

and sell the remaining steel for scrap. Some con-

cerns have found it advantageous to make welded tools

with high speed steel for the cutting ends, and carbon

steel for the shanks or butts.

Inspection Department

The inspection department, aside from its regular

functions should properly be counted upon to see that

the routine is followed in the rejection of defective

or spoiled materials, and no such materials or scrap

of any kind should be permitted to leave the manu-
facturing department without first being inspected and

labeled with the proper tags. Fig. 7, by the inspec-

tion department. In this way a safeguard will be

introduced against the premature scrapping of mate-
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rial, more care will be taken by each manufacturing

department to see that scrap is not mixed, and all mate-

rial will be eas}" of identification, when it arrives at

the salvaging department.

Inspection of Tools and Equipment

A regular inspection of all tools and equipment,

especially small tools, used throughout the factory,

will prove a most economical undertaking. Although
small tools are usually issued to the workmen by check,

or in some other manner by which they can be readily

traced, nevertheless the average woi'kman is generallj'

loath to turn them back to the toolroom. He prefers

to keep them nearby against the possible eventuality

arising of his needing one of those same tools again

and thus perhaps saving himself a trip to the tool-

room. In addition there is a tendency on the part

of the average employee, more particularly of the semi-

skilled and unskilled, to keep a tool in work long after

it has commenced to show signs of wear until it has

finally reached a condition where repairs cannot be

made and the tool must be scrapped. It is therefore

seen to be advisable to institute a systematic plan of

gathering in small tools at intervals and no better time

can be selected than when the "clean-ups" are made
of Work-in-Progress, to which reference has already

been made. At such times, each workman should be

interviewed personally by the foreman and instructed

to take back at once to the toolroom every tool not

immediately in use. It needs but a single demonstra-

tion in a factory of moderate or even small size, to

convince any one, of the great amount of money which

is thus uselessly tied up and which until brought to the

surface by a plan of this kind constitutes one of those

intangible wastes of industry of which there are all too

many.
Paradoxical as it sounds, it may at times be a waste

to save perfectly good tools, jigs, or fixtures. Most
factories sooner or later find themselves in need of addi-

tional storage space for such items, and it becomes a

serious matter to determine what steps to take under
these circumstances. One factory has helped itself

materially in the solving of this really diflScult problem
by making it a general rule to scrap or salvage any
tools, patterns, dies, or fixtures which have been super-

seded or which have become obsolete, or for which no
orders requiring their use have been received within

five years. It is almost needless to state that this au-

thority is not delegated to any foreman but is vested

directly in the shop management.

Power House

From the viewpoint of the salvaging department,
the power plant, if the factory produces its own power,

should not be overlooked; but should be expected to

contribute its own share of savings. Notwithstanding
it may be of the most modem design in equipment and
arrangement there is still large opportunity for waste

by improper maintenance and operation ; and skilled

help might almost be said to be as much needed in it

as in the toolroom. Coal should not necessarily be

bought on the basis of analysis alone, but on such

analysis in connection with a knowledge of the stoker

equipment. Feed water should be kept free from sedi-

ment and other impurities and frequent tests should

be made to this end. ^Meters, gages, and other measur-

ing instruments .should be calibrated regularly; boiler

flues and mud drums should be cleaned as experience

indicates, and blowing down the boilers should be

resorted to as indicated by water tests. Ash-pits should

be carefully watched to
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see whether

burned coal

into them,

should be

always, and
feeds should

regulated. Leaks in water,

steam, air and gas mains
and pipes should be elim-

inated. Grounds on elec-

trical circuits should be

corrected. Quality a n J^

quantity of lubricating oils

should be studied, and used

oils and wiping wastes or

rags should be reclaimed

and finally burned, and
spare parts should be kept

constantly on hand. Ash6s

may prove of value or

otherwise, depending upon
the location of the factory,

whether low-lying ground nearby can be filled or

whether cartage must be paid for their removal to some
distant point.

As showing the vital influence the power plant has

on the entire factory, it may be mentioned that even a

very moderate drop in voltage, say 10 per cent, will

dim the factory illumination by 30 per cent, thus tend-

ing to reduce both the output and the earnings of the

workers ; while a slight reduction in speed of the gen-

eratoi-s (if AC as they usually are) will correspond-

ingly slow down the speed of the driving motors
throughout the entire factory, thus also reducing

output.

The power-house inspection should be extended into

the factory proper to include the main steam, air,

water and gas pipes and the electrical circuits ; and.

at the places where such power-house inspection ends,

a similar inspection on the part of the factory should
begin and continue on down to the place of consump-
tion or use.

Not all the ways in which waste may be minimized
have been mentioned, but the examples given will be
suggestive of others which may be used to advantage.

The "prevention" view of material waste is very im-

portant. It will be impossible to eliminate waste en-

tirely—a certain amount is unpreventable—but there

is, in most plants, much more than is necessary, and in

a year's time it means a considerable monetary loss.

If ]ilant managers woidd direct their efforts toward

preventing waste rather than toward reclaiming it

after wastage occurred, results attained would be much
more satisfactory.

(To he concluded in the August issue.)



A Suggestion for a Premium System
By CARL G. BARTH

Consulting Engineer

REPEATEDLY the writer's attention has been

called to articles on wage systems that have in-

cluded a reference to what the authors have

named "Earth's system," and this though I have per-

sonally never before written anything to lay claim to

being the inventor of a wage system of my own. I have

always been so unfavorably impressed with the evident

desire on the part of numerous efficiency engineers to

have their names attached to a wage system of their

own, that I have heretofore purposely refrained from

bringing my own suggestion to public notice. An addi-

tional reason is that many prospective clients in the

past, first wrote me to the effect that they contemplated

introducing a new system for paying their help, thus

betraying that all they were looking for in a Taylor

system of Scientific Management was an improved wage

system. However, having on two occasions received

direct inquiries about the "Barth Wage System," and

having recently given up the business of management
engineering, I feel that the time has come for me to

make an exposition of my suggestion, for that is all

that I claim it to be, and to state under what condi-

tions it appears to possess sufificient advantages to

recommend itself.

Origin of the Suggestion

The fullest understanding of my suggestion will be

obtained by a review of the manner in which it came

to me when, several years ago, I made an independent

comparative study of the then leading wage system,

and more particularly when I compared the Rowan
Premium S.vstem with the Halsey system, of which

the former is an alleged improved modification. Be-

lieving that I realized just about what Mr. Rowan
tried to accomplish with his modification, but also that

his very ingenious formula failed in important re-

spects to accomplish his aim, I attempted to do what
he had thus, to the best of my knowledge and belief,

failed to achieve.

With this object in view I turned to the original

Halsey sj'stem and performed the little algebraic

maneuver repeated below.

1Let: .4 = time allowed.

r= time taken.

S=A—r = time saved. £J = total time earnings.

P= S = premium time.

1 1 4 -\-T
Then: E = T +;^S= T+-{A~T)='-^^ . .[11

That is, under the Halsey Premium System with a
premium set at one-half the time saved, the total

earnings are the algebraic, mean between the time
allowed and the time taken. But for small differences

between two numbers Index Number

their geometric mean 658.32 Wage Systems
differs but little from
their algebraic mean.
Hence I quite naturally undertook to investigate what
kind of a modification of the Halsey system woidd be

obtained by substituting the geometrical for the arith-

metical mean of A and T in formula [1], i. e., I ten-

tatively wrote

:

E = \/ A X T.

And as pure luck would have it, formula [2] when
plotted, at once appealed to me as giving exactly what

-Eon-P

Fig. 1 Comparison- of Premiums and of Total Earnings
Paid bt the Three Premium Systems Discussed

I had conjectured Mr. Rowan's aim had been. This

will appear from the comparison of the three wage

systems referred to in Fig. 1.

Keeping our eye on the Halsey wage (in time units)

line, we see that the Rowan wage parabola, as of course

often discussed before, pays higher premiums and total

earnings than the former, down to the point at which

tlie time taken is just one-half of the time allowed, at

which point it also is a maximum. After that the

Rowan premium again falls off, towards 0, as the time

taken theoretically approaches 0, whereas the Halsey

premium approaches more and more to its theoretical

maximum of one-half the time allowed.

Evidently, in Mr. Rowan's shop, time allowances

were originally merely based on records of past per-

71
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formanees or were pure guesses which the Halsey
Premium System, as elsewhere, had frequently shown
up to be entirely too great, so that jobs would be per-
formed in a mere fraction of the time allowed, and pay
earnings that in the ojiininn of the management were
unjustifiably high. This defect iMr. Rowan evidently
set out to correct, by devising a formula that auto-
matically would reduce the premiums for jobs honestly
performed under excessive time allowances, such that
the total earnings approached a theoretical maximum
of twice the day wages, as the time taken approaches G.

This might in itself be a pretty good way of handling
a condition so unsound, but Mr. Rowan's formula ac-

complishes this at the expense of paying premiums for
fat jobs to workers whose experience with this system

2 Workers' Time Computing Diagram
FOR Barth Premium System

To determine Time Earned follow the ver-

tical line drawn from the Time Taken until

it meets the horizontal line drawn from the
Time Allowed. Then follow the 45 deg. slant
line drawn from this meeting point down to
the scale giring Time Earned. Example indi-

cated by encircled point is: A = 20, T =z 15,

E = 17.3 about.

has demonstrated to them the fallacious wisdom of not

doing their best.

On the other hand, it will be seen that the premiums
that would be paid by my suggested wage curve, do
not reach a maximum until the time taken is reduced

to one-fourth the time allowed, at which point it would
just equal the time taken, and the total earnings ac-

cordingly be just double the time taken. And if any
shop has such a defective system of time alloivances

that jobs can be performed in one-fourth the time al-

lowed by an honest worker, doubling his day wages
should not be begrudged him.

And here is where I now venture to recommend the

use of my suggested wage curve in preference to any
other that I know of, in shops that still have no scien-

tific rate setting, or merely such in a crude way, which
is still all that the majority of shops have. Also,

paralleling satisfactorj' piece rates, for jobs on which
constant practice eventually makes a worker so expert

that no kind of time study as now practiced, can set

a satisfactory rate for a worker who has reached only
a moderate degree of expertness, or who is entirely new
at the job.

But as no method of pay should be so complicated
that the workers cannot readily compute their earnings
on each job, the objection may properly be made that

workers as a class do not understand square roots, not
to mention being able to extract square roots. How-
ever, I know from personal experience with a group of
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Fig. 3 Slide Eule I'sed for Computing Workers ' Time

Set arrow to Time Allowed and read Time Earned opposite Time Taken. All figures ma}- be multiplied or dirided by 10.

workers whose intelligence was not above the average,

that this diiSeulty can be overcome by furnishing

groups of workers, either with a computing diagram
made on the principle of the one illu.strated in Fig, 2.

or with a cheaply constructed slide rule on the order

of the one shown in Fig, 3. Either of these means would
enable the workers to compute their earnings to a

satisfactory degree of accuracy. The mj^stery to them
behind such means, so far from making them objection-

able, seems actually to appeal to them.

Trend of Organization in the Clothing Industry

THE breaking up of the men's clothing industry

into smaller manufacturing units, away from the

large centers of production, though not a new venture,

has in the last decade gained considerable impetus.

Many factors enter into the consideration of such a

move, to insure successful operation, and a few of

these will be briefly outlined,

Produciion Required. The production desired for

present sales plans and immediate anticipated expan-
sion is a matter for primarj' settlement. It cannot be

decided independently, however, because it involves

such other questions as the time limit in which de-

sired production should be attained, production turn-

over, and estimated standard cost limits.

Location. The selection of the town in which to

locate the business requires the consideration of manj'
essential factors, among which are : the attitude of state

and local governments ; taxes
;
population ; the attitude

of representative citizens toward manufacturing ; labor

stability, which is directly reflected in quality and
quantity of production, good earnings, and low costs,

and in many instances has been obtained in towns of

5000 and less; caliber of available labor as to intellect,

skill, industry, and thrift ; nature of local demands for

labor, and rates for local and adjacent labor ; working
conditions and wage scales for males and females ; living

costs; transportation facilities for labor; transporta-

tion facilities and rates (rail and motor truck) for

materials and supplies; light and power facilities and
rates, etc.

Plant. In relocating a clothing industry it is usually

wise not to impair the liquidness of assets by plant

construction or purchase, especially in the temporary
absence of a profitable and efficient working unit.

Therefore, what are the most favorable rental terms
obtainable for accommodations suitable for the manu-
facturing requirements? What alterations, if any.
will be necessary to satisfy the fire insurance under-
writers, and what will be insurance rates?

Equipment. All equipment, including machinery,
work bins and benches, and recei^^'ng and shipping

facilities, must be de- Index Number
signed and laid out so 658,9:687 Clothing industry,

as to insure minimum Management

handling, efficient rout-

ing, and quick dispatch of work.
Labor. The best results are secured where labor is

efficiently selected, assigned, and developed. There are
many simple and practical methods for attracting labor.

Which of these to use depends on specific conditions.

Supplies. A classified schedule is required showing
the standard rate of consumption of all supplies. This
limits ordering to only once a week, on a specific day.
I\Iinimum amounts are kept on hand, but without
causing a shortage otherwise jeopardizing production.

Supervision. The efficiency of the plant reflects the
efficiency and co-ordination of the supervisors. The
successful plant manager co-operates with his quality
and production supervisors. He possesses the ability

to select and hold the best labor obtainable, with high
attendance averages, low labor turnover, good dis-

cipline, contentment, and good earnings; to supervise
the handling of expenses, and all labor and produc-
tion records; and to comprehend the direct relation

of his unit, in all its functions, to the general organiza-
tion.

The efficient foreman is fully informed on all matters
relating to quality and production, and has the ability

to impart this information to others, and to secure
desired results. The assistant foreman is required to

possess all the qualities of a foreman, except that he
does not exercise fuU executive functions.

Operating Methods

Production Standards. When questions, of location,

equipment, and personnel have been settled, produc-
tion standards are established for each operation, per
operator, per unit of time, and for finished units, per
plant, per unit of time. Dividing the production proc-

esses into representative sections, terminating at im-
portant operations, and posting hourly the cumula-
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tive production at these points, serves, if the proper

spirit is imbued, as an incentive to the operators and
foremen to attain or to better standards, effect an

even flow of work, and eliminate congestion. Sched-

ules set for daily production requirements are based

on standards and vary in accordance with the separate

requirements of the individual operations and available

labor.

Operation Schexhiles and Piece Rates. A schedule

of operations and tentative piece rates is devised before

production is started. Operations should be as large

as permissible by the sameness of thread, equipment

and skill requirements, and the limits of practicability.

Limits of practicability are, in part, governed by the

necessity of having units in balance at the various oper-

ations, and of maintaining a rapid turnover.

Piece rates are most satisfactory if based on motion

and time studies, made by a competent person with the

collaboration of the production man and the workers.

The worth of time standards is in direct relation to the

practicability of the policy followed in establishing

them. Piece rates should be set as soon as possible

so that production and costs can be efficiently controlled.

Route Sheets and Wage Tickets. A system com-

monly followed is to have each operator record on a

wage ticket, in duplicate, the number of the operation

performed, and the finished bundle number and quan-

tit}'. These entries are checked, periodically, during

the day, on batch route sheets ; and, when correct, are

stamped and passed for the pay-roll. From a master

route sheet and the manufacturing order a route .sheet

is prepared for each separate batch of work, except

where it is practical to use it for more than one batch.

Dispatching. Work is dispatched according to con-

siderations of delivery requirements, balances of labor

in the various process sections, quantity of units in

process, production schedules, models, color of sewing
silk, balances of finished parts ahead of assembly oper-

ations, etc. Production of parts sufficiently in advance
of the needs at assembly operations prevents a stoppage

of the flow of work due to part shortages, and permits

switching operators of sufficient skill to operations

where there is actual or anticipated congestion.

Production and Shop Records Kept

Daily Production Records. Records of production in

each manufacturing section, and of work received and
shipped are entered daily. From these records pro-

duction surveys can be quickly made, and the balances

of work ahead of production, in process, and awaiting
shipment, can be obtained when and as wanted. These
figures are totaled and balanced weekly. Inventories

may be compiled from the route (and progress) sheets

when necessary.

Production and Cost Records. A simple but com-
plete weekly history of the operations of each manu-
facturing unit is recorded promptly at the control office.

It gives the plant working hours, labor attendance per-

centage, labor turnover, direct and indirect labor

employees, total plant production, unit production
per 10 man-hours, unit gross cost, totals of actual and
estimated crross costs with cumtilative difference, and
manufacturing burden and direct and indirect labor.

(Cumulative average figures of the major items, and a

distribution of direct and indirect labor only as is

necessary to watch and control major contributing

items). Standard ruled sheets are used, with 26 weeks

or one-half j-ear to one side. The sequence of the use

of lines corresponds with the sequence of calendar

weeks. With these sheets, it is possible to make ready

comparison of the various items from week to week in

one plant or between plants. With standard time and
piece rates, more accurate comparisons of costs, produc-

tion, and labor statistics are possible.

Weekly Shop Report. From the production and cost

records, each shop receives promptly a weekly report

of its labor attendance percentage and labor turn-

over, production per 10 direct man-hours, cumu-
lative direct labor wage losses, and the tendency of

gross cost, using for the latter a figure indicating direct

ratio of fluctuation but not revealing the actual cost.

Control and Labor Records

General Control Records. The central office keeps

direct, elfective, and immediate control on the progress

of each batch of work through the manufacturing divi-

sions, and on the balances of each manufacturing

division. Whenever possible, this information is com-

])iled from consolidated reports serving more than one

function, thereby eliminating sui^erfluous work and ex-

pediting the preparation of reports.

Labor Records. An individual record is kept of each

emploj-ee's weekly status for the current year. This

is done on a lOi/o by 7yo in. loose-leaf form, with

allowances for 26 weeks on each side. General in-

formation pertaining to the employee is recorded at

the top of the sheet. Specific information, as follows,

is entered below : date, pay basis and rate, times tardy,

actual hours worked, attendance percentage, operation

numbers performed, distribution of earnings—as piece-

work, non piece-work direct, indirect, bonus, allow-

ances, losses and gains, weekly and yeai'ly cumulative

wages, and cumulative losses and gains. The keeping

of these records requires but little time, as they are

posted directly from pay-roll summary sheets. They
are indispensable as labor controls, which require im-

mediately available facts about each employee, whether

engaged at direct or indirect labor.

The above outline is a statement of what the cloth-

ing industry is endeavoring to accomplish in its efforts

to analyze, organize, and standardize all functions con-

nected with plant operation and the efficient selection,

assignment, and development of personnel. When this

work has been extensively carried out and the square

deal in industrial relations is more firmly established

on both sides, then high quality, large production, low

costs, high earnings, and labor contentment will be

more possible of attainment.

In this industry', as in others, many manufacturing
problems are the result of fundamentally wrong policies

rather than a need for the installation of additional

systems. Bad plant functioning cannot be improved

by system when the real need is a change of attack or

of policy. Efficient methods and systems are auxiliaries

necessary to constructive policies but will not of them-

selves make a poor manasrement policy good.



Management Factors in the Shoe Industry

Methods Which Solve Marketing and Manufacturing Problems

By SANFORD E. THOMPSON and WIIXARD E. FREELAND
Consulting Engineer, The Thompson

and Lichtner Co.

THE production of boots and shoes in the United

States has been aceeleratinn: for many years at

a pace faster than the growth of population. The
output for 1923 was 350,000,000 pairs, an increase over

the output for 1900 of 60 per cent, while the increase

in population for the same period has been 40 per cent.

The greater development has taken place largeh' in the

Middle West and New York State, where there has

been a marked example of sales initiative and econom-
ical production methods. The Middle West has been
particularly prominent in moving towards simplifica-

tion of lines and standardization of products with their

resultant economies in sales and production.

Because of the complications of styles and intricacy

of the manufacturing process, requiring from 75 to

more than 200 operations on a pair of shoes, manage-
ment policies become of vital importance in the eon-

duct of a .shoe factory. For example, a single com-
pany of moderate size will make some 750 styles of

women's shoes in a single season. A tj'pical factory
of this kind will manufacture almost solely on an order,

rather than a stock, basis and the size of production
lots will i-ange from a single pair to a case of 36 pairs,

adding to the difficulty of controlling production.

The shoe industry is characterized by the number
of small establishments. The Census of Manufactures
for 1919 shows only 21 establishments employing over
1000 wage-earners, and 195 plants employing from one
to five wage-earners. The mode in respect to size is

found in the group employing from 101 to 250 wage-
earners in which the number of establishments is 285.

A shoe factory can be started on small capital, hence
the number of new firms starting and ultimately failing

is large. As would be expected this results in imin-
telligent price competition and stresses the need for
intelligent management if a business is to survive and
grow.

A basic element in the existence of the large num-
ber of small plants and the limited capital required
to start a plant is the important part played by the
United Shoe Machinery Company, which controls vir-

tually all the machines except those employed for
stitching the uppers. The policy of this company is

to lease its machinery and therefore the initial invest-
ment required for machines is comparative^ small.
Among the various problems to which the applica-

tion of scientific treatment is particularly valuable are
marketing, styles to manufacture, purchase of leather,

production methods and control, wage setting, and cost
accounting and control.

AU the basic factors which apply to the selection of
plant location in nny industry apply with equal force
to the .shoe industry but the factor of type of labor

Assistant Professor of Marlceting, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology

Index Number

658.9:685.3 Shoe industry.

Management

available assumes an un-

usual importance. This

is due to the element of

superior skill involved in

the combination of the style and quality factors. In the

East, particularly Greater New York, where the shoe-

makers of Europe land, high-class labor for fine shoes is

especially available, and adapts itself readily to Amer-
ican methods. A factorv located in or near New York
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From "Waste in Industry"
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Fig. 1 Stock Tuexoveb ix a Group of 21 Retail Stores

Shows average turnover, and turnover in the two stores of the
group having the highest and lowest turnover respectively.

had the added advantages of being near a style center

and a great consuming market for fine shoes. New Eng-
land, which produces nearly 40 per cent of the shoes

made in the United States, in a lesser degree shares

in these advantages.

On the other hand, the cheaper stj-les of shoes can

be made most economically in smaller cities or towns
where the level of wages is lower. With this factor

is combined a sreater stabilitv of labor, since the
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"floater," especially lu-evalent in the shoe industry on

account of its seasonal produetiou, usually confines his

•wanderings to the large shoe centers. As the cheaper

styles of shoes are less subject to sudden style fluctua-

tions and lend themselves to a program of standardiza-

tion and manufacture for stock, the seasonal factor in

production can be greatly lessened and this adds mucli

to the stability of labor.

In the East and in the shoe centers, labor is largely

organized. Unfortvmately, no one large organization

is dominant and the last few years have been marked

by both labor strife between labor and employers and

labor wars between unions. As the unions still practice

some forms of restriction of output, and since barter

for wage-settlements is not based upon scientific wage

setting, the unions become an important factor for or

against satisfactory conditions in plant location.

Management Problems in Marketing

The ehaos that prevails in all marketing is found in

the shoe industry. All the known channels of market-

ing are employed and each has its advocates, although

selling direct to the consumer has made less progress

than in many other commodities. Formerly the method
of marketing was fairly uniform. The manufacturer

made up each season a line of samples which his sales-

men took to the jobbing trade. The jobber selected

the shoes he thought he could sell and ordered samples

for his own sales staff. These samples were later taken

to the retail trade and the jobber estimated his pur-

chase requirements from the early retail orders. He
then traveled to the shoe centers, notably Boston, and
placed a firm order for his season's business, later send-

ing his fill-in orders by mail.

Gradually the manufacturers placed resident sales-

men in the field and the seasonal peak

of selling somewhat diminished. The
greater part of the output bore the

jobbers' private brands. As advertis-

ing to establish market control through

brand preference became better

known, many manufacturers tried to

utilize this method to protect their

own markets. Eventually these more
progressive manufactui-ers found it

necessary to establish exclusive agents

and sell direct to the retailer, and as

they grew in financial strength they

turned to the establishment of their

own retail outlets.

Today the determination of a marketing policy is

inextricably tied in with the elements of style of

product and financial strength. If extreme style is the

dominant appeal, direct selling is usually necessary.

If the product is fairly well standardized as to quality

and style, both the jobbing and retail channels may
be employed. It is not uncommon to establish a iiolicy

of selling direct in centers of congested population and
through jobbers in more sjiarsely settled regions, liotli

the jobber and retailer are keen to buy direct from the

manufacturer of the highly-standardized, medium, or

low-grade shoe, as the element .of risk is lessened and
the certaintv of fa.st turnover of stock increased.

The manufacturer today can call to his aid well-un-

derstood principles of scientific methods to assist him
in determining his marketing policies. Commercial
research stands ready to disclose all the factors having

to do with product, markets, and competition. Market
research and analysis will make known the type of sales

resistance to be overcome, the trade channels and mer-

chandising methods to develop, style and price factors,

and the position and influence of competition. Statis-

tical market research will produce territorial sales

valuations as a guide to sales organization, sales cam-

I92D

From *'Waste in Industry"

Fig. 2 Di.\gr.\m Illustrating Sbiasonal Sales and Efforts
TO Overcome by Operating 51 Weeks k Ye.a.r

paigns, sales budgets, and scientific forms of salesmen's

compensation.

The manufacturer of the old school finds that he is

now dealing with a new type of merchant and new
merchandising methods. Both jobber and retailer have
learned the lesson of the effcet of fast turnover upon
net profits. They are inclined to buy in smaller lots,

UPPER LEATHER SUMMARY
Wppk FnHtng Vpaf F;irtnFy
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policy finds it necessary to follow the larger, longer-

swing style trends. The maker of women's fine shoes

now finds himself trying to catch up with styles which

are evanescent even before they can be clearly dis-

cerned. The big manufacturer with the routine essen-

tial to large-scale operation fmds himself almost hope-

lessly distanced in the race for style leadership. The

losses involved in frequent changes of lasts, patterns,

dies, etc., make the adventure into the extreme style

field hazardous and unprofitable. So it is largely the

medium-size and small plants making women's foot-

wear that choose to enter heavily into the style field

with its gamble for large profits or large losses. Their

effort is mostly to create stjdes, or to ride upon a wave

of style some more fortunate maker has created. Their

problem is one of personal skill and intuition, of close

contact with style markets and the creators of styles in

other fields of trade.

There are, however, more basic trends of style with

which all manufacturers have to contend. Style usually

combines elements both of design and color. Style

research and analysis is best conducted in the form of

co-operation within an industry, and with other indus-

tries affected by coincident style factors, such as

leather, hosiery, and textiles. The individual establish-

ment is not without resources within itself to make

BALANCE OF
CLASSIFIED STORES
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Raw materials, particularly leather, are the major
items in the cost of shoes. With so little forecasting

of future requirements, leather purchase has neces-

sarily been largely a gamble. This has been especially

true of colored stock. Because of its elemental im-

portance, its fluctuating prices, and the uncertainty

of supply at the precise time when needed, there has

naturally been a disposition to enter into commitments
based largely upon guesses. Occasionally these guesses

have resulted in a profit, due to advancing leather

prices; on the other hand, there are some recent well-

known cases where these commitments have resulted in

the failure of the business. Better and more advancetl

production planning helps to take some of the gamble
out of leather purchasing, and aids in retaining the

legitimate profit which the manufacturer should make
from his processing. Where the product is subject to

frequent style changes, planning is necessarily limited

to short periods.

Many manufacturers now, in order to protect them-
selves on their leather supply, jjlace their orders for

leather when the orders for shoes are received. This
frequently means the carrying of an unused inventory

for months, and cuts into the profits. The questions

of weights, grain, and grade enter largely into the

question of the availability of the inventory of leather.

and considerable losses may ensue because the right kind
of leather is not available when the order is issued

to the cutting room.

Only the larger manufacturers, making several kinds
and grades of shoe.s', can afford to buy "run of stock".
The smaller manufacturer, to escape this difficulty, tries

to anticipate the grain and grade which he will need
and orders a specific grade of stock. Experience and
a certain shrewd intuition are a vital asset in such
buying, but any type of planning which will help to

remove the gamble from his leather purchases will be
of inestimable benefit to the shoe manufacturer.

The purchase of findings and supplies is often en-

tirely uncontrolled. It is a frequent occurrence for a

part of a factory to lie idle because someone has not

foreseen that certain items will be needed at a given

time. This also u.sually leads to the piling up of work
in process, a source of loss of profit due both to capital

tied up in inventory and to unbalanced production.
When mi.ssing supplies slow up or stop the turnover
of lasts, another large profit leak is disclosed.

Gains Made by Proper Control of Materials

The need for tlie ade(|uate control of stores is a

marked feature in the shoe industry on account of the

many items which enter into the slioe during the process
of manufacture. Siioe production is jieculiarly a chain
process and the absence of a comparatively unim-
portant finding or supply means that the lot must wait
until the missing part is obtained. If this occurs while
the shoes are on the lasts, tlie prol)lem becomes serious.

as the lasts may be needed for other production.
While this situation is common, comparatively few

factories have any real control of stores. Balance of

stores records are rarely found, except in the larger
plants. Even where in use, they are not always prop-
erly planned or maintained. The work of prcpara-

(o)
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equal importance. To hold thousands of pairs of shoes

in a fitting room for days or weeks because eyelets of

the right color are not available is not conducive to

good workmanship or profits. Yet it is not an except-

tional ease, but is typical of daily occurrences in hun-

dreds of plants.

Not alone is the maintenance of proper stores records

lax. but the method of issuing stores is often entirely

unguarded. Supplies are given to workmen without any

knowledge of tlieir requirements, and leaks from this

source become in the aggregate a large item.

In laying out the best plan of control for the in-

dividual factory, on the other hand, over-complication

must be avoided. For example, because of the passing

of styles, the establishment of "minimums" as a notice

to purchase—a method common in many industries

—

should not be adopted for all materials. The "min-
imum" method, left unguarded, becomes the source

of manv items of dead stock. It has been demonstrated
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The balancing of operations is one of the most im-

portant factors in production management. To avoid

machine and hand delays, a few plants work this

balance out in careful detail. Usually it is left mostly

to chance, and hence becomes a source of much friction

with the operators.

The following type of planning is characteristic of

most plants that have seriously attempted to solve

this problem.

"When an order is received, a master tag is made out

to show the style and processing details required. The
grouping of the details is by departments or combina-

tions of departments. When manufacturing is largely

to order, this tag shows a large number of details.

Where standardized styles are made for stock, the

amount of detailed information required is usually less

and the tag is smaller and simpler. In the particular

plant referred to, the manufacturing tags required for

the work of the depai-tments are copies

of this master tag. In some plants,

the instructions for specific depart-

ments are written on coupons which
are detachable from the main tag

which goes through with the uppers
to the packing-room. (See Fig. 5).

An estimate of the cost of shoes of a

given style is computed upon a special

cost estimate form. This, in effect, is

a bill of materials with added spaces

for labor, royalty and burden charges.

(See Fig. 6).

In the most up-to-date plant each
block of orders received is analyzed
on a special form to show the percent-

ages of various styles and lasts. By
comparing the results of this analysis

with the inventories of dies and lasts

any need for added equipment can be
seen. These preliminary analysis

sheets are further analyzed on another
special form in order to maintain a

reasonably constant proportion by
styles over a given block. In this sec-

ond analysis it is necessary to watch
such items as patent leather, perforations, cork welts,

etc., which affect the operations in various departments.
From the analysis, the planning department makes

up a "day .sheet" which lists the manufacturing lots

to be made on a given day. The day sheets are num-
bered in sequence and each lot on a sheet carries a

subordinate sequence number. This day sheet is de-

signed to give a balanced day's production as the
group of manufacturing lots or ca.ses goes through the
different departments. In effect, it is an over-all

planning operation. Its usual weakness is that it is

not built up of elements based upon general time .study

of operations, and the completion of a sheet in a specific

department must be determined by the time required
to complete operations on the lot requiring the longest
operating time. The net result in most shops is that
considerable production chasing is required to push
along lots that have lagged behind the sheet. In prac-
tice each lot bears a large tag, sometimes colored, car-

rying in large print the .sheet number. Each operator.

in turn, is supposed to select from work ahead a lot

which carries a tag designating the day sheet longest

in the department at the time. (See Fig. 7).

Theoretically, and to some degree actually, the day
sheet method serves to balance production throughout

the plant. It also materially helps in planning the

i.ssuance of materials and stores and in the scheduling

of preparation and production. In fact, however, the

actual time required for processing the various lots

on a day sheet varies greatly, and unquestionably in-

creases to a great extent the inventory of the work in

process. In even the best managed plants a consider-

able amount of idleness on the part of operators and
equipment can be observed. In plants less skilfully

managed the loss of time in operators waiting for work
is a source of open complaint and is one of the prime
reasons why operators fight hard for the highest obtain-

able piece rates. The operators have learned from long

nato No nm Rpfj Fartorv

No.Cases No. Doz, Samples Sheet No
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actually take from 6 to 13 days. This condition demon-

strates that production control offers an opportunity

for real savings, and clearly indicates that better

planning must precede the effort for better control.

One way by which an attempt is made to get some
control of this last problem is to set up a last analysis

sheet. This is a form on which each style, size "and

width of last has its individual column at the top of

which is placed the number of lasts owned, from which
is subtrac;ed the number called for by the day sheet

being analyzed. This number of lasts is added to the

column at the end of the scheduled turnover period

as being again available. There is ordinarily no physical

cheek to determine that the lasts are actually back in

the bins. The errors in the working of this scheme

become evident when the assembling department finds

14
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Savings Brought About by the Use of Electric Trucks

THE Matson Navigation Company, one of tLe largest

users of the so-called "jitney" or electric indus-

trial truck on the Pacific coast, was among the pioneers

in the adoption of this highly efficient means of han-

dling package goods. Their experimentation with this

equipment started early in 1916, at which time much
opposition to the idea developed, as the workmen feared

that a number of men would be laid off. This condition

of antipathy toward the trucks existed for nearly two
years, and truclcs were used only spasmodically.

Due to the increase of business, it gradually came
about that the number of men employed was increased,

Fig. 1 Use of Electric Truck.s Qlwdruples Hoist Lo.vds

rather than lessened. As a specific illustration of the

way in whieh the use of trucks affected the number of

men employed, an investigation made by Captain
Saunders of the Matson Navigation Company, to check
the results of loading freight cars with both hand-trucks
and electric trucks, showed the following results

:

Two carloads of cased goods, consisting of pineapple,

were loaded at the same time. The first carload was
loaded by hand-truck method, in which 11 men were
employed to truck 1050 cases 500 ft. This required
1 hr. 55 min. at a total cost of $13.20. In loading
another car, one electric truck was used. Nine men
v.ere employed, the time consumed was 1 hr. and 10
min., and 1140 cases were moved 400 ft. The total

cost, including operating of electric trucks, was $7.05.

Due to the constant effort on the part of the .steam-

ship operators to lessen time required to load and un-
load ships, it was found that the electric truck afforded
a marked advantage, in that, as shown in the above
paragraph, only one truck was required to keep 8 men
busy handling material onto and off of the platforms.
This metliod also did away with a considerable amount
of troul)le as compared with the use of hand-trucks.
Where the latter were employed, 4 or 5 trucks were
necessary and frequently congestion resulted when the
trucks met in close quarters, as in freight car loading.
"With the gradual increase in the use of electric trucks
by the company and because of the larger loads and

Index Number

656.124 Motor Trucking

the greater speed pos-

sible with the.se trucks,

it was found that a much
greater tonnage could

be moved with the same number of men. The loading

and discharge of ships, notwithstanding the large in-

crease in business, was speeded up, and many hours

were saved.

After three or four years of limited trial as the above

facts gradually became evident, a more extensive use

of trucks was decided on by officials of the company
and more trucks were purchased. A whole fleet has

now been put into service and a tremendous amount of

freight is moved in a comparatively few hours, by the

substitution of this equipment for hand labor.

Another feature of the adoption of electric trucks

is the improvement which they brought about in the

methods of loading and unloading vessels. For in-

stance, it was found possible to inci-ease the size of sling

load lifted at one time. Fig. 1 shows a load of 60 cases

of pineapple hoisted from the hold of a boat and being
set on an electric truck. Before these trucks were put
into use the standard sling load was 15 to 18 cases.

Fig. 2 Electkic Truck in Hold of Ship Serving Cargo Hoist

This increase in size of loads has materially increased

the handling capacity of the ship's cargo gear.

Fig. 2 illustrates still another advantage obtained. It

.shows the use of a truck in the hold of a ship. After

a portion of the freight has been removed, so as to

reach a section of the bottom of the vessel, a truck

with platform is lowered into the hold. Here it is

used to bring loads up to the hook. When hand
methods were employed these loads were only about
one-quarter of the present size because the hand trucks

on the dock could carry no more. Now that electric

trucks are employed and sling loads have been increased

it is necessary to bring freight up to the hook faster.

The limited capacity and large number of men required

by hand labor left this method out of the ques-

tion. The use of a truck in the ship's hold solved the

problem and insured a speedy unloading of the ship.



Specifications for Pipe Fittings

By HUBERT E. COLLINS

Mechanical Engineer

MUCH pipe can be ordered under the qualifying

figures for the quantity written on the Bill

of Material, but it is somewhat different when
specifying pipe fittings.^ Ordinarily a large bill of

fittings will comprise many sizes each of which must
be separately specified. Where the sizes vary on one

fitting, the dimension of each opening must be specified.

Fig. 1 is a skeleton sketch of a tee and a cross.

When the opening sizes vary on a tee the largest size

"on the run" must be set down first, then the smallest

on the run, and the size of the outlet last. With
crosses, the largest size on the run must be set down
first, then smallest on the run, largest side outlet,

and smallest side outlet last.

With fittings the same size at all openings, specify

the pipe size only. With fittings of varying size open-

ings, specify each in the order indicated.

/(?" lO"

J

\}
8"

6" S"
T- 10"x 8"x 6" Cross- IO"x 8"x 6"x 5"

Fig. 1 Skeleton Sketch of Tee and Cross

American Society of Mechanical Engineers standards

of dimensions for both screwed and flanged fittings are

contained in tables of dimensions in the catalog of

every manufacturer of fittings or valves, supply houses,

or can be secured from the American Societj' of Me-
chanical Engineers headquarters. The tables give

dimensions for standard weight fittings (125 lb. pres-

sure), and extra hea\'y fittings (from 125 to 250 lb.

pressure).

Some notes on these tables follow:

Notes on the American Standard for Flanged Fittings

1. Standard and extra heavy reducing elbows carry
the same dimensions "center-to-face" as regular
elbows of largest straight size.

2. Standard and extra hea\y tees, crosses, and laterals,

reducing on the run onl.y, carry same dimensions
"face-to-face" as largest straight size.

3. If flanged fittings are made for lower working pres-

1 See Management and Administration for July 1924, p. 577,
for article on "Pipe Specifications and Bills of Material," by
Hubert E. Collins.

sure than 125 lb. Index Number
they conform in all 621.774 Pipe specificarions
dimensions, except

thickness of shell,

to the standard and have the guaranteed working

pressure cast on each fitting. Flanges for these

fittings must be standard dimensions.

4. Where long radius fittings are specified, it has ref-

erence only to elbows which are made in two

center-to-face dimensions, to be known only as

elbows and long radius elbows, the latter being

used only when so specified.

5. All standard weight fittings must be guaranteed

for 125 lb. working pressure, and extra heavy

fittings for 250 lb. working pressure, and each

fitting must have some mark cast on it indicating

the maker and the guaranteed working pressure.

6. All extra heavy fittings and flanges are to have

a raised surface 1/16 in. high, inside the bolt

holes for gaskets. Standard weight fittings and
flanges are to be plain-faced. Bolt holes must be

14 in. larger than bolts, and straddle the center

line.

7. The face-to-face dimensions of reducers, either

straight or eccentric, for all pressures, shall be

the same face-to-face dimensions as given in the

tables.

8. Square head bolts with hexagonal nuts are recom-

mended. For bolts % in. in diameter and larger,

studs with a nut on each end are satisfactory.

Hexagonal nuts for pipe sizes 1 to 46 in., 125 lb.

standard, and 1 to 16 in., 250 lb. standard, can

be tightened with open wrenches. Hexagonal
nuts for pipe sizes 48 to 100 in., 125 lb., and 18

to 48 in., 250 lb. standard, can be tightened with

box wrenches.

9. Twin elbows, whether straight or reducing, carry

the same dimensions center-to-face and faee-to-

face as regular straight-size ells and tees. Side

outlet elbows and side outlet tees, whether straight

or reducing sizes, carry the same dimensions

center-to-face and face-to-face as regular tees

having the same reductions.

10. Bull-head tees or tees increasing an outlet will

have the same center-to-face and face-to-face

dimensions as a straight fitting of the size of the

outlet.

11. Tees and crosses 9 in. and under, reducing on the

outlet, have the same dimensions as straight sizes

of the larger port. Sizes 10 in. and over, reducing
on the outlet, are made in two lengths, depending
on the size of the outlet as given in the tables

of dimensions. Laterals ZV^ in. and under, re-

83
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diieing on the branch, use the same dimensions

as straight sizes of the lai-ger port. Sizes 4 in.

and over reducing on the branch, are made in

two lengths, depending on the size of the branch

as given in the table of dimensions.

12. Dimensions of reducing flanged fittings always are

regulated by the reduction of the outlet or branch.

Where they reduce on the run only, the long body

pattern is used. Laterals are special and made
to suit conditions. Double sweep tees are not

made, reducing on the run.

13. With fittings reducing on the run only, the long

body pattern will always be used, except on

double sweep tees, on which the dimensions will

always be given on request, and always be longer

than the regular fitting.

Kind and Quality

When considering the kind of fittings wanted first

specify
—"screwed" or "flanged". The following list

contains standard fittings in each class.

LIST OF riTTINGS

Screwed

Straight elbow (L).

Reducing elbow (reducing L).

45 deg. elbow (45 deg. L).

Straight tee (T).

Reducing on outlet tee (reducing outlet T).

Reducing on run tee (reducing run T).

Straight cros.s (cross).

Reducing cross.

Lateral branch (Y).

Reducer.

Eccentric reducer.

Bushing (bush).

Eccentric bushing (eccentric bush).

Plain cap.

Ribbed cap.

Octagon cap.

Lock nut.

Plug.

Couiitei' sunk ))big.

Close return l)end (bend).

Open return bend (ojien bend).

Back outlet relui-n bend (back outlet bend).

Side outlet return bend (side outlet bend).

Union (U).

Ground joint union (ground IT).

Union elbow (U L).

Union tee (U T).

Flanged

Straight elbow (L).

RediH'ing elbow (reducing L).

Twin elbow (twin L).

Side outlet elbow (side outlet L).

Long radius elbow (long rad. L).

45 deg. elbow (45 deg. L).

Extension elbow with base (extension L with base).

Elbow with tapped drain bosses (L with tapped bosses).

Straight tee (T).

Single sweep tee (single sweep T).

Double sweep tee (double sweep T).

TABLE 1. CLASS OF SERVICE FOR GASKETS
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Full face gaskets are preferred by some because of

less trouble to insert between two flanges in place ; but

a ring gasket, properly proportioned and correctly in-

stalled will make as tight a joint as tlie other, with

less expense and pulling up on bolts.

2. Raised face, smooth finish for gasket. This type

is a raised face, finished inside the bolt circle, with

TABLE 2. CASKETS FOR STANDARD AND LOW PRESSURE
Flanged Valves and Fittings

Rubber Rixg G.AiSKETS
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size means a certain number of gaskets for flanges on

specified pipe size. Gaskets for use on pipe connections

are in some form of ring. There are also plain and

corrugated gaskets, and these two may be either full face

or ring form. The full face gasket is cut to cover the

full face of the flange from the inside to the outside

diameters, while the ring type may be to cover the

flange face from the inside diameter to the inside edges

of the bolt holes, or to fit in a groove.

The material (quality) varies with the class of service

to which the gasket is to be applied. An idea of the

range of this point can be gained from Table 1.

Gaskets for manhole and handhole plates for boilers

often need specifying, along with pipe, pipe-fittings,

and accessories, and there are two points in relation

to them which it is well to know. Manhole and hand-

hole openings are elliptical in shape and the size must

include the longest distance of the opening, as well

as the shortest. The thickness is taken care of by the

experienced manufacturer, who considers the pressures

and fluid to be handled.

The material is generally rubber, asbestos, asbestos-

metallic, or lead. The writer has used all these mate-

rials for steam and water. Lead gaskets are hard to

use on cold water lines and their use is not advisable.

Valves

The quantity is given .of each separate size or type,

and the sizes given are sizes of pipe they are to be

connected to.

All valves come under one of sev-

eral kinds of which the following is

a list of the best known: table 5.

Automatic stop-check.

Automatic non-return and emergency cut-out.

Back pressure and exhaust relief.

Pressure regulator.

TABLE 4. GASKETS FOR MEDIUM AND EXTRA HE.VVY

Flanged Valves and Fittings

Gaskets for Male and
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All these are to be either rising stem or non-rising

stem, except in the case of safety, back pressure, auto-

matic stops, and non-return, back pressure, or pressure

regulators. All the sizes under 6 in. can be either iron

body or brass body. Above 6 in. they are all iron

body but mav be brass fitted.

TABLE 6. GASKETS FOR EXTR.\ HE.WY HYDRAULIC FERRO-
STEEL FLANGED VALVES AND FITTINGS'

For CoU Water or Oil Working Pressures as Follows: 1'4 to i\i in. ISOO lb.

Hydrostatic: S to i in. 1600 lb. Hydrostatic: 4^ to IX in. 800 lb. Hijdrostatc

Gaskets for Male and Female Joints

Size of Valve or Fitting
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Preseat-Day Trends

CERTAIN present-day trends in industry and busi-

ness are so unmistakable that they cannot be

neglected nor their effects ignored. Prominent among
them are the lowering of prices of manufactured goods,

and the lessening of the volume of demand. Their in-

fluence is radiating throughout all business relation-

ships from the consumer to the retailer, from retailer

to jobber, and back to the manufacturer. Under the

resulting conditions, to conduct an industrial enterprise

with profit, eo.sts must be successfully reduced and out-

put per unit of wages increased.

Howard Coonley succinctly sums uja the true situa-

tion :

Business will be clone on a closer margin of profit and by
larger imli\'idual units. The predominance of the small

individual producer is past, and modern competition forces

the efficiency and economies po.ssible only to large organiza-

tions with far-spread merchandising units and with plants

located so as to obtain the lowest cost of raw materials and
labor and the mo-st economical distribution of each separate

line of product. Such far-flung activities require centralized

control of the highest type—a control in which foresight

and wisdom make up for the lack of that natural leadership

which was possible under the early conditions.

The immediate effect of these economic causes is to

place upon the management of industrial concerns an
increased burden to make profitable operation certain.

Every aspect and detail must now be analyzed to make
sure that maximum result is secured from the cor-

responding outlay. All available knowledge must be

searched and that which is applicable in a solution of

vital problems must be utilized. Only by such means
can progress be assured.

There are no factors which hold out the possibility

of any immediate change in these present-day trends.

In fact, many who are well acquainted with the opera-

tion of indu.stry believe that lowering of prices will

continue for a long period, perliaps a score of years.

While this would seem to indicate a difficult operating
condition for a long period, yet with it, is the assurance
that as difficulties are overcome, industry and business
will be strengthened and better able to conduct profit-

able operation.

The Matter of Hand-to-Mouth Kiiyint;

OF prime importance to the manufacture of con-

sumer goods is the present dealer trend to small
stocks and hand-to-mouth buying. Is it a general trend
—is it temporary, or is it here to stay? And how
can the manufacturer meet the situation ?

As stated in a recent ])ulletin ' of the National Bank
of Commerce in New York, commenting upon the causes

» Conimcroe Bulletin, ilav 1924.

of the present business condition of "depressed un-

certainty
'

'

:

A third and allied factor is the tendency which has become
increasingly prevalent since 1921, of hand-to-mouth buying

with stocks held at a minimum. Retailers and wholesalers

unite in pushing back upon the manufacturer the risk of

carrj-ing goods. Stocks are kept low, orders are small and

frequently repeated, and free use is made of cancellation.

AMiile this is a measure of safety to the distributor it nat-

urally increases the nervousness of the manufacturer, who
had become accustomed, in an era of rising prices, to a

comfortable back log of forward orders.

This presents the situation very clearly. As to its

permanency the bulletin does not hazard any long-

range prediction, merely stating that "the prospect

is for a continuation of careful buying". The matter

is, however, taken up by Kenneth M. Goode, in the

Advertising and Selling Fortnightly,' who argues that

the present-day "prompt, swift, reliable delivery" has

made hand-to-mouth buj'ing possible, tliat the dealer

has tried it and found it advantageous, and that it has

come to stay.

As seen l)y this writer there are four causes which
have brouglrt about and will tend to make permanent
this hand-to-mouth buying.

1. The Downward Trend of Prices. There seems little

question that the world is in for a long cycle of gradually

declining prices. The only way to repair the ravages of war
is to go to work—and more work means more goods. More
goods, in the long run, mean lower prices.

Obviously no intelligent dealer will purchase a heavy

.stock in the face of falling prices. The day when
the buyer resumed control of the market is still too

fresh in his memory to permit of that, even if elemen-

tary principles of economies did not forbid. There-

fore hand-to-mouth buying will continue so long as

falling prices characterize commodity markets.

2. More Knowledge Among Customers. American manu-
facturers, alternately swamped with orders and frenzied with

cancelled contracts, have learned a good deal in the past few
years. But their customer.s—the merchants—and their cus-

tomers—the public—have learned a good deal more. The war
broke down narrow horizons.

Magazines, Sunday newspapers, moving pictures, radio,

are the Paul Reveres of progress to every Middlesex village

and farm.

Few mercliants, therefore, can afford to gamble on a big

stock; the customers today know what the merchants don't:

it is far easier to find out what they want and get it for them
quick, than to find out slowly after the goods are ordered.

And infinitely safer!

In addition to this outside influence is the growing

knowledge of business on the part of the dealer himself.

2 May 21, 1924.
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3. Belter Business Direction Among Merchants. Wash-

ington, with all its faults, has forced the American busi-

ness man to learn something about his own business. In

these days of high taxes and complicated tax returns, every

one of us becomes either an expert accountant or a nervous

wreck. Digging in his figures, the average merchant has

discovered what the Wanamakers and Macys knew yeai-s

ago: that it pays to take any trouble replenishing soldout

spots on his eoimters rather than sit lazy under well-stocked

shelves.

Turnover, therefore, has at last crept into its own.

Through excellent national organizations and splendid trade

papers, merchants everywhere have finally learned that rapid

turnover is fully as important as prices, sales, and profits.

The excitement of tr>-ing to squeeze another stock tui-n or

two in each department keeps many a merchant off the golf

links—and out of the poorhouse.

Quick turnover, however, is only the beginning of hand-

to-mouth buying. The new method means not only small

stocks, but well-selected stocks. Consciously or unconsciously,

the swing toward "simplification" must inevitably descend

from the wholesaler to his retail ag3nt. . . .

Even more important, however, than the other three causes

together is the new era of transportation. Lowering prices,

better storekeeping, style-informed customers, all make the

merchant icant to get along on thin stocks. But only prompt,

swift, reliable delivery allows him to.

Railroads plus motor trucks, and motor trucks versus rail-

roads, have worked a revolution.

The merchant today gets his goods delivered fast enough

to follow the demand ; he no longer has to guess.

Summarizing the situation from the standpoint of

the dealer. ]\Ir. Goode says

:

He lets radio and movie educate his customers instead of

attempting it himself. He distributes his risk over half a

dozen small purchases in a season instead of one big one.-

He turns over his stock several times more a year. He
makes more money with less trouble and less risk; he most

certainly will stick to hand-to-mouth buying.

As general conditions improve, dealers will doubt-

less carry larger stocks, but the advantages of small

stocks with frequent replenishments are too real and

too obvious to permit the dealer to go back to the heavy

stocks of former days. The manufacturer must recog-

nize this condition and resort to the intelligent and

forward-looking planning that will alone enable him

to meet the situation.

The Xext Era of Industry

DEVELOPMENTS are projected in the United

States which may bring another industrial revolu-

tion. The waters of our rivers can supply over 40.-

000.000 hp. to be used for the well-being of our people,

and ajiplications for the utilization of more than

20.000.000 hp. of this amount are now on file with the

Federal Water Power Commission. At present we are

generating about 60.000.000 hp., 10.000,000 from water

and 50.000.000 from steam. The proportion of pos-

sible increase is therefore very high.

The terms super-power and giant-power have been

applied broadly to this vast project. Briefly stated

it proposes a single power system extending from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, and the Great Lakes to the

Gvdf, receiving power from every water-fall, from

huge steam plants in the coal regions, and from all

other economic sources, and distributing the maximum
of this available power to the largest number of our

people at the lowest cost possible.

The general application of such a vast amount of

inexpensive power would stimulate the development

of every industry, increase the earnings of workers,

decrease the cost of products, increase the efficiency

of transportation, develop rural and small town dis-

tricts, relieve the farmer of labor difficulties, lighten

the work of the housekeeper—in fact usher in a new

revolution in industry. In a single phrase, super-

power will increase the standard of American living.

But, it is not sufficient merely to develop new power

projects. To secure the greatest advantage they must

be linked together into a great net-work to supply

power to everyone, no matter where he may choose to

live. To the advantage of nation-wide service is added

flexibility in distribution. That is, electrical energy

can be transferred from one point of lower demand

to another of higher demand through a single power

system. We have already had one instance of this

kind referred to by ilr. Macy on page 663 of the Juno

issue. He tells us that in 1922 when a water shortage

resulted in North and South Carolina due to a pro-

longed drought, Alabama was able to supply electrical

energy to the Carolinas because of the great inter-

connected power system of the Southeast section. This

extends from Gold.sboro, North Carolina, to Muscle

Shoals. Alabama, a distance East and West of about

550 miles, and from Nashville, Tennessee, to ]\Iont-

gomery, Alabama, a distance North and South of

about 250 miles.

The promise of these plans and projects is a power

development during the next quarter century rivaling

the railroad building which followed the Civil War
and the manufacturing expansion of the immediate

past.

The Heroic Figures of Mauagement

AMONG the milestones of dates and events marking

l\ the progress of every human effort for better

tliing.s, stand the heroic figures of those who dared to

lead. Management is such a struggle of humanity, a

great attempt to bring under control resources which

must be utilized for the benefit of aU. As a movement

it has its markers of advancement ; it has had its lead-

ers of progress.

With the death of Frank B. Gilbreth. a fourth is

added to the little group whose memory we revere,

whose work we, who are in industry, have entered into,

whose lives stand as beacons of inspiration.

Taylor, Dodge, Gantt. and now Gilbreth^because

they lived the world of industry is richer, human com-

fort enlarged, and their surviving fellows have in a

greater degree dominion over the earth. From their

thinking has come the great vision of universal well-

being erected upon the orderly operation of business

and industry, to be realized through a maximum of

articles and goods for human tise!
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Earning By Saving

A PENNY saved is a penny got" is as true today

as when it was written two centuries ago. Divi-

dends resulting from economies are just as acceptable

to stockholders as those from any other source.

Profitable operation depends largelj- upon the elim-

ination of waste—waste of men, of machines, and of

materials.

The first two factors have received considerable at-

tention in recent years. As a result of this, although

many organizations may not be using the available

information to the best advantage, there are well-de-

fined methods, generally accepted by managements, that

may be applied effectually to prevent excess waste

of men or idleness of machines. Studies of the third

factor have been confined, heretofore, almost entirely

to methods of salvaging and utilizing material after

it has become useless for ordinary production purposes.

C. B. Auel in an article appearing in this issue,

and in a previous article which was published in the

June issue, attacks the problem of eliminating wastage

of materials from the standpoint of prevention. This

is the only way to combat waste effectively. Regard-

less of the success with which salvage operations are

performed, rarely is the salvaged value of material

equal to its cost. Proper salvaging procedure will

decrease losses from waste materials, but, to reduce loss

from this source to a minimum, wa.ste must be pre-

vented.

The opportunities for attaining more economical

operation, offered by this method of attack, are great

;

and Mr. Auel presents valuable suggestions for pro-

cedure based on experience in a plant that has carried

on a successful campaign against waste. The methods
discussed include standardization of the various mate-
rials used in factory operation. There are very few
plants in Miiich work of this nature would not result

in considerable savings on the cost of materials.

As stated in the article the first thing to be done
is to fix upon certain sizes and kinds of materials

that fulfil the two requirements of suitability for their

intended use, and economy in purchasing or manufac-
turing. The obvious method for accomplishing the

second object would be to restrict materials to ordinary
commercial and manufacturing standards. Such a

course would accomplish considerable but, unless the

manufacturers have given thought to and taken action

toward simplifying their product, it is likely that the

number of "standard" sizes and grades will greatly

exceed the number really necessary. So the task of

standardization involves careful selection, from com-
mercial sizes and grades, those which have the widest
range of utility in the production processes of the plant.

Standardization of materials alone will result in

large savings, but if it is practiced in connection
with simplification of the manufactured product tiie

results may be increased manifold. Simplification

means that, instead of satisfying every customer whim
for special grades and sizes of product, only a few
types, that include enough sizes and grades to satisfy

every ordinary use requirement, are manufactured.
Simplification may be brought about in many

different ways. Probably the most popixlar method is

to accept as standard the types of product for which

there is the most demand. Whatever method is used,

simplification is possible and highly desirable from
both a manufacturing and an economic standpoint.

Simplification of product together with standardiza-

tion of the materials entering into the product offer

great opportunities for further economies in manu-
facturing process through elimination of waste. Mr.

Auel's description of the work being done at West-

inghouse is a valuable contribution to a subject which

has received scant attention heretofore.

Equipment to the Front

LOSING one's perspective, or underrating or over-

i rating a matter of particular interest, is a beset-

ting temptation. It is fostered by the fashions of the

moment and the publicity in regard to this or that

development or trend. In the executive control of in-

dustrial enterprises it may be that this temptation has

been yielded to during the past few years with the

result that the importance of equipment in industrial

operation has been somewhat overlooked.

To produce effectively, all of the agencies of pro-

duction must be present and their harmonizing and
direction is the task of the management. To single out

any one above its fellows may be yielding to this same
temptation of distorted perspective. Nevertheless, cer-

tain healthy signs indicate that the importance of in-

dustrial equipment and its eft'ective operation are mov-
ing to the forefront in the minds of many men.

The possibility of major savings and thereby in-

creased earnings of industrial concerns through the

•wise application of industrial equipment was brought

home by the article in our April number by W. R.

Basset. The interest which this article has attracted

among our readers is evidence of the importance of

such developments. This response is not surprising

when the degree of savings is appreciated. In a foundry
an installation of .$33,000 worth of equipment improve-

ments saved $21,000 per year in direct wages; a forge

shop adding a simple shears to each power hammer
saved 30 per cent in direct wages; in a small manufac-
turing concern the installation of labor-saving devices

such as trucks, conveyors, a crane and a few other items

of equipment brought a saving of $14,000 per year, or

an increase in net profits of nearly 50 per cent; in a

candy factory installing machineiy to wrap and label

peppermint candies saved the labor of 30 girls and
reduced the weekly pay-roll $360.

In every case the decision to make these additions

and changes came from the management. That is, the

problem which was studied and solved was a respon-

sibility of the management. These particular cases

instead of being exceptions are typical, for under pres-

ent conditions of business operation any permanent
investment becomes a managemental responsibility. The
obvious resulting situation is that a progressive man-
agement, composed of men who are keeping abreast of

the times, taking advantage of every opportunity to

save, will keep informed on all developments of indus-

trial equipment which may be used with profit.
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This department is conducted to give
our readers essential facts" regarding items
of industrial equipment recently placed on
the market, that may be used to increase
production or lower costs. Each item is
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Truck Crane

Ac R A N E Index Number

which 658.281 Industrial

may be mount- trucks

ed on an ordinary .5-ton truck for

use in unloading cars, loading trucks

or wagons, handling lumber, driving

Fig. 1 Revolving Ckane Mounted on Motor Trick

It can be mounted on any o-ton

truck that has a distance of 8 ft. or

over from the back of the driver's

seat to the center of the rear axle,

and nearly all trucks meet this re-

quirement. It is full revolving

—

can swing through a complete circle.

The counterweight compartment
can be emptied of its contents,

usually sand, in order to lighten the

apparatus for travel over bridges

or roads having statutory load

limits.

All operating level's are banked at

one side in front so that the operator

may have a clear view of the work at

all times. All wearing surfaces are

bushed with removable bronze bush-

ings. The frictions for operating

the hoisting
drums are
bronze cones

with outside
band brakes.
All gears are

steel ; shafting is

forged and
turned

;
practi-

cally the entire

structure is cast

o f structural

steel ; lubrica-

tion is by Ale-

mite pressure

system. The
turntable is a

steel casting re-

V o 1 V i n g on 4

large steel roll-

ers. The "A"
frame support-

ing the boom is

structural steel.

piles, excavating, or any other pitr-

pose for which a crane can be used.

has been developed by Orton &
Steinbrenner Co. It can handle logs

or erect structural steel buildings.

With a generating set it can operate

a 36-in. magnet and handle scrap

iron, pig iron, or castings. In fact,

it can do anything an ordinary crane

of the same capacity can do with

the advantage of mobility which

enables it to go anywhere a truck

can go.

Either a full steel cab, as illustrated,

or a canopy with curtains can be fur-

nished.

Power is furnished by a heavy
duty, 4-eylinder Hercules motor,

with .3 in. stroke, developing -37 hp.

Motor accessories include Stromberg
carburetor, Twin-Disc clutch, Per-

fex radiator, high tension magneto
with impulse starter and 30 gal. gas

tank. Double drtmis are furnished

on the main drum shaft and power

is .supplied to both so that in bucket

91

handling work the bucket may be

hoisted either open or closed.

Electric Hand Drill

Index Number

621.95 DriUs
AP R T-

ABLE
electric drill

adapted for use in machine shops,

erecting departments, or similar in-

stallations is being manufactured by

Fig. 1 Portable Electric Drill

the Standard Electric Tool Co. A
bench stand can be furnished with

the drill whereby it can be used in-

terchangeably as a bench or hand
drill. Also it can be furnished with

an arbor for holding small emery

wheels with which small castings,

chisels, etc.. may be ground.

The drill is fitted with ball-bear-

ings each incased in a grease and

rust-proof chamber. The chuck runs

against a thrust bearing. Motive

power is furnished by a Universal

motor operating on either AC or DC
current at a frequency of 60 cycles

or less. It is series commutating

type, insulated, and cooled by means

of a high-speed fan.

The tool is made of 5 units each

of which can be removed without dis-

turbing electrical connections. The
drill weighs 17 lb. and operates at

a speed of 475 r.p.m.
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Pipe Fittings

STEEL or Index Number
wrought 621.774 Pipe fittings

iron pipe is

used extensively for such structural

work as racks, railings, bench or

table frames, and frames for mount-
ing electrical switching equipment.

We.stinghouse Electric and ilanu-

facturing Company has developed a

new line of pipe-fittings to be used

in structural work. The principal

feature of the design is a ribbed yoke
which clamps over the pipe with car-

riage bolts. With this unit as a base

a large number of fittings have been

developed to meet nearly every re-

quirement for structural work.

The fittings are of wrought iron

with a minimum tensile strength of

50,000 lb. per sq. in. As the fittings

are bolted up they yield slightly

until they fit the pipe so tightly that

the load necessary to slip a single

fitting is in excess of 3000 lb. for a

ly^ in. pipe and 4500 lb. for a 2 in.

pipe. The bolts used are ordinary

carriage bolts with square .shanks;

Fig. 1 i'li'i 'nriN'G FOR Structural
Work

The former has 1 set of ball bear-

ings at each end, with felt retainers

at each side of both bearings. The
arbor is 13 in. long, % in. diameter

between collars, and has square

threads. It takes the same column,

Ball Bearin<T: Cxrinders

Two new Index Number

grinders 621.92 Grinding

have been de- machines

veloped by the Saint Louis .Machine

Tool Company. They are called the

"Western" and the "Saint Louis".

Western '

' Type Grinder

countershaft, and wheel guards and

has the same dimensions as the same

class babbitt bearing machines made
by this company.

under the heads to fit in square holes

in the fittings so that only one

wrench is needed for assembly.

Fittings are available for IV^ in. and
2 in. pipe and for a combination of

these sizes used in extensively braced

structures, with a few fittings for

% in., 1 in. and 1% in. pipes.

Fig. 2 ' St. Louis '

' Type Grinder

The "Saint Louis" grinder differs

from the
'

' Western '

' in having 4 sets

of ball bearings. This feature makes

it an easy running, rigid machine.

The arbor is 16 in. long and % in.

diameter between collars. Like the

"Western," the "Saint Louis" has

the same dimensions as babbitt bear-

ing machines of the same class.

These machines are adaptable for

toolroom work or anywhere through-

out the plant where a small grinder

mav be desired.

Seat Type Tructor

Index Number
658.281 Elevator

truck

the accompanying illustration.

Finally, it can be equipped with a

single horizontal shaft for use in

handling coils of wire, wheels, and
objects of like nature.

The operator's seat is placed well

forward so that he can more easily

observe the operation of the elevator.

All controls are within his reach

from the seat. The hoisting unit

consists of an enclosed motor, with

electric brake, which drives a drum
through a bevel and worm gear re-

duction unit. From the drum a %
in. steel cable leads over sheaves at

the top of the elevator uprights to

the traveling elevator head which is

provided with attachments to sup-

port the load handled. The elevator

head is guided by 4 rollers running

inside the uprights. The hoisting

motor can be stopped automatically

at the upper and lower limits of

travel of the elevator or its move-

ment can be controlled manually.

The overall length of the unit,

without load lifting attachment, is

78 in., its height 70 in., its width

38 in., and its weight including bat-

tery is 4300 lb. All 4 wheels are

equipped with 7 in. double row ball-

bearings and 20 in. by SVo in. tires.

A pressure greasing system is used

for lubrication.

AN elevator

.tructor
designed f o r

the purpose of picking loads up from

or placing them on the floor with

little clearance between the floor and

the supports is offered by the El-

well-Parker Electric Co. The ele-

vator head at the forward end may
be equipped with forks at the floor

line, of proper spacing and length

tn handle sheet tin or steel plate,

bales, boxes or barrels, and similar

objects. It can be fitted with a pair

of arms 18 in. above the floor to

handle tote barrels as is shown in Fig. 1 Electric Industrial Tructor
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Static Condenser

ASTATIC Index Number

condenser 621.31564 Static

designed to im- condensers

prove the power factor of the circuit,

thereby increasing the available ca-

pacity of generators and transform-

ers, decreasing energy losses in dis-

tribution systems and improving

voltage regulation thus increasing

the supply of power, is being mar-

keted by the General Electric Com-

pany.

It consists of a number of con-

denser units, a reactance for damp-

from 30 to 300 kva. For larger ca-

pacities complete units are arranged

in tiers. Weights without reactor, or

transformer furnished with low volt-

age equipments, range from 800. lb.

for the 30 leva, size to 5000 lb. for

the 300 kva. size.

Machine Turnings
Crusher

Fig. 1 Static Condenser

ening out the higher harmonics in

the voltage wave, a discharge resist-

ance for draining the condenser

charge when disconnected from the

line, and an oil circuit breaker for

control purposes. No attendant is

required ; the condenser is placed in

operation by closing a control switch,

and can be left on the line in-

definitely with but occasional inspec-

tion. Operation is practically noise-

less, and since there are no moving

parts no special foundation is re-

quired. Condensers may be de-

signed for indoor or outdoor in-

stallation.

They are sold in standardized ca-

pacities for from 40 to 125 cj'cle cir-

cuits, 220 to 2300 volts, in 6 sizes

TH E han-

d 1 i n g,

storing, and
disposal of turnings as they come
from machine tools has alwavs been

Index Number
658.567 Waste

treatment

Vacuum Pump
THE Cres- Index Number

cent Roto 621.64 Vacuum

Piston Dry pumps

Vacuum pump that is being distrib-

uted by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Company has two main moving mem-
bers—a rotor or piston and case

which revolve about a fixed shaft at

the same angular velocity. The

rotor, being smaller in circumfer-

ence than the case and set oif-eenter

to the case axis, is given a rolling

motion as it describes each revolu-

tion. This movement maintains a

displacement of fixed capacity which

is at all times divided, by the brass

rotor vane, into intake and exhaust

spaces, and which changes from zero

to maximum volume throughout each

pumping revolution.

The manufacturers state that the

absence of clearance spaces and
valves eliminates unproductive ca-

pacity, and provides a volumetric

efficiency approximately 99 per cent

in exhausting to within Y^ in- of the

barometer. Working parts, ball-

bearings, and bronze bxishings are

lubricated with oil by a force feed

system.

Its small size permits its installa-

tion in limited spaces where it can

be driven from a line shaft or electric

motor, either direct connected or

with a belt drive. It can be used

to operate evaporators or dryers, to

jirovide high vacua for vacuum
chucks in machine shops or for other

installations whicli require a vacuum
in their operation.

Fig. 1 Cbescent VACtiUM Pump

Fig. 1 Machixi: i ui. Crushing Metal

Turnings

a difficult problem to solve. They

could only be handled with forks,

and not easily then; because the

space occupied was so much greater

in proportion to their weight, storing

large quantities usually was uneeo-

Domieal ; and a freight car could not

be loaded to its weight capacity, thus

involving excess transportation

charges. A machine for reducing

loose, bushy, metal turnings, to small

chips has been developed by the

American Crusher and Machinery

Corporation.

l'>y means of this machine the

turnings can be reduced to chips of

any size desired, occupying only

about 1/15 the space required for

loose turnings which permits a

saving in storage space and trans-

jiortation costs. Chips can be

handled by shovels or conveyors.

The capacity of oil-separators is in-

creased by the iise of chips with a

possibility of more of the oil being

recovered. Where several metals are

used, the process of crushing per-

mits iron and steel chips to be

separated from other metals because

of its magnetic properties.
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The machine consists of a hoppei-

into which turnings are thrown; a

revolving cutter head which pulls

them down to be cut between re-

volving knives in the cutter head
and fixed knives on the wall of the

machine ; and a rotating knife head
which makes the final reduction on
the turnings. Safety devices auto-

matically stop the machine should a

solid piece of scrap, a tool, or similar

object, be thrown in hopper with the

scrap. The only parts subject to

wear are the hardened steel knives

which may be removed and replaced.

Two sizes of crushers are made.
The smaller has a capacity of about

Yo ton an hr., requires 4 hp., and
can be furnished for belt drive or

self-contained motor drive. The

Fig. 2 Detail of Knife Mechanism

larger has a capacity of about 5 tons

per hr., requires 15 hp., and can be

furnished for belt drive onlv.

Blue-Print Drying-

Machine

ANEW Index Number

blue- 778.1 Blue-printing

print drying

iiiiichine is being marketed by Ilam-

iltdu Engineering Service, Limilfd.

The drum is a smoothly fini.shed cyl-

inder mounted on self-aligning ball-

bearings and can be heated by elec-

tricity, gas, or steam. Tlie drive is

di.se-type direct connected to tlie

motor with worm and worm wheel

for speed reduction.

An endless apron is cariii'd on a

series of steel rollers arranged to

bring a heavy pressure on the prints

as they pass around the heated

Fig. 1 Blue-Print Drying Machine

drum, thus ironing as well as drying
them. The machine is provided with

a drip pan to prevent water from
falling on the floor. Strippers sep-

arate the dry prints from the drum
and guide them to the sorting tables

at the rear of the machine.

They can be furnished in 2 widths,

42 and 54 in. weighing, packed,

about 700 and 800 lb. respectively.

Any length print can be handled.

Air Drill

Index Number
621.95 Drills

PR D U C-

TIOX un-

ci e r modern
shop practice, particularly where
piece work prevails, demands of a

portable air drill for reaming pur-
poses, abilitj- to handle work varj^-

ing from a single plate to a

number of plates and gussets, with

forgings, gray iron, or steel castings

interspersed among them ; all of

which produces a constantly chang-
ing power factor. "With these re-

((uirements in mind the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company has de-

veloped the Red Giant Drill.

The Red Giant weighs 35 lb. and is

well balanced so it is easy to handle
and control. Some of its structural
details are: double-acting pistons
and cylinders; eccentrics, forged
integral with crankshaft; balance
piston type valves; forged nickel

steel crank-shaft mounted on 3 ball-

bearings and stub tooth type crank
pinion and ball gear; splash lubrica-

tion.

Self- Lubricating- Bearing-

FO E use Index Number
particular- 658.281 Lubricating

ly in applica- devices

tions where cleanliness is required,
wliere oiling is difficult or dangerous,
or where oiling is apt to be neglected,

Fig. 1 Air Drill for Reaming

Fig. 1 Self-Lubricating Bearing

the Universal Self-Lubricating Bear-

ing Corporation is marketing a

babbitt reinforced self-lubricating

bearing. It consists of a maple shell

in which grooves have been tooled

to receive and hold a cast core of

babbitt metal. The shell, which is

impregnated with lubricant, serves

tlie purpose of an oil

reservoir.

After installation the

bearings require no at-

tention, do not spatter or

drop oil, and are not af-

fected by atmospheric

conditions. They can 1)0

furnished in all stand-

ard sizes with the design

of the ])earing, and the

com])ONition of the lubri-

cant adapted to the par-

ticular service for which
it is intended.
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Accounting

Distribution of Overhead to Jobs. 657.441

G. C. Brown. Management and Admin-

ISTKATION, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 683-688.

Simple methods that may be applied in a

small factory.

Foundry Cost System. 657.452

National Association of Cost Accountants.

Official Publications. May 15, 1924, v. 5,

no. 17, 12 pp. System outlined was ar-

ranged primarily for iron foundries pro-

ducing eastings of varied designs and
^^eight. Principles are applicable to brass,

rialleable and steel foundries.

Getting at Costs by the "Point

Method". 657.452

E. E. Eoesler. Factory, May 1924, v. 32,

pp. 662-663. A cost method of interest

to all who fabricate.

Methods of Supplying Cost Information

to Foremen. 657.452

National Association of Cost Accountants.

Official Publications, June 2, 1924, v. 5,

no. 18, 8 pp. Problems involved and valu-

able results obtained from real co-opera-

tion with the foreman. Discusses direct

and indirect costs, cost accounts, and cost

records.

New Forms of Depreciation
Schedules. 657.421

G. W. Greenwood. Management and Ad-

MINISTBATION, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 689-692.

A new method of crediting depreciation.

Current methods are outlined for com-

parison.

Preventing Losses
Work.
Henrj- M. Burke.
1924," v. 65, pn

in Repair
657.452

Textile World, May 10,

61. 63, 65. Charts.

Method of cost finding that cuts red tape.

Weekly bills sent to department heads to

insure performance of work. Cost data is

used as well as filed.

The Production Engineer. 657.452

A. Whitehead. Mechanical World (Lon-

don) May 2, 1924, v. 75, pp. 274-275.

Problems of correctly estimating costs of

different methods of producing a given

result. Analysis all that must be con-

sidered.

Tabloid Business Library. 657
Edited by Nelson H. Prouty. International

Textbook Co., Scranton, Pa., 5 vols. $1.25

per vol. $5.00 set. Set is composed of 5

\olunies, pocket size, containing from 35

to 55 pages each. Titles are: "How to

Sell Your Services," by William H.

Fletcher; "Special Accounting Examina-

tions and Eeports, " "Financial Calcula-

tions," and "Coaching for C. P. A. Ex-

aminations," all by Stuart Chase, C. P. A.,

.nud "Audit Procedure," by Charles J.

Nasmyth, C. P. A. The books are written

in the handbook style of condensing facts

into a small space and should prove useful

as reference books to practicing account-

ants or others interested in the subjects

discussed.

Advertising

Advertising as an Investment for the

Gear Manufacturer. 659.1

J. C. McQuistou. Western Machinery

World, May 1924, v. 15, pp. 153-154, 168.

Value of advertising and how records of

cost and profit may be estimated.

Advertising Copy. 659.1

G. B. Hotchkiss. 458 pp. Harper Bros.

New York. $3.50. "Is a treatise I'u

the art of writing advertising messages,

considered as a branch of English

Composition. '
' The author believes that

copy is the most important part of

an advertisement—the part upon which

the final result of the advertisement

depends—and that the art of prepar-

ing it has been rather neglected hereto-

fore. Although other phases of advertising

are touched on occasionally, the main pur-

pose of the book has been to point the way
to a better and more effective use of Eng-

lish in preparing the copy. The author has

had a number of years' experience in teach-

ing English composition, and he is also

head of the Advertising and Marketing

Department of New York University.

There is ample proof that he thoroughly

understands his subject and the result of

his efforts is a valuable contribution to

. advertising literature. The book was writ-

ten primarily for students and newcomers

in the advertisins; field, Viut the subieot is

iliscussed so thoroughly that it should prove

of considerable value to anyone interested

in it.

Bigger Results from Advertising. 659.1

Part 2. Finding the Best Way to Key
Advertisements. Harold Herd. Business

Orflanizatinn and Manapement, May 1924,

V. 10, pp. 122-126. Various systems of

tracing returns by mail, as a •means of

determining the selling power of particu-

lar advertisements.

95

The New Information. 659.1

Stanley Eesor. Printers' Ink, May 22,

1924, V. 127, no. 8, pp. 109-112. Impor-

tance of the advertising agency in studying

public and markets and in supplying

information about merchandise to manu-
facturer and public.

Buildings and Equipment

Better Illumination Without More
Lamps. 658.24

W. Wendelken. Industrial Engineer, May
1924, V. 82, pp. 225-229. Hlus. White
paint on walls and ceilings will improve

lighting and decrease wattage.

L'Eclairage des Locaux Industriels et

Commerciaux. 658.242

J. Lynn. Le Genie Civil, May 3, 1924, v.

84, pp. 417-420. Artificial light, its influ-

ence on vision, fatigue caused by poor

lighting, importance of wall finish, reflec-

tors, choice of proper lamps, etc.

Illumination as a Factor in Shop Morale
and Efficiency. 658.24
Kailuay He view. May 3, 1924. v. 74, pp.

815-818. Includes 14 rules governing use

of light, taken from an address before the

National Safety Council, January 1924, by

Dr. Cliarles Sheard.

Increasing Production by Good Light-

ing. 658.24

Fred. L. Prentiss. Iron Age. May 8, 1924,

v. 113, pp. 1343-1344. Tests made at Co-

lumbus, Ohio, plant of Timken EoUer Bear-

ing Co. Production increased 12.35 per

cent under favorable lighting.

Insulation and Heating Possibilities in

Buildings. 658.25

.Tames Govau. The Engineering Journal,

May 1924, v. 7, pp. 231-241. lUus. Ee-

sults of observations and investigations of

advantages of proper building insulation.

Includes charts illustrating heat require-

ment and heat loss summaries of tests and
experiments. Insulation materials are dis-

cussed.

Modem Maintenance of Plant and Equip-
ment. 658.239

W. G. Ziegler. Industrial Management
(N. Y.), June 1924, v. 67, pp. 369-374.

Illus. Sanitation maintenance from the

viewpoint of production and labor turn-

over.

The Increasing Use of Concrete in Fac-

tory Construction. 693.5

H. Colin Campbell. Industrial Manage-
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ment (N. Y.), June 1924, v. 67, pp. 356-

362. lUus. Concrete, its qualifications and
their importance from an economic view-

point.

Buying—Storeskeeping

Burlington Stores Department at Have-

lock, Nebraska. 658.78

Railway lUvicic, Hay 3, 1924, v. 74, pp.

701-706: lUus. Large reclamation plant

and concrete products plant operated in

conjunction with stores department. Em-
phasis is given to unit piling system.

Does it Pay to Take an Annual Phys-

ical Inventory? 658.787

H. B. Freeman. Factory, May 1924, v. 32,

pp. 6C6-66S. Charts. A perpetual inven-

tory that can meet the test of actual phys-

ical inventory twice a year.

Hand-to-Mouth Buying Brings Upheaval
in Sales Tatics. 658.784

Eugenie Whitmore. Sales Management,

May 1924, v. 6, pp. 943-944. Tendency to

buy in small quantities for immediate use

necessitates warehousing of stocks in stra-

tegic centers by manufacturers. Advan-

tages of plan.

Material Handling Problems Encoun-
tered in the Assembly of Auto-
mobiles. 658.78

M. R. Denison. Mechanical Engineerinti,

June 1924, v. 46, pp. 339-342. Description

of time- and labor-saving methods devised

for handling and inspection of raw mate-

rials and finished parts in an automobile

manufacturing plant.

Purchasing Skill Builds Profit. 658.7

E. C. Kreutzberg. Iron Trade Review,

May 15, 1924, v. 74, pp. 1297-1299, 1304.

Value of purchasing agent to prosperity

of plant and recognition that should be

accorded him. Mastery of fundamental

business conditions essential to the job.

Quantity Control of Inventories. 658.78

E. K. Wcnncrlund. M.\n.\gement and Ad-
MixiSTRATio.^i, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 677-682.

Charts. Physical regulation contrasted

with mere financial information. Illus-

trated with record cards.

Securing Efficiency in the Buying De-
partment. 658.7
Eric N. Simons. Business Organisation
and Management, May 1924, v. 10, pp. 97-

103. Methods adopted in a centralized

buying department. Analysis of requisi-

tions, recording, and following up orders,

compiling statistics, etc.

Economics

Administrative Justice. 34
R. H. Smith. Monthly Labor Review, May
1924, V. 18, pp. 13-22. Discusses the en-

croachment of administrative methods of
adjudicating controversies into the field of
traditional common law systems.

Basis for Thriving Labor and Fac-
tories. 331.889
Noel Sargent. Brick and Clay Record, May

13, 1924, V. 64, pp. 728-733. Historic and
present-day examples on subject of open

and closed shop conditions.

The Foreign Market for Electrical
Goods. 621.3:38

n urld Poiecr, May 192 4, v. 1, pp. 264-273.

Charts. Statistical survey of exports dur-

ing 1923, including comparisons with other

countries.

Fragen der Zoll- und Handels-
politik. 38(43)
K. Lauge. Maschinenbau, May 6, 1924,

V. 3, pp. 541-544. Tariff and trade legis-

lation in Germany and other countries. Dis-

cusses increasing need of importing food

and raw materials and the necessity of

regulation.

A History of Currency in the United

States. 332.4

.V. Barton Hepburn. 573 pp. The Mac-
millan Co., New York. $3. Forms a

very complete reference on the history of

monej' and finance in this country from the

adoption of the constitution to the present

time. All important bank legislation and
currency reform movements are discussed

in considerable detail. It commences ivith

a general discussion of historical forms of

currency and early continental forms.

Then follows a story of the first attempts

(if the new republic to establish a coinage

system; the increasing use of paper cur-

rency during the early part of the nine-

teenth century ; the birth of a national

banking system in 1861 and its subsequent

growth; the silver contest of 1896; adop-

tion of gold standard in 1900; and the

Federal Reserve Act in 1913. The book
is well written in an entertaining manner,

and provides valuable information con-

cerning the history behind our present

banking and currency systems.

Indflstrie, Handel und Landwirtsc^aft
Italiens unter dem Einfluss seiner Ma-
schineneinfuhr-Bc.chrji-^kungen. 32(45)
Raimuiid .Vrnibrocht. Machincnban, May
6, 1924, V. 3, pp. 546-547. Italian metal

industry: its wartime growth, overproduc-

tion, the result of peace, and its tariif.

Industry's New Moral Perception. 174

Herbert Hoover. Michigan Manufacturer
and Financial Record, May 17, 1924, v. 33,

pp. 2, 26. Methods by which business can

develop and enforce its own ethical stand-

ards and tlius stem the tide of govern-

mcnt:il regulations.

Mexico as an Industrial Nation. 38(72)
Hector Lazo. The Pan American Union,

May 1924, v. 58, pp. 445-459. Descriptive*

and statistical survey of industries and
manufactures, including textiles, furniture,

shoe nuimifacture, sugar industry, etc.

Our American System of Weights and
Measures. 389
64 ])]). American Institute of Weights and
Measures. Contains arguments, stilted in

non-technical language, why the present
system of weights and measures used in

this count/y should not be changed. The
idea of making the metric system legal

standard is considered vcrv unwise.

Power Supply of Southern Indus-
try. 38(75)
R. G. Macy. M.inagement and Admixis-
TK-\TiON, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 663-668.

Tower problem of Piedmont section of the

Carolinas due to its rapid industrial

growth. Map of the Southern super-power
transmission system.

Unemployment. 331.13
W. A. Appleton, 157 pp. Hodder & Stough-

ton, London. One shilling. Since the close

of the World War, England has been faced

with a great unemployment problem. All

sorts of remedies have been proposed, not a

few have been tried, yet the number of un-

employed still remains surprisingly large.

Mr. Appleton reviews the situation in a

way which reveals knowledge of his sub-

ject. He emphasizes the principle that un-

employment is caused by numerous factors

in combination and so there can be no
single act that will stop it. Among the

proposals which have been offered as solu-

tions of the problem he finds few that can

be termed preventative measures, but a

great many that are temporary expedients

proposed to alle^aate the present condition

with little regard for preventing its re-

currence. Inasmuch as he does not believe

that any one act, such as adopting unem-
ployment insurance or a policy of emigra-

tion, will solve the problem he does not

offer any precise method of cure. Numer-
ous palliatives, underlying causes of un-

employment, possible remedies and preven-

tatives, are discussed in a way to furnish

valuable information to anyone interested

in the subject.

Unemployment : Its Cause and
Cure. 331.13
Alfrea Hook. 214 pp. The Labour Pub-

lishing Company, London. 5 shillings.

The author defines "unemployment," not

as mere " worklessness, " but as a lack

of opportunity to work through a standard

day, in the production of normal needs of

the community. "Employment thus means
labour in production for service. Produc-

tion for individual profit implies the use

of some or all the profit in unproductive
ways." Mr. Hook places a large share of

the blame for unemployment on the capital-

istic system which has arisen from in-

creiising use of machinery. He believes

that industry run for private profit must
involve unemployment: as a permanent
condition with labor displaced by machin-
ery; as a perioilic condition resulting from
expansion and contraction of industry ; and
as a permanent condition arising from in-

ternational machine competition. "Cap-
il;ilism breeds profit; profit breeds an un-

productive class; an unproductive class

breeds unemployment among productive

workers." Among the remedies offered

may be mentioned community ownership of

land and transport.ition systems, develop-

ment of agriculture, and a system of vari-

able working time to diminish periodical

unemployment. Although many of his

re:iders will a'jree neither with his prem-
ises nor his conclusions, all should gain a

better understanding of the basic problems
of unem|>loyment after reading the many
interesting and instructive things Mr. Ilook

has to say on the subject.
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Die Wirtschaftsnote der deutschen In-

dustrie. 38(43)
Hillman. Muscliincnhau, May 6, 19124, v.

3, pp. 537-541. Problom of reconstructing
German industrial life. Urges ma.xiniuin

prorluetioii and greatest possible economy,
and draws cncouragonient from recent de-

creases in unemployment.

Financial Control

Mechanics of Profit-Making. 658.14
Park Jlathewson. Management and Ad-
MiNiSTB.\TiON, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 659-661.

Charts. Finance management and its re-

lation to sales, production and business

administration ;ind growth.

Protection of Working Capital. 658.14
J. II. Bliss. MaNACEMENT AND Admini.stka-
T!ON, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 653-658. How
surplus may be protected and improper
dividends avoided by means of specific res-

erv.ations from profits or free surplus.

The Relationship Between Books and
Costs. 658.14
N. A. Hall. Industrial Management (N.
Y.!, June 1924, v. 67, pp. 325-328. Non-
technical discussion on what constitutes

"cost," with explanatory comments on

accounting words and phrases, and oHior

helpful suggestions.

Seven Guides to Sound Financ-
ing. 658.14
G. D. Gaw. System, June 1924, v. 45, pp.
796-799, 832. Illus. How the Gaw-0 'Hara
Envelope Company built up business, estab-

lished credit, without outside capital.

Fuel

Air as a Factor in Industrial Oil Burn-
ing. 662.75
W. 6. Earstow. Forging-Stamping-Heat
Treating, M.ay 1924, v. 10, pp. 203-205.

Atomizing by low-pressure air is shown to

be eflicient and economical.

The Combustion of Pulverized
Coal. 662.65
E. Audibert. Colliery Guardian, 1924,
May 9, pp. 1188-9; May 16, pp. 1251-2.

Diag. Charts. Research on duration of

combustion and burning conditions for

various coals. Discusses experimental ar-

rangements, inflammation of dust clouds,

and the combustion chamber.

The Heat Balance of a Gas-Fired Enam-
eling Furnace. 652.76
L. E. Biemiller. Oa.i Age Record, May 3,

1924, V. 53, pp. 621-622, 626. lUus. Oper-
ating results and some comparisons of
production with furnaces utilizing other
fuels.

Recovering Unburned Fuel and Other
Matters from Ash. 662.6
C. II. 8. Tupliiilnie. Gas Age Record, May
17, 1924, V. 53, pp. 679-682. Illus. Sepa-
rator actuated by difference iu specific

gravity between coke and clinker. Draw-
ing and detailed description are given.

Requirements for Burning Pulverized
Coal. 662.65
S. C. Martin. Power Plant Engineering,
May 15, 1924, v. 28, pp. 525-526. Dryness,

flu)rough pulverization, good air mixture,
.nid other conditions necessary to secure
maximum efficiency from pulverized coal.

Some Aspects of the Problem of Fuel
Economy. 652.6
R. H. Aishton. Railway Review, May 31,
1924, V. 74, pp. 963'965. How to obtain
better results with tools and appliances at
hand. Co-operation of operating depart-
n)ents necessary.

Unit System for Pulverized Coal. 662.5,'i

S. C. Martin. Power Plant Engincerinq.
May 1, 1924, v. 28, pp. 471-472. Brief
description of equipment for direct system.
Gives results of efficiency tests made on in-

stallations in steam power plants.

Management of Special Industries

Les Atehers de Reparations du Materiel
Roulant. '

658.9:625.2
Le Genie Civil, May 10, 1924, v. 84, pp.
441-445. Illus. Description of the oper-
.ition of various services in central repair
shop of London underground railways at
.\cton.

B. R. & P. Has Well Organized Produc-
tion Shop. 658.9:625.2
Railway Mechanical Engineer, May 1924,
v. 98, pp. 295-299. Illus. Results obtained
in maintenance and equipment depart-
ments, through api)Iication of management
and organization of personnel. Floor plans
of shops are given.

Box Cars Rebuilt in Record
Time. 658.9:625.2
Delaware & Hudson Co. Railway Review,
May 24, 1924, v. 74, pp. 913-921. Illus.

Drawings. Account of recent contest to-

gether «-ith a description of the methods
used in conducting contests.

Building Tractors under Scientific Man-
agement. 658.9:629.113
G. D. Babcock. Management and Admin-
istration, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 647-652.
Jlethods by which Holt Manufacturing
Company has made a remarkable produc-
tion record.

The Human Factor in Paper Manufac-
ture. 658.9:676
E. J. McDonnell, Paper Trade Journal,
May 1, 1924, v. 78, pp. 42, 44, 66. Why
men who actually make the paper should be
given opportunity to know and take part in
discussion of problems, and should have a
chance for advancement.

K. C. S. Makes Class 3 Repairs Within
Eight Hours. 658.9:625.2
lailway Mechanical Engineer, May 1924,
v. 98, pp. 301-302. Illus. Shows possibili-

ties of modern facilities. Favors separa-
tion of repairs and erection.

The Operation of a Brass Foundry under
Scientific Control. 658.9:621.72
F. \V. Ro\ve. The Metal Industry (Lon-
don), V. 24, 1924, April 18, pp. 373-374;
April 25, pp. 395-398. Charts. Man.ige-
ment engineering applied in the brass
foundry. Charts are given. Discussion
follows paper.

The Relation of Mechanical Engineering
to Management in the Textile Indus-
try. 658.9:677
E. H. McKitterick. Mechanical Engineer-
ing, June 1924, v. 46, pp. 343-314, 359.
Opportunities of mechanical engineer to
reduce manufacturing costs by means ol"

improvements in power, lighting, and heat-
ing systems, and in handling of goods be-
tween processes.

Surveys New York Metal Group. 658.1
Iron Trade Review, May 8, 1924, v. 74,

pp. 1238-1240. Growth 'and trend of in-

dustry in the city and environs with map
showing location of plants. Importance as
consuming center rather than producer is

emphasized.

Unique Car Building Contest on the
Boston and Albany R. R. Co. 658.9:625.2
Railway Mechanical Engineer, Jlay 1924,
V. 98, pp. 282-284. Illus. Two crews com-
plete box cars in 94 man-hours each. De-
scribes shop and length of time for eacli

operation.

Mechanical Handling

Handling Material in Painting Depart-
ment. 658.281:672.94
E. T. Bennington. Iron Age, Jl.-iy 15,

1924, V. 113, pp. 1413-1416. Illus. Over-
head tramways and special dipping eleva-
tors, used by manufacturers of metal fur-

niture.

Materials Handling Methods that Have
Added to Industrial Profits. 658.281
G. E. Hagemann. Management and .Ad-

ministration, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 693-694.
Two specific records of cost of operations
and savings in use of a 15-ton Brownhoist
crane and a Link-Belt conveyor.

Special Trucks Real Safety De-
vices. 658.281
A. L. Lewis. Iron Trade Review, Mav 8,

1924, v. 74, pp. 1240-1241. Hlus. Lift
and stacking trucks; how tliey are built

and operated.

Speeding Industrial Progress. 658.281
M. W. Potts. Industrial Management
(N. Y.), June 1924, v. 67, pp. 348-355.
Illus. Discusses all kinds of mechanical
handling devices, cranes, belt- and power-
conveyors, elevators, etc.

Zeitstudien und Bandarbeit. 658.281
Ewald Sachsenberg. Maschinenbau. April

10, 1924, V. 3, pp. 433-439. Illus. Lecture
illustrating value of the continuous cou-

\eyor to increase production. A careful

exposition of American methods of .as-

sembling.

Office Methods

Exporting Hints. 651.7
.-V. J. Smitli. Gas Age Record, May 31,

1924, V. 53, pp. 776, 780. Overcoming the

foreign language difficulty in correspond-
ence by meclianical means. Code proved
successful in exjiorting ollice.

Handling Callers in the Business
Office. 651.45
By Helen Hysell. 10(i ]ip. The Purciiasing

•Agent Co., New York, $1.50. The recep-
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tion clerk of a business office is in a posi-

tion to create or lose the good-ivill of call-

ers as well as to save valuable time for the

executives of the organization. Often little

thought is given to the selection and train-

ing of the receiving clerk with the result

that executive time is lost in unnecessary

interviews, callers are turned away m a

tactless or even discourteous manner, and

the general impression of the organization

gained bv visitors is unpleasant, although

often unjustified by anything save their

treatment in the reception room. In this

book the author discusses the functions of

the reception clerk and the proper attitude

he or, in most cases, she, should take toward

callers. Situations arising from the atti-

tudes of various types of callers as well as

those of the executives whom the callers

wish to see are considered in detail and,

so far as possible, general rules of pro-

cedure which will result in satisfaction to

both parties are outlined. It is an inter-

esting and instructive book on a subject

which is too often neglected.

Making Business Letters Talk. 651.7

Bv Sherman Perry. 176 pp. The Amer-

ican Rolling Mill Co., Middletown, O. $1.2o.

A practical, instructive handbook on busi-

ness-letter writing. It discusses grammar,

spelling, make-up of letters, punctuation,

and the principles to be observed in actually

writing a letter, that it may gain the favor-

able attention of the reader. Nearly every

rule given is illustrated by specimen sen-

tences, which adds materially to the clear-

ness and interest of the book. It should

prove valuable to all who dictate letters as

well as to stenographers.

Mechanical Accounting. 651.26

F. A. Brine. The Gas Industry, May 1924,

v. 24, pp. 149-1.52. Mechanical equipment

used in connection with accounting by

Georgia Eailway and Power Company: ad-

drcssographs, adding machines, etc.

Oreanizing the Inward Mail Depart-

ment. 651.457

P. E. WUson. Business Organization and

Management, May 1924, v. 10, pp. 127130.

Useful hints as to opening mail, dealing

with enclosures, credit accounts, detection

of omissions, etc.

Saving $10,000 a Year in Handling Office

Mail. 651.457

D. C. Pettibone. System, June 1924, v. 45,

pp. 7G8-771, 839. How postage may be

saved by consolidating mail sent by differ-

ent departments of one firm to similar

departments of another firm. Experience

of Northern Pacific Railroad Company is

related.

Standard Forms for Office and Shop

Use. 651.71

Management and Administration, June

1924, V. 7, pp. 695-698. Selection of paper

for office forms and efforts made toward

standardization. Size tables for standard

forms are given.

The Tickler System for Offices. 651.57

Elton Johnson. The Ciinadian Manufac-

turer, May 1924, v. 44, pp. 32, 33. Illus.

Memory aided by written memorandums.

Forms used by various executives are given.

A Workable Production Control Plan

for the Small Plant. 651.5

A. A. Dobson. Factory, May 1924, v. 6.,

pp. 652-654. Illus. The record part of

control: office forms- used and recorcUng

machines necessary to obtain best results.

Personnel

Caring for the Employees' Welfare at

the Factory of William Wrigley,
jr

658.382

The Cariadian Manufacturer, May 1924,

V. 44, pp. 29-31. Illus. Employees have

their own cafeteria, recreation rooms, li-

brary, first-aid room, etc.

Fundamentals of Vocational Psychol-

ogy 658.3115

Bv Charles H. Griffiths. 372 pp. The

Macmillan Co., New York. $2.50. An

ever-increasing number of present-day

business men are devoting attention to the

selection of their employees by some more

or less scientific method which will deter-

mine the adaptability of each prospect for

the job he is seeking. In this determina-

tion psychology plays an important role.

This book is a discussion of that subject

in its adaptation to industry. It was

written as a textbook and, consequently,

the author has considered it advisable to

stress principles and methods rather than

their particular applications. To the em-

plovment manager or vocational counselor,

however, this is of real value, for it is

true that regardless of their successful

practice a knowledge of the principles

underlving their practice will be beneficial

to them in their work. Considerable space

is given to a discussion of various types

of tests, both mental and physical. This

is not for the purpose of giving the me-

chanics of applying tests, but rather to

show the care and training which is neces-

sary for their proper use and the relative

accuracy of the results that may be ob-

tained when they are applied correctly.

Labour and Co-partnership. 658.3174

W Howard Hazell. Business Organization

and Management, May 1924, v. 10, pp. 107-

110. How workers in Hazell, W.atson &

Vln'ey Co. share in profits of the company

by buying "employees shares".

Menschenwirtschaft. 658.3

Adolf Friediich. Zeitschrift Veremcs

Deutscher Ingenieure, April 26, 1924, v. 68,

pp. 405-413. Problems of personnel man-

agement. Dignity of labor and human de-

sire for progress must be accepted and

utilized that it may benefit individual as

well as management. Discusses practical

problems, such as motion study.

A Merchant's Horizon. 658.3151

Bv A. Lincoln Filene. 266 pp. Houghton

Mifflin Co., New York. $2.50. The author

is one of the owners of a well-known store

in which considerable progress has been

made in the installation of modern methods

of management. Particular emphasis is

placed on the relations with the working

force, which is of interest to managements

everywhere. Contrary to conditions found

in some industries, Mr. Filene 's employees

will not accept anything even approaching

paternalism. The employees, themselves,

manage their own benefit societies, restau-

rants, librarv, loan funds, etc., the employ-

ers being ""privileged to help out" only

when some unforeseen obstacle is encoun-

tered. From his own experience and from

the result of a questionnaire circulated

among the employees the author does not

think that workers in general are ready or

willing to accept a real voice in the man-

agement of an enterprise. He believes that

at present they are interested cmly in those

phases of management which are of per-

sonal interest; but increased interest and

participation in management are desirable

and must be obtained by educating the

workers to the point where they see their

desirability.

Hours of Work and Output. 658.3811

Otto Lipmann. International Labour Re-

view, April 1924, V. 9, pp. 481-504. Eco-

nomic aspect of eight-hour day. Solution

of problem of increasing output is to be

found rather in increased intensity of work

than in change of working hours.

The Human Factor in Paper Manufac-

ture. 658.3

E. J. McDonnell. Paper Trade Journal,

May 1, 1924, v. 78, pp. 42, 44, 66. See

Management in Special Industries.

Intelligence Test Scores and Business

Success. 658.31156

\V. V. Bingham and W. T. Davis, .hturnal

of Applied Psychology. March 1924, v. 8,

pp. 1-22. One hundred and two business

men attending Babson Statistical Confer-

ence at Wellesley Hills took the Bureau of

Personnel Research Test VI. Group in-

cluded salesmen, sales managers and execu-

tives. Result of tests analyzed.

The Personal Touch in Interpreting

Agreements. ??^'^V
Charles Weiss. Baihcay Eevieiv, May 6,

1924, V. 74, pp. 813-815. Suggestions on

bridging gap between employer and em-

jiloyee. Blames multiplicity of rules for

much of the trouble.

The Qualities of a Successful Fore-

LL 658.31243man.
K E May. Raihcay Mechanical Engineer,

May 1924, v. 98, pp. 274-275. Discusses

responsibility and leadership of the fore-

m:in and his position between management

:ind men.

The Technique of Executive Con-

trol
658.31242

B. E. H. Schell. 133 pp. McGraw-Hill

Book Company, Inc., New York. $1.75.

The author offers this book as a construc-

tive analysis of executive conduct and a

manual to executive straight thinking. He

does not attempt to draw conclusions or

fix standards but discusses an executive

in relation to his associates and subordi-

nates. As works of this kind usually are,

it is more theoretical than practical, and

therefore will be of more interest to the
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young men who are seeking executire posi-

tions than to those who have reached that

goal.

"TeU Truth" Retains Employees. 658.315
E. C. Kreutzburg. Iron Trade Eevieu.

May 22, 1924, v. 74, pp. 1357-1360. Frank-
ness and honesty as first principles in em-
ployment relations. Results of a year of

confidence.

Value of Trade Press. 658.385
A. r>. Whittaker. The Gas Industry, May
1924, V. 24, pp. loS-162. Suggestions for

getting technical journals before employees.

Such reading would benefit them and their

companies.

What Is the Letter of Application

Worth? 658.3115
D. A. Laird. Industrial Manapeinent
(N. Y.), June 1924, v. 67, pp. 336-342.

Illus. Traditional employment methods
and validity and reliability of each. Pays
special attention to hand-writing as medium
for character study.

Power Plants

Extracting the Gold from the Industrial

Coal Pile. 658.26

S. J. H. White. Xational Engineer, May
1924, V. 2S, pp. 216-218. Private power
plants versus central stations and profits

that may be made from proper management
of power department.

Finding the Cost of Exhaust as Com-
pared to Live Steam. 658.26
C. E. Golburn. Power, May 13, 1924, v.

59, pp. 759-760. How to calculate cost of

exhaust steam from one or several turbines.

Why an equal amount of heat can be sup-

plied cheaper in the form of exhaust than

in form of live steam.

Improving Steam Turbine Opera-
tion. 658.26
J. M. DrabeUe. Foicer Plant Engineering,

May 1, 1924, v. 28, pp. 478-4S0. Illus.

Economies effected by use of electric drive

for turbine auxiliaries, and recovery of heat

losses of the generator by surface air-

coolers.

Piping for High Pressure and Temper-
ature. 621.101
K. A. Fiske. Power Plant Engineering,
April 15, 1924, v. 28, pp. 424-427. Prob-
lems involved in steam power plant pipe
design, resulting from high temperature
and pressure. Considers fittings and joints,

materials, etc.

Power Consumed in Rolling
SteeL 621.944
Gordon Fox. Iron Trade Eeview, May 29,

1924, V. 74, pp. 1431-1433. Factors govern-
ing amount of power required for rolling

steel. Power consumption as related to

displacement of metal is presented graph-
ically.

Power Plant Management. 621.18
(Part 5.) Robert June. Coal Mine Mail-
agevient. May 1924, pp. 59-64. Econom-
ical operation and maintenance of boiler
furnaces, including methods of construc-
tion.

Power Supply of Southern Indus-
try. 621.311
R. G. Macy. M.\NAGEiiENT and Admin-
ISTBATION, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 663-668.

See Economics.

Solving an Industrial Plant Prob-
lem. 658.26
C. E. Roe. Power, May 20, 1924, v. 59,

pp. 810-812. Illus. Private power plant
proved more economical than purchased
current at Arkansas factory.

Super-Power as an Aid to Prog-
ress. 621.31003
By Guy E. Tripp. 61 pp. G. P. Putnam 's

Sons, New York. $1.25. Contains a collec-

tion of articles and addresses prepared by
the Chairman of the Board of Directors,

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Co., on the social, economic, and political

aspects of super-power. The super-power
plan is, briefly, a proposal to utilize all

available water-power facilities, to supple-

ment their output by a few large, strategi-

cally located, steam-power plants, and to

interconnect all systems to form a network
of power lines covering the entire country.

Such a plan has been declared practicable

by many eminent experts and, apparently,
the only thing preventing its fulfilment is

lack of the proper legislative action neces-

sary before a project of such vast conse-

quences can be commenced. In this volume
Mr. Tripp presents a few of the reasons
why super-power will increase the pros-

perity of the country. It will furnish an
interesting and profitable half-hour's read-

ing to anyone interested in the subject, and
the subject is so broad that there should
be very few people who are not interested

in it.

Unit System for Pulverized Coal. 621.101
S. C. Martin. Porcer Plant Engineering,
May 1, 1924, v. 28, pp. 471-472. See Fuel.

Production Control

Analysis of a Machine Shop Problem on
? Quantity and Final Economy
Basis. 658.5
.\. L. De Leeuw. Mechanical Engineering,
June 1924, v. 46, pp. 335-338, 362. How
to determine most economical method of
machining work either in large or small
quantities.

Die Auswertung Arbeitswissenschaft-
licher Filme. 658.5423
R. Thun. MascMnenhau, April 10, 1024,

V. 3, pp. 454-458. Illus. Detailed descrip-

tion of motion study, using photographic
method. Clock is described and record ex-

plained.

Berechnung von Handarbeits-
zeiten. 658.5421
F. Sehleif. Werkstattstechnik, Mav 15,

1924, V. 18, pp. 275-277. Charts. "Time
Ftudy and charts applied to locksmithing.

Betnebsorganization einer Maschinen-
fabrik und Eisengiesserei. 658.5
Willy BischofT. Maschinenbau, April 10,

1924, V. 3, pp. 445-450. Charts. Produc-
tion control as applicable in machine con-
struction and foundry practice.

Brennende Probleme der Betriebsorgani-
zation und ihre natiirlicne Lbsung. 658
Georg Schlesinger. Zeitschrift des Ver-
eines Deutscher Ingenieure, May 10, 1924,
V. 68, pp. 459-462. Illus. "Management"
must in its application obtain results that
prove its value. Unique chart illustrates
'

' total cost '
' as central point and in its

relation to all other operations.

Changing Housings to Use Ball Bear-
ings. 658.581
R. W. Drake. Industrial Engineer, May
1924, v. 82, pp. 216-219, 257. Illus. How
bearing troubles were corrected by chang-
ing housings and frequent inspections and
replacements of former bearing sleeves,

end bells, and shafts.

Charts for Report Purposes, 658,532
H. N. Stronck. M.anagement and Admin-
ISTR.4.TI0N, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 705-709.

Discusses value of charts and methods of

reproduction. Different types are illus-

trated.

Developing a Section Progress
Chart. 658.53

C. Weiss. Hailway Engineer and Main-
tenance, May 1924, v. 20, pp. 195-196.

Charts showing cumulative performance in

relation to seasonal programs, consist of

straight-line diagrams of tracks with other

parallel lines to show major operations on

rails, ties, etc.

Distribution of Overhead to

Jobs. 658.5:657

G. C. Brown. Management and Admin-
istration, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 683-688.

See Accounting.

Extreme Variety Versus Standardiza-

tion. 658.5

J. H. Van Deventer. Industrial Manage-
ment (N. Y.), June 1924, v. 67, pp. 343-

347. Illus. Motor production control at

Schenectady plant of General Electric Co.,

covering 16,000 varieties of ratings, taking

into account variation in mechanical and
electrical factors. System is described and
illustrated.

How We Have Simplified Four Widely
Different Products. 658.516

C. L. Reierson. Factory, May 1924, v. 32,

pp. 647-650. Illus. Simplification, a

means toward better quality and lower

prices, as applied in a gun manufacturing
shop.

Kontrolle der Arbeitszeit. 658.5421
Friedrich Sehleif. Maschinenhau, April

10, 1924, V. 3, pp. 440-441. lUus. Time
study, describes electric clock and records

used to compute time for operation and
wages earned.

Making and Using Time Studies: 6

—

Production Time-Study Installa-

tion. 658.5421
H. K. R-eed. Industrial Management
(N. Y.), June 1924, v. 67, pp. 375-382.

Charts. Methods of time-study and the

desirability of standardized conditions in

shop where observations are made.
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Methods of Sampling f°^ ^atena^l^ In^

rM° Phillips. ]^aa.ay ^^^'^^'^^
'^_

gineer, Muy 1924, v. 9S, pp. 276-278. fepe

cificatioBs -for .material often "^defim e o

illogical in method of taking samples for

d frmining quality. Applies to specifiea-

tions drawn up by individual engineers -u d

those adopted by engineering societies etc.

Generalities given meant to assist specifica-

tion writers.

On Every Truck-Mile We Save^
^7

c'j^'smillu System, June 1924 v. 45, pp.

78''-783 828. Illus. Skilled mechanics and

good management raised life of motor

trueks from 2V2 to 4 years, cut repair

costs 331/0 per ''ent and increased daily

output of each truck.

Organizing to Prevent Matmal

Wsstc
C B Auel Management and .\dminis-

TRATioN, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 669-674. Pre-

vention of waste at Westinghouse plant by

means of standardization of product.

Results of Scientific Management from

the Viewpoint of Corporate Con-
. ODO.D

M° M. Baker. Management and Admin-

istration, June 1924, v. 7, PP-/'^;-«*^:

Production control at Peoria plant of Holt

Manufacturing Company and problems en-

countered in its installation.

Statistical Basis for Industrial ^Con^

It Age, May 15, 1924, v. 113 pp. 1441-

1443 A "large numbers method, or ttie

study of a large number of technical con-

ditio'ns affecting production, applied to de-

tection and control of defective inatenal m

iron metallurgy.

Management and Administration
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.01 methods applied in iron manufacture, are metl^ds of increasing sales in slow

including time study and rate setting. territories.

A Workable Production Control Sys-

d5o.j

fiXard Davis. Anurican Macliinist. Uay

00 1924, V. 60, pp. 753-757. IHus. First

^f'a series of articles describing a contro

system based on periodic interdepartmenta

shipments of predetermined amounts ot

material.

Selling

Building a Successful Sales^Man-

"f Jurasehek. Management and .\d min-

istration, June 1924, v. 7, pp. 674-676^ De-

fines what a modern sales manual should

be and gives suggestive chapter cbvisions.

Helping the Customer to Get a Better

Product. , , ,, Q -iQOf

I.„n Gridlev. Printers' Inl; May 8, 19-4,

V. 127, no. 6, pp. 100, 103, 104. How New

Jersey Zinc Company gains good-wiU by

operating a research laboratory, issuing re-

search bulletins, and furnishing expert ad

ice through its sales engineers.

Technical Organization. 658.57

By Jolni M. Weiss and Charles R. Downs.

197 pp McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

New York. .$2.50. Science is becoming

increasingly important to manufacturers m
the solution of their prodn.tion problems,

and in order to make the best use of it a

trained technical organization is necessary.

In this book the authors have described

methods of constructing and operating a

technical organization and the physical

tools necessary to its proper functioning.

The treatment of the subject is along broad

lines in order to give the information wide

•iiiplication. Wherever specific examples

would be helpful, however, they have been

included. The final chapter deals with re-

search and development department cost

accounting and discusses the relation of

these costs to profits. The book should be

valuable to manufacturers who contem-

plate starting a new technical staff and

those who already have such an organiza-

tion may find some new ideas which they

ciin use advantageously.

Wirtschaflliche Betriebsfuhrung im Ei-

senbau. . ., ^„ ,„„",

J Eberts. Maxehincnbau. April 10, 1.1-4,

V. 3, pp. 442-444. Chart. Production con-

How to Get Salesmen to Use the Sales

Manual.
, , , -,r a lu-i-l

E B Weiss. Fruiters' Ink, May i>, 19-^.

v' 127, no. 6, pp. 41-42, 44, 48. How^sev

eral manufacturers meet this problem.

Series of booklets, loose-leaf book, monthly

question sheets, etc.

How Your Sales Managers Can Fill in

the Valley of July and August. 658.8

Ray Giles. Printers' Inl; May lo, 19-4,

V 127, no. 7, pp. 3-4, 6, 208. Successful

plans of manufacturers who stimulate their

salesmen to secure a good percentage ot

total summer business in their line.

The Kind of Sales Manager Who Builds

an Organization that Endures. 658 811

1{ R. Deupree. Sales Management, -MaN

19"4 V 6, pp. 977-978, 980. Keeping fa-

iMiliar with ever-changing conditions in his

territory, setting reasonable quotas, fair

iveatnicnt of salesmen, and ,>ther factors.

The Straight Path to Industrial Mar^

E'b;rt K. Cpdegraff. Advertising and

<^Mina May 21, 1924, v. 3, pp. 17-18-

fSf'Tliree logical steps toward develop-

ment 'of a sound marketing P™g"'^-='""-

h-zin'' product, studying present and po

tlntlal markets, locating logical and pro-

spective buyers.

What Determines the RightJa^les

l^'Tm Groat. Printers' Inl., May 8,

1924,' V. 127, no. 6, pp. 19-20. Facts re-

.rarding population, estimated sales
_

ex-

;ense, volume of business for previous

year, etc., as an aid to the sales executive.

What Facts Are Necessary to^^Se'^

F^P^Cochrane. Advertising and Selling.

May 21, 1924, V. 3, pp. 21, 58. The county

unit as basis for sales territory districts.

What Should It Cost You to SeU ^by

mS K. Wadsworth. Printers' Ink; May

15 1924, V. 127, no. 7, pp. 33, 34, 36. Fac-

tors entering into selling by mail, to con-

sumer and retailer.

Marketing the Technical Product: 14

Engineering Publicity (1).
, ,^^f-^^^

E N Simons. Heeluinieal n orld (Lon-

don), March 28, 1924, v. 75, pp. 194-19o

and April 25, 1914, v. 75, pp. 2o8-2.9.

The manufacturer's catalog and house-

organs, the most important factors in sell-

ing by printed matter, and factors to be

consid'ered in their design.

Merchandizing Controls Markets 658.808

J L Mahin. /!'<>,;.• ]>i,>mo„,l. May 24,

1904 V 72 p. 611. Overproduction is in-

efficient salesmanship. Discards theory ot

supply and demand and proves that market

is the state of mind of a group of people

and therefore can be controlled.

Putting the Slow-Speed Territory into

T-l' Vi C ear OOo.oUo

A 'a. Li^ermure. AdurliMng and Selling^

May 21, 1924, v. 3, pp. 19, 65. Analysis of

local selling problems and special adver-

tisements to meet needs of special localities,

When Your Sales Contests Beg n o

Lose Their Kick. 658 811

Rol.-md Cole. Sales Management, ila>

IC04 V 6, pp. 927-928, 1022. Three sales

ni.-uiagers find new ideas for planning con-

tests which will arouse and hold the sales-

men 's interest.

Standards and Tests

Chemical Research Works Wonders in

Waste Elimination. ''^^^'

n H KillelTer. Manufacturers Eeeonl

M.y 8, 1924, V. 85, pp. 75-77. Activities of

chemists, based on laws of conservation ot

matter and energy, applied to prevention

and control of disease, to economy in han-

dling of heat, to checking insect pests, to

various phases of industry, etc.

Darstellungs-Sonderfalle bei technischen

Zeichnungen. ^JI^^
Scheh Masehincnhau, May 6, 1924, v.

•^^.

,,p 531-534. Drawings. Discusses DIN

specifications for machine drawing and

their apidication to special parts.

Methods for Analyzing ^^^
^^^^1:^

ir'^RindKich. Forging - Stamping Heat

Treatino. May 1924, v. 10, p. 19fia Data

sheet no. 5. Preparation and standardiza-

tion of sodium thiosulphate and lodme solu-

tions. I.ist of reagents for analyses or

raw materials.

Neue D. I. Normblatter. 62(003)

"Dinormen," Cc.nian engineering staml-

aids proposed and adopted each month, ap

pear regularly in Maschinenbau and ]^ erk--

stattstechnik.

Standard Forms for Office and^Shop

Max.-vgement and administration. June
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1924, V. 7, pp. 695-698. See Office Methods.

Testing of Metal Strip. 620.12
Leslie Aitchison and L. W. Johusou. Iron

and Coal Trades Review, May 9, 1924, pp.
774-775. Drawings. Describes bend-testing

machine and conditions of tests.

Transmissionen. 62(003)
(Dinbueh 6). Kurt Heuschel. Xormen-
auschuss der Deutschen Industrie. 1923.

(Courtesy of American Engineering Stand-

ards Committee). 142 pp. Illustrated.

A compilation, or handbook, of power
transmission apparatus standajds adopted
by the Standards Committee of German In-

dustry, and the application of this equip-

ment to service. It treats of shafting,

couplings, collars, keys, bearings, bearing
supports, hangers, pulleys, rope drives, belt-

ing, belt tighteners, belt shifters, bushings,

lubrication, anchor bolts and plates, power
measurements, tolerances for fits, instruc-

tions for installation, a transmission ques-

tionnaire, calculation tables covering mo-
ments of inertia, metric and English con-

versions, circumferences, areas, roots, ami
powers; and I-beam, channel, and angle
sizes and properties.

Zeichnungsnormen. 52(003)
(Dinbueh SI. A. Heilandt and A. Maier.

Xormenauschuss der Deutschen Industrie.

1923. (Courtesy of American Engineering
Standards Committee !. 72 pp. Illus-

trated. A compilation of drawing stand-

ards adopted by the Standards Committee
of German Industry. It includes sheet

sizes, arrangement of standard-form sheets,

classification of drawings according to use

and purpose, arrangement of views, quality

of lines, cross-sectioning, lettering, dimen-
sioning, finish marks, machining instruc-

tions, conventional indications, standard
araugement of titles and notes, and bills

of material.

Technical

Application of Ball Bearings to Machine
Tools. 621.82
ilachintry. June 1!:)24, v. 30, pp. 776-7S1.

Diagrs. Practical methods of applying
ball-bearings to lathes, grinding machines,
drilling machine spindles, and transmission

shafts.

The Application of the Steam Turbine
for Auxiliary Machinery. 621.125
K. W. Allen. Ilie Kitt)iitccr, April 25,

1924, v. 137, pp, 455, 457. Siipplanting of

high-speed steam engine on ships results

in saving of time, space and power.

Babbitt Ball and Roller Hanger Bear-
ings. 621.89
F. E. Gooding. Industrial Engineer, May
1924, V. 82, pp. 229-231, 257. Illus. Types
and applications, together with methods for

spreading lubricants over bearing surfaces,

and ways to reduce friction losses.

Bronze Welded Cast Iron Pipe Joints
Are Practicable. 621.774
II. Y. Carson. Gas Age Record, May 31,

1924, V. 53, pp, 757-760. Discusses methods
used, non-corrosive quality of Tobin bronze.

and result of tests with two varieties of

cast iron pipes.

Building Lathes Interchangeably, 621.94
C. O. Herb, ilachim ry. June l'.t24, v. 30,

pp. 758-761. Illus. Planing parts to mas-

ters, and various methods used by Chard
Lathe Co. to facilitate assembly of ma-
chines and supply of replacement parts

without hand-fitting.

Economical Operation and Maintenance
of Boiler Furnaces. 621.18
Robert June. The Blast Furnace and Steel

Plant, May 1924, v. 12, pp. 251-253, 260.

Charts. Furnaces and boiler furnace man-
agement, discussing fuels and refractories.

Electrical Metering Instruments in the
Pulp and Paper Making Indus-
try. 621.3175
O. C. Cordes. Paper Trade Journal, April

24, 1924, V. 78, pp. 48-51. Illus. Discusses

meters showing at all times power required

by various machines.

Electrically-Operated Pumps in Indus-
trial Plants. 621.64
The Engintcr. AprU 25, 1924, v. 137, p.

458. Charts. Analysis of elements affect-

ing overall efficiency of pumping units.

The Engineering Index 1923. 62(016)
700 pp. The American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers. Xew York. $7.00.

Contains brief reviews of important articles

which appeared during 1923, in nearly 700
-Vmerican and foreign periodicals which
are received by the Engineering Societies

Library. The items are arranged alpha-

betically according to subjects discussed,

with numerous cross-references which in-

crease the value of the volume. It provides

an excellent reference book inasmuch as

there are few subjects of a technical nature
that have not been discussed in some peri

odical during the past year. By referring

to the proper subject heading a short

review is found, of all articles published
on the subject with information concern-

ing the publication in which the article ap-

peared so that steps may be taken to secure

a copy of it if so desired.

Experiences with Multiple Feed High
Pressure Lubrication. 621.89
L. E. Humpton. The Blast Furnace and
Steel Plant. May 1924, v. 12, pp. 236-237.

Illus. Manifold safety lubricator increases

efficiency and decreases cost.

Extension Study Course in Coal Min-
ing: Part 4. Haulage. 622.6
.Adam Crawford. Cual Mine Management,
May 1924, pp. 44-54. Illus. Electric mine
locomotives: historic survey of use, types,

construction features, motors and compara-
tive capacity.

Falkirk Uses New Methods. 621.72
11. C. Esteys. Th, Foundry. Mav 5, 1924,
V. 52, pp. ,331-339, 363. Illus. How intro-

duction of sand-throwing molding machine
has increased output of bath-tubs, and
miscellaneous castings m the old Scotch
iron foundry community of Falkirk.

Geistige Schopfung als Grundlegende
Forderung der Patentfahigkeit. 608

H. Xeuuiann. Maschinenhau, April 10,

1924, V. 3, pp. 461-464. Value of real

inventive genius in industry. Problem of

Patent Office to decide between patentable

inventions and mere construction improve-

ments, and advisability of having techni-

cally trained men in this office.

Heavy Oil Engine Indicator Dia-
grams. 621.43
•T. M. Ferguson. The Petroleum World
(England), May 1924, v. 21, pp. 200, 202-

204. Diagrams. Abstract of paper read

before the Diesel Engine Users Association.

Discusses comparisons of diagrams, hints

on taking diagrams, indicators, and value

of diagrams.

High Pressure Turbines. 621.165
The Engineer, May 2, 1924, v. 137, pp.
489-90. Diagrams. Technical details of

the Brown, Boveri turbine, developed to

improve power plant efficiency.

Looldng into the Mirror of Introspec-
tion. 621.73
(t. H. Koskey. Forging-Stamping-Heat
Treating, May 1924, v. 10, pp. 176-179.

Drop forging problems within the trade
and plant.

Manufacturing to Close Limits. 621.9
B. H. Blood. Ahratiire Industry. May
1P24, V. 5, pp. 126-129. Practical applica-

tion of tolerances in manufacture.

Providing Safety in Electric Weld-
ing. 621,392
D, H. Deyoe, 7ro)i Trade Review, May 8,

1924, V. 74, p, 1235, Safety measures for
arc welders.

Recovery of Waste Heat in Open Hearth
Practice. 669.8
W. Dyrssen. Iron and Coal Trades Rc-
'i<ic. May 9, 1924, pp. 759-766; May 16,

1924, pp. 836-837. Charts. Diagrams,
A thorough analysis of furnace operation

and nietnods for conserving heat. Fol-

lowed by rliscussidii.

Short-Center Belt Drives, 621,85
G. A. Freukel. Machinery. June 1924, v.

30, pp. 747-753. Diagrs. Reduction of

stresses in belt and of pressure on the

bearings and other advantages of short-

center belt drives. L.iyout and arrange-
ments of different drives, etc.

Steady Progress in Steam Power Econ-
omy. 621,1(09)
.1. T. Beard, 2nd. Industrial Management
(X. Y.), June 1924, v. 67, pp. ,329-335.

Illus. Historic survey of steam engineer-

ing from Xcwcomen engine to mercury
boiler.

Taking the Guesswork Out of
Dies. 621.961
C. C. Rhead. Forging-Stamping-Keat Treat-

ing, May 1924, v. 10, pp, 1S8-193, Record-
ing the performance of dies used in pro-

duction of pressed metal parts.

Universal Treatment of Timber Will
Save Money. 691.15
H, S. Sackett. Railway Age, April 26,

1924, v. 76, pp. 1049-1050. Large econ-
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omies would result from using treated

wood for cars, railroad bridges, ties, etc.

ijber die Mathematischen Grundlagen
der Nomographic. 510.8

L. Bieberbaek. Zeitschrift des Vereines

Deutscher Inpenieure, May 17, 1924, v. 68,

pp. 4n-')-4!i8. Charts. Discusses and illus-

trates mathematical principles of nomog-

raphy.

Utilization of Decayed Wood in the

Chemical Processes. 676

J. D. Kue, E. N. Miller, and C. J. Hum-
phrey. Paper Trade Journal, May 15,

1924, V. 78, pp. 44-48. Illus. Use of de-

cayed wood in sulphite and soda processes.

Where Wiring Can Be Improved Around
Machines. 621.3

Industrial Engineer, May 1924, v. 82, pp.
220-224, 259. Illus. All manner of wiring

improvements and safety measures with il-

lustrations of good and bad installation.

Training

Business Training for Engineers. 62(07)
P. M. Atkins. The Armour Engineer, May
1924, V. 15, pp. 131-133. Discusses what
training in business a prospective engineer

should have.

Making the Skilled Mechanic of To-
morrow. 658.3861

F. A. Pope. Industrial Management
(N.Y.), June 1924, v. 67, pp. 363-307.

Illus. Plan for apprentice training in

metal trades adopted by a branch of Na-
tional Metal Trades Association.

Training Draftsmen and Patternmak-
ers. 6(07)
Machinery, June 1924, v. 30, pp. 787-789.

Outlines courses in mechanical drawing and
pattern-making given at Worcester Boys
Trade Scliool.

Training Men Quickly for Special

Needs. 658.386
James Wade Eussell. Factory, May 1924,

V. 32, pp. 668-670, 730. Illus. Training
plan that can be put into service and taken
out again as conditions change.

Zusammenhange zwischen Eignungs-
priifung und Leistungsbeobachtung in

der Praxis bei Lehrlingen der Metallin-

dustrie. 658.31156
R. Bolt. Maschinenbau, April 10, 1924, v.

3, pp. 450-454. Charts. Study of com-
parative results obtained from ability tests

ajiplied to a group of 33 apprentices ad-

mitted to the Siemens-Schuckert works at

Nurnberg. Eatings given during two years
of their apprenticeship, based on character

analysis and proved ability. Cliarts illus-

tTate records kept.

Transportation

An Analysis of Costs for 10 Years of

Fleet Operation. 656.124
E. E. Plimpton, fiocicty of Automotive En-
gineers Jotirnal, May 1924, v. 14, pp. 539-

544. Charts. Operating costs of motor
vehicles from viewpoint of maintenance or

replacement, considering (a) physical de-

preciation, (&) obsolescence and (c) in-

ndpquacy.

Daily Program and Performance of a

Locomotive. 621.13

K. S. Parsons. Eaihvay Review, May 17,

1924, V. 74, pp. 884-886. Discussion from
transportation viewpoint of locomotive per-

formance in fast freight, slow freight, and

switching service.

An Evolution in Transportation. 629.113

J. W. Drake. Michigan Manufacturer and

Financial Record, May 31, 1924, v. 33, pp.

2, 27. Motor vehicles in private and in-

dustrial life, and their relation to railways,

highways, etc.

Highway Transpor t—The New-
comer. 656.124

E. D. Chapin. Michigan Manufacturer

and Financial Record, May 31, 1924, v. 33,

pp. 6, 25. Survey of the motor vehicle as

a means of transportation. Discusses

freight service, bus fines, rural trucking,

etc.

Improved Methods Produce Results in

Kansas City. 658.9:656.4

Electric Bailicay Journal, May 24, 1924, v.

63, pp. 807-811. Management methods ap-

plied to Kansas City Railways, under re-

ceivership, resulted in improvement of serv-

ice and increased income.

Observations of a Superintendent of

Motor-Truck Fleet-Operation. 656.124

.J. F. Winchester. Society of Automotive

Engineers Journal, May 1924, v. 14, pp.

496-503. Illus. Selling, operating, ami

maintenance of motor trucks, including dis-

cussion of operating costs, records and rec-

ord forms with specific recommendations.

Railway Rates and Cost of Service. 656.23

By Owen Ely. 145 pp. Houghton Mifflin

Company, New York. $2. Contains a tech-

nical discussion of the relation between

railway freight rates and the cost of serv-

ice, and of the economic and social dis-

advantage of the present rate structure.

The author describes the various rate-mak-

ing theories such as '
' value of service,

'

'

'
' joint cost,

'
' and '

' monopoly, '
' and states

that they are unsatisfactory foundations

for a general rate structure. He believes

that a scientific study of the entire rate

problem should be made, a better method

of fixing rates determined, and the present

rate structure revised. There are 5 out-

standing economic and social problems the

solution of which, the author believes, will

be materially aided by scientific revision of

tlie rate system: (1) The proper distribu-

tion of population between city and coun-

try; (2) the stimul.ation of foreign trade:

(3) the maintenance of an efficient trans-

portation system; (4) the synchronization

of rate and weight regulation with changes

in commodity prices; (5) an equitable ad-

justment of the rights of railroad employees,

investors in railroad securities, and the

shipping and traveling public.

The Relation of the Vehicle Builder to

Motor Transport. 656.124

David Beecroft. ,'iocicty of Automotive

Engineers Journal, May 1924, v. 14, pp.

522-526, 538. Motor trucks, motor cars,

and motor buses used wholly for business

purposes are considered, and plea made for

more clearly defined relations between pro-

ducer and consumer. Discusses operation

problems, privately owned service stations,

possible economies, etc.

Train Delays and Loss and Damage
Claims. 656.22

G. D. Brooke. Railway Review, May 31,

1924, V. 74, p. 971. How claim payments

for delays are related to car supply, per

diem costs and car miles per day.

Wages

Comparison of Premium Wage
Plans. 658.3225

E. F. Miller. Man-.^gement and Adminis-

tration-, June 1924', v. 7, pp. 699-704.

Tables. Job costs, amounts of wages and

rel.ative advantages under different sys-

tems.

Group Insurance of Employees. 658.3253

E. S. Hanson. Cement, Mill and Quarry,

May 20, 1924, v. 24, pp. 39-40. Arguments

in favor of group insurance.

Maintains Standard Time Sys-

tem. 658.3231

Inn, Trade Review, May 22, 1924, v. 74,

pp. 1370-1372. Employee representation

:ind method for establishing wages on

oijuitable basis adopted by Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Co. Standard

time system proved satisfactory.

Wages and Hours in Manufactur-

ing. 658.32

Iron Age, May 8, 1924, v. 113, pp. 1356-

1357. Analysis of iron and steel, and

foundry and machine shop groups from

July 1914 to January 1924.

Wages, Hours, and Employment in

American Manufacturing Indus-

tries. 331.2

Research Eeport No. 69, National Indus-

trial Conference Board. New Tork. 104

pp. $2.00. This report, the eighth gen-

eral survey of trends in wage-earnings in

American manufacturing industries, lays

special emphasis on the movement of

liourly and weekly earnings during the last

h.ilf of 1923, in relation to the peak of in-

dustrial activity in 1920 and to the pre-

war period. Such a study of the wage

movement during this period, in connection

with the general movements in employment,

working hours, and hours of plant opera-

tion affords a valuable basis for judgment

regarding future trends in these important

industrial factors. The investigation, upon

which the report is based, covered 1,678

manufacturing plants, employing, in June

1920, 097,905 workers. The data on wage-

earners has been divided by sex and then

into occupational classifications of male

skilled and unskilled laborers. Twenty-

three industries have been studied, covering

a wide field of manufacturing activity.

Why I Don't Believe in the Straight

Commission System. 658.3236

William L. Fletcher. Sales Management,

May 1924, v. 6, p. 974. Maintains that

losses due to turnover of salesmen are much
l;irger when on commission basis, than

when on salarv basis.
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Decline Continues: Improvement Is

Indicated by Recent Developments
PREPARED BY LEWIS H. HANEY

Director, New York University Bureau of Business Research i

During June the main forecasting

line, the P/Y line, turned upward a

little more decidedly. From the low

point of the year of S8.7 reached in

April this index of the future advanced

to 90.4 in May and to 91.5 in June. This

upturn is due to the relatively small de-

cline in Bradsti-eet's price index, com-

bined with the continued rapid decrease

in the physical volume of industry and

trade. The rise in the forecasting line

indicates that an equilibrium between de-

mand and supply in the commodity mar-

ket has been reached and that demand
is becoming relatively stronger. Firmer
prices are in prospect and better profits

should foUow.

It is to be remembered that this is in

the future and may be expected some-

where between 4 and 6 months after the

PA"" line turns up. At present the gen-

eral business recession is still imder way.

Conditions in most industi'ies are not

good, and in some lines the bottom had
not been reached at the middle of July.

This is notably true of iron and steel.

1 Assisted by Horace J. Barney and E.
H. Leding of the Bureau's Staff.

Present indications do not suggest

any great or rapid recovery. For

example, consumer purchasing power is

not likely to increase in the near future.

This conclusion is borne out by the rela-

tively small rise in the P/V line. It is

entirely possible, however, that consid-

erable inflation in credit may develop

soon, and if this is the case a large in-

flationary upturn might get under way.

The upswing in business which has

been forecast still seems probable about

October.

June data make it seem very unlikely

that there will be any early reversal in

the trend of the main forecasting line.

It is clearly on the upgrade and the

continued downward adjustment in pro-

duction lends strength to the future sit-

uation in business.

Recent Developments

Probably the outstanding develop-

ments dui'ing Jime and the early part

of July are those in the following list.

In general, however, it may be said that

numerous indications suggest that the

bottom of the present recession is near

and that evidence of this fact is the

leading current development.

1. Increased e^ndence of more stable

price levels : Bradstreet's slightly

down. Dim's up, six-commodity in-

dex unchanged. (Fig. 9).

2. Business failures decreased. (Fig.

10).

3. Further easy money rates result in

heavy buying of bonds and stocks.

4. Upturn in the adjusted index of

bank debits. (Fig. 7).

5. A more favorable outlook for retail

trade, especially mail orders, fol-

lowing the May slump. (Fig. 8).

6. Increased talk of inflation, with con-

ditions favoring it stronger.

Favorable Factors

The favorable factors, though much
the same as last month, have gained

somewhat in weight.

1. Continued rapid checking of produc-

tion. (Fig. 2).

2. More stable price levels, with con-

flicts in various indexes which

seem to indicate a turn. (Fig. 9).

3. Higher grain and live stock prices.

4. P/V line moves up again. (Fig. 1).

5. Money at bottom levels. (Fig. 9).

6. Decreased business failures. (Fig.

10).
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7. Mail order sales and bank debits

turn up. (Figs. 7 and 8).

Unfavorable Factors

1. Building activity declines sharply.

(Fig. 6).

2. Employment and earnings of labor

continue to decrease; considerable

iinemplojTnent in some sections.

(Figs, li and 12).

3. Poor crops in prospect, especially

corn.

4. Unfilled steel orders down. (Fig. 3).

5. Stocks of basic commodities in first

hands large. (Table 1).

FriURE Dangers

The factors which may be listed as

dangers affecting the industrial future

are much the same as those mentioned

in the last issue of Management and
Administration and are not here re-

peated. It should be emphasized, how-

ever, that two of the outstanding points

appear to be the downward trend of

purchasing power among consumers, and

third party developments in politics.

The former will be discussed below.

As to the political situation it is not

to be denied that with two rather con-

servative candidates representing the

Republican and Democratic parties,

there is a possibility that the La Toilette

movement may gain sufficient strength

to insure a pretty strong representation

of radical elements in the next Congress.

Mr. La Follette may hold the balance of

power. Radical legislation is not im-

probable, and it will be an important

factor. It is even within the bounds of

possibility that the choice of president

may be thrown into the House of Repre-

sentatives where each state would cast

one vote with 25 votes required for elec-

tion.

While wheat, corn, and hogs promi.se

to be relatively high in price this fall,

it must be i-emembered that the produc-

tion of these commodities will be smaller

and that the farmers are not yet in a

favorable economic condition.

Main Barometer Analyzed

Turning to the main barometer (Fig.

1) the general situation there shown de-

serves careful attention. The P/V line

has already been discussed, but atten-

tion is called to (he fact that it is still

below normal. It is highly significant

that the interest rate is now under the

lowest point reached in the summer of

1922, and the curve showing the trend

of that rate lies in the area of depres-

sion and recovery. This index gives

strong indication that business recession

is not likely to go much further and

that the basis for improved conditions

is strong.

The failure bars still project into the

area of depression, but are decreasing

in length, which indicates that business

is tending towards the normal area. The

cyclical six-commodity price index ap-

pears to be tending upward as has

usually been the case in the past when

the P/V line has risen. The reserve

ratio curve, which has been in the area of

depression for nearly three years on ac-

count of the abnormal gold reserves held

in this country, shows a sharp upturn

in June after allowing for seasonal va-

riation, and recovered most of the de-

cline made in May. Although present

abnormal conditions with reference to

gold deprive the reserve ratio of much
of its significance, it is possible that

this sharp upturn may indicate the be-

ginning of a revival in business.

Three Unfavorable Conditions

When all has been said, however, there

remain at least three very unfavorable

conditions which are of sufficient im-

portance to prevent a very early or a

very great business revival—barring in-

flation. In the first place, there is the

continued decline in employment and

earnings. In Illinois, employment in

.Tune dropped 3.4 per cent and more un-

employment existed than at any time in

the last four years. In Pennsylvania,

employment dropped 4.8 per cent and

in New Jersey, 2.8 per cent. In New
York, after allowing for seasonal varia-

tion, employment decreased 1.6 per cent

and was only 5 per cent greater than

the average for 1921. As to earnings,

the pay-rolls of identical establishments

in Illinois showed a decrease during

June of 4.8 per cent. Pennsylvania and
New Jersey average weekly earnings of

labor decreased 5.1 per cent and 0.4 of

1 per cent, respectively. In New York,

earnings, after allowing for seasonal

variation, were over 2.4 per cent lower.

These decreases are greater than have

taken place in the cost of living. In

fact, the Department of Labor reports

an increase in retail food costs as of

June 15. This diminished purchasing

power of laborers, while it will be favor-

ably affected when business and indus-

try begin to revive, has now gone so

far that it must be considered a serious

drag on the initiation of the upturn and
will serve to impede proprress.

The Stock Situation

In the second place, stocks of the com-
modities in fii'sl hands are large. In

fact, the Department of Commerce I'e-

port.s an increase in such stocks at the

end of May and the majority of the

commodities covered in Table 1 do not

show a strong situation in this respect.

Here is another drag on business recov-

ery. In spite of reduced production,

the stocks held by manufacturers are

still so large in many industries as to

reduce the chances for firmer prices in

the near future.

In the third place, there has been a

further weakening in those industries

which were the main supports of the

business up-swing in 1923. Building

activity (Fig. 6) is decidedly on the

down-grade with contemplated construc-

tion at lower levels than obtained last

year. In fact, deferred building appears

to be very small in amount and this, to-

gether with the rapid decline in con-

tracts awarded, suggests a low level of

activity during the fall and winter

months. Railway traffic (Fig. 2) and

earnings have been declining and the

surplus of cars and locomotives in good

condition suggests a smaller demand
for iron and steel from this source.

Automobile production has mo%'ed down
for some months, and, while sales have

lately shown some strength, the demand
from this industry does not compare

favorably with last year. These things

are especial drawbacks to recovery in the

iion and steel trades.

Effects of Possible Inflation

Concerning the increased talk of in-

flation, it must be noted that conditions

favorable thereto continue with increas-

ing strength. Gold imports continue

large. Money is at very low levels.

The reserve ratio, naturally, is at a

very high point. At the same time the

loans and discounts of member banks

have increased and are relatively large.

The effects of easy money are now ap-

parent in the increased loans made by

banks on securities and by the invest-

ments of those institutions in bonds and
stocks. The policy pursued by member
banks of al)staining from rediscounts at

the Reserve Bank appears to have gone
about as far as possible, which makes
it more likely that from now on the

large gold imports will have their effect

on credit and prices. While it does not

seem that there is yet any sound basis

for predicting an inflationary boom, it

must be admitted that it is a possibility

and might easily get under way if those

who direct the nation's financial policy

were (o offer it any encouragement.

This condition deserves careful watch-

ing by business men, for if, as, and
when the inflation element becomes
strong in money and credit, a boom will

start with rising prices. This would call

for: (1) prompt action to secure the

profits j'csulting from the upward trend:

and (2) great caution to prevent being

caucrht at the peak.
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Production and Stocks of Commodities
Production Still in Excess of Demand

Stocks ill first hands continue large.

The latest complete data are for May
when there was a considerable increase.

The following facts are shown in Table

1. Gasoline stocks are abnormally large

and cuts in gasoline prices have been

prevalent. Merchant pig iron stocks in-

creased considerably and are ab-

noi-mally large. Zinc stocks showed a

large increase in June and July. Stocks

of newsprint paper have increased for

the fifth consecutive month. On the

owing to the momentum of the move-

ment now under way, markets show signs

of approaching stability with firmer

pr:

indications suggest that the cun-ent

process of readjustment in industry will

be completed by October.

Iron and Steel Production

Productiiiu. Pig iron production fell

off 20 per cent during June, the average

150

140

|l30

J 120

IllO
c.

100

90
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Trend of Trade and Finance
Price Drop and Trade Activity Nearing the Bottom

Bank Debits and Postal Receipts

Batik Debits. The volume of cheeks

drawn during June increased more

than usual for June. It is still below

March and April. The adjusted index

in Fig. 7 now stands at 123.1 compared

with the 121.7 in May.
Postal Receipts. The June figures

show a rather sharp loss in the receipts

at 50 selected post offices (for 25 work-

ing days). The adjusted index, which

inating seasonal variation. The adjusted

index fell from 148.3 to 143.9, a loss

of 3 per cent in June.

Department Store Sales. The latest

available data are for May. In that

month the adjusted index fell from

119.7 (April) to 110.5.

Conclusion. The indicated trend of

retail trade, especially mail orders, is

still good, although purchasing power

of labor and farmers is declining. Small

Interest Rate. The Bureau's index of

the rate on best commercial paper

during June was 58.1. The average rate

in June was 3.8 per cent and at the

middle of July was 3.5 per cent.

Conclusion. Further irregularity will

exist, but indications are that the gen-

eral price level will soon begin to ad-

vance. As money rates lag considerably

behind price changes, it is practically

certain that very easy money will per-

sist well into the fall months.

New Enterprises and Failures

Business Failures. The index for the
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Wage and Employment Situation

Earnings and Employment Still Decreasing

Earnings and Cost of Living

Selected Industries in the United

States. The index of per capita earn-

ings decreased from 108.7 to 105.3 in

June, dne partly to a drop of 2 per

cent in full time operation, but chiefly

to reduction in wage rates. Wage rate

declining continuously since February,

and is now at approximately the same

point as in June 1922. It is 15.5 per

cent higher than in January 1921.

New York State. The index, after cor-

rection for seasonal variation, declined

to 104.5 in June. It has been decreasing

ings generally is bound to have an effect

on labor's buying power. At the same
time it shows that production and manu-
facturing costs are being adjusted, and

means a tendency to greater efficiency

on the part of labor.

Employment and Earnings in

Selected Industries

The trend of era])loyment and earn-
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u.NITED STATES Hoffman

Machinery Corporation, with

Executive Offices in New York City

and Factories in Syracuse, manu-
factures and sells steam pressing

machines and similar equipment to

tailor shops and clothing manu-
facturers throughout the world.

Their business involves an im-

mense amount of detail, about

which complete information must
be instantly available. That is

why they have installed the Powers
Equipment, shown in the photo-

graph to the left, in their New
York offices. A similar installa-

tion, consisting of 4 Automatic
Punches, i Sorter, and 3 Printing

Tabulators, is in use at their

Syracuse plant.

"No other way to obtain the accuracy and speed"
TN a recent letter from W. H. North, "ur business we have so much detail to review. ThisIN a recent letter from W. H. North,

Comptroller of the United States Hofif-

man Machinery Corporation, he describes

the usefulness of their Powers Equipment as

follows

:

"The accounting work for which we use POWERS
equipment is the following

:

1. All of our cost accounting and inventory rec-

ords at our factory and foundry, Syracuse.

2. Records of customers' notes receivable, of

which we have at times as many as 80,000
outstanding.

3. Sales analysis.

4. The control of Branch Office inventories of

machines and parts.

We believe there is no other way in which we could

obtain the analysis of our operations with anything like

the accuracy and speed that your methods afford. In

Send for Evdiecne of Powers Savings
Powers Equipment is saving actual dollars and cents as
well as time for its users. The little book "EVIDENCE"
tells the story of these savings, and describes how Powers
Equipment is used. It will be sent you without obUgation.
Just fill out and mail the coupon to the right.

POWERS ACCOUNTING

our business we have so much detail to revie^^•. This
is due to the fact that our machines are built entirely

within our own plants. Machine shop costs are neces-

sarily intricate if it is required to find the cost of each

machine and part. Another reason for detailed analysis

is the fact that we sell largely on installment contracts,

the accounts of which have to be reviewed and checked

in detail very frequently.

We wish to compliment you particularly on jour
service."

Hundreds of other firms in all lines of

business are finding Powers Accounting Ma-
chine Systems just as useful and just as in-

dispensable. They agree with Mr. North
that "there is no other way in which they
could obtain the analysis of their operations

with anything like the accuracy and speed."

P
I POWERS ACCOUNTING MACHINE CORP.
I 115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

I

You may send me a copy of "Evidence"—without
obligation. I want to learn how other manufacturing

I

concerns ar^ saving real money by using Powers
Equipment.

I

I Nan

MACHINE CORPORATION!
Technical Representatives in All Principal Cities

Position

Firm

115 Broadway
street

NewYork,N.Y. I
City State
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Put present plants on a
better working basis!

Brownhoist makes locomotive cranes operated by
steam, electricity and gasoline engine.

Capacities from 5 to 40 tons.

^i
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T
A 50-man-power masterpiece

HIS LATEST INDUSTRIAL crawling tractor locomotive crane is

producing 50-man-power results in handling the heavy loads of

industry. It is catting deep into the high costs of manual
material-handling and recovering a buried treasure of non-productive
dollars.

The new type D is a masterpiece of design and construction. Its

outstanding superiority is guaranteed by America's pioneer crane
builders. Over fifty years of untarnished business integrity and
highly specialized skill and experience form its background.

This newest INDUSTRIAL has a greater field of usefulness in indus-

try than any other material-handling equipment on the market
today. As a crawling tractor it goes everywhere. With its acces-

sories, including clamshell bucket, electro-magnet, hook and block,

shovel dipper arm, dragline bucket, wood grapple and pile driving

leaders, it will conquer any material-handling problem at a tremen-
dous saving in time and labor.

This latest 'iNDUSfffTXL is fully described and
illustrated in a 16-page bulletin just off the
press. Ask for Book No. M-I20 and it will

be sent to you promptly.

INDUSTRIAL WORKS
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

Locomotive Cranes. 5 to 200 Tons -- Transfer, Pillar <&. Gantrv Crar\es
Railway Pile Drivers — Combination Crane Pile Drivers — Transfer Tables
Portable Rail Saws — Grab Buckets -- Magnets -- Steam Pile Hammers

Industrials
Excel

13 MASSIVE STEEL BASE
Without jacking

up base, steel

conical rollers

easily removed.

Center pin nut
adjusts all play

between bedplate

and roller path.

1*^
[D ^D@O0r^

Entire upper machinery rests on a single

massive steel rotating bedplate, insuring

perfect alignment and preventing sticking

clutches, undue gear wear and bent shafts.

HIGH TRACTOR ROLLERS14
Bi g self-cleaning

sprocket wheels on
adjustable beari

Both tractors

are entirely

riven.

Tractor rollers, five on each side are 25

inches in diameter. These large rollers

decrease the traveling friction and keep

bearings high up out of all mud and dirt.

INDUSTRIAL
CRAWLING TRACTOR CRAN£$
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Compensating Type Electric Furnace equipped
with G-E Direct-Heat Units, and

Automatic Control

i'iring vitreous enamel in a Jurnace
equipped with C-E DirecUHeat

Units and Automatic
Control.

Smokeless, Flameless Heat

The old problems of Industrial Heating—com-
bating combustion handicaps, uneven heat,

rejections—no longer trouble the man who uses
electric furnaces and ovens.

Vitreous enameling, attended by numerous dis-

advantages of old time methods, has been
simplified and improved by the use of electric

furnaces equipped with heating units of G-E
Direct-Heat design. Temperature is easily main-
tained. There is no muffle to sag and break.

The number of heats a day is increased, the
quality of the product is higher, and rejections

due to soot or fumes are unknown.

The electric compensating furnace for annealing

is so arranged that the cooling charge coming
out of the furnace preheats the cold charge on
its way in. This furnace has proved especially

valuable in annealing wire—greatly speeding

production.

In the new G-E Direct-Heat Furnace, Type
RRS, there is no muffle interposed between the

resistor and the charge. The heat radiates direct

to the charge, which makes heating quicker and
control easier.

The General Electric Company also manufac-
tures small electric heating devices—giving to

industry the broad use of electricity for practi-

cally every heating purpose.

G-E Direa-Heii Furnace, Tyfi- RRS—jr
heat It eating tooh. heat treatment research
in laboratory, and many other heat treat'

ing processe; up to 2000 F.

For iapun imkinq ovens the (•cncral Electric
Company manufactures a complete line

cj electric heating equipment with
automatic control

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities

GENERALELECTMC
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BuildinotheMorale oftheWorkino'Force
By J. HOWELL ( IMMIXGS

President, John B. Stetson Company

WELFARE work in the Stetson business was

almost coincident with its founding, for John
B. Stetson was an intensely human person,

thoughtful of the physical and spiritual well-being of

those associated with him, happy when they were en-

joying happiness, and sj'mpathetic in their troubles.

From the very beginning of his

business life he pi-actieed "Wel-
fare "Work," although the term

was perhaps not thought of at

that time.

The first Stetson hat was made
in 1865, when Mr. Stetson started

with a capital of $100. There

were difficulties to overcome, but

the business prospered, and with

the first emploj-ee began welfare

work at Stetson's, because John
B. Stetson believed in sharing suc-

cess with those about him. and it

was always his aim to make others

contented in their work. The ex-

pression attributed to Stephen

Girard was one of his favorites.

He believed that
'

' S.ympathy is

best expressed in terms of dollars

and cents," and there are numer-
ous instances where he helped in a

most practical way. according to

this principle, ilr. Stetson was a

working man, acquainted with the

problems of that class. He had no
time for the shirker, but did appre-

ciate the man who worked with a

will.

ilany of the first employees were
known to some of the men at present

employed by the John B. Stetson Company, several of
whom began as apprentices more than 50 years ago.

Incidents of the early history of the business have been
handed down, and the examples set by ilr. Stetson
himself, and those who helped him, have made their

Index Number

658.3 Employee morale

impression on the whole

present organization. He
showed that a real inter-

est in one's work was
one of the big factors in doing that work well. It has

become impressed upon Stetson employees to interest

themselves in the work they do—

•

to feel that every man or woman,
boy or girl, is doing a responsible

task that should not be slighted,

and to realize that the work of

one department is as important as

that of another. The man who
runs an elevator, or who keeps the

workroom in order, knows that

what he does has its bearing on

the making of Stetson hats—he

feels that he, too, is a hatter.

As the number of employees

grew, it was, of course, impossible

to maintain the close, personal

relationship that existed between

employer and employee in the

early days, when the number of

employees was comparatively

small. At the same time, it has

always been the aim of the man-
agement to keep up this spirit so

far as it is possible to do so, with

a pay-roll containing 5000 names.

"When the first child was born

to one of the first Stetson employees

a new silver dollar was presented to

the child as the nucleus of a savings

account, and this practice was car-

ried on for many years, so that it

might be said this was the beginning

of welfare work, as the term is commonly used.

It is not a matter of record when the first turkey

was presented to employees, but from a time far beyond

the memory of any of the present employees, at Christ-

mas turkevs have been given to every married man,

137
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hats to singiu men, and eaudy and gloves lo girls and

women. At Christmas, 1923, there were given to em-

ployees 2813 turkeys weighing 42.195 11).. 1151 pairs of

gloves, and 1000 lb. of candy.

The John B. Stetson Company has adopted three or

four plans that are in the nature of prolit-sharing

plans, all based upon the merit system. A careful

record of each employee is kept through the year, and

at Christmas time he is rewarded according to his

effort. All awards are made at the Christmas exer-

cises in the large auditorium in the factory. (See

Fig. 1).

At first the distributions were small, but each year

they have grown in amount, in some years totaling

as much as $550,000.

The bonus, system, which has been so helpfiil in build-

ing up the efficiency of the skilled

labor employed in manufaeturinii-

Stetson hats, was tirst introduced in

1898, in the sizing department, as a

reward to employees of this depart-

ment who had been punctual and con-

stant in their attendance during the

entire year. The bonus amounted to

5 per cent of their total wages for tlu'

year. Hatters had gained for them-

selves a rather unenviable reputation

for uncertain attendance. I\Iuch time

was lost in hat factories. When the

bonus plan was put into effect there

was an increase of 15 per cent in the

number of employees who remained

at work during that year; in other

words a full attendance was obtained

from 50 per cent in the sizing depart

ment against 35 per cent for the year

1897. This was considered suffi-

ciently encouraging to justify an increase in the bonus

to 10 per cent in 1899, and during that year 67 per

cent of the sizers remained the entire year. The
following year the record was 80 per cent. In 1901

the bonus was increased to 15 per cent and the

attendance increased to 88 per cent. In 1903, when the

bonus was increased to 20 per cent, for the first time

100 per cent of the men in the sizing department re-

mained throughout tlie year. Tliis included 1000 men
and the record of 1903 has held good i)ract'cally every

year since then.

In 1905 the bonus plan was extended to include the

women employed in the trimmiu" department. Sub-
sequenlly otlier departnu-nts were included, and in 1915

the plan was extended to take in all employees, who
have been with the company six months or more. There
is now paid to every employee a flat bontis of 10 per

cent for the year ending October 31. jiayable at Christ-

mas, provided Ihi inijiloijcr has worked fiiillifiilhi

tJiroufih ihe year.

In 1902 the Boai'd of Directors a.sked the .stockholders

to set aside 5000 shares of Common stock of the com-
pany, to be used by the i)residenl in rewarding em-
ployees \\\\a had given ineritorious service.

The stock cnst.s the cm]iloyee nothinsc, bcitiu: pi id for

by accruing dividends in about 5 vears. After 1h;i1 tin-

is held in trust for him for a period of 15 years. If

the employee leaves the company's service or is dis-

charged for cause, he receives only as much of the par

value of the stock as has accrued to date. If the em-

ployee is incapacitated for work, or dies, the stock is

transferred to him or his estate when paid in full. The
most prized possession of those employees who were

among the flnst to receive shares of stock is the stock

now matured and in their own hands. A large per-

centage of the.-;e employees, after having been awarded
stock under this plan, have added to their holdings by

purchasing stock on their own account, and their ex-

ample has been followed by others, so that a very con-

siderable number of employees are stockholders. It has

always been felt that this plan has been instrumental

in drawing into the establishment men of intelligence

em])loyee receives the divi<lends in full. l)Ul tl

Fig. 1 AUDITOKIUM Of the JoII.N B. hiTETiSOX CO.MP.\NV

and ability who co-operate fully with the management.
The company encourages employees to save, not how-

ever, through direct giving, but through a careful study

of conditions and the adopting of plans which may be

suggested from time to time. The Stetson Saving Fund
started as a Christmas Club. When Christmas came,

several employees had more than they cared to use and
wished to leave it in the fund. The company agreed to

pay them 5 ])er cent interest. The fund has now grown
to large proportions and about one-third of the em-
ployees are depositors.

Through the Stetson Building and Loan Association,

many employees have bought their own homes. For
years this has been encouraged in every way. The
home-owner is generally a dependable worker. Shares

in the Building and Loan Association are among the

awards made at Christmas, the company paying the

i!ionlhly dues and the value of the shares being turned
over to the employee at maturity of the stock.

Sick benefits are ]irnvided for by the Stetson Bene-
ficial Association. Ail employees pay monthly dues of

25 cents, and in case of sickness receive .$7 per week.

after the first week, for 6 weeks in any one year. The
general health of the employees is, however, so good
that for a considerable period only 9 monthly pay-

ments have been made during tin' year,

stock Siuee 1919 the Ornn)) Life Insurance ]ihm lias been
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in effect. An employee of three months" standing re-

ceives a policy of $200. The amount is increased to

$400 at the end of six months and to $500 at the end of

one year. One hundred dollars is added annually

thereafter, until the policy amounts to $1000. All fore-

men and assistant foremen receive double this amount.

Tlie superintendents and most of the older foremen
have been given endowment policies under the plan.

Fig. A.MEPvic.^xizATiox School for the Bexefit of Alie.v Employees

As a means of recreation, an athletic field was opened

in 1913. At noon time and on holidays the grounds
are used for ba.seball. quoits, tennis, and other sports.

The employees amuse themselves according to their in-

clinations, and the field is conducted more in the nature

of a playground tlian an athletic tield.

Two auditoriums are located in the factorv. one with

Fig. 3 Girls' Kestkoom

a seating capacity of 1800, and the other with a seating

capacity of .5.500. They are used for educational pur-
poses, social gatlierings. and the Stetson Sunday School.

The one is the largest permanent auditorium in Phila-

delphia. It is equipped with a pipe-organ and is the

scene of splendid musical concerts throughout the year,

given by such organizations as the Philadelpliia

Orchesti-a and the Stetson Chorus. The chorus of 150

voices is under the direction of Dr. Adam Geible, well-

known organist and composer.

Tlie Sunday Scliool. which meets in the auditorium,

has an enrolment of about 1200, with an average attend-

ance of over 900. The youth of the neighborhood are

attracted to the school and the many
organizations connected with it. For
almost 40 years a noonday service has

been held in the factory every Tues-

day from 12.30 to 1 p. m. There is

usually congregational singing, a solo,

and 20-min. address by some prom-
inent clergyman on a religious topic

or on some subject of unusual in-

terest.

One of the features of welfare work
is the Americanization School, wliich

is conducted in the smaller audi-

torium. (See Fig. 2.) Classes are

conducted for the benefit of alien em-
ployees. The Company 's motto is

:

' Every employee an American
citizen, who can read, speak, and
write the English language." At
tlie present time there are practically

no foreign-born employees who have
not been naturalized, or declared their

intention of being naturalized.

A first-aid room has been provided,

where minor cases are treated. It is

in charge of a graduate nurse. There is also a dental

department where the cost of service is about one-third

the tisual charge. Careful attention has been given to

cafeterias and restrooms. (See Fig. 3). To enable the

employees to procure a wholesome lunch at little cost,

the company has installed cafeterias located in different

parts of the factory. Separate service is maintained
for the men and women employees. Those who prefer
to bring their own lunches are encouraged to eat ihem
at the cafeteria tables, where they can rest with com-
fort and convenience.

The Stetson Hospital is the outgrowth of the opening
of a small dispensary in 1887. It is thoroughly mod-
ern in its equipment and can accommodate from 60 to

71) patients. It administers to the public, generally.

.\ny employee who needs hospital treatment may oc-

cupy a free bed in the ward or semi-private ward. If

the employee desires to pay for service, the hospital

and staff' will deduct 33 1/3 i)er cent of the regular

charge.

The comjiany has spent and is still spending annu-
ally, great sums of money in its welfare work, but none
of this is considered in any sense to be charity, either

by officials or employees. It is simply an investment

—

an investment in good-will, health, skill, and efficiency.

The company has acted consistently upon the prin-

ciple
—"The Better the Workman the P.etter the

Work"' anil from the results that have been obtained

it is convinced that the principle is the best possible

one for a business to follow. The public, the employees
and the comi)any all are benefited by it.
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Management Training Needed by Foremen
By E. H. FISH

WHEN we are sick and call a doctor we insist upon
getting one that has been taught medicine, but in

the shop we hire a foreman without even wondering if

he has been trained to be a foreman.

There are probably close to a million foremen and sub-

foremen in this country. Not one per cent of them have

had any training whatever in their main job. Almost
every one of them knows well enough the work over

which he is foreman so that he can do it himself, but

as for managing his men, which is really what he is paid

to do, every man has his own ideas.

Problems in Handling Men

In very few plants do foremen get together and dis-

cuss ways of handling workmen. Go through any shop
anywhere, without the foreman or superintendent, and
you will see evidences of lax control: workmen scratch-

ing their heads trying to make out how it is that the

foreman wanted them to do certain jobs; other men
.sulking because they think some one else has an easier

job or gets more pay ; men on day work kicking be-

cause they cannot get piece-work, and men on piece-

work that want day work ; men on jobs that nature never
intended them to do; men without ambition, without
satisfaction in the present, and without hope for the

future.

You find one foreman whose whole life is bound up
in the quality of the goods made; another whose sole

idea is quantity ; but neither one showing the least

interest in the human being on whom he is dependent
to attain his ends.

Who pays the bills for this waste ? The stockholders,

most of all, unless they have a sales department that
can get a price high enough to pass the loss along to the

public.

How can it be prevented? By giving the foreman
at lea.st a fraction of the training that business execu-
tives in other lines get. The art of managing men is

not essentially different in a steel mill from what it is

in a cotton mill, or a machine shop. The .same man
that is being managed in a rubber factory today is

asking for a job next week in a foundry or a shoe shop.
Getting liis enthusiastic, energetic co-o])eration in pro-
duction is not a different ]u-oblem in one shop from
that in the other.

In large shops foremen have been relieved of almost
every duty except management. They get their men
from an cini)Ioymeiit department, the work is parceled
out by a i)lanning department, it is passed on by an
inspection department—and yet only a fraction of
these large shops have ever trained their own foremen
in management. It is not a foreman's fault if he does
not know even the fir.st principles of handling men, for
there are no .schools for him to attend, and no books
on the subject for him to get from the library. Only
a little really practical material is available in the trade
papers. Therefore it is distinctly up to the management
to provide a way for these men to learn the greatest

Index Number
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essential to their work.

The problems in han-

dling workmen are as

varied as the men them-

selves. No two want exactly the same thing, but their

wants can all be classified under a few heads. They are :

1. Money.
2. Physical and mental comfort.

3. Steady work.

4. To be treated like men.

5. A reasonable chance for promotion.

Some foremen are allowed to grant wage increases;

others can merely recommend ; but there are only a few

places where they have no influence, or where they can-

not secure a raise for a man whom they consider deserv-

ing. Phy.sical comfort does not mean that a man should

exp*ect not to get tired during the day, but it dBes mean
that his foreman should prevent him from wasting his

energies in doing lifting that can be done by power for

a fraction of the cost.

ilen want freedom from worry. They ought not to

have to wonder every day whether the boss will be in

au amiable frame of mind, or whether he will come in

fighting mad. No man should be given work beyond
his mental capacity. Yet every shop shows instances

of men, successful on one job for a long time, who
were promoted too rapidly, and to jobs so far beyond
their mental capacity that they have broken down iinder

them.

Steady work is sometimes beyond the province of the

foreman. Still, there are many cases where the fore-

man might better have called on his gang for a little

increased eft'ort rather than put on additional men
whom he knew he could promise only short-time jobs.

Being treated like a man may seem trite, something

unnecessary to mention. But there are still frequent

instances where foremen have not had their attention

called to habits that were driving away desirable help.

Promotion Is the Most Important Factor

But, of all things, the reasonable chance for promo-
tion cuts the largest figure. Any man who gets into

a dead-end job and finds it out, wishes he could back

up and begin over again, and many do, even though
tliej' have to accept less money while they are learning

something new. Most dead-end jobs are without ad-

\ ancement because the foreman does not find an outlet,

does not see that men want to work through them to

something better. So much has been said in the past

ten years about reducing labor turnover, that many
people think it is the chief consideration of the employ-
ment question. They forget that the turnover may be

cut down to the point where .stagnation results. A
condition worse than that of a high labor turnover is a

low one produced by keeping men on jobs from which
they should be promoted.



Organizing the Personnel for Production

Building Tractors Under Scientific Management—^III

By GEORGE D. BABCOCK
Manufacturing E:cecutivc, Holt Manufacturing Companij

WE have already described the work that was

necessary at the Holt Company's works before

a start could be made to begin to control the

activities of the plant according to the principles of

scientific management.^ As the work proceeded, the

problem shaped itself more clearly, and resolved into

the following elements:

(a) The establishment of a functional organization,

with the duties pertaining to each function cleai-ly

defined.

il)) The acquirement of exact knowledge concerning the

limitations of the product and the methods of

making it.

(c) Tlie formulating of manufacturing programs that

would enable the company to meet fully the ex-

pected demand for the product in the most eco-

nomical manner, with a minimum of product and

material tied up in inventory.

(fZ) Control of the material supply, to the end that

there should never be a stoppage of production

due to a shortage of material for any part of the

product, and on the other hand, to avoid a sur-

plus over and above the quantity needed for the

manufacturing program. This last is important,

for in times of stress many manufacturing com-

panies find themselves embarrassed by reason of

having their assets locked up in raw material

which can only be liquidated b.v maniifacture and

sale of a product for which, at the moment, there

may be little demand.
(e) The establishment of the best possible relations be-

tween the company and its employees. It was
sought to establish a spirit that would cause every

employee to state with pride that he was a "Holt
man," and make him reluctant to work elsewhere

unless conditions were the same as at "Holt's".

Ob.serve how closely this program follows the principles

of scientific management as set forth by Taylor. These

principles have been many times published, but they

are fundamental and cannot be repeated too often.

Therefore we ofi^er no apologies for again repeating

them. Brieflj- the}' are

:

1. Establishing the science governing all parts of the

work.

2. Scientific selection of the workmen.
3. Scientific education and training of the workman.
4. Cordial co-operation between the management and

the workers.

1 See Management and Administration for June 1924, p.
647; July 1924, p. 19.

In our program items Index Number

(&) and (f) required 658.3 Personnel management

the application of the 658.5 Production control

first principle ; items

(a) and {e\ involved the second. The third principle

was applied also to item (e), for the reason that only

when a man is fitted to his job and thoroughly under-

stands it, does he take pride in it and remain contented

in it. Item (c) also involves in its entirety the fourth

principle. It is interesting to note that this program

was not made to fit the principles, but was evolved from

a study of the existing conditions. That these prin-

ciples applied so closely to the complicated problem

that had to be solved, is but another demonstration of

their fundamental soundness and truth.

The Function of Forms

In working out the program we had at the same time

to develop the system and forms to make the program

effective. And let it be stated here that scientific man-

agement is not a particular system, nor a set of forms.

These are but a means to an end. They represent only

the easiest and most economical method of applying

the principles of management to the case in hand. Two
plants may have entirely different systems and their

forms may be totally unlike, and still both plants may be

truly repi-esentative examples of scientific management.

Forms are merely a permanent statement of the

wishes of the management in regard to the matters

to which they relate. They replace orders and instruc-

tions that at the early stages of an enterprise or pro-

gram are given by written memoranda, or verbally.

"When an order or instruction is repeated sufficiently

often to warrant it, a form is devised to convey the same

information, concisely and definitely, leaving only the

necessity of writing in the figures, dates, and symbols

to make the form complete. Forms may also be con-

sidered a delegation of authority to the individual au-

thorized to issue them, the authority, however, extending

only to the subjects covered by the form. The more
important forms, designed as our program was worked

out, their relation to each other and their use, will be

described as we consider the development of the system

at the Holt plant.

The Organization of the Personnel

Fig. 12 is the organization chart of the manufacturing

division of tlie Peoria plant. Here again all the func-

tions first laid down by Taylor in his classic, "Shop
Management" appear, although in somewhat different

arrangement. The most noticeable difference is the

absence of the "speed boss" and the "gang boss".
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The "speed boss" has almost entirely disappeared from

the literature of management, nor is the passing of the

term to be regretted. It is probably responsible, more

than any other one thing, for a large part of the opposi-

tion formerly expressed by labor against seientifie man-

agement. The reasons for the passing of the speed boss

are chiefly that the standardization of methods and the

improvement in machinery have rendered him unneces-

sary. Analyses of jobs have led to standards of feeds

and speeds that were not available in the early days of

scientific management, and builders

of machine tools have redesigned that

product so that now these feeds and

speeds, or ones very close to them,

can be obtained on practically all

machines. In the giving of jobs to

the workmen the feed and speed best

suited to the job are usually specified,

and it is just as ea.sy for the work-

man to use the correct combination as

not to do so. In fact, the men have

taken a keen interest in this matter.

They have an instructive desire to be

a party to all improvements, and have

welcomed opportunities to use their

training and native ability in co-

operating in the solution of problems

of production. Then, too, some of the

work formerly assigned to the speed

boss has passed to the line inspector,

who, in his function of securing per-

fect workmanship, must instruct the

workman, if necessary, in the han-

dling of his machine.

Tlie duties of the gang boss still

remain, but are discharged by the

foreman in charge of each group of

Workmen. These duties comprise

general oversight of the work of the men, including

The setting up of their machines and the a.ssurance that

there is work ahead of each man, although the actual

control of the movement of work is lodged in the dis-

patching division.

The Producing Division

In the Holt plant the ijrodneing division has reiilaced

the earlier form of shop organization. In the producing
division are the general foremen and sub-foremen, re-

porting to the factory manager, who is responsible to

the manufacturing executive for all production. In this

division the various departments are fuiictionalizetl as

far as po.ssible. Foundry, machine shops, and assembly
are the major departments, each under its own head.

Within these departments, particularly in the machine
shop, the work is still further functionalized whenever
functionalization is advantageous. Certain parts of the

tractor can best be built en the principle of progressive

manufacturing, and for such cases a section of the shop
is organized as a separate function, each under the

direction of a foreman. Other parts of the tractor which
are not in sufficient volume to be made continuously are

routed to the machine departments in the order that

tiiese are concerned in the manufacture. Each machine

department, such as turret lathe, drilling machines, etc ,

constitutes, from the organization standpoint, a sepa-

rate function. (See Figs. 13, 14 and 15.)

This is in true accord with the principles of scientific

management, which requires that each function be dis-

charged by an individual who is especially qualified to

do so. In each section of the shop that operates as a

function are men who are much better trained to handle

the machines and work in that section than in any

Fig. 1-2 Org.4xizati0n ch.4rt of the il.^xup.^cturing division of the
Peori.\ Pl.\xt

other. This is due to two causes. The system of rating

in force furnishes an incentive for them to become

more skilled in the work of the department to which

they are assigned. F<u-emen and inspectors are en-

couraged and required to assist and instruct their men
at all times to the end that they may become better

\\ orkmen.

The second reason is found in the fact that Peoria is

located in the center of an agricultural district, with

no large market of skilled mechanics upon which to

draw. The great majority of the men employed in the

Holt plant have been trained in the plant, their train-

ing having been started under the stress of war i)ro-

(luction. Under such conditions, there was little or no

time to teach a man anything but how to do the one

job to which he was assigned. Then thej' learned to

run but one type of machine, or at best two. Such a

procedure was not one to turn out all-around, high-

grade machinists, hut it did create a large number of

specialists. "With the return of peace, and the cutting

down of the lal)or force, the best of these specialists

naturally remained on tlie pay-roll. The policy of the

company to encourage its men to qualify for a higher

rating tended to improve the average ability. The re-

.sult is that at the jn-esent time each specialized depart-
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ment of the plant has a body of workers that will bear

comparison with similar workers in any part of the

world. And the remarkable thing is that these workers

have been built up from a community that has no

industrial or mechanical background.

Under such conditions, funetionalizing the shop was

the natural policy, and has been of benefit both to the

men and the company. The men are able to earn more

as high-grade specialists than they could as mediocre

all-around mechanics. The company benefit.s in the

relatively high output of such men, which lowers its

unit costs. It benefits still further from the fact that

the capabilities of the men are well known, and their

work can be scheduled with exact knowledge that it

will be finished and available when wanted. This has

been one of the potent factors in hanging up the pro-

duction record of which the Holt organization is so

proud.

Xor is the fact that the men are specialists on one or

two machines, only, any detriment to them should they

desire to seek other employment. So well trained are

they that they are in constant demand by other indus-

tries in the Peoria district. The statement of a work-

man that he is from "Holt's" is usually sufficient to

put him on a pay-roll without further formalities.

The Productive Functions

Returning now to the other functions of the organi-

zation, Taylor had a function which he called "order-

of-work". In the Ilolt organization, we have this func-

tion, but we have subdivided it into three parts, viz.,

material control, schedules, and dispatching. Our route

and equipment division corresponds almost exactly to

Taylor's function of routing. The Taylor function of

inspection also is present, but more highly developed

than even Taylor's conception of it. The original func-

tion of repair under the "repair-boss" has become the

maintenance department, and the "repair-boss" is now
the plant engineer.

Fig. 13. A Dep.\rtment Arr.\xged fob Progressive M.\xifactuee

(a) The track shoe job, which consists of rough grinding, drilling, heat-treating and quenching; (b) discharge end of

heat-treating furnace, and quenching tank; (c) entrance to heat-treating furnace.
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Two of Taylor's original functions have not yet been

considered. These are those of discipline and cost-

keeping. In the Holt plant, as in all others in modern
industry that make any pretence of keeping up with

the procession, these functions have been expanded to

entire departments and have an importance far exceed-

ing that which was tirst ascribed to them. The duties

of the "disciplinarian" in the orig-

inal functional organization were the

imposition of fines for infractions of

company rules, and the adjustment of

differences between the workmen and
their immediate superiors, and be-

tween one another. He did all the

firing, and sometimes the hiring also.

The Personnel Department

Today the i)ersonnel department
has all the duties of the old disciplin-

arian and many more, which cause

the relations of management and men
to approach the idea set up when
functional management was first con-

ceived. The personnel department
not only hires men, it finds out the

class of work for which they appear
to be best fitted, and sees that they
are assigned to that work. Once at

work, the interest of the personnel

department in the man docs not end.

It watches his i)erformance week by
week and records it. Should the man
fail to measure up to the standard set for him, the

personnel department gets after his foreman to ascer-

tain the reason. If it is lack of understanding of

his woi-k. the foreman must pay more attention to him
until he does understand. If the equipment he is using
is out of rejiair, the foreman must see to it that the

maintenance department takes imme-

diate steps to correct the fault.

Should the man persistently fail to

reach the standard of his class, he

is not then summarily dismissed.

Efiiort is made to find a place in some

other department where he will make
good. Not until he has clearly dem-

onstrated that he is not the caliber of

man desired in the plant, is the com-

pany ready to sacrifice the expense it

has incurred in attempting to train

him.

On the other hand, should the

workman's record show that he is

steadily improving in ability and per-

formance, the personnel department

advances his rating. With the ad-

vance in rating an increase in wages

automatically follows. A man does

not have to ask for higher wages. He
fixes his own wages, within the limits

set for his class by his performance,

and his weekly record in the per-

sonnel department shows when he should be advanced.

Fig. 1(3 illustrates the records maintained by the per-

sonnel department. It will be observed that these are

kept in great detail. The numbered spaces at the top

of the card serve two purposes. They are first an

index of the weeks of the year for the plotting of the

man's performance in the shop. They also are used to

Fki. 1'> C'o.Nuniu.N.s i.\ M.vciiiNE iSuop Under SciENTiric Management

show the classes of work to which the man is fitted.

Each class of work done in the .shop is given a number,

and a colored signal is attached to the corresponding

number on the card. The different colors of the signals

indicate the rating of the man in his class.

In regard to rating, the following system has been
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adopted. For each job in the shop a standard time for

its performance has been set. The method of doing this

is explained later. A man whose performance for a

period of 12 weeks shows a time that averages 70 per

cent of the standard time, is rated as a first-class man.
A man whose average time for his work is less than

standard time, but more than 70 per cent of standard,

is rated as a second-class man. A man who consistently

averages more than standard time, is rated as thii'd-

class. This method of rating has proved very satis-

factory both to the men and to the company.
The rating is determined graphically by plotting the

performance each week, as shown by the job tickets

issued to the men. These job tickets show the time

allowed, and when the work has been completed, the

time taken for the job. The performance of the man
is expressed as a percentage, found bj' dividing the

elapsed time by the standard time. These pei'centage.s

are then plotted. The standard time is indicated by a

red line printed on the personnel record, and perform-
ances of less than standard time show above the red
line, while those greater than standard appear below it.

The personnel department is the judge in cases of

difference between the foremen and their men. No
foreman has power to dismiss a man from the com-

pany's employ for any reason whatsoever. Poor work-

manship, infractions of shop rules, insubordination, all

must be referred to the personnel dei)artment. An
investigation of each case is then made, and the course

to be pursued is determined. Poor workmanship may
he the result of a man being improperly placed. A
transfer to some otlier department or class of woi-k will

often show a man, whose record kept him on the verge

of dismissal, to be a first-class man in his new sur-

roundings. Under the order that only too often pre-

vails in industry, where a foreman has the power of

sumraarj- discharge, the company would have lost the

services of a really valuable man, and would have

gained a certain amount of ill-will. This ill-will might
easily extend to the man's fellow employees, especially

if they should feel that an injustice had been done.

A feeling of good-will toward a company by the workers

in a community is an asset of no mean value, and should

be fostered by every means possible.

The foremen, however, have the power to dismiss a

man from their own departments. This is done by a

"recommendation for transfer" addressed to the per-

sonnel department. If the reasons supporting this

recommendation are sufficiently strong, the man may
be dismissed permanently, or else he is transferred to
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some other division of the plant. The removal of the

power of discharge prevents injustice to the men.

Unman nature is strong, and foremen are only human.
Personal dislikes and grudges in many organizations

are satisfied by narrow-minded men clothed with brief

authority, and in the end the company is the chief

loser. There is no reflection on the foremen of our

organization intended or implied by the foregoing

observations. We believe that they are in thorough

sympathy with the aims of the company in regard to its

men, and that such criticisms as they may be compelled

to make from time to time, are entirely impersonal, and
are dictated with a high regard for the standards set.

But we feel that it is wise so to organize matters that no
one can do an inju.stice either wilfully or uncon-

sciously.

After the personnel department has made its decision

in any case coming to it from the shop, the men, if they

feel that injustice has been done, have the right of

appeal to the manufacturing executive. It is worthy
of note, however, that this right is seldom exercised.

It will be observed in the organization chart that the

personnel department is not a function of the pi-oduc-

tion department, but is entirely independent, respon-

sible directly to the manufacturing executive. Its ac-

tions then are not hampered by considerations of the

effect of its acts on production, and it can make all deci-

sions strictly on the merits of the cases presented to it.

It should be noted here that the personnel depart-

ment does nothing that could be called
'

' welfare work '

'.

The company believes that its relation to its employees
should be of a business character only, and that inter-

ference in the activities of the men outside of the plant

are unwarranted and detrimental both to it and to the

men.

The company believes that its dealings with its men
should be on the same plane as its dealings with con-

cerns from whom it purchases material. The only
difference between the two is that in one ease it is

buying commodities and in the other it is paying for

services. It aims in both cases to pay in full for the

value it has received, and at the same time to receive

full value for the money it pays out.

There is no doubt that this jiolicy has bad iiiurh to

do with the success of the production program. The
men have realized that all that is expected of them is

an honest effort to meet the standards set, and that

these standards are fair both to them and the company.
They further realize that the company is making every

possible ctTort to assist them in meeting the standards.

It has become plainly evident to us that fair dealing

and exact justice to our men will meet with the same
response from them.

The Importance of the Human Elemen'c

AVe have dwelt at .some length on the human element

in the plant for the reason that after all it is the human
element that finally makes the product. The best sys-

tem and the finest machinery in the world will not

achieve results, unless the workers form an organiza-

tion that is on a par with the system and equipment.

And more than this, the executive end of the organiza-

tion must be on the same high plane. The executive

must learn that nattiral ability alone cannot compete
with natural ability plus applied science.

This fact spells the death knell of ''common sense"

management. For in the past 20 years the principles

of the science of management have been developing

until now the ftindamental ones are as firmly fixed as

are those of electricity and steam engineering. The
"common sense" manager must take these principles

into account. We do not mean to convey the idea, how-

ever, that common sense and natural ability for man-
agement have no place in industry. On the contrary

they are of the highest importance. In fact, the man
who would not prove a good manager under the old

method, seldom will prove to be one under the new.

Scientific management cannot be administered by
blindly following certain rules and principles. It must
take into consideration the htiman element. And it is

his knowledge of the human element that makes the

'common sense" manager as efficient as he is.

In the development of the personnel relations, great

credit must be given to R. il. Hudson, who joined the

organization shortly after the writer. Since ^Ir. Hud-
son's retirement from this work, it has been carried

on in an ;i1)le iii;niner bv R. S. Weaver.
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A Method of Balance Sheet Analysis

Bv STEPHEN OILMAN

WHAT is the purpose of balance sheet analysis?

Its purpose is to bring to light informiition

which the balance sheet figures do not clearly

reveal. Just as the doctor's diagnosis develops facts,

which would not be apparent even to his skilled eye

through mere observation, so does balance sheet analysis

shed light on hidden business symptoms which mere
inspection of the actual figures would not discover.

Who are interested in balance sheet analysis?

The corporate executive is interested in maintain-

ing a proper financial balance in his business so that

sudden economic changes may not find its financial

position distorted vrith possible insolvency ahead. The
banker, the investor, and the credit man are inter-

ested as actual or prospective creditors. And the ac-

countant, either public or private, is interested because

through such analysis he can make his service just

that much more valuable. He who can interpret

figures performs a more important service than he

who merely compiles or verifies them.

The need for balance sheet analysis is based upon
the known fact that the financial position of every

business is constantly changing either for better or

worse. Distortion of financial position means that

the various classes of balance sheet items do not bear

their proper relationship to each other. It is for indi-

cation of such distortion that the balance sheet reader

searches. From this viewpoint, therefore, the problem
is not one of studying the actual amounts shown on
the balance sheet, but rather one of relationships be-

tween the classes of items composing the statement.

Methods of Analysis

Writers on balance .sheet analysis have approached
the subject from two different viewpoints. One plan

compares a given balance sheet with the balance sheets

of other companies engaged in the same line of busi-

ness. The other plan compares a given balance sheet

with earlier balance sheets of the same company.
Under the first plan an attempt is made to determine
a normal balance sheet for each kind of business to

be used as a standard of comparison. The second plan
involves a comparison of a series of balance sheets

of the same company for the purpo.se of discovering

trench. The second plan, only, is considered in the

present article.

There are two methods by which analysis under the

second plan may be accomplished

:

1. The "ratio method".
2. The method to be explained in this article which

we may call the "index method".

I'nder the ratio method a number of relationships
of ratios have been worked out. These are constructed

for successive balance Index Number

sheets of this .same com- 657.36 Balance sheets

pany and are then com-

pared to see if any
definite trends are to be found. This method of balance

sheet analysis undoubtedly started with the old-time

banker and credit man with whom the beginning and
end of balance sheet analysis was the comparison of

the current liabilities with the current assets.

Ratios Commonly Used

A great many different ratios have been proposed,

but the ones that seem to possess the greatest merit are

as follows

:

1. Quick assets to current liabilities.

2. Quick assets and inventories to current lia-

bilities.

3. Sales to receivables.

4. Sales to inventory.

5. Sales to net worth.

6. Net worth to fixed assets.

7. Net worth to total liabilities.

8. Sales to tangible fixed assets.

Strictly speaking, numbers 3, 4, 5, and 8 are not

truly balance sheet ratios since they introduce the ele-

ment of sales which of course is not a balance sheet

item.

While the ratio method has proved very valuable,

still there are certain strong objections to it. These

are as follows

:

1. Any balance sheet ratio represents a relationship

between two varying factors and any change in

a ratio from one year to another must be inter-

preted by an examination of the changes in the

two items from which the ratio is built.

2. The ratio method is cumbersome in its diagnosis

of positive symptoms. In many instances the

method of analysis appears to be of greater im-

portance to authors than the purpose of such

analysis.

3. The ratio is so artificial a figure that it is difficult

for the analy.st to keep in mind its connection

with the actual balance sheet under survey.

4. The ratios give an unwarranted impression of

finality whereas, as a matter of fact, the differ-

ent ratios vary greatly in their reliability as

indexes.

5. The method does not .show trends of classes of items

but merely trends of ratios.

6. In studying balance sheets by the ratio method it is

difficult to obtain a bird's-eye view of the rela-

tion of various trends to one another.

147
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The first objection i.s self-evident. If the quick

assets of a company in one year amount to $10,000 and

the current liabilities are $5000 the ratio is 200 per

cent. If the next year quick assets remain at $10,000

and the current liabilities fall to $2500, the ratio is

400 per cent.

But the ratio is also 400 per cent if the liabilities re-

main at $5000 and the quick assets increase to $20,000.

This means that the ratio method of balance sheet

analysis requires a continuous comparison back and

forth with the actual balance sheet figures.

The second objection has to do with the purpose

of the analysis. If balance sheet analysis has as its

purpose the diagnosis of business ailments, then those

business ailments .should be capable of being specified,

and some definite connection between them and the

ratios established. This can be done to some extent,

but it is cumbersome, and writers on the subject have

not developed this angle. Without such definite rela-

tionships between the ratios and the business ailments

which they are presumed to diagnose much balance

sheet analysis work is meaningless.

Standard Ratios

Those who favor the ratio method of analysis may
conceivably admit all of the above objections to its

use in historical analysis, i. e., analysis of successive

balance sheets of the same company, and still claim

the method valuable because of the possibility of se-

curing standard ratios. The standard ratio is an aver-

age (arithmetic or modal) of the ratios of a number
of different companies engaged in the same line of

business. Such standard ratios are presumed to be a

sort of measuring stick with which to compare the

ratios of any similar company.
There is a small amount of truth in this claim, but

as a matter of fact it is extremely doubtful whether
standard ratios are very practicable. This is so be-

cause the balance sheet ratios of any company depend
upon a number of factors which are the result of

business policies and are influenced by the size of

the company, its geographical location and other

factors.

Alexander Wall, Secretary of the Robert Morris

Associates, found it necessary to divide the United
States into nine divisions and to determine standard

balance sheet ratios for each separately. This indicates

that a very large number of balance sheets of similar

companies are necessary in order to obtain depend-
able averages. Procuring such a large number of

balance sheets is a difficult task, unless handled by

an association or governmental body.

J. H. Bliss, author of "Financial and Operating
Ratios in Management," analyzed 230 companies fall-

ing into 42 groups. Some of the groups include but

1, 2, and 3 companies. His largest group of companies
whose figures were available for determining the ratio

of sales to inventory was 12. This would seem to be an
entirely inadequate number of instances to serve as

the basis for a standard ratio.

Failure statistics tell us that the mortality among
business concerns is very hea^y. Figures have been

published showing very small chances of life of more

than 15 years among manufacturers, wholesalers, and
retailers. Also we know that most business concerns

are small. The 1919 statistics as quoted bj- Lincoln

in "Applied Business Finance" show that 79.6 per

cent of manufacturing concerns reported gross sales of

less than $100,000. Furthermore nearly one-third of

all industrial organizations in that same j'ear showed
deficits. Under such circumstances if a large number
of balance sheets are collected for standard ratio pur-

poses, the.y are likely to include a heaw proportion of

small or unsuccessful concerns and the resulting aver-

age ratios must be misleading if used as a standard.

And last, but not least, standard accounting classifica-

tion throughout an industry is almost essential before

reliable standard ratios can be hoped for.

It is safe, therefore, to draw the conclusion that the

standard ratio is an unattainable ideal except in those

few instances where

:

1. The figures are collected by an association or

governmental body.

2. Classification of accounts is uniform with the

contributing companies.

3. The number of financially sound contributors

is large.

Ordinarily, the balance sheet analyst must depend
upon historical analj-sis, i. e., the analysis of successive

balance sheets of the same company for the purpose

of finding trends. Because of this fact the following

method is proposed to overcome the disadvantages

which exist in the ratio method of analj^sis. This is in

effect the "index number method" used by statis-

ticians, applied to the field of balance sheet analysis.

There is nothing new about this method, but the author

believes that its application to balance sheet analysis

is new and is very decidedly worth while.

The method is simple. It first involves grouping

the various items of assets and liabilities for the

various years into appropriate classes such as:

1. Quick assets.

2. Inventories.

3. Fixed assets (tangible).

4. Current liabilities.

5. Long-time liabilities.

6. Net worth.

The next step is to divide the total of each class for

each year by the total of that same class for the first

year of the series of years under review. This con-

verts all of the actual figures into percentages ba.sed

on the first year figures.

Application of Methods

The application of the two methods to an actual

series of balance sheets follows in Table 1

.

Analyzing the above by the ratio method we get the

results shown in Table 2.

Certain definite conclusions regarding the trend of

affairs with the Ames ]\Ianufacturing Company can

be reached by studying the above tabulation, but ob-

viously the same conclusions can more easily, quickly,

and certainlj' be reached by a glance at the "index

inelhod" shown in Table 3.

Wliich of these two tables tells the clearest story?
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF BALANXE SHEETS

as of January 1, Ames Manufacturing Company
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TABLE 4 COMPARISON OF BALANCE SHEETS
as of the dates shown. Steel Products Company



Classifying the Elements of Work
Methods of Analyzing Work Into Seventeen Subdivisions

By FRANK B. Gil BRETII and L. M. GILBRETH
Consulting Engineers

THIS paper presents a complete method of visual-

izing a elassifieation of all the subdivisions and

the true motion-study elements of The One Best

Way to Do Work.

Need for Such a Classification

Such a classification is vitally necessary, in order

that fundamental superstandards shall be made by the

scientific method of selecting and measuring the best

units, for synthesis into methods of least waste.

This classification furnishes the basis of a definite

mnemonic elassifieation for filing all motion-study and

time-study data for the work of the industrial engineer,

the machine designer, and the behavior phychologist

—

that their various pieces of information, usually ob-

tained through entirely dift'erent channels and methods

of attack, may be automatically brought together, to

the same filing folders^ under the same filing subdi-

visions.

So far as we are able to learn, there are no other

classifications or bases for filing that accomplish this

purpose, and we have found that such a classification is

absolutely necessary for our work of finding The One
Best Way to Do Work, standardizing the trades, and

making and enforcing standing orders for best manage-

ment.

It is hoped that teachers of industrial engineering in

our colleges will learn that 07ie demonstration of build-

ing up The One Best Way to Do Work from the

ultimate elements, in any kind of activity, will do more

to teach a student the principles of motion study and
most efficient methods of management than dozens of

lessons dealing with generalities.

The coming generation should be taught a definite

filing system for data of scientific management, laid out

under a complete classification of all work; should be

taught the method of selecting the right units to meas-

ure and the methods of measuring these units; and
shoidd be furnished with the devices for making the

cost of measuring cheap, and with a method for syn-

thesizing the resulting information. This would result

in a general progress in world efficiency and an increase

in quality of living that would mark an epoch in the

history of industry and civilization.

Use of Fundamental Elements

The literature of scientific management abounds with

examples of units of work improperly called "ele-

ments," Avhich are in no sense elements. A classification

for finding The One Best Wav to Do Work, must deal

with true elements, not Index Numb;r

merely with subdivisions 658.5423 Motion study

that are arbitrarily

called "elements".

There has recently appeared a well-written biography

of a great engineer ^ in which subdivisions of opera-

tions, requiring in many instances more than 30

seconds to perform, have been erroneously described

as "elements". That error will again mislead many
people. These so-called "elements" should be taken

for what they really are, namely, subdivisions and not

elements, and not confused with true elements, or

fundamental units which cannot be further subdivided.

Scope of the Classification

This classification for finding The One Best Way
to Do Work is applicable to all kinds of work. It was

used by one of the authors while serving as ranking

officer in the field under the training committee of the

General Staff, standardizing the methods of The One
Best Way to Do Work for teaching the five million

men and officers in the World War. It has also been

used in analyzing the work of the surgeon, nurse, hos-

pital management, large dejiartment stores, selling, a

great many kinds of manufacturing, accounting, office

work in general, and manv other kinds of work.

True Elements of Work

The elassifieation of all work of any and all organiza-

tions for the purpose of finding The One Best Way
to Do Work may be visualized as follows

:

I. A complete organization, which consists of

II. Processes, such as

iSoc

(a)
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These processes consist of

III. Operations, which consist of

IV. Cycles of motions, which consist of

V. Subdivisions, or events, or therbligs - of a cycle

of motions which consist of

(a)
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as this, or of any other similarly common cycle of

motions.

However, the 17 subdivisions, or events, or therbligs,

as they are variously called, seem to be all that are

neeessarj- from which to synthesize all of the cycles

of motio7is of all the operations of all the processes of

all the orgtniizations of every kind whatever. The
science of motion study consists, therefore, of finding

The One Best Sequence of therbligs for each kind of

work and the science of management consists of de-

riving, installing, and enforcing the conditions that will

jiermit the work to be done repeatedly in The One Best

Way. It is conceivable that sometime in the future an

eighteenth and possibly more therbligs will be found,

and we seem near to their discovery at the present time.

The discovery of additional therbligs pertaining to the

phenomena of skill and automat icity seems inevitable.''

Under VI, variables of motions, provision is made for

filing all information regarding any kind of motion

made by either hand, device, or machine. It provides

for all information regarding the structures in which
work is performed. It provides for filing all data re-

garding human behavior—super-normal, normal, and
sub-normal. It .supplies the basis of filing ail data

of the educator, psychologist, psychiatrist, and the ex-

pert in personnel, jilacement, and promotion problems.

This cla.ssifieation can be carried on and subdivided

indefinitely. It furnishes an efficient and quickly usable

jilan for synthesizing the components of The One Best

Way to Do Work in such shape that they can be

cumulatively improved.

However, our present information regarding the 17

therbligs is sufficient to revolutionize all kinds of work,

and if the industries of the various nations would elim-

inate the obviously unnecessary therbligs and stand-

ardize the kinds, sequences, and combinations of the

remaining efficient therbligs, the resulting savings each

year would be sufficient to pay the outstanding debts

of most nations.

History of This Classification

For many years we have used these therbligs as divi-

sions for dissecting cycles of motions of a great many
different kinds of work, but it was not until we began
to use photography in motion study in 1S92 that we
made our greatest progress. It was not until 1912,

when we used our first micromotion processes inten-

sively, that we were able to make such great advances

as projecting the motions of experts faster and slower,

as well as at the speed of experts' demonstration. We
were then also able to project and examine therbligs

backwards, or in the revei-sed directions. This enabled

us to get a new fund of information that resulted in

many suggestions from seeing, measuring, and com-
jiaring the therbligs performed in the reversed sequence
and opposite directions. This was used to great advan-
tage in finding the methods of least waste and especially

* See Society of Industrial Engineers Bulletin. November 192.^,

pp. 0-7. "A Fourth Dimension for Recording Skill,'" by Frank
B. Gilbreth and L. M. Gilbreth. The lateness in starting or finish-

ing of a therblig performed by any one anatomical member as
compared with the time of beginning or finishing of a therblig
performed by another anatomical member is a most important unit
for measuring skill and automaticity.

in the process of taking machines apart and putting
them together again in front of a motion-picture

camera, and then running the film backward, showing
the films of assembling as dissembling and vice versa.

Examples of Profitable Use

Running films of super-experts backwards, to see

what we could get for automatically .suggesting inven-

tion.s, or as "thought detonators" when seeing the oper-

ation done thus, presented peculiarities and combina-
tions of therbligs never seen before. This was, of

course, supplemented by examining one picture, or

frame, at a time which, with motion-study experts

will always be the most efficient method for getting

facts from the films. Great progress was made, for

example, in prc-posiiioning for next operation (ther-

blig A-) i^arts and tools so that grasp (therblig d) was
performed with quite the same motions and actions and
performed within a time equal to that of release load

(therblig /).

As an example of the importance of recognizing the

therblig as the fundamental element, the result of that

particular study in 1912 was that our organization

enabled a client to have his machine assemblers put

together 66 machines per day with less fatigue than they

had previously accumulated while assembling 18 ma-
chines per day. Because this method was synthesized

from fundamentally correct units, the same methods
are still in use today in this same factory.^

This increase in output should not be considered as

an exceptional case. On the contrary, it is quite typical.

In fact we have a great many illustrations that we
could give where the savings were much greater. For
example : One large motion-study laboratory, as a result

of this method of attack, synthesized and demonstrated
new methods which averaged an output of five times as

much product per man. This method used in as-

sembling carburetors enabled messenger boys to do
the work in one-tenth the time required by skilled

mechanics." It has been used on work of assembling
pumps witli still greater results.'

Therblig Sequences

It was early recognized that certain similar opera-

tions have similar sequences of therbligs. For example

:

The operations of feeding pieces into a drill press or into

a punch press, time tickets into a time stamp, and paper
into a printing press, have practically the same se-

quence of therbligs. A typical sequence of ther-

bligs for one complete cycle of handling one piece

on a drill press is search, find, select, grasp, trans-

port loaded, position, assemble, use, disassemble, in-

spect, transport loaded, pre-position for next opera-

tion, release load and transport empty. This cycle of

'•See Management Engineerinff. February- 1923, p. 87. "Ten
Years of Scientific Ifanagement, '

' by John G. Aldrich, M. E., and
also his discussion of paper 137S on page 1131, toI. 34, 1912,
American Society of Methanical Engineers Transactions.

" See Proceedings of the Institution of Automobile Engineers,
(English"), "The Fundamentals of Cost Reduction," by H. Kerr
Thomas. Meir.ber of the Council.

' See SocietT of Industrial Engineers Triinsa"tions, vol. 2, 1920,
"The One Best Wav to Do Work," bv Frank B. Gilbreth and
L. il. Gilbreth.
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motions can and should be done with the following-

therbligs: grasp, transport loaded, position, assemble,

use, release load and transport empty, which are half

the number of therbliprs of the usual method.

While the former is the usual sequence of therbligs

on a drill press, it is by no means the best one. There

is The One Best Sequence of therbligs on each machine

and each kind of work, and it should always be found,

standardized, taught, and maintained.

Another Work Classification

Now let us look at anotlier method of subdividing and

elassifj-ing all work. There is another and better

known type of division and cla.ssification for visualizing

all activity which was early recognized. The impor-

tance of considering this simple classification can be

seen in the unfairness and trouble that have been caused

by giving the same piece rate for large lots as for small.

This cla.ssification divides all work, both large and small.

into three parts, as follows

:

1. Get ready.

2. Do it. or ma'

3. Clean up.

ce It.

Now, applying this division to one piece on the drill

press, we have

:

1. Get ready, or pick up the ]Mece and put it under

the drill. This consists of all tlierbligs that come befoi-e

use (therblig /()•

2. Drill it, (do it or make it.) This consists of only

one therblig, namely use (therblig ]i ).

3. ClcfiJi up, or take the piece out from undrr the

drill and inspect it and lay it down. This consists

of all therbligs that come after use (therblig li).

The Importance of Use

It shotild be recognized that the therl)lig use is the

difficult one to learn in mastering a trade. It is the

most productive and. liiereFore. the most important

tliei'blig of all.

Ail otiier t hci'liiigs ol' ;di iciiuls of work ai'c desir-

able and necessary only so far as they facilitate, pre-

pare for, or assist in increasing use. Any therbligs that

do not foster use should be under suspicion as being

unnecessary. Vse is the highest ])aid tlierblig. because

it usually requires the most skill. Tlie m(U-e of the

therbligs of "get i-raily" and "clean up" that are per-

formed by less skilicil and eonsetpuMitly lower-priced

workers tiu' better foi- all workei-s. for they all will be

emi)loyed a larger portion of tiie day at the highest-

priced work at which thry are each individually

capable. This is true not mily in the consideration of

the therbligs but also in llii' trades in general. For
example: The bricklayer, the plumber, the steam-fittri-,

the office executive, and many otiu»rs, each iuive tiieir

specially assigned helpers, but they still habitually

do much pay-reducing work for which in the long

run they suffer a loss due to less personal activity. It

will help to analyze and classify all work if it is recog-

nized that the hod-carrier brars thi' same iM'lation to

the bricklayer, and the secretary to the executive, as

do the therbligs that compose "get ready" bear to the

therblig use; and the laborer's work of "clean vip"

after the work of the bricklayer, is quite the same as the

therbligs that compo.se "clean up" after therblig use.

Further investigations of a typical sequence of ther-

bligs. such as on the drill press or other examples

cited, from the standpoint of the classification of the

therbligs show that grasp (therblig d) of "get ready"
is used before use (therblig /( ) and that release load

(therblig /) done after use may be quite the .same ex-

cept that it is performed in motions that are the rever.se

of those of grasp.

Paired Therbligs

There are a number of such paired therbligs which

are almost always separated by the therblig use.

For example

:

Paired Therblig Usually Paired Therblig Usually
Performed Before Use Performed After Use

d. Grasp Use ... . /. Release load

e. Transport loaded Use. . . .m. Tran-sport empty
/. Position Use. . . . k. Pre-position for

next ojieration

g. Assemble Use. . . . /. Disassemble

(J.
Plan Use. . . . j. Inspect

It was the absence of a therblig on the other side of

use to pair with inspeet. together with the fact that

plan is actually found in the photographic records re-

gardless of how much planning may be done prior to the

beginning of an operation, that caused us to add to the

list of therbligs, plan (therblig ({). The therblig plan

may occur in any place in the sequence of therbligs,

but we have put it last in the list before cited because

it was added last, and also to distinguish it from the

"]ilanniug" that should be done before any "perf(n-m-

ing" of the operation is begun.

There are two more kinds of divisions, or ordei-s,

making a total of five orders of therbligs, namely, one
consisting of search, find and select, (therbligs a, b, and
() which usually come before use, and rest for over-

coming fatigu( . other forms of unavoidable delay and
avoidable delay, (therbligs n, o, and p) which usuall.v

come after use. Thus we have two orders of unpaired
therbligs separated by use, as follows:

r.M'AUiED Therbligs

Order Xo. 4 Order No. 5

a. Searcii ..Use. n. Rest for overcoming fatigue

b. Find ....Use, o. Otbei- forms of unavnidalilc delay

c. Select ...Use. /;. Avoi(lal)le delay

In analyzing an ojieration of any kind a simultaneous

luiitiiiii ('.\rle ciiart is jirejiared. The therbligs of motion

ai-e ai)plie(l to this chart in studying it for ])resent

methods aiul detei-mining the alteretl sequence which

should l)e adojited toestalilish The One Best Way to Do
AVork. Thi.^ brought up the prolilem of grajihic presen-

tation of the therbligs for ready identification.

(To bi CDiicJudi il in tilt Si picmhi r issue.)



Handling 42,000,000 Tons ofRaw Material aVear

Mechanical Conveying Methods in the Cement Industry

By L. X. DURYEA
il( rliaincal Engineer

Ni • description, however brief it might be. depict-

ing the manufacture of portland cement as

it is now practiced in the United States, should

fail to mention, in some way or other, the use of labor-

saving equipment. There is, perhaps, no one basic

industry, comparable to that of making portland ce-

ment, in which the keen competition of production has

focused more attention on labor-saving devices and the

develo]iment of that industrial art than in the manu-
facturing of this versatile building material.

It was not so manv vears ago that the making of

stage it is in the form of Index Number

a white-hot clinker. And 666.9006:68 Cement plant,

to prepare the raw ma- Management

terials for burning into "^.281 Mechanical handling

that clinker requires a succession of reductions from the

solid rock of the quarry to a powder so fine thai about

80 per cent will sift through a mesh of 40.000 openings

to the square inch.

The problem of conveying is more highly developed

and more extensively applied in the cement industry,

no doubt, than in any comparable manufacturing en-

terj^rise. In producing the 137,377,000 barrels of port-

land cement turned out by the 127 operating plants

ill the United States last year, it is estimated that over

42.000.000 tons of raw materials were required. And
this mass had to be transported not merely once but

several times and usually over a considerable dis-

tance.

Even with the pick and shovel, wheelliarrow and

scoop relegated to the scrap pile by the power shovel,

mechanical conveyoi-. and automatic sacking machine,

the labor cost of making cement is second only to fuel.

The American cement industry, in improving produc-

tion methods, has introduced the mechanical laborer

^^ herever iron and steel or canvas and rubber could be

made to replace human effort.

F\G. 1 Steam Shovel Lo.adixg Limestom; Imu Dump Cars

Portland cement, like so many other industries, was
essentially a hand labor proposition. From the quarry-

ing of tiie raM- materials to the final sacking or oarrei-

ing of the finished product, the human element was
the dominating factor. Quite naturally, this industry

—involving a ]iroduct of great hulk as compared with

the ma.jority of manufactured jiroducts—was one of

the first to realize the necessity of economical material

handling throughout the various .stages of manufac-
ture. So thorough has been the conversion from the

antiquated methods of hand labor to mechanical equi])-

iiieiit that no human hand need come in contact with
the material at any stage from the firing of the blast

in the limestone quarry until the sacked cement is

piled ill truck, freight car. or boat.

Back of that simiile statement regarding mechanical
equipment is a host of prolilems that involve almost
every known variety of handling materials. Twice
during its manufacture the material is in the form
of an imjialpable powder—finer than flour. At one

155

Peculiar Problems Involved in Making Cement

The fact that the price of cement on a weight basis

is the lowest of any comparable manufactured mate-

rial and that, in the average plant, the raw materials

must be handled no less than a dozen dift'erent times

before tlieir complete conversion to portland cement,

makes the problem of conveying one of the foremost

in jilant layout and administration. The efficiency of

many of the machines, especially the burning kilns and
grinding machines, requires a continuous and constant

delivery of material.

Then, too, the very nature of portland cement intro-

duces an interesting problem of material handling.

While portland cement is sold to meet the standard

specifications established by the T'nited States govern-

ment and the American Society for Testing Materials,

whether it is manufactured in Maine or California, its

constitution ]iermits the use of various combinations

of raw materials. And the proportion of these raw
materials must be carefully controlled within close

limits to jirovide the correct chemical elements in the

right amounts.

To a larsre extent, it is the raw materials used by
the particular jilant that determine the manufacturing
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process, and that, naturally, has its intlnence on the

selection of the type of conveying equipment.

There are two general processes of manufacturing

Portland cement, logically designated as the wet and

the dry. This distinction concerns the preparation of

the raw material previous to its burning into what is

known in the language of the cement manufacturer

as clinker. After the pulverized raw materials enter

the rotary burning kiln, either in a dry or wet state,

until the time the finished cement is packed for ship-

ment, the process has become, to a large extent, stand-

ardized in this country, differing only in the mechanical

details. In the wet process plant, the material is

handled by pumps in the form of a slurry, and there

it is more a problem of hydraulic engineering than

one of mechanical conveying.

Bringing Raw Material from Quarry to Crusher

In producing the 2.'i,800.000 tons of portland cement

that were turned out last year the first step lay in

getting that 42,000,000 tons of raw materials from the

quarry or clay pit to the plant. By far the greater

ntunber of cement plants in this country use limestone

as the major raw material, with clay or .shale sujiply-

ing the necessary admixtures to make the correct chem-
ical combination.

The power shovel, in its many forms of operation,

including steam, gasoline, compressed air, and elec-

tricity, has long been the universal means of loading
the blasted rnck. shale, or clay. fSee Fig. 1). "While

Fig. 2 JiKiNiiiNci llw. Matkuiai.s kuom I^iahky to Mu.i.

steam is. and jjrobably will be for some time to come,

the dominating prime mover, there is a noticeable ten-

dency. i)artic\ilarly in the smaller sizes, toward the

purciiase of gasoline-driven shovels. Electricity, espe-

cially for plants that are equipped with wa.ste heat

boilers, is finding its way into iniarry and jiit work
for shovel operation.

But there are a few interesting variations from
standard practice. In one mid-western cement plant

that mines its limestone, compressed air shovels are

in use, and down in Texas there is a plant that dredges

sufficient oyster shells from the Gulf of Mexico to

.supply its lime reqitirements. Also, where the con-

sistency of the raw materials will permit, such as for

dredging some clays and marls, the clamshell and
orange-peel buckets will be found.

The average annual plant consumption of raw mate-

rials in the plants of the United States is some 300.000

tons. With but few exceptions, the industrial rail-

road, cither standard or narrow-gage, is employed to

Fig. 3 OvKRHE.vD Tr.welixg Craxe Handlinu Kaiv Maieri.^ls

bring this amount to the plant. Thei'e are a few scat-

tered instances where the cement plant has been

located miles from its supply of raw materials, and
then it is served by common carriers. But in the

majority of cases the cement manufacturer controls

his own transportation between plant and quarry.

To haul the 1000 tons of raw materials that must
be brought to the average plant every working day.

the industrial railroad has taken many forms. As in

the operation of the power shovel, steam is the usual

motive power, although electricity and gasoline are fre-

(,Miently used. Where the haiil is of any great length

and the ground reasonalily level, the standard gage

is the rule, generally using dump cars that empty the

raw materials directly into the primary crusher.

There are, however, many plants in which the prob-

lem is more complicated. Not infrequently, the mate-

rials must be lifted to a considerable height to start

the first stage of manufacture. In tliat case, a hoist

will operate a single car, or perhaps two cars will he

balanced on a double track to help reduce the power
cost of lifting.

But. as in most industries as widespread and com-
lilicated as cement-making, the problem of one jilant is

usually quite foreign to that of another. At one west-

ern ]ilant, an inclined tramway is 4r)00 ft. long, lowers

tile material from a mountain tup to a loading

tijiple some I.IOO ft. below, where it is .shiiijied to a

nearby jilant by railroad. An electric hoist returns

the emiity cars to the loading platform after they have
been antomatically dumped at the bottom of the in-

clinr. At the same mid-western plant that mines its

limestone and loads it by compressed air shovels, the

nari'ow-gage cars are hauled to a level slightly above
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the crusher platform by electric locomotives, and fed

to a rotatinsr car dumjier by grravity.

But the industrial railroad is not the sole means
of transporting the raw materials, for it meets some
competition in the spectacular aerial tramway. (Sec

Fig. 2). At certain plants, topograpliical features

have made this means of conveying necessary. In one

mill, where rough ground made a railroad impracticable,

a cableway a mile long is in use that lowers the mate-
rial nearly IdOn ft. The eravitv inill of tlie loaded

Fig. 4 Clamshell Bucket, Operated from AIonokail Man
Trollet, Handles Eaw ilATEBLVLs for Oxe Texas Plant

buckets is sufficient to return the empty ones to the

loading platform and at the same time is capable of

generating considerable power.

Handling Material from Crusher to Kiln

The first step in the conversion of the raw materials

into Portland cement is the reduction of the rock, as

it comes from the quarry, to pieces that will pass

a 7 or 8 in. ring. And here for the first time we meet
the mechanical conveyor in the true sense of tlie word.
This process is usually followed by a secondary crush-

ing where the materials undergo a further reduction

to about a 2-in. maximum size. In those plants where
two crushing i)rocesses are necessary, bucket-conveyors
usually elevate the materials from the depository of the

first to the feeding platform of the second. As these

processes are largely intermittent, depending upon the
supply from the qiiarry, and as the successive stages

of manufacture require a continuous and steady flow

of materials, it is usual to have the two stages stabi-

lized by a raw materials storage.

After leaving the storage bins, the raw material
must be properly proportioned, previous to iiassintr

through the grinding and pulverizing stages where it

is reduced from sizes that will pass a 2 in. ring,

to particles the size of sand, and finally to an im-
palpable dust. In some plants this grinding and pul-
verizing is accomplished in one machine, called a two-
compartment mill, and there one handling of the mate-
rial is eliminated. But in the ma.iority of plants two
separate stages are necessary, and the material coming
from the battery of preliminary grinders must be col-

lected and proportioned out to the final grinding or

pulverizing machines.

It is in these stages of its manufacture—from the

crushing to the rotary kiln—that we first find the

many and varied kinds of conveying machinery. The
pan, apron, and pivoted-bucket conveyors and ele-

vators: locomotive, overhead-traveling and ore-bridge

cranes ; belts, and even screw-conveyors, all have a

hand in moving the material in a steady constant flow

throughout the individual plant.

In one of the newer Illinois plants, an economical and
practical arrangement has been installed in linking the

secondary crushers with the preliminary grinders.

Under normal operation, a pivoted-bucket conveyor
carries the freshly-ground stone from the crusher up
and across the raw material storage bins to the pre-

liminary grinding hoppers, the empty buckets retui-n-

ing in a concrete tunnel under the storage bins. Thus
it is po.ssible to supply the grinders from either the

secondary crushers or the storage bins or to deposit

the material in the storage bins in case the grinding

department is shut down—completely divorcing the

two stages.

Some plants, however, have found the clamshell

Inicket successful in handling the raw materials. In
an Ohio plant put in operation not long ago. a clam-

shell, operated from an overhead traveling crane, dis-

tributes the raw material either into the storage bin

from a dump near the secondary crushei-. or feeds it

directly into a hopper supplying the grinding ma-
chines. Fig. .3 shows a traveling crane with clamshell

Fig. Belt-Coxveyor axd Loader

bucket in a large .storage yard for raw material. In
Fig. 4 is illustrated a monorail trolley handling a

clamshell bucket to transport raw materials at a Texas
plant.

In the entire manufacturing process, the belt-con-

veyor, no doubt, is the most widely used of all the
various kinds. Its adaptability is, perhaps, its greatest

a.sset, for with it material can be easily conveyed for
considerable distances on the level or elevated on a
slope as steep as 20 deg, (See Fig. 5).
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J\Iaiiy types of pan, apron, and pivoted-lnifkft con-

veyors are in use for handling the material between

the crusher and the kiln. Where material is to be

drawn from a bin at constant rates, these types answer

the purpose probably better than a belt-eonveyor. as

thev eliminate a fi'edinjr device.

i'ni. (i Acto.\i.\tic .Scales Weigh a.\u Pkopoktion the Kaw
Materials

To manufacture a product that will meet the rifiid

specifications adopted for j)ortland cement by the

United States government and the American Society

for Testing IMaterials. the raw materials must be care-

fully proportionetl as determined by previous chemical

analyses.

^Jany ])lants keep a careful check on the different

(piantities of materials by means of a weightometer

—

a device that weighs and records the amount of mate-

rial as it passes a certain point on a conveyor. Other

jilants have introduced electric scales that autd-

nuitically weigh predeti-rmined anumnts of the r:nv

materials before the coiubiiifd material is started on

its way to the rotary kiln.

An ingenious device can be seen in several jilants,

that provides for the compounding of the raw mate-

rials on a continuous and adjustable basis. Tiiis

machine is known as a poidometer. A balanced roller

in contact with a moving belt operates the feeding

•shutter of a hopjier, increasing or decreasing the

amotinf of feed depending on the (piantity that ])asses

the balanced roller. I<''ig. 6 shows an automatic scalr

used for prop(]rt ioiiiug materials.

From Rotary Kiln to Finished Product Storage

Jn the rotary kiln the raw materials undergo a

chemical change, and an entirely different material is

ju'oduced. This material—clinker—emerges from the

kiln in a white hot condition in sizes about as large

as marbles. In many ))lants this clinker ])asses into

rotary coolers, although some mills carry it directly to

an outdoor clinker storage jjile where it is allowed to

cool, as in Fig. 7. Clinker is impei-vious to the elements

and hence this allows the cement manufacturer an op-

portunity to accumulate a reserve during the periods

of slight demand, for use when denuind increases.

^Mechanical conveyors or clam.shells are itsed almost

entirely to reclaim the clinker from .storage, although

tlrag-line buckets have proved an economical and prac-

tical means in a few plants. An installation of the

latter type is shown in Fig. 8. This clinker is taken

to grinding, and later pulverizing mills, where it is

reduced to the portland cement of commerce.

A southern plant has recently provided a clinker

storage of some lOO.OOO barrels, served by an electric

crane with a clam.shell bucket of 4 cu. yd. capacity.

A circular storage made possible by a clamshell hung
on an 80 ft. boom at right angles to a 100 ft. mast,

allows a western plant a clinker capacity of 140,000

bai'rels.

Coming from the ])ulveri/cing machines, the finished

])ortland cement is handled almost universally by
screw-conveyors. One of the greatest advantages of

the screw-conveyor is its comparative elimination of

dust in conveying finely ground material. The housing

that so effectively confines the flying jiarticles is an
integral part of the screw-conveyor. It is that fact

of preventing dust that has gained acceptance for the

screw-conveyor in cenuuit mills wherever the finely

ground material is to be transported over a com-
paratively short level distance.

Probably the most representative size of screw-con-

veyor used in the cement industry is one with a

diameter of 12 in. and a pitch of the same—meaning
that in every foot of shaft length, the helix makes
(me complete turn. Fifty revolutions per min. is con-

sidered the desirable speed for a 12 in. conveyor, and
o])erating at that speed l.'iO barrels, or a little over 600

cu. ft. of material, can be transported per hour. Stand-

ardized manufacturing has specified 12 ft. sections

Fid. 7 A Shower Helps to Tool the White-hot Clinker as
It Is Cahku;1) hy a I'ivoted Riiket ("onvevok from Kotary

Ku,x TO Clinker Stokaoe

f(n' 12 in. couveyoi-s. re{|iiiring about thri'i'-cpiartei's

of a horsepower per section.

Two hundred ft. is considered a <iesiral)le lua.ximum

length for one screw-conveyor because of the excessive

t()r(pie that is introduced on the shaft. Distances suc-

cessfully used in other industries have been found im-

l^raeticable for cement mills. There is. however, on

record, as in successful operation in a cement plant, a
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screw-conveyor 325 ft. long. The serew-eonveyor is

limited to very nearly horizontal flow. Where serew-

conveyors have been deemed advisable for long-dis-

tanee conveying it i.s necessary to drop the level from

1 to 2 ft. at each successive conveyor.

Unloading the material from a screw-conveyor at

any particular point is an easy matter. By simply

])roviding a small opening in the bottom casing of

the conveyor housing, the material will fall out. With
a belt-conveyor, if changes are necessary in the unload-

ing point, an automatic tripper is necessary.

The grinding of the clinker to finished portland

cement frequently results in a temperature as high as

300 deg. fahr.—a problem that introduces some com-

I-'IG. llRAli-I.INK BreKKT H.\XDI.1NG I'ORTL.\XD CEMENT
Clixker

plications especially if the conveyor is subjected to

winter weather exposure.

The solution of a conveying ]iroblem recently en-

countered in a cement plant in the ^liddle West may
prove of interest. To an existing ]ilant there was
planned the addition of a second .stockhouse at a dis-

tance of some 970 ft. The problem was satisfactorily

to handle finished cement at times reaching a temjiera-

lure as high as 300 deg. fahr.. intermittently during
all kinds of weather down to 20 deg. below zero.

The major considerations were the temperature
differences, the distance to be covered, and the expense
of the installation. The operating cost, as far as jiowei-

was concerned, was of no great object inasmuch as all

power required to operate the entire mill was gen-

erated in a waste heat boiler plant.

The problem was put before the consulting fiM:\-

neers who designed the plant, and it was finally decided

that 12 in. screw-conveyors should be used throucrh-

ont. Screw-conveyors were installed in four lengths.

The -first extended about 1.50 ft. from the ee^rtit ele-

vator through the coal mills, and then three lengths

were employed, two of about 2.'i0 ft. each and one
about 32.') ft. Two 40 hp. motors Avere required to

propel the four sections of the conveyor, each motor

pushing one section and pulling the otlier. through

silent chain drives.

The conveyors were carried upon a steel gallery

about 25 ft. high. This gallery was about 5 ft. wide,

with plank floor and steel handrails. The driving and
transfer towers were of the four-post type of common
design with corrugated iron shelters for motors and
driving gear. Fig. 10 shows a view of three sections

of this conveyor system.

Sacking the Finished Cement

From the storage bins, the finished product is bagged
for shipment b.v automatic bagging machines. (See

Fig. 9.) These automatic bagging machines are, per-

haps, the most important labor-saving devices—with

the exception of the general system of conveying—that

have been introduced into the manufacture of port-

land cement. Whereas it formerly took a gang of

four men working 10 lir. to fill 1600 sacks, now one

man can fill as many as 500 sacks every Morking

hour. The empty sacks are tied by machines and
are then filled through a flap valve in the bottom. The
bagging machines are so adjusted that each bag will

contain 94 lb. of cement.

The filled bags drop to a belt-conveyor where they

are taken to loading stands, and here is where hand
labor makes its first appearance in the manufacture of

cement. Even here, some plants have found ways to

sidestep the issue, as shown in Fig. 11. But as a rule,

most plants use a two-wheel truck for loading the

bagged cement into vehicles for .shipment.

Auxiliary Labor-Saving Devices

But the use of labor-saving devices in the cement
industry is by no means limited strictly tO' the manu-
facturing process. In an industry using such heavy
machinery as a cement mill, the wear and tear neces-

sitate frequent repairs and overhauling. The ma-
chine and repair shops are a most important adjunct

to the cement jilant and they must be well equijiped

with mechanical apparatus to handle the heavy loads

imposed.

In the power plant, too. overhead cranes pla.v a

Fig. 9 Belt-Coxvevors C.\rry the B.\gged Portl.\xd Cement
FROM the -Xutom atk- Sackixg Machixe to the Lo.vdino

Platform
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Flo. 10 (Screw Con'VEYORS Transpuki im. Finished Cemeni n:ii\i Mii.i. ::i Siokage Bins

Three sections of the conveyor are shown. Near the right is the housing for one of the electric motors tluit drives the two
adjoining sections. Total length of this conveyor is 970 ft., the longest of the four sections is 32.'i ft.

mo.st important part in rodneinw delays wlu-n rejiairs

are necessary.

To handle the repairs between the mill and the shop

frequently involves considerable heavy trucking. A
few plants have drawn on the exiieriences of other in-

dustries and have introduced the industrial truck or

tractor for this purpose as well as for a host of other

inter-plant jobs. Concrete driveways play an im-

portant part in cutting down costs for this type of

transportation.

But in spite of the concentrated eiforts that have

been centered on labor-saving devices in the cement

industry, labor is a most im]iortant item. To main-

tain in operating condition the vast array of machinery,

one out of every five men employed in a cement mill is

a member of the repair gang. As much as a tenth of

the invested capital of some mills is tied up in repair

parts, to reduce, as much as ])ossil)le, the loss of iiro-

ductive time due to brealalowns.

While, unquestionably, the introduction of the rotary

kiln was the most inijjortant contributing factor to

the cement industry in this country, the very character

of an industry that retpiires the

handling of such vast (piantitics of

relatively low-priced material, neces-

sitates an elaborate and practical

means of handling this material with

a minimum labor charge.

There is no way of estimating, ac-

curately, how iniicli tlie growth of the

Portland cement manufacturing in-

dustry has been influenced by the

great improvements that have been

made in the materials handling equi])-

ment during recent years. Increas-

ing demand for cement for use in

road work, building construction, anti

other' fields could hardly have been

met under the old hand-labor meth-

ods. Everf ifit had been possil)le te

manufacture enough cement to sup-

ply the (j^and, its cost under the

old methods would have been so high

as to place a decided brake on further

expansion of the industry'.

I Because equipment manufacturers and engineers

ha^e made mechanical handling devices available to

cement manufacturers they have been able to reduce

their costs and increase their production far beyond

the limits possible when a wheelbarrow was the only

material handling equipment used.

Labor cost is still one of the largest items in eenu'ut

manufacturing, but if hand labor were used to move

the qiumtities of material now handled by mechanical

equipment its cost would be practically prohibitive. In

addition to this the use of material handling equip-

ment has made ])o.ssible more uniform operation of

cement plants. Conveyors can be designed to meet cer-

tain capacity requirements and, when they are installed,

can be depended upon to meet tho.se requirements every

hour of the -working day. Because of this, a uniform

rate of production can be maintained, eliminating, to

a large extent, idle machinery and men with all the

added costs and decreased production that accompany
them. It is evident, then, that the rapid growth of

the material handling equipment industry has greatly

influenced portland cement nuuiufacturing o])erations.

Flli. 11 .\ I'.Kl.l-l.'o.WKVOlt P.RINdS TIIK HADliKll J'OUTl.A.SI) (_'E.\1EXT TO I'OUIAIU.E

Electric Coxveyoks that Carry It Directly to Chites Ikto the Hold of the
Ship. For Tkaxspohtatiox hy Kaii.road Some Plants Employ Mechanical
V'REIOHT Car Loaders to Carry the Barged Cement From Storaoe W.«ehouse

TO Car.



Graphic Control in a Small Hosiery Mill
A System Capable of Assisting in Paying Dividends

Bv W. E. HASELTIXE
Vice-President, Sipon Knitting Worlcs

EVERY industry has its own partioitlar methods
of accountinor, systematiziuo:. departmentizinp'.

and control. Through them all certain prin-

ciples prevail and general methods may be applied.

Among the latter are graphic systems for visualizing

facts to show just where the enterprise is at a given

time and whither it is headed.

From this point of view I will outline how charts

are employed in a small hosiery mill to give control

of all the factors entering into operation. The par-

ticular methods may be applicable elsewhere in the

same industry, or after modification may be adaptable

in other industries.

The cliarts used in our hosiery Inisiness are divided

into three general classes

:

1. Those Giving a General Picture of tlie Status and
Progress of the Business

These cover

Orders and shipments

Sales and expenses

Current assets and liabilities

2. ^Manufacturing Control and Cost Checking Charts

Capacity and output charts

^Monthly and daily output records

Progress on individual numbers
Stocks of working materials

Under this :Materials consumed
head come ] Labor costs

ilanufacturing overhead

Inventories of raw materials

Inventories of finished goods
Inventories of goods in process

3. Distribution and Administration

{Selling exjjense

Packing and shipping expense

Administration expense

Taking these uj) in the order given, the upj^er sec-

tion of the chart of Fig. 1 shows in black columns
the shipments for each month of the present year,

while the irregular dotted line gives shijiments for

the corresponding months of last year. The lower sec-

tion indicates total shipments to date compared with
shipments for last year, while the upper curve gives

total orders to date.

The difference between the curve of orders and
that of shipments is, of course, the balance of un-
filled orders.

By extending the 1923 shipment curve parallel to

that of 1922 it is evident

that if shipments for the

last six months of 1923

are equal to the same

Index Number
658.53 Production charts

658.9:687.3 Hosiery mill

management

period of 1922. present orders can hardly be filled by
January 1. 1924. As these goods are for fall deliveiy,

this means that shipments must be speeded up.

The lower portion of the chart of Fig. 2 indicates

totql sales to date, cost of goods sold, and total expense.

The upper portion of the chart gives profit and loss

in percentage of net sales. The dotted line across the

chart marks the percentage of profit on net sales for

the preceding year. (Note that the upper curve is to

be read on the scale of percentage, and not that of

dollars).

It is at once evident that, in the case shown, opera-

tion has just crossed fi-om the zone of deficit into that

of profit, and that conditions are improving; that the

cost of goods has been well below the sales price, and
that the failure to make money in the early months
of the year has been due to the load of administration

and general expense spread over a comparatively small

amount of business. Also it would appear that a dis-

tinct improvement can be looked forward to as the

months of heavy shipments are reached.

Current Assets and Liabilities

Neither fixed assets, such as Plant Investment, nor
the liabilities represented by Cajiital Stock, Bond
Issites, etc.. are charted, as these are not subject to great

nor sudden fluctuations.

The charts of Figs. 3, 4. and 5 cover the current

assets, and those of Figs. 6, 7 and 8 the current liabili-

ties. They are arranged as shown for convenience of

comparison.

The comparisons with the year before, which are

shown on these, as well as many of the other charts,

are particularly illuminating.

On the inventory chart. Fig. 4. note the curve show-
ing insurance carried. This comparison greatl.v aids

in keeping insurance coverage at the proper figure.

A total current assets chart and a total current

liabilities chart are also used and are distinctly useful,

but as they are simply the summaries of the cluu-ts

given, they are not reproduced here.

Manufacturing Control and Cost Checking Charts

Capaciti/ and output. In planning operation it is of

primary imi)ortance to keep track of how far plant

capacity is being sold up, as well as how actual out-

])ut is ])rogressing as compared with theoretical capac-

itv. These factors are essential for scheduling work.

161
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Disregarding individual numbers for the present,

plant capacity is divided into certain general classes

such as:
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of 42.6 per cent for 1922. a.s indicated on the margin
of tlie chart.

This checking of overhead is one of the most im-

portant .steps of all, as it is vital to Imow whether or

not the industry is running right in this regard.

Under the head of status come the charts which
follow the total values of Raw Materials in Stock.

Finished Goods on Hand, and Goods in Process.

The chart of Fig. 16 covers the former two, while

on the chart of Fig. 17 are plotted two curves of Goods
in Process. Pi-ohably no curves are more significant

than these latter as a check upon the calculated costs.

In the plant in qiiestion the Goods in Process account
is charged with all materials consumed, and all direct

and indirect labor taken from the iiay-rolls, and with
factory overhead. Each month this account is credited

with all goods delivered to stock at their calculated

value taken from the cost .sheets. The balance in this

account consequently represents the book value of

the goods in process.

This curve should run fairly uniform, provided the

quantity and quality of goods in process do not vary
greatly. In order to take care of the variation due
to changes in the volume of goods, a curve is plotted

representing the value per dozen.

If the cost figures are correct this should be an ap-
proximately horizontal line. If it rises it indicates

either that the costs are calculated too low, or the

goods in process are of a higher average quality than
at the end of the preceding month. If it falls it indi-

cates the opposite condition. A line which rises con-

tinuously month after month i.s an almost certain

indication of too low cost figures, while one which
consistently falls is indicative of a contrary condition.

The unit curve on the chart of Fig. 17 indicates

that, in all i)robability, the costs in the present instance
are figured somewhat too high. This is a confirmation
of the conditions shown on the charts of Figs. 13, 14 and
15, where ^laterials, Lal)or and <;)vei'liead are all some-
what under the calculated standards.

Tlie above covers the more important charts used

in manufacturing control. The goods are now finished

and in the warehouse. They have yet, however, to

accumulate the expenses due to selling and distributing.

The next step, therefore, is to check distribution and
administrative expenses.

These expenses are included in the selling price of

goods as an estimated percentage of such selling price.

The figures used for 1923 were: (1) selling expense
—6 per cent; (2) packing expense—2 per cent; (3)

administration—61^. per cent.

The lower .sections of the charts of Figs. 18, 19, and
20 show the actual expenses as compared with 1922.

while the upper sections analyze these figures in per-

centage of net sales. The relation of these upper curves

to the standard percentage lines indicate how nearly

correct are the estimates used.

The above system of control which has been in oper-

ation for some time has proved very satisfactory. It

goes into considerably more detail than outlined herein.

Two or three days' work at the beginning of each

year, a half-day once a month, and a few minutes each

day serve to keep the charts up to date. Mounting
them on hinged frames fastened to the wall makes
them readily available for reference and use.

Graphic control is particularly valuable to the

higher executives of a concern who may be more in-

terested in obtaining a general picture of operations

than in studying a detailed rejiort. As a general thing,

when the company's operations are progressing

smoothly, there is little need for a detailed study of

the situation. Graphic charts provide a simple means
of keeping in close touch with sales, production, and
financial operations. By including in these charts in-

formation concerning wliat the business should be.

any deviation from a satisfactory condition is at once

brought to light. When such a condition occurs,

usually it will be necessary and advisable to study it

to some detail in order to arrive at ])roper conclusions

regarding its source and the best wav to change it.
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Textile Finishing Plants
The Piedmont Section of the CaroHnas

By RALPH G. MACY
Consulting Mechanical ami Electrical Engineer

THE facilities for bleacliin<r and finishing the tex-

tiles manufactured in the Piedmont section are

sulficient to care for but 40 per cent of the goods

produced. However, this condition is rapidly changing

with the addition of new finishing plants. One of the

largest and most modern in equipment is the Southern

Bleachery in Greenville. South Carolina. This plant

is an exceptionally large one. Fig. 1. and is said to he

one of the few equipped to handle fancy goods. A few
years ago practically all textiles were sent to New
England for finishing, and this meant an increase in

cost due to the transportation expense.

The modern finishing plants are of one or two .stories

and are usually eon.structed of reinforced conei-ete with

steel sash which permits a large glass area. In con-

formity with the cotton mills the people of this section

construct their own mill villages, and the general

conditions with regard to the personnel are the same
as those which will be described in the article dealing

with the labor situation.

The finishing i>roee.ss in general is as follows:

The material is first singed—if not sized—and is then
washed in sulphuric acid. It is again wa.shed and then
boiled, with steam at 20 lb. pressure, which is approxi-

mately 260 deg. fahr.. for some 12 hours in caustic

solution. It is washed again and placed in a

chlorine solution for 12 hours, after which it receives

another washing. The next step is to immer.se the

material in a sulphuric acid solution and store it for

12 hours, after which it is washed and .stored for

1 Preceding articles have appeared in iI.\x.\GEMEXT axd Ad-
MIXISTK.\T!0X for ilav 1924, p. 517; June 1924, p. 663: Julv
1924, p. 47.

several days. It is then Index Number

]iut through a water 38(75) Industries in the South

mangle and starched 667.38 Textile finishing

and dried. The goods

are next iiut in the tenter range and are brought into

contact with tlie cylinder rolls and surfaced.

In this finishing of the goods the range process is

used and has been found to operate satisfactorily and

efficiently. A general layout in one of the finishing

plants and the arrangement of the apparatus where the

I'auge process is used is shown in Fig. 2. The equip-

ment consi.sts of a water mangle and a 20-cylinder

dryer, a Tommy Dodd. and a 30-cylinder dryer, and a

tenter range. The motors driving these machines are

of the slip-ring type with external resistance as they

are brought up to speed simultaneously, the starting

torque being such that this external resistance is re-

quired so as not to draw an excessive amount of cur-

rent from the line. After being brought up to speed,

the variations that are required are obtained by the

Lewellyn Variator. The variations in speed in the range

process are due to the slow speed required while the

cloth is being run. the diflferent weights of cloth re-

quiring a change in speed due to the variations in the

number of yards per minute going through the process,

and to take care of any inequalities in the goods.

The cloth is finst fed to the water mangle, Fig. 3.

which is driven by a 2.3 hp. motor. 116.5 r.p.m.. through

a Xo. 15 Lewellyn Variator which is connected to the

motor by chain drive. It then goes to the 20-

cylinder dryer and folder. The speed of the cloth

is controlled in the process by a dancer roll. The
.second step takes the cloth through the Tommy Dodd.

'. E. Siirii.f d- ( (,.

Fig. 1 The Soithekx Ble.^cherv, Greexville. S. C.
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Fig. i, where a paste or starch is added to the cloth

and from -which it goes to a 30-eylinder dryer—the speed

of the cloth in this apparatus is controlled by hand.

The Tommy Dodd and the dryer are driven by a 15 hp.

motor, 1160 r.p.m.. through a Xo. 14 Lewellyn Variator

and this also is driven by a chain. The cloth then goes

on the tenter range, Fig. 5, which is driven by the same
type of motor and drive that is u.sed on the Tommy
Dodd and the 30-cylinder dryer. Prom this it passes

through a cooling cylinder, an atomizer, and a winder.

The speed in this process is also controlled by a dancer

roll which operates as follows

:

When the cloth stretches the dancer roll will drop.

and through a Hatchway Limit Switch and a small

motor will slow down the variator until the cloth be-

period increased from 6853 to 12,564. I\Iany of the

jilants are modern in every detail. In Fig. 6 is an
excellent example of a plant constructed of reinforced

concrete with brick curtain walls and steel sash. It has

a large glass area allowing plenty of daylight, and
makes a fine appearance. Considerable attention is

given to illumination, the operators of the knitting ma-
chines being assi.sted in their work by good lighting

facilities. In one plant which is constructed of rein-

forced concrete the ceilings are painted a glazed white

and the semi-indirect system of lighting is used. In
tliis mill considerable attention is given to the health

and recreation of the employees. The girls have a large

and excellently equipped restroom, and a lunchroom
in the building is operated at cost for the benefit of
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Fig. 2 L.^yout of Finishing Plant Showing Arrangement op Apparatus Where Range Process Is ITsed

comes taut again. This raises the dancer roll, which

in turn through the same switch and motor, speeds up
the variator. As the cloth is varying continuously the

Hatchway switches are kept in practically constant

operation by the dancer roll. This assures that the

correct amount of cloth is being fed continuously

through the machine.

At the present time there are said to be experiments

in progress to devise a system that will do away with

Lewellyn variators and substitute brush shifting motors.

This would give approximately 3 to 1 speed changes

and in this way the required variations will be obtained.

However, the present system appears to be giving ex-

cellent results, and will probably not be superseded by
motors for some time to come.

Dyeing of Textiles

The dyeing of the textiles manufactured in this sec-

tion is done locally, some plants having their own
departments for this work ; the printing, however, is

done mostly in the north. With the increase in the

number and size of finishing plants it appears to be a

matter of relatively a short time before the textile

mills of the Piedmont section are dyeing, bleaching, and
finishing locally practically all of the goods they
produce. The knitting mills of the Piedmont .section

are located in the vicinity of Winston-Salem, and have
had a rajiid and permanent growth that has meant much
to the textile development of this .section. In 1912 the

value of the product for the state of North Carolina
was $6,082,360, and in 1J)22, it had reached $27,352,354,

an increase of 349 per cent in 10 years. Of the

1-Jl mills in the state 91 are located in the Pied-

mont .section and many more in adjacent counties. The
number of people employed in the industry during this

the employees. The management is familiar with the

advantage to be derived from the application of scientific

principles to the production of its products. The opera-

tion of this industry appears to be more modern than

that of the cotton mills. The materials manufactured
are knit goods, underwear, hosiery, etc., and are con-

sidered the equal of any in the t'nited States.

In the northern part of the Piedmont .section, in the

vieinilv of Winston-Salem, Dunham, and Greensboro,

Fig. 3 Water Mangle at Ware Shoals Bleachery
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are located the factories for the manufacturin<r of

tobacco products. Some idea of the growth of this in-

dustry can be obtained when it is noted that in 1909

the value of the manufactured products was $35,987,000

and in 1922 this had increased to $21-1.830,3-48. an in-

crease of 497 per cent in 10 years. These figures are

certainly exceptional when compared with the growth

in the value of the products throughout the United

States, which approximates 220 per cent for the same

period.

There were 16.449 workers employed in this industry

in 1922, of which 9610 were men. During 1922 the

state of North Carolina ranked second in the quantity

of tobacco produced and in value. Its factories, all

Courtesy of J. E. Sirrine <& Co.

Fig. 4 TOMMV Dodd, Where Paste or St.4.rch Is Added
TO Cloth

of which are located in, or adjacent to, the Piedmont

section, required practically one-fourth of the tobacco

crop of the entire country.

^Vn interesting development has taken place in con-

nection with this industry, for in 1902 there were 91!

tobacco factories in North Carolina, and in 1922 tin-

number had been reduced to 16, all of which are located

in the Piedmont section. The results of the elimination

of the small plants are the huge plants of the Reynolds

Tobacco Company at Winston-Salem, the American

Tobacco Company, and the Liggett and ^Myers Tobaecn

Company, at Dunham. There is shown in Fig. 7

the general type of factory building used by the

Reynolds Tobacco Company for the manufacturing

of tobacco products. Some new buildings have been

constructed of reinforced concrete, and these are a

great improvement over the majority of the buildings

in which, this company at the present time conducts its

manufacturing operations. The city of Winston-Salem,
in which the company is situated, reported over three-

fourths of the value of tobacco products for the state

of North Carolina in 1922. This citj- in the same year

claimed a population of some 5.5.000 persons of which
the Reynolds Tobacco Company is estimated to have

employed some 10.000. At the close of the fiscal year

on -June 30. 1921, the tobacco taxes collected in North

Carolina were $79,573,088 of which $50,405,781

or more than two-thirds, was paid by the city of

Winston-Salem. The proportion of this huge sum paid

by the Reynolds Tobacco Company was extremely large.

and the extent of its activities can be estimated when it

is noted from tiie above figures that approximately one

person out of every six in the city was employed by this

company. The dominating position that this company

appears to hold in the city is an exceptional one. The

author had a somewhat amusing experience with an

official of the company, which possibly is indicative of

its attitude toward visitors. A request had been made

to see the interior of the plant, which was promptly

refused although the author stated that the only parts

of the plant lie wished to visit were those of general

interest and not those containing any secret processes,

lie next asked permission to see the power plant and

I Lat also was promptly refused. He then asked for the

privilege of walking along the streets in order that he

might look at the outside of the buildings, to which

consent was gravely given

!

The marketing of the tobacco leaf is extremely inter-

esting. Tt is brought in from the surrounding country

by the tobacco farmers to be sold at auctions. In Fig.

S is shown a typical group with the covered wagons

which are still used in this section. The tobacco is

piled in long rows in baskets approximately 4 ft. sq..

r.nd f) in. deep, placed on the floor of a large single-

story warehou.se. The auctioneer .with a group of

liuyers starts at the beginning of a row and walks

slowly along the rows of tobacco-filled baskets. By the

lime he has walked the length of a basket, 4 or 5 ft.,

he has started the price, conducted an auction of that

lot. and sold it. So rapidly are the baskets auctioned

olT that there is said to be a standing offer of $50 for

any visitor who can undei-stand anything that the

auctioneer says! The competitive bidders for this to-

bacco represent the various tobacco interests of this

countrv and some foreign interests. In 1922 there were

Courtesu of J. E. :Sirrin€ (& Co.

Fig. 5 Texter R.amge
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Courtesij of ./. K. Kirrhie <t Co.

Fig. 6 Durham Hosiery Mills, Durham, N.

some -12,()()0.(H)0 lb. of tobacco sold in Winston-Salem,

which will convey an idea of the extent of the industry.

^Yhen a lot of tobacco is .sold the warehouse pays the

farmer by a warehouse receipt, and deducts the amount

of its commission for the sale, weighing fee, etc., the

average amount being some 4 per cent of the gross sale

price, the warehouse receiving the money for the to-

The farmer cashes the

of the tobacco and the year. They

are then stored in a warehouse where

the tobacco mellows for some two

years or longer. This tobacco, if

properly "ordei'ed, " will still hold a

certain amount of sap in the stem

and twice a year will go through a

natural "sweat". After the two

years or more are up, during which

"sweating" has been taking place, it

is taken to a steam-heated "sweat-

house" where it is kept for a few

days, and then unpacked and taken

to the "blending room" where the

blending takes place according to a

formula. It i.s then put through the
'

' stemmers,
'

' which are machines that

strip the stems from the leaf, and

then put through a blower to remove

any foreign substance such as sand

and dirt. The tobacco is next taken

to the drying oven where it is finally

"ordered," and packed again in

liogsheads ready to be made into

C. cigarettes. If the cigarettes are to

be made of several kinds of tobacco,

such as Turki.sh and Burley and domestic blends,

this blending takes place according to secret formulae

and the leaf is then put through large rotating cylinders

which mix it thoroughly. It next goes to the cutters,

where it is compressed into a solid cake 4 in. square

and shredded with knives. This shredded tobacco is

fed into the cigarette-making machines, where the

cigarette is made and cut to size. Some of the machinesliacco direct from the buyers,

receipt at a local bank and in most eases a large part turn out 400 cigarettes per min., or 190.000 in an 8-hr

of thi.s money is spent in Winston-Salem for supplies, day. Then they go to the packing machines and are

these local purchases heljung considerably to increase made up in packages which are put in cartons for

the trade and prosperity of the city.

The making of cigarettes occupies

a relatively large portion of the build-

ing and e(|iiii)ment of tobacco fac-

tories in this section. The following

is a bi'icf description of the general

process, which requires a consider-

able amount of siiecial machinery and

in certain places a large amount of

human skill and judgmriit.

The tobacco after being purchased

from the farnu'r is hung on endless

belts which travel through a long

steel chamber. In this chamber it

passes through a com])artment kept

at a rehilively hitrh teinjierMture

wliicii ilri\es out the moisture. It

then pa.sses througli a comjiartmeiit

where it is cooled, and in the last

compartment it is subjected to live

.steam. The tobacco is then consid-

ered to be "ordered". In the next

process it is "jirized," which nutans

that it is tightly i)acked into larire

hogsheads by hydraulic pres.ses. The
hogsheads are of kiln-dried southern

l)ine and are marked with the grade

hipment. They are then ready for the mark(>t.

/*-. Sirri)ie tfr Co.

Fig. 7 Factory Buii.din-g of Keynolds ToriAcco Co.
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The maiuifaoturiug of furniture is another industry

that has contributed materially to the growth of the

northern end of the Piedmont section. The factories

are mainly located at High Point. Winston-Salem and

vicinity, and derive their raw material from the slopes

of the Blue Ridge ]\lountains. In 1910 the value of the

yearly output was $11,232,900, and in 1922, this value

Courtesi/ of */. A\ Siniue tfr Co.

Fig Typical Group of Covered W.^_goxs Which Are still Used
IN This Section

had increased to .$30,288,761, an increase of 170 jier

cent. There are some 8697 people employed in the

factories, and their product has been widely distributed

throughout the United States.

The buildings in general are not as modern as those

found in the textile industrv, but con.siderable attention

i^ paid to the laj-out and the routing of material.

Many of the plants are quite large in size and their

jiroduct is of a quality that has attracted considerable

iittention to this .section from other parts of the country.

Some of the factories are located on the outskirts of

cities and have built their own villages for their em-

jiloyees. The men are paid a weekly wage instead of

by piece-work, which is a trend

directly opposite to that of the tex-

tile industry.

There are many other industries in

tlie Piedmont section of considerable

size, such as the cotton-seed oil indus-

tries, the lumber industry, which in-

cludes rough and dressed lumber, the

manufacture of shooks, boxes, etc., the

manufacture of commercial fertilizer

and jiliosphate and sulphur at the

plants of the Virginia-Carolina Chem-
ical Company, and the manufacture
of commercial fertilizer at the plant

of the Swift Company. These miscel-

laneous industries require equipment,

and men to operate them and the

diversity of the manufacturing in this

section assures it a certain amount of

prosperity at all times. This indus-

trial activity has brought to the Pied-

mont section branch offices of many
of the big machinery companies and
other large manufacturers of various

products vised in a manufacturing center, and here

also are located branch offices of many large con-

struction companies.

The next article of this series will deal with the

favorable labor situation which has been responsible to

a considerable degree for the growth of this section.

Straight- Line Production in a Meter Repair Shop

AFTER considerable study the Pacific Gas and Elcc-

L. trie Company has rearranged their meter repair

shop sa that the meters travel in a continuous circuit

during the various stages of repairing and testing.

A general order of the company covering periodical

tests of service meters states that 15 ]ier cent of the

total meters in service must be changed each year
and in addition there are a number of other meter
changes ordered by the company. About 1200 meters
come to the shop each year because of consumers
removal and all newly purcliased service meters are
tested. Altogether approximately 45.000 meter!< a year
or nearly 900 a week must be tested, repaired if neces-
sary and retested, painted, and stenciled. The arrange-
ment now being used in the shop eliminates several

hundred feet of travel with consequent reduction of
time needed for a meter to go through the successive

staeres. reduced costs and greater efficiency.

Fig. 1 is a graphic representation of meter travel in

the re])air sliop. Meters Index Number

enter the .shop by way 658.58 Meter repair shop

of the elevator at the

lower right-hand cor-

ner of Pig. 1 and are left for 12 hr. so that they may
become acclimated for testing purposes since it is es-

sential that they be of the same temperature as the

room in which they are tested. After this they go to

the provers. (Fig. 2). The proving equipment con-

sists of two 10 ft. standard meter provers such as arc

used by the United States government for testing pur-

poses. The provers are equipped with modern air-

raising devices which have superseded the old method
of raising prover bells by hand power.

The test made by the operator of the proving

apparatus consists of a check run varying with tlie

size and capacity of the meter.

After proving, the meter travels to the ripping

benches where the top and back plates are removed.
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Fig. 1 Meter Travel in Kepair Shop

Then on specially built draining tables the water and

condensation is drained from the columns and body of

the meter. The diaphragms are tested under an 8 in.

gas pressure. If they are satisfactory they are treated

vith a small ((uantity of a fine neutral oil which pre-

serves the leather and gives it flexibility. If they do

not stand iip under the test the entire backs and

fronts of the meters are removed.

Fig. 2 1'ro\ .\irUaisino Devkk.-;

Tile meter is sent to the lye vat where it receives a

thorough scouring with caustic soda, is then washed
and sent to the reassembling benches (Fig. 3). Here
the valves are reground. stuffing boxes are repacked

witii fine Germantown wool which has been di]i]ied in

melted tallow and beeswax mixed in proper pro])or-

tions, indexes are cleaned and examined, and other

minor repairs made. If the diaphragms have been

found to be beyond repair they are replaced by new
ones. Parts that recpiire it are retinned and all are

replaced in the meter and resoldered. i-esulting in a

meter that is in every way the equivalent of a new one.

From the assembly benches it pas.ses to test racks

to take a slow motion or flame test. This test de-

termines whether the meter will register the passage

of a small volume of gas and also detects any small

leaks that may be present. The test is simple, con-

sisting of connecting the meter in a line between a

burner and the gas supply.

The meter than receives another proof test to de-

termine its relative accuracy. This test consists of

l)assing a measured volume of gas through the meter

and noting the error in registration. Each meter is

adjusted to register within i^ of 1 per cent on runs

through open and check outlet connections.

After this test has been passed successfully the meter

goes to the topping bench where the top and back

plates are replaced and the meter put into condition

for iiaintins' and storage. Meters are painted by

Fu;. 3 Keas.semui.ing Benches

dipping, since this has been ioiind to be quicker ilian

by using tlie brush (Fig. 4). Since care must be

exercised that no paint gets on the index, the top of

the meter is not dipped but is hand painted while

the rest is draining. After the paint has dried all

meters are stenciled with the company's serial number.
Jleters that have been repaired, tested, and |)ainted

are stored in the distrilmtion room, according to size

;iiid also dale repaired, until needed again for service.

PP^H^^H



Administrative Control and Response
The Unity of Manat>ement'

By WILLARD E. HOTCHKISS
Kxecutive Director, National Industrial Federation of Clothing Manufacturers

IX
business concerns that have grown up under a

single management there is frequently found a

certain pioneer type of all-dominating executive

who combines with authority and driving force such

mastery of detail that he is able to embody in his

own person the elements of administrative control. In

other cases, as a business has grown, a group of execu-

tives through the habit of thinking and working to-

gether have created a sort of joint personality through

which iinified control has been maintained.

Personal Control

Personal control of this sort is usually forceful, but

in many cases it lacks balance. An individual or a

small group that has retained personal control after

a business has come to have an intricate structure

of divisions and subdivisions is likelj' to focus atten-

tion on certain details that come within the scope of

their own experience and to neglect other details that

may be more important. A more serious weakness of

personal control is the stake which it places on the

hazard of human life. The very qualities which enable

pioneer management to retain personal control tend

to defeat the tran.smitting of such control to successors.

By way of paradox, it may happen that the develop-

ment of personal control comes in the second genera-

tion rather than the first. One large and highly

organized business has come to my notice, in which

a general executive when he saw the business becoming

complex, secured an understudy to carry most of the

detail for which he was responsible. In these circum-

.stances the understudy was compelled to become a

master of detail, but under the inspiring leadershi]i of

his chief and with the aid of an unusual mental equip-

ment, he became also a master of policy and is now an

unusually able general executive. He is. however, a

type that tends to attract control of detail to his own
office ; unless he .should later develoji the rare ability

of his predecessor to train and inspire a successor, the

kind of control that now obtains in the business cannot

be expected to perpetuate itself.

There are few executives, be they second generation

or first, that have the capacity to control the diverse

activities of a large modern business by means of per-

sonal mastery of details. Failins: this, control must
be exercised throiinrh a staff. The eomonsitinn of a

staff may vary according to the nature and traditions

of a business, but it will normally include the he^ds
of imnortant departments like production and sales,

and in manv eases includes adviser.s such as eonsnlt-

' A precedine article on "Unity in Ifanncement Poliov" an-
peared in 'Max.vgemext .\xd .\dmixistr.\tiox for .Tulv, 1924.

p. 17.

ing technical or indus- Index Number

trial engineers, lawyers, 658.1 Executive control

and outside accountants.

In certain circumstances,

also, creditors are represented. Whatever special

services are attached to the general manager's office,

as well as the viewpoint of stockholders, are reflected

in the staff through the general executives of the

business.

Theoretically, .staff meeting is a place where the

various influences of a business can be set off against

each other, where ideas can be picked to pieces until

those that survive take shape in wase decisions and well-

considered plans for making them effective. While

staff organization is usually thought of as an instru-

ment for unifying policy, it is clear that unity of

policy can exist only in name unless decisions reached

in staff councils are carried out in the same spirit in

which they are made. This means that from the staff

there must be reflected back through the line the

impulse of a central control which keeps practice and

procedure consistent throughout all branches of a

business and in harmony with general policy.

The question to what extent staff organization

achieves its theoretical aims in any given case must be

answered with reference to the circumstances of that

case. The efficiency of a machine depends on the people

who operate it. Special influences that tend to un-

dermine management unity may be as active with a

staff organization as without it. and it is inevitable

that at times particular interests that may not coin-

cide with the general interests of a business .should

be represented on the staff with a driving force that

lias to be reckoned with both in the making of policies

and in carrying them out.

Control of Specialized Functions

Any highly organized business today has numerous

specialized functions, each in the charge of technicians

in the particular field. The question arises: How
can a non-technical management co-ordinate such func-

tions? ^Management, of course, has resort to its own
technique as represented by such devices as a scientific

budget, perpetual inventory, .standard accounting, and

comprehensive statistical records and reports. Good
management will make .iiulicious use of such of these

devices as fit the particular situation.

But there is a human side to control that goes

beyond the scope of mere mechanical devices, and it is

on this human side that control is most likely to be

ineffective. ^Fechanieal control depends to an ap-

preciable extent on the use of lansruage. but the

people to whom language is addressed do not always

173
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draw from it the meaning it is intended to convey. A
teacher of literature once expressed surprise that a

certain narrowly orthodox student showed so much

approbation of Emenson. Closer inquiry showed that

he was filtering his Emerson through John Wesley.

Management policies and instructions frequently

undergo similar purification in transmission.

Importance of Personality

In the last analysis the human aspect of control

is a matter of per.sonnel, both of the people who exer-

cise control and those who come under it. A strong

personality in any department of a business may exert

an influence even from a minor position that will

greatly promote or impede administrative control.

Per contra, a weak person by failing to exert an in-

fluence he is supposed to exert may upset the best

of paper plans. One of the most essential steps in

unifying the administrative procedure of a business

is to locate the less obvious centers of influence and to

make sure that all the hidden forces are squarely

behind the kind of practice and procedure required

to make general policies harmoniously effective through-

out the business.

Among the circumstances that tend to disturb the

balanced control toward which staff organization is

directed is the fact that management is frequently cen-

tered in a person who has a departmental slant. A
sales manager who has come to bear the label and

carry the responsibility of a general executive is likely

in his thinking to be a sales manager still. If a

general manager has come up from the production

department he may easily overweight the views and

problems of major and minor executives in produc-

tion. If he was trained as an engineer or a lawyer

he tends to approach decisions from the angle of his

original profession. Finally, if he has grown up as

a pioneer general executive of the sort referred to

above, the tradition of that position usually sticks

to him even though personal control has been replaced

by staff direction on paper.

Sales Department Influence

The sales department in a business is almost always

in a position to exert a strong influence on staft" coun-

cils, irrespective of the background of the general man-

ager. The reason is not far to seek. Prosjierity centers

in sales. A successful sales department produces

l)rofits. within limits, even in spite of unwarranted

liurdens elsewhere ; except for sales the activities of

all the other departments are without meaning. In

these circum.stances a sales executive is frequently able

to marshal arguments for his views which other de-

partments are reluctant to over-ride. Bj' the same

token the sales department is likely to a.ssume con-

siderable latitiule in executing staff decisions. If the

i-elative independence of a sales department is a matter

of policy that rests on mature council it need not

seriously conflict with ]>roper administrative control.

But when, as fre()Ueii11y hapjiens. the dominance of

sales inflTience proceeds from uncoi-rected assumjition.

an atmosphere is created that tends progressively not

only to weaken staff control but to encourage loose

administration and wasteful practice within the line

organization of the department.

In certain cases tradition attaches such importance

to some key position in a business as to give it sub-

stantial immunity from central control. I have recently

had occasion to consider the relation of designing

to general policy in the manufacture of men's cloth-

ing. Designing is the function around which the

manufacture of ready-made clothing has developed,

and the designer in the clothing business has tradi-

tionally occupied a strategic position. A designer's

worth to a business is supposed to reside in his skill

and artistic sense, but at the same time his function

is to design models that the public will buy. De-

signing is a kind of work in which business and tem-

perament easily become confused and it is never

possible to say accurately to what extent a designer's

sales motive is diluted by certain artistic whims.

Control over designing has had to make headway

against strong resistance based on tradition and gen-

eral impressions. From the designer's standpoint con-

stant experiment and variety of models are sure to

bring returns which the records may not reveal.

Obviously there can be no business without sales and

no sales without designing, and so a chain of plausible

theory is built up through which in many cases a

large part of the sales program and shop practice

for a house has been predetermined in the designer's

workroom. Expressed in general terms this means that

important executive functions are lodged with a

sjiecialist who usually lacks qualification for manage-

ment res]ionsibility.

Relation of Control to Costs

Without iu-<)[)cr control the cost of sterile models

may run to large amounts. The piece rate structure

in a clothing factory is built uj) from base rates for

all standard operations. New operations involve

differentials from the base. Even with the best pos-

sible managemeni in the shop, deviations from habitual

practice tetid to add to direct labor cost (Utt of all

proportion to the mere increase in the amount of

work. ^loreover. small unit out|)ut per model disturl)-

shoji balances and tends to impede the flow of work

tiirough the factory. It also increases cost of super-

vision. Every production jirocess that makes for

efficient shoj) practice and jiroper cost is hampered

by a multiplication of slow .selling models.

Control in this instance requires accurate records.

model by model. It involves careful budgeting of that

part of ilesigning that represents laboratory (>xpense

chargeable to overhead, as distinct from unit factory

cost. Control over adding and withdrawing models

is affected by style and house policy, but here, too.

decision as to what models should be j)ushed needs to

rest on the fullest possible use of recorded data, both

in respect to sales and to relative cost. It goes without

saying that such decisions are the province of a staff

or central management, as they are too imjiortant to be

arrived at by any single functional specialist.
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The reaction of designing and sales on shop practice

leads into the question whether to cimtrol production

by sales or sales by production, in a number of

competitive industries it has been assumed that a

production department existed for the purpose of

manufacturing goods to supply whatever demand the

sales department was able to create. It may be a moot

question in any ease whether the manufacturing waste

that results from adjusting production to fluctuations

in sales is greater than the possible loss of sales or

the burden of moving surplus that results from fol-

lowing a fixed program of manufacture. The tendency

in well-managed concerns, however, seems to be to-

wards adopting a reasonable manufacturing program

based on equipment and careful sales estimates, and

then working out a careful program for sending goods

through the factory. It is clear that a policy of

adjusting sales activity to a production program has

the eti'ect of temjiering the influence of sales viewpoint

in reaching staff decisions.

Centralizing Control

The degree to which control of departmental opera-

tions should be centralized in a general office is largely

a technical question, the answer to which is found in

the nature and size of the business and the background

from which its organization has been built u]i. In

some cases the answer will be found through actual

experimentation in which there is a comparison of

costs in units of different size and forms of organiza-

tion. The growing complexity of modern business,

and the magnitude of the interests combined under one

ownershiji are creating strains which mere organiza-

tion technique can scarcely compensate. Viewed in

these larger dimensions, policy and control are not

two jiroblems but merely two phases of the same
jirolileni. The directing intelligence essential to han-

dling the problem successfully must include varying

combinations of technical equipment and human in-

sight in the central management and at strategic jioints

throughout the business structure.

Securing Proper Response

Wise management considers not only control but

resi)onse to control, and this tends to replace arbitrary

authority with human intelligence as an in.strument of

control. In this connection a recent experience related

by an executive of a nation-wide business is illuminat-

ing. In order that the business might be in a jiosition

to expand its equipment to meet growing demaiul, it

became necessary at specific intervals for the operatinsr

force to keep an extra record of service rendered. As
a dejiarture from routine practice this requirement
caused irritation and finally resulted in cessation of

work throughout a large unit of the comiiany. Central

manasrement, in trying to resolve the difficulty by the

human intelligence method, discovered that in enforc-

ing the practice of recording traffic the management
of the local unit had specifically denied the force any
information concerning the reasons for the extra serv

ice and had repeatedly im|iresseil upon them that it

was their tlut\- to i)erform the service and nut ask

questions about it. Careful explanation of reasons

underlying the i-equirement changed tlie leader of tlie

revolt from a rebel to an ally, and the object lesson

enabled the central management to take a big forw^ard

step in selling the human intelligence method to sub-

ordinate executives.

In a broad sense, both control and response to con-

trol require some understanding not only of short-

time requirements but of the long-time ends towards

which policy and practice ai'e directed. In those large

concerns whose activities frequenth' are as complex

and manj'-sided as society itself, this is not a simple

specification to execute. In the last analysis it becomes

a problem in education and personnel. As .such it

harks back not only to selection and placement but it

involves also a constant program of edtication. How
to give to the diffei-ent elements in a business organi-

zation a sincere and intelligent interpretation of policy,

procedure, and aims without encountering the blight

of propaganda, is a problem with which many large

concerns are earnestly struggling.

Plant education is a special phase of the general

problem of jiersonnel, adequate discussion of which
wotild carry too far afield. One of the main objects

of such education, whether carried on in sy.stematic

courses or merely as a by-product of personnel man-
agement, is the maintenance of mutual understanding

and mutual confidence, which after all is the founda-

tion of control.

The tendency towards bringing larger and more
complex business units under joint control makes the

building up of mutual tinderstanding and confidence

more and more a determining factor in successful man-
agement. The variety of interests and activities

that fall within the province of a single management
makes it necessary to utilize the most perfect organi-

zation technique that can be devised, but by the same
token it is scarcely possible throusrh teehnioue alone

to maintain in larse scale business the kind of control

that will insure uniform purpose and uniform efficiency

throughout the business. To this end. business teeh-

nioue must have behind it in management the impulse
of a larire caliber intelligence operating in an atmos-
phere of understanding and confidence.

THE point of view jiresented In- ^Ir. Ilotchkiss

in this article and in the preceding article in the

July issue of Max.\gemext .\xp Adjiixistratiox is of

vital imjiortance. Unfortunately, however, few indus-

trial managements have ever had the po.ssibilities of

unit of management and control brought before the^n

in such a way that they make a definite effort to secure
it. Nearly every executive realizes that only by per-

fect co-ordination of the sales department, the prodif-
tion department, and the financial deiiartment can the

entire organization function at its highest efficiency.

Too often, though, this realization results in no ])osi-

tive action by any executive toward securing better

co-ordination. ^Ir. Ilotchkiss" articles offer assistance

to managements anxious to bring it about.
—The Editors
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Standardization of Screw Threads for Fire Hose Couplings

C(
)XDITIOXS whifh permit conflagrations to go

unchecked, which may wipe out whole sections

of cities and cause great lo.ss of human life while

plenty of fire-fighting apparatus is at hand hut u.seless

because of couplings which will not fit, can and must
be eliminated, and an important step in the elimination

of such conditions has been taken in the approval by
the American Engineering Standards Committee, of

National Screw Threads for Fire Hose Couplings.

The approval of this standard, which had been sub-

mitted under the leadership of the National Board of

Fire Underwriters, the National Fire Protection Asso-
ciation, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

and the American Water Works Association, marks for

the first time a national agreement on tolerances or

limits of accuracy necessary to secure intcrchangeabil-

ity in manufacture. The present lack of uniformity,
which has often led to such disastrous results, is due
to failure to folloM' the national standard, and to non-
interchangeable manufacture. It has been shown in

a startling way by the exhibit of a single collection of

600 sizes and variations of fire hose couplings.

That this condition constitutes a real menace has
been shown in numerous conflagrations in -which out-

side assistance was of no avail because the hose of

neighboring fire departments would not connect to

local hydrants.

The most important example of this was the great
Baltimore fire of 1904. When the Baltimore fire de-

l)artment found that the conflagration was getting
beyond control they called upon Wa.shington, Phila-
delphia, and New York for help. The fire-fighting

apparatus from the three neighboring cities was on
the ground in a remarkably short time, but the hose
could not be connected to hydrants—the couplings did
not fit.

Following the earlier great Boston conflagration of
1872. where conditions were much like those in Balti-
more, efforts were made to bring about national uni-
formity in hose couplings. Unfortunately these efforts

led to the introduction of comjieting standards in-

stead of to uniformity. Finally in 1890, the National
Association of Fire Engineers took action, as the result
of which slow but steady progress toward national
uniformity has been brought about.

Tn 1919, the National Board of Fire i;nderwriters
undertook intensive local campaigns for the introduc-
tion of the standard, and a large amount of practical
field work has been accomplished in numerous cities

and towns. Tools were developed by which the threads
on fire plugs and hose couplings that did not differ too
greatly from the standard, could be changed over to
the standard form by a single operation.
More than 700 cities and towns have not oidy de-

cided to adopt the standard, but have carried oiit the
practical steps necessary to put it into working order,
while numerous other cities, towns, and counties have
officially decided upon its adoption. The state of
Oregon has made its tisc tnandatoiy by legislative en-
actment, and a similar measure has been favorably re-
liorted in the JIassachusetts legislature. Nevertheless,

Index Number
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a very large amount of

work yet remains to be

clone before America is

free from this wholly un-

necessary fire menace. About three-fourths of the 8000
cities and towns in this country having fire protection,

still have non-standard threads.

The difficulties which at present beset the railroads

form a striking example of the existing confusion.

Each railroad, in order to protect its property, has to

provide connections for each of the non-standard
thi-eads in the cities and towns through which its lines

pass. For example, the Seaboard Air Line Railway has

to carry in stock, 29 different non-standard hose

couplings, together with special fittings or "adapters"
to enable each of these to be connected with the stand-

ard form of coupling.

The most imi)ortant new feature in tiic jn-esent form
of the standard as approved by the American Engi-
neering Standards Committee, is the national agree-

ment on the complete set of tolerances or the limits of

accuracy of manufacture. These make it possible to

insure complete interchangeability. Heretofore manu-
facturers have worked almost entirely from samples
of couplings submitted by the purchasing authority,

instead of by the use of accurately made gages. This
has been a prolific cause of non-uniformit,y since old

couplings, hydrant nipples, and caps are not reliable as

test pieces, owing to wear and corrosion.

The standard includes jireeise specifications for gages
for the use of manufacturers and city authorities in

controlling manufacture, and acceptance tests of cou-

plings. These include "go" and "not go" gages for

the sizes and form of threads.

This phase of the iiroblem is thus seen to be very
similar to that encountered during the war in the

production of quantities of interchangeable ammuni-
tion, during the earliest stages of which, due to a lack

of adequate gaging systems, great losses and serious

delays were experienced. It was only after the in-

troduction of such a gaging system that enormous mass
production of acceptable material became possible.

Serious consideration is now being given to this same
jiroblem as a means of furthering mass ]iroduction

throughout the mechanical industries, and a represen-

tative technical committee is now developing a uniform
gaging .system to this end, under tlie auspices of the

American Engineering Standards Committee,
Tn connection with the standaril. the sponsors are

issuing two publications: one for the use of fire chiefs

and .superintendents of water works, and the other, for

the guidance of manufacturers.
Notwithstanding the great amount of work wliieh

has been accomjilished by the organizations already
mentioned, much yet remains to be done that will re-

quire continued and united effort. Commercial and
civic organizations have a very real responsibility in

bringing about the adoption of the American National
Screw Threads for Fire Hose Couplings by their own
cities and towns, where assistance of other fire depart-
ments may at any time be sorely needed

i



Is the Credit Department an Asset or a Liability?

Methods of Measuring Its \'alue to an Organization

By J. W. HALLMAN
Credit Manager, Sun Oil Company

AC1\KI)1T ilepartment is an asset to any concern

exteniling credit, if its acceptance of good bnsi-

- ness approaches tlie maximum amount of bona

fide orders which it is possible for salesmen to secure,

with only a small loss in bad debts, a minimum loss of

customers in handling the accounts, and at an oper-

ating cost low compared to the extent of the business.

A credit department is a liability, if it fails to

accept the proper amount of business safely possible

to accept ; or has an excessive bad debt loss ; or causes

the loss of customers through improper methods; or

opei'ates at too great a cost to the business.

Factors in Credit Department Effectiveness

Briefly stated, these are the factors determining

whether a credit department is an asset or a liability

to any business. But naturally some interesting ques-

tions are raised

:

1. What constitutes the maximum amount of business

that shall be accepted ?

2. What is the minimum, or proper, bad debt loss ?

3. What is a minimum loss of customers by the credit

department ?

4. What should it cost to operate a credit department ?

These questions will be taken i;p in order.

In any line of endeavor there is a potential field

or market, developed or capable of being developed.

for that particular commodity or service. That field

or market constitutes a potential unit of 100. If there

are 10 competitors doing b\;siness in that field or market,

all being on an equal basis as to facilities, service,

qualities, prices, etc.. theoretically there would be a

unit of 10 as each competitor's share. But there are

set to work on that potential unit of 100, 10 competitive

sales organizations, each being keyed to the highest

pitch of enthusiasm and inspiration, often with bonuses
and commissions as an incentive, to secure tlie greatest

possible amount of this 100 unit.

In this 100 unit, though, there are all kinds and
grades of credit risks, some of whom will actually fail,

(the distribution of failure l)eing : from inconiiietencc

33.7 per cent; lack of capital. 34.2 x^er cent; fraud, 4.2

per cent ; and other causes 27.09 per cent—Bradstreet.

1923), some will require litigation to collect, some will

be extremely slow pay and therefore unprofitable, some
will be fair to good risks in the making, some will be
fair pay, some good pay, some discounters.

It naturally follows, then, that as prices, quality,

service, salesmanship, or other purchase inducements

to the customer, fail to Index Number

measure up to the stand- 658.882 Credit department

ard of comi)etitors' in-

ducements, the lower

will become the grade of credit risk of the customers

sold, in order for that house to secure its share of the

100 unit. When purchase inducements to the customer

are on a par with, or superior to, those of a competitor's

inducements, it is easiest to seU to high-grade credit

risks with correspondingly lowered credit department

expenses. When purchase inducements to the customer

do not compare favorably with those of competitors,

usually only the poorer grade credit risks can be sold.

and that immediately throws a greater burden and

responsibilitj' upon the credit department.

As a general proposition it is usually estimated that

at least 90 per cent of the business submitted for credit

approval is of good or fair grade risks and that not

over 10 per cent of it should be of a class that requires

out-of-routine treatment by a well-organized, properly-

functioning credit department. In this 10 per cent

will usually be found, in varied ratios with difi'erent

houses, about all of the off-grades above mentioned.

As purchase indTieements to customers compare less

favorably with competitors' inducements, they will

usually tend to disarrange this 90/10 ratio, and lower

it sometimes until a 50/50 ratio is reached. When
this latter ratio is reached, or anything approaching it.

it is safe to say that a pretty efficient credit depart-

ment is req\;ired to handle it successfully and keep the

business out of bankruptcy.

Therefore, a credit department that accepts risks

submitted on a grade ratio of 90/10 or downwaid.

as above described, re.iecting, or selling for cash only,

the worst grades, may be said to be accejiting the

maximum amount of business for its house.

The Question of Bad Debt Loss

What is a minimum, or ]n-oper, bad debt loss, is

a much mooted question. Credit men are as a rule

very vague and evasive when this question is discussed.

The fact remains, jiowever, that in 1923 there were

19.159 failures with liabilities aggregating $(5;)1.324.794

(Bradstreet), not to make mention of the many thou-

sands of bad accounts, at lea.st indirectly responsible

for many of these failures, that were never collected.

Then, when we add to that sum the "bad accounts"

that were charged off in 1923 by approximately

2.055.458 business houses that did not fail, we have a

bad debt bill, to be ultimately paid by the consumers
of this countrv. that almost staggers the imagination.
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If it were possible to obtain these figures and ascer-

tain the average per cent loss to sales, talcing into con-

sideration that eighty-nine hiuidredths per cent of the

total houses in business failed in 1923, we could arrive

at a standard to measure this phase of credit work.

Perhaps the nearest approach to a correct per cent

loss, in any ease, is to take what is found to be the

average loss by a number of houses in the same line

over a period of 3 to 5 years. This should be accepted

as a correct experience and should be used as a basis for

consideration of bad debts in price computation. If

this average were, let us say, 1 per cent, and a credit

department did not exceed this average, and accepted

business as above outlined, it coiild well be said to

have sustained the minimum loss in its transactions.

Minimum Loss of Customers

The tliird question relates to minimum loss of cu.3-

tomers. Let us assume that a credit department

accepts business on a grade ratio of 90/10. If it

loses—through its efforts to collect (when customers

have been properly sold and .service and materials are

satisfactory)—any of the 90 per cent fair or good

grade risks, it is certainly losing good material. If,

however, a customer among the other 10 per cent, above

described, is lost for future business in securing the

money for the first transaction, or if the customer

refuses to accept revised terms satisfactory to the seller,

then it is hardly fair to charge the credit department
with having lost a customer. It has merely failed to

make a fair or good customer out of a doubtful one.

If, on the other hand, tlie credit department helps

to make fair or good customers out of, say, 5 per cent

oi' more of whatever portion of the doubtful class is

accepted, it certainly then becomes a greater and greater

asset to the business with the increa.se of this percentage

remade into fair and good customers. Let us say a

credit department accepts business on a grade ratio

of ilO/.lO, saves as good business for the house 25 per

cent, and fails on the other 25 per cent. That credit

department should be credited with having saved and
built for the business 25 per cent of it.s customers,

and not with having lost 25 per cent of them. A credit

department should !)( charged with losing a customer
only when it is the avoidable cause of losing a fair- or

good-paying customer.

The fourth point, the cost of conducting a credit

dciiai-tment, is, of course, largely jiredicated upon the

kind and nature of the business conducted. !Mucli de-

pends also, as above intimated, niton the class of busi-

ness the department is called upon to accept and handle.

It stands to reason that if a large number of pnov-

grade credit risks is taken, the cost of operations will

be much greater than where only select trade is

accepted. If the credit department is making busi-

ness possible with a poor credit class of trade, which is

necessitated by some weakness in other factors of the

business, the credit department is forced to carry |).irt

of the burden rightly belonging to some other dejtart-

ment or d('|)artments. Therefore it should not be ex-

pecteil to ojterate as cheaply as when such a condition

does not exi.st.

For the purpose of illustration, then, we may safely

assume as a reasonably low cost of operation, 1 per

cent of sales when business of a grade ratio of 90/10

is being accepted and profitably handled. Why the

assumption of 1 per cent as reasonably low '

Underwriters of insurance on credits charge a

special premium for, place rigid restrictions or pen-

alties about, or decline to assume liability in connec-

tion with, any of what they designate as the oft'-grades,

above referred to, under their insurance policies. This

procedure is just as correct and proper as it is to

charge an extra premium, or provide special safeguards,

or refuse to accept responsibility, for an extra hazard

under a fire insurance or any other form of policy.

Also, these underwriters cover, under the ordinary

bond, only the losses over and above the normal loss

of that particular business, determined by an average

loss for a period of 3 or 5 years. The bond, in addi-

tion, usually provides that the company be given

an opportunity to collect the los.ses. and that losses be

reported for collection purposes within 65 days from

due date, for which approximately the legal collection

rates are charged in addition to the premium. The legal

rates for collecting are 15 per cent for amounts under

.$300. 8 per cent for amounts between $300 and $1000.

and i per cent for amounts in excess of $1000, making
the average legal rate 9 per cent (not taking into ac-

count apportionment of percentages by amounts of

losses). That places a pretty high premium on time

in credit granting.

The managements of various lines of business place

a still greater premium on time when they off'er H, 1.

2, 3, 5 and in extreme cases 10 per cent for cash within,

usually, 10 days from date of shipment, paying actually.

at these rates for 10 days' time, from 1"^ to 360 per

cent per annum on the amount.

Is it not true, then, that 1 per cent of sales is a

reasonablj- low cost for operating an efficient credit

department in the average manufacturing, jobbing, or

wholesale business, to collect the bulk of moneys on

siles in the intervening i>eriod of from 10 to 60 da.vs .*

Is it not a cheap collection rate? The percentage on a

retail business will run higher.

Let us now take up the main question of our dis-

cussion : "Is the credit department an asset or a

liability."' Taking the above jiremises. or conclusions,

to be approximately correct as a general average

proposition, let us see what we actually arrive at on.

say. a $25 000.000 per year business. Collection costs

would be as follows

:

Method of FinrRixn Coi.lectiox Posts
compar \tivf.

coi.lectiox

Costs

Cost, figured on pollpotioiis by oreilit department

on b.a.sis of 1 per cent of s.ales on 90/10 gr.ide r.ntio $250,000.00

Cost, figured on oollei'tions on basLs of .-icceptinj;

only customers discountine, on terms of 1 per cent

cash 10 davs =z 36 per cent per .mnum, on monthly

s;iles of .$:",OS:{,.'{.S:! .! J 7.'iO,000.00

(This would probably eliminate 75 per cent of

the business on an average concern's books).

Cost on lowest legal rates, 4 per cent 1,000,000.00

(.\t least this rate would apply if no eTort were

made to collect at all in the first 60 days on 30-day

terms, accepting any and all business submitted,

plus a probably ruinous loss ratio for bad debts).
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By the lir.st method, with a lo.ss. on account of bad

debts, of 1 per cent, the total cost would be 2 per cent

of sales for credit operations and bail debts.

Under the second method there would still be the

hazard of the average loss by actual failures, which
according to Dradstreets (by percentage of failures to

all business) from 1893 to 1923, inclusive, averages

oue and one-hundredth per cent per year. It is quite

probable that by this rigid selection of accounts the

loss ratio would be practically nil, yet the cost of

operations would be 3 per cent of the annual business,

plus greatly increased sales and other expenses, and
the necessit}- of having an article or service that could

stand severe competition. And there still would have

to be a credit department to do the selecting.

Under the third method there would have to be a

.sales force to sell, and some one to look after what
collections were made. The cost of operations would
still be at least 4 per cent, with an extremely high ratio

of losses in addition.

The foregoing forms a basis upon which to determine
the worth of a credit department. While the actual

figures (used only for illustration) show an advan-
tage of 3 to 1 and 4 to 1, respectively, in favor of the

conservatively conducted credit department, that ad-

vantage may be increased as cost and loss percentages

are decreased, and the 90/10 grade ratio is lowered
to take in a greater percentage of bona fide business

on terms that are safe. To lower the grade ratio is

largely a matter of having customers of doubtful grades

accept satisfactory terms and then seeing to it that

those terms are enforced as nearly as possible. Here
is where the arguments on question 3 apply with par-

ticular emphasis.

It is possible under proper management to obtain

much better results than the general and average figures

and percentages above shown. Experience has proved
this to be so. An actual case may perhaps with profit

be cited, where the bad debt lo.sses were about three-

tenths per cent, and cost of operations about four-

tenths per cent on a risk gi-ade ratio of better than

75/25, with few if any good or fair-paying customers

lost by improper methods of the department, and a high

percentage of sales on poor credit risks developed into

good ones. The total combined cost of operation and
had debt losses amounted only to seven-tenths per cent,

while it is stated the sales price of the commodity of

that particular house had been loaded by 2 per cent

for bad debts. An actual profit of one and three-tenths

per cent was realized on that feature of the business.

Unable to switch the accounts to cash terms, that

same credit department had also rejected three-tenths

per cent of sales on credit that subsequently were shown
to be "bad" accounts and if accepted would have been

losses. This rejection added another three-tenths per

cent of sales as an actual worth-evaluation to the credit

department. On this latter feature, the sales manager
argued that had the "bad" three-tenths per cent been

accepted, with no credit department expense, the loss

to the house would have been one-tenth per cent less

than it was. The trouble with his argument was that,

like the child, he expected to have the cake and keep
the penny. He forgot that more than 25 per cent of

doubtful credit business had been accepted from his

salesmen, and profitablj- handled by the department.

A good credit department can indeed be an asset

to any busines.s—a real profit-earning asset. It takes

an exceptionally poor one to rank as a liability.

Material Handling in Making Fiber- Board Boxes

THE problem of material handling is tied up
closely with three other phases of economy in pro-

duction—correct layout of plant for direct routing,

short travel of material in process, and the iise of

automatic, labor-saving machinery.
Direct routing saves not only time but also a big

investment in handling equipment, or a heavy cost of

hand labor and endless confusion of operations where
many truckers are required. Short travel saves both
time and money and it is needless to dwell in detail on
its advantages. AYlierever possible, automatic machin-
ery is designed with feed and discharge mechanisms
to insert and remove materials, and to this extent it be-

comes practically a part of the mechanical handlint:'

e()uipment.

The accompanying photngrajihs. taken in one of tlir

plants of The Paraffine Companies. Inc., illustrate tlir

foregoing statements. This particular plant is devoted
to the manufacture of fiber-board shipping cases.

Large rolls of paper are delivered to the solid fiber

board and corrugated board machine, shown in Fig. 1.

by means of an electric hoist traveling on an overhead
single I-beam runway. The hoist is floor-controlled and
handles the rolls by means of a chain-sling. As the

travel of the hoist is .short, power is most conveniently

Index Number

658.281 Material Handling

obtained by means of a

cable plugged into a

wall socket. There are 8

shaft-bearings for rolls

on the frame of the board machine, which eliminates

the necessity of shut-downs when changing the rolls.

Fig. 1 EoLLS of Paper Are Delivered by Electric Hoist
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Fig. 2 Fibek-isoakd M.4chine

Fiber-board is delivered from the machine three sheets

at a time, as in Fig. 2. These sheets are ready trimmed
to the proper size for the containers to be manufactured.
Four men are required to operate the board machine.

As the .sheets are delivered they are registered on

an automatic counter, and are piled on skids or plat-

forms. 1000 to a platform. Lift-trucks are used to

move these skids to the next operation, which is that of

printing.

A view of tile iiaiulliuy- and processing in the printing

Fu;. 3 II.\N-Di,iN-(i .\Ni) Processing in Printini; ])ep.\rtmkni

department is sho\Mi in Fig. :!. Two-color, rotary cyl^

inder presses are used and the customer's name, brand
marks, cautions for care in shipment, and other data

as required, are printed on each sheet. One operatoi-

feeds each machine, one runs it, and a third stacks the

printed sheets as they come out of the press.

From the ])rinting presses the sheets are taken to tin-

scoring machines. Fig. 4 shows machines used to handle
the smaller lots of "runs". Larger lots are put through
two-way .sc(n-ing machines of sjiecial design. As a fur-

ther labor-saving dcvelojinifut, these large lots are car-

ried from the printing presses directly to the two-way
scoring machines by means of special conveyor sys-

tems. Lift-trucks and platforms are used to handle the

smaller runs illustrated in the photograph.

The final operation in container making is that of

stitching the joint. This work is done on shipping

container box stitchers specially designed for this kind
of ojieration. It consists of fastening the seam with

copper clips, cut from a roll mounted on the machine,

and inserted and clamped automatically. For the large

boxes shown in Fig. 5 two operators are required.

Completed boxes are dropped on the floor alongside

Fig. 4 Scoring M.\chines for Small "Kuns"

of the stitching machines, as finished. They are then

gathered up and taken over to tables adjacent to the

machines, where they are tied with the twine, usually in

bundles of 10. Finally they are stacked on platforms

and taken by lift-trucks to the shipping department.

Throughout the entire process of manufacture direct

louting is followed. By this means unnecessary lum-

dling of stock has been eliminated. Machine layout

was planned along these lines and also for the short-

I'st possible travel of material between processes.



The Working Value of the Economic Forecast

Bv PARK MATHEWSOX

rice-President, Banlers Development Corporation

THE fundaiiiiMitMl importance of economic fore-

casting will hardly be questioned. Alternating

periods of prosperity and depression att'ect the

greatest and the smallest business units alike. All

classes and sections of society are influenced by the

conditions of employment and wages, speculation, and

price change. Xot only the income and standard of

living, but the efficiency and ambition of the average

worker are greatly influenced by the extremes of de-

pression and prosperity which periodically occur in

the business world. The advantage of a forecast which

points out in advance the approach of these changes

is obvious.

There can be, of course, no perfect forecasting sys-

tem. Even with the best facilities there would be a

percentage of guesswork. But, as is the case with the

Weather Bureau, even partial success in foreseeing

conditions is immensely worth while and should even-

tually lead to at least a partial steadying of the busi-

ness cycle swings. The gathering from the key indus-

tries by the government, of estimated or budgeted fig-

ures of their demand and supply for a number of months

in advance would allow an approximate estimate of

where the surplus or deficit might be expected to occur

in materials, merchandise, men, money, machinery, etc.

To some extent, the results shown by this forecast might

be forestalled, or at least modified, so as to prevent the

extreme swings of the cycle.

Huge Periodic Losses Largely Avoidable

The terrific strain iTpon the economic system in

periods of depression, is indicated by the estimates of

the National Bureau of Economic Keseareh. Accord-

ing to these, in the 1920-1921 depression the losses in

the United States alone were at least $6,000,000,000.

]\Iuch of this loss could have been avoided had the

men under whom the estimates were made analyzed eco-

nomic history, preceding conditions and the probable

outcome, and jiroperly budgeted their businesses. The
natural reaction following the post-world war period of

inflation was aggravated by unsettled conditions in

Euro]ie. Visions of foreign trade, far in excess of

actual purchasing power from abroad, had stimulated

our industries to feverish expansion. Without clean-

cut plans or budgets, corporations vied with one an-

other in bidding Tip the prices of raw materials and
labor. These conditions reacted on the domestic .situa-

tion when the buyers' strike was inaugurated in the

summer of 1920 by the famous "overalls parade",
^lanufacturers who had confidently expected to pass

along their high costs to the piiblic were confronted
by an almost absolute cessation of denuind and drastic

cancellation of orders in hand. Then there was serious

trouble. Uselessly Index Number

swollen inventories, in 338.97 Economic forecasting

mo.st cases purchased on

bank credit, could not be

liquidated except at enormous losses and after long de-

laj-s. Probably from one-quarter to one-half of the

larger enterprises of this country found themselves vir-

tually at the mercy of their bankers. The term "frozen
credits" became a standard expression for the unofficial

moratorium which existed in manv lines of trade.

Typical Income Statements, 1913-1922

The severe results of the depression of 1921 can

best be A'isualized by noting the effects of this abnormal
period on the earnings of some of the largest corpora-

tions (Table 1)—companies which, because of their

very size, might have foreseen trade changes far in

advance of the .small business organization, had they

adequately studied conditions and adequately sched-

uled their needs.

T.\BLE 1. TEN YE.\RS' NET EARNINGS .\VAIL.\BLE FOR DIVIDENDS
(000 Omitledl

Ye-vr
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4. A decline of one-half to two-thirds in the prices of

most raw materials, which decline was later re-

fleeted in the prices of manufactured goods.

5. The resulting great reduction in the value of in-

ventories, which when written off the books as a

loss, in most eases greatly inerea.sed the losses

from the year's operations.

6. The calling of bank loans.

7. The inability of many corporations to collect from
their own debtors.

The drop in the prices of raw materials was un-

doubtedly of more serious consequence to the financial

position of the companies than the decline in gross

sales. The inventory problem therefore deserves spe-

cial attention. The figures for the above companies,

for the four years 1919-1922, inclusive, are shown in

Table 2.

TABLE 2. . INV^ENTORY CHANGES 1919-1922 (MILLIOXS OF DOLLARS)

Year
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A movement for the more intensive compilation of

current production statistics through the medium of

trade associations, has been taken up under the guid-

ance and advice of governmental agencies. Care, how-
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Scrap Analysis as a Waste Preventative

Bv ROBERT G. COOK

TT is recojrnized that no plant can operate with-

-* out a certain amount of scrap. The pi-oblem. then,

is to utilize the scrap to good advantage. This

can best be done by : ( 1 ) proper analysis and study

to ascertain the underlying cau.ses for the spoilage

;

(2) properly applying the lessons learned in order

to reduce, or eliminate altogether, future spoilage from

the same or kindred causes.

In the past it has been customary to move con-

demned material direct from the final inspector to

the scrap bins. Usually a report, either daily, weekly,

or monthly, would show those interested the volume of

scrap and what it consisted of. Periodically, actuated

by various causes, a drive would be launched to cut

down the volume of i-ejects. A little more attention

would be given to the subject for a while but interest

would gradually subside and in a .short time condi-

tions would be substantially the same as befoi-e.

Spoilage is now, however, attracting more of the

attention it deserves and valuable lessons learned

throiigh closer analysis of work sjioiled are reflected

in lower manufacturing costs.

Examination of Condemned Material

Condemned material is held in a space ]n-ovideil

for it until it is ready for the .scrap bins. It is

here examined, not only by those directly responsible

for the spoilage but by those charged with the prob-

lem of cutting down the volume of scrap.

An examination of this scrap by foremen and otlu'rs

becomes a definite part of the foreman's daily meet-

ing. As the scrap is available for examination at all

times, the foremen and others responsible have the

opportunity to actpiaint themselves with the causes of

spoilage and should be able to answer any questions

which come up regarding responsibility for it.

This daily examination and discussion of the ac-

cumulated spoilage is a very iinixn-tant function in

the operation of a manufacturing dcjiartment. "Wlien

spoil-ige occurs, the ins])eL'tor finally passing on the

rejection, notes his reasons on the rejection slip,

charging the spoilage dii-octly to an individual or

section. His decision, unless further oi)])ortnnity for

examination is given, is noted in the departmental

report and a charge is made against the section respon-

sible.

A foreman, examining work thrown out in his de-

jiartment can very often prove that the fault lies

further back. At other times, discussion will bring

to light faulty tools or processing. Here a jig may
I)e disclosed that is difficult to clear of chips, so that

the piece cocks in the jig and is drilled out of loca-

tion : or a fixture may be Index Number

of weak construction, 658.567 Spoilage reduction

springing when the piece

is clamped in it ; or it

may be that a certain cutter should be spiral instead

of straight, and so on. In fact, the good arising from a

general discussion of causes leading to spoilage and re-

jection cannot be overestimated. It is here that the

work is really analyzed to bring about iiuprovements.

Analysis of New Work

Theoretically, the analysis of new work, the process-

ing, determining the tools necessary, and designing

them is done in a conference of the tool engineer, tool

designer, process engineer, production man, and the

foremen interested in making the pai-ts. Actually, the

work is, in many eases, laid out by the processing

engineer, passed on to the tool engineer who indicates

what tools are believed necessary and then the tools

are designed by the tool designers, each one acting

more or less independently. Large and intricate

pieces are very often taken up in conference anil

the best possible tooling results. Small pieces, how-

ever, are usually considered so much similar to work

that has gone before that no special effort is made to

improve the tooling, with the result that the tools

are, in many cases, merelj' copies. However, it should

be recognized that the savings are not to be made on

the large and spectacular pieces alone but on the

ordinary work that as a rule forms 90 per cent of

tlie production and is constantly going through the

sliojis. Here, at the rejection table, such pieces gel

the attention and analysis they deserve.

The time sttidy may be brought into the discus-

sion wIk'u the claim is made that the task is too

tight and that a man is unable to do the woi-k cor-

7-ectly in the lime allotted. Discussion here often leads

to a change in processing or tooling whereby not only

the quality of the work is ra.i.sed but production

s|)eeded up as well.

Material laid out for examination should not be

allowed to lie any longer than necessary. It is either

usable or it is not, and must be so judged finally.

There is nothing that will kill the interest of a fore-

man more than being required to search for the later

rejections through work that he has previously exam-

ined. The enclosure, being kept clear of old work will

show what is lost by rejection over a certain period.

The i)etter quality of work resulting from an exam-

ination of spoilage can be attributed to one thing

—

elo:er analysis of the problems of manufacture affect-

ing the parts, which is the real secret of quality.



Practical Material Salvaging Methods
Prevention and Salvage of Waste at Westinghouse

'

By C. B. AUEL
Manager, Employees' Service Department, Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.

TO be really effective, a salvaging department must
liave one or more of its staff thoroiighlyacqnainted

with the factory, its products, methods of manu-
facture and personnel, and also with a wide acquain-

tance among allied or similar industries. The duties

of this department may be lightened to some extent by

divorcing from it as much of the routine work of sal-

vaging as possible ; as, for example, the handling of raw
materials rejected by the inspection department upon
arrival at the factorj', or the regular sale of scrap turn-

ings, borings, filings, materials broken or otherwise

spoiled in course of manufacture, etc. Matters of this

kind can very well be handled by the inspection or

manufacturing department directly with the purchas-

ing department or supplier. Included in the duties of

the salvaging department should be a general inspec-

tion of all departments, as well as yards, to see that

there are no deviations from rules that have been laid

down for waste reclamation.

This will involve the keeping, among other things, of

a shop almanac of periodic inspections and "clean-ups"
so that the taking of these by the parties upon whom
the work devolves will not be overlooked.

Notwithstanding all such pi'ecautions, however, it will

still be necessaiy to go even further and get the

shop management to call attention from time to time

through the mediums of the regular meetings of de-

partmental heads and foremen, or by means of special

letters, to the need for more care in the sorting and
disposal of scrap and in the prevention of specific wastes.

In other words, nothing will stay put for any great

length of time, so it is well to pattern somewhat after

department stores and run "leaders" at regular in-

tervals covering different matters in turn, including

wastes and their prevention.

Savings on Other Companies' By-Products and Ob-
solete Materials

Once started upon the task of reclamation and sal-

vaging it is surprising to find ofttimes that savings

can be made in rather unexpected ways, and a few of

these may be cited as follows : A concern, using copper
tube terminals for holding electrical wires and cables,

found that they could purchase these much more
cheaply from a manufacturer of tubing than they
could make them, due to the simple reason that the

tubing manufacturer made them from short ends of

mill length tubing, whereas the concern using them
was of necessity compelled to make them from good
full-length stock, since that was the only kind ob-

1 Preceding articles have appeared in Management and Ad-
ministration for June 1924, p. 669 ; July 1924, p. 65.

tainable on the market. Index Number
Another concern de- 658.5671 Utilization of waste

liberately purchases
through the medium of

a junkman the supposedly worn-out files of another

concern. By cleaning and resharpening these, by means

of a steam sand blast, Fig. 1, they are practically

all reclaimed. In passing, it may be stated that

a file resharpened in this manner will often do better

work than when originally purchased, as the scale

has then been thoroughly removed. After files have

been resharpened several times, they may be fur-

ther salvaged by being recut by any of the concerns

specializing on such work. The use of dilute sulphuric

acid (1 oz. acid to 16. oz. water) for resharpening

files, is advocated by some. The files are first dry-

cleaned by means of a brush, then put into a hot solu-

tion of washing soda to cut the grease, scrubbing if

nece.ssary, after which they are immersed in the

diluted acid for 10 to 14 hr. They are next thoroughly

washed in water. The steam sand-blast will, however,

be found to be by far the better method, and there is

every reason why it should be, because the sand being

driven against the file teeth in the proper direction

really sharpens them, whereas the acid treatment eats

the file more or less all over.

Use of Obsolete Copper Wire

Obsolete copper wire, more particularly of the finer

sizes, may sometimes be purchased at a reduced figure

and worked over into cables or wire screens ; while a

draw-bench, an annealing furnace, and a water bath

will enable obsolete copper wire of the larger sizes, as

\vell as strap and rods, to be similarly purchased and
redrawn into active sizes.

Iron filings are sometimes required in certain manu-
facturing processes and can usuallj' be obtained readily

if the quantity warrants, at a trifling advance over

scrap value to cover the cost of handling.

Cardboard boxes and cartons enclosing materials re-

ceived at a plant may, together with the cardboard

backs from used paper pads, be recut to any desired

sii'CS, and again used for the same purpose or for sepa-

rating single items or layers when packing the regular

product for shipment. The remaining pieces may
either be shredded and used for packing purposes, or

baled, Fig. 2, along with other old paper received as

wrappings, and sold. Sometimes, however, such wrap-
ping paper may be used for packaging within the

factory at a considerable saving of purchased material.

Reclaimed sugar bags serve well in place of cheese-

clotli for wiping and dusting purposes, and may be

18r
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purchased I'l-ciin ei-rtain dealers in clean waste and rags.

When torn open at the seams and cleaned, they make
excellent wiping or dusting cloths, being readily sold

to piano manufacturers and high-grade dry-goods

stores. Misprint salt and used burlap bags may be

purchased at very low figures, and used for the ship-

ment of small orders to customers, and, if confined to

orders within the factory itself, can be iised over and
over again. In either case, their cost compares favor-

ably with other methods of packing.

Incoming wood boxes and crates, if opened with a

little care, can be made over into smaller standard-size

boxes and re-used for outgoing shipments or for tote

boxes within the factory. Where this was not prac-

ticable, one concern arranged with a couple of employees
to scavenge the factory, gathering up all old boxes.

crates, and lumber which were taken to a small shack
in the yards. The shack was equipped with a power
saw and a hatchet. The boxes were rather carefully

knocked apart, the pieces cut to length, then split, put
into a circular holder, tied with a piece of hemp, after

which the tied bundle was taken to a kettle of melted
rosin near-by and one end dipped. These bundles were
finally sold as firewood. All small ends were burned
under a boiler. Heavy pieces of wood, such as skids,

etc., have also been used for the paving of factory
floors, being first cut to size and then allowed to soak
in creo.sote before using. Occasionally, though not
often, old lumber may be sold directly to the consumer
for firewood, but it is more u.sual to see a sign bearing
the legend, "Firewood given away," when it is ex-

pected the party desiring it will furni.sh the haulage.

Miscellaneous Savings

There is considerable wastage of materials eonstantly
going on in a factory in ways which cannot be pre-

vented, except by drawing the attention of employees
to the matter in some more or less spectacular manner
which they will understand. During the war, one con-
cern adopted a novel scheme for bringing these small
but constant wastes forcibly before their employees by
means of a disjilay on a battery-operated truck, of items
of this kind collected in the course of a day, as well as
of food thrf)wn away by those employees who brought
their lunches from home. The wasted food and ma-
terials were arranged in two piles on the platform of
the truck, and over both was placed a sign bearing the
legend: "Wasted—food brought from your own homes
—materials belonging to the company". The truck
then .slowly made its way up and down the various
ai.sles of the factory (Fig. 3). This same scheme has
al.so been followed in calling the attention of employees
to dangerous shoj) practices in the continued u.se of
mu.shroom headed tools, frayed rope, slings, sledges
with cracked handles, etc., such items being hung on
both sides of a vertical board mounted on the truck.

Cleanliness, orderliness, and neatness in a factory, no
matter liow much emphasized, cannot be overdone.
Time expended originally in laying out working spaces,
aisles, and storerooms, and the subsequent expenditure
of labor in maintenance of these items will prove to be
an economy of immeasurable value, the far-reaching
efl'ects of which can more nearly be appreciated perhaps

by those who have experienced the reverse conditions

and emerged from them. Aside from the direct returns

in labor- and material-saving and of economy of space,

etc., the morale of the entire personnel will be favorably

affected. Figs, i and 5 illustrate the modern ti-end in

cleanliness, orderliness, and neatness both inside and
outside of a factory, attention being particularly drawn
to the space between uprights, usually wasted, but

which has been utilized as storage racks for armatures.

A daily patrol should be made of all steam, water,

gas, and air lines, and air hose and tools for leaks ; of

I'm.. 1 Stea.m Sand Blast I'seu ix Salvaging Worn
Out Files, Etc.

light and power lines for unnecessary burning of lights,

gas, or idle running motors, etc. Occasionally a patrol

of this kind will discover the fact that due to the rear-

langemcnt or removal of one or more shop tools a motor
driving a section of line shaft is too large and should

In' re])laecd by a smaller one.

As factories grow, processes of one kind and another

ai-e introduced which may require steam, hot water, or

luat for their operations; and it may sometimes be

found that savings nuiy be etlVcted by a further u.se of

the exhau.sts from these items; for example, the con-

densed steam or hot water from one process might be

trapped and returned to the boiler-room as feed water,

thus saving both heat and water. The heat escaping

into the chimnej- from another process might be used

to operate a hot-water heating system, much after the

manner of an economizer in a boiler stack, and so on.

Projier segregation of scrap can be effected usually

by having scraj) receptacles placed about the ])lant in

sufficient ninnbers, each properly marked for the kind
of scrap to be placed in it. As soon as the receptacles

are filled, they should lie reiilaced by empties and the
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lull ones forwnrdcd In the scrap (icpiirtmi'nt. All re-

ceptacles should bear a ta;? or mark, showing the depart-

ment from which they came, so that, in the event of

any mixed scrap being sent out, the matter can be

promptly traced back to the department at fault. Un-

used or excess stock should be civdited iiack to stores

or suitably located for future use.

Occasionally the work passing through a department

lends itself to the establishment of a bonus for waste

prevention. For example, when the ]iroportion of sci"ap

to a given number of pieces completed can be deter-

mined, then a smaller proportion of scrap would entitle

the workman to a bonus. Similarly, bonuses may be

worked out for a reduction in average breakage when
unloading car lots of breakable material. A bonus may
also be applied to advantage for the drivers of battery-

operated industrial trucks, depending upon the loads

carried with deductions for accidents. This involves

more care in the handling of such trucks, thus keeping
them in service longer with consequent saving in main-
tenance.

Examining and testing the product operation by
o]ieration. is undoubtedly the best method of inspection

to follow where practicable. The extra labor expense
in so doing will usually be more than offset by the sav-

ing made in direct labor and by lessened defective

^^ork. A method of accomplishing this without adding

Fig. 2 B.\LiNG M.\cniNE fob Use in Salv.uunu C.\itD-

iio.\RD, Paper, Etc.

to the inspection force has been evolved in connection
with a system of wage jjayment by group working.
Briefly, an order for a certain number of pieces, each
requiring several operations, is issued to a group of
workers, who may be allowed a given number of hours
ill which to perform the work. Any saving in time is

divided between the company and the men ; while if

more than the allowed time is taken, because of work
requiring to be done over, or if any material is spoiled,

each man is paid but his regular hourly rate. In one

concern where this plan has been tried out over a period

of years it has proved very successful, marked savings

having been made both in labor and material. For a

scheme of this kind to be effective, there must be an

opportunity for the men as a group to earn more than

when previously working individually.

Cutting oils are reclaimed quite generally in screw
machine or other departments where largely used. Cen-
trifugal separators are provided for removing the oil

from the finished materials, and this excess oil is then
filtered, perhaps further treated and used over again.

Sometimes a pipe system connects each individual ma-
chine in a department with a centrally located system
of tanks for the supply of oil and for its subsequent
treatment. However, little thought is given in the

ma.jority of factories to the isolated machines scattered

throughout other departments; and, in consequence,

the oil is used over and over again, becoming more and
more loaded with foreign matter of all kinds, until

finally, it is no longer fit for machining purposes, and
is then thrown away. Not only does it rapidly dete-

riorate under these conditions, but it also becomes unfit

to use from a hygienic standpoint, so that there are

several reasons for its reclamation. Equipping a laborer
with a truck, pail, tank, and suction pump, and having
him patrol a route laid out to include all isolated

machines at regular intervals will not only result in a
direct saving of oils, since the oil collected can be taken
to the central filtering plant and cleaned, but will

probably prevent occasional cases of infection, a single
line of which will of itself represent no small item of
I'.Npense. When the oil has served its purpose and is

spent, it may still be u.sed "as is" or mixed with other
oil and used for the swabbing of dies or else thrown
in with the fuel oil, if any is iised.

A survey of the entire factory from the standpoint
of the cutting oils required will sometimes indicate
where satisfactory economies can be made; as, for
example, the substitution of sulphur or other mineral
oils for the higher-priced animal oils.

The use of white waste for cleaning or wiping pur-
|ioses in factories is almost a thing of the past, having
been largely replaced by colored waste, by "noils" or
wiping cloths, by white rags and, at the present time,
i)y near-white rags. Rags serve the purpose almost as
well as waste and have the added advantage that even
if brought into contact with metal borings or turnings
these can be shaken off, the rags cleaned by a regular
process, and used again. However, care should be
taken at all times not to allow soiled waste or rags to
I ic around or accumulate even over a day, especially if

they have become saturated with oil, more so if with
a vegetable oil, as fires are likely to occur, due to spon-
taneous combustion. They should be burned under a
boiler.

Worn or greasy belting should never be thrown away
but should be sent to concerns who make a regular
lu-actiee of restoring it to serviceable condition. IIow-
e\er. if this plan is not feasible, it may be readily
restored at the factory by allowing it to soak for about
12 hr. in gasoline, then removing and drying, after
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which it should be given a good rubbing with a suitable

belt dressing. Worn spots should be cut out before the

belting is returned to service. If the belt does not

warrant being put back to work in the place from

which it was originally taken, it may be put into lighter

service. The pieces cut out may be used for brake lin-

ings, straps, sometimes as hand leathers, or they may

be sold to manufacturers of boot heels, carbonizing

materials, leather findings for polishing operations, etc.

The use of a large magnifying glass, such as used

for looking at stereoptican views, will sometimes prove

most serviceable in preventing defective work, by suffi-

ciently enlarging small pieces to enable mistakes to be

avoided by operators of various kinds of machines.

Hand soap stored away and given time to dry prop-

erly will prove much more economical than if used as

soon as received from the manufacturer; and, if cut

into small pieces before being distributed will generally

be found to be cheaper than any other form of soap.

A most economical form of envelope for use exclu-

.sively within a factory or office may be made from the

usual type of manilla envelope with horizontal lines

ruled entirely over the front, a single line being taken

each time for the name of the party addressed and his

location.

Broken and worn out emery wheels and foundry

crucibles can visually be sold to the suppliers, although

the pieces of emery wheels can be used to advantage

in redressing polishing wheels.

Sawdust, if clean and homogeneous, is one of the best

extinguishers for small oil or varnish fires. It can be

used for this purpose alone or mixed with soda (3 bu.

sawdust to 10 lb. carbonate of soda). It is also useful

for polishing purposes in tumbling barrels and as a

drier for small wet articles, which are buried in it.

Wood ashes, if from hardwood, have a salvage value

as a fertilizer on account of the potash content.

For the reclaiming of broken or defective steel and
cast iron castings the electric arc or the oxyacetylene

welding outfit is invaluable. Such outfits may be used
for cutting materials, ofttimes with far less waste of

material and in considerably less time than when done
with a machine tool; for example, an oxyacetylene

pantograph torch used for the cutting of blanking dies

in a certain factory has replaced five slotters, while

electric arc generators are used in some foundries to

remove risers and .sink heads from steel castings, dis-

placing the usual cutting-off saws and saving not only
the time required to set up the piece, but time in the

doing of the work as well. Metal scrap, difficult to

handle owing to its length or shape, can sometimes be
cut into .smaller pieces by one of these methods when
it may then have a salvage value.

Small hydrogen welding outfits will prove useful in

the repair of lead battery lugs, terminals, and the like.

The torch is of the simplest form, and the necessary
hydrogen can quickly be made by placing in a covered
jar—to which is attached a hose leading to the torch-
some pieces of zinc, and pouring over them a quantity
of dilute sulphuric acid. A slight pressure of air is

also required to operate the torch so that it would be
advisable to obtain details from .some one who has had
experience before putting a scheme of this kind into

effect. Care is necessary, as hydrogen is explosive.

Automatic devices for controlling temperatures,

volumes, and quantities should be largely employed as

their use will prevent constant losses which in the

aggregate will total large amounts. A more satisfactory

product will also be obtained by their use ; for example,

attempting to pour babbitt bearings with only hand

control over the temperature of the molten metal, will

result in a lack of uniformity in product.

For convenience in handling as well as for the

avoidance of waste, carboys, barrels, and casks contain-

ing liquids, are sometimes fitted with trunnions and

mounted on supports so that they always maintain an

upright position and require tilting by hand in order

to pour their contents into other containers.

Fig. 3 Method Used by Westinghouse to Lmpress on
Employees Magnitude of Waste

A flux for cleaning and deoxidizing solders and bab-

bits consists of

:

Hard-wood sawdust -50 Per Cent

Rosin 25 "

Wheat middlings 15 "

Sal ammoniac 10 "

This should be thrown over the top of the molten

metal, covering it. As some smoke is given off, it is used

to best advantage, when the solder and babbitt pots

are properly hooded.

Dipping, spraying, or ]>ainting by pa.ssing between

saturated felt rolls should be substituted when at all

practicable, in preference to painting by hand, as the

work is not only done in far less time, but is more uni-

form, and requires less paint. If the dipping or roll jiro-

cess is employed, hooks or drip boards can be arranged

to permit the paint to drain back into the dip tank.

When hand painting is done by unskilled help, great

deterioration and waste of brushes occurs. This may be

decreased by having as much of the paint as possible

wiped off the brushes at the end of the day, and then

place them in water over night or until the next job is

to be undertaken. Wire wheel brushes may sometimes

be used to great advantage for wiping materials clean

and removing excess metal after dipping in solder.
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A roll of roofing paper will cover a worn strip of

linoleum along a hall and will avoid the neeessity of

replacing the latter, as the paper is tough and wears

well.

Washers may be punched from scrap sheet rubber,

asbestos, fiber, steel, brass, copper, mica, paper, leather,

etc. Kubber-eovered cable and wire scrap may be

salvaged either "as is" or by removing the insulation

by a hand tool. Or it may be salvaged for the copper

only, by burning off the rubber insulation.

Changing the temper of material from hard to soft

by annealing or reversing the process will sometimes

be the means of reclaiming otherwise obsolete material.

Lumber, as purchased, is largely undried and should

be allowed to weather or dry out before using if

shrinkage, cracks, etc., are to be avoided. This drying
may be done in the open without rotting, if it is prop-

erly covered and piled so as to permit a free circula-

lalion of air between spaces. Considerable waste of

lumber may be avoided by proper care in purchasing
with respect to quality or grade, and also with respect

to finish and thickness. For example, if 2 in. lumber
is wanted for pattern-making, it may be a good plan to

buy it in the rough (unsurfaced) specifying that stock

must be full to size, straight, etc. The pattern-maker
can then surface a very large part of it to give 2 in.

M'hen finished. If it were to be purchased as 2 in.

(8/4) surfaced, instead of in the rough, it would gen-

erally be cut by the mill from 21/2 in. (10/4) rough
stock, this being the nearest size, and the purchaser
would pay for the larger material.

Fig. 4 Illustrating Modern Trend for Neatne^^ a.m. i.i.ian

LiNESS IN Factory Yards

However, if 2 in. lumber is wanted for the general
run of carpentering work, where exact thickness is not
so important, it should preferably be bought from the
mill surfaced on both sides, as money will actually be
saved in so doing over the same quantity purchased in
the rough. The reason for this is that the lumber, being
cut from 2 in. rough stuff (not 21/0 in.), will be less

than 2 in. when finished, the total weight will be less

and the saving in freight rates per hundred pounds
more than sufficient to offset the extra cost of surfacing
at the mill. If a size less than 1 in. in thickness is

wanted, say % in., it is advisable to order it to be cut

from lyi in. (5/4) rough stock resawed and surfaced

two sides to Y> in., otherwise it would be cut from 1 in.

rough stuff, requiring almost twice the amount of ma-

terial.

Spigots for both hot and cold water should be of the

self-closing type. Not only will they save water at all

times, but they will avoid the occasional flooding of a

floor, which may happen with the other type.

The life of wood floors, on which hand-trucking is

heavy and more or less continuous, can be lengthened

bj' laying two strips of sheet iron, about 12 in. wide,

parallel to each other, and about 18 in. apart so that

the W'heels of the trucks may run on them instead of

on the floor.

Brooms and brushes, when they have become worn,

may have their lives extended by being trimmed and
used for rough work; as, for example, an old broom
or brush will clear away the chips from the table of a

boring mill as readily as a new one.

There has been developed recently a process of sav-

ing worn parts ; that is, restoring them to their original

dimensions by electro-deposition. Such parts as bolts,

pins, etc., have actually been reclaimed and put back
into service by this method, although it is perhaps too

early to state anything as to the wearing properties

compared with the original material.

Rust is one of the greatest causes of waste in the

products of many of the industries and accordingly

means for its prevention continue to be eagerly sought.

While there are many methods of rust prevention in

use, the great majority of them produce results which
are either not sufficiently lasting or else are unsuited
for universal application. Hot galvanizing still holds

its place as one of the best permanent methods to

employ, but the resulting coating is rather rough, and,

at times, too thick to permit its use, especially where
fits are involved as with bolts and nuts. The centrifu-

gal process, which has lately been developed, would
seem to offer a means of overcoming this difficulty.

Various other methods have been tried, from simple
greasing, lacquering, or painting, to the more compli-
cated scheme of hot metal spraying, sherardizing (zinc-

ing) or the several forms of electroplating in more or
less common use, nickel, copper, brass, cold galvanizing,
to which list has now been added cadmium plating.

This last process is different from the other plating
process in that, after the cadmium has been deposited,
it is then necessary to heat-treat the article at a high
heat when the cadmium tends to alloy with the metal
surface on which it has been deposited.

The electrostatic precipitation process has come into
commercial use within recent years for the recovery of
sulphuric acid and of certain dusts, including lead,

copper, antimony, ar.senie, sulphur and potash from the
fumes given off in heat treatments (smelting, roasting,
and burning) of ore and stones, such as calcium carbide,
copper, lead and limestone. The same process may
also be employed for the precipitation of .smoke.

Adequate lighting, both natural and artificial, involv-
ing not only the original equipment but subsequent
maintenance, operation, and rearrangement of it from
time to time as occasion demands, would seem to be one
of the greatest waste preventive measures which could
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be installed in any factory; and a concern, which is

willing to and does pay thousands of dollars for tool

equipment, should be exceedingly careful not to defeat

the purpose of such an expenditure by a parsimonious

outlay for lighting equipment. In order to use light-

ing equipment to best advantage the cleaning of win-

dows, roof lights, reflectors and globes should be placed

on a sy.stematic basis, and one or more men or groups

of men should be assigned regularly to this work.

Sometimes difficulty is encountered in removing the

deposit which accumulates on roof glass, but a weak

solution of oxalic acid (1 part acid to 16 parts water)

has been found to be very efficacious.

Handling and Reclaiming of Small Tools

Chisels, hack and band saw blades, saws, reamers,

air hammers, drills, chucks, gages, etc., may be readily

reclaimed, and, when the volume warrants, one or

more special men should be detailed to look after such

work.

A waste involving every conceivable item of time,

labor, material, equipment, floor space, etc.. occurs when

a concern attempts to make all of the items entering

into its finished product, when perhaps it could pur-

chase some of them to better advantage.

Sorting Department

All rejected materials, except perhaps material re-

jected when received from outside suppliers, should be

forwarded to a sorting department, and, in the case of

large concerns, to a special building, where tliey can

be gone over and final disposition made. It is here that

the results of failure on the part of the manufacturing
department to ob.serve rules laid down in the matter of

keeping scrap separate and of tagging materials, etc..

Mill become apparent.

An inspection of scrap material on display will some-

times show what appears to be an excessive amount of

some particular kind or piece and a further investiga-

tion into the methods of manufacture, machining,

handling, or design may indicate where a change may
be made and the amount of scrap reduced.

A department or building of this kind should be weil-

e(juii)ped with transporting and lifting devices, includ-

ing l)road- and narrow-gage tracks and cars, traveling

cranes, lifting magnets, scales, battery and hand-trucks,

steel drums, bins, barrels, boxes, magnetic separators,

cutting machines, baling presses, reduction furnaces,

ln'iiches, vises, etc., and there shotdd be a storage jilace

conveniently situated in the open and provided with
bins for the temporary storage of sorted materials and
a skull-cracker for reducing the larger items to more
convenient size. JMaterials affected by tlie weather are
.stored within the building, other materials outside. All
materials which it is decided to sell, should be held
until the market appears favorable. Occasionally scrap
may be made in such quantities or be so l)ulky and
awkward to handle that it is dispo.sed of wliere made.
This is true with machining departments (-(luippod with
heavy machine tools where enough turnings and borings
are made to fill a ninnber of large-sized containers in

the course of a day or two, which can then be shipped

directly into a waiting car. Sheet steel scrap is sim-

ilarly' handled, being fed into tiie baling press, then

compressed into cakes of about 400 lb., and then loaded

directly into car. Such an operation readily pays for

itself, as the material is very compact and comparatively

easily handled, and has a higher salvage value than

loose material. A number of other materials may be

similarly treated to advantage-^paper, rags, wire, etc.

Briquetting, or molding into brick form, has already

been succes.sfuUy attempted with a number of waste

products, such as coal dust, ashes, saw dust, ore dust.

and metal borings and turnings. Clay bricks made from

ore slime residue are well adapted for building purpo.ses.

The skimmings, droppings, and dross from furnaces,

crucibles, pots and tanks usually have salvage values,

as have the various furnace slags, and even the residue

or ash from the incinerators and the various chimney
deposits may warrant analyses to determine if they, too,

have salvage values.

The scum from a hot galvanizing tank, known as

sal-ammoniac skimmings, has a ready market as the

ammonia and zinc contents can be reclaimed, or it can

be refined and used as a soldering acid. The dross can

be reelainied by ladling it from tlie bottom of the tank

F.o. li.i.isTi!.\TixG Modern Trknd for Orderliness
IN F.VCTORIES

i:y iiieaiis of a perforated ladle through which the

zinc drains hack into the tank leaving the dross in the

ladle. This dross is then placed with tumbling balls

in a rotating drum to which heat is applied. The
dross is gradually ground down to a fine size when it

can then be used in the sherardizing (zincing) process.

In reclaiming some of the metals, certain concerns

throw the scrap right back into the pots or crucibles.

This is a serious mistake unless the scrap is clean.



Managing Maintenance Work with Economy
Planning, Roiitino-, and Use of Standard Times—

I

By THEODORE CLARK
Mechanical Superintendent, Eastern Manufacturing Company

THE idea of applj-ing the methods of Scientific

^lanagenient to repair and construction work is

not entirely new. There have been in opera-

tion at a few plants for several years more or less

complete systems of analyzing the repair work to be

done before the work is started : ordering the neces-

sary materials ; routing and scheduling the various

operations; and writing detailed instructions as to how
the workman should proceed. These developments, in

so far as they have gone, have been ver.y similar in

general scheme to the oi-thodox application of Dr.
Taylor's "Principles of Scientific Management" to any
manufacturing proposition. A good deal of progress

MECH. DEPT.

ment between foreman Index Number

and men. and between 558.58 Maintenance and repair

foreman and company 658.5 Shop Management
over the times allowed is

considerable. Further, it is generally not possible to

obtain as large a "pick up" in time saved where the

time allowed is estimated, as where the time allowed is

accurately figured from predetermined standard oper-

ation times.

It is the purpose of this paper to describe what is

believed to be a new development : the application to a

construction and maintenance department of a manu-
facturing plant of a complete sy.stem of planning and

routing work, a7id the payment of

bonuses hased on times determined by
accurate time study.Job No. P.-^CE4S9

Title CEXTRIFl'G.^L Pl.MP—No 1 M.\CH.
JORDAN CHEST

Description
E.stiraatp installation of a centrifugal pump to replace

Jordan Triplex Xn. 1 machine. This will entail putting
a fal.se bottom in the Jordan chest.

When Can Job Be Done Sundays

Date Desired Done 3 16 24
Reported By W. D. Sommerville

Emergency? Why?

Signed H. H. Hackett Dep't Head Signed

Written 2/21/24
Rec'd Mech. Dept
To Est. Eng . .

Detail Est. .Mad-
Detail Est. .\pp'd , -.

Formal Est. Made
For. Est. ,\pp'd Mech. Supt
For. Est. -4pp'd Res. Mgr. . .

To Draft-Room
Quotations .Asked . .

.

Quotations Rec'd
To Inspector
Route Sheet Written
Date Material Required
.\ll Material Rec'd
First Operation Start
Date Final Inspection
Chief G. S. Cl'k
Memo. PI. A\tfr
Spare Parts
Save Destroy.
Correspondence
Material Ordered
Promise Date

D.VTE

'21/241
2:'. lM
.'1 -M
L'» lM

2/21/24

3/10/24

Mech. Dept.

Description of Plant

Fig. r Used 0.\ All Kequests for Wokk to M.\chixe I)ep.\rtment

has also been made by certain firms in the applica-

tion of exact time-study analysis to building and con-
struction work, and in the use of the resulting standard
times as a basis for payment of bonuses for the work
done.

Finally, a few attempts have been made toward the

payment of bonuses on strictly repair work. These
bonuses, however, have generally been of the Rowan
or Halsej- type where a certain length of time in

which the repair should be made is set by the fore-
man, basing his judgment on past experience, and
if the job is done in less than this estimated time a
percentage of the time saved is paid to the workman.
While such a .sclieme is undoubtedly workable, its

weaknes.s—uncertaintj-, especially on non-repetitive
work—is obvious, and the chance for serious disagree-

A brief description of the plant in

which this system is used is necessary

to acquaint the reader with the quan-
tity and variety of the work. The plant

consists of an 80-ton pulp mill manu-
facturing bleached sulphite pulp, and
a 60-ton paper mill liaving a complete
finishing room, equipped with the nec-

essary machinery for turning out fine

writing papers. As auxiliaries to the

above, there are an 8-ton electrotype

bleach plant, which supplies bleach to

the pulp mill (marketing the bj'-prod-

uct caustic), a 2500 (rated) hp, boiler

plant to furnish process steam, and a

box shop with a capacity of 8000 bd.

ft. of finished cases per day.

For the past three years the repair
and construction crews have arranged from 50 to 100
men, the number varying with the amount of alteration

and construction work in progress. Owing to the con-
stant necessity for introducing new processes, i-ebuilding

old parts of the mill and construction additions, the
volume of non-repair work has been considerable, aver-
aging several hundred thousand dollars per year. Con-
sequently, the scheme to be described and the organiza-
tion for handling it have been rather more complete than
they would have been had all construction work been
handled by an outside firm of contracting engineers.

This article will deal primarily with the methods
of (ietermining and using the .standard times for repair
work, but in order that the reader may understand
the scheme in its entirety the following brief explana-
tion of the general routine is given.

191
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DETAIL ESTIMATE Job Order No. P3CE489
Requested by Hackett Date 2/21/24
Estimated by Colman Date 2/22/24
Approved by W. D. Somerville Date 2/24/24

lob Order Title: CENTRIFUGAL JORDAN PUMP No. 1 MACHINE
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clerk who requisitions (Fig. 7) or apportions from

the general store all necessary materials to do the job.

If all materials are available in the general store at

the plant, the job order folder leaves the material clerk

without delay and is passed to the routing stenographer

who types time tickets (Fig. 8) and instructions for

the various operations. After this work has been done,

the folder is passed to the order of work clerk who
proceeds with the execution of the job.

If all materials are not available, the material clerk

Eastern CONTEMPLATED IMPROVEMENT Paper Mill

CENTRIFUG.\L JORDAN PUMP No. 1 \L\CHINE

PROPOSED—To replace the present triplex geared plunger pximp, pump-
ing stock to the Jordan, with a bronae 4" standard cen-
trifugal pximp.

ADVANTAGE— 1. Will replace the old pump which is ineflBcient and worn
beyond repair, due to its continuous service of many
years.

2. Will provide a centrifugal pump that has proved by
trial to handle stock very economically and efficiently.

The pump is of our own make and as all parts are
carried in stores, it can be easily repaired.

3. Will decrease maintenance costs and save many shut
downs for repairs.

EST'D COST—$1,016.00. See formal estimate of cost No. 1623.

EST'D S.4VING—$210.
GROSS EARNING—21%.
NET EARNING—5%—DEDUCTING 6% INT. AND 10% DEPQ.
DISCUSSED— APPROVED—

Instruction Card for Operation

Sheets, Sheet No.

Fig. 4 Contemplated Improvement Cakd

holds the job folder until all ordered materials have

been received or until such time, in his opinion, as the

job may be started to advantage with the then avail-

able materials.

The order of work clerk removes

the tickets, instructions, and instruc-

tion cards from the folder along with

issues for stock materials made out

by the material man, and move tickets

(Fig. 9), and posts them in their

proper sequence ahead of the various

crews. The move ticket scheme pre-

sents nothing new and hence has not

been described in detail. In general

it comprises the usual scheme of hav-

ing, in so far as possible, all materials

moved to the job by low-priced men
rather than by mechanics. In the case

of small articles which might be lost

by moving directly to the job, these

are placed in a rack provided for

the purpose operating in conjunction

with the toolroom. A copy of these

tickets is attached to the mechanic's

instruction card so that he can see at

a glance where his materials for the

job are located. On receipt of these

various papers the workman, after

collecting materials held for the par-

ticular operation he is on, and any
special tools specified on the instruc-

tion card, proceeds with the execution
of the job. A summary of the steps

involved in routing a job order
through the planning operations is

given in Fig. 10.

The work of the foreman is highly
functionalized in that, so far as pos-

sible, he is not required to devote much of his time to

anything except the execution of the jobs. While the

inspectors, material clerk, and order of work clerk now
are all quite expert at their work it is neither possible

nor wise to dispense altogether with the foreman's
knowledge of the work and equipment. Hence a close

contact on much of the planning is maintained with the

man who is to be held responsible for execution of the

job. This applies even to the order of work clerk who
tempers the chronological arrangement of the work
ahead of each crew with advice from the foreman and
production man (head of planning department) as to

the sequence to be followed to secure best results.

Even with these demands on the foreman's time, how-
ever, he is able to devote most of his energies to the

actual execution of the work.
No attempt is made to post tickets ahead of indi-

vidual men in the crews. Rather, all tickets for a
given class of artisan are held ahead of that class

as a whole. The scheme of posting tickets ahead of

individual crews was early discarded as being unable
to meet the constantly changing conditions surround-
ing the various operations going to make up main-
tenance jobs.

It is entirely feasible with straight manufacturing
work to write an instruction card accurate in every
detail, and to insist that the man on the job follow
exactly these instructions. This state of affairs, how-
ever, does not obtain with mill maintenance work
where conditions often do not exist "under the cover"

Symbol (C)

Classification of
Crew MR.2 MRH Order No. U4 BH 500 No. 1

TAKE OUT SCREEN SHAFT IN WET ROOM—ONE WITH CLUTCH ON IT-
CLUTCH FROM SHAFT AND MOVE HUB TO MACHINE SHOP

-REMOVE

Item
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as they appeared to the insi)ector when the work was

planned. Hence the instructions handed the men are

con.sicIei'ed more as a guide than as an instruction

on how to proceed. The man, in eii'ect, is told :

'

' Here
is a job to do; the end sought is thus and so; the

following instruction outlines what appears to be the

best waj' to proceed. If, however, after you get your
work started, you can, with your foreman's apjjroval,

devise a better means, you are free to proceed along

those lines, but, if you get off on the wrong tack by
devising your own methods and lose your bonus as a

result, don't try to get extra time allowances to cover

your mistakes because you won't succeed".

This policy has worked very well in practice. The
men are on their toes and continually trying to devise

ways and means of "making a killing" on their jobs,

but experience has taught them not to venture over

their depth. The ingenuit.y resulting with this incen-

tive has been most gratifying both to the men thi'ough

high earnings and to the company through quick and
economical execution of the work. The impression

E.^STERN .M.\NUFACTURING CO.
Requisition

No. 479M
To PincH.isiNQ Dept. Feb. 29, 1924

The following Material is needed March 1
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an operation with a % in. bolt is about half-a-min-

ute. Four of the seven elements (1, 2, 3. 7) will each

consume 0.03 min. or less. On repetitive work, units

of this duration and even .smaller are readily recorded. D8Multi

IN

MECHANICAL DEPT. WORK TICKET
INSPECTOR P, FOREMAN W.
JOB TITLE

Pinion & Gear #1 Mch. P3BH678#1
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certain job ; a second time for driving a 15-d nail into

hard pine observed on a different man on a different

job ; a time for a 20-d nail in hardwood for another

man ; and a time for a 30-d nail in a spruce beam laid

overhead for a fourth man, etc. On trying to derive

a relation between the time required to drive these

different size nails under uniform conditions we found

ourselves completely at sea owing to the large num-
ber of variables entering into the observed times. Resort

was therefore had to "theoretical" time studies. A
first-class carpenter was chosen from the crew, sevei-al

different kinds of wood and different size nails gotten

together and the time-study man and artisan were sent

off in the corner by themselves to determine how much
longer it took to drive a 15-d nail than it did a 10-d

nail with everything else constant.

This was done with all of the different size nails

in several kinds of wood. A few pounds of nails and

a dollar's worth of wood were used up, but more was
learned about the time required to drive nails in the

two days spent on this particular experiment than had
been derived in the several months previous from mill

studies. The times which were gotten under these ideal

conditions were, of course, faster than those observed

under average mill conditions. Having determined.

however, once and for all, the relation which existed

between different size nails, and knowing, for instance,

from "mill" .studies how long it took to drive a 30-d

nail into an overhead beam, it was easy to deduce how
long it should take to drive a 10-d nail under similar

conditions.

A great many of our standard times have been ob-

tained in this way. There are cei-tain types of work
such as babbitting bearings, hanging and lining shaft-

ings hy the millwrights, laying hea^y pipe lines by

the pipers, making heavy welds by the blacksmiths,

etc., which could not readily be handled by theoretical

studies. It was found, however, that theoretical units

could sometimes be applied, in part at least, to this

type of work. For instance, the nut and bolt times

which Vere obtained theoretically could be used in

checking the observed mill times for taking apart a

bearing preparatory to babbitting, or for assembling

the bearing after the babbitt had been poured and
scraped.

The methods used in taking time studies, setting

standard times, and making bonus payments with

examples of the procedure used, will be described in a

second article to appear in an early issue of Manage-
ment AND Administration.

Group Insurance for the Southern Pacific Railroad Company
THE world's record was made when the Southern

Pacific Railroad insured over 75,000 of the 90,000

employees under the Group Insurance Plan. The plan

went into effect January 1. and the first deaths on the

.system after the plan became effective occurred Janu-

ary 2.

Insurance is offered to the 90,000 employees of the

Southern Pacific Railroad Company and its various

subsidiaries, as a result of a contract made by the com-

pany with the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
of New York.

On the first day of January this year more than 85

per cent of the company's employees who were eligible

had subscribed for the insurance available under the

company's group life insurance plan. By April 1, 93

per cent of the eligible employees had applied for in-

surance and the total amount carried under the com-
pany's group contract amounted to if;! 16.343,250.

The insurance plan went into effect January 1, and
immediately its great practical value to relatives and
dependents of insured employ(>es was demonstrated.

Several deaths occurred in Southern Pacific organiza-

tion early in January. Payments were made at once

to the beneficiaries. The first deaths after the plan
became effective were those of Benjamin N. Ilowarth,

store agent at the Los Angeles store, and of John
Williams, a mason in the bridge anil building depart-

ment at Ogden. P.oth men died January 2. Payments
under the group insurance policy were made to the

beneficiaries January 4.

Under the plan the Soutliern Pacific Company pro-

vides an initial amount of insurance free of cost to each
employee who has been in the company's service six

months or more, and the employees who have been in

Index Number

658.3253 Group insurance

continuous service one

year or more will be

given the privilege of

subscribing for addi-

tional insui-ance at a very small cost, regardless of their

age or physical condition, if in active service.

The work of informing the employees of the insur-

ance plan, and of obtaining their applications, with all

the numerous details, was directed by Auditor T. 0.

Edwards. Insurance application blanks with pamphlets

giving the details of the insurance plan were placed in

the hands of employees, and the officers of the various

departments, divisions, shops, and otlier units were

engaged in telling the forces under their supervision

about the plan and the many benefits accruing from it.

The insurance company also supplied a number of men
to assist with this work.

Tiie grouji insurance plan, through tlie company's

liberality in assuming a substantial part of the cost of

it, gives each employee a chance to get life insurance

at rates far below the usual rates for such protection,

it affords protection for his family and himself at such

small monthly cost that it can hardly be noticed.

An employee whose wage rate is $150 or less a month

has only to spend 70 cents a month for a total of $1500

insurance to which he is entitled, including the $500

insurance the company furnishes free of cost. The

Southern Pacific's grou]) insurance i)lan makes it pos-

sible for thousands of men and women to get needed

insurance without physical examination, at a very low

rate, who perhaps otherwise could get no insurance at

all because of ill health or physical disabilities. There

is no secret about this insurance and the employee does

not lose any of his rights by adopting it.



Seasonal Storage of Coal
Summary Report of Stora,2:e of Coal Committee of

American Engineering Council

AT frequent intervals, American industry and com-

A-* merce experience serious interruptions and sus-

X A. tain grave losses because of an inadequate coal

supply.^ Parallel -with this condition the coal industry

is in an unstable and hence uneconomic situation. No
one group associated with the production, transporta-

tion, or consumption of coal is solely responsible for the

iUs that have sorely affected the coal industry, and no

one of them unassisted, can effect the cure. Co-opera-

tion in action, based on muti;al recognition of the

benefits to be realized by each group through stabiliz-

ing the coal industry, is the only foundation on which

remedial measures may succeed. But it is the coal

consumer who must start the cycle that will bring about

a stabilized industry. The producer of coal, the car-

rier, and the public official collectively are helpless

without the active aid of the consumer. In the last

analysis it is the consumer that will profit most by any
improvement in coal procurement.

Effect on Industries of Fluctuating Coal Demand

American industry is vitally affected by interrup-

tions in coal production and transportation in other

ways than through the consequences of a fluctuating

coal market. In many manufacturing processes con-

tinuous operation is essentially important. The con-

sequences of inadequate supply and inferior quality

of coal for these processes are often very grave. Fur-
thermore, the necessarj' curtailment of production for

want of coal disarranges purchasing, sales, and fiscal

plans. Industry is also concerned with the proper
functioning of the country's transportation agencies,

which deliver to industry its raw materials and dis-

tribute its finished products. Hence a stabilization of

the load factor of the railways is of the utmost impor-
tance to American industry. The movement of coal

in late fall and early winter, overlapping as it does the

shipment of agricultural products, has repeatedly re-

sulted in transportation delays. Industry has lost far
more through such causes than through the fluctuation

in coal prices themselves.

In this report a simple and practical remedy is set

forth whereby the consumer may eliminate uncertain-
ties regarding the quantity and quality of his coal

1 In the early part of 1923 the Administrative Board of the
American Engineering Council authorized the appointment of a
committee to investigate the seasonal storage of coal and the
effect of such storage in stabilizing the industry. The committee
as appointed included W. L. Abbott, Chairman; H. Foster
Bain. William H. Blauvelt, O. P. Hood, W. H. Hoyt, W. J.
Jenkins, David Moffat Myers, Edgar S. Nethercut, S.'W. Parr,
P. F. Walker, Roy V. Wright. The present summary report
prepared by the committee sketches briefly the situation, the
purposes of the investigation, and gives the constructive and
very important conclusions reached by the committee.

supply. Its adoption Index Number

will require no radical 662.65 Coal

changes. It will entail 658.78:662.65 Storage of coal

but a slight increase if

any, in the consumers' annual coal bill. Eventually,

with the general adoption of the method proposed, his

coal bill will be materially lessened through a reduc-

tion in production and transportation costs due to

stabilization.

The method recommended is the seasonal storage of

coal by consumers.

The report discloses that seasonal storage by the

consumer is an essential and necessary step toward

stabilizing the procurement of industrial coal. It is

an economic and practical means of insuring an ade-

quate supply and satisfactory quality of coal when

needed. The report shows further that through a

general and regular practice of storing coal many ills

attending coal production may be eliminated.

The irregularity in coal production is largely due to

seasonal demand. Since more coal is consumed in the

late fall and in the winter than at other periods, coal

producers and carriers each year are confronted alter-

nately with a feast and a famine—with an inordinate

demand for coal and transportation, followed by a

period of no demand. This seasonal demand directly

affects the rate of production and is responsible for

47 per cent of the idle time of the coal industry.

Effect in Coal Industry of Seasonal Demand

Seasonal demand also contributes to another very

disturbing element, namely: the overdevelopment of

mine capacity through opening too many mines. Coal

production capacity is now twice as large as the con-

sumption capacity. The two factors—intermittent or

seasonal operation and overdevelopment—are in a very

large measure responsible for the present unfortunate

condition of the coal industrj-.

Seasonal Storage of Coal

Among the numerous solutions for the coal problem,

extending as far as strict governmental regulation and

even governmental ownership and operation, which

have been proposed or given consideration by Congress,

the United States Coal Commission, and other bodies,

the project of seasonal storage of coal has naturally

received much attention. While, however, there has

grown up a large amount of information relating to

coal storage, the information has never been brought

together and properly analyzed, interpreted, and dis-

seminated for use. Advocates have contended that an

extension of the practice of storing coal on the part of

197
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producers, dealers, and consumers would' materially

relieve the intermittent aspect of the coal industry

;

would result in an amj)le coal supply at all times

;

would reduce peak demand upon and facilitate a more
economical use of transportation facilities; would per-

mit a larger reliance upon water transportation ; would
reduce mine operation costs and transportation ex-

pense; and would lead to a reduction in the cost of

coal to the consumer. On the other hand, there have
been emphatic declarations that the storage of coal is

impracticable becaiise of the financial burden involved,

danger from spontaneous combustion, degradation due
to breakage, and loss of heat value and deterioration of

firing qualities. In the absence of any authoritative

statement in the matter the consumer has had no ade-

quate guide in determining his own policy regarding
the storage of coal, and no uniform or general practice

has been followed.

Action by Federated American Engineering Societies

Consideration of the vital importance of the coal

situation to industry, and particularly the thought of

the po.ssibilities offered by storage, prompted the Amer-
ican Engineering Council, in the spring of 1923, to

undertake, through its Administrative Board, a com-
I)rehensivc study of coal procui'ement and storage.

It was thought that an analysis and interpretation

of the best and most authoritative information regard-
ing the storage of coal would correct many false im-
pressions associated with the subject. Furthermore,
it M-as believed that by the presentation of facts relating

to the engineering, chemical, and economic phases of

the subject, there would follow an improved condition
in the ojieration of the coal industry and those utilities

and industries where coal is the source of power and
heat. Accordingly the Administrative Board of the

American Engineering Council at a meeting held in

Cincinnati, Ohio, March 23 and 24, 1923, officially au-
thorized the a])pointnient of a Committee on Storage
of Coal to make a comprehensive study, and approved
an outline to guide the investigation.

The committee appointed was composed of 11 men
versed in the following factors apjicrtaining to coal:
its mining, transportation, engineering, chemistry, com-
bustion, large and small scale storage, distribution,

financing, and the sevoi-nl relationships of these factors.

Attitude of United States Coal Commission

In regard to the storage of coal and tiie Council's
investigation thereof the Fnitcd States Coal Commis-
sion stated in its report of September 1923:

As has been repeatedly sliuwii in these reports, the peak
demand for coal involves a peak demand for coal trans-
portation too acute to be adequately met by the railroads,
except by an unwarranted e.xpansion of rail eqiiipmeiU and
facilities. The removal of the peak therefore appears to he
the direct i-enicdy, and the consumer can contribute to the
removal of flie ups and down of the eoal business l)y l)uying
for reqfular delivery and halancins' seasonal variations in

consumption by storage.

Storage of coal by consumers is the l)alance wheel between

fluctuating consumption and variable production. Regular,

systematic, large-scale storage of bituminous coal, then is

the public's largest opportunity in helping to solve the coal

problem, and the consumer's responsibility may be said to be

proportionate to his annual requirements. It is especially

gratif^nng, therefore, that the railroads, the public utilities,

the iron and steel industry, and other large users of bitu-

minous coal in the United States have under-taken storage on

a large scale. The detinite adoption of this policy by the

larger railroads and public utilities is plainly in the public

interest, and never before has the outlook been more prom-
ising for the continuation and extension of this direct method

of stabilizing coal production. We commend also the pres-

ent activity of the American Engineering Council in promot-

ing the storage of coal by practical investigation and popular

education.

The committee presents the following findings and

recommendations as to

:

1. Production and distribution of coal in the United

States.

2 Extent of the practice of storing coal.

3. Methods and equipment of storage plants and the

physical and operating problems involved.

4. Coal required by localities, and advantageous points

of storage.

5. Transportation problems.

6 Cost of installing and maintaining coal handling and

storage equipment.

7 Cost of actual storage, including problems of finance,

insTirance, and taxation.

A careful analysis of the information obtained and
herein presented brings out the following important

findings

:

1. The storage of coal is essentially necessary as an

aid to the sohition of the national coal problem, and is

an economic and practicable means of insuring an

adequate supply of eoal as needed.

2. If each coal consumer will adopt the policy of

annually purchasing coal on a uniform monthly de-

livery basis, there will result automatically sufficient

seasonal storage to guarantee coal to the consumer, as

needed. Furthermore, this policy will bring about a

uniform demand for coal whereby the coal producer
and carrier may estalilisb uniform and standai-d pro-

duction and shipment schedules. It will also remove
the evils of intermittent operation of coal mines, fre-

quent panicky market conditions, and coal shortages due
to inability of the carriers to meet peak demands.

3. The amount of storage required to produce these

corrective and constructive results is small in terms of

the per cent of annual consumption. For seasonal

storage, from 9 to 10 per cent of the annual consump-
tion is all that is required. If this amount is supple-

mented by additional reserve storage of no more than

7 per cent, there will result an accumulation of some
83,000,000 tons of coal in storage by September 30 of

each year. The practicability of this amount of storage

with but slight additional outlay for equipment is

indicated by the fact that in September 1923, 56,000,000
tons were in storage.

4. Equipment has been developed and may be secured
to meet any storage situation or requirement. The cost
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of such equipment ranges from a few cents per ton of

capacity up to $2.50 or $3.00 per ton of capacity.

5. Storage of coal presents no serious risk of loss

from breakage, spontaneous combustion, or loss of heat

value or firing qualities. All kinds of coal have been

and may be successfully stored. The insignificant

money loss due to the factors named above should not

deter any one from storing coal. Application of the

simple and inexpensive regulations and practices set

forth in this report will provide all reasonable safe-

guards against such possible losses.

6. The cost of storage per ton, including fixed charges

on equipment, maintenance, and operation expense and
interest on investment in coal as well as taxes and
insurance in most instances does not exceed 75 cents

per ton yearly ; more generally it is around 50 cents.

This cost is insignificant when distributed over annual

consumption.

7. Storing of coal may be easily financed. Banks
will finance such an investment as readily as any other

commercial undertaking.

8. The transportation facilities of the United States

are adequate for normal and regular movement of coal.

For short periods the railways can move coal at an

abnormal rate, but this is both expensive and detri-

mental to shipment of other commodities and to normal
freight movement.

9. To increase transportation facilities to meet the

peak demands resulting from the prevailing unsystem-

atic practice in coal shipment would re(iuire an addi-

tional investment of some $12,000,000,000. Such an
investment is not justified.

10. The railroads have more to gain by storing coal

tiian any other class of consumer. They should store

their own coal on such a scale and at such times as to

obviate the movement of company or non-revenue pro-

ducing coal during the period when there is a heavA'

demand for the transportation of revenue-producing

freight. They should abandon, however, the uneco-

nomic practice of using freight cars for storing coal

and thereby withholding railroad equipment from other

uses.

11. In general, storage should take ]ilaee at the point

of use, to accomplish the most in relieving ti-ansporta-

tion and safeguarding supplj'. However, under some
circumstances, storage at an intermediate point is

ad\isable.

12. In general, storage at mines is not recommended,
but there should be sufficient mine storage facilities

and capacity to overcome ordinary operating delays,

such as belated arrival of ears, temporary breakdown,
or idleness of mining equipment and the like. Such
provision would materially increase the jn-oducing hours
of mines and miners.

13. Cars shoidd be assigned to mines upon the basis

of coal actually sold and not upon rated capacity of

production. This measure would be a wholesome de-

terrent to overdevelopment of coal-producing facilities.

14. While this study refers primarily to industrial

consumers of bituminous coal, yet householders have
also a direct responsibility. Indeed the householder
is in a position to aid with the least cost, because no
special equipment for storing and reclaiming is required
and his individual investment in coal is relativelv small.

Householders use approximately 50,000,000 tons of

iiituminous coal annually, wliich, if placed in their bins

b}' the end of September of each year would materially

contribute to the solution of the coal problem.

15. Federal, state, city, and other civic divisions of

the body politic are not meeting their responsibility in

relation to the seasonal storage of coal. They are as

derelict in regard to .seasonal .storage as are other users,

and frequently add to a confused situation by securing

priority orders. Public officials should take the lead,

by precept and by example, in furthering the storage

of coal.

16. Contracts for coal should be observed with fidel-

ity. The evil practice of indiscriminate breaking of

coal conti'acts has seriously injixred the American coal

industry with reference alike to production, transpor-

tation, and consumption. Contracts for coal should be
observed with the same good faith as universally pre-

\ ails in regard to other forms of commercial contracts.'

17. Confirmation of the practicability of coal storage

is afl^orded by the anthracite coal industry. This in-

dustry is far more stable than the bituminous, beeau.se

producers, carriers, and consumers of anthracite coal

for a number of years have alike encouraged and prac-

ticed storage during the summer and fall months.

Committee Recommendations

The committee recommends and urges that all coal

consumers purchase their coal on an annual contract

for yearly requirements with a provision that the coal

be delivered monthly in equal allotments. The com-
mittee further recommends and urges that consumers
provide necessary storage facilities to meet the terms
of such contract. These recommendations are based

i^])on the finding that the purchase of coal upon a uni-

form monthly delivery basis will result in a condition

w hereby

:

1. Coal mines may inaugurate and maintain a regular

production schedule.

2. Carriers may plan definitely as regards both sched-

ules and equipment for a uniform movement of

coal.

3. Stocks of coal automatically will accumulate during
the months from April to September inclusive

in sufficient amount to meet the extra consump-
tion during the winter months.

4. A reduction in the price of coal will be made possible

by more regular .schedules of production and
transportatiim and by elimination of peak de-

mands in the winter months wiien the costs of

both production and trans]iortation are the

highest.

The committee reiterates that the coal consinners

through seasonally storing coal can and should initiate

this vitally necessary cj-^cle of changes.

These recommendations have been made by com-
petent men after an exhaustive study of the situation.

There is no (|uestion that some remedy for the present
evils must be found. The plan offered is scientifically

sound and appeals to the intelligence of every coal
user. It should be adopted.
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THE EDITORS' PAGE
A Solution of the Coal Problem

EMINENTLY practical" is the first comment in-

spired by the summary of the report of the sub-

committee of the American Engineering Council which

has been engaged for more than a year in studying the

procurement and storage of industrial coal. "What a

simple solution of the coal problem," is the immediately

following second thought. To gain the benefit of any
remedy someone must initiate the proposed change.

Appreciating this fact the committee places upon the

consumers of bituminous coal—that is, upon industrial

executives—the responsibility for initiating a cycle of

imperatively needed changes in the coal industry.

After stating that
'

' the storage of coal is essentially

necessary as an aid to the solution of the national coal

problem," the committee advocates "a policy of an-

nually purchasing coal on a uniform monthly delivery

basis" declaring that therefrom will result auto-

matically sufficient seasonal storage to guarantee coal

to the consumer as needed. Furthermore, it declares

that this policy will bring about "a uniform demand
for coal whereby producer and carrier may establish

uniform and standard production and shipment sched-

ules, " and that it will remove the evils of "inter-

mittent operation of coal mines, panicky market con-

ditions and coal shortages".

As proof that this policy is practical the committee
finds

:

The amount of storage required to produce these corrective

and constructive results is small in terms of the per cent

of annual consumption. For seasonal storage, from 9 to 10
per cent of the annual consumption is all that is required.

If this amount is supplemented by additional reserve storage

of no more than 7 per cent, there will result an accumula-
tion of some 83,000,000 tons of coal in storage by September
30 of each year. The practicability of this amount of storage

with but slight additional outlay for equipment is indicated

by the fact that in September 1923, .56.000,000 tons were
in storage.

The question which will come to the mind of an
indu.strial executive who plans to adopt this policy is,

what handling equipment is available for storage; what
is its cost; and what is the cost of storage? As an
answer to this question the committee shows that

equipment is available to meet any storage situation

or requirement from, say, a few hundred tons per
year up to hundreds of thousands of tons per year,

and that the cost of such equipment may be but a

few cents per ton of annual capacity. The findirur in

regard to cost is:

The cost of storage per ton, including fixed charges on
equipment, maintenance, and operation expense and interest

on investment in coal as well as taxes and insurance in most
instances, does not exceed 75 cents per ton yearly; more
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generally it is around 50 cents. This cost is insignificant

when distributed over annual consumption.

There is no difficulty in financing coal storage, for

banks will loan to cover such an investment on the same

basis as for other similar commercial undertakings.

The impact of these findings, therefore, is upon the

management, which must adopt better methods of pro-

curement and employ adequate equipment for storage

to start the changes which will solve a problem that

has been long troublesome and disturbing to Amer-
ican mine operators, coal carriers, industrial managers

and the public.

The Handwriting on the Wall

THE new immigration law became effective July 1,

1924. Under its quotas the total number of im-

migrants admitted from European countries is reduced

approximately one-half. Beyond this the shifted basis

of computation brings about a striking difference in

the character of the immigrants admitted. The fol-

lowing list—divided into two groups according to the

general character of immigration—includes all the

European countries of present immigration importance

with the quotas for each under both the old and the

new laws.

Countries
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that the general character of his imi)orted labor will

be raised.

Taking a step further the restricted supply of labor

means that in the face of falling prices—which are

likely to continue slowly falling for many years—the

daily wage of labor cannot be materially reduced ; on

the contrary it may, in some instances at least, be

actually increased. And as prices must be reduced
while wages are stationary, or perhaps increase, this

means that the manufacturer must in some waj'—by
standardization—by elimination of hand labor—by
more etKeient utilization of what labor he has—or by
some other method which does not involve a wage
cut, reduce the labor cost of his output. To express

it briefly his problem is the increase of per capita

output.

The problem is difficult and in most cases nn-

escapable. On the other hand, it is not at all an im-

possible problem. The manufacturer who faces it

squarely and works out an intelligent solution is likely

to succeed, and profit greatly. The manufacturer who
does not work out some successful solution is likely.

at some not distant date, to reach the condition of Bret
Harte's geological debater, who after the solar plexus
impact of a chunk of old red sandstone

—

smiled a kind of sickly smile, and em-led up on the floor,

And the subsequent proceedings interested him no more.

A Preventable Waste

THE Forest Products Laboratory of the United
States government estimates that the use of un-

suitable and unscientifically designed freight con-

tainers results in an economic loss to the nation of

$500,000 a day.

The American Railway Association through its Com-
mittee on Freight Claim Prevention has been working,
in conjunction with the Forest Products Laboratory,
to find a way to prevent the enormous losses resulting

from faulty box construction. The methods they
have found suitable for the purpose are so simple, so

easily applied, that they should be quickly adopted by
all American shippers.

The first recommendation is that more considera-

tion be given to nailing. Tests made at the Forest
Products Laboratory show that the majority of failures

of ordinary boxes are not due to the lumber with
which the box is made but to improper nailing. In
fact, by using a few more naiLs in right places, suit-

able boxes can often be made of thinner lumber, thus
reducing the cost as well as preventing damage. In-
creasing the number of nails used 50 per cent usually
will increase the strength of the box 100 per cent.

Cement-coated nails should be used as they have almost
double the holding power of smooth nails. The
National Association of P>ox Manufacturers has pre-
pared a chart showing the proper size of nails to be
used for various thicknesses and kinds of woods, and
the number to be used on different sized boxes. Every
shipper should provide his shipping department with
a copy and insist that its recommendations be followed.

Metal strapping all boxes is the second recommenda-

tion made. The efficacy of this construction is evi-

denced by a series of tests made on an average box by
the Forest Products Laboratory. The unstrapped box
failed after 100 drops in the testing machine ; a strap

around its center enabled it to withstand 320 droi)s;

and with a strap at each end 610 drops wei-e required

to render the box unserviceable. Box strapping results

in a stronger but lighter shipi^ing package which pre-

vents damage and pilfering, but lowers freight charges.

A Hard Problem l^olved

APPLICATION of the principles of good manage-

i ment has extended rapidly since they were first

introduced to industrj^ some 20 years ago by Dr.
Taylor. There are few manufacturing concerns of im-

portance that are not applying those principles to some
extent in their management and administrative work.
Control of productive processes was the first step, fol-

lowed by scientific study of personnel problems,

accounting and cost finding, financial control, etc.,

until now there is hardly an administrative or man-
agement factor that has not been influenced by the

desire for more accurate information and more precise

control of inau.strial processes.

There were, however, certain types of processes

which did not readily lend themselves to scientific

control, and so have been more or less neglected in

discussions of scientific management applications.

Maintenance and repair work is a very good example.
This type of work, because of its irregular nature,

has made difficult any attempt to plan jobs, while the

use of time studies and the adoption of a wage-pay-
ment plan based on them has been considered prac-
tically impossible.

The Eastern Manufacturing Company has devel-

oped a method by means of which such woi-k can be
planned and routed and accurate time studies can be
made of jobs upon which they are able to base a
bonus system of wage payment. A detailed study of

the methods used has been prepared by Theodore
Clark, in charge of the work, the first part of which
appears in this issue. The plan of procedure is rela-

tively .simple—surely no more complicated than similar
jilans for controlling other production proees.ses—yet it

gives positive control over a class of work which
has been considered beyond the reach of .science.

The results of this application have been as satis-

factory as could be desired. A study of 100 repetitive

jobs under day work and bonus showed a savins: for

bonus over day work of 54 per cent in time, and over
$1500 after allowances had been made for increased
overhead due to the bonus plan. Average earnings on
bonus jobs have increased 43 per cent over day work,
and during the 4 years the plan has been in opera-
lion the company has not lost a man from the me-
chanical department as a result of men leaving for
higher paying jobs.

These results are real and are based on sufficient

experience to be of real value. The Eastern ^Manu-
facturing Company has solved a difficult problem in
such a way that others can benefit by their experience.
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Standardization of Forms

IN the Management Data Summary No. 27 in your

June issue entitled
'

' Standard Forms for Office and

Shop Use,
'

' the following statement appears

:

When the kind of paper has been selected according to

the above considerations, the size for each specific purpose

must be determined. Sizes are based upon dimensions of

original sheets, and involve two requirements, for best results.

1. For economy, they should cut without waste from original

sheets.

2. For simplicity, the number of sizes used for all pur-

poses should be limited to a reasonable minimum, avoid-

ing abnormal dimensions.

Two tables follow, the first showing 132 sizes of

forms (containing some duplicates), and the second

207 sizes.

Although nine sizes are "recommended as ample for

practically every requirement of the average business

organization," the effect of the recommendation is

nullified by the statement that "new forms should be

built on a standard size sheet, rather than cutting

sheets to fit the form".
This whole method seems to be putting the cart

before the horse, and to lead directly away from
standardization. A more reasonable procedure in

drawing up a form is as follows:

1. Find out the main purpose the form is to serve.

2. Make a list of the information whicli is to appear
on the form.

3. Find out where and how the form is to be filed.

4. Determine the size of the form, i. e., taking into

consideration the space required for the neces-

sary information and tlie file in wliich the form
is to be placed, select one of the following sizes:

3 X 5 in.

4 X 6 in.5x8 in.

8Vo X 11 in.

8V2 X 14 in.

11 X 17 in.

5. Determine the paper to be used (kind, grade, weight,

and color) according to its use requirements.
G. Have the printer select a ahrrX on which to print

the form which will give the least waste, talciiig

into consideration the size of tiie press aiul the

length of tlic run.

The six sizes listed above have become so universally
accepted that files, desks, binders, typewriters, and
other office appliances, to fit these sizes, can be pur-
chased from practically every manufacturer, and the

savings made possible by using standardized equipment

are greater than the savings due to using up all the

paper in the sheet. For instance, the difference in cost

between a standardized file and one specially built

would wipe out possible savings in paper for 50 years

or more.

Yours sincerely,

"Wallace Clark

TIIEUE is a splendid chance for an argument on

'Sir. (Jlark's view that limiting the number of form

sizes is far more important than obtaining paper

economy. Against him might be arrayed the increasing

cost of paper, the necessity for conserving our natural

resources in the form of timber, the influence of the

government through the Bureau of Standards com-

mittee on simplification of paper sizes, and the ever-

growing belief throughout the country that waste of

any sort should be eliminated.

There is, however, no need for argument since the

article referred to took no sides on the question.

Placing the subject of economy before that of sim-

plicity was not done with the intention of giving the

former more importance. Both are essential to econom-

ical manufacture and use of forms—to argue their

relative merits would lead nowhere.

Contrary to Mr. Clark's implication these two con-

ditions are not at all incompatible. Two form sizes

may be selected whose respective dimensions are so

similar that either will satisfy the use and filing re-

quirements necessary. One size can be cut without

waste from standard paper sheets, the other cannot.

In finally selecting the size to be used why should not

this factor be considered and the size chosen which
can be manufactured economically? It was to em-

phasize the fact that there is an economy factor in

selecting form sizes that the article to which Mr. Clark

objects was prepared. That, for some unknown reason,

uuinagemenr engineers have neglected to consider it is

well evidenced by the 4x4 machine form recommended
and approved by many engineers. This size cannot be

cut from any standard sheet without waste although

there are several similar sizes .such as 3 3/4 x 4 and
4 X 4 3/lfi that would have served the piirjio.se just as

well and, in addition, could be cut without waste.

We entirely agree with Mr. Clark's viewpoint that

the number of sizes should be limited. We desire,

howev(>r, to introduce scientific standardization into the

work of simplification rather than relying on rule-of-

lliumb methods such as accepting past practices as a

guide for the future.

With the particular point brought up by I\lr. Clarl(

in regard to his six forms our article agrees. The
first three sizes are commonly used for index cards

and all can be cut without waste from standard sheets

of index bristol. The last three sizes can be cut with-

202
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out waste from standard sheets of flat j^apers.

Although all of the sizes recommended by him are not
included in the published list of nine that is a matter
of small importance at the present stage of form
standardization.

ilr. Clark's list may be just as satisfactory as ours
for fulfilling all use requirements. We dislike his

method of obtaining it. however, since it is, apparently,
only by chance that each of the forms he has chosen
can be manufactured economically. We believe that
selection for manufacturing economy is important, and
when it has no effect on the use of the form or the
filing equipment we fail to see why consideration should
not be given to relative costs.

Executive Positions Wanted

IX the ilay number of Maxagemext axd Adiiixistra-
Tiox you printed on page 584 a letter from "Henry

Warren" detailing his experience in trying to secure a
satisfactory position and asked some executive with ex-

perience on the other side of the fence to present his
comments on the situation.

In our work as employment managers, during the past
five years, we have worked with more than 500 cor-

porations in locating and investigating capable men. If
the need for capable men were not keen, no employer
would be willing to pay to get a good man. The fact

that we are in business would seem to prove that the
trouble does not lie in that the positions are not open
or that the employers are not interested in getting the
best possible men into their organization.

Mr. Warren's difficulty has come partly at least from
the fact that there has never been any meeting place at

which employers and employees could get together. The
employment agencies, as a rule, operate locally, while
high-grade men frequently move from one city to

another. The employer who is badly in need of assist-

ance is handicapped in his efforts to get a man in sev-

eral ways : if he advertises over his own name, he is

flooded with unqualified applicants and the sons and
friends of his customers, stockholders, directors, and
relatives. When an employer comes out in the open, he
invites serious trouble and usually gets it. If he adver-
tises blindly, he usually finds that capable men are
not reading and answering blind advertisements. Few
capable men will answer keyed advertisements. If the
employer "feels around among the trade," he gives
away very valuable trade information to his com-
petitors, who use it against him.
Now, then, after an employer gets in touch with a

number of men, what does he do? As a rule, he
flounders. His job is not hiring men. but making candy
or selling shoes or building hea-vy machinery. He finds
when he gets to an interview that he really does not
know where to begin—he has no specifications of the
position open and he does not know how to investigate.
From the employee's side of the fence, probably the

most effective instrument to use in securing a position
is a direct mail campaign. The man should write a
letter to an employer who is typical of a large ela.ss

and then send this letter to one hundred or two hundred

employei-s. If i\Ir. Warren did this and did not secure

satisfactorj' results, then there was something the matter
either with his record or in his presentation of it,

because a well-written letter designed to sell a first-

class $3,000 man ought to pull from 7 to 10 per cent

interested replies. If Mr. Warren wanted a $5,000
salary, then his letter should have pulled from 2 to

8 per cent interested replies.

It is unfortunate that the universities and educa-
tional institutions which take thousands of dollars of

a man's money for educating him are not able to help
a man to sell himself nor to put into his mind an
appreciation of the importance of certain fundamentals.
The executive who goes out to get a job is trying to

sell a high-priced article. The employer who hires

a high-grade man does not hire him for a day or a
month or a year, but he hopes, for life. In 10 years
^h: Employer pays ilr. Five-Thousand-Dollar Em-
ployee $50,000, but the man looking for the position
never thinks of it this way. If he were to sell a
$10,000 automobile, he would expect the buyer to want
to know all about the varnish, the kind of wood in

the spokes, etc., and he would be prepared for the

specific questions, but not one man in a thousand ever
really studies himself before he starts out to get a job.

Nowhere in Mr. Warren's article can I' find any
evidence that he has been able to get the employer's
viewpoint. An employer goes into business for just
one reason—to make money. When he hires a man, he
does not simply go out and hire someone for the sake
of paying a salary. What he tries to do is to find some-
one who can help him make money. The man looking
for a position should show that he appreciates the
importance of this point. He should not talk all the
time about his education and experience and that sort

of thing, but get down to brass tacks and present in as

interesting a way as possible proof of what he can do
for the employer.

]\Ir. Warren asks why business men fight so hard
against a remedy for the trouble in which he found him-
self. The answer is—they don't! Put yourself for a

moment in the employer's position. You have 50 things
which must be done today and you know that no matter
how hard you work, you are only going to do 25 of

them. Some fellow comes in looking for a job. He has
no idea of what your proposition is and has no knowl-
edge of how to sell himself. In the previous month, you
have talked with a dozen men just like him and not
one of them was worth while. Naturally, you are going
to be rather "hard boiled." This is the real answer
to the situation. The thing for the man who wants
a job to do is to determine

1. What it is that he has to sell.

2. What the employer's needs are.

3. How he fits into the picture.

When he gets the answers to these questions then
he should write an employer a letter and tell the em-
ployer what he can do for the position. The burden
of proof is on the man who wants a job.

Sincerely yours,

William L. Fletcher
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This department is conducted to give

our readers essential facts regarding items
of industrial equipment recently placed on
the market, that may be used to increase
production or lower costs. Each item is

indexed according to the Dewey Decimal
System so that it can be accurately filed

for future reference. The editors will be
glad to furnish additional information
about any item. All information given is

obtained from reputable manufacturers,
and Management and Administration
accepts it as reliable.
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The feeder is of the drag or flight

type. Flights are made of heavy

built-up channel .shapes fastened at

each end to steel bushed roller chains

running in a steel trough. Adjust-

Coal Feeder

THE Bar- Index Number

ber-Greene ^58.28 Service

Company i s
equipment

making a materials handling device

which forms a connecting link be-

tween the belt-conveyor and railroad

car for speeding up the unloading

of coal, coke, cinders, shale, or sim-

ilar material. It will be most useful

in plants where it is not desirable

to install elaborate track pits and
similar equipment. The feeder is
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tion leaves a clean, smooth surface

which can be painted easily, and
forms a jrood lisht reflector.

Inteofratino- Flow Meter

A

tional to tlie total flow for a definite

jieriod. The manufacturers claim

that this instrument when jiroperly

adjusted will give results within 1

])er cent of absolute accuracy in a

run durinis: which flow varies from
20 to 100 per cent full load rating.

in i)hu'es where air

been installed.

lines have not

FLOW Index Number

meter for 621.1875 Flow meters

measuring the

flow of steam, water, or air in pipes

has recently been placed on the mar-

ket by H.'S. B. W. Cochrane Cor-

poration. The deflecting and actu-

ating member of the meter is a U-
tube containing mercury, and bal-

anced upon a knife edge. Pressure

from the two sides of a metering

element, such as an orifice in a steam

line, are led to the 2 limbs of the

U-tube through small flexible torsion

tubes. The pressure dilferential set

Fig. 1 Ixtegp.at;xg Flow Meter

up by flow through the pipe line

forces mercury from one side to the

other in the U-tube, causing it to tilt.

There are no working parts inside

the pressure box, no stuffing box and
hence little friction.

The integrator used with the meter
is driven solely by a clock, the de-

flecting member of the meter merely
controlling the position of a stop or

motion limit pin. The integrator

goes through the motions of drawing
a line from zero to the pen trace on
the chart once each minute, the

length of this line being propor-
tional to the momentary rate of flow,

and the sum of the lines is propor-

Portable Air Compre.s.sor

THE Inger- Index Number

soil - Rand 621.52 Air

Company is of- compressors

fering a small portable air com-
pressor plant, designated as the

"414 X 4 in. Type Twenty". It will

.supply necessary air for operating

a rock drill, riveting hammer, calk-

ing or chipping hammers, etc., and
has a piston displacement of 60 cu.

ft. of air per min. This new unit

has the same general con-

struction as previous

units of the same line,

including : duplex ver-

tical compressor; direct

connected to a 4 cyl-

inder, 4 cycle, tractor

type gasoline engine ; en-

closed construction ; one-

piece cast steel frame,

etc.

It can be furnished

with a variety of mount-
ings, steel wheels and
axles; wooden artillery

wheels with solid rubber

tires and steel axles; on

a Ford truck ; or on skids

for mounting on a car

or truck. Either gaso-

line engine or electric

motor drive is available.

Because it can be

moved about easilj- it

should be useful in supplying air for

erection and repair work and many
odd jobs of painting, cleaning, etc.,

Adjustable In.sert for

Mountino- Machines

I
Index Number

621.715 Machinery

foundations

N order to

over come
the difficulty

sometimes experienced when im-

bedding machine mounting bolts in a

concrete base, in making the bolts

register correctly with the mounting
holes of the apparatus, an adjustable

insert has been developed by West-

Fui. ] .\DJUST.\BLE Insert for

Mounting Machines

inghouse Electric and ^lanufaetur-

ing Company.
It consists of a cast iron housing

with a tapering body which contains

a rotatable bolt carrier. The car-

rier is T-slotted to take the head of

a ?8 in. or Y2 in. standard machine

bolt, and is of sufficient length to

permit a % in. movement of the bolt

from the center. The insert is fas-

tened to the form at the point where

the bolt is desired. After the con-

crete has been poured and set a bolt

of the proper length is placed in the

bolt carrier. By rotation of the

carrier and lateral mo-

tion of the bolt in the

slot the bolt is placed in

the correct position to

receive the base of the

machine to be mounted.

The housing and bolt

carrier are provided

witli teeth which mesh

and prevent any move-

ment of the bolt after

the adjustments have

been made to locate it at

Fig. 1 Portable Air Compressor the proper point.
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Portable Arc Welder

ANEW port- Index Number

able arc 621.392 Arc

welder that welding

can be moved about a plant and used

on all sorts of welding jobs is being

Fig. 1 Portable Asc Welder

manufactured by the General Elec-

tric Company. It can be used with

any of the commercial sizes of metal-

lic electrode from 1/16 to % in.

diameter. Generator voltage can be

adjusted to suit the character of the

M'ork. Any value of current be-

tween 70 and 300 amperes can be

obtained. It is designed to insure

rapid deposition of metal with thor-

ough penetration and to deliver con-

tinuous power and permit rapid pro-

duction.

The welder consists of a motor and
a generator. The generator is self-

excited. A self-adju.sting, stabilizing

reactor is i)rovided which automat-

ically steadies the arc. The motor
is a standard GE 10 hp. unit.

Operating features are an arc easy

to start and maintain, roller-bearing

wheels, holes in base for crane hooks,

and adaptability for long or short

leads. All parts are mounted on a

welded structural steel base. The
a.ssembled unit is about 63 in. long,

29 in. wide, 47 in. high, and weighs

about 1600 11).

block, or grapple, and can be con-

\erted into a shovel or pile-driver,

has been developed by the Industrial

Works. Its capacity is 10 tons and
is known as Type D.

Traveling, hoisting, and slewing

motions are independently controlled

so that hoisting and
.slewing motions may
be combined in bucket

work, with traveling, for

high speed operation. A
.slewing brake holds the

boom, with a suspended

load, in any position.

When operating on un-

even ground this pre-

vents sudden rotation of

the loaded boom with its

possible disastrous re-

sults. The upper works

rests on a steel base that

rotates on 4 conical steel

I'ollers. Steel side frames

carrj'ing the shaft bear-

bolted to this rotating

bearings are pro-

tiate as sharp or as wide a turn as

may be desired. All operating levers

are placed in 2 rows at the front of

the operator's platform which is lo-

cated on the right side of the super-

structure where a full view of the

work can be obtained. Either steam,

gasoline, or electric power can be

furnished.

Electric Screw Driver

A'
Index Number

621.7161 Electric

screw driver

N electric

tool for
use by manu-
facturers of furniture, automobile

and truck bodies, pianos and other

equipment in the construction of

ings are

bed. Running
vided with replaceable bronze bush-

ings. Gears in upper works are cut

steel. Tractor shoes are steel and
operate over adjustable idle sprocket

bearings which take up the slack in

the tractor belt. The bed plate

mounted on the car body is cast steel

containing a circular roller path and
external skewing rack. A steel hol-

low center post is pre.ssed into this

base plate to form a center of rota-

tion for the superstructure.

The crane has 2 traveling speeds

and reversal of direction is obtained

by reversing the engine. Steering

is accomplished through friction

clutches and brakes controlling each

tractor belt. Either belt may drive,

coast, or be held by brake to nego-

Locomotive Tractor

Crane
Index Number
658.281 Tractor

cranes
A CRAWL-

ING trac-

tor crane that

operates with clamshell or dragline

bucket, electro-magnet, hook and Fill. I

Fio. 1 Electric Screw Driver

which numbers of wood screws are

used, is called the Steptoe Electric

Screw Driver and is manufactured
by The John Steptoe Company.
The tool weighs 5 lb., and can be

held in one hand, but is powerful
enough to drive larger screws than

can be driven bj" hand—no. 16 screw,

3 in. long, into undrilled, hard yel-

low pine, for example. It can be

used for driving or removing screws

by placing a bit on each end of the

spindle. Only one hand is neces-

sary to operate it, the clutch being

placed in opei'ation

after the bit is placed

in the screw slot, by
pressing down on the

screw. An aluminum
pistol grip handle is

furnished with each

machine.

Tiie motor runs at

10,000 r.p.m. and is re-

duced to spindle speed

through gear and worm
drive. It is air-cooled

by means of a fan ma-

chined from a bronze

i-nsting. Each machine

Loco.\ioTivE Tractor Crake '^ i'(|uipped with a 10

ft. conductor cord with
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separable attaching plug, and one

tool steel bit.

De.sk File

Index Number
651.236 Panel filesA FILE to

contain
thousands o f

items of information, which may be

referred to or added to conveniently

Fig. 1 Xew De.sk File

and which may be kept on an execu-

tive's desk, is being marketed by

Postindex Company. It consists of

a metal cabinet which holds alumi-

num panels to which are attached

index cards. The cards lie flat for

easy posting and nearly the entire

surface of each card is available for

writing. Each panel goes easily into

and out of its section in the cabinet

on metal rollers. Forms may be

pasily removed or new forms in-

serted. Panels hold from one to 150

2-, 4-, or S-page forms, and are made
in dilferent widths to hold records

from 5 to 11 in. wide. Cabinets are

built to hold 5, 10, 15, or 20 panels.

They can be finished in mahagony,
oak, or Circassian walnut to match
oflSce furniture, or in regulation

green. Sizes of cabinets vary from
8 X 20 X 10 in. high for the smallest

which holds 750 5 x 3 or 6 x 4 in.

folded forms to 28's x 20 x 10 in.

high built to hold 3000 forms.

niilli-amperes to 0-300 amperes.

Voltmeter, capacities from 0-10 volts

to 0-750 volts. Volt-ammeter, ca-

pacities from 0-10 volts, 0-100 milli-

arapere to 0-750 volts, 0-300 amperes.

Wattmeters, capacities : single phase,

1 ampere, 100-150 volts, 0-125 watts

tc 50 amperes, 400-600 volts, 0-25

kw., polyphase. 5 amperes, 100-150

\olts tn 5 amperes, 400-600 volts,

0-5 kw.

All instruments are

furnished in hardwood
cases and dust- and
moisture-proof. D i a 1 .i

are of white bristol

board ; scales are drawn
by hand ; and pointers

are knife-edge type with

mirrors under the scales.

Instruments are pro-

\ided with a zero ad-

juster, phosphor bronze

springs and Ceylon sap-

phire jewels. A hinged

dropcover to protect the glass and
a carrviug handle ai-e furnished so

Portable Electric Meters

FOR general Index Number

ser\-iee and 621.3175 Electric

for particular meters

use in industrial plants, in siiop and
field testing work, and other applica-

tions where accurate but rugged in-

struments are desired, the Roller

Smith Company is marketing 4 in-

struments, all type GSA. Amme-
ter, ranging in capacities from 0-100

Fig. 1 Portable Electric Metee

that a separate carrying case is un-

necessary. Average size of in-

struments is 7 X 7 X 4X^ in., average

weight iYn lb., shipping weight 12 lb.

All instruments are accurate with-

in 1 per cent of full scale value at

any point on the scale, and are read-

able from about 20 per cent to 100

per cent of full scale value. These

meters are designed for alternating

current use but, with the exception

of volt meters of under 150 volt

range, may be used on direct current

satisfactorily.

New Time Relay

ANEW type Index Number

of AC 621.3117 Electric

definite time relays

relay, known as the MC-9, developed

to fulfil the need for a relay that will

give a definite time delay so neces-

sary in many types of magnetic con-

trollers, has been placed on the mar-

ket. This device is especially appli-

FiG. 1 Xew Time Relay

cable to automatic starters for AC
motors to give a definite time inter-

val between the closing of the con-

tactors used in accelerating the mo-

tor. In addition to being used for

accelerating on synchronous motor

starters, it automatically energizes

ihe field circuit after the motor is up
to full speed.

The device is made by the General

Electric Companj' and consists of a

diminutive constant speed bi-polar

induction motor operating a tripping

meclianism through a gear train.

The time delay is determined by the

arc through which the tripping

mechanism must be turned by the

motor before it actuates the contacts.

The time delay adjustment is made
without the use of tools by moving

an index over a calibrated scale on

the face of the relay. Time delays

of from 14 to 33 seconds on 60

cycles, and to 123 seconds on 25

cycles may be obtained.

The relay is designed for wall or

panel mounting and is enclosed in a

dust-tight, sheet metal case with the

leads brotight out at the top of the

case. The dimensions of the com-

plete unit are 8 x 6 x 51/4 in. and the

weight approximately 12 lb.

Recording Door Lock
Index Number
658.283 Electric

door locks
ARECORD-

ING door

lock for use in

ofiices, storerooms, banks, or any
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Fig. 1 Eecobding
Door Lock

place where it is desirable to know

^vho locks or unlocks doors and when.

is being marketed by the Interna-

tional Business Machines Corp. A

bolt equipment accompanies the door

locks. Bolts are

attached to all

other doors,
windows, sky-

lights, chutes,

.. t c., in the
-uilding. The

main control-

ling door lock

cannot be
locked unless

all of the other

entrances and

exits are se-

curely bolted.

The lock is

oper a t e d by

electricity con-

trolled by a

self - wind-

ing clock
which can
be hung
anywhere. A
number o f

keys can be

used, and

each time a

key locks or

unlocks the door a plain legible

record of the time, whether the door

was locked or unlocked, and whose

key was used, is printed. A special

keyhole is provided where watch-

men can record the time of their

visits but cannot unlock the door.

There is no clock mechanism on the

door itself so the mechanism cannot

be put out of order by slamming or

tampering. Any style of hardware

finish can be furnished. Yale lock

mechanism is used.

current in the switch coils except at

the instant of closing or opening, so

the coils are small and of low re-

sistance. Sufficient current is taken

when closing to exert a strong pull

;

giving a sharp contact which is

maintained by a mechanical lock.

Fig. 2 Identiscope Print

the camera also operates an electric

lamp which produces the proper

light. Photographs of the person

and his signature appear on the

same print which may then be filed

for future reference.

Fig. 1 Triplock Switch

As a result the switch may be used

with three-wire maintained contact

form of remote control without con-

suming any energy except during

the moments of closing and opening.

Steel Pole

Index Number
691.7 Steel poles

Fig. 2 PIASTER Clock

Identiscope

A DEVICE Index Number

for pro- 658.3123 Employee

photographs
vidmg means ^ ^ ^

of identifying employees or other

services where quick and positive

identification of persons and their

signatures is desired is being mar-

keted bv the Yawman and Erbe Mfg.

Company and is called the Identi-

scope. It consists of a camera so

constructed that with instantaneous

exposure, simultaneous photographs

are made of the subject and his sig-

nature or other descriptive matter.

No special liirhting facilities are

needed as the button which operates

Remote Control Switch

Index Number
621.3117 Electric

switches

AN E W
switch

adapted for re-

mote control of ligliting circuits and

for the control of motors operated

by tank switches, pressure gages,

thermometers and similar devices,

called the Triplock Switch, is being

sold by the Monitor Controller Com-

pany." It is electrically operated,

mechanically locked, and cuts off its

own operating current. There is no Fig. 1 Identiscope

AP OLE
which is

strong, rigid,

durable, and economical has been

desio-ned and will soon be placed on

the market by the Truscon Steel

Company for use on transmission,

distribution, telephone, lighting lines

or other places,

where a pole is

n e e e s sary. It is

pressed from 5 to

12 in. steel
channels or

I-beams and is so

designed that no

special equipment

or pole steps arc

needed for climb-

ing it. A portion

of the web of the

channel or I-beam

is pressed out to

a pre determined

angle and riveted

to a similar section

of another channel

or I-beam.

T h e manufac-

turers claim that

when this pole is

anchored in concrete and painted

about once in o years it will last

indefinitely. Its cost is about the

same as that of wood poles. Where

more than ordinary strength is re-

quired 2 or more poles can be com-

bined.

Fig. 1 New
Steel Pole
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Accounting

Auditing and Accounting Hand-
book. 657.7

By Frederick W. Kilduff. 813 pp. Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Company, New York. $6.

Divided into 11 sections. Section 1 is de-

voted to preliminary auditing procedure,

operations of audit, special notations and
miscellaneous audit data. Section 2 dis-

cusses various schedules by means of which
an auditor's findings are usually expressed.

Section 3 consists of a series of questions

under appropriate headings, the answers

to which are intended to give a compre-

hensive picture of a manufacturing con-

cern. Section 4 is devoted to inventory

and consists mainly of a list of items of

materials with unit of measure and infor-

mation necessary to describe each. Sec-

tion 5 treats property classification and
records, and contains a list of items of

physical property and materials showing
classification and depreciation rate for

each. Section 6 contains a short discus-

sion of depreciation. Section 7 consists

of sample financial statements and forms.

Section 8 is a table of accounts. Sec-

tion 9 is devoted to mathematics. Sec-

tion 10 consists of some 300 pages of

tables and miscellaneous information.

Section 11 is a brief discussion of Federal

Income Taxes.

The Control of Idleness in Indus-
try. 657.452

W. L. Conrad. Mfchanical Engineering,

July 1924, V. 4G, pp. 402-404. Expense
of man and machine idleness, its measure-
ment, methods of elimination, and certain

fallacies of cost accounting.

Costs and a Cost System. 657.452

11. P. Dix. American Machinist, June 5,

1924, v. 60, pp. 853-855. Records neces-

sary for a simple system of cost account-

ing. How to determine what the list price

of machinery should be.

How We Make It Easy to Apply the
Ounce of Prevention in Manage-
ment. 657.452

.\. B. Nevins. Factor)/, June 1924, v. 32,

pp. 813-S16. 932. Cost accounts, workers'
record cards, and "burden budgets," as
an aid in checking waste, by calling atten-

tion to production details which need rem-
edying. How labor turnover is watched
and controlled by tlic Shaw-Walker Com-
pany.

Recording Job Costs to Show Profi's.

—

6 Profitable Methods for the Small Fac-
tory. 657.452
G. C. Brown. Management and Admin-
istration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 53-58.

Illus. Second article on cost methods in a
small plant. This considers only the actual

recording of monthly costs.

The Wastage of Industrial Plants in

Relation to Cost Accounting. 657.452
Andrew Stewart. World Power. June
1924, V. 1, pp. 318-324. The measurement
of '

' wastage '
' or depreciation and how it

may be included in operating costs.

Advertising

An Example of Scientific Marketing
Procedure. 659.1

Stuart Cowan. Bulletin of the Taylor So-

ciety, June 1924, v. 9, pp. 143-151. Charts.

A survey of the distribution of magazine
circulation among classified earning groups

for the purpose of determining their ad-

vertising value.

How We Co-ordinate Advertising and
Selling. 659.1

S. E. Convbeare. Advertising and Sell-

ing, July '2, 1924, V. 3, pp. 23-24, 60.

Teaching the salesman the principles of ad-

vertising and how to use them in his job.

What Kind of Copy Sells Goods in the

British Market. 659.13

Gilbert Russel. Advertising and SeUing,

July 2, 1924, v. 3, pp. 25, 42-47. Discusses

10 different copy styles and comments on

English and American methods.

Who Pays for the Advertisement That
Doesn't Pay for Itself? 659.1

K. M. Goode. Advertising and SeUing,

July 2, 1924, v. 3, pp. 17-18, 36. Sum-
marizes and abstracts answers received

from 35 sales executives.

Building and Equipment

Construction and Costs of South-rrn Cot-
ton M'lh and Equipment. 658.2:577

R. G. Macv. JFanagement and Adminis-
TRATroN, July 1924, v. 8, pp. 47-52. Illus.

Describes especially the new type of mill

buildings, their equipment, heating, light-

ing, and power supply. Cost estimates are

given.

Electricity in the Paper Industry. 658.26
W. W. Spratt. Paper Trade Journal, .lune

19, 1924, v. 78, pp. 46-50. How electricitv

can be applied to driving machines of the

paper industry. Advantages of the sec-

tional machine drive.
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Figuring Light Cost in Increased Pro-
duction Instead of Watts Con-
sumed. 658.242

R. J. Waldo. Factory, June 1924, v. 32,

pp. 816-818. E.ssentials of a good lighting

system which will increase production and
contentment among workers.

How to Choose Leather Belting to Suit

the Job. 658.2621

C. O. Streeter. Belting, June 1924, v. 24,

pp. 32, 34, 36. Things to know about.

Waterproof belting successfully used.

Hints on selection, use, and maintenance

of belts.

Light and Work. 658.24

By M. Luckiesh. 296 pp. D. Van Nos-

trand Co., New York. $4. A discus-

sion of quality and quantity of light in

relation to effective vision and efficient

work. Proper lighting is receiving in-

creased attention by industrial concerns,

since there has been shown to be a close

relation between the amount and quality

of light, with which workmen are pro-

vided, and their productive output. The
author discusses daylight indoors and ar-

tificial light. The use of color, funda-

mentals and speed of vision, relation of

lighting and production, and the most

efiective and economical intensities of

illumination are discussed. Tables and

illustrations are freely used increasing

reader interest in the book which should

prove valuable to industrial executives.

Maintenance of Plant Equipment. 658.2

W. L. Hitt. Management and Adminis-

tration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 43-45. Charts.

Practical suggestions for supervising

building maintenance and repair. De-

scribes routine adopted by the East Pitts-

burgh plant of the Westinghouse Electric.

Power Station Efficiency Control. 658.26

By John Bruce. 244 pp. Sir Isaac Pit-

man & Sons, New York. $3.75. An out-

line of practical methods for obtaining

boiler-room efficiency, turbine-room effi-

ciency, and heat balance control. It de-

scribes methods of recording and tabu-

lating operating results and of keeping

d.ay-to day check on operating efficiency.

It is not very technical but is written more

in the form of an operating handbook for

combustion engineers. It contains a num-
ber of illustrations including charts and

diagrams. The subject matter is of prac-

tical value and since it is based on Eng-

lish practice may contain some valuable

suggestions to American readers.
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Proper Painting as an Aid to Interior

Illumination. 658.24

W. Sturrock. National Safety Sens.

June 1924, v. 9, pp. 31-33. How paint

on walls and ceilings aids in light diffu-

sion, in reflection, in minimizing shadows,

in reducing glare, and how it can be ap-

plied to machinery to improve local light-

ing.

Slow-Speed Steam Engines for Indus-

trial Purposes. 658.26

D. S. Capper. World Poicer, June 1924,

V. 1, pp. 353-357. Individual power plants

versus centralized power. Steam power

plant may be more economical and more

efficient, depending on location of plant.

Economics

Banker Reviews Business Year. 332

B. P. Sherwood, ilichigan Manufacturer

and Financial Record, June 21, 1924, v.

33, pp. 14, 57. A general survey covering

the last decade, mentions the Dawes re-

port, the Mellon tax bill compromise, etc.

Construction and Costs of Southern Cot-

ton Mills and Equipment. 38(75)

R. G. Macy. Management akd Adminis-

tration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 47-52. lUus.

Describes especially the new type of mill

building.s, their equipment, heating, light-

ing, and power supply. Cost estimates are

given.

Disturbing Factors in Industry. 331.87

W. L. Iluggins. Brick and Clay Record,

June 10, 1924, v. 64, pp. 881-885. Dis-

cussion on organized labor and its efforts

to dominate and control all industry. Popu-

larly written.

Handbook of Mathematical Statis-

tics. 31

H. L. Rietz, Editor-in-Chief. 221 pp.

Houghton-Miiflin Co., Boston. $4. The

study of a problem by statistical methods

usually involves 3 stages: collection of the

data; their mathematical analysis; and

their interpretation. This book discusses the

second stage only, since the editor believes

tliat regardless of the particular field of

the inquiry the form of the mathematical

analysis of data obtained is essentially the

same so that its discussion has general ap-

plicability. Special emphasis has been

given to the limitations to the applica-

tions of various methods of analysis. The

handbook should be valuable to practicing

statisticians and students of statistical

methods.

Securing Funds for Business Expan-
sion. 332.6

A. M. Leinbaeh. Manage.ment and Ad-

ministration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 33-38.

Ranks, bonds, loans, and how to establish

credit. The business of securing funds or

selling loans must be ba.sed on the same

princi]ile.s as merchandising any com-

modity.

This Year's Outlook for Busi-

ness. 338.97

B. Trangmar. Michigan Manufacturer

and Financial Record. June 21, 1924, v. 33,

pp. 19, on Discusses address of J. C.

Ilowell of the Brookmire Economic Serv-

ice which forecasts a period of dull busi-

ness during the summer months with a

rapid recovery in the fall.

Fuel

Burning Low-Grade Fuels in Pulverized

Form. 662.65

E. K. Scott. The Gas World, June 7, 1924,

v. SO, pp. 69-72. Cites cases where pul-

verized fuel has been successfully used,

shows its advantages, and directs attention

to the possibility of using such low-grade

material as coal-cutter cuttings, material

in pit heaps, etc.

Coal Storage and the Avoidance of

Spontaneous Combustion. 658.78:662.65

J. B. G. Kershaw. Gas Age Record, June

7, 1924, V. 53, pp. 787-789. Conditions

which cause oxidation of coal, and methods

of storing—in heaps, overhead bunkers,

and under water.

Determination of Volatile Matter in

Coal and Coke. 662.65

The Gas World, June 7, 1924, v. 80, pp.

61-64. Describes various experiments

which have been made, resulting in a re-

liable scientific method for determining the

volatile matter in coal and coke.

Efficiency in Oil Burning Installa-

tions. 621.1845

F. A. Rothwell. Power Plant Engineer-

ing, June 15, 1924, v. 28, pp. 639-641. The

selection of burners, the fuel supply sys-

tem, drying, firing, dampers, fuel meters,

etc.

Fire Precautions for Pulverized Fuel

Plants. 662.65

Power Plant Engineering, June 15, 1924,

V. 28, pp. 641-643. Segregation of pul-

verizing plant, ventilation, relief vents,

carefuf selection of fuel lines, instructions

for operating the plant, and other means

of fire prevention.

The Float and Sink Test for Fine

Coal. 662.65

B. M. Bird and H. E. Messmore. Vni-

versal Engineer, June 1924, v. 39, pp. 32-34.

Describes test, apparatus, and procedure.

Practical Coal Carbonization. 652.7412

A. R. Powell. Mechanical Engineering.

July 1924, V. 46, pp. 389-394. Discusses

the" technical problems of low-temperature

carbonization, and the various processes of

heating coal in thin layers, of stirring coal

in contact with heated surfaces, of pre-

Iieating coal, etc.

Use of Pulverized Coal in the Cement

Industry. 662.65

1,. X. Duryea. National Engineer, June

1924, V. 28^ pp. 277-279. Illus. Value of

pulverized fuel in the Portland cement in-

dustry. Pumping coal through pipes, a

successful experiment.

Use Oil in Malleable Furnace. 662.75

B. R. Muvno and Carl Josopli. The /•'»»»•

dry. June 15, 1924, v. 52, pp. 472-475.

Illus. Liquid fuel experience in the Sagi-

naw Malleable Iron Works. Same furnace

construction was used and oil consumption

considered very low.

Iron and Steel Industry

British Steel Industry Expands. 669.1

\V. J. I^arkc and M. S. Birkctt. Iron

Trade Revic^v, June 20, 1924, v. 74, pp.

1097-1700, 1702. Statistical and economic

survey of the iron and steel industry, -vvith

special reference to the productive capacity

of Great Britain and the probable trend

of future development. Abstract of a

paper read before the Iron and Steel Sec-

tion, Empire Mining and Metallurgical

Congress, London, 1924.

Straight-Line Production. 669.1

F. J. Crolius. Coal Industry. June 1924,

V. 7, pp. 224-230. Describes the properties

of the Woodward Iron Company in Ala-

bama, methods of mining, equipment for

cleaning and concentrating the ore, and

transportation to the furnaces.

Straight-Line Production. Part 2. 669.1

F. J. Crolius. Blast Furnace and Steel

Plant, June 1924, v. 12, pp. 264-267, 305.

Features of operation in the Woodward

Iron Works, Alabama. Describes method

of coking, the Crockard furnace top, and

the pig bed machines.

Maintenance

Best Ways to Use Insulating Var-

nish. 658.581

II. L. Hazeltine. Industrial Engineer,

June 1924, v. 82, pp. 284-287, 306. Illus.

How to protect windings against moisture,

oil, metallic dust, and insulation troubles.

Does It Pay to Install Modern Shop

Machinery? 658.58

C. A. Shaffer. Railway Mechajiical En-

giiieer, June 1924, v. 98, pp. 325-328.

Factors contributing to the solution of

this problem in different types of shops.

Insulating Conditions of Wind-
ings. 658.581

Industrial Engineer, June 1924, v. 82, pp.

282-283, 306. lUus. Inspection procedure

and cleaning methods before making

dielectric tests in alternating current

machines.

Organization of Maintenance Divi-

sion. 658.58

F. A. Waldron. Man.vgement and Admin-

istration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 39-42.

Charts. Comprehensive outline of work

belonging to this department in large and

small plants. Defines policy, suggests

records, and gives organization chart

showing control.

Reclamation of Air Brake Mate-

rial. 658.583

.\. Skinner. Railway Review. June 7,

1924, V. 74, pp. 1022-1024. Equipment

in use at the Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Fe Railway's scrap yard at Corwith, Illi-

nois, where standard retainers, K-triple

valves, etc., are repaired, tested, and sent

back into serrice.

Management

Elements of Budget Control. 658.14

D. J. Hutchinson. Fit and Quarry. July

1924, V. 8, pp. 75-78. Principles of budget-

making and control. Favors co-operation

of department heads in determining

budget.

The Kind of Cost Figures the Presi-

dent Wants. 658.1

Hugo Diomer. Paper Trade Journal. May

29, 1924, v. 78, pp. 55-56, 58. The pro-

gressive president needs figures and related
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facts pertaining to profluetion, selling, ad-

ministrative, and investment costs.

Securing Funds for Business Expan-
sion. 658.14
A. M. Leinbaeli. Management and Ad-
.MiNiSTRATiON, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 33-38.

Banks, bonds, loans, and how to establish

credit. The business of securing funds or

selling loans must be based on the same
principles as merchandising any com-
modity.

Unity in Management Policy. 658.1

W. E. Hotchkiss. Management and Ad-
.MINISTRATION, July 192-1, V. S, pp. 17-18.

Principles of executive control. Em-
phasizes unity of policy, harmony of pro-

cedure, and consistency of practice.

Management and Special

Industries

Car Building Program in a Railroad
Shop. 658.9:625.2
liailuay Eevicw. June 21, 1924, v. 74, pp.
1177-llSo. lUus. Description of the

various steps in the well-jilanned produc-
tion schedule of the Pere Marquette Rail-

way, which turns out refrigerator cars at

the rate of 2^!, cars per day.

Central of Georgia Reclaims Metal Car
Roofs. 658.9 :625.2

W. H. Harrison. Railway Mechanical En-
gineer, June 1924, v. 98, pp. 329-332.

lUus. Si.xty per cent of all sheets re-

moved are restored to service at a cost of

$10 per car. Details of operation are de-

scribed.

Changes in Equipment and Product
Preceding Installation of Production
Control 658.9:629.113
G. D. Babcock. Management and Ad-
ministration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 19-26.

Illus. Second article of Building Tractors
Under Scientitie Control. How the Holt
Company converted the military tractor

into an industrial tractor and installed

production control methods.

Constructive Study of Railroad Car Re-
pairs. 658.9:625.2
Railway Review, June 7, 1924, v. 74, pp.
989-999. Illus. A detailed study of the

present car shop facilities of a small rail-

road, with a view to finding some relatively

inexpensive means for increasing the
efficiency. Factors which enter into an
improvement program.

Electricity in the Paper Indus-
try. 658.9:676
\V. W. Rpratt. Paper Trade Journal.
June 19, 1924, v. 78, pp. 46-50. How elec-

tricity can be applied to driving machines
of the paper industry. Advantages of the
sectional machine drive.

Evolution of an Indian Progress Sys-
tem. 658.9:625.1
J. R. Mott. Engineering Production. June
1924, V. 7, pp. l.-jG-lsg. Management prin-
ciples introduced in the railway works of
India.

Grinding Practice in Railroad
Shops. 658.9:625.2
M. B. Richardson. Railway Meclianical
Engineer. June 1924, v. 98, pp. 345-348.
Illus. Increased production and improved

accuracy eft'ected by the use of grinders.

T(]ols and oiieration are described and
illustrated.

Improved Shop Operation at Albu-
querque, N. M. 658.9:625.2
Railway Mechanical Engineer, June 1924,

V. 98, pp. 333-342. Illus. Charts. Man-
agement methods at the new locomotive

repair shops of the Sante Fi resulted in

a production record of 302 in 1923 against

56 in 1921.

Management Factors in the Shoe In-

dustry. 658.9 :685.3

.?. E. Thompson and \V. E. Preeland.

Management and Administkatidn, July

1924, V. 8, pp. 75-81. Charts. Methods
which solve marketing and manufacturing
problems.

Our Industries and National De-
fense. 355.21
John W. Weeks. American Industries,

May 1924, v. 24, pp. 5-8. Our need for

industrial preparedness in time of peace
by the Secretary of War.

Selling the Automobile Over-
seas. 658.9:629.113
J. D. Mooney. Management and Ad-
ministration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 27-32.

Illus. How General Motors export busi-

ness is handled.

Yarn and Weight Records in Hosiery
Mill. 658.9:677
W. E. Haseltine. Textile World, June 21,

1924, V. 65, pp. 53-55. Illus. Describes

method of checking weight of goods as

knitted, showing variation from standard.

Immediate correction prevents waste.

Material Control

Die Bewirtschaftung der Hilfs-

stoffe. 658.78
Otto Klein. Zeitschrift des Vereines

Veutscher Ingenieure, May 31, 1924, v.

68, pp. 562-565. Accessory materials, their

place in the production scheme, cost, main-

tenance, standardization, and general prin-

ciples of material control.

Care and Control of Raw Mate-
rials. 658.7851
Factory. June 1924, v. 32, pp. 831-834,

872. System employed by the Bausch
and Lomb Optical Company—a central

storeroom with branch storerooms. Records
necessary for the proper control of these

materials.

Evolution of a Stores Depart-
ment. 658.785

O. Nelson. Railway Review, June 21,

1924, v. 74, pp. 1 169-1174. Illus. An
efficient system employed by the Union
Pacific Railroad. Organization, master
stock books, supervision, service, stand-

ard buildings, material yards, handling
scrap, supply trains, etc.

Packing and Shipping Oil and Lu-
bricants. 658.788:665
J. B. Edwards. Management and -\d-

ministration, July 1924, v. 8, pp. 59-64.

Illus. Methods in use at the Tide AVater

Oil Company, whose products are over

350 in number.

Practical Methods for Minimizing
Waste. 658.78

C. B. Auel. Management and Adminis-
TR.vnON, July 1924, v. 8, pp. 65-70. Illus.

Prevention and salvage of waste at West-
inghouse Electric through routing of ma-
terials and storeskceping.

Mechanical Handling

Cutting Costs by the Use of Con-
veyors. 658.28

F. H. Colvin. American MacJiinist, June

26, 1924, V. 60, pp. 969-971. Illus. Some
devices which increase economy in the

handling of parts by the Maxwell Com-
pany.

Fundamental Economics of Materials

Handling. 658.281
M. L. Begeman. Mechanical Engineering,
July 1924, V. 46, pp. 405-410. Advantages
of handling materials mechanically with-

out reference to particular types of equip-

ment. Increases production, economizes on
floor space, and decreases cost of financing

a business.

Labor-Saving Machinery
Adopted. 658.28

G. H. Charls. Iron Trade Review, June
12, 1924, V. 74, pp. 1563-1564. Lists a num-
ber of labor-saving devices used in coke
plants, blast furnaces, steel works, and
rolling mills.

Materialbewegung in Glas-
hiitten. 658.281:666.1

C. Michenfelder. Zeitschrift des Vereines

Deutsclier Ingenieure, May 24, 1924, v. 68,

pp. 515-519. Illus. Mechanical handling

with trucks and power conveyors in glass

factory.

Performance, Type, and Application

of Mechanical Coal Loading De-
vices. 658.28

R. A. Walter. Coal Mine Management,
June 1924, v. 3, pp. 38-42, 51. Gives class-

ification of loading machines with char-

acterizing information and descriptions of

conveyors, shoveling machines, digging

loaders, cutters, etc.

Mining

Education as an Aid to Safety in

Mining. 622.8

W. H. JIcMill.'in, Iron and Coal Trades

Review, May 23, 1924, v. 108, pp. 876-877.

Outlines educational schemes that will

lower the accident rate.

The Float and Sink Test for Fine
Coal. 622.78

B. M. Bird and II. E. Messmore. Univer-

sal Engineer, Juno 1924, v. 39, pp. 32-34.

Describes test, apparatus, and procedure.

Hydrotorf. 622.331

R. Klasson. Zeitschrift des Vereines

Deutschrr Ingenieure, June 7, 1924, v. 68,

pp. 601-605. Illus. New Russian method
of peat working. Describes excavators,

pipe lines, drying and other exploitation

features.

Industrielle und Landwirtschaftliche

Moornutzung. 622.331
Gustav Keppeler. Zeitschrift des Vereines

Deutscher Ingenieure^ May 31, 1924, pp.
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585-")i)l. Illus. Industrial value of bog.

Peat working, briquetting, etc.

Modern Developments in Coal Con-
veyors and Haulage Arrange-
ments. 622.6

G. L. Leston. Colliery Guardian, May 23,

1924, V. 127, pp. 1320-1321. Illus. De-

scribes a conveyor district, and haulage de-

vices for use on different gradients.

Performance, Type, and Application of

Mechanical Coal Loading De-
vices. 622.6

K. A. Walter. Coal Mine Management,
June 1924, v. 3, pp. 38-42, 51. Gives

classifieation of loading machines with
characterizing information and descrip-

tions of conveyors, shoveling machines,

digging loaders, cutters, etc.

Problems of Mechanical Coal Min-
ing. 622.33

S. Mavor. Colliery Guardian, June 13,

1924, v. 127, pp. 1510-1512. Deals with

mining economics, intensive machine min-

ing, and underground conveying. Ab-
stracts of paper read before the Empire
Mining and Metallurgical Congress, Lon-
don, 1924.

Researches on Safety Problems in

Mining. 622.8
Sir Edward Troup. Colliery Guardian,
June 6, 1924, v. 127, pp. 1441-1445. Covers
spontaneous combustion, fire damp, coal

dust, use of electricity, and safety lamps.

Abstract of paper contributed to the Em-
pire Mining and Metallurgical Congress,

London, 1924.

Rock Dusting of Coal Mines. 622.8
J. T. Ryan. Coal Industry, June 1924, v.

7, pp. 241-242. Points to be kept in mind
in planning to rock dust a mine, and
equipment for pulverizing and spreading
dust. Estimate of initial cost of equipment
for a 400,000 ton mine on a 20-3'ear basis

and estimate of operating costs.

Safety in Quarries Should Have More
Attention. 622.8
A. H. Findeisen. Pit and Quarry, July
1924, V. 8, pp. 87-89. Ways and means
of preventing accidents. Statistics for

compensable injuries in Wisconsin quar-
ries in 1922.

Straight-Line Production. 622.341
F. .1. Crdliu.s. Caul Industry, .Tune 1924,
v. 7, pp. 224-230. Describes the proper-
ties of the Woodward Iron Company in

Alabama, methods of mining, equipment
for cleaning and concentrating the ore,

and traiisportr.tion to the furnaces.

Underground Safety Story of Zinc. 622.8
G. E. Wallis. Xational Safety News, June
1924, V. 9, pp. n-14. How the New Jer-

sey Zinc Company safeguards the workers
in all operation.s—mining methods, work-
ing conditions, fire protection, mine rescue,
ore separation.

Ventilation of Mines. 622.4
D. Hay & R. Clive. Colliery Guardian.
June 6, 1924, v. 127, pp. 1447-1449. Dis-
cusses principles of ventilation and modern
practice. Gives tables and diagrams. Ab-
stracts of paper contributed to the Em-
pire Mining and Metallurgical Congress,
Lomlnn. 1924.

Office Methods

Business Mail. 651.457

By H. A. Blackraan. 113 pp. Ronald
Press Co., New York. $1.25. "Every
year the American business man throws

into the fire of postal loss over $100,-

000,000. At least 95 per cent of this

staggering loss is the direct result of

ignorance in his mailing department."
Thus the author states the conditions

giving rise to this book in which valuable

suggestions are made concerning ways in

which postal losses may be decreased. Cor-

rect methods of addressing, sealing, stamp-

ing, and preparing, for delivery to post

office, all classes of mail with the reasons

why strict adiierence to these methods will

obtain quicker and better postal service

and avoidance of loss. There will be very

few organizations that will be unable to

obtain valuable ideas from this interest-

ing book.

Office Building Problems. 658.2:651.1
216 pp. Building Owners and Managers'
Association of San Francisco. $2.50. A
report of the proceedings of a conference

of building owners and managers held at

San Francisco, February 1924. Includes

the following papers and subsequent dis-

cussions: Building planning service; De-

termining factors in fire insurance schedule

rating; Efficient purchasing procedure;

Modern salesmanship applied to selling of

office space; Owner versus manager; Re-

lation of light and area to value of office

space ; Some economic losses of bad man-
agement; T>-pes of construction, their

economies, and advantages.

Organizing the Stenographic Depart-
ment. 651.374
By Lee Galloway. 100 pp. The Ronald
Press Co., New York. $1.25. An ever-

present problem confronting the manage-
ment of business organizations is the

present method of org.anizing and oper-

ating the stenographic department. Dr.

Galloway offers valuable suggestions by
means of which waste may be eliminated

and administrative costs reduced. Sub-

jects discussed are: ecjuipment and or-

ganization ; standardization and steno-

graphic work ; measurement of steno-

graphic output; methods of controlling

stenographic output ; and handling of

office detail.

Personnel

Apprenticeship Methods on the Santa
Fe. 658.3861
Pt. 1. Railway Mechanical Eniiinrcr,

June 1924, v. 98, pp. 355-359. Illus.

Briefly outlines plan, methods of selec-

tion, examinations for applicants, etc.

Subsequent articles to give more detailed

description.

Employee Education in Fundamental
Economics. 658.315
C. F. Dietz. Pamphlet, 17 pp. How tlie

Bridgeport Brass Company promotes har-

mony and interest among its workers by
bringing them to umierstand the purpose,

problems, and intimate business details of
the industry, and their part in its opera-

tion. Address at the annual meeting of

the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States.

The Modern Executive. 658.31242
Edited by Daniel Bloomfield. 266 pp.
The H. W. Wilson Co., New York. $2.40.

Consists of a collection of articles and
addresses by 25 executives on the general

subject of the executive 's place in manage-
ment and how his ability may be recog-

nized and developed. Contents are divided

into 6 sections: leadership and the modern
executive; the place of the executive in

management ; what is executive ability

;

developing executive ability ; the foreman

as an executive; and the work of the

executive.

The Modern Foreman. 658.31243

By Robert Grimsliaw. 2".I7 pp. The Gregg
Publishing Co., New York. $2.50. A dis-

cussion of the foreman 's place in indus-

try, his training, duties, and similar fac-

tors influencing the success of his efforts.

Because of the informal style in which

the book is written and the numerous
anecdotes used for illustrative purposes it

makes very interesting reading. In addi-

tion there is considerable valuable material

contained in it which should be useful to

foremen or executives interested in in-

creasing the value of their '

' non-com-

missioned" staff.

Physiological Problems in Min-
ing. 658.382

J. S. Haldane. Colliery Guardian. June

13, 1924, V. 127, pp. 1507-1508. Discussion

of pathological conditions due to gases,

heat, dust and underground infections.

Abstracts of paper contributed to the

Empire Mining and Metallurgical Con-

gress, London, 1924.

Picking the Foreman Student: A Train-

ing Program for the Factory Fore-

man. 658.31243

J. K. Novius. Tlie Open Shop Review,

June 1924, v. 21, pp. 231-235. Sugges-

tions on rating prospective foremen and
rating charts devised by W. D. Scott.

Praktikantenausbildung. 658.3851
J. Hanner. Zi it.tchrift dc.i Tcreines

Devtscher Ingenicure, May 31, 1924, v. 68,

pp. 569-573. The industrial need for ap-

prentice training in small plants and large.

Urges co-operation with technical school.

Problems in Personnel Manage-
ment. 658.3

Edited bv Daniel Bloomfield. 557 pp. The
H. W. Wilson Co., New York. $3.50. A
collection of papers, articles, and speeches,

prepared by men interested in the rela-

tions between management and men, which

shows the trend, during the last decade,

of methods employed to solve the per-

sonnel problem. The value of the book

to anyone desiring practical information

on the subject is considerable although

much of it expresses ideas and ideals

which may be workable but are still un-

proved. Containing views of such a large

number of men who have gained their ex-

perience in many different industries prac-

tically every phase of the subject is dis-

cussed somewhere in the book. Whoever
looks there for new ideas or pr.acticcs is

quite sure to meet with some degree of

success.

S

I
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Proper Training of Shop Supervisory

Forces. 658.31243

L. W. Baldwin. Eaihcay Review, June 28,

1924, V. 7i, pp. 1256-1258. Points out the

need for supervisory officers to know the

use of machine tools, to keep posted on

new appliances, and to keep in personal

touch with the men and encourage them
in developing initiative needed for ad-

vancement.

Psychological Tests in Busi-

ness. 658.31156

A. W. Kornhauser and F. A. Kint;;s-

bury. 194 pp. The University of Chicago

Press, Chicago. $2. The use of psycho-

logical tests in industry for the purpose of

properly adjusting men to jobs is con-

stantly increasing. In spite of t'.ie pub-

licity which this movement has occasioned

there is still considerable controversy over

the practical value of such tests. This

book deals with the application of tests

to business. It presents a non-technical

account of the fundamental principles un-

derlying application of psychology in busi-

ness, what has already been accomplished

in that field, and wliat are the future pros-

pects. The author's aim has been to pre-

sent a picture which will enable the reader

to arrive at sound conclusions regarding

the actual uses of psychological tests in

the business world. Their purpose has

been achieved in an interesting book which

should be useful to personnel managers
and other business men interested in the

subject discussed.

Recruiting Transportation Em-
ployees. 658.3
D. Prins. Electric liaihray Journal, June
21, 1924, V. 63, pp. 990-991. Personnel

problems of street railroad companies.
Methods of employment and discipline.

Reducing Eye Hazard in Work. 658.382
L. H. Carris. Iron Trade Eevieu\ June
19, 1924, V. 74, pp. 1637-1638. Eesults of

investigation of eye hazards in industrial

occupations, with recommendations for im-

proving present conditions.

Report of Committee on Industrial Re-
lations. 658.3
il. L. Twomley. Paper Trade Journal,

June 12, 1924, V. 78, pp. .55-56. A brief

general consideration of the subject, and
a few recommendations, by a committee
of the National Paper Box Manufacturers

'

Association.

Safety Code in Forging. 658.3823
Sational Safctii Xius, June 1924, v. 9,

pp. 55-61. Tentative draft fornmlated
under joint sponsorship of the National
Safety Council and the American Drop
Forging Institute. Applies to drop ham-
mers, steam and air hammers, hydraulic

presses, rivet-making machines, etc.

The Success of a Theoretical
Plan. 658.3156
Dcane AV. Malott. American Industries,

ilay 1924, v. 24, pp. 31-32. Describes the

success of the Rockefeller system of joint

conferences in use at the Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company.

Win the Confidence of Employees by
Taking the Mystery Out of Busi-
ness. 658.31514
C. E. Hook, ilimeopraph, 7 pp. Methods

employed by the American Rolling Mill

Company to make the workers understand
the factors entering into business. Co-

operation effected through advisory com-

mittees elected by each department.

W o r k e r s' Partnership in Indus-

try. 658.3174
K. H. Gary. JTorld's WorTc, June 1924,

V. 48, pp. 197-203. Effective co-operation

in the United States Steel Corporation.

System of stock subscription and profit-

sharing.

Production Control

Changes in Equipment and Product
Preceding Installation of Production
Control. 658.5

G. D. Babcock. Management and Ad-
ministration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 19-26.

Illus. Second article of Building tractors

under scientific control. How the Holt
Company converted the military tractor

into an industrial tractor and installed

production control methods.

The Control of Idleness in Indus-

try. 558.5

W. L. Conrad. Meclianical Engineering,

July 1924, V. 46, pp. 402-404. Expense
of man and machine idleness, its meas-

urement, methods of elimination, and cer-

tain fallacies of cost accounting.

Co-ordination of Sales and Produc-
tion. 658.5

Joseph H. Barber. Bulletin of the Taylor

Society, June 1924, v. 9, pp. 111-131.

Charts. Business cycle study. Details of

system that enabled one company to esti-

mate sales in advance, and regulate pro-

duction accordingly.

Determining the Selling Price of Ma-
chine Tools. 658.5

H. R. Simonds. Iron Trade Review, July

3, 1924, V. 75, pp. 35-38. Charts. Analyzes

the business cycle and suggests methods
of leveling the seasonal curve by estab-

lishing a running average to the opera-

tion of a machine tool plant.

How to Estimate Machine Shop
Costs. 658.5421

A. A. Dowd. American ilachiiiist, June

26, 1924, V. 60, pp. 963-966. Formula
for figuring time necessary for a given

cutting operation, device for finding ma-
chine speeds from cutting speeds, table

of cutting speeds, etc.

How We Make It Easy to Apply the

Ounce of Prevention in Manage-
ment. 658.5

A. B. Ne\'ins. Factory, June 1924, v.

32, pp. 813-816, 932. Cost accounts,

workers' record cards, and "burden budg-

ets " as an aid in cheeking waste, by
calling attention to production details

which need remedying. How labor turn-

over is watched and controlled by the

Shaw-Walker Company.

Inspection System in a Lathe-Building

Plant. 658.562

H. S. Riggs. Machinery. July 1924, v. 30,

pp. 835-841. Illus. Checking the accuracy

of lathe parts, assembled units, and the

complete machines. Record cards given.

Recording Job Costs to Show Profits—

6

Profitable Methods for the Small Fac-
tory. 658.5 :657

G. C. Brown. Management and Admin-
istration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 53-58. Illus.

Second article on cost methods in a small

plant. This considers only the actual re-

cording of monthly costs.

Train-Despatching in an Automotive-
Parts Shop. 658.514
R. S. Spencer. American Machinist, June
26, 1924, V. 60, pp. 945-946. How a system
like that used by the railroads is applied

to controlling the operation of 14 electric

trucks between the various departments.

Wirtschaft und Wissenschaft im Tech-
nischen Betrieb. 658.5
K. Eummel. Zeitschrift des Vereines
Deutscher Ingenieure, May 31, 1924, v.

68, pp. 560-569. Co-ordinating the theorj'

and practice of management. Depart-
ment development must aim at further-

ance of plant welfare. Place of research
ill the scheme of industrial progression.

A Workable Production Control Sys-
tem. 653.5
Edward Davis. American Machinist, June
5, 1924, V. 60, pp. 835-838. The second
article of a series on methods employed
by the Edison Phonograph works. Con-
siders the importance of shipment data,

how shipments are scheduled, the progress

records, material control, etc.

Selling

Analyzing Credit Risks. 658.882
S. F. Brewster. 107 pp. The Ronald
Press Co., New York. $1.25. A sound
credit policy is an essential factor in any
successful business enterprise. The basis

for a sound credit policy is accurate

analysis of credit risks. Mr. Brewster
gives a clear, concise discussion of prin-

ciples and methods for analyzing the risk

involved in any credit extension. The fol-

lowing subjects are discussed: analysis of
mercantile credit; sources of credit in-

formation; preparation and analysis of

financial statements ; description and val-

uation of assets and liabilities; analysis of
corporate financial statements; income or

profit and loss statements; and compara-
tive statement analysis.

An Example of Scientific Marketing
Procedure. 658.808
Stuart Cowan. Bulletin of the Taylor
Society, June 1924, v. 9, pp. 143-151.

Charts. A survey of the distribution of
magazine circulation among classified

earning groups for the purpose of deter-

mining their advertising value.

5C0 Answers to Sales Objections. 658.807
Ray Giles. 74 pp. The Ronald Press
Co., New York. $1.25. Meeting objec-

tions offered by prospective buyers is part
of every salesman's job. Most of them
are general rather than specific and apply
equally well to all lines of business. Be-
cause of this Mr. Giles has been able to

compile a list of nearly 100 objections

actually encountered by salesmen and to

suggest 500 replies that can be used
effectually to overcome them. Objections
and answers are divided into eight classes

—price, profit, performance, policy of
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buyer, policy of competitors, punctuality,

^Lnl and put off. This book should

be of practical yalue to aU persons en-

gaged in selling.

How We Co-ordinate Advertising^and

S^E^C^nvbeare. Advertisino and Selling

Julv o lb24, y. 3, pp. 23-24, 60. Teach-

ig thl salesman the principles of adyer-

tising and how to use them in his job.

Marketing the Technical Product 658 82

Eric N. Simons. Mechanical Jlorld, v. o,

May 23, 1924, pp. 321-322 and June 13

1924, pp. 369-370. Continuation of an

article on engineering pubUcity. ractors

to be considered in planning sales booklets

broadsides, folders, enyelope enclosures,

showcards, and instructive cards.

Principles of Foreign Trade. 382

CE Griffin. 348 pp. The Maemil-

lan C^., New York. $3. The author 's am

was to bring the teachings of economic

theory into the realm of busmess and gov-

ernment policy-to provide successful ex^

porters, who need little instruction m the

Unique of exporting, with - ^position

of the economic principles underlying their

daily activities. This purpose has been

achieved in a readable book that contains

much information of value to persons in-

terested in foreign trade. A wide range

of subjects is discussed covering all im-

portant factors related to the subjec .

Some of these are: foreign exchange
;
bal-

ance of trade; ocean transportation;

financing foreign trade; and government

interference.

Selling the Automobile Overseas 382

J. D Mooncy. Manaqemext and Ad-

ministration, July 1924, v. 8, pp. ^i-i-

lUus. How General Motors export busi-

ness is handled.
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Specifications for Pipe Fittings. 621.774

H E ColUns. Management and Admin-

ISTK.^TI0N, July 1924, y. 8, pp. 83-87

Charts. Notes on the American standard

for flanged fittings and tables of fittings.

Standards and Tests

Standard Symbols for Electrical Equip-

ment of Buildings. 621.3(003)

American InstUutr of Elcctncal Engi-

neers Journal. June 1924, v. 43, p. o^-.

Approved "Tentative American stand-

ard" March 6, 1924; sponsors: Ameri-

can Institute of Architects, American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, and Asso-

ciation of Electragists-International.

Standardizing Tool Data Sheets. 658.516

A L Bvans. Iron Trade Kevicu; Juue o,

1924 v 74, pp. 1499-1503. Diagrams and

description of forms approved by the Na-

tional Machine Tool Builders' Associa-

tion.

Technical

American Machinery for Manufacture^of

?"I ^'nandschin. Western Machinery

World, June 1924, v. 15, PP- ^^^^-ISb.

lUus Describes implements used by Ha-

waiian planters for cultivating and har-

vesting.

Application of Pressed Metal to PiU-

leys
^^^-^^^

S G GaiUard. Forging—Stampmg--

Heat Treating. June 1924, v. 10, pp. 226-

229 lUus Various operations m the

manufacture of pressed steel belt pulleys.

Automatic Substations for Industrial

Plants
621.311

Chester Lichtenberg. Power ?'««<
f «^;-

neering, June 1, 1924, v. 28, pp. b04-606.

Illus Possibilities of the automatic elec-

tric substation in the industrial field.

Discusses specific operation problems.

Belt Standardization. .Ifi \
William Staniar. Belting, May 19-4, v.

24, pp. 48, 52, 54, 56, 58. A study made

by the Du Pont Company to determine

the most economical type of belt for each

of the 2500 drives in the plant, also a

study of transmission machinery. Shows

the 'value of these standards in making

replacements.

Hov. Belting Was Standardized in a

Large Automotive Plant. ,"
, V

U A. Elci"aus. BcUing. June l'.i-4, i-

"4 "pp 19-24. Uow belting standards

were arrived at and reports on power trans-

mitting property of different belts. (To

be continued).

Notes on Testing of Metal Strips. 620.12

L \V Johnson. ForgingStaminng---

Eeat Treating. Juno 1924, v. 10, PP- 230"

234 Illus. Methods of tensile and bend-

ing" tests on mct.-il strips. Discusses pur-

chasing specifications.

Some Opportunities to
^^°"'°^lj-^l

ciency. „ . , o-.

F McManamv. Sailway Review, Juno _i.

1924, V. 74, "pp. 1218-1219. Points out

the value of standardization of railway

equipment, of keeping a check on idle

equipment, and of a budget system in

maintenance expenditures.

Ball Bearings: Their Proper F""ct'on

and Methods of Mounting. 621.8Z

F Johnstone Taylor. Mechanical World,

June 6, 1924, v. 75, pp. 353-3.^4. Con-

siders thrust, load capacity, cone-type bear-

ings, double-row bearings, and points out

the importance of careful fitting and re-

moving of bearings.

Belt Standardization. ^oof^^J
William Staniar. llelting. May 19-4, v.

04 pp. 48, 52, 54, 56, 58. A study made

•

bv the Du Pont Company to determine

the most economical type of belt for each

of the 2500 drives in the pKint, also a

studv of transmission machinery. Shows

the "value of these standards in making

replacements.

Best Ways to Use Insulating Var-
. , OD7./

nish. . , T. „,

H L Uazeltine. Industrial Engineer,

June 1924, v. 82, pp. 284-287, 306. Illus.

How to protect windings against moisture,

oil, metallic dust, and insulation troubles.

Brakes Used to Retard or Hold Rotating

Parts.
^21.838

A J Whitcomb. Industrial Engineer,

June 1924, v. 82, pp. 271-274, 304. Illus.

Tvpps of electrically operated brakes

applied to different drives. Discusses

structural detail, installation, adjusting,

testing, and maintenance.

Coil Spring Calculations. 684 212

J W Kockefeller. Machinery. July U.i,

X 30 pp. 874-875. Charts. Three charts

used in designing coil springs with ex-

planations and diagram illustrating the

method of using them.

Combustion Control for Boilers. 621.1875

E J S Pigott. Power Plant Engineering,

July 1, 1924, V. 28, pp. 694-695. Be-

nuirements of an automatic control sys-

tem of regulating steam flow, air flow,

and fuel feed. Abstract of paper pre^

sented before the Metropolitan Section of

the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers.

Cost of Sheet Steel Punching. 621.96

F C Lawrence. The Engineer (London),

May '30, 1924, v. 137, pp. 597-598. Methods

commonly adopted for pricing punchmgs

and alternatives free from their short-

comings.

Earning Value of Power Plant Instru-

pnts
521.171

c" D Zimmerman. Power Plant Engineer-

ing. June 1, 1924, v. 28, pp. 596-597. Use

and maintenance of meters can save from

2 to 15 per cent of coal.

Economical Cupola Melting. 62172

H Van \arst. The Foundry. July 1, 19-4,

y
'

5--' pp. 514-515. Illus. Some factors

governing fuel economy in the foundrj-,

are the iron to be melted, quality of the

coke and air and Umestone supply.

Economical Operation and Maintenance

of Boiler Furnaces. Part 2. 621.18

R Juue. Bla.it Furnace and Steel i iani,

June 1924, v. 12, pp. 300-302. Methods

of furnace construction, advantages of sus-

pended arches, monolithic baffles, and cur-

tain walls. Sliows need for inspection.

Factory and Plant Maintenance. 621.715

V -V Arnold. Mechanical World, May i(>,

1924 V. 75, pp. 341-342. Cement, sand,

and 'aggregate, suitable for concrete ma-

chinerv foundations.

Grinding Practice in Railroad

M b' Richardson. Kailway Mechanical

Engineer, June 1924. v. 98, pp. 34.1-348.

Illus Increased production and improved

accuracy effected by the use of grinders.

Tools and operation are described and

illustrated.

How Belting Was Standardized in a

Large Automotive Plant. 658.2621

H. A. FU.gaus. Brltiiig. June 1924, v. -4,

pp 19-24. How belting standards were

arrived at and reports on power trans-

mitting property of different belts. (To

be continued).

Insulating Conditions of Windings. 621.3

Indu.-itrial Engineer. June 1924, v. .s2, pp.

282-283, 306. Illus. Inspection procedure

and cleaning methods before making

dielectric tests in alternating current

macliines.

Mechanical Engineers Hand-
book. 621(02)

Edited by Lionel S. Marks. 1986 pp. Mc-

GrawHiil Book Company, New York. $6.

Divided into 15 sections covering the fol-
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lon-ing subjects: mathematic tables and
weights and measures; mathematics; me-

chanics of liquids and solids; heat;

strength of materials ; materials of en-

gineering; machine elements, power gen-

eration; hoisting and conveying; trans-

portation ; building construction and equip-

ment; machine shop practice; pumps and
compressors; electrical engineering; and a

miscellaneous section discussing measuring
instruments, surveWng, mechanical refrig-

eration, lubrication, and American Society

of Mechanical Engineers power test code.

This volume is a revision of the first

edition published in 1916. Contributors to

the present work number nearly 60 and
all write on subjects ^vith limited scopes

on which they may be assumed to have
specialized knowledge. There is much in-

formation of value to manufacturers con-

tained in the book.

Meter Types and Their Character-
istics. 621.1875
C. T>. Zimmerman. Fower Plant Engineer-
ing, July 1, 1924, V. 28, pp. 696-698. CO^
recorders, temperature recorders, and othei-

nieters valuable for the determination of

data from which boiler efficiency can be
calculated.

The Possibilities of Mechanical Paint-
ing. 698
J. W. Gibbous. Railway Mechanical En-
gineer, June 1924, v. 98, pp. 360-362.

Illus. Sante Fi railroad shops find me-
chanical painting devices more than worth-
wliile. Gives brief description of methods
employed.

Possible Improvements in Bearing Serv-
ice. 621.82
G. A. Van Brunt. Industrial Engineer,
June 1924, v. 82, pp. 264-270, 304. Illus.

Advantages and disadvantages of sleeve

and anti-friction bearings with comments
from manufacturers relating to improve-
ments in bearing operations and recom-
mendations for equipment installation.

Practical Bonus Systems for Power
Plants. 621.18
Garrett Burgess. National Engineer, June
1924, V. 28, pp. 2.55-258. Illus. How
to obtain greatest boiler efficiency in a
plant not operating the entire 24 hours
a day and method of determining bonus
value of efficiency obtained.

Recent Developments in Gas Works
Machinery. 665.7
F. II. Beebe. Gas Age Eecurd, June 7,

1924, V. 53, pp. 791-793, 796. Automatic
control, elevated generators, waste heat
boilers, by-product gas ovens, and gas
purification.

Reinforced Concrete in Collieries. 693.5
J. D. Paton. Iron and Coal Trades Re-
view, May 23, 1924, v. 108, p. 875. Dis-
cusses cement used, working stresses, ad-
hesive values, and other problems.

Sanding Operations Discussed. 621.92
K. H. Lansing. Abrasive Industry, June
1924, V. 5. pp. 142-144. Illus. Types of
sanding machines used in different plants.

Scrapping Steel Freight Cars. 621.392
A. M. Candy. JVelding Engineer. June
1924, V. 9, pp. 21-23. Illus. Application

of the electric arc cutting process to the

reclamation and scrapping of rolling stock.

Slowr-Speed Steam Engines for Indus-
trial Purposes. 621.101

D. S. Capper. World Power, June 1924,

V. 1, pp. 353-357. Individual power plants

versus centralized power. Steam power
plant may be more economical and more
efficient, depending on location of plant.

Some Political Aspects of Super-
Power. 621.31003

G. E. Tripp. Stone and Webster Journal,

June 1924, v. 34, pp. 689-698. Gives

main points of the Norris-Keller super-

power bill and briefly expresses disfavor.

Stabilizing Gear Manufacturing. 621.83

L. 0. Hewins. Iron Trade Review, June
26, 1924, v. 74, pp. 1691-1693. Gears can
be produced for better service and at

lower cost in gear manufacturing than in

general plants. Includes brief market
analysis.

Standardizing Tool Data Sheets. 621.9

A. L. Evaus. Iron Trade Review, June
5, 1924, V. 74, pp. 1499-1503. Diagrams
and description of forms approved by the

National Machine Tool Builders Asso-

ciation.

Where Wiring Can Be Improved
Around Machines. 621.3
Indiwtrial Engineer, June 1924, v. 82, pp.
275-278, 281. Illus. Second article on
all manner of wiring improvements and
safety measures with illustrations of good
and bad installations.

Worm Grinding in the Lathe. 621.94
J. W. Armour. Machinery, July 1924, v.

30, pp. 859-860. Description of opera-

tion with illustration and diagram.

Yarn and Weight Records in Hosiery
Mill. 677.66
W. E. Haseltine. Textile World, June 21,

1924, V. 65, pp. 53, 55. Illus. Describes

method of checking weight of goods as

knitted, showing variation from standard.

Immediate correction prevents waste.

Transportation

Anything Is Possible When We Have
to Do It. 656.4
H. G. Taylor. Electric Raiheay Journal,

June 21, "l924, v. 63, pp. 966-968. The
advantage of street car over automobile
transportation. Urges publicity to educate

the public to see this.

Einzelheiten d e r Elektrahangebah-
nen. 625.432
P. Stephan. Zeitschrift des Vereines

Deutscher Ingenieurc, June 7, 1924, v. 68,

pp. 606-609. Illus. Electrical suspen-

sion railroad problems concerning tracks,

switches, and cars.

Motor Bus Transportation. 656.124
A. E. Hutt. Society of Automotive , En-
gineers Journal. June 1924, v. 14, pp. 591-

593. Principles underlying its successful

operation. Considers bus design, system of

maintenance, operation, spirit of serv-

ice, etc.

The Virgrinian Railway Electrifica-

tion. 625.1 :621.33
H. K. Smith. Railway Age, June 7, 1924,

V. 76, pp. 1353-1358. In order to increase

the capacity of this railroad, which is

primarily a coal handling one, the man-
agement undertook to electrify the portion

between Mullens, West Virginia, and
Roanoke, Virginia. Briefly describes the

locomotives, the plan of operation, the

power equipment, and the transm'.ssion

system.

Wages

Installing Wage Incentive Systems That
Work. 658.3225

Earl Beck. Factory, June 1924, v. 32,

pp. 826-829, 940-943. A bonus system em-
ployed in the Indianapolis plant of Eli

Lilly and Company, based on standards
worked out from studies of the various

operations, and the factors entering into

them.

Payment by Results. 658.32

By J. E. Powell. 411 pp. Longmans,
Green & Co., New York. $7. This ex-

haustive discussion of management meth-
ods of wage payment is based on the

author's extensive experience in English
manufacturing organizations. The general

principle set forth is that success or failure

of any particular plan for basing wages
on results is dependent largely upon the

efficiency of the management—the best

plan will operate unsatisfactorily in a
poorly managed factory. Methods of re-

muneration, applicability of pa3'ment by
results, determination of those results, job
rates and upon what they are based, pay-
ment of indirect labor based on results,

are a few of the subjects discussed in

considerable detail with interesting and
valuable practical examples taken from
the author's experience. Mr. Powell be-

lieves that correct estimation of output
upon which job rates are based is an es-

sential factor in the success of any wage-
payment plan, and he devotes 150 pages
to practical suggestions for making such
estimates on numerous classes of work.
Although based on English practice this

book will prove valuable to American wage
payers.

Practical Bonus Systems for Power
Plants. 658.3225
Garrett Burgess. National Engineer, June
1924, V. 28, pp. 255-258. Illus. How
to obtain greatest boiler efficiency in a
plant not operating the entire 24 hours
a day, and method of determining bonus
value of efficiency obtained.

Suggestion for a Premium Sys-
tem. 658.32

C. G. Barth. Management and .Admin-

istration, July 1924, V. 8, pp. 71-73. Dia-
grams. Barth wage system with com-
ments on Rowan and Halsey. Workers'
time computing diagram is given.

Which Way Are Wages
Headed? 331.2(001)

A. J. Hain. Iron Trade Review. June 19,

1924, V. 74, pp. 1623-1626, 1638. Charts.

Statistics on wage rates for iron and steel

industry, railroads and metal trades.
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Authoritative Works on

Banking and Finance

Ronald.

Banking Principles and Practice
{In Five Volumes)

By R. B. Westerfield, Ph.D.

Explains clearly and completely the theory of modern banking and its application in sound

practice. The treatment extends from elementary principles of money and credit, through

banking tiieory, banking history, the legal elements, and a description of national banking

systems which includes the Federal Reserve System and the Farm Loan System, to a full dis-

cussion of the practical management of a banking institution. The author has had extensive

first-hand experience in practical banking and is a recognized financial authority of high stand-

ing. His work is in five volumes which deal with: I. Elements of Money, Credit, and Bank-

ing; II. The Banking System of the United States; III. Domestic Banking—Cash and Credit

Operations; IV. Domestic Banking—Earning Assets ; V. The Foreign Division. 1921. Five

volumes, 1370 pages. Cloth. $12.00.

The Federal Reserve System
Lsgislation Organization Operation

By Hexry PjUiker Willis, Ph.D.

Dr. Willis has been prominently identified with the fed-

eral reserve system from its earliest legislative considera-

tion. In this authentic narrative he vividly portrays the

development of the federal reserve system and makes a

critical and dispassionate survey of the influences and forces

behind the scenes. In reading it you will acijuire a back-

ground of historical, economic, and political information
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End of Recession Is In Sight: Signs of

Better Business Grow
PREPARED BY LEWIS H. HAXEY

Director, New York Vniversiti/ Bureau of Business Research i

3. rpturn in wholesale oonimoiHty

prices (Fig. 12).

4. Increased farm purchasing power.

5. Increase in new business enterprises

(Fig. 13).

6. Decrease in business failures (Fig.

13).

The P/V line in Fig. 1 continued its torn of the depression was reached in To the foregoing may be added the

moderate upward course during July, several basic industries during this various points made in preceding para-

This is the third consecutive month in period. graphs such as the upturn in the main

which our main forecasting line has forecasting line and the European set-

risen. While the advance has not been 1. The general advance in the level of tiement, which, as a result of the London

sharp and there is doubt as to the extent commodity prices (Fig. 12). Conference, now only awaits ratification,

of the business recovery which is fore- 2. The increasing purchasing power of The further easing in money rates is

cast, there can be no doubt that the out-

look for the near future has continued

to improve. The favorable forecast

made two months ago is, therefore, re-

peated as applied to a period embracing

the next four to six months. This fore-

cast, it should be noted, is not based

solely upon the trend of the main fore-

easting line, but is supported by a con-

sideration of all the data contained in the

accompanying charts.

Recent Developments

large sections of the faim popula-

tion arising from higher prices

coupled with good fields.

3. Rapid progress towards the settle-

ment of the Franco-German prob-

lem.

4. The fui'ther easing of money rates

with continued investment buying.

5. The advance in foreign exchange.

Favor-^ble Factors

Evidences of the beginning of a turn

acting as a constructive force.

Unfavorable Factors

1 Continued sharp decrease in the em-
ployment and earnings of labor

(Figs. 7 and 8).

2. Further decline in building activitv

(Fig. 6).

3. Mail order sales decreased (Fig. 11).

4. Bank debits decreased (Fig. 10).

5. Unfilled steel orders decreased (Fig.

3).

The most significant developments lowing list, most of the points being
during July and the early part of illustrated by the accompanying graphs.
August are outlined in the following

list, although perhaps the most outstand-
;i Continued sharp curtailment of in-

ing feature is the evidence that the bot- dustrial output (Fig. 2).

I Assisted by Horace J. Barney and K. -• Downturn in the index of stocks of

H. Leding of the Bureau's Staff.' 45 commodities (Table 1).

for the better are apparent in the fol- 6. Stocks of basic commodities in first

hands still large.

Of the foregoing, the decreased pur-

chasing power of labor appears to be

the most serious. Indeed, the decline

in unfilled orders, on account of its small-

ness, might be construed as favorable in

180
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a forecasting sense, and the stocks of

Ijasic commodities, while large, decreased

in .June.

Future Dangers

Among the more general conditions

which are so vague as to be difficult to

discount at present, may be listed the

following:

1. The possibility that the third party
may make sufficient headway to put

the radical element of Congress in

a strategic position. In general,

the imcei'tainties and sentimental

setbacks of the election season have

to be reckoned with.

2. The complete action and reaction of

the European settlement is diffi-

cult to forecast, but it should l)e

recognized that some unfavorable

effects are likely to emerge. In-

creased competition from European
manufacturers and increased de-

mand foi- the return of European
funds invested in this country are

among the possibilities.

3. In connection with the probable in-

crease in European competition,

the maintenance of the present

high level of wages in this coun-
try continues to be a problem.

4. The po.ssibility that industrial ac-

tivity may begin to advance too

rapidly, before the existing heavy
stocks of basic commodities are

sufficiently reduced to insure a
stable market. It would be better

in the long I'un for production in

several basic industries either to

decline further, or to continue low
for two or three months. An ex-

treme illustration of what is meant
may be found in such cases as

gasoline, nutonioliile tires, and pos-

sibly niei'cliant ))ig ii-on.

By an improved outlook for the near
future is meant a condition in which
prices will hold firm or rise, money will

be relatively ea.sy, tlie volume of l)usiness

will increase, l)etter earnings will appeav,
and business failures fall off.

The beginning of the business upswing
which is here anticipated continues to

seem probable about Octol)er. While it

is believed that the bottom has been
reached in several important industries,

it is probable that in a large part of the
business world the Ijodom will be
touched in September.

Opinions of Business Forecasters

At the present time wide differences

exist in the opinions of various business

foi-ecasters. Some agree that a major
nplui-n in the business cvcle is neai' at

hand. Others hold to a bearish inter-

pretation of events. The difference in

opinion is probably good evidence that a

turn is not distant. We hold a mod-
erately bullish position and it may be

01 interest to our readers to consider

the more fundamental grounds for that

position.

At bottom, business forecasting is

bf.sed on the assumption of a rhythmical

tendency in busine.ss activity which is

called the business cycle. While there

i.=i danger of following this idea too

rigidly it must be admitted that the as-

sumption of succeeding ups and downs
in business activity is fairly well estalj-

lished. On this assumption most of the

evidence indicates that business is now
near the bottom of a period of depres-

sion and that signs of an approaching
upturn are apparent.

Analysis of Conditions

To begin with, there has been a gen-

eral declining trend in business since

May 1923, and this time is nearly lon<j-

enough to correspond with the probable

period of decline in the cycle. Thei-e is

little reason to expect much further de-

cline in view of the history of recent

cycles.

In the second place, numerous symp-
toms characteristic of touching bottom
are found

:

Production in basic industries, after

a long period of recession, has fallen

far below normal and is at a low level

with relation to the level of prices.

One of the earliest indications of a

turn is often found in a decrease in

stocks of commodities, and such a de-

crease occurred in June.

While this decrease may not l)e con-

tinued in July, it probably marks the

beginning of a liquidation in inventories.

Unfilled orders in many lines have
reached bottom levels. Unfilled steel

orders declined so slightly in July as to

suggest an early reversal of trend.

The downwaril ti-end of comnu)dity

I)rices has ceased, and all jiricc indexes

slxowed an upturn during July. While
tliis upturn was led by grain i)rices it

V ould have come if grain prices had
been unchanged. For example, in Brad-
street's index, out of 13 groups 10 ad-

vaiu'ed. Only one of the connnodities

in our si.x-coinmodity index showed a de-

crease.

Retail trade is at a high level, rela-

tively to wholesale trade. It is usiuil for

this condition to exist at the bottom of

business depressions, while at the peak
wholesale trade becomes relatively higher

than retail trade.

Business failures have shown a ]nd-

nounced decrea.se in number.
It is becoming apparent that while

some further easing of moiu'v rates is

possible, the interest rate is so low as

to invite speculative buying in all direc-

tions.

In fact we are in the midst of a period

of investment buying with heavy bond
purchases by banks and institutions,

going on to stocks and commodities. It

is characteristic of depression bottoms

to find increases in ''securities held by
member banks" and a low level of cir-

culation.

At the beginning of an upturn it is

common to find advancing stock ex-

change prices and an increase in new
enterprises, which phenomena have
clearly appeared during July and
August.

For these and other reasons which
raight be given it seems reasonable to

conclude that our position in the busi-

ness cycle lies at the bottom of a de-

pression and that the immediate changes

to be anticipated are those preliminary

to a major advance.

Stock Exchange Prices Advance

The condition of the stock market is

interesting. At the middle of August
there was clearly a period of hesitation

following a sharp advance which, as

usual, had been carried on too rapidly.

The situation may be interpreted most
reasonably as resulting from a better

realization of the severity of the current

depression, a severity which certain busi-

ness forecasters have minimized. Also
there was uncertainty as to the extent

of the recovery which may be antic-

ipated, to say nothing of doubt as to

when such recovery will begin. It was
logical, therefore, for the stock market to

pause and await further developments,

having discounted the existence of easy

money and other kiu)wn and probably
favorable factors.

Extent and Rapidity of Upswing

It is yet too early to form an opinion

of the extent and rapidity of the coming
upswi!ig. Much depends upon the in-

flation factor, for if considerable infla-

tion develops (as is possible) we may be

in for a real boom. If, however, infla-

tion is held in check, the coming upturn

may be very moderate in proixirtion.

No forecast is here attempted with ref-

eience to the inflatioiuiry factor. It is

merely observe<l that extremely low in-

terest aiul discoiuit rales, heavy reserves,

and increasing loans and discounts of

member banks, show its possibilities.

A continued upward trend of the stock

market is to be expected as the end of

the jiresent business recession is clearly

in sight. Gains are likely to be mod-
erate until the extent of pi-obable busi-

ness recovery can be .judged.

I
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Production and Stocks of Commodities
Production Dropping in Adjustment Process

Stocks of basic commodities in first

liands appear to have reached peak levels

i>ud indications of improvement have ap-

peared. The June index of the Depart-

ment of Commerce, covering 45 com-

modities, moved down decidedly for the

first time this year. July, however, may
not show a continuation of the net

liquidation of stocks of commodities. The
majority of items in Table 1 show an

increase, notably gasoline and zinc.

Stocks of merchant pig iron increased,

indicates that distribution is gaining on

production.

Iron and Steel Production

Production. Pig iron production con-

tinued to decline in July. The average

daily production was at the rate of

57,577 tons as compared with 67,541 for

the previous month, a decrease of about

15 per cent. (See Fig. 3).

Production of steel ingots showed a
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Wage and Employment Situation
Continued Falling Off in Employment and Earnings

Earnings and Cost of Living

Selected Induglries in the ' United

States. On going to press the July

figures for earnings were not available.

Henee the index number for the graph

has been estimated from such data as

were at hand. Reports throughout the

crease. Indications are that earnings of

factory workers will not drop much
further in the near future.

The Employment Trend

United States. The chart, Fig. 8,

shows the estimated decrease in employ-

ward trend is as marked as in the case

of New York State factories, and in

selected industries throughout the United

States.

Conclusion. For the third month all

reports indicate decreases in employ-

ment. Labor is now working less and

earning less, on the whole, than since the

early part of 1922. However, emploj--

ment conditions are not bad and im-

provement rather than further depres-

c
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Trend of Trade and Finance
Firmer Prices and Better Trade Develop

Bank Debits and Postal Receipts

Bank Debits. This important index,

wliieli represents tlie volume of cheeks

drawn, Jias declined rather steadily since

March. In July it reached the lowest

point for the year. (See Fig. 10).

Postal Receipts. The actual amount
of post office receipts decreased in July,

but not nearly as much as usual in that

month. Accordingly, the adjusted index

rose from 119.2 in June to 127.3.

Chain Stores. On the other hand, four

of the principal chain stores showed a

small net gain in July. Usually in this

month the chain stores show little change,

and accordingly the adjusted index rose

fiom 143.9 to 145.4.

Department Stores. After eliminat-

ing the seasonal variation, the index

remained practically unchanged at about

1 10 per cent of the 1921 average.

Conclusion-

rate declined further in July, the index

of commercial paper falling from 58.1

in June to 52.1. There will be a fur-

ther decline in the index for August.

Conclusion. The foregoing is the

strongest possible evidence of a favor-

able outlook for the business future.

There has been a general advance in

prices with money at bottom levels.

Further gains may be expected in the

commodity price level, although possibly

there will be a period of irregularity.

Money will continue easy, with possibly

further slight declines in the rate on

commercial paper, during the next two

or three months.
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The Industrial Executive
By B. A. FRANKLIN

Vice-President, Strathmore Paper Company

THE United States of America has become pre-

dominantly an industrial country. Still great

agriculturally, it has, ncTertheless, traveled stead-

il}' and rapidly ahead on the industrial road until it

has reached even greater industrial development. Its

people flock to the cities and to the factories in those

cities. The hours of work are shorter than on the farm

;

the financial returns appear larger ; and a wider career,

or at least a more interesting and varied experience

opens out before the factorj* worker. These are suffi-

cient constantly to recruit his ranks.

As this process goes on—as the workers flock to the

factories—the general standard of living advances to

constantly higher levels, and this demands more and
more manufactured articles. At the same time the

ownership of industry and the interest in it become
more and more widely distributed, and the population

becomes moi-e and more dependent upon industrial

prosperity. And science, invention, the mechanical de-

velopments of the last quarter century, the anticipa-

tion of greater ones in the years to come, all join in

a promise of even greater industrial development than

has thus far been seen. Index Number

How far shall indus- 658.31242 Industrial executive

try go and how best shall

the balance between agri-

culture and industry be maintained? Perhaps the

operation of the law of supply and demand, pretty sure

but sometimes painful in its processes, may determine.

Or the urge of the particular kind of civilization

America builds may settle the matter. Certainly the

question—though one of the major questions facing

the countiy today—is one that cannot be easily an-

swered. Industry in its own defen.se may be called

upon to help work out a solution of the problem and
apply the corrective remedies.

Movement Toward Co-operation

There is a movement, started in ^lassachusetts by in-

dustry-, to improve the farm product output through the

aid of expert advisers in crop and animal raising and in

boy and girl encouragement. This movement, if spread,

will add to and aid verv materiallv the fundamental

Fig. 1 View of the MiTTixEAGrp. Plant, Strathmokk rAi'iut Tumi \\\
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wealth of the country. It is a basic addition to the far-

seeing idea of co-operation of industry and agriculture.

The tremendous expansion of industry is bringing to

greater and greater prominence and importance the

profession of industrial executiveship or management,

and the qualities, knowledge, and operating abilities

of those who practice it.

In the earlier stages of industrial development there

were but two clearly defined classes—capitalists and
laborers—capital taking to itself, largely, direct man-
agement. At the present time industry is rapidly de-

veloping three classes—the capitalist, the manager, and
the laborer. The future success of industry will un-

questionably depend very much on the middle class—on

those who constitute the management group.

Spread of Capital Control

Capital is including a more widely diffused group,

embracing management, and indeed, in increasing pro-

portion, labor itself. There is being developed a democ-
ratization of capital which promises to be the best and
only practical solution of the old struggle between cap-

ital and labor. Stock ownership in our indu.stries is

becoming more widely spread as wealth in America in-

creases, and is seeping down to all those who are willing

to exercise thrift. Labor itself, as an organized group,

is undertaking the role of capital. Capital is becoming
a group proposition in which anyone may be a member.

This movement, encouraged by management, initiated

here and there in individual units by far-seeing capital,

bodes well for industry if properly developed, for no
one is so jealous for the welfare of the industrial unit

as ownership, or permits so grudgingly conditions

which lead to high cost and low production.

There are those who speak slightingly of the capital-

istic system as if it wer^ a scheme foisted and forced

upon the world by the shrewdness and ability of the

few. It is, however, the natural outcome of the de-

velopment of industry, is essentially right in principle

for successful progress, and if it has a bad name it

is becau.se those in control have been too few and too

selfish—because they have conceived this control as is

always the case with new-found powers, as ])eculiarly

a personal affair and not subject to the rights of others.

The wider spread of stock ownership combined with
fair management ought to offer to all who contribute
effort toward industrial success, just what democracy
offers to citizenship—a participation in that success in

proportion to the ability of their effort.

The eventual, reasonable, and indeed, from the prac-
tical standpoint, the only attainable adjustment of the

capitalistic system must come through this wider spread
of participation among those engaged in its operation.
This is the true democracy of industry. For if any in-

dustrial system is to succeed and progress in a democ-
racy, it must be satisfactory to the majority, and not
merely be endured as it might be in an autocracy.

This wider spread makes all the more necessary and
important the work of management and the industrial
executive, because failures and losses with the larger
spread cause the wider loss and suffering, which would
l)ring about a lack of confidence, and su])i)ort would act
as a i)rake on the spread itself.

The lines between capital, management, and labor

as intimated, are not sharply drawn in industrial

America except as to the active functions of each. As
individuals, anyone may belong in two of these classi-

fications, and in practice many do. Time is proving

positiveh', as industry advances in America, that one

may readily start in one class, even in the lowest degree,

and eventually land in either of the others, even in the

highest degree. This is because America is a land of

opportunity and individualism, and its industry an
invitation to the ambitious and courageous. But even

more than that it is because widespread capitalism is

the natural and only solution in our form of civiliza-

tion, of the material side of community life so fre-

quently sought to be solved by the "isms". And this

development must depend largely on a highlj' devel-

oped management.
It is hardly conceivable that the capitalistic system

should die or be displaced, or even cease to grow. We
have seen one country. Russia, make the experiment in

one direction to solve both the problems of government
and of industry by a gi-eat radical move. We have
seen other countries court disaster by holding too rigidly

to the old ways. Is it not time for America to lead,

by peaceful common-sense and technically correct meth-

ods, and by the introduction of a spirit and a soul into

industry, to the broader and more successful indus-

trial development she has already attained in govern-

ment ?

"While the capitalistic system cannot die or be dis-

placed, it may well be broadened so that the benefits

of industry may become more widely and equitably dis-

tributed. As it is widened, there must be, as there have

been, leaders—men of shrewdness and courage—capi-

talists, but not purely profit-makers so much as men
of constructive vision with willingness not only to lead

but to share. It is this kind of capitalism which will so

commend itself that all fair and ambitious men will

support it and avail themselves of its benefits.

Labor must, of course, always constitute an essen-

tial part of the industrial system, for without it there

is no production. The dreams of very short hours

and entire machine production as of approximate attain-

ment are of more harm to labor itself than to any others

of the industrial group. For labor there should be

fair working conditions, reasonable wages, proper stand-

ards of living, continuous employment, education, thrift.

insurance, and stock owner.ship, and in these there

should be constant development. On the other hand,

thej- should command from labor full co-operation.

Management a Group Proposition

^lanagement, as it is developing, is also a grou]>

proposition, composed of those with initiative, respon-

sibility for results, and authority. In its ranks are

found all those who direct and control, from the chief

accountant to the storekeeper, as well as from the

chief executive to the foreman.

But the heart of management must be the industrial

executive. Since the management group includes, as

does every group of human beings, individuals of varj'-

ing ages, experiences, aliilities, and temperaments, and
as these must act together with definite policy and co-
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ordination towai'd a constant and economical flow of

calculated results, it follows from the very law of

group success that one executive mind, or an organized

unit of executive minds, must inspire, animate, and

direct the whole group if progressingly satisfactory

results are to be obtained.

The far-reaching importance industry has already av-

tained, and its still rapidly developing growth, demand
that this one or more men in each industrial unit

—

forming a large and important group of men in all

industry—be composed of the highest class of execu-

tive ability.

Speaking broadly, the returns from industrial opera-

tion must not only provide for proper maintenance,

necessary expansion research, and improvement, but for

social welfare of the community, the workers, and the

stockholders. The time is rapidly passing when stock-

holders' profits alone shall be the sole or even the main
aim of industrial executives. 'Move and more, men of

large vision, wide comprehension, and particularly of

a progressive understanding in the aims, methods, and
responsibilities of management are needed, not only in

the rendering of service to their stockholders but to

those who serve with management in all degrees and to

the world at large, for business is a service.

Point of View of the Industrial Executive

The industrial executive, then, should be a man
educated along the lines of his work—a trained man.
a man not only with plans and capable of planning,

but with policies and an ability to vision them. And
beyond all. he must be a man responsive to the appeals

of humanity, who at the same time can make decisions

and enforce strict discipline with justice and a fair

consideration of service as the basis of his operations.

He should be a man with broad outlook to recognize

his unit as a service to the public as well as to those

engaged in the business itself. This, then, is his job.

But he should also have an insight as well as an
outlook, because there are coming to him, constantly,

internal problem.s—questions of processes, practical de-

cisions to be made, personnel matters to be determined,

and difficulties and delays, the smoothing out and set-

tling of which make for his leadei-ship.

The industrial executive, when he considers his re-

sponsibilities from the broad viewpoint, must primarily

look upon industry as a service to the world because

without that fact industry would not exist. This very
viewpoint is of profit-making value because it compels
consideration of qualities, serviceability, extent of use,

popularity, price comparisons, and requires also a con-

stant study of products and markets.

This viewpoint also compels a consideration of the

policies of the business in relation to competition, trade

organizations, financial institutions, government, the

communitj-—things that make the outlook of the

industry.

On the other hand, the internal requirements of the

business compel a consideration of service as it con-

cerns the workers, and the comparative service values of

the workers, processes, methods, systems, and especially

of the plan of organization.

It is only by a study of the aspects of the business,

both of the outlook and the insight, that an executive

is led on to the best success for his company and for

those concerned. Nothing is so narrowing as to con-

centrate alone on profit-making. Nothing is so profit-

making as to get the broader aspects of outlook and
insight and definitely to operate on conclusions drawn
from the results of their stud}'.

The Ideal Executive

The industrial executive if he is to develop the

true economies of industry in his active practice, must,

naturally, have an understanding of them and of the

principles on which industry is founded. He must also

be far-seeking—a man who, while operating in the

present, keeps his eye constantly fixed on the future.

Gradually the principles of scientific management
are being understood and the developments of modern
industrial engineering are seeping into the practice of

many industrial units. But it may not be an unfair

statement, that, while many industrial units are suc-

cessful because of the shrewdness and natural business

abilities of their managers, too many industrial execu-

tives depend wholly upon their practical experience and
common sense—splendid and necessary as these may be

—to handle the running situation, and too few have
a conception of, or attempt to obtain a clear under-

standing of, industry as a whole and its detailed prin-

ciples of operation.

"What, then, must the industrial executive be, and
know, if he is to be the ideal executive ?

There is a need in every industrial unit of an execu-

tive who comprehends the significance of industry, its

relation in service to the world outside of it, and to

the people inside of it, the values of friendly competi-

tion and the trends of indu.stry. and from this under-

standing develops broad policies.

He should have some definite understanding of mar-
kets, even of foreign ones, and of advertising—of the

methods of informing the world of the service his organi-

zation offei's.

He should have some definite comprehension of his

relation to his community, for upon the character of

his community rests not a little the quality and success

of his labor.

He should understand and join in those co-operative

movements, fairly visioned and managed in the general

good, for industi'ial progress and protection, because
it is part of his duty to provide these broader move-
ments and also because their success reacts to the

advantage of his own unit.

In every industrial unit there ought to be a clear

understanding by the executive of the value of build-

ing, maintaining, educating, and inspiring an executive

organization. Even in smaller organizations, the best

success is to be gained by the co-ordinated effort of a

number of loyal and active minds, and, if an indus-

trial unit is to be valuable to the world, this executive

organization must be such as will carry it on inde-

pendently of any one personality.

Industry is not in its infancy, and there is a large

amount of important knowledge vastly more applicable

to the operation of industrial units than actual practice

seems to indicate. \Yhat is needed in every unit is at
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least one executive who will give direction, education,

and training, and fester research in those methods

and their application to the particular operations of

his unit.

Also it is essential in every successful and growing

industrial unit that there be a clear understanding of

finance and banking; capital relations to production,

distribution, inventories ; amount of business done to

credits and debits. This necessarily involves a rea-

sonable understanding of accounting and especially cost

accounting.

There must be-, of course, skill in processes and oper-

ations, and there is unquestionably need, in more units

than now possess it, of a definite and progressive scheme

of laboratory testing and research work if qualities and
standards are to be maintained and raised. The in-

dustrial executive may not be the master of such meth-

ods, but he ought to be able to guide and control them.

The Executive's Control

The old idea that the owner or his representative

has feudal rights and can justly discharge employees

at will is being replaced as being both impractical and
unprofitable, by the idea that those who cast in their

lot in loyalty and service for the general good are en-

titled to the fairest treatment as co-partners in the total

effort. There is, therefore, no greater need in the in-

dustrial unit today than of executives who have some
comprehension of the psychology of the situation, and
who will handle labor so justly and humanly as to gain

its good-will.

This must not be interpreted, however, to mean any-

thing else than that industrial units, to attain success,

must be operated as autocracies of abilitj'. The few
must plan, and insist upon the intelligent but dis-

ciplined carrying out of their plans. Whatever democ-
racy there is in industry, for the worker—outside his

right to work or quit—should be practically limited to

an insistence on fair working conditions, and some rep-

resentation in the consideration of what constitutes such

conditions.

Now if the industrial executive is to maintain these

relations properly he must have, certainly, some general

understanding of the economics of industry. In prac-

tice, there is a vast inability on the part of industrial

executives to explain the economics of the situation in

which they operate and believe, and of the economic laws

under which they expect their employees to operate

happily. Yet the situation demands constant explana-

tion in both word and deed if full co-operation and not

forced compliance is to be gained.

Utilization of Operating Economies

Certainly there is a need among industrial executives

for a broader understanding and systematic applica-

tion of the economies of industry. The values to be

obtained have been amply shown by commissions and
investigations in siu-h matters as standardization, sim-

plification, and reduction of styles. There are, as every

engineer knows, great opportunities of economics in

balancing and in keeping up to date in equipment, in

reducing the daily material production wastes, in re-

stricting labor turnover, and in conservation of labor.

There is also a great possibility of economy in oi--

ganization concentration—the operation of every man
from top to bottom toward the definite results for which

the industrial unit is aiming. Nor can the more impor-

tant economies of industry be satisfactorily obtained ex-

cept through the methods developed by industrial en-

gineering and the introduction of detailed systems,

reports, reward plans, production planning and routing,

and constant research methods.

Utilization of Expert Assistance

Industry is distinctly an engineering operation, and

if the industrial executive is not an engineer himself

—since he must be a business man and there seems, to

have grown up the idea that he may not always be both

a business man and an industrial engineer—then cer-

tainly industrial success demands that he must be able

to understand, introduce, and control these abilities in

his unit.

While it may be hardly expected that any appre-

ciable percentage of industrial executives will be ver-

satile enough to combine in their own persons all the

knowledge and abilities of the ideal executive, they can

nevertheless have an appreciation of them, obtain the

necessary personnel, and inspire and control them.

"Industrial Democracy"

Industry has often of late been thi'catened with the

term "Industrial Democracy". If such a term char-

acterizes a condition of industry in which the workers

as a group control and operate it, then indu.stry is in

for a bad turn, should "Industrial Democracy" come
about, for there does not exist and is not likely to exist

among the workers the necessary ability for the broad

and successful operation of industry. In America such

ability quickly leaves the ranks of labor and advances

into the classes of management and capital.

If the term "Industrial Democracy" is intended to

convey the meaning that the workers shall be given

some voice in their working conditions, and be fairly

and with friendliness consulted in the larger scheme
of co-operation, and have the opjiorfunity by capital

participation to become stockholders, then the term has

a reasonable significance, for already in America the

worker has the right to choose and change, to rise

and own.

In conclusion, if we are to ap]iroach more nearly to

a scientific management in our industrial units, then

our industrial executives must educate themselves, must
be familiar with the literature and methods of indus-

try, and must study and train themselves and others

along the lines of its broader need.s—must in a sense

become industrial engineers and see it, as to the i)ublic

and to those moi-e intimately involved, a service in

which there are po.ssibilities of a high career.

If, then, there be added the open, the inquisitive, and
the initiatory mind, and a high executive ability with

the ear to listen and the will to adopt that which is

good, then industry with its rapidly advancing require-

ments in all phases of its development will gladly absorb

and use them in its progress toward world service.



The Southern Industrial Labor Supply
The Piedmont Section of the CaroHnas

By RALPH G. MACY
Consulting Mechanical and Electrical Engineer

THE labor situation is one of the main factors that

is responsible for the exceptionally rapid indus-

trial growth of the Piedmont section.^ Previous

to this development, this section was agricultural and
contained a white and black farming population. These

people had just begun to recover from the effects of

the Civil War, when the cotton mills were started and
the demand came for factory hands. This demand was
met mainly by the white farming population of the

two states in which the Piedmont section lies. Certain

figures pertaining to the population of this section will

assist in visualizing the labor situation.

An inspection of Table 1 shows the population of

North and South Carolina and the percentage of whites

in these states and in the Piedmont section. The high

percentage of whites is indicative of the manufacturing
activities, as the negroes were not found to be prac-

tical for a large part of this factory work.

TABLE 1. SHOWS POPUL-\TIOX OF .VORTH .AND SOUTH C.\ROLIN.\
.\XD THE PERCEXT.\GE OF WHITES IX THESE STATES AND IN

THE PIEDMOXT SECTION.

1900 ' 1920
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i'ui. I \ iKw OF A Mill Village Suowi.nu Houses op

of these states were drawn the large numbers of oper-

ators required by the growth of the textile industry.

There are no large cities in this section to draw upon
—only two cities, Winston-Salem and Charlotte, having

a population between 60,000 and 75,000—and these cities

are more the effect of the industrial development than

the cause. In fact, the mill-owners tried the experi-

ment of locating the mills on the outskirts of cities

and depending on them for their operators. However,
the urban ])opulation did not seem to care for the work
in the mills and the owners were forced to build mill

villages in order to be assured of a steady labor supply.

The Piedmont section is located just south and east

of the Blue Ridge ]\Iountains and among the many
benefits which have come to this section from these

mountains are the hill people, Avho have lived there for

many generations and are of pure EnglLsh stock. The
conditions under which the majority of these people

lived were not desirable and in many cases there was
actual poverty. Therefore, when the textile mills of

the Piedmont section wanted labor, they had no diffi-

culty in securing it. By the building of modern mill

villages with electricity and water in the houses, and
with paved sidewalks and streets, they created an en-

vironment that was in decided contrast with the prim-

itive conditions under which these people had lived

in the past. The houses in these villages are con-

structed of wood or brick on concrete piers and are

of the bungalow type with shingle or clapboard finish.

Some idea of the construction of these mill villages

can be obtained from Fig. 1. They are rented at from
$1 to .$1.2;') per room per month which, in many cases,

does not pay the carrying charges—as the construction

cost ranges from $1500 to $2500 per house. Some of

the mills have constructed difTorent types of houses,

and as an o])erator progresses in the mill, he becomes
entitled to a hou.se of a slightly better type. This is

said to have an ajiprociablc effect on the initiative of

the operators.

Schools for the children of the operators are built

and maintained, aiul the teachers are employed and
jiaid by the mills. The curriculum which is taught is

that reqiiired by the state in which the mill is located.

Fig. 2 shows one of these schools, and they are the

equal of those maintained by the municipalities of this

section. In the villages are welfare houses presided

over by Y. M. C. A. secretaries. (See Fig. 3). They
are the center of social activities, and dances and

moving-picture shows are given. These secretaries are

paid by the mills, but are under the jurisdiction of the

national body, and by this management they have the

advantage of the various experiences of the other sec-

retaries working in different parts of the section, pos-

sibly under slightly different local conditions. There

are also playgrounds for the operators, and one mill

has a park in the mountains of about 2500 acres some

25 miles from Greenville, South Carolina, where the

operators can go in the summer. ]\Iedical attention

is given the employees in case of accidents, which are

usually of a minor nature. Fig. 4 shows an outdoor

.swimming pool of one of the Y. M. C. A. buildings built

and maintained by a mill. Instruction is given in

hygiene and in cooking when desired, and it is some-

times essential for the maintenance of the health of

the operators.

This care is undoubtedly reflected in the cordial

relations existing between the OAvners and the oper-

ators. The small outlay required for fuel and warm
clothing due to the short and mild winters, and the

opportunity to gro^^^ their own vegetables, are respon-

sible for a considerable difference in value between

the dollar of the southern and the northern operator.

David Clark of the Southern Textile Bulletin—who is

an authority on the textile situation—stated that the

southern operator could live as well on $18 per week
as the northern operator could on $21.50. There is

also a considerable difference in the standards of

living and the amount of money spent for non-essentials.

In North Carolina 60 hr. of work a week is the

maximum allowed bj' law, and in South Carolina 55 hr.

per week. Children under 14 years of age are pro-

hibited from all work in the mills. These hours do not

appear to be a hardship in any way. The tenant propo-

sition makes it a simple matter for the operator to

reach the mill, there being no time lost in walking or

riding to work.

There arc some 700 cottcm goods mills in North

and South Carolina containing a p ]i r n x i m a t e 1 y
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11,000,000 spindles, and SO per cent of these are in the

Piedmont section. The mills employ over 140.000 per-
sons, and in Table 5 are shown the numbers of men and
women and the rates of wagfes received.

TABLE 5. SHOWS THE NUMBERS OF MEN AND WOMEN EM-
PLO^'ED IN THE MILLS AND RATES OF WAGES
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the condition, and it has assisted in the cordial rela-

tion that exists between the employer and the operator

at this time. One of the most important factors of all is

that over 98 per cent of the people in this section are

Amei'ican born of American parents who have lived

in one locality for generations.

The knitting mills are located mainly in the northern

i'iG. 2 School Built and H.^ixt-^ixed by a Mill

part of the Piedmont section. In these mills, more at-

tention is paid to the maintenance factors and general
plant efficiency. Many of the operations require a large

element of skill and there appears to be no excess of

labor in this branch of the textile industry. This is

more readily appreciated when there is taken into con-

sideration the rapid expansion in the manufacture of

knit goods in the Piedmont section. The majority of

these factories are located in cities and many of the

employees do not live in mill villages. In Table G

are shown the number of employees and the average
daily wage, which is based mostly on piece work.

T.\BLE 6. SHOWS NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES .\XD D.\ILV W.\C;ES
IN KNITTING MILLS—1922

No. OF
Em-

PLOVEES
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Jlany of the graduates of these institutions, being'

familiar with the textile mills from early youth, do

not find the interest in this line of work that they do

in some unexplored field and so enter other industries.

The building; of many new mills in recent years and

the retirement of the older managers and superin-

tendents have created many opportunities for trained

men. A number of these mills which were constructed

10 to 20 years ago, were started by local merchants,

business men and bankers who did not realize, at that

time, the value of technically trained men. However,

as many of the manual operations became the functions

of machinery with a corresponding increase in impor-

tance of the power element, men who had a definite

technical knowledge were in greater demand. With
regard to the executive branch of the industry, the

preference is given to those men who are familiar with

the southern mill operator, who is different in many
ways from the foreign employee in the northern mills,

and who must be handled in a different manner.

The rapid expansion of the furniture and tobacco

industries also has created a demand for executives,

but this is not so large when compared with textile

manufacturing, as these industries employ but a .small

percentarge of the labor required in the textile mills.

With the rapid growth of the industries of this sec-

tion thei'e is an increasing demand for machinery, elec-

trical equipment, and supplies. The sale and installa-

tion of these articles and the construction of new plants

increase the demand for technically trained men. In
the coming decade there will undoubtedly be many op-

portunities for this type of executive in the Piedmont
territory.

While the people of this section welcome northern

capital they do not appear to want northern or for-

eign labor. There are some 227,000 people over 15

years of age engaged in farming. They are of Amer-
ican birth and parentage and a certain portion is avail-

able for industrial labor. The farm environment has

made them appreciate property rights and they have
a knowledge of the value of a dollar. They are proud
of their state and localitv and with their high native

Fig. 4 Y. M. C. A. Building and Outdoor Swimming Pool

capacity should make excellent industrial workers. As

with the hill people, it will be extremely difficult for

the union organizer to obtain control of these people,

as they are exceptionally independent. A great deal

of the extensive welfare work done by the mills, and

the building of pleasant homes, streets, and so forth,

appear to be partly due to an endeavor by the

mill-owners to make the factory work attractive to

this source of labor. When the hill people now avail-

able are added to the possible labor supply from

the farming populations, there is enough potential labor

in sight for the mill-owners to feel that any importa-

tion of northern or foreign labor would be extremely

unwise. If this is taken into consideration, the poten-

tial labor supply with the labor now employed in the

cotton mills, tobacco plants, furniture plants, and the

various miscellaneous industries places the Piedmont

section in an enviable position. The rapid growth of

the last few years which has attracted considerable at-

tention to this section of the Carolinas appears to be

but the beginning of the establishment of a prosperous

and important manufacturing center, which in certain

industries, w411 probably not be excelled by any other

section of the I'nited States.

What Industry Expects of the Public Scliool

Bv E. H. FISH

THE continued existence of industry as now organ-

ized depends on the education of employees in two
ways—to make them understand the problems of the

owners and managers, and to give them expert knowl-
edge of the various trades. It is a question which is

the more important. We have found it possible to

get along with very little of either, but it is not hard
to foresee a time when ignorance may make it irapos-

silile to do business at all.

The public schools are charged with the duty of

educating both rich and poor. But they do not appear
to have made much headway teaching either of the

above essentials. Very few of the thousands of teachers

know anything of either.

Index Number

6(07) Industrial education

The public schools are

carrying more and more

pupils further in school.

High school enrolment is constantly growing in propor-

tion to the pupils in the lower grades. But after all. it

is a question whether the high school helps the industrial

situation at all.

Manual training, instituted years ago at the in-

stance of industry, has become purely educational and

not vocational. It is frankly not intended to train

artisans. There are so few trade schools, and they

teach so few trades, that their effect on the whole

problem is almost nothing. The shops that offer trade

training do so on a selfish basis. They drop learners
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when the first sign of business depression is seen, and
few try to teach boys about industrial relations.

What can be done about itf What part ought

industry to take in education, or rather, what part

will it have to take for its own self-defense? It is

easy to suggest that employers get themselves elected

to school boards. It can be done and is done, but with

what results'? The employer becomes submerged in

the greater body of aspiring politicians who are using

the schools as a stepping stone to municipal jobs.

Influence of Public Educators

In the first place educators are highly organized.

A school superintendent does not act until he knows
that he can secure the moral backing of men whose
names are so large in educational circles as to overawe
any mere laj'man. Usually these men do not realize

the seriousness of industrial unrest, and its reactions

on pupils, and even teachers. In the end the big

foundations, Carnegie and Rockefeller, decide what is

to be taught, even down to the elementary schools, but

they do not appear in the question as it comes to

the local school committee. So when an employer
enters the school committee he does so alone. He has

no backing from other members of industry, because
industry has no program to offer. In fact, he is

usually without a program of his own.

A unified national program is necessary. There is

little to be gained by reforming the school system of

one or two cities. Neither is the problem one for each

employer to handle inside his shop in his own way.
Training as carried on in many shops merely feeds

other shops. A boy who has stuck to one shop three

or four years, by eveiy law of boy nature must get

out and be a "journeyman" in a literal sense. The
investment which the shop has made in him goes with
him to some other shop. AVithout mutual co-operation

the shops which train boys lose them and get nothing
in return except the satisfaction of having set a good
example to others.

What does the child need? What does industry

need? Are the two compatible? How much do they

overlap? The school curriculum is already over-

crowded. Will it be nece.ssaiy to add to the confusion

already existing in the child's mind?

Essentials of a Practical Curriculum

Every child is entitled to a working knowledge of

the English language, as it is used today. The way
Shakespeare used it is a luxury to be added to his

education if there is time. He is entitled to a work-
ing knowledge of arithmetic sufficient to enable him
to do the simple computations of every-day life. He
ought to be able to make change, add up a column
of figures, calculate interest and discounts, and use

the tables of weights and measures. Ability to figure

interest in pounds, shillings, and pence is an additional

educational luxuiy. Algebra is another. Probably it

is one thing on which more time is wasted in propor-
tion to the benefits acquired than any other. Higher
mathematics has little place in the education of any
except the few who plan to become engineers. And

there have been engineers who had a very limited

knowledge of calculus.

He ought to have a knowledge of the Constitution,

of the methods by which this country is governed, and
of its ideals. He should know enough of other forms
of government so that he can judge for himself whether

his chances for happiness are better in or out of

America. In spite of Ford's dictum that history is

all bunk, lie should know the hi.story of this country

and its relations to the histories of other countries.

However, until someone writes a history which gives

at least as much emphasis to progress in agriculture,

commerce, and industry as it does to wars, it will make
little difference whether the subject is studied or not.

Geography he needs, though a great deal cannot be

taught from textbooks, but must be supplied in up-to-

date form by the teachers.

These seem like veiy simple things, yet how many
persons use more in their whole lives? Beyond this

there is the technical knowledge of the vocation which
affords him a livelihood. Whether this be brick-laying,

law, boot-blacking, or architecture, this is a sufficient

body of general knowledge on which to build. A few
must secure more mathematics. Some must be ac-

quainted with foreign languages. Some must know
more of this or of that, but the time to begin to

specialize is when aptitudes begin to show.

There is not a fraction of the danger in getting a

boy started toward some goal which he later changes,

that there is in getting him into some dead-end occupa-

tion when he has to begin to earn a living. A boy
who goes into something that has possibilities of future

advancement, and learns to work, will not find it

ditficult to change his objective. Half of an education

lies in the learning of fundamentals that are common
to everything, and a large part of the remainder

comes from the efforts a man makes to teach him.self.

Shifting of Vocation

Take the roster of the graduates of any engineering

school. The number of vocations and shades of voca-

tions in which the graduates are earning a living far

exceeds the number shown in the catalog. No college

graduate need fear to enter any vocation that he

desires, for lack of education or training. He can learn

all that he requires for any one vocation in a very

short time. He needs only to consider his personal

limitations, his health, his disposition, and his likes

and dislikes. The uneducated man cannot make these

.shifts from vocation to vocation without a considerable

loss, and yet, of a hundred workmen jiicked at random
on the street, at least 75 will tell of having partially

learned more than two vocations.

But no matter which branch of industry a boy may
decide to enter, there is always the need of teaching

him wliat might be called shoj) economics. Economic-;

of production depends on the same fundamental prin-

ciples as does any other means of securing a livelihood.

There should be no difficulty in making it plain.

Cannot industry co-operate with the system of public

education to secure men trained not merely in the mate-

rial things of production, but also in the economics

of business and an understanding of its problems?



Economic Factors in Industrial Plant Location

By P. F. AVALKER
Dean, Sclwol of Engineering, University of Kansas

DECIDING upon the best location for a new in-

dustrial enterprise in tlie United States today

is a problem of real significance. It is not alone

a question of the new enterprise. New locations for old-

established indiistries are being considered, as changed

conditions, aifecting either production cost or trans-

portation facilities, make profitable operation difficult.

The necessity for the lowest possible ultimate cost of

manufactured articles is leading plant designers to

scan closely every factor. Location is one of the

factors, which is of considerable importance.

Influence of Country's Growth

The problem is complicated by reason of the piece-

meal growth which the country experienced during its

developing years. The eastern centers had attained

extensive proportions as producing centers while yet

large areas in the interior were being settled and de-

veloped as agricultural producing regions. That con-

dition gave rise to a transportation system designed

for long-haul traffic. The freight rate structure grew
up in a way to fit that SA'stem, favoring the already

established manufacturing cities. In time the concen-

tration became too great. To provide for great masses

of population brought a severe tax on the railroads, so

great became the average distance between producer

and consumer. The ton-mileage of freight per capita

has become excessive, and it is increasing approximately

as the 2.8 power of the population. The situation pi-e-

sents a serious problem in fundamental economics as

well as one in the specific field of the individual

manufacturer who helps pay the high rates.

Development of Transportation Centers

Tlie first step in the process of readjustment resulted

in the creation of a group of cities between the

Alleghanies and the ^Mississippi River. They were at

breaking points in the transportation systems, chiefly

from water to rail. All of them are now confronted
with problems incident to the great bulk of through
traffic. In the earlier days it was the ambition of tlie

city builders to gather the railroads into tlie center

of towns and develop great terminal and transfer yards.

The concentration of traffic appears to have brought
gratification. But in more recent years the growing
rail business has brought congestion. In one important

manufacturing city in this group, the through traffic

constitutes 85 per cent of the total tonnage handled
in the terminal yards, and the handling capacity of

local business would care for only two-thirds the output
of the factories and shops if all were operating at

capacity. The great volume of through traffic comes
from the concentration of industry in the Eastern cities,

calling for constantly in- Index Number

creasing movements of 658.21 Plant location

foodstuffs and materials,

including fuel, to the

East, and manufactured commodities to tlie West. In

this way the Eastern centers alfect those in the inter-

mediate group, checking the development of the latter

in producing activities by abnormal traffic demands.
The second step is a natural outgrowth of the con-

dition just desei-ibed. Manufacturers are finding many
advantages by seeking locations in smaller towns, more
widel}^ scattered, but they encounter disadvantages as

well, arising from another form of transportation diffi-

culty. This is the matter of freight rates. The old

rate structure is based on a plan which fostered the

original industrial centers. The newer centers, located

at transportation breaking points, became in turn

basing points in the rate system, by a natural process.

But no such natural breaks occur under the present

rate system, when the scattered towns throughout any
region are under consideration. The rate structure is

not sufficiently flexible. Under it, the roads are unable

to break away from the conditions which have caused

the trouble. Large cities are suffering from a develop-

ment under a rate system which built them up, but

which has not been adjusted to give them relief when
the limit is reached. The result is inefficiency and in-

creased costs. The combination of low production cost

and favorable transportation cost is not possible in

many cases. Decentralization is being impeded and
population masses held at long distances from centers

of food production, with resulting increases in long

haul traffic and continued congestion at through and
terminal traffic points. Vast sums are being spent to

remedy the congestion, but the primary causes are not

being treated adequately. Development in the scat-

tered communities cannot proceed to a satisfactory de-

gree under the handicap of freight rates. Only as con-

ditions become bad in the large centers is there a suffi-

cient margin to overcome the handicap, and this means
that the final cost is excessive.

Change in Rate Structure Proposed

A change in the basic rate structure is being urged
in government circles. If it should be brought about

many industrial changes would result. Any new sj-s-

teni is destined to embody the ]u-inciple of a terminal

charge plus a distance factor, and the abandonment,

at least in part, of the old base-point provision. This

will affect the location of old industries as well as new.

It will be an eflfective decentralizing influence to reduce

the growth in the per capita traffic of the country at

large.

This is not intended as an argument either for or

2.59
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against a change in the freight rate structure, but only

as a statement of what may become an important in-

fluence on the locating of industries. A plant may be

located at the best possible point under present condi-

tions, but under conditions which may be brought about

later such location may prove to be far from the best.

The prospect of change makes it evident that location

problems will be viewed with increased interest in the

future. It is to be expected that a more logical dis-

tribution of industries will result—logical, that is, with

respect to the economics of combined production and

distribution under transportation conditions such that

goods will move to more definitely prescribed markets.

No Industrial System of Distribution

The fact is that this country has no industrial system

in respect to distribution. As has been pointed out

already, the original plan, if it may be called a plan,

was based on the long-haul principle. This broke down
quickly as development proceeded. Now there is a mix-

ture of the remnants of the long haul and of

heterogeneous elements which have influenced locations.

jMaterials, power, and isolated markets have had positive

influence on many industries, but these have been super-

imposed on a transportation plan which is not in har-

mony with the other elements and which has the direct

effect of increasing the amount of traffic beyond neces-

sary figures. In discu.ssing location matters it becomes

necessary to distinguish between adaptations to the

present order and a plan harmonizing with an indus-

trial system developed in a more logical manner. Prac-

tical procedure must of necessity recognize the exist-

ing order, but it is interesting to observe the char-

acteristics of a more complete plan.

A National Industrial System

Distribution of population forms the basis for any
system of industrial localization. The Wellington Doc-

trine of economic i-ailway location, in which combined
production and distribution costs are a minimum, must

be the standard.

We are confronted at once with tlie fact iliat if

industries had developed in accordance with this jilan,

the distribution of population would be dift'crcnt from
what it is today. This comes mainly from the trans-

portation policy which has been followed. Railway de-

velopment policy has fostered the large manufacturing
centers, until finally the limit has lieen reached, and
even passed in many cities. There has been disrujitive

competition between rail and water routes where there

should have been co-operation and development on the

plan of one supplementing the other. Lowered rail

rates to compete with water routes have added to th<>

traffic expense of communities away from the line of

parallel operation. Inland communities have had to

make up the los.ses wliich the low rates on competing

parallel lines have brought on the roads. Tliis has

meant that cities and industries a little way olT from

water routes have suffered rather than benefited from

water-way improvement. It has had a marked influence

on popidation distribution in the country at largo.

However that mav be, the existing distribution of

population must be accepted and the system developed

on that basis. Such a .system must be formulated with

full consideration of the following conditions:

1. The existing railroad net for the country as a whole.

2. A freight rate structure, modified from the present

one in a manner recognizing the distance element

in service rendered.

3. Utilization of the natural avenues of traffic—inland

water, rail, and auto transport—to be developed

on a co-operating rather than competitive basis.

4. Recognition of the influence of food supply and dis-

tribution on the cost of living and hence on pro-

duction costs.

5. Sources of raw materials entering into products of

all kinds.

6. Sources of power and of fuel.

7. Systematic analysis of the conditions of production

and distribution as a basis for the location of

industrial enterprises.

The ideal condition is i-ealized when commodities are

produced at points from which they may move readily

to the consumer, and reach the consumer at minimum
cost. This is the Wellington doctrine. Both produc-

tion cost and transportation cost are involved. But
throughout the combined proces.ses there appears the

item of labor. AVages constitute a large portion of the

total cost. Back of the wage scale is the cost of living,

in which figure the costs to the worker of food, shelter,

and clothing. If there is unnecessary transportation

in supplying workers with food, then there is unneces-

sary cost of food and increased wages as a result. The

calculation of production cost, when made on the basis

of such a situation, fails to take into account all of

the facts. The individual producing enterprise cannot

assume a differential in wages to result from action

taken by that enterprise alone, but we are now talking

about a generally revised system. Were industrial

workers distributed over the country in accordance Avith

the food producing activities, there would residt a ma-

terial decrease in the transportation cost of food wh(Mi

compai-ed with present conditions. The attendant ad-

vantages of fresher and better food in maintaining the

health and producing powers of workers can hardly be

exjn-essed in financial terms, but they are of significance.

Problems of Agriculturists

Another circumstance comes into the problem here.

Growers of staj)le foodstuff's are confr(mting a serious

diffieidty. Their combined producing and transi)or-

tation costs are becoming excessive. They feel keenly

the pinch of high freight charges. There can be but

one result, which is still higher cost of food at large

jiopulation centers. Could the amount of transporta-

tion be diminished, even though the rate cannot be.

coming from a better distribution of population so that

more food would be consumed near the source, then

the grower would have readier markets, his income and

jiuri'hasing power would be increased, and the wage

scale for all workers checked in its tendency to rise.

Savings in freight charges are not the only ones pos-

sible. I'nneee.ssary transportation is a waste, but not
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the only one. Food itself is wasted under existing con-

ditions. Preserving it, to make possible its shipment
long distances, becomes an added expense. Actual loss

from decay is a heavy tax. The whole sj'stem of food
distribution has become complicated and expensive, re-

quiring the services of many workers in what are truly

non-productive activities.

Proposals for Remedying Conditions

^luch serious thought and effort is being devoted to

means for ameliorating the difficulties and ill effects of

the present system. The usual recourse is that of ad-

justing and readjusting freight rates in the endeavor
to check the rising cost of food. This is on the prin-

ciple that low value commodities, and vital demands
for certain others, furnish occasion for lowered rates in

order to facilitate the movement. This is a species of

artificial tinkering with the rate structure. The his-

tory of transportation, since the days when the simple
long-haul system was in effect before the decentralizing

process began, has been one of patching up the rates

in order that certain necessary articles may move in

proper quantities. Such adjusted rates do not pay
the cost of service. The deficiency must be made up
by exce.ssive charges on other commodities, which calls

for more patchwork. An objection frequently made
to any plan for controlling locations of industries is

that it would be an artificial process, out of harmony
with the automatic operation of economic laws ; but no
more artificial measures can hardly be conceived than
this one of tinkering with rates, which has been going
on throughout the history of the railways.

As a matter of fact, a modified freight rate struc-

ture, in which length of haul would have more definite

weight, would have the effect of moving industries

nearer to their natural marketing areas. Probably no
other measures, artificial or otherwise, would be neces-

sary to produce the decentralization required to accom-
plish, in substantial degree, the ])urpose of moving con-

siderable portions of population nearer the sources of

food supplies. This would not be tinkering, or an ar-

tificial adjustment, but a regularized procedure. It is

not an easy task. All commodities could not stand the

same proportioning factor applied on the mileage scale.

But the principle is one that would operate to produce
the effects indicated.

Results of Modified Rate Structure

All of this means that under a decentralized plan
of distribution of industries the wage scale would vary,

somewhat in accord with the cost of living. This is not
contrary to present facts as they exist at points where
definite progress has been made in building up small

manufacturing centers. Its effect is felt in production
costs, where it serves to offset any di.sadvantage arising

from smaller quantity of output or excess power cost.

In some types of industry the advantages of large-scale

production would be greater than such savings, which
is another way of saying that some forms of manu-
facturing call for establishments from which distribu-

tion would continue over very large areas, even over
the entire country .sometimes. It is not to be a.ssumed

that a consideration of the food supply as affecting

wages, together with the stimulus of a modified freight

rate structure as influencing shipping cost to markets,

would always mean the carrying of industries to smaller

towns. It would mean a considerable amount of shift-

ing, however.

It is notable that every discussion along these lines

recurs again and again to transportation. Transporta-
tion is the key to all industrial progress. It has been
remarked that a basic element in a true industrial

system is the full utilization of all natural avenues of

traffic. Railway.s, waterways, and truck haulage on
established highways should be merged into a co-oper-

ating sj^stem. The practice of giving railway rates to

meet waterway competition on parallel lines is de-

structive to the realization of advantages of low cost

water transportation. For illustration, much has been
done to secure improvements to navigation on the

Missouri River between St. Louis and Kansas City.

As fast as the river tends to figure in traffic, lowered
rail rates on parallel roads go into effect. The roads
must recoup their losses by increased rates from those

two chief centers to neighboring territory away from
the river. The result is that no one outside those two
cities derives any benefits from lower traffic costs. Fur-
thermore, development of the river traffic is prevented
because the roads are allowed to carry the goods at

competing rates, and no advantage comes in the way
of increased facilities. The result is concentration and
traffic congestion at the large cities. The government
grants of improvement funds go merely to enhance the

interests of the two cities alone.

Effects of Present Rate Structure

The opening of the Panama Canal has resulted

in lowered transcontinental rates for through traffic on
the railroads, from centers of the East near enough
to the Atlantic ports to make possible the shipment of

goods, first eastward to ports, and then by water to the

Pacific points. The roads recoup by holding to high

rates in the areas far enough west to make the com-
bined eastward rail and water movement impossible.

High local rates in this western country make more
improbable the chances of bnnging more people into

closer contact with the food producing activities which
are especially prominent there. This is one of the

influences which tend to increase the burdens of the

farmer of the Middle West, and to create the menace of

increasing cost of living for the entire counti-y. Freight
originating in this great western territory is made to

bear both its natural burden and also the burden of

making up the deficiency of revenue incident to low
competing rates on long-haul traffic. The latter burden
is not a direct imposition on regional lines, but it is an

inevitable result, shared with local traffic of all parts

of the country.

A scientifically developed plan of traffic co-ordina-

tion is es.sential to a true industrial system established

on a nation-wide scale. Only through such a plan can

the country realize the full benefit of its natural water-

ways and its coastal shipping. This does not mean
that rivers should be improved at great co.st. unless

economic conditions justify it. Correct analysis is as
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necessary here as elsewhere. Railroads should be oper-

ated in a manner to supplement the water routes, w^hen

the latter are of real significance. The present tendency

to discriminate by rates against commodities moving

by water for a portion of the distance must be aban-

doned. The United States Coal Commission, in its re-

cent report, went on record in positive manner on this

point. In a similar way there is opportunity for the

auto-truck to supplement the railroads as gathering

agencies for freight within restricted areas. The radius

of action of the truck has not been demonstrated ac-

curateh', but with the improvement of highways it si;p-

plies a much-needed conveyance for many kinds of

freight. The more extended development of the sec-

tional container, by which handling between the trucl^

and railroad car is expedited and cheapened, will add

much to the benefits of the co-operative system.

Effect of Change on Industry

The net result of all this will be the lessening of

the cost of transportation locally, and within the com-

paratively .short distances. The reduction will be both

absolute and in comparison with long hauls under the

present system. In general, the long hauls would be

more costly than under existing rates. Goods destined

for export would probably be allowed a favoring differ-

ential. Manufacturing po.ssibilities then would rest

squarely on the basis of production costs and the avail-

ability of the necessary raw materials. The same

analyses which determine economic locations under the

present system, which are elaborated in another section

of this article, would be applied under the hypothetical

conditions of the ideal sy.stem. The lines would be

more definitelj' drawn, however. Labor costs would

appear with more specific differences in different local-

ities. Overlapping of marketing areas would be reduced,

and a material saving in sales expense would be realized.

The discussion along these lines more or less Utopian

need not be extended. The major points of difference

between a system of industry under a transportation

plan of the kind suggested, and existing order, have

been outlined in brief form. We may now pass to a

treatment of the various factors which influence loca-

tion, wherein actual conditions govern, with the un-

derstanding that the only differences in analysis are

those having to do with quantities and the relative

degrees of influence, ratlicr than differences in kind.

Factors Which Influence Location

Those elements which have the most direct bearing

upon the selection of the most advantageous point at

which to locate an individual manufacturing plant

are:

Market, with respect to situation, population. ]iurchas-

ing power, consuming capacity, established trade

lines, and natural resources indicating future

growth.

Materials, supjily of actual material entering into the

maniifacturing process, or accessibility along de-

veloped transportation lines when it is a case of

fabrication in transit.

Transportation, considered chiefly in respect to rail

connections at various possible locations, through

which the marketing area may be reached.

Labor, with respect to available workei-s, their types

and characteristics, suitability and experience,

nature of other industries, prevailing wage scales

in the various branches of industry, social ten-

dencies.

Civil Enterprise of communities under consideration,

touching such matters as c\\y planning and zoning

regulations, sanitation, housing, workei*s' resi-

dence districts, schools, churches, community ac-

tivities, and local transportation.

Power, Lighting, and Water, considered as to capacity

limits, rates, quality of water as affecting process

needs; available fuel in the region, freight rates

on coal ; other service utilities, such as gas, sewer

systems, and street railways.

Distribution Cost, related to transportation but consid-

ered from the standpoint of freight rates from

possible locations to representative points in the

market area.

The intere.sts of the promoting company and of the

consumers are mutual. The plant should be at the

point where it has the best chance for success. Only
as this is accomplished will all parties be best served.

Rival towns seeking the establishment may present

various advantages, but usuallj' one will prove to be

the best. To determine which one is the problem. To

do it requires analysis of all elements, weighing each

against the others. Personal preferences should be elim-

inated, at least until after a careful survey has estab-

lished the facts.

Methods of Approaching the Problem

There are several bases on which the question may be

ajiproached. One is that of the company with an es-

tablished business, now relocating its i)lant or estal)lish-

ing a branch, which has in view a fairly definite market-

ing area wherein the controlling volume of business

is to be done. This is to be dealt with as the typical

case. Another is that of a company, or municipal

promoters, wishing to place an industry in a particular

city, for which a favorable marketing area is to be

chosen. Still another is that of city promoters, having

in view a tributary^ marketing area in which trade lines

are already established, who are looking for some indus-

try that will fit the conditions. In other words, there

are three determinable quantities—the industry, the

city, and the market. Two of these must be assumed

at the start and the third found by analysis. The
tyjiical case assumes the industry and the market, to

find the city. The second assumes the industry and

the city, to find the market. The third assumes the city

and the market, to find the industry.

]\Iarket analysis is the first step in the survey of

location possibilities. Immediately two types of indus-

tries present themselves. One plans to sell in all parts

of the country, and perhaps to export as well. The

other has a specified region in view for at least the

major development. The concern which has been sell-

ing to the general market may now be establishing <i

1
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branch to handle the business in some region. This last

condition imposes certain considerations which are

special, but in general the extent of territory makes
no dift'erence in the methods to be followed in the

analysis. The aim must be to determine the extent

of business and its distribution geographically, and the

exact character of the product which will meet market
needs in case it is an article susceptible to modification.

Trends in business development and tendencies to

change the fundamental character of basic activities

must be considered with care.

Basis for Estimating Demands

The basis on which to estimate quantity demands
varies with ditferent kinds of product. Food products,

drugs and cosmetics, shoes, and many others are re-

lated to population. Clothing of different kinds depends
upon population, racial and occupational characteristics,

and climate. Hea\7- wool underwear has a diit'erent

demand in the Northern regions than in the Southern.

Active industrial life creates a demand for work cloth-

ing. The stage of progressive development in high-

way and other construction activities affects the con-

sumption of cement and other building materials.

Growing commercial pursuits, building up of cities, and
in.surance regulations affect the demand for metal office

furniture. The population ratio must be modified often

in estimating the consumption of articles which nor-

mally are related to populafion. as with drugs and
cosmetics among the colored people of the South.

Changes in fashions and customs are well-recognized

influences on extent of demand. One would expect

to sell machine tools in regions where metal manufac-
turing is a well-developed industry ; automobile ac-

cessories in some proportion to the number of auto-

mobiles in proportion to population; and coal tar dyes

among textile manufacturers. A different type of agri-

cultural machinery will be sold in the wheat fields of

the West than on the farms of New England.

Process of Organization

A small industry dealing with a correspondingly

small trade territory is concerned with established con-

nections of the wholesale house handling the usual lines

of groceries and dry-goods. The habit of trade is one

on which to build. Eetailers and individuals in the

district are accustomed to look to the distributing

center. The experience of wholesalers and jobbers will

yield useful information respecting buying practices

and reliability in the handling of accounts by the

purchasing public.

While studying the market territory, the form of

sales organization to be employed, and a selling policy,

mu.st be developed. This involves decisions as to the

selling system, whether direct to customer, direct to

retailer, through jobber, established branch houses for

stocks at strategic points in the territorj', or special

representatives at such points. All this depends in

part on the transportation lines, as also on the im-
portance of the leading towns as wholesale centers.

The whole territory must be mapped in detail to bring
out the salient features. On the map relative densities

of jMipulation and of activities affecting the extent of

demand should be indicated by some graphical method,
ilaterials affect plant location with varying degree

of emphasi-s. Some industries are bound to the source

of major raw materials. Cement and other ceramic
products are good illustrations. Low value commodities
cannot move far previous to fabrication. For svich it is

mainly a question as to whether a plant at a given

point of origin of the shales is justified by markets
and other conditions pertaining to production costs.

On the other hand, certain other industries naturally

follow the market. The raw materials in this case are

of nature such that they can be shipped at low cost as

compared with the finished product, and, provided
fabrication cost is reasonably low at the point in ques-

tion, thej' should go in the raw form as near as possibls

to the point of distribution to ultimate consumers.

Shoes, paper boxes, and many other light and bulky
products represent the group.

Importance of Products to Location

ilany other products are more or less neutral as to

location, in respect to origin of materials. Other con-

ditions govern. The transportation lines are of special

significance, and comparative rates on material coming
to the fabricating points must be studied in connection

with the rates on product passing on to market. Where
the material is itself purchased in the open market, it

is necessary to safeguard the enterprise against fluc-

tuations in prices wherever possible. The larger the

volume of material handled in such a market, in pro-

portion to the amount purchased by the individual

manufacturer, the less will the enterprise be affected.

Thus a corn products plant desires to be at a large

corn market, so that its own demands for corn will not

make up so large a portion of the total that the price

is aff'ected by it, or corn growers become able to man-
ipulate prices through restricted shipments. The exact

reverse of this holds in the ease of condensed milk

plants. These plants take milk contracts at rates below
domestic consumers' rates, and they need to be at

points where their own demand regulates the price

;

that is, away from large cities.

Changes in the arts of production react sometimes
on the question of location from the materials stand-

point. In the leather tanning industry in the earlier

days the extensive use of natural bark tannage caused

the plants to seek locations where bark was readily

secured. With newer processes, in which there is more
extended use of extracts and special preparations, this

tendencj- is largely counteracted. Perfecting the proc-

esses of the by-product coke industry is destined to

change radically the price and availability of coke for

metallurgical uses in the Middle West, and thus bring

about greater activity in foundry and machine shop

work in that region.

Transportation is an element of controlling influence.

It may be said to be the one thing around which the

whole problem of location revolves, excepting for the

effect of human motives and attainments. Practically

every discussion of the several factors returns to trans-

portation as the point on which they turn. In a pre-

ceding section where the characteristics of an ideal na-
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tional industrial system were being considered, it ap-

peared that the issues were almost entirely dependent on

changes in railway policies and railway freight rates.

Still more along the same line will be developed in the

treatment of the cost of distribution to come later.

It is not necessary to wait for a sweeping modification

of the freight rate structure, to institute certain changes

in rates which would help materially in bringing about

desirable results. The rapid increase in traffic de-

mands was cited in the opening paragraph. If con-

tinued for many years more this will mean a greater

burden than the roads can bear, and further con-

struction of new lines is not promising under pro-

spective financial conditions. Excessive transportation

i.-5 a waste and a tax on everybody. Decentralization of

industry is the line of approach to a lessening of the

burden. There are many rates in effect yielding

revenues per ton-mile of freight carried, which are in-

consistent with other rates of return. All of the

peculiarities of the system, which have tended to build

up congested centers where adequate service cannot now
be rendered, do not need to be preserved. Changes are

possible—changes calculated to remove some of the han-

dicaps to production at points better situated to meet

the needs of considerable areas. One much needed

modification is greater liberality in granting commodity
carload rates on goods originating at intermediate

points, ^^^len rates are repressive they do not yield

revenue to the roads. Greater revenues are possible

when the goods are enabled to move in quantity.

Example of Present Rate Inequality

To illustrate this last point, manufactured harness

moving between two points both situated between the

Missouri River and the Inter-Mountain region is

charged almost exactly the same rate whether in broken

lots or by car load. The same harness coming from
Eastern points is given a commodity rate. If the car

rate between the two points were reduced to a figure

more nearly representative of the relative cost of service,

even though it remained at a ton-mileage rate con-

siderably higher than the through rate from the Easr,

there would be business for the road on that haid yield-

ing greater ton-mile revenue than that received for the

through haul, and manufacturing would be stimidated

with all of the advantages accruing from the building

up of population at the intermediate points. Adjust-

ments of this kind are possible on a large scale and
would accomplish the aim of decentralization without

necessary lessoning of the revenues of the roads as a

whole. Tlie effect on localization of industries would
be marked if such modifications were to be made con-

sistently.

The illustration ser\'es to indicate the lines into which
a study of any location jiroblem must extend, whether

the existing rates remain uucliiingcrl or not. Frequently

it is possible to put through negotiations with the traffic

departments of the roads to secure commodity rates

of this kind. Greater liberality in the ])ractice should

be urged. In sttulying the distribution policy for a

given marketing region, the securing of commodity rates

to designated points will effect the selection of centers

of distribution to which goods may be moved in ear-

load lots for local distribution. Thus does the trans-

portation element enter into the ju-oblem of location

in a specific way.

Labor is an element which has had more to do with

localization of industries than has any other, save trans-

portation. Inherited and acquired characteristics are

powerful influences. The locality which has a large

reservoir of labor can furnish workers for new estab-

lishments and so provide a form of immunity from
one of the worries which come to every promoter of a

new enterprise. It provides the quantity element.

Whether it does as well in providing the element of

eifectiveness and low cost of production is another ques-

tion, which is being an.swered somewhat differently in

many heavily develo])ed centers in recent years than

it was under former conditions.

Problem Requires Study

It is not the intent to set up here an argument for

decentralization, frequently as has that matter come into

the discussion. It is a foregone conclusion that many
careful analyses of location problems will result in favor

of large centers, especially on the score of production

cost. But the matter must be faced candidly and one

must draw from the experience of many. There are

numerous owners and managers of manufacturing

plants who are today looking outside the large cities

for favorable locations. Transportation difficulties ex-

plain this in part. Labor troubles explain it in part.

No doubt the attitude of workers in crowded com-

munities has changed, in ways which aifect their

effectiveness. The overpowering influence of the large

city is not good for many who have gone there through

force of necessity to find work, many of whom would
have preferred the small town had there been earning

opportunities. Immigrants are crowded into segregated

quarters in ways that are not favorable to the develop-

ment of American ideals. The situation does not

jiromise well for the progressive development of the

nation as a whole. The task of distribution of the neces-

saries of life has become great, building up an army of

service forcer engaged in essentially non-productive

labor which is an overhead on production cost.

Scope of Problem

The individual industrial manager cannot count this

surcharge on production in its full significance. For
him labor cost is a specific thing, set according to con-

ditions as he finds them. In many cases he will find

truly that in sjute of his desires for a location in the

])urer atmosphere of the small town he must take the

course dictated by facts which show economy in the

acceptance of the city location. The general problem

is social in scope and character. It is the telling argu-

ment in favor of a modification in the basic freight rate

structure which would remove some of the handicaps

of the smaller city. It must be viewed in that larger

sense and rest for action on governmental agencies.

TllK conclusion of "Economic Factors of Industrial

Plant Location" will appear in an early issue of

Management and Ad.mi.nistration. —The Editors.

I



Establishing Material and Parts Control
Buildiny- Tractors Under Scientific Management—IV

By GEORGE D. BABCOCK
Manufacturing Executive, Holt Manufacturing Company

WE have been dealing:, np to this jioint. Avitli

the iinjiortanee of the human element on pro-

duction. Both the material and mechanical
methods used in the plant are important, but material

control is perhaps more so. Excellent machinery and
methods of the highest precision are entirely useless

if the material wherewith to work is absent.

The system of material control developed at the

Holt plant depends primarily upon the production pro-

gram adopted by the executives of the company, based
on the expected demand for product. The expected
demand for a given period is plotted by months, and
from this the manufacturing program is laid out. (See
Fig. 18). This manufacturing program shows the num-
ber of tractors that must be completed each month. It

does not follow the sales program, since the material
is put through the

shop in lots, and
there is a mini-

mum size of lot

which it is eco-

nomical to manu-
facture. Further-

more, as the de-

mand is somewhat
seasonal, an ad-

herence to the
sales program
would overtax
manufacturing
facilities at one

time, and leave the shop short of work at others.

It is desirable to build up the supply of tractors

sufficiently in excess of the demand at the early part

of the program to supply the demand in exce.ss of

manufacture at the peak of the sales progi-am, and
then to decrease manufacture gradually as the sales

fall off, so that there will not be an excessive inven-

tory at the end of the program. This permits manu-
facture at a fairly uniform rate over a large part of

the program. The changes in pace are effected by
varying the intervals between lots started in the shop.

T.\BLE 1. SCHEDULE FOR CYLINDER FOR .\ TR.iCTOR ENGINE

S 10 IS HI

»

Fig. 18
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partment for the placing of purchase requisitions.

One fact that must be known is the length of time

tliat must elapse between the placing of purchase

orders and the delivery of material. The purchasing

department makes constant and careful studies of this

question, and keeps the material control department in-

formed of any changes in delivery times on any class

of material. A table similar to Table 2 is compiled

showing the time that must be allowed to procure the

Fig. 19 View or Steel B.\cks in Storeroom

more commonly purchased items, and this guides the

material control department as to the date of placing

purchase requisitions with the purchasing department.

These purchase requisitions show the delivery date de-

manded, and tickler memoranda coming up from time

to time prior to this date enable the material control

department to bring increasingly severe pressure for

delivery on the purchasing ilepartment. as the date ap-

proaches on which deliveries should begin.

The receiving-room, which is also under the material

control department, is advised by means of a duplicate

of the i)Uix'hase order, of the quantity and specifications

and the date upon which it should receive materials

requisitioned. These, upon arrival, are checked for

quantity and turned over to the inspection division for

examination as to ((uality, as discussed later. Material

which is accepted is then delivered to the storeroom ac-

companied by a bin tag showing the quantity delivered.

One or two entries that are made upon the ledgers,

jiurchase ref|uisition. and bin tag, greatly facilitate the

handling of i)urchas('d matin'ial and its flow through

the sho]i. The material symbol and location symbol

are the first of these which serve to identify the mate-

rial and to show its location in stores. All classes of

material stored are assigned a ponnanent location in

the storeroom, which is noted on tiie stores ledger siu'ct.

Fig. 19 shows steel racks in the storeroom. When pur-

cha.se requisitions are issued, the location symbol for

the material is noted on them iiiid this is transferred to

the purchase order. The receiving-room notes the stores

.symbol and location symbol upon a bin tag, so that

upon the arrival of material in stores it may be placed

immediately in the location assigned. The purchase
requisition also shows the date that material covered
by it is due in stores. This date is noted upon the

stores issue tickets, which are written at the same time

as the purchase requisition for a manufacturing order,

and which are used as tickler memoranda for following

up the purchase order. The unit cost on the ledger

sheet is transferred to the purchase requisition to serve

as a guide to enable the purchasing department to

compare quotations with the cost of previous lots. This

figure also permits inventory values to be taken from

the stores ledgers with a minimum of clerical labor and

expense. (See Fig. 20).

The material control department is advised of the

receipt of material in stores by means of appropriate

notification slips upon which are entered transportation

charges as obtained from the traffic department, and

the quantity accepted. From these slips the appro-

priate entries of quantities and values are made on

the stores ledger sheets.

When the stores issvie tickets arc made out in accord-

ance with the manufacturing schedule, the date upon
which the material is due in the shop for the first oper-

ation is noted on them. After material which is due

on a purchase order has arrived, the tickets are filed

in a tickler file to come out on the date on which the

material is due in the .shop, on which date the tickets

are sent to the storeroom as authority to deliver this

material. A duplicate at the same time is sent to

the dispatchers as a notification that the material is due

and that the work orders for machine operation shotild

be posted.

As material is issued from the storeroom, the quan-

titj' issued is noted upon the bin tags, and the quan-

tity remaining in the bin should at all times agree

with the quantity shown as on hand on the bin tag

and the corresponding entries in the stores ledger .sheet.

These quantities are verified by actual counts of the

material in the bins from time to time. This pro-

cedure renders a physical annual inventory of material

unnecessary. Fig. 21 gives a view of the storeroom

showing bins with bin tags attached. Fig. 22 gives

T.\BLE 2. APPROXI.M.^TE NUMBER OF WORKING D.\YS TO Bi;

ALLOWED FROM TIME PLRCHASE ORDER IS PLACED UNTIL
STOCK IS RECEI\'ED.

COMMODITT

Black iron pipp
BInrk sheet steel

BriKhf cold rolled shim steel. . . .

('a.sl steel eastintfs
Cold finished steel— hexagon ...

Cold finished steel— round
Cold finislied steel—square ....
Cold rolled ftcel
Cold rolled steel selected to site.

Drill Rod
Drop Forgings
Felt. . ,

Galvanized iron pipe . . .

Galvanized sheet steel - . .

Malleable iron castings. . .

.Mild steel Hat
Mild Steel plate
Mild .Steel round
MiUl steel shapes.
Raybestos brake band iininir. ...

Rubber hose
Seamless copper tubiuK
Seamless steel tubing , .

.Scigelite packing. .

Shim brass
Soft iron wire
Specification alloy steel
Specification carbon steel

^'ellow bar brass

Allowed
FROM

Warehouse

10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10

in
10
10
10

10

20
10

10
20

Time prom Mill

Average

90
60
00
30
60
60
60
60
60
4 a
40
20
90
60
45
60
60
60
60
30
30
60
45
20
90

60
60
90

Mlaxiinum

120
90
90
4-.

90
90
90
90
90
60
60

120
90
60
90
90
90.

90
48
60
90
60
30
120

90
90
120
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Fig. 20 Forms and Routine for Ordering, Receiving, and Storing Material
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view of storeroom showino; ciitting-off machines and
steel racks.

As a matter of convenience for itself, the material

control dei)artment has laid out p;i-aphically the schedule

for the pi-ineipal events with -which it is concerned,

in the manner shown in Pig. 23. Horizontal distances

from ripht to left represent working days ahead of com-

FiG. 21 Stoeerooms Showing Bins with Bin Tags Attached

pletion. For each part there is noted at the proper

distance from the right, measured on the scale of work-

ing days, the time of each event with which material

control is concerned. These are, from left to right, the

time of engineering release of design, the time of pur-

chase requisition, the time of arrival of material in

rough stores, the time of the first operation, the time

of arrival of the finished part in worked material stores,

the time that assembly of the finished tractors should

begin, and on the zero of the scale the delivery of

the comjtleted tractor. The movable strip at the top

is equal in length to the length of the manufacturing
program, and is graduated on the basis of tractors in

the program. Each day this strip is moved from left

to right a distance equivalent to the space allotted to

one working day. As the zero point of the strip passes

any event on the schedule, it indicates that the neces-

sary steps to cause that event to occur are to be taken.

Thus when the zero passes the point of purchase requisi-

tion for any part on the sehedtde, that is the time at

which the material for that i)art should be requisitioned

from the purchasing department, and the purchase
requisition is issued. When the zero of one strip passes

the point of "due in stores," the material called for

by the purchase requisition should be either in liie

storeroom, or arriving according to the schedule called

for in the purchase order. Similarly, when the first

operation is indicated by the zero of the nuiving strip

passing that point, the work orders to the slioi) are

i.ssued. Each event is thus under definite control.

This chart is made to act as a record of progress, by
entering at stated periods in the space above each event
noted on it, the amount of work done on the part at

the end of that period. From these entries, it is easy
to determitii' whether the work is ahead of. behind, or

on schedule. For in.stance, if at a given time there

should appear in the space above "due in stores" the

figure 40, representing that material for that part

sufficient to build 40 tractors had been delivered, and
the figure 40 should appear immediately above it on
the moving strip, the delivery of material would be

exactly on schedule. If, however, the figure on the strip

should be, say, 48, then the deliveries are behind sched-

ule. On the other hand, if the figure on the strip is

!2, the deliveries are ahead of schedule.

Checking the Observance of Schedule

To ascertain how far behind or ahead of schedule the

parts are, recourse is had to another strip, graduated
to read in work days, on the .same scale as the time scale

on the schedule layouts. This reads from zero from
right to left, the zero point being set to correspond with

the start of delivery of finished tractors. A movable
vertical guide at right angles to the moving strip is

set over the figure in the moving strip that corresponds

to the figure entered above the event that is ahead of

or behind schedule. The number of working days on
the work-day strip is read under the guide, and the

dift'erence between this number and the number on
the work-day strip immediately below the event that

is being considered, is the number of days that it is

off schedule.

The charts have another impoi-tant function, namely,
the fixing of definite dates on which the various events

are to take place. When design, methods, and lot quan-
tities have been standardized, the schedule can be laid

out on the chart as above outlined. Since events are
laid out on the basis of working days intervening be-

tween them, the chart shows the relative time at which
these events will occur, irrespective of the actual cal-

endar dates on which deliveries are to be made or work
started. The schedule then can be applied to any
program in which the lot sizes are the same.
The schedule is made absolute in regard to any par-

ticular program by the fixing of calendar dates for each

i'i(j. STOREiiooM Showing Cutting Off Machines and
Steel Racks
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Fio. 23 Chart Used by Material Control Department to Schedule and Keep Track of Operations

event. This is done by means of a third strip, grad-
uated the same as the -n-ork-day strip, but readin": in

calendar dates instead of number of -«-ork days. The
calendar strip has all Sundays and holidays omitted
and reads from left to right. That is, the earliest month
and dates are at the left of the strip. The date on
which deliveries of tractors, covered by a manufacturing
program, are to begin, is set to correspond to the zero
of the -work-day strip. On setting the movable ver-

tical guide over any event, the date on which that
event is to take place may be read directly under the
event on the calendar tape. This gives the necessary
information at once for dating requisitions, work ordei-s,

etc.. for the program.

Similar Chart Used at Franklin Plant

The chart described above is based on the same prin-

ciples as formed the basis of the control boards devel-
oped and used by the author at the plant of the H. H.
Franklin ^Manufacturing Company. It was worked out
by J. E. Murphy who is in charge of material control
at the Holt plant, to give him exact knowledge to con-
trol the movement of work through the plant. So suc-
cessful has it proved that a decision has been made to

install control boards similar to those at the Franklin
plant. These boards will show in addition to the major
events shown on the charts, the detail machine opera-
tions, and will make the control still more effective.

It will be evident from what has already been said
that accurate preplanning is the whole secret of the Holt
Company's success in controlling production. But pre-
planning is more than the laying down of schedules.
These are simply the final evidence of preplanning.
Before preplanning can be made effective, much exact

information must be acquired. This information covers

such points as time required to obtain material, best

methods of doing work, the best sequence of operations,

and the time required for each operation. It also re-

quires knowledge as to whether a part of the finished

tractor can be made more cheaply by another manu-
facturer or in the plant, and if so, exactly how long
a time will be required to procure these parts. Each
of the above items must take into account several other
items. For instance, the time required to perform an
operation depends on the quality of the material, the

shape of the cutting tools, and the type of the machine
in which the operation is performed. The two latter

items are within the control of the shop. The first one
is not, except that it can issue rigid specifications cov-

ering all material and parts purchased, and then by
adequate inspection and tests upon receipt of the mate-
rial, ascertain whether these specifications have been
met. This helps in the keeping of work up to schedule.

Importance of Uniform Quality of Material

AH shop times are based on a uniform quality of

material for each part. Thus for iron castings, it is

known just what cutting speed and feed can be used
for each type of casting -when made of the grade of

iron specified. If the casting is much harder than
planned for. the speed or feed or both must be reduced,

and a longer time allowed, or the machine capacity

assigned must be increased. Either course will increase

the cost of the work, and may seriously affect the possi-

bility of meeting the schedule. Material that does not

meet the specifications nevertheless may be perfectly

satisfactory to the engineering department from the

standpoint of strength and wearing qtialities. It may,
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however, possess some other characteristics that would

render difficult its use in the shop. Control in the shop

thus demands that the shop have some voice in fixing

the quality of material furnished it.

This control of quality of purchased material is a

function of the inspection department. Every incoming

shipment is subjected to tests to determine whether

or not it accords with the speeificatioiis. If it does not,

the exact variation from standard is ascertained, and
the question is submitted to the engineering department

to determine if the material will be acceptable from the

engineering standpoint. If acceptable, the route and
equipment department is consulted to ascertain whether
or not the difference in quality will affect its work. If

both departments accept it, and a satisfactory adjust-

ment can be made with the vendor, the material is sent

to stores. Otherwise it is rejected and returned to the

vendor. This insistence on material conforming to

specifications is an important factor in avoiding delaj's

in work and maintaining control of i)roduetion.

Can the Suggestion Box Yield Good Results?

EVERY manager must enlist the assistance of

every other person in his organization who can

throw any light on the problems which arise. Some-

times he must even have certain problems pointed out

to him, for many things can go wrong for years with-

out the head executive ever suspecting that anything

is amiss.

A small staff organization can be maintained to assist

the manager. The members become official discoverers

of weak spots in the organization, official patchers after

a fashion. But even they cannot see many things that

are going on tinder their noses. There is no one person

or one set of persons that sees everything. The man-
ager needs a thousand eyes for every 500 employees.

He needs the ingentiity of all his workmen, foremen,

and minor and major officials. He must have everyone

on his toes if he would discover and stop waste and
inefficiency, and find better ways of manufacture.

Does he get such backing? He does not! Why he

does not is simple. There is no very great incentive

for anyone to give it. There is neither just reward
for improving things nor punishment for not im-

proving. To be sure, the manager has production

records, but they tell him only how things go com-
pared with last year or last month. They do not tell

him how far short of possibility the actttal restilts are.

The Suggestion Box

The most natural step to take is to put up a sug-

gestion box. But who ever saw many really worth-
while suggestions come out of a suggestion box? Once
in a great while some man who has never tried it

before puts in a suggestion that has merit, but most
of what comes out of these boxes is foolish, and some-
times scurrilous.

Such confidence on the part of all employees must
be established that they will be sure of fair play and
will want to make every ])ossible helpful suggestion.

No man with an invention or a suggestion that will

profit the company by thousands of dollars, is going
to put it into a $10 competition. Why should he? He
may put $5 suggestions in. lioping to get the $10 prize,

but if he has a good one he will probably hold it for

the chance to sell it to someone for its real worth.

For that matter, no reasonable employer wants to

get a $10,000 improvement for $10. What he is afraid

of is that some employee with a $10 invention is going
to value it at $10,000. and if lie does not get it, is

going to cease to be a Index Number

contented worker in the 658.31472 Suggestions from

organization. finfTP'°^f"^ . - 6C8 Inventions
l^rom any point or

view—legal, moral, or ethical—ordinary wages and

.salary call for only ordinary effort. The man who
gives more than that does it as a matter of specu-

lation. If he invents a method or process which will

save thousands of dollars each year and presents it

to the firm for which he works, he is gambling on

their sense of fair play. lie often loses. (_)ften

enough, so that a great many men do not try it twice.

A friend of mine performed a number of experiments

from which has grown a great business—a business

that easily hands its stockholders a million a year. He
got $100 for his part. Does he feel just right about

it? He does not. And yet he was the one that set

the price. Of course he should have been far-sighted

enough to turn this invention over on a royalty basis,

a cent a pound, for example, in which case he woukl

be a millionaire today. But he did not see its possi-

bilities. He is not making any more such improve-

ments; not for $100, anyway.
As a general rule, the value of a new machine or

device, or a new method of manufacture, cannot be

appraised with any accuracy at the time it is made.

Xo one would have paid the true value for the tele-

phone, the phonograph, or the automobile, at the time

each was first put before the public. The value of every

new thing is likely to be contingent on something

yet to be invented. The automobile forced the develop-

ment of good but inexpensive roads ; the original tele-

phone would have no commercial value today. Part of

the gain from any invention is likely to come from
other inventions suggested bv the first.

Disposing of an Invention

So any inventor, no nuitter how simple his invention,

should be careful not to sell it outright if he can get

it accepted on a royalty basis, and no firm should buy
outright if it can get the rights to a new device on

the same basis. When either sells or buys in the early

stages of invention, before the device is seasoned on

the market or in use. he is gambling. The gamble is

usually thought to be favorable t^ the company, but

almost any concern that has been in existence 2.5 years

can show a museum full of devices that it has financed

nnlv to discard them in the end at a total loss.



Investigations Preliminary to Refinancing
By W. PENN LUKENS

Assistant Manager, Industrial Engineering Dept., Arthur Andersen 4- Co.

INDUSTKIAL conditions in this conntr.y within

the past few years have directed public attention

to the important functions of the investment

banker. They have also led to a somewhat different

interpretation of these functions.

It has always been recognized that the investment
banker is a medium for providing capital for sound,
well established, prosperous, and correctly managed
business. Now he is also universally recognized as

the means whereby the small in-

vestor may safely realize an ade-

quate interest return on his

savings, and it is a question as to

which function is pi-edominant.

From either viewpoint it is es-

sential that the investment

banker who is to remain in busi-

ness must do moi-e than merely
redistribute capital—he must as-

sume a moral responsibility for

the use of this capital and for

the return of adequate interest.

It is in line with this responsi-

bility and to insure a full knowl-

edge of conditions surrounding
the business financed that the

banker makes use of various

classes of independent investi-

gators. As one banking house
aptly states : "By means of experience, study, and a

broad fundamental knowledge, and by exercise of

sources of original investigation, an investment house
may avail itself of information useful in the safe-

guarding of its clients, which is its primary and great-

est resjionsibility."

The day is practically past when an investment
banker considers that suf^cient knowledge of a business

may be gained from the balance sheet, the profit-and-

loss statement, and the conference statements of the

company officials alone. He has found it necessary even
on small issues amounting to only .<|ilOO,000 or $150,000,
to have the financial statements certified by public

accountants, to have the property values verified by ap-
praisers, and to have attornej-s pass on the legal aspects
of the issues—and the patents of the comi)any, Avhere
they are important—but he accepts without proper veri-

fication the general statements of the management.
And it is these general statements which furnish the
only real basis for judging the future of the company.
During the past few years some bankers have come

to realize the importance of verifying this broader and
more general information, and to meet the require-
ments of this small group the industrial engineering
investigation has been developed.

Comparatively speaking, very little is known about
this work partly beeau.se of its newness and partly be-

2

Audits of accounts are a matter of

ordinary office routine—audits of

management have been suggested.
In the present article Mr. Lukens
describes an audit broader and
more comprehensive than either of

these—the investigation made by
the investment broker preliminary
to the sale of a company's securities

—if the company can qualify. In
order to determine this point the
company's history and organization,

and every important phase of oper-
ating activity, are gone into with
careful thoroughness. A better
"check-up" of company status and
efficiency could hardly be desired.

cause of the different Index Number
methods employed by gsg.H Financial Analysis
various engineers and
engineering organiza-

^^^ ="^ Banking and Management

tions. The most conservative and effective results have
been shown by engineers associated with, or a part of,

public accounting organizations, who have had the

benefit of the experience of long association with invest-

ment bankers and their problems. It is the pur-

pose of this article to outline

briefly the purpose, the scope, the

methods employed, .and the

natui-e and value of the results

secured by a properly directed

industrial engineering investiga-

t ion of business concei'ns.

Purpose of Investigation

From the viewpoint of the

investment banker the appraisal

shows the tangible values under-
lying the proposed issue of se-

curities, which must be high

enough so that, in the event of

forced liquidation, the bond-

holders' equity will be protected.

The audit figures reflect the

tangible values back of the issue,

show the make-up of the.se values, indicate the neces-

sity for, and the amount of, the proposed issue, and
provide a history of past operations and earnings.

Neither the appraisal nor the audit, however, consider

and weigh the individual effectiveness of those ele-

ment.s—such as good-will, patents, processes, quality

of product, organization, equipment, and the policies

of control—which combine to produce earnings. These
factors are intangible and mutable over a 10-, 15-, or

20-year period of time, and for the proper protection

it is necessary to analyze the effectiveness and to meas-
ure the results secured by each such intangible

element.

Consider the banker's responsibility in attempting
to forecast on the basis of present values and of earn-

ings for a comparatively short jireceding period, the

future stability and earning power of the business.

The strong personnel now in control may, in 10 years,

disappear entirely, due to death, sickness, age, or shift

of interests. Patents which are now resulting in large

aiul almost monoiiolistie earnings may, within a few
years, expire and let in strong competition. A product
which is now a necessity of life or at the peak of a

popularity wave may shortly become unsalable, being
disi)laced by some other product, or falling from public

favor. The im]irovement of transportation may result

in a lessened market through bringing in competitive

1
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products at lessened prices. ^Mannfaeturing equip-

ment which now permits operating at a profit may
presently have to be replaced by more modern types

or i-esult in loss of biisiness on a price basis. To secure

such vital facts relative to a business, to analyze them
in relation to each other, and to interpret them in the

light of results already disclosed by audit figures, is

the purpose of the industrial engineering survey. It

is obvious that such work requires a type and quality

of efl^ort and methods which are not found in the

ordinary audit prepared by accountants.

Scope of Industrial Investigation

Since the engineering findings are so largely an ex-

planation of financial figures, the engineering and ac-

counting efforts must be closely co-ordinated and
carefully controlled.

Indeed the best and quickest results are secured by
an organization which employs engineers and account-

ants who have had long experience in working together

on investigations. Such an association not only insures

complete covering of all vital points, but permits the

placing of emphasis or volume of work at proper

points. For example, the financial records of a com-
pany may be such that an audit is not necessary or

may not be worth while until the so-called industrial

status has been determined. Emphasis must therefore

be placed on the engineering analysis supplemented by
interpretation of the financial figures by an accountant.

Unless the investigating organization has both engineers

and accountants it may be necessary either to have a

complete audit and a complete engineering survey or

to run the chance of improper or incomplete analysis

on the part of the engineers or accountants operating
alone.

This thought is given added weight when consider-

ing the points which must be covered by an investiga-

tion. Experience in working with various investment
bankers has proved that, while no two investigations

will be exactly alike, analyses must be made covering
the following fundamental points:

1. Incejition and cai)itali-

zation.

2. Products and market.

3. Properties and operat-

ing conditions.

4. Personnel and control.

.^. Organization plan.

6. Merchandising policies.

7. Record svstoms.

S. Sales.

9. Growth of net worth.

10. Earnings.

11. Return on investment.

IL'. Surplus.

I'A. Present and i)roposed

financial position.

14. Financial statistics.

From a study of these "14 points" it is obvious that

there exists a very necessary correlation of data and
viewpoints of engineers and accountants. Any one
or a number of these points may demand special em-
phasis, but the emphasis is not apparent, nor can it be
forcefully presented, unless all the points have been
covered and given a definite importance in the picture
as a whole.

The report for refinancing purposes will vary in

form in accordance with the nature and conditions of
the business, but the average outline should be

:

Sununary

Inception and net worth

Plants and products

Personnel and organization

jMarketing and distribution

Sales

Earnings

Financial Position

Present status

Status after financing

Operations for Five-Tear Period

. Sales

Gross profits

Selling and delivery expenses

General and administrative expense

Net profits

Financiat Condition and Disposition of Funds
Detailed Analyses

Plants and products

Production and capacities

Personnel and organization

Marketing and distribution

Distributing efficiency

Sales and prices

Primarily the differences between reports may be

traced to the various characteristics of the individual

businesses. Thus in one case the vitally important

point may be the status of the industry as a whole.

An example of this is seen in the automobile industry,

in which the perennial question is whether the "satura-

tion" point has been reached. Then there are cases

in which conditions in one industry depend upon con-

ditions in another. Analysis of the automobile industry

is an essential supplement to any analysis of the tire

industry. Likewise the saw-milling, brick-making, lime,

and concrete industries will fluctuate with conditions

in the general building industry, and the farm imple-

ment industries will be greatly influenced by general

agricultural conditions.

^ On the other hand, industrial conditions may be

very stable and the vital points may be purely internal,

involving the quality of management, policies of sales

distribution, financial policies or type of product.

Almost always a company has some outstanding

strength or weakness which will absorb much of the

investigation time and will dominate the final report.

The result is that each report is different in form, draws
different conclusions, and gives the impression that the

entire investigation has been different in character.

Another difference is that some reports are "positive,"

practically approving the issue and suggesting only a

few safeguards advisable to incorporate in the con-

tract, while others will be "negative." either advising

against the issue entirely or else stating changes in

company policy and structure, which if put into effect

may warrant the issue at some later date.

Roth the form of the report and the determination

of the points to be eonsi<lered and emphasized will

depend largely upon the interpretation of facts. The
facts themselves will be secured from two main sources.

Hi.story. policies, results, etc., of the particular com-
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pany are secured from the company records and ver-

bally from the company personnel. Information on

ijie industry in general, markets and so forth, is se-

cured fi-om publications and personal research. Per-

sonal research, moreover, is also necessary in determin-

ing the effect of sales policies, the quality of the product

and so forth. It is, of course, A'ery essential that all

information secured be accurate—that actual facts be

obtained. This factor is protected, so far as the ac-

counting records of the company are eoneerned, by the

audit.

Thus profits between years may only be correctly

stated when the Surplus account has been analyzed and
reconciled with the operating statements. The profit-

and-loss analysis is also dependent for correctness upon
the proper handling of the various reserves (deprecia-

tion, bad debts, taxes, etc.). The statement of the

assets accounts is influenced by the company's policies

with regard to the capitalization of experimental ex-

penditures and development charges, or by the correct-

ness of distribution of charges as between operating
and construction.

Certain other classes of data from the company
records are more statistical in nature, especially those

involving sales. Yet here also verification is neces-

sary. Thus the company record of sales by products or

by territories may often fail to agree with the sales

control accounts or with the records of sales to cus-

tomers. If the purchasing agent's record of purchase
commitments is used it must be correlated with
accounts payable. If the sales manager's record of

unfilled orders is used it should be test-checked against

shipping instructions, against customers orders, and
possibly against production orders or schedules. If

the book record of inventories is used the accuracy of

this record should be verified bj" tracing entries and
by physical test checks.

While the information contained in government pub-
lication.s, publications or special data from "service
corporations." and material provided by manufac-
turers associations and by trade publications is con-

sidered to be accurate, it should be carefully tested as

far as possible, especially where two different sources
provide information on the same subject. Verbal in-

formation of course must be checked, as far as is prac-
tical, by records and by the opinion of others.

Where the Investigation Leads

The gathering of facts is of considerable service in

itself and an investigation always brings to light cer-

tain conditions unknown even to the management. But
the interpretation of these facts, the reason why certain

conditions exist, and the proper sequence and analysis
of conclusions is the most important and constructive
part of the work. Thus the discoveiy that quantities
of obsolete stock are carried in the inventory is an
important fact, but it is even more important to know
why the obsolete stock is there and how it can be
avoided in the future. One concern through lack of
proper records actually lost track of a considerable
quantity of parts. When their existence was discovered
by investigation it was found that the design of product
had been so changed that these parts could no longer

be used. It was the policy of another company to

get out new and attractive models in rapid succession

without regard to the stock of older models on hand
or in process, with the result that products were some-

times actually obsolete before they were finished. In
both cases the investment bankers were more interested

in the cau.se for such conditions than in the eft'ect as

represented by obsolete .stock, even though the effect

on the inventory values was serious.

There is also the other side, where the facts dis-

closed may at first glance appear discreditable. Thus
one company found it necessary to redesign its entire

product, which automatically caused the older designs

to become obsolete and be scrapped or sold at a loss.

This policy at first appeared radical and' even reckless

but it was found that popular demand had changed
verj^ suddenly and such action was necessary to the

continued success of the business. In this instance

the company had not fully informed the investment
bankers as to the rea.sons for this action and they were
inclined to turn down the issue on the basis of the large

quantities of obsolete stock disclosed.

What the Industrial Engineering Investigation Does

It is obvious that an industrial survey must be made
from a very constructive viewpoint and must not only

indicate and interpret strength and weaknesses, but
must also recommend the means of overcoming existent

weaknesses. A company' which is in a commercially dan-
gerous position may rehabilitate itself by correcting

the factors which have induced this condition. In view
of this fact and the scope of the subjects covered by
an industrial engineering investigation, the engineer
must often lay aside the technical characteristics of

his profession and must always view the business from
a broad and practical standpoint.

Moreover, the industrial engineer, being in constant

touch with all kinds of businesses and in daily consulta-

tion with clients on various phases of these businesses,

is able to recognize symptoms of business illness and
to diagnose properly the source of the trouble. Simi-

larly the present-daj' accountant is using his particular

experience and knowledge on financial matters. It

is only recenth- that this function has been brought
to the attention of, and used by, investment bankers.

The protection afforded, however, is such that it is

not unreasonable to predict that most circulars will

soon follow the form of one recently published, which
stated "Audit and Ituhisfrinl Enr/iiifrrivf] Survey
made by & Company",
The industrial engineering findings are always im-

portant, but they become especially so when the audit

figures are "border line"—that is, when average earn-

ings do not provide a reasonable margin of safety after

meeting interest, dividend, and sinking fund require-

ments, or when the fixed asset values fail to show a

fair safety factor on principal.

It is impossible in a limited space to give a com-
plete idea of the scope covered or the factors com-
mented upon in one of these engineering analyses.

The outline previously given serves merely to indicate

the general high spots. In some cases it is po.ssible to

summarize for the banker the more vital conclusions,
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while in other cases facts are presented in such a manner
and sequence that the conclusions are self-evident.

Yet in almost every business investigated there will

be one or more vital points of comment, possibly rela-

tive to organization and possibly relative to sales, mar-

kets, or financial policy. A few examples of general

conclusions and actual comment on specific cases will

give the clearest conception of the scope and value of

engineering analysis, as well as the nature of the com-

ments made.

One ease is recalled in which past earnings were

shown to be far in excess of the proposed interest re-

quirements while as.sets were such as to indicate a fair

measure of protection, yet the issue was rejected by
a certain investment banker on the basis of the indus-

trial analj'sis. This analysis brought out the fact that

the company made only a very durable cotton hosiery on

which they had specialized for many years. The man-
agement contemplated making no other tj'pe of stocking

and laughed at the idea that a lighter weight or silk-

material product could ever displace the demand for

their more durable hosier}'. Yet at this time (8 or 10

years ago) it was evident from facts brought out by
the investigation that the trend of public fancy was
turning rapidly to the silk stocking.

In another instance a large bond issue was under-

written by the bankers on the basis of a tru.st indenture

formulated as a result of the survey conclusions, these

conclusions being expressed as follows

:

The organization and personnel of this company are of

a highly satisfactory type and its operating and merchan-
dising policies are sound. Yet it appears that conditions

for any company in this general industry will be uncertain

during the next few years and very large losses may be
incun-ed.

The real justification for this issue lies in the present stock

ownership. If these stockholders who are financially able

to carry the company through a period of losses and no
dividends, will agree to retain their interests during the

life of the bond issue, a measure of protection will be attained

which is far greater than that indicated merely by a review
of the present assets and the records of past earnings.

Effect of Combining Accounting and Engineering
Points of View

The following summarization of jjoints on a certain

investigation shows the influence and importance of

some of the more general features, and illustrates the

effect of combining the accounting and engineering

l)oints of view to give a result which normally would
not be attained by either the accountant or the en-

gineer alone

:

1. The company's earnings in the past in relation to capital

employed have apparently been very low. 'Whether or
not this is characteristic of the industry as a whole
we are not in a position to state without further in-

vestigation. At no time, however, during the pa.st

twenty years have losses (other than inventory losses)

been sustained from operations.

2. The company's dividend policy lias not been conserva-
tive, nor has it been the policy to conserve its re-

sources. Indeed, even under the present financial strain

the policy has been to continue dividends on both com-

mon and preferred stock. This calls for an annual

distribution of $470,000 which we feel is unwarranted

under the present conditions.

3. In view of the fact that an operating deficit of upwai'd

of $2,000,000 exists at this time, rather stringent re-

strictions with respect to dividends should, in our

opinion, be incorporated in the new indenture if the

refinancing is undertaken.

4. The company is apparently well situated with respect

to modern production facilities, is engaged in a fun-

damental industry, and enjoys a good reputation for

the quality of its product. Yet the management has

not been overly aggressive in the sales end of the

business and if it hopes to earn profits commensurate
with the capital emjiloyed it will be necessary to

strengilien tiiis part of the organization.

Determination of Outstanding Factors

Usually certain points within the business under in-

vestigation are outstanding in their effect on earnings.

Sometimes it will be a point in organization, sometimes

in sales or manufacturing. The following example of

an organization's weakness is worth quoting as illus-

trating its importance to the future conduct of the

. business

:

The organization plan is for present conditions fairly

well defined and the personnel is, in general, capable. The
basis of control has, however, been that of personal contact

and conference rather than of definite authorities and respon-

sibilities. There has been no general manager with full

authority to co-ordinate and broadh" direct the different

sections of the work, while the preponderance of develop-

ment over actual operating has created special problems

outside of the usual operation routines. It is this lack of

single authority and responsibility which is in part respon-

sible for the weak financial policies and present unsatis-

factory financial position, as discussed elsewhere in more

detail.

Under the pi'oposed program of expansion the matter of

definite control will become more vital and the probable

best solution involves the following points

:

1. Immediate creation of a strong executive committee which

shall be kept closely informed on the details of the

business, but composed of men who can direct its com-

mercial aspects and who are empowered to make broad

decisions as regards the sales, financial, and operating

policies.

2. Eventual delegation of these responsibilities to a general

manager of such caliber as to relieve the executive com-

mittee from the necessity of detailed control.

3. Appointment of a competent comptroller with the addi-

tional qualifications necessary to revision and super-

vision of the cost, inventory, and accounting records

and procedures.

We believe that the reshaping of this main organization

control is one of the most important steps to be taken from

the viewpoint of assuring sound growth and permanence of

the company, and should be worked out as rapidly as

possible.

To show the influence of sales methods and policies

upon the probable soundness of proposed securities,

the rather unusual case may be noted of a company
which had for several years been supplying about half
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of its output to anotlier company luicler an indefinite

"cost-plus" contract. Industrial dejiression and less-

ened sales had led to a proposal for a bond issue. The

comment on this follows

:

As has I)een previously indicated, the increase in sales

and hence the growth of the company since 1915 has been

due only to the "contract" sales. There are two possible

explanations for this condition : first, that due to trade agree-

ments and transportation differentials there is a definitely

limited market for the "regular" products; or second, that

the terms of the cost-plus contract have been so favorable

that no real effort has been made to extend the "regular"

sales. Our judgment is that the latter factor was the real

influence.

Furthermore, very large increases in sales, clerical, and
administrative salaries have been made in this period, part

of the increase being absorbed by "contract" sales (which

required no sales effort and very little additional clerical

work) but part being applied to the cost of "regulai'" sales,

on which the increased selling price prevented an increase

in unit sales.

In addition to the limiting effect imposed by the in-

creased prices there has also been an apparently indifferent

sales and service attitude, illustrated by the fact that of

the 129 principal customers in 1916 only 37 repeated in

1917, only 27 in 1918 and only 19 ai-e on the books this

year. Our analysis indicates also that two out of the

three principal lines of "regular" products have fallen off

considcably in unit sales. These declines in unit sales have
been obscured in the company sales analyses by increase in

imit prices, since all such analyses dealt with sales values

only.

The proposed cancellation of the cost-plus contract at this

time places the company in a precarious position, since in-

creases in salaries, in manufacturing areas, and in inven-

tories cannot be supported by the income from "regular"

sales, and the company has so prejudiced its normal trade

position during the past few years that increase in regular

sales is problematical.

The possession of such a rejiort in a way enlarges

the moral responsibility of the banker. For it is often

the case that the company officials refuse to admit the

importance of the engineering findings and are content

to go along in the same old way, despite the fact that

these old ways were successful only in a smaller organi-

zation or under dilTerent conditions of the industry

or of business in general. The broader experience of

the banker, however, qualifies him to recognize the

truths of the engineering analysis, and it should be

his duty to put pressure on the management to bring

about the suggested revisions. His responsibility is

to make the business prosper, in the interests of indus-

try, and to justify future financing.

The attitude of the bankers and manufactnrei-s who
do not make constructive use of such engineering in-

vestigations cannot be charged entirely to mental antag-

onism. There are many bankers and more manu-
facturers who do not know that such an analysis is

possible. They are used to thinking of the industrial

engineer in connection with time-study work, detailed

production systems installation, bonus plans or mate-

rial controls. They are not familiar with the engineer-

ing and accountant organization which has the broad

commercial viewpoint and the capacity to deal intelli-

gently with all phases of the business, from economic

trends and sales budgets down to petty cash systems

and stockroom records. The best and most immediate

service the industrial engineer can perform for indus-

try in general is to make known the full scope of his

work and to educate bankers and business men to

utilize the service he offers.

Waste from Cannery Products Furnishes Oil and Fuel
A LONG about 1913, when heaps of peach and apricot

l\. pits were getting to be a common sight as well

as a generally accepted nuisance in the California fruit

canning establishments, a number of leading canners

of the Santa Clara valley formed a company for the

purpose of manufacturing kernel oil. Prior to this

period, all the kernels available in California—some
1500 tons annually—were used in Europe, mostly in

Germany, to make not only the sweet oil of apricot

kernels, but the essential oil of almonds as well, and
also macaroon or imitation macaroon paste from the

residue. The newly-formed California company was
doomed to failure and a loss of $100,000, as all they

were able to manufacture was the sweet oil of almonds.

Later on, in 1915, the three commodities were suc-

cessfully manufactured by a small California organiza-

tion which had taken up the experimental work where
the original company composed of canners had left off.

Today through the efforts of Stanley Ililler, a waste

])roducts engineer, who worked out the different steps

in the manufacture of kernel products, most of the

apricot kernel commodities are being manufactured in

the United States.

During 1915, there was no European demand for

apricot kernels, and therefore the price was very low.

Index Number

658.5671 Utilization of waste

Hiller had been manu-
facturing the oil and

paste on a small scale

for nearly a year. He saw his opportunity and ac-

cordingly negotiated for the purchase of five carloads

of kernels from one of the large canning establishments.

In January 1916, 30 days later, a fire occurred in

Fig. 1 KoTARY Kiln to Make Charcoal prom Pits
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Fig. 2 Peach and Apricot Pits Are Receivfj) in Bag and Bulk

.Sau Jose, where great quantities of apricot pits were

stored. Then, in one day the price of apricot kernels

advanced from 614 cents per lb., the figure at which

he had expected to buy, to 25 cents per lb.

This rise was due to the fact that the Germans
wanted edible oil at any price, and were buying kernels

through Holland and Denmark. The two or three

thousand tons of apricot kernels remaining on the

market were taken within a week, and the new Amer-
ican venture was temporarily put out of business. The

following year the Hiller process was sold on a royalty

basis, the royalties running as high as $1600 per month.

The products are still being manufactured under this

process.

While the above developments were taking place,

the Germans began launching their gas attacks. It

was found that apricot and peach pits, or cocoanut

shells, could be made into charcoal for gas mask pur-

poses to combat the poisonous gas.

But the visible supply of such mate-

rial was low. Hiller informed the

Chemical Warfare Service Head-

quarters that thousands of tons of

coquito shells could be obtained on

the west coast of Mexico. As a result

he received a contract to collect 5000

tons of these shells each month.

Of course, following the ai-mistiec

this and similar contracts were can-

celed as soon as possible. However,
the United States government h;id at

its San Franciseo charring plant a pile

of pits and nut shells that covered an

entire city block, from 10 to 15 ft.

deep. Hiller had worked out and
patented a process for the eraekiui;-

of peach pits, and as these formed
the bulk of the government material

then at San Francisco he bought the

entire supply. His plan was to crack fig. 3 steam eor An Entire Cannery I.-

them. and remove and sell kernels to

the company which was already using

his process for the manufacture of

apricot and peach kernel products.

There were $60,000 worth of kernels

in the lot. By the time a cracking

plant was built and read}' for opera-

tion the winter rains set in and eom-

pletel}' spoiled the kernels for oil pur-

poses. The people who owned the

property had been guaranteed the re-

moval of these shells. Notice was now
received to complete this removal

within 30 days.

The situation did not look prom-

ising. The pits could be used only to

make charcoal for fuel. Upwards of

$1,000,000 had been spent by the gov-

ernment to perfect the charcoal

manufacturing process, and the aver-

age cost per pound of charcoal pro-

duced had been 37 cents. The lowest

possible estimate on future operations

was a cost of 10 cents per lb. of

product, but charcoal was selling for 3 cents per lb.

A new method for the manufacture of charcoal was
finally worked out. The pits were loaded into ears

and shipped to a leased plant where work was started

on converting them into the finished product. Fig. 1

shows the revolving drum or kiln used in the reduction

process. Fig. 2 shows the material as it is received.

Whereas the plan used under government operation

required 200 men for the making of a carload of char-

coal daily, now 5 men turn out the same quantity in

the same time. Needless to say the venture has been

profitable, and a large factory located at San Jose

converts into charcoal 10.000 tons of shells per year.

Conversion of pits into charcoal is also done dii-ectly

at canneries. One of the largest in California, using

this new method, makes enough fuel from the pits col-

lected in its canning processes to dcA'elop over 1000

boiler hp.. which runs the entire plant. See Fig. 3.

Pits for Fuel



Elements of a Financial Investigation
By RALPH G. DAVIS

Certified Public Accountant

THE financial investi<rations made in the past,

|irior to the financing of large corporations, upon
which the public investor largely depended to

base his judgment in the purchase of mortgages, notes,

or shares, were very limited in scope and failed to pro-

cure certain essential facts that we now consider of

vital importance properly to safeguard the interests

of prospective investors. A detailed audit by a firm

•of reputable accountants, and a valuation of physical

properties by a firm of recognized appraisal engineers,

were usually considered sufficient to satisfy the bankers

responsible for the disposal of a corporation's securities

or stock interest.

Such an investigation is no longer adequate. The
constant progress in business development, the interest

displayed by the general public in corporation invest-

ments during recent j'ears, the new problems caused

by our tax legislation and changes in manufacturing
methods, all combine to demand a more detailed study
of every phase of each particular organization, and the

possible effect of the new conditions upon the future

trend of its operations.

The accountant must still share his burden with the

appraisal engineer in this particular undertaking, but
the scope of the former's duties has been greatly en-

larged and the introduction of a skilled industrial en-

gineer familiar with the problems of the particular

business is gradually being recognized as an essential

feature of such an investigation.

In the following outline, or program, of a modern
financial investigation, an attempt has been made to

segregate clearly the accountant's and engineer's duties.

No doubt, it will be subject to considerable adverse

comment among members of the two professions due
to vast differences of opinion in regard to the respective

duties of each, but the indicated assignment seems to

the writer the most logical division of responsibilities.

Accounting Requirements

1. A detailed audit of the earnings of the business
over a period of years as far back as may be consistent

and necessary. An audit of balance sheet items as of

the date of the balance sheet. Both earnings and
balance sheet items should be analyzed in such detail

as to conform to the requirements of the exhibits and
schedules submitted to the various state "Blue Sky"
commissions. The adequacy of the accounting sj^stem

should be ascertained and constructive criticisms made
relating thereto.

2. A study of the management and organization of

the general otfiees and sales branches, charting the

present organization structure and comparing it with
the ideal form, indicating the advantages attained there-

by. This should also be accompanied by a study of

the office personnel, as- 658.14 Financial control

certaining the weak- 657.4 Financial investigations.

nesses and .strong points Accounting

of each major and minor
executive and oft'ering con.structive criticism for definite

improvement.

The information required in the investigation of

personnel is as follows

:

(a) Xame.
(h) Position,

(c) Duties.

id) Age.

(e) Salary.

(/) Bonus or profit-sharing arrangement.

(g) Percentage of stock ownership.

(/() Length of service with the company.
(i) Is he a relative or descendant of organizers

of business?

(./) Previous working experience.

( k ) Personality.

(/) Reputation.

(m) Any special interests or hobbies.

It should be particularly noted whether the man-
aging executives have a large or controlling pecuniary

interest in the business.

From the standpoint of organization the following

questions should be answered :

Is there a definite plan of organization?

Has the management definitely outlined to each de-

pai-tment or division its necessary duties and
responsibilities ?

Is there a proper correlation between departments?
Has a vocational study been made of each man to

ascertain his fitne.ss for the position occupied ?

3. Is the necessity for financing caused by past in-

efficiency of management, or is it a justifiable provision

for future expansion or preservation? Or is the busi-

ness which is to be expanded and develojied a new one
rather classified as a speculative development and not

an investment? The need for financing or refinancing

usually arises on account of one or more of the fol-

lowing conditions: (1) the refunding of bank loans;

(2) the procurement of additional working capital;

(3) the acquisition of new plant and ocpiipmcnt (u* con-

trolling interests in other companies or units; (4) the

sale of a large stockholder's interest either upon his

retirement or to interest the public in a business pre-

viously operated as a close corporation; (5) the sale of

large holdings for other purposes as the divei-sification

of holdings; (6) a pending reorganization; (7) frozen

inventories, or ('8> the refunding of prior i.ssues.
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4. Operating history—Date of organization—Growth
in capitalization—Has the growth of net capital in-

vested dni'ing the period of existence been largely out

of earnings?

5. A sti^dy of the administrative policy relating to

the following phases of any business is vital.

1. Sales and service

(a) Stability of prices.

(&) Perfection in line or style of goods carried.

(c) Standard of quality.

(d) Distribution centers and sales by localities.

(e) Arrangements with dealers.

(/) Quality of service rendered.

(gr) Facilitation of deliveries, repairs, and ad-

justments.

2 Credits and coUcctions

(a) Basis adopted; "cash and carry," long or

short term or instalment. Comparison
made with ba.sis of credit usualh' extended

in this cla.ss of business.

(b) Credit policy in dealings with customers.

(c) Relation.ship between credit and other depart-

ments.

(d) Records kept.

3. Advertising

(a) General plan—Special or continuous.

(b) Local or national.

(c) Choice of mediums.
(d) Limitation or control of expenditures by

budget, percentage of sales, or otherwise.

4. Pur-chasing

(a) As to basis—whether of the speculative typo

or largely dependent upon maximum and
minimum requirements to insure proper

turnover of merchandise.

(b) Organization of price records and orders and
centralized control over the investment in

inventories.

(c) Policies of payment which insure benefit of all

discounts and allowances.

(d) Steps taken to secure scheduled delivery,

eliminating necessity of plant shut-downs

due to lack of materials.

(e) Co-operation of purchasing executive with

executives of other departments.

6. Working capital requirements. Under this head-

ing attention should be given tlie following vital points:

1. Inventory analysis

(a) Peak and low periods during year.

{b) Bearing of the conditions existing at both

periods upon accounts and notes payable
and working capital rates.

(c) Relationship of existing unfilled orders to pres-

ent inventory.

(d) Result of ]iurc]iase comiuitineiits upon future

inventory and working capital.

(e) Relationshi]) of uncompleted production

schedule to inventories.

2. Estimated requirements to finance the business.

(a) Application of working capital ratios ascer-

tained from a study of past net working

capital as related to inventory turnover and
volume of sales, after eliminating excep-

tional factors, to compute current working

capital requirements.

( b ) Also considering required additional fixed in-

vestment if necessary to sustain increased

volume.

Industrial Requirements

1. Appraisal of buildings, machinerj' and equipment

and valuation of inventories bj' responsible engineers,

technically acquainted with the operating requirements.

2. In examining the facilities for the manufacture of

the company's i)roduct, it is necessary to find out

whether the company : Is equipped to meet competition :

owns or leases its property; can convert its property

to other uses; is protected against labor trouble; com-

pares favorably with competitors in investment ratio

of equipment to total capital.

3. The management and organization of the fact(n-y

and its branches should be studied, the present organiza-

tion structure being charted and compared with the

ideal form. This also includes a study of the personnel,

to determine the weaknesses and strong points of each

superintendent and foreman.

The information reqiaired in the investigation of fac-

tory personnel is the same as required for office per-

sonnel under "Accounting Requirements."

4. A study should be made of the elements which

either tend to benefit or handicap the business—such as

markets, location, transportation, demand, competition,

local labor conditions, and the general prosperity or de-

pression now existing in this ])articular industry, to-

gether with any other of the important factors affecting

general business. A study and report should be made
of the following factors which may materiallj' affect

future possibilities

:

(a) Variation in sources of material supply.

(&) Expiration of valuable patents and copyrights.

(c) Stability of public favor.

(rf) Possible changes in local labor conditions.

(e) Possible changes in transportation facilities.

(/) Po.ssibilities of new inventions in similar lines

changing many external conditions.

(g) General classification of the company's prod-

uct as a luxui'y, specialty, or necessity, and
the possibility of a change in the general

classification in the near futTirc due to vary-

ing styles or natural changes. Is the manu-
facture of the product largely dependent

upon activity in any special industry?

Does transportation cost limit distribu-

tion ? Is the product universally u.sed or

markets limited? Is the product of a

monopolistic or highly competitive nature?

(/() Ability of file management to adjust business

to changing conditions.

(() Possibilities of future control of distribution

monopolies, if they now exist.



Measuring the Efficiency of Shop Trucks
Methods Used at the Westinghouse Plant

By STEWART M. LOWRY
Woris Manaffer's Department, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company

FEW people will question the superiority of the

electric industrial auto-truck over the hand-truck,

for general shop transportation. A saving can

generall}' be shown if the auto-truck replaces even as

few as three hand-truckers. To most modern plant

executives, such obvious economies are clinching argu-

ments in favor of the auto-truck.

It seldom requires a detailed technical analysis to

determine whether or not it would be pi'ofitable to

replace hand-trucking by auto-trucking. If an auto-

truck is suitable for the work under consideration, an
approximate figure representing its operating cost

should be determined. If the wages paid to hand-
truckers more than offset this operating cost, the pur-

chase of an auto-truck would probably prove to be a

profitable investment.

However, it would be obviously ridiculous to be satis-

fied with the savings resulting from the replacement of.

say, ihree men if the truck were capable of greater

savings by doing the work of more than three men.
In the plant of the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-

facturing Company at East Pittsburgh, Pennsj-lvania,

it became apparent that it would be advantageous to

be able to measure the performance of auto trucks in

as accurate a way as possible. Hence, a method has
been developed for the purpose. By means of detailed

•Study and analysis of their activities, data are secured
from which may be calculated the comparative oper-
ating efficiencies of the various trucks.

The term "efficiency" is here used to mean the ratio

between actual performance, as determined by obser-

vation and analysis, and the ultimate possible theoreti-

cal performance. It will be readily seen. then, that a
full 100 per cent efficiency is impossible from a prac-
tical viewpoint, it being only an ideal to approach.
A simple analysis reveals the following as the funda-

mental factors that make for trucking efficiency.

1. ^Maximum loads.

2. ^Maximum running time,

n. ^rinimum of empty trips.

4. ]\rininnun damage to material,

o. ^Minimum of men.
6. ^Minimum of delays.

7. IMinimum handling time.

Ma.riinum Loarls. The carrvinsr capacity of the or-
dinary auto-truck is about 4000 lb. P.ulk. however,
is verv often the limitinir factor rather than weight.
Therefore, the decree of load is ba.sed upon bulk. It
is ob^nously inefficient to use an auto-truck to deliver
a small package that one man could carry. Yet this is

frequently done. If the Index Number

truck would hold 20 658.281 Industrial trucks

such packages, then its

opei'ating efficiencywhen
carrying but one may be expressed at 5 per cent, since

it is carrying only 1/20 or 5 per cent of its capacity.

Incidentally, a "Shop Express" service, designed par-

ticularly to handle these small shipments, is in process

of development at Westinghouse, and will soon be in

operation.

Maximum Ennning Time. Xeedle.ss to say, the

primary function of a truck is to transport material

from one point to another, and its effectiveness is

judged by the volume it handles. It is reasonable to

assiirae, then, that the volume of material handled will

be greater, as the running time is greater with respect

to the total time. It follows that auto-trucks are more
productive on the longer hauls whicli necessitate the

trucks being in motion a comparatively greater portion

of the time, rather than on short hauls involving idle

time during loading and unloading.

Loss by Empty Trips

Minimum of Empty Trips. To secure the maximum
of service, a truck should be so dispatched, when sent

out with a load of material, that it can pick up a return

load at or near the delivery point of the first trip. The
two extremes in this connection are to have all trips

loaded in only one direction, and to have all trips loaded

in both directions. The latter condition is, of course,

ideal where a full load is carried on each trip. But
this is seldom possible. Even perfect dispatching will

not suffice without paying attention to other factors.

Minimum Damage to Material. A considerable

amount of good work in dispatching, arranging for

maximum loads, etc., may be quickly offset by damage
to material being carried. This may be due to im-
proper packing or piling on the truck, recklessness of

the truck operator, overloading, etc. For this reason

the transportation of fragile material or apparatus is

frequently not entrusted to auto-trucks but is done by
hand-trucks.

Minimum of Men. The auto-truck is essentially a

labor-saving and time-saving device. Hence, its very
purpose is being defeated if more men are placed on it

than are absolutely necessary. While the truck is in

motion the driver is the only man required. Unless
they are there to hold the load on. more men are "ex-
cess baserage". Additional men are often sent with
the truck to help unload it because the material is too

heavy for one man to handle. This necessitv mav be

279
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returning, or one to and another from the department.

To illustrate better the method of recording obser-

vations, a portion of an actual study, covering a little

over a half day, is reproduced in Fig. 1.

It -u-ill be noted by the heading on the form that

this study was made on May 1, 1924 ; that it is on Truck

No. 2 which is of the platform (non-elevating) type;

that there were two men employed on it—a driver and

a helper; and that it is assigned to "Storeroom A,"
which is a casting storage.

Details of Observations

The first observation shows that the truck arrived at

"Storeroom A" (SRA) at 7:12 a. ii. (time shown in

column 2). The "E" in column 3 indicates that the

truck arrived empty. There was a delay of 2 min.

(between 7:12 and 7:14) for receiving loading in-

structions. Loading was started at 7 :14 and completed

at 7:18. The truck departed immediately, so no time

entry is recorded in the "Departed" column, it being

understood when no time is shown that the last recorded

time is to be used. However, the size of load taken

away is recorded, being in this case 8/10 of a load, as

indicated by "0.8L". The material was castings.

In recording the route followed, the starting point is

not indicated and only those intersections where there

is a possible choice leading to the same destination are

shown. Abbreviations are used which make the route

perfectly clear to anyone familiar with the plant lay-

out and building and departmental designations. The
purpose of recording the route taken is to find out if

the most practicable route is being followed. The most
direct is not always the best. It may lead through a

very congested part of the shop, which a slight detour
would avoid. When elevators are used, they are in-

dicated by arrows pointing either upward or down-
ward, as the case may be, and the elevator number is

recorded with the arrow, where there is more than
one in the same building.

Route Followed by Truck

In the case of the first trip recorded on the sample
study (from SRA to MI-1), the interpretation of the

route symbols is as follows: Storeroom A, to Crane
Shed, to Receiving Department, to Boulevard, to Sec-

tion MD, up elevator No. 107, landing at the first des-

tination. Section MI-1. Time of arrival at MI-1 is

recorded (7:25) as well as size of load (0.8L) w-hich

is the same as it was on departure from SRA. Part of

this load is left at MI-1 and the remainder distributed

to three other departments in the same vicinity, namely,
MC-4, MC-1, and MO-30, before returning to SRA for

another load. The study is continued in this manner
over a long enough period of time to insure its reflecting

representative conditions for that particular truck.

An analysis is then made of the study and the results
are summarized on a form designed for the purpose.
Fig. 2 shows the conelnsions and summary of the study
discussed above. The total time for each trip is dis-

tributed into loading time, transit time, unloading time
and delays, in columns 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively.

If a truck arrives at a department empty and de-

parts with a load, it is obvious that any handling time

must . be loading time. In the case of the first trip

(from SRA to MI-1) the loading time was 4 min. (the

diiference between 7 :14 and 7 :1S) as recorded in columu

3 of the summary sheet. Time in transit is found by

subtracting time of departure from one station (column

6 on observation sheet) from the time of arrival at

the next station (column 2), deducting any delays

that might have occurred between the two stations.

AYhere no reading is recorded in a time column, it is

understood that the immediately preceding time read-

ing is to be used. Thus on the first trip the departure

time was 7 :18, there having been no delay between the

completion of putting on the load and departure. On
the second trip, however, there was one delay of 5.5

min. immediately following arrival (between 7 :25,

time of arrival at MI-1, and 7 :30.5. time that unload-

ing was begun), and another delay of 1.5 min. after the

unloading was completed (between 7:35, when the ma-
terial for MI-1 had been unloaded and 7 :36.5 time of

departure). These delays are usually due to the neces-

.sity of the tri;cker getting receipts signed or waiting

for loading or unloading instructions. Delays in tran-

sit are frequently due to waiting for elevators, crane

lifts, or because of congestion in the aisles. They are

all aggregated for each trip and entered in column 6

of the summary sheet.

Figuring the Full Load Equivalent

The size of the load carried on each trip, as ex-

pressed decimally, is carried over from the observation

sheet to column 7 on the summary sheet. The load

decimal is then multiplied by its corresponding transit

time (column 7 times column 4) which results in a

factor (column 8) which is termed "full load equiva-

lent". It is so termed because both the size of the load

and the length of time in transit are taken into account.

A full load carried the resultant number of minutes

would be equivalent to the actual decimal part of the

load being carried the actual full time. Hence, the

"full load equivalent" on the first trip was 5.6 min.

(0.8 X 7 ^ 5.6) because carrying 0.8 of a load for 7

min. is equivalent to carrj'ing a full load 5.6 min.

It will be readilj' seen that the running efficiency of

anj' single trip could be found by dividing the "full

load equivalent" by the actual transit time. But for

the present we are not as much interested in the indi-

vidual trip efficiencies, which would range everywhere
from zero to 100 per cent, as in truck efficiency over a

period of time. Therefore, all columns are totaled and
efficiency is calculated in two waj'S, namely—running
efficiency and overall efficiency. The latter is a more
accurate reflection of conditions as a whole, since the

entire working time is considered, whereas, only transit

time is considered in the former.

It is also necessary to consider the number of men
assigned to the truck. Needless to say, a truck with but

one man, the operator, is a more efficient transportation

unit than one with two men, provided the amount of

work each one does is comparable. The additional man
will reduce handling time, it is true, but at other times

i
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of an operator and helper. The study was made on the

sixth and on the ninth of June, covering 466.5 min., or the

equivalent of about one day's work.

The data taken include the sections between which trips

were made, the time of arrival and departure, the time con-

sumed in loading- and unloading, the estimated per cent load,

the material making up the load, the route followed, and

the length and cause of delays.

The study is segregated into trips between sections, and

the time is divided under the headings of loading time, time

in transit, unloading time, and delays. The totals of these

items are converted into percentages of the total time. The

transit time for each trip multiplied by the per cent load,

gives a factor used in calculating the running and overall

efficiencies.

For the purpose of comparison, the results for Truck

Xo. 64 are listed below, together with the average of all

trucks studied, and the figures for the best platform truck.



Modern Methods of Truck Testing
By W. L. IJAV

President and General Manager, General Motors Truck Company

MOTOR trucks are a very important part of the

transportation system of the country. A con-

siderable part of the short haul freight for-

merly handled by the railroads is now carried on motor
trucks. For city delivery work motor trucks have
largely replaced horse-drawn vehicles. The building

Fig. 1 Gexer.\l View or Te,stin-g Departmext

of good roads and the improvement of motor truck
design and construction have resulted in an extension
of motor trucking until it is second only to the rail-

roads in importance as a means of transportation.

This increased use of Index Number

motor ti'ueks has been 629.113(072) Motor trucks.

made possible by the ac- Tests
tivities of motor truck

manufacturers, ilotor trucks are machines and must
be operated at a profit to their owner just as must
any other jjiece of equij^ment.

Steady and reliable performance are essential to

profitable operation, and since motor trucks are run
almost continuously during the working day—often

much longer—to insure good service is a difficult task.

The work required of a motor truck, if it is to per-

form efficiently over a period of years, makes it neces-

sary to construct it of good materials, accurately fitted

by skilled workmen using the highest grade machinery
aiul tools. Accuracy is a very important factor in the

manufacture of motor trucks if the trucks are to give

efficient service during a long life. In our own factory

the gages for measuring the accuracy of the parts rep-

resent an investment of a quarter-million dollars.

After a truck is completed it should be tested to see

if its iJerformanee is satisfactory. Believing that tests

are a very important part of motor truck manufacture,
if all trucks produced are to give uniformly good service,

we have adopted a method of testing which is much
more accurate than the method in more general use.

The old way, and the common wav. was to load a

General View Showing Equipment on Gallery Under Testing Flock

285
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chassis -n-ith test weights and send it out with a driver

to be run for a given time over the roads and note its

performance. As few motor trucks are provided with

speedometers it is easy to see that the distance traveled

could be cheeked only by the report of the driver. The

same thing was true as to consumption of oil and

Fig. CiA><ll. :. A\ip iiiL Rp:sekvoir.s, Spkeuometek, axd
Eecobdixg Instrument

gasoline, condition of tlie engine under various speeds,

etc.

Since such a method of testing requires a driver for

each truck the expense with quantity production, and
the difficulty of securing competent and reliable drivers

are apparent. About two years ago we installed in our

factor}- a complete set of testing apparatus with a

capacity of 100 trucks daily.

New Method of Testing Trucks

The trucks are tested for gasoline consumption,

ignition, carburetor adjustment, oil distribution, water
circulation, speed, horsepower developed at the rear

wheels, and for friction in all sections of the chassis.

Every instrument known to modern automobile en-

gineering science for the testing of automobiles has

been installed. The trucks, when they come off the

assembly train and are passed by inspectors, ai-e run
to the testing department a short distance from the

assembly line and run onto one of the blocks. (Fig. 1).

The front wheels are held in place by automatic jacks

which catch as the rear wheels are driven up onto two

rollers, and the jacks in front are so placed that they

can accommodate any wheel base desired.

The rear wheels of the truck rest on the two rollers,

which are connected and driven for friction test by a

•50 hp. electric motor in a gallery just below the floor.

(Fig. 2). These motors, in addition to driving the

wheels of the truck on the dynamometer test block, are

dynamos, and generate electricity when the tritck motor

is I'un. which in turn is sent through electrical ap-

paratus and carried back into the factory, where it is

converted into use as power.

At the left of the truck on the dynamometer are the

test instruments and control board. (Fig. 3). A
visible gasoline tank is also connected with the truck

and the pipe run directly to the carburetor line. The
glass tank is marked off in half-gallon units so that

an accurate check of the consumption can be kept. This

tank is filled automatically from above by simply pull-

PlG, MFriK>i> or AiTLVixi; ruf; Load

Fig. 4 Automatic Chart Which Shows the Relation-
Friction to Speed, and Power Developed by Motor

ing a chain, which is connected with a pipe to a main

tank, sitpplying all blocks.

In front of the truck is a swinging hose, suspended

from the ceiling so that water can be replenished in

the radiator at will. A cheek is also kept on oil con-

sumption in the same manner that the gasoline con-

sumption is watched, A metal hose is attached to the

exhaust pipe of each truck, and this is run down
through the floor and exhausted into the air through

separate ducts. Also, in order to avoid engine gases,

there is installed over each test block a ventilator, which

can be opened or closed at will.

Recording Instruments Used

Above the control board at the left of the truck is

a speedometer, .showing the miles per hour a truck is

being driven, the miles it has been run, and this is

used in connection with the checking up of gasoline

and oil mileage. This speedometer is driven by a flexible

shaft leading to the main drive shaft of the rolls.

Also, just above the controls, is an automatic chart
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are followed to secure a positively accurate inventory

in the least possible time. Large items of materials ai-e

stacked in unit piles; sheet iron in piles has sheets

numbered successively from bottom to top so that the

top sheet always shows the number on hand; small

materials on shelves are arranged in trays, a certain

number in each traj", and these are stacked one upon
another. Each tray shows the number of units in it



Management in the Clothing Industry
Market Analysis and Standardized Production Develop Stability

Bv SAXFORD E. THOMPSON and WILLAKD E. FREELAXD
Cotisulting Engineer,

The Thompson and Lichtner Company.

THE 1-eal beginning of the ready-made garment in-

dustry took place during the Civil War. Just

before that period the sewing machine had been

introduced into various factory operations, but it was
the discovery, in uniform manufacture for the soldiers,

that there were certain relatively fixed standards in the

sizes of men which gave the business its real start. The
first ready-made garments for men's civilian wear were
put on sale before the end of the war. Women's gar-

ments ready for wear came in more slowly, but today

the ready-to-wear departments in the department stores

are doing an increasingly large business, principally on

account of the leadership of the manufactttrers in the

development of styles.

Concentration of Garment Factories

Garment factories tend to concentrate in the large

cities where there is a fluid labor market. The con-

centration of the men's clothing industry is mainly in

five cities: New York, 38.7 per cent (1919); Chicago.

15 per cent ; Baltimore, 6.4 per cent ; Philadelphia, 5.1

per cent: and Koehester, 3.3 per cent. The women's
clothing indtistry is in three cities: New York. 69.3

per cent (1919 i ; Philadelphia, 7.S per cent; and Chi-

cago. 4.1 per cent.

The number of establishments in the men's clothing

industry in 1919 was 5254. and the value of the out-

put $1,15S. 0(16.904. At one time it was quite common
to sub-contract parts of the work to small specialized

contractors, a condition which still persists in New
York but is disappearing in other sections. In New
York in 1919 there were less than 100 regular fac-

tories and about 1970 contract shops. Large-scale

manufacturing is becoming common in the other cities,

with a consequent interest in the development of better

management policies and methods. The factories

making women's clothing are not showing the same
tendency in any marked way on account of the greater

influence of the style factor and the rapidity of style

changes.

Because of the inntimerable small factories, the

variety of racial characteristics of both ownere and
employees, and the seasonal nature of the industry.

labor is the most important factor in production.

Strikes are numerous both in individual shops and
collectively. Piece rates, as discussed later, are usually
a matter of bargaining or bartering. In certain lines

the unions have forced an elimination of piece work
altogether, with a resulting increase in manufacturing
cost and a consequent curtailing of demand for the

product. On the other hand, in several distinct cases

union labor lias shown a marked and intelligent co-

Assistant Professor of Marketing,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

operation in development Index Number

of scientific methods and 658.9:687 Clothing industry,

the establishment o f Management
standards of production.

The garment industry is noted for its protocols or

agreements between manufacturers' associations and
unions, occasioned by the large number of small fac-

tories in the various centers, and the consequent variety

of demands both of employer and employed. While
the main element culminating in these agreements has

been the club—the threat and the fear of strike, and
the demand for higher wage, or the cutting of rales

—

in certain instances there have been notable examples

of co-operation aimed to arrive at really scientific

determination of production standards and of manage-
ment practice.

The first of these instances in New York City was
in the dress and waist industry in 1916 tinder the lead-

ership of Robert 6. Valentine, who.se untimely death

prevented full realization of the developments. 'Move

recently in Cleveland, Ohio, in ladies" garment mantt-

facture. the manufacturers and union have been

working out problems of prodttction with a view of

evolving production standards. The outstanding fea-

ture of the agreement, however, has been the guar-

antee of work by the manufacturers for a certain period

—about 40 weeks—in each year.

In Baltimore, also, co-operative action has played an

important part in men's clothing manufacture.

A plan of particular interest from both labor and

manufacturing standpoints, has been the development

of production standards in Montreal. Here the de-

velopments were carried on by the manufacturer,

with the advice of indu.strial engineers, but with the

full co-operation of the international union which con-

trols the activities of the garment workers of both the

United States and Canada.

Management Policies

A characteristic policy of the outer garment indus-

try with a few notable exceptions is to manufacture only

to order and not for stock. The purchase of outer

clothing by consumers is naturally seasonal and nor-

mally is delayed until the opening of the calendar

season. Retailers, in their desire to lessen the style

gamble as much as possible, will also delay their buying

as long as possible. The result is a bunching of orders

to the manufacturer and pressure for the quickest deliv-

ery he can make. Hence, seasonal and fltictuating pro-

duction marks the whole industry.

The control of the market is largely in the hands
of the distributors, and the average manufacturer is

2F9
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subjected in no small measure to their dictation. The

importance of the style factor enters into this situa-

tion. The creative instinct of the manufacturer and

the desire of the merchant to gain a reputation for

style leadership in his community enter into partner-

ship in the seeking for something new to offer the

public and to entice trade away from competitors. It

is frankly a play to gain from the psychological instinct

for individuality, less pronounced in men than women,

but nevertheless a real factor. The question of the

economic soundness of substituting style for service is

not raised, for volume of business obscures it.

In order to right this condition, the manufacturer

must adopt aggressive selling methods to establish, as

a few houses have done, a brand preference as a means

to protect his market against competition. To enter

into such a campaign, he must so manage as to con-

trol the quality, style, price, service, and delivery to

market of his product, to the point where these factors

give him a measure of protection against the inroads

of competitors working toward the same goal.

Simplification and standardization of products are

essential if the manufacturer hopes to gain mass pro-

duction in marketing and the strength to escape from

the dictation of his customers. In this respect the gar-

ment industry, even in men's clothing, is markedly

backward, although there is before it the example of

a few outstanding establishments which have most suc-

cessfully pointed the way. The subject is of greater

importance becaiise it is along this way that escape lies

from the evils of seasonal production. After all, the

average consumer must seek the economy of service

in his garments, and of necessity must welcome the

combination of service and good appearance which the

garment-maker can give him if his production can be

stabilized. This can be done only by building up a

demand which is not transient and which can be fore-

cast to permit manufacture for stock between seasons of

consumer demand. Simplification and standardization

lie at the base of such a program.

Scientific Methods of Management Are Necessary

Volume manufacture, predicated upon the bases just

outlined, will not of itself necessarily produce large

economies. It is here that the development of scientific

methods of management steps in to make the program
permanent and profitable—profitable in the sense that

it will produce a surplus for the upbuilding of the

business, and that it will produce economies which can

be passed along to the consumer to build good-will for

that business and insure the continuation of demand.
How great the opportunity is for better manage-

ment of many plants engaged in clothing manufacture

can be seen from some of the comparisons made in the

evaluations of waste as published in the chapter on this

business in "Waste in Industry".^ The best plant

examined in that survey was charged with a waste of

26.73 points out of 100, and the poorest with 83.6 points

;

in other words, the second plant was under a handicap

of 56.87 points as contrasted with the first plant. In

1 Section on "Men's EcaflvMade Clothing," by Morris L.

Cooke.

the rating of management alone, the best plant was

charged with wasting 17.49 out of 77.2 points while

the poorest plant was charged with wasting 60.45 points

out of 73. This is not a very favorable record.

Simplification of Products

One of the first steps which scientific management
will develop in men's clothing manufacture will un-

questionably be the lessening of the number of models

and cloths offered the trade by most, members of the

industry. Again turning to the chapter in "Waste
in Industry," we can see how obvious is the necessity
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of models by cloths, he can. in many cases, -with reason-

able safety, select a considerably varied list of those

in which the trend line shows no marked decline, and

proceed to make these for stock during the dnll period,

keeping his normal crew employed and clearing the

decks for the rush of other models in the busy season.

It is, of coui"se, essential that he keep in close touch

with -his market and with the textile trade in order

to cheek the apparent trends in those fields against

his program of forward production. He has a large

factor' of safety in the greatly decreased cost that

accompanies such a plan of production and in the

holding together of his working force.

This plan calls for an intensification of sales effort.

He must establish standardization to the greatest pos-

sible degree in quality, delivery service, and prices.

This does not mean that the prices must not change

;

it does mean that they should not change except as they

follow the general trend of the industry. Statistical

research will help to forecast price changes, as well

a? style and consumption changes, and with his ability

to plan his purchases well in advance and to come into

the market in the dull season for his fabrics, he may put
himself in that en-\-iable position where he can lag on

rising selling prices and precede on dropping selling
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of departments and work units. In the clothing in-

dustry, .since production is by lots and not by con-

tinuous processes, planning is especially effective in

reducing wastes of time and materials. (See Fig. 2).

A Specific Example

Scientitic management in one of the most advanced

plants in the garment industry has produced worth-

while results.- A master plan on this basis brings about

the following advantages: it saves in cost of manu-
facture ; reduces work in process ; requires less manu-
facturing space; and establishes conditions such that

production planning and control are effective. In for-

mulating such a master plan these facts are given con-

sideration : How many units, what kinds, and for what

dates of delivery can the factory produce; how many
units, what kinds, at what dates, and at what prices

can the sales department sell; how much business can

be financed and for what period .'

The vital part of the master plan is the forecasting

of sales and the making of the sales estimate upon
which all other plans must be based. The estimate will

not be of value unless it is lived up to, and this requires

a definite sales control. In order to establish sales

control there must first be a simi^lification and stand-

ardization of the line of products.

A master schedule is drawn up which shows tho

number of styles, quantity of each style, kinds and
quantities of raw material for each style, price of each

style in each material, and quantities at each price,

estimates of cost of manufacture of each style and
income from sales, and dates when goods are to be

ready for manufacture and for delivery. From the

master schedule, purchasing tasks and production orders

are originated. The purchase tasks are the instructions

and schedules for purchasing and the manufacturiuii'

orders are the instructions for the factory. In both,

the establishment of the sequence of lots is important.

These assignments are approved in conference by the

heads of sales, production, and purchasing depart-

ments.

The purchase of some of the more important mate-

rials, decisions concerning which must sometimes be

made months in advance, is confirmed in conference by
the general manager and the managers of sales and
production. ]\Iany of the other materials can bo pur-

chased on requisitions originated from the balance of

stores records upon the basis of maximum and min-

imum quantities. A complete set of purchasing records

is maintained, one interesting example of which is the

''material inunber task record" which shows to which
]nn'chase task the material received is applied.

^latcrial control is maintained by the methods that

have been developed by scientific management for many
industries. The balance of stores record is kept by
the planning department and stores issues are orig-

inated by them. Piece tags on yardage goods and bin

tags on other supplies are in use, and the physical

inventory is consistently checked with the balance of

stores records. All unused materials are returned with

a copy of the stores issue to the storeskeeper. In this

industry a salvage section of stores is important in

order to dispose of unused material before the season

or style passes.

The planning department has these sections

—

scheduling, dispatching, routing, operation analysis, in-

struction, and balance of stores.

^Maniafacturing orders, after checking to make sure

Hand Operation

SHAPE BASTING IN SACK COATS
"A" Grade. Peak Lapels

Tweeds, Serges, and Worsteds.

%
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amoimt of yardage that auy combination of sizes will

require, the best combination of sizes to reduce the

amount of material used and the cutting time, and
include written instruction for the job.

Some other points emphasized are : The necessity of

establishing right conditions by adequate preparation of

work and equipment, the proper planning of the flow of

work, and the establishment of a rigid inspection; the

use of job analysis and time stiidy as a means for im-

proving methods and equipment and the establishment

of standards for methods, wages, and incentives ; and the

importance of incentives on work requix'ing judgment
to prevent Avaste of materials or time.

Development of Management in Small Plants

To 'summarize the es.sential features of development
for small plants (general principles appl.y also to larger

ones) the following quotations are taken from a pro-

fessional report ^ prepared for a Garment Manufac-

SHAPE BASTIN6 IN SACK COATS
"A" Grade. Square Lapels

Tweeds, Serges , and Worsteds
Han
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1. Method of distribution of work to employees.

2. Evenness of flow of work.

3. Condition of work as it goes to the employees.

4. Speeds of machines.

5. Methods of operating the machines and performing

hand operations.

6. Upkeep and repaii-s of machines, belts and implements.

7. Economy in use of materials.

8. Working conditions such as light, ventilation, accident

hazard, cleanliness, etc.



Applications of Motion Study
Its Use in Developing the Best Methods of Work

By FRANK B. GILBRETH and L. M. GILBRETH
Consulting Engineers

THE previous article ^ has explained the devel-

opment of a classification of the elements of

work into subdivisions of cycles of motions
called therbligs.

To make these 17 therbligs more real, tangible, and
easier to visualize and remember, different colors are

used to distinguish them on the simultaneous motion
cycle chart.- One member of our organization, Paul
il. Vanderhorst. •u-ho conceived the idea of adding plan
to our list of therbligs also suggested the idea of show-
ing the 17 therbligs in the design of a wheel, and we
have adopted a "Wheel of Motion" not altogether

unlike the "Wheel of Life" of Hindus, for explain-

FiG. 1 The Wheel of Motiox

ing therblig study to the employees of our clients. Each
part of the wheel representing a therblig has its own
individual color, and each of the colors has a special
meaning and is also mnemonic. See Figs. 1 and 2.

It should be noted that use is the hub of the wheel.
Vse is the most important therblig. The more use, the
more production.

The therbligs that have like characteristics, although
they may represent reversed action, are shown as paired
spokes on opposite sides of the wheel.

1 A prcec-ding arUcle, '
' Qassifying the Elements of Work, '

'

has appeared in Maxagemext axd ADiiiN-iSTRATiox for August
1924, p. 151.

^

= S?ee "Applied Motion Studv," br Frank B. GUbreth and
L. M. Gilbreth, page 138.

Index Number

658.5423 Motion study

The rim of the wheel
consists of two different

kinds, or orders, of three

parts each, and the cogs

on the rim are shaped like the letter V, and are to re-

mind the motion-study student that the variables affect

all of the therbligs and must be all carefully considered
in order to obtain The One Best Way to Do Work. There
are at least a hundred variables that are important on
nearly all kinds of work and our complete list con-
tains several thousand variables. It is extremely im-
portant to recognize that information relating to the
variables is applicable to all kinds of work. The appli-
cation of this information is simply a matter of degree
required in the particular study in hand.
The same colors are always used on the same ther-

bligs wherever they are represented or shown. This
permits instant visuaUzatipn of all the therbligs of
any one kind. These colors are specially important in
connection with quickly visualizing, grouping, compar-
ing, and interpreting the behavior and happenings on
simultaneous motion cycle charts. The use of the
standard colors enables the micromotion study engineer
to acquire a proper sense of the proper time for each
therblig, even before a new study is made. This is

particularly important when studying an operator for
his first time, as it will show whetlier or not he is fully
co-operating.

In fact, too much stress can hardly be laid on the
importance of showing each and every therblig and
all possible happenings on the simultaneous motion cycle
chart in finding The One Best Way to Do Work. "We
know of no other method in finding The One Best Way
to Do AYork. It answers all purposes satisfactorily.

After sufficient experience and study, preferably in
a motion-study laboi-atory, the interrelations, peculiar-
ities, and suitabilities of the therbligs on several
simultaneous motion cycle charts of different kinds of
work will be recognized by an engineer trained in mo-
tion study. When he has the proper training he is

invariably able to improve and completely revolutionize
any work on which the micromotion study method of
attack has not already been used.

Relation of Therblig Study to Stop-Watch Time
Study

The symbols here shown furnish a sort of short-
hand which makes for greater speed in making notes
regarding best sequences of therbligs and motion study
in general, and for remembering the therbligs easily.

The results of careful study of the peculiarities of the
therbligs individually, and in combination with those

295
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that immediately precede and immediately follow, as

well as those that are executed simultaneously by other

anatomical members, will remove for all time any idea

that scientific motion study of the behavior of the

workers can be accomplished with any such obsolete

device as a stop-watch, or that time study and motion

study are the same thing or even similar.

The literature of scientific management is full of

examples where time study and motion study are con-

fused. This confusion abounds even in books that are

considered classics. It should be recognized that
'

' Time
.study is the art of finding how long it takes to do
work". This was Taylor's original definition, and it

is still good. Time study is the great invention of

Dr. Taylor. Taylor never did any motion study ^ of

any kind whatever.*

The definition of motion study is: "Motion study is

the science of finding The One Best Way to Do Work".
Of course micromotion study gives records in indis-

putable permanent form of the motions and behavior

of the demonstrator of the methods and of the in-

dividual errorless times of each therblig of each cycle

of motions and of the over-all times of the operator.

Transferable Data

Intensive study of the resulting therbligs furnishes

information tliat is interchangeable in all kinds of work
for finding The One Best Way to Do Work. It is this

feature of the great value of the interchangeability of

the indisputable detailed data that makes it most
desirable to select as demon.strator of a method that

person only who is the best demonstrator ohtainahlr

of the best methods extant or the best known, and in a

motion-study laboratory ^ equipped for the purpose,

and under controlled conditions.

It is obvious that records of the methods of recog-

nized champions are most desirable. It must be rec-

ognized, however, that champions are usually cham-
pions because others are so inefficient. The synthesis

of the best components of tlie methods of two or more
champions will make a metliod better than that of the

method of the champion of champions and better than
the method of the one best demonstrator obtainable.

Data regarding the therbligs of a champion or a

super-ex]iert in any one kind of work are usable on
a groat many different kinds of work, for the times and
skill on each therblig are transferable. It is also desir-

able, but not absolutely necessary, that the best demon-
strator obtainable, of the best method extant, sliall have
sufficient experience to perform the cycles of motions
and the complete operation in the shortest time for

that operation. However, it is often difficult to obtain

anyone who can demon.strate the combination of the

best method known and also the best speed of perform-
ance. Oftentimes the expert of motion study can dem-

onstrate the .sequence of therbligs which constitute

The One Best Way to Do Work, yet, because of his

lack of practice and speed, is not able at first to equal

the times nor the relativity of simultaneity of therbligs

performed by different anatomical members of those

with a much poorer method, but with much greater

natural dexterity, who have had so much jaractice that

thev have arrived at a state of motion automaticitv.

STANDARD SYMBOLS, COLORS AND PENCILS FOR
SIMO-CHARTS

(Simultaneous Motion Cycle Charts)
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can almost always he made by anyone with good inten-

tions and authority together witli sufficient continuity

of purpose. However, such improvements are only part

of what could be done and often lapse after the passing

of the regime of the unti-ained enthusiast who is merely

intei'ested in the elimination of unnecessary fatigue.

The One Best Way to Do Work is that sequence of

therbligs which permits the w^ork to be done in least

time, W'ith least fatigue, and entails having the periods

of imavoidahle delatj (therblig o) and avoidable

delay (therblig p) utilized for rest far overcoming

fatigue (therblig )().

The data relating to therbligs that cause or eliminate

unnecessary fatigue can be tiled in orderly fashion for

future use under the classification shown herein.

Unnecessary fatigue should be recognized as the

badge of ignorance of the therbligs and consequentlj- of

motioii stiuly. To eliminate unnecessary fatigue, there

must be complete recognition that the therbligs are the

fundamental elements of The One Best Way to Do
Work, and are units for the application of the laws of

motion study and fatig\ie .stud}\

Relation to Standardization

!Mueh has been written also of standardization, and
The One Best Way to make standards is to proceed

from the standpoint that the best standard is the one
that best complies with the laws of motion study. It is

quite impossible to standardize a method for quickest

achievement of the state of automaticity without recog-

nition and standardization of the individual therbligs

involved and their combinations and sequences.

Automaticity of the wrong method, so prevalent in

highly repetitive vocations like those of the textile

trades, is the shame and disgrace of industry today.

However, it will be quite useless for executives and
managei-s to talk standardizations of the correct

sequences of the therbligs for The One Best Way to Do
Work until they know from personal experience the

possibilities of micromotion study, and set the example
in their own duties. For this purpose the simplest

device is the executive's cross-sectioned desk which
serves as a permanent reminder, and if used properly
will furni.sh a permanent proof. It permits doing all

manual work with almost exactly the same motions
every time. It soon becomes strikingly evident how
much faster work can be accomplished when the motions
are made over the same locations each and every time.

The next step is the search for The One Best Wav
to Do Work.

Becau.se of tlie rule-of-thumb methods used in the
past for obtaining standards, almost anyone can make
improvements in the present state of standardization
encountered in all organizations. The usual standards
obtained by rule-of-thnmb methods will always be tem-
porary and transitory. If standards are based upon
the permanent records of indisputable knowledge of
the ultimate comiionents of the cycles obtained by the
micromotion methods, they will be in shape for cumula-
tive imjirovement without any additional study.

Com]iaratively few organizations have given proper
attention to the possibilities of standardization built
uuon indisputable measured elements, and lint few

standards have been made with due regard to the extra

outputs in tiu! savings of time and fatigue that result

if the standards are made to conform with the laws of

automaticity, which is the greatest free asset of the

working man, w-hatever his occupation.

Relation to the Learning Process

For greatest speed with least effort and fatigue in

learning, The One Best Sequence of therbligs should

be used whenever jjossible from the very beginning of

the learning period so that automaticity may be

achieved in the shortest possible learning period and
Avith least habit interfei-ence. The .study of the 17

therbligs of this classification furnishes a means to

shorten the period reqiiired to learn any kind of art,

trade, profession, or other activity. Hence, there will

be more time available to learn more jobs and thus gain

jn-omotion. and, by reason of more knowledge of the

theory combined with the practice, prolong one's earn-

ing periods by teaching others, when one is too old

to do a young man's total quantity of output.

Finally, the evils of deadening monotony do not

exist where there is sufficient knowledge of the ther-

bligs and the variables affecting them. As two
cycles of motions can never be made exactly alike,

the quest of perfection of methods is much more inter-

esting and absorbing than the desire to know which
part of the whole structure is the piece which is being

worked upon, although the latter is supposed to be the

millennium by the academic enemies of standardization.

Knowledge of measuring, selecting, and studying of

therl)ligs makes all work fascinating, for while the

best method known and performed under given condi-

tions may be called for practical purposes "The One
Best Way to Do Work," a still better method with

new tools and new conditions is ever possible. There
is no instance or example that cannot be improved
with greater knowledge of the therbligs pertaining to

that work. There are so many possible combinations

of therbligs that the .skilled worker with the knowledge
of therbligs performing any work ordinarily consid-

ered monotonous has the opportunity to improve the

temporary One Best Way to Do Work almost without

limit.

It is not the fault of the skilled worker, if he has

not been tauglit to visualize the therbligs. that he

lias not been given sufficient incentives to enlist and
hold all of his zeal continuously, has not been taught
the .science that underlies his work, has not been in-

duced to search for the scheme of perfection, has not

lieen taught a filinar method for his knowledge that

he may have systematized improvement from his

additional experience, and has not desired to teach the

apprentices and other learners the best way that he

knew.

The results derived under the method of attack

tliat this classification emliodies liave been successful

in every kind of work in which it has been used.

It is hoped that this description of this filing classi-

fication will be of service to those who are interested

in efficiency, in making waste elimination attractive,

and in finding and enforcing the managerial conditions

which will permit The One Best Way to Do Work.
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Test of Products for Research and Sales Promotion

IX order to determine the durability and wearing
qualities of products which they manufacture, The

Paraffine Companies, Inc., have developed many j^rac-

tical methods of testing. Among other means, they

maintain a fence for testing paint, an exposure park
for testing roofing material, and operate a special and
novel device for testing linoleum, or Jabcolin.

The linoleum testing device subjects the floor cover-

ing to the same destructive wear that it would receive

if actually placed on a floor mider hard service. It

consists of a revolving wood drum having a 12 ft.

internal circumference. See Fig. 1. Samples of the

floor covering 1 ft. in width are tacked to the inside

of the drum, which is turned at the rate of 8 revolu-

tions per min.

Large pebbles of Belgian flint, a quantity of coar.se

sand, and a flat piece of steel are placed inside the

drum. These slide over the surface of the covering
as the drum is revolved, and act on the linoleum with
a pounding, grinding and cutting effect similar to the

Fig. 1 Drum kor Testing Linoleum

action of walking, the abrasion of grit, and the moving
of sharp objects in actual service. By running the
machine for a period of 14 hr. the pieces of floor cov-

ering receive a wear equivalent to that of from three to

five years' hard use on an ordinary floor.

The company has also carried on a series of street

tests with the linoleum (Pabcolin) which it manufac-
tures. These tests were run in Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco, Seattle, Portland and Xew York City. Stri|)s of

linoleum were jilaced in the street at busy corners where
heavy vehicular traffic passed over them for 12 hr. In
one test 17,000 wheels passed over one of the pieces
used.

At the close of the day the pieces of linoleum were
taken up, washed and examined in the presence of dis-

interested observers. It was found that the enamel
coating was uninjured, and that no cracks or blemishes
appeared on the surface. Scarcelv anv sitrns were

evident of the severe use Index Number

to which the strips had 66(072) Industrial products.

been put. Testing

Other than the mere
results were obtained from the experiments. The cam-

paign moved a tremendous lot of Pabcolin, stimulated

the dealer's sales, and because of the dramatic feature

of the tests, created a great deal of interest in the

product.

The test fence for paint, and the exposure park for

testing roofing material are located at the company's
plant in Oakland. The test fence is exposed to the

sea fog, salt air, and other severe conditions prevailing

in the San Francisco Bay region.

The fence consists of wooden slats between which the

panels bearing the paint samples are placed. The
panels are made of wood, glass and metal. Each panel

is given a number which corresponds to a similar num-
ber in a record room. The record s^iows when the

panels are placed in the fence, and their condition at

various times.

Tests can be carried out here in about one-third the

time required in the San Joaquin Valley, where another

test fence is maintained, because of the severity of the

exposui'e at the Oakland plant. The salt air and damp-
ness are more injurious than even the very hot weather

in the valley during the summer time.

By means of the test fences the company is able

to advise its customers which paint is best suited to with-

stand certain climate conditions. Salesmen have abso-

lute confidence in the product which they are selling,

because thej' can back up their claims with actual dem-
onstrations. Certain samples of paint can be made
and exposed on the fence under conditions determined
by the technical department of the company, and then

sent out to salesmen for use in the field.

At the exposure park samples of roofing made by the

company are expo.sed to the action of sun, wind, and
rain, and their conditions are noted and recorded from
time to time. Similar parks have also been established

in other parts of the world, including Fresno, Cali-

fornia, and India, for the purpose of studying the

weather resisting qualities in different climates. In this

way the company is able to advise customers which
roofing is best suited to withstand conditions under
which it must be used.

The company has also built a concrete tower for the

purjiose of testing concrete waterproofing material

which they manufacture. The tower is built in five

sections. Two of the sections are made of ordinary
concrete untreated with waterproofing material; one
section is made with ordinary cement mortar; one with
cement mortar containing neutral Impcrvite (made by
the company) ; and the fifth section is made with
mortar containing white Impervite and white portland
cement.

In making the tests the concrete tower is filled with
water and observations are made of the imperviousness
of the various sections. During the tests the untreated
sections leaked continually, while the sections treated

with the waterproofing material were leak proof.



Managing Maintenance Work With Economy
Methods of Taking Time Studies and Paying Bonuses

By THEODORE CLARK
Mechanical Superintendent, Eastern Manufacturing Company

THE general procedure for obtaining standard

times and placing a crew on bonus has been as

foUows: "With comparatively little preliminary

planning or analysis "Mill" time studies (as opposed

to "Theoretical"' time studies) have been started and
carried on for about three weeks. ^ During this period

—

\\ hich generally produces few. if any times of permanem
value—a set of time-study symbols and an adequate

method of working up time studies and filing results

( generally different for each crew i are developed. The
time-study man also has an opportunity to familiarize

himself with tlie names of the tools used and to become

at least slightly acquainted with the technique of the

trade being studied. After this period, a most thorough

survey of the proposition in hand is made, and also

an attempt to lay out a general plan of the work
which must be time studied to yield all the standard

times necessary for placing the work on bonus. Then
has followed a period of several months' duration in

which as many "Mill" studies have been taken as pos-

sible. At the end of this period there has been another

"stock taking." as it were, to determine, with the aid

of the then not inconsiderable knowledge of the trade

being studied which the time-study men have acquired,

what parts of the work can well be strengthened by
"Theoretical" time studies. These "Theoretical"

studies frequently lead to di.searding results and con-

clusions previously derived. From this it would appear
desirable to start "Theoretical" time studies almost

at once on starting to study a given crew. Experience
has shown, however, that the lessons learned by several

months' contact with the men and their work are too

valuable to forego for the sake of possibly saving a

month's time, and it is, therefore, only after several

months that "Theoretical" studies are started.

Methods of Attack

It should, perhaps, be stated here that, in general,

we have not attempted to teach the men their own
trade. Thus, we have assumed that we could not im-

prove on the average carpenter's use of a hammer or a

saw, and we have left the development of better methods
of the iise of these tools to the men themselves, depend-
ing on the stimulus of bonus to insure efiScient work-
manship. An exception to this occurred in our machine
shop, where we did specify standai'd speeds and feeds,

the most economical selection of these being quite

beyond the rule-of-thumb ability of any machinist on
non-repetitive work on different materials of varying
sizes.

' A previous article, of whifh this is a continuation, appeared
in ilAKAGEMEXT AXD Admixistkatiox for August 1924, p. IDl.

When the '
' Theoret- Index Number

ical" studies have been 658.58 Maintenance and repair

completed, it has been 658,5 Shop management
found necessary to pick

up "loose ends" by another month of "Mill"' studies,

"^^e are then ready to draw up our tables of standard

times and start the crew on bonus. The work described

above as applied to a single crew—blacksmith's, for

instance—has generally required two men with steno-

graphic assistance, about eight months to complete. The

standard times so obtained will allow handling from 80

to 90 per cent of the work of the crew. If two men have

been studying the crew it has been our custom to let

one of them teach the time-setters the technique of their

work and smooth out the many little (if attended to,

although fatal if neglected) grievances and misunder-

standings which the first two weeks on bonus develop.

The efforts of the other time-study man are devoted

to strengthening classes of times which are weak, and

to a close study and follow-up of the crews' earnings.

After about a month the man teaching the time-setters

is free to start work on another crew.

Tabulation of Times

The standard times, obtained as described above,

are divided into three classes which we have named
"Table" times, "Common Sense" times, and "Group"
times. Table times comprise those times affected sys-

tematically by one or more variables (as for instance

the thickness and width in cross-cut sawing spruce

boards) and capable of being developed as a chart or

table showing the effect of these variables. The tables

or charts are generally typewritten and then blue-

printed on paper with a suitable margin to allow bind-

ing. (See Fig. 11).

The term "Common Sense" times originated as a

nickname to represent a record of a single observed

time for such an operation as removing a 10 s 24 in.

solid iron pulley from the end of a 2 15/16 in. shaft.

Eventually, enough such "mongrel" operations will

have been assembled to allow the preparation of tables

to show the time required for such operations for sizes

of pulleys or shafts other than those actually studied.

At the present time, we are still a long way from

having the information necessary to do this. These

times are filed on 3 x 5 in. cards in a visible index, with

a description of the exact circumstances under which

they were observed. Thus, for the millwright crew,

about 800 of these "Common Sense" times have been

accumulated. They are not regularly used, but they

are at times very valuable. For instance, if the time

for removing an 8 x 24 in. cast iron pulley from a

299
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2 15/16 in. shaft is required, a close approximation

can readily be had from the 10 x 24 in. "Common
Sense" card. It is surprising how close an estimate

can be made of the time required to do almost any

unusual operation by carefully using this catalog of

times. Nevertheless, the use of these times is avoided

whenever it is possible to do.so, and "Table" times

relied on which are unquestionablj' more accurate.

When "Common Sense" times are used they are so

marked on the instruction card as a signal to the work-

man that the time may not fit his job, so that he may
check his work against the time allowed and claim a

damage report, if necessary.

These remarks on "estimating" times must not con-

vey the impression that the work of setting times for

repair work is largelj' a matter of guess and e.stimate.

It consists of careful analysis of the work into its

elements and the synthesis of composite times from
these demerits by the u.se of the standard element times.

There is not one job in ten in which reference must

be made to the "Common Sense" time catalog and
in this tenth case probably only one or two operations

will be so derived.

The third type of standard times has been called

"Group" times. These are largely used in construc-

tion work as short cuts. Several minutes are required

to build up the time required to construct a wooden
pier form from such elements as driving a nail and
sawing a board. In order to avoid a repetition of

this work whenever the time for building this par-

ticular form is required, a "group" card is made
out shoAving the element ojjerations and unit staiulard

times which together make up the complete operation

of building the form. This card, with complete notes

of the exact conditions of the work, is filed for refer-

ence on future work. These times are very valuable

and they become more so as time goes on and more
and more are accumidatcd, especially on construc-

tion work where to construct a building from titiit 1 iines

would be quite an arduous undertaking.

Method of Setting Times

The method of setting times can best be descril)ed

by reference to a specific instruction card.

The items and times on instruction card. Order No.
P:5 BlI CIS No. ]. Fig. 6.= were arrived at in the fol-

lowing manner : A work ticket covering this particular
millwright operation was pa.ssed by the routing stenog-

rapher to the time-setter. After reading the ticket,

to get the location of the job. tiie time-setter went to

the machine wliere the work was to be done. Determin-
ing the best method of procedure, the notes that he
took were approximately as follows: To take off pinion,
three bearing caps each secured Avith four caji holts

will have to be removed; position of l)olt heads not
readily accessible, making it difficult to woi-k wrench.
Fasten two cliain hoists overhead to raise sliaft out of
bearing. To release drive shaft, drive face wheel
ahead about six in. Eemove old ]iinion and drive on
new. To take gear off' dryer head, remove guard fas-

tened to machine by 12 cap screws and jack up dryer.

2 See :\r.sN.iOK.\iE.\T A.NT) .Vd.mini.stratiox for Aiisriist 1024,
p. 194.

Drive off gear. This practically completed the time-

setter's inspection, and he returned to the office to

write the instruction card.

The item, "Change ticket and read instructions,"

is incorporated in every instruction card as the first

item, and the time used is one of our .standard times.

The next move, in the way of preparation for doing

the work, was to get the tools and go to the joli. The
time for this was built up from three standard unit

times: walk to toolroom 0.2.5; get tools 1..30: walk to

job 1.25 (varies with location). The amount of time

allowed for studying the job was determined, to a

great extent, by the number and complexity of the

GROSS TIME TO MAKE GAIN IN HARDWOOD
Time in mmutes
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the same times "were used. The time for "remove
guards" was built up from these standard units, remove
12 cap screws 12 x 1.36 = 16.32, release guard 1.08,

place on floor 0.50. Throughout the whole instruc-

tion card the plan followed was the same as outlined

above. This card is open to criticism in that the dryer
gear was not moved to the job in advance, thus neces-

sitating delay in getting a team to do this work.
The method of getting information for instruction

card Order Xo. Vi PH500 No. 1 (Pig. 5)=^ was the

same up to the point of the time-setter inspecting the

job. In this particular case, the notes covered the facts

that in order to remove the shaft, it was necessary to

rig up two cliain hoists, to remove a belt shipper held
by eight bolts and a hood fastened by bolts to frame-
work. In writing the instruction card, the same process
of reasoning was followed as in the case cited above.

In setting times for the removal of the nuts and
lifting oif caps, two standard unit times were used,

0.48 for each nut and 0.40 for each cap. Standard
times were again used for taking off the shipper, these

being a combination of removal of nut times plus a
hea%y lifting time of 1.60 for lifting off shipper. The
hood being fastened to frame with bolts, bolt times
plus lifting and placing times gave the result of 5.46.

Pour standard units, hook on two straps at 0.50 each.
rai.se with chain-fall 3 ft. at 0.30 per ft., swing out
over truck 3.20. and lower SU ft. 0.20 per ft., covered
the whole operation "Lift out shaft".

The shaft was now in a position so workmen could
remove the clutch. To do this they were allowed a

•time of 6 to drive oft' the hub. and of 9 to drive off

the clutch, both times being obtained from cards of
"Common Sense" times. The times allowed for hook-
ing on with chain-falls and lowering with truck were
standard times in both instances. The allowed times
for taking to machine shop and tagging were arrived
at from walking time to shop plus time for tagging
work.

The amount of time including preliminary inspec-
tion, spent by the time-setter in writing these instruc-
tions ready to be typed, was approximately 30 min.
for the first job and 10 min. for the second. Because
of habitual use of the tables of standard times, in many
cases instruction cards can be written from memory.
The unit times used in arrivinsr at the gross times.
in both jobs, were more than 90 per cent standard
times. The fact that these jobs were strictly non-
repetitive, the motions to execute them very compli-
cated, and the final results of "Time Allowed" to
"Time-Taken" so closely related, certainly justify the
assertion that Standard Unit Times can be built up and
applied to this cla.ss of work.

Type of Bonus

It was anticipated that the ratio of time allowed
to time taken would vary greatly from job to job.
That is. it was anticipated that the men would alter-
nately badly '-go behind" or badly "beat" our allowed
times. It was decided, therefore, to adopt a sliding
^^^^e bonus with the amount of bonus earned deter-

3 See M.\x.\GEMEN-T AXD ADMixiSTR.\TiOX for August 1P24,
p. 193.

*

mined by the week's performances rather than by
the record of each individual job. A form was devised

on which the job number, job title, time allowed and
time taken for each and every job done by a man during
the week could be recorded. At the end of the week,

the "Time Allowed" and the "Time Taken" columns
were totaled, and the latter divided by the former.

When this ratio was equal to 1, that is, when the total

time allowed on the different jobs just equaled the total

time taken, a bonus amounting to 34 per cent of the

man's weekly day wage was paid him.

Bonus Curve

If the total time taken was 40 per cent in excess

of the time allowed, no bonus was paid; if the time
taken was greater than the time allowed, but less than
40 i)er cent in excess of the time allowed, a propor-
tionate bonus was paid. If the time taken was less

than the time allowed, a proportionately increased
bonus was paid, but at a slightly different rate, so

that a 100 per cent bonus was earned when the time
taken was one-half of the time allowed. This type
of bonus was adopted to protect a man from losing all

or a large amount of his bonu.s, if he "went behind"
a little on his individual jobs or on his week's total,

because it was felt that on repair work the uncertainty
of the work made it unfair to employ the usual methods
of bonus paj'ment.

Owing to its characteristics, this arrangement was
named "Merit" bonus. Actual practice has developed
the fact that the men rarely go behind on jobs. The
cause of this result has been twofold: first, a very
keen desire on the part of the men to "beat" every
job; and second, more accurate time-setting than was
thought possible previously.

Results

Xo description of a scheme like the above is satis-

factory or complete without a statement of the results

it yields. This particular scheme not only works, but
works well. The chief advantages are:

1. Quicker and cheaper execution of jobs.

2. Higher wages.

3. Better economy in slack times.

1. "Work is unquestionably completed more expedi-
tiously due to careful planning, jn-ocuring of materials,

and "tying-in" operations. The work is also executed
in a shorter time due to pick-up as a result of bonus.
Thus a study of over 100 repetitive jobs done on day
work and bonus over a period of two years showed a
time taken of 7233.04 hr. on day work and 3331.21 lir.

on bonus with a monetary saving (including allow-

ance for all increase in overhead due to I'outing and
bonus) of $1535.58 on this particular lot of jobs. It

has also been found that the more careful preparation
of jobs required to allow setting test times, neces-

sitating as it does, physical inspection of the work to

be done, has resulted in better planning.
2. The average earning on bonus jobs amounts to 43

per cent increase over day work. An average of 90
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per cent of all Mork done is handled on bonus, so the

net increase in wages amounts to 39 per cent. This

high wage has placed the company in a very strong

position in the local labor market. "While it is a fact

that the men feel they "earn every cent" of this high

wage as a result of increased and more efficient effort

on their part (resulting in the execution of jobs in

somewhat less than one-half the time required on

day work) it is also a fact that they get a pay envelope

substantially fatter than those of neighboring concerns

and, in the last analysis, this is what counts when
more men are needed by this company or its competitors

in the labor market. This company has not lost a single

man of the mechanical department bonus crews since

bonus started four years ago as a result of men leaving

for "other employment" vhere wages icere a con-

sideration.

3. Generally routing and bonus schemes are criticized

as being expensive during slack times. It is a fact

that the "hourly rate" or total cost of work per hour

is higher with a small crew than with a large. This

is true with the usual "straight-line" organization

although to a lesser degree. However, one unlooked-for

saving of great importance has arisen during slack

periods as a result of bonus. When work became slack

under the day work scheme, this condition was sensed

by the men, and the tendency on their part to "make
the job last" was found to be a very hard thing to

combat. With bonus, on the other hand, this condition

is done away with, the men working full blast as long

as the work holds out when the junior men in the crew
are laid off or transferred.

In conclusion, it should be said that the success of

this scheme has been due in a large degree to sub-

stituting a very real measure of loyal co-operation

between the men on the job, their foremen, and the

men in the planning department, for the sometimes-en-

countered straiglit-laeed adherence to the exact func-

tions as laid down in standing orders for the execution

of the various parts of the work.

Conveyor Installation in a Fiber- Box Plant

THE applications of material handling equipment
have become so universal that few plants are now

without some form of mechanical device to take care

of their lifting, transporting, and storing operations. It

can be said in almost every case that a concern with-

out equipment of this nature is not keeping pace with
the times.

Conversely, the greater the amount of such apparatus

Index Number

628.281 Mechanical handling

gained by deferring to

make the installation.

Usually reductions in

handling costs becomes apparent at once, and apparatus

previously perhaps classed as a luxui-y becomes finally

a necessity and a money-maker. Even the unusual

eases where no cost reduction is in prospect, but only

convenience is assured, probably in the end will show
up as dollar-savers.

The Traung Lithograph Company, manufacturers of

corrugated shipping containers, have found it profitable

to install handling mechanisms. In Fig. 1 are shown,

at the right, cases delivered on a lift platform and ready

for shipment. The handle of one of the lift-trucks is

visible at the left of the illustration. In the center is

located the conveyor which carries these eases from the

basement to the floor above. The feed end of this con-

veyor is a gravity roUer section which discharges to a

chain and bar combination serving as an inclined lift.

When the cases reach the uj^per floor, as shown in

Fig. 2, they are received by a gravity conveyor which
carries them out through the window directly into the

freight car for transportation to the consumer.

Fig. 1 (.JKAVITV .\:.ij Chain (Ju-nvi.vuk roa Ca.se.s

employed in a plant the more up to date the firm

usually is. It is pcssible, of course, to install a

heterogenous collection of devices without regard to the
work they are to perform, the hours of probable service,

their relation to other labor-saving units with which
they must operate, and their ability to stand up under
hard service with a minimum of breakdowns and re-

pairs. Apparatus which intelligent and careful inves-

tigation shows to be ill-suited to the work in hand should
not be bought.

But when a study proves the advantages of me-
chanical equipment over hand methods, nothing is Fig. 2 Conveyor Takes Cases Through 'Wixdow to Gas



Progress Charts of the Vector Type
By F. J. SCHLIXK

Mechanical Engineer

THE necessity for finding a progress-of--«"ork chart

of a more flexible and widely useful natm-e than

existing types, led to the development of one

based on a new plan of recording, which offers certain

advantages over previous types. ^ It has been found

adaptable to a number of uses not hitherto conveniently

met by progress-charting methods. For example, it has

been employed for tracing the flights and return of car-

rier pigeons; for tracing 150,000 vouchers through the

auditing routine of the Ordnance Department of the

Army in closing Tip the contracts connected with war-

time ordnance manufacture ; in the militarj' information

services for following the course of military technical

documents circulated to various service units; and at

The Bureau of Standards for following the progress of

important military and other testing work during the

war and after.

The chart shows the bearing of three different related

points upon each other (See Fig. 1) : (a) the material to

be examined or tested; (&) the stages of action which
take place in connection with that material, and (c) the

dates upon which the stages of action take place. The
method of recording these three factors will be plain

without special explanation bj' reference to the figure,

which shows the simplest form of the chart. Note that

each advance in the status of the work is indicated bj'

one unit (45 deg.) of clockwise rotation of the record

mark in the date square. The last column headed "S"
(Summation) may be used, if desired, to record the

total of actions, or the last action, to date.

1 The first design of this chart was described in the FranVUn
Institute Journal, ilay 1918. The present article describes new
developments brouglit about by more extensive applications.

Index Number

658.532 Progress charts

This chart provides

for a convenient and
graphic means of re-

cording promised or ex-

pected actions. For instance, if work is followed uji

before completion and a promise obtained as to the

date on which anj- given stage of the work is to be

completed, this is indicated by a dotted line in the cor-

responding date space, in the proper direction, as on

October 8 in the example of Fig. 1. If the promise

is met on the date assigned, a solid line is drawn over

the dotted ones; if not, the dotted line remains as

evidence of the promise, and a solid line is drawn in the

date space for the day when the action was in fact

carried out.

If it is decided that a given phase of the work should

be followed up on a certain date, if not completed by
that time, a circle may be drawn about the central dot

in the square for that date. "When the follow-up is

actually carried out, the horizontal diameter of that

circle is drawn. Note the example under October 7, of

Fig. 1.

This type of chart offers an important advantage over

anj^ other that has been noted, in the matter of follow-up

of delayed items. Each day, it is a simple matter to

follow down the appropriate date column and pick up
at a glance every item that is entered as needing follow-

up that day. The chart is printed in light green to

allow the entries to stand out without confusion.

The headings given on the specimen represent, of

course, but one of a large number of possible applica-

tions of the method. For instance, it can be used for

tracing important orders through the shop, special let-

Joi>

No.
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ters or complaints through a corresponclence or infor-

mation department, estimates through the sales engi-

neering department, and drawings through the drafting-

room. The time scale may. of course, be changed to suit

the needs of the woi-k. For slow, long-drawn-out jobs

the horizontal unit may be two days or a week, instead

of one day; in other kinds of work one- or two-hour

time units may be demanded.
Usually the number of syml)ols provided for in Fig. 2

will supply all minuteness of detail that will be needed

in practice, but in the exceptional instance where more
than 36 steps are necessary, a combination of a letter or

number with the line symbol will provide all the entries

for which there could be any possible use. The line



Applying The Gantt Chart in France
Progress and Layout Charts Have Increased Output

of Automobiles and Rifles

By SERGE HERANGER
Chief Engineer, SociH4 Anonyme (ies Anciens Eiablissemcnts Eotchliss S[ Cic

AMONG the American pioneers in the scientific

l\ organization of svork, the name of Gantt is one

X -*- of the most honored in France. Gantt has

always been considered in this country as representing

a special factor in modern industrial methods—a factor

which although closely connected with the Taylor con-

cept of scientific management, still forms an original

contribution to the improvement of industrial methods.

In later years, especially, the attention of the more

progressive industrial circles in France has been called

to the remarkable work accomplished by Gantt in the

way of scientific control as illustrated by a special

method of charting.

The attention of the Societe Anonyme des Anciens

fitablissements Ilotchkiss & Cie was called to this recent

development of the Gantt Chart bj' a book written by

Index Number

658.3 Gantt chart

Wallace Clark.^ The
Vice-President of the

Societe Hotchkiss,
Laurence V. Benet, an American by birth and educa-

tion, who has spent a great part of his life in France,

was struck by the practical possibilities of the Gantt
method of charting as set forth by ^Vallace Clark, and
he decided to put this method into practice in the

works of the company. He entrusted the task of

installing the method to the writer of this article.

The Gantt Chart has given the management of the

Societe an efficient means of controlling the progress

of work, and has proved beyond question its value as

an important factor in increased production.

1
'

' The Gantt Chart.

'
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The interest of the application of the Gantt Chai't

in the Hotehkiss Works in France is due to the fact

that it was applied in two separate establishments

belonging to the Societe and whose scope and kind of

products are entirely different. One of these estab-

lishments, situated at Saint-Denis, near Paris, produces
automobiles. In the other at Levallois-Perret, also near

Paris, are manufactured the Hotehkiss machine gun
and machine rifle. As a result of the difference in the

products, the characteristics of machine work in the
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Fig. o Machine-Rifle Assembling Progress Chart

For July 450 rifles were scheduled and for August 500. The last line of each chart shows that the output was actually

attained.

two establishments are also quite different. An auto-

mobile chassis is composed, as a rule, of a great quan-

tit}' of parts but, with a few exceptions, the number
of machine operations on each of these parts is rela-

tively few and simple. In the Hotchkiss machine rifle

(taking this as an example), on the contrary, the

number of parts is small but. as a rule, each part

comprises a large number of machine operations.

The first task that was taken up was to decide which

types of charts should be adopted to give the best prac-

tical results in each of the plants. After a close study

of the organization of the work in the shops it was
decided to establish the following charts

:

1. At the Saint-Denis Works (automobiles)

:

(a) The Progress Chart as applied to the stores

department.

(6) The Layout Chart as ai)plied to macliine tool

production.

2. At the Levallois-Perret Works (machine gun
works) :

(a) The Layout Chart as applied to machine tool

production.

{h ) The Progress Chart as applied to machine tool

work done daily on each individual part of

machine rifle,

(c) The Progress Chart as apiilied to the machine

rifle assembling department.

In this article are reproductions of specimens of

each of the above charts as they were actually con-

structed by the chart office, adding a few explanatory

words for each. ^Ye trust that altliough the indica-

tions given on the charts are in P^reueh. this will not

prevent the clear comprehension of the examples shown.

Stores Department Progress Chart (Fig. 1)

The automobile chassis is divided into groups of

parts, the groups being essentially as follows:

Engine (Moteur)

Clutch (Embrayage)

Gear box (Bo'ite de vitesses)

Eear axle (Essieii moteur)

Steering gear (Direction)

Front axle (Essieu Avant)

Frame ( Chassis

)

Gasoline tank (Reservoir a essence)

The examjile given relates to the gear box or rather

to part only of tlie gear box in order to economize space.

The orders were issued for raw material (rough

eastings, forgings, etc.) so that deliveries should be

made in predetermined quantities during each suc-

cessive period of two weeks. The required quantities

are .shown as usual in single and accumulative numbers

on the chart and correspond to each period (April 2

and 16—May 1 and 16). As shown by the fine lines,

the deliveries were in some eases irregular—some of

the parts coming in in large quantities according to

schedule while others were not delivered on time. This

is especially true of the drive shaft (arhre primaire).

Machine Tool Work Layout Chart (Fig. 2)

A chart of this type was made out for each of the

main parts of the machine rifle. The example shown
relates to the breech block (culasse mobile). The
machine tool work comprises 55 consecutive operations,

most of tliese being milling operations (fraisage). The
scheduled monthly output was 572 pieces. The dotted

lines show the parts in stock, manufactured before the
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chart -was first made out. As is usual in the Gantt

Chart the lentrth of lines show, according to scale,

the number of parts manufactured compared with

scheduled output. The space between two consecutive

vertical lines corresponds to 23 parts for the month

of July and 22 parts for tlie month of August.

Machine Tool Work Layout Chart (Fig. 3)

The example shown relates to work done on a battery

of Potter and Johnston Automatic Lathes. It will

be observed that for certain of these machine tools

the chart shows a scheduled interval of one day between

two consecutive jobs. This interval was allow^ed pur-

posely for setting up the machine for the next part to

be produced. On each line is marked the name of the

part to be machined according to schedules. The

spaces marlced "R" show the time set apart for repairs.

The schedule was prepared for the entire month of

June. But in the middle of this month the shop under-

went a complete change of Organization which accounts

for the interruption of the chart lines.

Daily Machine Tool Work Progress Chart (Fig. 4)

This chart shows the work accomplished daily on

every part of the machine rifle as compared with sched-

uled output. The lines that overlap show the output

ahead of schedule at certain dates. By comparing

this chart with the Machine Tool Work Layout Chart

described above, it is easy to find out the cause of delay

for such parts as were behind the schedule. On exam-

ining Fig. i it is seen that certain parts are behind

time, for instance the "gas plug" (ivise de gaz), the

"breech lock connecting link" (biellette), and the

"firing pin" (pcrcuteur). The trouble was, in the

first case, a lack of accuracy in the drilling of the gas

channels in the plug, and for the two others, defective

heat treatment. By constantly calling attention to the

delay in output this chart very materially helped by

calling immediate attention to difficulties as they

occurred.

As stated previously the dotted lines show the parts

in stock manufactured before the Gantt Chart was

first adopted.

Machine-Rifle Assembling Progress Chart (Fig. 5)

The scheduled output was 450 machine rifles for

July and 500 for August. Although the last line

shows that this output was actually obtained this result

was in reality due to the fact that parts already in

stock before the chart was made out, were used for

assembling tlie rifles. As a matter of fact some more

or less serious stoppages occurred for certain parts,

such as the "hand guard" {garde-main), the "strip

abutment" {levier arrefoir). and the "breech block"

(culassc mohile). All this was clearly demonstrated by

the chart and the proper steps were taken accordingly,

to remove the causes of the delay.

Progress- of-Work Board for Repair Jobs

MAINTENANCE and repair work are coming in

for their share of planning, scheditling. time and
.job analysis, and the other elements of management that

already are extensively in use for regular production

activities. Particularly when repair work is done in a

shop equipped for the purpose, rather than at the place

where the machine or apparatus requiring the worlc is

located, it is possible to apply principles successful in

manufacturing oi^erations.

A western automobile repair shop has devised a prog-

ress-of-work board much like the production control

hoard adopted for keeping track of manufacturing prog-

ress throughout a plant. A picture of this board is

shown in Fig. 1. At the left is a column containing

holders for the insertion of work slips on which are re-

corded the owner's name, license number, and job num-
ber for each car \nuler repair. The rest of the boartl is

ruled oft' into squares—horizontally by jobs, vertically

by nature of work.

The fir.st .six vertical columns are headed with the days
of the week, and alongside of each job a pin is stuck in

the board tuider the day on which the work is promised
for completion. The remaining vertical columns are

grouped by atitomobile parts into sections headed

—

motor, clutch, transmission, propellor shaft and line

drive, differential, wheels, brakes, rear axle, front axle

and steering gear, springs, and miscellaneous.

The coh;mns under each group are headed to show the

details of work to be done on the automobile. Thus, the

Index Number

658.532 Progress chart

lioard. under each column

17 items under motor are

labeled—rebore, b e a r -

ings, valves, tune ttp,

valve lifters, etc.

Pins are sttick in the

which describes work to be done, and on the hori-

zontal line for the particular machine to be repaired.

When each part of the job is completed the workman
removes the corresponding pin. The foreman can tell

at a glance just how mtich work is ahead of his men
on each automobile and for the shop as a whole.

While developed for the special work of automobile

repairs, this progress-of-work board is directly adapt-

able to repair work in manufacturing plants. It is

easy to make and saves time and money from the start.

Fig. 1 Control Bo.^rd iok |;i:i"aik Work



THE EDITORS' PAGE
Putting It Up to the Coal Consumer

THE report of the special committee of the Amer-
ican Engineering Council, reviewed in these pages

in the August issue, places the initiative for bettering

our coal situation upon the coal consumers. The cure
is

—

Store Coal! To make this possible deliveries

should be ordered on a uniform monthly schedule. It

is gratifying to see the general acceptance of the prac-

ticability of this program as shown bj' newspaper
editorial comment:

Philadelphia Bulletin

What the engineers suggest is appHed eommou sense.

Cleveland Times
There has long been a belief in the minds of those giving

(he coal problem serious consideration that eventually storage
of coal -n-ould save the eountiy from dangers of shortage
in times of unusual demand or -when strikes should hold
up production at the mines or distribution by railroads.

Just how this sensible proposal could be carried out in a prac-
ticable way, however, has never before been worked out on
a scientific basis.

Dayton Neics

After everything is said and done it must be perfectly
apparent to any serious thinking individual that this matter
of supply and demand with the coal situation revolves about
the subject of the possibilities and proprieties of shortage.
When we have learned this lesson the solution to the coal

problem will be easier.

Chicago News
The report of the coal-storage committee of the American

Engineering Council, which has received the approval of
federal, state, and local agencies, is not open to criticism.

This interesting document deserves the attention of every
coal consumer in the country. Indeed, it is chiefly addressed
to the consumers. It advocates the policy of annual pur-
chases of coal on the basis of uniform monthly deliveries.

The idea is novel and worthy of the body of distinguished
engineers from which it emanates.

Columbus Journal

The suggestions made ai-e good. The difficulty will be to

induce coal consumers in large numbers to act upon them.
People hate to spend their money for necessities until they
positively have to. And it is a little hard sometimes to

make them see, and to act accordingly, that they are them-
selves in no small degree responsil)Ie for troubles which
they have been wont to blame with angry enthusiasm upon
the vested interests.

Springfield, III., Begister

A suggestion made in the report of the coal storage com-
mittee of the American Engineering Council is worthy of the
attention of every coal consumer in the country as well as
opei-ators and miners. Coal mine operators and coal-trade

.iournals have urged consumers to buy and store coal during
the late spring and summer months as one means of
stabilizing the industry, but the connection between that

recurrent jslea and the paramount problem of the industry

is not always sufficiently emphasized.

Springfield, Mass., Union
The point emphasized is to get much of the year's supply

of coal to the actual place of consumption during the season

of the smallest consumption. This is in line with the advice

recently extended to Massachusetts consumers of anthracite

by Chairman Hultman of the Commission of the Necessaries

of Life, who strongly urged summer buying as the most
practical method of obviating a fuel famine and as a pre-

ventive of the price inflation that usually accompanies a

coal shortage.

Seattle Times

The feature of the report which deals with the plan to

store coal during the summer months in order to relieve

the railroads in the fall, at a time when they are moving the

country's crops, has a special interest for the Pacific North-

^^'est. It was demonstrated last year that danger of car

shortages can be materially lessened by the movement of

such commodities as can be readily stored during the com-
paratively cpiiet period of summer. With this part of the

year's work out of the way, the transportation lines can

devote virtually all their motive power to the movement of

crops.

If these editorial opinions are indications of a grow-

ing ]niblic ojiinion the coal situation will soon be up to

the consumer in an inescapable way.

To add emphasis to it all there is impending a

"grand hustle" for next winter's coal, if not an actual

panic. The Department of Commerce and Interstate

Commerce Commission have already issued warnings.

The rate of production and deliveries of bitinninous

coal to consumers for 1924 if unaccelerated will yield

a total some 50.000.000 tons below the average of the

past seven years (excluding the strike year of 1922).

Conclusions based on an extensive engineering in-

vestigation, experience of those who know the opera-

tion of the coal industry, opinions of the public press,

force of circumstances—all these combine to put the

industrial coal situation squarely up to the consumer.
"We may confidently expect im]n-ovement, for no man
will refuse to help himself, once the way is clearly

before him.

The Plant Library as a Productive Factor

IT would 1)0 hard to find an industrial jilant of im-

jiortance without its library—purely technical books

perhaps, relating to the particular industry, or more
broadly and better based, covering a wider range of

information, but in either ease a plant library.

While the importance of the library is recognized,

its best utilization is not so well understood. It should

be looked upon as a storesroora of information almost

as valuable to the plant activities as the storesroom of

material itself. And it should be handled in much the

.same way. Its information is of undoubted value but

310
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only -when it is used, and to the extent to which it is

used. If its information is only accessible to those Mho
are already so well informed and of sufficient leisure

to be able to "dig out" the desired information them-

selves its usefulness is greatly restricted. If it is not

kept up to date and supplied with all the information

that should be found there, it fails again of its greatest

usefulness.

The recognized ideal of the public library is that of

an information service. In a recent address before

the Special Libraries Association, A. E. Bostwick of

the St. Louis Public Library, brought this idea out

in some detail. Speaking of library service to special

groups he says

:

Service to a group iueludes purchase of books on the

subjects in which they are interested, making them available

in or out of the library, calling attention to them through

the catalogue or otherwise, rendering information service

directly by telephone or in writing. . . .

Material required for this use goes beyond the printed

book and includes catalogues, pamphlets, leaflets, and manu-
script material. Information service by telephone is very

effective. Effort should be made to have it rapid and

accurate and to inform the incjuirer when he may expect

his answer if this requires much search.

This ideal of information service applies to the plant

library qttite as forcefully as to the public library. It

should, as already intimated, be as carefully arranged

and classified and indexed as is the storesroom of

material. It shotild also be as carefully and adeqtiately

sttpplied with up-to-date information, so that any rea-

sonable requisition upon it can be satisfied promptly

and adequately.

From Conftision to Order

DR. MICHAEL PUPIX gives a most instructive

picture of the physical foundation of organic life

in an article entitled "From Chaos to Cosmos" in the

July issue of Scribner's Magazine. L'pon this fottnda-

tion and the laws for its co-ordination are built our

management fundamentals and their application.

Pttpin refers to the Newtonian law of action between

material bodies and to the ]\Iaxwellian laws of elec-

trical motions, saying that "they are the splendid otit-

come of long-continued efforts of the human intellect

during a period of nearly 400 years" and "a more
complete analysis of the beauty of law and order in

the co-ordinated phj'sical world was never given bj'

mortal man". He shows the dift'erence between the

orbital motion of a planet, which is co-ordinated, and
the motion of the molecule of a hot body interfered

with by countless collisions with the motions of neigh-

boring molecules, which is an example of non-co-

ordinated motion.

He then refers to the work of Sadi Carnot, pointing
out that the steam-engine is the oldest co-ordinator

studied by man and that its development marked the

beginning of a new science. In this setting the steam-
engine is a co-ordinator of the non-co-ordinated molec-
ular energy of steam ; a transformer of the activity of

a molecular chaos into a cosmos of co-ordinated activitv.

the chaotic activity of the microcosm into co-ordinated

activit}- of the macrocosm.

This same philosophic thought underlies the develop-

ment of management. The continuing attempt has been

to formulate new concepts in industry dealing with the

confused efforts of human beings. No imaginable law

of action can describe the activities of a single in-

dividual, closely surrounded as he is by scores or

hundreds of other workers, but his activities and

eiforts can be directed along predetermined plans and

can be made to achieve a worthy object.

In a phrase, management has tried to reduce con-

ftision to order; to change from " hit-or-miss, " "rule-

of-thumb, " "by-guess and by-goUy," methods to

scientific observation, analysis, and calculation.

Accepting the concept that the steam-engine or steam

turbine transforms the chaotic force of heat into con-

trolled power, it is not difficitlt to trace a parallel with

the concept of management

:

Management
Physical Development Development

Steps in transforming cha- Steps in transforming cha-

otic force of heat into con- otic efforts of industrial

trolled power. executives and workers

into co-ordinated work.

1. Confine chaotic force in 1- Confine unplanned ef-

steam boiler or other pres- forts within boundaries

sure vessel throtigh functionalization.

2. Apply force in given di- 2. Apply effort through

rectiou; against piston of methods and systems to

reciprocating engine or accomplish predetermined

blades of steam turbine. result.

3. Secttre reliable, efficient 3. Secure co-ordinated, effi-

mechanical power. cient mental and manual
labor.

Result: Result:

Power used to promote Work in industry to pro-

httman welfare. duce goods for the service

of mankind.

An American physicist, Gibbs, discovered the mathe-

matical method by which we can calculate that part

of non-co-ordinated energy which is available for co-

ordinated external service. In like manner, our knowl-

edge of management fundaments has been unfolding.

Each shows how to achieve the beauty of law and
order in human affairs and make non-co-ordinated

energv render service.

Management Week, October 20 to 25. 1924

THE general subject of JManagement Week this year

is to be "Bettor I\Ianagement Through Budgeting."

^Meetings will be held in 65 cities under the direction

of the American Management Association, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. National Association

of Cost Accountants, Society of Industrial Engineers,

and the Taylor Society, assisted by local Chambers of

Commerce, Rotary, Kiwanis, and Lions Clubs, and civic

organizations. Schools and colleges will be encouraged
to develop meetings and talks will be arranged for,

if possible, from the large radio broadcasting stations.
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our readers essential facts regarding items
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indexed according to the Dewey Decimal
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for future reference. The editors «-ill be
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Pay-roll Machine

W KITING Index Number
651.264 Mechanical

calculations
a p a y

check, pay
check stub, pay-roll, and individual

pay I'eeord card at one operation and

at a high rate of speed has been made
possible by the development of a new
carriage for the Public Utilities

machine made by Burroughs Adding

Machine Company. Pay envelopes

can be written instead of checks with

equal ease.

Speed and simplicity are the fea-

tures claimed by the manufacturers.

Fig. 1 Pay-roll Machin'e

Wlien Ujunes, addresses, and similar

material have been filled in on the

pay-roll forms previously, the

machine will handle the necessary

computations and print actual pay-

roll data for about 150 checks an

hour. Simplicity is obtained by

making the operation largely auto-

matic. The operator uses the key-

lioard only twice to accomplish all

the computations and printing of

one set of forms. The rest of the

operation is done automatically by

the machine when the operator de-

presses the operating bar.

The essential features of the new
carriage are two chutes that permit

The pay reeoi'd card and pay check to

be dropped down in front of the pre-

viously inserted pay-roll sheet lutt

not around the platen. The sheet

receives a carbon impression of the

figures printed on the pay check

-'ub. The record card and pay check

are automatically stopped at the

right position when they are dropped

in the chute.

The operator sets up on the key-

lioard the amount earned by the em-

ployee, any deductions to be made,

and then depresses the operating bar.

The machine prints the figures on

the pay record card (See 1 Fig. 2),

then automatically tabulates to the

left, and repeat prints the same

figures on the pay check stub, and,

by carbon impression, on the pay-roll

siieet (;? and 3 Fig. 2). Then the

Ad<

Yes
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operator sets up on the keyboard

any further deductions and the

amount due to the employee, and
presses the ojierating bar a second

time. These figures are printed on

the check stub and pay-roll shee».

The machine then automatically

tabulates to the left and prints the

last figure set up on the keyboard

on the pay check. First is printed

the amount in dollars only, then the

amount in cents only, and finally the

amount of both dollars and cents {2

Fig. 2). and the operation on that

check is completed.

After printing in the third posi-

tion on the cheek the carriage auto-

matically spaces the pay-roll sheet

up one line, returns to position for

printing the next pay record card,

and tilts back to facilitate removal

of the card and cheek just printed

and insertion of new ones.

Several safeguards and checks on

accuracy are provided automatically

by the machine. When the pay
cheek is printed the machine auto-

matically prints ciphers in the dollar

space if the amount is less than one

dollar and prints extra dollar marks
when the amount is less than .'j^lOO

as shown in the sample cheek of Fig.

2. If there are no cents or no deduc-

tions to be made ciphers are auto-

matically printed to facilitate re-

cheeking. The machine, in automati-

cally spacing the pay-roll sheet after

each check is written, brings the

name of the next employee just above

the line finder so the operator can

cheek it with that appearing on the

record card and check he is about to

insert in the machine. While the

machine is printing cheeks it is auto-

matically totaling the amounts of

each column on the pay-roll sheet.

\Mien a sheet is filled out, depressing

the totaling key prints the totals at

the foot of each column, thus provid-

ing a quick check on the work.

Portable Meters

SPECIAL Index Number

portable 621.3173 Vohmeters
thermo t j' p e

voltmeters and niiUiamiiipters ."••"

now on the market. Important appli-
cations of these instruments are the

measurement of high frequency cir-

cuits of moderately low capacity and
also low voltage alternating enr-

lent measurements of ordinary fre-

quencies.

The General Electric Company.
who makes the meters, has used the

D'Arsonval instrument element,

mounted in a standard case. This

Fig. 1 PoRT-VELE Meter

element is actuated, however, from
a vacuum thermocouple, located in-

side the carrying case, thus making
the instrument self-contained.

Voltmeters are being made iu

ranges from 0.75 to 150 volts and
milliammeters can be built for either

20, 25. or 30 milliamperes. The volt-

meters are designed to stand loads of

2.3 to 50 per cent in excess of the

normal ratings. All the instruments

are highly damped. The resistance

of the voltmeters is approximately
40 olims per volt.

Dump Express Body
Index Number

658.281 Industrial

trucks

AD u :m p
body for

attachment to

Ford one-ton truck chassis, which
can dump its load and return to

liorizontal while the truck is in mo-
tion, is being manufactured by the

Griseom - Russell Company. It is

called the Jitfy Dump Express Body.

The driver can operate the body
from his seat, the tail gate opening

automatically when the body reaches

an angle of 45 deg. and closing again

on its return to normal position. It

can be furnished with side boards,

center division gate, lift and brake

attachment, and coal chute tail gate

for hauling coal, cement, or similar

)iiaterial.

The entire body consists of Xo. 10

gage reinforced steel, electrically

welded. Body and sides are one

piece with no seams. A channel iron

sub-frame is electrically welded to

tlie body. It is attached to the truck
chassis by 4 bolts supplied with
body. Its capacity is l^/i eu. j'd., its

weight, empty, 700 lb. It is 72 in.

long, 44 in. inside width, 4 ft. 7 in.

high from ground to top of body
when mounted on chassis. Center
of load is 5 in. forward of rear axle.

Soot Blower Head
ASCOT Index Number

b 1 w e r 621.61 Soot blower

head which dis-

charges steam at full pressure

throughout the entire arc of rota-

Di MP Express Bouv

Soot Blower Head

tion of the element, and wiiieh is

easily operated is being manufac-
tured by the Bayer Company. The
first condition is obtained by a

cylindrical screw and sleeve mech-
anism connecting the valve, shaft.
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and operating chain which ojjens the

valve .so that steam at full pressure

is being di.seharged from the nozzles

befoi'e the soot blower element com-

mences to rotate.

Ease of operation is obtained pri-

marily through a balanced valve ar-

rangement by which a force of only

2] lb. is required to open a 2 in.

valve, with boiler pressure of 200 lb.

per sq. in. which may be compared
with a force of 706 lb. necessary for

operation without this feature. A
worm drive is employed for operat-

ing the blower head, which is inde-

pendent of the valve operating mech-

anism.

This soot blower head can be in-

stalled easily and takes up littl"

space, protruding only 12 in. beyond
the boiler wall.

hooks, from any suppoi't or from
an overhead troUev svstem.

Indu.strial Electric

urnace

Index Number
621.365 Electric

furnaces

AX i n d u s-

. trial,
hearth t y p e,

electric furnace for operation up to

1850 deg. fahr. has been developed

Sand Riddle

AP K T - Index Number

ABLE 621.7241 Foundry

sand riddle ^and

with which, the manufacturers

claim, one man can riddle more

sand than 10 men can by hand,

is being marketed by the Maroa
Manufacturing Company. It con-

sists of a framework for sup-

porting a standard size foundry rid-

dle which is given a vigorous recij)-

rocating motion by a % hp. electric

motor operating through steel-cut

gears and an eccentric. Reciprocat-

Fia. 1 Portable Sand Riddle

ing parts are of hardened steel and
bra.ss. Supporting arm is mild

steel. Bearings are covered with

dust-proof caps. Cable with switch

is included as part of motor equip-

ment. Kiddle is easily removed for

emptying or changing to one of

different size mesh. The machine
can be suspended by means of 2

Fig. 1 Industrial Electric Furnace

1 y Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company. It is well suited

for such operations as annealing,

hardening, tempering, normalizing,

carbonizing, case hardening, vitreous

enameling, and lab-

oratory work. Auto-

matic control is pro-

vided by means oi

which a temperature

within abotit 1 per

cent of any desired

I)oint may be kept as

long as necessary.

This makes it possible

to du])licat(' heating

conditions and enables

a jH-edetermined man-
ufacturing schedule

to be carried out.

The muffle jilates, which completely

cnclo.se the heating chamber, are per-

forated so that heat is radiated

directly from the heating element to

the charge. These ekMuents consist

of S-bend coils of nickel-chromium

wire placed on all sides of the heat-

ing chamber. The muffle plates do

not carry anv weight. The door of

the furnace is suspended by a chain,

\\liich, being always on the circum-

ference of an arc at the end of the

operating handle, maintains a posi-

tion directly over the center of the

door and prevents the door sticking

in its guides when it is opened or

closed.

Gasoline Tractor

AD I S A D - Index Number

VANTAGE 621,281 Industrial

f electrical "^"'^'^^

tractors is that their operation is

limited to the .storage capacity of

their batteries and to a relatively

short distance from the source of

electrical energy. To overcome this

the Keliance Trailer and Truck Com-
pany has developed a tractor whose
niotive power is a gasoline engine.

It is about the size of the usual elec-

tric tractor, being 6 ft. 6 in. long,

50 in. wide, and having a 42 in, tread

and 50 in, wheel base. It can turn in

a circle of 12 ft. diameter,

A heavy steel bumper plate pro-

tects the radiator from damage so

that it can be used for pushing as

well as for towing. ]Motive powei-

Fig. 1 Gasoline Tractor

is a Ford engine geared down to give

a maximum speed of 11 miles an hr. A
5 or 6 ton load mounted on 4 wheels

can be towed easily and if heavier

loads are desired a ballast box is pro-

vided for adding additional weight

to give more tractive power. The
engine is cooled liy a centrifugal cir-

culating p\uuping system ojierating

in conjunction with the fan. Inter-

nal drive is used, which gives more
direct transmission of power to

A\heels and encloses all working part.s

in a dust - proof, grease - filled

chamber. Regular equipment in-

cludes fenders, spring seat, and cozy

and comfortablv fitted back.
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Flexible Coui)lino:s

Index Number
621.825 CouplingsIX the design

of direct

connected
nuii-hineiy the use of a rifrid coupliiiir

01 a continuous rigid shaft is difficult

since it is costly to obtain perfect

initial alignment and subsequent

operation is quite likely to result in

misalignment. A coupling designed

to give a degree of flexibility to the

drive and especially adapted for use

at extreme high speeds is being mar-
keted by Smith and Serrell. It is

called the Francke High Speed Type
Flexible Coupling. See Fig 1.

Like other types of Francke Coup-
lings, flexibility in all directions

—

angular, off-center, endwise, and tor

sional—is obtained by the standard

laminated spring construction. This

coupling is made of steel and is ac-

cessible for inspection or repairs

vithout moving either of the con-

nected machines. Sizes from 2 in. to

7''4 in. bore are standard with rat-

ings from 6^0 to 98 hp. per 100

r. p. m.

Smith and Serrell is also market-

ing a pressed steel type Francke flex-

ible coupling designed for use with

fractional horsepower motor drives.

It is a 3-part. all metal, coupling con-

sisting of two similar pressed steel

flanges and a center spring cross. It

is flexible in all directions and exten-

sible endwise. Sizes manufactui'ed

are for shafts up to % in. diam. and
for motor drives up to 1 hp. at 1800

r. ]). m. See Fig 2.

o";

Benoti Drill

ERA- Index Number

TORS of 621.95 Drills

machine shojjs,

pattern shops, garages, and other

work places where drilling forms a

considerable part of the work will be

interested in the 10 in. Junior !Motor

Fig. 1 High Speed Type Couplings

Fig. 2 Pressed Steel Type Flexible Couplings

Fig. 1 ilOTOR-DRiVEN Bench Drill

Driven Drill recently

placed on the market

by the Buffalo Forge

Company. It is small

and requires little

space. The makers
claim that accurate

macliining together

w i t li an improved
drive has resulted in a

perfectly balanced

and f| n i e t running

unit, even when oper-

ating at highest speed.

The new drive con-

sists of a 1/4 hp., IT.jO

r. 11. m. motor with

jHilleys keyed to the

motor shaft. The
sjiindle runs in a

large bronze bushing
with a 2A Jacobs

chuck. Two speeds

are provided and
shifting from one to

the other is accom-

plished without using

tools, because the idler works with a

snap socket. The drill has a cast

iron frame and an 8 in. diameter
table movable horizontally and ver-

tically. Noi'mal driving speeil is 550
r. p. m. Height of drill is 271/2 in-,

capacity-holes up to '-^s in., net

weight 66 lb.

Air Coolers and Nozzle

THE Spray Index Number

Engineer - 621.51 Air cooling

ing Company
lias developed a tubular cooler for

cooling the ventilating air for elec-

tric turbo-generators, which is de-

signed for use where the available

cooling water is not fit to spray in

the air. For instance, where very

muddy r' s a 1

1

water must be

used this cooler

eliminates the
danger of mud or

salt deposits in-

side the genera-

tor. It is the

same in appear-

ance as the Spraco
type-V coolers but

cools the air by
contact through a

set of condenser

tubes which are

placed in the path

of the air approx-

imately in the
same location as

the nozzles in the

type-V cooler. A
small quantity of

fresh spray water
is recirculated and
sprayed into the

air just above the

tubular cooler.
This wets the out-

side of the tubes,

thus increasing the rate of heat

transfer. The manufacturers claim

that most of the increased efficiency

is due to the fact that some of this

water is evaporated by the air and
then recondensed on the tubes.

For use on spraying systems when
large amounts of foreign matter,

which cannot be eliminated with
screens, is present in the water the

Spray Engineering Company has
developed the "Centrif" nozzle. It

is designed with large openings to

allow free passage of foreign matter.

Fig. 1 "Centrif'
X'OZZLE
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There are no bar.s or grids across

the nozzle at any point and a conical

spray is produced by centrifugal

action alone. Smooth finished bronze

is used in the manufacture of the

nozzle and the manufacturers say

that enough metal is used to insure

long life.

Crane Truck

AN electric Index Number

L platform 658.281 Industrial

truck equipped trucks

with a crane so that heavy material

can be loaded, transported, placed in

]iosition, stacked, etc., at a consider-

able labor saving over ordinary truck

operation is being manufactured by

the Crescent Truck Company. Fig. 1

shows a Crescent Crane Truck han-

dling old ear axles. By using the

crane equipment two men do the

work while formerly eight were re-

quired to load and unload the heavy

pieces weighing hunilrt'.ls of jinunrls.

regular sectional ]iost binder is the

automatic lock binder developed re-

cently by the Baker-Vawter Com-

pany. When the cover is dropped

over the post it locks automatically,

each post having an independent

locking unit. This consists of a ta-

pered hollow cone on the cover which

forms a V-shaped annular opening

sample Fair and the Technical and

Building Fairs. Then is given a de-

scription of Leipzig and information

of value to anyone wishing to attend

one of the fairs.

I'Ki. 1 Electric Cr.\ne Truck

The crane has a lifting capacity of

1500 lb. and a hoisting speed of 12 ft.

a min. The truck's load capacity is

4000 lb. The crane boom swings

through a IHO deg. arc, giving a large

operating area without moving tlie

truck. The platform of the truck is

40 X 60 in. and is 23 in. high. Great-

est height of the equipment is 79\]>

in., overall length is 111 in.

Fig. 1 Automatic Lock Binder

".round each post. Three steel ball

lea rings are placed in this opening

in such a way that they

come in contact with

both the post and the

tapered cone. This con-

tact forms a locking

gri]i which increases in

|)roportion to the efforts

made to raise the cover

until the contact is

l)roken by pressing the

small levers which ele-

vate the ball retaining

cages.

All operating parts

are of steel, and metal

parts have a new black-

satin, rust proof finish,

or are of polished nickel

or aluminum. Binding

is of black leather and cordurov.

Ledger Binder

Index Number
651.4652 Binders

DESIGNED
p a r ticu-

larly for use

with Elliott-Fisher Itooklicrpin^:

machines but equally serviceable as ;

Equipment Catalogs

THE Monitor Controller Com-
jiany has issued a folder de

scribing the n.se of Monitor Adjusta-

ble Speed CoTitrollers on machines

used in technical iiigh schools for

instruction ])ur]ioscs.

A 2n-page bulletin containing in-

formation about the Fairs held in

Leipzig, Germany, has been issued by

the Committee in charge. A history

and descri])tion of the Fair is fol-

lowed by a list of the branches of

Imsine.ss cfnniirisiutr the general

The Brown Hoisting Machinery

Company has issued Catalog ]\I-24

showing their line of belt conveyors

and equipment. It contains consider-

able engineering data, for determin-

ing projjcr equipment to use for

various services, design and construc-

tion information and specifications

of Brownhoist equipment.

International Business ^lachine

Corjioration has published a broad-

side on the subject of eliminating

red tape by business machines. By
means of pictures and short .sketches

present methods of doing business,

aided by modern business machines,

are contrasted with those prevailing

before the introduction of aeconnt-

iiig, tabulating, recording and sim-

ilar machines into business.

The Norma Company of America,

manufacturers of Norma Precision

Ball Bearings and Hoffmann Pre-

cision Roller Bearings, has changed

its corporate name to Norma-IIoff-

mann Bearings Corporation. Man-
agement, personnel, and policies re-

main unchanged.

Some twelve years ago the Norma
Precision Ball Bearing was intro-

duced in America. It found its first

market in the automotive field, where
it has been u.sed extensively ever

since. Later it was adopted in other

lieuis aiul today is extensively used

in all services in which precision ball

bearings are necessary. About two

years ago the Norma Company ac-

(|uired the American rights in the

jia tents, trademarks, and business of

the Hoffmann ^Manufacturing Com-
pany, Ltd., of England, manufac-

turers of precision roller bearings.

Since that time Ilott'mann Precision

Roller Bearings have been adopted

ir, increasing numbers by American
manufacturers and the change in

name is to permit the comjjany to

realize fullest value from the two

nationally advertised trademarks,

"Norma" and "Hoffmann'' as well

as better to describe tiie nattire and
wider extent of the business.
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The material indexed in this department is selected by the editors of Maxagemknt and Admixistratiox from upwards of
150 magazines; it also includes the publications of some 50 book publishers and professional societies as far as these are of
managerial interest to industrial executives. The items are prepared and classified by the Engineering Societies Library in New
York City. The decimal number at the right of each item is the index number and indicates the place the article" or book
will take when filed in accordance therewitli in the classified subject scheme. If articles are grouped according to these numbers,
like subjects will automatically fall together and related subjects will follow in logical sequence. Photostat copies of any magazine
article indexed will be supplied by The Konald Press Company at a price of 25 cents the page. When ordering photostats please
identify the article by quoting from the index: (1) Title of article; (2) Index number; (3) Name, date, volume number, and page
number of periodical in which the item appears. A remittance of 25 cents a page should accompany the order. The books and
pamphlets indexed can be procured from The Ronald Press Company or their respective publishers.

Accounting

Cost Keeping for Concrete Products
Plants. 657.452

\V. J. Eathke. Biiihlin(i.<. June 25, 1924,

V. 61, pp. 1413-1415. Comments on ac-

counting systems in concrete plants.

Costs for Executives. 657.452

X. A. Hall. Induf:tri(il Management, July
lf'24, V. 68, pp. 14-17. Cost systems and
methods of assembling and applying the

overhead. Discusses standard costs.

Evaluating the Cost Department. 657.452
Mt clianiral En;iiii(e:-inti, August 11124, v.

4ti, pp. 477-479. A cost accounting sys-

tem functioning properly should indicate,

accurately and economically, standard,

actual and current costs of parts, and offer

data pertaining to the efficiency of the

factory and employee.

Method of Balance Sheet Analysis. 657.36

Stephan Uilnian. Maxageiiext and Ad-
MixiSTRATiox, Aug. 1924, V. 8, pp. 147-

1.50. Suggests methods for obtaining for

executives, information which balance sheet

figures do not clearly reveal.

New Problems of the Accounting
Office 657.5

A. J. County. HaiUiay Age. July 19, 192',

V. 77, pp. 109-112. Recommending im-

provements in the accounting and clerical

requirements for railways.

Advertising

Bigger Results From Advertising. 4

—

Records That Reveal Your Best
Media. 659.131
H. Herd. Business Organization. July
1924, V. 10. pp. 269-273. Questions to 1-e

considered in choosing suitable newspapers
and magazines as a medium for advertis-

ing. Emphasizes the value of analyzing
returns.

How Hyatt Roller Bearing Uses the
Business Papers. 659.1
r. C. Guniim. Adverti,<sing and Sdlin'!.

July 30, 1924. v. 3, pp. 17,'53-54. Adver-
tising method brought to highest efficiency,

showing design according to the subject of
the magazine in which it appears.

Hyatt's Industrial Advertising
Pian. 659.1
Philip C. Gunion. Printers' Inl: July 17.

1924, V. 12S, no. 3, pp. 107-lOS, 111." De-

tails of tlie plan of the Hyatt Roller Bear-

ing Company—the sales plan, co-operative

advertising, copy, illustrations, choice of

papers, etc.

Industrial Advertising Achievement in

the United States. 659.1

Bennett Cliapple. Jdrerti.sing and Selling

Fortnightly. July 16, 1924, v. 3, pp. 25, 44.

Briefly cites cases where advertising has

brought success to companies in the fields

of power, utilities, construction, mining,

and manufacturing.

Marketing the Technical Product. 659.13
lirii- X. Simons, ilechanieal JVorld. .Tune

27, 1924, V. 75, pp. 402-403. Points out the

value of circulars as an advertising me-

dium.

Building and Equipment

The Bond of Safety at Hammer-
mill. 658.283
.Tirhn M. Sandel. National Safety Xeus.
July 1924, V. 10, no. 1, pp. 9-12. Descrip-

tions of the safety guards, brakes, signal

systems, and numerous other derices used
In- the Hammermil! Paper Co. for the pre-

vention of accidents.

How to Work With Your Archi-

tect. 658.2

V. Morse Holcond). Faetory. July 1924,

V. 33, pp. 42-45, 128. Co-operation between

n>iiuufacturer and architect is essential.

Structure best adapted to the manufactur-

ing process and good architectural effect

of tlie building, can tluis be obtained.

Indicts Faulty Shop Lighting. 658.24

Miehigan Manufacturer and Financial

Record. July 5, 1924, v. 34, pp. 5, 27.

Points out the need for better lighting,

not only in the factory, but also in the

home and in the schoolroom. Urges exami-

nation of children's eyes.

Modern Maintenance of Plant and
Equipment. Fire and Accident Preven-
tion. 658.284
W. G. Ziegler. Indu.ttiial ManagehK nl,

July 1924, V. 68, pp. 6-13. Describes and
illustrates fire prevention and figliting

equipment, and other accident prevention

devices.

Standardization of Painting Prac-
t'ce. 658.2
R. C. Sheeler. Industrial Man<igcntcnt.

June 1924, v. 68, pp. 25-28. Illus. Con-
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siders peculiar problems of industrial

plants and discusses color schemes for

identification purposes.

Unit Costs in Installing Systems of

Lighting. 658.24
1>. H. Tuck. Industrial Engineer. .July

1924, V. 82, pp. 329-332, 356. Illus. Meth-
ods of obtaining estimates of costs, when
the area to be lighted, foot-candles of in-

tensity, and type of equipment to be used
are known.

Economics

Are We a Creditor or Debtor Na-
tion? 382
R. H. Tingley. American Industries, July

1924, V. 24, "pp. 33-34. Discusses state-

ment of the Department of Commerce, that

the country rolled up an adverse balance in

1923 amounting to $152,000,000.

Die Augenblickliche Lage des Mas-
chinenbaues. 338
K. Lange. Maschinenhau. June 12, 1924,

V. 3, pp. 623-626. Machine industry and

how it is affected by the present German
industrial crisis. Urges co-operation be-

tween manufacturers and purchasers.

The Banker as a Lender. 332.7

O. Roberts. Bu.yijic.w Organization. July

1924, V. 10, pp. 261-266. Factors to be

considered by a banker in analyzing the

balance sheet of a firm, from a credit riew-

poiut.

Credit Insurance. 368.8

Saul B. Ackerman and John J. Xeuner. 98

pp. The Ronahl Press Co., X'ew York.

$1.25. The use of credit insurance has

grown rapidly during the past few years

but there has been no corresponding de-

velopment of literature on the subject.

While the principle underlying credit in-

surance is fundamental to all insurance

—

equitable distribution among the many of

the excessive losses of the few—the appli-

cation of the principle to commercial

credits involves a number of technical fac-

tors that are highly specialized. These

factors are clearly stated and fully ex-

plained in this book by the authors who are

specialists in the credit insurance field.

A Formula for Determining Probable

Interest Rates. 332.81

H. P. Gillete. Sailways, June 1924, v. 61,

p. 1329. Includes chart giving bond yields
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for iiulustrial, utility, railway, and munic-

ipal bonds lf»03-192'5.

How to Keep a Business Growing. 338

Henry Ford. Tlie Automotive Manufac-

turer, June 1924, v. 66, pp. 17-20. Prin-

ciples underlying supply and demand. Qual-

ity of commodity will increase quantity

demand. Growth of automobile industry

used as example.

Importing as a Science. 382

J. A. Dunnage. Business Organisation,

July 1924, V. 10, pp. 249-254. Emphasizes

the need for firms to know the various

means by which cargo is lauded, ware-

housed, and cleared through the ports.

Sugg'ests some general principles.

Industrial Hospital in New York. 36

Henry Wood, Jr. American Industries,

July 1924, V. 24, p. 35. Describes work of

the Eeeonstruction Hospital devoted to ac-

cident victims.

Measures Business by Pig Iron. 338
Iron Trade Scview, June 10, 1924, v. 75,

pp. 95-96. Charts. Index of business

based on record of blast furnace operations

designed to be a practical indicator of the

investment market and a forecast of the

tides of trade.

The National Government and Busi-
ness. 33
E. J. Swenson. 475 iiji. The Century Co.,

New York. $4. Essential political, legal,

and economic aspects of the relation of the

national government to business are treated

in an exhaustive and authoritative man-
ner. Nearly every statement or interpre-

tation made by the author is supported by
a court decision or by some eminent au-

thority on the particular subject involved.

Contents are divided into 6 parts; govern-
ment aids to business; constitutional posi-

tion of property in the United States;
national administration of currency and
finance; law of public service; national
regulation of commerce; and national regu-
lation of combinations in restraint of
trade. Provides a valuable reference book
for business men in determining what in-

fluence the national government has over
their business.

The Platform of American Industry and
Its Reception by the Major Political
Parties. 33
J. .A. Emery. American Industries, July
1924, v. 24, PI). 5-7. Convention planks
adopted by the Kepubliean an<l Democratic
parties affecting modern industry.

Preparing a Federal Reserve Review of
Credit and Business. 338
\V. Itandolph Burgess. American Hankers'
Association Journal, July 1924, v. 17, pp.
33-34. The monthly reviews of credit and
business conditions, issued by the Federal
reserve banks, sources drawn upon, gather-
ing and analysis of statistics, and the pur-
poses they serve.

Putting the American Market Under the
Microscope. 380.012

I'aul T. Clu'ringtiin. Advertisinij and SrU-

ing Fortnightly, July 16, 1924, v. 3, pp.

15, 60-61. Shows how the complexity of the

American population, and the various cus-

toms of the people must be taken into con-

sideration in marketing a product.

Selecting a Bank. 332.1

O. A. 'Kcilly. Credit Monthly. Aug. 1924,

V. 26, pp. 18, 30-31. Claims that most peo-

ple select their bank because of some fea-

ture of "unusualness. " Urges bankers to

be mindful of this.

Social Adequacy of Foreign Nationals in

the United States. 325

Special Report Xo. 28. National Indus-

trial Conference Board, New York. Pam-

phlet. $1. The immigration legislation re-

cently enacted w;is greatly influenced by a

report made by Dr. H. H. Laughlin for

the House Committee on Immigration and

Naturalization. The Conference Board's

Research Staff has investigated this report

to discover whether its findings are sufli-

ciently accurate to justify the extent of its

influence on the immigration legislation.

The Research Staff found that Dr. Laugh-

lin 's conclusions and recommendations do

not offer an adequate scientific basis for

immigration policy since they are, essen-

tially, the result of application to in-

adequate and unrepresentative data of con-

troversial scientific theories untested by

long experience and study.

Steadying the Workers' Income. 331.137

Margaret Gadsby. Montldji Labor Review,

July 1924, V. 19, pp. 8-32. Report on insur-

ance against unemployment, covering trade-

union out-of-work benefits, and national

and international union plans.

Textile Finishing Plants. 38(75)
R. G. Macy. M.\nage.\ient axd Adminis-

tration, Aug. 1924 V. 8, pp. 167-171.

lUus. One of the articles on the industries

in the South. Describes plants and process

employed, including dyeing of textiles, etc.

Wages, Hours, and Employment of

Railroad Workers. 331

Research Report No. 70. National Indus-

trial Conference Board, New York. 80 pp.

$2. Contains a report of a survey, con-

ducted by the Conference Board, of wages,

hours, and employment of railroad workers

and their relation to railroad finances. Be-

cause wages are an important factor in

railroad prosperity which, in turn, in-

fluences general business conditions; and
because the purchasing power of so large

a body of workers as the railroad employees

is an important influence in general '.n-

dustrial activity this report is of consid-

erable interest to industry. Briefly the

reported trend of wages is: average hourly

earnings of all railroad wage earners in

first quarter of 1924 were 136 jjcr cent

greater than in 1914; average weekly earn-

ings in 1924 were 99 per cent greater than

in 1914; while the purchasing power of the

weekly earnings or "real" earnings for

1924 were but 20 per cent greater than

in 1914.

Wastage of Men. 331
Ktliclbcit St('w;irt. Monlldi) Labor Revietc,

.iuly 1:114, v. J9, pp. 1-8. The w.ast.-ige of

man power is cause of industrial unrest

and destructive of self respect of work-

men. Discusses waste due to unemploy-

ment, labor turnover, plant inefiicieucy, and

waste in agriculture.

The Working Value of the Economic
Forecast. 338.97

I'ark Mathewson. Management and Ad-

ministration, Aug. 1924, v. 8, pp. 181-183.

Describes factors used in forecasting. Peri-

odic losses largely avoidable.

Fuel

Coal Commission Report Ana-
lyzed. 662.65

F. G. Tryon and \V. F. McKenney. Black

Viamond, July 12, 1924, pp. 32-33"; July 19,

1924, pp. 60-62, V. 73. lUus. Also re-

produces some of the charts used.

The Coal Resources of the World. 662.65

Sir Richard Redmayne. Colliery Guardian,

July 4, 1924, v. 128, pp. 23-24. Charts.

Present and probable future conditions.

Statistics compared, and exploitation of

low-grade coal urged.

Combustion Control Based on COj in

Gas. 662.621

G. E. Gaster. Power Plant Engineering,

July 15, 1924, v. 28, p. 769. Variation in

CO, operates rheostat controlling speed of

fan motor.

Eastern Bituminous Gas Coal as

Water Gas Fuel. 662.65

George II. Smith. Gas Age Record, July

5, 1924, V. 54, pp. 3-6, 14. Illus. Experi-

ment by the Central Hudson System to

prove that economy may be obtained by

the use of a good grade, well-si/.ed, bitumi-

nous coal.

Engineers Advocate Summer Stor-

age. 662.65

Black Diamond, July 12, 1924, v. 73, pp.

29-30. .'Vmerican Engineering Council sug-

gests ways to eliminate coal slu)rtage

through seasonal storage.

Fuel Resources of Canada: Their Utili-

zation for the Production of Power
and Other Purposes. 662.6

B. F. Haanel. The Engineering Journal,

July 1924, V. 7, pp. 361-382. Illus. Coal,

peat, wood, oil, and gas, their production,

preparation, and use in Canadian indus-

tries. Paper was read at the World Power

Conference, London, July 1924.

Gas Furnace Installations. 662.76

H. R. Hems. The Gas World, June 14,

1924, V. 80, pp. 553-555. Some practical

figures showing various uses of gas fur-

naces in the melting of metal, tube man-

ufacture, sugar boiling, cyanide harden-

ing, and enameling .and Lacquering.

The Industrial Gas Business. 662.76

W. D. Thompson. American Gas Journal.

July 19, 1924, v. 121, pp. 667-668. Use

of gas in welding furnaces, core ovens,

rivet heaters, and forge and plate heating

furnaces.
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Lignite Coal and Its Utilization. 662.6

J. E. Rabcock. Black Diamond, Ju!r ."),

1924, V. 73, pp. A'l. Resources and future

significance of lignite as a fuel.

Pulverized Fuel for Boilers. 662.65

W. M. Selvey. Collicri/ Guardian, .luiu' 11,

1924, V. 128, pp. 1.57-158. Discusses briefly

types of fuel tests, specifications, prepara-

tion, burners, etc.

Seasonal Storage of Coal. 662.65

Management and Administration, Any;.

1924, V. 8, pp. 197-199. Summary report

of Storage of Coal Committee of American
Engineering Council.

Selling Industrial Gas. 662.75

Ismar Ciiiislierg. Jiiierican Gas Journal.

July 2U, 1924, v. 121, pp. 677-678, 691.

Gas as a fuel from viewpoint of economy
and efficiency of combustion. .

Store Your Coal Now. 662.65

E B. Williams. Ci innit, iliU and Quarry.

July 20, 1924, v. 2.5, pp. 33-35. Quotes
prices of coal and methods of storing.

Use of Town Gas in Industry. 662.6
A. Duckham. Iron and Coal Trade Eevicw,
July 11, 1924, V. 109, p. 64. Gas versus

coal ao fuel. Cost of gas can and should

be reduced. Burning of raw coal a waste.

Utilization of Peat for Power Produc-
tion. 662.6

G. K. Fletcher. World Power, July 1924,

V. 2, pp. 19-22. Difficulties encountered in

the successful exploitation of peat. Dis-

cusses cost of extracting and transporting

peat in relation to its fuel value.

Works Problems and Methods in Fuel
Economy. 662.6
Sir R. Hadfield. Iron and Coal Trades Se-
viciv. June 20, 1924, v. 108, pp. 1066-1007.

Abstract of paper. Includes heat-treat-

ment, and reheating furnaces, gas quality

for steel heating, melting efficiency, etc.

Maintenance and Repair

The Disposition of Discarded Mate-
rial. 658.58
11. C. Stevens. Hailwai/ Heview. July 19,

1924, V. 75, pp. 87-91. Kinds of materials
that may be reclaimed in railway shops.

Work should be under supervision of a thor-

<uigh, studious, and well-equipped man.

Factory and Plant Maintenance. 693.5
Article 26. Arnold A. Arnold, ileclianicul

TTorld, July 11, 1924, v. 76, pp. 24-25. Use
of concrete in construction and maintenance
«ith notes on mixing and foundation work.

Gearing and Gear Lubricants. 621.89
.\. F. Brewer. Industrial ilanaffement,
July 1924, v. 68, pp. 18-24. Illus. Various
types of industrial gears and means of

lubrication.

Managing Maintenance Work with
Economy. 658.58
Theodore Clark. Management and Ad-
min istr_\tion. Aug. 1924, V. 8, pp. 191-196.

Illus. Planning, routing and use of stand-

ard times in repair and construction work.

Prime Movers and Their Lubrica-

tion. 621.89

Power Plant Engineering, July 15, 1924,

V. 28, pp. 739-742. Scientific application

of lubricants.

A Simple and Economical Method of

Handling Repairs. 658.58
Fred. H. Colvin. American Machinist, July

31, 1924, V. 61, pp. 1S9190. Illus. Serv-

ice order department run like a small, in-

dependent shop. Quick service with low

overhead charges.

When Analyzing Coil Insulation
Troubles. 658.581
11. L. Hazeltine. Industrial Engineer,

.July 1924, V. 82, pp. 333, 337, 354. Illus.

Includes also treatment for enameled wire

when used with and without cotton cover-

ing.

Management

Administration Control and Re-
sponse. 658.1

W . E. Hotehkiss. M.\nagement ant) Ad-

ministr.\tion, Aug. 1924, v. 8, pp. 173-175.

Unity of management achieved through ex-

ecutive control and co-ordination of depart-

ments.

Applying the Budget System to Rail-

roads. 658.14

11. Bruere and A. Lazarus. Indu.'itrial

ilanagement, July 1924, v. 08, pp. 35-40.

lUus. A review of present practice and a

forecast of future possibilities.

'

Budgeting Repair and Maintenance Ex-
penses. 658.14

W. F. Woodbury. Industrial Engineer,

July 1924, V. 82,"pp. 312-316, 354. 'illus.,

Charts. Details of a plan in operation in

the plant of the Wahl pens and Eversharp

pencils.

Capital Requirements for Manufactur-
ing. 658.14

W. A. Layman. Iron Age, July 24, 1924,

V. 114, pp. 210-212. Financial showing of

thirteen companies. How money needs ex-

pand faster than increase in volume of

sales. Statistical proof based on company
records for 1922 and 1923.

Control of Functional Specialists. 658.1

W. E. Hotehkiss. Society of Industrial En-
gineers' Bulletin, June 1924, v. 6, pp. 4-5.

Central control of special departments and
their executives is necessary to keep the

pace that makes maximum efficiency pos-

sible.

Fehlarbeit und Erfahrungsaustausch. 658

E. Springurum. Masrhim nbau, June 12,

1924, V. 3, pp. 607-009. Need of manage-

ment, production control, and waste elimi-

nation. Suggests experience conferences

among executives as a means toward esta'>-

lishing maximum efficiency in German in-

dustries with the least loss of time.

Statistics as an Aid to E.xecutive Con-
trol. 658.14

C. E. Stevens. Society of Industrial En-

gineers' Bulletin, June 1924, v. 6, pp. 7-8.

Defines executive financial control and how
to obtain it.

Management of Special Industries

Applying the Budget System to Rail-

roads. 658.9 -.656.2

H. Bruere and A. Ijazarus. Industrinl

Management, July 1924, v. 6.8, pp. 35-46.

Illus. A review of present practice and a

forecast of future possibilities.

Better Foundry Practice, No. 1.

658.9:621.72

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., Xew
York. Pamphlet. First of a series of de-

scriptive studies of management practices

in foundry work based on a study of 54

representative foundries. Treats of foun-

dry location; building layouts for foundry

departments, material storage, and produc-

tion; building construction; lighting, heat-

ing, and ventilation.

Building a Car a Minute at Ford
City. 658.9:629.113

Harold P. Armson. Canadian Macltinery,

June 26, 1924, v. 31, pp. 41-48, 80. Illus.

History and organization of the 15-acre

plant of the Ford Motor Co. Gives ma-

chine shop diagram and operation sequence.

Economy in Foundry Practice.

658.9:621.72

E. H. Browne. Foundry Trade Journal,

July 10, 1924, V. 30, pp. 38-40. Recom-

mendations regarding management, equip-

ment, up-keep, and other points of foundry

expenditure.

Ford's New $10,000,000 Factory.
658.9:629.113

Canadian Manufacturer, June 1924, v. 44,

pp. 11-15. Illus. Layout of the plant,

construction of buildings, and description

of machine shop.

Graphic Control in a Small Hosiery

Mill. 658.9:687.3

\\'. E. Haseltine. Management and Ad-

ministration, Aug. 1924, V. 8, pp. 161-

166. Charts. How charts are employed to

give control of all the factors entering into

operation. Methods described may be ap-

plicable in other industries.

Handling 42,000,000 Tons of Raw Ma-
terial a Year. 658.9:666.9005

L. X. Duryca. Management and Adminis-

tration, Aug. 1924, v. 8, pp. 155-160.

Illus. Labor-saving devices and conveyor

systems used in the manufacture of jiort-

land cement.

Machine Shop Problems in Making Tire

Molds. 658.9:629.113

Harold P. Armson. Canadian Machinery,

July 10, 1924, V. 32, pp. 19-21, 39. Illus.,

diagr. Turning molds to shape, engraving

tread designs. Methods employed by the

Potts Pattern and Machine Co.

Manufacturing a Popular Motor-
cycle. 658.9:629.1185

Engineering Production, July 1924, v. 7,

pp. 208-213. Illus. Management and or-

ganization of Douglas Motors, Ltd.

Material- Handling Problems in Auto-
mobile Assembly. 658.9:629.113

M. R. Denison. The Automotive Manu-
facturer, June 1924, v. 66, pp. 24-26. (To
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be continued). Time and labor saving

methods used iu Studebaker plant at South

Bend. Makes reference to stores keeping

I'nd control.

Unit System for Freight Car Re-

pairs. 658.9:625.2

J. M. McCIeman. Eaihmy Mechaniait En-

nineer, July 1924, v. 9S, pp. 419-420. Chart.

Fixed applied piecework labor costs per

car used as the basis of output iu Xew
York Central shops.

Material Control

From "Order Received" to Freight-Car

Door. 658.78

.Joseph JI. Sehappert. Factnry. July 1924,

V. 33, pp. 45-47, 141. Illus. Routine

method employed by the Metal Stamping

Company in checking orders and shipments.

How Simplified Practice Will Benefit

Railways. 558.78

Kay M. Hudson. Jlailway Age, July 26,

1924, V. 77, pp. 1.5o-1.5(). Lowering costs

bj producing and purchasing a minimum
variety of rail sections, gears, bars, and

other materials.

Importing as a Science. 658.785

J. A. Dunnage, Business Orgunizatioit.

July 1924, V. 10, pp. 249-254. Emphasizes

the need for firms to know the various

means by which cargo is landed, ware-

housed, and cleared through the ports. Sug-

gests some general principles.

Material-Handling Problems in Auto-

mobile Assembly. 658.78

M. R. Denison. The Automotive Manu-
facturer, June 1924, v. 66, pp. 24-26. (To

1)0 continued). Time and labor saving

methods used in Studebaker plant at South

Bend. Makes reference to stores keeping

and control.

Oil Storage and Handling Prac-

tice. 658.78:665

Electric Itailwati Journal, July 19, 1924, v.

<)4, pp. 77-79. Illus. Describes methods of

storage and oil houses. Recommends rec-

lamation of lubricating oils.

Perpetual Inventory and Stores Con-
trol. 658.787

Department of Manufacture, Chanibor (.f

Ciinimerce of the United States. Pamphlet,

''cntains 2G pages of condensed, practical

information about metliods of controlling

inventory. Discusses organization, location

and arrangement of stores, perpetual in-

ventory, cost accounting, yearly closing,

.ind similar subjects.

S. P. Houston Store Has Many Fine
Features. 658.78
Hailway Il< ricir, .Tinio 14, 1924, v. 74, pp.
1094-110.'!. Tlhis. Tunliasing and stores

de|)artmont of the Southern Pacific Co. and
])ractices followed in unit piling of mate-

rials, stores delivery, and supply train

operation.

Seasonal Storage of Coal. 658.78:662.65
Maxace.mk.st and .\dministhatu)N', .\ug.

1924, v. t<, pp. 197-199. Summary report

of storage of Coal Committee of American

Engineering Council.

Transportation of Material in the Roa-

noke Shops. 658.78

J. M. Thomas. Eaihcay Beview, June 14,

1924, V. 74, pp. 1126-1130. Illus. Delivery

system of the shops of the Xorfolk and

Western Railway, traction trains and indi-

vidual tractors follow definite schedule and

rente.

A Workable Production Control Sys-

tem. 658.78

Erlward Davis. American Machinist, July

3. 1924, V. 61, pp. 7-10. Illus. Detailed

description with office records of inter-

de])artmental shipments. Bulk moved after

working hours.

Mechanical Handling

The Electric Motor Truck. 655.124

By Edward E. La Schum, 307 pp. U. P. C.

Book Co., New York. $1. The electric

motor truck is becoming increasingly im-

portant in the transportation field, es-

pecially in services necessitating short

hauls and frequent stops. This book, by

the general superintendent. Motor Vehicle

E(|uipment, of the American Express Com-

pany, covers the selection of motor vehicle

equipment, its operation and maintenance.

After a short history of motor truck de-

velopment, electricity and magnetism is

treated in a practical manner and in suffi-

cient detail to make clear the principles

underlying electric truck design and oper-

ation. Then comes a chapter on the con-

struction of the truck, including frames,

springs, drives, axles, steering gears, etc.,

followed by a chapter on the motive equip-

ment. The various types of storage bat-

teries and charging equipment are de-

scribed and there is a chapter on proper

cost finding methods for use on motor

truck work.

Die Entwicklung dcr Forder-und Ver-

ladeanlagen zu groben Abmessungen und
Leistungen. 658.281

G. V. Il:iiil1stciigel, MascUinenhan. May 22,

1924, V. 3, pp. 0.17-5G7. Development of

mechanical conveying. Describes cranes,

bolts, aerial cables, etc.

Handling 42,0C0,C00 Tons of Raw Ma-
terial a Year. 658.281

L. X. Duryea. M.\n.\gemext and Admin-
istration", Aug. 1924, V. 8, pp. 155-160.

Illus. Labor-saving devices and conveyer

.systems used in the nianuf;icture of port-

land cement.

Hauptschacht-Gefassforderungen. 622.6

L. Schiitt. y.cilschrift di s i'lrcines

Dcutschcr Inr/i nii urc, June 2.*<, 1924, v.

08, pp. 605-671. Illus. Mine hoisting and
transportation, describing cars, buckets and

damping devices.

Industrial Transportation Over Definite

Lineo of Travel. 658.231

M. W. Potts. Inilustrial Managetncnt, July

1924, V. 08, p;). 50-57. Illus. Advantages

and limitations of the industrial railroad as

a means for efficient handling of materials.

Die Lastaufnahmenittel der Krane.
658.281

R. Hanchen. Maschineithau. May 22, 1924,

V. 3, pp. 567-575. Cranes with various

dumping contrivances described and illus-

trated.

Lumber Handling in an Automobile-

Body Plant. 658.281

B. Xagelvoort and Thomas D. Perry. Me-
chanical Engineering, August 1924, v. 46,

pp. 472-477. Illus., diagrs. Efiicient and

economical handling resulting from the use

of lumber lifts, stackers, power transfer

cars, and dry kiln trucks, transfer cars,

and storage piles on wheels.

Material Handling as Our Key to Many
Savings. 658.281

M. R. Denison. Factory, July 1924, v. 33,

pp. 30-33, 62. Illus. Economies in labor,

iu inventory, and in floor space are the

result of the methods in material handling

iu use at the Studebaker plant.

Normale Dampfkrane. 658.281

W. Benedict. Maschinenbau. May 22, 1924,

V. 3, pp. 576-577. Construction and use of

steam operated movable cranes.

Welche Forderbedingungen bestehen in

den einzelnen Betrieben? 658.281

Maschinenbau, May 22, 1924, v. 3, p. 577.

Conveying and types of conveyors, and

general principles of suitability under

specific conditions.

Wirtschaftlichkeit von Hausrohrpostan-

lagen. 621.548

J. Fritz. Zeitschrift dcs Tereines Dcut-

scher Ingenieure, June 28, 1924, v. 68,

pp. 681-083. Illus. Pneumatic mail tubes

for plant and house use.

Office and Equipment

The Business Letter-Writer's Man-
ual. 651.74

By Charles Edgar Buck, 232 pp. George

II. Doran Co., Xew Y'ork. $2. Letter

writing is an important part of the daily

work i>erformed in every business organiza

tion. The impression letters make upon

tlieir recipients is influenced, to a great

extent, by the form of the letter as dis-

tinguished from its subject matter. A
letter which is written in a straightforward

manner avoiding hackneyed expressions,

which is grammatical and couched in good

English, and which is arranged to present

a pleasing appearance, will receive more

favorable attention by its recipient than

oiie not so carefully prejiared. This book

contains much valuable informaf.ou about

letter writing which will be useful to every

business man. Xot only does it discuss

ni:ikeup of letters, grammar, word usage,

punctuation, and similar subjects, but con-

siderable space is devoted to subject matter

suitable for particular types such as credit

and collection letters. Examples are used
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extensively to illustrate the autlmr's

iiieaiiiug.

Collection Letters. 651.75

R. M. Dulin, 95 pp. Tlie Eoiiald Press

Company, New York. $1.25. Consists of

letters, with some introductory material

and running comment, concerning that

stage in the credit cycle when goods have
been delivered and payment must be se-

cured by .application of whatever degree
of pressure the circumstances seem to re-

quire. Numerous examples of letters are

given ranging in forcefulness from a gentle

reminder for use directly an account be-

comes overdue to the "attoruey" letters

which represent the collector's last stand
before he has recourse to law. The book
will be of considerable practical value to

all who are concerned with credits and
collections.

Correspondence Handling System
Solved. 651.457
Howard Main. Canadian Manufacturer.
June 1924, v. 44, pp. 30, 32-3.3. Mail
distribution and automatic machines for

opening and stamping.

C/edit Letters. 651.74

By Robert M. Duliu, 84 pp. The Ronald
Press Co., New York. $1.25. Effective cor-

respondence is a dominant factor in sue-

ce.ssful credit work. Before any credit

relation or rating can be established, de-

tailed financial information, generally con-

lidential in character, must be obtained
from the customer. This is best aecom-
]ilished by means of letters—friendly and
dijilomatic, but at the same time dignified

and iirm in tone. This book contains a
collection of letters that have been used
by various concerns and have been proved
successful in actual credit work. They
cover such subjects as requests for finan-

cial statements, general credit information,
shipments held up, questions of discount,

acknowledgement of orders, and similar

subjects. It is a book of practical value
to credit men.

Filing Methods. 651.5

By Eugenia Wallace, 107 pp. The Ronald
Press Co., New York. $1.25. The task of
filing letters, papers, etc., in such a way
that they are instantly available when
wanted is a very important part of the
work carried on by every business concern.
To those concerns who are unsatisfied with
the results obtained from their present
filing system, and to those who may be
satisfied but are still seeking improve-
ment, this book will be a source of
valuable suggestions. The writer has had
wide experience in filing work and her
book is an authoritative treatment of the
subject. The book is concise, very prac-
tical, and will be of gre.at assistance to
file clerks, secretaries, or others who in-

clude filing among their duties.

Labor-Saving Appliances in Accounting
Work. 651.26
Hailu-aii Hcricu: July 5, 1924, v. 75, pp.
1-7. Illus. Mechanical devices used in
railway accounting departments.

Privacy or Prestige—or Work? 651

A\'. P. Bruncr. Bu.simss. Aug. 1924, v. 5,

]ip. 20-21, 3S. When and when not a
]irivate ofKce is necessary. Should not be
used merely to indicate rank of executive.

Report Writing. 651.78

By Ralph U. Fitting, 100 pp. The Ronald
Press Company, New York. $1.25. Every
business concern has, more or less fre-

quently, to prepare reports for various pur-

poses. Often, important decisions are

based on these reports so that it is essen-

tial that they are prepared properly. This

book is a concise but complete and au-

thoritative manual on report writing. It

discusses the different types of reports and
the methods of procedure best adapted for

each. Methods of investigation are de-

scribed, including the determination of
what information should be obtained, the

proper method to gather it, and how it

should be recorded. Logical formation and
airangement of the assembled data is then
t.nken up, followed by an e.xposition of the

actual writing of the report. To those who
must prepare reports or who wish reports

they receive to be prepared properly this

volume will prove valuable.

Secretarial Duties and Traits. 651.3743

W. W. Charters and Isadore B. Whitley,

02 pp. Service Bulletin No. 1. Nat'.onal

Junior Personnel Service, New Y'ork.

P.an.phlet. Summary report of an inves-

tigation to determine the duties performed
b} the secretary to business men, and the

qualities th.at are conspicuously present in

successful secretaries and conspicuously

absent in unsuccessful ones. B_y inter-

views with 125 secretaries, 871 duties were
collected and their frequency of perform-
ance checked by a questionnaire filled out

by 715 secretaries. A list of 47 traits

present in successful secretaries was ob-

tained by interviews with emplo3'ers.

Results of the investigation are presented
in tabular form with sufficient explanatory
matter to make their interpretation easy.

Information contained should be valuable
to executives, secretaries, or stenographers.

Shortcuts to Efficiency in the Drafting
Room. 621.75

G. A. Dembery. Canadian Machineri/, Julv
111, 1924, V. 32, pp. 30-31. Elimination of

unnecessary and complicated tools and
pjocesses produce greater efficiency.

Statistical Typev/riting. 651.523

By E. H. Brown, 77 pp. The Ronald
Press Co., New York. $1.25. Budgets,
cost estimates, reports, and financial state-

ments in any business are of the greatest

possible value only when they are set forth

in accordance with the best standards of

statistical typewriting. In this book Mr.
Brown shows what these standards are and
gives detailed practical information regard-
ing their application in daily work. It has
genuine value for every stenographer or

typist who sees the possibilities of expert
tabulation as a path to more important
work and better pay, and also for every
executive or supervisor who needs a ready-

touse manual for the instruction of h'.s

stenographic force.

Personnel

Building the Morale of the Working
Force. 658.3

J. H. Cummings. Max.vgemext and Ah-
jriN-iSTRATioN, Aug. 1924, v. 8, pp. 137-

139. History of welfare work in the Stet-

son Hat Company which began in 1805,

and now includes every feature designed

to add to employee contentment.

Business Methods in Engineering. 658.315

J. T. Bearil. Xational Engineer, July 1924,
V. 28, pp. 303-305. Real service means co-

operation among workers, and a willing-

ness to meet every man halfway. The en-

gineers ' problem receives special attention.

Employment, Hours, and Earnings in

Prosperity and Depression. 658.3137

Willford I. King, 147 pp. National Bu-
reau of Economic Research, New York.
$3.10 post paid. The conference on unem-
ployment through its Committee on Un-
employment and Business Cycles allotted

to the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search the task of supervising an inves-

tigation of actual employment conditions
in the United States. This Bureau was
chosen because of its suitability for fact-

finding and also because all reports must
be reviewed by a Board of Directors, rep-

resenting widely divergent interests to safe-

guard against bias. This book is a
summary of the results obtained from the

investigation. The following items of in-

formation, of considerable value to Amer-
ican industrialists, are presented: the
relative responsiveness of different indus-
tries to fluctuations of the business cvcle;

comparative ability of large and small
businesses to resist such fluctuations:

shifts of population among industrial
fields; variations of hours and earnings
that accompany change from boom to de-

jiression; nearly complete record of sea-

sonal changes of employment in agricul-

ture; distribution of farm employees ac-

cording to hours and earnings; importance
of part-time employment in industry; and
the approximate effect on employment
brought about by the depression of 1921.

The Engineer's Output and In-
come. 658.31243

O. H. Kneen. B^tiMinf|s. June 25, 1924.
V. (!1, pp. 1403-1405. Some reflections on
the individual 's output and its relation to
income with special reference to the drafts-
man.

Giving Labor Product of Its Toil. 658.31
A. J. Thompson. Iron Trade Eeview, Julv
10, 1924, V. 75, pp. 99-101. Chart. Dis-
cusses the employee's relation to the prod-
uct he helps to create and his share in its

market value.

Hiring the Right Man for the Job
Advertised. 658.31155
Russell J. Waldo. Canadian Machinery.
July 3, 1924, v. 31, pp. 24-25, July 17,

1924, v. 32, pp. 25-26. Importance of tests
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in ascertaining ability of job-seekers, and

job specification forms used by the Stude-

baker Co. Ability tests for machine oper-

ators and repair men.

How We Get Uniform Output from

Widely Separated Plants. 658.5

P. W. Litchfield. Factory, July 192-1, v.

33, pp. 23-2.5, 116. An interplant relations

department makes possible the contact work

between plants for the Goodyear Tire and

Rubber Company.

Indicts Faulty Shop Lighting. 628.9

Michigan Manufacturer and Financial

Eecord. July 5, 1924, v. 34, pp. 5, 27.

Points out the need for better lighting,

not only in the factory, but also in the

home and in the schoolroom. Urges exam-

ination of children's eyes.

Linking the Shop to the Office. 658.315

Ciiarles K. Hook. O/ifii Shop Bevicw, July

1924, V. 21, pp. 241-252. How the Amer-

ican Rolling ilill Company created a spirit

of goodwill and understanding.

Das Literarische Biiro einer Maschinen-

fabrik. 658.385

r. Runkel. Machinenhaii, June 12, 1024,

V. 3, pp. 626-628. Suggests a department

for distributing catalogs, technical maga-

zines, house organs, to employees in every

plant and taking care of lecture courses,

etc.

Maintenance Department in Industrial

Safety. 658.3823

H. W. Donald. Industrial Engineer, July

1924, V. 82, pp. 321-325. Illus. Precau-

tions men can take to protect themselves,

and methods by which they can reduce the

cost of accidents.

Organization Vital in Successful Man-

ufacture. 658.315

Strmlcy If. Bullard. Canadian Machinrri/,

June 26, 1924, v. 31, pp. 57-59. Diagr. A
co-operative organization with inter-related

departments, and policies known to all em-

ployees, the keynote of success of the Bul-

hird Mailiiiie Tool Co.

Organizing the Personnel for Produc-

tion. 658.3

G. D. Babcock. IUkagement and Ad-

jnxiSTRATiON, Aug. 1924, v. 8, pp. 141-

146. Illus. Charts. How the Holt Com
l)any introduced the four Taylor principles

of scientific management.

Some Thought on Selecting Men for

Employment. 658.3115

^V. G. Morgan. Railway Review, July 19,

1924, V. 75, pp. 84-86. Requirements gov-

erning the selection of men for the main-

tenance of way department.

Why Industry Needs the Safety Move-

ment. 658.3823

J. M. Larkin. Xational Safety Xews, July

1924, V. 10, no. 1, pp. 7-8. Indicates how

lower costs for the employer as well as

physical and monetary saving for the em-

ployee have been the direct returns from

accident prevention for the Bethlehem Steel

Corporation.

Power

Commercial Efficiency in Transformation

and Distribution of Energy. 658.26

G. E. Luecke. Xational Engineer, July

1924, V. 28, pp. 317-321. (To be con-

tinued). Analytical discussion of primary

energy costs and the factors to be con-

sidered from a commercial viewpoint in its

transformation and distribution by dif-

ferent methods.

Electric Power Transmission and Dis-

tribution in Canada. 621.315

J. C. Smith and C. V. Christie. The En-

gineering Journal, July 1924, v. 7, pp.

421-446. Describes current practice in the

design and operation of electric transmis-

sion and distribution systems, dealing with

Canadian conditions as affecting size,

length and design of present and future

systems. Paper was read at the World

Power Conference, London, July 1924.

Gas Works Ashes Considered as a Source

of Income. 658.26

Sterling H. Bunnell. Gas Age Record,

June 28, 1924, v. 53, pp. 901-902. Me-

chanical fuel recovery apparatus.

Pitfalls of the Employment Inter-

view. 658.3115

1). X. Laird. Industrial Management. July

1924, V. 68, pp. 58-62. Ability tests versus

personal interviews.

Prevention of Accidents by Educational

Methods. 658.3823

.\rthur Williams. Wcxtcrn Machinery

llorld, July 1924, v. 15, pp. 223-224. The

spirit of safety most important where

safety would be effective.

Generation of Hydro Electric Power in

Canada. 621.311

II. G. Aeres. The Engineering Journal,

July 1924, V. 7, pp. 383-420. Illus. De-

velopment in Canada with the distinctive

features of CanatUan practice. Summarizes

the underlying theory involved. Paper was

read at the World Power Conference, Lon-

don, July 1924.

How Belting Was Standardized in a

Large Automobile Plant. 658.2621

H. A. Flogaus. Belting. July 1924, v. 25,

pp. 17-21. Illus. (To be continued). De-

scribes a series of tests for power and slip

characteristics of leather, rubber and com-

position belts.

The International Joint Commission and

the International Water Powers of

Canada. 621.2(71)

L:i\vreiice J. Burpee. The Engineering

Journal. July 1924, v. 7, pp. 528-533. Cites

some of the outstanding decisions of the

commission designed to prevent disputes

regarding the use of the boundary waters

between the United States and Canatla.

Operation of Steam Boiler Plant. 658.25

E. B. Kicketts. P<iuer Plant Engineering,

Julv 15, 1924, V. 28, pp. 749-751. Factors

contributing to high boiler efficiency and

low production costs.

Pattern Shop Belts. 658.2521

James Edgar. Foundry Trade Journal,

July 10, 1924, V. 30, pp. 35-37. Illus.

Notes on belt efficiency for woodworking

machinery. Principles of transmission, belt

speed, joining, slipping, etc.

Power Needs in America Expand. 658.26

B. R. Shover. Iron Trade Review, July

24, 1924, V. 75, pp. 219-222. Power prob-

lem in steel industry and the increasing

use of electricity.

Power Organization in the Steel In-

dustry. 621.311

Bryant Bannister and F. M. ^ an De-

venter. Universal Engineer, July 1924, v.

"

40, pp. 34-37. Power requirements and

power systems from viewpoint of centraliza-

tion.

Savings Effected by Heating Boiler Feed

Water. 621.18

W. A. Taller. Xational Engineer, July

1924, V. 28, pp. 322-324. Feed-water heat-

ing illustrated by a typical case. Exhaust

heat versus economizers.

Short Center Belt Drives. 658.2621

G. A. Frankel. Machinery, Aug. 1924, v.

30, pp. 956-959. Illus. Describes various

parts, such as tension rollers, its support-

ing arms, weights for adjusting the ten-

sion, important bearings, etc.

The Significance of the First World

Power Conference. 658.26

World Power, July 1924, v. 2, pp. 1-6. A
survey of the problems discussed with brief

comments on some of the important papers

presented.

The Use of Power in the Mineral In-

dustries of Canada. 621.2(71)

H. E. M. Kcnsit. The Engineering

Journal, July 1924, v. 7, pp. 477-4S3.

Illus. Tables. Large scale operations of

minerals due to an increased use of water

power. Includes statistics and tables of the

mineral production in the provinces.

The Utilization of Power in the Pulp

and Paper Industry. 658.26

R. \V. Lceper, The Engintering Journal,

July 1924, V. 7, pp. 473-476. Illus., map,

diagrs. Hydraulic power applied through

the medium of electricity proves cheai>er

and more advantageous.

Water Powers of Canada. 621.2(71)

.]. H. Challios. The Engineering Journal,

July 1924, V. 7, pp. 323-358. Illus. Com-

prehensive survey of resources, utilization

:iud administration. Paper was read at the

World Power Conference, London, July

1924.

Production Control

Classifying the Elements of

Work. 658.5423

F. B. and L. -M. Gilhrctli. M-vnagE-ME-N'T
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AXD Admixistratiox, Aug. 1924, v. 8, pp.
I.tI-154. (To be eoutiuued). Method of

visualizing a classification of all the sub-

dirisions, and the true motion-study ele-

ments of the One Best Way to Do Work.

Dispatching the Company's Coke
Trucks. 658.512

V. A. Miller. Gas Age Record, July 5,

1924, V. 54, pp. 25-26. lUus. Routmg
and dispatching method for trucks used

by the Rochester Gas and Electric Cor-

poration.

Graphic Control in a Small Hosiery
MiU. 658.53

\V. E. Haseltiue. Maxagemext axd Ad-

mixistratiox, Aug. 1924, V. 8, pp. 161-

166. Charts. How charts are employed to

give control of all the factors entering

into operation. Methods described may be

applicable in other industries.

Grundsatzliches uber Fehlarbeit. 658.567

A. Eiebe. ilaschinenbau, June 12, 1924,

V. 3, pp. 615-617. Spoilage, and its cost.

How to Purchase Small Tools. 658.563

H. Varley. Cassier's Industrial ilanuge-

mcnt, Juiie 1924, v. 11, pp. 334, 336. Com-
ments on suitable and economical tools to

purchase.

Making and Using Time Studies. 658.516
H. K. Eeed. Industrial Management, July

1924, V. 68, pp. 29-34. Charts. Time ob-

servations in relation to standardization.

Standardization, the final condition result-

ing in greatest production at lowest cost.

Managing Maintenance Work with
Economy. 658.5

Theodore Clark. Max.\gement and Ad-
MixiSTR.\Tiox, Aug. 1924, V. 8, pp. 191-

196. Illus. Planning, routing, and use

of standard times in repair and construc-

tion work.

Organizing the Personnel for Produc-
tion. 658.5

G. D. Babcock. ilAXAGEMEXT AXD Ad-
mixistratiox. Aug. 1924, V. 8, pp. 141-146.

Illus., Charts. How the Holt Company
introduced the four Taylor principles of

scientific management.

Practical Material Salvaging Meth-
ods. 658.5671

C. B. Auel. Management axd Admixis-
tratiox. Aug. 1924, T. 8, pp. 185-190.

Illus. Methods used at the Westinghouse
plant with suggestions for reclamation of

materials in all departments.

Practical Notes on Factory Administra-
tion and Executive Method. 658.511
Kngini (riiiii Pniductinn, July 1924, v. 7,

pp. 199-200. The "job analysis" recom-
mended as a means of gaging ability and
efficiency.

Production Organization. 658.56
X. Gcraril-Smith. 1/ , c h an i c al World
(Eng.), June 20, 1924, v. 7-3, pp. 384-385;
June 27, 1924. pp. 399. Hints for the
new shop and for the reorganization of an

existing one. Gives a list of laws and es- other necessary qualities in a successful

sentials governing manufacture. sales manager.

Profit Making Only Objective of All

Business. 658.5

E. T. Spidy. Canadian Machinery, Julv
24, 1924, v. 32, pp. 10-21. Illus. Efifi-

eieney of workmen determines the success

of a business and success provides con-

tinued employment.

Regrinding Practice Is Described. 621.92

K. H. Lansing. Abrasive Industry, July

1924, T. 5, pp. 177-179. Illus. Use of

soft wheels is advocated. Crank-shaft re-

grinding a precision operation.

Reo Parts Ground Accurately. 621.92

F. B. Jacobs. Abrasive Industry. July

1924, v. 5, pp. 163-167. Illus. Precision

grinding operations are described in de-

tail.

Scrap Analysis as a Waste Preventa-

tive. 658.567

R. G. Cook. Management and Admixis-
tratiox, Aug. 1924, V. 8, p. 184. Exam-
ining causes of spoilage and ways of re-

ducing it.

Standardization of Painting Prac-

vester Company's Plants. 658.516

E. A. Johnson and O. B. Zimmermann.
Belting, July 1924, v. 25, pp. 48, 50, 52.

Progress made in intra-company stand-

.•irdization.

Wages and Profits. 658.5

Sir Ernest Benn. The Gas TTorld. June
21, 1924, V. 80, p. 589. High wages, high

profits, high production, and low prices

possible only as a result of maximum serv-

ice and co-operation on part of both em-

ployer and employee.

Selling and Purchasing

Ability to Sell. 658.801

Merrill Jay Ream. Williams and Wilkins

Co., Baltimore, 64 pp. $1.25. Through
the Bureau of Personnel Research and the

School of Life Insurance Salesmanship,

both a part of the Carnegie Institute of

Technology, a research has been conducted

into methods of selecting salesmen who have

an innate ability to sell. This book sum-

marizes the results obtained from this

study which were of enough value to jus-

tify further investigation. Only an outline

of the tests is given so that the book sug-

gests methods of analyzing the salesman's

job and selecting men fitted for the work
rather than giving definite information re-

garding procedure. The suggestions, how-
ever, will be valuable to sales executives.

A British Conception of a Sales Man-
ager. 658.811

Francis E. Jones. Printers' Ink, July 17,

1924, V. 128, no. 3, pp. 124-126. Knowl-
edge of goods, territories, etc., understand-
ing of the problems of other heads of de-

partments, honor, fairness, vision, tact, and

Conserving the Salesman's Time. 658.31

X. C Tomkius. Printers' Ink, Julv 17,

1924, V. 128, no. 3., pp. 101-102, 105-106.

Possibilities for saving time, by elim'.na-

tion of detailed reports, careful selection

of districts for sales campaigns and the

use of junior salesmen and direct mail ad-

vertisements to prepare prospects for senior

salesmen 's calls.

Credits and Collections in Theory and
Practice. 658.882

T. X. Beckman. 465 pp. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York. $4. The aim in

writing this book has been to cover the

entire field of credits and collections, both

foreign and domestic, and to provide exact,

definite, and practical information on all

phases of the subject. Contents are

divided into 4 main parts: fuadamental
principles of credits and collections

;

sources of credit information; credit de-

partment organization and management;
and technical and legal aspects of collec-

tions. The subject is thoroughly dis-

cussed and is illustrated by the use of

nimierous forms and tables. An appendix
gives terms of sale customarily used in

various lines of trade.

Five Ways by Which to Keep Salesmen
Growing. 658.81

y. V. Lawless. Advertising and Selling

Fortnightly, July 16, 1924, v. 3, pp. 17,

56-57. Stock ownership, careful selection

of men, a system of training and promo-
tion, experienced managers, and adequate

compensation as means of interesting and
holding salesmen.

For the Customer. 658.82

Carroll Y. Belknap. Business, Aug. 1924,

V. 5, pp. 10-11, 30. Illus. One way to

increase sales is to solve the customers

'

problem. Describes methods employed by
the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company.

Is the Credit Department an Asset or a

Liability? 658.882

J W. Hallman. Maxagemext axt) Ad-
ministration, Aug. 1924, v. 8, pp. 177-

179. Methods of measuring its value to an
organization. States briefly the factors de-

termining its relation to any business.

Is the Purchasing Agent Alive to His
Industrial and Economical Opportu-
nities? 658.7

J. H. Van Deventer. Industrial Manage-
ment. July 1924, V. 68, pp. 47-49. Pur-

chase, production, sales—the cycle of in-

dustrial progress. The jiurchasing agent's

great opportunities.

Management Problems of Co-operative
Marketing Associations. 658.83

Lloyd S. Tenny. Harvard Business Ke-
view. July 1924," V. 2, pp. 453-464. Pooling,

warehousing, financing, and various ques-

tions entering into the co-operative method
of selling farm products. The importance
of the manager in his relation to the in-

dividual farmers who belong to the asso-

ciation.
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Marketing a New Model in Face of

Strong Dealer Opposition. 658.83

A. (i. Frost. Priiilns' Inl', July 17, ]9i4,

V. 128, pp. 3-4, 6. How the W.ahl Com-

panv succeeded in getting dealers to dis-

pose of their stock of old Eversharp pen-

cils and stock up with the new improved

Eversharp.

Marketing the Technical Product. 658 845

Eric N Simons. Mrchaiiical IVorhl (Eng.),

July 11, 1924, V. 76, pp. 23-24. Exhibi-

tions and demonstrations of value to man-

ufacturers of technical products only when

thev are of a popular character, and when

some novelty or new development is dis-

played.

A Progressive Policy for Industrial Mar-

keting.
. . ,

^58.82

R E. Updegraff. Advertising and SeUtni).

July 30, 1924, v. 3, pp. 13-14, 44. Plan-

ning a progressive program of business de-

velopment covering years.

Putting the American Market Under the

Microscope. 658.82

I'aul T. t'herington. Advertising and Sell-

ing FortnigMUi. July 16, 1924, v. 3, pp.

1.% 60-61. Shows how the comjdexity of the

American population and the various cus-

toms of the people must be taken into

consideration in marketing a product.

Salesmanship—How All Can Help. 658^8

I. A. Shoenuiker. Ulack Diamond. July 0,

1924, V. 73, p. 9. Courtesy and co-opera-

tion an asset in coal selling.

Salesmanship in Architectural Prac-

ti(.e_
658.85:72

Howell Taylor. Buildings. June 2.1, 1924,

V. 61, pp. 1398-1402. Its proper place in

the architect's activities and the funda-

mentals of its practice.

Technical

The Application of Compressed Air in

Industry. ^21.5

F. A. McLean. The Engineering Journal.

Julv 1924, V. 7, pp. 492-498. Illus. De-

scribes Canadian practice in mines and col-

lieries, in construction and quarrying, in

foundries, machine shops, railroad work,

and shipbuilding.

Benefits of Material Standards. 62(003)

T. 11. Wigiji"- /i'"''«ii.i/ Hrriru-, July 12,

1924, V. 75, pp. 50-.52. Illus. American

Society for Testing Materials standardiza-

tion anil tlic sm:iU user of materials.

The British Cast Iron Research Asso-

ciation: Its Present Work and Future

Development. 6(072)

J. (i. Pcavcc. Fnundrii Trade .Journal.

July 10, 1924, V. 30, pp. 28-31. Its aims,

]iublications, co-oper.itions with other re-

search organizations, etc. Describes

briefly the research movement in Great

Britain.

Drying Methods in Modern Industrial

Processes. 662.991

('. E. Hubbard. National Enginier. July

1924, V. 28, pp. 309-314. Illus. Funda-

mentals of drpng processes and the basic

factors affecting this operation. Types of

instruments indicating and recording

Imniidity and temperature in drying

processes.

Electric Furnace Development. 669.187

Frank Hodson. Blast Furnaee and Steel

Plant. July 1924, v. 12, pp. 314-318. Illus.

Increased use of the electric furnace in the

iron and steel industry, especially since

1904.

Fortschritte der Metallbearbeitungs-

technik. ^2 1.9

Buxbaum. Zeitschrift des rereines Vent-

scher Ingenieure, July 19, 1924, v. 68,

pp. 74.5-750. Illus. Report of the exhibi-

tion of the German machine tool industry

in Leipzig. Describes and illustrates ma-

chines exhibited.

Grundlagen der Nomograpliie. 510 8

P. Luckey. ilaseliinmbau. June 12, 1924,

V. 3, p. 603. Principles of nomography

described.

Metal Cleaning with Alkaline Cleaning

Solutions. 600.45

E M. Baker and Richard Schnculewind.

Brass World. July 1924, v. 20, pp. 245-250.

Illus. Includes tables and diagrams. Read

before the General meeting, American Elec-

trochemical Society, April 1924.

Mine Safety Methods of the Ford Col-

lieries Company. 622.8

('. Lorimer Colburn. National Safety

Neius, July 1924, v. 10, no. 1, pp. 31-33.

Cap lamps', flame safety lamps in testing

for gas, and explosives used by the Ford

Collieries Company and recommended by

V. S. Bureau of Mines.

Mines and Mineral Deposits of Can-

ada. 622.3(71)

R P. D. Graham. Iron and Coal Trade He-

view, July 11, 1924, V. 109, pp. 53-56.

Statistical survey of coal and metalliferous

resources.

discussion on present conditions with plan

for a standard unit for area, count and

weight.

Variety of Torch Uses. 665 882

C \V. Geiger. IVelding Engineer. July

1924 V. 9, pp. 22-25. Illus. Oxy-acety-

lene 'welding as used by large industrial

firms on Pacific Coast.

Training

Apprenticeship Methods on the Santa

pg 658.3861

HaUwaii Mechanical Engineer, June 1924,

V. 98, pp. 415-418. Illus. Pt. 2. Special

instructors supervise shop routine work of

students which are worked out according to

definite schedules.

Educating the Foreman. 658.31243

(" F Smith. Brick and Clay Itceord.

Julv 8, 1924, V. 65, pp. 34-35. The fore-

man 's responsibility as connecting link be-

tween management and workmen.

Education and Training for the Indus-

tries.
6<07)

Mrehan^-cal Engineering, Aug. 1924, v. 46,

pp. 482-483. Report of the conference on

education and training held at the spring

meeting of the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers. Gives brief summary

of several papers.

Management Training Needed by Fore-
658.31243

E H. Fish. Man.\gement axd Adminis-

tration, Aug. 1924, V. 8, p. 140. Prob-

lems every forcm.-in faces, and a helpful

word toward solving them.

Picking the Foreman-Student. 658.385

J K. Novins. Oi>en Shop Review, June

1924, V. 21, pp. 231-236; July 1924, pp.

264-269. Grouping according to educa-

tion, experience, or mental test rating.

Seventh and eighth articles in the series.

Training program for the factory foreman.

Redevelopment in Pressed Steel Pra--

tice. .

621.98

M. R. Innes. Forging—Stamping—Uial

Treating. July 1924, v. 10, pp. 262-264.

Illus. Methods of redevelopment. Gives

comparative illnstr.-itions of cast iron and

)iressed steel prndui'tions.

Reducing Open Hearth Car Up-

keep. 621.82

C L Newbv. Bla.'st Furnace and Steel

Plant, July 1924, v. 12, pp. 331-333. Illus.

Roller bearing equipment in cars increases

efficiency and decreases maintenance costs.

Review of Recent Developments in the

Electrical Industry. 621.3

John Liston. I'n rer.ial Engineer, July

1924, V. 40, pp. 25-31. .\ general review

of progress concerning improvements and

inventions.

Standards for Area Count and

Weight. 676(C03)

S. L. Willson. Paper Trade Journal. July

10, 1924, V. 79, pp. 51 -.54, .58. General

Wages

Group Accident and Health Insur-

ance 658.3253

J T. Wagner. Cement, Mill and Quarry,

Julv 20, 1924, V. 25, pp. 35-36. Accident

insurance not covered by workmen's com-

pensation act, and methods for handling

claims.

How Wage Incentive is Applied in Plant

of Fisk Rubber Company. 658.32

F. M. Sawiu. Belting, July 1924, v. :-•,

jip. 44, 46. Five different methods of

wage i)aynu'nt f(Uind useful.

Personal Remuneration in its Relation

to Cost Accountancy. 653.32

(' \V Charlesworth. The Cost Accountant.

.Inly 1924, v. 4, pp. 37-50. Tables. The

time wage, piece-work wage, contract wage,

differential piece wage, and bonus wage

systems separately considered from the

expense point of view. Comparative tables

nnd charts included.
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CONDITIONS AND PROSPECTS
IN

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Better Business Forecast Strengthened

Prepared by LEWIS H. HANEY
Director, New York University Bureau of Business Research i

During: August the P/V line, shown
in Fig. 1, made a fui-ther good rise,

although the percentage of change was
not quite so great as in July. The
main forecasting line is now at a higher

level than any reached since July 1923.

The continued rise of the P/V line, to-

gether with other favorable indications

discussed below, warrants the conclu-

sion that business will continue to im-
prove for a period of at least six

months.

It should be noted that volume has
now begun to rise as well as price—

•

a clear indication that the actual im-

provement in business which has been
forecast is now at hand. Increasing
total volume at higher prices means
better net earnings to come.

Prol)ably the outstanding conclusion
to be drawn from the data covering in-

dustry in August and early September
is that recovery from bottom levels has
actually begun in a number of im-
portant eases. In all respects, the rea-

1 Assistoil by Horace J. Barney, R. H.
Leding and Harry Corash, of the Bureau's
Staff.

soiling in last month's discussion to the

effect that the bottom of a major de-

pression had been reached and that a

major upturn was in the making, has

l:een confirmed by August data. In-

creased production in iron and steel,

increased cotton consumption, increased

coal output, increased railway tonnage,

increased bank debits—all mark the

turn. The conclusive evidence is given

by a rise in Bradstreet's price index,

which for the two months of July and
August totals 4.7 per cent.

Recext Developments

Among the salient industrial develop-

ments of August and the early part of

September were the following:

1. Unfilled steel orders reversed their

downward trend and increased de-

cidedly, indicating a gain in for-

ward buying (Fig. 3).

2. Production of bituminous coal in-

creased, after eliminating normal
seasonal variation (Fig. 5).

3. Employment of labor appears to

have touched bottom and to have

shown some increase during

August. Per capita earnings also

sliowed a sti'onger basis for pur-

chasing power (Figs. 7 and 8).

4. Bank debits showed a decided in-

crease which was emjahasized by
the fact that they usually decrease

in August. The average weekly
volume of checks drawn against in-

dividual accounts was far greater

than in any recent year (Fig. 10).

5. AVholesale trade has shown an up-
ward tendency.

6. The textile industry is in a much
stronger position than it was a
few weeks ago, with raw cotton

cheaper and prices of finished

goods holding relatively firm.

7. The London agreement has been
i-atified and, with the Dawes plan
in operation, the beginning of an
increased extension of foreign

credits is probable. Net gold im-
ports have further decreased.

Favorable Factors

Points which appear to be con-
structive in the most active way, with-
out regard to how recently they occurred,
arc

:

I. ^loney rates continue at bottom
levels, while prices of commodities
cnntiiiue to move up (Fig. 12).

1923-

J FMAMJjASflND
1924

Dnta on the compilatirin of this curve can be obtained vpon request to the editors. Sei>tember data are estimates.

Fig. 1 The Bako.meter of Ixdu.stry a.\d Trade

351
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2. Commodity stocks in general show

a further decrease (Table 1).

3. Forward buying shows a small in-

crease as indicated by the upward
trend of unfilled orders and im-

proved wholesale trade.

4. Employment of labor increased in

August, which holds out hope that

purchasing power may soon im-

prove (Fig. 8).

5. Business failures decreased (Fig. 1.3).

6. Europe is in a better position to buy
American products, and the export
demand for wheat, cotton, and
petroleum products has gained.

E.xports increased in August, even
after allowance for seasonal varia-

tion.

7. In spite of extraordinarily heavy
grain movement, corn and wheat
prices have held a large part of
their gains.

Unfavorable Factors

1. Mail order sales continued to de-

crease, and, in general, the volume
of retail sales may be said to have
been disappointing (Fig. 11). In
this connection attention is called

to the decline in post office receipts.

(Fig. 10).

2. Building activity continues at a rela-

tively low level, although it seems
more than probable that the bot-

tom has been reached (Fig. 6).

3. Stocks of certain important com-
modities increased further or

continued unduly large-— notably
gasoline and merchant pig iron

(See Table 1).

Future Dangers

AVliile it is thus apparent that on the

basis of current industrial develop-

ments the general outlook appears de-

cidedly favorable, it remains to be
noted that a number of potentially un-
favorable developments cast some
shadows on the business future.

1. Possibility of the elcclion of an in-

creased radical element in Congress
remains a threat of future unsound
legislation. (It is believed, how-
ever, that the general lack of in-

terest in the coming election indi-

cates the common belief that Mr.
Coolidge will succeed himself as
President).

2. Gold inflation appears to have made
.some headway and the possibility

of credit inflation is a serious con-
sideration.

3. The great post-war readjustment of
world industry and finance lies

ahead. P^uropean competition is

bound to grow in intensity during
the coming year and American in-

dustry will be handicapped in

meeting such competition by the

existing high level of costs, notably

labor costs.

4. In the course of time there is likely

to be a withdrawal of funds from

the United States which will tend

to bring our period of easy money
to an end.

5. Not a few great American industries

have a capacity in excess of the

probable future domestic demand,

which suggests the danger that the

industries affected by overcapacity

may easily run into overproduction.

It is to be noted that the steel in-

dustry, when running at only 55

per cent of present capacity, gives

an output which is a little over

that of 1913.

While an upturn in business may
now be said to be an accomplished fact,

there is much doubt as to the duration

and extent of that upturn. This doubt

is accurately refieeted in the recent his-

tory of the stock market. The average

of 50 stocks reached a maximum in the

week of August 18, since when the aver-

age has by the middle of September

declined nearly 4 points, and the

volume of trading has fallen off notably.

The stock market had discounted the

upturn in business, but was not pre-

pared to discount a boom.

It may be helpful to consider some

of the possibilities for 1925. If our

monetai'y and foreign trade cireimi-

stanees were normal, we would have a

gradual and irregular gain in business

for sevei'al months, followed by a more
rapid upswing and reaching a peak in

the early summer of 1926, or there-

abouts.

Two sets of facts, however, compli-

cate the normal trend. On the one

hand, the monetary situation suggests

inflation; on the other hand, the world

readjustment in industry suggests a

very limited ])ossil)ility for expansion.

If inflation gains headway, we are likely

to have an earlier and sharper gain in

business with a higher peak and a

severer crisis. If our overcapacity

meets effective foreign competition, we
are likely to see the normal upswing
of business curtailed.

As to inflation, it may be said that

there has been a considerable expansion

of bank credit, notably in New York.

Loans and discounts of member banks,

wliich reached a minimum in the middle

of 1922, are now higher than at any
time since March 1921. In the week
ended Septeml)er 3, the loans and dis-

counts on stocks and bonds increased

80 million dollars and were 711 million

dollars over the same period in 1923.

Demand deposits are at a high level.

The advance in commodity and security

prices may indicate the beginning of

inflation. Certainly the stock market

has suggested it strongly. With call

loans at 2 per cent or less, and with

commercial paper at 314 per cent, in

spite of heavy crop movements and re-

viving fall trade, the fact that "money
is cheap" is emphasized.

The loans being made to Europe will

for some time largelj' represent credit

and will probably not reduce our gold

supply. Rather they will increase our

exports and help put our prices up.

The federal reserve system has some

power, through raising its discount

rates and through releasing its large

holdings of securities, to check inflation.

The great danger is that our plethora

of funds will prevent the checking of

credit expansion by high interest and

discount rates. We start the present

upswing with a high reserve ratio and

large loans and discounts.

As to what has been called a world

readjustment in industry and finance,

we repeat our reference to the over-

capacity of basic American industries

and call attention to the signs which

have already appeared of increased

competition from the German iron and

steel industry. In this country we are

in danger of attempting to maintain a

happy industrial hunting ground by

building a wall of tariff and immigra-

tion restrictions around ourselves and

seeking to maintain high wages by

means of inflated prices. This ten-

dency was supported for a time by the

ai)normal demand for building con-

sti'uction and automobiles which fol-

lowed the war. That demand is now
largely satisfied.

European recovery will be slower

than some "writers seem to think. More-

over, the gold inflow has already been

checked and more stable forei;:n ex-

change rates exist. These things will

make the readjustment less violent and

may postjjone it until 1926. We are

still lending money to Europe, which

enables us to maintain an export bal-

ance; but some readjustment there

must be.

It is too soon to forecast 1925, but

improving business seems probable for

the first six months of that year.

Whether the collapse will come toward

the end of 1925, or will be postponed

until 1926, no one can say. The sit-

uation is highly comi)lex and unceitain.

This very fact will act as a drag \ii)oii

business I'ecovery. The wisest policy

for most business men will be to figure

on a gradual improvement during the

next six or eight months and to watch

for accumulation of commodity stock?

and any tendency for money rates to

become tight, as warning symptoms.
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Production and Stocks of Commodities
Production Bottom Reached: Stocks Being Liquidated

Stocks of Commodities

As shown ill Table 1 stocks of basic

commodities have, on the whole, de-

creased. The Department of Com-
merce's index of 45 commodities de-

clined IVo per cent in July. The latest

data show notalile declines in stocks of

pnemnatic tires, zinc, newsprint paper,

merchant pig iron and leather. t)n the

other hand, stocks of sasoline and raw

existed in the early part of 1924 has

disappeared. This is one of the most

significant and favorable developments

of recent months.

Iron and Steel Production

Production. August witnessed an

upward turn in pig iron and steel ingot

production, the indexes showing in-

creases in the average dailv rate of 3.9
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Wage and Employment Situation

Employment Increases: Decline of Earnings Checked

Earnings and Cost of Living

Selected Industries in the United

States. The iadex of per capita earn-

ings, unadjusted for seasonal changes,

increased 3.5 per cent in August. This

followed a drop of 4.2 per cent in July.

(See Fig. 7).

Neiu York State. The adjusted index

dropped in August to 107. Actual

weekly earnings rose from $27.12 to

$27.40, less than a normal increase.

Wisconsin. In July earnings fell, the

seasonally corrected index dropping

from 108.4 to 102.5. (The average

of the present swing. Actual figures

showed an increase of 0.2 per cent in

numbers employed in August, which was

slightly less than the normal increase

for this month. (See Fig. 8).

Xcw York State. After going down
continuously since February the sea-

sonally adjusted index of factory em-

ployment in this state increased 1.4 per

cent in August. The only important

decreases were in the manufacture of

building materials, which until now
have been holding up well. In New
York City alone employment fell off

in August. This was due to slowness

factories following July closing for in-

ventory and repairs.

Conclusion. All I'cports indicate or

suggest increasing employment. August

retm-ns for New York State showed

an increase in the seasonally adjusted

index, for New Jersey and Pennsyl

vania increases in actual numbers em-

ployed, and for the United States a

slight increase in actual employment but

a small decrease in the adjusted index.

Employment and Earnings in

Selected industries

The course of employment and earn-

ings of 10 leading industries in July

is shown in Fig. 9.

Employment. Further decreases in

employment occurred in S of the in-

E
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Trend of Trade and Finance
Wholesale Trade Increases: Money Easy and Prices Rising

Bank Debits and Postal Receipts

Bank Debits. During August the

weekly average in the volume of checks

drawn on individual accounts was
nearly 9.2 billion dollars against 7.8

billion dollars in 1923, and 7.9 billion

dollars in 1922. The August figure

was but little under July, although

usually there is a sharp decline between

the two months. Accordingly, the ad-

indicated an increase of 22.6 per cent

over August 1923, while the other com-

pany showed a decrease of 3.1 per cent.

(See Fig. 11).

Cliain Store Sales. The four prin-

cipal chain stores showed increased sales

for August that were slightly greater

than is normal for the month.

Dejiartinent Stores. The index of

department store sales, after correc-

tion for seasonal variation, increased

cial paper continued to decrease

throughout most of August and the ad-

justed index fell to 48.2 per cent of

the 1921 average. The New York rate

on best commercial paper averaged 3.13

jDer cent against 3.37 per cent in July.

Conclusion. Prices will probably

ri.se and money rates will undoubtedly

hold low during the remainder of the

year, when an upturn is probable.

New Enterprises and Failures

Business Failures. The decrease of

business failures during August was
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Working Plans to Realize Profits
Navigating a Business—

I

By G. CHARTER HARRISON
Consultant in Management

THE ship is a symbol dear to the hearts of men.
There is so much in common between them that

little imaginative effort is requii'ed to see the re-

semblance between the voyage of a ship, the life of a

man, and the course of a business venture—they all

have their fair days and their

foul—the winds that help and
those that hinder. How obvious,

for instance, the analogy between

the well-manned ship forging

ahead to some happy destination

and the well-organized success-

ful business, and in contrast, the

analogy between the abandoned
ship left to the mercj' of the tides

and the neglected business drift-

ing along until ultimately it

meets its doom on the rocks of

bankruptcy.

I\lany are the hazards to be met
before a ship can arrive at its

destination—many indeed are the

risks faced by a business before

it arrives at the port of substan-

tial profits. And manj' a busi-

ness ship never arrives in this

fair haven at all.

Navigation, which is defined

as being the science or art of con-

ducting a ship across the seas, is a

comparatively recent development.
Even so late as the fifteenth century,

navigation, as one writer puts it, "was
conducted in the mo.st rude, uncertain, and dangerous
manner it is possible to conceive". At the time of

Columbus it was the custom to guess or estimate the

rate of progress made by the ship ; these guesses were
made every two hours or so and were used as a basis

upon which to figure the position of the ship. Quite

often, as was to be expected, the guesses were con-
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siderablj' off, with the

natural result that

w recks were by no
means infrequent. Even
in the latter part of the seventeenth century so sea-

faring a race as that of Britain
sustained an extraordinary num-
ber of naval casualties owing to

faulty navigation:

. . . Several men-of-war off Plym-
outh in 1691 were wrecked through
mistaking the Deadman for Berry
Head. Admiral Wheeler's scjuadron

in 1G94, leaving the Mediterranean,
lan on Gibraltar when they thought
that they had passed the strait. Sir

Cloudesley Shovel's squadron in 1707
was lost on the rocks off Seilly hy
erring in their latitude. Several trans-

ports in 1711 were lost near the St.

Lawrence, hHving erred 15 leagues in

the reckoning during twenty-fom-
hours.

Despite the great increase in

the number, the size, and the

speed of ships, maritime disasters,

however, are today comparatively
rare. This condition has been

rendered possible by the develop-

ment of the art of navigation.

Business disasters, however, are

unfortunately a common occurrence,
wliich condition is due, in the main, to defective busi-

ness navigation. It is no exaggeration to apply to the

conduct of many a business of today, the words about
the state of ocean na^dgation in the fifteenth centurj-

:

Navigation is conducted in the most rude, uncertain, and
dangerous manner it is possible to conceive.
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The principles of ocean navigation are well sum-
marized in the following statement made by one who
is an authority on the .subject

:

In planning out in advance a long ocean voyage the expe-

rienced navigator would first, by laymg down the track from
port to port on a great circle chart, ascertain the shortest

route between them. On examining such a chart in conjunc-
tion with the wind and current charts it will be seen what
modifications the intervention of land, unfavorable currents

or winds, ice or unduly high latitude, render necessary, and
such modified route will finally be adopted subject to possible

changes as the voyage progresses.

Having thus planned the most desirable general track to

pursue, three methods are employed to ascertain the position

of the ship at any time during the voyage; these are (1)
projecting the track on charts; (2) simple trigonometrical

calcidations where the data are the course steered and the
distance run, and (3) astronomical observations, which foi'in

an entirely independent method.

Briefly summarized, therefore, the art of navigation
consists, firstly, in laying out a course which will enable
the ship to arrive at the desired port in the minimum
time consistent with safety ; and secondly, in providing
for the con.stant determination of the ship's position

throughout the voyage and its relation to the course laid

down. This procedure is clearly illustrated by the

North Atlantic Ocean navigation chart shown in Fig. 1,

the solid line representing the eour.se laid down for

summer travel in an easterly direction between New
York and Plymouth. The solid dots on this line indi-

cate the estimated position of the ship each day at noon,

and the small open circles the actual position of the

ship as ascertained by the noon observations. By com-
paring his actual position and course with that laid

down on the chart the navigator is able to make the

necessary corrections in his course.

There are, of course, limitations to the power of na\i-

gation to avert disaster—the shij) may not be stout

enough to withstand the tempest—some unforeseen acci-

dent to the machinery may render the mariner helpless

to keep his vessel from drifting on the rocks—but,

nevertheless, due to good navigation the passenger on
an ocean liner today is as safe as he would be bj- his

own fireside. It is the same with business navigation

:

the business ship may not be staunch enough to with-

stajid the storms it will have to meet—in some cases

it was doomed to disaster before it ever left the dock
—but nevertheless good navigation will enable the in-

dustrial pilot to save his vessel from all disasters whicli

are of a preventable nature.

Insolvencies Mainly Due to Poor Business

Navigation

Business failures may be divided into two classes:

(1) those due to cau.ses for which the management
should be held responsible; and (2) failures due to

causes over which the management can exercise little

or no control. In this seconil class are included what
are legally known as "Acts of God," such as storms,

floods, and other disasters which could not be foreseen

by human ability, and such catastrophes as the unex-

pected failure of a large debtor. About 80 per cent of

all the failures belong to the first class, and only 20 per
cent to the second—in other words 80 per cent of all

failures may be regarded as being due to faulty busi-

ness navigation.

It has been estimated that more than one-third of

the insolvencies in the United States have been due
to "lack of capital," but as William 11. Lough points

out in his book "Business Finance," this rather vague
term should probablj' be interpreted to mean "lack of

working caijital, " which condition usually results from
overexpansion and the tying-up of too great a pro-

portion of the resources of the business in fixed assets.

Mr. Lough summarizes the situation in these words

:

"If we were able to call the basic trouble in such cases

'mismanagement of capital' we should not be far from
wrong," so that we may conclude that insolvencies

classified as being due to "lack of capital" are really

failures resulting from poor business navigation.

But failure is merely a relative term. A business

may escape actual insolvency and yet be a failure if

its management is not able to conduct its affairs in

such a waj- as to i-ealize a full i-eturn from the money
invested in the business—this is the kind of failure

described in the Parable of the Talents in which ease

you will remember that though the investment was
found to be intact the management was superseded be-

cause it failed to produce dividends. The business is

a half-failure which makes only half the profits it

should make if it were properly navigated.

Eliminating Guess-Work from Navigation and from

Business

One of the many wise observations made by that

pioneer American, Benjamin Franklin, was that "in-

vention and jirogrcss are jirolific and beget more of

their kind". To get the full benefit from one invention

it is generally necessary to develop other inventions.

The automobile would be of little value as a pleasure

car if the pneiuiiatic tire had not been invented—the

aero])lane was dei)endent for its success upon the per-

fecting of the internal combustion engine, and Lang-

ley's much ridiculed model of a flying machine, which

during its inventor's life time was a total failure.

aetuall\' flew successfully when its original motor was

reijlaeed by a modern aeroplane engine. The full ad-

vantage of the speed of the steam locomotive could not

have been realized had it not been for the development

of those two safety instruments, the air-brake and the

railroad sema]ihore.

It was the increase in the number, the weight, and

the speed of ships which practically compelled the de-

velopment of the art of navigation : guess-work meth-

ods which might have been tolerated when small sail-

ing shii)s were the rule would obviously be impo.ssible

when applied to the operation of the ^Yquitania. One

of the greatest steps ever taken in the advancement of

navigation was the establishment in the year 1795 of

the British Admiralty llydrographic Office, the pur-

pose of which was "to take the gues.s-work out of

Tiavigation." apd thLs date practically coincides with

the intrfuliietinu of steam in navigation.
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In a similar manner it was the increase in size, the

complexity, and the speed of business which prac-

tically compelled the development of scientific man-
agement—as I wrote several years ago

:

It was inevitable' that the idea of scieuliflc management
would be developed, for even if Frederick Taylor had not

undertaken his investigations, the demands of the industrial

world for some more scientific means of meeting manufactur-
ing problems than were previously employed would have
rendered the introduction of the scientific management idea a
foregone conclusion.

In his recent book, ''Everybody's Business," Floyd
W. Parsons makes the following signillcant statement:

In the past the progress of the United States has been

due chiefly to the abundance of her raw materials; in the

futuie America's advance must depend largely upon the men-
tality of her people. The curse uf the day is the habit of
guessing instead of knowing.

"Guessing instead of knowing" is extraordinarily

prevalent in busine.s.s—personally I am oftentimes ap-

palled and astounded at the insufficiency of the in-

formation ti]ion the basis of which captains of industry

attempt to navigate the bitsiness vessels which ti'ust-

ing stockholdei's have submitted to their care. The
old-time manufacturer, thanks to a large margin of

profit, the law of averages, the defects of his com-

petitors, and the grace of God, could more or less

blindlj- follow in the footsteps of his fathers without

necessarily being visited with instant disaster, but

under modern conditions things change over night and,

with high-speed business, disaster may come quickly

and overwhelmingly as witness the case of the Good-

year Tire and Rubber Companj-, the balance sheet of

which on October 31, 1919, showed a surplus of $33,-

332,666 and on October 31, 1920, a deficit of $15,-

64r7,65-l. It was poor navigation which caused this

disastrous state of affairs, and remarkably good naviga-

tion which has since so greatly improved the position

of this great bttsiness instittttion.

^lodern business obviously needs four-wheel brakes,

and those who know when they should be applied.

The Need for Science in Industry

We need have, we must have, more science in our

business management. It is only by the aid of science

that we can eliminate the guess-work in business in

the .same way as the llydrographic Office through

science eliminated the guess-work from navigation.

Over 60 years ago Herbert Spencer foresaw the im-

portance of science in business when he wrote

:

And if already the loss from want of science is so frequent

and so great, still greater and more frequent will it be to

those who hereafter lack science. Just as fast as productive

processes become more scientific, which competition will

inevitably make them do; and just as fast as joint stock

undertakings spread, which they certainly will ; so fast will

scientific knowledge grow necessary to everyone.

To be .scientific by no means reqtiires that one should

be engaged in laboratory work—as Professor J. Arthur
Thompson states in his "Introtluction to Science":

Science is not wrapped ui) with any jjarticular body of

facts; it is characterized as an intellectual attitude, it is not

tied down to any peculiar methods of inquiry; it is simply

sincere critical thought, which admits conclusions only wUen
they are based on evidence. We may get a good lesson in

scientific method from a business man meeting some new
practical problem, from a lawyer sifting evidence, or from a

statesman framing a constructive bill.

Scientific Management Means Science in Business

It is not the method which is important, it i-s the

IJoint of view, and if we regard business problems

from the scientific standpoint we are practicing scien-

tific management, for as the author said in his book,

"(Jost Accounting to Aid Production":

Scientific Management is more than a system of shop man-
agement; it is akin to a state of mind, a mental attitude.

Considered in its essential features scientific management
represents the use of the trained imagination in industrial

life—a looking forward rather than a looking backward

—

the doing of things mentally before the attempt is made to

perfoim them on the physical plane. The office manager
who desires to rearrange his office and who cuts pieces of

paper to the scale of the furnituie and shifts them around
until he has found an arrangement which suits him, is prac-

ticing scientific management, whereas he who has all the fur-

niture moved around bodily, only to find out that the original

arrangement was best, is not. The traditional plumber ar-

riving on his job without his tools represents the antithesis of

the scientific management idea.

Shorn of non-essentials, the underlying idea of scientific

management is the predetermination of results and Ihe stand-

ardization of methods and conditions. Instead of working
to more or less nebulous ends, under scientific management
methods, definite ideals are established and all efforts con-

centrated towards the attainment of these ideals by the adop-
tion of standardized methods. This principle is applicable

not only to the shops but to all phases of human activity.

The scientific management idea is as important, if

not more important, in the sales, financial, accounting,

and administrative divisions of the business as it is in

the factory. With the development of automatic ma-
chinery and the adoption of scientific management in

the factory the major industrial problem of America
is no longer one of increasing production but a

problem of improving our methods of distribution.

One of the basic troubles today with many industries,

the agricultural implement industry, for instance, is

that we have increased our producing facilities en-

tirely out of proportion to the capacity of the market

to absorb. The result is that costs are increased and
profits reduced by that industrial cancer "idle-time"

to the detriment of the manufacturer, the worker, the

consumer, and the community in general.

Even Frederick Taylor does not appear to have

fully realized the far-reaching possibilities of the prin-

ciples he enunciated—essentially a shop man, his

horizon was naturally to a large extent confined to

factory problems. Later exponents of scientific man-

agement have in the main followed in his footsteps

—
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Fig. 1 North Atlantic Navigation Chart

Clarence Bertrand Thompson/ in the voluminous col-

lection of articles on this subject issued by the Harvard
University Press and edited by him, restricts the scope

of scientific management entirely to the field of fac-

tory administration.

In view of the restricted viewpoint of scientific man-

agement held by most writers on this subject, it was a

distinct surprise and pleasure to the author some days

since to come across a little book by William Kent
which, though written 10 years ago, indicates a much
wider conception of the scope of scientific manage-

ment than is held by most present-day exponents of

this science. Mr. Kent defined scientific management

as follows

:

Scientific, luaiiasenient in its broadest aspect is not merely

''lal)oi-saving nianapcinent," it is not even "shop manage-

ment;" it is iiuhi.strial management by the scientific method.

It is not limited to cost of jjroduction, but extends to methods

of distributing and marketiiifr the |>roduct, to ineetiiifj the

changes in character or fashion of the product, to questions

of concentration or expansion, or relocation, of tinance, etc.

Scientific management means ajjplying science to

the management of business. Probably one of the

most important discoveries which science has made is

the interrelatedness of all things in the universe; as

one writer states it

:

Science regards Nature as a vibrating system most surely

and subtly interconnected. It discloses a world of inter-

1 Lecturer (in Manufacturing in lI.Trv.ird T'niversity.

relations, a long procession of causes, a web of life, infinite

sequences bound by the iron chains of casualty.

Scientific business management demands a proper

understanding of the interrelatedness of things in

bu.siness, an appreciation of the fact that the fortunes

of the individual business are intimately bound up
with those of its customers, its creditors, its competi-

tors, and with business, financial, and political condi-

tions in general. A drought in Kansas, a bumper cot-

ton crop in Arkansas, a bank failure in California, an

oil boom in Texas, a political scandal in Washington

—

anything which affects the ability and disjiosition of

men to produce, to invest, to buy, and to sell, acts and

reacts throughout the whole vast complex industrial

organization. These are the currents and the cro.ss

currents in the industrial seas, which demand ever-

lasting vigilance on the part of the business navigator.

Within the business itself what affects one depart-

ment affects to some extent all other departments

—

there are in fact no strictly intradepartmental prob-

lems. An unexpected increase in sales, for instance,

will result in a wave of activity i)assing throughout the

wiiole organization, and will necessitate the majdng of

adjustments in the plans and sehedides of all depart-

ments. In the financial department it may require a

rearrangement of the borrowing schedules. In the

factory it may demand the sjiceding up of production,

tiie employment of additional help, the changing of

the working hours. In the purchasing department it

may demand the making of additional purcha.se orders

and hurried trips of the purchasing agent to the steel
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Business navigation represents the application of

three principles as follows;

1. Charting a course.

2. Periodical determination of actual position in re-

lation to course laid down and analyzing varia-

tions according to causes.

3. Modifying cour.se to conform to conditions which

have come about.

Compare for a momcut the Business Navigation

Chart shown in Fig. 2 w^ith the North Atlantic Navi-

gation Chart shown in Fig. 1. In their essential fea-

tures they are identical. The objective in the Atlantic

chart is the arrival at Plymouth in a given time—the

objective on the Business Navigation chart is the earn-

ing of a certain amount of prollts in a given time. The

Atlantic chai't shows the position where the ship

should be each noon and the position actually achieveil

;

the Business Navigation chart shows the accumulated

amount of profits which should be earned up to the

close of each month and then the profits actually

earned. It will be noted that, due to a change in con-

ditions, namely, a cut in the selling price of the prod-

uct assumed in the illustration, it was found necessary

to draw a new course from the end of May to the close

of the year.

In order to be able properly to forecast profits it is

necessary that a survey be made of the business from

several angles—it will be necessary, for instance, for

the factory manager working in conjunction with the

accounting and other divisions of the business to

determine what the real capacity of the ]ilant is in

terms of product. Considering this information in

relation to the market for the product, the next step

will be for the sales department, also working in con-

junction with the accounting department and with the

management to figure what proportion of the factory

capacity it is reasonable to expect can be disposed of

by the sales force. In arriving at the decision in this

matter careful calculations will have to be made as

to where is the point of diminishing returns in sales

effort ; that is to say at what point does it become un-

profitable to add additional salesmen and other sali-s

expenditures in order to increase the sales. It will

also be necessary to set sales cpiotas for the ilifTerciit

sales branches.

Estimating Business Costs

Having arrived at a decision as to the amount of

goods which it is anticipated can be sold, tlie next

step is to predetermine the cost of manufacturing

these goods, and the cost of selling and distributing

them ; in other words it will be necessary to set stand-

ards not oidy for factory costs but also for sales and

administrative exjH'nses. These matters will be dealt

with in considerable detail in succeeding articles. It will

also be necessary to figure the sales value of the goods

which it is i)lanned to sell, the difierence between these

estimated sales values, and the factory and selling and

administrative costs representing Die forecasted iirofits

as charted on the liusiness Navigation Chart (Fig. 2).

The information thus obtained forms the basis not only

for charting the profits ahead as shown on Fig. 2, but

also for the predetermination of the financial position

for several months ahead. Factory and purchasing

schedules for three months or more ahead (depending

upon the conditions existing in the particular indtis-

try) will also be figured on this basis.

It is, of course, of supreme importance to know at

frequent intervals to what extent the business ship has

fallen oft' its course, or in other words to determine

the extent to which the actual profits have varied from

the profits which the management has set up as an

objective. This information, however, is of limited

value as an aid to getting back to tiie course, if the

business navigator does not also have information as

to what the causes are which have reduced his profits to

less than the desired objective. It is of great impor-

tance, therefore, that means should be provided to fur-

nish an analysis of variations from the estimated profits

so that the management of the business can take imme-

diate steps to eliminate, if possible, the profit-losing

conditions.

If reference is made to Fig. 1 it will be noted that

the estimated actual profits for the month of January

were assumed to have been $10,000 when the profits

Avere only $6,000. The first question the executive

would naturally a.sk would be
—"where have my

.$4,000 ]iotential profits gone to, which have failed to

materialize?" Under the methods to be described in

the succeeding articles of this series his accountant

would report somewhat as follows

:

Estimated profits for inonth $10,001)

Actual profits for month 6,000

Profit less $4,000

T.VBLE 1. AN.-iLYSIS OF .\BOVE PROFIT LOSS BY CAUSES

Loss of profit on difference between estimated and actual

sales (per detailed Statement A) _

Increase in profit due to increase in selling price of product
(per detailed Statement B)

Loss of profit due to selling larger proportion of less profitable

merchandise (per detailed Statement C)
Increase in pr:ifit due to actual selling and administrative

expenses being less than estimate (per detailed State-

ment D) ;

Increase in profit due to reduction in manufacturing costs

'Iter detailed Statement E)
Idle time expense
.\et profit loss as above

Totals J9000 $9(X)0

Profit Loss

SIOOO

1000

3000

'4666"

SSoOO

500

3000

The above statement, of course, is intended merely

to give the executive tiie all-important bird's-eye view

of the situation— it answers by six figures the old, old

question "where have my profits gone?" Suiiporting

this summarized statement an- detailed statements

wliich provide an analysis in the finest detail of the

iigiires shown on the summarized statement, for in-

stance. Statement A would in-ovide an analysis by

branches and individual salesmen of the lo.ss of profits

due to the .sales volume being less than the quota, thus

localizing responsibility for a poor showing.

The next instaliiient of this scries will give detailed

inf(n-mation on methods of figuring profit objectives.



Cutting Shipping Costs
With the Lightwciiiht Container

By HAROLD W. HAWK
Sales PTomotion Manager, General Box Company

IF
all the money that has been lost during the past

five years through damage to goods shipped by
American business men could be collected in one

purse, the total sum would pay a surprisingly large

instalment on the requirements of the bonus recently

passed by Congress. For years, damages caused by
poor packing have reached staggering amounts. In
spite of the fact that the shipping problem is as old

as business itself it has been only within comparatively
recent years that

any decided prog-

ress has been

made in packing

efficiency. Back
of this progress

have been many
forces, and back

of these forces

have been a va-

riety of contrib-

uting factors.

Today Ameri-

can packing is on

the highest plane

in its history. Xo
less an authority

than Julius
Klein. Director

of the United

States Bui-eau of

Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce,
is responsible for

the statement

that: ''While in

the past American packing methods have been roundly

criticized, and perhaps rightly so, there has been such

a notable improvement in recent years that our com-
petitors in the world's markets now openly admit that

the I'nited States is far in advance in this important
matter. Except in rare instances improvement in

packing methods has kept pace with modern methods
of production and distribution, and packing is

today regarded as an exact science by experi-

enced exporters."

American business men long ago recognized the

value of applying science to industry. In fact, science

has been largely responsible for placing American
industrial enterprise in its present position of world
leadership. There is scarcely an American industry

that has not profited through research activities, carried

out individually or through co-operation in the form
of trade a.ssociation laboratoi-ies. Production ]irobloms

have been solved by keeping everlastinsrly at Ihcm.

Index Number
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Fig. 1 Ol\xt Multiple Sewing Machine Used in Mancfacture of

Wirebound Boxes

with scientific treat-

ment. And the same
holds true with packing

problems, which are

closely related to production problems, for without
proper packing and efficient distribution, production
efficiency would largely be wasted.

During the past 15 years the history of packing
development lias been largely one of decreasing the

size and weight

of containers and
at the same time

maintaining or

increasing their

strength and
serviceability.
There was a time,

and not so many
years ago, when
the workman of

the shipping-
room was chosen

with respect to

his huskiness and
his ability to

handle a hammer
and a saw. Lum-
her was plentiful

and cheap, and a

handy man could

nail a few boards

into some sort of

a shipping case

with little
trouble. Whether

the case arrived at its destination in good shape was
generally left to the railroad.

As production in industry increased and .shipments

grew to large volumes, the slipshod packing methods
began to give more and more trouble. Damages from
broken packages became heavier and heavier. Poorly
constructed containers invited pilferage. It M-as an
ideal situation for scientific development to take hold
of and master, for good packing includes the solution

of any number of problems, most of them beyond the

grasp of an ordinary laborer. They need the atten-

tion of engineering skill, and because .such skill has
been generously ])rovided much of the worry has been
taken out of the packing problem.

It is safe to say that the average weight of shipping

containers today is fully 50 per cent less than it was
15 or 20 years ago. Due to proper study of consti-uc-

tion. efficient nailing, and adequate reinforcing, wliere

necessarv. or bv the use of win-lionnd boxes, the loss

367
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and damage claims today are lower than ever before

in the history of the railroads. The records of the

Southern Railway give some interesting information

along this line. In 1921 the claims paid by this road

amounted to $3,015,258.40 or 2.75 per cent of the

tariff. In 1922 the claims were reduced to $1,559,-

724.68 or 1.28 per cent of the tariff, and in 1923 they

were further reduced to $1,495,039.40 or 1 per cent

of the tariff. Of course it would be unfair to attribute

all of these savings to better boxing and crating

Fig. 2 WiREBOUNO Boxes Are Quickly Closed by Twi.stino

THE Wires with a Special Tool

methods alone, but they have unquestionably played

an important and an ever-increasing part.

Back of this development of lighter containers have

been many factors. One of the chief ones was the

rapid depletion of our forests. In 1907 lumber of

tile grade used in boxes was selling at $15 per thousand

bd. ft. Todaj' that lumber is selling at $38 per tliou-

sand bd. ft. Study of methods to help save lumber
brought out the fact that strong boxes could be made
with less material. Boxing experts of the United States

Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin,

discovered that

:

... in some eases it is possible to reduce the thickness of

material 20 per cent or more and at the same time peimit the

use of a poorer grade of lumber, when metal bindings are

properly used, without any reduction in the serviceability of

the container.

In the wirebound box, tlie thickness of the sides.

tops, and bottom, and frequently the ends also, may
be reduced as much as 50 per cent under that of an

unstrapped box designed to cany the same goods, and
still give a stronger box. Something over 5, 000,OUO. ()()()

ft., bd. measure, of lumber are used annuallj" in making
containers, and hence a saving up in the tens of mil-

lions of dollars is possible by the aiiplication of sricii-

title |)rinciples to jiaeking methotls.

Although iron strajiping and wire have been used
for years in binding shipping boxes, the new idea

produced bj- the wirebound box makes the wire
primarily a part of the supporting structure. In the

construction of this type of container, rotary cut

lumber or thick veneer can be used for all parts ex-

cei)ling the frame. Red gum is used in most cases.

although large quantities of long-leaf pine, tupelo,

black gum, cottonwood and poplar are also in demand
at the mills.

Arriving at the plant the logs are submerged in

ponds to protect them from insects. They are then

snaked out and cut into standard butt lengths, varying

from 30 to 60 in. Twelve or fourteen of these butts

are then ditmped into a huge vat where they are

boiled or steamed for a number of hours—varying

from 16 to 32—or until they are softened to the core.

They are then hooked out and swung on cranes to high

speed, automatic lathes, capable of turning out large

i|uantities of rotary-cut lumber each hour.

Logs Cut Into Thin Strips

When the soft log butt is placed on the lathe, the

razor-sharp edge of the knife is so adjusted that it

meets the edge of the revolving log, thus cutting a

thin strip the full length of the butt. The operation

is similar to the unrolling of a roll of wall paper.

The usual thicknesses are %. 3/16, Y^^, and 5/16 of an

inch. As the log revolves the strip comes oft' on the

lathe table and practically the entire log can be

"pared" into a single strip, leaving only a small core.

The long strips are cut, by machinery, into desired

widths as they come from the lathe. These strips are

then sent to drying kilns. The next step brings into

operation a machine which is nothing more or less than

a huge sewing machine. (See Fig. 1). It takes the

strips of wood in one end and turns the finished box

out of the other, and so simple is the ojieration that

expert labor is not required. Many of the machines,

Fig. 3 Tvi'L uk 1;u.\ L'.si;i) by American Cu.un (.'o.mpany
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operated by \Yomen, have turned out as much as three

and one-half miles of boxboard in a single day. A
short time ago one of the box plants manufactured
800 miles of boxboard in one month.

Box-Board Sewing Machine

The sewing machine operates on the same prin-

ciple as the machines used in the clothing industry.

At one end is a small track and the cleats or supports

of the box are laid on this track with the strips of

rotary cut lumber on top of the cleats. This "layout"
goes into the machine and comes out as a fini.shed box.

The machine performs a number of operations. If

the box is bound with three wires, the machine cuts

and makes the staples for each line of wire, runs

the wire in the proper place, and drives the staples

over the wire at regular intervals. This operation

can be duplicated with as many as 9 strips of wire.

The staples are not onl.v driven into the wood, biit the

ends are bent over to give added holding power.

The boxes are shipped knocked down, in a flat con-

dition. The cost of assembling is a]iproximately two-

Fia. 4 The Wikeeound Box Shown Saves 8 lb. in Weight
Every Shipment, and Furnishes Better Protection Than

THE Heavier Container

thirds lower than with an ordinary box. In the

shipping-room a workman merely folds the section,

which will become one side, at right angles to the

others, tapping each corner with a mallet so that the

tongue of one set of cleats will fit snugly into the

grooves of the next set. And so on with the other

sections, except that the last, or lid, is left open. When
the contents are inserted the lid is closed and the

wires fastened. {See Fig. 2). The goods are then
ready for shipment.

Naturally the question arises
—"in using this lighter

material, is there sufficient strength to withstand rough
traffic liandling?" In a series of tests conducted some
time ago it was found that a wirebound box fully

packed with cans withstood 58 drops of 18 in. before
bur.sting, as compared with 31 drops of the same dis-

tance for an ordinary packing case of the same dimen-
sions and contents. In a "tumbler" test a huge
barrow operating like a concrete mixer was used.

The wirebound box began to show sufficient abrasion

Fig. This Wirebound Box Saved 9 ld. in Weight Over the
J5ox TH.A.T W'as Replaced

at the end of 300 tumbles to be considered no longer

safe. An ordinary box burst its sides and end and
spilled its contents after the one-hundred and thirtieth

tumble. The American Chain Company carried out

a test with similar results. In this ease, two boxes

of the same size, one a wirebound box and the other

a 13/16 in. wooden box, were packed with about 250
lb. of chain and dropped 25 ft. onto a concrete pave-

ment. Wliile the wooden box was entirely shattered

and the contents thrown out, the wirebound box.

although knocked partially out of shape, was not

opened and did not lose its contents.

Perhaps the best way of outlining the advantages
of these lightweight containers is by giving a definite

examjile of the results obtained by individual .shippers.

The American Chain Company adopted wirebound
boxes about 12 years ago, after carrying out tests that

showed their superiority over the 13/16 in. shooks

that had formerly been used. This company uses

wirebound boxes for express, freight, or coastwi.se

shipments to all parts of the United States, and also

for most foreign shipments. The contents include

automobile accessories, and chains for automobiles,

sash, plumbers, ships, etc. About 34 different sizes

and shapes of boxes are used with a monthly require-

ment of about 10.000. (See Pig. 3). Records of the

company show that the average reduction in weight
compared with the 13/16 in. wooden shooks formerly
used, amounts to over 35 lb. per box. This difference

is most important because the products are shipped
to all parts of the country. Since the average rate

exceeds 95 cents per 100 lb. the saving in shipping
cost amounts to $3,325 a month. (See Figs. 4 and 5).

In addition to this saving, a lower first cost is

obtained. Wooden shooks cost on the average at least

10 per cent more, and about 3 per cent of them were
lost by splitting. Thus there has been an average
saving of .$455 a month in these items. The company
also reports a saving in labor from the speed witli

which the wirebound boxes can be handled, set up,

packed, and closed. For each shipment made this

savings amounts to an average of at least seven em-
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ployee minutes. At an average wage of 50 cents

an hr. this .saving amounts to $583.33 a month. The
total saving from the use of the wirebound boxes has
been $4,363.33 a month or $52,359.96 a year. This is

equivalent to reducing the average boxing and shipping
cost 44 cents a shipment, or more than the entire aver-

age cost of the boxes themselves.

Additional savings and advantages, difficult to

reduce to a dollars and cents basis, have been enjoyed
by this company. AVooden shooks required separate
piles in the warehouse for the ends, tops, bottoms, and
sides for each size and style of box. As the wire-
bound boxes come knocked down, a saving in storage
space has resulted, or a larger stock can be kept on
hand if desired. This is an important advantage

Fk;. <) WiKEuoiNL) Bo.XES; Thkki'.I' uikths -Assembled, S-we
90 Per Cent of Storage Space Over Made-Up Boxes

They are assembled by folding to shape and nailing in the
ends either by hand or with the stapling machine illustrated.

because it reduces the possibility of shortage. (See
Fig. 6). A unique advantage of the lightweight, wire-

bound containers was recently pointed out by an
official of the chain company. It Avas that the wire-

bound boxes ])roved very useful for reshipping after

llicy reached the distributors or customers. "The dis-

tributors often open up the boxes, remove some of

the content.s, replace them with other articles, and
close up the boxes for reshipment," said this official.

"While tills is readily done with wircbound boxes, it

would be tliffi(nilt to do witli strapped wooden shooks.

Our sash chain is delivered to the contractor on reels

packed in special boxes in such a way that any amount
can be taken from the reel and the boxes closed for
reshipping." (See Fig. 7).

Over a year ago the White Provision Company
began using wirebound boxes and crates. They now
use about 2000 of these containers a week. One result

has been a reduction of 3.5 lb. in the weight of their
average .shipment or a saving of $728 a year. By
cutting the assembly labor from $0,025 to $0,005 a

fir,. 7 -V WiKi'BOUND Bo.x Received at Destinatiu.n' Is Ope.ved
1!Y CLIPPIXO the WlRES AND RAISING THE LlD

box, the wirebound containers have .saved $2,080 a

year. (One boy, at 25 cents an hr., easily assembles

2U0 boxes an hour). The cost of assembly on the

wooden shooks averaged between $0.01 and $0.04 cents,

depending on the size. An additional annual saving

of $6,240 in initial cost increases the total to $9,048

a year. The principal .sizes of containers u.sed by the

comiiany range between a 6-lb. capacity with dimen-

sions of 11 X 12 X 21,4 iii> to 300-lb. capacity with

dimensions of 30 x 25 x 14 in. In these containers

are shipped sausage, smoked meat, fresh pork, dry salt

pork, etc. Shipments are made mostly to points in

the state of Georgia or to local customers. The prin-

cipal advantage of the wirebound boxes and crates over

the sawed lumber containers formerly used lies in

their reduced weight. Table 1 shows- the extent of

this reduction

:

T.\BLE 1. COMPARISO:^ OF WEI3Hr OF WIREBOU.VD BJ.KE3
AND S.\WED LUMBER CONTAINERS

CAP.vciTr



Industrial Budget Methods
By JOSEPH H. BARBER

stuff Asxislaut to the President, Walworth Manufacturing Company

THE iiitlu.slrial budget is here to stay. Its en-

thusiasts are no longer forced to defend it, for

the tables have turned. Today, its merits are

.substantiated by hard-headed administrators, -who

evaluate the budget as a profitable investment. To-

morrow, the recreant on defense Avill be the industrial

administi-ator without a budget.

Just as the establishment of a budget presumes an
accountable — financially accountable — organization

before there can be a virile budg-

etary control, so forecasting as

a vital aid for guidance of that

executive control presumes some
.specific provision for the "meet-
ing of many minds," and the

existence of natural channels for

the interflow of influences. The
natural leader still radiates stim-

ulating power, but now he must
fix sales quotas and performance
standards, based upon external

business conditions and internal

operating capabilities. The sub-

ordinate .still desires to qualify

for advancement, but acknowl-

edges the burden of the budget as

a test of his capacity and as a

goad to a broader conception of

his job.

On the other hand, the adoption of a budgetary
]>rocedure, with its consequent periodic estimating, does

not presume that tiiere is "forecasting," in Web.ster's

sense
—"the anticipation of conseqitenees and provision

against them". On the contrary, the prime objections

to the introduction of budgetary methods into indus-

trial organizations have arisen oi;t of the obstacles, in

many industries, in the way of accurately "anticipating

consequences," as a basis for certainly "jjroviding

against them".
The purpose of this series is to indicate that much

can be accomplished even in the face of difficulties.

The discussions are in the nature of testimony con-

cerning the economic forecasting methods developed
in a typical industrial concern for vitalizing executive

control through its budget.

The development encountered, first, the haze of in-

complete specific data concerning business in general

;

then, the tempest of apparently conflicting forecasts

(presumably all intended for consumption and direct

application to any business) ; and, latterly, a flood of

relevant and irrelevant statistics surging from all

Iioints of the compass. The writer has listened to the
insistence of one author that 60 per cent of the fluctua-

tions in an industry are caused by external economic
factors. His confidence in the result of such business

The business man who sees, even
obscurely, the future course of

business has a tremendous ad-

vantage over one who does not see

it at all. Formerly, the astute

business man depended upon his

personal judgment, or perhaps a

"hunch" to give him this informa-

tion. Today he "figures it out"

from his records and from the

general trend of business—and
frequently with surprising accuracy.

In this series of articles, Mr.
Barber explains the methods of

scientific forecasting and shows
the results that can be attained.

cycle anah'sis has, how- Index Number

ever, been restrained by 658.14 Financial control

the fact that, to prove

their point, most
of the business cycle theorists have selected data of

very wide fluctuations; and that that data, .selected

because it is "sensitive," should be labeled
—"Pertains

to certain distinct types of production or distribution

only. Not a typical sample of industry!"

This fact deserves recognition.

On the other hand, however, the

iiuthor of this series is him.self

associated with an industrj' that

is of the type having violent fluc-

tuations, or cycles, not easily an-

ticipated. The series is, there-

fore, written for those who face

similar fluctuations as a matter
of known fact, and who would
achieve a solution to a very real

]iroblem, common to manj' in-

dustries.

The problem is difficult just be-

cause it is so much aifected by
the human element. It is human
for every concern to strive for a

"larger slice of the pie". This,

combined with the difficulty of

determining possibilities upon a

matter-of-fact basis, produces the condition which
exists today under which the ups and downs of busi-

ness are progressively more violent as industrial

units are more widely separated from the ultimate
con.sumer, and as individual industries increase in

magnitude.

These are facts demonstrated in many ways. Wit-
ness, the orders jjlaced for pig iron, which is a "pro-
ducer's" product as distinguished from a "consumer's"
product. Four times since the war, inside of periods

of four months or less, the monthly rate of jng iron

orders lias gone up at least 60 per cent, and then
down again to levels in the next six months not exceed-

ing one-third of the peak level. Witness, further, the

findings of the National Bureau of Economic Research

:

lliat the United States average decline in employee
earnings- -a fair measure of productive activity—from
i;)20 peak to 1922 valley, registered 23.2 per cent.

Though the depression caused the smallest size con-

cei'us to reduce their wage bills only 5 per cent in

that period, every industrial concern large enough to

emjiloy 100 or over registered at least 33 per cent

decrease in earnings.

David P. Jordan has said. "The gains which come
from the ability to foresee the trend of general condi-

tions—conjunctional i)rofits—far exceed the margin

371
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ment of industry ui)on the concurrent aethdty, or

lack of activity, of all other departments.

Fig. 1 shows the organization chart for a typical

concern and a suggested analogy for industry as a

whole. The writer hopes that he will not be thought
socialistic because he draws this analogy. It is not

possible, nor desirable, that there should be estab-

lished any '

' over-all
'

' organization as imagined. How-
ever, the analogy will stress the fact that forecasting

analysis is but an extension of the principles recog-

nized in budgetary analysis, namely, adjustment and
constant readjustment of all activities to assure bal-

BL.\NK INDUSTRIAL C0RP0R.\TlON
Anywhere, U. S. A.

To Mr. Jobber's Bctteb, Oct. 1, 1924
Ani/tehere, U. S. A. (Invoices

Rendered Monthly)
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gated into three classes: the "anticipators," the

imitators," and the "laggers.

"

In Table 2, it may seem out of place to classify

the manufacturer as a cause of retailer prosperity

during, let us say, a recovery period following de-

pression. In one sense, he is not, but on the other hand
analysis through many cycles develops just the time

sequence indicated. JMoreover, it should be so. Kind
seeks kind. iVfter a depression, and in the anticipa-

tion of better business ahead, the speculator will under-

write the manufacturer's commitments of raw materials

in larger (|uautities. Then the average business man
or merchant takes his cue, trades and
exchanges more of the manufacturer '.s

or producer's goods to an extent jus-

tifying general price increases. The
conservative individual, who can be

induced to risk only a "sure thing,"

pays cash in settlement for con-

sumers ' goods which he buys in fairly

large volume, even after both in-

creasing quantities and price have de-

veloped inflation.

Noting more particulai'ly the final

column in the table, and again re-

calling the conception of a Monthly
Control Charge Sheet for the

'

' Great

Corporation," we may see how essen-

tial it is to understand the relation

between quantity, price, and value

movements. It is the purpose of the later articles of

this sei'ies to analvze the several interrelated movements

of the various elements of the Great Corporation's

activities during a business cycle. Nevertheless, it will

be emphasized here that we shall always fall short of

intelligent analysis of true trade conditions if we fail

to recognize that any value "barometer" is really an
average of two elementary barometers, each a measure
of two aspects of the same data. Truly, in so far as

increasing quantity volumes concur with rising price

levels, our impression of business intensity is erroneous

only to the extent that the magnitude of the real

movement is exaggerated. On the contrary, we are

directly inisled when both are at the peak. For there
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inji: profession, an enjj'ini'cr may desii'n his building
in advance because, column by column, beam by beam,
he calculates and allows for all the loads and stresses

—

vertical, oblique, and lateral, direct and indirect—with
a margin of safety for flaws or erratic spots in the

humanly produced material. And he thus economically
designs in advance a building that will stand all the

loads and stresses anticipated.

Similarly, in the analysis of the fluctuations of anv

ing the probable or potential influence of four basic

tyi)cs of fluctuations:
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The up and down curve represents the findings of a

preliminary test to discover whether or not there

existed consistent cycle movements. There are pre-

cise methods for eliminating the effect of seasonal varia-

tions only, but for this test case we calculated the

continuous one j'ear's moving average of the monthly

sales figures. This method roughly eliminates seasonal

variations (and many purely erratic variations)

because each average point results from the net effect

of always 12 calendar months, and of an always main-

tained assortment of seasonally high months with



Putting Orders Through the Shop
Buildino- Tractors Under Scientific Management—

V

By GEORGE D. BABCOCK
Manufacturing Executive, Holt Manufacturing Company

ONE feature that has aided materially in obtain-

ing: control of the manufacturing operations is

the close co-operation between tlie engineering
department, responsible for design, and the route and
equipment department, which devises the methods of

doing the work in the shops, and which also designs

the tools and fixtures.^ It is a well-known fact in

manufacturing tliat designs frequently get into the

shop which are .

difficult and costly

to machine
whei'eas a very
slight change in

design would make
the part a com-
paratively simple
job from the shop
standpoint. It is

to avoid just such
slips as this in the

design that the

route and equip-

ment department
checks up the en-

gineering depart-
ment 's drawings
before the work
is sent into the

shop.

The procedure is

as follows: After
the general fea-

tures of the design

have been decided,

a sketch is for-

warded to the

route and equip-

ment department.
The engineers in this department analyze the job for

machine operations, and decide what special tools or
fixtures may be necessary. They study ease of

machine set-uji. attainable machining accuracy, speed,
and simplification of design for easier processing.
For instance, in a certain design the bosses for two
closely adjoining bolt holes required facing. The
design as originally made called for a small projec-
tion or lug between the bolt holes, thus necessi-

' See Management and Admixistkatiox for June Ifii!-!.

r- 647; Julv 1024, p. ]<>: August 1924, ]i. 141; September ]!»24.

p. 2G.1.

tating spot facing of Index Number
each boss separately. A 658.5 Production control

slight change in design,

suggested by the route

and equipment department, removed the lug from be-

tween the bolt holes. It was then possible to run a

cutter across the bosses and face them in a single ma-
chine movement at a great saving in cost.

Another func-

FiG. 24 Chart for Kecording Progress of Tools Purchased Otjtside

tion of the route

and equipment de-

partment is to de-

termine whether
special tools and
fixtures can be best

made in the Ilolt

Company's tool-

room, or best pur-

chased outside.

The policy has

been generally
adopted of buying
outside all special

tools whenever
possible, unless the

price quoted is ex-

cessive. This serves

a double purpose

:

(1) it puts the

tool work in the

hands of special-

ists; and (2) it

enables the Holt

Company to con-

centrate on its

main business,

which is the build-

ing of tractors.

Iviuipmcnt that is purchased outside is kept track
of in a rather ingenious manner. The chart shown in

Fig. '2-i lists every tool or fixture that is required in

connection with a particular design. It also shows the

type of macliine for wliich the tool or fixture is to be

designed. The chart has a number of columns relating

to design, entitled respectively, "Ordered," "De-
signer," "Part Order Xumber, " "Approved," and
'"Completed". In tlie second group, columns related

lo the placing of purchase orders are entitled re-

spectively, "Ordci-ed," "Promised," "Manufactured".
A third set of columns deals with the delivery of the

.377
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tools, these columns being entitled ""Part Order Num-
ber," "Received," "Inspected," "Tested," "Re-

leased," and "Delivery Date". As the procedure in

regard to each tool or fixture is determined, the name
of the contractor to whom the job is awarded is en-

tered in the column headed "Designer". Dates are

entered in the appropriate columns when each function

in design has been completed. The design having been

approved, the specific order for the tools themselves

is placed, and the record made by entering the dates

of each event in the appropriate column. Similarly

when the tools are delivered, they are given a number
and the dates of their receipt, inspection, test, etc.,

are entered in the i^roper columns.

As each date is entered on the chart a pin is placed

at the side of the column in which the date is written.

A red string is attached to the top of the chart and
is drawn around these pins forming a jagged line

extending from the top to the bottom of the chart.

When all the tools are finished and accepted this string

will form a continuous straight line from top to bottom

alongside of the last column. A glance at the chart

shows by the position of the string just how much
work remains to be done on any lot of tools at any
time. Any tools which are lagging are immediately

.shown wp, and pressure can be brought upon the eon-

tractor to expedite delivery.

The Scheduling of Orders in the Shop

The route and equipment department also furnishes

the data from which the schedules for the manufac-
turing program are made. The first step is to lay

out an operation sheet for each part, on which are

listed the various operations necessary, and the .se-

quence in which they occur. Ojiposite each operation

are noted the class of machine to be used, the time

required, and the number of days prior to the date

on which the part is due in finished parts or worked
material stores. This la.st figure is arrived at by allow-

ing one day for the movement of work between each

operation, and one daj- for each operation, unless the

time per piece for a particular operation is greater than

one day, in which case the actual number of days would
be allowed, fractional parts of a day being consid-

ered as one day.

The information on the operation sheet is trans-

ferred to the route sheet, wliicb is used both as a guide
for di.spatching and as a record of completed work.
The route sheet has columns for recording the progress

of several lots at one time, and as each movement or

operation on a grou]) of parts is completed, it is

cheeked off in the a])iiropriate column allotted to the

lot to which the group belongs. The date on which
each lot is to start is entered on the route .sheet opposite
the o])eration, and work orders for these oi)orations

are made out and dated accordingly. If information
is desired at any time as to the progress of any part
in any lot, it is only necessary to ascertain tlie draw-
ing number of the part. Reference to the route slieet

will then show the last comjileted operation. The clieck-

ing of route sheets and tlie issuance of work orders

are handled by the dispatcli division of the maicrial

control department. Fig. 2.j .shows the forms and
routine used for scheduling work. By following the

heavy black arrows the relation of the various forms

and the entries on them can be readily seen. Thus,

the balance of stores sheet controls the quantity and

the route sheet the dates on the stores issue sheet. The
route sheet is made up from the operation sheet.

Determination of Machine Capacity

To schedule work accurately it is necessary to know
the machine capacity available for each operation on

each part, as well as the time required. Otherwise a

greater amount of work might be scheduled to a certain

machine than it would be able to handle. This con-

tingency is avoided by means of the machine burden
record. Fig. 26. The machine burden record is

made up from the operation sheets (Fig. 25). Eaeli

machine in the shop has allotted to it a burden sheet,

and the operations shown on the operation sheets are

noted on the burden sheets of the respective machines

called for, with a statement of the time in hours. If

the total of all the times entered on a burden sheet,

multiplied by the number of units of product scheduled

for production each day, exceeds the total working

houi-s in the day, the machine is overburdened. If.

on the other hand, this product is less than the num-
ber of working hours in the day, the difference between

the product and the working hours per day represents

the capacity available for additional work.

An overburden can be corrected by re-routing, that

is, by assigning some of the work to other classes of

machines, by running some of the overburdened

machines overtime, or by procuring additional equip-

ment. The particular course to be followed depends

to some extent on the existing conditions. If the over-

burden is of temporary charactei", overtime is the

remedy indicated. If it is of permanent character,

the second sliift of workmen, or re-routing, or the pur-

cliase of more machines, usually proves best.

The Fixing of Operation Times

Before schedules can finally be made up, the route

and equijiment department must have accurate knowl-

edge of the time necessary for each operation on every

part that enters into the construction of the tractor.

This information is furnished by means of a job

analysis, made from a study of drawings by an expert

who is thoroughly comiH'tent to determine tlie best

method and setjuence of operations for a job of mMchiiie

work.

Cutting sjieeds ai-e assumed fnr llir diil'ci-cnt ty|)es

of machines and classes of work on the basis of experi-

mental work on the various classes of material th;it

are used. Feeds also based on experiments are used

that will give a tool-life, without regrinding, of about

three lionrs in connection with tlie a.ssumed speed.

These exiieriments took as their starting point the

slide rules which were developed by liartii in tlie

course of Taylor's experiments on the art of cuttin-.'

metals. The speed and feed being given, the length

of time recjuired to make any part then becomes a
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Manufacturing Schedule

Fig. 2.j BoiTixE Foi,lo\\ed axd Forms Used for Schedllixg Work
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matter of simple slide rule calculation. The time

necessary for machine manipulation is estimated from
previous jobs and available data on similar work.

The various steps required in the course of a machine
opei'ation are set down in great detail, together with

the time required for each step. We have thus made
an instruction card (Fig. 25), similar to the instruc-

tion cards that have been published in connection with

treatises on the art of time study. The sum of the times

estimated for the various operations, plus the proper
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Fig. 27 Routine of Dispatching Work in the Shop
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the men may be judged. As explained previouslj', men
are assigned to one of three classes or grades according
to their ability. The hourly wage rate of three classes

differs, and this is the only financial incentive offered

for fast and accurate work. Whether a man is rated as

first, second, or third class depends upon himself, and
he is automatically transferred from one class to

another by his record in the shop. The net result

is a picked body of high-grade men, and an unusually
low rate of labor turnover.

The dispatching division is responsible for keeping
the shop up to schedule. Dispatching involves four
items : moving material to each work place ; assigning

workmen to the jobs; issuing tools; and assigning in-

spectors. Fig. 27 shows this routine.

As explained earlier, the route sheet lists the oper-

ations which are to be performed on each part. From

Fig. :;s Tool-Gkixdixu ix Tool-C~kib

the route sheet three tickets for each operation are

made out, the job ticket, the inspector and move
coupon, and the tool coupon. These are dated to

show the date on which the o])eration called for should
be performed in accordance with the dates on the route

sheets. Tlic tliroe tickets for an ojjeration are clipped

together and forwarded to the dispatching division by
the material control division.

The dis])atcliiiig division files the tickets until the

material for the job arrives on the shop floor from the

storeroom. Its movement fi-om the storeroom is con-

trolled by tlie stores issue tickets issued by the mate-
rial control department as explained earlier in this

series. The first operation is then posted to the class

of machine assigned to the particular job as shown
by the route sheet. Work is assigned to a class of

machines rather than to a particular machine.
"When a workman on any of the machines of the

class called for by a given job ticket finishes a job,

he receives a job ticket that has been posted opposite

his name or number in the dispatch racks. This job is

one of those for which material has arrived on the

floor of the shop, and which is indicated by the date
on the job ticket as due to start that day. The move
coupon has previously been issued to a move man
whose duty it is to move the material to the man's

machine. At the same time that the move coupon is

issued the tool coupon is sent to the tool crib, which
adjoins the dispatch division office, as an order on the

tool crib to have the tools needed for the job ready

for the \\orkman when he calls for them.

Upon receiving his job ticket, which is time-

stamped to show the date and hour of issue, the work-
man proceeds to the tool crib where he receives the

tools previously collected for him and returns to his

uiachiue where he finds the material for the job ready.

The in.spector coupon, which has been returned by the

move man as his report that the material has been

moved, is then issued to the inspector as an order

to inspect the work while it is in process. The in-

spector proceeds to the machine where the work is

being done and remains with the man until he is satis-

fied that the latter is producing perfect work. Final

inspection for workmanship and finish is done in a

.separate department bj- a siJecial force.

When the workman finishes his job, he returns the

job ticket to the dispatch clerk who again time-stamps

it. The difference between the time of issuance and
time of return furnishes a basis for computing the

cost of the job and also for determining whether or

not the workman has attained the standard time set

by the route and equipment department. The com-
parison of the elapsed time and the standard time

determines the workman's rating as a first-, second-, or

third-class man. ileanwhile, the next job in the oper-

ation file for that class of machine has been posted in

the dispatch rack as the next job ahead for the work-

man, and the same routine follows.

Job tickets are in duplicate, the original being given

to the workman and the duplicate filed in the dispatch

rack to indicate the job upon which the workman is

engaged. When the work is completed, the duplicate

goes to the cost department for the purpose of figuring

costs, while the original is sent to the material control

department for the purpose of checking the operations

oft on the route sheets.

At the Holt ^Manufacturing Comjiany, all tools of

every description are kept in the toolroom. When the

route and equipment dei)artment makes up its oper-

ation sheets for the various operations it, at the same
time, makes a list of all the tools i-equired for that

oi^eration. This tool list carries the symbol of the

part and the operation number. The lists are filed

in the tool crib, according to part .symbols, and when
the tool coupon bearing a particular part symbol and
operation number is received in the tool crib tiie list

is removed from the files and the tools called for by it

are collected in a tote box ready for the workman.
When the job is finished, the workman returns the

tools which are insi)ected and all those needing repairs

are sent to the toolroom, while cutting tools are for-

warded to the grinding-room in the tool crib for grind-

ing before being relurned to the tool racks. (See Fig.

28). The tool coupon is filed in an envelope togetlicr

with the tool list and the workman's tool check, indi-

eating his responsibility for the return of the tools

listed. Upon the return of the tools, the cheek is

given back to the workman, the tool list is filed, and the

tool couj)on destroyed, for it is of no value as a record.



Visualizing Budgetary Control
Planning- Operations to Make a Profit

Bv EDWARD H. TINGLFA'
Dclco-Light Company

BUSINESS can never be reduced to a machine-like

operation. The hnman element will ever be

present and will provide the uncertainty and the

interestina; feature in all transactions. The psycholo<ry

of buying and selling will always be effective and ihe

power of personalities will influence the final result.

Xo one would wish it otherwise, for men enjoy the

gambling feature of business and the power to influence

other men.

The control of business means the control of men and

the molding of their thoughts and actions. The suc-

cess of a manager is gaged by his ability to have a group

of capable men around him who will accept his leader-

sliip and execute his wishes. But it is necessary that

he prove his ability to lead.

Objectives of a Business Leader

yicn will follow a leader when they realize that

he has a plan of action and a definite goal in mind.

All that he does fits into the full scheme and makes

others confident of his ultimate success. He plans the

business a year ahead and puts the plans down in black

and white. His policies are carefully thought out and

based on sound economics. He eliminates the element

of chance, caused by ignorance, entirely from his oper-

ations. He has but one aim for the entire business

—

a substantial profit on the money invested. He makes

each division head responsible for carrying out tlie

plans tc the fullest extent, and for co-operating with the

other divisions so that by proper methods of organiza-

tion and economy a profit can be realized from the

efforts expended.

The problem of securing a profit necessitates the

study by some person of all the factors that enter into

the engineering design, selling, and advertising require-

ments, the financial needs, and the items of labor,

materials, and expenses of production. Every busi-

ness organization, whatever its .size, should have some

person who knows enough about its internal operation

to be able to compile the necessary data of income

and expenses for all divisions. He must also analyze

reports and facts which he secures from various

soui-ces, to be able to give the general manager a

"picture" of the business at any time. He should also

know the external conditions that are reflected in the

operations of the sales and advertising departments

and be able to suggest a course of actif)n to the :nan-

ager. In large companies, such a person is caHed a

comptroller.

The modern comptroller must do more than report

on the finaneial results of the business, for his respon-

sibility includes the analj-sis of the expenses and the

results attained by al) Index Number

divisions to determine if 658.14 Financial control

the money has been most

effectively used for the

greatest profit and ultimate good of the company.

Prom his knowledge of the details, he is the one best

fitted to make an allotment of expenses for a future

period; to set sales quotas that the sales division is

capable of attaining; to determine production schedules

that will tie in with sales possibilities and be most

economical from a manufacturing point of view; to

allot amounts for advertising and service expenses and

for administrative and engineering requirements. In

making up the above schedule and expense allotments,

he has in effect made a biidget of the business, for a

budget is nothing more than the determination of the

probable net profit from a business Avhen future pro-

duction is planned, expenses of each division allotted

in due proportion and balance, and a certain amount

of the product is sold at a profitable price. This budget,

subject to the approval of the manager, can be given the

executive head of each division, who has the problem

of so operating as to produce the results demanded with

expenses kept within the limitations established.

To the individual is given the budget to make it

effective, and co-operating individuals within a busi-

ness make a successful organization. Budgetary con-

trol, then, resolves itself into taking the necessary ;;teps

to secure the desired amount of ]n-ofit, through 'ilie

checks and limitations placed iipon the operating

executives.

There are three distinct parts to management.

First, jjlanning. This is the part that usually falls

to the manager, for he must always be looking aliead

and be a step in advance of the actual conditions.

Second, executing. This is the function of the division

heads, who put into effect the details of the manager's

plan. Third, chrckiiifi. Very frequently little checking

is done to ascertain the results of the execution of the

plans until the close of the year, when it is often too

late to avert serious financial trouble. The comptroller

should report regularly and continuously on the restilts

attained to enable the manager to direct operations.

Major Benefits of a Budget

A business that is planned, executed, and checked

by capable executives is very likely to succeed. A good

(U-ganization is a prerequisite to a successful budget,

for after all if good plans are not well executed, they

are worthless. The major results and benefits to be

obtained from the operation of a business on a budget

basis may be summed up in the following manner.

383
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THE COMPILATION OF A BUDGET

GENERAL MANAGER
Determines the percent of profit

which ought to be made during the

coming year on the invested capital

and presents the problem to the

Comptroller for solution

COMPTROLLER
Analyzes the problem from the standpoint of the three

controlling factors shown to the nght. and sets the quota
of sales, alToting to the four divisions. expenses which m
his estimation are sufficient to cover their activities m
reaching the quota set.

The value of this quota less the expense he has
allotted shows the desired profit.

This estimated ^earljf schedule with the allotted
expense, is forwarded to the heads of each of the four
divisions

ESTIMATED YEARLY SCHEDULE

ESTIMATED YEARLV PROQRAM

INSPECTION

Eifpenses

of this depart-

ment are deter-

mined entirely

by the schedule,

and if allotment

IS not sufficient

a report is made

to the Comptroller

asking for a

larger amount

I

ADMINISTRATION

Administra-

tion expense and

other items not

properly chsrge-

able to the four

divisions are

included under

this heading

ENGINEERING DIVISION
Expenses of thisdivision

are independent of production

and sales schedules and depend

upon the program of research

desired by the General Manager

DEPARTMENTS
If not allotted suf

ficient expense a detailed

report is made to the

head of the division

,^S

Cost of Products

Market Conditions

Cost of Sales.
'ertising, Service, Etc

ESTIMATED YEARLY SCHEDULE

SALES DIVISION
Expenses are controlled

entirei^ by the quota set by the
Comptroller Theexpense isalso

divided into departmental needs
and if the to-tal allotment is in-

sufficient the Comptroller m,

asked for an adjustment

ESTIMATED SCHEDULE AND QUOTA

DEPARTMENTS
Some project may be

planned for which the allot-

ment ts insufficient.
The situation is ex-

plained to the division head.

ES TIMA TED YEA RL Y BUDOET

ESTIMATED YEARLY BUDGET

SSTI^iATED YEARLY BUDGET

^ \ '

^ J^

EST YEARLY BUOOEI

FINANCE DIVISION
The expenses ofthisdivisior

are dependent upon the amount
of business and the accounting
records desired, and are some-
what tn proportion to the sales
quotas

DEPARTMENTS
Their needs are practi-

cally stabilized unless more
help will be reauired to
handle the anTicipated
business

ESTIMATED YEARLY BUDvET

MANUFACTURING DIVISION

The expenses of this divi-

sion depend directly upon the
production schedule.

Department needs are
analyzed and a summary sent
to th. " "

U pile'

.e Comptroller

SECTIONS
Expenses are com-

d to cover the schedule

and a report is made to

ttie division head

COMPTROLLER
Ever^ division sends in a detailed report regarding the e»penses allowed them by

for, either the sales quota will have to be increased or the profit will not be as great as a

the sales quota will have to be increased and in so doing, the divisions will require mor
It IS finally decided what the quota should be to earn the desired profit and this fin

to the General Manager for approval

the Comptroller Incase the allotment is insufficient and more is asked

IS asked for by the General Manager, If the profit is to remain unchanged.

ire expense,

lal yearly schedule with each division's allotted expense is submitted

GENERAL MANAGER
Approves the budget and divides the yearly production

schedule into three four-months'schodules , sets the max-

imum and minimum amounts of each product to be main-

tained in the warehouses and forwards these instructions

to the division heads

I
fOUn MONTHS'SCHEOULE rm

ENGINEERING DIVISION

Proceeds with all new worh or

products and plans to stay within the

limits of the expense allotted by the

Comptroller.

FOUR MONTHS'QUOTA

FOUR MONTHS' SCHFDU^

SALES DIVISION
Upon receipt of the four-months'

quota, sales and advertising campaigns
are planned inorder to sell thequota set
by the Comptroller.The division isrep-
resented in the production meeting in

order to assist m setting the one -month
manufacturing schedule

A budget for the following month is

compiled and sent to the Comptroller
for his approval

MONTHLY BUDGET

ONE MONTH SCHEDULE

\ <4
I N S PECTION

Compiles a monthly budget using

the one-month schedule as a guide.

The budget includes pay-roll to be met

extra inspection, instruments, new

equipment, etc. When comptted it is

sent to the Comptroller

FOUR MONTHS SCHEDULE

FINANCE DIVISION

Tne expenses of tnis division

cover Accounts Receivable, Accounts

Payable. Credit and Cost Depdrt-

ments

MANUFACTURING DIVISION
Orders material on the basis of

four-months' schedule releasing ac-

cording to the one-month require-

ments determined m the production

meeting A budget is made covering

the following month's operations

IRE^RFSENTATIVE

\L
RCPRESENTi TIVE

PRODUCTION MEETING
This meeting is attended by representatives of the three divisions 5ho.^'

and is held to determine the following one -month schedule This is arrived at

by considering sales expectations, quantities of each product in warehouses.
and the previous months sales

A copy of this schedule is sent to each of the four divisions and also to the
Comptroller to govern him m approving the monthly budgets sent in by the
divisions.

\MONTHLY 8UD0ET

\ REPRESENTATIVE
\

k ONE MONTH SCHEDO

COM PTriO LLER
All budgets are sent to the Comptroller for approval and for a summar.^;

rito an Operating statement. He checks proposed expenses against allot-

ments and asks for explanations where they ara exceeded
A profit and loss statement is made up monthly which i& given to the

General Manager

MONTHLY BUPC'E"

GENERAL MANAGER
Reviews the monthly operating statement as prepared by the

Comptroller and compares it with the previous month's actual

figures He takes the necessary steps to change the opr'^+ons

so that the desired profit cnn be obtained

BOARD
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1. It assures planning ahead and projecting all operations

in all divisions of the business on a basis that will

assure a reasonable chance to secure the protit

desired.

2. Centralized executive control is secured over the internal

operations of the business.

3. It emphasizes the need of good organization and tends to

demand its continuance as an assurance that the

budget plans will be carried out.

4. Sales and production plans can be co-ordinated with

financial resources.

5. The uneven sales demand can be kept out of the pro-

duction schedules so that continuous operation at a

predetermined rate will result in greater regularity

of employment and in reduced costs.

6. Operating efficiency will be increased by the definite

assignment of responsibility for expenditure, by the

use of wage payments based on results, and by the

maintenance of a steady flow of production in all

departments.

7. Processes, equipment, and the ijroduet can be simplified

and standardized.

8. The inventory of raw and finished materials can be kept
at the minimum, thereby permitting increased rates

of turnover of the money invested in materials, with
resultant increase in profits.

9. Costs can be used for the purpose of control rather than

as historical information.

10. The possibility of any one division destroying the profits

by unauthorized expenditures is prevented.

11. The financial division is better able to provide the

necessary cash for wages of employees and invoices

for materials purchased.

12. More economic operation of the business is secured as

an opportunity is given to study expenses proposed
before they are actually incuiTed.

13. Every part of the organization is given a definite goal
for attainment.

14. The budget serves as a measuring stick to compare the

standards and promises with the actual performance,
showing not only what is possible but what must be

done.

In a large manufacturing company nhieli for year.s

has been operating on a budget basis, a series of charts
has been made showing the steps in the compilation of

the budget and the details of the organization and
system. Only one of these charts, Fig. 1, is shown
in this article, but the idea will be easily grasped.
This visual method of presentation brings out clearly

the few fundamental steps underlying the whole
scheme, and definitely states the responsibilities of both
manager and executives in cariying it out. The tire-

some element of detail is omitted so that the real worth
of the plan is quickly appreciated.

Make-up of the Chart

The chart shown in this article is printed only in
black, but in actual practice different colored cards are
used to represent different departments or divisions.

The same colored card for a department is retained
throughout all the charts so that it can readily be seen
how frequently a department enters into the opera-
tions and when. The colors also make the chart inter-

esting and attractive, thereby securing a careful read-
ing by those who should know the methods shown on it.

The chart shown in this article discusses the com-
pilation of the budget, giving the few general steps

that are taken to gather the details and allot the

schedules of production and expense. A study of it

will reveal the three parts of management. In the

pJanning the general manager, comptroller, and divi-

sion executives determine on the future operations to

secure the desired profit. The attempts to live within
the budget allotments, while executing the plans, are

shown. The checking is obtained from the reports

made by the comptroller to the manager and executives,

showing a comparison of the actual production and
expenses, and the budget quotas and allowances. The
budget system requires that all three steps be regularly
taken (once a month according to methods shown) in

consequence of which there is a safeguard thrown
around that business which has a budget. It is a
satisfaction to the executives to know so frequently
(each month) how their efforts at economical opera-
ation are succeeding, and their relation to the rest of

the business as regards quotas, production, and profit.

Planning the Budget

The steps in the phinning and compilation of the

budget are as follows

:

GENERAL MANAGER
Determines the per cent of profit which ought to be made

during the coming year on the invested capital and presents
the problem to the comptroller for solution.

COMPTROLLER

Analyzes the problem from the standpoint of the three

control factors—cost of production, market conditions, and
cost of sales, advertising, service, etc.—and sets the quota
of sales, allotting to the four divisions expenses which in

his estimation are sufficient to cover their activities in reach-
ing the quota set. The value of this quota, less the expenses
which he has allotted, shows the desired profit.

This estimated yearly schedule, with the allotted expenses,
is forwarded to the heads of each of the four following
divisions

;

Engineering Division. The expenses of this department
are independent of production and sales schedules and de-

pend upon the program of research desired by the general

manager.

Sales Division. Expenses are controlled entirely by the

quota set by the comptroller. The expense is also divided

into departmental needs and carefully analyzed.

Finance Division. The expenses of this division are de-

pendent upon the amount of Ijusiness and the accounting
records desired, and are somewhat in proportion to the sales

quotas.

Manufacturing Division. The expenses of this division

depend directly upon the production scliedule, and depart-

mental needs are analyzed and summarized in the budget.

Each department of the above four divisions analyzes its

needs in conjunction with the allotment made by the comp-
troller, and reports to its di\'ision head.

ADiTIXISTRATIOX

Administration expense and other items not properly
chargeable to the four divisions are included under this liead.
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ISSPECTIOX

Expenses of this department depend entirely on the pro-

duction schedule, and, if the allotment is not sutfleient, a

request is made to the comptroller for a larger amount.

COMPTROLLER

Each division sends in a detailed report regarding the

expenses allotted it by the comptroller. In case the

allotment is insufficient and more is asked for, either the

sales cjuota will have to be increased or the profit will not be

so great as asked for by the general manager. If the profit

is to remain unchanged, the sales quota will have to be

increased, and in so doing, the divisions may require more
expense. It is finally decided what the quota should be to

determine the desired profit and this final yearly schedule,

Avith each <iivision's allotted expense, is submitted to the

general manager for apiDroval.

GENERAL MANAGER

Approves the budget and divides the yearly production

schedule into three four-months' schedules; sets the maxi-

mum and minimum amounts of each product to be main-
tained in the warehouse, and forwaids these instructions to

the division heads.

Enginsering Division. Proceeds with all new work or

products and plans to sta5- within the limits of the expense

allotted by the comptroller.

Sales Division. Upon receipt of the four-months' quota,

sales and advertising campaigns are iilanned in order to sell

the quota set by the comptroller. The division is repre-

sented in the jiroduction meeting in order to assist in setting

each one-month's manufacturing schedide. A budget for the

following mouth is compiled and sent to the comptroller

for his approval.

Finance Division. The expenses of this division cover

accounts receivable, accounts payable, credit and cost de-

paitments, etc., and are compiled into the monthly budget.

Manufacturing Division. Orders material on the basis of

four-months' scliedule, releasing according to the one-month's

requirements determined during the production meeting. A
budget is made covering the following month's operations.

PRODUCTION MEETING

This meeting is attended by the representatives of the

sales, finance, and manufacturing divisions and is held to

determine the following one-month's schedule. This is

arrived at by considering sales expectations, quantities of

each product in the warehouse, and the previous month's

sales. A copy of this schedule is sent to each of the four

divisions and also to the comptroller to govei'n him in ap-

proving the monthly l)udget sent in by the divisions.

Inspection

Compiles a monthly budget using the one-month's sched-

ule as a guide. Budget includes pay-roll to be met, extra

inspection instruments, etc. When completed it is sent

to the comptroller.

COMPTROLLER

All budgets are sent to the comptroller for approval
and for a summary into an operating statement. He checks
proposed expenses against allotments and asks for explana-
tions where they are exceeded. An estimated profit and loss

statement is made up monthly which is given to the general
manager.

GENERAL MANAGER

He reviews the monthly operating statement as prepared

by the comptroller and compares it with the jirevious month's

actual figures. He takes the necessary steps to change opera-

tions so that the desired profit can be obtained.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The general manager reports estimated operations and
profit and loss pos.sibilities to the board of directors with a

statement of his plans to secure the desired profit.

Results of Budgetary Control

Eveiy executive Mho operates under budgetary con-

trol must naturally come to appreciate the true value

of a planned future and the bitsiness-like operation

of his every-day functions. It also makes him a better

business man and forces him to think logically and
consistently along lines of profit for the company.

Budgets enforce economy, and every expenditure is

carefully weighed beforehand. The bitsiness is kept

balanced and no one division profits at the expense

of the other. Co-operation and group responsibility

are engendered, and teamwork so essential to success

is secured.

Some will doubt the ability of the budget system

to Mork when the important resitlt to be obtained—
jjrofits—hinges directly upon the most uncertain of

facts—the amount of sales. The .system of budget

control discussed in this article is based fundamentally

upon the disposal of the product—the amount of sales

determining how much work the factory will produce

during the coming budget period, and what expense

will be entailed to rejDlace the jjroduct sold. When
the sales division gives in its estimate of the sales for

the future period, the figures are based on a careful

study and keen analysis of the po.ssible future market.

Naturally the sales division must not overestimate the

market, and must make every effort to sell what it has

estimated. The history of many a successful business

shows that sales can be made when backed up by a

determination to win, and quotas can be met when
the right spirit i)ervades the selling force. The sales

organization must realize the purpose of the budget

and co-operate to make it a success.

Budget a Chart and Compass

The use of the budget and the control of the organ-

ization through the data collected may be compared

to the operation of a boat. The btidget is the setting

of the .ship on a definite course, determined in advance

with the certainty that thereby a known destination

will be arrived at. The control of the divisions of the

factory is like the action of the pilot of the ship, whose

business is to keep the prow of the boat in the direc-

tion previously determined. The budget is his chart

and the balance sheet his compass. The compass defi-

nitely proves that the business is being ])iloted in tiie

predetermined channel for the desired profit. Everj"-

one realizes that the safety and life of any business

depend on the ability of the "iiilot" to steer safely

into the "port" of profit.



Conveyors Handle Chewing Gum
System in the William Wriuley Jr. Company Chicago Plant

By W. 13. RANNEY

Mecliaiiical Siipcrintcndrnt, IVin. M'rif/tcy Jr. Cotntniny

THE low price and small inari;iii (if jH-ofit at

which practically all maiiufactiired articles of

daily consumption are sold have been made pos-

sible by large-scale production and selling. Mass pro-

duction has brought about reduced manufacturing
costs, and the benefits of the savings have been passed

along to the consumer. In the reduction of manu-
facturing costs the use of mechanical handling equip-

ment has played a very important part.

The economies of mechanical equipment are espe-

FlG. 1 i.-Viil'EcTi.Xci I'ALK.VOr.a OF CllEWlNG GUM
The belt-conveyor carries inspected boxes to a baud-sealing

machine.

cially marked in the making of such products as chew-
ing gum. Although the retail price of a package of

gum is only 5 cents, Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company has an

annual business turnover of more than $30,000,000.

The profit on each package sold is, however, fractional,

but to insure that a pi'ofit will actually be made, care-

ful study for the ado]ition of labor-saving and cost-

reducing proiluction methods lias been an absolute

essential.

In the actual making of chewing giun from its basic

ingredient, cliiele, handling equipment is extensively

employed. From the storage-rooms this material is

carried on trucks to the machines Avhich grind and sift

it. Then, after going through boiling, drying, melting,

and mixing processes, in which corn syrup, cane sugar,
and flavoring extracts are added, the chicle, now fin-

ished gum, is fed through automatic machines which
roll it into sheets and score these sheets in single sticks

or in P. K. form.

A special handling device receives the sheets from

the scoring machine. Index Number

The sheets of gum fall 658.281 Mechanical handling

on a sei-ies of wood pal-

lettes, each placed on a

little moving truck. After a certain number of sheets

have fallen on a pallette it is removed, and replaced

by an empty one.

As the tilled pallettes are taken off they are stacked

on lift platforms. Electric lift-trucks take these plat-

forms to a storage-room where thej- remain until the

gum is needed by the wrapping department.

Automatic machines, each with a capacity of 300,000

pieces per daj', wrap the individual sticks of gum fir.st

in waxed paper, then in a printed label, and finally

assemble five sticks into a package covered with waxed
paper and an outer wrapper. They are then ready

for packing into cartons.

Up to the operation of rolling gum into sheets and
delivering it to the scoring machine and from thence

to the pallettes, manufacturing and handling operations

involved in making P. K. Chewing Sweets are the same
as those for the stick product. But from this point on

a different proce.ss is followed.

First, the gum is shaped by machines into the

Fig. 2 Loading the Packages into Cases

Gravity-roller conveyors deliver the empty wirebound bo-xcs

.•md slat-eoaveyors remove them wlien fillcil.

fiuuiliar P. K's. Then these nuggets are put into large

kettles with a eluirge of candy .syrup. The kettles ro-

tate and cover the gum pellets with a coating of the

syrup. As one coat solidifies another is applied until

the iiellets are thoroughly encased in a smooth, fii-m.

uniform, tasty jacket of sweetness.

When the coating process is completed the finished

P. K's go to the wrapping department. Here automatic
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macliine.s are again employed. These iiiacliinos take

the pellets, ten at a time, and wrap them in waxed
paper, which is heat-.sealed to form a firm, air-tight

package. A printed label fa.stened by the machine
around the package completes the process. The gum
is then packed in cai'tons.

The cartons of stick and P. K. gum from the auto-

matic wrajjping machines are delivered to the inspec-

Fiii. 3 Sealing the Filled CASiis

A gravity-conveyor handles the boxes to and from this

operation.

tion department by means of large wood trucks on

which the}- are stacked as filled. These trucks are be-

tween 5 and 6 feet high and hold about 1100 cartons

each. Fig. 1 shows a view of the inspection department

with the trucks back of the rows of girls on each side

of the working table.

Inspection consists of opening the boxes to see that

the wrappers on the packages are intact and that the

proper quantity is in each carton. When 10 boxes

have been inspected the girl places them in a pile on

the belt-conveyor in front of her. This conveyor moves
intermittently and cari'ies the boxes to a machine where
each is sealed with a band.

From the sealing machine boxes are carried on a bell-

conveyor into another department where girls place

tlieiii in shi|)ping cases, 100 cartons to each ease. Fig. 2

illust rules the performance oi! this work. Empty cases

are delivered by the gravity-conveyor shown as the

upper line in Fig. 2. Filled eases, which weigh 125 lb.

each, are placed on the lower conveyor shown in the

illustration and are carried to the booster section in the

foreground. Here they are elevated to a gravity run
whidi delivers them to the case sealers.

In Fig. 3 the conveyor at the right is the one leading

from the packing-room, as above described. Tlie in-

clined gravity section discharges to a horizontal roller

section alongside of the workmen further down the

room. The cases are rolled off the main run by the men
and set on the short roller sections in the aisle. Here
tliey arc nailed shut and then wirebound. After this

tijey are placed on the conveyor at the left. Following
an inspection and cheeking tliey are sent on their way

by means of this conveyor, to the rear of the room,

and thence to the shipping department or storeroom.

Shipments in Carload Lots

ilany shipments are made in carload lots of a single

kind of chewing gum. From the sealing operation such

cases are sent by conveyor to the shipping department

and from thence to the car. A portion of the system

leading to the shipping department is shown in Fig. i.

From the gravity run at the left in the previous illus-

tration the cases are fed to the elevating section in

Fig. 4. They are picked up by the combination bar and

chain mechanism of the elevator and discharged to an-

other gravity-conveyor. This takes them down the room
to the left of the picture. The section at the rear is

utilized when it is desired to shunt cases into tem-

porary storage. To the right in the picture may be seen

knocked-down cardboard boxes and one of the trucks,

similar to those in Fig. 1, used to carry these boxes to

the filling department.

The lower run in Fig. 5 shows another section of the

conveyor leading from the elevator in Fig. 4. Here the

cases make a turn and pa.ss out of the building into a

covered gravity run, down which they go directly into

a railroad car. The steel lift-door at the left of the

picture closes off this. run when it is not in use. As
the cases make the turn they are numbered consecu-

tively by means of a hand numbering machine. In the

foreground is shown a convevor used when it is neces-

Fiii. 4 A Co.N'VKVOR Elkvatok Likts thk Casks kok a Gkavity
Bux TO THE Shipping Department

a gravity sluiiit to stdr.Tfic is sIkiwm in the background.

sary to stoi-e the cases for a time in this room as they

are delivered down the incline from the other de-

liartment.

The upper conveyor running along the windows in

Fig. 5 handles cases not yet .sealed. It is sometimes

necessary to run such cases into storage, and tliis con-

veyor is utilized for the purjiose.

Gravity-Conveyor Storage System

One of the most interesting portions of the conveyor

system is tliat connected with a section of the storage-
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i'lG. J Cases on the Wat to the Eailroab Cak

The upper eouveyor is a gravity line takiug eases to storage.

room for eases ready to ship. This department handles

all orders for chewing gum where shipment is less than

carload lots of a single variety, but where individual

cases are not made up of assortments. Fig. 6 sliows

a view of the department. At the far end of the room
is a conveyor leading from the case sealing depart-

ment and running perpendicular to the lines of cases

in the photograph. As cases are delivered by this

rear conveyor a man shunts them ott" to the correct one

of the cross-conveyors.

Each of these lines of cross-conveyors handles but

one variety of product. Signboards with the names of

the various brands of chewing gum are nailed to tlie

beams above the conveyors as the illustration shows.

The construction is of the gravity-roller type, and the

rear end of each line is elevated so that cases feed

down by their own weight. At the front end of each

conveyor there is a bar stop to hold the line of cases in

place. Along the front end is a level receiving line onto

which each of the cress lines feeds.

When a shipment is to be made, one of the order

clerks passes along in front of the receiving-conveyor.

He presses a foot lever below the conveyor from which

he wishes to take cases for shipment, and this lowers

the stop bar. The line of cases starts discharging on

the cross-conveyor. As each one is delivered the order

clerk swings it around and starts it down the conveyor

toward the left. When the desired number of cases

has been taken, he raises the foot lever and shuts off

the rest from following. Then, going to other lines,

he completes his order by a similar process.

The level conveyor thus .serves as an assembling point

for this class of orders. The left-hand end of the con-

veyor carries the cases to a scale for determination of

the shipping weight. From this point they proceed to

the stenciling operation.

The method of storage .just described is unusual. It

will undoubtedly appear on first thought to be unneces-

sary and costly. The investment in equipment is large.

Because only one row of cases can be put on each con-

veyor and clearances between conveyors are required,

the installation certainly does not utilize a maximum of

storatre space vertically or horizontally, ilaintenance

6 Gravity SStokaoe for Quck and Low-Cost M.^king
Up of Orders

These gravitveonveyors act as a great "elassifieation yard."
Boxes are run off as wanted by merely pressing a foot lever.

Fig. 7 View Across the Gravity-Stor.\ge Boom
The conveyor across the front of the storage lines delivers the

eases to the shipping department.

and repair charges on the apparatus can be left out of

tlie question as they are a mere trifle. The equipment
does not break down in service. But certain case goods

must be piled in storerooms for a time, and why should

this large shipping center be made an exception .'

The installation was made only after careful cost

analysis had definitely proved the economy of the

metliod adopted. The "classification yard"' plan fol-

lowed in the storeroom for case goods of a varied nature

saves .so much in handling time and expense and en-

ables shipments to be sent out with such speed, that its

total operating cost is far less, even with interest

t'harges on investment and rent on space included,

tluin wages of helpers needed where ordinary store-

room methods are employed.

A view across the classification storeroom is given in

Fig. 7. The inclined conveyors feeding onto the cross-

conveyor, and a gravity portion of the latter coming
from another storeroom, are shown.

After being weighed, the cases go to the stenciling

department. Fig. 8 is a view of this section which is
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located in tliu far corner of the storeroom in Figs, (i

and 7. To the right in Fig. 8 is shown the upper end

of one of the classification conveyors. Above, in the

background, is the feeder conveyor which supplies cases

to the classification yard. In the foreground is a row

of cases on the conveyor leading from the front of the

cla.ssification conveyors.

The cases shown here are ready for shipment. They

are being stenciled with the name of the customer and

tiie destination. After this is done they are pushed to

the end of the room where, just back of the man holding

the stencil brush, there is a spiral chute leading to the

floor below.

Down this chute they go, landing on the gravity-

conveyor shown in Fig. 9. Here they make a right-

angle turn and go out through the opening in the wall

into a freight car for shipment.

Not all the cases which are shipped are filled witli

only one kind of gum. Many orders call for a mis-

cellaneous assortment. The packing of such lots is

shown in Fig. 10. To the far right are seen the small

boxes of chewing gum of various kinds. These are

i'i(,. ^ s
1 i. ,1 ii.i.Nc: Casks fou Ship-Mkxi

A S])ii;il I'lintt- .-It tlic n-.iv cnrrics tlieiii to tlie iliiur bt'low.

used to fill orders foi' a variety of products. When the

lots are made up and i)ut in the eases they are con-

veyed to the workmen at the center of the room. Here

the cases arc hound witli metal strajiping which is nailed

in place and tlicn crimped a1 the joint. The eases are

finally sent to the shipping-room by roller-conveyor.

As is evident from the deseriiition given of the paclc-

ing and shijjping operations in the i)hint. very litllr

hand lal)or is involved in moxiiig al)out tl\e packages

and cases of chewing gum. Wlierever possiljle, con-

veyor apparatus has been used. V>u\ tiie iilant is mil

"over-eonveyored". I'.efore each part of tlie system

was laid out careful calculations were made to deter-

mine the relative cost of liandling under both hand

and mechanical meliuids. Wliero conveyoi-s were in-

stalled the work was done with a full i;nowledge of

their idtimate economy in saving lime, labor, money,

and trouble, and in order to assure ]ii-(ifi( in Ihe inanu-

faeturo of an article of daily consumjition that sells for

a low price in a competitive market.

-t'llj. il SlllPHi.MI CAtiES UF Cnt.iU.Si.. G L .\1

After cases are stenciled they are sent to the railroad car on
gravity-cniivovors.

Througliout all the manufacturing and handling

processes involved in the making of chewing gum, one

problem is involved which enters prominently into cer-

tain industries—the necessity for keeping the tempera-

ture and humidity of the air within definite limits.

Chewing gum is especially susceptible to these two

factors. Hence the success of all manufacturing and

liandling operations depends to a great extent upon

conditioned air. Special care must be taken during the

drying process to eject the moisture given off. Kolling

and scoring, and incidental conveying mvist be done hi

rooms to which air of the right temperature and mois-

ture content has been supplied. To and from, and in

storage, the gum would either soften u]) or dry out in

an unprepared atmosphere. Wrapping and packing

also require clean, conditioned air. After the gum
is packed, of cour.se, it is safe from the weather.

If air conditions were not kept correct by mechanical

means at any of these jioints, operations both of auto-

matic nuichinery and handling (npiipnuuit would be cut

down to a fraction of the full capacity and quality

could be ]H'cserved only with great difficulty.

KiC!. 10 MAKIN'C-t'P MlSCKI.I..\NEOL'S ASSORT .\I F.NTS OK Cl'M

Cases are filled at the riglit of tlic room and are sealed on tlir

conveyors in the foreground.



Policies for Successful Operation
Work of the Industrial Executive

By B. A. FRANKLIN
Vice-President, Strathmore Paper Company

EVERY industrial unit must operate along lines

of definite, constantly considered policies, or

choose, generally tmconsciously and hopefully,

between driftinjr on the tide of circumstance and
"happenstance."' or with the operation of a quasi-

shrewd opportunism. That there are verj- many in-

dustrial executives who take one of these latter courses

is very evident from am- reasonable investigation.

The advantage of having

definite policies is, of course, very

plain, because, back of every

policy, if it is to be a worthwhile

one, there must be serious con-

sideration of tendencies, intent,

desire, purpose, plan, and opera-

tion, and particularly of the suc-

cess in the future, which a guid-

ance of the circumstances the

policies are to control will bi'ing.

Xo industrial executive is ready
to admit that he can afford to

have his industrial unit operated

without such consideration.

Policies are therefore natural

elements of industrial success. No
wise executive can afford to do
otherwise than cover his whole
field of operation with them.

But no wide-reaching scheme
of policies can be laid down, tinless, back of it, there

is a reasonable understanding of industry, its sig-

nificance and its tendencies.

Industrial Beginnings

Industry is, by the very nature of its growth, a

service. Far back in the beginning of the race, the

caveman supplied his own wants completely. He got

his living by foraging on what nature supplied. His
policy was the simple one of go-out-and-get-it. This

policy has never been entirely displaced, and in con-

junction with other in-ojier policies is still a suc-

cessful one.

Gradually, as social necessities and obligations and
the i)ractieal vision of humans, above that of animals,

developed, the ideas of co-operation, specialization, and
exchange were given birth and grew. Those who were
hand-skilful made weapons and utensils; the hardy
hunted; the experimenter found edible plants and
grew them. These "prodttcers" exchanged with each
other individually or in groups, and each rendered
his service in exehanse for that of the other. Their

Many industrial establishments

having no clearly formulatsd poli-

cies, drift, and as long as this drift

is in the right general direction, the

executive at the inactive helm is

satisfied. Other establishments,

with clean-cut and correct policies,

go almost direct to the wished-for

port. As explained by Mr. FrankHn
in the present article, the success of

the first is largely chance—the

success of the second is prede-

termined and almost inevitable.

And the whole future successful

development of industry "rests with

the policies employed,"

life method demanded Index Number

no more and permitted 658.31242 Industrial executive

little more. 658.1 Executive control

Gradually, as produc-

tion developed, and there occurred an excess of it. this

excess fell into the hands of those who were shrewd

and powerful in government, and even this monopoliza-

tion was justified on the basis or plea of service owed.

This plan of almost individual

production went on for cen-

turies. But all the while tlie

standard of living was increasing.

the idea of human rights was de-

veloping, the value of human co-

operation was being made evi-

dent, and the understanding and

control of natural elements and

resotirces were growing.

The situation became too com-

[ilex, with greatly increasing and

wider-reaching demand, for in-

dividual production, and there

sprang into existence, almost in

the last century, the industrial

unit, and the fundamental idea of

our present-day industi-y. It has.

of course, been greatly nurtured

liy the idea of profit-making, but

its existence is still based tipon.

and absolutely dependent upon, two ideas.

The first of these ideas is that no industrial unit

can long exist except on the basis of the value of the

service it renders, because no one will buy. in the long

run, that which he does not conceive to be of service.

The fundamental and original principle of service

exchange is essentially the same, even if removed by

a medium of exchange from direct application.

The second idea is that the successful operation and

the very establishment, indeed, of the industrial unit,

depends upon the co-operation of a number of indi-

viduals each contributing his or her resources of cap-

ital or labor.

The industrial unit becomes, then, a center of service

and co-operation. It does not pi'operly exist for profit-

making alone, essential as this is for its growth and
prosperity. Its profit ought to be commensurate with

its service. That this is the case, in the main, at least,

is sometimes indisputably evidenced where a service

is widely and uniquely worked out, as in the ease of

Henry Ford; but it would be found to be just as

true in practically all successful cases when analysis

is made, because, though idealistic, the principle is

391
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soundly fundamental in its extensive ramifications.

In addition there ha.s developed in the last half-

eentury, indeed almost in the last quarter-century, the

idea that while industry is essentially co-operative in-

ternally, co-operation among industrial units in

organizations externally is becoming more and more
essential to success, because of increasing complexities

of laws, of competition, of distribution, and of the de-

A^elopment of management knowledge and methods.

The Future of Industry

When, then, the industrial executive gets this vision

of the relation of his industrial unit and its progi-ess

to the whole of industry, and to those whom it serves,

he will unquestionably find himself—if he is to operate
to the maximum success and desires to meet his obliga-

tions of service—compelled to adopt definite and broad
policies.

Undoubtedly the present-day tendency of industry
is toward expansion, especially in America. Increasing
invention and the conti-ol of natural forces, and in-

creasing wealth, are raising the standard of living here
beyond that of any other country. The increasing

respect for human rights and the conservation and
reproduction of natural resources are the limiting

features of this expansion. If our natural resources are

properly conserved and, in the matter of human rights.

reward in proportion to service is understood and
agreed upon, the fate of Greece and Rome need be
no threat to our civilization.

External and Internal Policies

The policies of an industrial unit are both external
and internal in their relationship and are, in many
of their points of operation, evident enough.
The most evident external policy has to do Avith

the public in the matter of markets, and the point
of service arises here immediately, for the public oft'ers

in the long run no market to unserviceability. A study
of the market, and of its constant and varj'ing needs,
has saved many losses and some complete failures.

For instance, two concerns made an automobile ac-

cessory. In the development of the automobile this

accessory became, in many ears, obsolete. One of the
companies, not foreseeing this condition, failed and
went out of business. The other, with a wiser execu-
tive and a definite policy of keeping in touch with the
market, foresaw this obsolescence, developed other
products, and went on to greater success. The latter

executive had the broad idea of service to the public,

and was sensitive to its wants and needs.

A manufacturer of a household article recently found
his plant steadily losing money until a study of the
market showed that the style and size of the article

was rapidly changing. It took -l-rjO.OOO of new ma-
chinery to meet the new conditions, but the plant im-
mediately became a jn-ofit-maker after the change.
Then there are the questions of quality and price,

of overproduction or underdistribution, both of the
industry in general and of the particular unit. A
most important point of consideration, also, in this

connection, has to do with the method of distribution,

whether through middlemen, owned agencies, retailers,

direct u.sers, or through some combination.

In each case there arises the question of price-fixing

to the public or of resale prices, and of fair profit to

agencies.

There must be settled also the question of pub-
licity—of telling the world of the service.

All these questions are matters of the utmost im-

portance, and demand the building and maintenance
of a definite ])olicy of study, observation, and educa-
tion, if continuing success is to be obtained.

The Requirements of Competition

The existence of competition demands a fixed policy.

In the older days the "cut-throat" policy of decrying
and underbidding all competition whenever it became
thi-eatening was much in vogue. But public service

does not demand any such policy, and it has latterly

become evident that it is quite in the interest of the

public and of the industrial units in any given line

of production to imite in trade associations so long as

these are kept within legal limits.

The public gains by trade associations of this char-

acter, as for example, in the work of the paint asso-

ciation and its appeal to "save the surface and save

all." Such trade associations have before them the

development of the industry for the general good,

the development of cost systems, and the reduction

of costs, the improvement of processes and machinery,
the development of the market and the public under-
standing of the trade's products, the study of the

market and its needs, the building of trade customs
and codes of ethics to bring about equitable and ethical

conditions.

Such associations bring about the reasonable and
proper growth of industry, create wealth, and yet,

when operated legally, as almost universally they are,

are in the interest of the iniblic generally and the

trade particularly.

Every industrial executive, in the interest of his

unit, should have a definite trade association policy,

and the luiit loses when he does not.

What the Industrial Association Has Accomplished

The advance of civilization with its concomitants of

quick and widespread communication, of development
and growth of new territories, of more detailed enact-

ment of laws and their variation in difTerent states,

has brought about not only many complexities, but has

developed many influences which, though indirect, are

often very distinctly harmful to individual industrial

units and especially to those in given localities. .

These eomiilexities and influences and the hard.ships

they bring about, can be met and ameliorated, not by
individual units which have neither the mone.v. in-

fluence, nor time to devote to them, but by combina-

tions, locally or nationally, of units into industrial

associations, capable of studying them, and of taking

united action towards tlieir control. The industrial

executive ought to study the requirements in this direc-
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tion ami the value of the industrial association as a

means of meeting them, and have a definite policy

for his unit in relation to associations of this nature.

Tlie work of such associations as the Associated

Industries of ilassachusetts, the National Association

of Manufacturers, and the Industrial Conference
Board operates materially in many ways in the gen-

eral interest, and deserves the consideration of everj*

executive. The work of the Associated Industries in

the matter of Power for New England maj' bear im-

portant fruit for the future of New England industries.

There are records showing that in the matter of in-

surance and transjiortation some members of the

A.ssociated Industries have been saved as high as

$25,000 yearly, since this combination of manufacturers
is able to maintain bureaus which can thoroughly

study all phases of such matters.

The associated fruit-growers of California have done
splendid work for their territory—a work that could be

done successfully in no other way. The public has
gained and will still gain by it, but particularly the

units operating together have profited and will con-

tinue to reajj a mutual benefit.

The Importance of Outside Contacts

Then it must be thorougldy understood by the in-

dustrial executive that the art of management—the

science, if you please—requires close contact with, and
understanding of, the particular methods, processes,

and operations peculiar to the trade. Beyond this,

and of almost equal importance, he must keep in touch

with the developments and discoveries of industrial

engineering, and indeed with those of other engineer-

ing branches, which, in their principles, are applicable

to all industrial units.

These developments and discoveries find their foci

in engineering societies and their record in technical

literature. They are of great economic value to the

industrial executive and to his organization, not only

from the point of view of a broadening vision and
inspiration, but from that of actual cost reduction and
plant improvement. This is so plain to many indus-

trial executives it seems astonishing that it is not a

matter of common knowledge and of common iiseful-

ness to all. The question of how best to obtain and
keep in contact with this growing body of outside

knowledge ought to be a matter of studied policy with
every industrial executive, for any execiitive who
studies even his own methods, will readily understand
that they are not all of internal development, but were
brought in from outside experience. There follows,

then, as a matter of common sense, the policy of keep-

ing them coming in.

Community Responsibilities

There is then the community in which the indus-

trial unit operates, and his attitude toward this ought
to be a matter of settled policy for every industrial

executive.

The industrial unit owes a great deal to the com-
munity. It does not exist apart from it even when it

creates it. It enjoys whatever privileges and suffers

from whatever disadvantages the community offers. It

is, indeed, an integral part of the community. It can
i-eadily lielj) to improve its community by backing rea-

siuiably all movements for improvement, and, while

apparently indirectly, will find an economic return
in doing so. Or it can remain indifferent as too many
do. and enjoy \vhat others do, or suffer with what it

has. If it wants its people happy and efficient, if it

wants mechanically those things which will be of value

to itself and them, and if it wants particulai-ly to

maintain a source of supply of workers of character

and understanding, then the community and all move-
ments looking toward the upbuilding of health, morals,

education and character, ought to be of practical

interest and policy to it, for, less than ever, can the

interest of industrial units be confined within the fence

or walls surrounding it.

The Industrial Organization

There are obviously many internal movements which
must flow from set policies, where constructive growth
and stable success are to be obtained, and indeed it is

these matters which are of most interest and import
to the industrial executive.

Probably the internal policy of first importance has

to do Mith the executive organization. This is par-

ticularly so in industrial units making staple articles

in open competition, not depending either on monopoly
or exclusive processes. This will, of course, include

the great majority of articles of production.

In the manufacture of such articles, made by known
processes and highly competitive, the problem of suc-

cess is ordinarily one of maintaining quality and
cutting costs, and this involves certain definite elements

of human ability. There must be a routine but con-

stant planning, a careful preparation of materials and
equipment, in order to create a steady flow of pro-

duction through all operations without loss of labor

and expense cost. Following this closely there should

be a study of the i-unning situation to check up the

operation of the jilan, to discover leaks, losses, wastes,

delays, and departures from standards.

There is, in even the most staple manufacture, a

constantly changing and improving scientific aspect.

Machinery, tools, processes, methods, relations of oper-

ation are changing, requiring alert engineering ability.

Even in the most common materials, there exi.st

chemical and physical relations, the knowledge and
gaging of wliieh make for quality and value, or the

lack of whicli may, even without comprehension of

the fact, be entailing obvious losses, or—less obviou.s—

-

los.ses of profit that would otherwise have been made.
Assuming tlie main executive ability to be of the

best, there is required, all down the line, a constant

succession of minor executive abilities, each effectively

dominant in its sphere of activity and influence.

Given the best manufacturing ability there must
be capable exjiloitatinn and sales al)ility to keep the

unit supplied with volume. There must also be abilities

which will handle successfully the necessary financial

problems that arise in all manufacturing operations.
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Not merely to carry on, but to perpetuate, any

industrial unit iu successful operation, there is re-

quired a varying arraj' of abilities which exist seldom

in any one individual, but are best secured in a grouj)

of individuals of difterent trainings and temperaments.

This grouiJ, consisting of principals and understudies,

exists as the executive organization in all units, but

undoubtedly best iu those units where the selection,

education, training and inspiration of these executives

is a matter of thoughtful policy.

Labor Policies

Unquestionably the mo.st important internal element

in every industrial unit is labor, the control of -which

ought to be a matter of very thoughtful policies. That

too many industrial executives have no very suc-

cessful or definite policies in the matter of labor rela-

tions, is evidenced by the ver}"^ considerable number
of expensive labor disagreements; possibly also by
the fact recently brought out by the Industrial Con-

ference Board that jb per cent of the labor of the

country is ojjerating under no reward plan, but on

day work.

Day work is not essentially an uniilanned method
of labor operation, but unplanned labor operation is

usually paid by the day, and it follows almost neces-

sarily that neither will labor be sati-sfied to impi'ove

production, nor can plans be successfully or fairly put

forward needing the maximum co-operation, without an
adequate reward. The Ford plan, at first misunder-

stood as to its psychology, is, in effect, not a day
work plan but a fixed reward for a compulsory fixed

output.

The industrial executive wants to control the labor

situation, but if he is to do so he must first have
clearly in mind two fundamental ideas. The first is

that in the last analysis the industrial unit is a center

of service, and that those who contribute to its suc-

cess have certain rights by virtue of their co-opera-

tion, even if they may in our industrial democracy
quit or be discharged. From this idea may emanate
a scheme of treatment which will avoid the less of

turno\er and perhaps more serious labor troubles.

The second idea has been developing rai)idly since

the war let loose its flood of idealism, namely, a belief

that a wage alone is not sufficient reward for labor.

The conditions of employment and of living must be

considered.

To these two ideas must be added the desire of the

industrial executive to get the maximum efldcient work
hours continuously. Given all this and there is ample
basis for the belief that only a broad anil reasonable

policy of the handling of labor and its I'clatious can
get the best results.

Equipment Policies

A third important matter of policj-—the more im-

portant beeau.se of the latter-day development of in-

vention and the mechanical arts-—has to do with ma-
chinery and equipment. It is too often the fact,

especially in our older manufacturing centers, that

plants are operating \'\ith equij^ment that was the

best in its day and is still in usable condition, which
nevertheless, from the point of view of operation cost,

as compared with more modern mechanism, is a drag
on the profit possibilities of the plant.

A policy of keeijing in touch with the advance-

ment of machinery and equipment, together with some
calculation and eomijarison of the possibilities of

saving by replacement, would unquestionably advance

many industrial units in the jiroflt-making direction.

The demand of the advancing day, if it is to be more
work per labor hour, must be translated into more
work per machine hour.

Every industrial executive must realize that in the

advancing competition, that industrial unit is going

to win best where thei'e is a knowledge of the latest

l^rocesses, the best use of materials and disposal of

by-products and the finest quality, consonant with

market prices, and where there is likewise some com-
prehension of the fact that science is making tre-

mendous progress as well in its line as in all lines.

Such an understanding and comprehension can only

be intelligent if it brings about a study of these things

through laboratories and research, as a definite policy

10 be followed by the systematic utilization of the

information so obtained.

Operating Methods—Expansion

There is also the important question of growth and
expansion. Every industrial executive expects his

business to grow, in fact tries to make it grow. Yet
how many thousands of plants there are where no idea

in the layout of the plant and in its arrangement
seems to exist, except for the immediate future and
for temporary advantage. A further-sighted policy

and vision, and a real belief in the latent hope for

growth, would save not only much money in build-

ing, but even considerable in future operation. If

there is one fact above all others which should influence

the industrial executive it is this—that the best oper-

ation of any industrial unit is that which is based on

the almost invariable truth that the profits of today

are the result of the actions of the past, and the

successes of the future are found iu the actions of

today.

A mo.st important policy of the industrial executive

has to do with his financial reserves. No industrial

unit can jn-ovide all desirable facilities at the time they

are decided upon. When there is immeiliate necessity

or immediate return the executive may borrow the

money. But many things can best be financed out of

a reserve set up and annually inerea.seil. Hence to

.scatter profits in extravagant dividends is a policy

which finally may cripple the business.

After all, it is well to remember that the great

and important fundamental in the operation of any
indiistrial unit is tiie fact that its own improvement,

its strengthening, tiie general good of its own organiza-

tion, and its service to the public, are all paramount
to the profit desire, important as that is, of its stock-

holding interests. Operation on this basis will in the

end bring the greatest financial returns.



Budgeting Advertising Expense
By J. L. PALMER

Instructor in Marketing, University of Chicago

MA\Y concerns which advertise do not have an
advertising department within their organiza-

tion, but place all advertising through a pro-
fessional agency. \Yhere an advertising department is

set up to handle the advertising function its relation

to the other departments, such as sales and production,
varies widely. In some instances the advertising man-
ager reports to the sales manager, thus tending to as-

sure a close co-ordination between advertising and sales.

Advertising Budget Summary \ear./92S.
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a.ssjiimed that its jirodiicts are six iu number and that

each product is advertised separately. The advertising

organization consists of an advertising manager and
his staff of clerks, copywriters, artists, etc. In this

case we will have two classes of expenditure : (1) Direct

costs, or expenses chargeable directly to individual

products, such as a trade paper advertisement of prod-

uct A; (2) Indirect costs, or exjjenses not chargeable

directly to individual products, such as the salary of

the advertising manager.

The budget period is preferably a year in length

and the advertising manager should begin work on the

budget at least several weeks before the beginning of

the period. Conferences with other executives Avill

of course be necessary in order to ascertain the plans
of other departments. After preliminary figures have
been determined they are collected in summary on a

report similar to that sliown in Fig. 1. This report

shows the estimated expenses by months, direct ex-

penses being classified by products and indirect ex-

penses by types. The actual expenses for the preceding
year are shown for purposes of comparison. This form
is usually suitable for submission to the budget com-
mittee, president, or board of directors.

It is not sufScient, however, to prepare only a sum-
mary estimate of the expenses of advertising each
product. The budget summary should be supplemented

Advertising Budget ior. . Product A___
y^.^, /92s



Paper and Pulp Manufacturing
Job Standardization, Wag:e Incentives and

Bonus Plans of General Applications

By SAXFORD E. THOMPSON and WILLARD E. FREELAXD
Consulting Engineer

The Thompson atid Lichtner Company
Assistant Professor of Marketing

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

THE paper industry has such a diversity of classes

and subdivisions that it is impossible to treat the

management factors in any general way. The
methods of management vary with the nature of the

raw material and the extent to which fabrication of the

product is carried. The manufacture of wood pulp
and paper is only the beginning in an industry which
produces an infinite number of forms of finished

product.

In its broad characteristics the industry may be

separated, so far as production is concerned, into two
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ecntive fixed to satisfy the requiremeuts of individual

responsibility.

The incentives of the men who transfer the sticks to

the wood room are based on uniformity of supply as

recorded by a clock, and in getting in the required

quantity of wood on time. The bonuses of the men
who inspect the logs on the carriers and throw out the

poor ones are reduced by the number of poor logs

which they leave for the chipper men to throw out. To

balance this, the chipper men are paid a bonus for the

poor sticks they throw out. Inspection of the work

regulates the quality. In some of the work, such as

that of the floor men and the men at the chip screens, a

regular bonus is paid, provided the inspector, who
makes his rotmds at intervals, rejiorts satisfactory work

done.

A bonus is paid for keeping the strength of free acid

within certain limits for specified temperatures, another

bonus for maintaining the required strength of SO. gas

as shown by an automatic recorder, and a third for

firing the sulphur furnaces within two minutes of the

specified time. A bonus is paid for keeping the

strength of slaked lime to the sjiecified Baume tests

and maintaining uniformity in the temperature of the

lime water.

Pressure gages and recording thei'mometers show

the temperature in the digester at all times. Standard

curves were established for temperature and pressure.

The temperature chart is examined by an inspector to

determine how much it varies from the standard .chart.

Beginning two-and-a-half hours after the cooking is

started, the deviation from standard is noted by in-

spection at intervals. If the curve is maintained within

3 deg. of the standard limits, the cook is paid a bonus

of 3 cents an hr. ; if within 4 deg. of the standard, he

is paid 2 cents an hr. ; if within 5 deg., 1 cent an hr.

;

while if it runs more than this he receives no bonus on

this division of his work.

A second bonus is paid for getting the pressure up
to the required point at the designated time, and a

third bonus is paid for blowing off the batch at the

proper color. The cooking liquor grows darker as the

cooking proceeds, and the exact time to blow off is

govcrnct! y the color of the liquor, w-hich can be drawn
oft' through a cock. If the sample of liquor taken at

the time of blow-off is of the proper color, the cook

receives a certain reward; if the next color to it, a

smaller reward; if of the third color, a still smaller

reward. The total of the three rewards constitutes his

total bonus for the day.

Under the old methods the time of cooking varied

by 50 per cent. Fig. 1 shows that standardization

brought down this range to 10 per cent. Further study

reduced the average time of cooking by one-third and
permitted a 45 per cent increase in production. The
time reduction, in connection with standardization and
elimination of poor cooking, not only incrca.sed the out-

put but lowered the quantity of raw materials as shown
in Fig. 2.

Various incentives were established in the wet room.

Density, that is, a imiform percentage of water mixed
with the pulp, is important in .several operations. A
bonus was paid for maintaining a certain density

within defined limits in bleaching. The result of this

incentive is shown in Fig. 3. Other features included

maintenance of required temperatures and more exact

standardizing of the color. Incentives on the dry ma-
chine were set for percentage of moisture, and thickness

of sheet. The net result of this work of standardization

was not onlj' an increase in quality and uniformity,

but also an increase in jDroduction, the mill actually

turning out 45 per cent more pulji without increasing

the number of digesters.

Standardization and Planning in Paper Mill

It is not possible to describe all the activities in in-

stalling scientific methods and control in a typical plant,

but two or three major problems are worth describing.

-

Aug.

191+

FlQ. Ratios Showixg Decrease in Material and Ikceease
IN Output from 1914 to 1916

The chief aims in routing the materials and planning

the running of the different kinds of paper are to pro-

duce uniformity of product, to reduce number of "fur-

nishes," to get the paper out on time, and to avoid

changes on the machines by grouping orders. The

method of attaining these ends varies with the product,

volume of production, and local characteristics. It is

well to remember that in production control the same

])lans can seldom be adopted even in two similar plants.

Each development must be designed for the particular

ca.se.

The i>!aiiiiiiig department performs the following

functions:

1. It receives all orders from the sales department and

acknowledges them the daj' they are received with

a promise date of shipment.

2. It determines the sequence in which jobs are to be

run.

-See "Development of Seicntific Methods of Management in

a ^fannfacturinff Pl.ant, " hv Thompson, Lichtner, Hall, and
Guild. Transactions A. S. M". E. Vol. 39, 1917.
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'6. It keeps each maeliiue and work place supplied with
work.

4. It directs and controls the moving of materials and
orders.

5. It transfers operators from one job to another so

that every worker alwaj's has some defined task

to perform.

In planning the making of the paper the production
man of the making department accumulates incoming
orders for the same grade until he has enough ready for

a run, when he puts them through on a " furnish '

' order
and fixes the dates on which each will be run. From
this order of work the production man prepares a

schedule or running li.st for each of the paper machines.
From these running lists the stores issues for materials
to be used can be made. The advantages of such
planning over the older method are many, but some
of the more obvious are : it provides absolute control

of the sequence in which orders shall be run ; it decides

when the work is to be done ; an extension of this plan,

if desii-ed, gives the production men precise information
as to the exact status of any order in the mill at any
time.

Beating is important as a preparatory process to the
production of uniform paper. The variables which
have to be considered and studied in the making of

paper are as follows

:

Control of amount of bone-dry stock put into beaters.

Control of density of stock, that is, the pei'centage
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from the trimming table back to another truck without

strain or undue fatigue, or danger of cracking the

surface of the stock, was also determined. The curve

indicating the amount of paper per lift is shown in

Fig. 6. An incentive to do a piece of work as pre-

scribed on his instructions and to do it in the time

allotted to him, in this particular case took the form

of a bonus of 35 per cent. Of course, the establishment

of incentive work has been accompanied by a close and

rigid inspection and a bonus is not allowed unless the

work passes inspection.

Filling Orders Promptly

Further investigations were made to determine the

amount of stock which should be carried in order to

fill orders promptly and not tie up too much capital

in stock. The results were a large reduction in the

amount invested in stock, standardization of the quan-

tities of each item to be carried, and an arrangement

of the stock house that permitted quick and easy loca-

tion of any item desired.

Work materials balance sheets were made for all

items. All issues and material received tickets pass

through the hands of the balance-of-stores clerk who
keeps these records and makes the proper entries. When
the quantity of stock available falls to the amount in-

dicated as a minimum, the balance-of-stores clerk issties

an order for the amount of paper to be made. No order

for stock can originate from any other source. When
sales increase or decrease, this fact is recorded and af-

fords a means to keep the minimums and amotints-to-

order clearly adjusted. Some results of this study are

:

the maximum stock carried was reduced nearly one-

half; the .stock house which had been considered too

small was found to be ample; the number of men re-

quired to handle the stock was reduced from nine to

five, who, in addition to their regular work, assisted in

the packing of shipments.

An interesting example of simplification is that which

has been accomplished by the American Writing Paper

Company, as described by its former president, George

A. Galliver.'* As he describes the sitttation, the com-

pany had 26 mills, 5-3 i)aper machines, an average of

40 specifications of paper per machine, and was carry-

ing 2000 varieties of paper. It conducted an intensive

investigation of jiossible simplification and as a result

retained about 10 per cent of the former numbers of

bond paper, 4 per cent of fine papers and linens,

14 per cent of ledgers and 1214 per cent of cover

papers.

Sales and manufacturing schedules were planned to-

gether and adjusted to meet the needs of both so that

the final schedule was a composite of sales and manu-
facturing experience. Orders were assigned to give

each kind of work to the mill which could do it be.st,

and one I'csidt of this was that each mill got increased

production and lower costs from continuous runs.

In another article^ Mr. Galliver schedules the follow-

ing 12 advantages which have accrued from the sim-

plification of their paper output.

3 " How W'e .\pplicil Simplification," System, September 1021.

•"Twelve Savings We Have Made," Factory, October 1921.

1. Keduced equipment.

2. Small investments in raw materials, materials in

l^rocess, and finished products.

3. Easier financing.

4. Fewer shutdowns.

.5. Less idle equipment.

ti. Less idle labor.

7. ilore permanent employment.

cS. Less difficulty in getting help.

9. Standardized material inventory.

10. Cheaper handling of stock and fewer broken

packages.

11. Less experimental loss.

12. Better service to customer.

An interesting activity of a large paper manufactur-

ing company is the forecasting of 25 items which have

to do with major policies and master control and which

furnish the basis for definite master plans and

"225
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Fig. 4 Speeds of I'.vper M.\ciiixe for a Certain Grade

schedules.^ These items are sales in dollars and pounds

of paper, pounds of paper to be made, trends of raw

nuitcrial prices, current assets and current liabilities,

and cash receipts and disbursements. The forecasts

are made for four months ahead and a new forecast

drawn up at the end of each month, so that planning

for immediate current operations and planning for

future operations are in process of continuous cor-

rection throughout each year.

Planning the Manufacture of Paper Products

The following description of the planning system in

a ])aper products plant is from data secured by knowl-

edge of the system itself and from an article prepared

by a member of the planning department." The jihin-

ning department of this company is of the central type;

with the dispatching de-centralized by departments or

grou])s of departments. This centralized planning

makes it possible to collate small orders so that eco-

nomical runs can be made and so that the jilaiuiing of

5 "How We Plan Four Months Ahead," by J. W. Scoville,

Factory, July 1921.

""Production Planning at the Dcnnison Plant," Factory,

February 1922.
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materials or speeial preparations can be advanced to

avoid continuous "rush" methods. The system is de-

vised particularly to take care of made-to-order .goods,

although the jilanning of goods made up for stock is

well taken care of by the same system. The plan is

working with great satisfaction in this particular plant.

For any other business, even of similar nature, while

the general principles apply, the details would need to

be worked out in a different manner.

The seven points which are outlined in the article

Order Number

00 •~'^<7"~^Otf3aOOO end Ol
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diate assignmeut can be made. These files are further

subdivided to show the condition of work for each

machine or facility.

Wlien goods are delivered by a preliminary service

department their sheet goes with the goods as a move

ticket to the department designated, where the ma-

terial is given a location which is recorded on the order

sheet. The order sheet goes to the central planning

department, where jsrogress is recorded on the master

sheet. Departmental dispatching stations do not receive

orders from the central planning department until they

are actually needed by the departments as shown by

central planning schedules. The particular facility

needed has already been determined, but the routine of

the dispatching station takes care of the assignment

and reservation of tools; control of the movement of

materials to facilities including any preparatory work

in connection with them ; keeping the work ahead of

all facilities so that there is no lost time; keeping pay-

roll and cost records of all labor; and directing re-

moval of finished work and any residue materials.

The local dispatching clerk makes out work tickets

in duplicate for each operation, one copy for the oper-

ator and the other for pay-roll and cost accounting

purposes. The operator's ticket is thin paper while

the office copy is a regidar machine tabulating card as

used in modern machine tabulating work. The dis-

patching station is connected with the factory work-

rooms by means of pneumatic tubes, so that work tickets

are thus sent to a central place in the various work-

rooms from which the operator takes them and to which

he returns them when the job is completed. The dis-

patching clerk uses a pocket style control board for

assignment of work to the various facilities. A con-

siderable amount of checking of preliminary operations

and the availability of tools, dies, etc., is required be-

fore the work ticket can be moved to the pocket on the

control board which sliows that the job is ready to be

worked on. The use of the tabulating machine work
ticket leads to many economies of operation, and per-

mits the securing of varied types of information which

are of great value to the company and particularly to

its control and cost records.

Time Study and Rate Setting

Job analysis and time study for the development of

methods and rate setting are highly advanced at the

Dennison plant and Standard conditions and standard

times are considered as basic essentials for production

control and for the development of the co-operation

and contentment of labor. Tender no condition is an

attempt made to set any wage rates until all of the

working conditions have been standardized in so far as

possible.

Most businesses find it difficult to bring about a close

co-ordination of the plans and operation of sales and
production. The Dennison ilanufaeturing Company
has attempted to solve this problem by setting up a

merchandising division as a major function to bring

about better co-ordination and to act as a balance

between the factory and the sales department. This

division is responsible for the determination of the

product, for the scheduling of amounts to be sold and

pi'oduced, and for the prices and terms of sale. Monthly
.schedules are made up and the merchandising division

has been able to bring about almo.st continuous pro-

duction and employment in the business by reason of

its special knowledge of the problems and needs of

both production and sales. A master plan must be

ready by June 1, for the succeeding calendar year,

and must be approved by the merchandising committee

and the heads of important departments. Month by

month scheduling covers three months at a time.

There are five merchandising committees function-

ing under a main committee with an impartial chair-

man. Each merchandising committee operates a sec-

tion covering a major line of product. The mer-

chandising manager, who is chairman of the sectional

committee, his assistant, selected for his analytical

qualities, and four other men from the sales and pro-

duction departments constitute the committee.

Results of Standardization

The direct results in money .saving that follow de-

velopments based on thoroughly scientific analysis in

the paper industi-y are surprising. In paper coating,

bj' routing and schediding of work, improvements in

equipment and the application of a method of pay-

ment whereby the operative is given, in addition to

the flat rate, a money incentive for increased pro-

duction combined with reduction in waste, the results

have been that production has been increased 80 per

cent, wages increased 61 per cent (of which a part has

been a basic wage increase), production cost decreased

41 per cent and paper waste reduced 74 per cent.

These results were accomplished in a plant excellently

managed and making large profit even befoi-e these

developments v;ere completed.

In a plant manufacturing folding paper boxes, by

i-outing and scheduling of work, standardization of

equipment, and a task and bonus method of payment
based on time study in place of piece rates set by fore-

men, the wages liave been increased from 50 to 100

per cent, production increased 50 per cent, and the cost

decreased 25 per cent.

In the work of a finishing department of a plant mak-
ing paper advertising specialties (mostly handwork'),

by routing and scheduling, standardization of mctliods,

and the application of task and bonus jiayment, the

wages have been increased from 50 to 100 per cent,

the production from 10 to 150 per cent, and the cost

slightly lowered. In this ease the work was done

during a period of rising basic wages.

One of the features that is often neglected even in

M-cll-planned development is the maintenance of, or

improvement in, quality. By making the quality re-

quirement an essential feature in earning a bonus and

at the same time working out definite quality standards

it has been possible to carry on such operations as in-

specting and sorting paper, reeling, coating, and other

work requiring skill in such a way as not only to in-

crease production sometimes as much as 100 per cent,

but also to maintain uniform quality and particularly

to develop the interest and initiative of the workers.



Southern Transportation Facilities

The Piedmont Section of the CaroHnas

By RALPH G. MACY
Consulting Mechanical and Electrical Engineer

TRANSPORTATION facilities of the Piedmont
section' constitute one of tlie factors that have

contributed materially to the remarkable indus-

trial development that has taken place in this section

of the Soutli within the last few years. The railroads

are rendering excellent service and the large sum that

is being spent for highway work in these states is

producing a road system that will be unequaled in the

southern section of the United States.

The Piedmont section, as can be seen from Fig. 1,

stretches acro.ss the states of North and Soiith Caro-

lina, approximately two-thirds of its ai-ea being in

the former state, and onethird in the latter. The
building of highways is largelj^ a state function, and
a brief description of the general activities of these

states in road construction should be of interest, as

a good system of highways in a section of this kind

plays an important part in the industrial development

of the community.
South Carolina has not as yet embarked upon the

elaborate program that is being undertaken by North
Carolina, but it has done some excellent work in im-

proving its roads. It has not so large a percentage

of hard surface roads as North Carolina, which can be

seen from Fig. 1, but it is doing excellent work in

maintaining the existing highways. Table 1 shows the

various types of highways that are in the part of the

state that lies in the Piedmont section, with the ajjprox-

imate mileage of each type.

Many of the roads are top-soil finish sand, or gravel,

and the people of the state do not appear to be pre-

pared yet to make the expenditure necessary to build

the permanent hard surface roads that are being con-

structed in North Carolina. South Carolina in the 11

counties which are in the Piedmont section, expended
over $530,000, including the federal aid funds, on
highway work in 1923.

Previous to 1921, the road situation in North Caro-

lina was inadequate for a state that was gi'owing so

rapidly. With the building of new factories and mills

in the Piedmont section a demand was created for

inter-city transportation facilities that could not be

met properly by the roads in their condition at the

time. The realization of the necessity of first-class

roads took hold of the people, and after considerable

debate, the General Assembly of North Carolina, in

1921, voted $50,000,000 for 'road work. Two years

later the General Assembly voted $15,000,000 more,

and with $11,000,000 available from federal aid, the

state had at its disposal $76,000,000 for highway con-

' Preeccling articles have appeared in M.\naoemext and Ad-
ministration for May 1924, p. .117; June ]924, p. 663; July
1924, p. 47; August 1924, p. 167; September 1924, p. 253.

struction and mainte- Index Number
nance. This large sum 625.7(75) Roads in the South

was exclusive of some 656.2(75) Railroads in the South
$100,000,000 that was
spent by the counties on roads during this period.

The State Highway Commission, which had charge
of construction and the expenditure of this money,

T.VBLE 1. MILES OF RO.ADS IX THE PIEDMONT SECTION',
SOUTH CAROLINA—DECEMBER, 1923

Miles of Roads
Lv Piedmont

Sectiox
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TABLE 3. MILES OF R0.4DS CO^^PLETED IX 1EI23

Plain Concrete
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Fig. 1 Map Showing Highways op the Piedmont Sectiox

furnitnre factories, and the huge tobacco plants. In

Table 6 is given a list of factories that are located on

the main line of the Southern Railroad System between

the northern boundary of North Carolina and Easier,

South Carolina, and which is exclusive of the factories

that are located on the lines of its associated companies,

such as the factories that are situated at Winston-

Salem and Durham, towns not on the main line. This

table shows the diversity of manufacturing that is being

carried on in the Piedmont section. Some idea of the

extent of this freight business can be obtained when it

is noted that the Keynolds Tobacco Company requires

12,000 freight cars per year for shipping its products

to distribution centers.

The general freight movement of the main products

of this section is found to be as follows : Of the tobacco

products, some two-thirds move West and one-third

North; of the textiles, approximately one-third moves

West and two-thirds North. ' The Southern Railway

System runs a textile special daily that leaves Green-

ville. South Carolina, and goes to Salisbury, North

Carolina, and the Spencer yards, where the goods for

the West are placed in separate cars for shipment.

The remainder go to the Potomac yards across the

river from Washington, from which point they are

shipped North. There is also a tobacco special that

leaves Winston-Salem at 9 p m, which connects with

the textile special at Salisbury. Here the freight is

distributed—the smaller portions going North and the

larger portions West.

One indication of the industrial growth of the Pied-

mont section is the increase in the freight return from

the larger cities of this territory, and in Table 7 the

returns are given for Charlotte, High Point, and

Winston-Salem in North Carolina, and Greenville in

South Carolina. These cities are representative of the

main industries of this section.

In the vicinity of Charlotte, which is located ap-

proximately in the center of the Piedmont section and

is in rapidly developing territory, there are many
diversified manufacturing plants and also a large

number of textile mills. At High Point there is a

great furniture center and its product is sent through-

out the I'nited States. Winston- Salem, while .shipping

a quantity of furniture and knit-goods, is mainly a

tobacco manufacturing city. This city, which claims
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Fig. 2 Map Showing Railko.u) Facilities of the Piedmont Section

a population of some 60.000 people, showed a freight

foi-wai-diiirr revoniK' oC .$2,506,1:31. It is the only city

of the four mentioned where the forwarding freight

revenue exceeded the received freight revenue. This is

due to the shipments of tobacco from the large manu-
facturing plants in this city. It should be remem-
bered that a eonsidei-able quantity of the tobacco leaf

u.sed in the production of cigai-ettes and other tobacco

products is brought into the town in wagons and
automobiles by the tobacco farmers. Greenville, > South

Carolina, is largely a textile city and it is here that

the gray goods and sheetings are manufactured. In

this vicinity there are a number of the lai'ge finishing

plants to which the goods are shipped from various

parts of the Piedmont section to be bleached and
finished.

The passenger service on the main line of the South-

ern Railway System where it runs through this section

is excellent, as many of the fast trains stop at the

cities of Charlotte, Greenville, and others that are

located on the main line. The local service is not ex-

ceptionally good, as the automobile busses which run on

a more frequent .schedule between the various cities

carry a large number of local passengers and there-

fore it does not appear to be good policy for the

railroad to operate a large number of local trains.

In fact, they appear to have cut their local trains

to a considerable extent. However, with the double-

tracked main line of the Southern Railway S3-stem

running through the center of this section, and with

its branch lines and its associated companies running

through the territories on both sides of the main line

(Fig. 2), and with other railroads operating in this

area, there arc excellent railway facilities to meet the

demands of the section.

As this is the last ai-ticlc of this series a brief

resume of the main factors that have played an im-

portant part in the development of this section will

1)0 given. These factors are climate and location,

nearness to the supply of raw materials and to the

markets, power supply, labor situation, and the trans-

l)ortatiou facilities discussed in this article.
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The location of the Piedmont section is a particu-

larly advantageous one, and is responsible for its

splendid climate. Situated on a rolling plateau at

the base of the Blue Ridge IMountains on the eastern

side of the range, it is protected from the cold winds

of the North and West. It varies in elevation from
450 ft. to 1000 ft., and the cool nights in this vicinity

undoubtedly play an important part in the vitality

of the people.

The rapid industrial growth of the section is shown
in Table S, which gives the increasing value of the

textiles, tobacco products, and furniture manufactured
in this territoi-y. The table also shows the relative

importance of the various industries.

The section is also well located with reference to

the large cotton-growing areas of the South, and is

in the center of a tobacco-growing territoiy. The
timber for a large part of its furniture and lumber
industry comes from the immediate vicinity—the slopes

of the Blue Ridge Slountains—and so it is certainly

near to the supply of the raw materials which are

used by its three main industries.

There are many other industries, such as the manu-
facture of fertilizer for the extensive agricultural

activities of North and South Carolina, the manufac-

T.\BLE 7. ST.\TEMENT OF .\PPROXIM.\TE FREIGHT REVENUE OX TR.\FFIC FOR-
W.\RDED FRO.M .\ND RECEIVED .^T THE CITIES GIVEN BELOW

City
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With regard to the labor .situation, which is a

matter of great importance to the manufacturer of

today, this section of the Carolinas is in an excep-

tionally advantageous position. The manufacturer

has two sources of labor to draw upon. One is the

farming population—for this section originally was
agricultural—which is mostly of English stock that

has lived in this section for many generations. They
have a strong local pride, are thrifty, and have a desir-

able viewpoint with regard to property rights.

In the Blue Ridge Mountains adjoining this sec-

tion live the hill people, the other source of labor

supply. They are of pure English stock and have also

lived in these mountains for generations, but their

living conditions in most eases are exceedingly prim-

itive and the percentage of illiteracy is somewhat high.

However, they have capacity, a highly developed racial

and local pride, and many other desirable qualities.

The majority of mills and factories in the Pied-

mont .section build their own mill villages for their

emploj'ees. The houses are constructed of wood,

shingled, and contain from four to six rooms. In

many eases they have running water and electric lights,

and in many of the villages the streets and sidewalks

are paved and lighted. The mills maintain community
houses which are centers of social activity, and medical

attention is given to the employees free of charge.

When the hill people and certain of the farming
element were offered these living conditions there was
no difficulty in obtaining labor at a moderate wage.

When it is noted that over 95 per cent of these people

are xVmeriean born of American parentage it will be

realized why the union agitator has not made much
headway with this laboring population who consider

l)eople from another state as "foreigners." The Pied-

mont section is certainly sufificiently well equipped with

labor to become a great manufacturing center.

It is hardly necessary to state that the business

men of the Piedmont section are of the highest caliber

and the industrial growth testifies to their excep-

tional business ability.

With its excellent climate and location, its nearness

to the source of raw materials and markets, its exten-

sive water-power resources, its exceptional labor situa-

tion and its people, the Piedmont section of the

Carolinas has had a remarkable manufacturing growth.

If this continues, it will some day be the industrial

center of the southern part of the United States.

Electric Steam Generator to Save 3000 Tons of Coal

COAL savings estimated at 3000 tons per year ai-e

expected to result from the installation of an elec-

tric steam generator recently ordered by the St. Croix

Paper Compan.y. Improved power factor and utiliza-

tion of spring and fall high water are looked forward
to from other electrical machinery just put in.

The hydroelectric plant of this company is on the

St. Croix River 12 miles from the company's mill. Ai
3360 kw., 2400 volt, vertical waterwheel generator is

now under construction to be used as a spare unit and
to permit the utilization of high water in the spring

and fall for the generation of excess power. This excess

power may be used either for the making of wood pulp
or for running the electric steam-generator. Wood
pulj) made in this manner during the flood season will

be stored away as diy pulp laps and will be made into

paper during the dry summer and fall months.

Engineers estimate that the new generator may ]u-n-

duce as high as ].").000,0()() kw.-hr. excess power at high

water periods, with a normal rainfall. By putting this

power into the electric steam generator, they expect a

saving of approximately 3000 tons of coal a year. The
steam-generator is to be located in the boiler house

and will be piped into the main steam line, sui)i)le-

menting the coal-fired boilers. Steam necessary to heat

the mills on Sundays and holidays, when the motor
load is shut off. will come from the electric steam-

generator and the load curve of the mill will be ironed

out by having the steam-generator take up the varia-

tions in electrical load on the mill from time to time.

The present electrical machinery and that now being
installed was made by the General Electric Company.

Three definite results are expected by the St. Croix

officials: power factor Index Number

correction by the syn- 621.1816 Electric steam

chronous grinder motor
;

generators

the utilization of otherwise waste energy by working
up raw material in advance of requirements ; and the

substitution of electrically generated steam for part

of the steam ordinarily produced by coal.

Fiii. 1 Elkctric Steam Gkxeuatok



Tests for Shop and Office Jobs
General Electric Company's Experience at West Lynn Works

By B. P. CAMPBELL
General Electric Company

NINETY per cent of the men and women who
pass through the employment offices of large

industrial concerns have no definite prefer-

ences as to the type of work which they undertake.

They are merely in search of a job—and are perfectly

willing to try their hand at any work, so long as the

pay proves satisfactory."'

This is the statement of an employment expert at

the West Lynn works of the General Electric Com-
pany. It may explain, to some extent, the fact that so

many persons become dissatisfied with their work and
drift from one job to another causing the labor turn-

over which has long been the despair of employers.

The Why of Labor Turnover

Some time ago an engineer tui-ned practical psy-

chologist at the General Electric Company's West
Lynn plant. He devoted months to an attempt to

discover the "why" of labor turnover. Today he

says:

Employers are attempting to fit square pegs into round

holes. There is some line of work for which every man and

woman is especially fitted. Placed at such work they will

reach their highest efficiency, will be much more satisfied than

they would be working at tasks for which they have no apti-

tude, and so will be less likely to be continually moving on.

Attacking the problem from this basis, this man,
Johnson O'Connor, by name, began looking for a way
to remedy the existing situation—for a method by
which -he could ascertain the type of work at which
applieant.s for employment should be placed. His

problem was made easier than it might otherwise have

been, because he had the whole-hearted support of

F. P. Cox, manager of the West Lynn works. It was
made more difficult because it was believed that, just

as industry has made a place for the physical misfits,

those unfortunates who face the battle of life with

physical deficiencies, so a place should be made for the

mental misfits. In other words, this engineer-psy-

chologist was attempting not only to place workers of

normal intelligence in the line of work for which they

were best suited, but was also trying to devise a means
by which persons of sub-normal intelligence could be

placed at work which would make them self-support-

ing and of positive benefit to mankind.

Best Type of Work for Given Individuals

The question, then, was—How can we discover,

quickly and accurately, what type of work given indi-

viduals should be doing ? Index Number

The answer came in the 658.311563 Trade tests

form of a second ques-

tion—Can we devise

"sample jobs," tests which will indicate along what
line anj' person applying for work has the most ability ?

Those in the West Lynn works who are most inter-

ested in the problem to which I\Ir. O'Connor is devot-

ing his time, believe that such a course of procedure is

possible. They feel certain that a start in the right

direction has been made, but they also feel that it will

be years before the problem is completely mastered.

This much, however, is certain ; 50 sample jobs have

been made up, and 45 of them have been scrapped,

because they did not work. The tests are always tried

before they are used to test applicants for work. No
sample job is considered practical until it is ascer-

tained that experts in a given line can pass it readily.

Even then a test is not used until it has been found
that those who pass a test satisfactorily before enter-

ing a line of work find themselves adapted to the work

;

and that those who fail to pass it satisfactorily find

later that they are not adapted to the task. Unless a

"sample job" meets these requirements it is discarded,

and some of the tests which were expected to be ex-

tremely successful have been thrown out.

Five Tests Used in Hiring

Five tests are now being used in hiring men and
women at the West Lynn works—used because they

are apparently accomplishing their aim. At the present

time no one is hired there without first taking these

tests, and, in general, emplojnnent is given on the basis

of the tests.

Before an applicant for work is tested it is made
clear to him that the object of the test is not to bar him
from employment, but to aid him in securing the most
congenial work possible. The applicant further under-

stands that everyone fails in some of the tests, but that

some one of them is practically certain to indicate an
aptitude for some line of work. Every precaution is

taken to eliminate nervousness on the part of those

being tested.

Should an applicant feel that he is especially adapted
for some line of work, he is given a "sample job" de-

vised to indicate whether or not such is the ca.se. If he
passes the test .satisfactorily he is recommended for

employment of that sort. If he fails, he is given other

tests. At the present time there are in use sample jobs

in clerical work: fine instrument assembly: engineer-

ing, drafting, and design ; inspection ; and an execu-

tive test which !Mr. O'Connor frankly admits mav need

409
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considerable revi.sion to make it work sati.sfactorilJ^

The clerical test consists simply of a sheet of paper
on which are two parallel lists of numbers arranged in

groups of five each. In the first group each number
consists of two digits, such as 87, 96, etc. In the second
group the numbers consist of three and four digits, and
so on, until in the last group they consist of ten and
eleven digits each.

Method of Checking for Accuracy

Also parallel to these columns of numbers are two
columns of dotted lines, one headed "Same" and the

other "Different". The person being tested places a

cheek in the column headed "Same" if the numbers
are alike, and in the other column if they are different.

Thus the numbers and checks for one group might be

:

Those who are mo.st enthusiastic about the future of

this method of employing applicants for work say that

at the present time they have gone no further than
to be able to pick the very best and the very worst in a
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as it seems, this "job" has proved a reliable indication

of a girl's manual dexterity. Today only girls who
pass the test are hired for woric of this type at West
Lynn, and the turnover among these workers has been
materially reduced.

Has a man an engineering or designing bent ? A block

of wood, sawed into 9 irregularly shaped pieces, is

used to answer the question. When fitted together the

pieces form a rectangular cube. When first shown to

the prospective engineer, designer, or draftsman, this

is assembled. He is shown that it consists of 9 pieces.

there being 3 pieces in each layer, horizontally and
vertically. The pieces composing the block are then

mixed up, and the applicant is asked to reassemble

them. (See Fig. 2.)

Two Factors Enter into Decisions

Two factors enter into the decisions based on this

test. One is, naturally, the time element. The other

is the manner in which the applicant attacks the

problem. The man with a natural inclination for

designing or engineering begins assembling the pieces

with a definite plan in mind. He works with the evi-

dent intention of forming a rectangular cube. The
man who has no such inclination merely attempts to

make the irregularly shaped pieces fit together, re-

gardless of what the result may be. The blocks have
been assembled in less than a minute by a man who
never attempted the ta.sk before, but this is exception-

ally fast time. Other people have worked for 15

minutes, and more, without success.

It is interesting to note that when two graduates of

one of the country's leading technical schools applied
for engineering positions at the West Lynn works, one
of them passed the test in excellent time, while the

other was completely baffled with it. It was recom-

mended that the man who failed be put at some other

^\ork. but this recommendation was not accepted, since

both men had done excellent work while in college.

Both men went under one department head. In three

Mr. O'Connor Con'ducting the Exgixeerixg Test

Oi;:^EKv.viiON- Test eok Ixspectors

months the man who failed had to be dropped, while
the other man was doing excellent work.

Again, the head of a designing department sent a
number of his employees to take this test. Only two
of them passed it satisfactorily, which puzzled Mr.
O'Connor, who gave the test, since this had apparently
been a most successful guide. It developed that these

two men were the only ones among all those sent by
the department head who were actually doing design-

ing work, the rest being in clerical positions of one
type or another.

Inspection of small work requires, in the main, rapid
and careful observation. The inspection test consists

of a drawer containing such articles as a ruler, a pad of

paper, a penholder, a watch, an eraser, etc. (See
Fig. 3). The applicant is allowed to look at this

drawer for one minute. It is then drawn under a
hood and an article is either added to or taken from
those already in it. The drawer is then shown to the
applicant once again, and he is asked to tell what
change has been made. Merely a test of observation,

j'et an indication as to whether or not one is likely to

make a good inspector. It has proved successful in
picking inspectors for small work.

Not only ha^•e the tests been given to those apply-
ing for work at West Lynn, but an opportunity to take
the tests has been given all present employees. Many
employees have availed themselves of this opportunity,
which has resulted in some of them being shifted, with
good results, to work of a type for which they were
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better suited than the job which they had previously.

As has been pointed out, those -who know most about

this system of hiring by "sample jobs" are the first to

insist that their work is but in its infancy. They hold

no belief that they have discovered a universal panacea

for the ills of the industrial world. But they do be-

lieve that as time goes on they will be able to do more

and more to make workers more satisfied with their

lot, to find the place in industry which they feel cer-

tain exists for people of .sub-normal intelligence, and to

reduce very materially labor turnover.

And the work is always going on with these aims in

mind. The tests now in use are being improved. New

tests are being devised and tested, accepted or dis-

carded, as they either work or fail. The scope of the

work will be broadened when successful sample jobs

of additional tj-pes of work are devised.

Care and judgment are of paramount importance in

the use of tests such as these. They have been worked

out scientifically and must be administered scientifi-

cally. They are not rule-of-thumb guides to be used

arbitrarily. Existing conditions should be studied in

any plant where sample jobs are to be used in the em-

ployment work and the tests should be made to fit these

conditions rather than to attempt to make the condi-

tions fit the tests.

Maintaining Accuracy in Railroad Track Scales

ACCURACY in measuremeuts of time has long

L been a well-known factor in railroad operation.

Another place where accuracy is nearly as important,

but which has not received as much publicity as time

measurements, is in railroad weighing devices. In

Index Number

625.18 Track scales

Fig. 1 Interior of Kepair Shop

order to compile accurate statistics of the volume of

freight movements as well as to fix freight charges on

certain shipments of bulk materials it is necessary to

weigh loaded and unloaded cars.

The Southern Pacific Railroad

maintains a general scale shop at

West Oakland, California, where all

scales belonging to the railroad are

constructed, repaired, and regulated.

(See Fig. 1). In addition to their

own scales, this shop has charge of

scales belonging to the Pacific System,

the Arizona Eastern lines, the Pacific

Electric lines, the Northwestern

Pacific Railroad, and the Southern

Pacific linos in ^Mexico.

All small, portable scales and dor-

mant freight house scales built at the

West Oakland Shops are set aside

when completed for inspection by the

.State Department of Weights and
Measures. The scales must be ac-

curate to one ounce

when 100 lb. is placed

on the platform. Scales

that meet these rigid re-

quirements are sealed by the state olficial and are then

forwarded to their various destina-

tions.

The Southern Pacific uses test cars

which are kept exactly to a known
weight, usually 40.000 lb. (See

Fig. 2). On a master track scale

located at West Oakland, state officials

weigh these test cars several times a

year. If necessary their weights are

adjusted until they are exactly 40.000

lb. each. AVhen each car has been

brought to the proper weight it is

closed up tightly and all locks are

sealed by the state sealer. These cars

are then sent out over the system, ac-

companied by state officials, to test

the various track scales. For scales

of 100- or l:jO-ton capacity a vai'ia-

tion of only one point in a thousand or one-tenth of

one per cent is permissible. When the variation ex-

ceeds this amount the scale is adjusted before it is

sealed by tlie state inspectors.

"t-

Fio. Scale Test Car



Convention of the N. A. C. A.
Review of the Fifth Annual Conference, September 22-25, 1924

By HENRY W. MAYNARD
Member of the Association; Assistant Treasurer, The Salt's Textile Mfg. Co.

THE auuual convention of the National Associa-

tion of Cost Accoiintants marks another definite

stride in the progress which the Association has

made in its five years of existence. This article is not

the story of the convention, but a resume of its "high
points". At the request of Management and Admin-
istration, the writer has endeavored to summarize,

first, the new ideas which were developed, and second,

the trend of thought along cost accounting lines. To
do this has not been an easy task. With the wealth

of material in prepared papers and rapid fire discus-

sions, the choice of important points must he largely

a matter of personal opinion.

Arrangement of the Sessions

The convention consisted essentially of six technical

sessions, each covering a definite subject and directed

by a chairman, who chose three principal speakers to

present prepared papers bearing on some feature of

the special subject. Vigorous discussions followed each

group of prepared papers, each speaker being limited

to three minutes. Since the subjects are treated

chronologically in this review, some reference is made
to individual papers. However, many papers cannot

be mentioned, for lack of space.

^

The Opening Gun

On Tuesday, September 23, the convention opened.

Colonel B. A. Franklin,^ Vice-President of the Strath-

more Paper Company, departed from the traditional

terms of an address of welcome to lay emphasis on cost

accounting as a business fundamental. Speaking both
from his earlier professional experience and his ac-

tivities as a practical manufacturer befoi-e and since

the war, he stressed the fact that the cost accountant
is responsible for giving to the financial heads of a

busine.ss the information necessary to enable them
properly to establish their policies and fully to con-

trol the operations of the business.

President J. P. Jordan, who followed, agreed so

strongly with Colonel Franklin that he changed from
his anticipated subject matter to lay more emphasis
on the same subject, ilr. Jordan stated that cost ac-

counting at the present time is on trial more than
ever in the past. The current business depression has
laid economic pressure upon industry to reduce ex-

1 The complete te.xt of all papers and discussions will appear
in tlie forthcoming year book of the Association.
-Author of "Policies for Successful Operation" appearing

on pp. 391-394 of this issue.

penses to the utmost. Index Number

and executives and 657.452 Cost accounting

financial heads are
focusing the microscope

upon cost and accounting departments, which can

justify their existence only by providing proper infor-

mation in the most useful way. Executives have been

blamed by cost men, Mr. Jordan said, for failure to

use the figures prepared, but instead the fault lies

largely on the shoulders of the cost men themselves,

who do not realize to a sutfieient degree the require-

ments and problems of the business heads. Conse-

quently, the cost figures which they prepare are not

recorded, organized, presented, and interpreted so as

to serve exactly the requirements of the men on whom
the company's policies depend.

First Technical Session

8o)ne Practical Applicat>07is of Budget Methods.

(Tuesday, September 23). Wm. F. Kemp, treasurer

of the Holtzer-Cabot Electric Company, Boston, and
later elected President of the Association for the fol-

lowing year, was chairman of the session which dis-

cussed this topic. The first speaker was W. M. Duncan,
Vice-President and Sales Manager of the Hood Rubber
Company, Boston, a distributing company, which
through the experience of years has reached a satis-

factorj- method of operating a sales budget. This

company's budgets are based upon forecasts of prob-

able sales, which in turn are arrived at from a thorough
analysis of the possible markets throughout the country.

The .secoiul speaker, Arthur Lazarus, of the iletro-

politan Life Insurance Company, described a special

form of service. His company invests large funds in

securities of industrial corporations, in whose well-

being it is therefore interested. To serve them, it

has developed standard systems of budgeting for sundrj-

industries, which may be obtained on request.

Mr. Kemp presented a paper on the "Practical In-

stallation and Operation of a Budget System". In
this he showed how a suitable fouiulation must first be

prepared, which feu- a manufacturing organization is

as follows

:

1. An adequate general accounting system.

2. A cost system which ties in with tlie general Iwoks.

3. Perpetual inventory records.

(o) Raw materials.

(b) Work in process.

(c) Finished parts,

(rf) Completed goods,

(c) P^xpense materials.

(/) Plant equipment.

413
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4. Monthly departmental statements.

(a) Direct labor.

(6) Indirect labor.

(c) Manufacturing supplies, etc.

5. Monthly financial statements.

(a) Summary of factory operations.

(6) Sales, cost of sales, and selling expenses.

(e) Financial income and expenses.

(d) Combined profit and loss statement.

(e) Balance sheet.

6. Complete classification of accounts so ai-ranged that

budgetary estimates can be compai-ed monthly with
actualities.

A questionnaire had been sent by Mr. Kemp to about
20 experieneetl members of the Association, who
verified tlie need of a suitable foundation, and agreed
in general with :\Ir. Kemp's plan for it. The answers
showed that no standard procedure for establishing a
budget had yet been developed, ilr. Kemp suggested

:

1. Determine period for which the budget is to be estimated.

2. Estimate sales.

(o) By territories, customers, etc.

(6) By lines of product, units, sizes, etc.

3. Estimate seHing expenses, including all costs of distribu-
tion, collections, etc. Classify as fixed and variable,
and by ten-itories.

4. Estimate cost of extensions, installations, renewals, and
replacements, of plant and equipment.

5. Estimate cost of production.

(a) Raw materials.

(b) Direct labor—amount and hours departmentally.
(f) Overhead expenses—detailed departmentally.

6. Statement of estimated cash receipts and pajments.
7. Estimated income or profit and loss statement.
8. Estimated lialance sheets.

Group Luncheons for Discussion of Topics

Metal Products. The principal topic of this luncheon
was standard costs, the use of which in the metal
products industry indicates an interesting trend away
from the .job order system with actual costs of mate-
rial and labor. In place of the latter there has come
into very general use tlie process cost system, in which
the cost cut-off is made at the end of the month and
not at the end of any given quantity of i)ro(luct. This
sy.stem uses stanthird costs for nuiterial and labor as
well as for burden, these standards being chocked each
month (and in many eases weekly and even daily) with
the actual consumption of material, the actual expense
for direct labor, and the machine activity at normal
rates in each of the major department-s.

Textiles. It .seems incredil)le tliat so important an
industrial group as the textile industry should not have
a thoroughly formulated and generally agreed upon
method of costing, and yet the literature of textile
cost accounting is undenial)ly scanty and the definite
formulation of common policies is almost non-existent.

The outstanding feature of the luncheon was an
inquiry as to the different types of systems at the
companies represented by the 40 attending members.
It was found tliat i)ractical]y all of these plants employ

the process cost sy.stem with standard costs. It appears,

then, that working from basic principles, without com-
mon agreement, these concerns have generally arrived

at about the same result.

However, it was the consensus of opinion at the

luncheon that cost accounting for the widely varying

branches of the textile industry has scarcely more than

scratched the surface, and it was voted that a recom-

mendation be made to the directors of the National

Association of Cost Accountants to hold special ses-

sions of textile cost men in regionaL conferences.

Paint, Varnish, Chemicals, and Allied Commodities,

including Soap. Forty men attended the luncheon for

representatives of these industries. The salient point

brought out was the need for uniform methods of cost

accounting among competing manufacturers. In a

questionnaire recently sent out by the cost accounting

committee of the paint manufacturers' a.ssociation, the

individual manufacturers were asked to figure and
report the cost of a given paint. Nothing was left

variable in the question except the cost accounting

method. The result showed costs varying from $2.02

to .^3.27 per gallon. It was the general opinion that

uniformity in cost figuring should be brought about.

Second Technical Session

Some Deficiencies of Cost Accounting and Their

Cures. (Tuesday afternoon, September 23). This

session was organized by C. R. Stevenson, of the Steven-

son Corporation, New York City. The first jiaper was
presented by Professor R. B. Corwin, of Lehigh Uni-

versity, who spoke from the educator's viewpoint.

The second paper, from the point of view of the cost

accountant, was presented by G. Charter Harrison,^ of

New Yoi-k. This paper was a reiteration of Mr. Har-
rison's sweeping criticisms of defective cost accounting.

The third paper was by Thomas B. Fordham, who is

a practical factory man, and as superintendent of the

Delco-Light Comi)any, of Dayton, < >liio, spoke from the

point of view of the shop superintendent. lie felt that

the principal deficiency of cost accounting, as far as

he comes in contact M-ith it, is that .sufficient information

is not furnished to the operating executives. He urged
strongly that both factory sui)erintendent and indi-

vidual foremen be furnished with clear, precise, readily

understandable .statements of the expenses for which
tliey are definitely responsible, including direct and
indirect labor, sujiplies. repairs, and the like. He was

o|)posed to permitting tlie foremen to be concerned with
^

assessed charges over which they have no control. He f
made a strong plea for close a.ssociation between the

cost accountant and the factory men, which was warmly
supported by the members pre.sent.

Third Technical Session

Organizing a Business for Cost Reduction. (Tuesday
evening, September 23). This session was organized

by John II. Van Deventer. Editor of Industrial Man-

f

3 Author of "Working Plans to Realize Profits" appearing
on pp. 361-366 of this issue.
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agcmott. wlio presented a statistical summarj- and ab-

stract, showing' the methods of cost organization, and
the use made by executives of cost data, obtained by

questionnaires from 160 American industrial concerns,

employing an aggregate of 500.000 people. The sum-

mary gave the facts on 2fc> important phases of cost

control practice for each of these 160 concerns.

William H. Alden, Jr., of Philadelphia, described an
interesting treatment of the cost of idle facilities. His
method segregates those items of burden which are fixed

or comparatively fixed, including taxes, insurance, de-

preciation, salaries of supervision and foremen, on the

one hand, and the fluctuating expenses on the other.

Through an analysis of factory production data, a com-

posite percentage or index figure is obtained which
indicates the total pi-oductiou activitj- of the mill. This

percentage of the fixed items of burden is written off

to profit and loss as the cost of idle facilities.

Fourth Technical Session

The Proper Treatment of Variations from Standard
Costs. (Wednesday morning. September 24). This ses-

sion was organized bj- and had as its chairman Frank
L. Sweetser, of the Dutchess I\lfg. Co., Poughkeepsie,

X. Y. The subject was one which had been looked for-

ward to eagerly. The proper treatment of variations

from standard co.st is a subject of particular interest at

present. There is, first, a "debatable question" as to

the principles of accounting for variances from stand-

ard cost in the abstract, and the possible modification

of these principles in the face of particular conditions

affecting a given industry. Second, there are different

methods for the practical handling of the variations.

It is ditificult to comment on the papers. All three

of the speakers seemed to agree with the principle advo-

cated by ilr. Sweetser himself, that variations from
standard cost should be treated by statistics onh' and
that inventories should invariably be carried at actual

costs, a principle which certainly is not generally agreed

to by all cost accountants.

C. O. Wellington, of Boston, called attention to the

fact that for each element of cost there is a quantity

and a price variance ; in material, representing differ-

ences in the quantity of material consumed and the

price paid for it ; in direct labor, not only in the rate

of output, but also in the rate paid for wages; and in

burden there is an expense variation and a further

variation due to differences in rate of outptit of product.

ilr. Camman, of New York, brought out the following

idea. Where standards are changed the value of com-
parison between old and new costs is lost. To preserve

the comparison, he suggests the use of adjustment
factors by which, although the standards are changed,

the relationship may still be shown.

Fifth Technical Session

Some Dihatahle Points in Cost Accounting Theory.

(Wednesday afternoon, September 34). This session

was organized and presided over by C. H. ScoveU. of

Boston, and consi.sted entirely of a warm discu.ssion of

four out of seven debatable points, the arguments on

which were given in a synopsis previously prepared.

1. Sliould administrative expense be charged against

man ufacturing cost

?

The debatable point, in brief, Avas whether items or-

dinarily considered as administrative expense and re-

tained sei)arateh' under this classification should re-

main in a separate classification, or whether this bracket

should be entirely eliminated and all of these expenses

distributed either to manufacturing cost or through

selling expense. After lengthy and vigoi-ous discussion

the meeting voted overwhelmingly to retain the ad-

ministrative expense bracket.

2. Which cost should be obtained: Cost to make, or

Cost to make and sell? How differently would that

cjuestion be answered if the goods are sold before they

are made?
There are several debatable points under this heading.

The meeting voted that in the operating statement, sell-

ing expense should be stated separatelj' after gross

jirofits, and excluded from the cost of goods sold.

It was also voted, that this method should hold good
even in the case of a plant manufacturing two lines, one

made only on special order and the other made to be

distributed from stock, with selling expenses determin-

able accurately against each line. As a corollary to

this decision, the cost of obtaining a definite order is

not part of the work-in-process cost of the order and
cannot be carried on the bool\S as such.

On the other hand, the meeting voted that an initial

engineering charge, as in the case of engineers sent out

to take measurements for a certain installation, is a

part of work-in-process and accordingly should be re-

tained on the books as an inventory item.

The meeting voted to distribute selling expense in a

seasonal business throughout the fiscal year, and agreed

to the use of normal rates for selling expense (and also

for administration and financial charges), retaining

either prepaid or acci'ued balances on the books.

3. At what point should the stock handling and stor-

age charge be applied to materials? Vpon receipt?

Upon consumption? Any other basis?

That is, should stores be carried on the books at actual

cost, plus a regular stores charge, even though the latter

contains a certain amount of expense which will not be

inctirred until the goods have actually passed into pro-

duction, thus caTising a slight inflation of the inventory.

The vote was. No. This does not prevent the carrying

on the books, separately from the detailed stores ledger,

a prepaid item of freight handling, storage, etc., which

is liquidated as the goods move into production.

4. What production .should be taken in determining

normal burden? Is it full production capacity, or the

best accomplishment according to some past record?

As a preliminary to the main question, the point was
made that before establishing a normal burden basis

from the point of view of factory operations, considera-

tion should be given as to the position of the industry

as a whole. In some industries the plant expansion

during the war has left a producing capacity far in

excess of any possible present consttmption of goods.

In such ca.ses it is obvious that the treatment will not

be the same as when orders should be taken, on the

average, for the full capacity of the plant.
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Following this, the meeting agreed that in setting

the normal burden rates, there should be deducted from

the 100 per cent, which represents the hours when the

factory is open for business, allowances for the follow-

ing items which are considered undebatable:

Holidays

Repairs

Industrial contingencies

The following points were considered debatable :

Seasonal activities, as in a cannery, which must
operate only a small portion of the year.

Special service machines, which cannot possibly

operate as much as the regular installation.

Unbalanced equipment.

Sixth Technical Session

Selling and Adminktrative Costs, Their Definition,
Analysis, and Distribution. (Thursday afternoon, Sep-
tember L':')). This, the last technical session, was or-
ganized by W. O. Cutter, Comptroller of the United
States Rubber Company, New York City.

W. A. Johnson told how the B. F. Goodrich Company
distributes selling expense, with a master summary
expense statement, which is supported by more detailed
statements showing assessment against the different
kinds of product. These detailed statements give the
actual expenses, the budget expense percentages, and
also the sales percentages, comparison of which indicates
the point of attack for reducing charges.

C. L. Landon urged the cost department to "sell"
the sales department on the use of the .statistics. He
suggested a cost analysis (in the case of large dis-
tributing organizations) of dealers' accounts, for the
purpose of eliminating unproductive dealers. Such an
analysis makes it possible not only to obtain more
business but to get more profitable business. Jlr. Lan-
don stressed the idea that the sales department will
not, and perhaps is not able to ask the cost department
for all the information which it needs, and the cost
department ought to do this thinking for it.

The final paper was by William Car.sweli, of the
Northern Electric Company, Montreal, who is chair-
man of the Canadian Chapter of the National Asso-
ciation of Ccst Accountants. Mr. Carswell's paper
on administrative expense was one of the l)est and most
carefully prepared pajiers of the convention. He gave
as charges ajipropriale to administrative expenise

:

1. E.vefiitive expense. Salaries of president mid coripsiiond-
ing office force.

2. Financial expense. Siiliiry of tlio Ireasnrer and lieasurer's
dr])nrtnn'nl. including tlip c.\i)ense of financinsr, and
sniKTvision of flie credit department. In some case.s the
credit department is included in this classifieation.

3. CoypovMe. Secretai-y's office. Corporation taxes (exclud-
mg property taxes). Legal expenses.

4. Accounting. Comptroller. General accounts. Tax re-
turns.

5. Development exjiense. Kxperimental work.

Application to Cost of Product. The customary
method of applying administrative expenses to the

proditct is at a uniform percentage of the sales price

for all goods. It should be possible to distribute these

expenses over the main line. To do so it is neces-

sary to analyze in detail the functions performed by
the various officers and apportion them accordingly.

Routine work can usually be distributed in proportion

to the amount of work handled. From this analysis

normal rates can be developed, which should be based

upon a complete cycle of business.

Control of Expense. Administrative expenses have
increased materially in recent years and may easily get

out of bounds. Most of them are controllable. There
shoidd be periodical statements of actual expenses com-
pared with pi-edetermined budgets, and the comparisons
should include the number of employees in each depart-

ment.

The cost is generallj- in proportion to the number
of employees, and the problem then is to reduce the

force itself. Analysis for this purpose will probably
indicate unnecessary functions. To be sure, a proper
system is required, but often, as a business grows com-
plex, a man is assigned to a special function, which
grows until a new department is formed, the expense
of which may grow beyond the benefits derived.

Reports and Statistics. The reports and statistics

should give the right facts and all the facts to just

the right people. It is the cost accountant's duty to

interpret them to administrative and selling depart-

ments. Each expense should be tested, for it must
either increase revenue or reduce expenses, or else it

is unnecessary.

C. 0. Wellington, of Boston, made a final appeal for

the thing that had not been touched on in the previous
papers—that selling, administrative, and general finan-

cial charges should be calculated for a nornud budget
in the same manner as manufacturing burden items,

and normal rates determined in a similar way. The
closing hour had arrived, so there was no chance for

further diseu.ssion of this interesting point.

Cost accounting work in selling and administrative

expenses stands today about where manufacturing cost

accounting probably stood in the dark ages of 10 or

15 years ago. It is obvious that the same principles

may be used and normal rates determined in the same
manner, but there is a scarcity of experience. More
light is needed on Ihr ]u'a('1ical use of principles.

The Net Result

One carries away from the convention, even after

the blood has cooled, a definite feeling that the whole
subject is tremendous. So much can be done in the

way of service to American industry that what has
been accomplished has little more than scratched the

surface. Cost accounting ma.y be on trial today in

many companies. We may have missed the essential

requirements of the man at the top. There is another
dialect which we must learn. But if the future is half

as .successful as the past, the ultimate position of mod-
ern cost accounting as a vital factor in the administra-
tion Mild ]irogress of American l)iisiness is assured.



Dividends for Dull Times
From Savings in Power Plant Operation

By DAVID MOFFAT MYFRS
Consulting Engineer

APLANT owner can make money when business

is flourishing, and he can do it without any

particular worry about economical opei-ation.

His problem then is production volume, and this fre-

quently means plant extension and increased equip-

ment to meet the demand of the market. The greater

the production, the lower the unit cost ; so that as

a business grows, a certain degree of economy follows

naturally and inevitably. But when dull times return,

the volume must be reduced and the unit cost goes

shooting skyward by reverse process and under the

same mathematical law that brought it down when
business was good. Yet, now, more than ever, is low

unit cost needed in the face of a strong buyer's' market

which knocks prices into a cocked hat.

This situation in our present dull times is all the

more aggravated by the fact that most manufacturing

plants are already vastly overexpanded. They are

equipped to carry on, not on a normal business basis,

but to pour forth an output capable of meeting that

short period post-war boom market which was respon-

sible for their overexpansion. I\Iany a plant is now
operating on one-quarter to one-third or one-half of its

potential production. To put it mildly, overhead costs

are too high.

Application of Economy

A remedy is urgently needed. And the only one

possible is the application of economy in all depart-

ments. Economy means seientitic expenditure of

money and energy in such manner that the return

in savings shall be great in comparison with the

expenditure.

There are ways of saving without the outlay of any-

thing but brain energy, and this leads to the broader

statement which covers the whole field of economy.

Economy can be secured only along two lines of en-

deavor. (1) improvement in physical equipment; and

(2) improvement in methods of operation. Translated

into other terms : efficiency is the product of the equip-

ment-etficiency times the human-efficiency. Thus if

your machinery, when perfectly operated, is capable

of 90 per cent efficiency, compared to the best, and if

the men who operate it are only 60 per cent efficient,

the over-all result will be 60 per cent of 90 per cent

or 54 per cent. Thus without change in your plant,

if you but bring your human factor up to 100 per cent

efficiency your over-all economy will jump from 54 per

cent to 90 per cent.

This truth applies to every kind of production in

which men and machinery are involved. The resultant

efficiency is the product of the two elements, never the

sum. This means that Index Number

if you improve methods 658.26 Power plant operation

(with the same equip-

ment) 25 per cent, the

over-all result will be improved by the same per-

centage. This is the side of the economy program

which is so attractive and desei-ves emphasis in dull

times—the human side, the operating side of the

equation. And the principle is applicable to every

department of manufacturing.

While, for 23 years I have visited industrial plants,

large and small, in all the principal lines of produc-

tion, I can claim only the most general, and often

superficial, knowledge of manufacturing in its numer-

ous phases and departments. My whole attention has

been concerned with the question ordinarily known as

the "power problem '" which necessarily also included

consideration of heat for processes and buildings.

Cost-Keeping Records Maintained and Carefully

Watched

During this pei-iod of industrial plant visitation, I

found in general that lively interest was manifested

by the management in methods and machinery for

reducing the cost of operation in the various produc-

tion departments. In connection with all of this de-

velopment, cost-keeping records were maintained and

watched with great care. The power plant department,

on the other hand, was considered non-productive, a

necessary evil, and was left to take care of itself in

the majority of cases. Moreover, I found the reason

for this practice. The cost of power and heating,

except in the case of hea^y power and steam users,

was usually a relatively small percentage of the total

cost of operating the whole works. Consequently, and

logically, too. when the management was casting about

for means to reduce the cost of production, it nat-

urally tackled the most costly departments first and

let the others wait.

This practice has now been in effect for a great many
years, at least the 23 with which I am familiar, and

it has inevitably led to the situation we have today

all over the country with, of course, the usual excep-

tions to "prove the rule". Thus today industry is

loaded down with inefficient power and heating plants.

Inefficient because of two factors: (1) faulty design of

plant including worn-out or inefficient equipment; (2)

antiquated methods of operation.

While this, perhaps, is unfortunate, it presents a

wonderful opportunity for reducing the cost of oper-

ation at a time when it is most welcome, and a few-

owners have been long-sighted enough to see it.

4n
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Althougli the logical time to spend money is when
money is not being spent, there is a widespread feeling

to the contrary. The average owner spends only when
he is making large profits. Here again is a great

chance for the owner who wants economy without cap-

ital expenditure. For by scientifically digging into

the question of operation alone (without new equip-

ment) a mine of wealth can be unearthed. You may
own a fine motor ear, but if you do not run it properly

you cannot get a fine performance, and the same thing

is just as true of your power plant.

Possible Savings

In one large plant a change in method of operation

produced a saving of a quarter of a million dollars a

year. No new boilers or turbines or other equipment,

except minor piping changes, were needed in order to

make the best use of exhaust steam.

In one small two-boiler plant which had been unable

to maintain steam with both boilers and with dampers

wide open, a change in method of handling fires re-

sulted in full operation with a single boiler, damper
half-shut, and 50 per cent more steam per pound
of coal.

These are only two interesting examples of the great

opportunities for creating dividends for dull times.

Almost everyone thinks of machinery or equipment

when his mind tui'ns toward improvements. He thinks

of the inventions and mechanical developments of our

generation. These have been marvelous indeed, but

mo.st people fail to realize that along with this progi-ess,

so notable in the field of mechanical and electrical ap-

paratus, there has occurred a wonderful growth in

knowledge of operation, of improvement in methods

of utilizing existing equipment.

Almost everj-one is approachable on the question of

a new machine. He can play with the model and can

see the machine work. Very little imagination is

needed to visualize the results securable by the adop-

tion of a demon.strable machine. The average man falls

for it. I have observed numerous sad cases of this

blind faith in apparatus without a corresponding un-

derstanding of operation. Many a stoker-fire have I

seen which could have been beaten 50 per cent with

common, ordinary flat grates and a good fireman. Why
is it that .so much brains and monej' have been ex-

pended on maciiinery and little or none on learning

the best way to run it- Well, whatever the answer

may be, there is the fact to face. And on the Avhole

it is a rather pleasant and interesting fact in these

dull times. For nearly every industrial plant in the

country can today switch tlic emphasis from apparatus

and machinery to men and methods, and therebj- save

thousands of dollars to make dividends for dull times.

Correct Methods of Operation

I recently visited one of tlie finest ])owdered-coal

burning central station plants in the world. It repre-

sents the last word in modern and efficient equipment.

But the management had not stopped there. It had

given the most careful study to methods of operation

and the human factor. These two are inseparable. A
scientifically designed bonus system maintains the cou-

tinual interest and attention of the operatives who re-

ceive additional pay for results over a fixed and rea-

sonable standard of performance. This plant is break-

ing records and is ahead of other plants with equal

equipment which have neglected to study and apply

the correct methods of operation.

In a very large industrial plant I recently found

stokers of an antiquated and inefficient design being

operated for the daily load, while across the firing

aisle were modern stokers standing idle. A gross case

of inattention to matters of operation. Correct opera-

tion will save enough coal to pay some dividends in

these dull times. Yet similar cases of equal impor-

tance are the rule rather than the exception. Too

often in a plant, custom and habit and old tradition,

instead of modern knowledge and scientific methods,

govern operating conditions.

It frequently requires an outside viewpoint to dis-

cover these easy savings. The men in the plant live

too close to the job to haA^e a perspective view, and
usually the}' are reticent about suggesting changes.

Old power plant tradition tells them to maintain steam

i:iressures, keep the plant running, attend to repairs,

and that is all. Innovations and changes are left to

others who are occupied with many aft'airs, and noth-

ing happen.s, the old methods remain.

Saving 10 Per Cent on Purchase of Coal

When cost of operation is reduced by simple changes

in method, little or no money need be spent except for

determining what ought to be done. The interest re-

turned in savings on money so expended often runs

upward of 500 to 1000 per cent per annum.
It would seem almost needless and foolish to say that

all such improvements should be at once determined

and put into immediate execution. As a matter of

fact, however, this does need to be said and said twice.

Needless waste is going on all the time. Much of it

can be stopped and turned into dividends simply by

finding out where it is, its cause, and how to correct

it. An intimate knowledge of right methods in the

operation of the power plant will often save as much
as the purchase of new equipment, and without capital

investment.

In another plant I recently found poor coal being

inirchaseil for tiie price of good coal which was avail-

able. Here a saving of over 10 per cent of the annual

coal bill could be secured without capital investment.

^Merely a matter of method and system.

In almost every industrial power plant a large and

unnecessary waste is constantly occurring due to lack

of method and system in the control of combustion in

the boiler furnaces. Tliis applies equally to hand-

fired and stoker-fired plants. This correctible waste

varies from 5 to 40 per cent of the fuel consumed.

It is not enough to have installed steam flow meters

and boiler-house instruments. Method must be applied

and a definite sj'stem developed to make these instru-

ments pay dividends. The installation of meters will add

nothing to efficiency, unless followed up with a well-
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thought-out system for tlieir application and use. And
such a system must be applied with great judgment

to accommodate it to the needs of the local conditions

and more especially to the personnel of the operatives.

Each plant presents a special problem of its own which

must he correctly analyzed and determined.

Waste Due to Meters Out of Order

^lany a plant have I visited where the meters were

all out of order and doing no good whatever, for the

simple reason that when they were purchased no

method or sj^stem was installed at the same time to pro-

vide for their continuous and intelligent use. As a

rule, no scheme is worked out to maintain the interest

of the men in the meters or to teach them to secure

the results which, after all, the meters can only meas-

ui'e. So here again waste is going on, not for lack of

equipment, but because of neglect of the human factor

which controls operation. Here is a great, almo.st un-

touched, field for practicing economy in dull times

when capital expenditure is ttsually not on the program.

Twenty-five million tons of coal per j'ear were saved

during the war without changing the power equipment
of the industries and railroads. The whole trick was
performed by introducing better methods of operation

of existing equipment. It required an organization of

experts to ''put it over" for the campaign was chiefly

one of education plus inspiration of owners and opera-

tives. Only the very simplest of measures were adopted

and the program was in effect for a very short period.

Similar meastires intensively carried out in the average

industrial plant today, under the supervision of com-
petent authority, wotild pay big returns.

As a people we have been trained to think of effi-

ciency in terms of machines. ^Ye forget that the best

machine is only as efficient as the man behind it.

The same man when properly taught and given a

real interest in the result he produces will add as much
as 50 per cent to his former efficiency. As for the

owner, another department of his plant will be raised

to the level of modern operating methods, and he will

have some dividends to help out in dull times.

Power-plant improvement might well be classified

from the investment standpoint

:

1. Improvements in method which may pay for their

cost perhaps 10 times each year.

2. Improvements to correct simple outstanding defects

in plant design or equipment, but which often pay

for their cost inside of a year.

3. Improvements in design or equipment of more radi-

cal and extensive nature which bring large re-

turns in economies produced, but which require a

longer period of possibly one to four years to pay

for themselves.

These are all of interest to the owner and any plant

study should include a survey of all three classes of

investment possibility. But at the present time the

first class pi-esents very strong attractions. It offers

an opportunity which has been largely overlooked in

the majority of industrial plants, and strongly sug-

gests the advisability of converting a great waste into

a corresponding economy. The study of plant meth-

ods has kept pace quietly with the progress of inven-

tion and improved equipment, but its practice has

fallen 20 years behind. You have modernized your

equipment. Whj' not modernize the men and methods

behind it?

Handling Crated Automobiles
ANOTHER way in which mechanical handling

jl\ equipment is being used to increase the speed

and lower the costs of handling material is in trans-

ferring boxed automobiles from gondola cars to the

Index Number
658.281 Mechanical handling

Loco-MOTi\"E Crane TJxlo.\dixo Boxed Autos

docks in San Francisco.

Before mechanical

equipment was installed

a boxed automobile presented a ditficult handling prob-

lem. The boxes were very heavy and so large that

any attempt to move them by hand was not particularly

successful. The number of men necessary was large

inasmuch as each box had to be lifted from its bed by

main strength. Even with a large gang of men it

required about four hours to unload a gondola car

containing six boxed automobiles.

After the crane was installed the number of men
necessary to unload a car was reduced to three, and a

car containing six automobiles can be ttnloaded in 25

min. A cable is slung around the center of each box

as shown in the accompanying illustration and then

the box is lifted out by the crane.

Small trucks or trailei-s are run to the open door

of the docks and the crane swings its load around and

deposits it on the truck. Inside the dock bouse elec-

tric tractors are used to haul the trailers carrying the

boxed automobiles to their proper places of storage.

Use of the crane has greatly increased the unloading

capacity of the dock etiuipment.
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Better Management Through Budgeting

IX selecting "Better Mauagement Through Budget-
ing," as the slogan for Management Week, October

20 to 25, 1924, the committee representing the five

national associations planning the annual observance

has hit upon a topic of real, live interest. There are

concerns which still pin their faith blindly on the old

hit-and-miss scheme of operation. But this "old
school" is fast passing awaj', and with its disappear-

ance will go much of the w^aste in business, high indus-

trial mortality, and violent fluctuations in the business

cycle.

Business sense and sliari^ economic necessity have
brought about a new method of planning for the future

to conserve and increase the gains of the present. That
method is budgeting.

The budget is a mechanism big enough to guide the

financial affairs of the nation and save hundreds of

millions annually. It is small enough to be applied

to the running of an ordinary household and economize

in dollars and cents. Between these wide extremes

it has been applied with invariably successful results

to every form, kind, and size of industrial enterprise.

Backed up by this record of actual experience, it needs

no further justification.

Articles by Joseph H. Barber, Edward II. Tingley,

and J. L. Palmer in the present issue of Maxagemext
AND Administration show how budgeting, or planning

the entire operations of a business for a definite period

in advance, has been applied in detail to successful

present-day companies. Administration, financing,

accounting, engineering, shop production, selling, ad-

vertising, and every other form of industrial activity

in individual plants, have been definitely mapped out

and fully co-ordinated for a year ahead. This program
has been split into quarters and months, and then has

been lived up to or bettered in actual practice. These

authors even go so far as to call the budget a business

forecast and a means of pre-estimating profits.

G. Charter Harrison, in liis opening article of a

series starting this month, likens business operation to

the following of a navigator's chart. The same simile

is applied by Mr. Tingley to the budget, and by I\Ir.

Franklin, in his article, to planning out the affairs of

an enterprise.

The importance of budgets and working methods of

their compilation and use have formed leading topics

in many articles appearing in our magazines during

tlie past four years. During the same period we have

also publisliod several books dealing with the subject,

among which are those by James 0. McKinsey and
Stuart P. Meeeh, J. H. Bliss, Thomas B. Fordham and
Edward IT. Tingley. and a section of the "Accountant's
Handbook

'

'. In addition,
'

' Management 's Handbook. '

'

coming fi-om the press simultaneously with this issue

of the magazine, devotes a special chapter to the im-

portant subject of budgeting.

Management Week deserves the enthusiastic support
of executives in eveiy one of the 65 centers where
meetings have been planned in the interests of "Better
Management Through Budgeting".

Is Money Cheap?

MONEY measured bj- interest rates is cheap. In
June 1920, the commercial discount rate of the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York was 7 per cent.

In June 1924 it was 3I/2 per cent, and has since gone
down to 3 per cent. In June 1920, railroad equipment
trusts—the most highly esteemed form of railroad

security—were quoted on a basis of 6.50 to 8.75. In
June 1924, the quotations ranged from 4.80 to 5.70.

In June 1920, a bond as good as the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Collateral Trust 4 per cents sold

to realize 8 i^er cent. Today they are within 3 points

of par, and yield but little more than 4 per cent.

And money is plentiful as well as cheap. Is it

then wise for the manufacturer to avail himself of

the present cheap and abundant supply of money to

modernize his plant—to put up new buildings that will

permit of future expansion, replace old equipment that

will soon be obsolete, add new equipment that will in-

crease his output?

The usual and unthinking answer to such a ques-

tion is an emphatic ''Yes! Do it now! Money will

never be cheaper." Probably money never will be

materiall.v cheaper, as measured by interest. But
interest is not the only consideration. The problem is

not so simple. The purchasing power of the dollar

must also enter in. if the picture is to be complete.

In 1913 the purchasing power of the dollar was at

a peak—or looking at the matter from the other side,

prices were exceptionally low. (,'onsidering the prices

of this base year as 100, these prices rose with a

fluctuating curve until in 1920 they were over 250.

That is, the dollar in 1913 would buy more than 2^/^

times what it would in June of 1920. From this high

point prices fell rapidly until today they are in the

neighborhood of 150. It is obvious, in any question

of financing for future needs, this purchasing power
of the fluctuating dollar must be considered and may
cut a much larger figure than the actual interest rate.

If prices are to recede still further a present-day

financing might be a verj' costly one in spite of the

low price paid for the money. Securities sold now
must be redeemed later and if at the redemption date

prices had receded to the 1913 level, these same securi-

ties must be paid for in dollars worth—or capable of

purchasing—one-third more than the dollars received

for them.

Obviously the purchasing power of the dollar may
and does, in many cases, bear very directly on the

expediency of present-day financing. If the matter is

the optional replacement of outstanding securities car-

420
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ryiiig a high rate of interest by an issue of securities

carrying a lower rate of intei-est there can be no dis-

cussion. When Kennicott Copper Corporation calls

for payment November 1, 1924, of $15,000,000, 7 per

cent bonds due February 1, 1930, borrowing in part

at least the required sum, ''the difference in rate paid

on the borrowed amount means the saving of a tidy

sum".^ The manufacturer might indeed be justified

in refunding his high rate obligations at the present

low rates even though he must pay a premium for the

privilege. It is all easily figured out. In either case

the payment is a future one and the purchasing power

of the dollar need not necessarily enter in.

Also if a manufacturer has obligations falling due

for which his cash on hand is insufficient, he must

borrow regardless of either interest rates or the pur-

chasing power of the dollar. Again, if his housing is

so inadequate, or his equipment so obsolete as seriously

to handicap production, or if by additional equip-

ment or expenditures he can increase production or

otherwise avail himself of the fruits of "science and

invention," the advantage, or perhaps the necessity,

of doing "what should be done" is so gi-eat and so

obvious that neither the price of money nor its pur-

chasing power enter seriously into the consideration—

•

the manufacturer is glad to get his money at a low

rate, but he would get it just the same if the rate

were high.

When, however, the manufacturer is looking towards

the morrow, when he thinks of borrowing money for

future needs ; when he thinks of doing now what might

as well be done in the years to come because money

is cheap; then he must give careful consideration to

the fluctuating value of the dollar. If he does not his

cheap monej' may prove to be very dear.

way that psychological principles must be adapted to

industry. Many theories will need revision or will be

discarded, but enough will fit actual conditions to

make the studies of real value.

In the case referred to the results have been quite

satisfactory. At the April meeting of the Taylor

.Society, Johnson O'Connor, who is in charge of the

studies at Lynn, said that during the previous seven

months results of their tests had been about 50 per cent

reduction in labor turnover. Such an achievement is

well worth striving for by every business. Psychology

has been and can be again iised to earn profits for

industrv.

Practical Industrial Psychology

INDUSTRIAL psychology is one of the newer factors

being studied by management. Unfortunately,

however, the impression received by many executives

has been based on material either of a theoretical

nature, or which has been presented by amateur psy-

chologists whose enthusiasm has outweighed their in-

formation and judgment. There is, however, a real

opportunity for industries to solve some of their most

perplexing human problems through the medium of

psychological studies. These studies must be based on

actual industrial conditions rather than on laboratory

tests so that the co-operation of industrial executives

with psychologists is essential to obtain worth-while

results. Many concerns are already doing this and

have found it to be a very profitable venture.

As an example, in this issue B. P. Campbell de-

scribes the work being done at the Lynn Works of

General Electric Company. The particular problem

studied was fitting workers to jobs. A noteworthy

fact is, that based on psychological theory. 50 tests

were devised. When subjected to checks to prove

their practical value 45 were discarded. It is in this

Executive Ignorance

ASTOUNDING as it may seem, the executive head

J\ of one of our great aggregations of enterprises

has confessed that he had to make an effort to find

out that his employees wanted such a simple thing as

continuity of employment.

In an article in The New York Times,'' L. F. Loree,

President of the Delaware and Hudson Company and

its 34 affiliated or controlled companies, is quoted as

saying

:

Then we tried to fiud out what the men set most store

lay. LjTidon ilac-Assey, an English writer on industrial re-

lations, has said that the three things the industrial worker

is concerned with are continuity of employment, better con-

ditions of labor, and recognition of the human status. The

second and third of these are somewhat nebulous, but con-

tinuity of employment is a definite term, and we found on

inquiry that the men were more concerned about this than

anything else.

One of the great difficulties in management today is

the lack of knowledge on the part of those who control

industry as to what is in the minds of the workers.

Yet a casual inquiry will show what their desires are,

or a reference to management literature will bring the

information.

To cite but one source: John Calder during the

war formulated the "five wants of employees". They

were widely printed and quoted at that time, and have

been repeatedly reprinted since.= They are

:

1. A steady job.

2. Adequate real wages.

3. A good foreman.

4. An individual and collective voice about his

conditions.

5. A chance to rise.

These five points are a simple statement of simple

desires. Yet there is gross ignorance of them on the

part of managers and equally gross ignorance as to the

time basis of business on the part of workers. We can

forgive the men. but not the management.

1 Wall Street Journal. September 11, 1924.

1 Sundav, July i:<\ 1924.
.• -d, -,

2 See Report of American Founarymen 's Convention, Fliila-

delphia 1^18 Eeport Silver Bav Conferences 1919 and 1920;

"Xom-'Coms of Industrv," in The Saturday Evening Post.
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This department is conducted to give

our readers essential facts regarding items

of industrial equipment recently placed on

the market, that may be used to increase

production or lower costs. Each item is

indexed according to the Dewey Decimal

System so that it can be accurately filed

for future reference. The editors will be

glad to furnish additional information

about any item. All information given is

obtained from reputable manufacturers,

and Management and Administration
accepts it as reliable.

New Design Diesel

Engine

THE Wor- Index Number

thington 621.434 Diesel engines

Pump and Ma-
chinery Corporation lias developed a

new design of two-cj'cle, double-

acting Diesel engine which offers

several advantages over existing

types of internal combustion power
machinery. The new engine com-

bines fuel and operating economy
comparable with that of the best

u

I'li;. 1 Two-Cycle, Douui.e-Acting Diesel Exoi.ve

existing types of Diesel engines, with

dimensions, weight, and construction

costs approaching those of recipro-

cating steam macliinery. The manu-
facturers claim that present indica-

tions are that horsepower per cylin-

der can be carried to a much higher

value in tlie now engine than has yet

been obtained in Diesel engines, thus

making it an active competitor over

a much wider range of steam-power

machinery than has been possible

before with Diesel type power. The

first unit built has been rated at 600

to 800 hp. for a single cylinder unit

at speeds of 90 to 120 r.p.m.

The underlying principle of the

engine is its cylinder design, which

is so constructed that every stroke

is a power stroke, making its working

cycle virtually the same as that of a

reciprocating steam engine. The
cylinder may be described as being

composed of two single-acting cylin-

ders, opposed end for end and

M'orking in opposite directions, their

respective pistons flanged to the

same rod, but ports, cooling system,

and expansion provisions being in-

dependent of each other.

Three fuel spray valves are ar-

ranged to give uniform distribution

of the charge around the piston rod.

Eacli valve has a cam, all geared to

a common shaft which is connected,

by a worm-shaft and oil-operated

hydraulic mechanism, to

the reversing lever. Re-

versal of running direc-

tion is accomplished by
moving the reversing

lever so as to move the

cams through a 3i deg.

angle. Starting and
stopping is also accom-

plished by a single lever

which operates the air-

sf arting and fuel-supply

valves. Starting and

stopping, and reversing

levers are intercon-

nected so that the en-

gine must be brouglit to

a full stop before re-

versing.

a completely enclosed unit is desired,

is being manufactured by W. A.

Jones Foundry & Machine Com-
pany. It provides an accurate and

rigid support for the worm shaft

and holds a liberal supply of oil

Wonn Box

A DOUBLE Index Number

t ll r U S t 621.83 Gears and

worm box for gearing

use with open worm gear drives,

•when something less expensive than

422

Double Thrust Woum Box

in which the worm operates. Thrust

washers consisting of a hard fiber

washer between two steel washers

are provided at both ends of the

worm. Bearings are babbitted, and

bored and faced on ends. Boxes are

made in standard sizes to fit stand-

ard cut-steel worm gears made by

the company.

Spot Welder
Index Number
621.392 Electric

welding

AN e 1 e e -

x\ trie spot

welder de-
signed specifically for hard and

steady service is being manufactured

bv Tlie Taylor Welder Company. It

Fig. 1 Electric Spot Welder
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has been reinforced at 'wearing

points, parts have been i-edueed to

a minimum, and accessibility and
convenience have been considered

throughout its design so that it will

meet the needs of continuous duty
and strains of everyday service with
a small amount of wear.

This new '"X" Type welder has

7 features that are being emphasized
by the manufacturers: (1) water-

cooled transformer; (2) automatic

switch requiring no adjustment for

wear of welding electrodes or for

variation of thickness of material

welded; (3) adjustable foot treadle;

(4) quick change, adjustable stop

for controlling travel of upper elec-

trode; (5) built-in tool box, with
lock, at left-hand side of machine

:

(6) one-piece base providing rugged
construction and neat appearance

:

(7) new design horn-raising lever

with adjustment for upper horn
either in or out. as desired.

Belt-Convevor Pullev

Index Number

658.281 Conveyors

is held stationary on brackets on the

frame. A space is provided between

the shaft and the tube to hold a sup-

ply of grease which is forced in

under pressure through the hollow

ends of the shaft. Enough grease to

last 6 months or a year can be forced

into the grease chamber.

Finish is oven-baked, dark olive

green enamel.

CARRIERS
for con-

veyor machin-

ery are being manufactured by the

Stearns Conveyor Company, for

which the following advantages are

claimed: saving of power by use of

anti-friction bearings and light-

v.eight pulleys ; prolonged life for

belts and carriers: reduced main-

tenance and lubricating costs; and
reduced shut down time.

Shell of the pulley is made of

pressed steel, light in weight but

sti-onger than cast iron, with rounded
edges to prevent cutting of belt. In-

side the shell is secured a one-piece

tube chambered to receive 2 ami-
friction bearings. Inside the bear-

ines is a hardened steel shaft which

Foreman's Steel Desk

AN all-steel. Index Number

xV. adjust- 621.233 Desks

able desk for

use by foremen in the factory is

being manufactured by Angle Steel

Small Automatic Stoker

A STOKER Index Number

designed 621.18414 Automatic

t introduce stokers

coal—screenings or any coal below

the grade of No. 2—into a boiler of

250 hp. or smaller, burn it smoke-

lessly, then care for the ash element

by discharging it into a hopper, all

automatically, is being marketed by
the Stoker Sales Company. Some
of the claims made for this "King
Coal" Stoker are that cheap fuels

can be burned efficienth', thereby

decreasing fuel costs; decreased

amount of coal is consumed, the

amount of ash and unburned fuel

is reduced, smoke is eliminated ; and
its automatic operation provides con-

venience, safety, and economy.

The stoker is a self-contained unit,

adaptable to all heating and steam-

making boilers with little alteration.

The base of the coal hopper is a

reciprocating plate, carried on roller

bearings, which has a length of

ti-avel up to 5 in. and can be adjusted

to feed the proper amount of coal.

The grates are terraced. The first

Fig. 1 Belt-Coxvetor Pulley

Fig. 1 All-Steel Adjustable Desk

Stool Company. It is intended for

''stand-up" use and has adjustable

legs by means of which its height

can be regulated to fit the user. A
range of 9 in. is possible from a

front height of 3714 in. to 46^2 ii^-

Top is 34 in. wide by 28 in. deep.

Drawer is 32 in. wide by 26 in. deep
by 3 in. high and is equipped with
lock and two keys and two handles.

Two sliding, removable shelves 34.

in. wide by 16 in. deep are provided.

Lower shelf is 12 in. from floor,

upper shelf is 30 in. from floor and
S in. from bottom of desk drawer.

On the top of the desk is one long

compartment which has at each end
a small tray for holding pens and
pencils. Above this are 10 compart-
ments of various sizes. Legs and
frame are made of li/4 in. angle steel

with riveted joints throughout.

Fig. 1 Frontal View of Stoker
Equipped With Motor Drive

and third grates have a forward and
backward sliding motion over the

second and fourth, which are station-

ary. This motion causes the coal to

travel forward and coking coal can

be burned efficiently.

The ash plate is directly under the

ash opening at the rear and it, too.

has a reciprocating motion which

moves the a.sh toward the front

although the ash opening is at all

times filled with ash to prevent en-

trance of cold air. By this method
practically all of the ash heat is re-

tained and complete combustion is

made possible.
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Fig. 2 Re.\r View of Stoker

There are only 3 moving: parts

tliroufrhoiit the entire mechanism so

that it is operated by a J4 hP- motor
or hydraulic drive of equivalent

power. Either natural or forced

di-aft can be used. During an 8 hr.

test of the stoker installed in a 150

hp. boiler of the H. R. T. type burn-

ing Illinois screenings under forced

draft the following results were re-

corded : No smoke ; 13 per cent CO ^

average ; 237 hp. average ; 911 lb.

water evaporated per lb. of coal

fired; 1206 per cent combustible in

ash ; fuel cost of evaporating 1000 lb.

water 26 cents.

Truck Loading Stacker

ASTACKER Index Number

which 658.281 Industrial

should make ^ucks

possible considerable savings in

liibor and time in loading motor
trucks, and which will reduce idle

truck time, has been developed by
Lewis-Shepard Company. It con-

sists of a wood platform 80 x 40 in.

upon which a lift truck with its

loaded platform can be run. The
stacker is then raised to the height

of the motor-truck body and the load

rolled into position on the truck.

Those stackers are made in ca-

pacities of .500, 750, 1000, and 2000

lb. Three types are made: (1) The
hand type is made with a single gear

construction on the 500 lb. capacity

machine, and with double gears, per-

mitting two speeds, on other capac-

ities—small gears are cut, low pitch

gears are cast; (2) Combination
type is the hand type with a lo hp.

high torque, elevator type motor in-

stalled as motive force. Drive is

through spur gearing and roller

chain. Control is quick make-and-
break, hold-over type, double pole,

operator's switch built into the

motor base and having a top limit

switch to prevent overrun; (3)

Heavy power type is driven by a

212 hp. high torque elevator type

motor through chain and sprocket

and steel worm meshing with a

bronze gear mounted on drum-shaft.

Worm is mounted on ball bearings

and operates in an oil tight housing.

Control is through a standard drum
controller connected to the limit stop

at both top and bottom and to band
brake Avhich is mounted upon the

motor shaft. Lifting speed on the

1000 lb. machine is 40 ft. a min., and

on the 2000 lb. machine, 20 ft. a

min.

All stackers are equipped with

plow steel hoisting cable. Frames
are structural steel, riveted and
liolted. Uprights are 5 in.—6V2 lb.

channels, other members propor-

tionately heavy. Base wheels are 7

in. diameter and are equipped witli

ITvatt roller bearings.

I'kuck Loading Stacker

Steel Desks

Ac M - Index Number

P L E T E 651.233 Desks

line of steel

desks j)rodu('cd to meet the demand
for metal desks at a price compar-

:il)le with that of wood
desks is being manu-
lacturcd by The Gen-

(eral Fireproofing
Company called the

"IGOOline". The man-
ufacturers claim tliey

will last a lifetime, will

neilhcr warp. crack,

check, nor splinter, and
are dust- and vermin-
proof and fire resistive.

< )pen hearth steel

sheets are used, welded
wherever pos.sibletoelim-„

inate use of bolts and rivets. No
seams or joints are visible. Desks
are paneled at sides and back,

drawers have hooded pulls, top is

covered with green battleship li-

noleum, and ample knee space is pro-

vided. Shelves and drawers are

Fio. 1 Steel Flat-Top Desk

mounted on suspensions which give

easy and quiet operation and keep
drawers horizontal when fully ex-

tended.

The line includes roll-top, flat-top,

typewriter desks and tallies. They
are furnished in olive green or ma-
hogany fini.sh. Sizes are 34 in. deep,

301/2 in. high, 45 in. long for single

pedestal types and 60 in. long for

double pedestal.

Test Indicator

AT E S T Index Number
indicator 621.7163 Measuring

for finding devices

truth of lathe centers, arbors, cut-

ters, gears, etc., for testing align-

ments of drillpress table with spin-

dle, of tail center and head center,

and for similar services is bciii'^-

Fio. 1 Test Indicatok
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mauufaetured by H. A. Lowe. The
construction gives a magnifying
power of 100, but the device weighs
only ll^ oz. The dial is graduated
and has an adjustable, hardened,

taper-head stud for a bearing. The
indicator is quickly transferable

from surface gage to lathe, shaper,

•rrinder. or milling machine work.

Portable Flight Conveyor
Index Number

658.281 Conveyors

Gasoline Engine

A4-CYLIX- Index Number

DER, 4- 621.43 Gas and oil

cycle, vertical engines

gasoline engine called the "Power-
maker" is being manufactured by
The Cook IMotor Company for heavy
and continuous industrial sei'vices

that require a power unit heavier

than the automotive tj-pe yet light

enough to be portable.

The cylinders are inverted in

order to concentrate hea\'y parts at

a low point to gain stability and
lessen vibration and also in order to

make all moving parts more readily

accessible for repair or adjustment.

It develops 10 hp. at 1000 r.p.m. on
the crankshaft or at 500 r.p.m.

when driving from the gear reduc-

tion shaft provided on each unit.

Cam- and crankshafts and connect-

ing rods are drop-forged steel, bear-

ings are split die cast. Pistons are

east aluminum. High tension mag-
neto, pressure lubrication, and rad-

iator thermo siphon cooling system

are u.sed. Fuel consumption is 0.9

pint and oil 0.03 pint per hp. hr.

AP R T -

ABLE
flight convej-or

for all services where loose or liunpy

materials must be loaded or moved
is being manufactured by Gifford-

ing end is low to require minimum
loading effort.

Fig. 1 G.\soLi.N-E Engine foe Heavy Industrial
Service

in;. I I'OKTAELE i'LIGHT CONVEYOR

Wood Co. It is i^articularly de-

signed for handling soft coal and
other material having a large per-

centage of lumps. Its capacity is

about one ton a minute when fed

continuously and it will handle ma-
terial containing lumps up to 20 in.

The conveyor is driven either bj^ a

:] hp. electric motor or by a 5 hp.

gasoline engine. A steel roller chain

connects the first shaft to the motor.

Other drive and conveyor chains

are malleable grip lock. Flights are

hea^y steel formed into

channel section. Frames
are two side channels

connected by a remov-

able bottom plate. Con-
trol is obtained through

a lever operated switch.

Heights of discharge

are regulated by geared

lifting mechanism.
Length is 2-t ft., width

of trough 20 in., weight

2580 lb. ^^^leels are 48

in. diam. with 4 in.

tread. Dot system of

pressure lubrication

used throughout.

It is driven from the

top or discharge end to

which a n adjustable

chute or screen can be

attached easily. Load-

Visible File

ANEW Index Number

visible rec- 651.5 Files and fiUng

ord file called

the L. B. Speedac, designed for use

in every department or service where

card records are used, or might be

used, is being marketed by the Li-

brary Bureau. Its operation is so

simple that the manufacturers claim

remarkable speed and accuracy can

be obtained with untrained clerks.

The card carrier bar is made of

bard wood and the hinge, made from

Kraft stock, is securely stapled to it.

A finger lever releases or locks the

cards in the tray by being pushed

outward or inward. Card carriers

may be inserted or removed with

four operations requiring but 10

seconds. Cards are secured to car-

riers by an eyeletted disc and can

be removed or snapped into place in

two motions requiring two seconds.

The construction of cards, carriers,

and finger lever feature assures ac-

curate alignment of the visible por-

tion of each card. For posting, cards

Tig. i Visible Record File

are flipped back, lying flat, and the

entry can be made on a card which

rests on a smooth, even bed. Cabinets

are die formed and welded, fur-

nished in green or mahogany finish.

Celluloid protectors for the cards

can be furnished. It is possible to

use single or double cards, folded

sheets, or combinations of cards and

sheets. Color signals may be used.
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Production Control
Board

Index Number
658.5 Production

control
A SYSTEM

of C u -

trolling p r -

duetion. which is simple in operation

but which provides adequate control

over man-
ufacturing-

processes,

is being
m a u u -

faeture d

b y T h e

Service
Engineer-
ing C m-
pany. It is

called the

II w ard
W o r k

Board. It

w a s de-
signed
particu-
larly for
use in the

garment manufacturing industry

ORDER No.
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Electric Time Stamp

AT I M E Index Number

stamp 651.4211 Time clocks

that is auto-

matic in operation—in.sei"tion of

paper making a contact wliicli pro-

duces blow and resulting stamp—is

being marketed by the Wales Add-
ing ^Machine Company. Because of

its automatic operation, the Insto

Stamp always strikes a uniform l)low

and since the ribbon moves with eacli

m
E/

Fig. 1 Elkctric Time Stamp

operation, impressions made on in-

serted paper are uniformly clear.

Clock incorporated is a 7-Jewel. 7-

day. Seth Thomas movement. The
stamp operates just as fast as paper

can be put into it and prints right

side up. It operates on ordinary

lighting circuit requiring no special

v.iring. No master clock, batteries.

or otlier aids are needed for its oper-

ation and practically the only cost of

its operation is expense of ribbons,

which because of the automatic tra-

versing device are said to last at least

twice as long as others.

system except during the instant of

injection. Load balance between two

or more cylinders is supplied by a

measuring pump which supplies fuel

to each injector in turn, insuring

identical quantities of fuel for each

cylinder at each injection.

The engine has been designed to

give accessibility to all working

parts. All parts requiring manipu-

lation in starting, stopping, or run-

ning can be reached from the operat-

ing platform. Crank shaft is open

hearth, heat - treated steel

forged from a single billet.

JMain bearings are imbedded

in the lower base to secure

rigid alignment. Connect-

ing rods are forged steel.

Crank pin bearing is marine

type secured by 4 bolts.

Piston pin bearing a solid

lironze bushing. Pistons ai'C

trunk type, cast extra long

to give large bearing sur-

faces. Cylinder heads are

interchangeable. Valves are

forged from chrome nickel

steel. Pi-actically all work-

ing parts are connected with

a forced feed lubrication

svstem.

Oil Engine

FnOS i 1 Index Number

Engines 621.43 Gas and oil

Type R, verti- engines

cal, single, and multiple cylinder

;

high compression, automatic injec-

tion. heaAy duty are being manu-
factured for any power worlc within

their rated capacity by the Foos
Gas Engine Company. In this type

the usual manifold and injection ar-

rangement is eliminated and the fuel

injected directly into the combustion

space with no pressure on the fuel

r,... 1 Tvri: l; ui;. Exij1.\e

The manufacturers claim that this

engine marks the success of their

efforts to produce a substantial en-

gine with large working parts and
bearing which would give reliable

and continuous operation, economy
of fuel and lubricating oil, and ac-

curate governor regulation.

Posting Ledger Desk

APOSTING Index Number

1 e d 2 e r 651.513 Card systems

desk in which
from S.OOO to 15,000 cards can be

concentrated within immediate reach

of one posting clerk is being manu-

FiG. 1 Posting Ledger Desk

faetured by Shaw-Walker Company,
li is designed for use by those con-

cerns that have adopted card records

in the place of ledgers. Trays can be

obtained for various standard sized

cards. A movable shelf is provided

upon which a card may be placed

when an entry is to be made. A roll

top covers the card recess and can

be locked to guard against molesta-

tion of the records.

Equipment Catalogs
'

' Snap-shots of Sensible Savings,
'

'

a recent publication of the Lake-

wood Engineering Company, con-

tains illustrations with brief descrip-

tions, showing some 2.5 different jobs

where use of mechanical handling

equipment has aided in lowering

costs and increasing production.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company
has issued Bulletin No. 1015 on
Hyatt roller bearings for conveyors.

The bulletin contains general infor-

mation about the requirements for

belt-conveyor pulley bearings and
data showing how Hyatt bearings

meet those i-equirements.

The Illinois Stoker Company has

just issued a third edition of Catalog

L. describing Natural Draft and
Forced Draft Illinois Grate Stokers.

After complete illustrated descrip-

tions of the design, construction, and
operation of the stokers, some 30

]iages are devoted to blue-print

drawings illustrating their use in

connection with the principal types

and makes of boilers.
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Accounting

Accountancy and Its Relation to Effi-

ciency and Peace in Industry. 657.452
Sir Adam Nimmo. Pa/jcr Trade Journal,

July 17, 1924, v. 79, pp. 49-52, 54.

Controlling the Labor. 657.452
Xational Association of Cost Accountants.

Official Publications, August 15, 1924,

V. 5, no. 23. Direct and indirect labor,

records for employment and pay-roll de-

partments, distribution of labor expendi-

tures and necessary labor reports for the

purpose of measuring performance. Sub-
ject is discussed by W. O. Cutter, C. A.
Williams and D. w". Hook.

Correct Costing of Waste. 657.452
E. B. Hobson. Cassiers Industrial Man-
agement, August 1924, V. 11, pp. 3S1-382.

Simple method of cost accounting with
application to scrap and salvage.

Cost Accounting in the Crushed Stone
Industry. 657.452
1). .T. Hutchinson. Pit and Quarry. Sep-
tember 1924. V. 8, pp. 89-92.

Cost Control for the Mechanical Depart-
ment. 657.452
G. W. Armstrong. Railway Mechanical
Enr/inrer, August 1924, v. 98, pp. 459-

463. Illus. Method applied by the Erie
Railroad resulted in reduction of oper-
ating costs.

Division Disbursement Accounting on
S. A. L. 657.4
L. L. Knight. Bailuay Age, August 16,
1924, V. 77, pp. 287-292. Illus. An ar-

rangement whereby each department of
the Seaboard Air Line has its own ac-
counting division with a division auditor
in charge.

An Efficient Estimating System. 657.452
L. E. Bunnett. Kngimcring Production,
August 1924, V. 7, pp. 220-222. Illus.

Details of a simple and workable pro-
cedure.

Elements of a Financial Investiga-
tion. 657.4
R. G. Daris. ItANAOEMEXT AND ADMIN-
ISTRATION, Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 277-278.
Conditions that call for financing or re-

financing of a business and a practical
outline of a financial investigation.

Elements of Cost Accounting. 657.452

-Vuthony B. Manning, C. P. A. McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc. New York. 165 pp.
$2. An elementary study of cost account

ing designed to acquaint an interested

person with the fundamental principles

of the subject. The material is pre

sented by graphic charts which are ex-

plaiued in accompanying text matter.

There is also a continuous series of prob-

lem data which are representative of the

practical work in a cost department of a
manufacturing concern.

Estimating Shop Costs for
Profits. 657.452
P. L. Dildine. Industrial Management,
.\ugust 1924, v. 68, pp. 119-120. How to

compute the cost of materials, overhead
maintenance, and labor iu order to obtain

a more nearly accurate estimate of the

probable cost of an article not yet pro-

iluced.

Executive Uses of Costs. 657.452
Howard Berry. National Association of
Cost Accountants. Official Publications.

September 2, 1924, v. 6, no. 1. p. 11.

Accounting information that should go to

factory foremen, works managers, sales

managers, president aiul board of di-

rectors. Includes a good bibliography.

Foundry Costing. 657.452
S. Howard Witlcy. Metal Industry (Lon-
don), August 1, 1924, V. 25, p. 105. Pt. 2
of article—Prime cost, total cost, direct

and indirect expenses, etc.

How to Find Out if Labor-Saving
Equipment Will Pay. 557.452
Belting, Transmission, Tools and Supplies,
August 1924, V. 25, pp. 30-34. Formulas
for computing the economies of labor-

s.iving equipment.

Importance of the Cost of Idleness in
Equipment Industries. 657.452
E. F. Dii Brul. National Association of
Cost Accountants. Official Publications,
-VuguHt 1, 1924, V. 5, no. 22. Manage-
ment diflieulties in obtaining and apply-
ing cost analysis so as to prevent violent
fluctuations.

Objects of a Cost System. 657.452
W. B. Greenlee. Foundry Trade Journal,
.Inly 24, 1924, v. 30, p. 71.
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A Problem in Joint Cost. 657.452
W. M. Cole. Paper Trade Journal,

August 2, 1924, V. 78, pp. 53-56. Several

problems are given and worked out in

detail with a discussion of principles in-

volved.

Use of Appraisals in Determination of

the Income Tax. 657.42
S. E. Wardwell. Paper Trade Journal,

July 24, 1924, v. 79, pp. 53-54.

Advertising

Advertising Appeals Selected by the
Method of Direct Impression. 659.1
Richard B. Franken. Journal of Applied
Psychology. June 1924, v. 8, pp, 232-244.

Tables. How this method was studied

and applied by several groups of students

taking a course in Psychology of Adver-
tising.

The Inner Side of Advertising. 659.1
Cyril C. Freer. I). A'an Nostrand Com-
pany, New York. 347 pp. $5. The
author defines Advertising as "the art of

salesmanship on paper, instead of bj- word
of mouth, '

' so this book is a combined
study of advertising and selling methods.
It is based on English practice, so con-

tains much material that may be new to

American readers. Every phase of ad-
vertising and printed salesmanship is dis-

cussed in a manner which is as interest-

ing as it is instructive. The book con-

tains a great amount of vjiluable mate-
rial and is well worth reading.

Mathematics vs. Psychology in Adver-
tising. 659.13
E. T. Gundlach. Advertising and Selling

Fortnightly, August 13, 1924, v. 3, pp. 32,

66. Study of advertising methods since

1918. "Copy" should make a direct ap-

peal to the prospective purchaser not to the
mass of readers.

Selling by the Printed Word. 659.1
Robert Ruxton. The Printing Art. .hilv

1924, v. 43, pp. 453-464. Illus. >Suc-

cessful advertising is based on sound
ide.-is and right words.

Shifting Currents of Reader Respon-
siveness. 659.131
W. D. Barrett. Advertising and Selling

Forlnightly. August 13, 1924, v. 3, p. 48.

How to determine the advertising value
iif i>cric>dicals.
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Technique of the O Kay. 659.1

M. Locki'iibrook. Advertising and ScU-

uif? Fortnightly, August 13, 1924, v. 3,

pp. 30, 55. Methods used by adver-

tising agencies iu presenting copj' to tlieir

clients for a final 0. K.

Where Is Your Strongest Competi-

tion.' 659.1

F. J. Boss. Printers' Ink, July 10, 1924,

V. 128, pp. 10, 12, 143. Advertising aims

at the state of the consumer 's mind which

must be conquered and won over to the

specific commodity the manufacturers

sell.

Which Advertising Viewpoint—"Get-

Rich-Quick" or "6 Per Cent and
Safety". 659.1

Ray Giles. Printers' Inl; July 10, 1924,

V. 12S, pp. 3-4, 6. A strong appeal for

honesty in advertising, giving many good
examples of "half truths".

Building and Equipment

The Building Situation. 69
Special Report. Xo. 29. Xational In-

dustrial Conference Board. Xew York.

Pamphlet. 31 pp. A review of some of

the more outstanding features of the

building situation, purposing to present

a general picture of conditions in this

important branch of our economic life for

the information of the public and the

business community. The report is the

result of an investigation conducted by
the Conference Board's Research Staff.

Economic Factors in Industrial Plant
Location. 658.21
P. F. Walker. Maxagement axd Ad-
mixistratiox, Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 259-

2(54. Xational system of distribution,

existing railroad conditions, transporta-

tion rates, markets, etc.

Good Lighting Equipment Pays. 658.242
J. J. McLaughlin. American Machinist,

August 14, 1924. V. 61, pp. 253-256.

Value of proper local lighting and supple-

mentary overhead units. Discusses equip-

ment and lamps.

How Belting Was Standardized in a
Large Automotive Plant. 658.2621
H. A. Flogaus. Belting, Transmission,
Tools and Supplies, August 1924, v. 25,

pp. 17-22. Illus. (To be continued).

Modernizing a Factory by Changing the
Plant Layout. 658.2
Paul M. Atkins. Industrial Power,
August 1924, V. 7, pp. 44-47, 76. lUus.
A straight-line movement of materials, the
use of gravity, and provision for future
expansion were the improvements made.

Moving Factory to Reduce Manufac-
turing Costs. 658.21
R. F. Davidson. Advertising and Selling
Fortnightly, August 13, 1924, v. 3, pp.
13-14, 44. Location of plant and its re-

lation to sales; and the value of reducing
transportation distance for raw materials.

Overcoming the Defects of the Loose
Pulley. 658.2621
Hnlievt Bentley. Canadian Machinery

and Manufacturi7>g News, August 7, 1924,

V. 32, pp. 37-48. Illus. How a reduc-

tion of the belt tension and an increase in

bearing area eliminate overheating and
excessive wear.

Safe Operation of Locomotive
Crane. 658.283

C. T. Fish. National Safety Netvs,

August 1924, V. 10, pp. 8-10. Illus.

Safety rules for crane operators. Sug-

gests improvements possible in construc-

tion. Safety "education" most im-

portant.

Tentative Safety Code for Forg-
ing. 658.283
Forging — Stamping — Heat Treating,

August 1924, V. 10, pp. 282-285. For-

mulated under the joint sponsorship of

the Xational Safety Council and the

American Drop Forging Institute.

Economics

Business Law. 347.7

Hugh W. Babb. Kouald Press Company,
Xew York, 489 pp. $2. A textbook

which will prove valuable to executives

wishing to gain a more complete knowl-

edge of business law or who desire in-

formation concerning the interpretation

placed by the courts on questions similar

to those with which they are confronted.

The entire range of subjects in which
business and law are related has been

fully discussed. Some of these subjects

are—contracts, sales, agency, negotiable

instruments, partnerships, corporations,

and insurance. The method of presenta-

tion is particularly helpful to easy under-

standing of so complex a subject as law.

Each chapter contains first a simple st.ate-

ment of the' law contained in that chap-

ter. Then follows the text proper, written

as simply and unteehnically as is con-

sistent with accuracy. Interspersed in

the text and directly after it are numerous
illustrative cases which indicate how the

law has been interpreted by the courts.

Buying the Products of Labor. 331
A. J. Thompson. Iron Trade Eeview,
August 21, 1924, V. 75, pp. 480-481. The
products of labor must be subject to the

fundamental laws of buying and selling.

A monopoly of labor may be as disastrous

to the nation 's welfare as a monopoly
of any commodity.

Charting the Business Seas. 338
Carl Snyder. American Industries,

August 1924, V. 25, pp. 13-16. Charts.

Emphasizes the usefulness of graphs and
index charts in indicating the trend of

business and industrial conditions.

Engineering in American Indus-
try. 338(09)
Conrad Xewton Laner. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc. Xew York. 94 pp. $2.50.

A review of the growth and development
of manufacture in the United States and
the contributions which engineering has
made. Text matter consists of a lecture

delivered at Princeton University. This
has been supplemented by illustrations

with descriptive footnotes portraying en-

gineering progress and a large number

of graphic charts. Altogether it makes a

very interesting and instructive book on

the subject of American industrial

progress.

Future of the Machine Industry. 338

(Die Weltwirtschaftliche Zukunft der

Maschinenindustrie), E. Schultze. Ma-
chinenhau, July 10, 1924, v. 68, pp. 703-

707. International competitive efforts

and the German machine industry.

Investigations Preliminary to Refinanc-

ing. 332 :658

W. P. Lukeus. Max.\gement and Ad-

mixistratiox, Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 271-

275. The investigation made by the

broker preliminary to the sale of a com-

pany's securities, includes a careful study

of the company's historj- and organiza-

tion record.

Mass Plans for Gaining New Savings
Accounts. 332.2

B. W. Griffin. American Bankers' Asso-

ciation Journal, August 1924, v. 17, pp.
86-87. Illus. Advertising the bank by
means of employees ' contests ; thrift

week demonstrations in schools; and nov-

elty distributions such as dime banks and
printed pay envelopes.

The Measurement of Seasonal Varia-

tion. 338.97

Helen D. Falkner. Journal of the Amer-
ican Statistical Association, June 1924,

V. 19, pp. 167-179. Charts, tables. The
three known methods—the monthly means,

tlie moving averages, and the median link-

relative methods—discussed and eval-

uated. A fourth method suggested which
makes allowance for the effects of other

types of iluctuation without involving ex-

cessivelj- laborious computations.

No Right to Maintenance. 331

Sir Ernest Bcnu. Tlir Gas World, August
2, 1924, V. 81, p. 111. Attacks the so-

cialists' claim to economic maintenance.

Post War Observations in Europe. 338

H. M. Lane. Michigan Manufacturer and
Financial Eecord, August 9, 1924, v. 34,

pp. 2, 26. Industrial, financial and em-

ployment problems confronting Germany,
France and England, as seen by an Amer-
ican engineer.

Seasonal Operation in the Construction
Industries. 331.137

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 213 pp.

$2.50. A report of a committee of the

President's Conference on Unemployment
which was appointed by Secretary Hoover
to determine how nearly it is possible to

eliminate seasonal depressions in the ac-

tivities of the construction industry. The
Committee found that there is no reason

except custom why construction should not

proceed as rapidly in winter as in sum-

mer. Upon this basis they have built

a strong argument for spreading construc-

tion work over the entire year instead of

concentrating it iu the period of warm
weather.
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332.1

rr O^'Reillv." C.ccZ.t Montnu, August

1924 Y "6, pp. 18, 30-31. Claims that most

people selcfthei; ba.ik because of some

LXeof'unusualness". XTrges bankers

to be mindful of tins.

Southern Industrial Labor ^^Sup-

ISTKATION, Sept. 1924, V. 8, PP"
;f--J;

lUus Labor conditions, wages and wel

fare in the textUe industries of the Pied-

mont section of the Carolmas.

The Tax Problem in Wisconsin. 336.2

National Industrial Conference Board_

New York. 163 pp. $2.50. A study of

the tax problem in Wisconsin t^""^ ^te

standpoint of industry. Althoiigh d a mg

mainly ^^ith the situation in that state-

The st^udy involves problems of extensive

interest and national importance so that

it has a much .-ider range of usefulness

than the title indicates. The investiga-

tion reported was conducted by the Con-

ference Board's Research Staft and was

exhaustive in scope and autlioritative m
findings.

The Unemployment Problem. 331.137

E D Sng BuUctin of the Taylor

Society, August 1924, v. 9, pp. 17.-18o

The economic viewpoint of unemploj-

ment; its relation to the business cycle,

effect on social conditions; and various

plans, national and international, ot

remedial measures.

Fuel

B T U Buying—For and Against. 652.55

V G Leach. Steam Coal Buyer, August

1924' V. 2, pp. 21-24. Coal of inferior

analysis is often of greater efficiency tlian

that" showing higher B T U content.

Bark Driers and ^ e f u s e ^Burn^-

G^b Bearce. Paper Trade Journal, July

17 l'9''4 V. 79, pp. 39-40. IHus. Utihza-

tio'n of pulpwood bark for fuel. Describes

refuse drying apparatus, designed m
Sweden, using the waste chimney gases.

Coke as Fuel for Steam Raising 662 6

B. W. L. Nicol. Th, Gas 71 orUl, July

12, 1924, V. 81, pp. 3.1-36.

Combustion and Powdered Coal. 662.65

Charles Longcncckor. Pit and Quarry.

September 1924, v. 8, pp. 77-78. Prin-

ciples of combustion and why pulverized

coal has advantages over lump coal. Dis-

cusses furnace equipment and other fac-

tors of importance.

How to Improve as a Coal Buyer. 652.55

C A Snyder, i^leam Coal Buyer, August

1924, V. 2, pp. 13-14. Fuel value of coal

more important than the price.

Our Treatment of Coal, With Sugges-
662.65

g°"j;" Armstrong. The Gas World, Sup-

pl'emont, July 12, 1924, v. 81, pp. 1012.

Practical Coal Carbonization. 662.74

F. W. Sperr. Universal Engineer, August

10-4 v 40, pp. 31-37. High-temperature

and 'low-temperature carbonization with

special reference to American con.Utions.

Reciprocal U t i li z a t i on of Waste

i""r'G.rbel. Engineering (London),

Jnh- 11. 1924, V. 118, pp. 75-76 Possi-

bUities of utilization of waste heat col-

lected from widely separated plants.

30 Years of Co-operative AdvenJ^s^

Vai Fischer. Gas Age Heeord, August 10

19-n V. 54, pp. 233-234, 238. Describes

the' successful advertising work caiTied on

t the British Commercial Gas Associa-

tion during recent years.

Upward Trend in the Price of^^Our

?nen Addicks. Gas Age Record August

9 1924, V. 54, pp. 181-184. Oil produc-

tion and consumption figures from the

viewpoint of the gas engineer who sees

In gas the solution of the fuel problem.

Industrial Methods

The Art of Public Speaking.
,?.?f.-^

Tux-rt J Beveridge. Houghton Mifflin

Co., New York. 67 pp. $!• A concise

and practical volume on the principles of

pnbli'c speaking by a well-known Anu^ncan

orator and writer. In such a small com-

pass no great amount of detail inforina-

ion could be given but the person inter-

ested in improving his public ut erances

will find, in this book, many valuable sug-

gcstions.

Automatic Combustion Control 621 182

C. H. Snioot. Textile World, August -,

19-4 V 66, pp. 85, 87, 89. Efficiency

n'boiler control other than that effected

by mechanical stokers. Flue tests, ratio

of fuel to air, etc.

Auxiliary Equipment for Blast ^nd^en^

S^1:'^!l.!i:;:^d. Mccnamcal WorU (Eng-

land), August 1, 1924, V. 76, p. 70. lUus.

Brakes Used to Retard or Hold Rota^tmg

Parts

X j' Whitcomb. Industrial Engmccr,

julv 1924, V. 82, pp. 317-320, 328 IUus.

\nnlication to cranes, hoists, elevators,

turntables, and the like to prevent over-

travol, hold loads, .and make emergency

in,. August 15, 1924, v. 28, pp. 849-850_

Tables. Suggests a practical method of

comparison.

The Deterioration and P"servatiye

Treatment of Timber.
j , .;„7

\ s Dawsnii. The Engineering Journal,

August 1924, v. 7, pp. 558-563. Table

Diaer The application of zinc chloride,

sodium fluoride, copper sulphate mercuric

chloride, and creosotes to offset the de^

sti-uctive action of fungi, economically and

comparatively considered.

Dumping Devices for Lignite Work-

'(Kippenmechanisierung in Braunkohlen-

Tagebaubetrieben), Fr. Bennecke. Zeit-

schrift des Vereines Veutscher Ingenieure,

Angust 9, 1924, v. 68, pp. 817-820. De-

scription of operation procedure, trans-

portation and machines used.

Electrical Engineering as a Factor in

the Development of Modern Steel-

, oby.i

T'^otver Iron and Coal Trade Review,

Julv 25, 1924, V. 109, p. 153-154. De-

scribes types of machines used in Great

Britain and Germany.

stops.

Can Anybody Do These Things

K^E^'Free Universal Engineer, August

1924,' V. 40, pp. 68, 70. 72. A challenge to

inventors-how to make cheap aluminum;

how to store power; make flexible glass;

rustless iroa; etc.

A Code of Ethics That Meets Daily

Problems of Business. 174

Ralph Crothers. Printers' Inl; Juh 10,

19-M V. 128, pp. 155-156, 158. The Elec-

trical Power Club of Cleveland offers sug-

gestion to all industries to establish inter-

business standards of conduct.

Comparison of Pumping E^quip^

h'.^t!' Liringston. Fouer Plant Engincer-

Grinding Operations Expedite Manufac-

ture of Machinery Tools. '^ t

W E Groeue. Abrasive Industry, August

19-4 V 5, pp. 189-192. lUus. Grinding

tools' and tool-room equipment and opera-

tion procedure in use at the Le Blond

Machine Tool Co.

How the Airplane Can Be Used in In-

629.13

s"^ JI
"

Felton. Central ilanufaeturing

District ilaga-ine. August-September,

1924, V. 8, pp. 4-5, 7.

How the United States Can Meet Its

Present and Future Pulp Wood Re-
670

quirements. ,.. , • ,

Department of Agriculture, \\a5hington,

D C 100 pp. 15 cents. Pamphlet. A

studv, of interest to pulp and paper man-

nfacturers, of the future pulp wood re-

quirements and sources of supply. It is

•I report of an investigation conducted by

the Forest Service to supply information

on these subjects: 1. Present pulp wood

and paper requirements and the character

and extent of our imports; 2. Probable

future requirements; 3. Should this coun-

try become self-supporting in its pulp

wood requirements; 4. Existing timber re-

sources; 5. How this country can grow

sufficient pulp wood to meet future rciiuire-

ments; 6. Supplementary measures essen-

tial to solution of both present and future

problems.

How the United States Can Meet Its

Present and Future Pulp Wood Re-
u/O

quirements.
5 H. Clapp and C. W. Boyce. Paper

Trade Journal, August 7, 1924, v. 79, pp.

47-50. Diagrs. By growing more pulp

wood, improving protection against fire,

conducting forest products investigations

and researches, and applying the results

of research as rapidly as they become

available.
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Is Industrial Gas Business Prohibitive

Because the Rates are Too High? 665.7

A. B. Greeuleaf. American Gas Journal,

.\ucrust 9, 1924, V. 121, pp. 721-724. Illus.

' Too high rates '
' a fallacy—industrial

load would reduce rates.

Muscle Shoal s— I n d u s t r y Touch-
stone. 62(761)
John W. Hammond. American Industries,

August 1924, V. 2.5, pp. 19-23. lUus. A
description and history of its development,

with a consideration of its potential in-

dustrial possibilities.

Preparation of Iron and Steel Surfaces
for Paint. 667.6
Hailnay Ecvicw. August 2, 1924, v. 75,

pp. 166-173. Resume of tests conducted
by the A. S. T. M.

Profit in Reclaiming the Wastes of

Heating and Ventilating. 621.101

F. X. McGovern. Industrial Power,
August 1924, V. 7, pp. 33-37, 80. Illus.

Economy to be derived by an avoidance

of high temperatures and of excessive in-

tiltration of cold air.

Progress in Metal Work. 621.92

(Fortschritte der iletallbearbeituugstech-

uik). Buxbaum. Zeitschrift des Vereines

Leutscher Ingenieure, August 2, 1924, v.

6S, pp. 798-802. Grinding aud polishing

in machine shop practice. Describes and
illustrates macliines used.

Some Phases of Government in Busi-

ness. 174

Herbert Hoover. Paper Trade Journal,

August 7, 1924, V. 79, pp. 57-60. Sug-

gests that the business world develop and

enforce its own ethical standards and thus

stem the tide of governmental regulation.

Inspection

A Few High Points on the Inspection

of Processed Material. 658.562
C. S. Stark. Sociciii of Automotive En-
gineers Journal, August 1924, v. 15, pp.
156-158. Detail and general inspection of

parts of automobile plants. Discusses the

use of go and no-go gages and taps cali-

brated by three-wire standard.

Influence of Numerous Handlings on In-

spection Cost. 558.562
.\. II. Fraueuthal. Society of Automotive
Engineers Journal, Aug. 1924, v. 15, pp.
158-160. Illus. Diagrs. A comparative

time-study of the multiple gaging, flush-

pin gaging, and camshaft-gear methods of

inspection of automobile parts.

Maintaining High Quality Produc-
tion. 658.562
C. J. Jones. Society of Automotive En-
gineers Journal, August 1924, v. 15, pp.
160-162. Inspection work in an auto-

mobile plant depends upon co-operatiou be-

tween the engineering and the production
departments.

Measurement of the Quality of
Product. 658.562
G. S. Radford. Mechanical Engineering,
September 1924, v. 46, pp. 546-547.

Standards by means of which quality may
be judged.

Maintenance and Repair

Inspection Routine and Methods of Con-
trolling Industrial Lubrication. 658.581

K. Richards. Industrial Engineer, August
1924, V. 82, pp. 368-372. Illus. Cen-
tralized control of machine equipment in

widely separated factories. Lubrication

problems in machines of cake factory.

Insulating Varnish Tests That Are Easy
to Make. 658.581

H. L. Hazeltine. Industrial Enyincir,

August 1924, V. 82, pp. 381-385, 402.

Varnishes, their solvents and the equip-

ment for their application.

Managing Maintenance Work With
Economy. 658.58
T. Clark. ilAX.\GEiiEXT ant) Admixis-
TR.\Tiox, Sept. 1924, v. 8, pp. 299-302.

Methods of taking time studies and pay-
ing bonuses.

Management—Financial Control

Elements of a Financial Investiga-
tion. 658.14
E. G. Davis. Maxagemext axd Admix-
iSTK.iTiox, Sept. 1924, v. 8, pp. 277-278.

Conditions that call for financing or re-

financing of a business and a practical

outline of a financial investigation.

Financial Organization and Manage-
ment. 658.14

Charles W. Gerstenberg. Prentice Hal),

Inc. Xew York. 723 pp. $5. Although
intended primarily for use as a textbook
in corporation finance, business men in-

terested in the subject will find much ma-
terial in this book of value to them in

their work. Every phase of business from
promotion to failure and reorganization

is discussed in det.ail. The financial prob-

lems arising throughout the life of a busi-

ness concern are described and, with
frequent use of historical examples, meth-
otls used for solving them given. A num-
ber of charts and forms are used to illus-

trate the text, which add to the practical

value of the book. Footnotes are used ex-

tensively to give sources where the reader
may find further iuformation on the par-

ticular subject being discussed. In spite

of the technical nature of the subject, the
book is written in a very interesting and
readable manner.

Investigations Preliminary to Refinanc-
ing. 658.14
W. P. Lukens. IIaxagemext axd Admix-
iSTRATiox, Sept. 1924, v. 8, pp. 271-275.

The investigation made by the broker pre-

liminary to the sale of a company's
securities, includes a careful study of
the company 's history and organization
record.

Management of Special

Industries

Bark Driers and Refuse Burn-
ing. 558.9:676
G. D. Bearce. Paper Trade Journal, Julv
17, 1924, V. 79, pp. 39-40. Hlus. Utiliza"-

tion of pulpwood bark for fuel. Describes

refuse drying apparatus, designed in

Sweden, using the waste chimney gases.

Establishing Material and Parts Con-
troL 658.9:629.113

G. D. Babcock. Maxagemext axd Ad-
MixiSTKATiox, Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 265-

270. Illus. BuUding tractors under
scientific management at the Holt plant.

Manufacturing program of parts is sched-

uled on the basis of the dates on which
tractor is to be delivered by the shop.

Detailed description of system and records

used is given.

Factors That Determine the Details of

Faper-Mill Drives and Power Serv-
ice. 658.9:676

H. E. Stafford. Industrial Engineer,

August 1924, V. 82, pp. 360-367. lUus.

Transformation and distribution of elec-

tric power, tT,-pes of motors and kinds of

drive used to connect the motors to their

loads. Characteristics of paper-mUl
loads.

Finding Actual Cost of Cast-
ings. 658.9:621.72

G. C. Cocker. Iron Trade Review,

August 14, 1924, V. 75, pp. 421-422. Sys-

tem for determining selling price should

consider time required to produce castings

and amount of metal needed to pour them.

Forecasting Demand for Industrial

Equipment. 658.9:621.9

Ernest F. Du Brul. Mechanical Engineer-

ing, September 1924, v. 46, pp. 539-542.

Charts. The need for a co-operative study

of the economic problem of stabilizing

employment aud production, with a con-

sideration of the business cycle in the

machine-tool industry.

Lumber Handling in an Automobile
Body Plant. 658.9:674
B. Xagelvoort and Thomas D. Perry.

The Automotive Manufacturer, July 1924,

V. 00, pp. 7-9, 26. Illus. Tables. Diagrs.

Handling, storing, drying and cutting of

lumber. The use of dry-kiJn storage on
wheels, dry-kiln trucks and transfer

cars.

Management in the Clothing Indus-
try. 658.9:687

S. E. Thompson and W. E. Freeland. Man-
agement AXD Admixistratiox, Sept.

1924, V. 8, pp. 289-294. Charts. How
market analysis and standardization of

production developed stability.

Material Handling as Our Key to Many
Savings. 658.9:629.113

M. R. Dcnison. Factory, August 1924,

V. 33, pp. 190-193, 242. lUus. Routing
trucks and tractors on a train schedule

basis including transportation in all de-

partments. Types of conveyors and sys-

tem described in detail.

Material Handling Problems in Auto-
mobile Assembly. 658.9:629.113

M. R. Denison. The Automotive Manu-
facturer, July 1924, V. 66, pp. 10-12.

(Continued from .lune issue"). Conveyors
used at the Studebaker plants.
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Mechanical Handling at River
Rouge. ,

658.9:629.113

M W Potts. Industrial Management,

August 1924, V. 68, pp. 67-114. Illus

Diagrs. Description of the Ford plant

at River Rouge. Emphasizes the han-

dling of materials and the co-ordinaticn

of departments, and operations and by-

product industries on the basis of eco-

nomic operation. Includes a view of the

plant with a list of the types of mate-

rials handling equipment employed.

Putting the Drafting Room on a Pro-

duction Basis. 658.9:621.75

W F Irish. Industrial Management,

August 1924, V. 68, pp. 121-126. Illus.

Applving m the drafting room the known

principles of first gathering the facts,

next giving them logical arrangement,

and finally, controlling their development

mth authority and responsibility.

Routing and Handling Material in

Making a Quarter -Horsepower
Motor 658.9:621.3

L C Morrow. Arneriean Machinist,

August 21, 1924, V. 61, pp. 291-294, pt. 1.

Illus. Detailed description and diagrams

illustrating straight Une method of manu-

facture of small motors. Shows how ma-

terials are handled, use of belt conveyors,

etc.

Saving Device in the Planning Depart-

ment. 658.9:621.75

(Kostenersparnis im Konstruktionsburo),

L. Vogt. Mascliinenbau. July 10, 1924,

V. 68, pp. 698-699. Illus. Describes

drawing machines for drafting-room use.

Selling Products of Steel Foun-

dries 658.9:621.72

W. J. Corbett. Iron Trade Rcvieii;,

August 14, 1924, V. 75, pp. 415, 422.

Steel castings should not be sold by

weight. Each pattern should have a

definite price based on the cost of pro-

duction.

Significant Savings in Textile Mill Oper-

ations. 658.9:677

X. T. Thomas. Bulletin of the Taylor

Society, August 1924, v. 9. pp. 172-176.

Valuable results obtained from the sub-

stitution of scientific management for tra-

dition in southern cotton mills.

Steam Distribution, Pumping Extrav-

agance and Practical Suggestions for

Improvement. 658.9:676

F. C. Farnsworth. Paper Trade Journal,

July 24, 1924, v. 79, pp. 43-47. Applies

to drj-ing systems in paper mills.

How Our Perpetual Inventory Saves Us

the Expense of Guessing. ^^^.W

\Xm P. ilackev. Faelury. August 1924,

V. 33, pp. 199-201, 292. Illus. Gives out-

line of inventory system. Main aim is to

report at aU times amount and value of

everything in and about the plant.

Management Difficulties in Small Fac-

tories and Their Solution. 658.78

H. W. Ross. Cassiers Industrial Manage-

ment.' August 1924, v. 11, pp. 377-378.

itaterial control with the buyer in con-

trol of the storeskeeper. Outlines duties

of buyer, records to be kept, aud relation

with sales department.

Material Control in Machine Shop With

Specific Reference to Cost Account-

'(Materialverwaltung in Masehineufab-

riken unter entsprechender beriicksichtig-

uuo- der Selbstkostenerfassuug), Machinen-

hau, July 24, 1924, v. 68, pp. 753-755.

Methods of Packing for Export. 658.7884

C J Priebe. American Maehtant, August

7, 1924, V. 61, pp. 237-240. Illus. Stand-

ard specifications for export boxing; a

system thoroughly tested by the Worth-

iiigton Pump aud ilachineiw Corporation.

Store Delivery of Material to Users at

Shops. ^ . ^
658.78

J. E. Perrv. Sailway Eevieic, August ^,

1924, V. 7.i pp. 155-160. Stores delivery

system organized by the Southern Pacific

Railroad resulted in substantial savings.

Systematic Grouping of Machine

Parts. .

658.782

(Die Svstematisc-hc Gruppicrung in \V erk-

stiiekaiifbau), Hoffman. Maschinenhau,

July 10, 1924, V. 68, pp. 693-698. Minute

description and diagram of plan.

Mechanical Handling

Material Control

Establishing Material and Parts Con-

trol. 658.78

G. D. Babcock. Man.\gement and Ad-

ministration, Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 265-

270. Illus. Building tractors under

scientific management at the Holt plant.

Manufacturing program of parts is sched-

uled on the basis of the dates on which

tractor is to be delivered by the shop.

Detailed description of system and records

used.

Continuous Conveyor Systems for Mass

Transportation. 658.281

(Xeu/.cithclu'r Masscutransport mit Dau-

erfbrdereru). Buhle. Zeitschrift des

Vereines Veutscher Ingenieure, July 26,

1924, V. 68, pp. 777-781. Illus. Describes

various coal conveyors.

Conveying System at Winnsboro

Mills. 658.281

C. M. Mumford. Textile World, August

2, 1924, V. 66, pp. 73, 75, 77. Illus. A
svsteni connecting two mill units carrying

operations from beginning to completion.

Automatic features are described and va-

rious spiral chutes, gravity, belts, boosters,

and inclines.

Machines Reduce Man Power in Ware-

houses. 658.281

('. F. Paul. Central Manufacturing Dis-

trict Magazine. August-September, 1924,

v. 8, pp. 23, 25, 27. Industrial trucks

and tiering elevators used in cold storage

plants.

Material Handling as Our Key to Many
Savings. 658.281

M. R. Denison. Factory, August 1924,

V. 33, pp. 190-193, 242. Illua. Routing

trucks aud tractors on a train schedule

basis including transportation in all de-

partments. Types of conveyors and sys-

tem described in detail.

Measuring the Efficiency of Shop

Trucks.
658.281

S M Lowrv. Maxagemext and Admin-

istration. Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 279-284.

Charts. Methods used at the 'Westiug-

house plant.

Mechanical Handling at River
Rouge. ,^

658.281

M AV Potts. Industrial Management,

August 1924, V. 68, pp. 67-114. Illus.,

Diagrs. Description of the Ford plant

at River Rouge. Emphasizes the hand-

ling of materials and the co-ordination

of departments, and operations and by-

product industries on the basis of eco-

nomic operation. Includes a view of the

plant with a list of the types of mate-

rials handling equipment employed.

Monorail Conveyors in the F a c-

tory.
658.281

(Chemins de Fer Monorails D tsinei.

Genie Ciril, July 5, 1924, v. 85, pp. 16-18.

Illus.

Tvoes of Cranes for the Power

Plant. , 621fJ
Poirer Plant Engineering, August i-j,

1924, V. 28, pp. 846-848. Illus. Diagr.

Office and Equipment

Drawing Index. 651.5

(Zeiohmingskartei). C. Eckers. Maschin-

enhau. July 10, 1924, V. 68, pp. 692-693.

Filing and index records for machine de-

sign drawings.

Mechanical Aids in Accounting. 651.26

F A. Brine. American Ga.f Journal,

August 9, 1924, V. 121, pp. 738-741. Me-

chanical devices which save time.

Principles of Business Writing. 651.7

T. II. Bailey Whipple. Wcstiughouse

Technical Xight School Press, East Pitts-

burgh, Pa. 182 pp. $2. A valuable ad-

dition to the constantly growing library

on the sub.icct of business writing is

found in this book prepared by the lit-

erary critic of Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company. It contains

material originally prepared for a com-

pany publication which has been revised

and extended to its present form. Prin-

ciples of business letter writing are first

discussed after which there appears a

very extensive list of words and phrases

often misused. A section on report

writing is followed by a section which

considers the mechanics of letter writing.

In appendices are given some suggestions

to authors and a list of questions and

answers pertaining to business writing.

Should There Be a Master-Censor of

Letters? 651.457

\V. H. Heath. Printer.i' Ink, August 14,

1924, v. 128, pp. 53-54, 56. What an

executive fouud when going over a day's

mail. Out of 200 letters 50 envelopes

came under the ban.
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Personnel

Accidents and Workmen Responsi-

bility. 658.382301

(rnt'alUiaiifigkeit uiid persbnliehe Eigen-

si-haftoii)- K. A. Ti-amm. Werkstatts-

1(chnik. August 1, 3924, v. 18, pp. 395-

39S. Charts. Charts and statistics the

result of an investigation concerning the

cause of accidents and means of preven-

tinli.

Competing Plants in Safety Con-

test. 658.3823

G. A. Brayton. Iron Trade Keview,

August 21," 1924, V. 75, pp. 482-483.

Sclienies used to develop interest in acci-

dent prevention campaigns.

Danger of Too Much Talk About Co-

operation. 658.315

Ha.ves Bobbins. Mdilinnj Afic, August 9,

1924, V. 77, pp. 235-236. Practicing co-

operation, not talking it, is present need.

Lax discipline or sentiment not necessary.

Employee Specifications. 658.3115

P. M. Atkins. Industrial ManaiTement.

August 1924, v. 68, pp. 115-118. Suggests

preparing standards of qualifications for

employees and the recording of them in

the form of specifications.

Employment Terminology. 658.3(03)

Pred Telford. Public Personnel Studies,

August 1924, V. 2, pp. 152-166. Diffi-

culties encountered by personnel adminis-

trators due to the lack of a common un-

derstanding of employment terminology.

A great many words in present use are

discussed and defined.

Essentials of First Aid Work. 658.382271

Dr. H. W. Gentles. National Safety

Ketcs, August 1924, v. 10, pp. 5-7. Illus.

Some do 's and don 'ts with advice about

first aid instructions in plants.

An Evaluation of Some Information

Questions. 658.31156

William R. Wilson and others. Journal

of Applied Psycliology, June 1924, v. 8,

pp. 200-214. Tables. Method of meas-

uring the value of questions included in

iutelligeuce tests, giving also a sample

list of good questions anil poor ones.

The "Eyes" of the Motor Indus-

try. 658.3822

Michigan Manufacturer and Financial

Ilccord, August 9, 1924, v. 34, p. 3. Eye-

sight tests for employees at the Buick

and Ford motor companies indicate that

a very large per cent have defective vision.

How a Spun Silk Plant Fits Men to Its

Jobs. 658.3

]). G. Woolf. Textile World. August 9.

1924, V. 66, pp. 21-23. Illus. Within

the plant relations based on voluntary co-

ojieratiou between employmeut department

and personnel. Describes plan of hiring,

discharging, and cheeking workers.

Industrial Executive. 658.31242

B. A. Frauklin. Man.a.gement and Ad-

ministration, Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 249-

252. The modern executive's qualifica-

tions and his place in the industrial

svstem.

Industrial Psychology. 15

H. t>. Person. liulhtin of the Taylor

Society, August 1924, v. 9, pp. 163-171.

Psychology and its relation to manage-

ment and personnel problems; also the

value this application of the science may
ha\-e on its further development, especially

as '
' adult psychology '

'.

Labor Law Factors and Theft Con-

trol. 658.313

(Arbeitsrechtlicho Momente der Dieb-

st.ahlsbekampfung), Franz Goerrig. Werk-

stattsteehnik, August 1, 1924, v. 18, pp.

400-403. Shall workmen caught in theft

be peremptorily dismissed and to what ex-

tent may emi)loyers combine to keep these

men from getting other employment

through the publication of such informa-

tion.

Morale as an Industrial Asset. 658.314

R. F. Foster. American Industries,

August 1924, V. 25, pp. 33-34. How the

Todd Protectograph Company maintains

the high morale of its employees and

secures greater productivity and efficiency

as a result.

The Observing Employee. 658.31472

I'ersonal Leaflets—no. 3. Metropolitan

Life Insurauce Co. 12 pp. How sugges-

tion boxes may be made a success with a

report on successful schemes now in use.

Southern Industrial Labor Supply. 658.38

R. G. Macy. Management and Adminls-

TR.4.TI0N. Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 253-257.

Illus. Labor conditions, wages, and wel-

fare in the textile industries of the Pied-

mont section of the Carolinas.

Taking Care of the Employee. 658.38

J. W. Wiley. Central Manufacturing Dis-

trict Magazine. August-September, 1924,

V. S, pp. 77-79, 81. Workers' health an

investment worth watching. Opinions of

industrial leaders are quoted.

Validity of Character Judgments Based

on E.xternal Criteria. 658.31156

Glen U. Cleeton aud F. B. Knight.

Journal of Applied Psycliology, June

1924, v. 8, pp. 215-231. Tables. The

statistical results of a series of tests in-

dicating that the physical external fac-

tors are not to be relied upon in meas-

uring traits of character.

What We Think of Industrial Democ-
racy After 7 Years. 658.3151

AVilliam P. Hapgood. Factory. August

1924, v. 33, pp. 187-189, 286. Illus. The

successful experience of a factory council

in establishing personnel control, deciding

on hours and wages and increasing plant

efficiency aud output.

Power and Power Plants

Commercial Efficiency in Transforma-

tion and Distribution of Energy. 658.26

Charles E. Luecke. National Engineer,

August 1924, v. 28, pp. 367-370. Tables.

Diagrs. (To be continued). The different

methods considered from the viewpoint of

cost and efficiency.

Evaporative Capacity of Boilers. 621.18

.v. .\. Arnold. Mechanical World (Eng-

land*, August 1, 1924, v. 76, pp. 69-70.

Factors That Determine the Details of

Paper-Mill Drives and Power Serv-

ice. 658.26

H. E. Strafford. Industrial Fngineer,

August 1924, v. 82, pp. 360-367. Illus.

Trausformation and distribution of elec-

tric power types of motors and kinds of

drive used to connect the motors to their

loads. Characteristics of paper-mill loads.

Firing a Hand-fired Down Draft Fur-

nace. 621.182

J. F. Barkley. Steam Coal Buyer, August

1924, V. 2, pp. 18-20. Results of firing

tests on two types of grates and recom-

mendations as to proper method of firing.

The First World Power Confer-

ence. 62(063)

Hugh Quigley. World Power, August

1924, V. 2, pp. 78-83. A general com-

mentary on the subjects of tlie confer-

ence giving special attention to the power

resources of countries like Hungary,

Poland, etc.

Fundamentals of Hydraulic Power De-
velopment. 621.2

J. C. Taylor. National Engineer, August

1924, V." 28, pp. 365-366. Table. The

need for reserve steam plants to carry

loads at periods of low water. Gives

statement of the potential water power

in the United States.

Proceedings of the First World Power
Conference. .52(063)

Engineer (London), July 4, 1924, v. 118,

pp. 35-47; July 11, 1924, v. 118, pp. 35-

49. Reports covering the power produc-

tion sections of the Conference with brief

resumes of papers read.

Small Size Boiler Economy Increased

by Stokers. 621.18414

Robert June. Gas Age Secord, July 26,

1924, V. 54, pp. 113-115. Illus. Me-

chanical stokers save 40 per cent fuel in

small plaiit.

Some Reasons Why Isolated Power
Plants Are Shut Down. 658.26

A. W. Lewis. National Engineer, August

1924, V. 28, pp. 379-381.

Steam Accumulation. 621.18

J. Ruths. Engineering (London), July

11, 1924, V. 118, pp. 68-69. Illus. Ad-

vocates method of storing steam in water

under increasing pressure and discharging

it under falling pressure.

Steam Turbines for High Pres-

sure. 621.165

C. F. Stork. Engineering (London), July

11, 1924, V. 118, pp. 69-70. Difficulties

concerning the design of disc turbines.

Discusses a new high pressure turbine

built by the Briinner Ma.schinenfabrik.

Production Control

Application of Micrometers in Railway

Shops. 658.56

M. H. Williams. Railway Mechanical En-

gineer, August 1924, V. 98, pp. 481-48.1.

Illus.

Application of Motion Study. 658.5423

F. B. and L. M. Gilbreth. Manage-

ment AND Admini.str.\tion, Sept. 1924,
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V. 8, pp. 295-297. Charts. More explana-

tion's of the 17 therbligs and their relation

to stop-watch time study, fatigue study,

standardization, etc.

Applying the Gantt Chart in

France. 6^8.53

Serge Heranger. Management and Ad-

ministration, Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 30o-

309. Charts. Progress and layout charts

in automobile and rifle manufacture.

Burlington Dismantles Cars at Eola

Scrap Dock. 658.5671

Bailicay Mechanical Engineer, August

19'?4 V. 98, pp. 477-479. lUus. The

scripping process which three hundred

steel ears of the Chicago, Burhngton and

Quincy Eailroad underwent at the Eola

reclamation plant. Gives figures of the

cost and derived profit for the railroad.

Controlling the Labor. 658.5:657

National Association of Cost Acco_untants.

Official Publications, August lo, 19-4,

V 5, no. 23. Direct and indirect labor,

records for employment and pay-roll de-

partments, distribution of labor expen-

ditures, and necessary labor reports tor

the purpose of measuring performance.

Subject is discussed by W. O. Gutter,

C. A. Williams and D. W. Hook.

Directions for the Introduction of Time

Study.
^ ,

658.5421

(Richtlinien fiir die Euifuhrung des

Zeitakkordes). ilaschincnhau, July 10,

1924, V. 68, pp. 719-721.

Graphic Statistics in Management. 658.53

William H. Smith. McGraw-Hill Book

Co, Inc. New York. 300 pp. U. A
treatment of the principles of statistical

and graphical practice which aims to co-

ordinate the two subjects in a way that

will be of practical value to the reader.

In the early part of the book the entire

problem of constructing graphs is dis-

cussed. This includes determination of

what information is to be shown, how it

is to be obtained, its proper arrangement

for graphical presentation, the choice of

graph tvpe to be used, and its actual con-

struction. The last part of the book

deals with the application of graphics to

specific business purposes. Subjects dis-

cussed include organization and executive

charts, purchasing, production control,

market analysis, sales, advertising, finance,

accounting and costs.

Importance of the Cost of Idleness in

Equipment Industries. 658.5:657

E. F. iJu Brill. .X.-itional Association of

Cost Accountants. Official Puhlicatiom,

August 1, 1924, V. 5, no. 22. Manage-

ment difficulties in obtaining and apply-

ing cost analysis so as to prevent violent

fluctuations.

Managing Maintenance Work With
Economy. 658.5

T. Clark. Management and Adminis-

tration, Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 299-302.

Methods of taking time studies and p.ay-

ing bonuses.

Our Nine Gains from "Planned Pro-

duction". 658.5

George A. Meihaus. Factory, August

1924, V. 33, pp. 200-207, 296. lUus. Pro-

duction planning and control for the en-

tire plant including continuous inventory.

Reorganization described in detail.

A Practical System of Tool Storage .-jnd

Control. '^^^-^^^

F. A. Pope. Factory, August 1924, v. 3j,

pp. 208-211. lUus. Definite suggestions

for centralized storage including flexible

shelves, mechanical handling equipment,

and grouping of tools.

Precalculations and Planning. 658.5

(Dah Problem der Vorkalkulation uud

seine Losung). K. Hegner. Zcitschrift

des Vcreines Deutschcr Infjenieure, August

9, 1924, v. 68, pp. 821-824. Time study

and planumg applied to the whole pro-

duction organization.

Production Organization. 658.56

X. Gerard-Smith. Mechanical World

(England), July 18, 1924, v. 76, pp. 36-

37. Third article in a series on shop re-

organization. Discusses principles un-

derlying successful production.

The Purpose of a Planning Depart-

ment in Industrial Undertakings. 658.5

(Aufgaben und Bedeutung des Konstruk-

tions Buros in Industrie Unterneh-

niuugen). H. Menge. Maschinenbau,

July 10, 1924, pp. 679-693. Describes a

central planning department, emphasizing

its duty to establish and maintain stand-

ards for every phase of the work. Dis-

cusses equipment, records, and systems for

filing designs, etc.

Routing and HandUng Material in

Making a Quarter -Horsepower
Motor. 658.512

L. C. Morrow. Jmerican Machinist,

August 21, 1924, v. 61, pp. 291-294, pt. 1.

Illus. Detailed description and diagrams

illustrating straight line methods of manu-

facture of small motors. Shows how mate-

rials are handled, use of belt conveyors,

etc.

Tool-Room Management. 658.563

(Die Vciwaltinig des Werkzeuges in dor

Maschinenfabrik). A. Messerschniidt.

Wcrkstattstcchnik. August 1, 1924, v. 18,

pp. 398-400. Control— distribution—main-

tenance of tools.

A Well-Planned Tool System. 658.56^3

Fngineering Production, August 1U24, v. 7,

pp. 229-232. (To be continued). Com-

prehensive plan for tool department cov-

ering control from purchase to replace-

ment. Xumcrous record cards are given.

Research and Standardization

Can Bond Papers Be Standard-

ized? 676(003)

William B. Wheelwright. Paper Trade

Journal, July 3, 1924, v. 79, pp. 38, 40.

Design Elements for Instru-
ments. 62(003)
(Konstruktionselemente der Feinmechan-

ischcn Tcchnik). O. Kiehter. Maschin-

enbau, July 24,. 1924, v. 68, p. 723. Illus.

Standardization of instruments, parts, and

measuring tools.

Laboratory Strength-Tests of Motor-

Truck Wheels. 629.113(072)

T. W. Greene. Society of Automotive

Engineers Journal, v. 15. August 1924.

pp. 150-1.55, 174. nius., charts. Results

obtained from the radial-compression and

side-thrust or skid tests.

Modern Methods of Truck Test-

ing. 629.113(072)

W. L. Day. Management and Adminis-

tration, Sept. 1924, V. 8, pp. 285-287.

Illus. Performance tests for motor trucks.

The Problem of a Standard Index Num-
ber Formula. 651.4655

George K. Davis. Journal of the Amer-

ican Statistical Association, June 1924,

V. 19, pp. 180-lSS. Tables. The present

index formulae reviewed and a new one

proposed, discussed, and illustrated.

Research Work in Industry. 6(072)

J. G. Pearce. Iron and Coal Trade He-

r'iew, August 1, 1924, v. 109, pp. 202-203.

Makes special reference to the British cast

iron research association.

Standardization Versus Individual-

ity. 658.516

Luther D. Burlingame. Mtehanical En-

gineering, September 1924, v. 46, pp. 529-

30, 538. The dangers of overstandardiza-

tion and the need for guarding against

the abandonment of basic standards and

established principles until the benefits of

a change are evident.

"You Couldn't Tempt Us to Build Two
Sizes or Styles". 658.516

Wui. H. Xewbrough. Factory, August

1924, V. 33, pp. 194-196, 278. Bins.

Simplification found beneficial; 28 styles

reduced to one, resulted in better engines,

production econom.v, reduction of mate-

rials, etc.

Selling and Purchasing

Advertising and the Evil of Unjust Can-

cellation Orders. 658.857

E. P. Cocliraue. American Bankers' As-

sociation Journal, August 1924, v. 17,

jip. 26, 28, 54. Public opinion and mass

action necessary to eliminate the practice

all along the line.

Are Salesmen Doing Too Much Sell-

ing? 658.83

Maxwell Droke. Sales Managenu nt,

August 1924, V. 7. 1378, 1380, 1382. To

sell the riglit quantity and gain customers'

confidence a better policy than over-

loadins;.

Can American Selling Methods Be Used

in Foreign Markets? 658.82

II. B. Bl.-iuvclt. Printers' Ink Monthly,

August 1924, V. 9, pp. 27-28, 121. Adapt-

ing American methods to meet foreign

prejudices: makes valuable suggestions

with special reference to English markets.
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Fitting the Sales Plan to Present Day
Buying Tendencies. 658.83

J. B. Wright. Hales Management, August

19-24, V. 7, pp. 1340, 1420. Applies as-

sortment plan of selling to speed turnover

of dealers' stock.

Hidden Factors in the Sale. 658.83

Key Dickinson. Printers' Ink, August

111, 1P24, T. 128, pp. 3-4, 6. Whr analysis

of aU influences affecting final sales are

necessarj-.

How Can We Get the Dealer to Do
Things Our Way? 658.83

G. A. Nichols. Printers' Ink, August 21,

1924, T. 128, pp. 17-20. Attractive

schemes used by Kalston Purina Com-
pany to advertise their goods and increase

dealers ' sales.

How Many Secrets Should a Sales-

man Divulge About His "Last

Place". 558.8:174

W. H. Heath. Printers' Ink, August 7,

1924, V. 128, pp. 41-42, 44. Salesman-

ship ethics requires loyalty to the

"house" he has left.

How Shall We Pay Salesmen io Get
Them to Work Harder? 658.81

G. A. Nichols. Printers' InJc Monthly,

August 1924, V. 9, pp. 19-20, 102. What
leading manufacturers have found out in

wrestling with this question.

How to Keep Salaried Salesmen Steadily

en the Job. 658.846
G. A. Nichols. Printers' Ink, July 24,

1924, V. 128, pp. 25-26, 28. How the

Coleman Lamp Company changed its pay-

ing basis for on-the-road salesman so. as

to minimize waste of time aud establish

good service.

How to Make 'Em Like the Straight
Commission Plan. 658.8462
C. C. Casey. Printers' Ink, August 14,

1924, V. 128, pp. 3-4, 6.

How We Made Our Money Go Twice
as Far in Financing Sales. 658.808
G. R. ileyercord. Sales Management,
August 1924, V. 7, pp. 1337-1338, 1436.

Greater advertising pressure to speed sales

during dull seasons succeeded in leveling

seasonal peaks and depressions.

How Will You Hold the Ambitious
Salesman? 658.81
C. G. Muller. Printers' Ink Monthly,
August 1924, V. 9, pp. 37-38, 122. How
sales managers have met this problem.

Importance of Research in Industrial
Advertising. 658.83
A. J[. btaehle. Advertising and Selling
Fortnightly, August 13, 1924, v. 3, pp.
17, 64. Sources of information that will

aid in determining the selling market for
a commodity. Questionnaire has its

meritorious points.

1924, V. 34, p. 5. The organization of

the Automotive Equipment Association

for the purpose of promoting the profes-

sional jobbing houses through which ma-

terials are handled after leaving the fac-

tory.

Little Touches That Make Sales Manuals
More Effective. 658.826

E. B. Weiss. Printers' Ink, August 7,

1924, v. 128, pp. 158, 161-162, 164.

Manuals That Teach Retailers How to

Get More Business. 658.826

E. B. Weiss. Printers' Ink, August 14,

1924, V. 12S, pp. 41-42, 44.

Marketing the Technical Product. 658.845

E. X. Simons. Meehanicat World (Eng-

land), July 25, 1924, v. 76, pp. 53-54.

(To be continued). Value of exhibitions

—how to select the firm representative,

what style of copy to use, and foUow-up

work.

Offer of Too Much "Service" May
Prove a Boomerang. 658.8

J. R. Sprague. Printers' Ink, August 21,

1924, v. 128, pp. 110, 112-113. Urges a

sound foundation for business. Giving
'

' service '
' more worthwhile than talking

it. Warns against linking business to
'

' movements '
'.

The Only Real Basis for Successful

Sales Promotion. 658.82

James True. Printers' Ink, July 31,

1924, V. 128, pp. 33-34, 36. Research of

economic conditions necessary to de-

termine the basis for distribution.

Organizing the Factory to Promote
Sales. 658.8

W. J. Hiscox. Mechanical World (Eng-

land), V. 76, pp. 73-74. Other factors

than salesmanship necessary to promote

sales are price, quality of product and
prompt delivery.

Purchasing Power Plant Equip-

ment. 658.7

Power Plant Engineering, August 1, 1924,

V. 28, pp. 795-796. Necessary co-operation

between engineer aud buyer. Discusses

specifications, tabulation of bids and

catalogs.

The Sale That Begets a Sale. 658.85

E. II. Wiekes. Printers' Ink, July 10,

1924, V. 128, pp. 91-92, 95. Satisfying the

customer the safest sales poUcy. Advises

against overloading.

The Salesman Is Right if the Selling

Methods Are Right. 658.85

R. N. King. Printers' Ink Monthly,

August 1924, V. 9, pp. 31-32. Old versus

new selling methods.

Selecting the Tryout Market. 658.808

F. D. Webb. Printers' Ink, August 21,

1924, V. 128, pp. 25-26, 28. What a trial

campaign will demonstrate and how to

find an average market for the test.

Fortnightly, August 13, 1924, v. 3, pp.

15-16, 60.

This Is Not the Salesmanager's

Job. 658.811

U. G. WUlnus. Printers' Ink, July 24,

1924, V. 128, pp. 89-90. Reasons why a

salesmanager should not have charge of

collection accounts.

What Should Go Into the Good Will

Booklet 658.826

D. il. Hubbard. Printers' Ink Monthly,

August 1924, V. 9, pp. 34-36, 76. Illus.

Gives descriptions and abstracts from

some successful booklets.

Who Is to Blame if Sales Fall

Off? 658.811

George X. Young. Printers' Ink, July

24, 1924, V. 128, pp. 3-4, 6. Suggestions

to sales managers on how they may help

salesmen.

Your Catalogue — and the Re-

tailer. SS8.826

Arthur H. Van Voris. Printers' Ink,

July 31, 1924, v. 128, pp. 42, 45-46. A
retailer's viewpoint on manufacturers'

catalogs. Discusses some that are weU
known and makes helpful suggestions.

The Jobber Finds a Real Friend. 658.86 Teaching the Retailer How to Sell the
R. M. Trangmar. Mi<^higan Manufac- Goods. 658.85
turer and Financial Eecord, August 2, Joseph Ewing. Advertising and Selling

Training

Apprentice Course Is Estab-
lished. 658.3861

E. C. Kreutzberg. Iron Trade He view,

August 14, 1924, V. 75, pp. 413-415.

Illus. Foundrymen 's Association of New
Jersey inaugurates plan of instruction in

practical foundry w-ork. OutUne of course

is presented.

Apprenticeship Methods on the Santa

Fe. 658.3861

Railway Mechanical Engineer, August

1924, V. 98, pp. 467-472. The work of

the compulsory apprentice schools which

are maintained for employees of the Santa

Fe System.

Training of Vocational Guidance In-

structors. 6(07)
(Die Lehrer an den Berufsschulen und
ihre AusbUdung). W. Bernhoff. Masch-

in<nhau, July 24, 1924, v. 68, pp. 759-790.

A Training Program for the Factory

Foreman. 658.31243

J. K. Novins. Open Shop Review, August

1924, V. 21, pp. 308-315. Article 9: Out-

lining the foreman study course.

Transportation

America's Second Line of Defense. 656.6

r. H. Middleton. American Industries,

July 1924, V. 24, pp. 13-17. Charts. Re-

cent development of American merchant

marine service.

Surveys Reveal Truck Haulage Effi-

cient. 656.124

Henrr S. Trumbower. The Automotive

Manufacturer, July 1924, v. 66, pp. 17-19.

Illus. Statistics of the truck traffic in

the states of California and Connecticut.
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Here Are Practical Methods for Handling

Credit and Collection Problems

Mercantile Credits
Bv FiNLEY H. McAdow

Here an experienced credit manager discusses in straight-

forward, informal style tlie credit and collection problems

which occur in the course of actual business. Emphasis is

placed on the skill of the credit man himself and the train-

ing lie should receive rather than on the routine of the

credit department. The topics discussed include such prob-

lems as gathering and analyzing information, use of the

credit file, how credit decisions are made, why merchants
fail, the credit man and the law. Includes instructive ex-

amples of typical cases. 200 pages. Cloth. $2.00.

Banking and Credit
By Davis R. Dewey and Martin J. Shugbue

This is a practical volume combining the viewpoints of

the manager and the hanker. It shows the close tie-up

that exists between banking and everyday commercial and
industrial operation. It brings out the significant factors

that control the terms and conditions upon which bank
credit may be obtained, describes the forms of credit in-

struments, outlines the procedure by which loans are
obtained, and explains the bank's methods of determining
credit risks. Specific illustrations from actual practice are
given. ,506 par/es. Cloth. $.3.00.

Legal Aspects of Credit
By Stanley F. Brewster

Equips the man handling credit transactions with the

legal knowledge he needs to minimize losses on his com-
pany's accounts. In this volume the author, an attorney
with wide experience in credit practice, points out the

credit responsibilities of the different kinds of business
organization, the creditor's legal rights and remedies
against delinquent debtors, and the jirocedure he should

The Retail Charge Account
Prepared for the Associated Retail Credit Men of New York City.

F. W. Walter, Editor

A detailed and authoritative statement of the methods
developed in large city stores for handling their specific

credit problems. The topics di.scussed by well-known credit

men include: organization of credit department, opening
and closing account, authorizing charge, limits and over-
limits, collections, suspense aiul profit and Joss accounts,
instalment accounts, bookkeeping methods, returned goods
evil and discount pollcv, and financing accounts through
the l)ank. 20', jiayes. Cloth. .p.OO.

* Credit Letters
Bv KOBKUT M. DULIX

Credit letters, while dignified and firm in tone, must also

be diplomatic and friendly. This Ronograph ])rcsents

al)out 1.50 letters written by experienced credit men in the
course of actual business. Although firm, explicit, and
positive in expression, they present the subject in such a
way that no fair-minded or well-intentioned business man
will take offense. The subjects covered include requests
for jjroperty statements, requests for credit information,
.shipments held up, discount, and acknowledgement of
orders. Cloth. $1.2.5.

* Credit Insurance
By S. B. Ackerma.n and .1. J. Neu.ver

This work api>lies to the highly technical factors involved
in commercial credits the jirinciples that are fundamental
to all insurance. It is j)ractic.Tlly a pioneer in its field and
presents the latest developments in this com])aratively new
field of insurance. Among the subjects clearly and con-
cisely explained are the fundamentals of credit insurance,
analysis of i)olicy forms, special riders in policies, adjust-
ments, approved credit risk policy, and the service and col-

lection department of a modern credit insurance companv.
Cloth. $1.25.

follow in recovering funds on involved accounts. The
special remedies which the law allows creditors, such as

attachment, garnishment, and replevin; the negotiable
instruments law; the carrier's liability for goods in

transit; assignment; and receivership, are also given

full, concise, and authoritative treatment. 5.i9 pages.

Cloth. $5.00.

New Collection Methods
Br Edward H. Gardner

Constructive collection methods that retain the customer's
good-will are clearly presented in this volume. These
methods are based on the actual credit and collection

methods that have been developed by successful concerns
such as Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Butler Brothers, Marshall
Field and Company, and others. Covers professional,

wholesale, retail, mail order, and instalment collection, and
discusses credit and collection de|)artinent policy, organiza-
tion, and system, as well as jirocedure. Gives examples of

successful collection letters. .j67 pages. Cloth. $4.00.

* Collection Letters
By Hokert M. Dllin

A collection letter requires painstaking study and care
and each succeeding demand for payment must be made
more insistent than its jiredccessor. Here are over two
hundred examples of actual collection letters arranged in a
period series of from fifteen to ninety days and leading
up to the "attorney letters" which represent the collector's

last stand before he has recovirse to the law. As these letters

speak for themselves the author has carefully limited the
amount of introductory matter and running comment.
Cloth. $1.25.

* Organizing the Credit Department
By J. W. Hall.man

After indicating the principles on which machinery for
credit and collections must be based, the author presents in

detail the essential factors of the credit organization. His
concept of organization in general and his view of the
functions of the credit department are practical and mod-
ern. Out of an experience that has been broad and deep
he describes sound i)rocedure; explains tlic preparation
and use of records; and discusses the relations of the credit
manager with other departments, with the man.igement,
and with outside agencies. Cloth. $1.S5.

• Books marked with ati asterisk belong to our Ronograph Series. Each Ronograph is a
complete, self-contained volume. 5" x 7" in size, which in 100 or more pages brings together
for intensive use all the practicil information required in handling one specific topic. Rono-
graphs are bound in cloth and arc sold for $1.25 each, or $1.00 each when six or more are pur-
chased at one time. Send for descriptive circular.

ANY OF THESE BOOKS WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON APPROVAL
.Isk for ovr 102f Year Book of Publications, sent free on request

The Ronald Press Company, Publishers, 20 Vesey Street, New York, N. Y.
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Recovery Continues: Future Uncertain

Prepared by LEWIS H. HAXEY
Director, New York University Bureau of Business Research i

In September upward trend of the

P/V line, as shown in Fig. 1, eame to

a halt. This line is the main forecast-

ing Line of general business conditions,

and its present trend shows the probable

status of business four to six months

hence. The three months' moving aver-

age shown in the graph continued up-

ward, though at a decreased rate; but

the data for the single month of Sep-

tember indicated a slight fractional set-

back. This is just sufficient to justify the

impression of uncertainty which has be-

come so prevalent. While it is doubtful

if the main forecasting line is to make
a downward turn,- it is clear that Sep-

tember data did not furnish as favor-

able a forecast as has been the ease in

the preceding months since June. Prices

were on the upgrade during the latter

part of September, but during part of

the month the price level showed con-

siderable weakness, and the physical

1 Assisted by Horace J. Barney, E. H.
Lading and Harry Corash, of the Bureau 's

Staff.
- The V factor was increased in Septem-

ber by unusually large grain tonnage.

volume of trade was forging ahead so

rapidly as to suggest doubt as to the

strength of future markets.

The sensitive sis-commodity price in-

dex. Fig. 1, declined in September, as

did the index prepared by the Biu'eau of

Labor Statistics. This is due to the fact

that these indexes are averages for the

month and were affected by the setback

which came during the first half. Brad-

street's and Dun's indexes, which are

compiled as of October 1, showed gains

over September 1.

The gist of the situation is that the

existence of considerable overcapacity

in production constantly threatens a too

rapid increase in the output of several

basic commodities. The sharp gain in

production of steel, for example, has

helped to prevent a recovery in fin-

ished steel prices. In the same way

the rapid increase in the volume fac-

tor in the PA" ratio has tended to

limit the advance in the general aver-

age of prices and to slow up the up-

ward trend of that index.

The general forecast for the next

six months continues moderately fa-

vorable. No grounds for a material in-

dustrial recession have yet appeared.

It seems likely that the PA^ line will

resume its upward coui-se and that the

outlook for moderately advancing

prices and improved business profits

will accordingly continue favorable

for some time. The threat of radical

legislation, to which attention has been

called in these eohmins for several

months, is now better appreciated and

has had some effect in slowing up busi-

ness. We are, moreover, just at the

turn of a business cycle, and, as usual,

recovery is halting and irregular. At

this stage business men are always vm-

certain as to whether the gains made

will hold. In this connection attention

is called to the soundness of the posi-

tion we have taken, namely, that the

general recovery in business would

probably not occur until about October.

This position now seems thoroughly

justified. While several important in-

dustries have ali-eady clearly reflected

an upward turn, it is likely that the

whole industrial structure, including

wholesale and retail trade, will not be

clearly in the stage of recovery until

the end of this month.

October should tell the story. If, as

now seems probable, the data for this

month reflect improvement in trade, it

is believed that a general upwaid swing

Data on the compUation of this curve can be obtained vpon request to the editors. October data are estimates.

Fig. 1 The Barometer of Industry and Tr.\de
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of at least moderate proportions will

continue throughout the first half of

the year 1925.

Recent Developments

1. The Dawes' plan for European settle-

ment was put into effect by the

successful completion of the Ger-

man loan and general progi'ess was
made towards industrial recovery in

Europe.

2. Mail order sales and post office re-

ceipts showed decided gains (after

eliminating seasonal variation), sug-

gesting that the gains in buying
power of rural sections have be-

gun to find expression in orders.

(Fig. 11).

3. It became apparent that certain im-

portant basic industries which have
been much depressed have hit bot-

tom, among which may be men-
tioned textiles, leather, and petro-

leum. While these industries are

still at low ebb the beginning of

recovery is at hand.
4. Heavy marketings of grain at high

prices have continued. Under the

influence of wet weather the Euro-
pean crops have been seriously

damaged and Canadian harvests

delayed.

5. Unfilled steel orders followed up the

reversal of their downward trend,

which occurred in August, with a
fair gain in September. (Fig. 3).

6. The production of bituminous coal

has gained momentum at the same
time that prices have been gradu-
ally growing firmer. (Fig. 5).

Favorable Factors

1. Money rates continue low and credit

easy. (Fig. 12).

2. Stocks of the majority of the com-
modities listed in Table 1 show fur-

ther liquidation.

3. Pi-oduction activity, especially in

manufacturing, is low relatively to

railway shipments. (Fig. 2).
4. Labor employment and earnings in-

creased slightly or at least held

their August gains. (Fig. 8).
5. Business failures deci-eased, new en-

terprises increased. (Fig. 13).
6. Building activity appears to have

I'eached bottom and showed a small

recovery in September. (Fig. 6).

In addition, the points listed under
recent developments may be mentioned
as, on the whole, favorable.

Unfavorable Factors

1. Bank debits showed a small decline

in September (Fig. 10).

2. Automobile production and sales

have decreased slightly.

3. Political uncertainty has become an
operative factor att'ecting future

buying.

Future Dangers

1. The possibility of further gains by
the La Toilette party, with the

further possibility that the election

may be thrown into the House. It is

becoming increasingly jsrobable that

the next Congress will be one given

to conflict between radical and con-

servative elements.

2. Clreat changes are bound to occur

in the shape of readjustment of

world industry and finance. While
in the end these will be beneficial,

many of the immediate effects will

be injurious to particular indus-

tries. The steel industry, in particu-

lar, is going to meet increasing com-
petition from European countries.

3. If inflation continues to make prog-

ress there will almost certainly

come a severe crisis within a year

or two.

4. We have always with us the exist-

ence of great . overcapacity in cer-

tain industries, coupled with a high

level of wages and prices which it

is difficult to maintain. If these

industries are run at capacity their

products must fall in price and the

existing wage rates cannot be main-
tained. If they are not run at

capacity, depression exists.

Weighing all the various complicated

factors in t)ie existing situation, it seems

probable that business will continue to

make moderate and irregular recoveries

which will be more in the nature of
stabilization than of boom. The de-

pressed industries will complete the

liquidation process and gain a stronger

position, while those industries which
have been most prosperous will not be

able to make much gain and in some
cases will fall back. This condition is

likely to exist for several months.

Two main factors furnish the chief

hopes for a more decided gain to follow

this stabilization period: (1) The im-
proved purchasing power of farmers,
and (2) the immediate effects of the

European recovery.

The later effects of the European read-

justment seriously threaten stability in

American industry. Following the im-

mediate purchases (based on extensions

of credit which are now being made),
there will come a period when we must
import more heavily and lose a part of

our gold supply. The raw materials

purchased will be turned into manu-
factured products which will (1) be

shipped into this country, or (2) be

sold in competition with our products in

the export market.

The result will probably be that we
will have to face a period of declining

prices and wage reductions which alone

will enable us to find an export market
for the excess capacity of such indus-

tries as steel, copper, textiles, oil, meats,

and leather.

Inflation, aided by farm prosperity

and immediate European purchases, will

probably keep us on the upgrade for

another six months or so, but after that

we look for the strain of great read-

justment.

Production and Stocks of Commodities
Production on the Upgrade: Stock Liquidation Continues

As shown in Table 1, there was a

rather general tendency toward liquida-

tion of stocks of various commodities

during August. Considerable decreases

were shown as of September 1 in

leather, tires, raw sugar at refineries, and
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TABLE 1. STOCKS OF IMPORTANT COMMODITIES ON THE FIRST OF THE MONTH
Average for 1921 = 100. Gasoline, raw sugar, cottonseed oil and Dept. of Commerce index adjusted for

seasonal variation.
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Fig. 9 Trend of Employment and
Earnings, August 1924

yew York State. In September,
New York factory earnings increased

a little over 1 per cent, to an index of

108.5.

Wisconsin. In August average week-
ly earnings recovered partially from the

July decline. The seasonally adjusted

index is now 104.7.

Other States. Average per capita

earnings of factory employes increased

0.8 per cent in Illinois, 0.4 per cent in

Pennsylvania, and 2.2 per cent in New
Jersey. There figures do not allow for

normal seasonal changes.

Cost of Living. In August the index

of cost of living in the United States

increased 0.7 per cent. The rise was due
to advances, largely seasonal, in food
and clothing.

Conclusion. The general slight up-
turn in earnings indicates an unsettled

condition in wages, which will last for

several months.

The Employment Trend

United States. (Fig. 8). Employ-
ment throughout the country turned up-
ward in September to an index of 104.6

from an August level of 103.9.

y'eir York State. The seasonally ad-

justed index of factory employment in-

creased slightly in September, from
102.2 to 102.5.

' The actual number em-
ployed, however, increased over 3 per
cent. Increases occurred in practically

all industries except those producing
building materials.

Tl'iscoHsiw. The August index de-

creased slightly, both before and after

elimination of normal monthly varia-

tions. Employment in Wisconsin is

23.7 per cent above the 1921 average.

Other States. September i-eports

from Illinois, Pennsylvania, and New
Jersey showed gains in employment over

August, respectively, of 0.6, 2.2, and
2.3 per cent.

Conclusion. The latest reports show
that empIo\-ment is about holding its

own. Advances in actual numbers em-
ployed are mainly seasonal. The gen-

eral trend, however, continues at a level

which suggests later gains.

Employment and Earnings in Ten
Selected Industries

Employment. Increases ocenrred in

four of the industries analyzed and de-

creases in six. The largest increase was
boots and shoes, 6.1 per cent; and the

largest decrease iron and steel, 2.7 per

cent (Fig. 9).

Per Capita Earnings. Increases took

place in seven of the industries while

decreases occurred in but three. The
gi'eatesl increase was in iron and steel,

13.7 per cent; and the largest decrease

in slaughtering and meat packing, was
but 3.3 per cent. In all 52 industries

there was an increase of 3.5 per cent.

Immigration and Emigration

-July tigui'es show a large decrease in

immigi-ation and a considerable increase

in emigration. The net gain was the

smallest in recent years. The greatest

drops were in immigrants from Italy,

Canada and Newfoundland, Mexico, and
the West Indies.

Immi- Net
Date grants Emigrants Gain
July, 1924.. 11,661 8,493 3,168

June, 1924. . 36,309 6,831 29,478

July, 1923.. 85,542 8.041 77,501

Trend of Trade and Finance
Trade Volume Stabilized: Price Situation Irregular

Bank Debits and Postal Receipts

Bank Debits. The average weekly
volume of checks drawn (with seasonal

variation eliminated) declined during
September, but maintained a level

higher than in any other month for

four years, except August, 1924.

Postal Receipts. In September the

index of receipts of 50 selected post

offices, adjusted for seasonal variation,

was 129.9. (Fig. 10).

Conclusion. These two indexes taken

together show a decided gain in the

dollar volume of business. The volume
of trade is now about normal. Retail

trade is gaining on wholesale trade, as

is common in the early stages of busi-

ness reeoveiy.

Retail Trade

Mail Order Sales. A sharp recovery

is shown by the sales of the two lead-

ing mail order houses for September

(Fig. 11). Although mail order sales

have averaged higher in 1924 than in

any of the three years preceding, this

is the first statistical e\ndeuce of the

increased buying power of farmers.

Cham Store Sales. A slight decline

in the sales of the four leading dry-

goods chains leaves them still 47 per

cent above the average for 1921.

Department Stores. Sales, increases

were slightly less than is usual in Au-
gust. Stocks of merchandise held by de-

partment stores have been declining

steadily, however, and demands from
this source should soon prove a stimu-

lating factor in wholesale trade.

Conclusion. Except in the case of

mail order sales it is too soon to expect

much improvement in retail trade. The
upward tiu-n in all lines should be re-

flected in sales figures for October.

Prices and Interest Rate

Prices. Bradstreet's index of com-
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Coal Storage and the Railroads
By R. H. AISHTON

President. American Baihi'ay Associat'on

THE "Burning Question," whether it be senti-

mental, political, or of more practical application,

that of: "Where is our winter coal coming

from?"—must be answered. The question has been

cussed, discussed, and debated upon from all angles.

It is the purpose of this brief article to throw addi-

tional light on the question from the standpoint of the

railroads.

It is contended that the total volume of coal reqiiired

for consumption during the present year will not equal

that of previous years (with the possible exception of

the year 1921 ) because of the depression in certain lines

of industry. But it is highly signiticant that, regard-

less of the pessimism shown in some quarters, the car

loadings on the railroads, as a whole, for the period

January 1 to August 23. 1924. fcrclusive of coal and
coke) totaled approximately 25 million cars, or only

1.3 per cent less than the number loaded during the

same period in 192.3. which was a banner year. This

does not indicate a business depression, for, with the

exception of the record year of 1923. car loadings,

which are a barometer of business conditions, are

Index Number

662.65 Coal

658.78:662.65 Storage of coal

higher than in any sim-

ilar period. Even ex-

clusive of coal and coke,

the loadings for 1924 to

August 23, exceed the total loading of all commodities

in the same period of 1921. So much for present busi-

ness conditions.

The Geological Survey reported that as of January
1, 1924, the reserve stocks of coal on hand amounted
to 62 million tons. This represented approximately 46

days' supply for the country as a whole, providing

the reserve stocks were evenly distributed for all pur-

poses, which is never the case. Since ilarch 1, 1924.

it is estimated that the weekly rate of consumption

has exceeded the weekly rate of production until at

the present time the reserve stocks on hand have been

very materially reduced, according to the best informa-

tion we are able to obtain.

The railroads as of August 1, 1924, were carrying

in storage and in cars 13,986.267 tons as compared with

14.098,776 tons for the same date in 1923, or within

112. -309 tons, or eight-tenths nf one per cent, of the

Fiu. 1 Co.\L IX THE New York Central Y.\rd,s at Ashtabula, Ohio, A^vAITl^G Shipping Octlets to the Xorthwest
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amount of coal in storage a year ago. Stocks of local

dealer.s, howe\er, were low.

From the standpoint of transportation, the territories

presenting the most difficult coal problems are New
England, northern New York, northern Michigan and
the Northwest. The gateways to these territories, and
in particular to New England, northern New York,
and northern Michigan, are the limiting or controlling

factors which determine the volume of traffic that can
be handled currently. In the event railroad opera-

tions are hampered and impeded by storms and snow
blockades, coincident with an abnormal demand for

coal and a peak movement of other commodities, the

inevitable result is congestions, delayed movements, and
embargoes.

The coal consumed in New England is usually

handled by rail and water and by all-rail movement
from the coal fields in Pennsylvania, Virginia and
West Virginia. In addition, there is some coal im-

ported which is pi-oduced by mines in Wales. New
England is used for an example by reason of the fact

that definite statistics are available on the movement
of coal into that territory. What is true in that sec-

tion may be used as a criterion for the country as a

whole.

The total rail and water movement of bituminous
coal into New England for the year 1924 to August 1,

was approximately o^,-. million tons, as compared to

a total of about 714 million tons for the same period
last year. That the movement is less this year than
last year is not particularly startling, but when com-
parison is made with 1922 and found to be even less

than at the same time in that year by approximately
400,000 tons, it becomes highly significant.

Another example of the lack of foresight in pro-

viding for the winter fuel supph^ may be found in

the Northwest District. Coal is moved into this sec-

tion principally by lake, although there is also an all-

rail movement from the coal fields of Illinois, Ken-
tucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. The
movement of coal via rail to the lower ports on Lake
Erie, where the railroads have provided ample facilities

for transfer to boats for trans-shipment to the upper
lake ports, is an insurance of an adequate supjily of

fuel coal for the Northwest and the upper peninsula

of Michigan, if advantage is taken of the facilities

before the season of navigation closes on the lake.

Shortsighted Policy of the Northwest District

The volume of bituminous coal trans-shipped across the

lake for the period January 1 to August 25, 1924, totals

in the neighborhood of about 13 million tons as com-
pared -with almost 19 million tons for the same period

of 1923. While this is nearly 6 million tons short of

last year's receipts, there were about 2. million more
tons of coal on hand at the head of the lakes as of

April 1, 1924, than was the ease on the same date

in 1923. April first comparison is made to coincide

with the beginning of the coal year, and also because

at that time a complete inventory can be made of coal

left over from the previous season, due to the fact

that navigation on the lakes had not yet opened.

This presentation shows the Northwest District still

considerably short of its fuel requirements. Undoubt-
edl.v these requirements can and will be met

;
yet it is

clearly apparent how much easier it would hdve been

for the carriere to handle this tonnage during the time

when the seasonal crops were not making full demands
on transportation.

The movement of crops from the Northwest is sea-

sonal and can be depended upon to start at about the

same time each year. It is a known quantity. The
fuel requirement of the Northwest is also a known
quantity but is not seasonal. Therefore, it would be

to the interest of every person in that territory, and to

the railroads serving them, to store coal as early in

the year as possible, thereby removing from the peak
weeks of transportation demand the coal tonnage M-hich

should have moved prior to the peak, and leaving the

gateways open and uncongested for the free and ex-

peditious handling of their harvests.

Coal production for the fir.st 36 weeks of this year

amounts in round figures to about 302 million tons,

nearly 75 million tons less than were produced in a

like period of last year. Requirements for the country

as a whole are conservatively estimated at about 480
million tons. Therefore, to meet these requirements it

will be necessary, in the remaining 16 weeks of this

year, to produce weekly an average of over 11 million

tons of coal, or 2I/2 million tons more than is now
being produced. The longer the production remains
low, the greater the danger of a coal shortage.

Railroads Not Responsible for Coal Shortage

The railroads today, as has been testified to gen-

erally by shippers and receivers throughout the coun-

try, are in much better shape, from a physical stand-

point, than ever before. They are carrying, on Sep-

tember 1, in storage a surplus of nearly 7,000 service-

able locomotives and 120,000 serviceable open top cars

immediately available to meet the peak coal movement
which it is expected will be handled during the next

few weeks. This condition has maintained for the past

eight months and it should be distinctly understood

that, so far as the railroads are concerned, every en-

deavor will be made to see that the fuel requirements of

the country are met. P>ut it should be just as dis-

tinctly understood that should some local shortages

occur, created by reason of the bulk of coal produe-

ticiM falling heaviest on a limited number of railroads

at a time when the seasonal crops arc heaviest, the rail-

roads cannot be heUl responsible for such shortage and
consequent skj'-rocketing of coal prices.

Reverting now to our original assertion that the

"Burning Question" nrtist be answered, we are con-

fronted with l)Ut one jiossible solution—early storage

against what experience has taught us will be our nor-

mal requirements. Through no other channel may
we expect solution. AVe have unquestioned authority

for the statement: "The winds are tempered to the

shorn lamb;" but there is no argument advanced tend-

ing to prove that the improvident man—householder

or industrial executive—without coal is as comfort-

ably fixed as till' pnividcnt man who has it.



Putting Locomotive Cranes to Work
Types of Greatest Use in Manufacturing- Plants

By GEORGE E. TITCOMB
Eastern Branch Sales Manager, The McMylcr Interstate Company

THE locomotive crane has released more men from

outside labor in manufacturing plants than any

other single agency. Other types of handling

equipment, singly or in combinations, have been applied

to man}' outdoor jobs in special cases. But such

apparatus usually is designed and built for indoor or

stationary work. The locomotive crane is the mobile

industrial giant that replaces human etfort in the yard.

The earliest use of such cranes continues to be one

of their important applications, namely, lifting and

earrj'ing loads by means of a hook and slings. This

kind of a rig is known as the hanging block type. The

block holding the hook carries one or more sheaves

for the wire hoisting cables.

A 35-ton^ standard-gage, steam-driven, locomotive

crane, rigged with a hanging block, is shown in Fig. 1.

This crane is handling billets by means of sling ropes.

The crane in the course of its loading and unloading

work is called upon to shift full and empty cars, either

on the same track, by means of car coupling attach-

ments, or on an adjacent track by means of a bump-
ing pole. From 5 to S full freight cars of 40 to 50

tons capacity can be moved in this way.

1 The capacity of a locomotive crane is rated by agreement
among crane manufacturers at the load it will lift on a 12-ft.

radius from the center line of pivot to the cable.

The boom of this Index Number

crane is 50 ft. long, a 658.281 Mechanical handling

length which has become 621.87 Locomotive cranes

Standard among crane

manufacturers, and which is supplied unless the cus-

tomer desires a longer, or in fewer eases, a shorter boom.

The reason back of this length is found in the size

of open freight ears, which now come up to 46 ft. inside

i'ki. 1 A llAX.ilM, LlLoi K Ku, 1.-, L .>U) KOK ORDINARY WoRK

Fig. 2 Craxf.s Are Often Used for JJ.. .^,:...^ lu;..-....l ..u..

measurement from end to end. A 50-ft. boom enables

the crane operator to reach to the far end and unload

a ear of loose material, like coal, by bucket, or of pig

iron by magnet, without the help of any labor, except

for cleaning up the final odds and ends.

Locomotive cranes often are of great service in con-

struction work around a plant, or in the repair or

tearing down of buildings. When a new power-house

is to be built it has often been the practice to buy a

crane previous to starting the work and to ii.se this

crane in removing the excavated dirt, driving piles

where necessary, installing foundations, handling sand,

gravel, and concrete for the footings and machinerj^

foundations, setting the steel work, and handling build-

ing materials during the course of erection. After the

building is completed the crane is rigged with a bucket

to unload and store the coal for the plant and some-

times handle the ashes.

Fig. 2 shows a 35-ton crane operated by the Bessemer

and Lake Erie Railroad. This crane is equipped with

a hanging block and is being used to erect the steel

work of the addition to the building shown in the photo-

graph. The 70-ft. boom makes it possible to pick up

the structural sliajies and swing them to the roof in

position for setting. Fig. 3 shows a locomotive crane
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Fig. 3 Pendulum Pile-Dbivee fob Laying Foundations

equipped with a pendulum pile-driver to establish foot-

ings for a foundation.

The standard locomotive crane is extensively used

for production work in many places. When assembly

or erection jobs involve the handling of heavy parts,

and the work cannot be done inside of a shop where
overhead traveling cranes are available, the locomotive

type fills the bill with entire satisfaction.

Such a condition prevails at shipj'ards. Vessels are

built on ways and the most convenient place to locate

the materials for their construction is alongside of

these ways. Flexibility and economy of work require

that it shall be possible to move these parts in prac-

tically any direction, to considerable height, and to

swing tliem into places hard to reach. For this pur-

pose the loconiotivo crane is ideal in every respect.

A 35-ton crane with a 70-ft. boom, employed in this

work at the Wm. Cramp and Sons Ship and Engine

Building Company shipyard, is shown in Fig. 4. Mate-

rials are brought by railroad cars to points under-

neath the trestle, where they are unloaded by the crane

and stored until wanted. As locomotive cranes can

swing through a complete circle, the relative location

of the material is not important. When plates and
other parts are needed the crane picks them up, carries

them along the trestle to the ways, and assists in in-

stalling them at the point of use.

It is not always convenient to provide railroad tracks

for a crane. At times, the crane mav be needed at

Fio. 4 Bo.xT BriLD!N(i Cr.\me in Cramp's Shipt-ird

Fig. 5 The Cr.\wler-Tre.\d Cr.\ne C.4x Go .\xtwhere

points where such tracks cannot possibly be installed.

The crawler-tread type has been developed for service

in such cases. Moreover, it can climb a 30 per cent

grade without difficulty.

The Perry, Buxton and Doane Company use a

crawler-tread crane of 10 tons capacity. This par-

ticular crane is rigged with a hanging block, and is

supplied with a 36-in. magnet, as well. In Fig. 5 it is

shown handling a skip filled with scrap. As such

cranes practically never have to work from the end of

a car, they can be equipped with a shorter boom. The
one in the picture is 40 ft. long.

This particular crane is gasoline-driven, a type which
proves very desirable in many plants. Power for the

magnet is obtained from a 5-kw. generator set in-

stalled in the cab. The ]ilant also requires the tise

of a Yo-ton bucket in some of its handling operations.

For this purpo.se the hanging block and cable are

removed and a bucket and cable rig are fitted on the

crane. It takes about a half-hour to make this .shift.

In manj' cases bucket operation is the main service

to which a plant applies its locomotive cranes. Chief

among such tises is the handling of coal, coke, sand,

and ore. Fig. 6 shows a crane in use at the Chicago

lilant of the Standard Oil Comjiany. This crane is

of the 20-ton ty])e and is used to unload coal to the

stills. It is fitted with the standard 50-ft. boom.

Cars of coal are shifted into position alongside of

I
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the stills, by llie loconiotiw crane. Xo helper is needed

in the eoaf car. The filled bucket is hoisted and dis-

charges its load directly into one of the circidar

storage hoppers shown in the picture. From this point

the coal feeds by gravity to the stills.

It is sometimes necessary to operate locomotive

cranes in very crowded quarters and under conditions

where railroad cars must be shifted without inter-

ference in practically the same space. These condi-

tions arise most frequently in plants already oper-

ating, and where the location of buildings, property

lines, roadways, or the like, prevent the laying of addi-

tional tracks, or the blocking of the Avay while using

a crane of the crawler-tread type.

Fig. 7 illustrates a ease of this kind. The crane

shown is used by the Camden Coke Company for the

handling of coke. It is of the 20-ton type and is

rigged with a 1-ton bucket. The boom is 50 ft. long.

As shown in the illustration this crane straddles a

railroad track running beneath it. The gage of the

crane structure is 15 ft. 6 in. and the height is made

anywhere from 16 to 22 ft. to permit a man to stand

up inside of the open ear without danger when the

car is moved beneath the crane. The crane body re-

volves on rollers. Electric power from a third rail

to handle a 4-ton bucket with which it is shown

equipped in the photograph.

In many plants the yard is level or the area to be

served by the crane is limited so that a concrete road-

way or other type of firm roadbed can be constructed,

A crane which is meeting with growing favor among

manufacturers who are so situated as to be able to

take advantage of such conditions is shown in Fig. 9.

This crane runs on tractor wheels made 12 in. or more

on the face. On smooth, level roadways the tractive

effort of such a crane is sufficient to drive it econom-

ically and no slipping occurs. This crane has also

some of the advantages of the crawler-tread type.

The crane in the picture is of the 10-ton type. It

is equipped with a 40-ft. boom and is operating a l/^-

ton bucket. This particular crane is used by the

Alunicipal Construction Company in unloading sand,

building supplies, and similar materials. It can also

operate a hanging block or a magnet.

Crane for Allround Service

Fig. 11) shows a crane used by The Richardson and

Boynton Company for a great number of purposes

connected with foundry services. The crane shown

is of the 20-ton type. It is equipped with the standard

50-ft. boom and in the photograph is shown using a

45-in. magnet. Fitted up thus, it is employed in un-

loading cars of pig iron.

This crane is used in handling all sorts of castings

and foundry supplies and equipment by taking the

magnet off and using it with the hanging block and

slings or chains. The hanging block is replaced by a

1-ton bucket when it is necessary to handle sand, clay,

coal, coke, or any other loose material. These mate-

rials must be stored up by northern foundries during

Fig. ti Handling ( oai. With a Grab Bucket

system on the ground level drives the crane by means

of a 75-hp. motor.

Locomotive cranes are very extensively used for

handling coal by means of buckets. This service is

employed in manufacturing plants as well as in cen-

tral stations.

The crane shown in Fig. 8 is used at the power

station of the Dayton Light, Heat, and Power Com-

pany. It is a steam-driven crane, wide gage, and runs

on double trucks. It is equipped with a non-elevating

boom 100 ft. long in order to reach to distant points

of the storage pile. The use of such a long boom
requires special bracing to su]iport the load. This

bracing takes the form of tie rods which are supported

on a super-structure built on top of the crane. As
the quantities of coal handled are very large and

speed of operation is important, this crane was built Fig. 7 Ckanes Can Be Used in Crowded Qu.\rters
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the open season of the year because of freight tie-

ups and embargoes which are often enforced by the

winter season. Consequently large quantities must be

handled by the crane in a very short time in order

not to tie up regular plant operation.

On this particular crane it is possible to average a

high rate of handling. Record runs are, of course, of

not much value as indexes of operation and so the

figures actually obtained by time study on the crane

will not be given here. But day in and day out, this

crane averages the unloading of one car of pig iron

of 40 to 50 tons in 20 min., one car of coke in 30

min., and one ear of sand in 45 min., which is also

the time required to unload a car of bituminous coal.

As is customary in almost every industrial plant

the crane shown in Fig. 9 is also used for loading cars

with the product for shipment, and in switching and
shifting empty or loaded cars around the yard.

Mention has been made of the fact that a locomotive

crane is a multi-purpose machine. It is possible to

operate every locomotive crane with either a hanging
block, bucket, or magnet. Rigged with hanging block

Fig. 8 A Non-Elevatino Boom Is Sometimes Emploi™

and slings a crane will Iwindlc jiractically all mate-
rials and products.

For intermittent handling of small i)arts and loose

materials, a skij), or metal box, hung on the crane

hook by chains, is ordinarily used. When loose mate-
rials in bulk are to be loaded or unloaded, the use of

a clam-shell or orange-peel bucket cuts down costs.

The bucket eliminates all hand labor except perhaps
one or two men required for "cleaning up".

In ordinary plants, where the bucket is used only

part of the time, the operator can run the crane and
tend his own fire. In such places the crane is em-

ployed also for work requiring a lianging block rig. It

is necessary to interchange this rig with the bucket

attachment. Hence, work should be scheduled so as

to reduce changes to a minimum.
Where quantities of pig or scrap iron, small struc-

tural shapes, steel tubes and small jiipes, borings,

and other iron products are involved, a magnet is used.

Magnets save so much time and labor that even small

plants find them economical as auxiliaries to the cranes.

These magnets come in the following diameters : 36 in..

Fig. 9 Tkactok (Jranes Eux Well ox Smooth Roadways

45 in., 55 in., and 65 in. Capacities range from about
200 lb. of loose sheet scrap to a 50,000 lb. billet, de-

pending entirely on the nature of the material.

The magnet is simply hung on the hook, the wiring

connected with the source of power, and the crane is

ready to operate without loss of time. If direct cur-

rent power lines (220 volts) are located near where the

crane is used, outlets can be installed every 50 ft. to

connect with the magnet. In the absence of power
lines, the crane is equipped, when built, with a direct

current generator set of 5 or T^A kw.

Use of Cranes Saves Labor

It has thus been shown that the locomotive crane

is in every-day use in manufacturing industries at a

great saving of time and labor. In this limited space

it has been possible to point out only a few such uses.

Many more are on record but could not be included.

In every case the locomotive crane has proved superior

for the type of service adopted, and has operated with

a saving of anywhere from 5 to 50 men previously

eiitraged in hand labor, in addition the actual oper-

ating costs of the crane, including all charges, have

uniformly been lower than those involved in burden
charges under the former hand labor methods.

Fui. Ill The Magnet Is Used fok Ha.ndlixg Ikon a.vd Steel



Finding Your Industry's Cycle
Industrial Budget Methods—II

By JOSEPH H. BARBER
staff Assistant to the President, JVaUvorth Manufacturing Company

INDUSTRIAL budget forecasting points the way
to dividends out of profits it helps to earn. For
effective forecasting translates relevant general

business trends into consequent trends for the indi-

vidual industry, and it does so in quantitative terms.

^

The purpose of the first article was to outline the

field of opportunity forecasting offers for industrial

budgets and the scope of its necessary activities. This

article outlines the methods of quantitatively analyzing

the particular cycles (of orders, of .shipments, of collec-

tions, etc.) of the particular business: later articles will

present procedures adopted for deriving the specific

external barometers and their composite for comparison.

1
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to predict our average order demand from the vaguely
worded forecassts of

'

' general business
'

' ?

Fig. 10 aeeomplishe.s the first step toward intelli-

gence in this direction. Each of the records of Fig. 9

has been "corrected," that is, divested of the effect of

influences irrelevant for comparison, and at once there

is noted the effect of some general influence depressing

in common the total and each of the individual order
rates. Since the charting is in ratio there becomes
available the rule

:

General business trend influences cause group volumes to

increase or decrease by the same percentage that they cause
the total volume to increase or decrease.

2nd. 3rd. 4th. 1st 2nd. 3rd. 4th.

Quarters
|

Quarters— -1920 *K 1921 *\

I
I

I Record of Total Orders RECErvED and Record
iMODiTT Groups Comprisino the Total

Fig. 10 Curves of Fig. 9 After REMOvi>fG Irrelevant

F.\CTORS

Now a rule developed from the past, of itself, is

devoid of value, for, as George E. Roberts, Vice-Presi-

dent of the National City Bank, has said

:

The very spirit of enterprise, at any given time, resides

in the act of looking foi'ward, in divining the trend of events,

in foreseeing the proljable movements of popular demand, in

anticipating these, and in taking measures to pro^nde for con-

sumers such quantities and varieties of products as will

have a ready market,^

Nevertheless, the rule stated does provide a tool for

fashioning expectations and consequent policies, and
this tool can prove very useful when it is possible to

harmonize the currently available forecasts of general

business. Harmony in these forecasts usually is

evident when we jn-operly interpret the language and
intent of the several reputed forecasting organizations.

The attempt to derive for the individual industry the

net forecast of general business from the gross total

of many current forecasts is quite definitely the obli-

gation of the business statistician, and that prob-

lem will be approached in articles which will follow

later.

No less than the same "spirit of enterprise" must
impel these business statisticians forward, and Colonel

2 "Economic Progress," p. 1.
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TABLE 3. ACTUAL SALES OF TYPICAL BR.\NCHi

1919 1920 1921

Jan $1,176
Feb 1,068
iMar

;
1,112

Apr 1,333
May 1,257
June 1,279
Julv 1,335
Alii 1,643
Sept 1,S45
Oct 2.264
Nov 1.637
Dec 2,248

Total ! $18,197

$1,729
1,705
2,041
1,644
1,771
1,861
1,896
2.105
2.093
2,015
2.049
1,957

$892
868

1,053
857
910
962
818
974

1,106
1.210
1,187
983

1922

SSOl
779

1,070
1,134
1,356
1,331
1,359
1,680
1,635
1,752
1,790
1,722

1923

$22,866 $11,820 $16,409

$1,420
1,569
2,082
1,995
2,069
2,253
2,043
2,040
2,005 !

2,340
2,017
2,022

1924

$1,475
1,762
2,043
2,105
1,945
1,844
1,962

$23,853

1 In nearest hundreds of dollars, thus insuring sufficient accuracy yet greatly

facilitating manipulation.

Leonard P. Ayres, Vice-President of the Cleveland

Trust Company, challenges them to their full task

:

The job of the business statistician is to look into the

future. He is employed to furnish those in positions of

top control in his tinn with a fact-basis for their thinking

and acting. . . .

The successful business man is usually innocent of any

thorough understanding ... of the statistical technique by

which the lessons of previous transactions may be inter-

2500

2000

oo

O)

500

1000

§ 500
3:

^ITT . .
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When column C averages are derived from column

B totals, each of the two averages adjacent to any
particular month are themselves averaged and entered

in column D in order to give the "elevation level" of

the year's moving average that exactly coincides in

T.\BLE 4. DEVIATIONS FROM MOVING AVERAGE'

Month
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T\BLE 5. MEDIAN SELECTION FOR CONSTRUCTING SEASONAL
INDEX
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175

IBO

125

100

75

50

tion, providing we have, as in Table 5, at least 60

months entries and, in any case, entries in some mul-

tiple of 12. We assume that any month's erratic

experiences are those which tend away from the natural

cluster and, therefoi-e, in Table 5, we
strike out the two extreme experi-

ences when obtaining an average ex-

perience for that month—a column G
average—which tends to eliminate

any inherent statistical errors. The
12 indexes are adjusted in column H
so as to total exactly 1200, or 12 times

the average month of the j^ear as 100

per cent.

The.se average indexes are charted

in Fig. 16 and they indicate, first, the

typical seasonal movement which
would alone be in evidence if there

were a non-erratic average year and.

second, the extent to which each

month of such a year would run above

or below its average month.*

Correcting Out the Seasonal
Variations

To analyze the business cycle and
unusual experiences divested of the

confusion injected by seasonal varia-

tions, we must correct the seasonal

out of the Table 3 records. This is

begun in columns A and B in Table 6

by dividing the actual record for a Fig. IS

calendar month by the seasonal index
for that month to secure the corrected

T.\BLE 6. CORRECTED CYCLE TREND INDEX

figures of column C. This correction is based upon the

assumption, first, that at least the average augmentive
or restrictive seasonal influence is effective in each
year's experience to the average degree or percentage,
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that a straight monthly average of the years 1919 to

1922, would be a fair base for the short post-war

period and for the next year or two. In most series

we have examined, these 48 months included a fairly

representative assortment of the varying months.

The normal level represented by the 1919-1922

average for our typical sales experience is shown in

Fig. 12 and is entered at the head of column D, Table 6.

Successively, column C amounts are divided by this

column D normal, thus deriving the column E series

of "corrected" cycle index numbers for charting the

cvcle shown in Fig. IT.''

s To a clerk familiar with the processes, and having at hand

the data to compile the post-war series as In Table 3, all the

calculations described herein and the necessary sketch charts can

be completed and checked in less than 12 hours.

$250,000

200,000

150.000

100,000

60,000

TYPICAL BRANCH
ACTUAL MONTHLY SALES TO CUSTOMERS

IN DOLLARS—n~ "'
i M

11 J A A
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growth influences, which in this case have not been

corrected out, our sales curve is running higher than

the debits curve by an increasing margin.

116,000,000

ie,ooo,ooo

14,000,000

12,000,000

10,000,000

B.OOO.OOS

6.000.000

4,000,000

2,000.000



Analysis of Salesmen's Quotas
Equitable Determination and Visualizing- Results

By ARTHUR R. BURNET
Co7tsuUant in Business Statistics

SO^IE of the best-known concerns of this country,

which pride themselves on their up-to-date

methods, have experimented with the so-called

Progressive Quota, and have now proved to their own
satisfaction that both salesman and sales manager are

satisfied with the form of record featuring the Pro-

gressive Quota, and that bj- its help they have been

better able to meet the radically changed sales condi-

tions following the war.

We all know that selling is not what it used to be.

Enlarged productive capacity, increased competition,

the switdi to a buyer's market, and the pronounced

tendency to shift the inventorj^ load to the producer's

shoulders have compelled sales managers to become

sales strategists. Today you cannot simply give ad-

monition and good advice to your men and send them

out. Back of successful campaigns must be intensive

market analysis, definite objectives, and proper train-

ing and preparation.

In a sales campaign the objectives are the quotas

set up in advance for the individual salesman, for

the company as a whole, for a territory, or for a

product. It is recognized that the quotas must be

attainable with reasonable effort, they must be set not

arbitrarily but with regard for past achievement. The

neeessitv- for the right kind of quotas largely accounts

for the vital matter that the measurement of sales has

become.

Anyone at all familiar with sales management will

agree at once that the most common method of meas-

uring branch sales, or the sales of individual salesmen,

or products, can be fairly represented, as in Fig. 1. If

the record is purely numerical, the number of dollars

or units are set down opposite the names, and the

period of time is some convenient interval, such as a

week, a month, a year, or the elapsed time since the

beginning of the year, known variously as the "cumu-
lative," or the '"amount to date," etc. If the record

is graphic, the bars are made proportional to the

numerical quantities.

Whether we look at the figures or at the chart, we
have no difficulty in seeing that Jones leads, that

Smith trails, and that the others fall in between. On
the face of the record, Jones wins the plaudits and

Smith the punishment, and as for the rest, they are

"also rans". The monetary rewards are often dis-

tributed in the same proportion. This is an exagger-

ated case, to be sure, and has been made so for the

sake of empliasis, but the statement still holds that

in the show-down the salesman or the brancli. or the

department that comes across with results that excel

in bigness or size, are Index Number

the ones most likely to 658.808 Sales analysis

get the credit. This is

true whether applied to

sales or production, or, in reverse order, to expense or

losses. The fellow who delivers the goods—in quan-

tity—takes the prize.

It is perfectly natural to make absolute comparisons

of this kind, but it maj- not always be just and fair.

Suppose Smith is a new man, and has had less knowl-

edge of the product or acquaintance with the field than

the others. Maybe Jones' territory is larger or has a

denser population, and perhaps Brown, Williams, and
Clark carry difi'erent lines of goods or call on different

classes of trade. There are a score of modifying cir-

cumstances, each of which would be sufficient in itself

to account for variations in the results, if it were pos-

sible to assume equal sales ability on the part of the

men.
But you say that all these modifying factors are

known to the management, are reckoned on, and com-

pensated for. Yes, in the mind and memory of a mer-

ciful sales manager they may be, but in the cold figures

Smith is OOP V///////////A

Jones 20.000 i/////yyyyyyyy/^/yy//y/y^^^^^

Brown 10.000 ^//////////////////y///77y\

Williams 12.000 v//yy///yy/y/yy////////yy/////A

Clark I S.Qoo w/////y//y///y////////////y/yyyy/yy/M

Fig. 1 B.\R Chart Applied to Individual Sales

of the written record they are not. The problem is:

How can we bring the numerical facts and the mitigat-

ing circumstances into the same picture? Or, better

still: How can a comparative statement be presented

that will be absolutely fair to all concerned, and at

the same time be a simple statement, drawn up in terras

already familiar to the management, and not in terms

altered beyond recognition? That is the problem to

which we address ourselves.

Let us think, for a moment, of Smith. Jones, and the

others as if they were in a race, for as a matter of fact

they are in a race, each luider his own handicap. Here

they are running towards the goal

:

487
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To the Goal

Smith
Jones

. Brown
. Williams

. Clark

Poor Smith is unmistakably behind, but for all that

we know he may be going at a faster speed than Brown.

Williams, and Clark, or even Jones. If Smith is going

strong enough and keeps up, he will outstrip the field.

To be sure, he is not ahead yet, but why should he

not be rewarded for the progress he is making in his

own territory, under the peculiar and unavoidable con-

ditions to which he is subjected? To compare these

five at a given instant—the end of a month, or a year-

is static, and it leaves out the vital element of speed,

or rate, or, as we prefer to call it, progress. The fairest

comparison is, after all, not an absolute comparison but

a relative one, since, as we saw above, there are in-

surmountable ditferences in products, territories, and

trades.

A notable attempt toward making comparisons

thoroughly relative, and therefore just and fair, is the

setting up of a fixed quota, and then recording the

progress made towards reaching it in the form of per-

centages. This method is sometimes expressed in charts

similar to Fig. 2.

This alters the picture completely. Here is infor-

mation we did not have before. The dark horse, Clark,

exceeded his quota, and Smith has not done so badly

after all. This gives a relative comparison, sure

enough, and is a vast improvement over the line-up

in dollars or in product units. It is a form that has

wide acceptance. Sometimes it is drawn on a monthly

basis so that, for example, Clark has an excess to his

credit that he can carry over into the next month, and

Brown, and perhaps the others, have a chance of

making up their deficits. This so-called progress chart

was used with great effectiveness during the war in

scheduling production and other operations.

The measurement of progress toward a fixed quota

has certain distinct advantages, and goes a long way

toward the solution of our problem, but there is still

a serious obstacle in the way. How shall we fix the

100 per cent quota so as to satisfy everybody con-

cerned ? If a bonus hangs on the attainment of a

quota, the salesman naturally wants the quota low,

while the management, as a spur to greater attain-

ment, is for setting the mark high. More than one

salesman has thrown up his job in disgust, because the

quota set was, to him, manifestly unattainable. The

liranch office complains that lieadquarters does not

understand field conditions, and headquarters retorts

that the branch office lacks "pep" and aggressiveness.

"The business is there, why don't you go out and get

it?" The weakness of the fixed quota is that, at best,

it must be arbitrary. Because it cannot be put on

an automatic, impersonal basis, it is frequently the

cause of much bickering and the source of no little

ill-will.

The source of the diffu'idty is in the fixed and arbi-

trary quota. If it could be made movable and auto-

matic our problem would be solved. And this require-

ment is just exactly what we find in the Progressive

Quota. Under the Progressive Quota idea, the rate

of increase (or decrease) of sales for the whole com-

pany becomes the quota for each branch or for each

salesman. Is it not eminently fair to expect all branches

and all salesmen to have a rate of increase in sales

equal to the rate of increase of the whole company?

To expect this much, it maj- be readily seen, is neither

arbitrary nor fixed. Changing circumstances making

for easier or tighter business, will be registered in

the rate of increase of the total sales of the company
and so in the quota itself.

A still further adaptation of the Progressive Quota

to fit the individual case, lies in the fact that in de-

Smith

25 50 75 100

'////y//y///^y////////>////AJones

Brown
Y////////////////////y/////////////777777A

Williams y/////////////^////////////////}////////A

Clark ^////////////////////>///////y/>/////////////////X

Fig. 2 Individual Sales REa>RESENTED as Peecentage

OP Quota

termining the salesman's rate of increase, the sales-

man's own past record must be used as a base. For
him, the quota is not something taken out of the air.

As he reaches out for new records he has one foot on

his past attainments, achieved under the peculiar and
individual conditions that surround his own field, or

line of goods, or his own personal make-up. To come

up to the Progressive Quota, then, the salesman needs

to have a rate of increase over his own past record

equal to the rate of increase in sales of the whole com-

pany over its past record. The salesman not only

knows what his quota is, but how it is determined, and

he has faith in its attainability because the quota is

constantly being attained and surpassed. Could any-

thing be more just?

Under tiie Progressive Quota, the part is compared

with the whole, instead of with the other parts,

because in the record of the whole the individual ad-

vantages or disadvantages have counteracted each

other, and the special, modifying, or mitigating circum-

stances have disappeared. For example, the rate of

increase in the sales of Jones is compared with the

rate of increase in the sales of the whole company,

instead of with the rate of increase of Smith's sales,

and thus bitter feelings against individuals are

eliminated.

During the war it was observed by leaders of com-

munity music that crowds kept in tune. Individual

singers might be off-key, but crowds, never. The

adage: "There is safety in numbers," is old stuff,
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but still good. Statisticians have found that larger

numbers move more slowlj- and steadilj- than small

numbers; that they are subject to less violent fluctua-

tions. AppUed to selling, there is no incentive like

the incentive of keeping up "with the bunch or getting

ahead of it. It's the spirit of the game: "What the

other fellows do, I can do—let them set the pace. Ex-

ceptional individuals may, of course, outdistance me,

but I'll certainly stay in the van, and then some."

The Progressive Quota can be expressed in per-

centages or by means of index numbers ; for example,

total sales during a given period have increased 10

per cent. The quota, then, for this period is an in-

crease of 10 per cent. AH branches or salesmen whose

increase is greater than 10 per cent are exceeding their

quota, and those whose percentages are lower are fall-

ing behind. The graphic presentation of the Pro-

gressive Quota is simplicity itself, and in every-day

practice the facts of the record can be taken in at a

glance. Fig. 3 shows fottr trend charts designed for

the part-with-the-whole comparison which constitutes

the Progressive Quota.

It takes but a glance at the charts to tell that total

sales are increasing, that the sales of salesman "A"
are increasing faster than the total; those of "B" at

about the same rate as the total; while "C" is fall-

ing behind. In other words, "A" is exceeding the

quota, "B" equaling it, and "C" failing to reach it.

These charts are very simple. It is no more difficult

to read these charts than it is to watch a semaphore

signal on the railroad, or the pointer of a steam gage.

The scale figures have been purposely omitted, first,

because they are unnecessary, since the actual values

are given at the top of the charts, and second, to em-

phasize the fact that the slopes of the curves are to

be read not merely in each individual chart by itself

but in comparison with the slope of the total curve.^

Value of Trend Line

Two things should be made very clear about the

design of these charts. The first is that the curves

Tconstnietion of charts of this nature was described in

"Comparability of Executive Control Charts," by Mr. Burnet,

Manafjfment Engineering, November 1921, v. 1, no. 5, pp.

:s3-2SS.

cy>
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are trends, jilotted monthly, the numerical values being

the .successive annual totals, or in other words, the total

of the past 12 months as computed for each month.

The trend line has distinct advantages in that it en-

tirely eliminates seasonal fluctuations ; it minimizes tem-

porary and accidental variations caused by short

months, distribution of holidays, illness, exigencies of

bookkeeping, etc.

And yet these advantages are not obtained at the

expense of disguising the figures, which, the managing
executive will at once recognize, are identical with the

ones that appear in his operating reports and other

regular statements. Because of the very nature of the

trend, it gives the familiar
'

' corresponding-month-last-

j'ear" comparison in this way: whenever the trend

rises or increases its upward slope, it means that the

month this year is larger than the same month last

year, and whenever the trend falls, the reverse is true.

Consequently, the trend gives a very complete picture.

It is really an index of the subject to which it is

applied, and for that reason, is a far safer guide than

the current monthly record. Like the part-with-the-

whole comiDarison, the trend curve in itself has elim-

inated special and mitigating circumstances, because

each month it is giving the record for a whole year

past instead of merely the current month.

Charts Scientifically Comparable

The second highly important thing that should be

made clear about these charts is that they are plotted

in such a way as to be scientifically comparable. It

will be noticed that all the curves—the total as well

as the salesmen—start out at the same distance from
the zero line at the bottom. The starting point is

located in the middle horizontal ruling which auto-

matically becomes a line of reference, and thereafter

visually represents the total for the preceding year,

or whatever is chosen for the base period. Therefore,

a given vertical distance on one chart represents the

same percentage change on all charts. Likewise, a

given slant of the curves on one chart represents the

same percentage change on the others. This accounts for

the slogan: "The slope of the line tells the story." All

the charts have been reduced to the same focus, so to

speak. In this respect the charts are like those i)lotted

from index numbers which always have the base 100,

but they differ from such charts in one highly sig-

nificant particular. They are not plotted from index

numbers, percentages are not at any time computed,

and the data used and shown are not relative numbers,

but the absolute data taken from the company records,

and familiar to the executives as yearly totals. Execu-

tives do not have to read.iust their minds in using

these charts, or in passing from sub.ject to sub.iect.

Comparable trend charts are virtually operating

reports and instruments, and are so used.

Although primarily intended for officials in charge

of sales, the Progressive Quota expressed in the form
of trend charts works very effectively with salesmen.

The men do not have to wait until the end of the

year to find out how they stand on an annual basis.

The practice is to supply each salesman with two

charts every month—one representing company sales,

or the sales of the branch to which he is attached, and
the other representing his own sales. The latter chart

carries the actual data, for he has access to that in-

formation anyway.

Comparison of Charts Shows Salesman Where He
Stands

On the other hand, the company chart does not show
data, and therefore the salesman has no way of finding

out what the company figures are. A comparison of

the two charts, however, instantly shows him where
he stands ; if he is ahead, how great a lead he has, and
if he is behind, how far he must go to catch up. The
beauty of it is that this comparison is expressed in

terms of his own past accomplishment with which he
is well acquainted. He can determine for himself,

either as a percentage or. in actual dollars, how much
more business he must do to catch up with the quota
as .shown by the latest record given him. Since the

curves on trend charts are not subject to violent fluctua-

tions, it is even possible for the salesman to forecast

with surprising accuracy where his own and company
sales are likely to come out at the end of the year.

And all this is accomplished without divulging com-
pany information.

There have been many instances in which the trend

chart and the Progressive Quota have proved to be

fairer and better representations of the actual facts,

and also have provided incentive for increased sales

accomplishment.

A well-known tire manufacturing concern had been
basing its sales quotas on "car population" on the

number of ears registered in a district. During a sales

convention the manager of a western district came to

the home ofiSce. His quota, covering a whole state, was
practicallj^ identical with the quota for one of the

large cities in the east. When asked why he could

not make a better showing in comparison Avith the

eastern city he said that he had a much greater area

to cover and conditions were radically different. Wlien
the results were plotted in the form of trend charts,

bringing the Progressive quota into play, it was found
that the sales of the western branch were increasing

faster than the total sales of the company, and faster

than the eastern branch, and the rate of expense in-

crease was less than the sales increase.

The sales manager of a New York concern uses trend

charts and the Progressive quota to show to branch

salesmen their position in relation to the company as

a whole. By this method no company data is re-

vealed to the individual salesmen but the comparisons

l)etween their sales and the company totals are per-

fectly clear and unmislakable.

A large concern that distributes nationally through

its own sales force uses trend charts at its annual sales

conventions to set before the men in a comprehensive

way the entire sales situation. In a large bulletin

board trend charts analyzing sales both by territory and

product were displayed. By this method it was possible

to tell at a glance how sales of different products and

sales of any territory compared with the total sales.



Setting Sales Quotas
Workinu: Plans for Profits—II

By G. CHARTER HARRISON
Consultant in Management

SOME years ago the writer received a call from a

maBiifacturer whose business, once exceedinglj'

protitable, had reached a point where the profits

had practically vanished.' Due to increasing competi-

tion the volume of sales had been steadily falling until

it fluctuated around the $-4,000,000 mark, whereas the

manufacturing facilities were sutficient to take care of

a sales volume of $8,000,000.

The executives of the company had gone into con-

ference over the situation, and upon the assurance of

the sales manager that any further decline in the sales

The following state-

ment showed the profits

and losses which might

be anticipated at dif-

ferent sales volumes up
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ran double shifts. The lesson learned from this pro-

cedure will be of incalculable value, for, strange as

it maj- appear, the average sales manager does not

realize the tremendous effect of volume of sales on
profits. He knows in a general way, of course, that

the net profits represent a greater per cent of sales

when the sales are large than when they are small,

but the full effect of decreased sales volume he does

not appreciate. The tremendous reduction in the

profits in proportion to the sales is illustrated by the

curve shown in Fig. -i, which is based upon the state-

ment used in making up the chart shown in Fig. 3.

A Sales Manager's Mistake

Some time ago the sales manager of a large concern
dui'ing a period of partial business depression, made a

great discovery, or at least he thought that he had.

He found out that a certain product made by his com-
pany could be purchased considerably under the cost

of making this product as shown by the cost records,

and he prevailed upon the company to purchase this

item from the outside instead of having it manufac-
tured in the company's own factory. He made what
seemed on the surface to" be a saving of $20,000, but
he did not realize that as a result of the loss of pro-

duction resulting from this outside purchase, the costs

of the other products were increased $100,000. If he

had had before him a profit and loss curve for his

business like that shown in Fig. 4, he would never
have made the mistake he did, and his company would
have been better off to the extent of $80,000. Of
course, if the cost records had been made up cor-

rectlj- in the first case and had charged the product
only with that proportion of the fixed charges which
the actual production bore to the production of the

factory when operating at full capacity, he would have
seen right away that it was far more profitable to

manufacture this product than to purchase it from
the outside.

One of the major reasons which has contributed to

the remarkable success of Henry Ford has been his

thorough understanding of the fact that idleness is

the most serious form of industrial waste, and there-

fore it was important for him to keep his factories

operating at full capacity. The following quotations

from his book "My Life and Work" bear this out:

If the prices of goods are above the incomes of the people

then get the prices down to the incomes.

We are not much concerned with the statistics and the

theories of the economists on the recurring cycles of pros-

perity and depression.

The Ford production has not reflected good times or bad
times ; it has kept right on regardless of conditions excepting

from 1917 to 1919, when the factory was turned over to

war work. The year 1912-1913 was supposed to be a dull

one, althougli now some call it "nonnal"; we all but

doubled our sales; 1913-1914 was dull; we increased our
.sales by more tlian one-third. The year 1920-1921 is sup-

posed to have been one of the mo.st depressed in history:

we sold a miUion and a quarter cars, or about five times as

many as iu 1913-1914—the "normal year". There is no
particular secret iu it. It is, as everything else iu our busi-

ness, the inevitable result of the application of a principle

which can be applied in any business.

The "business cycle" requires to be given careful

consideration in the formulation of the plans of a
business, but it is quite possible to give it too much
consideration. As noted above, Henry Ford goes ahead
increasing his business regardless of business cycles,

and so did John H. Patterson, founder of the National
Cash Register Company. The 3'ear 1893 was one of

panic, and yet that year was a banner year for the

National Cash Register Company. In his book, "John
II. Patterson, Pioneer in Industrial Welfare," Samuel
Crowther writes as follows:

The panic broke; the business of the country dropped to

nothing. Xot so the N. C. R. business—the agents sold

on the ground that merchants had so few dollars that they

had better take care of every one of them! The year 1892
had been a good one—the company had shipped 15,003

registers as against 11,956 in the previous year. In 1893

—

the year of "no business"—the company sold the record

number of 15,487! That is what intensive selling did.

At the close of the year Mr. Patterson, reviewing events,

said : ''The year of 1893 has been unparalleled in the history

of the United States. Great questions were to be solved,

every industry was stagnant, and it was a time when it be-

hooved all large corporations carefully to watch and wait.

Some closed down, some lost courage, while a few pushed
ahead and worked harder than ever with confidence in the

future. We belonged to the very few that did not give up,

made extra efforts to succeed, and we are now in excellent

condition for 1894."

John II. Pattei-son is generally regarded as the

founder of modern advertising methods and scientific

salesmanship. It was he who developed the famous
quota system of the National Cash Register Company
which has contributed so much to the success of this

well-known institution. Originally the number of

registers to be sold in a district was calculated on the

basis of one for each 400 of population, but as registers

were improved and became more varied in type, the

number of registers sold was abandoned as an ob.iective

in favor of a point system, a point representing $25

of sales. Fig. 5 shows a portion of one of the weekly

selling records for the United States and Canada, sent

out by this cnmiKiny to its selling force, and showing
the quotas and the sales to date for approximately 2000

names. These quotas range from as high as 6000 points

to as low as 70 jioints.

The first step toward setting an objective for the

business ship is to determine the voltime of sales to

be realized or. in other words, to establish a sales

quota. Some way can always be found for setting a

workable sales quota even though the basis used at the

outset may not be entirely scientific. Jolin H. Patter-

son's original objective of one cash register to every

400 persons may appear crude, and undoubtedly ignored

factors which made it unfair in many cases, but it

was a starting ]>oint and was infinitely better than no

basis at all.
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The very foundation of seientifie sales management
and the setting of sales quotas is a knowledge of the

market for the particular product being sold. The
wonderful development of the chain store systems in

this country has been largely due to the careful esti-

mates which are made of the possibilities of a given

location before launching a new venture. Before a
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Of course, the small manufacturer, who is compelled

to cut his coat according to his cloth, cannot have at

his disposal a research department of the caliber of

that of the American Radiator Company, but he can

at least adopt the general principles employed by this

company, and it should be remembered in this connec-

tion that the American Radiator Company, though

now a $75,000,000 concern, was once a very modest

affair, and that it owes its growth very largely to the

adoption of these principles.

Market Analysis and Sales Quotas

The subject of market analysis and the setting of

sales quotas based upon this analysis is obviously one

which can bp given only brief treatment in an article

of this character, and the reader who desires more

complete information is referred to works specifically

devoted to this subject. It may be helpful to the

reader, however, if a concrete case is discussed, and

for this purpose we may take the relatively simple one

of threshing machinery.

In view of the fact that practically all threshing

today in the United States is performed by machinery,

it may be assumed as a general proposition that the

demand for threshing machinery in the dilferent ter-

ritories should be proportionate to the production of

threshable grain in these territories. Now, as is the

case in many industries today, the producing capacity

of threshing machinery manufacturers is in excess of

the apparent capacity of the country to consume, so

that the average factory is not operating at full capac-

ity throughout the year. The objective of the thresh-

ing machinery manufacturei-, however, should be to

endeavor to obtain sufficient business to keep his fac-

tory operating at full capacity continuously and thus

eliminate the great loss resulting from the idle time

factor. His correct procedure would therefore appear

to be first to determine the total number of thresh-

ing machines which his factory could produce by con-

tinuous operation at full capacity ; and then to appor-

tion these machines as sales quotas to his different sales

branches in proportion to the average production of

threshable grain in their respective territories. If the

total crop were considerably under normal he would

probably be compelled to carry over some in inven-

tory of finished machines at the close of the season, as

it is necessary for the manufacturing program to be

in the main completed before the results of the harvest

can be definitely determined. In the event of an un-

expectedly great demand for machinery resulting from

a particularly fruitful harvest, this demand could

doubtless be met to some extent by working the factoiy

overtime for a period.

At the commencement of the year a preliminary

program would be laid out for each branch showing,

first, the sales quota; and second, the sales force

to be employed to realize this quota. Individual quotas

would be set for each salesman and in addition a

careful estimate would be made of the sales expenses

of the branch.

A careful study would be made throughout the sea-

son of the crop forecasts, and of the reports turned in

by the salesmen, the program being modified from time

to time to conform to variations between the estimated

and the actual conditions. At the close of the year

the sales performance of the manager and his sales-

men would be judged on the basis of the relationship

between the actual crop and the volume of sales.

Modifications of the Quota Plan >--;.i-,^^«5yi^sJe:=^^'

Some modifications of the plan outlined above, which,

of course, is merely suggestive, would undoubtedly be

required. Comparisons of past results with the quotas

figured on the basis of the threshable grain produc-

tion would probably show that some bi-anches had been

operating less efficiently than others. It would be ex-

pecting too much to require the managers of these

branches to realize their full quotas the first year. The

selling of threshing machines, like other products,

depends largely upon the groundwork laid down by

the sales force in the collection of the names of pros-

pects, and other factoi-s, and a certain amount of time

would be required to bring an inefiicient branch up

to the proper standard. In such a case, however, there

should be a definite program laid down and a certain

period allotted for realizing the required result.

\ow the sales analysis problems facing the manu-

facturer of cream separators would be very different

from those to be met by the manufacturer of thresh-

ing machines, because the farmer with one or two cows

would probably not consider a ci-eam separator a

necessary investment. Whereas, other things being

equal, the demand for cream separators in a given

territory should be in direct relation to the number

of milk cows on the farms it is obvious that in a

state like Wisconsin, where the average number of

cows per farm is 12.8, the quota per cow should be

far greater than in Kentucky where the average num-

ber of cows per farm is only 2.49.

Factors Which Modify Demand

The marketing problems of various industries are

different, and no general rules can be laid down which

would be applicable in all cases. In the case of a

luxury market the demand is influenced in great

measure by an increase in the national income, but it

is also increased by a reduction in price so that the

article comes within the means of a lower range of

incomes. It was only a few years ago that the auto-

mobile was a luxury which could be afforded by only

the relatively well-to-do. The tremendous increase in

the number of automobiles has resulted in the main

fi'om the reduction in price. In this connection the

reader will recall Henry Ford's remark quoted above:

"If the prices of goods are above the incomes of the

people then get the prices down to the incomes".

In the case of a necessity such as food or laundry

soap, in a normally well-to-do nation like the United

States the consumption will not be notably expanded

by an increase in the national income. This applies

more particularly to foods, for it is reasonable to

assume, though I do not have the figures to prove it,

that increased prosperity may result in increased use
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of lauudry soap through sliiuulatiug individuals who
formerly wore a shirt two days to change linen daily

!

In the ease of foods, however, as was pointed out by

a recent writer in the Harvard Business Review, in a

period of hard times the average caloric intake is not

reduced, but the diet is cheapened by substituting lower

price calories for higher price calories. For instance,

when times are hard the consumption of meat in the

norih is reduced and that ofw.heat increased, whereas

in the south the use of corn rises and that of wheat
declines. In the ease of a necessity like food, there-

fore, any increase in the sales of one commodity is

only obtained by a decrease in the sales of some other

food commodity. It will be obvious from the above

that the manufacturer of foodstuffs, in making his sales

forecasts, should give careful consideration to the posi-

tion of the country in the economic cycle.

Sales quotas are of little use if they cannot be con-

verted into realities, and salesmen should be paid as

far as possible in proportion to the results obtained,

and their interest in realizing their quotas should be

constantly sustained. If reference is made to Fig. 5

it will be noted that each National Cash Register sales-

man has a sales quota set for him for each month and
that each week he is advised as to his standing and
that of every other salesman in relation to the quota.

Every salesman who reaches his yearly quota auto-

matically becomes a member of the famous Hundred
Point Club. ilr. Crowther's book states:

In the early days all the salesmen came to Daytou for the

annual conventions, but as the sales force grew larger this

plan grew less feasible and the practice began of holding

conventions out in the districts. But it seemed advisable

that at least a certain number of salesmen should meet at

Dayton each year so that the sales force and the factory

should keep in close touch.

Mr. Patterson hit upon the plan of making the trip to

Dayton a reward for merit. . . . The men who sold their

full quotas were designated members of the Hundred Point

Club and invited to Dayton for the annual convention. . . .

During the latter years of Mr. Patterson's life the conven-

tions became more elaborate, winding up with an excm'sion

to Xew York at the company's expense.

Since Mr. Patterson's death even greater induce-

ments have been offered to the National Cash Register

salesmen to realize their quotas and become members
of the Hundred Point Club. Five hundred and forty-

nine members of the Hundred Point Club in 1923 made
a trip to Bermuda at the company's expense in a

steamer specially chartered for the trip. This year the

reward will be a 6000-mile trip to California.

Though it is not possible to formulate definite work-

ing i^lans for setting sales quotas suitable for all manu-
facturers, the data required in the program for obtain-

ing maximum profits can be summarized thus

:

1. Set sales quotas for:

Each line of product

Each territory

Each salesman
'2. Set standards for the cost of realizing these sales

quotas including all items of sales expense as:

Salesmen's salaries

Salesmen's traveling expenses

Salesmen's commissions

Branch house expenses

Sales administrative expense

Advertising

The next article will give practical illustrations and

diagrams of the actual use of sales quotas and standard

selling expenses in the operation of a business.

f3)Southeastern Division.
^^ W. A. Wirth, Manager.
S7S4 Points to Date.

S.99i Multiple Ctrs.

S<?cured 13,893 Gross

32.1"".- of Quota.
35.3^ Receipt Ptrs.

Points in July 1923.
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® Central Division.

F. P. Lutz« Manager.
4,762 Points to Date. 28^'7 t>i Quota.

LO-^c Multiple Ctrs. 39^'^c Receipt Ptrs.

Secured 16,0C0 Cross Points in July, 1923.
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Advantages of Standardization to Industry

By F. J. SCHLIXK
Assistant Secretary, American Engineering Standards Committee

IX its work on industrial standardization, the Amer-
ican Engineering Standards Committee has had

occasion to compile a fairly complete statement of the

advantages which accrue to industry by the adoption

of standards. National standards, as will be seen from
the analysis below, aft'ord the advantages named to

an enhanced degree, as compared with standards ac-

cepted only within a given industry.

I. Standardization Systematizes Business.

1. Standardization expedites business, shortens

the time required for delivery, and stabilizes

production, employment, and financing,

makii^g it safe to build up stock during

slack times against future orders.

2. It furthers the tendencj' to put business un-

dertakings on a systematic basis and to elim-

inatp purely traditional practices.

3. It tends to eliminate indecision, both in pro-

duction and utilization, thereby promoting

efficiency and saving time and materials.

II. Enlarges Markets.
1. Products manufactured in accordance with

standards that are nationally recognized,

reach a wide market through the effective

and dignified national publicity that is given

the standards during their development.

Qualities known in one industry- become
known and accepted in industry generally.

2. Standardization will build up foreign trade.

In gaining recognition for its standards in

foreign countries, an exporting country es-

tablishes an important point of contact and
business outlet for its industries.

3. It simplifies the buyer's problem and raises

the standard of salesmanship, by foctising

attention upon fundamentals. Standardiza-

tion places competition upon the basis of es-

sentials, eliminating minor variations.

4. It simplifies the problem of ordering, since

standard material need not be described in

detail, but may be referred to by number,
or by a recognized name and a generally

accepted capacity or size designation,

III, Better Serves the Consumer.
1. It favors interchangeability of parts, dtie to the

higher accuracy of standardized manufac-
ture, and so makes possible quick deliveries.

It assures prompt and satisfactory replace-

ment of parts in making repairs; in emer-
gencies such parts can be taken from other

macliines or ef|uii)mcnt not in use.

2. It increases quality of product ion by the use

of improved tools, materials and processes,

reducing labor, overhead, and hence prices,

3. It furthers efficient co-operation between the

units of indu.stry, experience gained in

Index Number

658.516 Standardization

s t a n d a r d -

ization work
being of di-

rect value in

co-operative work in all technical lines.

4. It acts as a powerful stimulus to research and
development by bringing out the need of

new facts in order to detennine what is

best and most economical, and to secure

agreement on moot questions.

5. Standardization protects the buj'er, who can

ordinarily have no first-hand or expert

knowledge of the things bought. Further-

more, with standardization, buyer and seller

are enabled to speak the same language.

IV. Reduces Direct and Indirect Expense.
1. Standardization reduces investment in mate-

rials and repair parts, simplifies mainte-

nance, saves office work, and permits the

salvaging of standard parts from obsolete,

I'C.iected, or worn-out tools or equipment.

2. By fixing good practice, it establishes quality

and eliminates the burden of repeatedly de-

signing and setting up of machines for the

making of articles which should be identical.

3. It decreases unit costs by permitting mass
production, thus reducing the number of

changes and adjustments of machines re-

quired, and permitting continuous employ-

ment of personnel, and full-time use of tools

and machines. In these and in other ways,

it simplifies the financing of the luisiness.

4. It reduces the number of specially-trained

workmen required, by reducing the num-
ber and variety of processes and operations.

5. It increases output of workers by making pos-

sible the application of specialized ma-
chinery and tools, and results in increased

skill and .speed due to repetitive processes.

6. It decreases the work of personnel in

(a) Supervision and training of workmen.

(h) Designing, drafting, and engineering,

by concentrating expert knowledge on a few

highly developed lines,

(e) General administration and manage-
ment, by making possible cheaper and more
complete advance planning and calculation

in estimating, .scheduling, ordering, record-

ing, and cost accounting ; in conveying, dis-

tributing, and shipping of product; testing,

and inspection; bookkeeping; maintenance,

repairs and operation.

(d) Selling; a standardized product can be

sold more readily, as the purchaser is aware

of its advantages, and has confidence in its

quality.'

1 The A. E. S. C. will fiirnisli further details on request.



Getting the Executive Program Across
Buildino- Tractors Under Scientific Management

—

Xl

By GEORGE D. BABCOCK
Manufacturing Execittive, Holt Maniifactuving Company

IX
the earlier articles of this series we have dis-

eussed the underlying principles of management
and the routine that has made these principles

effective in the Holt plant. ^ But the best plant routine

in the world would be ineffective to make a business

successful unless the executive management applied to

its problems the same general principles that make the

plant run smoothly and deliver its scheduled product
exactly on time, day after day. Chief among the prin-

ciples governing successful plant operation is pre-

planning. We have seen how this covers everything

from the authorization of the manufacturing schedule

down to the moving of finished tractors oft' the line

on the assembly floor. But back of the authorization

of the manufacturing schedule is the decision «f the

general policy of the company, and pre-planning is

just as essential here as it is for the activities of

the shop. And this pre-planning is the job of the

executive.

Before pre-planning in the executive end can be

taken up, several classes of information are needed.

First and foremost of these are the answers to the

two questions :

'

' What will be the volume of sales

during the next six months or the next j'ear?" and
"How much money will be needed to finance the busi-

ness of the company for the six-month or twelve-month
period?" The answer to the second question depends
largely i;pon the answer to the first one. The answer
to the first one is not so easy. Some of the factors

that enter into it will be considered a little later.

Problems for the Executive

Other problems that confront the executive are the

general labor policy to be adopted, whether the plant

shall be restricted with respect to labor affiliations,

whether there shall be emploj^ee representation or not,

and what the attitude shall be to attain good relation-

ship with the men. The general policy of purchasing
must be worl^ed out, and the markets from which the

company draws its raw material must be watched care-

fully to avoid heavy commitments at times when prices

are high. In the purchasing policy must be a deci-

sion as to whether certain parts entering into the final

product shall be purchased outside or made within

the plant.

Another problem that the executives must solve is

that of tlie adequacy of design of the product, and the

degree to which standardization shall be carried.

1 See Management and Administration for June 1924,
p. 647; July 1924, p. 19; August 1924, p. 141; September 1924,
p. 265; October 1924, p. 377.

Whether or not present Index Number
designs are sufficiently 658.1 Executive control

in line with the develop-

ment of the field to com-
pete successfully with those of other manufacturers is

a question that the executives must study from every

angle. If the answer is affirmative, the.y can carry

standardization to a high degree. If it is negative, they

must decide how% and to what extent, the design must
be overhauled. In line with this, the executives must
also decide whether or not the designs cover the pos-

sible field of sales, or whether new designs or products

must be developed in order to exploit new fields or to

hold on to those already develojjed. The.se latter prob-

lems are outlined to a large extent by the sales analyses

that form part of the pre-jilanning of the sales program.

Size of Labor Force to Meet Requirements

The foregoing are broad questions of policy that

effect the activities of the business as a whole. The
executives in charge of manufacturing must neces-

.sarily join in their solution. In addition, the manu-
facturing executive has a few distinct problems that

are peculiar to the operation of the plant itself.

Among these problems is the size of the labor force

needed at each period of the manufacturing schedule

to meet exactly the requirements of that schedule. A
phase of this problem is the necessity at times of de-

ciding when it will be advisable to o])erate two or

three shifts of men, or whether the whole plant or

certain departments of it should be operated overtime.

Still another problem is to ascertain the number of

parts that represent a high inventory value, and hence
should be manufactured in small lots at frequent in-

tervals, and the number of parts that represent low
values, and consequently can be put through in large

lots. The policy adopted as the result of such a study
may decrease to an amazing degree the amount of
money locked up in inventory each year.

Figs. 29 and 30 show, respectively, a set of curves
and a chart that give the manufacturing executive

absolute control of the manufacturing activities. The
curves. Fig. 29, show the relation between the labor

force available and the amount of work ahead of the

shop. The chart. Fig. 30, shows the condition of each
machine as regards work ahead and also whether the
maehine is at work or idle. If idle, it shows the reason
for this condition of affairs, so that the executive can
take tlie necessary steps to correct it. The curves and
the chart are used in conjunction, the information
given by one supplementing that given by the other.

497
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In Fig. 30, each horizontal row represents a sepa-

rate machine. Each vertical column represents a

working day. Each rectangle representing a working

day for each machine is ruled into smaller rectangles

representing subdivisions of the daj-. Whenever a

machine is shut down, for any cause whatever, an

"Idle Machine Ticket" is made out in the shop and

forwarded to the route and equipment department.

This ticket carries "a statement of the cause of idle-

ness, as "No work at machine," "No man available

for machine," "Breakdowns," etc. The route and

equipment department initiates the necessary steps to

correct the conditions causing the idleness, if such con-

ditions are within its control. At
the same time, it posts the idleness

on the chart by putting a pin with a

colored head in the row representing

the machine in question and at the

day and hour when the idleness oc-

curred. When the machine is again

at work, the rectangles representing

the hours it was idle are filled in with

colored crayon. Several colors are

used each having a significance as

shown in the legend of Fig. 30. In

the space above each row representing

a machine are entered daily the

figures representing the number of

jobs ahead of that machine, as shown

by the work orders or job tickets on

file in the dispatch racks.

It is evident that a glance at these

charts gives the manufacturing execu-

tive a vivid picture of the condition

of the entire plant. When all

machines are at work, the charts will

be entirely clear of color, and he will know that the

entire machine capacity of the plant is employed. If,

on the other hand, there is a predominance of black

on the chart, he will know that machines are idle

because there is no work available for them, and that

a reduction in the working force is indicated, unless

the sales department has reported the need of increased

production to meet an expected future demand for

tractors. If the color predominating is red, he is aware,

without further investigation, that the idleness is due

to lack of men, and if the jobs ahead of the .shop as

shown by the curves in Fig. 29 are increasing, an

increase in the working force is indicated. If there is

an unusual amount of yellow showing, it indicates that

the maintenance and repair forces are either becoming

lax or overburdened, so that they cannot keep the

machines in running order. In short, the relative quan-

tity of the several colors on the chart at any time indi-

cates the general policy to be followed, from the execu-

tive standpoint, without the need of investigating

details.

From the figures of jobs ahead of each machine, as

po.sted on the charts, the curves of Fig. 29 are plotted

weekly. The number of men in eiich department is

reported by the personnel department, and these

figures are also plotted. The trend of these curves

indicates changes in conditions in the shop as they take

place from week to week. Thus, the steady rise in the

direct labor curve is evidentlj' due to the increase in

the number of men employed in the machine shop,

made necessary by the piling up of jobs ahead in the

machine shop. In Fig. 29 it will be observed that

in June, the labor force apparently became stabilized.

The curve of jobs ahead in the machine shop, while

still not stabilized, had ceased its general upward trend.

The stabilization of the labor force indicates that the

shop has reached its limit of capacity as regards men
employed on a single shift.

This would be confirmed by a glance at the I\Iaehine

Burden Record Chart, Fig. 30. If this chart shows
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to these records, the executive has a plot of the sales

and shipments promised each day for several months

ahead, he is well fortified with knowledge for pre-

planning the activities of the plant as a whole. By-

plotting the sales and promised shipments alongside

of the authorized production schedule, any changes

that may be necessary become immediately apparent.

Formulating the Sales Policy

Thus in the case of the Holt Company, the tractors

available for shipment in any month are comprised

in the inventory at the beginning of that month plus

the expected production during that month. By
plotting these figures and also the sales, the trend of

the two curves will indicate whether or not production is

proceeding at too rapid a rate for the market to absorb

it, or whether at some time in the near future the

curve of sales will cross that of inventory plus pro-

duction. Should the latter event occur, the company
would be out of tractors and might lose orders due to

its inability to make immediate shipment.

On the other hand, should the trend of sales be such

that tractors will accumulate at a rate higher than de-

sirable, a large amount of money would be tied up in

inventory. By watching the changes in the trend of

the curves, the intervals at which the various lots

called for by the manufacturing schedule should be

started in the shop can be increased or decreased as

Fig. 30 Machine Burden Record Chart
The colors on the chart as shown by the legend have the following significance:

Red, no operator assigned; blue, no work at machine; yellow, machine shut down
for repairs; green, tools lacking; black, no orders assigned.

occasion demands. It is this careful day-by-day sur-

vey of conditions both inside and outside that has had

much to do with the enviable production record that

the shop has achieved during the past three years.

Sales are susceptible of pre-planning as in manu-
facturing. In fact, if there is no definite sales policy

of some kind, there can be no definite manufacturing

program. One of the most important details of execu-

tive pre-planning, therefore, has been in the sales end.

This has taken several directions : Previous sales by
types; adequacy of design for the present market;

extent of the present market ; percentage of present

market that should be sold each year
;
possible markets

not at present reached ; adequacy of present design for

these markets; methods of reacliing these markets and

percentage of the markets that should be sold. These

are but a few of the factors that had to be considered

in relation to the sales program.

As an endeavor for sales pre-planning, a survey of

the entire world was made to determine the extent of

the possible markets that could be reached. For in-

stance, the possible extent of the market for tractors

for logging in the northern woods of the United States

was estimated, and also the market for tractors in the

logging camps in the southern swamps. Another pos-

sibility that opened up after the armistice was the

use of the tractor for road making, and a study was

made to determine how great was the probable market

in this direction. Similar studies were made in regard

to practically every country in the world, and a definite

policy of reaching all these markets was adopted. A
description of the methods employed in this study has

no place in this series. It is sufficient to state that

they resulted in a definite manufacturing program,

calling for a definite number of tractors of each type

and design made by the company, to be delivered to

the sales department over a given period. Without

this precise knowledge of the volume of product that

would be required, it would be difficult, if not impos-

sible, to obtain the results that have been obtained at

tlie Holt plant. All our efforts to perfect a shop or-

ganization and to build up a shop

routine would be largely wasted if

it were not possible for us to have

fairly accurate knowledge of how
many tractors we would have to

make and when we should make
them.

In an earlier article in this series,

we touched on the personnel problem

that had to be worked out at the Holt

plant before we could obtain complete

control of production.- Before we
reached the present harmonious rela-

tions with our men, several phases of

the labor problem were encountered

and worked out. The most important

of these was the question of employee

representation. Some of our experi-

ences with this follow

:

In May 1919, a group of three men
from the shop applied to the manu-
facturing executive for permission to

form a committee to represent the

men in their dealings with the management. In this

request from the men themselves, the management saw

an opportunity to deal with a definite body where

policies could be built up and a closer relationship

established between management and men. The man-

agement, therefore, authorized the formation of a shop

committee to operate under certain fundamental prin-

ciples of management. The fundamentals have been

described in an address by the writer before the Society

of Industrial Engineers at Chicago in September 1919.

2 See Management and Administration, August 192-t, p. 141.

'Organizing the Personnel for Production."
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These fundmentals are

:

1. Employer.s will practice no discrimination against

employees.

2. Employees will practice no discrimination against

employers or against fellow employees.

3. Employees will practice no restriction of productive

output.

4. Employers and .employees shall share equitably in

the "economic returns of Scientific Management.

5. Permanent relations between all parties will be in-

sured by the reduction, so far as possible, of the

activities of the industry to standards for guid-

ance. These standards will be established, so far

as possible, by collective determination and agree-

ment among all persons who may effect the results.

The fundamentals were adopted as the basis of all

dealings between the management and the men. in the

formation of the shop committee.

The Operation of the Shop Committee

The committee was chosen entirely by the men, the

management taking no part whatever in the selection.

At this time there were about 30 departments in the

plant, and each one selected a man to represent it,

making a general committee of 30 members. This com-

mittee in turn elected from its members a central

committee of 3 members, one of whom was chairman.

It was determined that the point of contact between

men and management should be the personnel control

department, and grievances were first reported to the

personnel manager through the chairman of the cen-

tral committee. The personnel manager would then

refer the matter to an investigator from his office, who

would determine and analyze all the facts on Ijnth

sides of the question and report back to the personnel

manager. The findings of the personnel managiT

would then be given to the chairman of the central

committee, who, in turn, would take the matter up

with the individual whose case was under considera-

tion. The findings of the personnel manager were

based on the 5 fundamental principles, as defined above.

These grievances of the men were presented in an

unsystematic way and at irregular intervals. As the

number of employees increased, and also the list of

cases to be considered, the general committee was in-

creased to 50 members, and the central committee was

increased to 8, chosen from these 50. The personnel

supervisor was called on to assist the personnel man-

ager in handling the cases. It was found that, to

avoid repetition and to eliminate the necessity of

investigating numerous cases of like nature, open and

free discussion of the problem should be had in order

to establish precedents which later might be embodied

in standards for guidance. In order to do this it

was determined that the entire committee should meet

with representatives of the management once each

week when all matters might be taken up and con-

clusions reached. In this way. minor cases were ad-

justed promptly and with the minimum of friction.

The meetings were held p.lrtly on the men's time

and partly on the company's time. The matters pre-

sented at each meeting were written up and copies

of the minutes of the meeting were distributed to

each committee man on the morning following the

meeting. Matters requiring investigation by the per-

sonnel manager would be reported on at the next

following meeting, and the information would thus be

conveyed by the central committee man either to the

general committee man of the department affected, or

directly to the individual affected.

The matters taken up by the committee comprised

principally hourly rates for individuals or for trades,

and as decisions regarding these were reached and

precedents were established, they gradually gave way

to topics of a more general nature, such as hours

of work, safety devices, shop facilities, street car

service, etc.

At first the committee helped materially in bring-

ing a better understanding, between management

and men, of their respective duties, obligations, and

responsibilities. On one occasion, during the tur-

bulent industrial conditions existing in the fall of

1919. when nearlv all the local industries were tied

Fig. 31 The Puom rriuN ('u.s- ikoi. Dkp.vrtmen'T of the
Holt Manuf.^cturing Comp.\sy ix M.w 1924

Prior to Scientific Management, this entire room and two

others were filled with production control clerks.

up in a general strike, our men. who were strongly

organized, refused to submit to the solicitation of the

strikers to join in a general sympathetic strike. This,

we think, was due largely to the sane and level-headed

attitude of certain of the committee members, and was

the most striking demonstration of the usefulness of

employee representation during its two years of oper-

ation in the plant.

Objections to Committee Representation

The main objection to this committee form of repre-

sentation is that for the most part the committee men

never truly represent the men. Findings of the com-

mittee would not be reported as found to the working

force, and there was a continuous attempt on the part
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of the committee members to play polities and to bring

the impression to the working organization that all

things brought through that were good for them, were
created by the committee. Opinions of the men were
distorted when they reached the management. A
small group of men, including the committee, would
on occasions confer and decide upon some act which
they believed was desirable to carry through. At the

time of development it was frequently evident that

the working force, as a whole, had not even thought
of such arrangements. The committee would then
school the group, to a limited extent, or would have
a meeting in the city, in which they would perfect

their desires. They would then present the matter to

the management members of the committee as if it had
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during and immediately after the war, and at tlie

present time, tlie question was bluntly put :

'

' Would
you rather work the way you did then or the way
you now do ? '

' The answer was a prompt and em-

phatic declaration for the present methods. On being

pressed for a reason, the man replied. "Because it's

easier for us now. We know what we have to do with-

out chasing a foreman to find our next job. We get

the stuff to work with without having to hunt all

over the shop for it or going to the storeroom and
finding that we haven't got it. Besides, there aren't

a lot of job chasers after us all the time to hvistle

up jobs and break up work that we are doing."

Reduction of Labor Turnover

Such an attitude reflects one of the great indirect

advantages that Scientific ^Management gives to the

plant that employs it. It reduces the labor turnover

and gives the plant a picked body of the best workers.

The men who leave the plant have difficulty in find-

ing another job where the conditions of work are so

agreeable as in the plant under Scientific ilanagement.

Consequently, there is a reluctance to change jobs,

and the labor force is stabilized. The same workman
quoted above also remarked: "The way we do things

now shows up a lazy man and he soon quits." The
result of this is that within a comparatively short time

only the higher grade of workers are found as per-

manent members of the force.

Another indication of the spirit that actuates the

men is their interest in the maintenance of the record

of exactly-controlled, scheduled production. On May 1,

of this year, this record stood at upwards of 600
consecutive working days,^ and the men are as much
interested in keeping it unbroken as is the manage-
ment. It has become a game with them, the Holt
workmen against the field, to show the best production
record in the world. There is a standing order by
the management to blow the fire whistle on the plant
if and when the erection department ever fails to

deliver its scheduled output on time. In the good-
natured bantering that always takes place between
shop departments, the erection foreman has been told

that if the whistle ever blows he will have to make a

quick start to get away from the men whose record
has been spoiled. His reply invaria])ly is: "It's
never going to blow." Such a spirit in a working
force is one of Mhich any employer may well be proud.

Summary of Good Results

We may now sum up briefly what Scientific Man-
agement has accomplished for the Holt Manufactur-
ing Company:

First, it has given us a product that is equal to

any legitimate demand that may be made upon it, a
product of uniformly higli quality due to the methods
of testing and inspecting raw material, and the close

supervision of quality of workmanship that follows

3 On October 15, when this issue of Management and Admin-
istration went to press, the record stood .-it 7.34 consecutive
working days.

—

Editor.

every stage of the manufacturing process. It is need-

less to raise anj- question as to the value to any manu-
facturer of a reputation for high quality.

Second, it has given us such absolute control of our

production that we are able to tell a customer, months

in advance, the exact day on which his order wiU

leave our plant. A reputation for alivays meeting de-

livery promises is second only to that for highest

quality.

Third, it has enabled us to decrease our costs while

at the same time paying the highest wage scale of

any factory in the district in which the plant is

located.

Fourth, it has secured for us a picked body of work-

men, highly skilled at their work, proud of their asso-

ciation with the company, and absolute in their faith

in its fair dealing toward them. There is no finer body

of men anywhere in the world than those employed

in the Holt plant.

Fifth, it has noticeably decreased the labor of ad-

ministration of the plant. Scientific Management has

suffered much from statements that it increases the

so-called "non-productive" overhead and enmeshes the

organization in a tangle of red tape. In refutation

of this unproved claim, the writer offers the evidence

of the two photographs of the production control de-

partment of the Holt plant. Figs. 31 and 32, taken in

.May 1924. Previous to the installation of Scientific

^lanagement, all the vacant space shown in the two

photographs was filled with clerks handling the pro-

duction routine. In addition, two large rooms were

filled with clerks also engaged on production control

work. The desks shown, together with a few in the

route and equipment department, most of which dis-

charge functions ordinarily carried out by an en-

gineering department, today control an output over

twice as large as that formerly controlled by a force

over three times as great.

Scientific Management Cuts Overhead Costs

Our indirect or overhead rate has receded steadily

since the introduction of Scientific ^Management, even

tliough many hours which had been previously con-

sidered as direct, were transferred to the indirect

classification. Personally, where accurate costs are

compiled and maintained, I cannot conceive that it is

imjiortant whether an employee be classified in the

indirect or direct side of the cost, but I do consider

it vitallj' important that all of the costs, so far as

possible, which are created in production, should be

allocated to their true places.

As to the implication that the jiaper work is exten-

sive, or that red tape is prevalent, I can say that there

is no entry on a single form that does not mean a

corresponding shop operation. Therefore no places

for entry on any of the forms can be omitted. We
recognize forms as standardized orders of the manage-

ment for the detailed conduct of its affairs, and as

conditions require changes of standard, the forms are

immediately changed to agree. It is only by thus clearly

and definitely showing the work to be done that pro-

duction can be kept exactly on schedule.



Specifications for Pipe Coverings
By HUBERT E. COLLINS

Mechanical Engineer

THE same general rules for specifying quantity

and size of insulation should be followed as when
ordering pipe and pipe fittings/ with the fol-

lowing additional information given.

Pipe covering comes in sections 3 ft. long to fit the

size pipe it is to cover. Molded covering for fittings

comes in all pipe sizes to cover standard-size fittings.

Where a reducing fitting is to be covered, one is fur-

nished for the standard-size fitting all around and the

reductions are filled in with cement of the same material

as the covering.

The total length of pipe to be covei-ed should be

ordered and this amount will be shipped plus what
will come over in one 3 ft. length. The fittings should

be ordered in pipe size and the statement made whether
they are screw or flange fittings.

Kind and Quality

The real object of insulation is to prevent the flow of

heat to the outside surrounding air from a boiler, ap-

paratus, or pipe in which it may be generated, stored,

or conveyed.

There are two general classes of insulation for steam
and hot water pipes, Asbestos and 85 per cent Magnesia.

Either of these may be obtained in molded covering

for pipes and some fittings, and blocks and cement. A
single bill of material may include items of both these

grades and characters of covering.

There is no longer any argument as to the efficacy

of some kind of insulation on steam and hot water pipes.

All should be covered for the savings made possible

by so doing. As a general rule the covering which
costs the most is the most efficient for the reason that

the greatest savings are obtained with the thickest

coverings.

The tables given by all the manufacturers and the

findings of the A. S. M. E. research committees on the

subject disclose the fact that, for the same thickness

of covering, asbestos and 85 per cent magnesia are

nearly equal in efficiency. This holds good with tem-

peratures up to 400 deg. fahr., beyond which the lam-

inated forms of asbestos coverings begin to break down.
For this I'eason 85 per cent magnesia covering is always

best for temperatures above that point to its own
limit at 600 deg. fahr., beyond which for best results

it is not safe to use alone. Temperatures above 600

deg. fahr., however, are not often found in steam pipes.

When we get into the high temperatures such as in

smoke breeching, 85 per cent magnesia blocks, wired on
the hot surfaces with an air space between the in-

1 See previous articles on Specification Writing, in M.\nage-
MENT AND ADMINISTRATION', Mav 1924, p. 577; and July 1924,

p. 83.

sulated surface and the Index Number

insulation, should be 621.774 Pipe specifications

u.sed. There are also

hair felt coverings to be

used in many places either in combination with one

of the other materials or alone.

When naming the kind of covering specify asbestos

or 85 per cent magnesia.

The quality factor consists largely of thickness and

a little study of this factor may be appropriate. Most

catalogues of pipe covering manufacturers have com-

l)lete tables of the efficiencies of the molded coverings

they manufacture to which the reader can refer for

information. They are too voluminous to reproduce

here. The tables of efficiencies of blocks and sheets

correspond closely with those of molded covei-ings, and

being less voluminous than the others, are reproduced

here for information on the comparative efficiencies of

coverings of different thickness. For this information

refer to Table 1. which is taken from the Johns-

Manville general catalogue.

Although the titles of some of the coverings are

"trade," yet all disclose that they are either asbestos

or 85 per cent magnesia. Other manufacturers also

use trade names to emphasize some special combination,

but as in the case with Johns-Manville the base of

the material is easy to classify under one of these

kinds.

The efficiencies given in this table are the percentages

of heat saved by the covering, which would be wasted

if the pipes or other surface were left bare. When one

notes the savings possible, there is not much argument

in favor of leaving bare any surface that can be

covered with one of the insulating materials.

Efficiency of Different Coverings

The very best information on the subject of insula-

tion or pipe coverings is contained in "Transactions of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers." - This

is an unbiased investigation of the whole subject which

all the manufacturers have accepted and used in sub-

sequent research. The manufacturers' data correspond

closelj' with these findings although in somewhat

different form. For the purpose of writing out a bill

of material, Table 1 gives necessaiy information on

which to base a decision as to kind and quality of cov-

ering to be ordered.

To the man who wishes to see the actual dollars and

cents to be saved with coverings of different kinds,

before he writes his specifications, a study of part of

one table taken from Volume 37, A. S. M. E. Trans-

actions will be interesting and helpful. This is Table

2 Vol. 37, pp. 921-974 inclusive. Paper No. 1514.
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TABLE 1. EFFICIENCIES OF DIFFERENT COVERINGS FOR STEAM AND HOT WATER
PIPES AND FITTINGS.

Thick-
J^ESS OF
Insula-
tion

Temperature Difference Between Hot Surface .and Surrounding Air.
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If the flanges are too large for sectional covering,

blocks of the same thickness as the covering will be

sent to cover the flanges. They are wired in place and
all spaces filled with cement. In this instance, enough
canvas will be sent to place over the flange coverings

when finished. For flanges specify enough covering for

a stated number and size of flanges with wire to hold

it in place, togetlier with cement to fill the spaces.

Smoke breeeliings or other very hot surfaces require

blocks and cement. First a wire netting with spacers

is placed about the breeching, the blocks are wired

in place over the spacers, then cement is applied to the

5

«/5 4
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Where pipe lines ai-e too close together to permit

tlie use of regular size eork covering, the pipes should

be covered with regular covering on the outside halves

with a cork center between. In this case, the actual

distance between the parallel lines must be given.

Where the pipe lines are too close to walls or other

surfaces to permit the use of the regular size covering

the pipe should be covered with the regular size on
the outside and eork center between the pipe and wall

or other surface. The cork center must completely fill

T.\BLE 3. SPACING OF PIPE LINES.

Standard Brine Coverlngs



Analyzing Statements of Operating Results

By GEORGE S. CREMER and WILLIAISI R. DRACHBAR

THE industrial accountant is called upon at regu-

lai- periods to prepare statements of operating

results. The process of analyzing these ordinarily

proceeds bj' steps, and the number of steps to be taken

depends upon the depth and extent of the analysis

required.

For example, an inci-ease or decrease in net income
may be caused by: (1) Increase or decrease in revenue
from sales; (2) Decrease or increase in cost of goods

sold.

Analysis may end here, or it may go further and
show the amount of increase or decrease in revenue

from sales which was due to: (1) Increase or decrease

in number of sales: (2) Increase or decrease in aver-

age amount of individual sales; (3) Increase or de-

crease in average price received.

Here again, analysis may stop, or it may continue

and show how much of the increase or decrease in

quality sold was due to: (1) Increase or decrease in

demand; (2) Increase or decrease in production; (3)

Special efforts to effect sales.

It may show how much of the increase or decrease in

average prices received resulted from: (1) A gen-

eral change in prices: (2) Changes in prices of certain

specific lines; (3) Changes in class of customers (if

large buyers received goods at lower prices).

The method of analysis to be used is to isolate all

of the several causes of variation which can be iden-

tified, and first to meas- Index Number

ure the effect of each one 657.524 Cost Analysis
sepai'ately, assuming for

the purposes of the com-
putation that it is the only cause of variation Avhich

exists, then combine the several separate effects and
prove that the entire amount of variation is accounted
for.

Changes in the cost of raw material used in pro-

duction maJ' be due to changes in

:

1. Quantities of material used, caused by:

(a) Quantities of goods produced.

1. To fill orders.

2. To add to stock of goods on liand.

(6) Quantities of materials used per unit pro-

duced, due to changes in

:

1. Formula or method of manufacture.
2. Efficiency in operation of plant.

(c) Quality or purity of materials used.

2. Prices of materials used, caused by:

(a) Market fluctuations.

(6) Quality of materials purchased.

(c) Quantities in which materials are purchaised.

(d) Terms of credit.

We may take for an illustration a calculation show-
ing the causes of an increase in the cost of tallow used

AN.\LYSIS OF CHANGES IN M.\TERIAL COSTS
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ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN REVENUES FROM SALES



Cutting Manufacturing- Costs By Means of
the Oxy-Acetylene Blowpipe

Examples of Work in Which It Is a Standard Production Tool

By GEORGE E. HAGEMANN
Associate t'ditur. Maxagemext axd Admixistratiox^

IX
the past few years the art of welding has been

developed to such high degree that it occupies an
important place in manj- plants as one of the regu-

lar production operations. Originally it was employed
in work where manufacturers felt that they needed
merely a light bond to hold parts together. As the

possibilitj- became evident of using the oxy-acetylene

blowpipe for jobs where a strength equal to the orig-

inal metal was necessary, and also for purposes of

making cuts in all sorts of metal, the operations of

welding and cutting received recognition as part of

the standard processes of manufacturing in a large

number of industries. It is the purpose of this article

Fig. 1 Steel Tanks Produced Extikelt by Welding

to explain a few of the hundreds of instances on record
where welding and cutting are part of the regular daily

routine of production.'

Steel, in the form of sheets or plates, is a material
which lends itself readily to welding operations. For-
merly riveting, soldering, brazing, and folding were
the main methods of making joints in products turned
out from this metal. But the art of welding now
makes it possible to unite parts, insert heads, attach
connections, even of other metals, and produce jobs
as strong as the sheets or plates themselves, if not
stronger. In addition, the leakage trouble which prac-
tically always develops sooner or later with a riveted
joint, especially where corrosive action occurs, is elim-

inated, as the two parts are to aU intents and pur-
poses one piece. This is very often the determining
factor in selecting welding as the method of making a

1 Data and photographs for this article were furnished by
courtesy of The Linde Air Products Company.

joint. (Figs. 1 and 2). Index Number
The construction of 665.882 Oxy-acetylene welding

ammonia tanlvs offers a

good example of oxy-

acetjiene welding on steel plate. One large manufac-
turing concern makes these tanks with a body 4 ft.

long, 20 in. inside diameter, and % in. thick. A dished
and flanged head of % in. metal is inserted at each
end to the depth of 1 in. The extending part of the
shell is heated with the blowpipe, flanged over the
head and welded fast. The flanging ojieration takes
two hours and the welding operation four hours on the
two heads, while the oxygen consumption is about 330
cu. ft., and 5 lb. of Vi ii- welding rod are used.

The fittings are also welded on the tank. These
consist of two 8 in. nipples and two hanging lugs, a
14 in. gage connection, and a 2 in. drain. The total weld-
ing cost per tank is 9V2 br- time, oxygen consumption
500 cu. ft., acetylene 470 cu. ft., and welding rod 9 lb.

Xo figures are available to compare the actual riveting

process with these costs, but all expense of laying out,

punching, and reaming holes is saved.

Several concerns have successfully adopted welding
of steel window sash and door frames as a regular
production operation. Jigs are necessary to hold the

parts in place so that the finished welded product will

be exactly correct in size and shape. Jigs also in-

crease output and standardize the product, thus re-

ducing costs. The expense of making these jigs is

slight and their use is amply justified. Fig. 3 shows a
section of the welding department in one of these

plants. The material is supplied to the welders from
racks at the left of the picture, is assembled by blow-

J-'iG. - Welding a Longittdixal Seam
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pipes on the benches shown in the centei-, and then is

delivered to ci-anes at the right in the main bay for

finishing and painting operations.

Another interesting application of osy-acetylene

welding to sheet metal is found in the making of sugar

mold pans, Fig. -4, from 16-gage galvanized sheets.

The bottoms of these pans were 34 by 1-4 in., the height

6 in., and the sides and ends were formed outward on

an angle of 70 deg. This made the dimensions of the

tops of the pans 36 by 16 in. There was a butt weld

at each of the four corners of the pans.

The final arrangement adopted for this work was to

Fio. 3 Wei.dixg Department in a Large Steel Sasii

AND Door Plant

place the pans on a revolving table at which the oper-

ator sat. AH four corners of the pans were first

clamped, and as each was welded the table was moved
around to bring the next one into position. Produc-

tion was at the rate of 100 to 120 pans welded per day,

and the estimated cost of gas consumption per i^an was
less than four cents.

The insides of these pans had to be soldered in the

corners according to the customer's specifications. This

opened up a novel opportunity to make the heat from
the blowpipe do double duty. Solder was applied

\vhile the corners were hot after welding, and the seal-

ing operation was performed quickly and successfully.

In addition, it saved a lot of money, for 5000 pans

were on the order.

Steam .separators are successfully made as a pro-

duction operation by the use of the welding blow-

pipe. One concern has made such separators 3 ft. 6 in.

high, 2 ft. 6 in. in diameter, constructed of y^ in. plate

with a longitudinal seam butt welded. The heads are

convex and are flanged and butt-welded to the body
of the tank. An 8 in. hole is cut in the top and a

flange for an 8 in. pipe is welded on around this hole.

The bottom head is similarly fitted for the attachment

of an 8 in. pipe. The baffle plate is held in position

by 4 lugs welded to the inside of the separator about

6 in. from the bottom. A ',/> in. nipple is welded to

the bottom for a drain and two screwed connections

are welded on the side for a gage.

The cost of welding each separator on tjie particular

job studied was $41.86. The contrast with cast iron

separators is striking—in weight and in total cost.

Moreover, welding offers the opportunity to make
special designs promptly and without the necessity of

expensive pattern, foundry, and machine work.

Fig. 5 shows the use of the oxy-acetylene blowpipe

in making automobile fenders.

Steel is not the onlj' metal to which welding can be

applied. It has been successfully adopted for a num-
ber of other materials. In one plant 1/32 in. brass

.sheet is employed to make loud speakers for radios,

and two seams are welded with silver solder. City

gas and air had previously been utilized for this work
and each job took about 6 min. The use of an oxy-

acetylene blowpipe cut this welding time down to 4

min. and resulted in a neater job.

Another concern has successfully applied the weld-

ing process to bronze headers that were to be fas-

tened to steel pipe. This apparatus was to be used

on hot water feed lines. The headers consisted of

2 in. bronze pipe with % iii- ^nd 1 in. nipples welded

in. Tobin bronze welding rods were used and the

welds were built up to a somewhat greater thickness

than in the case of steel. After tlie welding was done

the headers were polished up and made a very neat

appearance.

Still another use of the oxy-acetylene blowpipe for

welding of bronze is found in the making of cylinders.

These in one case were made of ^s in. sheet bronze

and were 32 in. in diameter and 22 ft. long. The
circular seams as well as the longitudinal seams were

welded with perfect satisfaction.

Aluminum, copper and lead products offer excep-

tionally good opportunities to ajijily welding to pro-

I'Ki. 4 Su(iAR 1'an Made hy Welding Galvanized Sheets

Corners of these pans were soldered by using residual heat.

duction work. Fig. 6 shows a view of a plant en-

gaged in the manufacture of aluminum parts for air-

planes. The gasoline tanks in the foregrcuind are con-

structed of aluminum sheets, welded throughout, in-

eluding the attachment of all fittings. The baffle plates

in these tanks arc licld in place by studs which project

through the casing aiul are welded, not merely riveted,

to it by the blowpipe.

Pig. 7 illustrates the welding of a lead fitting. Lead
is a metal which yields readily to the blowpipe. Any
desired product can be made with the greatest facility
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i'lG. -J Wei.iuxg Steel Automobile J:'enlieks

from this material by means of welding appliances.

In fact, the first autogenous welding was done with

this metal.

The oxy-aeetylene blowpipe is used very extensively

for cutting in connection with production work. One
concern cuts rings from steel plate i

2 in. to 2 in. in

thickness by means of a blowpipe. The circles vary

from 4 in. to 30 in. in diameter. In the shipbuilding

industrj^ hull plates are often cut to shape bj' the

oxy-acetylene flame. In some cases it is necessary to

bend such plates to unusual shapes. These shapes

cannot be formed on ordinary presses and it does not

pay to build special machiner.y for the purpose. By
heating the metal at the points where bending must
be done it is softened so that the proper shape may be

formed by the use of sledges.

Fig. 8 shows the cutting of 8 in. steel plates to form
a ship's rudder. The blowpipe is mounted on a straight

line machine. By turning the handles on the drive,

the flame is moved in any desired direction with pre-

cision and at a cutting speed to suit the requirements

of the particular quality of metal under fabrication.

A manufacturer of special truck bodies employs a

cutting unit for shortening frames and for cutting

special braces from angle and channel iron. All rivet

and bolt holes are pierced with the blowpipe instead

of being drilled. They are then reamed to size. This

firm also cuts out rivets from braces and frame ends

and uses the blowpipe for heating rivets. The products

involved are .special dumping bodies, garbage bodies,

roll bodies for lumber handling, special cabs, and

derrick and hoisting apparatus which is mounted on

trucks.

The welding and cutting blowpipes have been used

with great success on cast iron. Some of these applica-

tions have been on repair jobs to mend broken cast-

ings. But the process plays an important part in

production work as well. Fig. 9 shows cast iron mani-

folds built by welding. In every foundry some cast-

ings are certain to be spoiled. In some eases blow holes

Fig. Welding a Lead Fitting by the Ost-Acetylenx
Blowpipe

Fig. 6 Alumixcm Airplane Parts Made Entirely by
Welding

or sand holes will develop. In other cases the metal

will not fill out completely in the mold, leaving a gap

or an incomplete pro.iection of some kind. "Burning

in" of metal is not as a rule a satisfactory process for

the repair of such defects. It is especially objection-

able to attempt when a lug or some other portion has

to be built up, and in fact only rarely accomplishes

the purpose. Welding is far better.

One of the outstanding examples of such an applica-

tion is found in large automobile plants where con-

veyor processing and assembling are utilized. Cast-

ings in one of these plants are put on conveyors as soon

as poured, and, as they go from operation to opera-

tion, are assembled into \uiit groups. Inspection must

therefore be made on these castings while in transit;

to remove those that are defective.

These defective castings are neither scrapped nor

sent to a central storeroom to be later reclaimed, but

are repaired at once. For instance, cylinder blocks

that are not perfect are shunted off to a sepai-ate con-

veyor and run slowly through a preheating furnace

which holds 20 at a time. As they come out, helpers

move them with tongs to the welding platform, Mhere

blow holes and other imperfections are filled up. Then

the castings arc run by conveyor through an annealing

furnace to soften the metal for machining. From
this point they are delivered again to the main con-
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veyor, from which they have been absent only 15 miu.

The 118 welders in this plant work in shifts and in

gangs. Tanks of oxygen and acetylene are located on

the floor above. Pressures have been standardized for

each kind of work, and signals are arranged so that

each operator can let the tank' attendant know when

the pressure must be altered, or tanks replaced.

One of the manufacturers of steam turbines has

utilized welding with satisfactory results in his plant

to reclaim bottom cases for turbines that have devel-

I'li,. CuTii.NU S Ix. Steel Plate tu i'uuii a Kuddek

oped blow holes in the casting, or that have been

broken in moving througli the plant. These defects

are repaired by the welding blowpipe and the weld

has proved fully as strong as the metal in the other

portions of the casting.

In this plant also the corners of the flanges on

turbine casings are east a foot larger tlian the fmishrd

size. The extra material on these corners is used to

clamp the case to the milling machine, and after the

machining is done it is necessai-y to remove it. For-

merly this was done by drilling and then chijiping oil'

the metal to the proper size. In some eases a milling

cutter or saw has been more profitably employed. The

cutting blowpipe is now used to remove this excess

metal, which it does much more quickly and at a much

lower cost tliati by any other method.

Moncl metal parts used for governor valves on tur

bines are also reclaimed, when broken, by this same

plant. It was formerly the practice to rivet the brass

strainers used in this valve. On account of the thin

metal in these strainers welding at first was not thought

po.ssiblc. However, by using a si)ecial welding md
which would melt readily and make the attachment

quickly, it was found possible to apply welding suc-

cessfully at an appreciable saving in cost.

AiKitlicr foundry (i|)er;iticm in whicli tlii' cutting blow-

FiG. 9 Cast Iron Manifolds Bl'ilt by Welding

pipe finds application is in the removing of risers from

castings. (!See Fig. 10). Formerly this work was

done with a chipping hammer, or saw, or, if the riser

could be partially knocked oft' with a sledge, it "was

neeessai'y to smooth the surface with a chipping

hammer. It is possible to cut otf these risers very

quickly and cleanly by using the oxy-acetylene blow-

pipe. The co.st is also appreciably less than when the

chipping method is used.

Where a large number of risers of various thick-

nesses are to be removed, the best practice is to sep-

arate castings into groups according to riser sizes. An
operator with the correct size of cutting nozzle can be

assigned to each group, which is more economical than

to cut off small risers with a large blowpipe, and vice

versa.

Cutting oft" of risers is extremely important in steel

castings. Owing to the ease with wliich the blowpipe

can reach into inaccessible places, risers and sink heads

can now be placed where they do the most good for the

easting, rather than where they can be readied easiest

with a saw or machine tool. This ]i(issil)ility has

enabled some foundries to revolutionize tlieir molding

practice", with excellent results on (|uality of i>ro(lncts.

Fig. 10 RisEK on This 12 Ft., 40,000 Lb. Gear Casting Was
Cut Off by the 0.\y-Acf,ttlene Blowpipe



Organization for Successful Operation
Work of the Industrial Executive

By B. A. FRANKLIN
Vice-President, Strathmore Paper Company

UXDOT'BTEDLY the most important element in

industry is organization, and it is natural that

it should be so. As long as men accomplished

things, and produced singly, individual skill and

ability were the supreme industrial qualities, and, while

they made for independence in a small way. they never

advanced production nor amassed great fortunes.

They supplied no wide consuming public, and built

up no great demand. For it must be remembered that

in the beginning demand is almost always built by

supply, and only after supply has thoroughly created

demand does it follow demand.

Industry in its present form

took a long time to grow. It was

otTered no incentive under feudal,

or completely autocratic, govern-

ments. Organizing knowledge

and ability, of course, have

existed for centuries, but exer-

cised their talents mostly in gov-

ernment and military forms.

Outside of shipbuilding and pos-

sibly one or two other lines, where

groups were essential to produc-

tion, organization ability took

little notice of industry because

it had no sufficient incentive.

Invention was one of the first

fruits of a wider freedom and
gradually organizing ability was
incited to take hold of industry

through the opportimities which

it presented, since, in fact, in the earlier days of

growing democracy in the world it had little other

opportunity. It is organization, and the right to

the results of effort, which have made industry the

great proposition it is today. It has fostered inven-

tion, and while it has not been directly responsible for

specialization, which was the natural outcome of the

invention of single purpose machinery, it has nat-

urally expanded and utilized it to the limit.

The Place of Organization

In the industrial tmit, organization is the supreme

need becau.se it is the most important factor making

for progress, production, and success. In the small

unit one man of ability and energy may in himself

in effect be the whole organization, performing all

the essential functions of organization ; of buying and

selling, of planning and devising, of directing and
disposing. This was indeed the early history of in-

Organization is the assembling

and co-ordination of parts to form an

operating unit. The better this as-

sembling and co-ordinating is done

the more effectively the unit oper-

ates and the more surely are ade-

quate results obtained. In the pres-

ent article Mr. Franklin discusses

the important requirements to be

met, and the methods to be followed

for the upbuilding of a smoothly

operating and result-getting organ-

ization.

du.stry, as it was the Index Number

origin of early industiy. 658.16 Organization

As the industrial unit 658.1 Executive control

became larger it was

necessary for the one man of ability to delegate organi-

zation functions to others, to depend upon others to

accomplish parts of organization work. As it became

greater and greater this necessity was expanded until

we have arrived today at a point where the chief

executive may not even have the ability to perform

many of the organization functions or even most of

them, despite which lack he may
operate a very large unit with

great success provided he pos-

sesses organization abilitj^—the

ability to decide, direct, and in-

spire.

All of this is very simple, and

might be of no particular sig-

nificance if the industrial unit be

considered a piece of purely

private property whose fortunes

may vary, as do those of private

ownership. If, however, the in-

dustrial unit be considered as a

service center, and consequently

of definite moment in the com-

munity and in the lives of many
people; and if, for the value to

the general public, its most

effective operation be important,

then in view of the fact that very

many units observably do fail in this respect of or-

ganization, it seems a matter of the greatest importance,

for continued success depends to a very great extent

on good organization.

Elements of Industrial Success

The first element of success in an industrial unit

is not ownership, although in the minds of many this

.seems to be taken for granted. If the successful units

are analyzed it will be found that there is first a

definite comprehension and a sensitiveness to public

demand. The Ford Company is of course an out-

standing example, where the idea that the public would

buy in great quantities a cheap and serviceable machine

was adhered to intelligently till it brought tremendous

results.

The second element, of coui-se. is the development

of a plan to put the idea into effect. The third element

following in natural sequence, is the development

513
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of an organization to carry out the plan.

It is somewhat astonishing occasionally, when con-

sideration is given to the jirogress of certain indus-

trial units, to observe that the executive is entirely

unconscious of two facts, the knowledge of which is

fundamental to industrial growth and .success, and

the use of which has made many fine executives and
many fortunes. The first of tliese is that the indus-

trial unit is very essentially and fundamentally a group
center of co-operation of all of the abilities possessed

by the co-operators. The second is a tenet of scien-

tific management, viz., that tlieir Ivnowledge and ability

should be gathered and utilized.

The Matter of Understudies

It is of course more or less natural for men of

energy and force, and especially of proved ability, to

operate on the one-man plan because of their very

nature. But when as time goes on, and other interests

intervene, their expressed desire
—"I wish I had some-

one with my ability to take my place," can only be

answered, and truly, with the reply
—"Why didn't

you train someone in your organization to do it?"

This is the cry for organization.

Such concerns, of which there are a great many,
are one-man concerns, which, with ability ou the jjart

of the one man, may succeed until that ability dis-

appears, and they then become failures. The remedy,

of course, is organization which abets the ability of

the one man or may make up for the lack. No in-

dustrial executive has either the right, when the indus-

trial unit is considered from the broad point of view,

or should have the folly to smother by rebuff or in-

difference, the ideas and gi-owth of subordinates. The
wise executive makes liis people grow by the encourage-

ment and careful consideration of their ideas.

A good organization must of necessity include men
of brains, energy, concentration, and ability for hard
work, and while of course the first two are important,

the possession by a group of reasonable intelligence,

of the two latter qualities will carry farther than the

first two without the latter. A necessary element whicli

must display itself in the building of an organiza-

tion is therefore selection, and herein lies the first

quality of an industrial executive. It will be remem-
bered that Andrew Carnegie ascribed his own large

success very greatly to liis ability in this direction.

As to the method of selection there unqiiestionably

is a considerable need of education among industrial

executives. There are those wlio deliberately seek good
men, applying to colleges and other sources of man-
supply. Some units endeavor to obtain the experienced

men of their competitors. Very largely, however,

executives depend upon the chance discovery and ap-

plication of new nuiterial.

Psychology is developing certain tests which are

good as general guides in the selection of sul)ordinates

—

good at least to indicate the possession of certain val-

uable traits. Perhaps, though, these tests, in a com-
plicated and unmeasurable quantitative but "develop-
able" relation of essential qualities, can as yet only

serve as guides. ]\rany executives depend on im-

pressions of i^ersonality made by interviews. The wise

executive will make no mistake in interviewing every

applicant for an organization position, since thus he

may now and then make a real find.

Organization Policies as to Promotion

If analysis is made of many successful organiza-

tions it will be found that the key men are men who
have generally been with the unit from almost the be-

ginning of their careers, and that thei-e exists a definite

policy of taking on likely young men and placing them
in any position which maj' offer itself at the time

with the idea of observing them and developing them
to meet the organization needs. If older men are

brought from the outside to fill the more important

positions it is because of the possession of some par-

ticular knowledge not possessed by those already in

the organization. Speaking generally, there must be

a policy of adhering as strictly to promotion as pos-

sible, if the j'ounger men are to have faith and loyalty

in the value of their develoi^ment and opportunity.

Nothing discourages or destroj-s the loyalty of young
men of ability so much as to find their advancement
suddenly shut off' by outside entries. The industrial

executive will, generally, make no mistake if he

adheres pretty firmly to: first, the policy of internal

promotion ; and second, inside the organization, to

the promotion of the most able man.

The Selection of Men

There often arises the question as to the compara-

tive value of college men and men who employ this

same period in getting practical experience. Opinions

vary on this point, but it seems generally true that

of two men of given ability, the training of the college

man will eventually put him farther ahead—at least

it will if he does not become impressed with the idea

that his college training alone puts him above the

drudgery involved in getting the- practical experience

he must have.

Of cour.se, the selection of the elements of an organi-

zation is directly affected by tlie requirements of the

work to be done—the various departmental functions

of planning, of process knowledge, of research, of cost

and accountancy, of pi-oduction, of engineering, of

clerical labors, of advertising and selling, and of gen-

eral executive aljility. The choice of men to perform
Ihese functions must be made with three considerations

in mind—temperament, tendency, and knowledge, for

it very often happens that even with knowledge a man
without the temperament and tendency accomplishes

l)oprly. The good accountant may make a poor

executive, the good clerk is often spoiled by promo-
tion, the good executive may make a poor engineer.

Industrial unit success must always depend on

directed co-operation, f(u' under any conditions the

industrial unit is notJiing l)ut a center of co-opera-

tion. The quality of the direction must be the im-

l)ortant element in its success and the executive organi-

zation provides that direction. Selection must there-

fore he a great element in its upbuilding. With men
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of brains, of energy, of initiative, of vision, of courage,

of concentration and application, great units have been

built even with small initial . capital. Amei-ica is

studded -with them.

Training the Organization

It follows automatically that the next important

element in organization after selection is training. The
new member, if experienced, must either learn the

ideals, aims, and methods of the organization and fit

himself to them, or undertake to bring the other mem-
bers of the organization to undei'stand and co-operate

on his own. The new member-, if inexperienced, stands

on the threshold of a career of which he knows nothing.

His abilities must be given something definite to de-

velop upon, and they must be trained along definite

lines if he is to fit into the scheme of maximum unit

co-operation. It frequently happens that men of

ability become discouraged in one concern by what
they term lack of opportunity^—not because of failure

of promotion which must, generallj', in a single unit,

come slowly, but because no sense of direction is given

to their abilities and no assistance in their general de-

velopment. The same men may succeed in another

concern where they find this direction and interest.

The usual man wants hope and improvement more
than he wants immediate promotion. He will wait and
work for the latter if supplied with the former. Since

the best organization is always the growing one, where
the younger men are pushing along behind the older

ones with ideas, suggestions, and the urge for im-

provement, the importance of the proper development

of the members of his organization by the industrial

executive cannot be overrated. Training, education,

discipline, and inspiration will accomplish this devel-

opment.

In considering the application of these, two things

may well be taken in mind. The first of these is that

if the body is the industrial unit, the spirit is the

executive organization, and upon its maximum anima-

tion depends the success of the body. The second im-

portant thing is that the industrial executive, in the

members of his organization, will find men eager to

learn, anxious to know how, willing to discipline, eager

for inspiration, desirous of results. If they are not

there he needs a new organization. His task, there-

fore, is mainly to find practical methods of training

and developing these on-coming men.

Improving the System and Service

There are certain things which are needed in every

industrial unit beyond the carrying on of routine.

One of these necessities is the constant improving
of the system and service of the department. Pre-

sumably the department head should be ca]iable of

looking after this, but in the working out of the two
ideas of bringing along all members of the organiza-

tion for better work and promotion, and the working
out of the co-operative idea whereby the best ideas

of all are obtained, there should be developed some sys-

tematic plan of discussing better ways and of deciding

what changes are to be made and how- to make them.

One concern has handled this proposition with

success for a number of years by establishing regular

departmental meetings at which all of the department

0]-ganization are present, and often representatives of

interlocking departments. All discussion is open;

everyone is asked his opinion, and in turn requested

to bring up any matters or suggestions in his mind.

There is a chairman and secretary, and all discus-

sion and decisions are recorded, and a copy sent to

everyone concerned including the executives.

It will be seen that this plan brings out the ideas

of everyone and reaches some decision on them after

discu.ssion. Each one, besides learning the aims, the

needs, the methods, the diiBculties of the department,

has an opportunity to help solve them, and since the

minutes come before the executives, knows that his

ideas are brought to the front. In technical and en-

gineering matters, in statistical and service matters,

thorough discussion not only brings out the best but

gets immediately, from the very nature of the decision,

maximum co-operation. Each man feels himself part

of the game, which makes for loyalty. But of course

the ideas of the executive, because presumably they

ought to be more valuable, must also be thrown into

the "pot," and this is of very definite value in both

education and encouragement to all down the line.

The Matter of Education

It must be understood, however, that even in the

most effective organizations there is no monopoly, even

with the ideas of all considered, of all the best pos-

sible methods. Constantly, new and effective schemes,

technically, from the engineering or the industrial en-

gineering point of view, arise in other units in the

same trade and indeed in all other trades. As a matter

of fact most of the schemes and methods that operate

in any one unit are the result and the experience of

other units. Means must be developed to discover and

bring these to the front for consideration. This neces-

sitates a plan of education.

There are many sources of education. Makers of

macliinei-y, trade associations, engineering associations,

technical societies, technical books, trade and technical

magazines and papers, and educational courses, local

or correspondence, all offer varied and considerable

possibilities, and the industrial executive has in these

all the needed opportunity.

In the paper trade there is a technical association

which has pooled its knowledge in a set of books, and

one company has a class of fifty studying these books.

This company also subscribes to a dozen or so maga-

zines covering not only the paper trade but also indus-

trial engineering and selling literature, and routes

them monthly lo the departments which .should be in-

terested, with the request that they be carefullj' read

and all applicable ideas be brought, with adaptive sug-

gestions, to the attention of the executives.

This concern also has a number of its employees as

members of technical organizations, and encourages

them to attend conventions. It encourages the mem-
bers of its executive organization to take anv worth-
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while courses, local and correspondence, paying the

expense thereof. Its salesmen take public speaking

and advertising courses.

It is evident that such a course of action offers an
opportunity and inspiration to properly selected men
to keep up-to-date methods under consideration and to

put the adaptable ones into practice.

Keeping the Organization Up to the Mark

An executive organization, being composed of human
beings, needs certain methods of discipline as well

as training and education. The best discipline for a

wideawake man, of course, is to show him the facts.

One concern makes a point of providing the mem-
bers of its organization with comparisons of the current

situation and previous good ones. Men need goals to

aim for. This company also keeps an error book in

which are recorded and reported monthly to all de-

partments, all complaints, eri-ors, and losses through
bad work, with detailed investigation and placement of

blame and period analysis. Nothing is so disciplinary

as a definite discussion with a department of its lapses,

and of methods of avoiding them. Vei-y much better

than the discussion of occasional lapses, however, is the

discussion of a comparison of recorded lapses over a

period with actual statement of losses.

Of course the most effective method of discipline

lies in the salary list. It is wise and valuable for

the industrial executive to have a regular period,

preferably the beginning of the j'ear, when he goes

over the list of salaries of all of the members of his

organization, decides definiteh^ as to their merits in

this respect, and discusses their value, their good points

and their weaknesses in relation to the unit with them.
This gives a great opportunity to inspii-e, to strengthen

the courage and energy, and to put fight into the or-

ganization. To let such an opportunity pass, leaves

a doubt in, and puts a damjier on. the minds of his

organization. The results are aj)t to be discouraging.

Of course the methods of training, education, and
discipline M'ill vary with different trades, and with
dirt'erent sizes of units. Each concern will want to

develop its own methods but the principles are the

same, and the necessity is imperative in every concern.

There are, for instance, cases where the selling i)lan

involves large numbers of men who are widely scat-

tered. Probably the most effective method of train-

ing and educating salesmen lies in the selling scIkkiI.

with annual gatherings at the manufacturing center.

There are many well known concerns which carry out

this plan, as, for example, the National Cash Register

Company. One concern in Pennsylvania varies this

plan by insisting that its novice salesmen take a two
months course through all the o])erations of the unit.

After this, each salesman on his return to the center

has full interviews with all important executives Avith

an exchange of views on the outside and inside problems
of the unit.

What every executive organization needs in addi-

tion to training, education, and discipline, is inspira-

tion. Men need, to do their best, to feel that the thing
they are doing is fine, even if it is necessary and

routine. They need ideals and a vision of accomplish-

ment. Men think of themselves preferably as playing

some big part, as heroic, as importaut, as romantic.

This is merely the human nature of it.

Now there is in industry all of these things if in-

dustry be understood. There need be nothing prosy

in business affairs, if they are operated with the service

idea. It is onlj^ when the purely selfish is uppermost,

when the doing of a thing for pure gain is under-

taken, when the interest of others or the value to others

is unconsidered, that business becomes prosy. It de-

tracts nothing from its profitability to see industry

in the larger way, as a service to be spread, to be sen-

sitive to public wants, to be a happy co-operative effort.

It adds definitely to results that each one should see

his part as an important one, the most competent doing

of which makes the whole more complete and effective.

There are indeed many executives who are in a real

sense heroic for their accomplishments in the eyes of

their subordinates, and particularly so because of their

fairness, their willingness to teach what they know,

their open minds to all suggestions, and their fi'ank-

ness in giving the authors due credit. If these are good
qualities they may be just as heroic in their practice

all down through the executive organization.

Men want to do big things, but after all big things

are merely comparative and are big only because they

are larger in accomplishment than something pre-

viously considered fine. So in industry it is a big

thing to increase a .service, to reduce a cost, to simplify

a system, to present a new and result-producing view,

to make a laid-down plan most effective, to create a

new thing, to improve a quality, to make co-operation

more effective, even to do routine work well and
promptly, because there are so many men in industry

who are doing none of these things.

Eve)-j' man in an executive organization has or ought

to have hopes and ambitions. It is the part of the

industrial executive to supply the inspiration for these

things in his executive organization, because thereby

he can definitely increase his results.

There are a number of practical ways in which this

can be done. If men are to be given ideals to work
for they must be told .something of the plans of the

unit, and particularly .some of the facts of progress

as working toward those plans, so they may bend their

efforts towards the general goal. When a man feels

lie is part of the game, knows the plan and the progress,

he has a basis on whicli to figiit. and fighting co-oper-

atively makes loyalty.

An industrial unit has a soul and spirit as well as

a body. That unit is successful whose industrial

executive rouses its spirit, creates for it a soul by
ins])iring his executive organization to understand that

each member may be doing fine things in cariying on

his work and finding ways to improve it. When that

is accomplished a serviceable unit has been built.

Nothing offers, to the industrial executive himself,

the inspiration and foundation for the proper discharge

of his duties as the understanding of industry as a

broad co-operative service. And nothing offers such

sure and permanent profit as the intelligent building

of iin organization to support this ideal.



Correct Costs at Little Expense
A System for the Small and Medium -Size Plant

By GAYLORD G. THO^TPSON
Manufacturing Analjist, Cutler-Ham iiicr Manufacturing Company

THE work of cost keeping is looked upon by
many manufacturers as too involved and too ex-

pensive for a small or medium-size plant. The
elaborate systems adopted by large concerns, are un-

doubtedly open to these criticisms when applied to an
organization employing only a few hundred workers.

But when stripped of extreme refinements and con-

densed to give approximately correct results at little

expense, a cost system proves of invaluable aid in

running even a small plant. The present article

explains a system for use in a factory where the man-
agement is concentrated in a few

major executives and where it is

imperative to keep clerical work
at a minimum in the interest of

profits. For purposes of clear-

ness of illustration the methods

are outlined as applied to a plant

manufacturing plumbing goods.

But the utility of the system ex-

tends to practically all branches

of industry.

A large factor contributing to

the difficulties of a cost-keeping

system in plumbing and brass

goods industries is the lack of

standardization in manufactured
products, especially where it

affects combinations of fixtures or

units. The element of stand-

ardization as it would apply

strictly to every detail in plumb-
ing installations is practically impossible. Building

constructions will continue to reflect a certain amount
of individuality of designs ; consequently the plumbing
industries have no other alternative than to meet these

conditions as a characteristic demand of the trade.

The installation of a cost system in a plant manu-
facturing a large variety of plumbing goods is a

proposition in which the eccentric nature, style, and
combinations involved, present problems of cost ac-

counting so difficult of solutions consistent with sim-

plicity, that a large number of manufacturers or

dealers in this class of goods depend mostly upon
estimating, or the "by guess and by gosh" method of

cost keeping.

Then, again, there are some concerns that base their

selling prices on comparisons with competitor's prices

and trust to luck that inventory time will i-eveal the
hoped-for profits. It is a fact that two competitive

concerns were known to be watching each other's price

list and setting their own respective prices accordingly.

Index Number

658.14 Financial control

657.452 Cost accounting

A knowledge of costs is necessary

to the successful running of every

business. But the needs of the

small and medium-size manufactur-

ing plant for a system giving approxi-

mately correct costs at a low expense

have never been adequately met. A
simple method, however, exists for

collecting and compiling cost data to

get reliable results. Mr. Thompson

explains this method in a way that

makes it immediately useful to every

manufacturer who is confronted

with cost problems in his plant.

Each one thought the

other had a good cost

system. It is amusing
to view this practice

from one angle, but a serious proposition to those who
must stand for the inevitable financial crash when such
methods are carried on without curtailment.

Competition in the manufacturing and distribution
of general brass goods and plumbing supplies is more
acute than in most of the other phases of industrial
activity. This condition is largely superinduced by

the ijrice slashing practices of

numerous small concerns that do
not know their accurate costs.

One plumbing goods manu-
facturer was known to have
placed a large quantity of goods
in a virgin territory at a figure

that was impossible to conceive

as profitable. The competitor,

who was already established in

this territory, undoubtedly knew
his costs, and after forcing the

market to a new low level, he
Avithdrew from this territory

goods that did not show a profit.

Tliis step left the new competitor
M'ith the undesirable part of the

field to himself and with a mess
of unprofitable orders on his

hands. After he finds that his

profits are missing he Mill have a
hard job trying to convince the trade that a higher
price must be established.

The concern which knows its costs and ordinarily
will not go below them to meet competition is the one
which can meet the sharpest possible competition in-

telligently and without loss. It is true that some
orders will be lost, but in the long run it is best to
let them go to the concern which, in many cases of
unusually low prices, does not know its true costs, and
thereby runs the danger of "cutting its own throat".
If the orders are large they will probably put this

competitor out of business, in which event the concern
knowing its costs will again control the market without
sustaining any losses, and at the same time will have
gained greater prestige and the confidence of the trade
because of stability.

Although the cost system described in this article

is intended primarily for manufacturers, it neverthe-
less contains features of cost keeping that will apply
to jobbers and dealers in plumbing goods. The funda-
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mental principles of the entire system remain the same

for all. In presenting this system, consideration has

been given to the fact that manufacturers of plumbing

goods are, in the majority of cases, small concerns

when it comes to questions of floor space and number

of people employed. The volume of business and the

scope of marketing territory are, however, the proper

gages of size. In this article, references to the small

concern apply to firms -which find that intricate and

refined methods of cost keeping and recording are not

absolutely essential. The methods described are

adapted for use where no fine line is drawn to separate

the functions of numerous executives and department

heads.

The chart shown in Fig. 1 is a fair example of how
the functions of plant management have been con-

densed to require the time of only three major execu-

tives, while the cost system described in this article

is operated by two or three clerks in the ofSce. This

chart represents tlie organization of a plumbing goods

manufacturer doing a business amounting to $400,000

to $700,000 per year and capable of greater capacities

with the same office force.

A system of cost keeping in a small concern must

have features of flexibility that will readily adapt it

to expansion as the concern grows. At all times it

must more than pay for its cost and not overgrow the

concern so that it becomes a burden unproportionate

to profits.

The accuracj' of a compilation of cost records de-

pends upon the accumulation of facts from which cost

information is obtained. It is a simple matter to

allocate the various charges and credits when proper

costs are known. The method used to originate these

cost figures is in most instances the cau.se of failure

in the installation of a cost system. Too much red

tape or a conglomeration of forms for collecting minute

details of cost facts, with its consequent increase in

clerical work and possibility of multiplied errors, is

often worse than an approximate cost system.

A cost derived without the use of forms containing

minute details, but practically reliable in its conclu-

sion, is the one of most value to the executive in guid-

ing the destinies of his business. The predominant

demand of most executives is for conclusive cost facts

and not for tlie means of determining these conclu-

sions. The metliod of arriving at cost conclusions is

reviewed as a matter of supervision by the executive

for his own satisfaction and at a time wlien his other

duties are not demanding his immediate attention.

The problem is, therefore, to cliniiiiate all functions

involved in tlio originating of costs that do not con-

tribute to facts upon which to base immediate con-

clusions. Data or records which are compiled after

conclusions or decisions have been made, are often

worthless, even though they may be interesting from
a historical standpoint.

Simplicity in the raetliod of originating cost data is

of more pronounced possibility in a small concern, for

which this article is intended, than in a large concern.

Consequently a broad viewpoint mu.st be a.ssumed where
.seeming impossibilities appear, or where the explana-

tions are of an elementarv nature.

The classifying of accounts is practicallj', although

not necessarily, the first step in the installation of a

cost system. The fundamental principles of such a

classification constitute an element of standardization

characteristic of all forms of accounting practice. Com-
plexity or simplicitj- in classifying accounts is largely

the result of judgment or opinion of those in charge

of this function. However, this judgment or opinion

may be influenced or superinduced by external circum-

stances encountered in different types of manufacturing

concerns. In any event, simplicity consistent with

accuracy is the desired goal.

The following classification of accounts is given here

to convey a better understanding of the discussion in

Dl RECTORS

PRESIDENT
AND

GENERAL MANAGER

Engineering

Sales

Correspondence

Secretary — Stenographer — Superintendent

Office Manager
Cost Confrol

Purchasing
Advertising

Cost Clerk

Factory Orders

Factor)/ Costs

Engineering
Factory Control

Factory Employment

Disciplinarian

Bookkeeper

Statements
etc

Timekeeper

Pay-roll
Factory Costs

Shipping

Clerk

Office

Clerk

Foreme n

Stores Clerk

Recei vintg
Wor ke rs

Fig. 1 Organizatiom Chart for Medivm-Size Concern

the paragraphs to follow. It will be noted that the

account numbers tend toward numerical sequence. The
missing numbers between some of the account num-
bers are left open for any possible addition of new
accounts.

Current Assets

Acct.

No.

1 State Bank
2 Petty Cash Fund
3 Notes Receivable

4 Accounts Receivable

7 Personal Accounts

10 Stores

11 Supplies

12 Work-in-Process

14 Tool-Making Material and Labor

15 Pattern-Making Material and Labor

17 Premium on Life Insurance
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Acct.

Xo.

19

20

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

36

37

3S

41

42

43

44
48

49

50

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

71

77

78

79

88

90

95

100

200

400

401

402

403

409

420

421

422

423

429

Fixed Assets

Land
Buildings

Building Improvements

Machinery and Equipment

Flasks

Permanent Tools

Perishable Tools

Patterns and Dra-wings

Delivery Equipment
Patents

Office Furnitui'e and Fixtures

Factory Furniture and Fixtures

Prepaid Insurance

Prepaid Subscriptions

Prepaid Advertising

Current Liabilities

Notes Payable—Bank
Notes Payable—Trade

Accounts Payable—Trade

Accounts Payable—Personal

Accrued Pay-roll

Accrued Commissions

Accrued Taxes

Allowance for Depreciation—Buildings

Allowance for Depreciation—Building Improvements

Allowance for Depreciation—Building Machinery and

Equipment
Allowance for Depreciation—Flasks

Allowance for Depreciation—Permanent Tools

Allowance for Depreciation—Patterns and Drawings

Allowance for Depreciation—Delivery Equipment

Allowance for Depreciation—Patents

Allowance for Depreciation—Office Furniture and

Fixtures

Allowance for Depreciation—Factory Furniture and

Fixtures

Land Contract

Surplus

Profit and Loss

Dividend

Cun-ent Profit and Loss

Sales

Cost of Goods Sold

Selling Expense
General and Administrative Expense
Rent Received

Discount Earned
Miscellaneous Sales

Interest Received

Contra Net Income
Discount Allowed

Interest Paid

Interest on Land Contract

Donations

Contra Other Expense

Acct.

No.

12-1

12-2

12-3

12-4

12-5

12-6

12-7

Work ix Process

^Material I'sed—Factory

Foundry—Direct Labor

Indirect Labor
Gas
Supplies

Repairs

Depreciation

12-8 Foundry-
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General axd Admixistratr'e Expense

Acet. ^

No.
200-1 Officers' Salaries

200-2 Office Salaries

200-4 Supplies and Stationery

200-5 Professional Services

200-6 Telephone and Telegrams

200-7 Postage

200-8 Cleaning

200-9 Subscriptions and Dues

200-10 General Traveling Expense

200-11 Insurance

200-12 Taxes

200-13 Repairs

200-14 Water, Light and Gas

200-15 Heating

200-16 Depreciation

200-40 Contra General and Administrative Expense

It \\ ill be noted that account Number 14 is assigneil

to "Tool-Making JMaterial and Labor" and Number 15

to "Pattern-Making Material and Labor". These

accounts are partly stores accounts, but owing to the

small quantity of materials involved it was found most

expedient to make charges for materials direct to these

accounts and have the materials delivered direct to the

toolmaker or pattern-maker, respectively, instead of

through the storeroom. These accounts are credited

for the amount of materials and labor used in the

making of a tool or pattern and charged into the

fixed asset accounts according to the nature of the

asset. The method of obtaining costs of patterns or

tools will be explained in the section entitled "Issuing

of Factory Orders," to follow in another instalment.

Overhead or Burden

The distribution of overhead or burden in a manu-

facturing concern involves more complexities than those

experienced by .jobbers or dealers. A flat overhead

rate is more easily applicable to a jobber's business than

to that of a manufacturer. Departmental overhead

rates are, for manufacturers, by far the most accurate

means of getting true costs. If a flat rate of over-

head is used in manufacturing, regardless of depart-

ments, the costs on some articles will be more or less

than what they should be, with the consequent danger

of receiving large orders for articles on which a loss

is actually sustained and very few orders for those on

which a profit could presumably be realized.

An example of this condition is found where an

article requires very little machine work in propor-

tion to bench work. Bench work does not incur the

high expense that machine work does. Consequently

if bench work is forced to carry the same overhead

as the machine work, the apparent cost of articles re-

quiring mostly bench work will be excessive and will

reflect itself in lost sales. The reverse of this condi-

tion is of greater danger because of unseen losses that

might creep in through orders on which the applica-

tion of a flat rate of overhead is insufficient. The law

of averages does not apply to percentages of a flat over-

head rate for all manufacturing departments combined.

To force this conclusion is often the cause of red ink

entries in the "sad news" column of the ledger.

The apportioning of overhead or burden can be

handled in several ways ; first, by application to direct

labor cost ; second, by application to direct labor time

;

and third, by the machine hour rate. The first method
is the most convenient and simple and is fairly ac-

curate where wages are uniform. However, if wages
are not uniform, the second method is the better of

the two. For example, a worker earning 50 cents

an hr., who completes a job in one hour will show a

ilirect labor co.st of 50 cents for the job. Assuming
that the overhead is 60 per cent of direct labor cost,

the overhead charges will be 30 cents. Now then, if

this same job is finished in the same time by a worker

whose rate is 30 cents an hr., the overhead rate would
be only 18 cents instead of 30 cents in spite of the

fact that the same amount of time, floor space, power,

etc., were used. If the overhead rate were based on

labor time instead of labor cost, the overhead charges

would have been the same, which is the correct result.

Where a shop has a piece-work system installed, the

inconsistencies of overhead figures as applied to direct

labor cost are largely overcome because of the existence

of standard labor costs for the various operations in-

volved in manufacturing. The overhead referred to

in the further discussion of the system described by
this article is based on percentage of direct labor cost.

For plumbing goods manufacturers this method has

proved satisfactory, particularly with piece woi'k.

Nickel Plating Operations Carried in Overhead

Many plumbing goods manufacturers have their

own nickel plating departments. Consequently a dis-

cussion of nickel plating costs is appropriate at this

]ioint. Where quantities of goods that are faii'ly

uniform can proceed through the operations of nickel

plating without continual interi'uption, the method of

obtaining costs can be carried out on the same basis

as costs in the machine shop, or on the weight basis.

As a rule, however, the nature of plumbing products

is not so standardized but what a considerable amount
of special nickel i)lating operations must be performed.

A piece of this and a part of that must often be plated

to complete special combinations made to order. To
maintain accurate costs imder these conditions is prac-

tically impossible as the cost would bo prohibitive.

A method used to overcome this trouble is to treat

the entire nickel plating dcpiirtnicnt as an overhead

item and distribute it in prnpoi-lion to direct lal)or

cost on nickel hnffinq. The nickel buffing operation is

chosen to a.ssume the overiu^ad di.stribution of nickel

l)lating because nickel buffing time bears a very con-

sistent relation to nickel i)latiiig time. Although this

method of determining nickel plating costs is not as-

sumed to be the best, nevertheless results have proved

satisfactory, without any expense of additional records.

Its simplicity is a prominent feature in its favor, and

more than offsets many arguments against it.

The next section of this article, to appear in an early

number, will deal with stores, purchasing, and the

handling of detail costs in a small-size industry.



Balance Sheet Analysis

ALEXANDER WALL
Secretary-Treasurer, Eohert Morris Associates

WHAT is the purpose of l)alanee sheet analysis?

The purpose is to read the fig-ures of a series

of balance sheets so as to bring out more clearly,

or emjjhasize, trends or strains in financing not easily

recognizable in the dollar figures.

Stephen Gilman in his article,^ "A Method of Bal-

ance Sheet Analysis" states, in a very clear and con-

cise manner the reasons for the neeessitj' of a closer

analysis than the mere comparison of the dollar figures.

He says

:

The need for balance sheet analysis is based upon the

known fact that the financial position of every business is

constantly changing either for better or worse. Distortion of

financial position means that the various classes of balance

sheet items do not bear their proper relationship to each
other. It is for indication of such distortion that the balance

sheet reader searches. From this viewpoint, therefore, the

problem is not one of studying the actual amounts shown
on the balance sheet, hut rather one of relationships between
the classes of items composing the statement.^

An appreciation of this fact, so clearly stated by
llr. Gilman, led the writer to experimentation in an
attempt to discover the other important proportions,

or relationships, between items composing a statement,

TABLE 1. RELATIONSHIPS EXPRESSED IN FRACTION
FORM AND THEN AS A RATIO

Relationship of current assets to current liabilities =
current assets _, ^ .

, .,. = Current Ratio.
current liabilities

Relationship of merchandise to receivables = merchandise

receivables

Merchandise to Receivables Ratio.

Relationship of net worth to fixed assets =

Net Worth to Fixed Assets Ratio.

Relationship of net worth to debt = —^-p^— = Net Worth to Debt Ratio.

net worth

fixed assets

Relationship of sales to receivables =

debt

sales

receivables
Sales to Receivables Ratio.

Relationship of sales to merchandise = ,_,",.__ = Sales to Merchandise

Sales to Fixed Assets

Ratio.

Relationship of Sales to Fixed Assets

Ratio.

Relationship of sales to net worth = — —7 = Sales to Net Worth Ratio,

merchandise

sales

fixed assets

net worth

beyond the current ratio which l\y general usage had
become a recognized test for credit strength at least

20 years ago. This search has evolved 7 additional sets

of relationships, the meaning of which must be fairly

obvious to anj- credit analj-.st, because they are only

1 See Management and Administration, .August 1924, p. 147
- The italics are the writer's.

the nuiuerieal expres- Index Number

sion of the tests used 627.372 Balance sheet analysis

by every credit man in 658.14 Financial control

the analysis of any
statement. Too often, however, they have been but

unrecorded mental reactions. The reduction to a

recordable figure is a step—though a small one—in

advance.

These relationships have been spoken of and written

about by the writer as ratios, following the nomencla-
ture adopted by common practice of calling the relation-

ship between the current assets and current liabilities

the
'

' Current Ratio
'

'. General practice expresses this

particular relationship as 2 to 1 or 1.5 to 1, etc., as

the case may be. The writer has deviated from this

form by expressing the 2 to 1 relationship as a single

percentage number, 200 per cent, and the 1.5 to 1,

as 150 per cent. These express in percentage form the

relationship borne by the numerator of the fraction

to the denominator, and simply transform the fraction

to a percentage or decimal figure. The principal ad-

vantage in this lies in the greater ease and accuracy
in recoi-ding and comparing successive relationships.

Statement of Standard Ratios

In the following list the relationshi])s referred to are

expressed first in fraction form and then as a ratio.

This division and reduction to a decimal is the actual

practice in developing the ratios used and advocated
by the writer as statement tests. (Table 1).

It will be noted that the first 4 of these ratios are

developed from balance sheet items and reduce the

relation.ships between two important items in each
event to an easily recordable figure, so that changes
in relationships on any .series of statements may be

readily noted, compared, and deductions made there-

from. The second i of these ratios are relationships

lietween the net annual sales and certain related balance
sheet items. They express the relative rapidity of oper-

ation in mercliandising, of collection in receivables, of

plant activity in fixed a.ssets, and of capital activity

in net worth.

Application of Ratios

Tlie figures of the Ames Manufacturing Companj^
submitted by Mr. Gilman in his Table 1 are here
given in Table 2.^ From these figures we develop the

ratios as shown in Table 3.

As the suppo.sed length of time necessaiy to compute
these ratios has at times been raised as an objection

the writer timed the computation of the ratios above

3 See Management and ADiiiNiSTRATiON, August 1924, p. 149.
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noted. The actual time was one min. and 32 sec. for

each year. It .seems perfectly reasonable to assume,
therefore, that not moi'e than 10 min. at the very
outside would be needed for the making of a four-

year table afteiT the process of condensation had been
accomplished. In addition to this, such computation
can be made by the average machine clerk, and is not
necessarily the work of other than a moderate-price
subordinate credit department operative.

As a substitute for these ratios Mr. Oilman offers

T.\BLE 2. COMPARISON OF BAL.\NCE SHEETS
as of January 1, Ames Manufacturing Company
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the changes for better or worse in the proportions of

his risk by the increase or decrease in the ratio in an

evident and clearly defined manner. This is in reality

what Mr. Oilman does when he compares the increase

in Net Worth to 167.9 per cent and the increase in

Fixed Assets to 208 per cent except that he does so

by comparison to a base year in which he does not

actually establish the relationship. Therefore, at no

time does his index table actually measure relation-

ships, as proposed, which Jlr. Oilman starts out by

saying is the real test.

Requirements of a Complete Index

One objection to the use of this ratio method of

analysis has been the belief that the interpretation of

TABLE 5. RATIO RELATIONSHIP TABLE

1921 as a Base. Ames Manufacturing Company
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Proportion = 100 + 100
Base Ratio

Individual Ratio

This would mean that as a maximum the propor-

tion eould theoretically equal 200 per cent if the in-

dividual ratio were to reach infinit}\

Applying this formula to the Current Ratios for

the Ames Manufacturing Company for 1921 and 1922

with 1921 as a base (Table 3), we would get:

Proportion = 100 + (
1^0—^ = 147 per cent,

which is the ratio relationship.

The Adjusted Limitation in Operation

This description of a method of adjusted limitation

may seem complex in the reading. In operation, how-
ever, the simplicity maj" be better understood by the

amount of time necessary to effect the computations.

Table 5, representing the relationships of the several

ratios each year to the ratios for 1921 as a base, was
computed at the rate of one min. and 45 sec. for

each year. As in tlie prejjaration of the actual i-atios,

the proce.ss is purely mechanical and can be performed
without special difficulty by a moderately-priced sub-

ordinate operative.

Table 5 shows at a glance which relationships on

the last three statements are either stronger or weaker
than the same relationships in 1921. It inquires no
mental effort on the part of the analyst, and such a

table should be computed in less than six minutes by
a subordinate machine clerk, of no more than fair,

average ability.

Computing the Complete Index Figure

We are now in a position to complete an index
figure after adopting a weiglit scale for the ratios. In

making the index table, Table 6, the weights used

are presented in the first column. These weights have
been multiplied by the percentages in the Ratio Re-
lationship Table, Table 5, and the result entered in the

"Value" column.

The preparation of the index for 1922 took, in actual

time, 55 sec, so that it should be easily possible for

a machine operative to prepare this table in 5 mm.
The time element in arriving at this index figure can
be analyzed as follows

:

Preparation of four-year ratio table 10 min.

Preparation of ratio relation table 6 min.

Preparation of index table 5 min.

T.-tal 21 min.

The four year ratio table referred to in the foregoing
analysis is found in Table 3.

As this is for a period of 4 years the average time
element amounts to something less than 6 min. per
statement and that makes a liberal allowance in each

case over the actual time consumed in the prepai-ation

of these very tables here presented. The best feature
in their preparation is the exactness with which the

relationships are recorded from year to year, and the

fact that this development and recording can be per-

formed by secondary operatives, relieving the analyst

from much calculation and many mental reservations

and leaving him in a better position to use the discrim-

inating judgment, which is so greatly needed, in the

final estimation of goodness. The matter of the time

required for the preparation of balance sheet compai-i-

sons of this nature is one of no small moment. In

individual instances it may be negligible, but when
such comparisons are carried through, month after

month and year after year, or when they must be made
by the credit man and his assistants for a continuing

succession of balance sheets, the time element becomes

a matter of very real imiDortance.

Selecting a Base

In the ijreparation of the index figui'c just dis-

cussed the statement of the Ames Manufacturing Com-
pany for 1921 was used as a base because it was so

selected by Mr. Gilman. In regular practice the writer

prefers to use the average statement of several years

as a base. This is because such a base has in it the

variations of several years, more or less oft'setting each

other, and as a consequence we are not so apt to be

measuring a series of years against a base that, because

of one year's peculiarities, is in itself so dislocated

as to set the index in a wrong relation to parity. Two
indices built up from different bases would run
parallel on a chart, but in a different relation to paritj'.

Therefore, the more nearly the base can approximate
an average position, the more nearly will the index

line, itself, approximate the base—that is, the line

representing 100 jier cent.

Value of Group Studies

In speaking of group studies Mr. Gilman calls atten-

tion to the inadequacy of the groups used by J. H.
Bliss in his book "Financial and Operating Ratios

in Management" in that in some of his groups there

were only three or so company figures. "His largest

group of companies, whose figures were available for

determining the ratio of sales to inventory, was 12.

This would seem to be an entirely inadequate number
of instances to serve as a basis for a standard ratio."

Such studies may be inadequate to develop the con-

clusive figures, but they are indicative and important

nevertheless. Our conscious or subconscious attitude

toward any statement in analysis is influenced very

strongly by our familiarity with that industry. If our

accurate knowledge of an industry is limited to the

experience with one name and some one can give us

a composite picture of two names, he has doubled our

knowledge and has supplied the beginning of a back-

ground.

The writer has been able during the present year to

develop studies in 19 different industries based on a

minimum of 17 names and a maximum of 108 names
jier industry. While even these studies are not con-

clusive they are in many instances highly indicative,

and a comparison of an individual name with its grouji,

either by direct ratio or index comparison, supple-

ments vciy greatly the inspirational or subconscious

belief of what tlie individual should show.

f
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Comparison of Flat and Round Strapping

By ^Y. H. SACKET

Engineer in Forest Products, United States Forest Service

TESTS at the Forest Products Laboratorj^ Madi-

son, Wisconsin, show that hard-drawn wire

(round strapping) and flat metal strapping give

practically the same results when used as a reinforce-

ment on wooden boxes, with results slightly in favor of

the latter; and that both are considerably better than

annealed wire. All comparisons presuppose straps of

equal cross-sectional area and held with an efficient

seal.

For purposes of test, straps of the different types

•nere bound around western yellow pine boxes measur-

ing 3734 X 17 X 12^4 in., inside dimensions, which were

loaded with 108 wooden cylinders containing sufficient

shot to give a net weight of either 100 or 200 lb. as the

tests required. The boxes were then tumbled in the

HiMl!lr-M||||||ll Ill tl^li*^ ""illiri illl!i n
1. Flat Metal Strap

2. Round Annealed Wire

3. Round Hard Drawn Wire

Fig. 1 Methods of Fastening Dhterent Kinds op Steappinq

laboratory's large, re^•olving, hexagonal drum-testing

machine until the contents were spiUed.

The cylinders used to load the boxes were the same

in height as in diameter and were packed in such a

manner that the axis of every third cylinder was ver-

tical. The axes of the two intermediate ones were hori-

zontal and at right angles to each other. This arrange-

ment, which held for all three directions in the box,

practically eliminated "bridging" and allowed indi-

vidual action of the cylinders, and so brought a more
uniform strain on all straps.

For the purpose of comparing the relative effective-

ness of flat and round straps, tests were made on three

types of strapping: Cold-rolled flat steel, which had a

tensile strength of approximately 84,000 lb. per sq.

in. ; hard drawn wire, with a tensile strength of 90,000

to 100,000 lb. per sq. in.; and annealed wire, with a

tensile strength of 50.000 to 60.000 lb. per sq. in.

To obtain the maximum efficiency of strapping, it

must be drawn as tight as possible, but without excessive

cutting at the edges of the box or breaking of the

strap through a combination of tension and the ordinary

stresses of handling. All the tests here reported were
made with strapping tightly drawn.

However, strapping Index Number

applied to a box so as to 658.78844 Containers

fit tight and close at the

edges as well as on the

sides, top, and bottom, even though it may not be in ten-

sion, will strengthen the box considerably. It will con-

tinue to be of value as a reinforcement until it becomes

so loose that it no longer absorbs any portion of the

stresses developed in the box during shipment. Loose

ness may arise from shrinkage of the box, stretching of

the straps, or other causes. In general, the greater the

amount of tension under which the strap was applied

the longer it will remain tight during storage or ship-

ment.

AVhen two straps are used to reinforce a box they

.should be placed approximately 1/6 the overall dimen-

sion of the box from each end. "When one is used it

should go around the box midway between the ends.

There are a number of different methods of fastening

flat and round strapping. Those used for the strapping

here referred to are shown in Fig. 1. The flat and the

hard-drawn round straps (numberd 1 and 3) were

fastened by crimping their ends in metal seals. The
annealed wire strap (numbered 2) was fastened by
twisting its ends together with at least three complete

turns.

Under the tension of application, round straps will

cut considerably deeper into edges than flat straps and
will therefore not come off so easily in case of shrink-

age of the box. This, of course, is a slight advantage

of the round over the flat strap. Another advantage of

the round strap is that it is thicker for a given cross-

.sectional area, and will therefore not catch under nail

heads so easily when the box slides over or past other

nailed constructions.

The first-mentioned of these two minor advantages

is, however, also a disadvantage of considerable impor-

tance. The fact that the round strap cuts into the edges

of the box more easily than the flat strap causes it to

lose its tension and become loose sooner and under less

.severe handling.

When the round strapping is of soft annealed mate-

rial its infci'iority to the hard-drawn wire becomes ap-

parent through its stretching qualities, which added
to its cutting qualities, cause it to loosen more easily.

The foregoing facts were proved by the tests con-

ducted. It was shown that annealed wire is somewhat
less efficient as box reinforcement than either hard-

drawn wire or flat strapping, and also that the flat strap

is slightl}- more efficient than the hard-drawn wire. The
following extracts from test data indicate how the re-

sistance of the boxes to rough handling increased accord-

ing to the strapping used.

All boxes had standard ends and were of the same

525
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How Inventories Were Reduced at the

Dill and Collins Company

By DURWARD EARLE BURCHELL
Consulting Industrial Engineer

Index Number

658.787 Inventories
DILL AND COL-

LLXS COMPANY
manufacture a complete

liue of book and coated papers iu a very large variety

of qualities, weights, sizes, and finishes. Although large

quantities are special papers made on customers' orders

the company also manufactures large quantities for

stock. Adequate supplies of different qualities,

weights, sizes, and finishes are carried in warehouses

in Philadelphia, Boston, New York, Chicago, and other

cities. Also, a complete stock and variety must be

carried at a central storehouse and shipping point.

The company has developed its business through

years of gradual growth in the Delaware miU located

in North Pliiladelphia. At this mill is manufactured

soda pulp and a full line of papers. The equipment

is complete for operating 5 paper machines and making
a complete line of machine dried, coated, and brushed

finished papers. Several years ago the company
purchased another mill equipped with 4 paper ma-
chines. The product of the new mill was the same

as the Delaware mill and therefore did not increase the

company's variety of papers, but simply increased the

output.

Although the stoi'age space of the Delaware mill

was large, there were times when it was inadequate,

requiring excessive handling of finished stock, and at

times it was necessarj' to use public warehouses.

In considering the purchase of the Flat Eock mill

at ]\Ianayunk the president of the company foresaw

that since there would be no increase in the varieties

of paper manufactured the stock carried at the com-

bined warehouses need not be much larger than the

quantity formerly stored at the Delaware mill. This

gave him everj- reason to expect that while there would

be a large increase in output there need be no marked
increase in quantities of finished paper carried in stock

at the combined mills. However, as time went on it

was found that the quantity of stock carried at each

of the mills was as large as before the combination.

The president emphasized this in conference with the

sales manager at the time and urged that the quan-

tities of finished stock be reduced. The sales manager
contended that it would be impracticable to reduce the

stock and at the same time give satisfactorj^ service

to the branch warehouses and to customers. After

much discussion the president ordered that some form
of detailed analysis be prepared to show the exact sit-

uation, feeling sure that his original contention was
correct.

The first step was to prepare a comparative monthly
statement which would show the quantities on hand,

sold, and made each month for each kind, quality,

weight, size, and finish of paper. Most of the data

were prepared for other purposes and it was only

necessary to exhibit tlie essential information so that

it might be examined and studied from month to month.
It was found that there were excessive quantities

of inactive and deteriorating paper on hand. There
was paper which was active in some weights, sizes, or

finishes, but not in others. The principal difficulties

therefore were with the extremely large quantities of

inactive or semi-active stock and a lack of discrim-

ination in stocking active grades. Stocks were fre-

quently low or depleted although there was a steady

demand which forced delays and required rushing
orders to serve customers. This interfered with regu-

lar plans and forced runs at greater expense of

manufacture.

When furnished with comparative monthlj' state-

ments the president was able to point out all these

variations from the best practice with the result that

the quantity of finished stock was rapidly reduced tintil

it was no greater than that originally carried at the

Delaware mill, and, at the same time, quantities of
active stock were increased and adjusted according to

the demand, with better service to the branch ware-
houses and to customers. Beside better service, the
savings to the company were not only the interest

on the investment in excess inventory but also marked
savings in cost of rehandling of stock and any rent
of extra storage space.

B. F, Goodrich Company Method of
Water Cooling-

IN the rubber Indus- Index Number

try the problem of 621.643 Recirculation of water

sufScient water supply is

a major factor in efficient plant operation. It is neces-

sary to have an ample and inexpensive supply of water

for vnlenniztM' rooliiin: juirposos. In tho plnut where

Fig. 1 Water Cooling Tower on Roop or B. F. Goodrich
Company's Plant
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water is available in large quantities either from a

well on the pi-emises, from the city water mains, or

from an adjoining lake or river, no difficulty exists.

It is simply a matter of building a large reservoir or

tank and the water is then pumped from the reservoir

to the vuleanizers as needed.

This method, of course, is only applicable where the

water supply is abundant and the rates cheap. In

the large rubber plant using thousands of gallons of

water daily, and paying high city rates, utilization of

this method is obviously impossible. The amount of

water consumed in a plant operating 40 to 50 vul-

eanizers throughout the working period, each one func-

tioning 50 to 60 times a day at 8 or 10 min. intervals,

is tremendous. The average-size vulcanizer, sur-

rounded by a water jacket, will utilize perhajis 150

gallons for each cooling. This water is used for re-

ducing the temperature of the molds after the tires

have been vulcanized.

In this connection, more than ordinary interest at-

taches to the manner in which the B. F. Goodrich Com-

pany, of Akron, Ohio, solved their difficulties. This

plant was accustomed to drawing its supply from a

small creek in the neighborhood. After use, the water

was discharged back into the stream, but due to the

large quantity of water handled, the creek Avas kept

continually polluted with warm water.

The Goodrich officials finally determined to abandon

this method and install in its place a system of water

recirculation. The apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. It

consists of six air-washers of the Carrier type and si.x

fans, manufactured by the Buffalo Forge Company.

The whole is built in the form of a tower some 60 ft.

high. The fans are full-housed and with top horizontal

discharge, but three are made right-handed and three

left-handed. The washers will handle 167,000 cu. ft.

of air per min. at 690 ft. per min. velocity. The hot

water from the vuleanizers comes to the spray nozzles

at 20 lb. pressure and at a temperature that may range

anywhere from 160 deg. fahr. to 90 deg. fahr. The

nozzles in the washers are arranged to spray in an

opposite direction to the flow of the air, while baffling

plates are placed at the inlets of the washers.

The vuleanizers themselves are placed on the first

floor of the plant, or in that portion commonly known

as the pit. The pumps receive the hot water after it

has passed through the vuleanizers and discharge it

directly into the towers. After being sprayed through

the washers, the newly cooled water goes to a big

storage tank of 210,000 gallons capacity from which

it is carried by gravity to the molds.

Some of the advantages which this particular method

has over the system formerly used are as follows: It

is somewhat quicker in cooling, which permits more

rapid operation and increases the capacity of each

vulcanizer unit. It has eliminated the pond or resei-

voir formerly maintained. The fact that this cooliui;

tower arrangement can be erected on the roof of a

building makes its space requirements of no concern

to the factory management. With the towers installed

on the roof, advantage can be taken of the gravity flow

on the return, thereby necessitating hut one pumping
operation. With the water reservoir on the surface

level, pumping of the water is necessitated both on the

intake and return. With this new type there is abso-

lutely no loss whatever from windage or drift of the

spraj-. The Carrier spray coolers are equipped with

water eliminators which effectively remove all entrained

water from the air.

Speeding Up Production in the
Restaurant

Index Number

658.3835 Employee restaurants
THE main restau-

rant of the Sche-

nectady Works of the

General Electric Company serves about 3000 meals a

day. Half of these are served at noon, and since a

large proportion of the 1500 are served to factory

Fig. 1 First Floor ok Restaur-\nt

workers who have only 30 minutes for lunch, consid-

erable speed is necessary in order to give all a chance

to eat during the allotted time. Mechanical conveying

is used to provide a method by which from 120 to 160

meals can be served per minute.

The restaurant is arranged as in Fig. 1, the second

floor arrangement being identical with the first. At

^.^^i^^^^

Fig. 2. Serving Countkr
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noon two lines form for service on the lower floor

and two on the upper. Each line passes by a cashier

who sells meal tickets for 25 cents each. Incidentally,

it is interesting to note as an example of manual dex-

terity, that these cashiers operate a cash register and

make change for from 30 to 40 ticket sales a minute.

The line passes down the aisle to the end, where tickets

are exchanged for aluminum trays. On the way the

men have seen the menu for the day and have chosen

their dishes. They place their trays on a belt-con-

veyor which takes them past the hot plates and tables

from which food is chosen. (See Fig. 2.) At the

end of the conveyor each tray is checked for quantity,

and its owner carries it to a table. Both the lower and

the upper floors are used simultaneously.

The belt-conveyor is the heart of the system. Its

use makes possible serving .speed otherwise unobtain-

able. Its speed is adjustable, but 65 ft. a min. has

been found to be most satisfactory. This allows each

person 15 seconds to select his food, and from 30 to -10

can be served a minute.

An interesting sidelight is the fact that, whether or

not influenced by serving speed, the rapidity with

which meals are eaten makes it possible to serve some

1500 meals with a total seating capacity in the res-

taurant of 1100, and many fewer dishes than would

be thought possible. As soon as a meal is finished the

dishes are gathered up. washed, dried, and returned to

the serving tables. So rapidly is this done that at

12:10 o'clock, dishes and trays are being used for

carrving their second load of food.

placed in the proper location where drawing could be

found. Thus, for instance, we tind drawing No. 1 in

the shaping department while drawing No. 2 is in

the designer's room, drawing No. 3 can be found in

the planing department and No. 5 in the molding shop.

No. 13 has not yet left the office.

In the plant in which this plan was in use. the

Keeping Track of Factory Drawings

By RICHARD NEUBEC KER
Index Number

658.561 Shop methods
IN manufacturing es-

tabli.shments where

drawings and specifica-

tions must follow the stock through the various proc-

esses, it is not always an easy matter to keep track of

the drawings, after the work has once started coming

through the plant. "When the drawings are not readily

available by the department requiring them, work is

often delayed until the drawings are located.

In plants where work is in process on several floors,

the location of the desired drawing is not always such

an easy matter as it would seem, and it often occurs

that drawings become badly mutilated or lost, in which

case there generally is no one about the plant that

ever remembers of having had, or seen, that par-

ticular drawing.

To obviate conditions of this kind in their plant, a

certain large establishment in the east which had had

considerable trouble in this regard adopted the fol-

lowing method.

A large blackboard was located in the designers and

billers' room, on which an indexing chart was made

that not only located the desired drawing instantly,

but also showed at a glance exactly how far each order

had progressed in the plant. (See Pig. 1.) The draw-

ings were numbered and sent to the design and billing

department. As drawings were removed, a cross was

LOCATION
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GOOD management!" said the pork-packer to his

friend of the Pullman, "why in my business we
save everything excepting the squeal". "Yes ?" said the

other, a lumberman from the Pacific Coast. "Well in

my business we save everything including the bark".

Perliaps that was good management. It was, so far

as the statement goes. Also it would confoi-m to the

requirements of the days not yet entirely gone, when
the one recognized duty of management was to produce

in terms of money. Dividends were the Napoleonic test,

and that manager was most successful who paid the

largest dividends. How he got the money to pay these

dividends was too often a matter of indifference. That

was up to the manager.

Contrast this with the principles of business recently

formulated by the United Chamber of Commerce. As
said in the prefatory statement

:

The function of business is to provide for the material

needs of mankind, and to increase the wealth of the world

and the value and happiness of life. In order to perform

its function it must offer a sufficient opportunity for gain

to compensate individuals wlio assume its risks, but the

motives which lead individuals to engage in business are

not to be confused with the functions of business itself.

AVhen business enterprise is successfully carried on, with

constant and efficient endeavor to reduce the costs of pro-

duction and distribution, to improve the quality of its

products, and to give fair treatment to customers, capital,

management, and labor, it renders public service of the

liighest value.

Here we have in terse, forceful language the whole

duty of management—for to management belongs the

responsibility of realizing these ideals in practice. If

the manager takes the statement quoted for his creed,

and lives up to its requirements, he will be a good

manager regardless of whether he makes profits—and

it is safe to say that he will make profits too. For
these requirements, idealistic as they may sound, are

not Utopian. Speaking generally they must be observed

for any large and lasting success.

And in realizing this, business has progressed far.

Caveat emptor is still a maxim of the law, but what

present-day l)usiness manager would venture to adopt

it as his policy? On the contrary the most successful

business managers make the buyers' interests their

own—and make money when they do it.

All this is not altruism—it is merely good business.

"To reduce the cost of production and distribution" is

the shortest road to profits. "To improve the quality

of its products" with but reasonable, if any, increase

in price is merely an incident in the "fair treatment"

of customers.

Nor can the claims of labor be ignored, nor does

"fair treatment" end with the shop. It is again merely

"good business" to see that the workers are com-

-).]()

fortably housed—that they have good schools and
churches, and wages sufficient for comfortable living.

And to capital, management likewise owes a duty.

It must make a fair return, "to compensate its risks,"

but tins fair return must be fairly made.
But all this may not be enough. The manager may

be rendering "public service" but if it be not "of the

Iiigheat value/' he is so far a managerial failure.

It is the tendency of the manager—in common with

the rest of mankind—to look upon his handiwork, say

it is good, and then rest content. And if his results

are good why should he not ? Simply because the good
manager is never content. As soon as he is content

he ceases to be a good manager. There is no standing

still in management. As soon as a manager ceases to

go forward he falls backward—and out of the ranks

of good management.
Herein is found the value of "Management Week"

with its inspiration, its practical information, its

illuminating discussions, its healthful and enlivening

contacts. No manager could have taken part in its

proceedings in the right spirit without distinct ad-

vancement in his calling. It jolts the routine manager
out of his ruts. It is a step on the "gas" for the

live manager who is not in the ruts.

Here also is found the value of a magazine such as

Management and Administration whose whole "pub-
lie service" is the advancement of management—

a

magazine constantly keeping in view the highest ideals

and requirements of management and crowded with

suggestion, information, and inspiration—all that

makes for the greatest efficiency in management.
And to avail himself of these and all other real helps

is one of the manager's first duties. For management is

not static, and, as has been said, the manager who does

not progress is falling behind. Even now, new fore-

casting methods are curbing the devastation of the busi-

ness cycle; budgeting is becoming a mere matter of

routine; better methods of direction and control are

being developed ; and, all along the line, the risks and

.

avoidable losses of business are being reduced to a

minimum. And the manager who does not realize this

and the paramount necessity of keeping both himself

and his organization alive and up to the point of

greatest operating efficiency, is either a poor executive

or is not properly "on to his job".

Fdreca.sting Precedes Budgeting

BUDGETING was the topic discussed during Man-
agement Week, just concluded. It Avas the subject

of the first technical session of the National Associa-

tion of Cost Accountants' Convention, reported in the

October issue. It has been treated in numerous articles

appearing in Management and Administration. It

has received tlie attention of several authors who have

written ])ooks about it. It has been allotted a section
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in the first "Management's Handbook," just pub-

lished. It is of vital interest to industry.

But—an essential requirement for every manufac-

turing budget is an estimate of future sales. Before

any budget can be constructed the future course must

be charted. Forecasting must precede budgeting.

To many manufacturers forecasting means simply

that from conversations, newspapers, and such sources

they learn that business is going to be "good" and

take such steps as may seem necessary to them to

prepare their organizations for a period of "good
business". Budgets will be of little avail to such

concerns.

Business forecasting is a science—-not so exact as

some, possibly, since it is lai'gely empirical or based

upon experience and observation—biit still certain

fundamental principles have been proved and upon
these has been built a procedure that is reasonably

exact in its results. Heretofore, the statistical methods

used were known to professional forecasters and

statisticians but to very few laymen. Available pub-

lished material on the subject was written in a language

foreign to the mind of the average manufacturing

executive. Seasonal variations, link relatives, multiple

frequency tables, medians, were only words to him.

It is necessarj', however, that these methods be ex-

plained to business executives before they can take

full advantage of the economies otfered bj^ forecasting

and subsequent budgeting. Briefly, the usual method

is to determine the relation between the cycle of a

particular enterprise and the cycle of general business

activity whose future movements can be predicted with

reasonable accuracy. This relation is determined by

comparing with a general business index data showing

trends in the individual business.

But simply to compare such items as actual sales,

inventory, or production with a general business index

is insufficient. Before a comparison can be made the

figures must be corrected for several modifying fac-

tors such as seasonal variation, and normal growth.

After these corrections are made there is still a bar

to direct comparison with a general business index. A
general index such as those published by professional

agencies portrays general business conditions or the

probable trend in an "average industiy," and an

average industry is as hard to find as the long-sought

"average citizen". The trend for any particular in-

dustry will, in all probability, vary both in period and

extent from the general business trend. The laws

governing this variation must be understood before a

comparison of the two trends can be made.

A few concerns have based their forecasts on scien-

tific investigation and procedure and have benefited

greatly thereby. A notable example is the Walworth

Manufacturing Company which .started a budgetary

system based on scientific forecasting in 1922. For

the first year their actual sales were within 0.5 per

cent of their estimate, and instead of seasonal varia-

tions in production they were able to equalize produc-

tion throughout the entire year. That such close

control was a real achievement is proved by the fact

that their products comprise over 23.000 articles.

In his series of articles now appearing in our pages

I\lr. Barber, of the Walworth JIanufacturing Company,

gives detailed methods for making business fore-

casts to fit the needs of the individual. They are

based on the experience of his company and written

in such a waj- that the statistical mysteries surround-

ing forecasting practice are made plain. By using

these methods each concern can accurately determine

its position in the business cycle and can confidently

chart its future course. The information to be pre-

sented in this series Avill enable industrial executives

greatly to increase the value of the results from budg-

etary control.

The Place of Power in Industry

BACK of every advance in the art of manufacturing

is a story of power development. Power is the

vital life blood circulating through the arteries of

industry. Without it civilization could not exist.

Larger i^hases of the subject of power have been

thoroughl}^ studied in such recent undertakings as the

World Power Conference, the Coal Storage Report of

the American Engineering Council, and the Power
Survej' of the State of Pennsylvania, by Morris

Llewellyn Cooke. A Superpower Survey with the

object of zoning the nation for power distribution has

also been the subject of serious investigation extending

over several }"ears.

But the industrial executive is more directly con-

cerned with the power problem of his own plant.

Assisting him in its solution are hundreds of concerns

engaged in the manufacture of power plant apparatus.

Steam production has been brought to a high state

of efficiency by the present-day boiler, stoker, coal

handling equipment, and allied apparatus. Steam

utilization with the utmost economy is possible through

such mediums as the modern engine and turbine, with

their condensers and related equipment. Internal com-

bustion engines are likewise cheaply operated producers

of power. Electrical energy is generated and trans-

mitted under full control and applied to a multitude

of purposes. Regulating, indicating, and recording

devices of all sorts keep a check on operations at all

stages. There is practically nothing impossible in

these fields.

Even though he may buy his power from a public

utility, a manufacturer must supply his own means of

putting it to work. For this purpose motors, belting,

shafting, and a multitude of other appliances have also

been developed to answer every sort of industrial need.

Hence there is no longer any excuse for consider-

ing the power plant as a necessary evil, and neglecting

to give it the same careful attention and efficient ap-

paratus as is supplied to the rest of the plant. Neither

is there any further reason for an executive to remain

in ignorance of the present highly efficient develop-

ment of power appai-atus. The Third Annual Power

Show, to be held in New York during the week of

December 1 to 6 will give every manager something

to think about. Even the man with the most up-to-

date power-producing and power-consuming equip-

ment will find new inspiration to improve his methods,

and new opportunities to save money in this vitally

important department of his business.
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This department is conducted to give

our readers essential facts regarding items

of industrial equipmeut recently placed on
the market, that may be used to increase

production or lower costs. Each item is

indexed according to the Dewey Decimal
System so that it can be accurately filed

for future reference. The editors will

be glad to furnish additional information
about any item. All information given is

obtained from reputable manufacturers,
and Management and Administration
accepts it as reliable.

Air Brush and Pres.sure

Feed Unit

ANEW air Index Number
brush par- 658.28 Labor-saving

t i c u 1 a z' 1 y de- devices

signed for rapid covering or coating

large surfaces, and ground laying, is

the type K F manufactured by Paasche
Air Brush Company. A variety of

spray heads to furnisii different shaped
sprays can be obtained, and changes from
one type to another can be made quickly.

Elimination of complicated needle and
valve mechanism increases wearing qual-

ities. Extension tubes in various lengths

I'li;. 1 Type K F Air Brush

from 6 in. to 36 in. can be quickly at-

tached, making it possible to reach in-

acces.sible places. Fluid valve is self-

oiling and has automatic adjustment.

Same design bru.sh is used with all size

containers and all parts are inter-

changeable.

For the elimination of waste of both
time and materials experienced in the

continual refilling of gravity containers,

and also for increasing the speed of ap-
plication, the Paasche Air Brush Com-
pany is marketing Pressure Feed Units.

Their u.se eliminates loss by evaporation

and the necessity of taking down and
refilling overhead containers. Uniform
application at any desired speed with

less air pressure is possible with these

containers. Thev are seamless and

pnnrryrTTa

Fig. 2 Pressure Feed Unit

drawn Iroin one piece of sheet steel. A
"quick cliange" hand hole cover can be

removed easily for cleaning or changing

colors. An air control distributing head

with an agitator is furnished with each

unit. The units are mounted with or

without a one-wheel aluminum base.

E.vtra refill containers in a variety of

sizes can be inserted in the large con-

tainer by removing the ''(|uick change"

cover. Units are furnished in 3, 6, 9, 12,

25 and 50 gallon sizes.

Line.shaf't Bearing"

Index Number

621.82 Bearings
ANEW line-

s h a f t

hanger bearing,

embodying Tiinkin tapered roller bear-

ings, is being manufactured by the

Dodge Manufacturing Corporation, for

use in all power transmitting services

where ruggedness, simplicity, inter-

changeability and trouble-free lubrica-

tion are impoitant.

The bearing contains five parts. Two
Timken tapered roller bearings are

mounted on a ground and slotted steel

tube and fitted to a machined housing.

The ends of the tubes are threaded to

receive clamping collars used to secure

accurate ad.justment of the bearings.

This method of mounting utilizes the

532

Fig. 1 LiNESiiAFT Hanger Bearing

bearings for both radial and thrust

loads. The steel tubes can be fitted to

any commercial shafting by tightening

the screws in the clamping collars.

Grease compartments are provided be-

tween the housing and the steel tubes.

Outer ends of the bearings are pro-

tected from dust by metallic grease seals

that eliminate friction at this point and

prevent dust working in or grease work-

ing out.

To erect the bearing, it is only neces-

sary to slip the bearing over the shaft

and set up the clamping screw in each

of the split clamping collars.

Speed Transformer

A "SHORT Index Number
cut" 621.3143 Transformers

from electric

motor to machine or from shaft to

shaft where speeds are widely different

is provided by the "Industrial Type
Spur Gear Speed Transformer," de-

veloped recently by The Hill Clutch

Machine & Foundry Company. It is

designed for such speed changing serv-

ices as conveyor drives in paper mills,

steel plants,

cement mills,

or any indus-

fiial service

where speed

transformer
units are
operated
under con-
tinuous or

heavy service

conditions. It

is a closely

coupled unit and requires little space

for installation.

The speed transformer consists of a

nest of plain spur gears, having 20 deg.

involute form cut teeth, which change

the revolutions per min. of the input

Fig. 1 Speed Transeor.mek
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shaft to some desired speed of the out-

put shaft. The central housing is

located in the main frame, permitting

both high and low shafts to be sup-

ported in double bronze bearings, in-

suring strength, rigidity, and quiet

operation. Accessibility is obtained by

removable cap and ends. Splash lubri-

cation is used, and the unit is enclosed

in a dust- and leak-proof ease. Both

high- and low-speed shafts are in iden-

tical axial alignment, and revolve iu the

same dii'ection.

Transformers are made in seven sizes.

Each size is designated Ijy a number
which bears a fixed relation to the

diameter of the low-speed shaft and

which also indicates the horsepower the

low-speed shaft can safely transmit at

100 r.p.m. Size numbers are 10, 20. .3.5.

55, 85, 120, and 160.

Electric Hoist

Electric Pipe Threader

AXEW elec- Index Number
trie pipe 621.99 Pipe threading

threader that
reduces the time and cost of pipe-

threading has just been placed upon the

market by the Oster Manufacturing

Company of Cleveland, Ohio. It is

claimed that this motor-driven threader

turns out more work in less time and
with less effort at half the cost of pro-

duction than hand methods.

Fig. 1 Electric Pipe Threader

A built-in vise aided by an auxiliary

chuck, both of which are self-centering

and self-locking, holds the pipe securely

in place while the die-stock is being

turned by the motor. In addition to

threading the pipe this machine does

the cutting off and the screwing up of

the fitting. The gears are completely

encased and are run in oil. ,

The machine is driven by a 1/3 hp.

"Westinghouse motor and is furnished

with a 10-ft. cord and a screw plug
which may l)e screwed into an ordi-

nary light socket. The machine is

portable and may be mounted on a

service truck eliminating the necessity

of bringing each piece to the workshop
to be threaded.

Index Number

658.281 Hoists
ANEW elec-

tric hoist

featuring sim-

plicity of design for luaintenance and

repair work is manufactured by the

Chisholm Moore Man\it'acturins Com-

FiG. 1 Electric Hoist for M.\ixte-
XAXCE AXD Repair Work

pany. This C-M hoist is designed on

the principle of the fewest possible

things to get out of order, and those

easily fixed if they do. AVith the re-

moval of 6 bolts the entire hoisting

mechanism can be pulled out of its

housing for inspection or repair. It

can be furnished with stationary moimt-

ing or equipped with trolleys.

An enclosed motor is connected

through a flexible coupling to the hoist,

and is equipped with a shoe tj"pe brake

operated automatically by the controller,

which is standard enclosed drum type.

Upward travel of the hook is limited

by a safety switch. A Weston load

lii-ake controls the load at all times.

Plow steel hoisting rope is used, at-

tached to cast steel hook with machined

sheave and drop-forged hook and ball

race. Two reductions of plain spur

gearings are used.

has combined in the new heater light

weight, efficient air distribution, non-

corrosive construction, rigidity, compact-

ness, high transmission capacity, and

ease and economy in installation.

A series of heater tubes, the unit

casing, a fan and motor, constitute the

component parts. Tlie heater tubes, of

copper, are wound with a copper ribbon

which increases the radiating surface of

the coils and thereby affords rapid

tran.5mission of the heat. The fan used

is of the Buffalo Breezo type equipped

with 10 cup-shaped blades. A totally

enclosed silent motor, having waste-

packed bearings, furnishes the motive

power. These bearings require oiling

only once every 3000 hr. of running

time. The motor itself is equipped with

a thrust plug to prevent end play. The
design of tlie fan blades insures even

air distriljution over the entire face of

the fan.

Two dift'erent speed motors can be

supplied, as desii-ed. Both are direct

connected, but one is moderate speed

while the other is slow speed, the latter

lieing furnished only when very quiet

operation is essential. Method of at-

tachment of the fan and motor to the

heater casing can be seen from the

accompan^'ing illustration. The housing

is of heavy galvanized steel, die stamped

to standard template, flanged and

punched to facilitate assembly and in-

stallation. Two men can can-y the

heater.

Capacity of slow speed, 850 r.p.m.,

motor based on air entering at deg.

fahr. is 164,000 B. T. U. per hr. capac-

ity of high speed, 1150 r.p.m. motor is

198,000 B. T. r. per hr.

Unit Heaters

Index Number

697 Heating
OWNERS

of machine

shops, wood-
Avorking plants and similar industrial

places where steam or hot water is

available for heating will be interested

in a new unit heater developed by the

Buffalo Forge Company and designated

as the Breezo-Fin. The manufacturer

Fig. 1 XIx'iT Heater

Another new product of the Buffalo

Forge Company is a direct-fired fur-

nace unit heater of particular value to

the small shop, the garage, warehouse,

storeroom or similar industrial places

where steam is not available. This unit

is complete in itself. No connections

of any kind are required other than

those to the lighting circuit for the
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motor; no steam or drip connections are

needed; no freezing can take place; no

skilled engineer need be employed for

operation; no foundation other than the

floor is required. This heater will burn

any kind of fuel—anthracite or bi-

tiuninous coal, coke, wood, oil, or gas.

In ordinary winter weather, when using

coal as fuel, it is only necessary to fire

two or three times per day.

where such equipment receives rougl"

usage has been developed by Westing-

house Electric & Mfg. Co. The gen-

erator will deliver 300 amp. on inter-

mittent work. Any cun-ent from 60 to

300 amp. may be obtained by operating

the rheostat handle located on the out-

side of the control cabinet. Sixty-one

rheostat resistance steps enable the

operator to obtain close current control.

The generator is designed inherently

to stabilize the arc, thereby overcoming

instantaneously any resistance fluctua-

tions in the arc circuit, and making re-

lays, solenoids, etc., unnecessary. The
operator can readily strike and main-

tain an arc, obtaining the penetration

and fusion necessary for good welding.

A standard Westinghouse motor is

used, either DC or AC squirrel cage, de-

pending upon the character of the

service. All motor operating mechanism

except the handle is inside the control

cabinet, eliminating danger of operator

coming in contact with live parts. All

Fig. 1-'lk-\A(E Fa.\

Tlie furnace itself is of the standard

hot-air type, with a galvanized steel

casing. The hot air outlets are brought

out at the top. A series of baffle plates

keep the air in intimate contact with

the fire pot and produce a high rate

of heat transmission. All parts exposed

to the fire are of heavy cast iron con-

struction. The fan supplied with the

heater is of the Buffalo Breezo type

with 10 cup-shaped blades, driven by a

totally enclosed motor equipped with a

thrust plug and waste-packed l)earings.

The fan is very quiet in operation, and

is attached direct to the furnace casing.

When it is desired to distribute the air

to other rooms in the building, a duct

system of galvanized pipe may be used.

These unit heaters are made in two

sizes. The capacities, principal dimen-

sions, etc., are as follows:

FOB-
NACB
No.
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steam passages, reduce radiating sur-

face, and keep high temperatures away

from bearings. AVater cooling is not

required.

In addition to a speed governor there

is an emergency overspeed governor

which shuts ofiE steam if normal speed

is exceeded by 10 or 15 per cent. Tur-

bine is impulse tj-pe. The wheel has

two rows of l)uekets and is mounted on

a heavy, forged steel shaft.

is built under A. S. T. JI. specifica-

tions, and safety valve, steam gage,

pres.<ure gage, and water gage glass and

fittings are furnished.

Feed Water Evaporator

ANEW, low Index Number

pressure 621.1871 Feed water

evaporator de- evaporator

signed for the production of pure dis-

tilled water for boiler feed make-up

has been placed on the market by The

Griscom-Russell Company and is called

the G-R Beutube Evaporator. It has

widely spaced and bowed tubes that dis-

tort with temperature changes cracking

ofE accumulated scale. Tubes are fully

submerged giving maximum efficiency of

heating surface and preventing super-

heated vapor, hard baked-ou scale, and

foundation of coiTOsive gases. Large

openings are provided at the bottom of

the shell for removal of accumulated

scale. Heating surface is sloped for

free drainage of condensed steam. Tube

bundle consists of a series of inde-

pendent vertical sections, each removable

for inspection.

Shell and vapor dome are welded steel

plate with tube leaders of cast iron into

wliich are expanded seamless drawn

Admiralty tubes. Steam enters tubes

and evaporates raw water in the shell.

Working pressure for the shell is 25

lb. per sq. in., and for tubes and steam

heads 100 lb. per sq. in. The evaporator

Starting- Compensator

ANEW auto- Index Number

m a t i c 621.3143 Automatic

starting com- transformer

pensator, CR-7051-J1, for squirrel cage

induction motors, has been placed on

the market. This motor starter is for

double pole, inverse time, temperature

overload relay. The starting and run-

ning magnetic contactors are mounted

back to back in a sheet steel enclosing

case providing easy access to all parts.

Several taps on the auto-transformer

provide for adjusting the low voltage

for starting to suit the requirements of

different installations.

All parts are protected by the steel

enclosing case and a conduit box at the

back has several knock-outs and fur-

nishes entrance for all power and con-

trol wires to the motor starter.

Fig. 1 Automatic Starting
Compensator

T'ro. 1 Feed Water Evaporator

remote control of constant speed two-

or three-phase squirrel cage motors up

to 600 volts for general applications

dri\-ing line-shafting, piunps, com-

pressors, blowers, conveyors, etc. With

it such equipments may be started or

stopped from a distance by means of

one or more small,

hand-operated push-

fa u 1 1 o n s or snap-

switches located with-

in convenient reach of

the operator, or auto-

matically operated by
pressure g o v e rnor,

iloat switch, thermo-

stat, etc.

The General Elec-

tric Company, which

manufactures this
fompetisator, has in-

corporated various
new features. Defi-

nite and adjustable

time acceleration is

obtained by means of

a new induction type

relay. Positive over-

load protection o f

the complete equip-

ment is obtained by a

Two -Stage Transformers

CURRENT Index Number

transform- 621.3143 Electric

ers used with transformers

electric meters for the purpose of re-

ducing the current to a convenient and

safe value for measurement are sub-

ject to certain errors which impair the

accuracy of the meter readings. These

errors are known as ratio and phase-

angle errors and they vary in magni-

tude, at given frequency, with the load

iDcing measured, the power-factor of the

load, and the secondary burden on the

transformer.

The Sangamo Electric Company has

recently placed on the market a two-

stage current transformer that auto-

matically compensates for ratio and

phase-angle en-ors to any desired de-

gree of accuracy and within wide limits

of secondary burden. It is especially

well adapted to services where gi-eat

metering accuracy is required, with

heavy secondary burdens; to direct

metering of energy supplied to indus-

trial establishments before it enters the

power transformers; and to metering

all high-voltage transmission lines.
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There are, in effect, two transformers

in one. The first yields a secondary

current approximately correct in ratio

and phase angle. Both primary and

secondary currents pass through the

windings of the secondary transformer,

the ratio of turns of which is equal to

the desired ratio of primary current to
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secondary current. The secondary wind-

ing on the second transformer is put

on so that the magnetizing effects of the

two cuiTents on this core tend to oppose

each other. When the secondary cui'-

rent produced by the first transformer

deviates from the desired ideal value in

magnitude and phase angle, a flux is

5 hp. motor, and a 30 in. fan equipped

witii a 3 hp. motor. Speed of both units

is 900 r. p. m. The pedestal is a cast-

ing provided with 4 bosses for founda-

tion bolts when the fan is maintained

in a permanent location. The fan is

constructed of lieavy material to pre-

FiG. 2 Two-Stage Current
Transformer

produced in the second core, which in

turn yields a current in an auxiliai'v

secondary winding. This current closely

approximates in magnitude and phase

angle the current which, added vec-

torially to the secondary current, will

produce an effective current in true

ratio and exactly opposite in phase to

the primary current.

Better Letter Bulletins

ABETTER Index Number
Letter Bui- 651.75 Letter-writing

letin Service is

being given by S. R. Stauffer. It con-

sists of a series of cards, each one con-

taining, in condensed form, information

concerning proper methods of letter

writing. There are 52 bulletins, one

being sent each week for a year. A
ring is provided by which the cards can

be hung near the de.sk so that they

can be referred to easily.

Man Coolin.u' Fan
DESIGNP]D Index Number

for use in 62L63 Mechanical

steel mills, fans

foundries, tube mills, drop forge shops,

and other places where heat is inten-

sive the Buffalo Forge Company has

devel()|)ed a new mnn-cooling fan for

which is claimed high offi<-iciU'y of oper-

ation. The fan wheel is composed of

10 l)lades so designed lliat llic air is

delivered in a concentrated stream which

has considerable carrying i)ower. A
direct connected motor placed directly

back of the fan wheel supplies the

motive power. Two sizes are made, a

36 in. fan which is ef|uipi)i'd with a

ley sizes, position of p\dleys, belt slip,

which is driver or driven pulley, which

is pulling side, and similar factors, is

being manufactured by Bird Machine
Company and is called the "Pulmax
Drive". It is a maximum wrap, short

center drive, applicable to nearly all belt

drives, that permits maximum pull per

inch width of belt to be obtained.

A few of the advantages claimed for

it by the manufacturers are: adapta-

bility to all locations and types of

drives; automatic operation; shorter

belts with longer life obtained ; main-

tenance and installation costs low ; in-

creases efficiency; saves floor space and

power; permits use 'of greater pulley

ratios.

The drive consists of a ball-bearing

roller mounted on an arm which, in tiu'n,

is mounted on a shaft supported by a

suitable pedestal. The roller is held

against the slack side of the belt by a

counterweight.

Equipment Catalogs

MONITOR CONTROLLER COM-
PANY has issued a 4-page buUe-

tiu descriljing edge-wound resistor units

being manufactured bv them.

Fic. 1 :Max Cooling Fan

vent vibration and .the wheel is pro-

tected by a wire screen built upon a

foundation of 214 in. by 2i/4 in. angle

iron.

In a 4S-i>age illustrated bulletin

Spaulding Fibre Company describes its

fiber products. The method of manu-
facturing fiber, suggestions for fab-

ricating, physical properties, and uses

are all Lriven.

Belt Drive

ANEW belt Index Number
drive, use 658.2621 Belting

o f which, the
iiianufactui'ers claim, will eliminate all

lroul)los arising from difference in pul-

A 72-page bulletin issued recently by
Tngersoll-Rand Company describes and
illustrates their compressed air tools and
equipment. Many applications for

compressed air operated tools are

given and, in many instances, compai-a-

tive cost data.

fCtlONSL WEIG"I

ARMS rASIENEO

OOlLtO MOUHTtPON TO SMF7
b&LL eCADINGS MO

C"*AMiaU.LV BALANCED

Fk;. 1 I'ui.-MAX Belt Drive

The Westinghouse Electric and IManu-

facturing Company has issued a new
publication on Micarta Gears and
I'inioiis. .Micarta is a self-sustaining,

laminated p r o d u c t of

woven fabric which can

l)e machined with stand-

ard tools and equipment,

and may be fabricated

into various standard

1y]ies of gear structure.

This publication describes

and shows graphically

the uses to which micarta

gears may be placed, and

contains technical data

and information on the

manufacture, design, and

form of construction of

micarta gearing.

c
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The material indexed in this department is selected by the editors of Management and AdminiStkation from upwards of

150 magazines; it also includes the publications of some 50 book publishers and professional societies as far as these are of

managerial interest to industrial executives. The items are prepared and classified by the Engineering Societies Library in New
York City. The decimal number at the right of each item is the index number and indicates the place the article or book

will take when filed in accordance therewith in the classified subject scheme. If articles are grouped according to these numbers,

like subjects ^vill automatically fall together and related subjects will follow in logical sequence. Photostat copies of any magazine

article indexed will be supplied by The Konald Press Company at a price of 25 cents the page. When ordering photostats please

identify the article by quoting from the index: (1) Title of arUcle; (2) Index number; (3) Name, date, volume number, and page

number of periodical in which the item appears. A remittance of 25 cents a page should accompany the order. The books and

pamphlets indexed can be procured from The Konald Press Company or from their respective publishers.

Accounting

Administrative and Selling Costs, Their

Nature and Distribution. 657.452

W. H. Higgenbotham and Andrew Stewart.

Cost Accountant, August 1924, v. 4, pp. 83-

91 and 91-95. Defines from the ac-

countant 's viewpoint administrative costs

or expense, and selling or distribution ex-

pense and their relation to each other.

Bookkeeping and Introductory Account-

ing. 657

Henry W. Sweeney. McGraw-HiU Book

Co., inc.. New York. 545 pp. $4. Gives, in

easily understandable terms and in consid-

erable detail, a clear presentation of the

subject matter of bookkeeping and ac-

counting. Designed for textbook use and

so contains many problems illustrating the

text matter. Should be useful to execu-

tives either as a reference book or as a

textbook to use for becoming better ac-

quainted with accounting procedure.

Chain Store Accounting. 657.4

Howard C. Greer, 0. P. A. McGraw-HUl
Book Co., Inc., New York. 312 pp. $2.50.

A discussion of the functions and require-

ments of an accounting system for a chain

of retail stores. Although the retaU prob-

lem is emphasized throughout there are

many practices described that should be of

considerable interest to manufacturing ac-

countants.

Convention of the National Association

of Cost Accountants. 657.452

September 22-25, 1924. H. W. Maynard.

Management and Administkation, Oct.

1924, V. 8, pp. 413-416. Eeview of fifth

annual conference, September 1924.

Cost Accounting in the Mechanical De-

partment. 657.452

G. W. Armstrong. Baihcay Age, August

30, 1924, V. 77, pp. 363-367. lUus. Cost

knowledge and production control in rail-

road maintenance.

Cost of Overhead. 657.441

Business leaflets, no. 9, Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company, Business Management
Service Group Division. 12 pp. Compares

problems in different industries, and sug-

gests that overhead should be based on

normal production and thus provide for

the interruptions intermittently occurring

in industrv.

Costs for Executives: 3—Where the

Burden Comes From. 657.452

X. A. Hall. Industrial Mangement, Sep-

tember 1924, v. 68, pp. 135-138. Shows

the need for care in making charges for

labor and materials, in distributing the

elements to the productive centers, and in

redistributing non-productive factors, as

depreciation, insurance, etc., to productive

departments, to obtain accurate cost figures.

Find Actual Cost of Castings. 657.452

G. B. Cocker. The Foundry, September 1,

1924, V. 52, pp. 665-666. How to arrive

at a fair selling price. Method used by

the Cocker Machine and Foundry Co.

Finds Cost by Uniform Method. 657.452

E. E. Belt. Iron Trade Eevicu-, September

4, 1924, V. 75, pp. 604-606. Advocates the

standardization of cost accounting methods

mthin a given industry, as a means of in-

creasing accuracy in determining produc-

tion costs and in making estimates.

Publicity in Industrial Accounts. 657.79

A. Lowes-Dickinson. Journal of Ac-

countancy, October 1924, v. 38, pp. 254-

274. Co-operation and confidence between

owners, managers, and workers encouraged

by the printing of industrial accounts to

indicate the costs and profits of company
products. Offers a comparison of Eng-

lish and American methods of issuing ac-

counts for the railway, gas and electric,

coal, etc., companies.

Advertising

Advertising as a Vocation. 659.1

Frederick J. Allen, A. M. The Macmillan

Company, New York. 180 pp. $2. Shows

nature, growth, and probable future of

advertising, divisions and extent of the

field, kinds of mediums employed to reach

the public, and various opportunities for

employment offered by publicity work.

Should be valuable to anyone considering

advertising as a vocation and may present

some new ideas to seasoned advertising

men.

Advertising Response. 659.1

H. M. Donovan. J. B. Lippincott Com-

pany, Philadelphia. 195 pp. $2. To be

successful, an advertisement must first

attract attention and then make an im-
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pression on the reader 's memory. A study

of the advertising factors such as recency,

continuity, size of space, frequency, and
primacy which influence the success of an

advertising campaign is contained in this

book. It is based on a questionary, an-

swered by 1000 high school students of

Philadelphia, concerning the relative

standing, in the students' minds, of

various advertised articles. From the

answers, various items of information rela-

tive to the response to particular adver-

tising methods have been tabulated. This

method of measuring advertising response

should be of considerable interest to ad-

vertisers.

Are You Carrying Coals to New-
castle? 659.1

Sam Freed. Printers' Ink, September 25,

1924, V. 128, pp. 102, 104. Advertising

campaign for building up the market that

is within elbow reach.

The Basics of Advertising Copy. 659.13

Henry Eckhardt. Advertising and Selling

Fortnightly, August 27, 1924, v. 3, pp. 23,

46. Suggestions for adding to the clear-

ness and conciseness of advertising in

order to catch and hold the interest of the

public.

Basics of Advertising: 2—The Buried

Key-Thought and the Inverted Sen-

tence. 659.13

H. Eckhardt. Advertising and Selling

Fortnightly, September 10, 1924, v. 3,

pp. 21, 43. How force and clearness are

gained by placing the main idea first in

the sentence.

Budgeting Advertising Ex-
pense. 659.1(002)

J. L. Palmer. Management and Admin-

istration, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 395-396.

Do We Take Our Advertising Too
Seriously? 659.13

J. E. Worthington. Advertising and Sell-

ing Fortnightly. September 10, 1924,

V. 3, pp. 17-18, 56. Examples of adver-

tisements which illustrate the appeal of the

whimsical, humorous touch.

Does Technical Advertising Need Im-

provement? 659.13

A. J. Smith. Business Organisation and

Management, September 1924, v. 10.

pp. 395-398. Emphasizes the value of
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facts ratlier than generalities, in arousing

interest in a product.

What Manufacturers Are Doing With
Window Display. 659.133

C. G. MuUer. Printers' Ink, September

IS, 1924, V. 128, pp. 85-86, 88. Analysis

ot replies from questionnaire sent to sev-

eral hundred manufacturers.

Building

How to liluminate Foundries. 658.242

W. H. Kademacher. Iruii I'rade Heview,

September 18, 1924, v. 75, pp. 741-7-15.

Suggestions for choosing the type and in-

tensity of lamps, and for their installa-

tion.

How Would You Pick a Factory Loca-

tion.-' 658.21

Morgan Or. i'arrell. Factory, tteptumber

iy2«, V. 33, pp. 336-38, 438. Shows the

need for cousiuering local trade districts,

traffic facilities, labor conditions, oper-

ating expense, etc.

Keeping Track of Your Equip-

ment. 658.27

\V alter F. Guimerson. Factory, September

1924, V. 33, pp. 355-56, 450. Methods of

recording information regarding original

cost, depreciation, and maintenance ex-

pense of each unit of plant equipment.

Economics

The Causes of Industrial Unrest. 331.1

John A. I'ltch. ilarper i^ Brothers, JSiew

York. 424 pp. $3. This book should be

read by every employer of labor. It has

been written with a definite and limited

purpose. This has been "to show that,

whether the activities of working people

in the defense of, or in the extension of,

what they believe to be their rights are

wise or unwise, they are not irrational."

This purpose has been admirably achieved

in a book which is as interesting as it is

instructive. Mr. Fitch, a well-known in-

vestigator and writer, divides the causes

for unrest into three main groups.

(1) Economic conditions, including hours

of labor, workers' living and income, and

unemployment. (2) The old-age struggle

between employers and employees during

which many unjust methods have been used

by both sides. For the particular pur-

pose of the book the injustice of the em-

ploying class is treated principally.

(3) The government through the activities

of police forces and the courts has con-

tributed greatly to workers' discontent be-

cause of decisions and actions against the

workers' interests. These three factors

have been discussed in such a way that

few readers will be able to deny that the

worker's attitude is rational, whether or

not they believe it to be wise.

Forecasting Equipment Demand. 338.97

E. F. Du Brul. Iron Trade Review, Sep-

tember 18, 1924, V. 75, pp. 731-734.

Stabilization in the machine tool and other

equipment industries, increased by a study

of the business cycle of those industries

and its relation to other indexes.

Government in Business. 350.72

G. A. Hughes. National Electric Light

Association Bulletin, September 1924,

V. 11, pp. 545-551. Arguments against

government ownership.

Is Unemployment Inevitable? 331.137

Macmillan and Company, London. 388 pp.

8s. 6d. Unemployment is considered only

as a resultant condition of business depres-

sion. The book is a comprehensive work

discussing business cycles, future outlooks

for various British industries, and the

statistical side of the employment situa-

tion. The first part contains the result

of investigations, by the Committee re-

sponsible for this book and, "The Third

Winter of Unemployment, '
' concerning the

causes and effects of the trade cycle, and

Great Britain's economic position. Re-

mainder of the book consists of essays by

well-known economists and writers. These

are divided into three groups: (1) Eco-

nomic memoranda on the trade cycle and

Great Britain's economic prospects; (2)

Reports of present conditions in principle

British industries with forecasts of future

activities; (3) Statistical studies concern-

ing future working population, relation of

wages to cost of living, and similar sub-

jects.

The Labor Movement in the Shoe In-

dustry. 331.88

Augusta Emile Galster, Ph.D. The Ronald

Press Company, New York. 237 pp. $2.

A history of the development and growth

of the national labor organizations in the

shoe industry. Laborers in this industry

were among the first to organize them-

selves into labor unions so a history of

their activities is peculiarly well fitted for

a study of industrial labor conditions from

the household to the present highly or-

ganized factory. This work is based upon

conditions in and around Philadelphia

which may be considered as typical of the

countrv as a whole.

The New Problems of the Machine Tool

Industry in Germany. 338(43)

(Neue Aufgaben der Deutschen Werk-

zeugmaschinen-Industrie). W. le Vrang.

Werl-stattstechiiik. September 1, 1924,

V. 18, pp. 449-452. Increased production

and lower cost necessary to reestablish the

German machine tool industry.

Practice of Rendering Decisions of the

Kartelcourt as Applied to Professional

Associations in the Mechanical Indus-

tries. 331(007)

(Die Spruchpraxis des Kartellgerichts und

die Fachzerbande des Maschinenbaues).

Tschierschky. Maschineniau, July 24,

1924, V. 3, pp. 751-7.52.

The Problem of Business Forecast-

inET. 33o.97

Edited by Warren M. Persons, William

Trufant Foster, and Albert J. Hettinger,

Jr. IIoughton-MifTlin Company for Pol-

lak Foundation for Economic Research.

317 pp. $4. Papers by about 25 econ-

omists and statisticians discussing "the

statistical basis for analyzing the cur-

rent economic situation, with the object

of making forecasts of business conditions

in general and for the great groups of

economic activities in the United States".

Precise methods for forecasting are not

given but the problems arising from sta-

tistics and their interpretation are dis-

cussed. To anyone interested in the basic

principles of business forecasting this will

prove a valuable source for information.

Problems in Business Economics. 338.97

Homer B. Vanderuiue, Ph.D., A. \V. Shaw

Co., Chicago. 631 pp. $5. .A valuable

book presenting the importance to indus-

trial executives of generally accepted

economic principles with particular em-

phasis on those principles developed in re-

cent studies of the business cycle. The

first part of the book presents informa-

tion concerning the business cycle. This

includes its phases, causes and eiiects, and

duration; forecasting business conditions;

cyclical variations in manufacturing, min-

ing, employment, advertising, merchan-

dising, bond yields, and money rates; and

the control of industry. The next section

is devoted to a discussion of over 100 finan-

cial, operating, and distribution problems,

that have presented themselves for analysis

and decision to the managers of various

enterprises. The third section contains

valuable data on the methods for analyzing

time series, various statistical tables, and

other information of assistance in measur-

ing the business cycles. Much of the

material is based on investigations made

by the Harvard Business School where the

author is Professor of Business Economics.

Some Troubles and Some Remedies. 33

M. A. Traylor. Central Manufacturing

District Magazine, October 1924, v. 8,

pp. 5-21. Present economic problems of

agriculture, labor, taxation, extravagance,

and legislation discussed from the view-

point of a banker.

Things to Tell Your Men. 33

G. E. Roberts. Hie Nation's Business,

October 1924, v. 12, pp. 64-66. The four

factors that mean modern production are:

raw materials, labor, capital, and enter-

prise. This article discusses the indis-

pensable enterpriser or the business man

who makes a real economic contribution.

The Work of an Engineer in the Cab-

inet. 38

J. H. Van Deventer. Industrial Manage-

ment, September 1924, v. 68, pp. 129-132.

Describes the work of the various divisions

of the Department of Commerce as built

up by Mr. Hoover. Shows how a goverii-

ment department can co-operate with busi-

ness and industry.

Finance

Administrative and Selling Costs, Their

Nature and Distribution. 658.14

W. H. Higgenbutiiam and Andrew Stewart.

Cost Accountant, August 1924, v. 4, pp. 83-

91 and 91-95. Defines from the ac-

countant's viewpoint administrative costs

or expense, and selling and distribution ex-

pense and their relation to each other.

Budgetary Control. 658.14

William Carswell. Paper Trade Journal,

August 14, 1924, V. 79, pp. 51-54, 60. The

advantages, preparation, and control of a

budget system.
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Combating a Billion Dollar Loss. 658.14
Charles Heclit. Michigan Manufacturer
anil Financial Eceurd, September i;0, 1924,

T. 'Si, pp. 5, 25. Business failures can be

reduced through more careful study of bal-

ance sheets. Discusses the use of ratios

in balance sheet analysis.

Cost of Overhead. 658.14

Business leaflets, uo. 9, Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company, Business ilauagemeut
Service Group Division. 12 pp. Compares
problems in different industries and sug-

gests that overhead should be based on

normal production and thus provide for

the interruptions iutcrniittently occurring

in industry.

Function of Costing in Industrial Rela-

tion. 658.14

J. A. Laeey and H. G. Jenkins, tost

Accountant, August 1924, v. 4, pp. 103-

lOC. The significance of costing in indus-

tries from the viewpoint of management
inter-industry relations.

Industrial Budget Methods. 658.14

J. H. Barber. Maxagemext and Admix-
ISTRATIOX, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 371-37G.

Charts. Discusses the business cycle and
explains comprehensively the methods of

scientific forecasting, and shows the re-

sults that can be attained.

The Investment of Reserve Funds. 658.14

A. J. Simons. Business Organization and
Management, September 1924, v. 10,

pp. 393-394. Recommends investment of

reserve funds in safe securities, and an

increase of returns by borrowing from the

bank, and reinvesting in securities paying

a higher rate of interest.

Management Through Accounts. 658.14

James H. Bliss. The Ronald Press Com-

pany, New York. 851 pp. $6. A dis-

cussion of accounting distinctly from the

managerial point of view. It shows the

manager how best to interpret and use

accounting reports and statistics in the

conduct of business, and it shows the ac-

countant how best to prepare these re-

ports so that they may be of greatest

value to the manager. Technical features

of accounting have been avoided so far as

possible, the chief aim of the work being:

To promote a better and more general

understanding of industrial accounting

practice ; to show business managers how

to use financial and operating statistics

;

and to promote a more general apprecia-

tion of the benefits to be derived from the

use of properly developed accounting re-

ports and statistics. Principal topics dis-

cussed are: Financial and operating re

ports, including consolidated statements,

balance sheet and income statement ac-

counts; cost finding for different indus-

tries; departmental, plant, branch, and

inter-company accounts; account classi-

fication and standardization.

Managerial Accounting. 658.14

Vol. 1. J. O. McKinsey. The University

of Chicago Press, Chicago. 655 pp. $4.

Devoted to the proper managerial use of

standards and records, including statistical

as well as accounting data. It is based

on the assumption that all business ad-

ministrators should have a basic knowledge

of accounting to aid them in their work.

Present volume contains first part of mate-

rial based on course of study presented at

University of Chicago. Main subjects dis-

cussed are: Need and nature of, and or-

ganization for controlling standards and
records; administrative reports; sales, pur-

chasing, traffic, and production control.

The book is written primarily for students

so is free from highly technical accounting

or statistical discussions. Each subject

is treated fully enough to make the book

of r^l value to all business adniinistra-

tives who wish to learn how their standards

and records can be used to greater ad-

vantage.

Operating Ratios and Costs as Guides to

Management. 658.14

U. F. von Rosen. National Association of

Cost Accountants. Official Publications,

V. 6, September 15, 1924. 7 pp. Methods
that will aid to determine the capital re-

quired in an enterprise and what should be

a fair return on this investment.

Principles of Investment. 332
John Emniett Kirshman, Ph.D. A. W.
Shaw Company. 902 pp. $5. A compre-

hensive, well-organized analysis of the

working principles of investing funds.

Shows application of sound principles to

investment of funds in government and
state bonds, municipal, railroad, public

utility, industrial, real estate, and foreign

securities. The entire discussion revolves

around the analysis of risk element and
price determination of the various securi-

ties. Part 1 discusses the economic basis

of investment; Part 2 elements of invest-

ment credit; Part 3 application of prin-

ciples of credit to investment; Part 4

movement of security prices ; and Part 5

investment policy.

Taking the Bank to the Factory. 332.2

II. B. Bliss. Michigan Manufacturer and
Financial Secord, September 6, 1924, v. 34,

pp. 3, 26. Plan is to take a definite sum
from pay envelope and put it to the

savings account of employee. Lansing

bank created 3000 new accounts in this

^vay.

Visualizing Budgetary Control. 658.14

E. II. Tingley. Maxagemext axd Admin-
istration, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 383-386.

Planning operations to make a profit.

Explains and gives diagram showing fac-

tors contributing to the compilation of a

budget. Discusses results and benefits

that should be obtained from the oper-

ation of a business on a budget basis.

When the Manufacturer Wants to Bor-

row? Money for Advertising. 332.1

Roland Cole. Printers' Inl-, September 11,

1924, V. 128, pp. 3-4, 6. Points to be con-

sidered by a banker in extending a loan.

Shows that the financial condition and

moral standing of the concern seeking the

loan are what count, rather than the pur-

pose for which the money is to be used.

Fuel

Advantages in Burning Pulverized

Coal. 662.65

F. L. Wolf. Steam Coal Buyer, September

1924, V. 2, pp. 22, 24. Why pulverized

coal gives more perfect combustion ; and
figures on comparative costs.

Conserving Our Industrial Fuels. 662.6

G. R. Brandon. Iron Trade Review, Sep-

tember 25, 1924, v. 75, pp. 799-801. Ueat

losses in blast furnaces, furnaces for drop

forgings, and other industrial furnaces,

and their possible reduction by heat re-

covery and by improvements in operation

efficiency.

The Co-ordination of Fuel Sup-
plies. 662.6

E. W. Smith. Colliery Guardian, August

8, 1924, V. 128, p. 355. Suggestions to

improve the working results at the col-

lieries and coke ovens, to combine elec-

tricity and gas undertakings, and to

utilize high volatile and cheaper non-

coking coals for gas making, as well as

the waste heat available on gas works.

The Drying of Peat for Power Produc-

tion. 662.6

G. K. Fletcher. World Power, September

1924, V. 2 (new series) pp. 156-163.

Difficulties encountered in attempting to

devise a practicable means of utilizing the

latent heat in the steam raised by evap-

orating the water in peat.

Fuel Economy and Measurement of

High Temperature. 662.6

Robert Hadfield. Foundry Trade Journal,

August 28, 1924, v. 30, pp. 179-181. Deals

with the steam boiler, forge furnaces, melt-

ing furnaces, regenerators, and recuper-

ators, etc.

How Much Work Can Be Obtained

from a Pound of Fuel? 662.621

L. S. Marks. Power, September 30, 1924,

v. 60, pp. 536-539. Diagr. Methods of

determining thermal efficiency.

Industrial Heating With Mercury
Vapour. 662.978

H. R. Parker. The Gas Engineer, Septem-

ber 1924, V. 40, pp. 198-199. Diagr. De-

scribes essentials of mercury heating in-

stallation, the operation of which is com-

parable vrith that of a steam heating

system.

Low - Temperature Carbonization of

Coal. 662.7412

C. M. Garland. Power, September 23,

1924, V. 60, pp. 490-493. Diagrs.

Powdered Coal for Small Boiler

Plants. 621.182

T. W. Atterburv. Power Plant Engineer-

ing, September 15, Oct. 1, 1924, v. 28,

pp. 937-939, 996-999. Illus., diagrs. The

unit method of pulverizing and firing

makes powdered coal an economical fuel

for plants with few boilers.

Preparation of Fuel in Sweden. 662.6

A. F. Enstrom. Iron and Coal Trades He-

view. September 5, 1924, v. 109, p. 408.

Coal fuels, wood and wood distillation, dis-

tillation of shale, peat, and other fuels

are briefly discussed.

Relation of Fuel Oil System to Grade

of Oil Used. 662.75

L. T. Bradley. Fuels and Furnaces. Sep-

tember 1924," V. 2, pp. 971-972. Urges

maintenance of equipment and modifica-

tion where necessary to burn cheap, heavy

oil.
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Industrial Methods

American Logging and Sawmill Safety

Code. 674.02

Department of Commerce. Bureau of

Standards, Wasliington, D. C. liO pp.

60 cents. A safety code compiled by the

safety engineering section of the Bureau

of Standards. It has been approved by

the Bureau and, as a tentative standard,

by the American Engineering Standards

Committee.

Cement. 666.94

(Hoherwertige Zemente). Otto Graf.

Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher In-

genicure, August 16, 1924, v. 68, pp. 853-

856. Comparison of different cements

'

strength, and suggestions to manufac-

turers.

Charles Proteus Steinmetz. 92

J. \\. Hummuud. The Ceulury Company,

:New York. 489 pp. $4. The authorized

biography of a man whose life and achieve-

ments have been of great interest to the

public and especially so to those engineers

and scientists who could fully comprehend

the true value of his work. The life story

of Dr. Steinmetz closely parallels the his-

tory of the development and use of elec-

trical energy to which he contributed so

extensively. The story is told interestingly

and, authoritatively. The book is well

worth reading, for not the least important

reason that, through the achievements of

this penniless, deformed immigrant of

1889, this country is once more shown to

be a real "land of opportunity".

Current Practice in Charges for Private

Fire Protection. 614.84

H. A. Bumham. Water Works (Engineer-

ing and Contracting). September 1924,

V. 62, pp. 591-593. Results of a ques-

tionnaire sent out by the Associated Fac-

tory Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

Farmer-Workmen Will Build Automo-
bile of the Future. 629.113

Drew Pearson. Automotive Industries,

August 28, 1924, v. 51, pp. 389-392. lUus.

.\n interview with Henry Ford.

Fescolising, a New Method of Electro-

Chemical Deposition of Metals. 621.372

The Engineer (London), August 15, 1924,

V. 138, p. 193.

Heat Losses Through Insulating Mate-
rials. 691.82

R. H. Heilman. Mechanical Engineering,

October 1924, v. 46, pp. 593-606. Diagrs.

The problem of providing suitable pipe

and boiler insulation, giving the results

of numerous tests on commercial pipe cov-

erings and insulating cements, and sug-

gesting methods of determining the

thermal conductivity of insulating mate-

rials.

H e r r i n Studies Employment
Crisis. 622.33:338

The Black Diamond, August 2."!, 1924,

V. 73, pp. 203-204. Report of a round

table conference at the Lion's Club on the

coal industry situation at Herrin, 111.

Hopper Design for Automatic Ma-
chinery. 658.28

A. A. Dowd. Machinery, September 1924,

V. 31, pp. 37-40. Diagrs. Designing

hoppers to hold liquid or solid materials

of varying substances.

A Himdred Years of Electrical En-
gineering. 621.3(09)
G. W. U. Howe. The Engineer (London),
August S, 1924, V. 138, pp. 166-168.

Improving the Efficiency and Reducing
Cost of Ventilation. 697.9
C. W. Kimball. Buildings, August 27,

1924, V. 62, pp. 443-448. Diagrs. The re-

circulation system of ventilation described

and recommended.

Industrial Possibilities of Liquid
Oxygen. 661.9
L. E. Bedortha. Acetylene Journal, Sep-
tember 1924, V. 26, pp. 131-132, 134.

Inspection of Electric Elevators. 621.867
Warren Hilleary. Power, September 30,
1924, V. 60, pp. 539-540.

Lightning Arrester Application from the
Economic Standpoint. 621.31515
A. L. Athertou. Journal of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Septem-
ber 1924, V. 43, pp. 813-817. Diagr.

Logarithmetic Diagram of Lathe Speeds
and Feeds. 621.94
(Logarithmisches Diagramm zur Masch-
ineuzeitbestimmung von Rundschleifmasch-
inen). Gustav Ganz. Werkstattstechnik,
September 1, 1924, v. 18, pp. 461-463.

Principles of Business Conduct. 174:65
E. B. I'arker. Steam Coal Buyer, Septem-
ber 1924, V. 2, pp. 15-17. Fifteen prin-
ciples presented by the Committee on Busi-
ness Ethics of the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce.

Protection of Metals. 620.1224
(Metallschutz). E. Mass. Zeitschrift des
Vereines Deutscher Ingenicure, August 23,
1924, V. 68, pp. 880-883. Discusses modern
theories concerning corrosion ; aluminum
corrosion; and methods to protect metals.

Public Utility Regulation. 650.6
Morris Llewellyn Cooke. The Ronald Press
Co., New York. 310 pp. $3.25. A col-

lection of papers on the subject of public
utility regulation. The authors are all

familiar with public utility problems in
their private as well as their public aspect.
Subjects discussed include the field of
regulation, service standards, bases of rate-

making, cost finding as an aid to regula-
tion, labor policies and public utilities, and
nation-wide organization of the utility in-

dustries.

What's the Matter with Rubber? 678
R. A. Clemen. Illinois Merchants Trust
Company, August 1924. Economic survey
of the rubber industry during the last two
decades.

Insurance

Fire Not the Only Hazard. 368
L. X. Bo.vd. Credit Monthlu. October
1924, V. 26, pp. 12, 56-57. Insurance:
against automobile accidents, forgery, loss

of leadership in industrial firms, and
others.

Under-Insurance and Credit. 368

W. M. Prentice. Credit Monthly. October

1924, V. 26, pp. 14, 55-56. Things a credit

executive should know about insurance

policies.

Use and Occupancy Insurance. 368
B. L. Whorf. Credit Monthly, October

1924, v. 26, pp. 16, 60-61. Describes the
'

' fire use and occupancy insurance, '

' its

advantages and limitations.

Iron and Steel Industry

Electricity's Contribution to the Steel

Industry. 669.187
K. A. Pauly. Journal of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Septem-

ber 1924, V. 43, pp. 831-839. Diagr. Out-

lines process involved in the production of

steel, and characteristics of various rolling

mills and types of motors used to drive

them. Use of electricity as a means for

economically using waste gases from blast

furnaces.

The Iron and Steel Industry in

Canada. 669.1(71)
C. S. Cameron. The Engineer (^London),

July 25, August 1, 1924, v. 138, pp. 112-

113, 128-129. A historic and statistical

Manufacture of Synthetic Foundry Iron

in the Electric Furnace. 669.187

C. E. Sims and others. Foundry Trade

Journal, August 28, 1924, v. 30, pp. 183-

ISo.

Problems of Steel Mill Operation. 669.1

A. J. Whitcomb. Industrial Engineer,

September 1924, v. 82, pp. 408-16, 456-57.

lUus. Increased use of electrical and me-

chanical power-drive equipment, centraliza-

tion and use of larger units for power

generation, interest in ball and roller bear-

ings on motors, and other tendencies found

in large progressive steel works.

A Shop Laboratory That Improves the

Product. 669.1(072)

C. O. Herb. Machinery, September 1, 1924,

V. 31, pp. 1-3. lUus. Describes analysis

of iron for iron castings and high quality

obtained.

Maintenance

Application of Micrometers. 658.58

M. 11. Williams. lUiilway Mechanical En-

gineer, September 1924, v. 98, pp. 553-558.

lUus. Interchangeability of locomotive re-

pair parts is made possible by using ac-

curate measuring devices.

The Essentials of Lubricating Engineer-

ing. 658.581

.v. F. Brewer. Industrial Management,

September 1924, v. 68, pp. 145-151. Fac-

tors to bo investigated in connection ivith

steam cylinder lubrication; various

methods of bearing lubrication; purifica-

tion and stonige of oil.

Maintenance: Gearing Up Both Plant

and Equipment for Low-Cost Produc-

tion. 658.58

Mr. Hamilton, factory, .September 1924,

V. 33, pp. 332-35, 406. Functions of the

maintenance department as related to plant

and equipment. What the plant engineer

should know.

Maintenance and Repairs on Industrial

Equipment. 658.58

M. C. Cockshott. Industrial Engineer,

September 1924, v. 82, pp. 436 37, 458.
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Organization scheme for a maintenance
department, incorporating the repair sec-

tion. Shows that efficient maintenance re-

duces repair cost.

Modern Maintenance of Plant and
Equipment. 658.58
W. G. Ziegler. Industrial Management,
September 1924, v. 6S, pp. 1S5-190. Main-
tenance ill the power plant. Points to be
kept in mind in the inspection and main-

teuaiK'o of boilers, piping, coal and ash

handling apparatus, generators, recording

instruments, etc.

Practical Hints on Oils and Machinery
Lubrication. 658.581
W. E. Biggs and W. K. Woolrich. Na-
twnal Engineer, September 1924, v. 28,

pp. 429-31.

Management

The Business Barometer. 658.1
W. J. Hiscox. Busiinss Organization and
Management, September 192-1, v. 10,

pp. 415-418. How the chief is kept in

touch with things, by the daily report,

giving a brief note of all happenings,

under headings: letters received and sent,

orders received and sent, goods returned,

and miscellaneous.

Is the Big City Doomed as an Indus-
trial Center? 658.112
J. A. Piquet. Industrial Management,
September 1924, v. 68, pp. 139-144. Illus.

Small cities, with comfortable homes and
working conditions, and good transporta-

tion facilities, are rapidly becoming the in-

dustrial centers of the country.

Management's Handbook. 658
Edited by L. P. Alford. The Ronald Press

Company, New York. 1607 pp. $7.50.

This book, the first attempt to bring to-

gether in one place all available informa-

tion concerning the organization and con-

trol of industrial operations, wiU be of

great value to executives, to those work-

ing up to executive positions, and to

students. It contains 32 sections written

by men whose industrial experience and
responsibilities give their words authority

on the subjects they discuss. Every phase

of industry is discussed, including policy,

production, marketing, financial operation,

and all interrelated activities of an indus-

trial establishment. The book is divided

into three main parts. The first group,

containing. Sections 1 to 4, is devoted to

general information such as tables, sta-

tistics, charts, graphs, management ratios,

and mathematics. The second group,

which includes the next 17 sections, deals

with established management functions,

methods and mechanisms. Here are dis-

cussed the industrial plant and its layout;

office management ; designs of forms, clas-

sifications, and symbols ;
purchasing and

storekeeping
;

production control ; mate-

rials handling; and similar subjects. The
third group, of 11 sections, covers such

basic information as economic principles

underlying industry: business organiza-

tion : budgetary control : cost accounting

;

banking and insurance; etc. General treat-

ment and style of the book follows those

features of engineering handbooks that

have met with general approval. All in-

formation has been given in a way that

makes it of most practical value for execu-

tives ' use. An exhaustive index facilitates

reference to any of the many subjects

discussed.

Policies for Successful Operation. 658.1

B. A. Franklin. Management and Ad-

MINISTRATION, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 391-

394. The success of a business depends

greatly on the ability and vision of the

executive. Considers service as well as

profit.

Selling the Company to the Pub-
lic. 658.1144

G. L. Myers. Gas Age Record, August

23, 1924, V. 54, pp. 255-257. The advan-

tages of customer ownership of pubUe
utility companies, with statistics showing

the increased number of stockholders in

the electric companies of the Xorthwest.

Working Plans to Realize Profits:

1—Navigating a Business. 658

G. C. Harrison. Management and Admin-
istration, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 361-366.

Illus. The value and significance of scien-

tific management. Compares the conduc-

tion of a business venture with the

na^-igation of a ship ; both have fair days

and foul. Guess-work in business, dan-

gerous like uncharted seas.

Management of Special Industries

Co-operative Railroad Shops. 658.9:625.2

(Austauschbau bei Eisenbahnwagen).

Klein. Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher

Ingenieure, September 13, 1924, v. 68,

p. 965. Diagr. Urges need of co-opera-

tion among railroads in car maintenance

and repair and in the use of the NDI.

Find Actual Cost of Cast-
ings. 658.9:621.72

G. B. Cocker. The Foundry, September 1,

1924, V. 52, pp. 665-666. How to arrive

at a fair selling price. Method used by

the Cocker Machine and Foundry Co.

Getting Castings Out on Schedule. Bet-

ter Foundry Practice, No. 3. 658.9:621.72

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.

Group Insurance Division. Details con-

cerning planning and controlling produc-

tion in small and large foundry plants.

Paper and Pulp Manufacturing. 658.9:676

S. E. Thompson and W. E. Freuland.

Management and Administration, Octo-

ber 1924, V. 8, pp. 397-402. Charts. Job

standardization, wage incentives, and

bonus plans in the paper industry.

A Visit to a Well-Organized Railroad

Blacksmith-Shop. 658.9:625.2

liailuau litvinr. August 23, September 6,

1924, V. 75, pp. 271-277, 355-361. lUus.

Equipment grouping and characteristic

planning methods introduced in the South

Louisville shop of the Louisville and Nash-

ville Eailroad. Floor diagram is given.

Material Control

Cutting Shipping Costs—With the Light-

weight Container. 658.78844

H. W. Hawk. Man.^gement and Admin

lSTR.\Tiox, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 367-370.

Illus. Describes wirebound boxes and

their use in transportation.

How We Get 12 Turns a Year. 658.78

C. W. Kash. Factory, September 1924,

V. 33, pp. 329-331, 366. Shows the ad-

vantage of rapid turnover of raw mate-

rials in a manufacturing plant. How one

concern kept only one month's supply

ahead.

A Practical System of Tool Storage and
Control. 658.563
F. A. Pope. Factory, September 1924,

V. 33, pp. 346-47, 420:

A WeU-Planned Tool System. 658.565
Pt. 2. Engineering Production, Septem-
ber 1924, V. 7, pp. 268-271. Illus. Com-
prehensive plan for a tool department
covering control from purchase to replace-

ment. Numerous record cards are given.

Mechanical Handling
Conveyor Systems. 658.281
(Trausportwesen im Werkstattbereich).

Weristattstechtiik, August 15, 1924, v. 18,

pp. 432-435. Power conveyors are dirided

into three groups of which the first, con-

veyors with a horizontal motion, are

described.

Conveyors Handle Chewing
Gum. 658.281
W. B. Kanney. Management anti Ad-
ministration, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 387-

390. System in the Wrigley Company
Chicago jilant.

Handling Materials by Cable Con-
veyor. 658.281

M. W. Potts. Industrial Management,
September 1924, v. 68, pp. 170-177. Illus.

Shows the wide field in which cables can

be advantageously applied to handling

equipment,—cable flight conveyors, skip

hoists, monorail systems, aerial tramways,

etc.

Handling Materials in Modern Glass

Plant. 658.281:666.1

L. M. EweU. Belting, Transmission, Tools

and Supplies, September 1924, v. 25,

pp. 48, 50-52, 54. Illus. ' Complete sys-

tem installed in the plant of the Owen
Bottle Co., Charleston, W. Va.

Industrial and Commercial Applications

of the Tractor. 658.281

G. D. Babcock. Journal of the Society

of Automotive Engineers, September 1924,

V. 15, pp. 199-205. Illus.

Large Savings Effected by Coal Han-
dling Plant at Detroit. 658.281:662.65

W. D. Haarer. IVater Tl'orls (Engineer-

ing and Contracting), September 10, 1924,

V. 62, p. 561. Cost of fuel handling equip-

ment and its operation at Fairview Pump-
ing Station compared with costs prior to

mechanical installation.

Steam Jet Ash Conveyor. 658.281:621.18

C. II. S. Tupluiliiic. Cas.-iifr's Industrial

Management. Septemlier 1924, v. 11 (new

series), pp. 427-428. Points to be borne

in mind in installing steam jet ash con-

veyors in the boiler room.

Office Methods

The Business Library. 65(016)
J. C. Dana. Credit Monthly, October 1924,

V. 26, p. 45. A list of 100 books con-

stituting a library for the use of business

executives.
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Business Writing. 651.74

S. Konuld HaU. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

luc. New York. 222 pp. $2.50. Dis-

cusses essentials of various forms of busi-

ness writing such as magazine articles,

newspaper items, copy for house organs,

reports, and advertising copy. Illustrated

mth numerous examples of business writ-

ing that have been published in the past.

Considerable information on the proper

methods for selecting subjects, gathering

data, preparing the article, and marlieting

it, is given. The book should be of value

to present or would-be writers.

Decimal System in Subject Filing. 651.53

Craig Saxon. Canadian Manufacturer,

August 1924, V. 44, pp. 23-24. Its aa-

vantages and disadvantages for the busi-

ness office explained.

How Shall We Equip the Office? 651.2

W. D. Bruuer. Busincus, October l'J24,

v. 6, pp. 15-17. lllus.

When We Put the Office on Paper. 651

W. D. Bruner. Busi/iess, September 1924,

v. 5, pp. 13-15, 50. Practical methods for

making the office arrangement fit the work

to be performed. Points out the value of

the organization chart showing the rela-

tionships of personnel and of work; and

the flow of work chart showing the

physical travel of the major routines.

Personnel

Discussion on Employee Representa-

tion. 658.3151

A. H. Young. Iran Age, September 18,

1924, V. 114, pp. 689-91.

Employee Stock Ownership. 658.3174

(Bftuilung von Werksangehorigen am
Betriebskapital). Franz Goerrig. Werk-

stattstcchnik, September 1, 1924, v. 18,

pp. 467-469. Makes special reference to

the Krupp works experiment started in

1921.

The Employee's Past. 658.3115

D. A. liaird. Industrial Management, Sep-

tember 1924, V. 68, pp. 152-160. Diagrs.

Character and ability rating. Emphasizes

the value of reliable records of employees,

both before and after entering a firm.

An Experiment in the Validity of

Judging Human Ability. 658.31154

A. J. Snow. Journal of Applied Psychol-

ogy, September 1924, v. 8, pp. 339-346.

Tables. Illustrating that the current

method of judging ability by means of the

personal interview is unsatisfactory.

Here's How to Take Up the Slack. 658.3

Philip Welch. Business, October 1924,

V. 6, pp. 50-51. Adapting individuals to

ta.sks and tasks to individuals, the work

of the Utilities Bureau of the Metropolitan

Life Insurance Co.

How a Personnel Department Aids Co-

operation. 658.3

E. M. Harris. Railway Age, August 23,

1924, v. 77, pp. 323-325. Stabilized em-

ployment, ameliorated conditions, and in-

creased recreation and training the result

of its installation in the railway systems.

Industry's Human Element Waste. 658.3

Seth Seiders. Michigan Manufacturer and

Financial Record, September 27, 1924,

V. 34, pp. 4, 24-25. Introductory article

on the tremendous loss to industry through

absenteeism, mistakes, loafing, discontent,

labor turnover, etc.

Policies for Successful Opera-

tion. 658.31242

B. A. Franklin. Management and Ad-

ministration, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 3ai-

394. The success of a business depends

greatly on the ability and vision of the

executive. Considers service as well as

profit.

A President's Letters to His Work-
ers. 658.315

G. F. Johnson. System, October 1924,

V. 40, pp. 441-445, 495. lUus. Letters

emphasizing the need of co-operation, un-

derstanding and loyalty between employer

and employee.

Suggested Tests for Senior
Clerk. 658.311562

F. A. Moss and Fred Telford. Public

Personnel Studies, Seirtember 1924, v. 2,

pp. 195-213. Nine ability tests covering

arithmetic, reading, alphabeting, business

terms, general education and understand-

ing, etc.

Taking the Bank to the Factory. 658.384

H. B. Bliss. Michigan Manufacturer and

Financial Record, September 6, 1924, v. 34,

pp. 3, 26. Plan is to take a definite sum
from pay envelope and put it to the

savings account of employee. Lansing

bank created 3000 new accounts in this

way.

Tests for Shop and Office
Jobs. 658.311563

B. P. Campbell. Management and Ad-

ministration, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 409-

412. Describes five tests and methods of

cheeking accuracy, used in the General

Electric Company at West Lynn.

Voluntary Motor Ability of the World's

Champion Typists. 658.31156

W. F. Book. Journal of Applied Psychol-

ogy, September 1924, v. 8, pp. 283-308.

Tables, diagrs. Experimental tests given

to the champion tj-pists indicate that an

unusual degree of voluntary motor con-

trol is a necessary factor for attaining

the highest levels of success in typing, and

in learning to typewrite.

Why We Make Up the Pay-RoU in the

Employment Office. 658.312

Merrill R. Lott. Factory, September 1924,

V. .SS, pp. 338-39, 405. Savings effected in

records, Labor, etc., by combining these two

departments.

Power and Power Plants

Belting Materials. 658.2621

G. A. Frenkel. Machinery, September

1924, V. 31, pp. 14-16. Diagr. The
physical jiroperties and general char-

acteristics of leather, rubber, cotton and

steel belting, with an evaluation of each.

Central Station vs. Industrial Power
Plants. 621.311

W. J. Risley, .Ir. Power Plant Engi)icer-

ing, September 1, 1924, v. 28, pp. 896-897.

A Comparison of Group and Individual

Drive. 658.26

R. W. Drake. Industrial Management,

September 1924, v. 68, pp. 17S-1S3. An
evaluation of relative advantages and dis-

advantages of the two drives. Suggestions

to aid in a choice in cases where either

might be used.

Controlling Combustion by Tempera-
ture. 621.182

Gordon Simmons. Power Plant Engiiiter-

ing, September 1, 1924, v. 28, pp. 906-

908. lUus. Diagrs.

Economy Secured by Heating Feed
Water. 658.26

0. E. Colborn. Power Plant Engitutring,

September 15, 1924, v. 28, pp. 946-947.

The Executive and His Power Depart-

ment. 658.26

M. Sampson. Textile World, September

6, 1924, V. GO, pp. 75-78. Problems of

steam distribution; losses due to radiation,

and their possible elimination ; live steam

distribution.

Generating Steam from Waste
Heat. 658.26

C. H. S. Tupholme. Power Plant En-

gineering, September 15, 1924, v. 28,

pp. 943-945. Describes the Kirke and the

W'oodesou waste-heat boilers.

How Belting Was Standardized in a

Large Automotive Plant. 658.2621

U. A. Fiogaus. Belting, Transmission,

Tools and Supplies, September 1924, v. 25,

pp. 25-27.

How Much Power is That Rubber Belt

Transmitting? 658.2621

\V. F. Schaphorst. Belting, Transmission,

Tools and Supi)lies, September 1924, v. 25,

pp. 29-30. Table. Simple method of com-

puting horsepower, based on the sag on

the tight side and on the slack side.

Industrial Electric Heating for Central

Stations and Manufacturers. 621.311

\V. K. Putnam. National Electric Light

Association Bulletin, September 1924,

V. 11, pp. 578-582.

Making Leather Belts Endless. 658.2621

L. W. Amy. Paper Trade Journal, Sep-

tember 4, 1924, v. 79, pp. 43-47. lllus.

How to join the two ends of the belt to

make a continuous length; how to shorten

narrow belts which have been endless;

cements used.

Mechanical Stokers. 621.18214

Robert June. The Blast Furnace and

Steel Plant, August 1924, v. 12, pp. 385-

388. lllus., tables. Advantages and econ-

omies derived from their use at small boiler

l>l;ints.

Methods of Operation at the Paterson

Parchment Paper Co. 658.26

Power Plant Engineering. September 15,

1924, V. 28, pp. 932-936. lllus. Efficiency

and economy as shown in the operation of

the power plant of the company.

Modern Practice of Exhaust Steam
Utilization in Germany. 662.992

(Gegenw-irtiger Stand der Ahdampftechnik

und Abdampfwirtschaft in Deutschland).

II. Trcitel. Zeitschrift des Vereines

Veutseher Ingenieure, August 30, 1924,

V. 08, pp. 896-901. lllus.
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Opera'uiOii of Steam Boiler Plants. 621.18

K. B. Kickt'tts. atcam I'uacr, September

ly24, V. 3, pp. 5, 12.

Power Consumed in Rolling

Steel. 021.944

liordou i'ox. Iron and Coal Trades Re-

view, August 8. 1924, V. 109, pp. 233-236.

Problems of Steel Mill Operation. 658.25

A. J. WluiLOiiib. Induilnal Kiiyinttr,

September iy:;4, v. 82, pp. 40S-10; 400-

57. lllus. Increased use of eleetrieal and
mechauieal power-drive equipment, central-

ization and use of larger units for power

generation, interest in ball and roller bear-

ings on motors, and other tendencies found

in large progressive steel works.

Some Notes on i^ine Snaftmg. 658.252

H. Seymour. Jl urld Fowcr, September

1924, V. 2 (new series), pp. 170-172. Sug-

gestions for installing sliafting so as to

increase economy and efliciency in a power

transmission system.

Production Control

Complete Gaging System Fosters Pride

in Maintaining Hign Quality. 558.552

W. h. Carver. Automotive Industries,

September 11, 1924, v. 51, pp. 472-76.

lllus. Accuracy of work made possible

by dimensional and other guges for test-'

iug all parts manufactured in the plant

of the General Motors Truck Company.

Factors in Industrial Organiza-

tion. 658.56

K. Wendorby. Cassier's Industrial Man-
agement, September 1924, v. 11 (new

series), pp. 409-10. Characteristics of the

works or department manager, necessary to

develop all possible resources, and to elim-

inate wastage.

Getting Castings Out on Schedule. 658.5

Better Foundry Practice, No. 3. Metro-

politan Life Insurance Company. Group

Insurance Division. Details concerning

planning and controlling production in

small and large foundry plants.

Handling Driving Box Work. 558.55

J. H. Hahn. liailway Mtcltanical En-

gineer, September 1924, v. 98, pp. 549-

552. lUus. Grouping machine tools and

handling the work in a manner that time

and labor will be saved in the various

operations.

How American Radiator Forecasts

Future Sales and Advertising. 658.571

Warner Bates. Printers' Ink Monthly,

October 1924, v. 9, pp. 17-18, 108.

Making and Using Time Studies. 658.5421

H. K. Koed. Industrial Management, Sep-

tember 1924, v. OS, pp. 105-169.

Making the Most of Waste Mate-

rials. 658.5671

R. S. Emmet. Factory, September 1924,

V. 33, pp. 340-42, 386. Methods of sort-

ing and disposing of scrap metal profit-

ably, at the Schenectady works of the Gen-

eral Electric Company.

Our Nine Gains from "Planned Pro-

duction". 658.513

George A. Meihaus. Factory, September

1924, V. 33, pp. 343-44, 432-33. Schedule

boards used to give uniform output

throughout the year, stabilizes working

force and avoids congestion.

Putting Orders Through the Shop

—

Building Tractors Under Scientific Man-
agement—V. 658.5

G. D. Babcock. Management and Ad-

ministration, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 377-

382. Close co-operation between depart-

ments results in suggestions on readjust-

ments that will facilitate production and
reduce costs. Charts are given that show
routine followed and forms used for sched-

uling work.

To Cut Waste of Unemployment. 658.5
II. S. Dennison. The Sutton's Business,

October 1, 1924, v. 12, pp. 32-34. lllus.

Dennison methods of production control

and sales distribution to level seasonal de-

mands and minimize unemployment.

Selling

Allocating the Cost of SeUing. 558.8
F. A. K. Paxtou. Sales Management
(English), July 15, 1924, v. 4, pp. 352-

354. Urges separation of manufacturing
and selling expenses and discusses factors

that establish selling cost.

Automobile Expense Control Plans Used
by U. S. Gypsum Co. 558.846
E. W. Dunham. Sales Management, Sep-

tember 1924, V. 7, pp. 1473-1474, 1536.

Sales calls increased fifty per cent after

automobiles were put in use. Periodical

inspection saves emergency repairs and
cuts maintenance costs.

Business Itinerary. 658.81
(Teclmik der Reiseberichte). S. Gans.

Werlstattstechnik, August 15, 1924, v. 18,

p. 429. Firm representative or salesmen

should make uniform and detailed reports.

Forms for standardization are given.

The Collection as a Sale. 658.88

J. X. Griffith. Credit Monthly, September

1924, V. 26, pp. 14, 30. Suggestions for

credit managers ' letters, properly con-

structed to sell the debtor the idea of

prompt payment.

Developments in Scientific Methods for

Selecting Salesmen. 658.81

H. G. Kenagy. Sales Management, Sep-

tember 1924, v. 7, pp. 1453-1454, 1560.

Effective Collection Letters. 558.88

J. H. Tregoe, LL.B. and John Whyte,
Ph.D. Prentice-IIall, Inc. New York.

514 pp. $4. Consists of over 300 collec-

tion letters taken from the files of some
50 business concerns. These letters have

been successful and are presented as

examples of methods that get results.

Letters to meet practically every collec-

tion situation are included. An interesting

addition is a number of exchanges between

debtors and creditors illustrating debtor

reactions to collection letters, and how the

creditor obtains payment.

The Hardest Job for the Sales Man-
ager. 658.811

\. H. Deute. Printers' Inlc, September

IS, 1024, v. 128, pp. 17-20. Methods of

working out the problem of getting results

out of tlie force of salesmen calling on the

retail trade.

Have Manufacturers Gone Too Far in

Giving Service? 658.82

E. W. McCulIough. Printers' Inl: Sep-

tember 11, 1924, v. 128, pp. 69-70, 72. The
question of legitimate service, or helps in

connection with actual use of a com-
modity, to give satisfaction to the cus-

tomer.

How Often Do You Add New Names
to Your Mailing List? 658.81

Maxwell Droke. Printers' Ink, September

18, 1924, V. 128, pp. 57-58, 60. Success-

ful methods employed by firms, for se-

curing new names.

How to Turn Salesmen Into Sales Man-
agers. 658.87

C. C. Casey. Printers' Ink, September
11, 1924, v. 128, pp. 57-58, 60. To show
dealers how to make sales and to keep

them selling—the real job of the sales-

man. Orders will then take care of them-

selves.

The Idea-Getting Man. 658.811

E. T. Fanning. Credit Monthly, Septem-

ber 1924, V. 26, p. 17. The value to the

credit man of new ideas, facts, and
methods furnished by current books and
periodicals.

Inter-departmental Co-operation. 558.81

H. E. Colesworthy. Business Organization

and Management, September 1924, v. 10,

pp. 409-413. Suggestions for securing

greater co-operation between the sales and
accounts departments.

It's Easier to Fight the House Than the

Customer. 558.856

V. V. Lawless. Advertising and Selling

Fortnightly, August 27, 1924, v. 3, pp. 17,

40-41. Shows that a house saves money
by investigating claims made to its sales-

men by customers, for allowances and de-

ductions on purchases. Unfair claims are

thus eliminated.

Marketing American Goods in Italy,

Spain, and Belgium. 382

C. W. Gerson. Advertising and Selling

Fortnightly, September 10, 1924, v. 3, no.

10, pp. 15, 44, 46. A few facts concern-

ing the different countries, to be kept in

mind when seeking to market a product.

Marketing the Technical Product. 658.8

E. N. Simons. Mechanical World, August

8, 1924, V. 76, pp. 85-86. Makes special

reference to advertising in foreign coun-

tries, what points to emphasize, the lan-

guage problem and value of the trade

mark.

Meeting the Retailer's Argument Against

Quality and High Price. 658.87

Roland Cole. Printers' Ink, September

25, 1924, V. 128, pp. 85-86, 88. How one

company got an appreciation of quality

into the minds of the retailer and the

customer, and educated the retail sales-

people in selling methods.

The Modern Sales Manager and His

Never-Ending Job. 658.811

E. J. Manning. Advertising and Selling

Fortnightly, September 24, 1924, v. 3,

p. 34.

Organizing the Credit Depart-

ment. 558.882

J. W. Hallman. The Ronald Press Com-

pany, New York. 80 pp. $1.25. Detailed

instructions for the organization and oper-
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ation of a credit department. Discusses

sound procedure in credit and collection

work, the preparation and use of records,

and relations of the credit manager with

other departments, with the general man-
agement of the business, and with outside

agencies. Provides, in usable form, au-

thoritative information which bears

directly on the problems arising in the

credit man 's work.

Premium Plan Increases Sales 500 Per
Cent. 658.821

Lee E. Fleming. Sales Management, Sep-

tember 1924, V. 7, p. 1502. Trick accom-

plished by "A bag of marbles free in

Flyer, Jr., Overalls".

Principles of Merchandising. 658.87

Meivin ihomas Uopelaud, i'h.D. A. W.
Shaw Company, Chicago. 368 pp. $4. In

order to reduce the present high cost of

marketing, tne author beiieves it will be

necessary to recognize and apply sound

merchandising principles. 'lliis book

builds up a comprehensive body of mar-

keting theory, substantiated by experiences

of numerous concerns, and explains their

applications to every-day problems. Much
of the book is devoted to retail selling but

there is also considerable material that will

be valuable to manufacturers.

Rejuvenating an Ailing Prospect
List. 658.81

W. E. Backus. Printers' Ink, September

11, 1924, V. 128, pp. 33-34, 3(i. Methods
employed by a dealer in wholesale floor

coverings for getting results from broad-

sides, letters, etc., for keeping the mailing

list classified by legitimate prospects and
possibilities, and for constant weeding out

and regrouping.

Sales Jumped When We Told Buyers
How to Use Our Products. 658.82

E. M. Wickes. Hales Management, Sep-

tember 1924, V. 7, pp. 1457-1458, 1530.

The Sales Manager—Slave or Slave

Master? 658.8462

G. M. Meyncke. Printers' Ink, September

18, 1924, V. 128, pp. 169-170. Points out

the possible abuses of the straight commis-

sion system of paying salesmen.

Securing Maximum Profits from New
Territory. 658.808

Kalph Crothers. Printers' Ink, Septem-

ber 11, 1924, V. 128, pp. 121-122, 124.

The Selling End. 658.8

.\. E. Bull. Business Organization and
Management, September 1924, v. 10,

pp. 421-425. How the British realize that

sterling reputation and quality, rather than

glib salesmanship, is the basis of success

in foreign trade and in the securing of a

continuous rojictition of orders.

Textbook of Salesmanship. 658.85

Frederic A. Russell. McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., New York. 319 pp. $3. A
collection of selling principles that have

been tried and tested by practical sales-

men in various lines. It contains a large

luunher of quotations from other papers

on the sub.iect. These have been included

with the idea of giving the reader an ac-

quaintance with the vocabulary of the

salesman and to give the views and

opinions of successful salesmen and sales

managers. Although designed primarily

as a textbook it coutains much information

of value to salesmen of all kinds.

What a Manufacturer Learned from
House-to-House SeUing. 658.87
A. E. Mihell. Printers' Ink, September

25, 1924, V. 128, pp. 129-130, 132. A
canvasser, provided by the manufacturer

for the disposal of retailers for a certain

period, revealed the possibilities for re-

tailers, if they co-operate with the manu-
facturer in going after busiuess.

What Is Wrong With Our Distributing

Machinery? 658.87

R. F. Davidson. Advertising and Selling

Fortnightly, September 24, 1924, v. 3,

pp. 25-26, 68-69. Suggests that jobbers

be jobbers and not try to branch into

work not belonging to their field.

Where to Find the Big Constructive

"Sales Argument". 658.821

Roland Cole. Printers' Ink, September

18, 1924, V. 128, pp. 137-138, 140. How
Strong-Hewat & Co. put an original note

into their selling policy for "Virgin wool"
products.

Why Our Business Didn't Suffer When
We Discontinued Our Guarantee. 658.82

Edward Freschl. Sales Management,
September 1924, v. 7, pp. 1455-1456, 1557.

Successful selling and distribution methods

employed by the Holeproof Hosiery Co.

Standardization and Research

Foreign Progress in Cutting

Metals. 62(003)
C. A. Beckett. Mechanical Engineering,

October 1924, v. 46, pp. 618-624. Illus.,

diagrs.

The Government and the Machine
Tool Industry. 62(003)
G. K. Burgess. American Machinist, Sep-

tember 25," 1924, V. 61, pp. 513-515. The
work of departments, bureaus, and asso-

ciations in formulating specifications for

materials, performance of machines and

instruments, and preparing standards of

practice and safety codes.

Some Notes on Measurements and Ap-
proximations. 389
George S. Duncan. The Cost Accountant,

.Tuly 1924, v. 4, pp. 58-64. Illus. Show-

ing that all measurements are approx-

imations, and emphasizing the need of

carefully m.anipulnting the figures express-

ing these measurements.

Standardization of Tool Steel. 62(003)
(Bcitrag zur Xormung der Schneidstahl").

Richard Nerrlich. Wcrkstattstcchnik,
September 1, 1924, v. 18, pp. 463-466.

Training

Apprenticeship Methods on the Sante
Fe. 658.3861

Pailway Mechanical Engineer, Sejitombcr

1024. V. PS. pp. .-27 5.'?1.' Illus.

A Training Program for the Factory
Foreman. 658.31243
.1. K. Xovins. Open Shop Sevieir. Sep
tember 1924, v. 21, pp. 331-336. Article 10:

The Federal Board plan for foreman
training.

Why We Hire Young Men and How
We Train Them. 658.386
N. B. Hickox. Sales Management, Sep-

ember 1924, v. 7, pp. 1447-1448. A year's

training program developed by the Curtis

Lighting, Inc.

Transportation

The American Railroad Problem. 656.2
C. Donnely. Kailivay Review, September
20, 1924, v. 75, pp. 431-433. Shows how
government ownership has been a failure

when compared with the results achieved
by private operation.

Motorbus Transportation. 656.124
A. E. Hutt. Journal of the Society of
Automotive Engineers, September 1924,
V. 15, pp. 251-258. Underh-ing principles

are outUned and suggestions are made con-

cerning features conducive to successful

operation, as design and construction,

maintenance, courteous employees, pro-

tective franchises, etc.

Railway Transportation; Principles and
Point of View. 656.2
.Sidney L. Miller, Ph.D. \. W. Shaw Com-
pany. Chicago. 905 pp. $4. A compre-
hensive review of the entire railway trans-

portation problem. First is given a dis-

cussion of the relation of transportation
facilities to social and trade development.
Then follows a history of railway growth
in the United States including the exist-

ing ownership and territorial groupings.
Discussion of railway service including per-

sonnel, organization freight and passenger
cliarges, comprises the third section.

Economics of railroad enterprises follows

with discussions of competitive combina-
tion, expenses, revenues, rate-making, etc.

The final section treats regulation of rail-

ways. This is an interesting and instruc-

tive work which is an important addition

to transportation literature.

Southern Transportation Facili-

ties. 656.2(75)
R. G. Macy. Management and Adminis-
tration, October 1924, v. 8, pp. 403-408.

Maps. Development of roads and rail-

roads in the Piedmont section of the

Carolinas, and their service and co-opera-

tion with local industries.

Wages

An Equitable Plan for Paying Office

Workers by Results. 658.3231
P. H. Wilson. System, October 1924,

v. 46, pp. 425-42S. Illus. A description

of the premium wage plan used by the

Graton and Knight Manufacturing Com-
pany.

Profit-Sharing and Recent French
Legislation. 658.324
Paul Pic. International Labor Review,
.July 1924, V. 10, pp. 1-29. Discusses the

French .\ct of April 1922 on joint stock

companies with profit-sharing schemes, and
compares it with previous acts concerning

themselves with labor conditions making
special reference to the Act of 1917.
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CONDITIONS AND PROSPECTS
IN

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

Business Improves: Need for Sanity

Prepared by LEWIS H. HANEY
Director, New York University Bureau of Business Eesearch i

The P/V line in Fig. 1 is the main

forecasting line of general business

prospects and its relative vertical posi-

tion on the chart at any month shows

whether business will be good or bad at

a period 4 to 6 months later. The trend

of the P/V line in October continued

practically on a level with September.

In a general way this suggests a slacken-

ing in business early next spring, which

will be of at least moderate proportions.

Accordingly, it seems probable that there

will be a reaction in the stock market

in the near future
(
perhaps before this

appears in print). There is yet, how-

ever, no indication of a major downward
turn in the business cycle and no such

downward turn is here forecast.

In the November issue of Manage-
ment AND Administration it was indi-

cated that the strain of an approaching

readjustment in international trade

would begin to be felt some time next

year. It is not possible, however, so far

1 Assisted by Horace J. Barney, R. H.
Leding and Harrv Corash, of the Bureau 's

Staff.

in advance to express any opinion as to

when the trouble will become acute, and

it may not become so until 1926. It

does seem clear that the next major de-

pression will be characterized by foreign

competition, an outflow of gold, and

falling prices resulting therefrom.

With regard to the more immediate

future, the P/V line indicates that the

price level of commodities is approach-

ing a point where it may be doubted

whether the growing rate of consump-

tion and business can be long main-

tained. Production volume has increased

so sharply that it will probably be only

3 or 4 months at most when a normal

level is exceeded. Once beyond that

level, downward readjustment will soon

become necessary. The only conditions

which will make possible a more sus-

tained advance will be a further develop-

ment of inflation resulting in continued

advances in commodity prices. In

short, it is to inflation that one must

look for justification of the hopes of

those who at this time anticipate a pro-

longed business boom.

Commodity prices have advanced

about 9 per cent since July 1. The

level of prices on the stock exchange

and on the Chicago Board of Trade is

very high and speculation has been

feverish at times. The public is par-

ticipating to an increasing extent and a

dangerous spirit of optimism is rapidly

gaining headway.

It is clear that inflation has already

begun and unless speedily checked, it

will soon carry business sharply up-

ward, with the inevitable crash to

follow.

As moderating factors there are

:

(1) The checking of gold imports and

the probability that gold exports will

begin later on; (2) the volume of pro-

duction of commodities is rapidly gain-

ing and the expanded volume of business

transactions will normally require a

greater amount of money and credit

;

(3) there is also a widespread knowl-

edge of business conditions and con-

tinued discussion of inflation and its

dangers which must tend to preserve

greater sanity in business than obtained

in 1919.

In view of the foregoing situation it

is extremely difficult to strike a balance.

If the speculative, inflationary fever

gains, we might have a regular business

boom which would probably reach a

pf>;ik -^ome time after the middle of 1925.

JFMAMJJAbOMDjJFMAMJJASOND
>1< — -19241923-

,JFMAMJJASOND|J FMAMJJASOND
e 1921 - - >-< 1922 •>*<

Data on the compilation of this curve can be obtained upon request to the editors. Xovember data are estimates.

Fig. 1 The Barometer of Industry and Trade
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If this development does not occur, the

present indications are that business

will continue to improve until the spring

of 1925 and then undergo a moderate

readjustment.

It is to be doubted if the purchasing

power of consumers is sufBciently high

to enable a development of a great boom

peak in business next year. In spite of

the great improvement in the income of

gi-ain farmers, we do not consider that

the purchasing power of the total farm

population is sufficiently high to sup-

port such a peak. The Bureau's index

of the purchasing power of labor is

appreciably below where it stood at the

peak of 1923 and does not seem likely

soon to attain the 1923 level. Moreover,

the preceding period of hand-to-mouth

buying has prevented any great deple-

tion of dealers' stocks, and the amount

of deferred buying is not so large as

usual at the end of depressions.

To sum up, it seems most probable

that the present inflationary trend will

be checked rather early, much as it was

in 1923, and will be followed by a re-

action which will be somewhat greater

than if there were no inflation, but will

not be so great as that of 1921. The

question is, "When?" Frankly, it is not

believed that anyone is in a position to

answer that question, but we venture the

tentative opinion that it will not come

earlier than 5 months from now, nor

later than the summer of 1926.

As already stated, the failure of the

main forecasting line to continue its up-

ward trend indicates that the present

upswing in business will be checked in

a few months; but, meanwhile, the

favorable forecast registered by that line

beginning in May will continue to be

borne out in a rising business trend.

The recent developments in October

down to the middle of November have

been, on the whole, constructive.

Recent Developments

1. The election return has given a de-

cided setback to the radical forces

and the danger of unsound legis-

lation during the next session of

Congress lias been materially re-

duced.

2. Partly as a result of the foregoing

there has been a decided increase

in optimism, and improved senti-

ment is apparent in most lines of

business, and the result should be

a freer placing of orders. The

favorable money situation and

relatively small stocks of com-

modities will now find expression

for a time in a more rapid busi-

ness expansion.

3. Sharp gains in the stock and produce

markets accompanied by a large

increase in public participation.

4. The gain in the level of commodity

prices during October was sharper

than in September (Fig. 12).

5. Allowing for seasonal variation, two

of the important indexes of trade

decreased in October—mail-order

sales and bank debits (Fig. 11).

6. There was a considerable increase in

the number of business failures

during October, while new enter-

prises decreased somewhat after

seasonal adjustment (Fig. 13).

The outstanding fact is a change in

sentiment.

Favorable Factors

1. Improved political situation.

2. Low money rates (Fig. 12).

3. Unfilled orders in many industries

show small gains, including the

steel industry (Fig. 3).

4. Building activity held up well

(Fig. 6).

5. Employment and earnings of labor

increased (Figs. 7, 8 and 9).

Unfavorable Factors

1. Unseasonably warm weather has

given a setback to retail trade and

to the coal industi-y, while helping

the demand for gasoline (Figs. 5

and 11).

2. Bank debits continued the downward
trend of September and mail-order

sales decreased, after seasonal ad-

justment (Figs. 10 and 11).

3. Production in basic industries in-

creased faster than railway ton-

nage, indicating the trend toward

stock accumulation (Fig. 2).

4. The index of commodity stocks com-

piled by the Department of Com-
merce increased in September and

Vol. 8, No. 6

is back to the level of last spring

(Table 1).

FuTDEE Dangers

1. Inflation has begun, with the cor-

responding probability that con-

traction will become necessary.

2. Stocks of commodities in basic in-

dustries have not been thoroughly

liquidated and may soon begin to

pile up as a result of speeding up

production too soon.

3. The cost of living is on the increase

and may easily become so high,

relative to per capita earnings, as

to curtail purchasing power se-

riously (Fig. 7).

4. The sharply increasing demand for

funds, especially for speculative

purposes, may soon cause an up-

turn in money rates—even if this

event is not hastened as a matter

of banking policy. The index of

interest rates has shown signs of a

turn (Figs. 1 and 12).

5. Ultimately, exports of gold and in-

creased foreign competition will

automatically bring an end to any

boom period which may come.

The increasing cost of living is now

an important factor to watch. Prices

of clothing and housing are out of line

with other prices and take so large a

percentage of the average consumer's

income that his surplus available for

miscellaneous purchases is small. While

there has been some equalization during

the last year, this maladjustment still

exists. With clothing and building ma-

terials again on the upgrade, and with

food costs rising, the situation may
handicap business recovery.

Production and Stocks of Commodities
Production Gaining: Danger of Stock Accumulation

The stocks of basic commodities

shown in Table 1 moved irregularly.

Most of the commodities covered, how-

ever, showed decreases, with gasoline

and tires as exceptions. Gasoline stocks

are far too large. Leather, sugar, and
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T.VBLE 1. STOCKS OF IMPORTANT COMMODITIES OX THE FIRST OF THE MONTH
Average for 1921 = 100. Gasoline, raw sugar, cottonseed oil and Dept. of Commerce index adjusted for

seasonal variation.
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Management in Power Plant Building
The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company Power House at Kokomo

By FRANK S. CLARK
Mechanical Engineer, Stone and Weister, Inc.

POWER for industrial purposes is generally oue

of the minor items of the cost of production, and

for this reason very often is not given the con-

sideration it should have. While the amount of the

savings to be obtained from a proper selection of the

source of power may be relatively small, expressed as

a percentage of the cost of power it may be great.

Therefore, careful study should be given to the subject,

in order that the most economical means may be chosen.

In industries re-

quiring power
alone and no steam

for processing or

other uses, it may
prove to be more
economical to pur-

chase power from
the local central

station company
and install a boiler

plant sufficient

only for heating

the plant. In other

eases, where tliere

is a demand for

steam for use in

the plant, it may
prove more eco-

nomical to gener-

ate the power and
use bled or exhaust

steam for the vari-

ous manufacturing processes in the factory.

The greatest loss in a .steam power station is in the

steam exhausted from the generating units. Where
this steam can be used in the factory, the cost of pro-

ducing power is greatly reduced. Factors other than

those essential to the most economical production of

power usually determine the location of an industrial

585

Index Number

658.26 Power plant and

equipment

Fig. 1 The Pittsburgh Pl.\te Glass Company Power House at Kokomo

plant, and therefore we
very often find plants

built at points remote

from an adequate sup-

ply of water for condensing purposes. Artificial means

of cooling condensing water must be used which impose

on these factories a handicap of additional investment

and higher operating costs for power production.

^\liere. after investigation, it proves more advan-

tageous for an in-

dustrial plant to

obtain the power
required from its

own station, the

type and design of

this station become

of prime impor-

tance. These are

determined prin-

cipally by the size

and character of

the load, the load

factor, fuel avail-

able, water for con-

densing purposes,

and any special

utilization of steam

for heating or proc-

ess work. If the

latter requirements

exist they will prob-

ably indicate the

use of bleeder type turbines from which the necessary

amounts of steam can be extracted after they have

performed some work in the turbines.

The following is a description of the power station

at the Kokomo plant of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Company, and the factors influencing the design and

1 IIlustr;itiuiis courtesv of Stone and Webster, Inc.
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the choice of variou.s pieces of equipment. An exterior

view of this plant is shown in Fig. 1.

The plant is one in which the principal load is from

machines requiring 500 to 600 hp. each, which run in-

termittently for periods of one to two hours. There is

no marked regularity in the manner in which the

machines are run or in the number that may be run-

ning. There is also a large, sudden change in power

demand when a machine is shut down or started up.

The maximum demand amounts to about 7500 kw. and

at times the plant runs on a 24-hr. basis. There is,

therefore, a large amount of power requii-ed at a good

load factor under normal operation.

Fig. 2 Interior View of Power House Showing Ste.\.m

Turbines, Condensers, and Auxiliary Equipment

Pui'chased power was out of the

question, as the plant's requirements

were greater than the capacity of the

local central station and the power
could be produced at a lesser cost.

There were no special requirements

for steam in the manufacturing
operations, and, as all the power
was u.sed in the form of electricity,

more than the usual latitude was per-

mitted in choosing the location of the

station. A small stream ran through

the property about a quarter of a

mile from the main buildings, giving

sufficient condensing water for most

of the year without artificial cooling.

The station was. therefore, located on

this stream.

Turbines and Generators

As has been stated, the maxiniuiii

load is about 7500 kw. The generat-

ing equipment installed consists of three 4000-kw.

turbo-generators, as shown in Fig. 2, one unit being a

spare. This arrangement insures reliability and flexi-

bility of operation which are essential to a plant of this

character.

The three turbo-generators are mounted on individual

concrete supports, the tops of which are connected by

operating galleries. Directly below each turbo-gener-

ator a surface condenser is installed between the con-

crete supporting columns. Adjacent to each condenser

are located its circulating water and condensate re-

moval pumps. This compact arrangement of equip-

ment makes possible the large light wells shown to the

left of the turbine platforms. All hea-\y pieces of

equijament are handled by the overhead crane, which

travels on the rails visible along the upper part of the

walls in the picture.

To generate the steam for these units, six 665-hp.

l)oilers are installed. A photograph of these is shown
in Fig. 3. The steam produced is recorded by indi-

vidual boiler meters, thereby giving a continuous record

of the performance of each boiler, and making it pos-

sible to operate the plant at maximum efficiency.

Boiler Operation

As the plant is located in the Middle West, it is

remote from the high-grade coals of West Virginia and
Pennsylvania, but close to a high-volatile bituminous

Indiana field. The fuel cost, therefore, is not exces-

sive, and the reasonable steam pressure of 225 lb. per

square inch was adopted. The steam is superheated

125 deg., making the total temperature 522 deg. There

are 21 banks of tiibes in each boiler, each bank con-

taining 14 tubes. Each tube is 20 ft. long. No econ-

omizers are used. This equipment and operating system

insure a reasonable over-all economy for the station at

a moderate investment cost. No exceptional skill and
training are necessary to run the plant efficiently.

Forced draft underfeed stokers are installod under

Fig. 3 BoilerEoom, Showing Coal-Weighing Larry and Stokers

I
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the boilers. This type wa.s selected because it could

be made to burn the coal satisfactorily and would

respond readily to sudden fluctuations of load.

Coal is received in cars, and elevating and conveying

machinery are used to get it from the cars into the

bunkers over the boilers. A concrete hopper is located

under the track at one end of the station. From this

Fig. 4 Belt Coxvi ,.i,^
i

ii
i ivkkixg Co.\l to Bunkers

the coal passes through a crusher to reduce it to a size

suitable for the stokers. From the crusher it is carried

by a bucket elevator to the top of the boiler-room and

distributed to the bunkers by a belt conveyor. Fig. 4.

The capacity of the coal-handling equipment is 60

tons per hr.

The bunkers are of steel plate, lined with concrete.

They are located over the boiler aisle and extend the

length of the boiler-room. From the bunkers, the coal

is drawn into an electric traveling weighing larry which

distributes it to the hoppers of the stokers, as shown

in Fig. 3. By means of the larry, an exact record is

kept of the coal used in the station.

Ash-Handling Equipment

The mechanism for handling ashes is illustrated in

Fig. 5. Discharged from the ash plates of the stokers.

ashes drop into hoppers beneath the boilers. Motor

trucks are run under these hoppers, the outlet gates arc

opened by means of the chain-operated wheels, and the

contents fall into the trucks to be taken out to the

dump.
At the top of the picture the forced draft duct is

shown with its connections to the boilers. Air under

pressure is forced through these ducts into compart-

ments below the stokers. The picture also shows part

of the steel framing which carries the boilers.

A single radial brick chimney located at one end of

the station serves all 6 boilers. This chimney is 12 ft.

in diameter and 230 ft. high. It is connected to the

boiler uptakes by a steel plate flue.

Each of the 4000-kw. turbo-generators is provided

with a OnoO-sq. ft. surface condenser. The water-box

ends of these condensers are shown in Fig. 6. In the

foreground a standard-gage railway track utilizes the

space which must be provided for withdrawing con-

denser tubes. The track permits equipment to be easily

moved into and out of the building, this equipment

being handled directly by the power house crane, which

is located close to the roof of the turbine room, and

runs on the ovei'head tracks shown in Fig. 2.

There is sufficient water in the stream for condensing

purposes during most of the year. A spray pond is

provided for cooling the water during the times when
there is a deficiency in the stream flow. About half

the water for the condensers is pumped through the

spray heads and cooled. This water flows back into

the stream above the station and then into the station

intake well for use over again.

Switchboard Layout

The main switchboard consists of a 10-panel vertical

slate board, with remote-control solenoid-opei-ated oil

circuit breakers mounted in concrete cells. The auxil-

iary switchboai-d is a 13-panel vertical slate board with

hand-operated oil circuit breakers, mounted on pipe

framework just back of the panels. The main board

has three feeder panels, each controlling two out-

going eii-cuits, a voltage regulator panel, a clock panel,

two exciter panels, and three generator panels, each

controlling one 4000-kw. turbo-generator. On the

swinging bracket the synchroscope and bus instru-

ments are mounted.

There is a single three-phase main bus installed in a

flL-i
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concrete structure integral with the circuit breaker

cells. The auxiliary bus is open and is mounted on a

pipe framework at the rear of the auxiliary switch-

board. It is divided into two sections, one of which

controls the station auxiliaries, while the other is used

for factory light and jiower. including the water supply

])umps which arc installed in the power house. Fig. 7

is a view of the switchboard.

Transmission Lines

Feeder cables leave the electric bay overheail and are

carried to the factorv substations on a steel tower trans-
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mission line. The factory power load is carried on

three main circuits, each of which consists of two

350,000 cir.-mil bare cables per phase. In addition, a

2300-volt lighting; circuit and a miscellaneous power

circuit ax-e carried upon the tower.

High-voltage current is much more economically

Fig. 6 Surface Condensers Below Steam Turbines

generated and transmitted than low-voltage because

the generating equipment is smaller and the line loss

is less. As the plant is extensive and consequently the

power cables run considei-able distances, it is cheaper

to make and distribute power at 2300 volts and step it

down to 220 in transformers at points of use, than it is

to install and operate 220-volt generators and a 220-

volt transmission line. Moreover, the modern develop-

ment of safety devices and measures makes a 2300-volt

outfit no more dangerous to life and property than

a 220-volt system.

Auxiliary Equipment

The larger auxiliaries are equipped

with 2300-volt motors, while the

smaller motors operate at 220 volts.

A bank of three 50-kw. transformers

supplies the 220-volt motors and the

station lighting system, which is three

wire. Double throw switches are pro-

vided on the nuiin switchboard so that

the lighting circuits can be operated

from the station transformer, or from

the exciters in an emergency.

Protection against damage caused

by trouble originating in the gener-

ator windings is provided by differ-

ential relays which are operated from
current transformers connected within

the delta of each generator. Temper-
ature indicators are installed in each

generator so that any undue heating

can be detected before injury results

to the windings and perhaps causes a short circuit.

An interesting management problem, as well as

one requiring engineei-ing judgment, was solved in

the methods selected for operating the equipment

to maintain a heat balance and therefore save money.

Heat balance is hand-controlled and is obtained

by operating some of the main auxiliaries with

motor drive and others with turbine drive. In order

to make this balance more controllable at all times, two

of the circulating pumps and one of the exciters are

equipped with combination drives, motor and steam-

turbine.

The proportion of steam-driven to motor-driven auxil-

iaries running at any one time is varied in accordance

with the load. This method maintains a proper feed-

water temperature without waste of steam and expen-

diture of an excessive amount of electric power for

auxiliaries when the load on the plant is a maximum.

Daylight in the Power Plant

The power plant described in this article, being of

present-day construction, has had the benefit of up-to-

date developments in design. In former days the

lighting question received little attention in such plants.

Inspection of the photographs, however, shows that at

no point in this plant has the advantage of daylight

been overlooked. The location of the condensers and

pumping equipment on the ground floor, with turbines

mounted above them and reached by galleries, allows

light to penetrate in sufficient quantity to illuminate

every part of the equipment. The boiler-room has

ample window area and excellent light. Even the room
where the asli-handling .system is located is supplied

with abundant natural light. The manj^ windows along

the coal-conveyor run likewise do away with the need

of artificial illumination during daylight hours.

Good light, good ventilation, and a general condition

of cleanliness save many dollars in the annual operat-

ing bills of a station like this and are well worth the

little extra cost involved in bringing them about.

Fio. 7 .M.< .Switchboard for Power Chulit.s



Forecasting the Underlying Cycles

Industrial Budget Metluxls—III

By JOSEPH H. BARBER

staff Assistant to the President, Walworth Manufacturing Company

THE task of budget^ forecasting is to show the

administrator the economic materials he will find

ready at hand for shaping his industry's future.

The storj' must be translated into the industry's usual

language, and predictions must be committed to

familiar quantity terms in time for influencing execu-

tive decision.

Moreover, forecasting must justify itself not only

by its clear perspective of the general ebb and flow of

shifting fortunes, but more positively by its definite

perception of the many flanlv movements of business.

This article may undei-emphasize the much discussed

general business cycle; it will not fail to stress the

characteristics of cycle flank movements.

Prominent in the field of research to reveal these

specific flank movements of business is the Harvard

Committee on Economic Research. Their philosophy

of approach to the problem contrasts with that of those

who would construct some single index of "general

business". Far from casting aspersions at the valuable

contributions of others, however, we would merely state

that the Harvard philosophy of approach has served to

orient us and that we have been able to utilize their

tested methods in our local fields of research.

=

Instead of the one master index, tliej- have developed

many separate indexes—interrelated, to be sure, yet

each professing to exhibit the characteristics of only a

single phase of industrial or business activity. Fig. 22

shows their three fundamental indexes, concerning

which we quote :"

It will be seen that logical and important relationships

exist in the movements of the three curves recorded on this

chart. First of all it is clear that there is an interval of

several months between the movements of each of the three

curves. It is further evident that the tui-ning point, whether

upward or downward, always comes in the same order.

Internal Cycles and Their Relations

Now, this idea of picking business apart, rather

than treating it as one grand whole, matched our grow-

ing impression of what must be done to insure any

1 See Man.\gemext .\kd Administratiox for October 1924,

p. 371; and November 1924, p. 479.

2 Article II, Man.\gement axd Administr.'ltiox, Xovcmber
1924, p. 479, recognized the influence of the Harvard conception

of cycle analysis; defined some of their methods; and gave refer-

ence to others.

3 "The Harvard Index of General Business Conditions—Its

Interpretation" (1923)—Harvard University Committee on

Economic Eesearch, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

effective forecasting for Index Number

our budget. The form 658.14 Financial control

of liudget which serves 33897 Business cycles

US well is shown in

Table 7, and its operation was explained in the fourth

article of the fortaer series.'*

As the forecasting aid to our budget, we now tabulate

and chart, for each column and each item, data which

I^redicts the consequent internal effect of external

economic causes. For any item, the related forecasting

barometer in effect samples, for that unit and for that

territory, the relevant one of the several broadly repre-

sentative economic indexes to be discussed here.

With a natural curiosity, we watch our budget

operate month by month, and we have learned that

the changing trends of all items or of all columns by
no means run in pai-allel, nor do they react in concert.

Within our business there is not one cycle. Quite the

contrary, there are many. Still, they are not un-

related cycles, for each is directly the consequence of

some internal condition and the associated reaction

from some external condition. This article passes on

some of our findings as we attempted to explain these

interrelations and their various effects.

The Subsidiary Cycles of General Business

If we resort again to the analogy of the "Typical"

and the "Great" Corporation of article 1 of this series,'

it will be obvious that we must, in all consistency,

assume that for "general" business, too, there is not

one cycle, but many. When we look at a single index

purporting to reflect "general business" in its ups

and downs we really see either: (1) just one aspect

of some business or businesses which may be broadly

representative of many; or (2) only the net effect of

many ups and downs of varioiis cycles, a sufficient num-
ber of wliich at times dominate the average so that it,

too, shows a cycle movement.

With all due respect for "general purpose" cycle

indexes of the second type there is a great tendency

for an administrator to burden some such "general

business" index with the responsibility of indicating

the trend of all the items of his budget. Yet no gen-

eral price index satisfies him in the analysis of his

costs. The modern executive demands close watch upon

See Man'ageimext and Administration, "The Monthly
Financial Budget" (Two Parts), September 1923, p. 313; and
October 1923, p. 453.

5 Management and Administr.\tion, October 1924, p. 371.
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all the analytical costs that govern his net tinal cost.

Why, then, does he not insist ui^on an understanding

of the elementary economic cycles that cause the net

average cycle so directly related to those costs?

Contrasting the Separate Cycles

Our purposes are best served, therefore, not by

obscuring, but by revealing and contrasting the sepa-

rate cycles that have relevancy in forecasting for an

industrial budget. To paint our picture of cycles of

business against a familiar background we shall

imagine a budget, similar to that of Table 7, set up

for the Great Corporation—buying, selling, inter-

subsidiary-corporation transfers, and the cash trans-

actions or exchange of purchasing power.

The budget will be set up for each territorial unit,

with a summary line for totals of all units. This total

line is really the grand summary of all the Great Cor-

— - -r

^ K '' ^ _
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rRoughly 1st. Cycle Period->(<-Roughly 2nd. Cycle P<?riod-

FiG. 24 Actual Cycles to Substantiate Fig. 23 Diagrams

Management and Administration Vol. 8, No. 6

TABLE S. EXPLANATION OF SOURCES AND METHODS

Cycle 1. Carl Snyder's volume of trade index, "A New Barometer of Industry."

M.\NAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION. December 1923, p. 736. An average

of seasonally corrected trade indexes in per cent of their respective normals.

Cycle g. Federal reserve wholesale price index of consumers' goods. Survey of

Current Business. No seasonal correction, but shown in per cent of base,

shifted by short method to base 1921-1923 average month = 100.

Cycle 4- This index is based upon:

(a) Dr. W. A. Berridge's money incomes index. (J. Walter Thompson Com-

pany's prize essay.) Seasonally corrected and shown in percentage of base,

shifted by short method to base 1921-1923 average month = 100.

(b) Federal reserve index of basic production. Federal Reserve BuUelin, final,

December 1922; and, recently. Survey oj Current Business. An average

of seasonally corrected production indexes shown in per cent of base, shifted

by short method to base 1921-1923 average month = 100.

(c) Federal reserve wholesale price index of raw materials, Survey of Current

Business. No seasonal correction, but shown in per cent of base, shifted

by short method to base 1921-1923 average month = 100. (See further

extended explanation below following the comments for Cycle 8.)

Cycle 5 (a). Standard Daily Trade Service index of industrial production, Third

Quarter 1924, Statistical Bulletin. An average of seasonally corrected pro-

duction indexes in per cent of their respective normals.

Cycle 6 (M. Harvard Economic Service (by Dr. W. A. Berridge) index of indus-

trial employment (number employed). Statistical Record, 1923. No sea-

sonal correction, but shown in per cent of base, shifted to base 1U19-1922

average month = 100.

Admittedly, a slightly erroneous impression is gained when the money incomes

index upon a fixed base is shown against the production index, which is

corrected for secular trend. The inference drawn, however (that, relatively,

in recent years, there has been greater production for a lesser expenditure),

errs only in that efficiency in utihzation of labor has improved to an even

greater degree than graphically indicated.

Cycle e. Department of Commerce index of total industrial stocks on hand,

Survey of Current Business. An average of seasonally corrected indexes,

each in per cent of base 1920 average month = 100. Average index here

shown in per cent of base shifted by short method to 1919-1922 average

month = 100.

Cycle S. Federal reserve total debits to individual accounts in 141 comparable

cities, including New York. Federal reserve annual reports and Depart-

ment of Commerce News Releases. Seasonally corrected and shown in

per cent of base 1919-1922 average month = 100. Smooth curve results

from bi-monthly averaging.

Cycle 4 (Concluded). The variable costs index, numbered 4, assumes that Dr.

Berridge's money incomes index is broadly representative of total United

States industrial pay-roll cycles, and that the federal reserve basic pro-

duction index fairly corresponds to the cycles of all industrial production.

In fact, the basic production index (upon a base which could be shifted, as

was required) checks well against other authoritative indexes claiming to

gage the variations of all industrial production. Necessarily, all the indexes

utilized were shifted by the short method to a very recent base period,

but, when thus expressed in common denominator terms, Money Paid was

divided by Production Received, month by month, to secure a Labor Cost

per Unit index. This resulting index of Labor costs was then averaged

(two-thirds-one-third weighting, respectively'), with the federal reserve

index of raw material prices, thereby deriving the variable costs index

shown.

With this background -^ve .shall review the broadly

representative cycles that att'ect the line 17 totals of

the Great Corporation 's budget. The indexes we shall

study will all be broadly representative of the United

States industrial conditions as a -^vhole. They are all

prepared by notable authorities to whom full credit

is given. Our only purpose is to show the interested

administrator ho\y close is their relation to his budget

problems. As we do, so may he construct similar

cycle indexes of the several phases of business in the

many territories, and in the combination of torrilories,

sustaining his industry. It is to be emphasized that,

commensurate with the value derived, the cost is

moderate ; for the business .statistician, by territories

—

just as we have here for the total—utilizes the finished

product of authorities as his raw materials.

Initial presentation is by diagram and tabulated

comment (Fig. 23 and accompanying notes). For

simplicity, and despite our belief that the stock market

is the melting ])ot for tlie refining, purging, and

evaluating of business information, an index of cycles

of speculation is not brought into the discussion at this

point. The Fig. 23 diagrammatic indexes and their

commentary notes and cross-references are confined as

far as possible to (inly tliose cycles directly affecting

budget items.

Object of Preliminary Presentation

This initial presentation is intended only to convey

an idea of "what to watch for" in the light of rules

deduced from past experience for depicting the "ideal"
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eycle. Of coui-se, the ideal cycle of adjustment and

readjustment is only a fancy. Ho-wever, with such

a diagram of what ought to happen in each of its

several cycles and during its various stages, we
approach an analysis of conditions in the post-war

period with some hope of undei-standing them and of

interpi'eting their significance.

So far as actual indexes are available to parallel

the diagrammatic indexes of Fig. 23, they are brought

together in Fig. 24. Well-known authorities have con-

iT'-VELOaTY OF BANK DEPOSIT TURNOVER

Fig. 2.5 Cycles op C.\sh Receipts, Cash DisBtrasEMENTS,
AND Bank Fixaxcing

tributed each, but it is our presumption thus to asso-

ciate them as a coherent group. In order to sub-

ordinate questions irrelevant to the main purport of

the discussion, it is admitted that, for ease of presen-

tation in this case also, scales were selected so as to

makes aU cycles appear approximately of like size. Our
sources and methods for deriving the various cycle

indexes are given in the explanation accompanying

Table 8. These explanations pertain to sources, etc.,

for data of Fig. 24.

There are not available adequate general indexes

to substantiate the trends shown in Fig. 23 for Cycles

7 and 9, nor to demonstrate the interrelations indi-

cated between Cycles 8 and 9. Nevertheless, deduction

from Fig. 25 will prove the theory by inference.

The proof relies mainly upon Carl Snyder's recently

developed velocity index." This index is of itself an

excellent barometer of approaching trade changes.

From his velocity index line in Fig. 25, note, first,

that acceleration to above-normal velocities always pre-

cedes resort to bank loans' and the consequent rapid

ascent of disbursements;^ and observe, second and

converselv, that, following the trade boom, sharp

6 '
' Turnover of Deposits a Measure of Business Activity, '

'

Journal of the American Bankers' Association, February 1924.

' Total loans, discounts, and investments for all reporting

member banks, first day of each month. From federal reserve

annual reports and their recent news releases. Xot seasonally

corrected but shown in per cent of base 1919-1922 average

month = 100.
8 Disbursements curve is the same as shown in Fig. 2-1.

retardation to below-normal velocities heralds an

approaching period of readjustment.

Using the 1919 to 1921 fluctuations of all these in-

dexes to illustrate our reasoning, we see first that

disbursements .sharply rise ahead of loans. Obviously

they should, for trade's early obligation is to finance

increasing disbursements out of owned funds. This

places a burden upon existing deposits. The conse-

quent swift A'elocity acceleration to untenable levels

finally forces resort to rapidlj' expanding loans and
discounts, the only purpose of which apparentlj', is to

finance inflated prices (for Cycle 1, Fig. 24, shows that

the quantity volume of trade is already declining).

Even at their peak, disbursements still exceed receipts,

as implied by the continuing increase of loans out of

parallel with deposits, which by this time are stabilized

at their peak levels.

Following the peak of disbursements, and during

their initial gradual recession, the delayed, yet in-

evitable, inflow of peak receipts will exceed current

disbursements. At this time, the retarded-to-only-

normal velocity of turnover argues that the excess of

receipts is not re-entering trade—that is, that it is not

turning over. For a while, it is just serving cur-

rently to finance, yet not to increase, already aug-

mented surpluses reflected upon the accounts as

inflated inventories and as expanded receivables.

In the final period of the cycle, the disbursements

necessarily must be exceeding receipts again, because

current losses preclude receipts equivalent to previous

expenditure, and because trade must, and does,

liquidate outstanding loans faster than it diminishes

deposits. Clinching this deduction, a below-normal

velocity argues that disbursements are not all involved

in normal trade exchange wherein receipts and dis-

bursements maintain equality.

It is felt that in the light of Fig. 23 and its aecom-

1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912
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of the profit advantage between variable costs and
selling prices. In the pi-esence of such an induce-

ment, enterprisers did not need the added inducement
of driving the volume of trade to above-normal levels

to secure thinner distribution of fixed charges.

In the recent three-year period from early 1922 to

the present, off-hand there seem to be continually

cropping up exceptions to some of the rules. Though
the operation of the rules is, even so, still discernible,

the apparent exceptions have caused a number of

notable intermediate or secondary cycles within the

long swing traceable as a developing' cycle over the

whole period.

In the spring of 1922, in the face of an accumula-
tion of deferred requirements, quantity quickly as-

sumed normal proportions when variable costs and
selling prices finally became balanced. Then, with
larger distribution of overhead over increasing volumes,

probably to be sold at liigher prices, there should have
been prompt restoration of adequate net profits on
the administrator's final balance sheet.

However, confidence in the middle of 1922 was
shaken by a narrowing profit margin, predicting an
oncoming discrepancy between variable costs and sell-

ing prices. The condition actually was unbalanced.
These indexes would currently have shown so at the

time. The labor cost element continued low. Conse-
quent purchasing power was low, although employ-
ment had increased. On the other hand, while selling

prices proved obstinate, raw material prices did not
fail to respond to increased demand, and administrators

waited.

By the end of 1922, variable costs had readjusted,

stocks had been drawn down, and employment's pur-
chasing power had extinguished personal debts carried

over from the depression. Therefore, returning con-

fidence perceived a potential more-than-normal demand,
including forward buying that seemed to be expressing
itself in a belated increase of selling prices.

But then there came again, in the early spring of

1922, that narrowing cost margin, that stubborn re-

sistance of selling prices, and an assurance that peak
volumes will not mix with price discrepancies! More-
over, sharply curtailed commitments and consequent
declines in production rates already suggested that

greater fixed overhead charges would sjiortly associate

with increased variable costs upon the unit cost books.

Net losses under such conditions would be inevitable

and caution dispelled the previous optimism.
By the end of 1923 there were again certain accumu-

lated requirements. The intermediate curtailment had
been overdone in view of the general long-sweep trend
throughout the period. Necessarily, and in spite of

price discrepancies, contemplated ]iro.ieets and deferred
policy exeeutions were resumed with the passing of

the inventory period. Records show that our end of

1923 outline for our 1924 budget predicted just such
a .short-lived, church-steeple peak as occurred in the
first quarter of this year; but, on the other hand, we
did not anticipate that selling prices would so far prove
an exception to the rule that they not only would fail

to rise, but would actually decline.

The inference from the latest postings of curves

3 and 4 in Fig. 24 is for a sluggish demand during
the last half of the year. Preferably there should be

further downward revision of variable costs. Already
in June the raw materials prices had relatively stabi-

lized sufficiently low, but the labor cost—partly affected

by labor efSciency and partly by labor rates—had not

been readjusted sufficiently to suggest any inducement
for administrators to regain "confidence". Certainly,

not yet is there restoration of the kind of "confidence"
that existed in Fig. 24 between the cycle curves 2 and
4 during 1919.

Stocks on hand are now high, but liquidation should

1905



Planning the Construction Program
\'aliie of Specialized Knowledge in Industrial Buildina:

Bv A. G. ANDERSON

COXFKOXTED with the need for enlarging a

plant or perhaps building a new one. the indus-

trial executive is frequently perplexed as to

just how he should handle the task. The situation is

not simplified any by the many tenders of professional

and technical service which he inevitably receives.

These come from architects and engineers practicing

under general titles or as specialists, and all urge the

merit of the service which they can render. Yet it is

self-evident that many of these firms differ widely in

the character of their personnel, extent of practice and

experience, and in their methods of operation. Con-

sidering his need, it is the executive's task to select

from among them the one firm which will prove most

helpful. It is the purpose of this article to point out

the factors involved in making such a decision.

It may be that the thrifty plant executive will con-

sider the idea of utilizing his own staff in making plant

extensions, but experience indicates that this practice

is seldom advisable. It must be recognized that the

building industry is a highly developed business, re-

quiring the close co-ordination ^ of many specialized

groups, and the intelligent, experienced -efforts of men
trained in the business. Factory executives, drafts-

men, purchasing agents, superintendents, foremen, and

workmen invariably prove novices when handling un-

familiar tasks. The functions performed may be the

same, it is true, but the experience called for and

the technique involved are radically different. Even

building laborers are semi-skilled, and the factory

Index Number

658.2 Industrial buildings

worker on a building

job seldom proves more

than 50 per cent effi-

cient. Differences in

accomplishments are equally noticeable among those

higher in the organization. Because on unusual work

of this kind it is difficult, if not impossible, to establish

and maintain standards of performance or even to

make cost comparisons, expense may mount to a high

figure before becoming apparent. This inability to

ciieck costs extends to materials and administration as

well as labor, for experience will be lacking in selecting

and purchasing materials and in solving the multitude

of problems which arise.

Every contractor realizes the great importance of

careful preplanning, successful co-ordination of the

various trades and phases of the work, and the skilled

direction of the workmen. Lack of judgment and

ability in these respects increases job costs enormously,

and the industrial executive may weU leave the task

for those who are in the business. There is probably

no industry where low labor costs are so dependent

upon the skilled choosing and direction of workmen,

or where costs may double or even triple without

apparent reason.

Observation and experience also indicate that build-

ing programs handled in this way take much more

time and attention from all concerned than anyone had

any idea they would. They inevitably disrupt routine

production, interfere with service to customers, and

<_i:iiri,sii (./ Innnht I'. Knhmson and Cumpanij

Fig. 1 Tannery Building Constkucted for Armoub Leather Company
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take the time and thought of executives, -with resulting

confusion throughout the organization. Pew large

firms who maintain construction crews for repairs and
maintenance attempt to handle major operations. They
have found that the specialized talent required is found

in particular organizations and that the use of this

specialized service pays dividends on its cost.

A certain manufacturing firm producing bottles and

Courtesy of McClellan and Junkersfeld, Inc.

Fig. 2 First Two Units of Cahokia Power Plant, Union
Electric Light and Power Company

package goods decided to dispense with architectural

and contracting service and to build its own new
plant. The executive committee was to handle the task.

aided by an engineer, a relative of the owners, who
was depended upon to provide the technical assist-

ance required and to handle actual building operations.

The management contributed ideas regarding the pro-

duction layout and working arrangements which the

engineer endeavored to embody in working drawings.

Conflicting ideas resulted in compromises, and some-

times good judgment and opinions based upon fact

did not prevail over poor judgment and unsound ideas.

The vision of these men did not extend far enough

outside their own plant walls ; excepting in a superficial

way, the work was incidental and added to their regu-

lar duties; and no one individual was rcsjionsible for

the resulting ])lan in its entirety. As a consequence

the resulting layout was a patchwork of imperfect,

uncorrolated ideas.

During this time the members of the executive com-

mittee were besieged by salesmen for all kinds of

materials and equipment. A great deal of executive

time was taken, as the inexperience of these men handi-

capped them in reaching decisions. The plans and
specifications as finally completed called for a three-

story and basement, reinforced concrete design build-

ing with solid brick enclosing curtain walls. Con-

struction was begun, but was hindered constantly and
made expensive by frequent changes in the plans.

There was a distinct lack of co-ordination in carrying

on the work of the different trades, and many delays

occasioned by shortages of materials because of imper-

fect administration and faulty purchasing arrange-

ments. Overhead and operating costs were greatly

increased as a consequence.

After completion it became necessary to drill some

200 holes through 12 in. thick concrete floors, at great

expense, to fit revised piping plans. The floors them-

selves had been designed and constructed to carry

much heavier loads than necessarj- at an excess cost

of nearly $7,000. The 9 in. thick brick curtain walls

failed to keep out dampness and cold. Unnecessary

story heights wasted space which had cost money and

required heating. The heating system proved inade-

quate on account of unwise selection of boiler equip-

ment. Many other deficiencies came to light. The

building does not represent good factory design ; it is

inefficient as a production machine, and expensive to

maintain. It cost entirely too much money to build.

An Ohio manufacturer who objected to the union

labor used on all construction jobs in his locality, and
desiring to save money also—the architect's and con-

tractor's fees—decided to take advantage of a slack

industrial period to build a new building, utilizing

his own organization to do the work. A draftsman,

who thought himself clever, with some novel ideas of

building design "got them acrcss" to those in charge.

To the inexpert they looked good on paper, as they

apparentlj' saved a considerable amount of material

and labor. One of these ideas was to build the en-

closing walls of the building of brick one course (4 in.)

in thickness, stiffened with horizontal reinforcing laid

in the joints and with vertical hollow piers at intervals,

which were to be filled with concrete. This proved to

be very expensive construction, and the wall when
completed let through dampness and cold which ruined

Courtesy of McClellan and J itHkem/tld, Inc.

Fig. 3 880-hp. Boiler Plant Built for Franklin,
Baker Company
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the plastering and wood wainscoting. The efforts of

the amateur bricklayers and carpenters on this job

would have been ludicrous had they not been so serious,

financially. Ordinary labor cost for this work must

have been doubled in spite of the lower scale of wages

paid. It is not probable, however, that any check on

the cost of this project was ever made.

The employment of an architect usually provides for

the preparation of plans and specifications, the letting

of contracts, and the supervision of construction. In

this way much of the responsibility is delegated to

qualified men. Strictly speaking, however, the design

of factories has little relation to architecture. To

handle the task requires a thorough knowledge of the

production processes to be cared for. and an under-

standing of factory management and production con-

trol, including an appreciation of the reaction of the

workers to the equipment and facilities provided. The

human factor is the biggest single factor in produc-

Courtesy of Dicight P. Robinson and Company

Fig. 4 Factory .\xd Office Buildixg Built for Westinghouse Lamp Company

tion and must be considered accordingly. These sub-

jects are foreign to the training of the typical architect.

It is scarcely possible that he will look upon the task

as that of fitting a housing scheme to a production

machine—which he has also created or at least analyzed

and checked carefully—so that it will function as a

part of the machine itself. This is a decidedly prosaic,

utilitarian. dollar.s-and-cents-balancing job. calling for

a wide range of engineering and production talent and

an understanding of the psychologj- and needs of labor.

Architectural design will prove to be a very minor

feature. If the architect acts merely as a draftsman

in carrying out the owner's ideas, the owner is failing

to secure the benefit of much concentrated intelligence

in such matters, which is available, and which his fee

to the architect might well obtain for him, to his great

advantage.

It may be that the architect has outgrown his title

and perfected an organization capable of serving an

industrial clientele in the manner suggested. There are

many who are thus capable, but it is very disconcert-

ing to the factory executive, who imagines that all archi-

tects are proficient, to find out too late that he is

mistaken. Many engineers, because of their restricted

training, experience, and practice, are subject to the

same criticism as many architects, as regards their

ability to handle industrial projects in an adequate way.

It has been well said that industrial plant design

has passed through three stages. The first stage was

when factories were housed in "just buildings;" the

second, when architecture was employed to improve

the appearance of such structures; and the third, the

present stage, when industrial buildings are designed

to "fit the processes" carried on within them, and

form an integral part of the production scheme. !Many

such recently constructed plants may be looked upon

as in themselves "big machines" containing and co-

ordinating all the "little machines".

A firm making kitchen utensils re-

cently had plans prepared for a new
plant. Proper space was provided

for the different departments in ac-

cordance with the ideas of the man-

agement, the architect incorporating

these ideas in working drawings, and
making suggestions and improving

the layout. Construction was about

to start when a factory engineer was

consulted relative to some equipment

the firm was having designed and con-

structed for the new plant. His

ideas and figures concerning convey-

ing and handling equipment resulted

in a complete change in the plans,

emphasizing that what is to be done,

and how it is to be accomplished,

form the basis of industrial building

design. In this case the production

laj'out with all accessory equipment
was then worked out and the building

fitted to it, instead of, as is often the

case, the production processes being

fitted into the building. The latter

procedure almost inevitably results in awkward and
inefficient or wasteful layouts. Conveying equipment
was utilized in this instance to handle the utensils

between operations and departments, greatly decreasing

departmental and machine storage areas and traffic

space previously arranged for. Handling charges were

reduced and manufacturing speeded up. The building

structure was redesigned to fit the new layout scheme

and methods of operation.

It was inevitable with the increasing importance,

progress, and keener competition in industrj', that

there should develop specialists in industrial layout

work, building design, and construction. Firms
handling work of this kind operate under various

names, and firm titles are not a sufficient identification

or assurance of satisfactory service. The inquiring

industrial executive must know the character of their

personnel, the results which they have achieved, and
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their methods of getting i-esults, if he is to judge the

probable value of their service to him. Certain firms,

due to the volume of business which they have handled
in connection with the metal trades industry, the textile

industry, etc., have practically become specialists in

those lines, but usually firms of this character are

capable of handling factory engineering problems in

almost any industry.

The staffs of these organizations will include archi-

tectural designers, draftsmen, technical specialists.

iife
4?f
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Vourtesy of Dicighi P. Robinson and Company

Fig. 5 Service Building, Dayton Light and Power Comp.\nt

estimators, factory engineers, and production men in

addition to executives, construction superintendents,

purchasing agents, auditors, clerical help, etc. Such
a group acts as a clearing house for the best thought
and most advanced ideas and knowledge of produc-
tion practice and industrial building, and can concen-

trate this intelligence ui)on a particular pi'oject.

Almost invariablv the factorv owner will find in such

an organization more highly skilled talent than he

can afford to employ in his own plant. The combined
attention of such a group to a particular project is

assurance to an owner that no phase of his under-

taking will be neglected or handled unintelligently. No
single individual, no matter how brilliant, nor even a

group of individuals, can hope to rival the teamwork
of organizations of this character with their wealth

of experience and practice in many industries.

As soon as industrial layouts are worked out and
processes determined upon—in which

work the owner 's staff will prove most

helpful—suitable enclosing buildings

are designed to fit them. Then in-

stead of letting general contracts to

conti-actors who would in turn let sub-

contracts covering different phases of

the work, they will let contracts direct

to those firms who will do the work.

A resident engineer is then placed on

the job to co-ordinate the work of

these several contractors, to supervise

construction operations, and to ex-

pedite the work. In this way pyra-

miding of costs by the inclusion of

profits for the general contractor on
the work of sub-contractors is avoided.

The resident engineer on the job

co-operates with his office, which
awards all contracts, makes all pur-

chases, audits all bills, and looks after

all clerical and detail work. This

l)rocedure relieves the owner and his

organization of all responsibility and
annoyance in connection with the

project, and places it with those who
are experienced in such work. An owner may advise

such an organization what he wants to manufacture and
how much, and they will create the ideal plant for the

purpose, fully equipped and ready to operate, and if

desired, provide ojjcrating assistance until the plant is

functioning smoothly, iloreover, this service offers the

same low costs to the man with a $CiO,OUO project as it

does to his big competitor.

niiiti SI/ fjf ftirioht I'. Iii.hinjuin iiuii Ctnitpanii

Fig, 6 FACTORy Unit Constructed in 1920 roR Geo. D. Ryan Corporation



The Problem of Delivery Equipment
Bj: WILFRED ELDKED

Food Research Institute, Stanford University

RECENT discussions of the distribution problem

have emphasized the importance of local deliv-

- ery as a contributing factor to the high prices

of most goods bought for individual or household con-

sumption. Especially in the case of foodstuffs—milk,

meat, bread, ice, fresh fruits and vegetables—is the

expense of delivery a significant element in both whole-

sale and retail prices. Distributors of food products,

as well as others, whose business involves the delivery

of goods to storekeepers and con-

sumers, are taking a keen interest

in the development of more eco-

nomical delivery methods. Ways
and means of reducing the

"spread" between producer,

manufacturer, or jobber on the

one hand, and the retailer or con-

sumer on the other, are engaging

the serious study of an increasing

number of business men and of

specialized research organizations.

Co-operative delivery arrange-

ments among merchants, better

planning of routes and of de-

livery service, and engineering

studies of the relative cost and

efficiency of various types of de-

livery vehicles, all attest wide-

spread interest in the possibility

of improving upon present practices and standards.

Probably in no line of business does the delivery-

problem present as many or as serious difficulties as

in the baking industry. Like most food commodities,

bakery products must be delivered in clean and sani-

tary condition, but the nature of the goods requires

that extreme care be taken to avoid contamination or

exposure to dirt, du.st, oil, grease, and fumes. Bread

is bulky in comparison with its weight and price,

which makes for high delivery costs. Most important

of all, it must be delivered to storekeepers and con-

sumers while still fresh, since in the commercial sense

it is a highly perishable product ; day-old bread is

practically unsalable in most localities.

]\Iueh the same considerations apply to other bakerj'

products, such as cake, pie, and pastry, which in addi-

tion are usually so fragile that they will not .stand

severe physical handling but require special care in

packaging and transportation. It is not strange, there-

fore, that a considerable part of the consumer's price

of bread and other bakery products is represented by

the costs of delivery service, and tliat bakers generally

are anxiously seeking methods by which they may
reduce these costs.

A statement of the progress being made towards

more economical delivery methods in the baking in-

An individual plant in the baking

industry, by the very nature of its

products, is most successfully con-

ducted within the limits of a local

territory, of a radius usually not

more than loo miles. Distribution

must be immediate and fast, and

involves direct wholesale and retail

delivery. Mr. Eldred compares the

cost and efficiency of horse-drawn,

gasoline, and electric vehicles in

this service. He concludes that

good management and the highest

grade and best maintained equip-

ment usually go together.

dustry may not be with- Index Number

out interest to distrib- 658.7885 Delivering systems

utors generally. It is

hoped that the follow-

ing discussion may also prove of value to students

of current business practice as well as to those who

are grappling with delivery problems in the concrete.

This article is concerned primarily with the considera-

tions underlying the selection by bakers of certain

types of delivery vehicles in pref-

erence to other types. Compar-

ison is made of the costs of

delivering bakery products by

diff'erent types of vehicles. The

importance of the wage element

in the cost of delivery service is

also briefly discussed. Finally,

some information is presented

which bears upon the relative

success of bakeries of varying

sizes in keeping down their de-

liverv costs.

Investigation of Delivery Ve-
hicles Used by Bakers

Wholesale and retail distribu-

tion of bread and bakery products

is rapidly on the increase in this

c-ouutry. I\Iore and more do the products of the com-

mercial bakery take the place of home-made goods. Not

only in the large cities but even in many country towns

bakers' bread can be bought todaj' at practically every

grocery store. The baking industry has expanded in

many eases beyond the consuming capacity of the local

market and distribution over a comparatively wide

lield is now a characteristic feature of the business in

most parts of the country. Moreovei", insistence by

consumers and storekeepers upon freshly baked bread,

plus intensified local competition, has necessitated more
frequent deliveries to nearby customers. The com-

mercial baker is confronted, therefore, with an increas-

ingly serious problem in giving his trade the service it

demands without running up his delivery costs to an

imduly high figure.

An important factor contributing to these high costs

is the failure by many bakers to select the types of

delivery vehicles best suited to the specific conditions

of their territory and to the local service requirements.

It is certain that large economies in delivery service

could be attained if delivery- equipment were less fre-

quently selected in a haphazard way and more often

on the basis of careful study of experience records.

As part of a general survey of the economic prob-

lems of the baking industry-, the Food Research Insti-
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tute of Stanford Universit}', California, undertook in

1923 an investigation covering the experience of bakers

with various types of delivery equipment. Several

months were given to a detailed study of the prac-

tice and operating results of a number of concerns

in widely separated cities, that kindly placed their

records at the disposal of the Institute. As a result

of these pi'eliminary studies certain tentative conclu-

sions began to take shape, but a number of questions

became manifest, the answers to which obviou.sly called

for a much broader basis of factual information than

could be secured by dii-ect personal solicitation. For
this additional information resort was had to the ques-

tionnaire method of inquiry.

In June 1923, questionnaires were sent to a selected

list of bakers located in all parts of the United States,

asking them to report their opinions concerning the

advantages and disadvantages of each type of delivery

vehicle of which they had experience, and to give the

reasons which had prompted them to select the types

they were using. They were also asked to describe

the operating conditions in their respective localities,

including length of routes, number of stops, char-

acter of roads, etc., and to supply information from

their records concerning the cost of making deliveries

by different types of vehicles. An effort was made to

reach all classes of baking concerns—large, medium,
and small—that w^ere presumed to have an interest in

delivery problems. About one hundred usable returns

were received from bakers in 32 states, two Canadian

provinces, and Hawaii. The following discussion is

based primarily on an analysis of these reports,

although it is supplemented by information drawn
from a variety of other sources.

Proportions in Which Bakers Use the Types of

Vehicles Available

The 100 bakeries, whose reports have been made
the basis of this analysis, made use of the various

types of delivery vehicles in the proportions indicated

in Table 1. The concerns reporting are classified in

the table in three groups, on the basis of approximate

daily output of bread, as follows: (1) plants pro-

ducing in excess of 20,000 lb. daily; (2) plants pro-

ducing from 5,000 to 20,000 lb. daily; (3) plants

producing under .5.000 lb. daily. In the main the

TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF 100 USERS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF
DELIVERY VEHICLES IN THE BAKING INDUSTRY, 1923
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siderable; it does not pay to continue the period of

experimentation too long.

The Use of the GasoHne Truck

Nearly three-fourths of the firms using gasoline

trucks indicated that speed was a paramount object

in their calculations; a much smaller number men-

tioned the greater suitability of gas trucks for long-

distance operations as an important consideration. A
high price is evidently being paid for speed, since at

least half those using gasoline trucks found them ex-

pensive to operate, chiefly because of their rapid

physical depreciation. This was especially true of the

light gasoline car. The general tendency of drivers

to go too fast, with resultant high costs of operation

and maintenance, was commented upon by a number
of bakers. One remarked: "They will not stand the

grief of fast driving." Another said: "Unless gov-

erned they are driven too fast and depreciate rapidly."

JIany users of the lighter types of gasoline trucks

were in agreement that they do not stand up under

routine delivery service where substantial loads must

be carried every day. One baker remarked: "They
fall apart." A fair proportion of users, however, re-

ported that they had found the light gasoline car

economical and reliable in operation. A number men-

tioned the low first cost of this type of truck as a

factor favoring its use, while others indicated the ease

of securing repair parts as a reason for preferring it

to other types which might be better suited to the local

conditions of service. About two-fifths of the bakers

using light gas trucks mentioned their cleanliness and

better appearance (as compared with horse-drawn

vehicles) as an advantage. It is clear from the reports,

however, that the major factor leading to the general

preference for the light gasoline truck is its speed

in delivering the goods. "Whatever the offsets and

inadequacies in other respects, this consideration

appears to have been decisive with most users in their

selection and continued use of this type of vehicle.

Substantially the same considerations apply to the

heavier types of gasoline trucks, which are used ex-

tensively to serve suburban and distant customers.

Ability to cover ground—meaning distance—to carry

large loads, and to make speed, were mentioned, to

gether with reliability, by a large proportion of bakers

using such trucks. Here again there is some offset,

perhaps inevitable, in the high costs of maintenance

experienced by a number of users. Several bakers

objected also to the large initial investment necessary

in buying heavy trucks.

The Use of the Horse-Wagon

Of the 35 bakers reporting the use of horse-wagons.

30 mentioned economy in operation and upkeep. 27

reliability, and 25 low first cost, as considerations

which had influenced them in the selection of this type

of equipment. The factors most frequently men-

tioned as drawbacks to the use of the horse and

wagon were low speed, inability to cover long routes

or to carry large loads, and uncleanliness. More than

half the concerns reporting their experience with

horse-wagons (some 80 in all) had replaced them with

some other type of vehicle—gasoline trucks in most

cases. Here again the desire for greater speed was

stressed by most bakers making such substitution ; some

also appear to have been influenced by the desire for

greater cleanliness in their delivery equipment. A few

had found horses and wagons expensive to maintain;

several had gone to other forms of equipment in order

to extend their delivery area over wider distances.

The horse-wagon appears to be the type of equip-

ment most commonly used for house-to-house delivery.

A number of bakers engaged in this form of distribu-

tion stated that the horse soon comes to know the

i-oute and will go along without guidance while the

driver is walking from house to house. A large

Canadian retail distributor reported, however, that he

found the electric truck to be ideal for this kind of

service, involving short hauls and frequent stops, and

used horses only where the roads were too bad for

electrics to get through easily.

The Use of the Electric Truck

The electric- delivery truck appears to be winning

the good opinion of an increasing number of bakers.

Nine-tenths of the concerns reporting their use em-

phasized the operating economy of the electric truck

as the principal argument in their favor ; a similar pro-

portion mentioned their superior cleanliness and good

appearance, whether compared with horse-wagons or

gasoline trucks, as advantages worth consideration.

The simplicity of construction of the electric vehicle,

with resulting ease of operation, and its freedom from

mechanical difficulties or expensive repairs, were com-

mended by many bakers. These features, they reported,

enable the driver to pay more attention to his job

of selling bread and to his personal appearance, since

he does not need to stop on the road to change tires

or make repairs. Consequently a better type of de-

Uveryman can be employed, one who is essentially a

salesman rather than a truck-driver.

On the other hand, the electric vehicle's limited

range of operation was found to be a drawback by

some bakers; others reported it unsuited to hilly ter-

ritory where roads are poor, or to regions having

iieveve winter weather. Of the bakers who have used

electrics in such regions a number have experienced

trouble due to loss of power with consequent stalling

in deep snow towards the end of the day's run. It

seems probable that in the early days the manufac-

turers of electric trucks did not give sufficient atten-

tion to providing reserve battery power against such

emergencies. Moreover, the batteries themselves had

not been developed to a very high standard of ex-

cellence. These defects seem to have been largely

remedied at the present time.

The low speed of the electric vehicle was considered

by many bakers as a conclusive argument against it.

Quite as many, however, emphasized the controlled

speed of the electric as one of its main advantages for

delivery purposes. Much evidently depends upon the

length and character of the routes, number of stops,
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open space between stops, traffic conditions, and the lilve.

It has been pointed out, as a result of actual test, that

with its rapid acceleration and ease of control the

electric truck often makes better time than the gas

ear in covering routes having a great many stops. On
the other hand, where routes are very long and stops

infrequent, and the traffic regulations permit high

rates of speed, the electric vehicle is clearly out of

place.

The high initial cost of the electric vehicle was em-

phasized by a number of bakers, including users as

well as non-users, as an obstacle to its more general

adoption. This difficulty appears to be offset to some
extent, however, by the circumstance that it is often

necessarj' to maintain fewer electric vehicles than other

types of equipment, to serve a given number of routes,

because they are not so liable to break down and fewer

extra units are necessarj^ to replace those temporarily

out of commission. Concerns operating many routes

may thus sometimes find that it costs less to equip them
with electrics than with other types of vehicles.

Costs of Delivery Service by Different Types of

Vefiicles

Among the questions raised by the inquiry of the

Food Research Institute was one concerning unit costs

of delivery service. Bakers were asked to report the

total quantity (in pounds) and value (in dollars) of

the bread and other products delivered by the several

classes of vehicles they used. They were also asked

to report the cost of operating and maintaining these

different vehicles. The information given was in many
instances incomplete, and in others was based on esti-

mates rather than exact knowledge or careful record

of the facts. However, enough data were forthcoming

to permit approximate estimates of unit costs for the

different types of delivery equipment and for bakeries

of various sizes.

These estimates are given in Tables 2 and 3. More
bakers were able to i-eport their sales in dollars than
in pounds. In order to facilitate comparison the data

on costs have been converted into percentages of sales,

i. e., cents per dollar's worth of goods delivered by
each type of vehicle or group of bakeries, and the

figures given in the tables are expressed on this basis.

Table 2 presents average delivery co.sts in 1922 for 54

firms which operated 351 horse-wagons, 606 gasoline

trucks, and 112 electric vehicles.

TABLE 2. AVERAGE DELIVERY COSTS PER DOLLAR'S WORTH OF
GOODS DELIVERED BY EACH TYPE OF \'EHICLE (IN CENTS)

Type of Vehicle
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throughout the country. Between 30 and 40 of these

bakeries, including the best managed among them,

regularly report their operating results to the W. E.

Long Companj', which prepares each month a com-

parative cost rei)ort showing in detail how each of the

reporting concerns compares with the general average

for the -whole group with respect to each important

item of cost.

According to a statement made by the vice-presi-

dent of the "\V. E. Long Company at a recent gath-

ering of bakers,^ the average costs of bread delivery

by the clients of this company during a typical oper-

ating period, expressed as cents per 100 lb. of goods

actually delivered by each type of vehicle, were as

follows: by horse and wagon, 34 cents; by electric

truck, 43 cents; by gasoline truck, 74 cents. The cor-

responding figures for the concerns reporting to the

Food Research Institute- (covering mainly the ex-

perience of 1922 and 1923), were, for horses and

wagons, 50 cents ; for electric trucks, 45 cents ; for gaso-

line trucks, 66 cents. For ready comparison the two

sets of results for vehicle costs are placed in parallel

:

Horse-wagons. . .

Electric vehicles

Gasoline trucks

.

Food Research
^y^ ^^ ^0x0 Company

IXSTITDTE

50 cents

45 cents
66 cents

34 cents
43 cents

74 cents

Except for the horse-wagon costs the two sets of

figures are in fairly close agreement, considering the

difference in number of concerns involved, methods of

estimating costs, and periods of time represented. The

rather wide divergence with respect to horse-wagon

costs is instructive and illuminating, for it gives an

excellent idea of the very great differences in oper-

ating results which may be expected between different

concerns. A high proportion of the bakers reporting

to the W. E. Long Company are probably among the

most progressive in the country, and it is to be ex-

pected that those among them who continue to use

horse-wagons in delivery service should succeed in

getting high efficiency from such equipment. Those

reporting to the Food Research Institute, on the other

hand, probably constitute a group more nearly typical

of the baking industry as a whole. Probably no better

illustration could be found of the warning that average

costs must be used with caution ; due allowance should

always be made for essential differences in conditions

when making such comparisons.

Variations in Delivery Cost According to Size of

Business

Bakeries of moderate size appear to use their de-

livery equipment more economically than either the

1 See address of D. P. Chindblom at convention of New York
Bakers Association, Buffalo, X. T., May 27, 1924, reported in

Bakers' WeeUy. June 14, 1924, p. 68.

2 Converting dollar's worth of goods into hundred weight on

the basis of an average of 8 cents per lb.—probably a fairly

close approximation.

very large or the very small concerns. Table 3 below,

which presents average costs for three groups of

bakeries classified according to size, brings out very

readily the differences between them. Thus the group

of large concerns, those having a daily output of more

than 20,000 lb., stood highest with respect to both

vehicle costs and deliverymen 's compensation. The

group of small bakeries, those having a daily output

of less than 5,000 lb., had the lowest average figure

for drivers' wages and commissions, but this was

more than offset by their comparatively high vehicle

costs. Fifteen of the 16 reports received from this

group of concerns were for gasoline trucks, since these

particular bakeries used that type of equipment almost

exclusively.'' The concerns of intermediate size had

the lowest figure for total cost, despite the fact that

most of the house-to-house retailers were included in

this group.

T.\BLE 3. AVERAGE DELIVERY COSTS PER DOLLAR'S WORTH OF
GOODS DELIVERED, BY BAKERIES OF VARIOUS SIZES (IN CENTS)

Size of Bakery
IN D.viLT Output

(Lb.)
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equipment, while others get along quite well with de-

livery vehicles of distinctly inferior design, or with

types which are not well adapted to the specific con-

ditions of their service requirements. While due

account must be taken of individual ditferences in

managerial ability, it is probably true that the best

business management will be found associated, sooner

or later, with the best mechanical equipment and the

most efficient methods. By and large, it is believed

that the evidence presented above reveals certain

definite tendencies which are typical for the baking

industry, as a whole, and may well be characteristic

of other businesses also.

Horse-Drawn Vehicles—Gasoline Trucks

The horse-drawn vehicle is limited to short-haul

service where frequent stops are required and where

speed is not important. Even here motorized equip-

ment is forcing the horse-wagon more and more into

the background. Curiously enough its stronghold

appears to be the large city rather than the small town.

The reasons most frequently given by bakers for their

continued use of -the horse and wagon in preference

to other types of delivery vehicles were—economy,

reliability, and low first cost. Outstanding disad-

vantages mentioned were—low speed, limited range of

action, inability to carry large loads, and uncleanliness.

The gasoline truck is the type of delivery vehicle

used by most bakers at the present time and used in

largest numbers. It is preferred because of its speed,

large radius of activity, and ability to carry large

loads. The chief offsets mentioned by bakers were

:

high costs of operation and upkeep ; rapid depreciation

;

and enforced lo.ss of time from delivery service because

of need for frequent repairs, with consequent annoy-

ance and considerable expense.

Electric Trucks

The electric vehicle has made comparatively little

headway until recent years in bakery delivery service

except in the larger cities. Out of nearly 400 electric

trucks on which reports were oljtained. only 20 were

in cities of less than 100,000 population. The oloctric

finds its greatest field of usefulness in comparatively

short runs, especially where stops are numerous^
essentially the type of service characteristic of food

delivery in large cities. Reasons given by bakers for

their adoption of electric delivery vehicles emphasized

economy in operation, reliability, cleanliness, and sim-

plicity of control. Objections mo.st frequently men-
tioned were : limited range of operation ; low speed

;

mechanical difficulties in hilly territory, especially in

severe winter weather; and high initial cost. The
evidence is not altogether in agreement with respect

to some of these latter points. The controlled speed

of the electric vehicle, for instance, was considered by
some usei's to be an advantage. Others operating elec-

trics had experienced no difficulty in hill climbing or

driving through snow. High initial cost was offset to

some extent by long life and relative freedom from
loss of time on account of overhauls.

It is significant that very few bakers, having once

tried electric vehicles, have replaced them with other

types of equipment. On the other hand, several re-

ported that they believed the electric truck to be better

suited to the conditions of their delivery service than

the types of vehicles they were using, and were

seriously considering their adoption. The conclusion

seems warranted by the evidence that within the range

of operation to which it is adapted the electric vehicle

is the most satisfactory of all types for bakers, es-

pecially where large fleets are maintained.

Conclusions as to Cost

Vehicle costs appear to be considerably higher for

gasoline trucks than for either horse-wagons or electric

vehicles. Drivers' wages and commissions, on the other

hand, absorbed a much higher percentage of the value

of goods delivered by horse-wagon than of goods deliv-

ered by motorized equipment. Average costs per

dollar's worth of goods delivered by 54 concerns oper-

ating 351 horse-wagons. 606 gasoline trucks, and 112

electric vehicles, in 1922, were as follows

:



Determinins' Profits in Advance
Working Plans for Profit—III

By G. CHARTER HARRISON
Consultant in Management

THE accountant is at last entering upon his

inheritance and taking his proper place in the

ranks of industry.^ Heaven knows he was long

enough in making a start but he is now making up for

lost time with a vengeance. The vivid interest which

accountants are taldng today in budgets and the pre-
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In his efforts to see ahead and to adjust his course to meet

changing conditions the captain of industry -svill need the

support of accountants whose methods are in accord with the

times and it is along this line that the great opportunity as

well as the responsibility of the comptroller lies.

It is only necessary to review the accounting litera-

ture of the last year to realize that the prophecy

embodied in the quotation just given is well on the

way to fulfilment.

So long as accounting was confined to retrospection

there were distinct limitations to the responsibilities

and opportunities of the comptroller ; it needed no very

great ability so to organize routine work that the

necessary reports and statistics could be produced with

clock-work regularity, and it must be admitted that

the comptroller's duties presented no special appeal to

men of the highest caliber. The new viewpoint of

accounting is changing all this. In place of being

merely a cog in a routine machine the accountant is

becoming one of the most important constructive forces

in industry and one of the prime factors contributing

to the development of business along scientific lines.

The comptroller of today, though not necessarily a

mechanical or sales engineer, must be fully acquainted

with the underlying principles of manufacturing and

distribution. He holds a strategic position in the

business organization; he is the one man best fitted

to harmonize and control the efforts of all divisions

of an industry.

In a previous article in this series I stated that

one of the most important steps any manufacturer

could take was to figure out the profit-making possi-

bilities of his business. It always seems remarkable

to me that so many manufacturers fail to understand

fully the effect of fixed charges on the profits of their

business. To determine the point of sales where the

profits of a business vanish is a very simple matter,

but not aU manufacturers know this elementarj- fact

about their business. The method of determining

this point is illustrated in the chart shown in Fig. 6,

the data on which this chart is based being as follows

:

Factory Cost excluding Fixed Charges 50% of sales

Fixed Charges $20,000 per annum

Expenses Varying with Sales

:

Salesmen's Salaries and Expenses 12%
Administrative and Selling Expenses 8%

To determine the point of vanishing profits it is

necessary to figure the profit at three different sales

volumes as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. STATEMENT SHOWING THE PROFIT AT THREE DIF-

FERENT SALES VOLUMES

These three points of profit are plotted on the chart

as shown by the dots and the correctness of the calcula-

tions (but not of the basic data, of course) proved by

it being possible to connect all three points in a

straight line. Incidentally it may be mentioned that

in preparing this chart it is really only necessary to

figure the profits at two different sales volumes, the

third point being the loss on a no-sales basis, this of

course being the amount of the fixed charges, namely,

$20,000. The point of sales where profits vanish as

shown by the chart is slightly over .$63,000.

Comparing the profit shown on sales of $100,000 and

$125,000, respectively, it will be seen that an increase

in sales of 23 per cent will result in an increase in

profits of 80 per cent so that it will be obvious that

under the conditions illustrated a considerable increase

could be made in the percentage of fluctuating expenses

to sales, if such were necessary to obtain the greater

sales volume, and still realize an increase in the net

profits.

In many cases, however, an increase in the sales

will result in a far greater proportionate increase in

the profits than in the case just considered. Table 3

represents an actual condition.

Item

Fixed Charges
Fluctuating Expenses:

Factory Co9t..i0%.
Salesmen, 129i
Administrative, 8%

Total Expenses

Net Profit

Sales
$100,000

$20,000

50,000
12,000
8,000

90,000

10,000

Sales
$125,000

$20,000

62,500
15,000
10,000

107.500

17,500

Sales
$150,000

$20,000

75,000
18.000
12,000

125,000

25.000

TABLE 3. INCREASE IN SALES ANE
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tive profit earned at varying total sales volumes and
average sales per salesmen of $25,000, $20,000 and
$15,000 involves the calculations shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4. STATEMENT SHOWING RELATIVE PROFIT EARNED
AT VARYING TOTAL SALES VOLUMES

Item

Fixed Charges
Fluctuating Charges excluding Cost of

Salesmen

:

Factory Cost, .50%
Administrative, S%

Total Expenses.

Net Profit before Charging Salesmen's Ex-
pense

Sales
$125,000

$20,000

62,500
10,000

92,500

32,500

S.\LES
$150,000

$20,000

75,000
12,000

107,000

43,000

S.\I,ES

$175,000

$20,000

87.500
14,000

121,.500

.53,300

Average Sales per Salesman, $25,000

Number of Salesmen.
Cost
Net Profit

5
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2—lu addition to showing the quota on Form A the head

office has added information regarding the sales and the

branch expenses in previous years.

3—On the basis of this information, coupled with his

knowledge of conditions in his territory, the Columbus Branch

manager divides his $150,000 quota by individual products.

4—He also apportions this quota to his salesmen.

5—And estimates his branch house expenses for the year.

6—The branch house forecasts are summarized at the head

office on Form B, the detailed sales forecasts by products as

shown on Form A being posted to Form B.

7—-Extending the estimated number of machines to be sold

at the standard cost gives the figures for the "Factory Cost"

column (detailed information as to the figuring of standard

costs is shown on succeeding diagrams).

8—The figures in the "Gross Profits" column represent the

sales value figures less the factory (or standard) costs.

9—The estimated branch house expenses are posted from

Form A to Form B.

10—The estimated general selling and administrative ex-

penses for the year of $75,000 are prorated to the branches

in proportion to their estimated sales.

11—Deducting the expenses of the branch from its gross

profit gives the estimated profit for the year.

12—The estimated expenses chargeable to the branch are

prorated to the sales of the different products in proportion

to their sales value and the estimated net profit or loss for

each product determined.

13—The sales, costs, and gross profit estimates for the

difl^erent branches are totaled to give the figures for the busi-

ness as a whole.

14—On Form C the estimated profit figures for the year

as shown on Form B are analyzed by months. The first step

in this process is to analyze the forecasts of the sales of each

product by montlis. Form D shows the per cent of the year's

sales of each class of product at each branch by months as

determined from the sales records for previous years. The
method of making this analysis is illustrated by line 14 as

follows : The estimated sales of number 28 planters by the

Columbus Branch for the year 1924 is 50 (see Form B). Ac-

cording to Form D, in the month of January the sales of

Ijlanters in the Colimibus Branch has averaged 16 per cent

of the total planter sales of this branch for the year. Six-

teen per cent of 50 is 8 machines, this number of machines

therefore being posted to the "Columbus Sales" column for

January on Form C as illustrated by line 14.

15—The total sales of number 28 planters for all branches

figured as explained in the preceding paragraph is 34 and

extending this quantity at the sales price of $250 and the

standard cost of $120 respectively gives the figures for the

"Sales Value" and "Standard Cost" columns of $8500 and

$4080 as shown on Form C.

16—The figures for the first six montlis are totaled.

17—The figures for the second six months are posted from
a detail sheet identical with Form C.

18—The fixed selling and administrative expenses of

•$245,100, as shown on Form B, are divided by 12 and posted

to the monthly columns of Form C.

19—The salesmen's commissions of $12,450 as estimated on

Form B, are split up by months in proportion to the esti-

mated monthly sales.

20—The total estimated net profit for the year as shown
on Form C must agree with the figure shown on Form B.

21—On Form E the figures obtained on Form C are sum-
marized to show the estimated profit and loss by months

individually and cumidatively.

22—The estimated monthly profit and loss figures are

plotted on Form F by a dotted line.

23—The cumulative estimated profit figures are plotted on

Form F bv a solid line.

Handling and Storing Electric Meters

THE accuracy of meters in a power plant is a matter

of prime importance. In the case of a public

utility, meters are regarded as the pocketbook of the

institution. Hence care in handling is necessary if

they are to give correct readings.

A truck which has been developed especially for

handling electric meters is shown in Fig. 1. This

truck has rubber tires and is designed to carry the

meters without jarring them and consequently throw-

ing the delicate mechanism out of adjustment. The
meters are slipped on hooks especially designed to fit

over the edge of 2-in. angle irons. These angles arc

supported by pipes extending from the bed of the

truck. Eighty meters at a time can he put on the

truck.

An adjustable meter rack to hold meters in storage

is also easily constructed of pipe and angles. Sup-
ports of IVj- or li/2-in. pipe arc set up, extending from
floor to ceiling. Short pieces of 2-in. angle in tin

form of clips are fastened on these pipes by means of

U-bolts. This method of attachment makes the clips

adjustable at any height. To the clips are bolted cross

pieces of 2-in. angle iron. Special hooks hung on these

cross pieces hold the meters, and both sides of each
rack can be utilized for storage. In the electrical

Index Number

621.3175 Electric meters

repair shop and labora-

tory of the City of Los

Angeles, where this rack

and also the meter truck are used, 12 angle irons are

mounted as cross pieces on each raek.

Fig. 1 Truck fob Haxolino IOi.k :ii- Mk'1i;i:s



Practical Points on Labor Policy
Work of the loflustrial Executive

By B. A. FRANKLIN
Vice-President, Strathmore Paper Coinixini/

THERE are few problems in industry, if any,

which should be of more constant consideration

than that of labor, not only on the broad score

of the general welfare and happiness of humanity,

which is the basic reason for the existence of industry,

but also because nothing makes for such satisfaction, or

such ease and economy of operation to the individual

management, as reasonably satisfied and loyal labor.^

It ought to be the natural, as it is the logical and

agreeable condition that manage-

ment and labor should be found

in reasonable accord. The main

difficulty is that not only is there,

in so many cases, no common un-

derstanding, but indeed no par-

ticular effort to bring it about.

This is an executive weakness, for

laborisavital element of indiistry.

There are certain points of

view which may be developed as

fundamental to the proper under-

standing of the labor situation.

A basic point of view is that

which comprehends industry, next

to government, as the greatest

service in our modern civilization.

This becomes the basis of a pi'ac-

tical idealism, and may well be-

come the basis of practical oper-

ation if the three parties to it—capital, management,

and labor—shall come to an understanding of their

proper relations to it and to each other. Since each

of the three renders a part of the service, the ques-

tion of reward for each has naturally, because of

human nature, become the point of disagreement.

This disagreement is the basis of the struggle be-

tween capital and labor. It has brought about unionism

of labor in its endeavor to make a stronger fight for

what it believes to be its share. Increasing progress

towards the understanding of human rights, aided by

increasing wealth in America, has done much for our

industrial workers.

Unionism has unquestionably aided labor in its fight,

but it has also made many burdensome inequalities, be-

cause it has not grasped its full opportunities. In pro-

claiming its rights it has neglected its duties, for if it

is the right of labor to get a larger and larger por-

tion, it follows that it is also its duty to produce a

larger and larger amount.

Here is a definite opportunity and task for the in-

For the best industrial results,

friendly relations and real co-opera-

tion between employer and em-
ployee are essential. Yet labor

troubles are constantly arising and
even when there are no active dif-

ferences between capital and those

it employs, discontent and restless-

ness among the men too often stand

in the way of really effective pro-

duction. Mr. Franklin touches upon
the reasons for antagonism between
employer and employee, describes

the relations that should exist be-

tween these two and the public they

mutually serve and suggests meth-
ods for bringing about these relations

1 For preceding articles see M.\n'agement and Administkation
for September 1924, p. 249; October 1924, p. 391; November
1924, p. 513.

dustrial executive. He Index Number

feels, naturally, that he 658.3 Personnel management
must operate in an open

shop because he must
manage independentlj- if he is to manage successfully.

Unionism gives him no support in management. To
date it only attempts to give him orders.

This question of reward become.?, then, a matter of

importance, to be reasonably understood by the indus-

trial executive who has to deal

with the service reward of labor.

It is logical, of course, that

service shall be paid in proportion

to its value. It is e.stal)lished

practice therefore that the return

to so-called common or unskilled

labor shall be the smallest, both

because it is performed with the

least call upon acquired re-

sources, and because it is the most
plentiful. But it is to be noted

that with the partial cessation of

immigration the law of supply
and demand has raised the rate

of pay for unskilled labor con-

siderably. There follows, then, in

order, an increase in the rates

paid to the semi-skilled, the

skilled, to the lesser executive,

and to creative efforts, management and capital, be-

cause they offer in about the stated order the greater

call on ae(]uired resources and are more difficult to

secure.

The difficult}' of the situation lies in the fact that

no one has developed a method, or been accepted as

an authority, to determine practically the minimum
reward of common labor, the relation of the rewards
to different classes of labor, the diffei-ent values to

different skilled operations, or even the rewards that

should be given to the higher grades.

The wise executive will always want to make wages
as high as po-ssible, as far above the minimum, so-called

living wage as he can, for this means more satisfied

and capable labor. Labor will, however, always want
more whatever it gets, for that is human nature.

Nevertheless, there are sufficient gages, varying in

localities and with the times, on which the industrial

executive can operate. But he can best operate with

some understanding of the real desires of labor.

What labor really wants is a steady job, fair treat-

ment, and the feeling that it is part of the game. These
things really make for its happiness, for the average

laborer is the average human being. This is the im-

611
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portant starting point on which developments depend.

The economic urge, the necessity to live, the desire

to maintain at least the ordinary standard of living,

the dependence of family, are powerfiil motives oper-

ating Avith labor.

Yet these are not entirely sufficient. At a recent

conference of a dozen large concerns representing

different indu.stries in a medium-size city—all suc-

cessful concerns with well-paid labor according to the

pre.sent standards—a comparison showed that the

yearly turnover figured by dividing the total number
of employees into the total changes for all reasons was

from 60 to 113 per cent. This does not mean that

a majority of the employees shifted, for the changes

occurred in a small per cent of the positions. Any
concern that keeps its statistics on this point will dis-

cover a large turnover if it is in a reasonably large

city.

This turnover causes, during a year, a very definite

loss to every individual industrial unit, and offers to

the industrial executive through the adoption of a

reasonable method of selection a very appreciable

saving, especially if there shall be added a service re-

ward to keep workers in steady employment. Long
service unquestionably means definitely better quality

and quantity of production. One company has met

this problem by adding 2 cents an hour to the standard

wage of its employees at stated intervals of lengthen-

ing service after an initial number of years. And this

is not entirely ineffective. But the truth is that wage

alone is not sufficient incentive to make loyal and

energetic labor.

The Attitude of Labor

There has been a general belief that labor was a

commodity which could be bought with money—wages

—

just as other commodities are bought with money. This

belief has been resented by labor, which finds itself

thus put in the class with machinery. It is a theory

consistent only with that which makes the industrial

unit a feudal fief and gives ownership and management
feudal rights, if wage conditions are met. It is en-

tirely inconsistent with the idea of industry as a center

both for the making of articles to supply the public and

as a service center for its employees.

Now there is nothing socialistic in this latter theory.

There is nothing inconsistent with private ownership

in it. The law in effect recognizes both the service

center idea and ])rivate ownership in that, on the one

hand, it insists on certain minimum health and safety

regulations, eompcn.sation returns, •working conditions

of at least given standards, guards, and escapes against

fire hazards, and various protective methods in the in-

terest of the worker, and in some cases a minimum
wage, while recognizing all the essential rights of

private propertj'. It is important, therefore, that the

industrial executive, if he is to operate satisfactorily

with his labor, should regai-d industry as a service ex-

ternally and internally.

The worker is a human being with all the ambitions,

desires, sentiments, ignorances, oppositions, and ac-

quieseenees of the average human being. lie wants all

the wages he can get, but under ordinary conditions

contents himself with the standard of the locality,

which varies all over the United States.

In the small towns and villages where life is simple,

where the social life is less stratified and the tempta-

tion to spend is less, the worker is content with com-

jiaratively small wages, but obtains by the very nature

of village life that relative share in the game, and a

place in affairs, which is apt to be denied him in a

large, crowded city with closely packed dwellings or

tenements.

Some large companies have seriously considered,

where it seems possible, the confinement of their manu-
facturing to the small villages, and a division of their

plants to gain these advantages, which mean cheaper

production as well.

The Continuous Employment Plan

If the wage incentive alone is not sufficient to secure

contented, capable service, what may the industrial

executive offer?

Among the larger possibilities is the continuous em-

ployment guarantee. This plan oft'ers a long step

forward and requires considerable calculation and

courage. A practical method seems to be a guarantee,

on the part of the industrial unit, that it will employ

those of its workers who have been with it, say for 5

years continuously, for at least 48 weeks at the

agreed-upon rate of pay. The company reserves the

right of discharge just as the worker reserves the right

to quit, but the unit naturally reserves the right to

employ the worker at whatever job may have to be

done in case the regular operation is not necessary.

Also the industrial unit reserves the right on stated

notice to abrogate the plan.

One large company in Cincinnati has put into effect

such a plan, and in New England there is a company
which has been operating thus for several years, its

employees being tied up by personal contracts which

do not compel them to forego unionism if they desire

it. There was recently in the trade to which this

unit belongs, a strike, but the employees of this com-

pany did not join in it. The executives estimate that

any losses they have made in presumably lost wages

tlirough the guarantee have been made up by their

saving in the strike.

Stock Ownership for the Worker

Another major matter in the interests of labor rests

in stock ownership. In the mind ot! labor the great

difference between the capitalist and the worker is this

question of ownership. No matter by what long process

of thrift, courage to risk, energy, hard work, and

ability this ownership has been obtained, or from what

station the capitalist has risen, he stands differentiated,

in his fellow workers' viewpoint, bj- stock owner-

ship. Since industry is very distinctly a co-operative

proposition, there is no fundamental reason wliy its

ownership .should not be mutual as to all co-operators

who are willing to meet the necessities. Under the

proper arrangement there are very good reasons why
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it may be mutual with very beneficial results.

The ordinary man will work with maximum ability

and energy for himself. He will work between fixed

hours with reasonable interest for another. He can

understand and will comprehend actions in bis own
interest. He is suspicious of ownership where he has

not a part in it. He is jealous of a profit when he

shares in it. He is careless of it when it belongs en-

tirely to another. He is "exploited" when ownership

seems to be largely benefited by profit in comparison to

his income. He is "part of the game" when, as a

shareholder, he gets a part of the profit.

Now the worker generally has very little compre-

hension as to stock ownership and how it is handled

or obtained. When he does understand it, as is fre-

quently the case in America, he becomes a stockholder

of his own making. It is generally advisable, there-

fore, on the part of the industrial executive who sees

the value of such a plan, to devise one that will pro-

tect the doubtful purchaser. One concern in Massa-

chusetts issues an employees' preferred stock in shares

of small par value but with cumulative dividends, on

the service basis, of from 7 to 12 per cent. In addi-

tion it issues, at par, to selected employees, its regular

common stock.

The Industrial Conference Board has collected the

data of very many industrial units operating on an

employees' stockholding plan. Such a plan has in-

finitely more vitality than mere profit sharing. Some
concerns have thought so much of the value of this

plan that they have introduced various bonus schemes

by which they contribute part of the purchase price.

In all such methods separation of employment involves

repurchase of stock by the concern.

The Bonus Idea

There is one other group of methods which ofliers

to labor a source of added income—a matter which

is the most persistent desire of every earner of money,

rich or poor, for after all either with capital, manage-

ment, or labor the dominant incentive is an increasable

income. That group is the oldest and most common
of the incentive plans to labor and involves all of

those methods whicli oft'ers bonuses of some nature for

either quantity or quality above a rated standard or

both.

This last group—that of the bonuses—is the most

grateful to labor as an immediate relief, because its

reward comes in the weekly payroll and has a direct

and understandable relation to effort. Despite this,

statistics show that only some 44 per cent of indus-

trial labor in America is given this opportunity. And
yet every industrial executive who wants the maximum
efScieney from his labor ought to understand the

standard methods of extra incentive and their par-

ticular application under varying conditions. No
matter how labor may look upon various and sundry

other schemes of reward, it can understand and will

operate upon, when unionism does not prevent, a

scheme which offers it more pay for more work, and

as a principle it is fair and practical for both labor

and management. Under whatever method the indus-

trial executive operates, if he has both his respon-

sibility and his workers' welfare at heart, he will give

thorough consideration to all extra incentive plans.

Welfare Work

Certainly a kindly theory, reasonably a sound and

fair one, and undoubtedly an effective one, on which

the industrial executive may operate in relation to his

workers and their welfare, is that which is based on

two considerations. The first is that the worker who

casts in his lot with the industrial unit for life, or

for a reasonable time, may be entitled to such reason-

able assistance as his cii-cumstances may not have

permitted him to obtain for himself. The second is

that the industrial unit with its experience, financial

ability, broader aspect, and executive abilities pos-

sesses ready means with little difficulty or expense, to

do things for its employees once its desire is aroused.

Since the carefree and happy worker is the more

efficient worker, provided of cour.se his sense of respon-

sibility has been developed, actions put forward in

the interest of the worker are profitable.

Nearly all plans put forward by the industrial execu-

tive should, however, bear in mind one consideration,

and that is that the operation of these should be in

the hands of the employees. No matter what may be

the viewpoint of management or capital the worker,

especially in America, considers himself a free and

indepenclent agent, able to handle his own affairs. He
resents paternalism. Whatever he may get in return

for his labor he considers it his due, and reacts towards

it very much more loyally and generously when it is

rendered as a natural act of the service center, even

though he may not demand it as a right. Moreover,

the operation of such schemes under the management

of his own selection develops the organization idea in

his mind and this breeds loyalty. It makes him feel

he is a part of the game.

A rather common and increasingly growing benefit

is the introduction of insurance for employees under

the modern group insurance plan. This is best accom-

plished through the organization of a beneficial asso-

ciation operated by a board elected by the employees

annually. One company in ilassachusetts has such an

association where the worker, for 5 cents a week and

$1 a month, obtains $10 a week sick benefit, $1000

life insurance, and a yearly confidential health exam-

ination by the Life Extension Institute, the company

paying into the beneficial association treasury all fines,

personal telephone charges, and in addition duplicating,

dollar for dollar, all contributions of employees. Care

is taken that in this, as in all such plans, everyone

from the president to the latest arrival has the same

rights, privileges, and expenses. It is a thoroughly

co-operative plan in which everyone with the company

co-operates and receives the same advantages.

Being very much of a human being the worker has

ideas. Scientific management teaches that the col-

lected ideas of an industrial gi'oup may exceed the

knowledge of management. At any rate the worker,

in his desire to be a part of the game, likes to express

his ideas, to see his schemes, if good, in action. The
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wise industrial executive makes for him an opportunity

in the suggestion system. The ordinary box method

does not allure the worker who cannot express him-

self and it is apt to die quickly. One company has in-

stituted a method, over many years, of sending around

monthly to all its employees a clei'k, who inquires of

everyone if he has any suggestions and writes them
down. These suggestions go before a board, which

includes the engineering head. They may refer to

comfort, safety, or improvement leading to economy,

and in the latter case have been rewarded in sums

varj'ing fi'om a minimum of $5 iip to $200. Each
suggestion is answered in writing. From the point

of view of safety, of employee satisfaction, or of

economy, such a plan is well worth while.

Many industrial units operating on the basis that

its employees want to know the news and gossip of

the center, publish monthly papers, preferably written

by the employees themselves.

Most workers, sometimes by fault of circumstances

and opportunity, most frequently by desire, go a very

little distance in the way of education. Their knowl-

edge of economics and its laws, which of course are

fundamentally at the base of industry and govern-

ment, are very limited, although in this they are not

always very far behind many of their employers. Their

ideas of the methods of management are vague, and
therefore readily opposed to new introductions. The
industrial executive will make no mistake for his unit

in otfering them an opportunity of understanding the

methods and laws which ccmtrol and improve industry.

A company in Ohio and one in Connecticut, among
others, have undertaken to make clear the simple eco-

nomics of industry. In Massachusetts there is a com-

pany which pays the fee of any of its employees in any
correspondence course or any night-taught course,

paying the fee in advance, taking it out of the pay
envelope of the student weekly, and returning it in

full on a presented record of fair attendance and pas-

sage of examinations, the student thus getting the ad-

vantage of the course, invariably to the betterment of

his work and loyalty, and a saving of the fee in full.

Among several hundred students over a period of 5

j'ears there is a record of onh' two failures. This

company also has a class of 50, taught from textbooks

in the technical side of its industry.

Advisory Assistance—Thrift Plans

Workers need advice of all kinds which their lack

of initiative and natural ignorance of legal, health,

and other matters lead them often to do without, to

their delriment. Their loss of healtli or worriment of

mind react in their work-efficiency, ]\Iany concerns in

their own interest supply this deficiency. One con-

cern in Boston employs two dentists, a doctor, a lawyer,

and of course nurses, regularly, and believes it pays
them well. Thoy give advice and help in home-buy-
ing and in all affairs on which advice is asked. This

is all offered voluntarily and without charge. It is

part of the return for efficient work.
An important element both in tlie lives of workers

and in the matter of their stability, is that they will

be helped in the matter of thrift, and in gaining for

themselves a home of their own. The man with a

stake has a basis of energetic ambition. He becomes

not only a good worker but a good citizen. One com-

pany in the Middle West makes it a matter of definite

policy to help its men in saving and in buying a home.

While the Ford idea of social inspection can never be

popular in this country it undoubtedlj' was of real, if

forced, value to his workers.

The Works Council

One more very important interest in dealing with

labor must more and more in the future have deep and
active consideration, and this is the works council.

During the last decade the question of unionism or

the open shop has been demanding greater attention.

Xo matter what may be the rights of labor to join

in unions and the unions to operate in their interest,

if there is to be peace with economy certainly the

present plan of operation, as illustrated for example

by the building trades, in railroad labor customs, and
other like instances, cannot continue to prevail any
more than many of the harsh measures formerly oper-

ated under capital were continuously bearable. Man-
agement must manage independently, and should, if it

manages well. Labor must work efficiently and with

discipline, and then deserves the fairest treatment.

It is merely a matter of human nature that labor,

being human, in a democratic country wants a say in

its treatment. If it is to co-operate in a service center

it wants a definite part in the game. The works coun-

cil, elected by labor, in the industrial unit, with pre-

scribed functions, offers a way out for both labor and
management.

The works council must, however, operate on a very

simple basis. The idea of legislative design once

broadly bruited is not likely to live. It is too com-
])licated and slow-moving. A simple committee, de-

partmentally representative, periodically elected,

conferring regularlj' with management, will be found
in the long run very effective, A meeting between

tliese two elements, with all the cards on the table, can

solve nearly any mutual problem, not only in the

interest of labor, but in the interest of the industrial

unit. There is enough con.servatism and common sense

in labor as well as in management to guarantee this

if the plan is followed.

Conclusion

Management desires to control, to direct, to inspect,

to speed labor. It must then assist, educate, train, and
I'eward it. In seeking the maximum peaceful return

it must accept the maximum responsibility.

Labor, being human, will respond in the end to the

service center idea when broadly operated, for American
labor is probably the most intelligent, as it is the best

jiaid and best treated labor in the world. If the

industrial executive will then consider and approach
the human side of labor with practical and well-adapted

met hods, labor in the end will, as it must, find content

and happiness in work and in living.



Proficiency Tests for Stenographers
By EUGENE J. BENGE

Office Personnel Manager, The Atlantic Eefining Company

THE average business man is at the mercy of his

stenographer. When she stays out because of the

lobster and ice-cream the night before, he realizes

fully his dependence upon her.

But it is not only in her absence that his dependence

is shown. Day in and day out the letters which she

writes are speaking eloquently for or against his busi-

ness acumen; the misfiled letters are causing the fur-

rowed brow of vexation; the mispelled words are

bringing smiles of amusement to the recipients.

Every business man, whether he be a department

head in a large corporation, or whether he be the head

of a company of one, requires a good capable stenog-

rapher. How to find her is the question.

The usual method he follows is to dictate a letter

ex tempore or to read off any letter which happens

to be on his desk at the moment. Either of these ways

is unscientific and should not be used. Especially

should the use of letters involving technical terms or

phrases be avoided.

It is quite feasible to devise a test for stenographers

which will weed out the incompetent applicants and

leave the employer free to choose from the qualified

candidates the one whose personal qualities seem most

desirable. By following the procedure outlined in this

article, a satisfactory stenographic test can be devised,

and yet be individualistic enough to meet the vary-

ing requirements of different business concerns.

In giving such a test every effort should be made to

relieve the applicant of any nervousness which might

influence the quantity or quality of her work.

Analysis of Stenographic Ability

The first step is to study the job or jobs which are

to be filled. An analysis of two positions might re-

veal the following ratios of time distribution

:

Nature of Work

Per Cent of

Time Consumed
Position A Position B

Takes dictation 10

Transcribes 40

Tvpes from copy 30

Piles 10

Miscellaneous 10

20

70

10

Total 100 100

If desired, each position can be studied to determine

the importance of various elements. These varying

weightings can then be taken into account when con-

sidering a test result. It is obvious that Position A
requires more versatility than Position B.

Spelling. Since spelling is a basic requirement for

Index Number

658.31156 Selecting workers.

Tests

a stenographer, the ap-

plicant should be given

some type of spelling

test. It is best to select

from the files words which have been most frequently

misspelled, but the following list can be used:

1. decision

2. preliminary

3. couvenient

4. emergency

5. extreme

6. character

7. testimony

8. evidence

9. association

10. height

11. earliest

12. colonies

13. relief

14. probably

15. recommend
16. especially

17. committee

18. sincerely

19. proceed

20. February

21. arrangement

22. session

23. distinguish

24. expense

2.5. beginning

26. difaculty

27. finaUy

28. circumstance

29. mere

30. material

31. agreement

32. receive

33. citizen

34. majority

35. divide

36. circular

37. summon
38. volume

39. accident

40. victim

41. accept

42. concern

43. automobile

44. decide

45. pohtical

46. resent

47. refer

48. ought

49. conference

50. reallv

The above list has been adapted from a compre-

hensive investigation of business words most frequently

misspelled. It can be dictated to the applicant, one

word at a time, to check her accuracy. Or, a list can

be handed the applicant, in which half of the words

are incorrectly spelled. Simply say to her, "Check
off the incorrectly spelled words in the list". If this

latter procedure is accomplished, the following table

of comparison can be used

:

Percentage of Stenographers

Errors Whom Applicant Exceeds

93 to 100 per cent

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10 or more

79 per cent

67 per cent

57 per cent

48 per cent

39 per cent

30 per cent

21 per cent

14 per cent

9 per cent

9 per cent

Dictation. A letter of 200 words in length should

be carefully prepared. This letter should be typical

61e
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of the letters wliiuh tiie ajiplieant would receive as an

employee, but slioukl not contain technical terms nor

phrases.

The letter should be dictated to the applicant at a

speed which slightly taxes her ability to take it. In
other words, the dictator should keep a little ahead
of the stenographer rather than wait for her to

catch up with what he has said. The practice of dic-

tating to all applicants at a standard rate of speed

should be avoided. All punctuation marks should be

dictated.

Time the dictation. Inasmuch as there are 20U words
in the letter it is a simple process to compute the dic-

tation rate per minute. For example, if the applicant

took down the letter in two minutes and a half, the

rate of speed would obviously be 80 words per minute.

In order that results may be comparable, it is abso-

lutely essential that the same letter and the same spell-

ing list be given to every applicant.

Transcription. Make certain that the stenographer

is familiar with the machine on which she is to tran-

scribe the letter. If necessary, allow her to prac-

tice with it a few minutes, although care should be

taken that she does not use her own notes for this

purpose.

It is a desirable procedure to give the spelling test

previously mentioned immediately after the dictation.

This distracts her mind from the letter and causes her

to lose much of her memoiy element, so that her tran-

scription will be almost entirely from notes, and not

from memorj-.

Record the time that the stenographer requires to

transcribe her notes and calculate the rate per minute.

Tell her not to erase any errors. If she pauses more
than a few seconds over a particular outline, say: "If
you can't make out any particular part, just leave space

and go on".

Un the transcription, check off the errors and total

them. The following should be counted as errors

:

1. Words, letters, or punctuation marks omitted.

2. Letters struck over, or erased in disobedience

of direction.

3. Spacing omitted between words.

4. Extra words, letters, or punctuation marks in-

serted are 7iot cotinted as errors.

Typing. The same letter can be used for applicants

for the position of typist, using a perfect typewritten

specimen for copy. Errors should be stimmarized in

the same way.

Test of Proficiency in Filing

If filing is an integral part of the stenograiiher's

task, a simple test of filing should be administered.

One hundred 3x5 in. cards .should be typed with
various names and addresses in different states. Direct

the applicant to arrange the cards in proper alpha-

betical order, and check her arrangement. Then ask

her to classify the cards by states and arrange in alpha-

betical order within each state. Again check her

arrangement.

To simplify this checking of the two tiling arrange-

ments, a code of letters or numbers can be placed on
the back of the cards. iSuch code should not be so

simple that the candidate will comprehend it and file

the cards according to the code, disregarding the names
and addresses. The following will be found to be quite

practicable

:

Use a number, the first digit of which is misleading.

For example, the backs of the first ten cards in correct

order can read 41, 72, 83, 24, 65, 76, 97, 28, 89, 510,

etc. In these the first digit should be ignored entirely.

This system or some modification of it can well be used

for both codes.

The score for this simple filing test is calculated

Ijy totaling the errors. An error constittites a card

missing from its proper place. This same card, in-

sei'ted at some other place is not coiuited as wrong,
because the a^jplicant would then be i^enalized twice

for the same mistake.

Comparing the Test Results

Let us assume that we are attempting to fill Position

A, previously analyzed. Our analysis gave the ratio

of time distribtition as

:

Takes dictation 10 per cent

Transcribes 40 per cent

Types from copy 30 per cent

Files 10 per cent

Jliscellaneotts 10 per cent

The records of three applicants for this position are

given below. Note how easy it is to decide which
one is better qualified for the vacancy as far as the

test results are concerned.

.\l'I'LIC.\i\T

StenographerX

.

Stenographer Y.
Stenographer Z

.

DlCTA-
TIO.M

Speed
PER

Minute

86
85
95

Trans'n
• Speed
PER I

MiNDTE

Errors ' Errors
IN IN

Trans'n Spelling

24
34
32

Errors
IN

Filing

Obviously applicant Y is more proficient than either

of tiio other two, according to the test i-esults.

Although the lest procedure which is outlined in

this article is not the most scientific which could be

devised, yet it is simple to comprehend and carry out.

That it will yield valuable results in pointing out the

incomiietonts and in indicating applicants with good

stenographic ability has been proved by actual trial.

In order to obtain results that are fairly indicative

of the applicants' ability under normal conditions it

will be necessary to put them at ease. A test con-

ducted in a hurried, imjiorsonal manner catising the

applicant to worry that he will have no job if he does

not pass, may be a test of temperament, but it is not

a fair test of stenngrnphic ability.



Present and Future Power Equipment

Comparison of Prime-Movers, Boilers, and Requirements in Auxiliaries

By HUBERT E. COLLINS

Mechanical Engineer

VISIONS of new sources of power have been

numerous during the last three' decades. Manj"

of the new suggestions seemed good from the

viewpoint of adaptability and economy, so much so

at first, that the newcomer was expected to supplant

many old-timers. As time has flown, and the old-

timers have held their ground, and results have been

checked up, we find that the new and the old each

has its own field where it can make good. It is not

alone a case of deciding which type of prime-mover is

the best for general application, but which is best

for individual power plant needs. First cost, oper-

ating cost, and all items entering into the cost of a

delivered horsepower while supplying all the needs of

the plant, make the decision of the proper prime-movers

an almost individual study.

The general public has felt that if only the cause

hindering the development of our available hydro-

electric power could be eliminated, "white-coal"

would supply all our power needs at minimum cost.

Aside from all the arguments of purchase of power

rights, high cost of development, etc., which enter into

this phase of power source, the United States Geolog-

ical Survey has completed a study this year, which

tells us where we are. and another vision stands re-

vealed as not being the "surcease for our sorrows".

After a careful study of the reports of its engineers,

and a tabulation of existing developments, it is esti-

mated that the potential waterpower of the country,

available 90 per cent of the time, totals 34,818.000 hp.,

of which 9,087.025 hp. has been developed at the

present time. Taking these basic figures, the Elec-

trical World has segregated the developed waterpower

into that developed by central-station companies and

that developed by industrial companies. Drawing upon

a study of the future growth of the industry for the

next 10 years, and assuming that the total industrial

waterpower developments will remain constant, we
quote from this report as follows:

Looking first at the counti->- as a whole and even assuming

the impossible—that all potential waterpower could be de-

veloped by 1927 and tied into a national network—it appears

that all the potential watei-power available 90 per cent of the

time would not alone supply the needs of the central-station

industry after 1927. In other words, with hydroelectricity

used to the utmost theoretically ijossible, all future growth

after 1927 would be steam gi-owth, and it would be only a

few years, about 19.31. till the steam-plant rating would be

equal to the present rating

—

and still growing.^

I The italics are ours.

The potential waterpow- Index Number

ers available for central- gjg 35 industrial power plant

station development total

32,860,000 hp., and the

total rating of the central-stations of the coimtry wiU pass

this available power figure during the year 1926. By 1933

the rating of the central generating plants of the country

will exceed the total maximimi potential waterpower avail-

able for central-station development by 26,640,000 hp. Thus

by 1933, if all the waterpowers of the coimtry, available

90 per cent of the time, and available for central-station de-

velopment, were developed, there would remain fuel-burning

generating plants with a rating approximately equal to the

total maximimi potential waterpowers of the country.

This analysis shows that with waterpower develop-

ment proceeding as rapidly as possible, the steam-

electric station will stiU be the most important single

factor in the supply of central-station service and in

the industrial-company field as well. Gone, then, is

the vision of "white coal" being supreme, with the

steam prime-mover manufacturer out of business.

The term "super-station" has taken hold of the

public mind as applying to hydroelectric, or "mouth-

of-mine-fuel-burning steam-electric" .stations, or a com-

bination of the two, until the compound word might

well be superstition.

In the case of the mouth-of-mine-fuel-burning-elec-

trie there is a curious anomaly in the fact that the

most economical steam-electric plant will require so

much condeusing water that so far as its availability

is concerned, the plant might as weU be hydroelectric.

To be more specific, mouth-of-mine plants cannot be

placed in every mining district because of the lack of

water, and so too much stress cannot be laid on this

type of plant as a "cure all" for our power ills.

"We must realize the truth that at present we have

available power from hydroelectric, steam-electric, in-

cluding mouth-of-mine, and internal-combustion-elec-

trie (oil and gas engines), any of which may fit our

industrial requirement for power. These three gen-

eral classifications of prime-movers may be, one or all,

grouped in super-power centers or in isolated plants.

The super-power idea is one great development that is

here to stay and merge into reality. The well-designed

prime-mover of 30 years ago is still making a place for

itself even if we did at one time fear for it with the tur-

bine looming up in the distance. So it will be with the

super-power station against the private plant. The

adherents of each may rest assured that they will

have plenty to do in keeping abreast of the other

—

with the cost of a delivered horsepower running neck
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and neck most of the time and in most localities.

Until some nev,-, radical source of power not now
known shall come to change the situation, steam and
hydroelectric, both, will have part in serving our wants,

with the former taking the lead, hydroelectric second,

and internal-combustion engines in third position. To
fit our special need, we therefore have to choose from
some one of the following subdivisions of the three

general clas.ses of prime-movers.

Peime-Movees

1. Steam Engines.

2. Water-Wheels

3. Internal - Com-
bustion Engines.

High-Speed

Corliss . . . .

j Single-cylinder.

Compound.^
Single-cylinder.

Compound.^

T- T-.1 f Single-cvlinder.
una- J? low <„ - ,,

1 Compound.

Turbines ...

on

Gas

Producer-Gas . .

,

Reaction.^

1 Impulse.^

/ Direct.^

Hydroelectric.

Direct.^

Oil-Electric.

Direct.^

Gas-Electric.

Direct.^

Producer - Gas -

Electric.

> Two-cylinder.
'Explained in detail under "Turbines."
> Means direct from sbaft by gear or pulley wheel and belt. The High-Speed,

Corliss, or Una-flow, of one- .i,nd two-cyUndera. or Turbine engines of any number
of stages, can be direct in this sense or attached to the generator from which
power is transmitted.

High-Speed and Corliss Engines

The greater number of these are single-cylinder,

with single valves, but the number of valves ranges

up to four on some single- and double-cylinder engines.

Valves include D-slide, Balanced Slide, Balanced
Piston and Poppet. Up-to-date, high-speed engines

have been best at pressures of not over 125 lb. gage
at the throttle.

Many operators have doubted the adaptability of

this type of engine to keep in line with increasing

pressures and temperatures, but it is safe to predict

that before long, these units will be operating at pres-

sures and temperatures not yet attempted. To do so

will eliminate valves other than the piston and poppet
types. The advantages will be reliability, simplicity of

design, manufacture and repair, low maintenance costs,

minimum lubrication, and large port openings obtain-

able. We may therefore expect this type of engine

to remain with us for some time to come as the main
units in many manufacturing plants, hotels, hospitals,

etc., and as auxiliaries in the larger stations.

The range of economy for high-speed, single-cylinder

engines is 33 to 45 lb. of steam per indicated hp. hr..

for two-cylinder non-condensing 27 to 31 lb., and for

condensing units, with two cylinders, 23 to 27 lb.

The feature of the Corliss tj'pe is four valves with
automatic releasing gear, controlled by fly-ball gov-

ernors. Tlipy are slow- or medium-speed, and for this

reason the maintenance cost.s ai'e low. while the rela-

tive economy is better than the high-speed engines.

Single-cylinder engines use from 26 to 33 lb. of

steam per indicated hp. hr., two-cylinder non-con-

densing will use 23 to 28 lb., and condensing, 20

to 25 lb., somewhat better than the high-speed type.

Una-Flow Engines

The primary claim for the single-cylinder engine is

greater economy in use of steam while using exhaust for

heat or process work. The claim is good when exhaust

pressures do not exceed 10 lb., but as process work
in most industrial plants calls for 17 to 25 lb., the

result is that these units are best in hotels and hos-

pitals. Industrial plants use them only where exhaust

steam is required for heating in sufficient quantities

to warrant a full load for the unit during the heating

season, it being operated condensing during the warm
months.

It is clearly established that these units are most
economical where the exhaust pressure is not over

10 lb. gage.

The main talking point in the sale of this class

unit is greater economy in use of steam than with the

old types of high-speed and Corliss engines, and this is

true only within the above limitations. In respect to

maintenance costs, the una-flow has no lead unless

designed with longer cranks and slower rotative speeds.

The steam consumption of single-cylinder una-flow

units ranges from 26 to 30 lb. of steam per indicated

hp. hr. when running non-condensing.

Steam Turbines

In central stations the turbine is replacing the re-

ciprocating engine, and there is really no argument as

to which is best for that field, aside from the auxiliary

units.

The turbine has also been used extensively in indus-

trial plants, but it is the opinion of many engineers

that, in man}^ places, a careful study was not made
of the adaptability of the unit for the special plant.

Such installations are due to a lack of knowledge of

their advantages and disadvantages and of the class

of service to which the different types of turbines are

best adapted.

The impulse turbine has the advantage of additional

steam nozzles or groups of nozzles, in addition to the

throttle, by means of which the flow of steam can be

controlled and expan.sive force of the steam used on

light loads. The majority of impulse turbines are so jT

equipped. In the reaction turbine the initial pressure '

is reduced at the throttle generally, so that the turbine

is working on reduced initial pressure on light loads.

The impulse design has greater radial clearance for

the turbine rotor and is ordinarily less affected by slugs

of water scale and chips, or dirt carried over with

the steam.

At full loads, the two types have about the same

steam rates, with the impulse type equipped with

nozzles, leading in economy with light loads. Mo.st all

small steam turbines for driving auxiliarv units are
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of the impulse type with only one wheel and one. two,

or three rows of buckets and a throttling governor.

As a prime-mover, the advantages of the steam tur-

bine are : minimum space required both in floor area

and height ; lighter weight permitting smaller, lighter,

and cheaper foundations ; minimum adjustment in the

machine, giving long and continuous service ; no in-

ternal lubrication ; and elimination of oil in the exhaust

steam or condensate. The disadvantages of the small

steam turbines are high steam rates and high speeds

for direct connection to direct-current generators or

shafts. All turbines are condensing units also, if the

economy they are built for is to be attained. As non-

condensing units they are more extravagant in the

use of steam than are the worst single-cylinder, high-

speed engines running high pressure.

The range of economy for impulse and reaction tur-

bines running non-condensing is from 31 lb. of steam
per indicated hp. hr, at 100 per cent load to 42 lb.

for "nozzle governed," and 46 lb. for "throttle gov-

erned," while the single stage units range from 40 to

80 lb. A well-regulated turbine operating condensing

should use 14 to 15 lb. of steam per indicated hp. hr.

Bleeder Extraction Turbines

These are primarily designed to compete in the

industrial plant tield with high-speed, Corliss, and una-
flow reciprocating engines. They are designed to meet
the demand for a combination back-pressure and con-

densing machine that will permit the bleeding of steam
at a predetermined pressure for manufacturing pur-

poses, processes, heating, etc., and maintain a balanced

condition throughout any variation or interruption of

either power demand or steam drawn from the bleeder

section of the machine. While the principle is ideal,

the machines sometimes have not lived up to their

possibilities, owing to their not being correctly pro-

portioned to the service demanded.
To design a bleeder turbine for highly economical

results, the special requirements of the specific plant

should be considered. As the steam bled is fixed by
the mill demand, the turbine should be so proportioned

that the amount of steam going to the condenser will

be as small as possible.

As to the steam consumption of these machines, if

they are not properly designed for the exact require-

ments, they may well run into the maximum of 40 to

80 lb. per indicated hp. and even when properly de-

signed will not consume much less than 31 to 42 lb.

at best.

There is no argument as to turbine units being best

for central stations of the fuel-buming-steam type, but
in industrial plants there is more need to consider other

units. Even where steam for process work and heat

combined is less than 50 per cent of total required

it may pay to consider a turbine-condensing .set for the

economical generation of current alone. Yet the ma-
jority need in this field calls for the utilization of the

other prime-movers.

There is such a demand for steam for process work
and heat in industries, which can be furnished by
exhaust, that the demand for condensing units is small.

Either it will paj- to produce power with turbine-

condensing units, or by using exhaust from the other

types and by crediting this to the reciprocating unit

the cost of power generation will be kept low.

With a careful study of present tendencies and possi-

bilities and looking into the future for lower power
costs and greater efficiencies, the situation with regard

to prime-movers for the industrial plant may be

summed up as follows:

The high-speed single valve engine will hold a place

for itself for driving auxiliary equipment, and in

multiple cylinder units as a stationary engine for

industry, marine, and locomotive service, where sim-

plicity and reliability are of prime importance.

The Corliss engine, where now installed in industry,

may still find use, but will in the end give place to

the poppet type of valve designed for work under extra

high pressures and temperatures with a minimum of

lubrication. Such engines should be multiple-cylinder,

not alone for proper expansion ratio in volume, but

for a mechanical design that will give a minimum first

cost, floor space, and weight per unit of capacity.

The una-flow should find an increasing field in public

buildings, hotels, and hospitals as well as in many in-

dustrial plants. It will survive as a single-cylinder

engine for light and varying load conditions, work-

ing against a back pressure under 10 lb. gage, and
limited to low- or medium-steam pressures, not over

125 lb. at the throttle.

The single-stage, small, and extravagant types of

steam turbines for driving plant auxiliaries will give

place to motor drive.

The field in which the high-pressure condensing

steam turbine will hold its own has already been em-
phasized. New units, operating non-condensing, will

have a field in industry, with keen competition from
some of the reciprocating units. Properly designed

units of the bleeder type will do the most in holding

this field for the turbine.

The fact remains, that many agree that the recip-

rocating engine will have an increasing field in this

competition with the bleeder turbine.

Water-Wheels and Internal-Combustion Engines

Waterpower development interests the central power
plant promoter almost to the exclusion of the private

plant owner. The cost is so great that although the

cost of a hp. delivered to the switchboard may be less

than for a fuel-burning, steam-electric plant, the

chances are that it will not be much less. We must
also consider the need of an auxiliary steam-eleetrie

plant in the northern climates and wherever low water

at am- time would interfere with full load conditions

of the hydroelectric station.

Remembering that the total cost of installation of

power plants including buildings, structures, and
machinery, ranges from $100 to .$180 per kw. for steam-

electric, to an average of $450 per Ivw. for hydro-
electric, one can see why the latter cannot do much
better than the former in delivered hp. cost.

The use of the internal-combustion engine for

auxiliary power in the central station and as the first
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source of power in industrial plants has grown bj'

leaps and bounds within the last five years until Lucke
estimates the present aggregate to equal 44,000,000 hp.

in the United States alone. This is confined to small

units, but owing to the adaptability and development

of continuous, dependable operation of delivered hp.

at low cost, the field of use is rapidly widening.

Oil for power is a by-product of the manufacture
of gasoline, the supply of which is assured by the

demand for 240,000,000 hp. in automobiles in the

60
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Fig. 1 Comparative Steam Kates foe Non-Condensing
Service

United States which will be curtailed only when the

national supplj' dwindles. In the oil engine fuel sub-

stitutes, such as alcohol, can be used. The development
of the oil engine into a continuous performing unit

has caused it to take the lead in the internal-combus-

tion field.

For these reasons the oil engine leads for industrial

plant use, to the practical exclusion of the gas engine.

With the exception of the small, general-purpose, farm
type of engine, and serai-automatic lighting plants,

the stationary gasoline engine has largely disappeared,

being replaced by oil engines burning cheaper fuel.

The small gas engine once so largely used has
suffered a decline, due mainly to the growth of electric

distribution and electric-motor competition. The large

gas engine of several thousand hp. per unit, developed
to a high state of mechanical perfection in the double-

acting tandem style, has not grown as was once

expected.

In comparing the oil-electric plant equipment cost

per kw., we find it closest to that of the steam-electric.

The oil-electric prime-mover costs more per kw. than
does the steam-electric unit, but as the latter mu.st have
a boiler and other auxiliaries, which the former does

not, the comparison of complete equipments is nearly

equal.

In most industries there is a demand for steam in

manufacturing processes, heating, and drying that

permits abstracting all or a greater part of the power
required to operate the entire factory, so that the

demand for condensing units should be small. The
credit for use of exhaust steam in this way makes the

generation of power cheaper, so that the central station

cannot compete except in individual cases.

After a study of present tendencies and possibilities,

and looking into the future for lower power costs and
greater efficiencies, the situation with regard to prime-

movers for the industrial plant may be summed up as

follows :

The single-valve engine of the piston type will con-

tinue to survive for driving auxiliary equipment and
as a multiple-expansion engine, where simplicitj' and
reliability are of prime importance.

The Corliss type and other unbalanced four-valve

engines will give way largely to the four-valve engine

of the poppet type, designed for operation under extra

high pressures and temperatures with minimum or no
internal lubrication. Such engines should be com-
pound- or miiltiple-expansion not only for higher

mechanical and thermal efficiencies, but for better

mechanical-engineering principles in engine design,

higher piston speeds, reduced weights, lower first cost,

and less floor space per unit of capacity.

The una-flow engine will continue to survive as a

single-cylinder engine for light and varj^ing load con-

ditions working against low back pressure, but is

limited to low or moderate initial steam pressures and
temperatures.

The high-pressure-condensing steam turbine will find

its greatest use in large units for central stations. Its

FlQ.
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use in the average industrial plant will give place to

non-condensing or back-pressure units of economical

ilesiprn delivering steam for manufacturing purposes.

The bleeder or extraction type steam turbine will

have its field where the power demand is greater than

the steam demand for ]iroeess work, but this service

calls for a high-cla.s.s, efficient turbine carefully de-

signed in accordance with the s]iecifie requirements of

tlic plant.

The reciprocating steam engine will keep its place

as a prime-mover in industry. In fact, at the present
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time, there are several factors pointing to a movement

back to the engine for the average industrial plant.

Tlie limitation of the hydroelectric prime-mover field

has already been outlined in relation to the central-

station development, and will apiily to the industrial

field only in isolated instances.

The internal-combustion oil engine is becoming more

important every ilay as' a prime-mover in the indus-

trial field. Tlie Diesel designers are tending toward

solid-injection in place of vapor-air-ignition for the

larger units to meet the competition of the successful

small units of the non-Diescl-injection type. The

latter are increasing in efficiency and reliability to the

extent that they are a most important factor in indus-

trial plant consideration. This is specially true at

points isolated from coal and water centers.

Boiler-Rooms

As the boiler-room has become the most important

factor in the cost of a commercial hp. in the steam-

electric plants, the equipment there should be given

much thought.

We have noted the phrase
'

' fuel-burning-steam-elec-

tric" which means any fuel for use under the boilers,

and that brings us to the respective merits of coal

versus oil fuel. The price of coal has risen steadily as

the yeai-s have passed, and never Mill be much less,

although the quality is again improving. Still it is

supreme as to the cost of a delivered steam hp. com-

pared with oil fuel. The chances are that this com-

parison will always be so. All the reasons why, are

too numerous for this discussion, but the facts have

been revealed in many individual investigations by

the author and seemingly verified by the oil com-

panies themselves where we see them burning coal fuel

in their own large power plants. Fifteen times during

the last few years, the author has been called upon

to investigate the question for as many difi'erent indus-

trial concerns, and in spite of the hope that it was

different, the resulting conclusions have been the same

in each case. From this we can see that we must

devote our attention to the best methods in the use of

coal fuel.

Fire-Tube and Water-Tube Boilers

One point in reference to boiler design should be

cleared up for the sake of definiteness, and that is in

reference to the respective merits of fire-tube versus

water-tube boilers. When boiler pressures are applied

alike to each type and the service required is not over

125 per cent rating, either type is equally good in

efficiency of fuel used. The fire-tube type embodies

minimum floor space, larger water volume, and slower

steaming qualities, while the water-tube type is given

the opposite qualities, withal they both can be made
to aceomplisli the same efficiency. As the pressures

have gone higlier with the demand for greater rating

per tube area, the water-tube type is taking the lead

in hp. installed.

As to boiler auxiliaries, the question of stokers seems

to occur first in many cases. Small plants with one

fireman cannot gain by the introduction of stokers,

unless it is for greater boiler output regardless of

the commercial cost of hp. produced. The greatest

gain in economy by the use of stokers is from the

labor item, and where this cannot be reduced, the up-

keep costs of the stoker equipment are liable to exceed

the gain in economy of fuel burned. The latter point

can be covered by good firing aided by automatic draft

and feed-water control.

Stokers are of the greatest service where labor-

savings can be made, and, in the larger plants, for

building up the output of a given boiler tube capacity.

The latter point makes the stoker obligatory in large

plants to increase the required grate area. Stokers

require automatic feed of fuel, which in turn requires

hoppers and overhead bunkers in most places. This

collection of apparatus needs to be studied closely to

find the line of demarkation where equipment first-

cost and up-keep equals the expected savings.

Every boiler plant from the smallest up should have

a feed-water heater sufficient to heat the boiler feed

to the temperature called for by the pressure. Where

over 50 per cent of the feed-water is raw, the closed-

type heater is better suited to the needs. Economy

lies in returning all the condensed steam possible to

the boiler, and in this case, open heaters may better

serve the purpose. It also is best to heat feed-water

Avith exhaust steam from engines or pumps.

Draft and Feed-Water Regulation

Every boiler plant needs automatic regulation of

the draft and feed-water control. This need not be

a complicated, so-called "balanced draft" system, but

can consist of damper and feed-water regulators

attached to stack and feed-pump respectively. The

stoker equipment may require a full-balanced draft

.system, but as with each step here outlined study the

conditions of the special plant.

Economizers for feed-water heating, and air-heaters

for pre-heating the air of combustion may not always

be economical even if they do increase thermal

efficiency. They add 10 or 15 per cent to the oiatput

of the boiler, but the gain may be counterbalanced

by increased investment and operating costs.

The power item in most^ industries seldom reaches

more than 5 per cent of the cost of the finished product,

and in this fact may lie the reason that over 90 per cent

of industrial plants operate their boiler-room with no

real check other than the yearly costs of coal, wages,

repairs, etc., and absolutely no record of steam hp.

produced. The writer has been examining the opera-

lion of power plants for 30 years or more, and in

most every instance has had first to establish perform-

ance records on which to base deductions as to the

capacity of the plant, power factor, costs of boiler hp.

produced, and all the various items that enter into a

consideration of what is best in an individual case.

This experience has been in the eastern section of

the country, but my fellow engineers in all the other

sections report the same conditions irrespective of

locality. Not even instruments to get the basic figures

of steam produced and the amount of coal used are
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installed as part of the equipment in many plants.

Every boiler-room should be equipped with coal

scales or other accurate coal-weighing devices and a

recording water meter of some approved and reliable

type. Although it would be ideal to have these instru-

ments arranged to record coal and water for each boiler

separately, this, perhaps, is an unnecessary refinement,

if each unit has some indicator to show relative quan-

tities. Kecording-steam-flow meters will provide suffi-

ciently accurate records for apportioning the total

water. If underfeed stokers are used, a stroke counter

on the crank-shaft will answer for the coal. Then the

total weight of the water can be charged to the indi-

vidual boilers in proportion to their steam output, and

the total weight of coal can be distributed according to

the stroke count. For other types of stokers there

are available various coal meters instead of stroke

counters.

In a boiler-room without stokers, some system of coal

weighing can be installed even if it be so simple as a

platform scale on which to wheel each barrow load of

coal as it passes to the firing floor. There is not room

here to elaborate on the various weighing combinations

or devices but the insistence is that no boiler-room

should be without one. The same insistence applies to

the use of some form of feed-water measurement, of

which there are now many devices available. These

two types of equipment are absolutely essential in all

boiler-rooms and when possible should be augmented

by a recording feed-water temperature gage, draft tem-

perature, and draft pressure gages. With stokers

should go a more complete equipment of draft gages

for wind box or under the fire, over fire, back connec-

tion, and base of stack. Fire-room instruments should

be augmented with a recorder in the engine-room such

as a recording kw. meter or other device necessary to

show the load demand on the boiler-room. Recording

steam gages on boiler and engine-room lines are

requisite.

Boiler-room instruments such as suggested here, will

lead to the analysis of each shipment of coal received,

and this can be taken care of by the factory chemist

or the engineer in charge if he is furnished with a

bomb calorimeter. Thus can the quality of fuel be

checked up, the quantity used be shown as consistent

or not with the quantity of steam produced, and unit

costs worked up for comparison. Every boiler-room

should be considered a separate department for the

manufacture of steam, and its production accounted

for with the same detail as is used in the other de-

partments. Why not?

Electrical Equipment

The general rule applies that alternating current

equipment is the cheapest to purchase and operate,

although there are many special places where direct

current may be obligatory. Even then, it may be best

to generate alternating current and convert to direct.

Alternating current calls for high primary voltages

which must be stepped down for commercial use, but

it spells "less copper" and, therefore, less first cost.

Switchboard and transformer equipment for high

tension service requires oil-operated, automatic over-

load switches, as well as oil-operated throw switches.

Bus-bars should be given ample room from board in-

struments as well as adjacent walls. Fire risks require

the switchboard room to be isolated from the machine-

room. In fact, the electrical equipment must be well

thought out to cover all the points of economy, and

safety of operators and property.

No equipment in the power plant is more susceptible

to loss by overload than electrical equipment, and so

should be designed amply large in every detail.

General Conclusions

At the present time all classes of prime-movers dis-

cussed with whatever auxiliaries each requires for

commercial hp. production are near even in produc-

tion cost. Some are better than others under special

conditions, but if each installation were exactly fitted

to the total requirements of the individual plants, the

power production costs would be found on an almost

flat curve.

Present rates may be reduced somewhat, but the

greatest benefit lies in checking the tendency to rise,

and the preservation of a normal rate for some time

to come. The question will arise in the mind of the

reader as to whether he should purchase power of the

central station or generate in his own plant, and if the

latter, what class of prime-mover will he use? Dividing

the industries into three classes we answer the ques-

tion as follows

:

1. Industries using power, with steam only reqtiired

for heat, wiU purchase power from the central

station and generate steam only for heat. In

isolated sections, the industry may find their

own plant of oil-electric prime-movers the best

solution.

2. Industrial plants requiring power, and steam for

process and heat, in general wiU generate their

own power by steam-electric prime-movers, or, in

isolated sections, by means of oil-electric prime-

movers.

.3. Plants whose processes give a large amount of by-

product or waste available as a fuel, should gen-

erate their own power as the basic cost of it is

in fuel.

In other words this whole discussion discloses the

fact that the central stations and private-owned plants

each have an open field, with all classes of prime-

movers finding a field of service, because rates are now

so near equal.

If the purchase of power from the central station

looks inviting to the private plant owner, he should

have a competent engineer to go over load conditions

that are to be met in order that the most advantageous

rates obtainable will be supplied. Where a private

plant for all needs seems best, the engineer should first

study conditions. By "engineer" is meant one in the

regular employ of the company or an outside con-

sultant, but always one who is not a sales engineer for

any engineering device.



Low-Cost Handling of Coal and Ashes

A System Suited to Industrial Power Plants

By FRITZ SCHULTZ
Chief Engineer, George Ehret Brewery

IN
a manufactui-iug plant which generates its own

power it is verj- important to save money wherever

possible. For this reason, it is practically always

economical to handle coal and ashes by mechanical

means. The cost of labor and attendance is one of

the big factors in the expense of running a power

plant and as conveying equipment eliminates a large

portion of the labor in a power house, it almost always

pays to install it.

The coal-handling equipment in our plant has a

capacity of 46 tons per hr. It has taken care of as

high as 20,000 tons annually. The coal is delivered

along the waterfront by barge, a distance of about a

quarter of a mile from our plant. We engage a hauling

company to transport it from the barge to our power

house. The capacity of the trucks handling coal is

five tons.

Before the installation of coal-handling equipment,

as it now exists, was made, the trucks used to drive

in one of the buildings and dump the coal into the

hopper of a skip hoist which elevated it to the bunkers.

Beside being somewhat of a nuisance this procedure

was more expensive, as it involved operating the trucks

in narrow quarters and slowed up the process of un-

loading. Hence, some time ago the installation was

altered and a bucket-conveyor system was substituted

for the skip hoist.

Trucks now back up to the curb in front of the
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plant and dump the coal

into a large hopper in-

stalled in the sidewalk.

It falls down a distance

of 5 or 6 ft. into a revolving filler or feeder. Fig. 1.

This filler consists of a circular drum to which are

fastened gates or shutters to regulate the flow of coal.

These gates can be moved in or out until the desired

Fig. 1 Kkvolving Filler for Buckets

Fig. 2 Bucket Conveyok Leaui.nu lo Elevator

width of opening is secured for the correct rate of

coal discharge, and then are clamped into place.

Whenever soft coal is handled, the openings left by

the gates are larger than those for hard coal, because

of the difference in rate of flow. The filler is supplied

with coal from the side by means of a chute leading

from the outside of the building.

The filler discharges coal into the buckets, as it re-

volves in synchronism with them, and regulates the

flow, as outlined above, so that each bucket will carry

a maximum load, about 80 to 99 lb., but will not spill

its contents. There are 142 buckets in the system and

they make a complete circuit once every 8 min.

Buckets are filled on the lower line of the conveyor

and then pass around the drum to the upper level.

They then travel back a distance of approximately

90 ft., as shown in Fig. 2, where the conveyor system

turns through a guide and becomes a bucket elevator,

Fig. 3. The lift of this elevator is about 55 ft. After

passing around the second drum, the buckets travel

horizontally again for a distance of aboiit 25 ft. where

they pass over a third drum and start on their return

course.

Just after making this last change in direction, the

buckets pass over a tripper which turns them upside

623
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down and discharges their contents into a large hopper.

The empty buckets, after pa.ssing over another drum,
are can-ied down the elevator shaft again in a line

parallel to the up-coming buckets, travel over a drum
at the foot of the elevator shaft and back along the

lower level to the filling point. This belt-conveyor

system, including the elevator section, is operated by a

Fig. 3 Elevating Section of Bucket Conveyor

1.) lip. motiir through bolting and gearing. When
started, l^^ hp. is sufficient to keep it running. The
actual drive is by means of a pawl arrangement which
engages with the bucket chain. This mechanism is

shown in Pig. 4.
""

Flexibility of Bucket Chains

The .special element of flexibility which characterizes

the type of chain employed, enabled us to locate the

conveyor in a place which was out of the way and
at the same time was convenient. We were able to

turn the line of motion at an angle of 30 deg. by
putting a gradual twist in the chain in both the up and
down lines of the elevator. That is, when the up-going
line of buckets reaches the top of the shaft they are

carried horizontally iti a direction at an angle df

30 deg. wdth their original horizontal course. Like
wise, in descending the shaft, a twist is put in the
chain wbich enables the buckets to be carried back
through the lower passageway in a line which is almost
but not quite parallel with the line of full buckets
proceeding back to the elevator shaft. This layout is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5.

Up to this point very little labor and attendance has
been involved in running the installation. The truck-
men do their own work outside of the building, includ-
ing cleaning up any spillage after each truck is empty.
An occasional inspection of the feed mechanism and a

little cleaning uji occasionally, where a rush of coal

has discharged a shovelful or two of the fuel on the

floor alongside of the feeder, is all that is required

except a little watching of the motor and drive at

infrequent intervals merely to see if everything is

running all right. All of this is done by the regular

plant operators, no special helpers being necessary.

At the point where the coal is discharged into the

hopper at the top of the building a man is kept in

constant attendance when any coal is being delivered.

His function is to weigh the coal and to operate the

ear which discharges it into the storage bunkers. This

car. Fig. 6, has a capacity of 1 ton, while the capacity

of the hopper itself is about four carloads. In the

course of a day's operation, this reserve capacity is

(juite sufficient to take cai-e of any piling up of coal if

truck loads are delivered at a rate faster than the

weighman can handle them upstairs.

Weighing and Distributing Coal

The hopper is provided with a discharge gate. With
the delivery car located beneath the hopper, the man
pulls a lever and allows the car to be filled with coal.

He then shuts this lever off, turns around, balances the

scale, on which the car rests, and records the weight

by inserting a card in a register on the scale, which

punches the net weight automatically. These cards

are collected and sent to the office twice a day. After

this is done he gives the car a shove to push it out

on an incline track. Fig. 7. It travels down this track

at an accelerated speed toward a bumper. This bumper
can be moved back or forth so that the car will hit

it and discharge over any desired section of the storage

bins, according to the needs for fuel.

FiQ. 4 Drive Mechanks.m fok Conveyok

When it reaches a i)oiiit near the end of its travel

the car picks up a counterweight by means of a cable

running over a sheave. The momentum of the car is

sufficient to pull this cable and rai.se the counterweight
to the required height. The pull on this cable also

decelerates the car so that it hits the bumper at a

much reduced speed. On the bumi)er are located stops
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Fig. .5 Diagrammatic Layout of Conveyor System prom Filler to Discharge Hopper

which trip the side dump gates on the car. These

gates are hinged at the top and open at the bottom,

and the bottom of the car is inclined in both directions

to facilitate the discharge of coal.

As the coal falls out the weight of the car is, of

course, decreased, this decrease being sufficiently great

to allow the counterweight to overbalance the weight

of the empty car. The downward pull of the counter-

weight starts the car on its return journey and gives

it a speed sufficient to carry it to the top of the incline.

This speed, of course, is lower when the car travels

to a near point in the bunkers than when it goes to

the far end. The length of the incline is about 125

ft. and it runs the entire length of the coal bunkers.

The capacity of the storage bins is 1500 tons. This

capacity is necessary because of the fact that enough

resei've supply must be on hand to take care of any

failure of barges of coal to arrive on schedule time.

A.shes are removed from the ash pits at the front of

the boilers and are handled by wlieelbarrow. At the

end of the boiler-room and facing the boilers is a

large receiving hopper. This hopper feeds into a skip

hoist which is about 55 ft. high. Ashes are dumped
into the hopper and elevated to a stoi-age bin at the top

of the building. From this point they are discharged

through control gates into trucks. All of the ashes

from our plant are removed without cost to us by con-

tractors who use them in making concrete for building

tloors. sidewalks, etc.

The action of the hoist is largely automatic. I'.y

throwing in the switch and then pulling the lift cable

the hoist motor is started, winding up the skip cable

on the drum and lifting the hoist to its discharge point.

Pig. 8. The lioist is accelerated on its ujiward travel

and then decelerated at a rate sufficient to slow it

down without jarring, but to leave it enough mo-

mentum to reach the top and dump. The driving

mechanism is then i-eversed by pulling down on the

control cable, the mechanism automatically accelerating

and decelerating the bucket on its downward journej'.

At the end of each trip the hoist automatically stops

and the lift cable must be ojierated again to start in

on another cycle. The handling of ashes is taken care

of by the boiler-room firemen without any additional

assistance, and the work is done between the periods

when the boilers must be fired and the fires cleaned.

The motor drive is located in an adjacent room.

Fig. Car for Carrying Coal to Bunkers
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Fig. 7 Incline Railway Over Coal Bunkers

The entire apparatus has been working satisfactorily

ever since its installation and has -well repaid its cost.

The ash hoist was put in during 1908 and the present

coal-handling equipment in 1914. As we have not

used hand labor for handling our coal for many years

back, no comparisons are on record of the cost of this

method relative to the present conveyor system. The

approximate cost of handling coal from the delivery

truck to the boilers is 9 cents per ton, including main-

tenance and repair charges. The handling of ashes

we figure at 21/2 cents per ton, including maintenance

costs, and repairs to the steel hopper and ash bunkers.

Each Thursday men go over the entire installation

to inspect it and repair any damaged or worn parts.

This keeps it in fir.st-class shape.

The cost of maintenance and repairs on our coal-

and ash-handling equipment has been insignificant.

During the past 10 years the total expense for this

purpose has been but $4000, limited largely to bucket

rods, portions of chain, and rusted out parts of hoppers

and bins. The entire installation was built and set up

by the C. W. Hunt Company, and has never at any

time broken down nor failed to perform its full service.

Fig. 8 Skip Hoist for Ashes Just After Discharging

Keeping Power Plant Instruments Accurate

MEASIJIIEMEXT of performance is a standard re-

quirement in every well-run manufacturing plant.

Consistent jirogrcss can be made only where such

measurements are regularly taken.

But the measuring instruments themselves must be

insppctod and tested frpquciitly to make sure that their

W' I
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Savings Produced by Power Equipment
Experience Data from Typical Industrial Plants

By GEORGE E. HAGEMAXX
Associate Editor, Management and Administration

POWER is iisiially but a small fraction of oper-

ating expenses in manufaetui'ino: plants. How-
ever, many instances are on record of worth-while

savings that have been brought about by the installa-

tion of suitable equipment, including auxiliary appa-

ratus and power plant instruments. This article gives

data on a few examples of such savings.

The Penn American Refining Company has installed

in its Plant No. 1 at Rouseville, two 300-kw. non-

condensing turbo-alternator units made by the Kerr

Turbine Company. These turbines operate under

150 lb. steam pressure, 100 deg. fahr. superheat, and
exhaust into stills at 25 lb. gage pressure. This in-

stallation has replaced the former practice of pur-

chasing power and of supplying live steam to the stills

through reducing valves. As a result a clear saving

of $3000 is made each month ($36,000 per yr.) by the

company. This practice of utilizing exhaust steam at

considerable back pressure on turbine and engine units

has proved to be a very economical procedure in indus-

trial plants requiring steam under some pressure for

manufacturing processes.

The Robert Gair Company, in their Montville plant,

experienced a great deal of trouble due to liea\7 foam-

ing in the boilers. This was caused by the large amount

of organic matter suspended in the feed water. The

foam frequently went through the superheater and

even into the engines. About 100,000 lb. of water

were evaporated per hour and a slug of foam was
carried over almost every 15 to 30 min., often elim-

inating the superheat and always reducing the speed

of the engines.

Beside causing a slowing up of the plant machinery

and consequently a loss in production, the trouble in-

volved a very hea^^ maintenance expense on the

engines. The slugs removed all the oil from the

engine cylinders, necessitating constant changing of

packing rings and frequent re-boring. Engines which

should run 5 years without overhauling had to be

gone over every 6 months. In addition, traps and
valves along the steam line clogged up every one to

two weeks and required constant cleaning.

Thstallation of Tracy steam piirifiers has cut out

at least 95 per cent of this trouble. Superheat is now
constant, cleaning of traps and steam lines has been

almost eliminated, and engine repairs have been

cut to a minimum. Table 1 shows details of the

savings.^

At the plant of the Index Number

White Eagle Oil and 658.16 Power apparatus

Refining Company
$20,695 has been saved

each year through the u.se of a Graver hot pi-ocess

softener for treating the feed water. The hardness

of the water has been reduced from between 15 and

18 grains to 1^2 grains per gal., and scale has been

practically eliminated from the boilers. Steam is used

for agitating the oil in the topping stills, for heating

and for running pumps. It is generated at 95 lb.

pressure by ten 150-hp. tubular boilers, and two 350-

hp. water-tube boilers.

Boiler feed water is run first to a condenser where

TABLE 1. TR.\CY STEAM PURIFIERS

Robert Gair Co.

1 Reports on steam purifiers, water softeners, feed-water regu-

lators, CO. recorders, soot cleaners, Republic steam flow meters,

oil purifiers, and furnace lining compiled by and furnished

through the courtesv of The A. C. Xielsen Co.

Operating Cost

Depreciation—$750 -^ 15 JT. of life $50.00

Average interest' at 6 per cent = r-; X — 5 '— 24 .00

Maintenance, repairs, cleaning, etc 15.00

Total cost per year— 1 purifier , $89 . 00
Cost per day—$89 -^ 280 days . 32

Savings Effected

Extraordinary repairs eliminated $600.00
Saving due to higher average superheat and more even and efficient

operation of engines—35,000 tons X 0.02 X $6.25 4,375.00

Total gross sa\*ing, per year—4 boilers $4,975.00
Deduct operating cost of purifiers—4 X $89 356.00

Total net saving per year—4 boilers $4,619.00

This saving pays for the Tracy purifiers in less than S months.

' Allowing for interest earned by depreciation reser\'e.

it cools the cooling water for the stills. This raises

its temperature and also precipitates some of the sedi-

ment, which is taken out in two settling tanks, used

alternately. From this point the water goes to the

open heater of the Graver installation, is raised to 212

deg. fahr., and treated with chemicals proportioned

according to the rate of flow. Solids are removed in

a precipitation tank and the water is then filtered. The

filter is washed out 3 times a day and every 3 months

is cleaned thoroughly. It is most important for this

plant to avoid foaming or priming in the boilers because

the steam used in the still for agitating must be dry

and of high temperature. Witliout feed-water treat-

ment, slugs of cold water would be carried over into

the stills causing the oil to pop. If this action occurs

violently oil will be scattered over a wide area and

cause a disastrous fire.

The fire-tube boilers are shut down but 2V2 days

everv 2 months for cleaning, and at this time onlv

627
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TABLE 2. GRA^•ER WATER SOFTENER. 9000-GAL. CAPACITY
White Eagle Oil & Refining.Co.

Cost of Operation

Depreciation—$7,000 •^ 15 yr..

Average interest' at 6 per cent
16 $7.000 X 0.06

15
^

2
Repairs
Maintenance, washing and cleaning—946 hr. at $0.50. -

Power for pumping and agitating 8,760 kw. hr. at $0.03
Soda ash—105 ft. per day X 363 davs X $0.03
Lime—300 ft. per day X 365 days X $0.02

Total cost of operation per year

Cost of operation per 24-hr. day

$466.66

224.00

1.50.00
473.00
262.80

1.149.75
2,190.00

$4,916.21

13.47

Savings Effected by Graver Hot Phocess^Water Softener Over Cold
Process

Cost of cleaning boilers when using
cold treatment— 15,768 hr. at $0.50 = $7,S84

Cost of cleaning boilers when using Graver
hot process—6,660 hr. at $0.50 = 3.330

Saving in cost of cleaning boilers $4,554.00
Saving in fuel through better heat transmission

—

15,573 bbl. at $1 15,573.00
Saving in fuel to heat boiler after cleaning

—

568 bbl. at $1 568.00

Saving per year due to using Graver hot process system $20,695.00

Net annual return on the investment 296 per cent

I Allowing for interest earned by depreciation reserve.

about a bu.shel of sediment is found in the mud drum.

The water-tube boilers are inspected for a period of 2

days every 3 weeks. With raw water, fire-tube boilers

would be out of service for cleaning 4 days each month
and water-tube boilers 3 days every 2 weeks.

Other savings result from better heat transfer, re-

duced maintenance charges, saving of investment in

additional boilers, and economies of hot treatment over

cold treatment of hard water. The demonstrated

savings are listed in Table 2.

Regulation of feed water is an important element of

boiler operation, especially where waste heat is utilized

to generate steam. One of the large by-products com-
panies operates 9 such boilers and also 4 others which
burn coke breeze. The 9 U. G. I. boilers are rated at

200 hp. while the 4 Stirling boilers which burn the

coke are of 700 hp. each.

The waste-heat boilers burn the gases discharged as

waste from water-gas generators. Thej' operate under
a burning period of 2^/2 min. and then a 2-min. period

during which the gases are shut off. Without a good
system of regulation the water level in the boilers

would vary an exceptionally large amount. Previous
to making the installation of feed-water regulators this

variation in level was at least 20 in. When the load

came on, the boilers see-sawed back and forth. Since

the regulators have been in use the average variation

of the water level has been but 9 in. One man now
attends to the regulation of water level whereas 2

were formerly required.

The 4 Stirling boilers are fired by chain grate

stokers, and, as firing is not attended by a large varia-

tion in fuel supply, the water level is more easily

maintained. Due to the improvements broiight about
by the feed-water regulators, the efficiency of the

boilers has been increased. As no actual test has
been run, however, the amount of this increase is not
definitely known. Table 3 gives the calculations of

economies produced by the installation.

It is practically impossible to operate a power plant

economically without a means of checking up on the

COo content of the flue gas. The Sun Oil Company
is saving $38,178 a year on its fuel bill by the use

of Republic COo recorders to make sure that the most
value is got out of the fuel burned.

This company operates 7 oil-burning Heine boilers,

each of which is equipped with one of these COo re-

corders, and also with a Republic flow meter. Five of

the boilers are rated at 500 hp. and 2 at 250 hp. They
are under load 24 hours a day, the day load being

about 180 per cent of i-ating and the night load about

120 per cent of rating. Steam is used for manufac-
turing purposes as well as for the generation of power.

Previous to in.stalling the Republic recorders the

COo content of the flue gases M'as tested only once a

day with an Orsat hand set, obviously a very unsatis-

isfactory and unreliable index of actual average oper-

ating conditions. The recorders, of course, give the

CO; content for the entire cycle of each day. The
average CO2 in the flue gas was formerly 8 per cent,

but through the use of the recorders it has been

increased to 12 per cent. In Table 4 the detail calcu-

lations of savings are shown.

TABLE 3. COPES FEED-WATER REGULATORS
A Large By-Product Company

Operating Cost of 13

Depreciation—$3,250 -r- 20 >t, (cost + installation) $ 162.50

Average interest' at 6 per cent = 57; X —'

x '— 102 . 38

Repairs and maintenance, including oiling, inspection, and cleaning.

.

6.'i.00

Cost per year $ 329.88

Cost per regulator per year—$329.88 -=-13 25.40

S.wiNG Effected

Saving in labor— 1 man per S-hr. shift—$6 X 3 X 365 days $6,570.00
Cost of operating 13 Copes feed-water regulators 329 . 88

Net saving per year $6 , 240 . 12

Net annual return on the investment 192 per cent

' Allowing for interest earned by depreciation reser\^e.

If most of the available heat is to be usefully applied

in a boiler, soot must be kept off of the surfaces

through which this heat is transferred. The Miller

Rubber Company has successfully employed Vulcan
soot cleaners for this purpose, effecting a saving of

$7020 in fuel per year.

In 1920 the company installed 5 new 650-hp. Stirling

boilers, equipping each with 6 Vulcan soot cleaner

elements. About 70 per cent of the steam is used

for process work in the factory, and the remainder for

pumps and other power purposes. Before the new
boilers were installed the available steam was inade-

quate for production purposes. Now, however, 3

boilers will carry the full load of the plant, operated

at from 100 to 120 per cent of rating for 24 hours

per day, 6 days per week. On Sunday one or two
boilers are able to carry the load.

The soot cleaners are operated 4 times in the 24

hours: at 6 a.m., 12 noon, 7 p.m., and 1 a.m. The
time required is about 5 minutes per boiler. During
the operation flue gas temperature drops from about

625 deg. fahr. down to 550 deg. or less Then it
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TABLE 4. REPUBLIC CO" RECORDERS
Sun Oil Co.

Cost of Operation— 1 Recorder

Depreciation—$287 -^ 15 yr $1!). 13

A * M . A t
16 ^ $2S7 X 0.06 • „ ,„

Average interest^ at 6 per cent =~ X ^ .'. l»

Maintenance and repairs, labor and materials 20.00

Total cost of operation, per year $48 .31

Cost per day—$48.31 -=- 315 days 0.15

Savings Effected bt 7 Recorders

Per cent CO; obtained with recorders—average 12 percent
Per cent CO; obtained without recorders (approximately) 8 per cent

Per cent saving in fuel 8.5 per cent

Fuel burned in 24 hr. by one 500-hp. boiler 7 , 200 gal.

Saving in fuel witli recorders—7200 X 8.5 per cent 612 gal.

Saving per day, average—612 gal. X $0.033.: $20.20

Saving per year per 500-hp. boiler—$20.20 X 315 6,363.00
Saving per year with all 7 recorders on five 500-hp. and two 250-hp.

boilers, average 38, 178.00

This saving pays for the entire cost of the recorders in less than 2 weeks' full

operation.

' Allowing for interest earned by depreciation reserve.

gradually increa.ses up to 625 again. The average is

between 575 and 600 deg.

Hand lances for direct steam-blowing were unsatis-

factory because of the cold air which got into the

boilers during the progress of this work. Such clean-

ing could be done only on Sunday. During the week,

enough soot accumulated on the heating surfaces to

keep the flue gas temperature as high as 700 deg. The

savings which have been brought about by the use

of the Vulcan cleaners are shown in Table 5.

Steam Flow Meters

In a well-run power plant steam flow meters are

considered fully as essential to efficient boiler opera-

tion as watt-meters are to a satisfactory generator

operation. In the plant of the Sloss-Sheffield Steel

and Iron Company, at Birmingham. Republic steam

flow meters are utilized for each of the eight 600 hp.

Stirling boilei-s. Four of these boilers burn by-product

gas, two have stokers and burn coke breeze, and two

are equipped for gas, coal, powdered coke breeze, or

powdered coal. Boilers are run at 150 per cent of

rating, which is the point of maximum efficiency.

The integrating meters are read at 6 a. m. every

day, and the 24-hr. efficiency of each boiler is cal-

culated. Firemen by the aid of steam flow meters

T.ABLE 5. VULCAN SOOT CUCANERS
The Miller Rubber Co.

Cost op Operation

Depreciation—$2,800 -=-7yr $400 00
s 32 800 X 06

Average interest^ at 6 per cent = -^ X —'
^5

96.00

Repairs and maintenance 40.00
Labor—} hr. at $0.77J X 4 blows X 365 days 282.88
Steam—not figured—no more steam used tli.-m with liand lance.

Total cost of operation per year

Cost per day—$818.88 -^ 365

S.vviNG Effected

Yearly saving in fuel—36 tons X 52 wk. X $3.75 per ton
Cost of operating soot blowers

r-
$818.88

2.24

$7,020.00
818.88

keep the boilers up to the most economical load balance.

As soon as any boiler drops below 100 per cent of its

rating it is cut out. Avei-age efficiency, using the

meters, is about 75 per cent. Without meters it was

approximately 65 per cent.

The daily saving of coal due to the use of the steam

flow meters is 4 tons per boiler. As 7 boilers are in

operation at a time, the net annual saving is in excess

of $22,400, an annual return of over 700 per cent on

the $.3200 invested in the meters. In addition, excess

overloading of boilers beyond 300 per cent of rating

is prevented, effecting an appreciable saving in boiler

repairs which would have to be made if such over-

loads were carried for more than very short periods.

Steam flow meters have also been very useful in the

distributing lines. In this plant four of them are

used on turbo-generators, two on auxiliary drives in

the power plant, two on other auxiliary drives, one

on a vacuum pump, and one on exhauster gas engines.

These meters show water rates of the machines and

also warn when re-blading of turbines is necessary. In

the case of the exhauster gas engines, the meters detect

TABLE 6. REPUBLIC STEAM FLOW METERS
Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co.

Annijal Operating Cost of 8 Republic Steam Flow Meters

Depreciation—$3,200 -^ 10 yr. of life

.... . 11 ^ $3.200 X 06
Average interest' at 6 per cent = r^ X «

Repairs, inspection, and checking -

Power—3,504 kw. hr. at $0.0025

Total cost per year—8 meters
Cost per meter per year—$563 . 56 -^ 8
Cost per meter per day—$70.45 -^ 365

Savings Effected by 8 Republic Ste.vm Flow Meters

.Approximate average boiler efficiency, using flow meters 75 per cent
Approximate average boiler efficiency, without flow meters 65 per cent

Increase in efficiency due to flow meters

Net annual saving by \'ulc3n soot cleaners $6,201,12

' -Allowing for interest earned by depreciation reserve.

10 per cent

Saving in fuel (reduced to coal basis)—2S tons per day X 365 days =
10.220 tons at $2.25. . $22,935.00

Operating cost of meters 563 . 56

Net annual saving $22,431.44

Net annual return on the investment 701 per cent

1 .Allowing for interest earned by depreciation reserve.

faulty valves and other sources of inefficiency. As a

result a great saving in steam has been brought about.

Calculations showing the savings accomplished in the

plant by the use of the flow meters are given in

Table 6,"

Boiler-Room Meters

Bailey boiler meters to record steam flow, air flow

for combustion, and flue gas temperature, are used

at the Aberfoyle Manufacturing Company. This com-

pany operates five boilers, four of 500 hp, and one of

300 hp. Before the meters were installed a shortage

of power seemed to exist and an additional boiler

installation was contemplated. After the meters were

put in operation, however, it was evident that the

power house could carry heavier loads on two of the

500-hp. boilers and the one 300-hp. boiler. Peak loads

are now easily handled with tlie Ihree 500-hp. boilers.
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TABLE 7. No. 300 DE LAVAL OIL' PURIFIER

A Large Pipe Lire Company

COST OF Opebation
Depreciation—$950 -- 20 .vr. of life

, 21 ^, $950 X 0.06
Average interest' at 6 per cent= ^g X j

Maintenance and repairs

Labor (cleaningi—$0 50 per day X 365 days.

.

Kerosene for heater—$0.15 per day X 365 days
Power—2190 kw. hr. at $0.01 per kw. hr

Total annual operating cost

Cost per day—$620 90 -^ 365 days
Cost per gallon oil purified—SI.70 -j- 84 gal

.

$47.50

299.25

15.00
182.50
54.75
21.90

$620.90
1.70

, 0202

Savings Effected by Oil Purifiers at 9 Main Line and
2 Gathering Stations

Time required for taking up bearings:

Before De Laval system was installed ,„ ^, »c c'li on
921 man-hours per month at $0.60 per hour X 12 months. . $6,631.20

Under present conditions , „ _„ „„

Ji of above—$6,631.20 ^- 4 I'^o'-SO

Saving in time for taking up bearings per yeat $4,973.40

Replacement of burned-out bearings
Saving in labor and material:

$360 per month X 7 large stations X 12 months . $30 ,
240

$100 per month X 4 smaller stations X 12 months 4,S00

Annual saving bearing replacement, 11 stations 35.040.00

Total saving per year due to oil-purifying system $40,013.40

' Allowing for interest earned by depreciation reserve.

Following the installation of the flow meters all

departments using steam increased their production.

In some cases this increase amounted to 40 per cent.

Despite this fact, however, the company was able to

reduce expenses chargeable to the boiler-room by

$1500 a month, a clear saving of .$18,000 per year.

Oil Purifiers

Diesel engines require an abundance of lubricating

oil for successful operation. This oil picks up a

great deal of dirt in the course of its circulation,

and the dirt must be removed before the oil can be

used again. For this purpose one of the large pipe-

line companies has installed De Laval oil purifiers at

each of its 9 main-line pumping stations and in two

of the smaller stations. The company operates 13

Diesel engines on pumps and one engine on auxiliaries

at its main-line stations. 'The engines are De La

Vergne, Snow, and Mcintosh and Seymour, of 300,

150, 80, and 40 hp.

Each engine has an oil tank holding one barrel of

oil, which flows by gravity through all the bearings of

the machine and thence to a tank below the engine.

From this point it is forced by air to another tank

over the De Laval purifier. Through this it runs

twice, is tested for viscosity, and then is forced by

air into the engine feed tank again. Two barrels of

lubricating oil per day run tlirough the purifier, the

oil being heated to 110 deg. fahr. by a 3-burner kero-

sene heater.

The De Laval purifier removes water, metallic par-

ticles, and the larger particles of carbon from the oil.

The bowl of the separator is cleaned once or twice

per day.

]\Iany advantages have resulted from tlie use of

these purifiers. Formerly reclaimers were employed,

but they were difficult to operate and did not give

good results. While it used to be necessary to take

up main bearings and crank pin bearings about once

a month, now they are taken up only once in four

months. During the course of one year bearing

efficiency was 91 per cent as compared with 15 per cent

under previous methods; that is, in 100 of the daily

reports which are kept of bearings, only 9 now con-

tain records of trouble, whereas previously 85 of

these daily reports out of 100 recorded difficulties

with bearings. The improvement is due to the De Laval

purifiers.

Under previous operating conditions bearing main-

tenance took 921 man-hours per month for the 9 main

line and 2 gathering stations. It is only about one-

quarter of that now. This saving in time is worth

$4973 per year, while the reduction in number of

burned-out bearings saves $35,040 annually, as shown

in Table 7.

The maintenance of fire-box linings must be care-

fully watched if boilers are to be operated efficiently.

The Sun Oil Company have been using Thermolith to

repair linings in their five 500-hp. Heine boilers, with

economies as shown in Table 8.

These boilers operate under severe conditions. They

TABLE 8. THERMOLITH FIRE-BOX LINING

Sun Oil Co.

Savings Effected by Using Thermolith for Relining

Boiler Fire-Boxes

Cost of relining one boiler with fire-clay:

Fire-brick **25
Labor 240
Fire-clay

°

Cost per relining $673

Cost per year (average life, 6 months)— 2 X $673 $) .346.00

Cost of relining one boiler with Thermolith:
Fire-brick **25

Labor 240

Thermolith ". »°

Cost per relining $713

Cost per year (average life, 12 months) 713.00

Net saving in relining cost, per year $633.00
Saving in operating time:

Fire-<-lav takes 16 days per relining X 2 32 days
Thermohth takes 14 days

Operating days saved ._
18 days

.\nnual allowance per boiler for depreciation, interest, maintenance,
repairs, taxes, insurance, and general overhead—$4,900

Corresponding saving, per year — .,,. .

'

X $4,900 241 .64
36o days

Total annual saving per boiler *^^^oo
Total annual sa\-ing on 5 boilers (one used half time)—$874.64 X 4.5 3,935.88

This sa\*ing amounts to over IS times the cost of Thermolith.

are under continuous load, day and night, at 140 to

180 per cent of rating. Four are usually on the line,

the fifth being used as a standby to assist in meeting

the peak load. As all of the power plant equipment

of this company is of a high class, maintenance is given

special attention in order to realize the biggest return

on power investment.

When fire-clay was used to line the furnaces the

linings lasted only from 5 to 7 months. By the use of

Tlicrmolith the life of the lining has been increased to

one year. Each boiler was out of commission 32 days

per year for relining when fire-clay was employed.

The use of Thermolith has reduced this period to only

14 days. The latter lining sets at once and is ready

for a fire as soon as the work is completed. More-

over, it has effectively prevented air leaks, as it makes

a tight and strong bond as well as a durable lining.



Power Plant Depreciation Factors
THE chief factors entering into and causing de-

preciation in value are:

1. Wear and tear or amount and kind of use to which
building or equipment is subjected.

2. Deterioration from age, neglect, or misuse.

3. Obsolescence.

4. Location, and effect of climate and other conditions

of environment.

5. Damages from accidental, climatic, or other unfore-

seen conditions.

Factors that arrest depreciation are

:

1. Care and attention given to building or equipment.
2. Maintenance and repairs.

3. Changes and alterations to prevent obsolescence.

All of these factors must be considered carefully

when establishing and recheckiug depreciation rates.

Because of the varying degrees in which these fac-

tors influence the life of buildings and equipment in

different plants, it is impossible, generally, to fix a

depreciation rate for anj^ particular tj'pe of equipment
that will apply in all cases. Neither is it practicable

to fix a single depreciation rate to be applied to a plant

as a whole. Variations in the factors affecting the

plant's equipment make such an attempt unwise.

The various items of fixed assets must be classified

into subdivisions so small that a single depreciation

rate can be used accurately to write off the value during
its useful life of each item contained in the subdivision.

The degree of accuracy with which depreciation rates

may be fixed increases as the size of the classification

subdivisions decreases.

Table 1 gives depreciation rates and length of life

for a number of items commonl.v found in power plants.

-Many of the items have rates that vary between wide
limits. This variation measures the influence of the

8 factors mentioned before. In plants where they are

most favorable the lower rate applies while the

higher rates are used under most unfavorable factors.

To determine individual rates it is necessary to con-

sider each item and determine the extent to which the

factors affect its life. With this information a rate

is fixed between the limits set which will give as

accurate an estimate as possible of the depreciation

accruing during each year of the life of the item.

TABLE 1. DEPRECIATION RATES AND LENGTH OF LIFE FOR A
NUMBER OF ITEMS COMMONLY FOUND IN POWER PLANTS

TABLE 1.—Continued

Item

Ite.m
Life,
Years

Air compressors
.\lternators

Belting
Blowers
Boilers—General . .

Firetulio

Watertube
Breaching and connections.
Buildings—Brick

Concrete
Corrugated iron

Fireproof modern . .. .

Frame
Chimneys—Brick

Steel
Chutes—Loading and unloading.
Clinker grinding machinery
Compressors—Air ,. . .

.

Condensers
Converters—Rotary
Conveyors—Coal or ash
Cranes—Locomotive

Traveling
Engines—Gas

Oil....:

Steam
Fans—Ventilating
Feed-water heaters
Fire extinguishers
Fuel economizers
Fuel oil equipment
Furnaces—Air
Gages—Engine-room equipment.
General gas appUances
Generators
Hand cars

Heating and ventilating systems.
Hoists
Hose—Fire
Hydrants
Injectors—Boiler

Lockers—Steel

Meters—Electric

Gas
Natural gas
OU
Steam flow
Water

Motors—Electric

Pavements—Asphalt
Brick
Wood block

Piping—General
Air
Fuel oil

Water and steam
Covering

Plumbing
Power-plant equipment
Pumps
Shafting—Pulleys, etc

Shop furniture

Sprinkler systems
Stacks—Brick

Steel

Stand pipes
Steam-power plants
Steam separators
Steam traps
Stokers—Fi.xed parts

Moving parts
Superheaters
Switchboards . . .•

Transformers
Turbines—Steam

Water
Valves—General

Gate, brass
Gate, iron

Ventilating system
Wagons, dump and hauling. .

Water-purifying plant
Wiring—Electric

Depre-
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Diesel Engine Operating Costs

IXTEliXAL combustion engines, particularly of the

Die.sel type, are being used more and more exten-

sively as a primary source of power in many indus-

trial power plants and as a secondary source of power

in central stations. This has resulted from several

factors. Probably the most important is that with eon-

sidei-ably less investment than is necessary in installing

a steam plant, an oil-electric plant can be placed in

operation to give continuous, dependable service at low

cost per delivered horsepower. A second factor is the

assurance of ample fuel at reasonable cost, since it is

a by-product of gasoline manufacture. Also, various

fuel substitutes can be used with success.

These facts are generally known, but not so well

known are the actual conditions under which Diesel

engines operate economically, and the costs of opera-

tion compared with other types of prime-movers. Two
Diesel engine installations in widely different fields will

be discussed, and the results obtained may be consid-

ered as fairly typical of what may be accomplished in

other fields.

The Dallas Oil and Refinery Company recovers oil

from cotton-seed. In order to obtain the greatest

possible i-ecovery of oil it is necessary to use the so-

called "hydraulic process," which includes a steam

cooking of the meats before the oil is extracted. Since

there is this demand for process steam it had been con-

sidered necessary to use steam for power also.

After careful investigation the company took what

was almost a revolutionary step and installed a Busch-

Sulzer Bros. Diesel Engine Company's plant to fur-

nish power while the boilers were used only to furnish

process steam. A 750 hp. 4 cylinder, 2 stroke-cycle

Diesel was direct connected to a 312 kv phase 60-

cyele, 480 volt generator which is used to supply power

to all the motors in the plant as well as current for

lighting and miscellaneous .services.

For this particular installation it is necessary to

have continuous operation for 344 hr. each week during

crushing season, lasting about 10 months. During this

time the daily load varies but averages 600 hp.

Fuel consumption is approximately 0.4 lb. per hp. hr.

Lubricating oil used each 24 hr. is from 4 to ilA gal.

Power from the oil engine is costing not more than ^,4

to Ys of what it cost formerly with Corliss steam

engines and the company believes the 5 years of oper-

ation will return the entire investment tlirnugh savings.

The Arkansas-Missouri Power Comi)any ha.s had an

installation of iMcIntosh and Seymour Corporation

Diesel engines in operation for some time. The fol-

lowing tabulation gives present generating costs as

compared with costs of power with steam equipment.

The city of Woodward, Oklahoma, installed 2 ]\leln-

tosh and Seymour Corporation engines about 2 years

ago to replace an antiquated steam plant used for

supplying electrical current to the city residents. The
steam plant consisted of two 100 kw. steam turbines

and two 250 kw. uniflow engines. An audit covering

395 days immediately prior to making the change from
steam to Diesel operatioTi gave the following daily cost

figures : coal $119.05

;

Index Number

fuel oil $8.56; packing 658.261 Power generation

and waste $1.58; main- ^^1.434 Diesel engines

tenance and repairs $40. In addition 19 permanent

men and 2 part-time men were required to operate the

plant.

With the Diesel engines there were installed several

other new pieces of equipment, such as a new switch-

board and pumping plant. These undoubtedly have

had an effect on the very good showing made by the

oil engines, but the city authorities are convinced that

it is only in the degree of improvement resulting.

TABLE 1. ARK.\NSAS-MISSOrRI POWER COMPANY. CALCULA-
TION OF POWER GENERATION COST PER KW HR.



Power Plant Personnel
Selection, Training-, and Promotion of Steam Power Station Employees

By K. W. STILLMAN
Associate Editor, Management and Administration

THE production problem with which central sta-

tions are confrouted is a particularly difficult one.

Although the average demand for power and cur-

rent can be estimated with considerable accuracy the

variations between peak and low loads are very large

and cannot always be foretold. A dark day causes a

greatly increased demand for current for lighting pur-

poses in homes, shops, and offices. Production require-

ments of factories for which the central station supplies

power may double for a short time the amount of

power ordinarily required.

These are but examples of the many factors which

influence the demand for the central station's product

but which it is impossible to anticipate with any degree

of accuracy. But these increased demands must be met,

and at the particular time required. The average

manufacturing
plant is required

to schedule its

output and keep

reasonably close

to that schedule

in its produc-

tion if it is to

succeed. It is

given a certain

grace period,

however, by
which it can fall

behind its jilan

of output witli-

out seriously af-

fecting its repu-

tation. A cen-

tral station has

no such leeway.

Its product has

nearly 100 per

cent time util-

ity. Current to

light factories

during a dark

day is useful

only if supplied

that day. The failure to supply power at the particular

time it is needed means a total failure of service be-

cause "tomorrow" or "in a few days" will be too late.

Because of these ditKculties with which the operation

of central power stations are surrounded, it will be

valuable to industrial managers to learn how these

plants are operated. In order to meet the exacting

demand made upon them, central stations must, of

Fig. 1

necessity, have devel- Index Number

oped highly efficient or- 658.3 Personnel management

ganizations— more so. Index Number
possibly, than power
plant organizations in industries where the perfect

functioning of power production processes is not of

such great importance.

Power plant equipment has been discussed elsewhere

in this issue. This article will deal with the men who

must run that equipment. The Consolidated Gas Elec-

tric Light and Power Company of Baltimore has been

taken as an example of a central station that has de-

veloped an exceptionally well trained and efficient

power plant organization. The methods used by that

company in training its steam station operatives will

be given as an illustration of what may be done by
manufacturing
executives t o

build up a

group of work-

ers that will
produce equiv-

alent results.

Vacancies are

filled from
within the or-

ganization
whenever pos-

sible, and that is

nearly always.

As will be dis-

cussed more
fully later they

are actually
filled. Instead

of an employee

being given a

better job which

the management
hopes he can
handle success-

fully, a man is

placed in the

vacated position,

who has been in training for that particular job for

years. He has held other jobs that provided him with

experience needed on the new job and he has been

encouraged in taking various educational courses that

would assist him in his new work. 'When he is pro-

moted, the management is as sure as anyone can be

when dealing with human beings, that he is capable to

do the work required of him and that he has had the

Airplane View op the Westport Steam Power Plant, Consolidated

Gas, Electric Light and Power Company of Baltimore
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X.\ME OF Occupation
Other Names

Pav

Hours

Dvities and
Re.sponsibilities

necessary traininp; and experience to

do it successfully.

The necessity for this promotion

may set in motion others down the

line until the actual replacement for

the loss that caused the orinrinal

vacancy will take place in the ranks

of the helpers on jobs of lowest rating.

A Help Requisition is sent to the Em-
ployment Department for a worker to

fill the ranks of the plant personnel.

This requisition is filled from an

Occupational Description or job spec-

ification. Every job in the plant has

been analyzed and a complete descrip-

tion of it prepared. Items of infor-

mation considered essential are the

rate of pay, working hours, duties

and responsibilities, personal quali-

ties desired, working conditions, edu-

cation and experience necessary, op-

portunities for advancement, and

sources of supply. (See Fig. 2.)

These descriptions are kept up to

date by constant revision in order to

keep pace with the changes that are

always taking place in the operating

procedure of any progressive organi-

zation.

With the Occupational Description

of the job before him the Employment
Department representative has a def-

inite picture of the man required for

the job and is in an excellent position

to hire a man who will be satisfactory.

Educational requirements have been

placed verj^ high. There are 43 jobs

specified for the Consolidated Com-
pany's steam station and qualifica-

tions for all but 4 include a grammar
school education. This requirement is

not becaase the work new employees

will be given can be done only by
grammar school graduates but be-

cause the management is looking to the future.

In 4 jobs men are hired for that work alone. The
work is of such nature that it can be done by a low

type of workman and no promotion is offered. Em-
ployees in all other occupations are potential super-

intendents, and a grammar school education, at least,

is considered to be a necessity for a man in an execu-

tive position. A man who is employed as a general

helper or as an oiler is not allowed to stay at that work

long. He must advance. The steam station manage-

ment has adopted the idea that to stand .still is to

retreat. When an employee becomes satisfied with his

present work to the extent that he is no longer inter-

ested in advancement, the management loses its interest

in him and no obstacles are placed before him if he

should wish to leave. An interesting sidelight on the

stress placed upon education is the fact that 10 per

cent of the present working force are college graduates.

1 i' an applicant mi^cts the educational and other re-

Consolidated Gas Electric Light and Power Company of Baltimore

OCCUPATIONAL DESCRIPTION
. . Office Boy . . . B . . . Symbol . . 1.550 . . Date . . 9/26/21 . . .

Prepared
Name of Department. .Financial Dept.

.

.Symbol. . .180. .by. .JNM.

Personal
Qualitie.s

Desired

Working
Conditions

Education and
Experience
Desired

Opportunities
for .\tlvancement

Sources of

Supply

The employment salary for this position is $6 per
week.

8:30 A.M. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday, inclusive.

One-half hour for lunch. 8:.30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Saturday.

The Office Boy places the Comjiany's endorsement on
all checks, using a machine. He also uses a patent
machine which stampstheo?>!OM«( on dividend checks.

All mail coming into the department is stamped,
sliowing the time it is received and distributed by
him to those for whom it is intended. He also files

"Statements" and other papers in "Grip Binders."

The Office Boy assorts coupons consecutively ac-

cording to "Series nuralicrs. ' Each coupon period

of each bond issue has a "Series number" and the

coupons are numbered within the "Series." When
the cancelled coupons are received they are assorted

in the manner outlined above. In addition to the
above-mentioned duties, the Office Boy frequently

executes errands to the different departments.
He is required to give Bond of $2,000.

A Boy between the ages of 14 and 16 years is desired.

He should have a neat appearance because his er-

rand duties necessitate him circulating among the
executive offices of the Company. Accuracy is re-

quired in the assorting of coupons according to

series and number.

The Finanefal Department is located on the 18th

floor of the Lexington Building and the office is well

lighted and ventilated. A small desk with the

necessary appurtenances is supplied for the use of

the Office Boy. The work involves consideralile

standing and walking around the department and
to other departments of the Company.

No former experience is necessary.

An Sth grade education or its equivalent is desired,

in order that the Office Boy may be alile to perform
the hling and assorting and the stamping of checks

as called for in his duties.

This position furnishes promotion to Burroughs
Bookkeeping Machine Operator.

The Public Schools are a source of supply.

Fig. 2 Example of Occupational Description Prep.ibfj) Giving
Essential Information About Each Job

quirements listed in the Occupational Description, the

work which he would have to perform is explained to

him orally and pietorially. Since most of the men
hired are quite inexperienced, they have little eonceji-

tion of what they will have to do. By means of photo-

graphs explained by the Employment Department

representative an attempt is made to give the applicant

a complete picture of the job. Neither its advantages

nor its disadvantages are emphasized—the aim being to

give an accurate view of what the job comprises.

After this demonstration, if the applicant believes

the work would be agreeable, he is sent to the steam

station. Here he is given a practical demonstration of

what he will have to do. Ho may be shown and asked

to operate the lever used for dumping ashes and will

be told how often he will have to do that. He may be

given a long bar and asked to stand in front of an

open furnace door and manipulate the bar inside the

furnace and lie will be told the number of times a day
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he must do this. He may be asked to climb about the

boilers because the job he is seeking necessitates such

activity.

By means of such demonstrations each applicant

acquires an idea of what he will have to do and can

decide whether or not he will like it. The net result

of all this time spent on an applicant is that labor

turnover caused by ignorance of the work and sub-

sequent employee-dissatisfaction has been practically

eliminated.

Careful selection of employees has a direct influence

on the operating costs of the plant in addition to

building up an organization of ambitious men capable

of and anxious for advancement. At the present time

15 stoker operators are employed. About 1500 tons of

coal are used daily so that each operator handles about
100 tons of coal a day. At $5 a ton this is equivalent

to $500 of the Company's money that each operator is

responsible for burning each day. If, by reason of his

higher intelligence and better training, he can increase

the efficiency of his work 1 per cent, he can eifect a

saving of $5 a day in fuel costs.

That such increase of eiBciency is possible and has
resulted is evidenced by the work of the ash-removing

gang. During 1918 when aliout the same amount of

coal—1500 tons—was burned as at present, 75 or 80

men had all they could do to remove the accumulation
of ashes. Today, with the same mechanical equipment,

11 men handle the work easily. Even after allowing

a 50 per cent reduction in the amount of ash per ton

of coal now compared with 1918, because of improved
quality and firing methods, this still shows a reduction

in the working force of 70 per cent, due entirely to

higher grade workmen and better methods of utilizing

their efforts.

Each new employee is treated as an individual in the

scheme of promotion used. Because the growth of

cities and industries is fairly regular, central stations

can foretell with considerable accuracy the future aver-

age demands for their product. When an employee is

taken on he passes through a sort of probationary

period during which both he and his work are carefully

watched to see if the expectations which the manage-

ment had of his ability have been realized. If he

measures up, a plan of advancement is prepared for

him so that the power plant management knows defi-

nitely just M'here he should be in 5 years.

His entering qualifications and subsequent progress

show his suitability for a certain class of work and he

is unknowingly aimed at a responsible position in that

work. From his first job as an oiler, a boiler cleaner,

a general helper, or what-not, he is advanced to and

through jobs that will better equip him for that distant

goal that the management has set for him. He learns

each job thoroughly. He is not hurried, on the con-

trary, his i)rogress may often be slower than he believes

is necessary. When he is advanced, however, he is

equipped, in both training and experience, to handle

his new work capably.

As a general guide for laying out the promotional

sequences for employees a promotional chart has been

constructed. (See Fig. 3.) The sequences shown there

are not followed rigidly. The power plant management
has felt that it is much more satisfactory to build a

job around a man than to try to mold a man to fit a

job. For this reason the particular qualifications of

some employees have occasioned radical departures

from the promotional sequences shown on the chart.

The activities and records of employees are kept by

means of two devices. One is a history and record

SUPERINTENDENT
iiso

M4TE
TU&-SOAT

0830

Fig. 3 Pbomotiox.\l Chart Used by the Management as a Guide in Advancing Employees
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Fig. 4 Sample Stoips from Control Chart Showing How Each Strip Is Prepared

card similar to records kept of employees by nearly

all modern business concerns. The second device is

unique. It is a control chart or spotting board upon

which every employee is represented by a small map
pin.

For each occupation a strip of paper was prepared

as shown in Fig. 4. A blank space at the left provides

a space for the occupational title and the code number

by which it is designated. Two %-ineh spaces to the

right of this contain code numbers of jobs next in line

of promotion and other pertinent data concerning the

occupation. The rest of the strip is divided into 20

sections by heavy lines and each section is sub-divided

into 10 parts. These are used for plotting the wage

S TEAM STATIONS
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Factors in Industrial Plant Location
By P. F. WALKER

Dran. School of Engineering, University of Kansas

Foil the smaller commuuities it is to be expected

that the establishment of a new enterprise will

mean the influx of workers attracted by the op-

portunity thus aft'orded for employment. Some skilled

workers may be brought at the start by the manage-

ment. In such cases the points which form the topic

for the following paragraphs are of special sig-

nificance.^

Civic activities of a town are of real significance what-

ever the size and nature of its industries. In recent

interviews which the writer has

had with members of various civic

organizations the point has been

repeated again and again. These

interviews have included groups

in cities varying in population

from five thousand to one mil-

lion. Without exception there

has been intense interest and

evidences of sustained activity in

promoting the welfare of the city.

Industrial development has be-

come an object of more than

simple desire for more business.

The presentation of reasons for

additional plants has taken a

form that is far in advance of

ideals ctirrent only a few years

ago. The study of conditions

has been systematized and the

attractions made more funda

mental in character. It would appear that the indus-

trial idea has taken root in the American community.

Furthermore, it is apparent that civic organizations

are more intelligent in their efforts. The members
appreciate more full}- the basic factors in industi-y,

and realize that mills and factories rest on a human
foundation. This means that all of them are stressing

the attractive points in their towns ; well kept streets

and parks, schools, playgrounds, churches, and all

forms of public enterprise.

It is not to be forgotten that the first point of

favor in an industrial town is the condition of its in-

dustries. Comparisons may not be in keeping with

prudence, but it can do no harm to contrast appear-

ances in certain mining communities. Ever\'one knows
the typical coal mine with its ugly structures and the

all-too-common group of shanty dwellings that hou.se

llie workers, all worked into a dreary landscape of

desolation and despair. In contrast with this scene

one may see in the coal mining district of the Tennessee

Coal and Iron Company, jtist north of Birmingham.
Alabama, attractivelv laid-out villages that are most

Failure to recognize and consider

all the factors affecting proper plant

location may seriously influence

profitable operation of the enter-

prise. In this article Mr. Walker

discusses, authoritatively, the eco-

nomic factors that must be con-

sidered. The discussion is suf-

ficiently broad in scope to cover the

entire industrial field but is specific

enough to be of real practical value

to concerns that contemplate either

a new plant or a change in location

of their present one.

1 This is .1 continuation of an article appearing in Manage-
ment AND Administration, September 1924, p. 2.59.

pleasing to the eye as Index Number

well as to one's sense of 658.21 Plant location

proper living. Schools,

churches, community
houses, playgrounds, and neatly ordered streets, with

shrubbery and flowers planted in taste even around
the mine sti'uctures themselves, combine to give an air

of comfort and community solidarity. No one would
hesitate in choosing the place as most desirable in

which to work. In all parts of the country the stand-

ards of industrial architecture

are advancing, with emphasis on

light and comfort as proper ad-

juncts to an increased eft'ective-

ness combined with the best good

to the workers. Observations

made within the last year in more
than 50 of the leading industrial

cities confirm the writer in this

statement.

It is a wholesome circumstance

that the American people are

coming to realize that civic beauty

and substantial forms of com-
munity aids to correct living are

elements in industrial progress.

The idea is sound and cannot

help becoming a factor in the

localization of industries. People

do not need to work and live

under depressing influences.

Light and air while working, and attractive districts

for living are entirely feasible. The community has

its part to do in bringing them to pass, and it is rising

to its task with spirit in many cases, and is proud
of the fact. The very large city has a restricted oppor-

tunitj- for expression in these lines of civic improve-

ment which extend into the lives of the average worker
in industry. In the fields of literature, science, art,

and the drama the citj^ can do much for those who
are in position to avail themselves of the opportunities,

but to the mass of workers in the ranks of industry

there is not so much that is tangible among these

attractions of the metropolis. The smaller community
has the more direct touch.

Power and the other utility services are items of

importance which sometimes cast the deciding vote on
location. It depends upon the type of enterprise, how-
ever. Wliere power in its direct mechanical forms is

the only form of service in demand, the central power
distributing .system, so situated as to offer low rates,

is a powerful influence. This is the case with many
metal manufacturing enterprises, and others pro-

ducing goods in leather, fabrics, lumber, and many
miscellaneous lines. With the development of the elec-

637
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trie furnace and electrolytic processes of refining

various metals, cheap power has become a leading fac-

tor in several basic industries. It has entered prom-

inently into the movement of the cotton mills in tlie

soutliern states, where building heating demands are

relatively light and the more elaborate dyeing proces.ses

are not applied to the fabrics.

In many other forms of manufacturing the demand
is largely for heat, both in process work and for general

heating and drying. Here the element of significance

is fuel suppl}'. In many cases the required power is

developed at small additional cost, exhaust steam from

the engines being utilized for the heating and other

services in the plant. To apply the test of correct

analysis in determining the conditions when this situa-

tion obtains, one must have full knowledge of the

process requirements, and of standard equipment and

practices in power service. Accurate data are neces-

sary on coal prices and freight rates. Cheap natural

gas and petroleum deposits have drawn many indus-

tries to i-elatively remote points, sometimes wisely and

sometimes unwisely. An enterprise not requiring

heavy permanent investment, and for which cheap fuel

is an esj^ecial incentive, may do well even on a rela-

tively short term of operation. For a more extensive

installation, however, the analysis should be made on

the basis of coal. If it can prove out on that basis,

then the advantage of a cheaper fuel during the years

of building up of good business connections is verj'

helpful, and may become properly a deciding factor.

Importance of Adequate Water Supply

Water supplj' is always important and sometimes

vital. When large power developments are necessary,

the quantity of water available is the vital element.

A city with ambitions toward extensive expansion of

its industries must look well to this point. The limit

of development for some communities is being reached

today. In other cases it is quality of the water which

may determine the choice of location. For instance,

a corn products plant, to manufacture glucose syrups,

i.j particularly sensitive to the presence of sulphur in

the water. It causes clouding of the product. Soft

water is necessary for leather tanning and many other

processes. The ease with which the natural supply may
be .softened figures heavily in such instances. Water
is always an object of study in any investigation of con-

ditions.

Distribution cost of the manufactured article is,

after all else is said, the determining element in loca-

tion of any industry of a general nature. It is asso-

ciated closely with marketing consideration—so closely

that one may not be considered separately from the

•other. If the market territory is fixed, the location must

be f^)und from which the cost of distribution will be

a minimum. If the location is fixed, the market terri-

tory must be selected from which cost of distribution

will be advantageous with respect to competing pro-

ducers.

An analysis requires first a complete tabulation of

freight rates on a standard unit of product, from the

point of shipment to every important point of delivery

within the market territory. These rates are the ones

actually in etiect under the existing rate structure. It

should be observed that under such a modified rate

structure as was suggested in the earlier discussion

of an ideal industrial system, the rates to delivery points

would tend to favor production near at hand, from

which the shij^ments would average to a minimum dis-

tance. This result might not follow under the present

regime, especially if one of the i:)oints under considera-

tion was so placed as to give it the advantage of rates

in competition with some established water route.

The second step in the analysis is to establish a basis

for estimating the quantity of goods shipped to the

several important delivery points. The simplest method

is to take the population of each of the local marketing

districts represented by the tjpical delivery points, con-

sidering these as retailing districts for the goods. This

was referred to when the estimating of the absorbing

capacity of markets was under discussion. For the

second illustrative analysis which follows, the index of

quantity of shipment of the article in question—ma-

chinery, crated—is the amount of capital invested in

industrial enterprises within the district represented

by the city at point of delivery—100 lb. for every

.tilO,000 invested capital. This is on the assumption that

the amount of machinery that will be sold in a com-

munity has a relation to the amount of equipment

already employed in production, of which capital is

the nearest measure obtainable. Whether this is a good

unit for estimating the amounts of shipments is open

to discussion. For some classes of goods it would appear

to be better than population direct. Various specialized

products, destined for sale among specific portions of

the population or among certain industries, woidd have

laws of variation of demand quite independent of other

products. Coal tar dyes, for example, would go to

textile centers. Whatever basis of measurement of

demand may be selected as most fitting, when once

determined upon it must be followed out with care,

and the amount of shipment to each distributing center

in the trade territory calculated.

With qtiantity of shipment thus estimated on relative

basis, and the freight rates to the several distributing

points known, the final step is to calculate the costs

of shipment. Two or more assumed points of produc-

tion are to be compared. For each of these the costs

of shipment are totaled and the total cost divided by

the total shipment. The result is an average freight

rate or an index number giving the point from which

distribution is possible at the lowest cost. If produc-

tion costs are the same for all of the manufacturing

points under consideration, this distribution index gives

the answer as to which is the most economical location

for the industry. If production costs differ, then the

index number is added to the cost of production of

the unit quantity of output and these results compared.

Illustrations of Distribution Cost Analysis

Two calculations will be shown, comparing condi-

tions of shijiment from three typical cities which are

near the center of manufacturing of the country. These

are Buffalo, Detroit, and Cincinnati. Each city is dis-
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tinguished as a center of production. Each has a metal

products specialty: Buffalo—forgings, foundry prod-

ucts, and heavy machinery ; Detroit—automobiles ; Cin-

cinnati—machine tools. Each has a considerable line

of varied manufactures in addition to the specialty.

Each is on a water transportation route which has some

influence on rail rates to certain points. In this Buffalo

has an advantage, in that it is a more important break-

ing point for transcontinental freight, where lake

freight changes to rail or canal barge on its way to

Xew York and other Atlantic seaboard points. Cin-
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cinnati has an advantage in low fuel cost, due to its

location with reference to the rich coal fields, but this

will not show to advantage on a pure distribution cost

calculation. Such an advantage will have effect when
jiroduction cost is added, but Buffalo again comes into

advantage by reason of Niagara power which will oft'set

cheap fuel for those industries not calling for heat

in process.

The centers of distribution are the cities shown on

the map. (Fig. 1). They represent the entire coun-

try east of the Kocliy Moiintains, including Colorado.

All of New England goes under a single i-ate, and hence

is treated as a unit. In a few states two different cities

are used, these being New York. Pennsjdvania, Ohio.

Georgia, Illinois, Missouri, and Tennessee. In each

of these, one of the cities is on the coast, lake, or

navigable river, while the other is inland. Where this

division is made the state is divided between the cities,

when making up the figures for population or invested

capital, used as units for estimating quantity of ship-

ments. In some cases state lines are not followed

closely, as for Pittsburgh where several Ohio and West

Virginia cities are included within the local distributing

territory. For cities more distant from the producing

points, entire states are considered as if centered at

their representative towns. Only the larger cities are

included in the population figures, however, not entire

state populations. Much time has been spent in as-

sembling these figures which are used to measure quan-

tity shipped.

In the first illustrative calculation the article used

is "knit-goods," and the quantity shipped is taken ac-

cording to population. (See Table 1). The latter

figure is modified for cities in the southern states, on

account of the high proportion of colored people, who

are assumed not to purchase so heavily as whites. The

factor used is SO per cent. If the purpose in view

were to make an accurate investigation of the knit-

goods industry it would have been

Ijetter to' compare three producing

points like Philadelphia, Chattanooga,

and Kenosha, Wisconsin, which are

more important centers of production

in this line than are the three cities

chosen, but the real purpose at this

time is simply to illustrate the method

of analysis. It happened to be more

convenient to secure freight rate data

for these particular cities, which were

selected because of their central loca-

tion.

In the second calculation the ar-

ticle used is "Machinery Crated," in-

cluding such commodities as medium
weight engines, generators, machine

tools, and miscellaneous machinery.

The quantity shipped is taken in pro-

portion to the amount of capital in-

vested in manufacturing industries in

the several distributing areas, as

given in the United States Census

MouxTAixs reports. (See Table 2).

In both calculations it is assumed

that 100 lb. of product is shipped per thousand of popu-

lation in the first, and per $10,000 of invested capital in

the second. In the tabidations, the figures entered in

the columns headed "Demand Factor" express the

number of "hundreds" of pounds of goods shipped

to the distributing centers. The rates are L. C. L.

(less than car load lots). Wherever lake rates, or

combined rail and ocean rates are less than the all-

rail rates, the lowest are used. With these explana-

tions the following tabulations are readily interpreted.

The results of the preceding calculations are not so

much in favor of Buffalo as might at first be assumed.

Should all manufacturers go to that city, the cost of

production would be affected so that advantages in

distribution cost would be nullified. But the chief point

is that very few individual plants sell to all parts of

the country. One of the chief reasons for making such

a general calculation is that it gives a basis for the

selection of the marketing territory' to which a com-

pany in any city may ship at cost lower than that for

any other. From the list of cities, which represent

states in large part, in the list of distribution centers

given in the tabulations, a Cincinnati company can select

a large territory to the South and West which it can

reach cheaper than can a Buffalo company. So it is

with Detroit to the West and Northwest. As before

noted, a small difference in production cost will offset
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TABLE 1.
the difference in shipping cost, the

latter being so much less in total

than the former.

Another point emphasized by the

calculations is the extent to which

the existing freight rate structure

favors the older established centers.

Buffalo is a long way east of the

center of population, which is in In-

diana, but still it can reach the people

of the eountiy cheaper than can Cin-

cinnati, which is only a few miles east

of the population center. In making

this statement it is assumed that the

Pacific coast states are included, in

which case, as noted above, the water

rates via the Panama Canal would
contribute to the margin enjoyed by
Buffalo. This situation is not neces-

sarily bad, since it is only just that

water rates should have their due in-

fluence in lowering the average cost

of transportation for the country as

a whole. Probably the extent of this

lack of balance now caused by rail

rates alone would be diminished, how-

ever, by any likely change made in

the rate structure in the future.

The Shifting of Industries

In the United States during the

last 50 years there have been many
notable shifts in the location of va-

rious industries. Certain tendencies

are discernible— many movements
toward the West and South. Detail i

studies have been made for 18 basic industries—cotton

goods, woolen goods, leather goods, paper and wood
pulp, boots and shoes, tanned leather, men's clothing,

starch and glucose, iron and steel works, foundry and
machine shops, cement, furniture and refrigerators,

brick and tile, agricultural implements, dairy products,

flour mills products, slaughtering and meat packing,

pottery, ten-a-eotta and fire clay. In 1880 the center

of employed population in these industries was on a

meridian a few miles east of Pittsburgh, Pa. In 1900
the center was a little West of Wheeling, West Vir-

ginia, and in 19'20 it was approximately on the line

of Cleveland, Ohio. As seen on the map given in

connection with the analysis of distribution expense,

these centers appear in much the same relation as does
the westward movement in total population of the

country.

There are various causes to which may be attributed

this movement. The most notable is the shift in popu-
lation. The effect is so apparent that there is no neces-

sity for entering into an analysis of the reasons, fur-

ther than to note that accessibility to growing markets
has caused many establishments to be relocated, and
new establishments to be located at points facilitating

the movement of products into those regions which have
been growing most rapidly. The rapid development of

COMPAR.\TIVE COSTS OF DISTRIBUTION OF K.MIT-G00D3 FROM BUFFALO,
DETROIT. AND CINCINNATI'

Distribution Centers
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glass manufacturing, and, to a limited extent, portland

cement and other ceramic pi-oducts have tended to

move toward these centei-s of cheap fuel, especially

where natural gas has been developed in large quantity.

Another important influence is in the nature of a

combination of personal initiative and the development
of water powers of large magnitude. While the possi-

bilities of such power have always existed, it required

the positive action of men who recognized the possi-

bilities and had faith in the ultimate future of the

region.

The movement of the cotton milling industry into

the southern states illustrates this point. For many
years it had been recognized that unnecessary trans-

portation expense was involved in the movement of raw
cotton to New England, especially where the growing
demands of the ^Yest and Southwest called for the

reshipment of manufactured goods in the reverse direc-

tion. For many years it was uncertain whether the

character of labor available in the cotton belt would
make it possible to develop the milling industrj' . When
the move was finally made, however, it was found that

the handicap was readily ovei'come and there has re-

sulted the notable developments of this basic industry,

made possible by the power developments on the rivers

TABLE 2. COMPAR.\TIVE COST OF DISTRIBUTION OF MACHINERY FROM BUFFALO,
DETROIT, AND CINCINNATI '

Distribution Cexters

Name
Demand

I
Factor

[(Capital)

New EDglaod . .

.

New York City.
Buffalo
Trenton
Philadelphia. . .

.

Pittsburgh
Baltimore

BcFfALO Detroit

Rate
Ship-
ping
Cost

Richmond
Charleston, W. Va..
Wilmington
Charleston, S. C...
Savannah
-Atlanta
Tampa

Birmingham. .

.

Jackson, Miss..
Nashville
Alemphis
Lou3s\'iIle
Cincinnati . . . .

Cleveland
Indianapolis...

Springfield.

.

Chicago
Detroit
Milwaukee.

.

Minneapolis.
Des Moines

-

Omaha

St. Louis
Kansas City. . .

.

Wichita, Kans.

.

Oklahoma City

.

Little Rock . . . .

Dallas, Tei
New Orleans . .

.

Denver, Colo. .

.

56.714
50.532
20,040
18,904
41,247
26,816
8,308 i

4.636
2.262
6,691
3,745
1,795
2,692
2.063

4,556
1.541
2.735

1,367J
2,765,
9.372

23.429)

8.905

7.575
27.177
23,410
13.717
6,904
4.032
2,453

10.407
4,134
1,787
2,770
1,388
5.8SS
4,622
2.43S

0.740
0.695
0.000
0.695
0.695
0.645
0.695

0.930
0.830
1.040
1.130
1.130
1.910
1.4

1.850
2.090
1.350
1.395
0.890
0.805
0.605
0.820

0.990
0.645
0.5S0
0.830
1.385
1.525
1.875

1.040.

1.875!
2.710;
2.740
2.370
2.995
1.340
3.500

Rate

41,980
35,120
00,000
13,140
2,S,6S0

17,300i
5,785!

4,311
1,878
6,960
4,231
2,029
5,140
3,043

8,425'

3,220
3.694'

1,907
2,460
7,545
14,175
7,300

7,500
17,520
13,580
11.380
9,565:
6,150
4,600:

10,890,
7.575
t.S13
7.590
3,290
17.540
6.195
8.530

Ship-
ping
Cost

Cincinnati

Rate

1.030
0.9701
0.580
0.970
0.9,W
0.710
0.940

0.940
0.740
1.770
1.795
1.795
1.965
2.405

1.915
2.120
1.460
1.395
0.765
0.670
0.565
0.670

0.780
0..560

0.000
0.710
1.255
1.340
1.690

0.855;
1.690l
2.5251
2.590
2.215
2.845
1.835
3.315

Totals 429.5871,

Index Number I 0.8271

.

Reducing the Index Numbers to the basis of unity for Bufifalo, we find for Detroit 1.105, and for
Cincinnati 1.135. This means for Buffalo a shipping cost with a margin of 10.5 per cent, under Detroit
and 13.5 per cent, under Cincinnati for this marketing territor>'. These margina are close to those secured
when distribution was taken on the basis of population.

It is clear that the advantage of Buffalo comes from two causes: first, its accessibility to New England,
New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Baltimore; second, its low rail-and-ocean rates to the .\tlantic
and Gulf ports. Had the Pacific coast cities been included the advantage of Buffalo would have been even
more marked, because of the ocean ratesvia the Panama Canal.

of North and South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, and
Alabama. It maj' not be said that any one influence was
the controlling element, it being true that it requii'ed

a combination of courage and enterprise on the part of

the men who were leaders in the movement, and the pos-

sibilities of power. Joined with these there are also the

elements of saving in transportation charges and
accessibility to an important marlceting area.

Economy in transportation, already suggested in the

preceding paragraph, has had its direct effect. This

has been brought about through two conditions. One is

the actual saving brought about by stopping the move-
ment of raw material on its way to the point of manu-
facture, thus reducing the gathering charge on the mate-

rials, combined with the opportunity for shipping the

finished product into the marketing area, reached more
readily from the new point. On the fi-eight differential

thus established, many industries have been made pos-

sible. A good illustration of this is furnished by a steel

manufacturing plant in Kansas City. This plant is

operating on the process by which scrap from the agri-

cultural and oil producing territories west of the

Missouri River is the primary material. This material,

instead of being shipped back to points farther east, is

manufactured into medium grade steel which supplies

a market in the West. This plant

thus enjoys a differential of from $6

to .$10 per ton of manufacturing

product, a margin sutScient to give

a distinct advantage. Again, this is

not to be looked upon as the result

of a single influence. Only as the

market reached naturally from points

on the Missouri 'River has developed,

so that it is using a quantity pf steel

sufficient to make production possible

on a scale sufficiently large to insure

economic operation, has this been

made possible.

The second element in transporta-

tion is the gradual modification of

freight rates which has been going

on. Adjustments made through de-

cisions of the Interstate Commerce
Commission are bringing about a

more definite recognition of the dis-

tance element in the fixing of rates.

Earlier in this article the peculiarities

of the freight rate structure have
been stressed. A change in the

structure has been referred to as a

possibility. At no time has
assumed, however, that a

change would be practicable along
the lines indicated. This gradual
adaptation is without doubt the

means through which desirable ends
may be attained in course of time.

While the movement in this direc-

tion has not been as extensive as

many people might wish, it is un-
doubtedly true that the adjustments
already made have had a direct effect

Ship-
ping
Cost

58,410
49,020
11,620
18,340
39,200
19,050
7,810

4,359
1,674

11,850
6,720
3,223
5,290
4,9641

8,720
3.268
3.995
1.90:

2.115
6,280
13,240
5,966

5,910
15,210
0.000
9,740
8,68.=;

5,405
4.147

8.950
6,990
4,513
7.178
3.075

16,650!
8,4.S01

8,080

1.145
1.085
0.805;
1.085

1

1.065
0.710
1.055

1.055
0.620
l.lOOl
1.125,

1.1251

1.295
1.735!

1.295
1.470
0.890
1.170
0.475
0.000
0.660
0.480

0.725
0.685
0.670
0.765
1.330
1.085
1.460;

O.725I
1.560
2.280
2.280
1.910
2.535
1.610
3.185

64,960
54,800
16,130
20.510
43.910
19.050
8.765

4,890
1.403
7.360
4.214
2.020
3.488
3.580

5,900
2.265
2.435
1.599
1.313
0.000
15.460
4.275

5.490
18.610
15.690
10.490
9,185
4,375
3,828

7,.i90

6,450
4,074
6.320
2.6.T0

14.850
7,440
7,760

it been

radical

355,251 400,034 413,129

I
0.932

]
0.962;

1 I 1
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on the building up of manufacturing enterprises at

many points. Again it should be said that the factor

is not to be considered as the one determining in-

fluence. In this case the modifications being made are

to be looked upon chiefly as measures which have re-

moved handicaps which would otherwise have been

encountered by enterprises established for the pur-

pose of realizing all the advantages inherent to the

other localizing factors.

The increased consuming and purchasing power of

the poijulation is not to be overlooked in this connection.

This is really a irdri of the market question. To illus-

trate, the growing demand for cornstarch and glucose

throughout the JSouthwest has been the direct cause of

the establishment of a large branch plant of one of

the leading manufacturers of this line of goods at

Kan.sas City, Missouri. For that company this has

meant a specific westward movement in the center of

gravity of its production. The growing demand of

that market in the region indicated called for additional

producing capacity at a point from which distribution

would be effective and economical.

Finally, advances in process methods have been in-

strumental in the westward movement. This may be

illustrated best in the ii'on and steel industry. As is

well known bj' all, the blast furnace branch of the

industry has been determined mainly by the sources

of fuel, specifically coke. With the exception of the

developments where Great Lakes trafQc has made pos-

sible the westward movement of coal at very low rates,

the steel industry has remained close to the centers of

production of coal possessing good coking qualities.

As a result of extended investigations of the coking

qualities of Illinois coal, by-product plants are in suc-

cessful oj^eration in the St. Louis district. The coke

produced is now being utilized in a recently established

blast furnace plant in that district, and there is no doubt

but that that basic industry will go forward and pro-

duce a definite effect upon the iron and steel market

of the growing area tributary to St. Louis. Thus has

a line of scientific research resulted in the establish-

ment of an industry, just as in the case of the steel

industry previously referred to in Kansas City, based

on the recently developed metallurgical process for

manufacturing steel from scrap.

Two notable examples of development in the South

are at Birmingham and Chattanooga. At the former

the enterprises are in iron, steel, coal products, and

cement, all basic industries whose locations are based

on the occurrence of raw materials under remarkablj^

favorable conditions, combined with accessibility to the

growing market of the South and Southwest. At Chat-

tanooga the really notable development is in knit-goods

based on cotton products, although metal manufac-
tures and the by-product coke industry are also prom-
inent. The market for knit-goods is a general one, over

practically the entire country.

Quite aside from the favoring elements of raw mate-

rials, fuel, water-power from the Tennessee River, and,

for some of the products, accessibility to a market of

great volume and greater promise, this region of the

New South has en.ioyed the benefits of an especially

favorable labor situation. While the workers were orig-

inally inexperienced and devoid of inherited character-

istics of a factory population, they have been susceptible

to training. The prevailing wage scale is low, not as

a result of labor exploitation in the main, but as a

natural consequence of social and economic conditions

which hold living costs at a low figure. How long these

conditions may hold cannot be predicted with certainty.

Some of them are due solely to climate, which will con-

tinue to influence living costs in a material degree. But
throughout the development period the advantage has
been of pronounced significance. It has made pro-

duction at low cost a possibility during a period when
such an advantage is especially helpful.

It is impossible to imagine a more favorable com-
bination of circumstances than that under which the

Birmingham district has been developed. Ample de-

posits of iron ore, high-grade coal, limestone and shales,

and water-power possibilities on two rivers, gave assur-

ance of a notable inditstrial district as soon as capital

should be applied and the tributary- regions of the South
started definitely on a progressive forward movement.
Several decades ago these final conditions were realized

and the result has been the creation of an industrial

district of distinction.

Fortunately, the builders of the Birmingham dis-

trict have seen fit to apply the teachings of modern
industry. Comment has been made already on the

standard of community building which makes this coal

mining district a unique one. But this is not all.

Throughout the entire region a corresponding spirit

of enterprise and determination to build soundly for

the fttture has been manifested. The planners of the

modern Birmingham were wise enough to build ade-

quately for the future.

Conclusion

Enough has been said to outline the basic elements
which contribute to the decentralization movement.
Gradually as time goes on and as industrial research

continues, with the gradual adaptation of transporta-

tion cost ou vital commodities to a service basis, there

will come about a relocation of many of the iraijortant

industries. A few have been mentioned. Many others

would furnish equallj- enlightening illustrations. De-
centralization has a bearing on the i)ublic welfare which
extends into problems which have their foundations in

the social structure of the nation. Artificial adjust-

ments are not applicable to the case. The radical who
would argue for immediate changes of a sweeping char-

acter transgresses the economic law. He would apply
the torch and produce a conflagration where the thing

needed is the careftillj' controlled fire of progressive en-

terprise. The advantages of private ownership of in-

dustry are too important to be jeopardized by ill-con-

ceived propaganda. The influences are many, and thej'

are so completely interrelated that the novice is an un-

safe advocate. It may be taken for granted that the

ideal industrial system will never be attained, but in

time there will be accomplished that form of adjustment
which will result in such a distribution of productive

enterprises as will accord with business judgment and
a correct application of fundamental economics.



Enter Order-When Will You Ship?
Lodge and Shipley Methods for Controlling Production

By H. S. RIGGS

Advertising Manager, The Lodge and Shipley Machine Tool Companii

THE Lodge and Shipley control system is the

result of many years' experience at building one

product. The system has been simplified so that

all unnecessary red tape is eliminated and there is no

duplication of effort. It is not a one-man affair.

When an order is received for a lathe it reads in

substance
—"Enter ordei*—when will you ship?"

Between these two phrases there is a whole lot to do.

The customer, however, is interested in getting a quick

delivery. He does not want excuses; he wants his

NAME OF PIECE

TAILSTOCK TOP
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in triplicate, and sends it to the works ofBce. The parts

list consists of a sheet or sheets on which are written

the piece and drawing numbers ; the name of the parts

;

the quantity wanted of each ; together with blue-prints

of all the detail parts. With the parts list in an en-

velope are the blue-prints of the work to be done.

These are all kept together for ready reference. Each

element piece has a piece number, and these piece num-

bers are the means of identification as to style, size,

and name.

One copy of the parts list is sent to the stock con-

trol desk where reservations for all of the parts called

for are made. It is then sent to the routing depart-

ment for routing. (Fig. 1.) In the meantime a foundry

tracer shortage has been made out and when the copy

of the parts list has been returned to the works office

the following are made up and issued to the shop :
trav-

eler tag. Fig. 2 ; master tracer shortage sheet. Fig. 3

;

time tickets, cost cards, Fig. 4 ; and stock requisitions.

Complete information regarding the purpose of the

three parts lists will be given later.

When the castings are received from the foundry

at the receiving office the traveler tag. Fig. 2, is at-

tached to one of the lot. This traveler tag accompanies

each lot of parts and contains complete information

about the work to be done. The lower part of this

tag, the weight stub, is torn off and sent to the works

office. This serves as a requisition on the raw stores

and as a notice that the material has been received and

has been sent to the first operation designated on the

traveler tag.

The date this stub is received is posted on the tracer

card, which is a copy of Fig. 2, and a metal flag is

moved to the first operation. At the same time a
'

'
shop

tickler" is sent to the department where the first oper-

ation is to be done. As soon as the foreman is ready

to start work on the job he rings in the time card for

operations he is to perform. When they are per-

formed, he sends the time card to the works office,

and this is posted on the tracer card so that the exact

location of this job can be quickly determined. When
the time cards are received from each department the

date and mechanics number are posted under that oper-

ation on the tracer card and the flag is removed to the

extreme left side of the card. A posting clerk whose

duty it is to Avatch the successive operations, con-

tinually goes through the file of tracer cards and writes

up "shop ticklers" for all cards on which the flags

are on the left side. The date the "tickler" is sent out

is then posted on the tracer card, and the flag moved

over to the operation for which it has just been issued.

On the time card is the time actually taken to do

each job. As these time cards are turned in, this in-

formation is posted to the cost card, Fig. 4, thus show-

ing at any time the cost of each operation and the total

cost as far as the work has progressed.

Just as soon as the time cards are sent in they serve

as a notice that the job is ready to move to the next

department. The ".shop tickler" is then sent to the

department where the next operation is to be done.

After each operation the timekeeper puts the operators

check number opposite the operations performed on

the traveler tag. Inspectors punch the card opposite

the job inspected, each inspector having a different

punch. A job cannot be given out until it has been

punched by the inspector for the previous operation.

When all of the operations called for on the master

tracer are completed, and the final inspection made,

the whole lot is sent to the stockroom. A receipt is

issued for them by the stockkeeper and this is posted

on the master tracer. Fig. 3, indicating that all pieces

have been received and are in the stockroom. The

MAKE FOR
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master tracer is then posted to the stock control cards

for future reference.

In the meantime a copy of the parts list containing

all the stock requisitions for parts necessary to bnild

the tailstocks has been sent by the works office to the

stockroom. The parts called for that are in stock

are delivered to the assembling department. Green

shortage slips which indicate the parts that are short

are also sent to the assembling department. These

green shortage slips are put into an assembly shortage

board at the assembly foreman's desk. From these

anyone can tell immediately just what pieces are short

to complete the assemblj' of the units. As the parts

are sent to the assembly foreman the green shortage

slips are removed from the board until all are gone.

A tracer is continually watching the assembly

shortage board for green shortage slips. If any differ-

ence exists between his tracer shortage slips and the

green shortage slips he immediately informs the stock

control desk and has the difference adjusted.

RUN NO 23.6
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Standardizing Motor Bus Bodies

Vol. 8, No. 6

TWO year.s ago the California Body Building Com-

pany had hundreds of different sizes and shapes of

patterns for use in building various styles of motor

bus bodies. Nearly every order required considerable

special work which made the job both slow and expen-

sive. At that time L. McAbee took charge of the

department and introduced standarization.

His first act was to have the accumulation of patterns

destroyed and replaced by about 50 others that were

2). Quantity produe- Index Number

tion has greatly lowered 629.113 Automobile manufacture

the cost of bodies and

because parts can now be taken from stock the speed of

filling orders is increased.

Drawings for special jobs are laid out to full scale

on a large blackboard (Fig. 1) from which the mill

foreman obtains necessaiy information for making any

special parts required. A complete set of full-size jigs

is made on all orders for five or more bodies. These

jigs are adjustable to several body styles.

Bodies are erected on a portable platform which pro-

vides supports under the body sills .so that doors can

be hung, and also makes movement of the body about

the shop an easy task for two men. The sides, floor,

top, and framing are completed in the erecting depart-

ment before the body is moved to the location where

metal parts are attached to it. This company uses cast

aluminum corners in the rear in order to increase

strength and resistance to blows from collisions.

Fig. 1 P.\TTERNS Are Uuno in- Orderly Arr.\ngement

properly designed to aid the standardization work.

By making various combinations of these 50 patterns

it is possible to build a number of diiferent types of

bodies. Besides reducing the number of patterns to

an extent which permits them all to be hung in an

orderly array on the wall (Fig. 1), the change had

a very beneficial effect on the production methods used.

Since nearly all patterns were used on several body

styles there was a regular demand for parts made

from them. Tills fact enables the company to produce

parts in quantities to he stored in special racks (Fig.

KiG. i; Sin';ci,\i. Hacks for Storing Parts

Fig. :-i c;k.\.ne L'sed kok 1'l-\cing Bls Body o.n C-'u.\ssis

A modern development is to provide space on the

roof for luggage rather than in a boot at the rear of

the bus. This distributes the weight more evenly,

increases the appearance of the bus, and provides more

carrying space for passengers. Tops of such buses are

reinforced with straps of 14 in. iron bolted to the top

plates. The top of the roof is protected from excessive

wear by the use of hardwood strips spaced 1 in. apart.

When the body is ready to be placed on the chassis

the platform is moved under a specially designed crane

(Fig. 3) by means of which the same 2 men who moved

the body can quickly and easily transfer it to the

chassis. This crane consists of 2 parallel I-beam tracks

90 ft. long on which run 2 chain blocks. Hanging to

the blocks is an I-beam carrying 2 trolleys which

snp])ort heavy trusses. To these trusses are attached

the chains that hook into the sill of the bus body. The

chain blocks have a 5-ft. extension on the operating

shaft which enables the operators (one for each hoist)

to rai.se and lower the body into proper position.



Industrial Unemployment Insurance
Problems Affecting- Its Operation

By S. B. ACKERMAN
Assistant Professor of Insvrayicc, New York University

UXDER our industrial system iiiipmployment has

always existed. Various plans have been in-

stituted to alleviate this eondition. one of which

is commonly known as unemployment insurance.

Europe has had schemes of unemployment insurance

for many years. These schemes are usually state sub-

sidized, the employer and employee contributing:. In

spite of these schemes, one cannot say that unemploy-

ment has been eliminated; biit there is an attempt to

reduce the evil by spreading the burden over society

at large.

Before the World "War. the demand for insurance

against unemployment did not receive much attention

in this country. In the United States bills have been

introduced for unemployment insurance, but as yet no

state legislature or congress has passed any statute

covering this subject. However, this country is eon-

fronted with the demand for unemployment insurance.

It is a demand arising from the organized worker and

presented to the employers by union organizations. One
of these imions, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of

America, has succeeded in introducing unemployment

insurance as a part of its agreement with the clothing

manufacturers of the Chicago market. Several other

unions have similar agreements.

To those who have investigated the subject, the

method followed by these unions seems anomalous. In

Europe the plan of unemployment insurance is to

cover employees countrywide. In the United States

the plans that are being introduced do not seem to

be concerned with the entire body of workers but only

attempt to protect certain union employees. In Eng-

land an attempt was made by manufacturers to change

the general scheme covering all workers to a scheme

that each industry should take care of its own unem-

ployment problem. ]\Ian\ifacturers in certain trades

contended that they were bearing the burden of un-

employment in other lines of work. In a referendum

on this subject the organized workers of England voted

against the plan for unemployment insurance by in-

dustry. And yet in the United States such a plan is

being advocated and introduced by workers ! The prob-

able reason for this is that the unions believe that the

introduction of unemployment insurance by industry

offers the easiest method to gain their purpose at the

present time. The use of this method means there is

no need to wait an unknown period of time for gov-

ernment legislation.

The contract with the Amalgamated Clothing

Workers is the first contract of this character in the

United States and unemployment insurance will, prob-

ably in the near future, cover the entire needle in-

dustry, because of the similar philosophy of the various

Index Number

331.2544 Unemployment

insurance

needle-worlicrs through-

out this country. It is

advisable, therefore, to

give a complete survey

of the agreement. The principal provisions are as

follows

:

1. The members of the union must contribute IVo per

cent of their wages and the manufacturer must

contribute a similar amount to an iinemployment

fund which is under the direction of a Board

of Trustees.

•J. No emiiloyee can receive more than an amount equal

to 5 weekly benefits in a single year, but no

benefits are payable unless there are funds avail-

able.

:?. The benefits are only payable for involuntary unem-

ployment resulting from lack of work. No em-

ployee is entitled to any benefit who voluntarily

leaves his employment, or who is discharged for

cause, or who declines to accept suitable employ-

ment. Benefits are not available to any employee

while on strike or who has ceased to work in

violation of the trade agreement in force.

4. If an employee has not regularly paid his contribu-

tion, his benefit is limited to one full weekly

benefit for every 10 full weekly contributions in

a single year.

'). In complete unemployment the employee must reg-

ister with the employment exchange, and unem-

ployment is deemed to begin on the date of

registration.

6. The benefit payable is limited to 40 per cent of the

average full time weekly wage of the employee,

but the benefit cannot exceed $20.

7. The fund is not permitted to accumulate beyond

an amount equal to double the maximum unem-

ployment benefits which would be payable during

a period of two years to all contributing em-

ployees of the manufacturer. Whenever the fund

reaches that amount all further payments by the

manufacturer and the employees cease except for

employees who have not contributed during the

period of one full year. Payments into the fund

commence again when the fund is reduced to an

amount less than the total maximum benefit which

would be payable during a iieriod of one year

to all contributing employees.

5. Neither the manufacturer nor the union has any

risrht, property, or interest in the fund. The

fund is not subject to attachment by reason of

any claim on behalf of any person against the

manufacturer, the union, or an employee.

647
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9. The principle and interest of the fund, except an
amount required for current use, must be in-

vested in the direct obligations of the United

States government.

This agreement is probabty not a final one. It may
be said to be an experimental agreement and without

doubt will ultimately be radically modified. Com-
parison may well be made with the Compensation Law
when first introduced in this country. In a brief period

of 10 years the Compensation Law has been constantly

changed giving the worker greater and more adequate

benefits. There is reason for the a.ssumption that there

will be a similar development of the clothing workers'

agreement and it will therefore be advisable to discuss

some of the problems that exist and that will eventually

arise if unemployment insurance by industry is ex-

tended. The problems discussed are not necessarily

intended as a criticism of the Amalgamated Worker's
Agreement, but that agreement will be used as a basis

for discussion.

The following problems will be considered :

1. Definition of unemployment.
2. ExiJerience rating.

3. Period of payment of benefits.

4. Contribution by employer or employee.

5. What is industry?

6. State supervision.

7. The actuarial problem.

1. Definition of Unemployment.—The first problem

that we have to consider is what is meant by unem-
ployment. One definition that has been suggested is

:

"A workman is unemployed when he is able-bodied,

willing to work, efficient at his own trade, and is \inable

to find employment because of lack of work." If this

definition is accepted, the aged, the physicially dis-

abled, the inefficient are excluded. Such persons who
are unable to find woi-k will have to secure benefits from
sources other than payment out of funds supplied by

industry.

There are many other definitions of unemployment
possible and it will be necessary for all future con-

tracts to define clearly this work. The contract of the

Amalgamated Clothing Woi-kers provides that unem-
ployment benefits shall be paid for lack of suitable

work. What is suitable work? It is to be noted that

this contract and other contracts are following a gen-

eral tendency to pay benefits for lack of suitable

worlc. Tills moans that even if a worker can find some
employment which he can perform in another un-

suitable trade, he need not accept that employment if

he does not so desire and will not lose his benefits for

his refusal. It is evident that the cost of insurance

will depend on whether tiie dcfinitiim of uncmployiiient

includes lack of suitable work or inability to find work
regardless of suitability. Attention should be called to

the fact that if a worker will only receive benefits

due to inability to find any work, he may become a

competitor in a trade foreign to his own and probahly

will affect the living wage level.

Moreover, does suitable work mean suitable work at

the employee's domicile or anywhere in the Ignited

States? To illu.strate let us take the case of a young
man who has no ties, M'hatsoever, to prevent him from
going from one center to another to seek employment.
The Chicago market suddenly finds itself unable to

keep all of its help employed. Men become idle and
there is no suitable employment to be found as a

clothing worker in the home town. However, in Roches-

ter and New York and other manufacturing centers

there is an abundance of work, and insufficient hands

to perform all the work necessary. Would it be proper

to give this man benefits when there is sufficient work
in the industry in a distant market? It is inad-

visable for such a man to stay in one place and be

partially supported when, in other places, he can find

work at his trade.

2. Experience rating.—One of the provisions of the

agreement makes an attempt to distinguish between

types of employers. All must contribute an amount
based upon the same percentage of the pay-roll, but

the contributions of any employer cease when the fund
contains an amount equal to twice the maximum
amount that the employer would have to pay to the

contributing employees for one year. There is a rec-

ognition that manufacturers have different abilities,

different methods of manufacturing, and different

methods of distribution. Some employers have the

power to provide their employees with continuous work.

Other employers are only able to operate their plant

intermittently.

These facts give rise to the following question

—

Should not a scientific plan be devised whereby the

well-organized manufacturer receives a return of part

of his contribution, and the inefficient manufacturer be

forced to make an additional contribution? This pro-

posal is similar to the one used in the experience

rating plan in Workmen's Compensation Insurance.

Under this scientific plan the manufacturer who has

a favoi-able loss ratio in proportion to the premium
that he has paid, is allowed a premium reduction in

future policy years, whereas the manufacturer whose

loss ratio is unfavorable, is compelled to pay an addi-

tional charge. There is no doubt that the introduc-

tion of the experience-rating plan has made the manu-
facturer study methods to reduce compensation losses.

A similar x^lan offering sufficient monetary incentive

introduced in unemployment insurance would also tend

to reduce periods of unemployment.
3. Period of payment of benefits. If the worker is

unemployed for more than five weeks, he no longer

can receive any a.ssistance under this plan. It is difficult

lo see how an arbitrarily short period will help. In

compensation insurance, the tendency is to pay the

injured until he returns to work. This recognizes the

right of the injured worker to be partially supported

without time limitation and the cost to be charged to

the specific industry in which the injured was em-

ployed. Unless a similar theory is accepted in unem-
jiloyment insurance it must mean that if the employee

has no funds and the union cannot aid him, he becomes

an object of charity. But to prevent the worker from

being an object of charity is the very aim of unem])loy-

ment insurance. The period will donbtlesslj^ be ex-

tended. If unemployment insurance is acceptable to

industry then the worker slioiild receive iinemjiloy-

n
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ment benefits as long as he cannot find employment.

4. Cotitrihutioii hi/ cmphiicr (i»d employee. As

stated in the agreement the contribution is jointly made

by employer and employee. How long will joint con-

tributions last? The worker's psychologj- is that he

is not being paid enough and he will claim that any

contribution by him lowers his standard of living. In

this country there is a tendency to give the worker

the benefit of social insurance as a right under the

contract of employment. The Compensation Laws

u.'^ually provide that it is illegal for the employee to

contribute any jiortion of the W(u-knien's compensation

premium with the employer. The probability is that

future unemployment insurance agreements will place

the entire burden on the employer who, of course, will

attempt to shift the cost to the consumer. The em-

ployer's problem will be to devise means to shift the

incidence of unemployment in.sui-ance. Will the cost

be such that it can be absorbed in the selling price

of the commodity or will it be so burdensome that

profits will have to be reduced and tend to drive cap-

ital out of the industry ? Assuming that the clothing

manufacturer bore the entire cost under the present

agreement, the additional cost of manufacturing would

be approximately 1 per cent. This percentage would

rise, of course, if the benefits were liberalized.

5. ^Yhat is industry.'—As stated previously, the con-

tract attempts to cover the members of a particular

union. The union agreement does not include any

workers unless they are members of the union. Em-
ployees working in the garment industry who do not

come within the jurisdiction of the union are excluded.

Unfortunately, any contract of this kind must cause

ill feeling among the employees. The shutting down
of a plant means that some employees Avill receive

benefits and others will not. arraying Avorker against

worker. In future agreements the contract should

provide that all workers in the industry be included

similar to the coverage of employees under our com-

pensation law.

Furthermore, a study must be made to determine

the necessary number of workers in any given indus-

try. It is a well-known fact that certain industries

are overmanned. To extend unemployment insurance

by industry without the determination of the number

of workers necessary means that even under the most

favorable circumstances there will always be payments

of benefits in the overmanned industries. This raises

the question whether it is economic always to pay a

certain number of employees unemiiloyment benefits

in order that there should be a constant reserve to

meet unexpected contingencies.

6. State supervision.—As the contract under dis-

cussion did not arise due to interference by state legis-

lation there is no provision that the state should

have any supervisory power. If this is an insurance

contract, especially a contract covering social insur-

ance, should not the state have .supervision over the

fund and its administration? As time goes on. the

state is taking a more active part in the supervision

of insurance companies. Many of the operations of

these companies cainiot be compared in importance

with the operations of an unemployment insurance

board. Should the state be barred from supervising

the activities arising out of the unemployment insur-

ance agreement '. Based on European experience we

may expect the interference of the state. If such ex-

pectation is reasonable the right of the state in this

matter should be clearly defined. The right of the

state should be limited to investigation of the ad-

ministration of the fund and the supervision of

investments.

7. The actuarial probhtn.—In this article the words

'"unemployment insurance" have been used. The rea-

son for this is that the word insurance has always

been connected with contracts giving benefits against

unemployment by payments out of contributed funds.

The English unemployment insurance scheme which

is based on a nation-wide distribution, aiul therefore

is not as limited as an industrial fund, cannot be said

to have demonstrated as yet that rates can be meas-

ured actuarially and therefore at all times provide a

solvent fund. The aim of insurance is to distribute

the burden and provide a fund by contributions which

will always have sufficient amounts to pay any claims

made upon that fund. If the English fund has not

succeeded up to the present in operating on a sound

insurance basis it can hardly be expected that the

narrow industrial fund will succeed immediately. Even

if unemployment can ultimately be measured scien-

tifically, that time seems distant. The funds that are

being created will at times find themselves with large

amounts subject to the limits of the agreements, and

at times with inadequate amounts, depending upon

economic conditions. If the amount is inadequate, the

employer will have to decide whether he desires to

make further contributions to enable the worker to

draw benefits due to lack of work.

The need for some form of unemployment insurance

is becoming increasingly important. It has been a

matter of general information for several years that

the first requisite for a satisfactory job is its con-

tinuity. The larger body of workers, and that part

which produces a very large proportion of our economic

goods, is primarily interested in obtaining a position

from which the fear of loss of income through unem-

ployment lias been eliminated. Tinemploymeut insur-

ance, properly conducted, will give workers affected by

it a sense of security that is sure to heighten their

morale and to react favorably upon their output and

their viewjioint toward all industrial activity. Disre-

garding the humanitarian aspects of the subject, and

looking at it mercenarily it promises advantages to em-

ployers outweighing any disadvantage it may possess.

It is hoped tiuit investigation of the problems dis-

cussed will assist in the pre|iarati(Ui of future agree-

ments. As stated previously the agreement of the

Amalgamated Clothing Workers is a pioneer agree-

ment. The time is near for markets other than the

Chicago market to consider the demand for unemploy-

ment insurance. Two new contracts are about to be

made in the New York market. The ojierations of all

these agreements should be watched with sympathy and

ojien-mindedness. trusting that the evil of present con-

ditions may be alleviated and that the paymeut of

benefits will be nu^rely incidental to the introduction

of new methods to make work available to men and

women in all occupations throughout the year.
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Copper Bars That Bend Only One Way
IN the Research Laboratory of the General Electric

Company at Schenectady there have been produced

bars of copper which can be bent double with one

finger but which require considerable strength to

straighten again. These bars are really single crystals

of pure copper and their production and examination

have revealed numerous important facts concerning

crystalline structure.

Heretofore knowledge of the properties of crystalline

materials has been gained from the examination of

quantities of small crystals of which the usual piece

of metal is composed. Zinc, for instance, is known
as a brittle substance since a rod of zinc will break

Fig. 1 Copper Bars Coxtainixg Oxlt One Crystal

very readily if it is bent. Yet a single small crystal

of zinc can be drawn out to six times its length in

one direction but is extremely brittle in the other direc-

tion. Thus the property of brittlene.ss possessed by a

rod of zinc arises from the fact that it is composed of

crystals, pointing in all directions, so it has the com-

bined properties of the crystals. If a rod could be

produced in which the crj-stals all pointed in the same
direction the rod would have properties similar to those

of a single crystal.

Using a modification of the method devised by
Dr. P. W. Bridgman of Harvard University, Dr.

Wheeler P. Davey of General Electric Company has

succeeded in producing a single crystal of copper % in.

in diam. and 6 in. long, as well as numerous smaller

crystals. (See Fig. 1).

Very gradual heating and cooling of pure copper in

an electric furnace was the method emploj-ed. When
molten metal is cooled quickly the resultant mass is

composed of verj^ small crystals; when the cooling

process is lengthened the crystals produced are larger.

Following this line of thought a bar of pure .copper

was enclosed in a cylindrical carbon crucible, placed

in an electric furnace, and the molten mass cooled so

slowly that but one crystal was formed which included

the entire melt. The atoms of copper were given

plenty of time to arrange themselves and they formed a

single large crystal rather than a multitude of small

ones.

A crystal about as large as a lead pencil bends as

easily as does a piece of soft wax but it cannot be

straightened again any easier than an ordinary ])iece

of copper. CSep Fig. 2). When the bar is compcsed

Index Number

669.3 Copper crystals

of a single crystal all its

component atoms are ar-

ranged in columns
equally spaced. When
it is bent this arrangement is disturbed and it becomes

a piece of ordinary copper composed of many small

crystals facing in all directions.

The method by which Dr. Davey proved that he had
produced a single large crystal is interesting since the

crystal differs little, externally, from an ordinary

I^iece of the metal. X-ray analysis furnished con-

vincing proof that the rod was composed of but one

copper crystal.

Usual examinations of crystalline substances consist

of i^lacing a small tube of the substance, finely pow-
dered, in the path of a narrow beam of X-rays of

known wave length. The arrangement of the atoms

in each minute crystal causes the X-ray to be turned
in different directions and thus produce a series of

lines on a photographic film. Study of these lines

then reveals the arrangement of the atoms in the

crystal and their distances from each other. Copper
crystals conform to the face-centered cubic system.

In examining the large crystal it was swung back
and forth through an angle of 30 deg. with its edge
in the path of the X-rays. The rotation of the single

crystal produced the same effect as that obtained from
a stationary powdered sample and a pattern was made
on a stationarv film. A moving film was also used

Fig. Copper Bar, If Given .v Jerking Motion, Bends as
Easily as Wax

mounted on the turntable with the crystal. If the

specimen had not been a single crystal no lines would
have been obtained on the moving film since the X-rays
would have affected the entire film uniformly. The
lines were obtained, however, and comparison of the

two negatives showed that the axis of the crystal was
parallel to the direction of cooling of the ingot.
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Planning Repair Work

By L. W. CONWXT
Plant Engineer, F. H. Conant's Sons, Inc.

TOO frequently per- mdex Number

haps the possibilities 658.58 Maintenance and repair

of scientific management
are seen only in the light of their application to the

major manufacturing processes of a plant. Repair

and maintenance functions, and particularly the work

of improvements in heating, lighting, and similar

equipment, will many times offer unexpected oppor-

tunities for reducing costs. Gantt's principle that the

greatest savings are to be effected through having

materials invariably at hand vrhenever and where-

ever they are needed offers surprising opportunities for

economies in this field.

As an example of the possibilities for improvement

in work of this kind the writer can conceive of no

better case than the problem of remodeling a heating

or sprinkling system of piping in a plant already in

operation. Methods generally employed for such work,

even in well-organized establishments, are likely to

be those of the ordinaiy plumber. Any such task

necessarily involves a large supply of different varieties

of pipe fittings, usually ordered especially for the job,

but without any adequate record or plan as to which

parts are to be used at any particular point. A natural

sequence is, therefore, that from the time of receiving

the material until such parts as prove to be actually

needed have finally been fitted into place, the work

is carried on in a shamefully hit-or-miss fashion.

Only one who has actually taken part in installation

work of this kind appreciates fully the enormous

amount of time and effort which can be uselessly

expended in this way.

In the instance of installing vacuum hot water re-

turns on an antiquated system of heating in an old

plant, the writer had ample opportunity to observe

and study the methods usually employed. When un-

dertaking the work of replumbing a coil, for example,

the plumber and his helper would attempt to carry

with them from the base of supply such material as

it was supposed would be required for a particular job.

A dozen or more varieties of T's, L's, nipples, etc.,

were available, and even with the best judgment it was

difficult to predetermine with any accuracy which

types or sizes would be needed. As a result a number

of different sizes of each kind would be thrown pro-

miscuously into a lug box, and carried, together with

the tools, to the place of operation.

Usually the actual job would be scarcely started

before trouble would be encountered. Some unfore-

seen condition would require an unusual type of

fitting, and work would be held up while the helper

returned to the main source of supply to obtain one

fitting. Frequently several of these would be brought

to make sure of having them in the future, with the

result that soon the lug-box was a conglomerate mass

of fittings, including many duplicates. Through these

it was necessary to paw whenever a particular fitting

was required. Other objections to such a situation,

which it seemed grew only worse and worse, were the

time required to return superfluous parts to the supply

base when the box became overloaded, and the all-too-

frequent interruptions of the plumber's work.

In lieu of the above method, after a careful study

had been made both of the extent and the nature of

the work to be performed, the supplying of material

was placed on an entirely different basis. A complete

classification of all the pipe fittings required and on

hand was first made, this being readily done by ar-

ranging the parts on a floor at the point of main

supply, according to the type of fitting in one direc-

tion, and to size in a direction at right angles to the

first. Three rather flat, wooden boxes were then pro-

vided, small enough to be easily carried, but sufficiently

large to contain and make readily accessible the max-

imum number of each part which could possibly be

required in fitting up one coil or radiator. A list of

the parts was also prepared, in the order in which

thej' lay upon the floor, and provision made for check-

ing off any part which was used in an assembly. With
this simple but complete assortment of material the

plumber and helper were prepared to meet the most

unlooked-for requirements, and this without hesitation

or recourse to their main source of supply.

The procedure of maintaining the movable supplies

was equally simple and proved quite effective. Imme-
diately upon the completion of one job, for example,

the fitting of a radiator with valves, expansion trap,

and a pipe leading to the return, the completed work
would be gone over and a check placed opposite the

name of each part actually installed in the line. A
single trip to the main source of supply with a small

pan or lug-box would then suffice to replenish all of the

missing parts, which could quickly be distributed to

their proper places in the flat boxes by the helper upon
his return. With a little care in keeping on hand
the maximum number of each part which might pos-

sibly be required on any one job, and by unfailingly

taking the very few moments necessary to replenish

supplies between operations, highly satisfactory results

were obtained, with notable savings of time, effort, and
expense.

Reducing Tractor Idle Time

By CHARLES W. GEIGER

Index Number

658.281 Trucking
WHEN the material

to be transported

is of such nature that

loading must be done piecemeal, thus requiring con-

siderable time, the problem of keeping motive equip-

ment in continuous operation becomes serious.

A San Francisco lumber company has solved it by

using trailers and 3-wheel tractors. A trailer is sup-

ported on a specially designed jack (Fig. 1) while it

is being loaded. A tractor, which has been hauling

another trailer during the loading process, backs under

the forward part of the load. A removable piece on

the jack is knocked off allowing the load to drop on

the rear of the tractor. The load is chained to the

tractor and is ready to move.
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Fig. 1 Tr.\!I,er SfHPOUTED ON Speci.\llt Designed Jack

Fig. 2 LAJiGE LOAIi in- I.I -.ilil ': II- i I

AND Three-Wheel Tr.\ctor

I'railee

Fig. 2 gives a very good idea of the size of loads

that niav be carried in this \vav.

Use of the Routing Analy.sis

By J. HORACE VAN NICE

Index Number

658.512 Routing
INVESTIGATION of

our blue-print de-

partment to discover the

reasons for failure to meet schedules led to the con-

clusion that there must be unnecessary o])erations

performed, for, wiiile the general planning dejjartment

routine seemed to be followed the finished prints came
through the process entirely too slowly. A routing

analysis was decided upon to uncover the trouble.

A detailed record of even the most trivial ojieia-

tions. brought out the desii-ed information. For
example, when the long roll of printed pai^er came
from the machine it was sent to the trimming gang
following the official layout of the job. But the rout-

in<r analysis betrayed the fact that the trimming was
subdivided into 7 separate operations, and that these

were separated into 3 diffei-ent periods, by one inspec-

tion and one numbering operation. The gang ho.ss

had made this finer division thinking to make the in-

dividual ojierations neai'er fool-proof. It took very
little lime-stiuiy to convince him of his error.

Some other facts concerning the method.s then used
that were broujrht out hv the routin<r analvsis were:

1. That the ofScial layout was constantly disregarded

by gang bosses who gave preferential or special

service at the cost of the regularly scheduled jobs.

2. That the failure to meet schedules had been
"remedied" by adding to the force, with the

result that many operations had been literally

divided until the time required was several times

the original allowance, while the surplus help

merely caused inaccurate work.

3. That divi.sion of responsibility had led to duplica-

tion of gangs supposedly doing the same work,

with the result that oftentimes a double order

was printed, and the extra prints destroyetl by
the shipping group.

4. That orders going through the regular proce.ss were
robbed to complete special orders.

•5. That groups were organized for particular opera-

tions and did nothing unless their particular class

of work was necessary on the order then in

process.

In other words, the routing analysis made by follow-

ing the job in detail brought out all the weaknesses
of the system. Since "Knowledge is Power," the

analysis furnished the planning department with all

the necessary facts with which to combat the evils.

Sheet Steel Stacking Equipment
By A. L. GREENE
Buffalo Forge Company

FOR the purpose of Index Number

small unit transpor- 658.281 ludustrial trucks

tation in the industrial

plant, the electric truck has efficiently tilled the needs.

For lifting purposes, the hand and electric crane is

familiar to all. The limitation of the former lies in

the fact that it is a one-level unit, or at best capable

of only small elevations; the drawback to the latter,

particularly in the case of handling a large number
of small ai-ticles over considerable areas of floor space,

is the element of time and labor costs.

Tudoubtedly each factory has its own individual

I

Fig. 1 H.MLWAV Ki.kvatok
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transi)ort;iti(iii problems to solve, deiifmling' in eaeh

case on a multitude of varied factors, such as character

of product, weijiht. placement, height, etc. In solving

some of these problems, considerable skill and ingenuity

frequently are exercised in designing an apparatus to

till the particular need.

A case in point concerns the difficulties experienced

in stocking sheet steel plates at the plant of the Buffalo

Forge Company. Specially constructed racks were

built extending the entire width of the room and from

the floor line to the ceiling, some 14 ft. in height. The

difficulty here was to find an efficient way to pile the

heavy plates in the upper tier of racks. For some

time a force of laborers was employed to stack these

by hand. To unload an average car of steel (35 to

40 tons) it required o men w(u-king steadily for 4

days. Aside from the excessive labor costs entailed,

this method had other disadvantages. It was difficult

to keep a labor force employed at this kind of work,

while considerable loss of time was also experienced

in taking the sheet steel down from the racks again

when needed. The space required by the metal while

waiting to be stacked required valuable floor area as

well.

It was finally decided to install an elevator rail-

way. Because of the heavy duty for which this ap-

paratus was to be used, the .company officials decided

to build a unit to suit their particular needs. The

result is shown in the accompanying illustration.

This unit has an elevating platform approximately

96x93 in. The height is 12 ft. It is of all steel

construction and has two trucks of 7 ft. gage, run-

ning on rails sunk flush with the floor. Floor clear-

ance is 9 in. For motive power a constant speed, 3 hp.

electric motor operates the truck forward or backward

on the track, and by means of a gear shift of special

design this same motor is made to operate the plat-

foi-m—that is. to raise or lower it as desired. The

truck and platform, however, cannot be operated at

the .same time. Electric current is supplied by means

of an overhead trolley connection.

The factor in design which differentiates this from

the usual elevator railway is the employment of four

screw hoists for operatiug the platform. The usual

arrangement is to use but two hoists. The screw hoists

used here are each 2 in. in diameter and 12 ft. in

length, one being placed at each corner of the truck.

Each sei-ew is supported at the bottom and top in

babbitted bearings; the lower bearing, however, acts

merely in the capacity of a stabilizer, while the upper

bearing acts as the .screw^ support. In this manner, the

four screw hoists exert a pull, rather than a thrust,

when raising the platform, and thereby buckling is

prevented. The driving power for each screw is ap-

plied at the lower bearing sui)port. A lifting capacity

of approximately 10 tons is ]iossible with this elevator

railway.

The time, labor, and cost-saving effected by this

apparatus in the plant of the Buffalo Forge Company

is illustrated by the following: In place of 5 men

needing 4 days to unload a car of .steel, it now takes

2 men but half a day to unload this same amount. This

represents a saving in labor costs of .$80 for one car

alone. This modified railway again proves a great

lai)()r-saving device in removing the .steel from the

raclcs. Tile illustration here shows the clear area of

floor space afforded by having the sheet metal prop-

erly stacked in the racks at all limes. Each rack is

numb(>red with the gage metal it contains, as well as

the dimensions of the sheets. With this rail truck

handy it is not necessarj' to maintain a special force

of laborers stacking these sheet steel plates in the racks;

instead any one man can operate the truck as his

needs recjuire.

Home-Ownin,"' Plan

To assist its em- Index Number

ployees who wish to 658.3833 Employee housing

own their own homes, P^^"

the General Electric Company has instituted a Home-

Owning Plan. Nearly everyone has a desire at one

time or another to own a home, ilany, however, even

though they have some money saved and sufficient

earning capacity to make the future payments, hesitate

when they realize the legal procedure necessary and,

especially, the difficulty of securing a second mortgage.

The General Electric Company has made it pos-

sible for an employee of established service and stand-

ing to secure a second mortgage, providing he is able

to invest at least 10 per cent of the value of the

property and has secured a first mortgage. The com-

pany will, on approval of the Works Housing Com-

mittee, assist him to finance a second mortgage through

a local bank.

So that the financial obligations may be met with

the least trouble, arrangements can be made with the

company whereby weekly deductions are njade from

the employee's pay envelope, the deductions to be de-

termined by the amount of the .second mortgage. This

method relieves the employee of all worry regarding

the mortgage, as the company assumes the responsi-

bility of having money at the bank to meet interest

payments.

Second mortgage payments are adjusted each

quarter. Total payments during the quarter are

applied, first in paying interest due, and the remainder

in reducing the principal. This plan, similar to that

of Building and Loan Associations, liquidates the obli-

gation in a sh(U-t time, which is. of course, desirable.

Second mortgages under the General Electric i)lan

must be paid within 8 years, and weekly deductions

are based on this period. For example, a .'}!2000 second

mortgage may be paid oft' by weekly wage deductions

of .$6. At the end of the first (juarter. .$78 would

be accumulated, of which $30 would be used for interest

payments and $48 applied against the principal. At

the end of the eighth year, this $78 would be divided.

.$1.85 interest and $76.15 princijial. and the next

quarter would wipe out the debt.

This iilan is intended to aid employees in obtaining

homes for their own use. It will not be used to help

them purchase houses for investment. Only one- or

two-family houses can be obtained and the employee,

in order to be eligible for assistance, must own no

other houses. Wide latitude, in keeping with sound

judgment, is allowed the employee in selecting the loca-

tion of his home, and he may either buy or build.
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What Does Your Equipment Save?

IN many of their contacts with manufacturing plants,

the editors of Management and Administration

have had occasion to ask : What does your equipment

save? There seems to be in the answers a strong con-

viction that mechanical methods for handling materials,

improved machinery for manufacturing, newer devices

for power generation, greater facilities connected with

the plant buildings, and all other betterments, have

more than justified their costs. But as for calculating

operating expenses, unit costs, and the actual savings

brought about, this has rarely been done. Preliminary

judgment, and the statement or guarantee of the maker

of such equipment finally closed the contract, and there

has been no follow-up to see what really was accom-

plished.

Here is a serious matter. In the first place, it is

poor management not to know such facts. The equip-

ment may be losing money for the concern, although

this is not often the case.

The real truth, however, is that in most cases 'the

maker of the new equipment never got full credit for

what was actually accomplished through his apparatus

in the way of savings. Probably many managers who
win laurel crowns for successful plant operation, owe

a lot of this credit to the manufacturers who have sold

them equipment, neither party to the transaction real-

izing that the buyer was going to fall into a veritable

gold mine of savings.

This is the other side of the story. How few manu-

facturers take the trouble to find out what savings

customers actually make through the use of new equip-

ment which they have installed ! What red-hot selling

arguments they pass up by missing these opportuni-

ties! The information is not hard to get. Through

their own organizations, or some trained outside agency,

this data can be correctly and fully compiled. The

compilation is, in most cases, just as gratifying to the

customer as it is to the maker of the equipment. Noth-

ing compares with such definite proof of service, in

building up friendship and good-will between buyer

and seller. I\loroover, it is uj) to the maker of the

equipment to see that the customer knows how to run

it with the highest economy, and how to get the very

most out of it.

Managers, therefore, lose chances of demonstrating

executive ability to their stockholders when they buy

and operate equipment without going to the trouble of

thoroughly analyzing the results. If a mistake has been

made in the purchase, it is better to know it and cor-

rect it at once. If the new equipment does even better

than anticipated, surely no manager wants to hide the

fact that in its selection he has demonstrated that he

is a good manager. As for the maker of the apparatus,

nothing succeeds like success. Nothing will pull in

orders and build up profits and prestige like the con-

vincing and undisputable evidence of past achieve-

ments that have gone way beyond original guarantees

in saving money to the purchaser.

Management Week

MANAGEMENT WEEK, October 20 to 25, 1924,

was observed in 47 centers. Reports of many of

these meetings, sent in at the request of Management
AND Administration by the chairmen or secretaries of

local committees, show live interest in the topic, "Better

Management Through Budgeting."

In 35 cities from which we have complete reports, the

nature of observances was as follows:

Luncheon or dinner meetings. . 67

Professional meetings 41

Civic club meetings 13

Radio talks 19

Number of talks delivered 162

The luncheon meetings proved the most popular from

point of numbers held. Ifis difficult to draw a distinc-

tion between professional and civic club meetings, be-

cause members of each of these classes of associations

intermingled at both. Bankers, business men, man-

agers, accountants, engineers, and public officials all

had a share in making the week a success.

The committees, both central and local, representing

the five participating national societies and many civic

clubs, deserve the heartiest congratulations, not only for

picking out the topic and planning the observance, but

also for getting the idea across in such splendid shape.

In scarcely any instance was the topic side-stepped for

some other theme.

Business Ethics

CAVEAT EMPTOR? No, it is no longer consid-

ered good form in the best business circles to put

the burden of proof on the buyer. The days when busi-

ness transactions were conducted under the same rules

of conduct as those prevailing in the profession of

which David Ilarum was such an able exponent, have

gone, never to come back. Business is no longer trying

to get as much return as possible for as little service

as possible. Instead, the exact reverse of this is the

prevailing spirit among business men of today.

There are many reasons for this change. Possibly

the most potent one was succinctly expressed by B. A.

Frankin at the 1924 National Convention of the Society

of Industrial Engineers when he said, "... there is

more profit in working for service than there is in

working for profit." Profit is the ultimate reason for

the existence of every business enterprise, and no mode

of industrial procedure will long endure that does not

contribute in some way to the financial success of the

enterprise. It is particularly gratifying to know that

654
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modern business has become convinced that not only

does working for the interests of the public give a pro-

found feeling of satisfaction, but it also is an invest-

ment that pays big dividends.

An oft-quoted example of this is the career of Henry
Ford. In numerous statements he has given the pur-

pose of his company as being, primarily, service—to

give the public the greatest value possible for the least

outlay of money. Obviously, there have been many
other important factors contributing to his phenomenal

success, but in the absence of contradictory informa-

tion, one is inclined to give due credit to all the mechan-

isms he uses, and rendering service is an important

one.

A manifestation of this application of a modernized

Golden Rule to business transactions is seen in the num-
bers of codes of business conduct that have been pre-

pared and adopted by all sorts of business organiza-

tions throughout the country. A short while ago we
had the privilege of seeing a collection of over 200

such codes covering practically every branch of busi-

ness activity in the country. The Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States has compiled ethical codes

of about 95 trade associations and more are being added

constantly.

Although some of these codes are devoted to trade

practices and customs to the exclusion of any rules of

conduct, a large majority of them set forth ethical prin-

ciples upon which are based all their trade regulations.

At their last annual meeting the National Chamber of

Commerce adopted 15 principles of business conduct

which are representative of those now used to govern

business dealings throughout the country. And, to our

mind, in their first principle is expressed the epitome

of the other li and of all similar codes. This first

principle of conduct is: The foundation of iusiness is

confidence, which springs from integrity, fair dealing,

efficient service, and mutual benefit.

Any business which agrees with this principle and

adopts it as a guide for all transactions will be well

equipped to render service of the highest type.

Administration

COL. GEORGE D. BABCOCK presented a paper

in Chicago during Management "Week on "The
Problem of Administration." As an opening to his

discussion he explained industrial administration and

the activities of the industrial administrator. This sec-

tion of the paper, instructive as one interpretation of a

part of industrial operation, follows

:

Our administrator must be at the bead or apex of the

affairs which we shall discuss, be final authority in matters

pertaining to all activities and must be a co-ordinator and

then a commander of the organization.

His activities may be carried on by personal contact with

the members of his staff, or all of his major personnel, by

conference, by direct instruction, written or verbal; or by

standardized relationships, policies, and practices, so that

repetition or routine may be carried out efficiently and with-

out conflict.

^yhere divisions of a business or industry are not closely

related, the administrator is chiefly active in policies, but in

an industrial enterprise where all divisions are interested in

one product, co-ordination must be effected and commands

given. If a normal administrator delegates his authority to

one or more of his personnel, they become the administrators

in his stead. For the successful conduct of an enterprise

with a complex product, someone, somewhere, with or without

authority, must have the ability to co-ordinate and practice

administration.

Merchandising a variety of articles not closely related in

kind or use, manufactm-ing a variety of parts which are not

from a common material but which are distributed unas-

sembled, are not complex products in the sense of adminis-

tration, but the merchandising of complex installations,

whether domestic or engineering, or the manufactiu-e of com-

plex assemblies as finished products, require a co-ordinating

administrator.

The administration problem of manufacturing a complex

product assembled from a variety of parts, produced from

a variety of raw material contains nearly all of the elements

that come to a business or industrial administrator, since it

involves

:

Organization,

Finance and Law,

Engineering,

Purchasing,

Material Control.

Manufacturing,

Sales and Distribution.

Management and Admixistratiox will be glad to

receive comments and points of view on Colonel Bab-

cock's interpretation of this major industrial activity

and responsibility.

A Pioneer in Cost Accounting

SO ftilly developed is cost accounting as a science and

profession that its comparative newness is often

lost sight of. Only when an event occurs which brings

some part of its beginning home to us do we pause and

measure the development in terms of time. Stich an

event is the death of J. Lee Nicholson, accurately char-

acterized as a pioneer cost accountant and sometimes

referred to as the Father of Cost Accounting.

After a few years spent in industry and accounting

Nicholson founded his own aceotmting firm, in 1889.

From that time on he became an increasing factor in

the development of accounting practice. To him be-

longs the great credit of pioneering in the study of

factory- costs and the development of cost accounting

as an off-shoot of general accounting. In fact his book

"Factory Organization and Costs^' was the first book

dealing with cost accounting by an American account-

ant. It was published as recently as 1909.

Nicholson also was the founder of the National Asso-

ciation of Cost Accountants. After the conclusion of

his war service he issued a call for an organization

meeting in the fall of 1919. The Association was

founded and he became its first president.

Each of these developments is an achievement in

itself and a tribute to the courage, energy, and tire-

lessness of one who possessed the spirit of the pioneer.

American industry owes much to him. to his work, and

to the inspiration that he shed upon those who were

associated with him.
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INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
NEWS FOR THE MANAGEMENT

This department is conducted to give

our readers essential facts regarding items

of industrial equipment recently placed on

the market, that may be used to increase

production or lower costs. Each item is

indexed according to the Dewey Decimal

System so that it can be accurately filed

for future reference. The editors will be

glad to furnish additional information

about any item. All information given is

obtained" from reputable manufacturers,

and Management and Administration

accepts it as reliable.

escapement. Two independent charts

are used whereby scale ranges from 32-

800 deg. F. to 32-3000 deg. F. can be

obtained. Actual scale length is 514 i"-;

resulting in easily read, open gradua-

tions. Record is made on the chart

Pyrometers
Index Number

662.612 Pyrometers
REPUBLIC
.FLOW

METERS COM-
PANY has developed tliree new pyrom-

eters. One is an indicating, wall type

equipped witli a moisture-proof 12-

point rotary, selective, double pole

switch. The scale is long, resulting in

open graduations. It is constructed in

a manner similar to other Republic

pyrometers with extensive use of die

eastings and Bakelite mouldings, and all

parts iiitercliangeable. Four thermo-

couple elements are standard and are

equipped with moisture-jji-oof, enclosed,

thermocouple heads.

A recording pyrometer is another new

product. This has been designed so

that no power passes through the timing

Fig. 1 Wai.i, Type Indicating I'ykomf.tek

Fig. 2 Recording Pyrometer

through a carbon ril)bon which, after

each imprint, is removed from the

range of vision so that the chart can

always be read.

Republic Flow Meters Company is

also manufacturing a portable pyrom-

eter, for use in checking. It has an "on

and off damping switch, easily read-

able scale, accessible binding posts, and

no cover. Like all Republic electric

systems, this is automatically compen-

sated by a Briguet spiral attached to the

control spring.

Pig. 1 Heavy Duty Trailer

face of the tires is maintained on all

wheels over all road or grade conditions.

The low loading edge allows shovels

and other tractor e(|uipment to be run

up on the trailer under their own power.

Tlie trailer is equipped with Timkeii

Heavy Dut>- Trailer

To save time Index Number

in trans- 658.281 Industrial

porting steam trucks

sliovels and other heavy duty cqnip-

nicnf llic Reliance Trailer and Truck

Company, Incoi-porated, lias developed a

lieavy duty trailer capable of hauling a

30-ton load.

The trailer has six wheels: two in

front and four in the rear. The front

wheels have ]0-in. dual tires while the

rear ones are equipped with 7-in. duals.

Tiiis gives a gro.ss of 96 in. of rubber

capable of sustaining G",200 lb. at 700

11>. per in. channel base of tire, the

rci|iiii('menls of most state laws. The

wheels on the rear are mounted in a

line across the ti-ailer and are in pairs,

on two independent rear axles. Each

>(l (d' wlieels can revolve in a vertical

plane; llius full road contact aci'oss the

(i.")(i

Fig. 2 Heavy Duty Trailer Showing
Independent Action or Rear Wheels

bearings so that the minimum of

tractive efit'ort is required to move it.

All four rear wheels are equipped with

heavv dutv external contracting liiakes.

Unit Elevator

ANEW tyjie Index Number
of elect lie 621.867 Electric

ele va t o r d e- elevators

signed i)articularly for use in places

wiiere an elevator witli self-supporting

structure would be desirable is being

manufactureil l)y New Jersey Foundry

and Machine Company. It is so de-

signed that it can be erected quickly by

ordinary meclianics and operated by un-

skilled hiborers.

It is a regular freight elevator with

a self-supporting structure containing

built-in units that require no teclinical

knowledge to assemble in the field. It

is claimed that with extra help on some

of tlie heavier parts, two men should

I
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erect a macliiue coiiiplele in twu ilays.

Aeljiij^tmeiits ai'e few and are all made
at the factoi'v. There is no field wirinjj:.

Field electi'ical connections can he made

Fic. 1 I'xiT Klevatok

in only one way and hy a lahorer with-

out the use of a tool.

Drive is a worm and gear running in

oil. Motor and controller are reversing

hoist tyije. Up and down travel limits

and brake are electric so that control of

platform travel and safety stops are

obtained through fixed wiring. Con-
troller is rope operated from platform
or either level.

Asphalt Pump
Index Number
621.64 Pumps

THE BAR-
BER AS-

PHALT COJI-
PANY is marketing an asphalt jnunp
in the design of which attention has been

given to simplicity, minimum number
of wearing parts, and ease of opera-

tion. All asphalt passages are straight

and steam jackets cover all moving
parts and packing so that the pump can

be stopped or starteil at will without

clearing out. It is ftu'nished in three

standard sizes with rated capacities ol

50 gal. and 200 gal. per min.

Electric Liaht Cleaner

Automatic Compensator

Ay
Automatic Index Number

, High Volt- 621.3193 Starting

age Compensator compensators

iias been placed on the market l)y the

Electric Controller and Manufacturing

Company, it is built for voltages of

2500 and below. It is push-button oper-

ated and entirely automatic. AVith the

exception of the overload panel, whicli

is mounted on the top of the tank, the

compensator is entirely submerged in oil

and the tank is designed to make il

(lust-proof, weather-proof, vapor-prool

and fire-proof. It can be installed either

indoors or outdoors.

A push-button is operated by an in

dependent low-voltage circuit which is

taken from an independent transformer

so that there is no danger of the oper-

ator ever coming into contact with the

Fui 1 AuTOM.\Tic High Volt.\gk

Compensator

Fig. 1 Asphalt Pump

high-voltage circuit. Having the slaii

ing transformers and the operating

mechanism entirely submerged in oil and

automatically operated removes all pos-

sibility of explosions or high voltage

Hashes.

This compensator is designed to apply

continuous torque to the motor from the

lime the push-button is pressed until the

motor has been brought up to speed.

Ojierating the start switch causes the

motor to be started under reduced volt-

age obtained from the transformers in

the compensator, and after the motor
has reached the proper and safe speed

it is automatically thrown across the

line.

PK O P E R
plant light-

ing is an im-

portant item in

Index Number
658.24 Lighting

equipment

promoting working
efiiciency aiul during the winter months
it is of inei'eased importance. Clean

light bulbs and refiectors are an im-

FiG. 1 Electric Light Cleaner

]iortant factor in correct lighting. The
Electric Light and Reflector Cleaner

Company is marketing a device by
means of which lights and reflectors can

be cleaned directly fi'om the floor with-

out the bother and hazards of step-

ladders, with no fear of being knocked
down or caught by moving belts, shafts,

and pulleys, and without the use of rags,

soap, and water.

The device consists of revolving

blushes mounted on a shaft which is

enclosed in a sleeve to which are at-

tached three arms. From the handle the

arms are spread to grasp the reflector,

thus relieving the operator of its

weight. Turning the crank revolves the

brushes, which can be guided to clean

the entire reflector and the bulb. It is

being made in sizes to clean all styles

of reflectors and in lengths to clean

lamps fi'om 7 ft. to 25 ft. above the

floor.

New Writing' Machine

OXE of I he Index Number
latest me- 651.264 Writing

ehanical units in machines

the record writing field is a product

recently placed upon the market by the

Elliott-Fisher Company which is known
as the Double Barrel Automatic Feed
Machine. The machine mav be loaded
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witli from 500 to 1000 sets of continuous

length forms interleaved with various

thicknesses of carbon, and these forms

feed through tlie machine over a Hat

writing surface, miich as do the car-

tridge belts on a machine gun. Once

the machine is ("loaded" the operator de-

votes her entire time to actual writing,

merely pausing to cut off each set, which

brings the next set into writing position.

The Double Barrel model can handle

different sets of continuous length forms

=;et up side bv side, so that one clerk,

in the course of each day's work, can

change from one set of forms to the

To meet the demand for a glue pot

of this kind, the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company has de-

signed a pot equipped with a rheostatic

control. This new device gives a wide

range of heat control and also permits

almost unlimited variation in the wattage

input and in temperature. The unit is

a portable device as the rheostat can be

Two short exchangers have been con-

nected bv a flexible bend and shell cover

to "ive a compact, easily installed unit

about half the length of a single unit

designed for equivalent duty. The cool-

ing Uquid and the Uquid to be heated

flow in opposite directions. Two styles

of bafQes are used to guide the liquid

around the tubes, the selection depend-

ing upon the allowable pressure loss m
the shell. All oil connections are at the

same end to simplify piping, and float-

ing heads and head covers ehmmate

strain on tube heads and prevent

danger of cracked tube plates.

Fig. 1 DOUBLE Barrel Automatic

Feed Machine

other without loss of time. Where the

work involves the writing of different

sets of multi-copy records, the new

model gives rapid production at de-

creased expense, since only one writing

head is used and but one operator

needed. For example, the same clerk

may write both Order Sets and Invoice

Sets; Invoices and Credit Memos; Bills

of Lading and Express or Parcel Post

Eeceipts; Outbound and Inbound

Freight Bills; Prepaid and Collect

Freight Bills; City and Country Col-

lection Letters, etc. It will handle cut

forms as well as all styles of continuous

length forms, and where computation is

desired, a different writing head may be

substituted which not only performs all

the functions of a writing head, but

also automatically adds and subtracts.

Fig. 1 Controlled Heat Glue Pot

hiid on a bench or shelf or hung on a

\vall while a cord between the rheostat

and the glue pot permits the glue pot

being moved over a large radius. The

convenience of having the glue pot at

the best location saves many steps to a

central glue pot.

The dry type glue pot is used with

this new unit because of its many ad-

vantages over the wet type. The glue

pot casing and bottom plate are made

of hea\T sheet steel and the glue vessel

of heavy spun copper. The glue vessel

mav be removed and easily cleaned.

Amperehour Meter

ANEW am- Index Number

perehour 621.3174 Ampere-

meter, desig- meters

nated as Tvpe N, is being manufac-

tured bv Sangamo Electric Company.

This meter measures the product of

current and time without regard to

voltage. It is designed, particulariy, for

u>e on every type of storage battery in-

stallation not only to indicate the state

of charge of the battery but to ter-

minate the charge automatically when

batterv is full.

In designing the meter, attention has

been given to simplicity, accuracy, and

Controlled Heat Glue Pot

CHANGING Index Number

climatic 651.4662 Glue pots

conditions and
dilTerent grades of glue tend to vary

the temperature to which glue must be

heated, and this, with the requirements

of different temperatures to produce

certain results, has made heat control of

the glue pot a necessity, if all condi-

tions are to be met successfully.

Heat Exchanger

FOR the in- Index Number

terchangeof 662.9 Industrial

heat between heating devices

crude oil feed stock and still bottoms,

cold water and hot oil or other liquids,

for heating feed stock with hot still

vapors, and similar services. The Gris-

coin-Russell Company has developed a

new hcnt oxchancrer.

Fk! 1 .VMPEKEtiofR Meter

Fig. 1 Heat Exchanger

durabilitv. It consists, essentuilly, of a

single copper disk rotating in a mercury

chamber which is located between the

pole tips of two permanent magnets.

The shaft and a small counterweight are

the only exposed moving parts. A
moisture-proof steel case protects the

meter proper, which has no delicate

parts to be shaken loose or damaged by

vibration or shock.

The simple meters without resistors

are built in capacities varjdng from
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Fig. 2 Meter with Cotee Oep

2.5 amp. upwards. Battery control

meters are furnished in capacities from

10 amp. up.

Lift Truck for Storage

Batteries

ONE of the Index Number
newest de- 658.281 Industrial

velopments i n trucks

the lift truck and skid sy.slem i.s a lift

truck for removing storage batteries

from electi'ic vehicle trucks. This lift

truck is manufactured by the Sturdi-

Truck Manufacturing Company.
The process is simple. The lift truck

is pushed beneath the storage battery

cradle and is elevated until the cradle

is lifted clear of its supports. The

cradle with its load of batteries is then

conveniently moved to the charging

station, where the truck lowers the bat-

teries on supports. The truck is with-

drawn and ready for the nest job.

The batteries are not handled at any
time during the process of removing,

changing, and replacing. Thej' are re-
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"Lo-Hed" Hoist

THE AMER- Index Number
ICAN EN- 658.2812 Power

GINEERIXG hoists

COMPANY is mamifaeturiug a mono-
rail electric hoist which requires very

small heafl room for operation. For a

1-ton hoist this is 10 in. from the bot-

tom of the I-beam and 14 in. for 3-ton

hoists. This factor permits the Lo-Heti

Hoist to be used where the height of

ceilings, size of pieces to be handled,

or obstructions to be cleared have, here-

tofore, prohibited the use of mechanical

equipment. Because of the gi'eater

height to which materials can be stacked

Pig. 1 'Lo-Hed" Hoist

with the Lo-Hcd, its use adds to the ca-

pacity of warehouses and other storage

places.

Automatic holding and lowei'ing

brakes and upper limit device safeguard

the operation of the hoist. It has a

mechanical efficiency of 80 per cent and,

at full load, a safety factor of, at least

5 per cent. Positive automatic lubrica-

tion is provided.

Hoists are made in capacities for

1.000 lb. to 12,000 lb. for either altei-

nating or direct current and for floor

or cab control.

Adclre.s.sinj2: Machine and

Ciraj)liotype

AnDRESSO- Index Number

/\ a R A P II 651.26 Addressing

COMPANY has machine

two improved machines on the market.

One is an automatic Addressograph
that prints through a ribbon like other

standard office appliances and thus

makes an impression like that of a type-

writer. It is intended particularly for

large users of direct-mail advertising

but can l)e used effectively by any con-

cern with a large mailing list. A speed

of 7000 addresses an hour can be

attained.

The other improved machine is a

"5950" line, has three hinges of a new
design which permit the door to lay flat

back against the side, as well as being

of very neat design. A new top plate

has been added, the sides are smooth,

and four swivel castors make it easy to

move the safe in any direction.

The combination lock has a .safety

trigger or guard to prevent opening the

safe even though the lock is practically

destroyed. The handles have black rub-

ber grips, and are strongly made. The
safes are made in four standard sizes

and can be fitted with any interior Van
Dorn units.

Conductor Cable Reel

Index Number
621.863 Cable reels

Fri. 1 Automatic Addressixg
Machine

Graphotype tliat has been equipped with

a standard typewriter keyboard. It

works easily and with nearly as much
speed as can be attained on an ordinary

typewriter, so that plates can be em-

bossed considerably faster than with

previous niodcN.

THE Mogul
Type Reel-

1 1 e, manufac-

tured by Appleton Electric Company.
is an automatic reel for holding, pajing

out, and retrieving cable used to fur-

nish power for all sorts of portable ma-
chinery. It can be incorporated in new
machinery or attached to existing de-

vices. By its use cable is kept clean

and unkinked and the annovance of

Fu,. GkaI'IIOTYPE Macuin'E

The Addressograph Company also has

developed two new address ])lates. One
contains a comidele 3-line index cai'd

beiuing the iinijrinl of the entire plate

itself. The other has a capacity of 8

lines, permitting a considerable amount
of data to be embossed on it.

Fig. 1 Conductor Cable Reel

dragging loose cable over floors cluttered

up with machinery, trucks, etc., is elim-

inated.

It consists of a drum mounted in a

steel l)o.\ which protects the reeled cable.

The cable is easily unreeled as the

machine is moved away from the )iower

connection and is automatically re-reeled

as the machine is moved toward the

outlet.

Filing: Safe

Index Number
651.16 Safes

ANEW filing

safe is

being manufac-
tured by the Van Dorn Iron Works
Company. This safe, known as the

"Micarta in the Central Station" is the

title of a new bulletin issued by West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company. It describes the applications

in which standard forms of micarta may
be used for insulating purposes. Con-

tains biicf descriptions of varioas

grades and forms in which micarta can

be obtained.
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Accounting

Analyzing Statements of Operating Re-

sults. 657.452

George S. Cremer and William E. Drach-

bar. Management and Administr.\tion,

November 1924, v. 8, pp. .507-508. A
method for analysis is carefully outlined

and charts presented designed to aid the

tabulating of differences between the

present and previous years and changes

resulting therefrom.

Balance Sheet Analysis. 657.372

Alexander Wall. Management and Ad-

ministration, November 1924, v. S, pp.

.521-524.

Correct Costs at Little Expense. 657.452

Gaylord G. Thompson. Management and
Administration, November 1924, v. 8,

pp. 517-520. A system for the small and

medium size plant.

The Development of Costing. 657.452

F. r\ Lawrence. B}isint>:^ Or(ja)}i:-atioii

and Maiiaf/emcitt, October 1924, v. 11, pp.

37-42. Development of the science of cost

accounting and what it should mean to the

industrial executive.

Distributing the Overhead. 657.441

National Association of Cost Accountants.

Official Publications, October 15, 1924,

V. 6, no. 4, 11 pp. Methods of distrib-

uting fixed, direct, and maintenance

charges and of distributing the general

overhead to the producing departments.

Principles of Auditing. 657.7

Eric L. Kolder, C. P. A., and Paul W. Pet-

tengill, C. P. A. A. W. Shaw Co., Chicago.

231 pp. $4. Gives the complete procedure

necessary for making an audit of a busi-

ness to provide information about its finan

cial condition and earnings for use of its

officers, stockholders, bankers or investors.

The exposition proceeds in an orderly

manner from the start of an audit, through

the methods of auditing all the various

accounts of a business, to the closing of

the audit and the preparation of the ex-

hibits, certificates, and audit report. A
c(unplete set of working ]>ai>ers obtained

from an actual situation has been included

in the book. Although intended primarily

as a textbook, business men wishing to

learn something about .'luditing will find

in this book a clear ;ind detailed exposition

of the subject.

Use of Budgets in Reducing Over-
head. 657.452

National Association of Cost Acctaintants,

Official Publications, October 1, 1924, v. 6,

7 pp. Discusses cost data and daily budget

analysis, how they are arrived at, and what

use may be made of them.

Advertising

Advertising, a Factor in Molding Public

Opinion. 659.1

P. L. Thomson. Bailuay Age, October 18,

1924, V. 77, pp. 699-701. Emphasizes par-

ticularly the need for advertising the pub-

lic utilities and their power for good.

Problems of Sales Development. 659.131

Max Rittenberg. Sales Management (Eng-

land), October 15, 1924, v. 4, pp. 517-518.

The cumulative effect of a succession of

advertisements of a given article in a trade

journal.

Selling to the Technical Consultant. 659.1

H. N. Munro. Sales Management (Eng-

land), September 15, 1924, v. 4, pp. 467-

468. How to get the consultant's atten-

tion through personal ap]iroach or adver-

tising.

Building

Cost Analysis of Various Types of Fire-

proof Construction. 658.2

A. F. Klein. Biiihlings, October 1924,

V. 62, pp. 904-914. Diagrs. Considers the

possible types for the sixteen-story-and-

basement hotel, the six-story-and-basement

light manuf.'icturing building, and the

warehouse eight-story-and-basement build-

ing. Includes cost analysis forms to ac-

company each type.

Factory and Office Illumination: 1—The
Need for Good Industrial Light-

ing. 658.242
L. Gaster. Business Organization a)nl

Management. October 1924, v. 11, pji. 23-

26. illus.

Keeping Pace with Auto Output. 658.2

7'/ic Feiundiii. Scptcnilier 1.1, 1924, v. 52,

pp. 718-725. Ilhis. Plant layout of the

Wilson Foundry and Machine Co., Pontiae,

Mich. Diagrams and description show
routing systems, conveyors used, special

devices used in jiroduction processes, etc.

fi61

Lighting and Ventilating System of the

New Studebaker Foundry. 658.24

Binldings, October 1924, v. 62, pp. 937-

938. Illus. The building is enclosed in

200,000 square feet of windows by means
of which lighting and ventilation are made
possible.

Modern Maintenance of Plant and

Equipment: 2—The Factory Heating
System. 658.25

W. G. Ziegler. Industrial Management,
October 1924, v. 68, pp. 244-249. Illus.

Points to be considered in installation,

maintenance, and control.

Tunnels Facilitate Handling of Material

in New Foundry. 658.2

Pat Dwyer. Tlie Foundry, October 15,

1924, v. 52, pp. 806-812. Illus. Detailed

description of the Studebaker Foundry at

South Bend, Ind., showing by illustration

and diagram the straight flow of material

from its raw state to the completed

product. Discusses construction features,

including lighting, ventilation, roofing and
types of floors.

Economics

Elements of Business Statistics. 31

Robert Riegcl, Ph. D. Applcton ami
Ccunpany, New York. 549 pp. $4. A
discussion of statistical methods, including

their collection, interpretation, and presen-

tation, that are particularly applicable to

the solution of business problems. Not
many new ideas are presented but many
old ones are set forth in a way which is

considerably more lucid than that gen-

erally adopted in other works on the sub-

ject. This is particularly true of the dis-

cussions of the more tedinical subjects

such as ratios, averages, dispersion, corre-

lation, etc., which are treated in a manner
easily understandable by readers without

a technical education. Nearly every sort

of statistical method is di.scussod and con-

nected with its application to business bv
practical illustrations. It should be of

considerable value to all business men as

an aid in improving their statistical

methods.

Finding Your Industry's Cycle—Indus-
trial Budget Methods—2. 338.97
Joscjih II. Barber. Management and Ad-
ministration, Novemlier 1924, v. 8, pp.
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479-486. Charts. Outlines the methods of

quantitatively analyzing the particular

cycles (of orders, of shipments, of collec-

tions, etc.) of the particular busiuess.

German Prices and German Competition

in International Markets. 38(43)

Joseph Hellauer. Harvard Business Re-

view, October 1924, v. 3, pp. 35-53. Post-

war conditions in the economic life of Ger-

many, due to depreciated currency, effects

of differences between domestic and for-

eign money values, and a consideration of

German industry and its prospects.

Labor Attitudes and Problems. 331

W. E. Atkins and H. D. Lasswell. Pren-

tice Hall, Inc., New Tork. 520 pp. $5.

The general purpose of this book has been

to present a picture of the conditions

under which laborers in various industries

work in an effort to understand their atti-

tudes toward economic questions. The first

section of the book describes the conditions

in various major industries such as coal,

steel and agriculture. The next section is

an estimate of the influence of machine

production on the worker. Following this

are discussed standards of living, the

struggle to attain a definite economic and

social status, and the influence of public

control. The book is written in an inter-

esting style and should be instructive to

all who have employees, or who are in-

terested in them.

New Measures of the Business
Cycle. 338.97

Carl Snyder. Earvard Business Review,

October 1924, v. 3, pp. 1-7. A composite

index, for a period of fifty years, of prac-

tically all business activity based on a

study of price levels and volume of trade,

makes possible the determination of lines

of normal growth and the probable nor-

mal point for current months.

State vs. Private Ownership of Electric

Utilities. 350.72

A. T. Hadley. National Electric Light

Association Bulletin, October 1924, v. 11,

pp. 613-617. Review, with the conclusion

that electric power generation should not

become a government monopoly.

Things to Tell Your Men: 8—Stocks

and Bond Brokers. 332

E. Roberts. The Nation's Business, No-

vember 1024, V. 12, pp. 52, 54. Defines the

terms: investment, fixed and circulating

capital, common stock, preferred stock,

bonds, mortgage, and makes various ex-

planations concerning common financial

transactions.

Financial Control

Balance Sheet Analysis. 658.14

Alexander Wall. M.\n.\cement and Ad-

ministration, November 1924, v. 8, pp.

521-524.

Budget Methods of Metal Product Com-
pany. 658.14

Iron Age, October 9, 1924, v. 114, pp. 910-

912. Sales forecasted, production program

planned, and selling expense, advertising

and administration budgeted.

Correct Costs at Little Expense. 658.14

Gaylord G. Thompson. Management and

Administration, November 1924, v. 8,

pp. 517-520. A system for the small and

medium size plant.

Inventory Valuation and the Business

Cycle. 658.14

H. T. Warshow. Earvard Business Re-

view, October 1924, v. 3, pp. 27-34. Elim-

ination of undue fluctuations of inventory

values and stabilization of profits and

losses of an industry over a period of

years, brought about by the use of the

"normal stock" method. The amount of

stock needed on hand to conduct the busi-

ness at aU times is considered as part of

equipment and valued at a constant com-

paratively low price.

Organizing a Business for Cost Reduc-

tion. 658.14

J. H. Van Deventer. Industrwl Manage-

ment, October 1924, v. 68, pp. 193-220. The

relation of the cost department to execu-

tive control and cost reduction. A statis-

tical summary and abstract of returns to

a questionnaire on the utilization of cost

data sent out to American industrial con-

cerns. Includes such questions as the re-

lation of the cost department to control

of materials and compilation and distribu-

tion of overhead, use of cost data to pre-

vent excessive costs, how foremen are

brought in touch with cost and expense

records, how cost analysis dictates pro-

grams of economies, the use of cost data

for executive control.

Significance of the Budget. 658.14

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Busi-

ness leaflet no. 10, October 1924. 15 pp.

The budget as a controlling factor in gov-

ernment and especially in business. How
the Policyholders' Service Bureau of this

company serves as clearing house of all

kinds of budget information.

Fuel

Auxiliary Equipment for Oil Burn-

ing. 662.75

Kester Miller. Fuels and Furnaces, Octo-

ber 1924, V. 2, pp. 1047-1054. Classification

of blowers and compressors and discussion

of fan characteristics.

By-Product Coking in Alabama. 662.74

F. W. MiUer. Mining and Metallurgy,

October 1924, v. 5, pp. 475-477. Advan-

tages of by-product ovens for producing

coke for the blast furnace industry.

Coal Storage and the Railroads. 662.65

R. H. Aishton. Management and Admin-

istration, November 1924, v. 8, pp. 473-

474. Urges preventing coal shortage in

winter through buying and storing it dur-

ing the summer months. Discusses trans-

portation problems and exonerates the

railroads from any responsibility for coal

shortage.

Combustion Devices for Gaseous

Fuels. 662.76

W. Trinks. Fuels and Furnaces, October

1924, v. 2, pp. 1035-1038. Classification

and description of the types mixing gas

and air inside the furnace.

Heat Production and Heat Balances of

Furnaces, Especially for Low-Grade
Fuels. 662.6

(Warmeerzeugung und Warmebilanzen von

Feuerungen besonders fiir niinderwertige

Brennstoffe). Fr. Ebee. Zcitschrift des

Vereines Deutscher Ingenieure, October

18, 1924, V. 68, pp. 1106-1108.

Overcoming Operating Troubles in

Modern Power Plants. 662.65

J. W. Mackenzie. /Steam Power, October

1924, V. 3, pp. 7, 10. Methods of pre-

venting coal pile fires and various clinker

troubles.

Practical Coal Carbonization. 662.74

A. R. Powell. Universal Engineer, Octo-

ber 1924, V. 40, pp. 25-33. lUus. Diagrs.

Low-temperature carbonization and a

classification and description of the various

processes.

Purchase of Coal by the Railroads. 662.65

P. R. Wadleigh. Steam Cual Buyer. Octo-

ber 1924, V. 2, pp. 15-17. Points out

the need of more scientific methods of

sale and purchasing of coal.

Use of Pulverized Fuel for Steam

Raising in Germany. 662.65

(Staud der Kohlenstaubfeuerung fiir

Dampfkessel in Deutschland). Schulte.

Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher In-

genieure. October 11, 1924, v. 68, pp. 1071-

1074. Diagr.

Industrial Methods

Airless Injection Oil Engines. 2. 621.43

H. F. Biruie and R. C. Baumann. Power

Plant Engineering, October 15, 1924,

V. 28, pp. 1056-1058. lUus. The Worth-

ington two cycle model, an example of

indirect injection through use of divided

combustion chamber.

Applications of Fans and Blowers to the

Clay-Working Plant. 621.6

C. V. Saunders. Briclc and Clay Record,

September 30, 1924, v. 65, pp. 470, 472,

474.

Arc Welding in Ship Building. 621.3923

A. G. BisscU. The Welding Engineer,

October 1924, v. 9, pp. 28-29. lUus.

Coal Washing Practice in Ala-

bama. 622.78

H. S. Geismer. Coal Mine Management.

October 1924, v. 3, pp. 23-33, 60.

A Critical Review of Air Ham-
mers. 621.97

(Kritische Betrachtungen iiber Lufthiim-

mer). W. Baron. WcrV.ttattstechnik,

October 15, 1924, v. 18, pp. 565-.567.

Cutting Manufacturing Costs by Means
of the Oxy-Acetylene Blowpipe. 665.882

George E. Hagemann. Man.\gement and
Administration, November 1924, v. 8,

pp. 509-512. lUus.

Electric Furnaces for Medium Tempera-
tures. 621.365

C. F. Cone. ForgingStamping-Heat Treat-

ing, October 1924, v. 10, pp. 375-379.

Ulus. Description of the regenerative car

type furnace employed for annealing pur-

poses.

Hydraulic Riveting in Boiler Construc-

tion. 621.18

(Neuzeitliche Forderungen an die Hydrau-

lische Kesselnictung und die mbglichkeiten

ihrer Erfiillung in der Praxis). H. Miil-

Icr. Werl:<stattstechnilc, October 1, 1924,

V. 18, pp. 539-543.

L'
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Metal Cutting Methods. 665.882

(Die Wirtschaftlichkeit der Trennver-

fahren). Kammerer u. M. W. Gleich.

ilaschinenliau, September 11, 1924, v. 3,

pp. 863-865. Diagrs.

Multiple System of Electric Melt-
ing. 669.187

E. A. Hanflf. The Iron Age, October 16,

1924, V. 114, pp. 999-1003. lUus. Value
of electric furnace in steel ijroduction.

The Perfection of Cutting Machines
Brought to Highest Efficiency and the

Probable Effect on Production in Roll-

ing Mills. 621.94
(Die Eichtige Ausbildung der Meiszel-

schneide uud ihr mrtsehaftlicher Einflusz

auf die Arbeit in einem zeitgemasz Einge-

richteten Hiittenwerk). H. J. Stoewer.

Werkstattstechnil; v. 18, September 15,

1924, pp. 484-486, October 1, 1924, pp. 522-

526.

Precision Mechanism and Machine Con-
struction. 621.7163
(Feinmechanik und Mascliinenbau).

O. Richter. Zeitschrift des Vereines
Deutscher Ingenieure, October 18, 1924,

V. 68, pp. 1089-1092.

Principles of Business Conduct in the
Face Brick Industry. 174
R. D. T. HolloweU. Brick and Clay
liecord, October 14, 1924, v. 65, pp. 524-

528.

Putting Locomotive Cranes to
Work. 621.87
George E. Titeomb. Maxagement and
Administeation, November 1924, v. 8,

pp. 475-478. nius. Different types of
locomotive cranes and their special equip-

ment.

Reconstruction of Wasteful
Lathes. 621.94
(Uber unwirtschaftliehe Drehbanke und
ihren Umbau). M. Kronenberg. TFerfe-

stattstechnik, September 15, 1924, v. 18,

pp. 495-498.

Specifications for Pipe Coverings. 621.774
Hubert E. Colbns. Management and Ad-
ministration, November 1924, v. 8, pp.
503-506. How to specify quantity and size

of insulation. Discusses efficiencies of

different coverings for steam, hot water
and refrigerating pipes.

Transactions Index. Vols. 1-45. 62(016)
The American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers. New York. 222 pp. $3. A
general index of the transactions of the

Society—the first that has been published

since Volume 27. An attempt has been

made to index not only the major sub-

jects of formal papers but also other sub-

jects treated in the papers and in

discussions. Since Volume 27 contained a

general index for previous volumes the

foregoing applies only to Volumes 26

to 45. Only major subjects and their

authors for the first 25 volumes are in-

dexed in the present work. In arrange-

ment the general style of The Engineering

Index has been followed—grouping alpha-

betically all items under authors' names
and subjects.

Maintenance

Maintenance: Gearing Up Both Plant

and Equipment for Low-Cost Produc-

tion, 658.58

K. D. Hamilton. Factory, October 1924,

V. 33, pp. 498-501, 570. Diagr. Organi-

zation of engineering department. Gives

several organization charts and discusses in

detail the work that should be under the

supervision of this department.

New Methods of Machine Maintenance
and Repair. 658.581

(Neue Wege fur die Reklame in Maschin-

enbau). W. Benedict. Maschinenhau,

September 22, 1924, v. 3, pp. 918-920.

Paint as a Rust Preventative. 658.58

R. C. Sheeler. Industrial Management,
October 1924, v. 68, pp. 229-232. The im-

portance of paint in the upkeep of indus-

trial buildings and equipment. Suggestions

for roofing, smoke stacks, tanks, boiler

rooms, etc.

Reducing Production Costs: 2—Re-
placing Machine Tools. 658.581

H. Varley. Gassier 's Industrial Manage-
ment, October 1924, v. 11, pp. 437-440.

Tables. Helpful suggestions and cost

figures to be applied in making decisions

as to replacing or repairing machinery.

Seasonable Work in Preparation for

Winter. 658.58
Textile World, November 1, 1924, v. 66,

pp. 61, 63, 77. Illus. How textile mills

can prepare for winter by examining their

hydrants, sprinkler systems, mill yards,

steam pipes, pumps, etc., as a protection

against fire and accident hazards and
losses from fuel and operation.

Management
Getting the Executive Program Across

—

Building Tractors Under Scientific

Management—VI. 658.1

George D. Babeock. Management akd
Administration, November 1924, v. 8,

pp. 497-502. Problems of the executive

and how the information necessary to pre-

planning the work of the next year may
be collected.

Organization for Successful Opera-
tion. 658.1

B. A. Franklin. Management and Ad-
ministration. November 1924, v. 8,

pp. 513-516. Methods to be followed for

the upbuilding of an industrial organiza-

tion. Discusses policies of personnel pro-

motion and the problem of the executive

to select and train a satisfactory successor

to himself.

Management of Special

Industries

Electricity in the Ceramic Indus-
tries. 658.9 :666

A. B. Searle. World Power, October 1924,

V. 2, pp. 226-231. Illus. A consideration

of its advantages as a source of power,

heat and light, and as a means for purify-

ing ceramic materials.

Management of the Work of the Ger-
man State Railroad. 658.9:656.2
(Werkwirtschaft der Deutschen Reichs-

bahn). KUhne. Maschinenbau. Septem-
bre 11, 1924, v. 3, pp. 845-850. Diagr.

The Manufacture of Glazed
Tiles. 658.9:666.7

A. Simon. Engineering Progress, October

1924, v. 5, pp. 214-219. Illus. Equipment

and functioning of the crushing plant,

mass mill, drying oven, and grinding and

glazing departments of a modern tile

works.

Operation Planning Necessary to Fill

Hot Stamping Contracts. 658.9:621.73

(Die Vorausbestimmung der Anzahl von

Warmpreszwerkzougen zur Erledigung eines

AVarmpreszauftrages). E. Kaczmarek.

Werl-stattstechnik, October 15, 1924, v. 18,

pp. 584-585.

Reducing Operation Costs in the Forge
Shop. 658.9:621.73

(Verminderung der Betriebskosten in der

Schmiede). Georg Bock. Werkstattstech-

nik, October 15, 1924, v. 18, pp. 577-579.

Eliminating the cost of unproductive ma-

chine power.

Sand and Gravel Company Expands Con-
crete Block Department. 658.9:622.312

C. B. Dutton and H. C. Shields. Cement,

Mill and Quarry, October 20, 1924, v. 25,

pp. 29-34. Illus. The process of convert-

ing the waste products and surplus stock

of sand, gravel and crushed rock into con-

crete masonry units as practiced by the

Otto Ludwig Block Co., indicating also the

economic advantages in developing the by-

product.

Time Record in Rebuilding Box
Cars. 658.9:625.2

A. C. L. B. R. Railway Review, October

11, 1924, V. 75, pp. 533-537. Illus. The
results of a time record contest, indicating

the advantages of the progressive repair

system, or the straight line or station-to-

station method of repairing and rebuilding.

Tunnels Facilitate Handling of Material

in New Foundry. 658.9:621.72
Pat Dmer. The Foundry, October 15,

1924, V. "52, pp. 806-812. Illus. Detailed

description of the Studebaker Foundry at

South Bend, Ind., shoiving by illustration

and diagram the straight flow of material

from its raw state to the completed prod-

uct. Discusses construction features, in-

cluding lighting, ventilation, roofing and
types of floors.

Westinghouse at Work. 658.9:621.3

C. 11. Schryer, Jr. Central Manufactur-
ing District Magazine, November 1924,

V. 8, pp. 73-77. lUus. Describes the new
seven-story warehouse, assembly plant and
repair shop of the Chicago branch which
serves the entire Middle West.

Material Control

Coal Storage and the R a i I-

roads. 658.78:662.65
R. H. Aishton. Management and Admin-
istration, November 1924, v. 8, pp. 473-

474. Urges preventing coal shortage in

winter through buying and storing it dur-

ing the summer months. Discusses trana-

portation problems and exonerates the rail-

roads from any responsibility for coal

shortage.

Comparison of Flat and Round Strap-
ping. 658.78844
W. H. Sacket. Management and Admin-
istration, November 1924, v. 8, pp. 525-
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52G. Describes tests made with different

types of metal strappings on wooden
shipping boxes by tlie Forest Products

Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

Eleven Packing Problems and How
They Were Solved. 658.78844
H. X. Knowlton. Factory, October 1924,

V. 33, pp. .51.5-519, 590. Wooden crates

illustrated and described.

Price Is Only One of the Elements
Involved in Profitable Buying. 658.7

Harry Tipper. Autuinotive Iniliu-itries,

October 30, 1924, v. 51, pp. 778-780. Chart.

Factors entering into a purchase are:

price, quality, uniformity, regularity of de-

livery, stability of supply sources.

Purchase, Storage, and Distribution of

Lubricants. 658.78
Henry Freeman. IiuhistriaJ Eiifjineer,

October 1924, v. 82, pp. 475-477. Savings
effected by the AUis-Chalmers Manufac-
turing Co. by bulk purchase and storage

and by daily delivery by electric truck to

the various departments.

Mechanical Handling

Conveyor Plants for Modern Manufac-
turing Processes. 658.281
Hauck. Enfiinti riiifi I'roj/ii.ss, October
1924, V. 5, pp. 219-223. Illus. Discusses
the advantages of the numerous mechanical
conveyor systems as time- and money-
saving devices. Well illustrated.

In Moving Materials We Find a Double
Saving. 658.28
P. M. Duesing. Factory, October 1924,
V. 33, pp. 507-511, 588. Labor-saving de-

vices for material handling in transporta-
tion and productive processes.

Industrial Transportation. 658.281
R. B. Williams. The Blast Furnace and
Steel Plant, October 1924, v. 12, pp. 456-

459. Illus. Electric hoists, gasoline or
electric truck tractors, and lift trucks, sug-
gested as vehicles of transportation for
handling material.

Modern Locomotive Coaling Sta-
tions. 658.281:662.65
(Einige neuzeitliche Lokomotiv I'.ikolilung-

sanlagen). B. Garlepp. Maschinenhau.
8e])tember 22, 1924, v. 3, pp. K90-894.

Diagr.

Multiplied Manpower and Simplified
Handling. 658.281
M. \V. I'litt.s. I lulustrial Maniiin nii nt.

October 1924, v. «i8, pp. 221-228. Illus.

The hand lift truck system, consisting of

a hand lift truck and a number of load
platforms or skids. Shows how they can
fit into almost any plant, and be a means
of greatly reiliicing expenses of reliandliiig.

The Pressed Steel Truck Plat-

form. 658.281
M. V. Trevor. Forpinff-Stampinf/IIeat
Treating. October 1924, v. 10, pp. 393-395.

Illus. A comp.'irison with the wooden box
trucks for ni;iteri;il handling, indic;iting

the advant.'iges of the steel truck.

Putting Locomotive Cranes to

Work. • 658.281
George E. Titconib. Man.voe.mf.nt .\n-i)

-Administration-, Xovembcr 1924, v. s

pp. 475-478. Discusses material-handling

problems and special equipment for loco-

motive cranes.

Swing - or - Finger - Tray Elevator for

Handling Fresh Fruit in Crates, Barrels

and Cases. 658.2812
G. F. Zimmer. Cassier's Industrial Man-
agement, October 1924, v. 11, pp. 445-447.

Personnel

For Encouragement of Craftsman-
ship. 658.314
Buildings, October 1924, v. 62, pp. 900-901.

The plan initiated by the Philadelphia

building congress, whereby- a certificate of

award will be given to the common and
unskilled laborers and helpers who have
displayed aptitude and efficiency in per-

forming their tasks as construction work-
men.

Health Service Work in Paper
Mills. 658.3822
L. H. Frechtling. Paper Trade .hiurnal.

October 2, 1924, v. 79, pp. 36, 38, 55.

Physical examinations, education, nursing
service, sanitation, ventilation.

Industrial Relations. 658.3
R. E. Tally. Mining and Metallurgy,
October 1924, v. 5, pp. 478-480. Factors
which influence relations between employer
and employee—the importance of well-

chosen organization heads and bosses, in-

terest in the welfare of employees, etc.

Management of Men : a New
Idea. 658.31242
W. J. Hiscox. Mechanical World (Eng-
land), October 10, 1924, v. 76, pp. 229-

230. Suggests having an unofficial inves-

tigator to make suggestions to co-workers
and to aid in the removal of grievances as
they are brought to him in an unofficial

capacity.

Principles and Technique of Preparing
an Occupational Classification of Posi-
tions in the Pubhc Service. 658.3124
E. O. Griffeidi.-igcn. Piihlic P(rsonncl
Studies, Xovember 1924, v. 2, pp. 240-253.
Methods of obtaining information for
classification, the use of questionnaires,
the practical steps involved in grouping
and arranging jiositions, and the imjiort.nit

uses to which the resulting classification

I .'in lie jiiit.

The Relation of Medicine to Indus-
try. 658.3822
.Vational Industrial Conference Hoanl.
New York. 88 pp. $1. Proceedings .at

the tenth !innivers:iry meeting of Confer
ence Board of Physicians in Industry.
Thirteen addresses covering the entire

range of the relation of medicine to indus-
try are reported in full. The collection

presents a clear picture of what may be
expected from industrial medicine and
what has alre;idy been done toward the
promotion of he.-ilth of industrial workers.

Suggestions for Developing Co-opera-
tion. 658.3
.v. B. Tunis. Baihcay, Age, October 11,

1924, V. 77, iq.. 633-634. Points out the
need for offering s.atisfactory wages and
ca]i;ible heads of departments, and for
working out health, recreation, and wel-

fare programs in the railroad systems.

Unemployment Relief in Great
Britain. 658.3253
Felix Morley. Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston. 203 pp. $2. A critical discus-

sion of the various methods of unemplo}'-

ment relief that have been tried in Great
Britain with an estimate of their value
for the future. State controlled unem-
ployment insurance has been in force for

a number of years but the author believes

it has outlived whatever usefulness it may
have had and should be replaced. A
strong movement appears to be gaining
momentum to the end that state controlled

insurance be replaced by insurance by in-

dustry. The subject discussed is of par-

ticular interest to American business men,
since unemployment problems will demand
increasing attention in the future. Such
an understanding of the subject as can
be gained from this outline of British

experience will be very valuable in de-

termining American methods of procedure.

Power and Power Plants

Calculation of the Boiler Heat Bal-
ance. 621.18
Power Plant Engineering, October 1, 1924,
V. 28, pp. 991-995. Di:igrs. How to con-

<luct boiler efficiency tests as an aid in

eliminating losses.

Combustion Control for Boilers. 621.182
R. .1. S, Pigott. Ml eliaiiical Engineer-
in 11. October 1924, v. 46, pp. 590-592-.

Diagr.

Conditions Affecting Steam Turbine
Economy. 621.165
J. Y. Dalilstrand. Power Plant Engine(r-
ing. October 15, 1924, v. 28, pp. 1041-1043.
Conditions which interfere with high econ-
omy in steam turbines, how the designer
can to some degree forestall these causes,

suggestions for oper,*itors.

Dividends for Dull Times. 658.26
D. M. Myers. Management and .\umin-
ISTRATION, October 1924, v. S, pji. 417-

419. Management and cost-keeping records

in the power pl.-int may result in great
savings.

Effect of Back Pressure in Steam Tur-
bines. 621.165
("Has Oegendruckverf;iliroM and seine .\n-

wendnng bie der D.-impfturbine'). G. Zer-

kowitz. y.dtschrift des Vereines Veutscher
Ingenieure. Se]iteniber 27, 1924, v. 68,

pp. 1026-1030. Diagr. Discusses also re-

cent turbine designs.

Efficiency in Steam Power Plant Oper-
ation. 621.18
L. M. Arkley. The Engineering .Journal.

October 1924, v. 7, pp. 635-G38." Periodic
tests of boiler efficiency, and :inalysis of

flue gases; how to make tests and apply
results to iaqiroving iqi('r:ition cdinlitions.

Excessive Use of Boiler Fuel. 621.18
C. L. C. Kah. The Gas Industry. Octo-
ber 1924, V. 24, pp. 361-362. t'nneces-

s.-iry expenses incurred by unsatisf.actory

boiler plant equipment and by w;isteful

and inefficient use of steam.

Experiences with Waste Heat Boilers
Behind Open Hearth Furnaces. 621.18
W. S. Diiii.-nvitz. Till liliisl Furnace and
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Steel Plant, October 1924, v. IL', pp. 474

475. Diagr.

Fundamentals of Combustion Con-
trol. 621.182
E. G. Bailey. Poicer Plant Engineering,

October 15," 1924, v. 28, pp. 1044-104'8.

The essential factors of control: rate of

fuel feed, amount of forced and induced
draft. Eiiuipniont needed.

Group Versus Individual Drives. 658.26
C. H. S. Tupholuie. Mechanical World,
October 24, 1924, v. 7(5, pp. 2(il-262.

How Belting Was Standardized in

Large Automotive Plant, 4-5. 658.2621
H. A. Elogaus. Belting, Transmissiun,

Tools and Supplies, v. 25, September 1924,

pp. 25-27; October 1924, jip. 23-25. Illus.

Discusses the reclamation of leather and
rubber belting, the effect of shaft mis-

alignment on belt life, and the economic
advantage of crown pulleys, cross belt and
quarter twist drives.

Modern Tendencies in Steam-Turbine
Powrer Plants. 621.165
Eskil Berg and F. V. Smith. Mechanical
Engineering, October 1924, v. 46, pp. 577-

582. Diagrs. High pressure, superheat,

reheating, and steam extraction as affect-

ing power-plant economy, and the advan-
tages obtained in their adoption.

Ruths Steam Accumulator. 621.186
J. Ruths. Paper, October 9, 1924, v. 34,

pp. 1138-1142. Diagr. Principle of the
invention whereby steam is stored in water
under increasing pressure and discharged
uniler falling |)ressure.

The Steam Engine as a Stoker
Drive. 621.1841
Power Plant Engineering. October 1, 1924,

V. 28, pp. 1000-1002. Ilius.

Steel Company Builds New Power
Plant. 621.311
Power Plant Engineering, October l.j,

1924, V. 28, pp. 1034-lo4l. Illus. De-
tailed account of the ecpiipment in the

power plant operated by the Columbia
Steel Corporation to furnish electric power
and steam to their blast furnace and coke
I)lant at Provo, Utah.

Two-Score Years in Power Develop-
ment. 621.101
V. R. Low. National Engineer, October
1924, V. 28, pp. 473-478. lilus. Historical

review since organization of the N. A. S. E.
Comparison of the modern power jdant

with that of forty years ago.

Use of Diesel Engines in Power
Plants. 658.26
L. R. Ford. Power Plant Engineering,
October 1, 1924, v. 28, pp. 1003-1004. A
comparison of the Diesel engine with tliat

of the steam engine, noting the ailvan-

tages of the former.

The Use of Welding in Power Plant
Piping. 658.26
L. J. Sforzini. Modern Mining, Sejitem
ber 1924, v. 1, pp. 45-49. Illus. Diagrs.

Production Control

Care and Maintenance of Pneumatic
Tools. 658.563
C B. Beingarten. Railway Review, Octo-
ber 18, 1924, V. 75, pp. 596-597.

Handling the Jobbing Order. 658.51
K. \V. Leach and .1. K. Koch. Anieriean

Machinist, October 16, 1924, v. 01, pp. 003-

607. Suggests a method for recording and
following up .iobbing orders in an average
size m;u'hine shop. Includes forms to

illustrate method of ]irc)ccdure.

Operation Planning Necessary to Fill

Hot Stamping Contracts. 658.51
(Die Vorauslii'stiiiiTiiuMg der Anz.ahl von
Warmpres/.werkzeugeu z u r Erledigung
eines Warmpreszauftrages). E. Kacz-
niarek. ll'erkstattstechnik, Octcdjer 15,

1924, V. 18, pp. 584-585.

Quality Manufacturing at Predetermined
Costs. 6S8.S
E. F. Roberts. Factory, October 1924,
V. 33, pp. 495-497, 544. Illus. Produc-
tion increase in quantity and quality

through a system of bonus payment and
predetermination of costs based on stand-

ard time studies.

Report on the Handling and Disposing
of Cinders. 658.567
Failwai/ Engineering and Maintenance
October 1924, v. 20, pp. 402-404; also Rail-

way Revieiv, September 27, 1924, v. Vo,

pp. 481-483. Recommendations as to

methods and equipment, and suggestions
for the use of cinders as ballast.

Sand and Gravel Company Expands
Concrete Block Department. 658.5671
C. B. Duttun and II. C. Shields. Cement,
Mill and Quarry, October 20, 1924, v. 25,

pp. 29-34. Illus. The process of con-

verting the waste products and surplus

stock of sand, gravel and crushed rock
into concrete masonry units as practiced

by the Otto Ludwig Block Co., indicating

also the economic advantages in develop-
ing the by i)roduct.

Time Ratios in Work-Setting and Tool-
ing. 658.542
J. H. Mechanical World (England), Octo-

ber 3, 1924, V. 76, pp. 211-212. Operation
studies to reduce loss of time in work-
setting.

Utilization and Prevention of
Waste. 658.5671
C. B. Auel. American Machinist. October
30, 1924, V. 61, pp. 681-684. Interdeparf-
ment jilan in use at the Western Electric

ConqL-iny. Standardization .in injportant

feature.

Waste— Some Ways to Eliminate
It. 658.567
I). M, Hayniond. Railway Mechanical En-
gineer, October 1924, v. 98, pp. 595-596.

Retaining mechanics during periods of
business depression and standaniization of
freight car parts are suggested ways of
reducing waste.

Safety

Directing Attention in Safety
Work. 658.3823
H. W. Donald. Industrial Engineer, Octo-
ber 1924, v. 82, pp. 478-482. Charts. The
value of industrial safety standards and
codes in installing safety equipment, the
importance of regular inspection and of
keeping the employees interested.

Eye Hazards in Industrial Occupa-
tions. 658.3823
Louis Resnick and Lewis Carris. The Na-
tional Committee for the Prevention of

Blindness, Inc., New York. 247 pp. $1.50.

Although artificial hands, arms and legs

can be obtained that do almost anything
the human member can do, no one h;is been
able to produce an artificial eye that can

see. This fact emphasizes the seriousness

of eye injuries and the great need for

preventing them. This book is a complete,

up-to-date treatise on industrial eye
hazards and the means of eliminating

them. The publishing organization has
acted as a clearing house for the great

fund of information regarding this par-

ticular hazard that has been developed by
the numerous industrial associations, gov-

ernmental agencies, and individual cor-

porations interested in accident preven-

tion and health promotion. Thus this

liook contains the complete sum of present

knowledge regarding conservation of vision

and will be very valuable to safety en-

gineers, managers, employers and all others

who share the responsibilities of protect-

ing the life and health of industrial

workers.

Guards for Woodworking Ma-
chinery. 658.283
Railway Review, October 18, 1924, v. 75,

]]]>. 5S5-587. Illus. Diagrs.

The Human Element. 658.3823
J. H. Mallon. Cement, Mill and Quarry,
October 5, 1924, v. 2.5, pp. 19-22. Illus.

Novel methods employed by the Louisville

Cement Coni]>.any to enlist the human fac-

tor irj accident ]ircveiition,

No-Accident-Month Campaigns. 658.3823
T. F. Halpin. Cement. Mill and Quarry.
October 5, 1924, v. 25, pp. 23-25. A means
of arousing and sustaining interest among
the workmen.

Operating an Oil Refinery Without Lost
Time Accidents. 658.3823
R. S. Bonsib. National Safety News.
October 1924, v. 10, pp. 29-31. The main
features of safety work among the em-
ployees at the Eagle and Camden works
of the Standard Oil Co.

Safe Use of Hand and Power
Trucks. 658.281
(i. .1. Schirch. Xational Safety News.
October 1924, v. 10, pp. 27-28, 31. Hazards
and their remedies, as observed through
]icrsorial supervision.

Safety Code for the Protection of In-
dustrial Workers in Foundries. 658.3823
r. S. Bureau (jf Labor Statistics, Bulletin
no. 330, April 1923. Tentative American
standard approved June 1922 by the
.\merican Engineering Standards Com-
mittee.

Safety from the Executive's Point of
View. 658.3823
B. F. Affleck. Cement, Mill and Quarry,
October .5, 1924, v. 2.5, pp. 16-18. The
executive must not only choose the safest
way of performing work, but he must also

create among employees an atmosphere of
personal responsibility and cooperation.

There's a Reason for Safety at the
Postum Plant. 658.3823
C. T. Fish. National Safety News. Octo-
ber 1924, v. 10, pp. 17-20. Reduction of
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accidents due to careful planning and co-

ordinated efforts of the management, the

engineering department, and the safety

committee.
,

Selling

Analysis of Salesmen's Quotas. 6S8.808

A. E. Burnet. M.4NAGEMENT and Admin-

istration, November 1924, v. 8, pp. 487-

490. Charts. How to arrive at an equi-

table determination of sales quotas. Gives

graphic presentation and explains value of

the progressive quota.

Export Problems. 382

J. A. Dunnage. Sales Management (Eng-

land), October 15, 1924, v. 4, pp. 520, 522,

524. Functions of the buying agent, mer-

chant shipper, and export agent. Points

to be considered by a concern desiring

direct export.

The Four Fundamentals of Sales De-
velopment. 658.82

P. B. Zimmerman. System, October 1924,

v. 46, pp. 446-447, 506. Illus. Increasing

sales by means of window and store dis-

plays, store chats to customers about the

product, and outside activities covering ad-

vertising, canvassing and mail campaigns.

Method used by the National Lamp Works.

How I Select My SelUng Staff. 658.81

Sales Management (England), October

15, 1924, v. 4, pp. 526, 528, 530. Em-
phasizes the importance of selecting sales-

men who shall be suitable to uphold the

firm's prestige. Qualifications which are

essential.

How to Analyze Sales Problems. 658.81

C. C. Casey. Printers' Ink Monthly, Octo-

ber 1924, V. 9, pp. 43-44. Suggestions of

how to solve sales problems. Organization

of department, selection of men, standard-

ization of material and other points are

discussed.

Is Consignment Selling the Way
Out? 658.832
Koland Cole. Printers' Ink, October 16,

1924, V. 129, pp. 3-4, 6. Author admits
that this method is not the way out, in

general, but cites instances where the con-

signment method of merchandising has

operated successfully.

The Pulse of the Pacific Market. 382
A. A. Young. Central Manufacturing
District Magazine, October 1924, v. 8,

pp. 43-49. Discusses China as a growing
market for American manufacturers, and
her possibilities of foreign enterprise.

Reducing Sales Arguments to the One
Best Talking Point. 658.85
J. A. Murphy. Printers' Ink Monthly,
October 1924, v. 9, pp. 29-30, 120. Illus.

Every buyer is interested in some specific

point of the merchandise to be sold, almost
never in all of its good points. Supple-

mented with trademarks illustrating value
of this theory.

The Responsibility for Turnover. 658.87
Roy Dickinson. Printers' Ink Monthly.
October 1924, v. 9, pp. 19-20, 104. Better
co-operation between manufacturer and re-

tailer would cause greater turnover of mer-
chandise. Manufacturer is responsible for

his dealer's buying habit and thus aids or

handicaps the retailer 's selling ability.

The Retail Handbook. 658.87

Walter S. Hayward. McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York. 617 pp. $5.

The principles and practices of retailing

as applied to all merchandising establish-

ments whether large or small. Includes

information concerning store layout, loca-

tion, and equipment, organization, mer-

chandising, display, advertising, mail order

selling, credits and collections, financing,

accounting, and research. Should be val-

uable to manufacturers who sell at retail

and also to those who wish to assist in

the sale of their products.

Sales Records and Their Relation to

Sales Promotion. 658.817
W. A. Staving. Printers' Ink Monthly.

October 1924, v. 9, pp. 26-28. Sales

analysis and sales records found neces-

sary in a highly competitive industry. De-

tails of system are described.

Salesmanship. 658.85
E. E. Ferris and G. R. Collins. The
Ronald Press Company, New York. 414

pp. $3. A comprehensive study of the

factors that influence success in selling.

Especial emphasis has been placed on
analysis of all the various elements that

enter into sales work. The general method
of treating each element has been as fol-

lows: (1) definition of principles in-

volved; (2) brief outline of rules and
methods generally used; (3) detailed re-

port and discussion of specific instances

illustrating the most effective practice;

(4) problems to be solved. The book
covers all phases of selling work and the

practical examples given are especially

valuable in interpreting the text to the

reader. It should be of considerable value

to all who hre connected with selling

work.

Setting Sales Quotas—Working Plans
for Profits—2. 658.808
G. Charter Harrison. Management and
Administration, November 1924, v. 8,

pp. 491-495. Determining the volume of

sales to be realized. Quotes Henry Ford
and John H. Patterson on disregarding the

business cycle. Cites some unusually suc-

cessful cases of sales increase and methods
employed to obtain them.

Should the Salesman Be His Own Sales-

manager? 658.811
Don Gridley. Printers' Ink Monthly.
October 1924, v. 9, pp. 39-40, 80. Pros
and cons of salesmen management with

quotations from sales managers' experi-

ences.

What the Sales Manager Told the Sales-

man. 658.85
Sales Management (England), October 15,

1924, V. 4, pp. 519, 534, 536. Points to be
kept in mind by the salesman—reports,

prospects, appearance and approach, etc.

Standardization

Economical Manufacture of Goods
Trucks. 658.516
Werner. Engineering Progress, Septem-

ber 1924, V. 5, pp. 189-190. The value

of exchangeability of parts in car and
truck manufacture. Cites practice of Ger-

man State Railway.

Effect of Standardization and Specializa-

tion on Material Supply and Cap-
ital. 658.516

(Einfluss der Normung und Spezialisierung

auf Lagerhaltung und Kapitalbedarf ).

Schulz-Mehrin. Maschineniau, September

22, 1924, V. 3, pp. 920-921.

Effects of Standardization on Individ-

uality. 658.516

L. D. Burlingame. Canadian Machinery,

October 2, 1924, v. 32, pp. 28-30, 54. The
danger of overstandardization in the ma-
chine tool industry if gone into ivithout

due regard to established practice.

Freight Car Construction. 62(003)
(Wirtschaftliche Fertigung im Giiter-

uagenbau). Werner. Werlstattstechnik,

October 1, 1924, v. 18, pp. 521-522. Dis-

cusses interchangeability of parts in

freight car construction and repair.

Standardization in Germany. 62(003)
(Die Normung in Deutschland). F. Neu-

haus. Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher

Ingenieure, October 11, 1924, v. 68, pp.
1065-1070. Diagr.

Training

Sponsor Industrial Leadership. 658.386

H. B. Bliss. Michigan Manufacturer and

Financial Record, November 1, 1924, v. 34,

pp. 3, 24. Direct training of employees

for executive positions through co-opera-

tion of Lansing manufacturers with the in-

dustrial training department of the Lan-

sing Y. M. C. A.

Teach Your Employees to Think. 658.386

C. R. Donley. Tlic Xation's Business. No-

vember 1924, V. 12, pp. 25-27. Urges

training of employees by special courses

designed to prepare them for more ad-

vanced positions.

A Training Program for the Factory
Foreman. 658.31243
J. K. Novins. Open Shop He view, Octo-

ber 1924, V. 21, pp. 390-395. Article 11:

Choosing text material for the foremen
conference.

Transportation

Hints for Cargo Insurance Buy-
ers. 656.6:368

Thomas Buel. American Industries, Octo-

ber 1924, V. 25, pp. 43-45. T}-pes of in-

surances and advantages of some over

others.

Preparation of Freight Claims. 656.24

II. R. l*ark. Central Manufacturing Vis

trict Magazine, November 1924, v. 8, pp.
79-81. Emphasizes the importance of in-

cluding the necessary supporting docu-

ments and facts in presenting a claim.

The Railroads as Factors in Busi-

ness. 656.2

C. H. Markham. Railway Age, October 4,

1924, V. 77, pp. 601-604. Discusses the

part the U. S. railroads have played in

the development of the industries of the

country and considers also the subject of

government ownership.

Shunting of Railroad Cars. 656.21

( Verschiebcaulagcu fiir Eisenbahnwagen).

R. Hauchcn. Maschinenbau. September 11,

1924, V. 3, pp. 852-857. Illus. Shunting
and shunting devices.

I
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Author or Subject Entry Index Symbol Pg. Author or Subject Entry Index Symbol Pg.

Accounting 657.4 605

Ackerman, S. B. Industrial Unemployment
Insxtrance 647

Adjustable Insert for Mounting Machines

(News of Equipment) 205

Advertising costs 659.1 (002) 395

Air Brush and Pressure Feed Unit (News

of Equipment) 532

Air compressor 621.52 205

Air Coolers and Nossle (News of Equipment) 315

Air cooling 621.51 315

Air Drill (News of Equipment) 94

Aishton, E. H. Coal Storage and the Rail-

roads 473

Anderson, A. G. Planning the Construction

Program 595

Applying Conveyors to Laundry Service 26

Are welding 621.392 206, 534

Automatic stokers 621 .18414 423

Automatic transformer 621.3143 535

Automobile industry. Manage-
ment 658.9:629.113 27

Automobile manufacture 629.113 646

Auel, C. B. Practical Material Salvaging

Methods 185

Practical Methods for Minimizing Waste 65

B

Baicoclc, George D. Building Tractors Under

Scientific Management—Articles II-VI

Changes in Equipment and Product Pre-

ceding Installation of Production

Control 19

Organizing the Personnel for Production 141

Establishing Material and Parts Control 265

Putting Orders Through the Shop 377

Getting the Executive Program Across 497

Balance sheet analysis 627.372 521

Balance sheets 657.36 147

Ball Bearing Grinders (News of Equip-

ment) .92

Banking and management 332 : 658 271

Barber, Joseph H. Industrial Budget Meth-

ods—Articles I-IIl

Industrial Budget Methods 371

Finding Tour Industry's Cycle 479

Forecasting the Underlying Cycles 589

Barth, Carl G. A Suggestion for a Premium

System 71

Bearings 621.82 532

Belt-Conveyor Pulley (News of Equipment) 423

66

Belt Drive (News of Equipment) 536

Belting 658.2621 536

Bench Drill (News of Equipment) 315
Benge, Eugene J. Proficiency Tests for

Stenographers 615

Better Letter Bulletins (News of Equip-

ment) 536

Binders 651.4652 316

Blue-Print Drying Machine (News of Equip-

ment) 94

Blueprinting 778.1 94

Bonds and securities 332.6 33

Brown, Geoffrey C. Profitable Methods for

the Small Factory—Article VI
Recording Job Costs to Show Profits 53

Burchell, Durward Earle. How Inventories

Wer'e Reduced at the Dill and Collins

Company 527

Burnet, Arthur R. Analysis of Salesmen's

Quotas 487

Business evcles 338.97 589

Campbell, B. P. Tests for Shop and Office

Jobs 409

Can the Suggestion Box Yield Good Results? 270

Card systems 651.513 427

Cement plant. Management 666.9006 : 68 155

Clark, Frank S. Management Factors in

Power Plant Building 585
Clark, Theodore. Managing Maintenance

Work with Economy—Articles I-II

Planning, Routing and Use of Standard

Times 191

Methods of Taking Time Studies and

Paying Bonuses 299

Cleaning devices 600.45 534

Clothing industry. Management . . 658.9 : 687 73, 289

Coal 662.65 197, 473

Coal Feeder (News of Equipment) 204

Collins, Hubert E. Present and Future

Power Equipment 617

Specifications for Pipe Coverings 503

Specifications for Pipe Fittings 83

Conant, L. W. Planning Repair Work 651

Containers 658.78844 59, 525

Conveyor Installation in a Fiber-Box Plant 302

Conveyors 658.281 423, 425

Cook, Robert G. Scrap Analysis as a Waste

Preventative 184

Copper Bars That Bend Only One Way 650

Copper crystals 669.3 650

Cost accounting 657.452 53, 413, 517
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AUTHOR OR Subject Entry Index Symbol Fa. Author or Subject Entry Index Symbol Pg.

Cost analysis 657.524 507

Couplings 621.825 315

Crane Truck (News of Equipment) 316

Credit department 658.882 177

Cremer, George S., and Drachiar, William R.

Analyzing Statements of Operating

Results 507

Cummings, J. Howell. Building the Morale

of the Working Force 137

Current Information Index. .. .951Q2, 209-21.5, 317-324, 428-435,

537-544

D

Davis, Iia!i)h G. Elements of a Financial

Investigation 277

Day, W. L. Modern Methods of Truck

Testing 285

Delivery systems 658.7885 599

Depreciation 6.57.42 631

Desk File (Ncivs of Equipment) 207

Desks 651.233 423, 424

Diesel Engine Operating Costs 632

Diesel engines 621.434 422, 632

Drills 621.95 91, 94, 315

Duryea, L. N. Handling 42,000,000 Tons of

Saw Material a Year 155

E

.181Economic forecasting 338.97

Edwards, J. B. Packing and Shipping Oil

and Lubricants 59

Eldred, Wilfred. The Problem of Delivery

Equipment 599

Electric door locks 658.283 207

Electric furnaces 621.365 314

Electric Hand Drill (News of Equipment) 91

Electric Hoist (News of Equipment) 533

Electric meters 621.3175 207

Electric Pipe Threader (News of Equip-

ment) 533

Electric relays 621.3117 207,610

Electric screw driver 621.7161 20G

Electric Screio Driver (News of Equipment) 206

Electric Steam Generator to Save 3000 Tons

of Coal 408

Electric steam generators 621.1816 408

Electric switches 621.3117 208

Electric Time Stamp (News of Equipment) 427

Electric transformers 621.3143 .535

Electric Trucks Prove Economical in Oper-

ation 4-

Electric welding 621.392 422

Elevator truck 658.281 92

Employee housing plan 658.3833 653

Emplo^'ee morale 658.3 137

Employee photographs 658.3123 208

Employee restaurants 658.3835 528

Executive control 658.1. .17, 173, 391, 497, 513

Exporting 382 27

Feed water evaporator 621.1871 535

Feed Water Evaporator (News of Equip-

ment) 535

Files and filing 651.5 425

Financial analysis 658.14 271

Financial control . 658.14 ..33,277,371, 383, 479, 517, 521, 589, 605

Financial investigations. Accounting. . .657.4 277

Fish, E. H. Management Training Needed

by Foremen 140

What Industry Expects of the Public

School 257

Flat Roof Construction (News of Equipment) 204

Flexible Couplings (News of Equipment) 315

Flow meters 621.1875 205

Foreman's Steel Desk (News of Equipment) 423

Foremen 658.31243 140

Foundry sand 621.7241 314

Franklin, B. A. Work of the Industrial

Executive—Articles I-IV

The Industrial Executive 249

Policies for Successful Operation 391

Organization for Successftd Operation 513

Practical Points on Labor Policy 611

Gantt chart 658.3 305

Gas and oil engines 621.43 42.5,427

Gasoline Engine (News of Equipment) 425

(Gasoline Tractor (News of Equipment) 314

Gears and gearing 621.83 422

Geiger, Chas. W. Reducing Tractor Idle Time 651

Gilbreth, Frank B. and L. M. Applications

of Motion Study 2«5

Classifying the Elements of Work 151

Gilman, Stephen. A Method of Balance Sheet

A nalysis 147

Goodrich Company Method of Water Cooling 527

Greene, A. L. Sheet Steel Stacking Equip-

ment 652

Grinding machines 621.92 92

Group insurance 658.3253 190

Group Insurance for the Southern Pacific

Railroad Company 196

H

Hagemann. George E. Cutting Manufactur-

ing Co.its by Means of the Oxy-Acrtylrne

Blowpipe 509

Savings Produced by Power Equipment 627

Hallman, J. W. Is the Credit Department an

Asset or a Liability' 177

Handling and Storing Electric Meters 610

Handling Crated Automobiles 419

Haney, Lewis H. Barometer of Industry and

Trade 7, 127, 239, 351, 463, .575

Harrison, G. Charter. Working Plans to

Realize Profits—Articles I -III

Navigating a Business 301

Setting Sales Quotas 491

Determining Profits in Advance 605

Harty, E. Handling $13,000,000 Worth of

Stores a Year 287

Haseltine, W. E. Graphic Control in a Small

Hosiery Mill 161

Hawk, Harold W. Cutting Shipping Costs 367

Heating 697 533

Heranger, Serge. Applying the Gantt Chart

in France 305

High Pressure Steam Turbine (News of

Equipment) 534

Hitt, W. L. Maintenance of Plant Equip-

ment 43
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Author oe Subject Entry Index Symbol Pg. Author or Subject Entry Index Symbol Pg.

Hoists 658.281 533

Home Oxcning Plan 653

Hosiery mill management 658.9:687.3 161

notclil{iss, WiUard E. Administrative Control

and Sesponse 173

Unity in Management Poliey 17

Hou-e, Harrison E. Useful Products Made
from VTaste Materials 46

...249,

Identiscope (Xews of Equipment)

Industrial ercles 338.97

Industrial education 6(07) ....

Industrial Electric Furnace (Xews of Equip-

ment)

Industrial executive 658.31242. . . .

Industrial management 658

Industrial plant 658.2

Industrial power sources 658.26

Industrial products. Testing 66(072)

Industrial standardization 658.516

Industrial trucks 658.281 . .42, 91, 279, 314, 316, 424,

Industries in the South 38(75) 47, 167,

Integrating Flow Meter (Xews of Equipment)

Inventions 608

Inventories 658.787

208

479

314

391

361

595

617

298

176

652

253

205

270

K

Keeping Power Plant Instru/nents Accurate 588

Labor-saving devices 658.28 532

Laboring classes 658.38 253

Laundry. Management 658.9 26

Ledger Binder (Xews of Equipment) 316

Leinbach, Arthur M. Securing Funds for

Business Expansion 33

Letter-writing 651.75 536

Lineshaft Bearing (Xews of Equipment) 532

Locomotive cranes 621.87 475

Locomotive Tractor Crane (News of Equip-

ment) 206

Lowry, Stewart M. Measuring the Efficiency

of Shop Trucks 279

Lubricating devices 658.281 94

Lukens, W. Penn. Investigations Preliminary

to Befinancing 271

Lunches 658.3835 150

M
Machine Turnings Crusher (Xews of Equip-

ment) .. .'. 93

Macy, Ealph G. The Piedmont Section of the

Carolinas—Articles IIV
The Construction and Costs of Southern

Cotton Mills and Equipment 47

Textile Finishing Plants 167

The Southern Industrial Labor Supply 253

Southern Transportation Facilities 403

Maintaining Accuracy in Bailroad Track

Scales 412

Maintenance and repair 658.58 191, 299, 651

Man Cooling Fan (Xews of Equipment) 536

Management in the paper industry . 658.9 : 676 397

Material control 658.78 26.5, 287

Material control. Storing 658.78 65

Material handling 658.281 179

Material Handling in Making Fiber-Board

Boxes 179

Mathcwson, Park. The Working Value of the

Economic Forecast 181

Maynard, Henry W. Convention of the

X. A. C. A 413

Measuring de\ices 621.7163 424

Mechanical calculations 651.264 312

Mechanical fans 621.63 536

Mechanical handling 658.281. .155, 302, 387, 419, 475

Mechanical handling of coal . .658.281:662.65 623

Meter repair shop 658.58 171

Mooney, J. B. Selling the Automobile Over-

seas 27

Motion study 658.5423 151, 295

Motor trucking 6.56.124 82

Motor trucks. Tests 629.113(072) 285

Myers, David Moffat. Dividends for Dull

Times 417

N

Neubecker, Bichard. Keeping Track of Fac-

tory Drawings 529

Xeic Design Diesel Engine (Xews of Equip-

ment) 422

Xeiv Time Belay (Xews of Equipment) 207

Oil Engine (Xews of Equipment) 427

Oil Tank Cleaner (Xews of Equipment) 534

Organization 658.16 513

O-xy-acetylene welding 665.882 509

Palmer, J. L. Budgeting Advertising Ex-

pense 395

Panel files 651.236 207

Pay-roll Machine (Xeivs of Equipment) 312

Personnel management 658.3 141, 611, 633

Pipe fittings 621.774 92

Pipe Fittings (Xews of Equipment) 92

Pipe specifications 621.774 83, 503

Pipe threading 621.99 533

Plant location 658.21 259, 637

Plant maintenance 658.2 43

Portable Air Compressor (Xews of Equip-

ment) 205

Portable Arc Welder (Xews of Equipment) 206, 534

Portable Electric Meters (Xews of Equip-

ment) 207

Portable FligM Conveyor (Xews of Equip-

ment) 425

Portable Meters (Xews of Equipment) 313

Posting Ledger Desk (Xews of Equipment) 427

Power apparatus 658.16 627

Power generation 658.261 632

Power plant and equipment 658.26 585

Power Plant Depreciation Factors 631

Power plant operation 658.26 417

Production charts 658.53 161

Production control 658.5. .19, 141, 377, 426, 643

Production Control Board (Xews of Equip-

ment) 426

Products from waste 660.048 46
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Progress charts 658.532 303, 309

Progressof-Work Board for Bepair Jobs 309

EaUroads in the South 656.2(75) 403

Sanney, W. B. Conveyors Eandle Chewing

Gum 387

Eeeirculation of water 621.643 527

Recording Boor Loch (News of Equipment) 207

Eemote Control Switch (News of Equipment) 208

Biggs, H. S. Enter Order—When Will You
Ship? 643

Eoads in the South 625.7(75) 403

Roofs and roofing 695 204

Eouting 658.512 652

Socket, W. H. Comparison of Flat and

Sound Strapping 525

Sales analysis 658.808 487,491

Sand Kiddle (News of Equipment) 314

Savings Brought About by the Use of Electric

Trucks 82

Schlink, F. J. Advantages of Standardization

to Industry 496

Progress Charts of the Vector Type 303

Schultz, Fritz. Low-Cost Handling of Coal

and Ashes 623

Seasonal Storage of Coal 197

Seat Type Tructor (News of Equipment) 92

Selecting workers. Tests 658.31156 615

Self-Lubricating Bearing (News of Equip-

ment) 94

Service equipment 658.28 204

Serving Hot Lunches Throughout the Plant 150

Shipping oil 658.788:665.... 59

Shoe industry. Management . . . .658.9:685.3 75

Shop accounting 658.5 : 657 53

Shop maintenance 658.58 39

Shop management 658.5 191, 299

Shop methods 658.561 529

Small Automatic Stoker (News of Equipment) 423

Soot blower 621.61 313

Soot Blower Head (News of Equipment) 313

Speed Transformer (News of Equipment) 532

Speeding Up Production in the Restaurant 528

Spoilage reduction 658.567 184

Spot Welder (News of Equipment) 422

Standardization 658.516 496

Standardization of Screw Threads for Fire

Hose Couplings 176

Standardizing Motor Bus Bodies 646

Starting Compensator (News of Equipment) 535

Static Condenser (News of Equipment) 93

Static condensers 621.31564 93

Steam turbines 621.165 534

Steel Desks (News of Equipment) 424

Steel Pole (News of Equipment) 208

Steel poles 691.7 208

Stillman, K. W. Power Plant Personnel 632

Storage of coal 658.78:662.65 197,473

Straight-Line Production in a Meter Repair

Shop 171

Suggestions from employees 658.31472 270

Test Indicator (News of Equipment) 424

Test of Products for Research and Sales

Promotion 298

Textile finishing 667.38 167

Textile mills. Construction 658.2:677 47

Thompson, Gaylord G. Correct Costs at Little

Expense 517

Thompson, Sanford E., and Freeland, Wil-

lard E. Management Factors in the

Shoe Industry 75

Management in the Clothing Industry 289

Paper and Pulp Manufacturing 397

Time clocks 651.4211 427

Tingley, Edward H. Visualizing Budgetary

Control 383

Titcomb, George E. Putting Locomotive

Cranes to Work 475

Track scales 625.18 412

Tractor cranes 658.281 206

Tractor manufacture. Manage-
ment 658.9:629.113 19, 265

Trade tests 658.311563 409

Transformers 621.3143 532

Trend of Organization in the Clothing In-

dustry 73

Truck Crane (News of Equipment) 91

Truck Loading Stacker (News of Equip-

ment) 424

Trucking 658.281 651

Two-Stage Transformers (News of Equip-

ment) 535

U

Unemployment insurance 331.2544 647

Unit Heaters (News of Equipment) 533

UtiUzation of waste 658.5671 185, 275

Vacations 658.3816 52

Vacations for Factory Workers 52

Vacuum Pump (News of Equipment) 93

Vacuum pumps 621.64 93

Van Nice, J. Horace. Use of the Bouting

Analysis 652

Visible File (News of Equipment) 425

Voltmeters 621.3173 313

W
Wage systems 658.32 71

Waldron, Frederick A. Organization of Main-

tenance Division 39

Walker, P. F. Economic Factors in Indus-

trial Plant Location 259

Factors in Industrial Plant Location 637

Wall, Alexander. Balance Sheet Analysis 521

Waste from Cannery Products Furnishes Oil

and Fuel 275

Waste treatment 658.567 93

Wheel puUer 658.583 38

Wheel Puller for Automotive Equipment 38

Wirebound boxes 658.78844 367

Worm Box (News of Equipment) 422
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VISIBLE RECORDS
Books, loose-leaf, card files, and old-style Visible Equipment, have all contrib-

uted their best features to make up FLEX-SITE—the new record-keeping

equipment. Get acquainted with it now.

Visible

Compact

Portable

Adaptable

Low Cost

Spread your records out on overlapping sheets, every name or

number in sight. Then they give you facts in an instant

—

facts with which you control your business.

10,000 records on a desk top within easy reach of one operator.

Posting and reference to FLEX-SITE is in a natural position.

It does not tire the operators.

Your records are in a book, when in FLEX-SITE. Use them
at j'Our desk or wherever you want them. Then put them
away at night where they are protected.

Your most important record on FLEX-SITE is at once a tool

with which to make money. Facts you have had to dig for are

now available in a second.

The expensive mechanical accessories have been eliminated on
FLEX-SITE. Visible Records have been reduced to a binder.

Therefore, low initial expense and also up-keep, make real

savings in record costs.

Methods Department
Use our trained men to solve your record problems—free. Write your
problem to us in detail or send for a questionnaire on the type of record

you consider most important and you will receive a plan worked out to

fit your business.

Visible Records Equipment Co.

226 W. Adams St, Chicago, 111.

Representatives in principal cities

Visible Records Equipment Co.

226 W. Adams St., Chicago, III.

Please send us information about FLEX-SITE

(7A)

Kind of Record

Name

Firm

Address
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How's Your Plant Coal Supply ?

Have you fully planned and provided some safeguards against expensive,

nerve-wearing shortages—or are you "taking the chance" on shut-downs or

piecing out your supply at high prices?

Storage by the consumer is a better and safer method of providing for plant

coal supplies, and is Ijoth physically and financially practicable. That is

the conclusion of a special report of the whole problem made by the American

Engineering Council. This report has just been completed after a solid

year's work. It is 419 pages in length and goes into every angle of the

practical questions plant managers want information on. The title is

Industrial Coal
Purchase, Delivery, and Storage
THE American Engineering Council is already favorably known

through its two previous reports,"Waste in Industry" and "The
Twelve Hour Shift in Industry." In the present report the Council
gives those responsible for plant coal supplies an accurate, thorough
understanding of practical methods of coal storage as existing in

all parts of the United States. It includes full consideration of pur-
chasing policies and methods; contract arrangements; schedules

and rates of delivery; quality control and inspection; and the
possibilities of storage. In connection with storage it considers

quantities necessary and periods of storage; equipment for

storage; cost of storage and financial arrangements for carrying;

physical protection of the coal; insurance; and reclaiming from
storage.

Tells How to Insure a Steady Supply

An immensely important conclusion of the report is that

through immediately practicable methods, themselves explained in

the report, each consumer of industrial coal can himself insure his

own protection and the stability of his sui)])Iy.

Besides this the report gives an understanding of the sources of

coal supply and the coal transportation problem that, from a

strictly hard dollars-and-cents viewpoint alone, will be of inesti-

mable value time and time again to anyone who has the plant coal

j)urchasing as one of his resi)onsibilities.

Ini)UStri.\l Co.\l is the official report of an extensive study in

which the President's Coal Commission and other government
departments have collaborated with the .American Engineering
Council.

Table of Contents
Foreword
Statement by General Committee

1. Plan of the Investigation
2. General Survey
3. Deterioration and Spontaneous Combustion
4. Relation of Transportation
5. Storage of Coal at the Head of the Great Lakes
6. Storage at Tidewater and by Government Departmenta
7. Location of Storage Points
8. Storage Equipment
9. Cost of Installing and Maintaining Storage Equipment

10. Insuring, Taxing, and Financing Coal in Storage
11. .Anthracite Storage
12. Storage Conditions as Reported by Localities
Bibliography

I

The KonaUl Press Co., 20 Vesey St., New York, N.^ .

You niav .send me a ccipy of the .Xmerican Engineering Coun-
cil's report. IxDCSTHni, ('o.\l. price $;>.00. hilling me for same
in the regular cour.se of business.

Name
(PI.EASE print)

Business .Address

City

Firm
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PRECISION
BALL BEARINGS

and

PRECISION
ROLLER BEARINGS

MAKE
GOOD AAOTORS

BETTER

cSf\o\ilcl tl\e Life
aixdfKe Eari\ii\q PoVer
of ai\ Electric Motor
be TiinitedbyitsBeariivjs

Motor windings seldom fail. Good insulations stand

up. Commutators wear but slowly. Brushes are easily

and inexpensively replaced.

What, then, makes motors "wear out"? What cuts

down their efficiency and finally fails?

Experience, alike of motor manufacturer and motor

user, furnishes the answer

—

inadequate, unreliable,

sleeve type bearings.

Whatever of anti-friction quality a sleeve type

bearing possesses, it has by virtue of the lubricant

used and not because of any friction-reducing

quality in the sleeve type bearing itself.

The success or failure of such a bearing, then, depends

upon its lubrication. Inadequate, or neglected, or

improper lubrication means the failure of the sleeve

type bearing—and this means the failure of the motor.

The one and only complete solution of the motor

bearings problem lies in the use of true anti-friction

bearings

—

Bearings which, though vastly improved in their oper-

ation by ample and proper lubrication, are yet not

absolutely dependent upon the lubricant for their anti-

friction qualities

—

Bearings designed to provide, in their mountings, a

store of lubricant ample for long periods of high-

efficiency operation, without renewal or attention

—

Ball Bearings, for motors of smaller power and

higher speeds : Roller Bearings, for motors of larger

powers and heavier duty.

The production cost, to the manufacturer, and the

purchase price, to the buyer, may be a little higher

for the ball or roller bearing motor.

But this difference is far over-shadowed by the

subsequent savings resulting the saving m
lubricant, the saving in current, the uninter-

rupted service, the lower up-keep, the longer

life of sustained high efficiency.

iqnable flvenuc Long Island C'A\j

FRECISI'7N BALL. ROLLER AND THRUST BEARINGS

New York
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"A Billion Dollar

Market"
"A Billion Dollar Market" is the

title of a book which sketches

the purchasing power of the

12,000 readers of this paper.

Ask your secretary to fill in the

coupon attached. Read the book

—and pass it onto your sales and

advertising manager.

at isYottrProduct
UsedFor ?

Whatever its application, the big thing to remember is that its purchase

is O. K.'d by some executive—some man who, like yourself, is respon-

sible for getting things done and therefore is interested in any means
or method of doing things better, or more quickly, or more econom-
ically. Does he know what you make, and what it will do, for him?

Here is a Place
To Tell Your Sales Story

Among the more-than-1 2,000 industrial executives who read this maga-
zine are a large percentage of the men whom you want to sell—the very

men who will have the final say-so on the purchase of your product.

They pay $5.00 a year to receive the information these pages carry.

Isn't this, then a logical place to give them information on your product,

as an economic factor in the operation of their business?

Mail this to MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION, 20 Vesey Street, New York

Please send a copy of your book

—

"A Million Dollar Market" to

—

Mr Title

Company

%
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Financing
Public Utility and Indus-

trial Corporations are

invited to submit their

problems to us when new
financing is under con-

sideration.

To those who are interested

we shall be glad to send
evidence of past success

in the underwriting and
distribution of bonds. Ask
for our book, "A Record
of Corporation Financing."

A.C.ALLYN"«>COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1912

CHICAGO
71 W. Monroe St., Phone State 6440

NEW YORK MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS BOSTON

A

Harrison

Booklet

For

the

MANUFACTURER
who desires authentic information regarding the

Semaphore System of Standard Cost
Accounting for increasing profits.

Free to Executives. Ask for booklet A 4

Telephone—Rector 7373
OR

MAIL COUPON
G. CHARTER HARRISON ASSOCIATES

31 NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK
FIRM NAME
NAME
ADDRESS

Save Time and Labor

Use the

Merrick Conveyor Weightometer

Any material handled on a belt, bucket or pan conveyor fitted

with MERRICK WEIGHTOMETER is automatically weighed as it

moves along. The scale is always on the job— it makes no slips

—it's honest—and its totals at the end of the day are accurate

and they require no special attendant.

Material being

handled over

Weigh tometert

COAL
ORES (all kinds)

CEMENT
SHALE
CLINKER
ROCK
GYPSUM
FISH
FERTILIZER
PHOSPHATES
SAND
PAPER MILL

PRODUCTS
HOG FUEL
SALT
ETC., ETC.

TYPICAL INSTALLATION

MERRICK SCALE MANUFACTURING CO.

186 Autumn Street, Passaic, New Jersey

For the
buying facts
regarding

INDUSTRIAL and POWER PLANT

MATERIALS and EQUIPMENT

See

SWEET'S

ENGINEERING

CATALOGUE

SWEET'S CATALOGUE SERVICE, Inc.

W. 40th St., New York
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Here's to Bigger
Drir^kir\.g Cvip Sedes!

This New Vortex Combination Opens the Way!

Cup js it comes from Dijp.n

—Op,n—
Rtjdy for uie

Just let your prospect draw one Vortex OVALCONE
Drinking Cup from the new Vortex Dispenser and he
is a customer of yours for life

!

This new type Dispenser releases OVALCONE Cups
instantly—one at a time—each OPEN and ready for
use. It is exceedingly compact (9" x S-*^" x 2}|"

—

takes only }i to ^2 as much space as any other dis-
penser of equal capacity. It is non-mechanical,

cannot get out of order and is simple and perfect in operation.

The cups themselves, made from superior bleached sulphite paper, are compact,
clean, odorless and tasteless.

In the new Dispenser they are the safest, most convenient and economical drinking
water service hotels, factories, churches, schools, offices, railroads, steamships,
libraries and similar institutions have ever been offered. Complete details fur-
nished upon recjuest.

THE VORTEX MFG. CO.
421-431 N. Western Avenue Chicago, III.

"$22,000 for labor could
not give equal control,"

writes one manufacturer
of national repute
"The successful operation of the entire plant, which

is the only successful cupra plant in the country, is

absolutely dependent upon the accurate and regular
operation of laylor Instruments. About lOO I aylor
temperature and pressure rtKularors ;md recording pres-

sure gauges and thermometers are in use in the plant.

1 here are 52 laylor nistruments on one panel alone.

"For the year they have been in use, these instru-

ments have proved eminently satisfactory. They elimi-

nate the human factor because they do their job auto-
matically. Without such instruments, men would have
to be employed to constantly watch and control all

valves. And at its best, the human element introduces
inaccuracy.

"The labor whicli would be re(|uired in riiis case
would amount to at least 20 men. This would mean a

tremendous additional payroll of aiiout )^22,ooo a year.

In all respects, therefore, the instruments are the only
satisfactory method of securing temperature control."

1 he name of the manufacturer given on application,
following our policy of not giving names, as they are
not seekers of publicity.

This is part of the Tycos installation

Tycos Temperatvire Instruments .ire available tor

all industrial temperature processes. Catalogs are

available for the tollowing industries:

Power Plants, Textile, Refrigeration, Cold Stor-

.age, Milk, Ice Cream, Powdered and Condensed
Milk, Gas, Oil, Varnish and Paint, Bakeries, Con-
fectioners, Gas, Asphalt, and many others.

Write for one, nammg your intkistr>'.

lay/orInstrument Companies
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

Canadian Plant: T^ot Bldg., 110 Church St., Toronto
There's a Tvccs or Tat^or Temperature Instrument for o%ery purpose
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Wherever There's a Need for a Record, There's a Need for Acme

Visible Records Eqtupment

is opening new sales

possibilities; reducing

production, selling and
general costs; visualiz-

ing real facts; and other-

wise profitably serving

the country's leading

industries.

— Banks
—Munii/actHrers
—Retailers

—Public Vrilides
— Wholesalers
— Municifjalities

—Distributors
— Insurance

With its remarkable
record of profit-huilding

accomplishment and its

tweKe exclusive points

of superiority, Acme is

helping countless indus-

tries pay betterdividends

on' invested capital.

Ask /or the Acme Booklet

IN THESE days of high priced and inefficient

labor, Acme Visible Records are paying enor-

mous dividends in the form of economies for

leading concerns in every line—everywhere.

But, a still greater source ofprofit is the actual pro-

duction economy which Acme control is effecting

by visualizing each fact and each condition

instantly.

Its unique signal system with both sides of each

card equally available, and eleven additional exclu-

sive Acme ifeatures, have made it the record stand-

ard oftoday— the real leader among visible record

systems. Let an Acme Record expert show its

application to your business.

Visible Records Equipment
Acme Card System Co.ai6 S. SHichiganJ^vcChicago
Branch Offices and Representatives in MoA Principal Cities

ACME CARD SYSTEM COMPANY, 116 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

D Have representative call Firm

C Mail Catalogue
. Address

M. A. 12-24

'. Send detailed recommendations bv mail on handling-
(Sample Forms EncloSid)

records
Sfatc
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National Cash Register Co., S. C. Allyn,
Comptroller: "Will virtually telegraph to the
executive information dealing with hundreds
of questions which come up in his daily work."
Strathmore Paper Co., B. A. Franklin,

Vice-Pres.: "A real inspiration and a starting
point for definite improvement in the man-
agement of all those concerns which equip
themselves with it."

The Book Is Comprehensive
in Scope, and General

in Its Utility

Its 1610 pages (printed on
thin, strong, specially made
paper) provide a complete
collection of practical work-
ing data covering the entire
range of management,
arranged in

32 Sections
including

Organization for Operation

Management Ratios

Maintenance of Labor
Budgetary Control

Office Management
Classification and Symbolization

Plant Layout
Production Control

Operation Study—Rate Setting

Graphic Methods
Quality Control

Cost and Profit Variation

Material Handling
Timekeeping a nd Wage Payment

Purchasing—Storeskeeping

Salvaging Material

Shipping and Traffic

Banking Relations

Durable, flexible binding that will
stand daily use. Hundreds of
tables and illustrations and COM-
PLETELY INDEXED.

Price $7. SO Postpaid

A Manual ofAccepted Principles.
^ Proven Methods and Practices

y^ MANAGEMENT
fbrYoMiT'EverydayUse/

HERE is what you have been
needing for ready reference

—

a handbook of practical infor-

mation on the everyday problems of

management. Its 1610 pages bring

together in organized form the best

thought on every phase of general

and departmental control in all

branches of a business. Every man
in executive capacity will have con-

stant use for

Mai^agement'5
HANDBOOK.

THIS, the pioneer and only guidebook through the mazes of man-
agerial problems, presents in condensed, get-at-able form the col-

lective experience and advice of those whose varied connections
with hundreds of industrial plants qualify them as acknowledged

authorities. Having a copy at your desk, you will plan more effectively

because you can check your decisions by the proven practice of others.

It will become, immediately, the indispensable adviser, whether your
personal responsibility is

Production— Marketing — Financial Management
or any of the interrelated operations. It deals among other topics with
shop management, production control, purchasing, banking relations,

shipping and traffic, budgeting, employment, office management, cost
accounting, insurance,—all treated for the first time from the viewpoint
of the executive.

The Editor, L. P. Alford
An Authority on Management
In preparing this book, L. P. Alford,
editor of the magazine, MANAGEMENT
AND Administration, has had the co-
operative assistance of 34 specialists of
prominence. They have compiled for your
use the conclusions of trained minds in

solving the varied questions of management
policy in every phase of industry. They
give you, quickly, the essential data that
would otherwise require days of research.

A Book You'll Want
for Personal Use

—

Whether you are directing the destinies of

a business, or responsible for the efficient

conduct of some one phase of its activities.

Management's Handbook will return you
so much of satisfaction, time-saving and
broadened knowledge that you will con-
sider its cost well invested. Send for a copy
and see it for yourself. Use the order form
below and the book will be sent to you
postpaid, on five days' approval.

I The Ronald Press, 20 Vesey Street, New York, N. Y.
You may send me (postpaid) a copy of the 1610 page Management's Handbook,
for examination. Within 5 days after its receipt I will send you $7.50, or will
return the book to you.

The Ronald Press
Company

Name (Please Print) .

Business Address

(827)

20 Vesey Street New York, N. Y.

Publishers also of the Accountant's Handbook.
32,000 copies in use—Send for circular.

Firm Position .

Signature

.
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The Auditor's

Most Useful Tool

Kilduff's

Auditing and Accounting
Handbook

813 pages, 6x9, flexible, SO.OO. mi, postpaid. This book is

a practical guide—-a working tool.

It presents 804 pages of the most valuable kind of pro-

fessional data for the auditor and accountant.

There is little description and definition of fundamentals;

there is no compilation from standard accounting texts.

There are tables, digests, schedules, classifications, refer-

ence facts, all conveniently arranged for ready consulta-

tion and use.

All the material is based on actual practice.

5 Big Features that Make the Book Priceless

1 .—The most complete set of instructions yet published for audit-

ing on inventory—that balance sheet item most easy to "juggle,"

and the valuation of which is hardest to verify.

2.—Over one hundred comprehensive schedules required by the

accountant in his daily work.

3.—1,200 vital points carefully classified under 52 major divisions,

to help investigators and examiners in making an outline for a plant

survey.

4.—300 pages of the most comprehensive collection of tables and
classified data yet presented to the accounting world in book form.

5.—The most elaborate treatment of property classification yet

published -

10-Day FREE
Exainiuation

Why not take this

book with you on
your next "job" and
try out one or two
of the suggestions.

You can do this at

our expense. For
ten days you may
have'the book abso-
lutely FREE. There
is no doubt in our
minds that once you
see and read only

one or two chapters
you will realize that

j-ou can make good
use of this book.

Send this coupon

TODAY

The Complete line of Office Equipment

Transfer Files

H ERE are qualities you'll find

in Allsteel Transfer Cases:

r^onooi-t-tt Greatest possible inches of
*^apaClXy g^ng space.

CtvontftVi Absolutely rigid. No dis-

Oirifngtll tortion regardless of height.

« .__^^ Compact, neat and
Appearance— baked enamel finish.

Ti _x 4.J„,^ Keeps out dust and ver-
PrOteCtlOn— „i„;^ Does not feed fire.

-rT.jij. Conveniently grouped, verti-
IJmiiy cally and horizontally.

Skehing. Fihs. Desks. Transfers, Safes,

Counter- height Sectional Cases, Accessories and Sufifilies

THE GENERAL FIREPROOFING CO.
Voungstown, O. Dealers Everywhere

McGRAW-HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.. Iiu.

370 Seventh .\vc.. New York

You mav send me for 10 days' examination Kilduff's

Auditing" and .-Vccounting Handbook, S6.00 net, postpaid.

I agree to return the book, postpaid, within 10 days of

receipt or to remit for it.

Name

Address

OflBcial Position

Xame of Company
Adm. r2-l-'24
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Quick! Add Feet, Inches,
Fractions, All at Once

ALL those tedious calculations in feet, inches and fractions

. 'down to thirty-seconds) are finished by QuiXsuM in less than

one-third the time and with absolute assurance of accuracy.

QuiXsuM ends the drudgery of long-hand figuring. For thousands

of architects, engineers, contractors and others, it is guarding

against costly errors in the drafting room and saving its cost many
times over. Made entirely of metal. QuiXsuM is compact, sturdy,

practically everlasting. The price is only $60.00. We will forward

QuiXsuM promptly on receipt of your check, and will refund with-

out question if you do not want to keep it after a week's trial.

THE PRECISION CORPORATION
Room 901 Gotham Bank BuiWing, NewYork City

Branches in Principal Citia

Back Numbers Wanted
JULY, NOVEMBER, 1923

MARCH, 1924

'PHE JULY and November, 1923, and
the March, 1924 issues of MANAGE-

MENT AND ADMINISTRATION are

out of print. Copies of both these issues

are needed to replace missing copies in

preparing bound volumes.

We shall be grateful to any subscribers

having extra copies of any of these issues,

if they will send them to us. In return

we will extend their subscriptions for two
months from the present expiration date for

each copy sent us.

pLEASE PUT your name and address

on the package so we will know whom
to give credit, and mail to our Circulation

Department.

The Ronald Press Company
Publishers

20 Vesey St. New York, N. Y.

MaHe for maxiTnttm service %a

JENKINS

^u^;^ Automatic stop

and check valve

This valve opens by tfie pressure in-

side the boiler to which it is at-

tached, making it impossible to
accidentally turn steam into a
boiler which is being cleaned. It

automatically cuts in a new fired

boiler when the proper steam pres-

sure is reached. Internal ruptures
cause the valve to immediately
close. Pressures between boilers

operating a battery are equalized.

Made in extra heavy globe and
angle patterns.

Valves for all requirements at sup-

ply houses everywhere.

JENKINS BROS.
80 Whitest.. New York, N. Y.
524 Atlantic Ave. . . Boston. Mass.
133 No Seventh St. Philadelphia. Pa.
646 Washington Bvd. . .Chicago. III.

JENKINS BROS.. LIMI ED
Montreal. Canada London. England

Always marked with the' Diamond"

^nkins'^lve^

Fig. 393. Flanged. Extra

Heavy Iron Body. Auto-
matic Equalizing Stop
and Check (non-return)

Valve. Angle Pat tern.

TWO DAYS
is all the time it requires for Atlas to figure a
large Inventory. The job was so satisfactory

to the Advance-Rumely Company they wrote

"We received the inventory sheets last Fri-

day and take this opportunity of stating that

we are very well pleased with your work and
the short time required by you to do this

work for us"

The personnel of our operating staff is care-

fully selected. Each operator must have had
at least five years' calculating experience. Or-

ganized experience is invaluable in assuring

dependability, accuracy and economy. Our
charges are most reasonable.

ATLAS CALCULATING SERVICE
19 West Jackson Boulevard

Chicago Illinois
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Yes, prosaic in appearance— a black leather book containing

a group of ordinary photographs that mean nothing in them-

selves. Yet there's more romawc^— profitable romance for

the user of cast parts who will listen to the complete story in

the black book, than in a ten foot shelf of the most romantic

works vou can name.

Thp IVnV The black book of opportunity is

1 nt fV Uy
j^^j {q^ ggjg— jiQt even for loan.

To S€€ It '' '^ shown only by request to

those manufacturers who now use

castings but who want to know more about the

saving possibilities of pressed steel.

One of our consulting engineers, who knows

pressed steel redevelopment from A to Z, is will-

ing to match his time with yours, at your conven-

ience, to show you how the opportunity presented

by the black book can be applied to your own
business. It might be well when you ask him to

call to send with your request a sample or blue

print of some cast part you are now using.

THE YOUNGSTOWN PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
"Pioneers in Pressed Steel Redei'elopnient"

NEW \ORK—50 East I2»J Street ff'ani'l?, Ollio I6H Straus Building—CHICAGO
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Ready December 31st—

9th Annual Edition of This Standard Manual

Montgomery's

Income Tax Procedure—1925
TAX returns for the year just closing must be prepared under

a new law, the Revenue Act of 1924. As compared with the

IQ^l law which it replaces, the new one embodies nearly 500 points

of difference, including many of major importance.

Practice under its provisions is still to be established. Every
taxpayer is going to encounter scores of questions for which

those preparing the returns must themselves decide on an inter-

pretation.

Gives Reliable Counsel on Doubtful Points

In view of these conditions, corporation officials, financial executives, and
accountants will find Robert H. Montgomery's 1925 manual of unusual value in

making their decisions. Alone of all current tax piiblicationtt, it offers definite

and reliable counsel covering points on which no rulings have been issued or

which are open to more than one interpretation. It anticipates every problem

you are likely to meet, and brings out clearly questions that might be overlooked.

Explains All Changes in Procedure
The material is arranged in the order of the return, just as you will use it. Mr. Montgomery

gives the 19-24 law with the new regulations and points out exactly where practice under it differ.s

from that under the 1921 and prior laws.

For each item, he includes both the old rulings and court decisions that still apply in principle

and new ones so far issued under the present act. He amplifies and interprets this material, adding

his personal suggestions and criticisms. With this as a basis, he gives instructions that will enable

you to prepare the most complicated return, with every assurance that it is correct.

Shows How to File Claims and Appeals
Of especial concern to companies which have unsettled cases will be the detailed procedure for

bringing these matters before the Board of Tax Appeals. Protective action is suggested for all those

who stand to benefit if cases now pending before the Board and the Courts which afTect 1919 and
prior years should be decided in favor of taxpayers.

Covers Both Law and Accounting
In this standard manual, Mr. Montgomery analyzes the legal difficulties you will encounter

and explains how to set up the accounts to secure correct values—an essential service which no other

tax publication performs. In the way of personal counsel and opinion, he gives you vastly more
than you t^nuld get from any mere digest, however complete.

This material is all contained in one '2100-page volume, organized and indexed on a plan which

makes the information the most accessible to be had anywhere. You have no difficulty in turning

direct to the exact answer to any question.

Order Before Deceinl)er .31st to Secure
the Sj)ecial Pre-piibliealioii Price

Owing to the continuous growth in the size of the manual, the price of

be increased to $12. OO. This price will go into ell'cct with the publication <

,'5Ist. However, to those who order in advance of that time, assisting us to est

facturing requirements, we can make the following offer:

Orders received before December 31st will be accepted at the
price of former editions. $10.00. provided they are accompanied
by cash or check in full for this amount. Orders received after

that date will be entered at the regular price of $14.00.

Such cash orders, of course, will also be the first ones to be filled

when the manual is released. I'lease note that this offer will do.se

promptly. Mail the order form now with yo\ir check and secure the
advantages of the reduced price and preferred delivery.

the lO'i.T edition will

f the bonk December
imate probable manu-

'NCOM

D
Tax

'^^TGOMERY

1925

2100 Pases
CInlli Binding

Endorsements from Users

Thomas A. Edison. Inc., Orange, A'. J.:
"W'e have been making use of Mr. Mont-
gomery's book from the time the first edi-
tion was issued and have found its clear-cut
analysis of the law and regulations most
helpful. It has saved us many hours of
independent research and has satisfactor-
ily solved many perplexing problems."

—

Ralph H. Allen, Asst. Treasurer.

Julius Forstmann dt Co., Inc., PaHsaic.N.J.:
"We particularly like the constructive ad-
vice which the author gives, covering his
subject as a business problem, as well as
handling the technical phase thereof. The
relation of every item to interal procedure
is clearly shown and it is this broad-gauged
treatment that makes us consider his man-
ual without a peer in its line."

—

William
F. Laporte, Vice-President and Treasurer.

,

«» ADVANCE ORDER FORM—USE BEFORE DEC. SlST

I
The Ronald Press Co., 20 Vesey St., New York, N. Y.

The Ronald Press Company
Publishers

20 Vesey Street New York, N. Y.

You may send me postpaid immediately on publication a copy of Mont-
gomery's Income Tax Procedure— 1925. for which I enclose $10.00 in
full payment at the special pre-publication price.

Name (please print)

.

Business Address . .

Firm. . .

.

Position

.

(823)

Signature

(Orders unaccompanied by cash or received after December 31st will be
billed at the regular price of tlS.OO)
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A New Postindex
Visible File

You can now have all the exclusive advantages of

Postindex Files in a draw cabinet. Each Postindex
cabinet holds fourteen removable trays, holding 1000

four-page double-indexed cards, which are held in

position even should the tray be inverted. One cabinet
on your desk will prove as handy as your telephone.

For Stock Records, Price Lists, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Sales Pro-
motion, Credit Reference, Perpetual In-

ventories, Employment Records, Reserve
Stock Control, Cost Records, etc., etc.

No. 6 cabinets and trays are of sheet steel, beautifully

finished. The trays have regulation Postindex chan-
nels for the roller trunnions of the spring-steel, rust-

proof, card-wires, and locked in the cabinet, make a

fire-resisting, dust-proof safe for your valuable records.

t^simdex
Company, Inc.

BOSTON
Representatives in all principal cities

Postindex Co., Inc., 375 Broadway, Boston, Mass.

Please send us folders on POSTINDEX

Name .

Address

40°

A. C. Motor

Keep Your Operating

Expenses Down
Wlth

Built to Fit Your Needs

!

Unquestionably a motor built to serve a

definite purpose will operate more efficiently

than one of like rating chosen at random.

To build a motor or generator to meet a

special requirement it is not necessary for us to

go through the process of developing a machine

of new design.

During the thirty years that we have been

engaged in the manufacture of electrical ma-

chinery, we have built hundreds of motors and

generators for special applications. All of

these specially designed machines have been

made a part of the standard apparatus we build.

Special Machines Cost No More
In nine cases out of ten, we can now go to our files and

find specifications for a machine that will meet even the

most special application. Therefore, we can furnish you

special machines in as short a time and for as low a price

as you can get ordinary motors.

Applications

The following is a partial list of the applications for

which we can furnish D. C. and Polyphase A, C. motors:

Elevators
Pumps
Printing Presses
Laundry Mechincs
RefriRcrating Plants
PoU^ihcrs
Grinders
C. P. Battery Charging

Conveyors
Machine Tool
Electric Vehicles
Ventilating
Vacuum Cleaners
Telephone Sets
Hoists
Sewing Machines

Write for Bulletin Today!

ROTH BROTHERS & CO.
1412 West Adams Street

CHICAGO
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The records made by Calculagraph
may be used in a number of ways
CHECKING UP your labor costs and protecting

you against negligent entering of time are part of

the service given to you by Calculagraph, but there

is more than this. The records made by the Cal-

culagraph are permanent, and may be stamped
upon regular Calculagraph cards or cards made to

your own requirements by any printer.

By re-assorting these cards a single set of Cal-

culagraph records may be used for a number of

different purposes. For instance

—

Labor Cost of Product Machine Time
Making Up Payroll Efficiency Records
Productive and Non- Data for Piece Rates

productive Hours

No struggling with a complicated system—no confusing masses of figures! Calcula-

graph records are complete and easy to classify. For Calculagraph prints the

exact total of the time elapsed, also the beginning and ending of each job.

Our Booklet, "Elapsed Time Records," Contains Inter-

esting Data on Time-keeping Problems. Free on Request!

THE CALCULAGRAPH CO.
36 Church Street New York City

J
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Professional Counsel

Basset, Richards & Company
Incorporated

Engineers Accountants

347 Madison Avenue, New York City

BUREAU of COMMERCIAL
ECONOMICS, Inc.

Industrial Engineers
Organization • Methods • Layout and Facilities

Industrial Relations

72 West Adams Street. CHICAGO

WALLACE CLARK
management engineer

gantt methods

50 W. 12th St. New York

HUBERT E. COLLINS
consulting engineer

Design—Construction — Operation of Power
Plants.

Heating and Ventilation.
Consultation. Investigations and Reports.

Valuations, Research, Maintenance
Department Organization.

Winston Building UTICA, N. Y.

WALDO S. COULTER
CONSULTING ENGINEER

Treatment of factory waste liquids and sew-
ages to prevent nuisance or stream pollution.
Examinations, reports, estimates, tests, plans
and supervision of construction and operation.

114 Liberty St., New York

G. CHARTER HARRISON
ASSOCIATES

The
Semaphore
System of

Business Control
TME I

SEMAPHORE
SYSTEM

31 Nassau St., New York

HEVERLE & HAY
Public Accountants and Engineers

Costs Taxes
Production Audits

Visible Management Methods
Investigations

Main Office
City Centre Building Philadelphia

Carle M. Bieelow. M. E.

President
Robert W. Kent, B. S.

Vice-President
John A. Willard, S. B

Treasurer

BIGELOW, KENT, WILLARD & CO., Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS AND ACCOUNTANTS

Park Square Building Boston, Massachusetts
Production—Costs—Sales—Building Design—Valuations—Audits—Financing

Scovell, Wellington & Company

Audits Tax Service Costs Industrial Engineering

Boston Springfield, Mass. New York Syracuse Cleveland Chicago

MILLER. FRANKLIN. BASSET & COMPANY
ENGINEERS ACCOUNTANTS

347 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK CiTr

PENROSE R. HOOPES
Mechanical Engineer

Special & Automatic Machinery
Design and Consultation

252 Asylum St. Hartford, Conn.

WALTER N. POLAKOV
Diagnosing causes of waste

Consultation to executives and
engineers

25 Fifth Avenue, New York City

FRANK W. VAN NESS &
ASSOCIATES

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

National City Bldg., New York City

Executive Organization, Costa, Plant
Layout, Methods & Processes, Incen-
tives, Industrial Relations.

Managerial Positions are always open for

men who can Manage. We have an effective

and confidential service to offer. Not an
employment agency. An authority on the

South Free Catalogue. THE MURRAY
E. HILL CO . 301 Chamber of Commerce.
Nashville, Tenn.

TO SOME
INDUSTRIAL MANAGER

who wants a Head Storekeeper. I can offer

real service. Seven years' experience in the
storeroom, and on perpetual inventory and
stores control records. Age 31. two years'
training at School of Commerce. N. Y. Uni-
versity; of planning, analytical, executive
type. Employed at present; salary $35-40.
Box 300. care of MxNACF.MENr and Adminis-
tration. 20 Vesey St.. New York City.

EASY!
What is product of 9.999.999 x 999?

Easily found by one quick reference. Efficient
practical tables for multiplication, division,
interest, amortization, yields, information,
suggestions, etc.. arranged by C. P. A.

SIMPLICITY - ACCURACY
SPEED

Order this book today $^.98

I plus postage^ on receipt. Guaranteed
refund if book returned within 5 days.
(Accompany foreign orders with remittance.)

TABULAR CALCULATOR CO.
21 West 60th Street, New York

EXECUTIVE POSITION
WANTED

by young man with 11 years of broad experi-
ence in industrial welfare, athletic, social and
commercial club work; initiative and good
personality; open for position with a reputable
concern anywhere; at present employed; Avail-
able on short notice; references. Address Box
298. care ofMANAGEMENT AND ADMIN-
ISTRATION. 20 Vesey St.. New York City

FOR SALE-MY SERVICES
I am a graduate Chemical Engineer, a^e 35.

married. I am familiar with technical mate-
rials and processes, more particularly in the
textile line, but have had considerable expe-
rience in chemical and metal trades, have made
time studies, installed cost systems, worked on
development of materials and processes from
technical and plant standpoint, controlled
purchases of supplies, installed and directed
planning departments, and followed closely
various details of plant operation to reduce
costs.

I have served in manufacturing plants as
chemical engineer, foreman, division superin-
tendent, assistant manager and manager,
and offer my services where there is sufficient
demand for the above qualifications to enable
me to prove my ability. Box 299, care of
MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRA-
TION. 20 Vesey St.. New York City.
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Engineers. Industrial

Bureau of Commercial Econom-

ics, Inc.

Clark, Wallace

Collins, Hubert E.

Heverle & Hay

Hoopes. Penrose R.

Richards. W. B., & Co.

Robert-Pettijohn Wood Corp.

Van Ness, Frank W., and Asso-

ciates

Engineers, Management

Clark, Wallace

Collins, Hubert E.

Harrison, G. Charter, Associates

Hopf, H. A., & Co.

Richards, W. B., & Co.

Van Ness, Frank W., and Asso-

ciates

Expanded Metal

Youngstown Pressed Steel Co.

Factory Maaagement Systems

Harrison, G. Charter, Associates

Files. Steel

General Fireproofing Co.

Files, Visible

Postindex Co., Inc.

Visible Records Equipment Co.

Financing, Corporation

A. C. AUyn & Co.

Flooring, Open Steel

Irving Iron Works

Flooring, Ventilated

Irving Iron Works

Freight Handling Machinery

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.

Industrial Works

Gages, Measuring

NormaHoffmann Bearings Corp.

Gas and Gasoline Engines

General Electric Co.

Gearing

General Electric Co.

Generating Sets

General Electric Co.

Irving Iron Works

Grating, Area, Sidewalk, etc.

Irving Iron Works

Gratings, Steel

Irving Iron Works

Grinding Machines

General Electric Co.

Hammers, Steam

Industrial Works

Heating Apparatus, Electric

General Electric Co.

Hoists. Manual, Electric

General Electric Co.

Instruments, Recording

General Electric Co.

Taylor Instruments Co.

Insulation, Electric

General Electric Co.

Powers Accounting Machine Co,

International Ticketograph

Tabulating Machine Co.. The

Inventory Control Service

Tabulating Machine Co., The

Power Transmission Machinery

General Electric Co.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

Pressed Steel Parts

Youngstown Pressed Steel Co.

Production Control Service

Tabulating Machine Co.. The

Production Management Engineers

Cooley & Marvin Co.

Scovell. Wellington & Co.

Publishers

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Ronald Press Co.. The

Rail Saws, Portable

Industrial Works

Loose-Leaf Systems

Moore, J. C, Corp.

Management

Hopf, H. A., & Co.

Richards, W. R.. & Co.

Motors, Electric

General Electric Co.

Roth Bros. Co.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co.

Office Equipment

Acme Card System Co.

General Fireproofing Co.

Kardex Co., The

Moore, J. C, Corp.

Postindex Co., Inc.

Precision Adding Machine Co.

Remington Typewriter Co.

Visible Records Equipment Co.

Piece Work Pay Systems

Tabulating Machine Co., The

Pile Drivers

Industrial Works

Pipe Colls

The Superheater Co.

Recording Instruments

Calculagraph Co.

Rheostats, Motor

General Electric Co.

Roller Bearings, Tapered, Plain

and Babbitt

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

Stewart Mfg. Corporation.

Safes, Underwriters

General Fireproonng Co.

Sanitary Drinking Cups

The Vortex Company

Scales

Superheaters, Marine

The Superheater Co.

Youngstown Pressed Steel Co.

Superheaters, Steam

The Superheater Co.

Systems, Business

Cooley & Marvin Co.

Ernst & Ernst

' Tables, Steel

General Fireproofing Co.

Tax Service

Cooley & Marvin Co.

Ernst & Ernst

Hedrick-Garrett-Adelquist

Time Recorder

Calculagraph Co.

Time Stamps

Calculagraph Co.

Transformers

General Electric Co.

Traps, Steam

Sarco Co., The

Truck Platforms

Youngstown Pressed Steel Co.

Trucks, Elevating

National Scale Corporation

Typewriters

Remington Typewriter Co.

Turbines, Steam

General Electric Co.

Merrick Scale Manufacturing

Co.

National Scale Corporation

Scrapers, Cable Drag

Industrial Works

Shafting Bearings

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

Shelving, Steel

General Fireproofing Co.

Shipping Containers, Corrugated

Hinde & Dausch Paper Co.

Stair Steps, Safety

Irving Iron Works

Stampings

I

Youngstown Pressed Steel Co.

Stokers

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Company

Superheaters, Locomotive

The Superheater Co.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co.

Valves

Jenkins Bros.

Valve Fittings

Jenkins Bros.

Valve Discs

Jenkins Bros.

Visible Control Records

Acme Card System Co.

Kardex Co., The

Voltmeters

General Electric Co.

Welders, Electric Arc

General Electric Co.
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Symbol
ofaGreatPower

forBetterBusiness

Send for

The Kardex Man

'Phone his office in

your city or write

The Kardex Co., 580
Kardex Park,

Tonawanda, N.Y. In Can-
ada Kardex, 58 King St.

W., Toronto, Ont. London
—3 Holborn Viaduct, E.

C. 1. Paris—24 Rue de

la Fidf lite. Kardex Stores

in leading cities through-

out the world.

In,' KKfdnx Co

THE Kardex slide is rec-

ognized everywhere as a

remarkable influence for the

better administration of busi-

ness. Its basic principle—keep-

ing all vital facts ready for the

eye ofmanagement—has saved

profits for thousands of busi-

ness houses.

It is also the sign of a great

new business service. Through-

out the world Kardex men,

giving instruction in the sound

planning of business records,

have exerted a far-reaching

influence.

Thousands of instances of

lowered costs—in all lines

—

from the New York Stock

Exchange to a country store

—

have made a place for the

Kardex Man's achievements

in the records of international

commerce.

KARDEX
WORLDS LEADING CARD RECORD
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